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This publication will not I hope be deemed super-

fluous.—Its contents have, in great part^, been collected

and translated in France and Italy ; in Germany many

of the Discussions have been separately translated ; and

their oeneral collection has once and aoain been recom-

mended in the leading critical Journals of America. In

this country also, a considerable number are comprised

in the " Selections from the Edinburgh Review " by Mr
Crosse. M. Peisse, the learned French translator, has

added to the articles, published by him under the name

of " Fragments de Philosophic," sundry important con-

tributions of his own ;—an Introduction, an Appendix,

and Notes. Of the last especially I have frequently

availed myself.

In reprinting these criticisms, I have made a few

unimportant corrections ; and some not unimportant

additions,—in length at least, for the new extends to

above a half of the old. At the same time, I was not

averse from evincing, by the way, the punctual accuracy of

certain statements, advanced in these criticisms, which had

been variously and, sometimes even, vehemently assailed.

In one instance, the counter criticism was indeed of sucli

a character, and came from such a quarter, that I could

not in propriety let it pass without a full and formal refu-

tation.

In preparing an Appendix, supplementary of the pre-

vious discussions relative to the English Universities, I
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insensibly involved mysell' in a complication of details,

which, after a fruitless and wholly unexpected expendi-

ture of time, 1 found that leisure and strength and patience

all failed me either to disentangle or to complete ; I was

therefore, in the end, constrained to limit the consideration,

not only to Oxford exclusively, but exclusively to the edu-

cation afforded in its fundamental faculty, that of Arts.

And in reference even to this, had I anticipated the

amount of tedious toil, which the mere collecting and

verifying of the facts would cost, I might have been dis-

posed to avoid what, though to me a real labour, is so

disproportioned to any apparent result.

Apart from the Appendices, the new matter, whether of

text or notes, except where distinction was needless, is

enclosed within square brackets.

Edinburgh ; March 1852.
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PHILOSOPHY.

T.-PHILOSOPHY OF THE UNCONDITIONED.

IN REFERENCE TO COUSIN'S DOCTRINE

OF THE INFINITO-ABSOLUTE. ^^^

(October, 1829.)

Cours de Fhilosophie. Far M. Victor Cousin, Professeur de

Philosophie a la Faculte des Lcttres de Paris.

—

Introdvction a

VHistoire de la Philosojihie. 8vo. Paris, 1828.

The delivery of these Lectures excited an unparalleled sensation

in Paris. Condemned to silence during the reign of Jesuit ascen-

dency, M. Cousin, after eight years of honourable retirement, not

exempt from persecution, had again ascended the Chair of Philo-

* [Translated into French, by M. Peisse ; into Italian, by S. Lo Gatto :

also in Cross's Selections from the Edinburgh Review.

This article did not originate with myself. I Avas requested to write it by

my friend, the late accomplished Editor of the Review, Professor Napier.

Personally, I felt averse from the task. I was not unaware, that a discussion

of the leading doctrine of the book would prove unintelligible, not only to

" the general reader," but, with few exceptions, to our British metaphysi-

cians at large. But, moreover, I was still farther disinclined to the under-

taking, because it would behove me to come forward in overt opposition to

a certain theory, which, hoAvever powerfully advocated, I felt altogether

unable to admit ; whilst its author, M. Cousin, was a philosopher for whose

genius and character I already had the warmest admiration,—an admiration

which every succeeding year has only augmented, justified, and confirmed.

Nor, in saying tliis, need I make any reservation. For I admire, even where

I dissent ; and were M. Cousin's speculations on the Absolute utterly abo-

lished, to him would still remain the honour, of doing more himself, and of

contributing more to what has been done by others, in the furtherance of an

enlightened philosophy, than any other living individual in France—I might

say in Europe. Mr Napier, however, was resolute ; it was the first lunnber

A



2 PHILOSOPHY OF THE UNCONDITIONED.

sopliy ; and the splendour with Avliich he recommenced his acade-

mical career, more than justified the expectation which his recent

celebrity as a writer, and the memory of his earlier prelections,

had inspired. Two thousand auditors listened, all with admira-

tion, many with enthusiasm, to the eloquent exposition of doc-

trines intelligible only to the few ; and the oral discussion of phi-

losophy awakened in Paris, and in France, an interest unexampled

since the days of Abelard. The daily journals found it necessary

to gratify, by their earlier summaries, the impatient curiosity of

the public ; and the lectures themselves, taken in short-hand, and

corrected by the Professor, propagated weekly the influence of

his instruction to the remotest provinces of the kingdom.

Nor are the pretensions of this doctrine disproportioned to the

attention which it has engaged. It professes nothing less than to

be the complement and conciliation of all philosophical opinion
;

and its author claims the glory of placing the key-stone in the

arch of science, by the discovery of elements hitherto unobserved

among the facts of consciousness.

Before proceeding to consider the claims of M. Cousin to origi-

nality, and of his doctrine to truth, it is necessary to say a few

words touching the state and relations of philosophy in France.

After the philosophy of Descartes and Malebranche had sunk

into obhvion, and from the time that Condillac, exaggerating the

too partial principles of Locke, had analysed all knowledge into

sensation, Sensuahsm, (or, Vnore correctly, Sensuism,) as a psycho-

logical theory of the origin of our cognitions, became, in France,

of the Keview under his direction ; and the criticism was hastily written.

In this country the reasonings were of course not understood, and naturally,

for a season, declared incomprehensible. Abroad, in France, Germany, Italy,

and latterly in America, the article has been rated higher than it deserves.

The illustrious thinker, against one of whose doctrines its argument is direct-

ed, was the first to speak of it in terms which, though I feel their generosity,

I am ashamed to quote. I may, however, state, that maintaining always

his opinion, M. Cousin, (what is rare, especially in metaphysical discussions,)

declared, that it was neither unfairly combated nor imperfectly under-

stood In connection with this criticism, the reader should compare what

M. Cousin has subsequently stated in defence and illustration of his sys-

tem, in his Preface to the new edition of the Introduction a PHistoire de

la Philosophies and Appendix to the fifth lecture {CEuvres, Serie II. Tome i.

pp. vii. ix., and pp. 112-129 ;)—in his Preface to the second edition, and his

Advertisement to the third edition of the Fragments Philosophiques {Q^uvres,

S. III. T. iv.)— and in his Prefatory Notice to the Pensees de Pascal {(Euvres,

S. IV. T. i.)—On the other hand, M. Peisse has ably advocated the coun-

terview, in his Preface and Appendix to the Fragments de Philosophic, (Src]



PHILOSOPHY IN FRANCK ; AND IN SCOTLAND.

not only the dominant, bnt almost the one exclusive opinion. It

was believed that reality and truth were limited to experience,

and experience was limited to the sphere of sense ; while the

very highest laculties of mind Avere deemed adequately explained

when recalled to perceptions, elaborated, purified, sublimated, and

transformed. From the mechanical relations of sense with its

object, it was attempted to solve the mysteries of will and intel-

ligence ; the philosophy of mind was soon viewed as correlative

to the physiology of organisation. The moral nature of man was

at last formally abolished, in its identification with his physical :

mind became a reflex of matter ; thought a secretion of the brain.

A doctrine so melancholy in its consequences, and founded on

principles thus partial and exaggerated, could not be permanent

:

a reaction was inevitable. The recoil, which began about twenty

years ago, has been gradually increasing ; and now it is perhaps

even to be apprehended, that its intensity may become excessive.

As the poison was of foreign growth, so also has been the antidote.

The doctrine of Condillac was, if not a corruption, a development,

oi'igi- of the doclrine of Locke ; and, in returning to a better philosophy,

the French are still obeying an impulsion communicated from

without. This impulsion may be traced to two difterent sources,

—

to the philosophy of Scotland, and to the philosophy of Germany.

In Scotland, a philosophy had sprung up, Avhich, though pro-

fessing, equally with the doctrine of Condillac, to build only on

experience, did not, like that doctrine, hmit experience to the

felations of sense and its objects. Without vindicating to man
more than a relative knowledge of existence, and restricting the

science of mind to an observation of the fact of consciousness, it,

lowever, analysed that fact into a greater number of more import-

mt elements than had been recognised in the school of Condillac.

[t showed that phaenomena were revealed in thought which could

lot be resolved into any modification of sense,—external or inter-

lal. It proved that intelhgencc supposed principles, which, as

he conditions of its activity, can not be the results of its opera-

ion ; that the mind contained knowleges, which, as primitive,

iniversal, necessary, are not to be explained as generalizations

rom the contingent and individual, about which alone all expe-

ience is conversant. The phfenomena of mind were thus distin-

guished from the phajnomena of matter ; and if the impossibility

)f materialism were not demonstrated, there was, at least, demon-

itrated the impossibility of its proof.

This philosophy, and still more the spirit of this philosophy.
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was calculated to exert a salutary influence on the French. And

such an influence it did exert. For a time, indeed, the truth

operated in silence ; and Eeid and Stewart had already modified

the philosophy of France, before the French were content to

acknowledge themselves their disciples. In the works of Dege-

rando and Laromiguiere, may be traced the influence of Scottish

speculation ; but it is to Eoyer-Collard, and, more recently, to

Jouftroy, that our countrymen are indebted for a full acknow-

ledgment of their merits, and for the high and increasing esti-

mation in which their doctrines are now held in France. M.j

Royer-Collard, whose authority has, in every relation, been exert- 1 ^\^^

ed only for the benefit of his country, and who, once great as a
'

^^

professor, is now not less illustrious as a statesman, in his lectures,

advocated with distinguished abiUty the principles of the Scottish

school ; modestly content to follow, while no one was more entitled

to lead. M. Joufi'roy, by his recent translation of the works of

Dr Reid, and by the excellent preface to his version of Mr Dugald

Stewart's " Outhnes of Moral Philosophy," has likewise power

fully co-operated to the establishment, in France, of a philosophy

equally opposed to the exclusive Sensualism of Condillac, and to

the exclusive Rationalism of the new German school.

Germany may be regarded, latterly at least, as the metaphysi

cal antipodes of France. The comprehensive and original geniui

of Leibnitz, itself the idejal abstract of the Teutonic character, had

reacted powerfully on the minds of his countrymen ; and Rational

ism, (more properly InteUectuaUsm,*) has, from his time, always

remained the favourite philosophy of the Germans. On the prin

ciple of this doctrine, it is in Reason alone that truth and reahtj

are to be found. Experience aff'ords only the occasions on whicl

intelligence reveals to us the necessary and universal notions o

which it is the complement ; and these notions constitute at one

* [On tlie modern commutation of Intellect or Intelligence (Nov?, Meiii

Intellectus, Verstand), and Reason (Ao'yo?, Ratio, Vernunfi), see Dissei

tations on Reid, pp. 6G8, 6G9, 693. (This has nothing to do with the cor

fusion of Reason and Reasoning.) Protesting, therefore, against the abus'

I historically emploj' the terms as they Avere employed by the philosophc

here commemorated. This unfortimatc reversal has been propagated to tl

Fi-ench philosophy, and also adopted in England by Coleridge and his fo

lowers.—I may here notice that I use the term Understanding, not for tl

noetic faculty, intellect proper, or place of principles, but for the dianoei

or discursive faculty, in its widest signification, for the faculty of relatio'

or comparison ; and thus in the meaning in which Verstand is now employ

bv the Germans. In this sense I have been able to be uniformly consisteni
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PHILOSOPHY IN GERMANY. 5

the foundation of all reasoning, and the guarantee of our whole

knowledge of reality. Kant, indeed, pronounced the philosophy

of Rationalism a mere fabric of delusion. He declared that a

science of existence w^as beyond the compass of our faculties ; that

pure reason, as purely subjective,* and conscious of nothing but

* In the ])hilosophy of miud, subjective denotes what is to be referred to

the thinking subject, the Ego ; objective what belongs to the object of

thought, the Non-Ego.—It may be safe, perliaps, to say a few words in

vindication of our employment of these terms. By the Greeks the word

vicoKilf^ivov was equivocally employed to express cither the object of hnoio-

ledge^ (the materia circa quam^) or the subject of existence, (the materia in

qua.) The exact distinction of subject and object was first made by the

schoolmen ; and to the schoolmen the vulgar languages are principally

indebted for what precision and analytic subtilty they possess. Tliese cor-

relative terms correspond to the first and most important distinction in

philosophy ; they embody the original antithesis in consciousness of self

and not-self,—a distinction which, in fact, involves the whole science of

mind ; for psychology is nothing more than a determination of the sub-

jective and the objective, in themselves, and in their reciprocal relations.

Thus significant of the primary and most extensive analysis in philoso-

phy, these terms, in their substantive and adjective forms, passed from the

schools into the scientific language of Telesius, Campanella, Berigardus,

Gassendi, Descartes, Spinosa, Leibnitz, Wolf, &c. Deprived of these

terms, the Critical philosophy, indeed the whole philosophy of Germany,

would be a blank. In this country, though familiarly employed in scien-

tific language, even subsequently to the time of Locke, the adjective

Meter, nad forms seem at length to have dropt out of the English tongue. That

1
te'oiw!- these words waxed obsolete was perhaps caused by the ambiguity which

,,^jl^jvs had gradually crept into the signification of the substantives. Object,

,|jj_ besides its proper signification, came to be abusively applied to denote

^..motive, end, final cause (a meaning not recognised by Johnson). This
w' .innovation was probably borrowed from the French, in whose language the
i>onvtac' yyord had been similarly corrupted after the commencement of the last cen-

1
notions tury (Diet, de Trevoux, voce Objet.) Subject in English, as sujet in French,

uteatoncfhad been also perverted into a synonyme for object, taken in its proper

meaning, and had thus returned to the original ambiguity of the correspond-

^-, j/ffljing term in Greek. It is probable that the logical applic;ition of the word
^^^^^{subject of attribution or predication) facilitated or occasioned this confusion.

'^^Illidiftonfu
using the terms, therefore, we think that an exi)lanation, but no apology,

j]jpjl)U(is required. The distinction is of paramount importance, and of infinit*;

'iliilosophei
application, not only in ]ihilosophy proper, but in grammar, rhetoric, criti-

.,„.,(eiitoftcism, ethics, politics, jurisprudence, theology. It is adequately expressed

'ml his f" ^y "*^ other terms ; and if these did not already enjoy a prescriptive right,

'^,^,jf(,fttias denizens of the language, it cannot be denied, that, as strictly analogical,
'

,

^^ijjjel
they would be well entitled to sue out their naturalization.—[Not that

.

q[
iilatioi

these terms were formerly always employed in the same signification and

.^jjp](yf
contrast which they now obtain. For a history of these variations, see Dis-

,lv
consists"'!
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itself, was therefore unable to evince the reality of aught beyond

the phsenomena of its personal modifications. But scarcely had

the critical philosopher accompHshed the recognition of this im-

portant principle, the result of which was, to circumscribe the

field of speculation by narrow bounds ; than from the very dis-

ciples of his school there arose philosophers, who, despising the

contracted hmits, and humble results, of a philosophy of obser-

vation, re-estabhshed, as the predominant opinion, a bolder and

more uncompromising Rationahsm than any that had ever pre-

viously obtained for their countrymen the character of philosophic

visionaries

—

" Gens ratione ferox, et meutem pasta chimffiris."*

(•' Minds fierce for reasou, and on fancies fed.'')

Founded by Fichte, but evolved by Schelling, this doctrine

regards experience as unworthy of the name of science : because,

as only of the phaenomenal, the transitory, the dependent, it is

only of that which, having no reality in itself, cannot be esta-

blished as a vahd basis of certainty and knowledge. Philosophy
j

must, therefore, either be abandoned, or we must be able to seize

;

the One, the x\bsolute, the Unconditioned, immediately and in'

itself. And this they profess to do by a kind of intellectual

vision.^ In this act, reason, soaring not only above the world of

sertations on Reid, p. 806, sq.—Since this article was written, the words

have in this coimtry re-euteved on then- ancient rights; they are now in

common use.]

* [This line, which was quoted fi-om memory, has, I find, in the original,

"furens;" therefore translated—"Minds mad with reasoning—and fancy-

j

fed." The author certainly had in his eye the " ratione iusanias" of Terence,
j

It is fi'oni a satyi'e by Abraham Remi, who, in the former half of the seven-!

teenth centmy, was Professor Royal of Eloquence in the University of]

Paris ; and it referred to the disputants of the Irish College in that illustrious!

school. The " Hibernian Logicians" were, indeed, long famed over the

continent of Europe, for their acuteness, pugnacity, and barbarism ; as is

recorded by Patin, Bayle, Le Sage, and many others. The learned Menage
was so delighted Avith the verse, as to declare, that he would give his best

benefice (and ho enjoyed some fat ones) to have written it. It applies, not

only with real, but with verbal, accuracy to the German Rationalists; who
in Philosophy (as Aristotle has it), " in making reason omnipotent, show
their OAvn impotence of reason," and in Theology (as Charles II. said of

Isaac Yossius),—" believe every thing but the Bible."]

t " \_lnteUectuelle Anschauunyy—This is doubly wrong.— 1°, In gram-

matical rigour, the word in German ought to have been " intellectua/e."

2°, In philosophical consistency the intuition ought not to have been called*

by its authors (Fichte and Schelling) intellectual. For, though this

cauecij

be, inj
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sense, but beyond the sphere of personal consciousness, boldly

places itself at the very centre of absolute being, with which it

claims to be, in fact, identified ; and thence surveying existence

in itself, and in its relations, unveils to us the nature of the Deity,

and explains, from first to last, the derivation of all created

things.

M. Cousin is the apostle of Rationalism in France, and we are

wilhng to admit that the doctrine could not have obtained a more

eloquent or devoted advocate. For philosophy he has suffered

;

to her niinisti'y he has consecrated himself—devoted without

reserve his life and labours. Neither has he approached the

sanctuary with unwashed hands. The editor of Proclus and

Descartes, the translator and interpreter of Plato, and the pro-

mised expositor of Kant, will not be accused of partiality in the

choice of his pursuits ; while his two works, under the title of

Philosophical Fragments, bear ample evidence to the learning,

elegance, and distinguished ability of their author. Taking him

all in all, in France M. Cousin stands alone : nor can we contem-

plate his character and accomplishments, without the sincerest

admiration, even ^vhile we dissent from the most prominent prin-

ciple of his philosophy. The development of his system, in all its

points, betrays the influence of German speculation on his opi-

nions. His theory is not, however, a scheme of exclusive

Rationalism ; on the contrary, the peculiarity of his doctrine

consists in the attempt to combine the philosophy of experience,

and the philosophy of pure reason, into one. The following is a

concise statement of the fundamental positions of his system :

Reason, or intelhgeuce, has three integrant elements, affording

three regulative principles, which at once constitute its nature,

and govern its manifestations. These three ideas severally sup-

pose each other, and, as inseparable, are equally essential and

equally primitive. They are recognised by Aristotle and by

Kant, in their several attempts to analyse intelligence into its

principles ; but though the categories of both philosophers com-

prise all the elements of thought, in neither list are these elements

naturally co-arranged, or reduced to an ultimate simplicity.

fact, absolutely more correct, yet relatively it is a blunder ; for the intuition,

as intended by them, is of their higher faculty, the Reason (Vcrnunft), and
not of their loAvcr, the Understanding or Intellect (Verstand). In modern
Gennan Philosophy, Verstand is always translated by Intellectus; and this

again corresponds to Nov,'.]
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The first of these ideas, elements, or laws, though funda-

mentally one, our author variously expresses, by the terms unity,

identity, substance, absolute cause, the infinite, pure thought, &c.

;

(we would briefly call it the unconditioned.) The second, he

denominates plurality, difference, phaenomenon, relative cause,

the finite, determined thought, &c.
;
(we would style it the con-

ditioned.) These two elements are relative and correlative. The

first, though absolute, is not conceived as existing absolutely in

itself; it is conceived as an absolute cause, as a cause which can-

not but pass into operation ; in other words, the first element

must manifest itself in the second. The two ideas are thus con-

nected together as cause and effect ; each is only realised through

the other ; and this their connexion, or correlation, is the third inte-

grant element of intelligence.

Reason, or intelligence, in which these ideas appear, and which,

in fact, they make up, is not individual, is not ours, is not even

human ; it is absolute, it is divine. What is personal to us, is our

free and voluntary activity ; what is not free and not voluntary,

is adventitious to man, and does not constitute an integrant part

of his individuality. Intelligence is conversant Avith truth ; truth,

as necessary and universal, is not the creature of my volition

;

and reason, which, as the subject of truth, is also universal and

necessary, is consequently impersonal. We see, therefore, by a

light which is not ours, and reason is a revelation of God in man.

The ideas of which we are 'conscious, belong not to us, but to ab-

solute intelligence. They constitute, in truth, the very mode and

manner of its existence. For consciousness is only possible under

plurality and difference, and intelligence is only possible through

consciousness.

The divine nature is essentially comprehensible. For the three

ideas constitute the nature of the Deity ; and the very nature

of ideas is to be conceived. God, in fact, exists to us, only in so

far as he is known ; and the degree of our knowledge must

always determine the measure of our faith. The relation of God
to the universe is therefore manifest, and the creation easily un-

derstood. To create, is not to make something out of nothing,

for this is contradictory, but to originate from self. We create

so often as we exert our free causality, and something is created

by us, when something begins to be by virtue of the free cau-

sality which belongs to us. To create is, therefore, to cause, not

with nothing, but with the very essence of our being—with our
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force, our will, our personality. The divine creation is of the

same character. God, as he is a cause, is able to create ; as he

is an absolute cause, he cannot but create. In creating the uni-

verse, he does not di'aw it from nothing ; he draws it from him-

self. The creation of the universe is thus necessary ; it is a

manifestation of the Deity, but not the Deity absolutely in him-

self ; it is God passing into activity, but not exhausted in the act.

The universe created, the principles which determined the

creation are found still to govern the worlds of matter and mind.

Two ideas and their connection explain the intelligence of God ;

two laws in their counterpoise and correlation explain the material

universe. The law of Expansion is the movement of unity to

variety ; the law of Attraction is the return of variety to unity.

In the world of mind the same analogy is apparent. The

study of consciousness is psychology. Man is the microcosm of

existence ; consciousness, within a narrow focus, concentrates a

knowledge of the universe and of God
;
psychology is thus the

abstract of all science, human and divine. As in the external

world, all phaenomena may be reduced to the two great laws of

Action and Ileaction ; so, in the internal, all the facts of conscious-

ness may be reduced to one fundamental fact, comprising in like

manner two principles and their correlation ; and these principles

are again the One or the Infinite, the Many or the Finite, and

the Connection of the infinite and finite.

In every act of consciousness we distinguish a Self or E(jo, and

something different from self, a Non-ego ; each limited and modi-

fied by the other. These, together, constitute the finite element.

But at the same instant when we are conscious of these existences,

plural, relative, and contingent, we are conscious likewise of a

superior unity in which they are contained, and by which they

are explained ;—a unity absolute as they are conditioned, sub-

stantive as they are phsenomenal, and an infinite cause as they

are finite causes. This unity is God. The fact of consciousness

is thus a complex phaenomenon, comprehending three several

terms : 1°, The idea of the Ego and Non-ego as Finite ; 2", The

idea of something else as Infinite ; and, 3", The idea of the Rela-

tion of the finite element to the infinite. These elements are

revealed in themselves and in their mutual connexion, in every

act of primitive or Spontaneous consciousness. They can also be

reviewed by Eeflection in a voluntary act ; but here reflection

distinguishes, it does not create. The three ideas, the throe
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categories of intelligence, are given in the original act of instinc-

tive apperception, obscurely, indeed, and without contrast. Ee-

flection analyses and discriminates the elements of this primary

synthesis ; and as will is the condition of reflection, and will at

the same time is personal, the categories, as obtained through

reflection, have consequently the appearance of being also personal

and subjective. It was this personality of reflection that misled

Kant : caused him to overlook or misinterpret the fact of spon-

taneous consciousness ; to individuahse intelligence ; and to collect

under this personal reason all that is conceived by us as necessary

and universal. But as, in the spontaneous intuition of reason,

there is nothing voluntary, and consequently nothing personal

;

and as the truths which inteUigence here discovers, come not from

ourselves ; we have a right, up to a certain point, to impose these

truths on others as revelations from on high : while, on the con-

trary, reflection being wholly personal, it would be absurd to im-

pose on others, what is the fruit of our individual operations.

Spontaneity is the principle of religion ; reflection of philosophy.

Men agree in spontaneity ; they diff*er in reflection. The former

is necessarily veracious ; the latter is naturally delusive.

The condition of Reflection is separation : it illustrates by dis-

tinguishing ; it considers the different elements apart, and while

it contemplates one, it necessarily throws the others out of view.

Hence, not only the possibility, but the necessity, of error. The

primitive unity, supposing no distinction, admits of no error

;

reflection in discriminating the elements of thought, and in con-

sidering one to the exclusion of others, occasions error, and a

variety in error. He who exclusively contemplates the element

of the Infinite, despises him who is occupied with the idea of the

Finite ; and vice versa. It is the wayward development of the

various elements of intelligence, which determines the imperfec-

tions and varieties of individual character. Men under this partial

and exclusive development, are but fragments of that humanity

which can only be fully realised in the harmonious evolution of

all its principles. What Reflection is to the individual. History

is to the human race. The difference of an epoch consists exclu-

sively in the partial development of some one element of intelli-

gence in a prominent portion of mankind ; and as there are only

three such elements, so there are only three grand epochs in the

history of man.

A knowledge of the elements of reason, of their relations and
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of their laws, constitutes not merely Philosophy, but is the con-

dition of a History of Philosophy. The history of human reason,

or the history of philosophy, must bo rational and philosophic.

It must be philosophy itself, with all its elements, in all their

relations, and under all their laws, represented in striking cha-

racters by the hands of time and of history, in the manifested

progress of the human mind. The discovery and enumeration of

all the elements of intelligence enable us to survey the progress

of speculation from the loftiest vantage ground ; it reveals to us

the laws by which the development of reflection or philosophy is

determined ; and it supplies us with a canon by which the ap-

proximation of the different systems to the truth may be finally

ascertained. And what are the results ? Sensualism, Idealism,

Scepticism, Mysticism, are all partial and exclusive views of the

elements of intelligence. But each is false only as it is incomplete.

They are all true in what they affirm ; all erroneous in what they

deny. Though hitherto opposed, they are, consequently, not

incapable of coahtion ; and, in fact, can only obtain their con-

summation in a powerful Eclecticism,—a system which shall com-

prehend them all. This Eclecticism is realised in the doctrine

previously developed; and the possibihty of such a cathohc

philosophy Avas first afforded by the discovery of jM. Cousin,

made so long ago as the year 1817,—" that consciousness con-

tained many more phasnomena than had previously been sus-

pected."

The present course is at once an exposition of these principles,

as a true theory of philosophy, and an illustration of the mode
in which this theory is to be applied, as a rule of criticism in

the history of philosophical opinion. As the justice of the appli-

cation must be always subordinate to the truth of the principle,

we shall confine ourselves exclusively to a consideration of M.
Cousin's system, viewed absolutely in itself. This, indeed, we
are afraid will prove comparatively irksome ; and, therefore,

solicit indulgence, not only for the unpopular nature of the chs-

cussion, but for the employment of language which, from the

total neglect of these speculations in Britain, will necessarily

appear abstruse—not merely to the general reader.

Now, it is manifest that the whole doctrine of M. Cousin is

involved in the proposition,

—

that the (Jncomlitioned, the Abso-

lute, the Injinitc, is immediately knoicn in consciousness, and this

by difference., plurality., and relation. The nnronditionorl, as an
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original element of knowledge, is the generative principle of his

system, but common to him with others ; whereas the mode in

which the possibihty of this knowledge is explained, affords its

discriminating peculiarity. The other positions of his theory, as

deduced from this assumption, may indeed be disputed, even if

the antecedent be allowed ; but this assumption disproved, every

consequent in his theory is therewith annihilated. The recogni-

tion of the absolute as a constitutive principle of intelligence, our

author regards as at once the condition and the end of philosophy
;

and it is on the discovery of this j)rinciple in the fact of conscious-

ness, that he vindicates to himself the glory of being the founder

of the new eclectic, or the one catholic, philosophy. The determi-

nation of this cardinal point will thus briefly satisfy us touching

the claim and character of the system. To explain the nature of

the problem itself, and the sufficiency of the solution propounded

by M. Cousin, it is necessary to premise a statement of the

opinions which may be entertained regarding the Unconditioned,

as an immediate object of knowledge and of thought.

These opinions may be reduced to four.—1°, The Uncon-

ditioned is incognisable and inconceivable ; its notion being only

negative of the conditioned, which last can alone be positively

known or conceived.—2°, It is not an object of knowledge ; but

its notion, as a regulative principle of the mind itself, is more

than a mere negation of ,the conditioned.—3°, It is cognisable,

but not conceivable ; it can be known by a sinking back into

identity with the absolute, but is incomprehensible by conscious-

ness and reflection, which are only of the relative and the dif-

ferent.—4°, It is cognisable and conceivable by consciousness and

reflection, under relation, difference, and plurality.

The first of these opinions we regard as true ; the second is

held by Kant ; the third by Schelling ; and the last by our

author.

1. In our opinion, the mind can conceive, and consequently can

know, only the limited, and the conditionally limited. The uncon-

ditionally unlimited, or the Infinite, the unconditionally hmited,

or the Absolute, cannot positively be construed to the mind ; they

can be conceived, only by a thiiikmg away from, or abstraction

of, those very conditions under which thought itself is reahsed

;

consequently, the nodon of the Unconditioned is only negative,

—

negative of the conceivable itself. For example, on the one hand
we can positively conceive, neither an absolute whole, that is, a

I
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whole so great, that wc cannot also conceive it as a relative part of

a still (greater whole ; nor an absolute part, that is, a part so small,

that wc cannot also conceive it as a relative whole, divisible into

smaller parts. On the other hand, we cannot positively repre-

sent, or realise, or construe to the mind (as here understanding and

imagination coincide *), an infinite whole, for this could only be

done by the infinite synthesis in thought of finite wholes, which

would itself require an infinite time for its accomplishment ; nor,

for the same reason, can we follow out in thought an infinite divi-

sibility of parts. The result is the same, whether we apply the

process to limitation in space, in time, or in degree. The uncon-

ditional negation, and the unconditional affirmation of limitation
;

in other words, the injiniie and the absolute, properly so called,]

are thus equally inconceivable to us.

* [The Understanding, thought proper, notion, concept, &c., may coincide

or not with Imagination, representation proper, image, &c. The two facul-

ties do not coincide in a general notion ; for we cannot represent Man or

Horse in an actual image without individualising the universal ; and thus

contradiction emerges. But in the individual, say, Socrates or Bucephalus,

they do coincide ; for I see no valid gi'ound why we should not thijik^ in the

strict sense of the word, or conceive the individuals which we represent. In

like manner there is no mutual contradiction between the image and the

concept of the Infinite or Absolute, if these be otherwise possible ; for there

is not necessarily involved the incompatibility of the one act of cognition

with the other.]

t It is right to observe, that though we are of opinion that the terms,

Infinite and Absolute, and Unconditioned, ought not to be confounded, and
accurately distinguish them in the statement of our own view

;
yet, in

speaking of the doctrines of those by whom they are indifferently employed,

we have not thought it necessary, or rather we have found it impossible, to

adhere to the distinction. The Unconditioned in our use of language denotes

the genus of which the Infinite and Absolute are the species.

[The term Absolute is of a twofold (if not threefold) ambiguit}', correspond-

ing to the double (or treble) signification of the word in Latin.

1. Absolutum means what is freed or loosed; in which sense the Absolute

will be what is aloof from relation, comparison, limitation, condition, depen-

dence, &c., and thus is tantamount to to d'KohvTr^v of the lower Greeks. In

this moaning the Absolute is not opposed to the Infinite.

2. Absolntum xmaws finished, perfected, completed ; in which sense the Ab-
solute will be what is out of relation, &c., as finished, perfect, complete,

total, and tluis coiTcsponds to to '67,ou and to teAs/ov of Aristotle. In this

acceptation,—and it is that in which for myself I exclusively use it,— the

Absolute is diametrically opposed to, is contradictory of, the Infinite.

Besides these two meanings, there is to be noticed the use of the word,
for the most part in its adverbial form ;

—

uhsohitely (absolute) in the sense of
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As the conditionally limited (which we may briefly call the

conditioned) is thus the only possible object of knowledge and of

positive thought—thought necessarily supposes conditions. To
think is to condition ; and conditional limitation is the fundamental

law of the possibility of thought. For, as the greyhound cannot

outstrip his shadow, nor (by a more appropriate simile) the eagle - ip--

outsoar the atmosphere in which he floats, and by which alone he life of

may be supported; so the mind cannot transcend that sphere of
|

?f

""

limitation, within and through which exclusively the possibihty of

thought is realised. Thought is only of the conditioned ; because,

as we have said, to think is simply to condition. The absolute is

conceived merely by a negation of conceivabihty ; and all that we

know, is only known as

" won from the void and formless infinite.'"

How, indeed, it could ever be doubted that thought is only of the

conditioned, may well be deemed a matter of the profoundest

admiration. Thought cannot transcend consciousness ; conscious-

ness is only possible under the antitliesis of a subject and object

of thought, known only in correlation, and mutually limiting each

other ; while, independently of this, all that we know either of

subject or object, either of mind or matter, is only a knowledge

in each of the particular, of the plural, of the different, of the

modified, of the phsenomenal. We admit that the consequence of

this doctrine is,—that philosophy, if viewed as more than a science

of the conditioned, is impossible. Departing from the particular,

we admit, that we can never, in our highest generalisations, rise

above the finite ; that our knowledge, whether of mind or matter,

can be nothing more than a knowledge of the relative manifesta-

tions of an existence, which in itself it is our highest wisdom to

recognise as beyond the reach of philosophy,—in the language of

St Austin,—" cognoscendo ignorari, et ignorando cognosci."

The conditioned is the mean between two extremes,—two incon-

ditionates, exclusive of each other, neither of which can he con-

ceived as possible, but of which, on the principles of contradiction

and excluded middle, one tmist be admitted as necessary. On this

opinion, therefore, reason is shown to be weak, but not deceitful.

simply, siinpliciter, x'TrT^Zg), that is, considered in and for itself—considered

not in relation. This holds a similar analogy to the two former meanings
of Absolute, which the Indefinite (j6 xooigtov) does to the Infinite {t6 xtthqo!/).

It is subjective as they are objective ; it is in our thought as they are in

their own existence. This application is to be discounted, as here irrelevant.] ^Iliiiitet

I
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rhc mind is not represented as conceiving two propositions sub-

versive of each otlicr, as equally possible ; but only, as unable to

understand as possible, eitber of two extremes ; one of which,

however, on the ground of their mutual repugnance, it is compelled

to recognise as true. We are thus taught the salutary lesson,

;hat the capacity of thought is not to be constituted into the moa-

ure of existence ; and are warned from recognising the domain

)f our knowledge as necessarily co-extensive with the horizon of

)ur faith. And by a wonderful revelation, we are thus, in the

irery consciousness of our inability to conceive aught above the rela-

;ive and finite, inspired with a belief in the existence of something

inconditioned beyond the sphere of all comprehensible reality.*

2. The second opinion, that of Kant, is fundamentally the same

IS the preceding. Metaphysic, strictly so denominated, the phi-

osophy of Existence, is virtually the doctrine of the unconditioned,

^'rom Xenophanes to Leibnitz, the infinite, the absolute, the un-

;onditioned, formed the highest principle of speculation ; but from

he dawn of philosophy in the school of Elea until the rise of the

.Kantian philosophy, no serious attempt was made to investigate

he nature and origin of this notion (or notions) as a psychological

)haBnomenon. Before Kant, philosophy was rather a deduction

rom principles, than an inquiry concerning principles them-

elves. At the head of every system a cognition figured, which

he philosopher assumed in conformity to his vicAvs ; but it was

arely considered necessary, and more rarely attempted, to

.scertain the genesis, and determine the domain, of this notion

r judgment, previous to application. In his first Critique, Kant

ndertakes a regular survey of consciousness. He professes

Jeiiitolo analyse the conditions of human knowledge,—to mete out

limits,—to indicate its point of departure,—and to deter-

line its possibihty. That Kant accomplished much, it would

e prejudice to deny ; nor is his service to philosophy the less,
I incoo-

k c»

M»
Oiitte

;eeitfiJ.

iiijiilered

jv are in

* [True, therefore, arc the decharations of a pions philosophy :

—

'' A God
nderstood would be no God at all

; "—"To think that God is, as we can

link him to be, is blasphemy."—The Divinity, in a certain sense, is

ivealed ; in a certain sense is concealed : He is at once known and unknown,

ut the last and highest consecration of all true religion, must be an altar

-Ayi/utTTu Qsu—" To tlte unknown and unknowable God.'''' In this consum-

lation, nature and revelation, paganism and Christianity, are at one : and

om either source the testimonies are so numerous that I must refrain

om quoting any.—Am I wi'ong in thinking, that ]\I. Cousin would not

pudiate this doctrine ?]
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that his success has been more decided in the subversion of error

than in the estabhshment of truth. The result of his examination

was the abohtion of the metaphysical sciences,—of rational psy-

chology, ontology, speculative theology, &c., as founded on mere

petitiones principioriim. Existence is revealed to us only under

specific modifications, and these are known only under the con-

ditions of our faculties of knowledge. •' Things in themselves,"

Matter, Mind, God,—all, in short, that is not finite, relative, and

phenomenal, as bearing no analogy to our faculties, is beyond the

verge of our knowledge. Philosophy was thus restricted to the

observation and analysis of tlie phaenomena of consciousness ; and

what is not explicitly or implicitly given in a fact of conscious-

ness, is condemned, as transcending the sphere of a legitimate

speculation. A knowledge of the unconditioned is declared impos-

sible; either immediately, as a notion, or mediately, as an inference.

A demonstration of the absolute from the relative is logically

absurd ; as in such a syllogism we must collect in the conclusion

what is not distributed in the premises : And an immediate know-

ledge of the unconditioned is equally impossible.—But here we

think his reasoning complicated, and his reduction incomplete.

We must explain ourselves.

While we regard as conclusive, Kant's analysis of Time and

Space into conditions of thought, we cannot help viewing his

deduction of the " Categories of Understanding," and the " Ideas

of speculative Reason," as the work of a great but perverse inge-

nuity. The categories of understanding are merely subordinate

forms of the conditioned. Why not, therefore, generahse the

Conditioned—Existence conditioned, as the supreme category, or

categories, of thought ?—and if it were necessary to analyse this

form into its subaltern applications, why not develope these imme-

diately out of the generic principle, instead of preposterously, and

by a forced and partial analogy, deducing the laws of the under-

standing from a questionable division of logical propositions ?

Why distinguish Reason
(
Vernunji) from Understanding

( Ver-

stand), simply on the ground that the former is conversant about,;

or rather tends towards, the unconditioned ; when it is sufliciently;

apparent, that the unconditioned is conceived only as the negation

of the conditioned, and also that the conception of contradictories'

is one? In the Kantian philosophy both faculties perform the

same function, both seek the one in the many ;—the Idea (Idee)

is only the Concept {Begriff) sublimated into the inconceivable

;
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Reason only the Understanding which has " overleaped itself."

Kant has clearly sliown, that the idea of the nnconditioned can

have no objective reality,—that it conveys no knowledge,—and

that it involves the most insolnble contradictions. But he ought

to have sliown that the unconditioned had no objective application,

because it had, in fact, no subjective affirmation,—that it afforded

no real knowledge, because it contained nothing even conceiv-

able,—and that it is self-contradictory, because it is not a notion,

either simple or positive, but only a fasciculus of negations

—

negations of the conditioned in its opposite extremes, and bound

together merely by the aid of language and their common cha-

racter of incomprehensibility. And while he appropriated Reason

as a specific faculty to take cognisance of these negations, hypos-

tatised as positive, under the Platonic name of Ideas ; so also, as

a pendant to his deduction of the categories of Understanding

from a logical division of propositions, he deduced the classifica-

tion and number of these ideas of Reason from a logical division

of syllogisms.—Kant thus stands intermediate between those who
view the notion of the absolute as the instinctive affirmation of an

enceutric intuition, and those who regard it as the factitious nega-

tive of an eccentric generalisation.

Were we to adopt from the Critical Philosophy the idea of

analysing thought into its fundamental conditions, and were we
to carry the reduction of Kant to what we think its ultimate sim-

pUcity, we would discriminate thought into positive and negative,

according as it is conversant about the conditioned or uncondi-

tioned. This, however, would constitute a logical, not a psycho-

logical distinction ; as positive and negative in thought are known
at once, and by the same intellectual act. The twelve Categories

of the Understanding would be thus included under the former
;

Ml the three Ideas of Reason under the latter ; and to this intent the

contrast between understanding and reason would disappear.

tioEi: Finally, rejecting the arbitrary limitation of time and space to

j • the sphere of sense, we would express under the formula of—The
Conditioned in Time and Space—a definition of the conceivable,

and an enumeration of the three categories of thought.*

jtii The imperfection and partiality of Kant's analysis are betrayed

in its consequences. His doctrine leads to absolute scepticism.

* [See Appendix I., for a more matured view of these categories or con-

ditions of thought.]

B
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Speculative reason, on Kant's own admission, is an organ of mere

delusion. The idea of the unconditioned, about which it is con-

versant, is shown to involve insoluble contradictions, and yet to

be the legitimate product of intelligence. Hume has well observed,

" that it matters not whether we possess a false reason, or no

reason at all." If " the Hght that leads astray, be light from

heaven," what are we to believe ? If our intellectual nature be

perfidious in one revelation, it must be presumed deceitful in all

;

nor is it possible for Kant to establish the existence of God, Free-

will, and Immortality, on the presumed veracity of reason, in a

practical relation, after having himself demonstrated its mendacity

in a speculative.

Kant had annihilated the older metaphysic, but the germ of a

more visionary doctrine of the absolute, than any of those refuted,

was contained in the bosom of his own philosophy. He had slain

the body, but had not exorcised the spectre of the absolute ; and

this spectre has continued to haunt the schools of Germany even

to the present day. The philosophers were not content to aban-

don their metaphysic ; to hmit philosophy to an observation of

phaenomena, and to the generalisation of these phsenomena into

laws. The theories of ,Bouterweck, (in his earher works,) of

Bardili, of Reinhold, of Fichte, of Schelling, of Hegel, and of

sundry others, are just so many endeavours, of greater or of less

ability, to fix the absolute as a positive in knowledge ; but the

absolute, like the water in' the sieves of the Danaides, has always

hitherto run through as a negative into the abyss of nothing.

3. Of these theories, that of Schelling is the only one in

regard to which it is now necessary to say any thing. His opinion

constitutes the third of those enumerated touching the knowledge

of the absolute ; and the following is a brief statement of its prin-

cipal positions :

—

While the lower sciences are of the relative and conditioned,

Philosophy, as the science of sciences, must be of the absolute—
the unconditioned. Philosophy, therefore, supposes a science of

the absolute. Is the absolute beyond our knowledge ?—then is

philosophy itself impossible.

But how> it is objected, can the absolute be known? The ab-

solute, as unconditioned, identical, and one, cannot be cognised

under conditions, by difference and plurality. It cannot, there-

fore, be known, if the subject of knowledge be distinguished from

the object of knowledge ; in a knowledge of the absolute, exist-
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ence and knowledge must be identical ; the absolute can only bo

known, if adequately known, and it can only be adequately known,

by the absolute itself. But is this possible? We are wholly

ignorant of existence in itself:—the mind knows nothing, except

in parts, by quality, and difference, and relation ; consciousness

supposes the subject contradistinguished from the object of thought;

the abstraction of this contrast is a negation of consciousness ; and

the negation of consciousness is the annihilation of thought itself.

The alternative is therefore unavoidable :—either finding the abso-

lute, we lose ourselves ; or retaining self and individual conscious-

ness, we do not reach the absolute.

All this Schelhng frankly admits. He admits that a knowledge

of the absolute is impossible, in personality and consciousness : ho

admits that, as the understanding knows, and can know, only by

consciousness, and consciousness only by difference, we, as con-

scious and understanding, can apprehend, can conceive only the

conditioned ; and he admits that, only if man be himself the in-

finite, can the infinite be known by him

:

" Xec sentire Denm, nisi qui pars ipse Deonuii est
;

" *

("Xonecan feel God, who shares not in the Godhead.")

* [This line is from Manilius. Bat as a statement of Schelling's doctrine

it is inadequate ; for on his doctrine the deit}' can be Ivnown onl}- if fully

known, and a full knowledge of deity is possible only to the absolute deity

—

that is, not to a sharer in the Godhead. Manilius has likewise another (poeti-

cally) laudable line, of a similar, though less exceptionable, puii^ort :

—

" Exemplumque Dei quisque est in imagine parva ;

"

(" Each is himself a miniature of God.")

For we should not recoil to the opposite extreme ; and, though man be not

identical with the Deity, still is he " created in the image of God." It is, in-

deed, only through an analogy of the human with the Divine nature, that

we are percipient and recipient of Divinity. As St Prosper has it :
—" Xemo

possidet Deum, nisi qui possidetur a Deo."—So Seneca ;
—" In unoquoque

virorum bonorum habitatDeus."—So Plotinus -•
—" Virtue tending to consum-

mation, and irradicated in the soul by moral wisdom, reveals a God ; but a

God destitute of true virtue is an empty name."—So Jacobi:—" From the

enjo}'ment of virtue springs the idea of a virtuous ; from the enjoyment of free-

dom, the idea of a free ; from the enjoyment of life, the idea of a living ; from

the enjoyment of the divine, the idea of a godlike^—and of a God."— So

Goethe

:

—
" Waer nicht das Auge sonncnhaft,

Wie koennten wir das Licht erblicken ?

Lebt' nicht in uns dos Gottes eigne Kraft,

Wie koennte uns das Goettliches cntzuecken ?"

So Kant and many others. (Tlius morality and religion, necessity and
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But Schelling contends that there is a capacity of knowledge

above consciousness, and higher than the understanding, and that

this knowledge is competent to human reason, as identical ivith

the Absolute itself. In this act of knowledge, which, after Fichte,

he calls the Intellectual Intuition, there exists no distinction of

subject and object,—no contrast of knowledge and existence ; all

difference is lost in absolute indifference,—all plurality in absolute

unity. The Intuition itself,—Reason,—and the Absolute are

identified. The absolute exists only as known by reason, and

reason knows only as being itself the absolute.

This act (act!) is necessarily ineffable :

" The vision and the faculty divine,"

to be known, must be experienced. It cannot be conceived by the

understanding, because beyond its sphere ; it cannot be described,

because its essence is identity, and all description supposes discri-

mination. To those who are unable to rise beyond a philosophy

of reflection, Schelhng candidly allows that the doctrine of the

absolute can appear only a series of contradictions ; and he has at

least the negative merit of having clearly exposed the impossibi-

lity of a philosophy of the unconditioned, as founded on a know-

ledge by difference, if he utterly fails in positively proving the

possibility of such a philosophy, as founded on a knowledge in

identity, through an absorption into, and vision of, the absolute.

Out of Laputa or the Empire it would be idle to enter into an

articulate refutation of a theory, which founds philosophy on the

annihilation of consciousness, and on the identification of the un-

conscious philosopher with God. The intuition of the absolute is

manifestly the work of an arbitrary abstraction, and of a self-

delusive imagination. To reach the point of indifference,—by
abstraction we annihilate the object, and by abstraction we annihi-

late the subject, of consciousness. But what remains?

—

Nothing.

" Nil conscimus nobis." We then hypostatise the zero; we bap-

tize it with the name of Absolute ; and conceit ourselves that we

i!

atheism, rationally go together.)—The Platonists and Fathers have indeed

finely said, that " God is the soul of the soul, as the soul is the soul of the

body."

" Vita Aninofe Dens est; ha2c Corporis. Hac fugiente,

Solvitur hoc
;
perit hajc, destituente Deo."

These verses are preserved to us from an ancient poet by John of Salis-

bury, and they denote the comparison of Avhich Buchanan has made so admi-

rable a use in his Calvini Epicediitm .]

i
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contemplate absolute existence, \Ylien we only speculate absolute

privation.* This truth lias been indeed virtually confessed by tlie

two most distinguished followers of Schelling. Ilegel at last

abandons the intuition, and regards " i^iire or undetermined exis-

tence'' as convertible with "pure nothing;" whilst Oken, if he

adhere to the intuition, intrepidly identifies the Deity or Absolute

with zero. God, he makes the iSTothing, the Nothing, he makes God;
" And Naught,

Is ev'rjthiug, and ev'i7tliiiig is Xaught." f

Nor does tlie negative chinifera prove less fruitful than the posi-

tive ; for Schelhng has found it as difficult to evolve the one into

the many, as his disciples to deduce the universe and its contents

from the first self-affirmation of the " primordial Nothing."

"^liri homines ! Ni/iil esse aliquid statuantve negentve
;

Quodque negant statuunt, quod statuiuitque negant."

To Schelhng, indeed, it has been impossible, without gratuitous

* [The Infinite and Absohite are only the names of two counter imbecilli-

ties of the himiau mind, transmuted into properties of the nature of things,—of

two subjective negations, converted into objective afBniiations. We tire our-

selves, either in adding to, or in taking from. Some, more reasonably, call the

thing uufinishable

—

infinite ; others, less rationally, call it finislied

—

absolute.

But in both cases, the metastasis is in itself irrational. Xot, however, in the

highest degi-ee : for the subjective contradictories Avere not at tirst objectified

by the same philosophers ; and it is the crowning irrationality of the Infinito-

absolutists, that they have not merely accepted as objective what is only sub-

jective, but quietly assumed as the same, what are not only ditferent but con-

flictive not only confiictive, but repugnant. Seneca (Ep. 118) has given the

true genealogy of the original fictions ; but at his time the consummative union

of the two had not been attempted. " Ubi animus aliquid diu protiUit, et

magnitudinem ejus sequendo lassatus est, infinitum coepit vocari. Eodem
raodo, aliquid dilBculter secari cogitavimus, novissime, cresceute clifBcultate,

insecabile inventum est."]

t [From the Rejected Addresses. Their ingenious authors have embodied
a jest in the very words by which Oken, in sober seriousness, propounds tiie

first and gi-eatest of philosophical traths. Jacobi for Neeb ?) might well

say, that, in reading this last consummation of German speculation, he did

not know whetiier lie were standing on iiis liead or his feet. The book in

which Oken so ingeniously deduces the All from the Nothing, has, I see, been

lately translated into Englisli, and published by the Ray Society (I tliink).

The statement of the paradox is, indeed, somewhat softened in the second

edition, from which, I presume, the version is made. Not that Oken and

Hegel arc original even in the absurdity. For as Varro riglit truly .^^aid :—
'' Nihil tarn absurde dici potest, quod non dicatur ab aliquo phiI().sopiiorum ;

"

so the Intuition of God = the Absolute, = the Nothing, we find asserted by
the lower Platonists, by tlie Buddliists. and by Jacob Boehme.]
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and even contradictory assumptions, to explain the deduction of

the finite from the infinite. By no salto mortale has he been able

to clear the magic circle in which he had enclosed himself. Unable

to connect the unconditioned and the conditioned by any natural

correlation, he has variously attempted to account for the phre-

nomenon of the universe, either by imposing a necessity of self-

manifestation on the absolute, i. e. by conditioning the uncon-

ditioned ; or by postulating a fall of the finite from the infinite,

i. e. by beggmg the very fact which his hypothesis professed its

exclusive ability to explain.—The veil of Isis is thus still unwith-

drawn ; * and the question proposed by Orpheus at the dawn of

speculation will probably remain unanswered at its setting :

—

" nZ; OS fiot h rt rcc xclvt 'iarxt y-at x^^i; iKuarov;
"

(•' How can I think each, separate, and all, one?")

In hke manner, annihilating consciousness in order to recon-

struct it, Schelling has never yet been able to connect the faculties

conversant about the conditioned, with the faculty of absolute

knowledge. One simple objection strikes us as decisive, although

we do not remember to have seen it alleged. " We awaken,"

says Schelling, " from the Intellectual Intuition as from a state of

death ; we awaken by Reflection, that is, through a compulsory

return to ourselves." f ^^'e cannot, at the same moment, be in

the intellectual intuition and in common consciousness ; we must

therefore be able to connect them by an act of memory—of recol-

lection. But how can there be a remembrance of the absolute

and its intuition ? As out of time, and space, and relation, and

difference, it is admitted that the absolute cannot be construed to

the understanding ? But as remembrance is only possible under

the conditions of the understanding, it is consequently impossible

to remember anything anterior to the moment when we awaken

into consciousness ; and the clairiwyance of the absolute, even

granting its reahty, is thus, after the crisis, as if it had never

been. We defy all solution of this objection.

* [Isis appears as the ^gypto-Grecian symbol of the Unconditioned.

(Jlati
—

'Iff/flt

—

Ovaioe,: "Ivstov,— yvuatz, tow ovrag. Plut. I. et O.) In the

temple of Athene-Isis, at Sais, on the fane there stood this sublime inscrip-

tion :

I AJI ALL THAT WAS, AND IS, KSD SHALL BE
;

NOR MT VEIL, HAS IT BEEN WITHDRAWN BY MORTAL.

("'Ey^y il^i TcSiv to ysyovoj, y-al 6u^ ku\ iuo^uivou, kccI to'j i/^ou Tri-TrM'j o0^ei( ttu

t In Fiohte's u. Niethhammcr's Phil. Jouni. vol. iii. p. 214.
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4. What has now been stated may in sonic degree enable the

reader to apprehend the relations in which onr author stands,

both to those who deny and to those who admit a knowledge of

the absolute. If we compare the philosopliy of Cousin with tiie

philosophy of Schelling, we at once perceive that the former is a

disciple, though by no means a servile disciple of the latter. The

scholar, though enamoured with his master's system as a whole,

is sufficiently aware of the two insuperable difficulties of that

theory. He saw, that if he pitched the absolute so high, it was

impossible to deduce from it the relative; and he felt, probably,

that the Intellectual Intuition—a stumbling-block to himself

—

would be arrant foolishness in the eyes of his countrymen.

—

Cousin and Schelling agree, that as philosophy is the science of

the unconditioned, the unconditioned must be within the compass

of science. They agree that the unconditioned is known, and

immediately known : and they agree that intelligence, as com-

petent to the unconditioned, is impersonal, infinite, divine.—But

while they coincide in the fact of the absolute, as known, they are

diametrically opposed as to the mode in which they attempt to

realize this knowledge ; each regarding, as the climax of contra-

diction, the manner in wliich the other endeavours to bring human

reason and the absolute into proportion. According to Schelling,

Cousin's absolute is only a relative ; according to Cousin, Schel-

ling's knowledge of the absolute is a negation of thought itself.

Cousin declares the condition of all knowledge to be plurality and

difference ; and Schelling, that tlie condition, under which alone

a knowledge of the absolute becomes possible, is indifference and

unity. The one thus denies a notion of the absolute to conscious-

ness ; whilst the other affirms that consciousness is implied in

every act of inteUigence. Truly, we must view each as triuniphant

over the other ; and the result of this mutual neutralisation is,

—

that the absolute, of which both assert a knowledge, is for us

incognisable.*

* [" Quod genus hoc pugnte, qua victor victus uterque
!

"

is still lurtlior exhibited in the mutual refutation of the two great apostles

of the Absolute, in Germany,—Schelliug and Hegel. They were early

friends,—contemporaries at tlie same university,—occupiers of the same

bursal room, (college chums,)—Ilegel, somewhat tlie elder man, was some-

what the younger philosopher,—and they were joint editors of the journal in

which their then common doctrine was at first promulgated. So far all was

in unison ; but now they separated, locally and in opinion. Both, indeed,

stuck to the Absolute, but each regarded the way in which the other pro-
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In these circumstances, we might expect our author to have

stated the difficulties to which his theory was exposed on the one

side and on the other ; and to have endeavoured to obviate the

objections, both of his brother absolutists, and of those who alto-

gether deny a philosophy of the unconditioned. This he has not

done. The possibility of reducing the notion of the absolute to a

negative conception is never once contemplated ; and if one or two

allusions (not always, perhaps, correct) are made to his doctrine,

the name of Schelling does not occur, as we recollect, in the whole

compass of these lectures. Difficulties, by which either the doc-

trine of the absolute in general, or his own particular modification

of that doctrine, may be assailed, are either avoided, or solved

only by still greater. Assertion is substituted for proof ; facts of

consciousness are alleged, which consciousness never knew ; and

paradoxes, that baffle argument, are promulgated as intuitive

truths, above the necessity of confirmation. With every feeling

of respect for M. Cousin as a man of learning and genius, we
must regard the grounds on which he endeavours to establish his

doctrine as assumptive, inconsequent, and erroneous. In vindicat-

ing the truth of this statement, we shall attempt to show :—in the

first place, that M. Cousin is at fault in all the authorities he

quotes in favour of the opinion, that the absolute, infinite, uncon-

ditioned, is a primitive notion, cognisable by our intellect ; in the

second, that his argument to prove the correality of his three ideas

fessed to reach it, as absurd. Hegel derided the Intellectual Intuition of

Schelling, as a poetical i:)lay of fancy ; Schelling derided the Dialectic of

Hegel, as a logical play with words. Both, I conceive, were right; but

neither fully right. If Schelling's Intellectual Intuition Avere poetical, it was

a poetry transcending, in fact abolishing, human imagination. If Hegel's

Dialectic were logical, it was a logic, outraging that science and the condi-

tions of thought itself. Hegel's whole philosophy is indeed founded on two

errors ;—on a mistake in logic, and on a violation of logic. In his dream of

disproving the law of Excluded Middle (between two Contradictories), he

inconceivably mistakes Contraries for Contradictories ; and in positing pure

or absolute existence as a mental datum, immediate, intuitive, and above

proof, (though, in truth, this be palpably a mere relative gained by a process of

abstraction,) he not only mistakes the fact, but violates the logical law which

prohibits us to assume the principle which it behoves us to prove. On these

two fundamental errors rests Hegel's dialectic ; and Hegel's dialectic is the

ladder by which he attempts to scale the Absolute.—The peculiar doctrine

of these two illustrious thinkers is thus to me only another manifestation of

an occurrence of the commonest in human speculation ; it is only a sophism

of relative self-love, victorious over the- absolute love of truth;—" Quod
volunt sapiunt, et nolunt sapere qufe vera sunt."]
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(COUSIN ON THE CATEGORIES OF AHISTOTLE AND KANT.) -J".

proves directly the reverse; in the tfiird. that the conditions

under which alone he allows intelligence to be possible, neces-

sarily exclude the possibility of a knowledge, not to say a con-

ception, of the absolute ; and in the fourth, that the absolute, as

defined by him, is only a relative and a conditioned.

In the Jirst place, then, M. Cousin supposes that Aristotle and

Kant, in their several categories, equally proposed an analysis of

the constituent elements of intelligence ; and lie also supposes

that each, like himself, recognised among these elements the

notion of the infinite, absolute, unconditioned. In both these sup-

positions we think him wrong.

It is a serious error in a historian of philosophy to imagine

that, in his scheme of categories, Aristotle proposed, like Kant,

an analysis of the elements of human reason." It is just, how-

ever, to mention, that in this mistake M. Cousin has been pre-

ceded by Kant himself. But the ends proposed by the two phi-

losophers were diftercnt, even opposed. In their several tables

:

—Aristotle attempted a synthesis of things in their multiplicity,

—

classification of objects real, but in relation to thought ;—Kant,

an analysis of mind in its unity,—a dissection of thought, pure,

but in relation to its objects. The predicaments of Aristotle are

thus objective, of things as understood ; those of Kant subjective,

of the mind as understanding. The former are results a poste-

riori—the creations of abstraction and generalisation ; the latter,

anticipations a priori—the conditions of those acts themselves.

It is true, that as the one scheme exhibits the unity of thought

diverging into plurality, in appliance to its objects, and the other,

exhibits the multiplicity of these objects converging towards unity

by a collective determination of the mind ; while, at the same time,

language usually confounds the subjective and objective under a

common term ;—it is certainly true, that some elements in the

one table coincide in name with some elements in the other.

This coincidence is, however, only equivocal. In reality, the

whole Kantian categories must be excluded from the Aristotelic

list, as entia rationis, as notiones secundce— in short, as determi-

nations of thought, and not genera of real things ; while the

several elements would be specially excluded, as jHirtial, privative,

transcendent, &c. But if it would be unjust to criticise the cate-

gories of Kant in whole, or in part, by the Aristotelic canon, what

must we think of Kant, who, after magnifying the idea of invcsti-
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gating the forms of pure intellect as worthy of the mighty genius

of the Stagirite, proceeds, on this false hypothesis, to hlame the

execution, as a kind of patcli work, as incomplete, as confounding

derivative with simple notions ; nay, even, on the narrow prin-

ciples of his own Critique, as mixing the forms of pure sense

with the forms of pure understanding ? *—If M. Cousin also were

correct in his supposition that Aristotle and his followers had

viewed his categories as an analysis of the fundamental forms of

thought, he would find his own reduction of the elements of rea-

son to a double principle anticipated in the scholastic division of

existence into ens per se and ens per accidens.

Nor is our author correct in thinking that the categories of

Aristotle and Kant are complete, inasmuch as they are co-exten-

sive with his own.—As to the former, if the Infinite were not

excluded, on what would rest the scholastic distinction of ens cate-

goricum and ens transcendens ? The logicians require that pre-

dicamental matter shall he of a limited and finite nature ;t God,

as infinite, is thus excluded : and while it is evident from the

whole context of his book of categories, that Aristotle there only

contemplated a distribution of the finite, so, in other of his works,

he more than once emphatically denies the infinite as an object

not only of knowledge, but of thought ;

—

to ocTrst^ov xyuuarov
fi

etTcu^ov
j

—TO oL-TTii^ov ovrs vo/irov^ ours uiaS'iiTov.^—But if Aristotle thus re-

gards the Infinite as beyond the compass of thought, Kant views

it as, at least, beyond the sphere of knowledge. If jM. Cousin

indeed employed the term category in relation to the Kantian

philosophy in the Kantian acceptation, he would be as erroneous

in regard to Kant as he is in regard to Aristotle ; but we presume

that he wishes, under that term, to include not only the " Cate-

* See the Critik d. r. V. and the Prolegouieua.

t [M. Peisse, in a note here, quotes the common logical law of categorical

entities, well and briefly expressed in the following verse :

—

" Entia per sose, Jinita, realia, tota."

He likewise justly notices, that nothing is included in the Aristotelic categories

but what is susceptible of definition, consequently of analysis]

t Phys. L iii. c. 10, test. 6G, c. 7, text. 40. See also Metaph. L. ii. c, 2,

text. 11. Analyt. Post. L. i. c. 20, text. 39—et alibi.— [Aristotle's defini-

tion of the Infinite^ (of the eivet^ov in contrast to the do^iarav)— "• that of which

there is always something beyond,'' may be said to be a definition only of the

Indefinite. This I shall not gainsay. But it was the only Infinite which

he contemplated ; as it is the only Infinite of which we can form a notion.]

it; a UK i

mi-

t!i- :.

i-vCISf 1
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^ories of Understanding." but the " Ideas of Reason."* But

Ivant limits knowledge to experience, and experience to the cate-

gories of the understanding, which, in reality, are only so many
brms of the conditioned; and allows to the notion of the uncon-

iitioned (corresponding to the ideas of reason) no objective

eality, regartling it merely as a regulative principle in the

irrangement of our thoughts.—As M. Cousin, however, holds that

he unconditioned is not only suhjectively conceived, but objectively

'cnoivn ; he is thus totally wrong in regard to the one philosopher,

md wrong in part in relation to the other.

In the second place, our author maintains that the idea of the

nfinite, or absolute, and the idea of the finite, or relative, are

jqually real, because the notion of the one necessarily suggests

he notion of the other.

Correlatives certainly suggest each other, but correlatives may,

3r may not, be equally real and positive. In thought contradictories

lecessarily imply each other, for the knowledge of contradictories

s one. But the reality of one contradictory, so far from guaran-

eeing the reality of the other, is nothing else than its negation.

Thus every positive notion (the concept of a thing by what it is)

suggests a negative notion (the concept of a thing by what it is not)

;

md the highest positive notion, the notion of the conceivable, is

lot without its corresponding negative in the notion of the incon-

leivable. But though these mutually suggest each other, tlie

)ositive alone is real ; the negative is only an abstraction of

:he other, and in the highest generality, even an abstraction

Df thought itself. It therefore behoved M. Cousin, instead

jf assuming the objective correality of his two elements on

;he fact of their subjective correlation, to have suspected, on this

k^ery ground, that the reality of the one was inconsistent with the

reality of the other. In truth, upon examination, it will be found

ihat his two primitive ideas are nothing more than contradictory

* [" Tlie Categories of Kant are simple forms or frames (schemata) of the

Understanding ( Verstand) imder wliich, an object to be known, nuist be

necessarily thought.—Kant's Ideas, a Avord which he expressly borrowed

from Plato, are concepts of the Reason ( Verniinft) ; whose objects tran-

scending the sphere of all experience actual or possible, consequently do not

'all under the categories, in other words, are positively unknowable. These

liiflifcdcas are God, Matter, Soul, objects which, considered out of relation, or in

their transcendent reality, are so many phases of the Absolute.''—M. Peisse.]
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relatives. Those, consequently, of their very nature, imply each

other in thought ; but they imply each other only as affirmation

and negation of the same.

"We have already shown, that though the Conditioned (condi-

tionally limited) be one, Avhat is opposed to it as the Unconditioned,

is plural : that the unconditional negation of limitation gives one

unconditioned, the Infinite ; as the unconditional affirmation of limi-

tation affords another, the Absolute. This, while it coincides with

the opinion, that the Unconditioned in either pliasis is inconceivable,

is repugnant to the doctrine, that the unconditioned (absoluto-in-

finite) can be positively construed to the mind. For those who,

with M. Cousin, regard the notion of the unconditioned as a posi-

tive and real knowledge of existence in its all-comprehensive

unity, and who consequently employ the terms Absolute, Infinite,

Unconditioned, as only various expressions for the same identity,

are imperatively bound to prove that their idea of the One corres-

ponds—either with that Unconditioned we have distinguished as

the Absolute,—or with that Unconditioned toe have distinguished as

the Infinite,—or that it includes both,— or that it excludes both.

This they have not done, and, we suspect, have never attempted

to do.

Our author maintains, that the unconchtioned is knoAvn under

the laws of consciousness ; and does not, like Schelling, pretend

to an intuition of existence beyond the bounds of space and time.

Indeed, he himself expres'sly predicates the absolute and infinite

of these forms.

Time is only the image or the concept of a certain correlation

of existences—of existence, therefore, pro tanto, as conditioned. It

is thus itselfonly a form of the conditioned. But let that pass.—Is,

then, the Absolute conceivable of time ? Can we conceive time as

unconditionally limited? AYe can easily represent to ourselves

time under any relative limitation of commencement and termina-

tion ; but we are conscious to ourselves of nothing more clearly,

than that it Avould be equally possible to think without thought, as

to construe to the mind an absolute commencement, or an absolute

termination, of time ; that is, a beginning and an end, beyond

which, time is conceived as non-existent. Goad imagination to

the utmost, it still sinks paralysed within the bounds of time ; and
time survives as the condition of the thought itself in which we
annihilate the universe :

" Sur les mondcs (k'truits Ic Temps dort immobile."
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But if the Absolute be inconceivable of this foi-m, is the Infinite

more comprehensible ? Can avc imagine time as unconditionally

unlimited ?—We cannot conceive the infinite regress of time ; for

such a notion could only be realized by the infinite addition in

thought of finite times, and such an addition would, itself, require

an eternity for its accomplishment. If wc dream of effecting this,

we only deceive ourselves by substituting the indefinite for the in-

""' finite, than which no two notions can be more opposed. The

negation of the commencement of time involves likewise the affir-

mation, that an infinite time has at every moment already run

;

that is, it implies the contradiction, that an infinite has been com-

F"*' pleted.—For the same reasons we are unable to conceive an infi-

*'^' nite progress of time ; while the infinite regress and the infinite

progress, taken together, involve the triple contradiction of an

ufinite concluded, of an infinite commencing, and of two infinites,

'^* not exclusive of each other.

Space, like time, is only the intuition or the concejjt of a cer-

tain correlation of existence— of existence, therefore, pro tanto,

IS conditioned. It is thus itself only a form of the conditioned.

'"P'f^ But apart from this, thought is equally powerless in realizing a

lotion either of the absolute totality, or of the infinite immensity, of

pace.—And Avhile time and space, as wholes, can thus neither be

:onceived as absolutely limited, nor as infinitely unhmited ; so their

Darts can be represented to the mind neither as absolutely indivi-

hial, nor as divisible to infinity. The universe cannot be imagined

IS a whole, which may not also be imagined as a part ; nor an

itom be imagined as a part, which may not also be imagined as a

i^hole.

The same analysis, with a similar result, can be applied to

ause and effect, and to substance and phcenomenon. These,

lowever, may both be reduced to the law itself of the conditioned.*

The Conditioned is, therefore, that only which can be positively

onceived ; the Absolute and Infinite are conceived only as nega-

ions of the conditioned in its opposite poles.

Now, as we observed, M. Cousin, and those who confound the

ibsolute and infinite, and regard the Unconditioned as a positive

nd indivisible notion, must show that this notion coincides either,

", with the notion of the Absolute, to the exclusion of the in-

inite ; or 2°, with the notion of the Infinite, to the exclusion

•* Soo Appendix I. for the applications of tliat doctriuo.
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ii
variety

•

it

of the absolute ; or 3°, that it includes both as true, carrying

them up to indifference ; or 4°, that it excludes both as false.

The last two alternatives are impossible, as either would be

subversive of the highest principle of inteUigence, which asserts,

that of two contradictories, both cannot, but one must, be true.

It only, therefore, remains to identify the unity of the Uncondi-

tioned with the Infinite, or with the Absolute—with either, to the

exclusion of the other. But while every one must be intimately

conscious of the impossibility of this, the very fact that our author

and other philosophers a priori have constantly found it necessary

to confound these contradictions, sufficiently proves that neitheri|{!!M< u"

term has a right to represent the unity of the unconditioned, to

the prejudice of the other.

The Unconditioned is, therefore, not a positive concept ; nor

has it even a real or intrinsic unity ; for it only combines the

Absolute and the Infinite, in themselves contradictory of each,

other, into a unity relative to us by the negative bond of their^teatw

inconceivability. It is on this mistake of the relative for the irre-| and mm

spective, of the negative for the positive, that M. Cousin's theoryi faraiiuDi.

is founded : And it is not diflicult to understand how the mistake

originated.

This reduction of M. Cousin's two ideas of the Infinite and

Finite to one positive conception and its negative, implicitly anni-

liilates also the third idea, devised by him as a connection between

his two substantive idea's ; and which he marvellously identifies

with the relation of cause and effect.

Yet before leaving this part of our subject, we may observe,

that the very simplicity of our analysis is a strong presumption

in favour of its truth. A plurality of causes is not to be postu-

lated, where one is sufficient to account for the phaenomena (£nti(^ fc

non sunt multiplicanda prcBter necessitatem) : and ]\I. Cousin, in

supposing three positive ideas, where only one is necessary, brings
,

the rule of parsimony against his hypothesis, even before its

unsoundness may be definitely brought to hght.

In the third place, the restrictions to which our author subjects

intelligence, divine and human, implicitly deny a knowledge

even a concept—of the absolute, both to God and man.—" Thdi h-.

condition of intelligence," says M. Cousin, " is difference; and a

act of knowledge is only possible where there exists a plurality

of terms. Unity does not suffice for conception ; variety is neces

sary ; nay more, not only is variety necessary, there must likc^jHiraQiff,,,

i4 t;
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tvise subsist an intimate relation between the principles of unity

md variety ; without which, the variety not being perceived by

:he unity, the one is as if it could not perceive, and the other as

f it could not be perceived. Look back for a moment into your-

'» true selves, and you will find, that what constitutes intelligence in om*

feeble consciousness, is, that there arc there several terms, of

totlil-vhich the one perceives the other, of which the other is perceived

itimateli ly the first : in this consists self-knowledge,—in this consists self-

jomprehension,—in this consists intelligence : intelligence without

wessiiri ;onsciousness is the abstract possibility of intelligence, not intelli-

iieitlifl rence in the act ; and consciousness implies diversity and diflfer-

ioDtd, timce. Transfer all this from human to absolute intelligence ;—that

to say, refer the ideas to the only intelligence to which they

noftan belong. You have thus, if I may so express myself, the life

jines tl )f absolute intelligence
;
you have this intelligence Avitli the com-

ofejfl )lete development of the elements which are necessary for it to

of thei )e a true intelligence
;
you have all the momenta whose relation

tlieirn md motion constitute the reality of knowledge."—In all this, so

as human intelligence is concerned, we cordially agree ; for a

e iiiistatl^ore complete admission could not be imagined, not only that a

nowledge, and even a notion, of the absolute is impossible for

an, but that we are unable to conceive the possibility of such a

aninowledge, even in the Deity, without contradicting our human

abetwM onceptions of the possibihty of intelligence itself. Our author,

leni lowever, recognises no contradiction ; and, without argument or

xplanation, accords a knowledge of that which can only be known

r obsenftnder the negation of all diiference and plurality, to that which

f<iininti(i
an onlv know under the afllirmation of both.

^nite

be posti

'naffiifi

Cousin,

before

ir solijeci

iivlefce-

niiist
lib

If a knowledge of the absolute were possible under these con-

itions, it may excite our wonder that other philosophers should

ave viewed this supposition as utterly impossible ; and that

brinftcheiling, whose acutencss was never questioned, should have

xposed himself gratuitously to the reproach of mysticism, by his

ostulating for a few, and through a faculty above the reach of

onsciousncss, a knowledge already given to all in the fact of con-

ciousness itself. Monstrous as is the postulate of the Intellectual

ntuition, we freely confess that it is only through such a faculty

hat we can imagine the possibility of a science of the absolute
;

,nd have no hesitation in acknowledging, that if Schelling's hypo-

'
,

gf(j
hesis appear to us incogitable, that of Cousin is seen to be self-

ontradictorv
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Oiii' author admits, and must admit, that the Absolute, as abso-

hitely universal, is absolutely one; absolute unity is convertible

with the absolute negation of plurality and difference ; the abso-

lute, and the knowledge of the absolute, are therefore identical.

But knowledge, or intelligence, it is asserted by M. Cousin, sup-

poses a plurality of terms—the plurality of subject and object.

Intelligence, whose essence is plurality, cannot therefore be iden-

tified with the absolute, whose essence is unity ; and if known,

the absolute, as known, must be different from the absolute, as

existing ; that is, there must be two absolutes—an absolute in

knowledge, and an absolute in existence, which is contradictory.

But waiving this contradiction, and allowing the non-identity

of knowledge and existence, the absolute as known must be known
under the conditions of the absolute as existing, that is, as abso-

lute unity. But, on the other hand, it is asserted, that the con-

dition of intelhgence, as knowing, is plurality and difference ;

consequently the condition of the absolute, as existing, and under

which it must be known, and the condition of intelligence, as

capable of knowing, are incompatible. For, if we suppose the

absolute cognisable : it must be identified either,—1°, with the

subject knowing ; or, 2°, with the object known ; or, 3°, with the;

indifference of both. The Jirst hypothesis, and the second, are!

contradictory of the absolute. For in these the absolute is sup-

posed to be known, either as contradistinguished from the knowing

subject, or as contradistinguished from the object known ; in other

words, the absolute is asserted to be known as absolute unity,

i. e. as the negation of all plurality, while the very act by which

it is known, affirms plurality as the condition of its own possibility.

The third hypothesis, on the other hand, is contradictory of the

plurality of intelligence ; for if the subject and the object of con-

sciousness be known as one, a plurality of terms is not the

necessary condition of intelhgence. The alternative is therefore

necessary :—Either the absolute cannot be known or conceived at

all ; or our author is wrong in subjecting thought to the condi-

tions of plurality and difference. It was the iron necessity of the

alternative that constrained Schelling to resort to the hypothesis-

of a knowledge in identity through the intellectual intuition : and

it could only be from an oversight of the main difficulties of the

problem that M. Cousin, in abandoning the intellectual intuition,

did not abandon the absolute itself. For how that, whose essence

is all-comprehensive unity, can be known by the negation of that
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3^ab unity under the condition of plurality ;—how that, which exists

"^wtilli only as the identity of all difference, can be known under the

'"(o.k negation of that identity, in the antithesis of subject and object,

*'iW of knowledge and existence :—these are contradictions which M.
'"'i-sup Cousin has not attempted to solve,—contradictions which he docs

ject not seem to have contemplated.

'j^i'leo In the fourth place.—The objection of the inconceivable nature

l^Mim of Schellino-'s intellectual intuition, and of a knowledjie of the
]

... .

'"te,a absolute in identity, apparently determined our author to adopt
'lute

ii the opposite, but suicidal, alternative,—of a knowledge of the

'fton. absolute in consciousness, and by difference.—The equally insu-

lentitf parable objection,—that from the absolute defined as absolute,

tooffi Schelhng had not been able, without inconsequence, to deduce

ab the conditioned, seems, in like manner, to have influenced M.

Cousin to define the absolute by a relative ; not observant, it

would appear, that though he thus facilitated the derivation of

oBilei the conditioned, he annihilated in reality the absolute itself.—By
the former proceethng, our author virtually denies the possibility

of the absolute in thought ; by the latter, the possibiUty of the

absolute in existence.

The absolute is defined by our author, " an absolute cause,—

a

»Ur cause which cannot but pass into act."—Now, it is sufliciently

Slip manifest that a thing existing absolutely {i. e. not under relation),

and a thing existing absolutely as a cause, are contradictory.

iDotlie The former is the absolute negation of ail relation, the latter is

the absolute affirmation of a particular relation, A cause is a

relative, and what exists absolutely as a cause, exists absolutely

;<iliilitv under relation. Schelling has justly observed, that " he would

i;,ifrt deviate wide as the poles from the idea of the absolute, who would

iiiffon think of defining its nature by the notion of activity." * But he

who would define the absolute by the notion of a cause, would

deviate still more widely from its nature ; inasmuch as the notion

of a cause involves not only the notion of a determination to

activity, but of a determination to a particular, nay a dependent,

jyiiftlii
kind of activity,—an activity not immanent, but transeunt. What
exists merely as a cause, exists merely for the sake of something

else,—is not final in itself, but simply a mean towards an end
;

and in the accomphshment of that end, it consummates its own

Bruno, p. 171.

c
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perfection. Abstractly considered, the effect is therefore superior

to the cause. A cause, as cause, may indeed be better than one

or two or any given number of its effects. But the total comple-

ment of the effects of what exists only as a cause, is better than

that which, ex hypothesi, exists merely for the sake of their

production.—Further, not only is an absolute cause dependent

on the effect for its perfection,—it is dependent on it even for

its reality. For to what extent a thing exists necessarily as a

cause, to that extent it is not all-sufficient to itself; since to that

extent it is dependent on the effect, as on the condition through

which alone it realises its existence ; and what exists absolutely

as a cause, exists therefore in absolute dependence on the effect

for the reality of its existence. An absolute cause, in truth, only

exists in its effects : it never is, it always becomes ; for it is

an existence in potentia, and not an existence in actti, except

through and in its effects. The absolute is thus, at best, a being

merely inchoative and imperfect.

The definition of the absolute by absolute cause is, therefore,

tantamount to a negation of itself; for it defines by relation and

conditions, that which is conceived only as exclusive of both,

The same is true of the definition of the absolute by substance.

But of this we do not now speak.

The vice of M. Cousin's definition of the absolute by absolute

cause, is manifested likewise in its applications. He maintaini

that his theory can alone 'explain the nature and relations of th-

Deity ; and on its absolute incompetency to fulfil the conditions

of a rational theism, we are willing to rest our demonstration oi

its radical unsoundness.

" God," says our author, " creates; he creates in virtue of hh

creative power, and he draws the universe, not from nonentity^

but from himself, who is absolute existence. His distinguishinj

characteristic being an absolute creative force, which cannot bul

pass into activity, it follows, not that the creation is possible, bui

that it is necessary."

We must be very brief.—The subjection of the Deity to

necessity—a necessity of self-manifestation identical with th<

creation of the universe, is contradictory of the fundamental pos-

tulates of a divine nature. On this theory, God is not distinci

from the world ; the creature is a modification of the creator,

Now, without objecting that the simple subordination of the Deit;
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*'""^"''

to necessity, is in itself tantamount to his dethronement, let us sec
"*"''

to what consequences this necessity, on the hypothesis of M.
'^T Cousin, inevitably leads. On this hypothesis, one of two alterna-
^"^'"^

tives must be admitted. God, as necessarily determined to pass
* from absolute essence to relative manifestation, is determined to pass

I* " }itheryro?>i the better to the ivorse, orfrom the worse to the better.

"eofoi
(^ third possibihty, that both states are equal, as contradictory in

'
^

tself, and as contradicted by onr author, it is not necessary to

"^^'«*»
consider.

" ™"?' The first supposition must be rejected. The necessity in this

aDsolutelj
;g^g determines God to pass from the better to the worse ; that

""^
s, operates to his partial annihilation. The power which compels

ruth.oDJ]
iiis niust be external and hostile, for nothing operates willingly to

tor it 1 j^ Q^j^ deterioration; and, as superior to the pretended God, is

k, eicep ither itself the real deity, if an intelligent and free cause, or a
it, a Demi negation of all deity, if a blind force or fate.

The second is equally inadmissible :—that God, passing into the

tkefon niverse, passes from a state of comparative imperfection, into

MOD ai state of comparative perfection. The divine nature is identical

) of botl rith the most perfect nature, and is also identical with the frst
stihitam ause. If the first cause be not identical with the most perfect

ature, there is no God, for the two essential conditions of his ex-

yabsoht itence are not in combination. Now, on the present supposition,

maiiitaiii lie most perfect nature is the derived ; nay the universe, the cro-

ons of tk tion, the '/iv6/k.£uov, is, in relation to its cause, the real, the actual,

coBditioii le ovTcoi ov. It would also be the divine, but that divinity sup-

iStratioDi) oses also the notion of cause, while the universe, ex hypothesi, is

ly an effect.

It is no answer to these difficulties for M. Cousin to say, that

nonentitMie Deity, though a cause which cannot choose but create, is not

ioguisliiii! owever exhausted in the act ; and though passing with all the

iMiiot bi emcnts of his being into the universe, that he remains entire in liis

issibMt ssence, and with all the superiority of the cause over the effect,

he dilemma is unavoidable :—Either the Deity is independent of

)eitjto le universe for his being or perfection ; on which alternative our

^fitli tl ithor must abandon his theory of God, and the necessity of crea-

jjntalpoi on : Or the Deity is dependent on his manifestation in the uni-

otJstim Jrse for his being or perfection; on which alternative, his doc-

jj, freatdi
ine is assailed by the difficulties previously stated.

•(IjjDeit) The length to which the preceding observations have extended.
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prevents us from adverting to sundry other opinions of our author,

which we conceive to be equally unfounded.—For example, (to say

nothing of his proof of the impersonality of intelligence, because,

forsooth, truth is not subject to our will), what can be conceived i

more self-contradictory than his theory of moral liberty f Divor-

cing liberty from intelligence, but connecting it with personality,

he defines it to be a cause which is determined to act by its proper

energy alone. But (to say nothing of remoter difficulties) how
liberty can be conceived, supposing always a plurality of modes ofi

activity, without a knowledge of that plurality ;—how a faculty

can resolve to act by preference in a particular manner, and not

determine itself by final causes ;—how intelligence can influence a

blind power without operating as an efficient cause ;—or how, id

fine, morality can be founded on a liberty which, at best, onlyj

escapes necessity by taking refuge with chance:—these are pro-

blems which M. Cousin, in none of his works, has stated, and which

we are confident he is unable to solve.

After the tenor of our previous observations, it is needless to say^

that we regard M. Cousin's attempt to establish a general peace

among philosophers, by the promulgation of his Eclectic theory, as a

failure. But though no converts to his Unconditioned, and view

ing with regret what we must regard as the misapplication of his

distinguished talents, we cannot disown a strong feeling of interesi i

and admiration for those qualities, even in their excess, which hav(

betrayed him, with so rnany other aspiring philosophers, into i

pursuit which could only end in disappointment ;—we mean hig

love of truth, and his reliance on the powers of man. Not tOS'

despair of philosophy is " a last infirmity of noble minds." Th«

stronger the intellect, the stronger the confidence in its force;!

the more ardent the appetite for knowledge, the less are we pre-

pared to canvass the uncertainty of the fruition. " The wish is

parent to the thought." Loath to admit that our science is a1^

best the reflection of a reality we cannot know, we strive to penei

trate to existence in itself ; and what we have laboured intensely;

to attain, we at last fondly beheve we have accomplished. But

like Ixion, we embrace a cloud for a divinity. Conscious only of,

—conscious only in and through, limitation, we think to compre^:

hend the infinite ; and dream even of establishing the science—thf

nescience of man, on an identity with the omniscience of God. It il

this powerful tendency of the most vigorous minds to transcend tli€|i

most
fiii

kM
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sphere of our faculties, which makes a •' learned ignorance " the

most difficult acquirement, perhaps, indeed, the consummation, of

knowledge. In the words of a forgotten, hut acute philosopher:

—

" Magna, iinmo maxima pars sapientice est,—qucedam cbquo aniuio

nescire velle." *

[ " Infixitas ! Lnfinitas !

Hie mundus est infinitas. Secare mens at pergito,

lnlinit<is et totus est, Nunquam seeai'e desine
;

(Niun mente nuiiquam abscilveris;) In sectioue qualibet

Infinitas et illius Infinitates dissecas.

Pars qurelibet, partisque pars. Quiesce mens heic denique,

Quod tangis est infinitas
;

Arctosque nosce limites

Quod cernis est infinitas
;

Queis contineris undique
;

Quod uon vides corpusculum, Quiesce mens, et limites

Sed mente sola coneipis. In orbe cessa quierere.

Corpusculi et corpusculum, Quod qu?eris in te repperis :

Hujusque pars corpusculi. In mente sunt, in mente sunt,

Partisque pai-s, hujusque pars. Hi, quos requiris, termini ;

In hacque parte quicquid est, A rebus absunt limites,

Infinitatem continct. In hisce tantum infinitas,

Infinitas ! Infinitas !

Proh, quantus heic acervus est

!

Et quam nihil quod nostra mens

Ex hoc acervo intelligit

!

At ilia Mens vali, qualis est,

Conspecta cui stant omnia !

In singulis quae perspicit

Quajcunque sunt in singulis

Et singulorum singulis ! "]

* [See Appendix I. for testimonies iu regard to the limitation of our

knowledge.]
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CEuvres Completes de Thomas Reid, chef de Vecole Ecossaise. ij
\f,

Publiees par M. Th. Jouffroy, avec des Fragments de M.l

RoYER-CoLLARD, €t wie Introduction de VEditeur—Tomes II.

—YI. 8vo. Paris, 1828-9, (not completed.)

We rejoice in the appearance of this work,—and for two rea-

sons. We hail it as another sign of the convalescence of philoso-

phy, in a great and influential nation ; and prize it as a seasonable

testimony by intelligent foreigners, to the merits of a philosopher,

whose reputation is, for the moment, under an eclipse at home.

Apart from the practical corruption, of which (in the emphatic

language of Fichte) " the dirt-philosophy " may have been the

cause, we regard the doctrine of mind, long dominant in France,

as more pernicious, through the stagnation of thought which it

occasioned, than for the speculative errors which it set afloat. The

salutary fermentation, which the scepticism of Hume determined

in Scotland and in Germany, did not extend to that country ; and

the dogmatist there slumbered on, unsuspicious of his principles,

nay even resigned to conclusions, which would make philosophy

to man, the solution of the terriflc oracle to QEdipus:

—

" Mayst thou ne'er learu the truth of what thou art 1 "'

" Since the metaphysic of Locke," says M. Cousin, " crossed

the channel, on the light and brilliant wings of Voltaire's imagina-

* [In French by M. Peisse ; in Italian by S. Lo Gatto ; in Cross's Selections.

Some deletions, found necessary in consequence of the unexpected length

to which the Article extended, (especially from the second paragraph on this

page, to " contributed," near the bottom of p. 41), have been restored. One

note has been omitted, which IMi- Xapier had appended ; not that I would

proclaim a dissent from its statements, but simply because it is not mine.

I have added little or nothing to this criticism beyond references to my Dis-

sertations supplementary of Reid, when the points under discussion are there

more fully or more accurately treated.]

I
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tion ; Sensualism has reigned in France, without contradiction,

and Avith an authority of which there is no parallel in the whole

history of philosophy. It is a fact, marvellous but incontestable,

that from the time of Condillac, there has not appeared among us

any philosophical work, at variance with his doctrine, which has

produced the smallest impression on the public mind. Condillac

thus reigned in peace ; and his domination, prolonged even to our

own days, through changes of every kind, pursued its tranquil

course, apparently above the reach of danger. Discussion had

ceased: his disciples had only to developc the words of their master

:

philosophy seemed accomplished."

—

{Journal des Savans, 1819.)

Nor would such a result have been desirable, had the one ex-

clusive opinion been true, as it was false,—innocent, as it was cor-

ruptive. If the accomplishment of philosophy imply a cessation

of discussion,—if the result of speculation be a paralysis of itself;

the consummation of knowledge is the condition of intellectual

barbarism. Plato has profoundly defined man, " the hunter of

truth ; " for in this chase, as in others, the pursuit is all in all,

the success comparatively nothing. " Did the Almighty," says

Lessing, " holding In his right hand Truth, and in his left Search

after Truth, deign to proffer me the one, I might prefer ;—in all

humility but without hesitation, 1 should request

—

Search after

Truth." We exist only as we energise
;
pleasure is the reHex of

unimpeded energy ; energy is the mean by which our faculties

are developed ; and a higher energy the end which their develop-

ment proposes. In action is thus contained the existence, happi-

ness, improvement, and perfection of our being ; and knowledge

is only precious, as it may afford a stimulus to the exercise of our

powers, and the condition of their more complete activity. Specu-

lative truth is, therefore, subordinate to speculation itself ; and its

value is directly measured by the quantity of energy which it

occasions,—immediately in its discovery,—mediately through its

consequences. Life to Endymion was not preferable to death
;

aloof from practice, a waking error is better tlian a sleeping truth.

Neither, in point of fact, is there found any proportion between

iM the possession of truths, and the development of the mind in which

they arc deposited. Every learner in science, is now familiar

with more truths than Aristotle or Plato ever dreamt of knowing;

yet, compared with the Stagirite or the Athenian, how few, among
our masters of modern science, rank higher than intellectual bar-

in
tlnii barians! Ancient Greece and modern Europe prove, indeed, that

the march of intellect" is no inseparable concomitant of "the
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march of science "
;—that the cuUivation of the individual is not

to be rashly confounded with the progress of the species.

But if the possession of theoretical facts be not convertible with

mental improvement ; and if the former be important only as

subservient to the latter ; it follows, that the comparative utility

of a study is not to be prnncijmllT/ estimated by the complement

of truths which it may communicate ; but by the degree in which

it determines our higher capacities to action. But though tliis be

the standard by which the different methods, the different branches.

and the different masters, of philosophy, ought to he princijjcdly

,

(and it is the only criterion by which they can all be satisfac-

torily) tried; it is nevertheless a standard, by which, neither

methods, nor sciences, nor philosophers, have ever yet been even

inadequately appreciated. The critical history of philosophy, in j

this spirit, has still to be written ; and when written, how opposite !

will be the rank, which, on the higher and more certain standard,

it will frequently adjudge,—to the various branches of knowledge, i

and the various modes of their cultivation,—to different ages, and '.

countries, and individuals, from that which has been hitherto par- !

tially awarded, on the vacillating authority of the lower

!

On this ground (which we have not been able fully to state.

far less adequately to illustrate,) we rest the pre-eminent utihty

of metaphysical speculations. That they comprehend all the

sublimest objects of our theoretical and moral interest ;—that

every (natural) conclusion concerning God, the soul, the present

worth, and the future destiny of man, is exclusively metaphysi-

cal, will be at once admitted. But we do not found the import-

ance, on the paramount dignity, of the pursuit. It is as the best

gymnastic of the mind,—as a mean, principally, and almost

exclusively conducive to the highest education of our noblest

powers, that we would vindicate to these speculations the neces-

sity, which has too frequently been denied them. By no other

intellectual application (and least of all by physical pursuits) is the

soul thus reflected on itself, and its faculties concentered in such

independent, vigorous, unwonted and continued energy ;—by none,

therefore, are its best capacities so variously and intensely evolved.

" Where there is most life, there is the victory."

Let it not be believed, that the mighty minds Avho have culti-

vated these studies, have toiled in vain. If they have not always

realised truth, they have always determined exertion ; and in the

congenial eloquence of the elder Scaliger :
—

" Eje subtihtates,

qnanquam sint animis otiosis otinsfe atque inutiles : vegetis taraen
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ngenils summam cognosccndi afferunt voluptatcm,—sitae, scilicet

1 lastigio ejus sapientite, qua3 rerum omnium priiicipia contom-

latur. Et quamvis harum indagatio non sit utilis ad macliinas

arinarias conficiendas ; exuit tamcn animum inscitiie rubigine,

"% icuitque ad alia. Eo deiiiquo splcndore afficit, ut prasluceat sibi

''"nem td nanciscendum primi opiiicis siinilitudincm. Qui, ut omnia

)lene ac porfccte est, at prajtcr et supra omnia; ita eos, qui

cientiai'um studiosi sunt, suos esse voluit, ipsorumque intellectum

erum dominum constituit." *

The practical danger Avhicli lias sometimes been apprehended

ife/flc- 'rem metaphysical pursuits, has in reality only been found to

follow from their stunted and partial cultivation. The poison has

3T0wn up ; the antidote has been repressed. In Britain and in

Germany, Avhere speculation has remained comparatively free,

he dominant result has been highly favourable to religion and

morals ; -whilst the evils which arose in France, arose from the

benumbing influence of a one effete philosophy ; and have, in

point of fact, mainly been corrected by the awakened spirit of

metapliysical inquiry itself.

With these views, we rejoice, as we said, in the appearance of

this translation of the works of Reid—in Paris—and under the

auspices of so distinguished an editor as M. Jouffroy, less, cer-

tainly, as indicating the triumph of any particular system or

school, than as a pledge, among many others, of the zealous yet

liberal and unexclusive spirit, with which the science of mind has

of late been cultivated in France. In the history of French phi-

losophy, indeed, the last ten years stand in the most remarkable

contrast to the hundred immediately preceding. The state of

thraldom in that country during the century to one chronic des-

potism,—perpetuating itself by paralysing speculation, in render-

jfff!.
ing its objects, objects of disgust,—we have already presented, in

a striking passage, written by M. Cousin, towards its conclusion
;

but a very different picture would await his pencil, were he now

to delineate the subsequent progress of that spirit of philosophy,

to whose emancipation, recovery, and exaltation, during the decade,

(ijypj
he has himself so powerfully contributed. The present contrast,

indeed, which the philosophical enthusiasm of France exhibits to

* Bacon himself, the gi-eat champion of i)hysical piu-suits :
—" Non inutiles

scicntia; existimandje sunt, quarum in se nulhis est usus, si ingenia acuant et

orclineut."—Hume, Burke, Kant, Stewart, &c., &c., migiit be quoted to the

same effect.— Compare Aristotle, ^Mftaph. i. 2: Efli. Nie. x. 7.
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the speculative apathy of Britain, is any thing but flattering t«

ourselves. The new spirit of metaphysical inquiry, which th<

French imbibed from Germany and Scotland, arose with then

precisely at the time when the popularity of psychological re--

searches began to decline with us ; and now, when all interest ill

these speculations seems here to be extinct, they are there seer

flourishing, in public favour, with a universality and vigour cor-

responding to their encouragement.

The only example, indeed, that can be adduced of any interest

in such subjects, recently exhibited in this country, is the favour-

able reception of Dr Brown's Lectures on the Fhilosophy of the]

Mind. This work, however, we regard as a concurrent cause oV

the very indifterence we lament, and as a striking jjroof of itsi

reality.

As a cause:—These lectures have certainly done much to jus-

J

tify the general neglect of psychological pursuits. Dr Brown's'

high reputation for metaphysical acuteness, gave a presumptive

authority to any doctrine he might promulgate ; and the personal)

relations in which he stood to Mr Stewart afforded every assu-j

ranee, that he would not revolt against that philosopher's opi-

nions, rashly, or except on grounds that would fully vindicate his

dissent. In these circumstances, what was the impression on the;

public mind ; when all that was deemed best estabUshed,—all that

was claimed as original and most important in the philosophy of i

Reid and Stewart, was i:«'oclaimed by their disciple and successor
|

to be naught but a series of misconceptions, only less wonderful in \

their commission than in the general acquiescence in their truth f
'

Confidence was at once withdrawn from a pursuit, in which the

most sagacious inquirers were thus at fault ; and the few who -

did not relinquish the study in despair, clung with implicit faith

to the revelation of the new apostle.
'

As a proof:—These lectures afford evidence of how greatly

talent has, of late, been withdrawn from the field of metaphysical

discussion. This Avork has now been before the world for ten

years. In itself it combines many of the qualities calculated to

attract public, and even popular, attention ; while its admirers

have exhausted hyperbole in its praise, and disparaged every

philosophic name to exalt the reputation of its author. Yet,

though attention has been thus concentered on these lectures for

so long a period, and though the high ability and higher autho-

rity of Dr Brown, deserved and would have recompensed the

IF
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' " labour ; \ve are nut aware that any adequate attempt has yet been

made to subject them, in whole or in part, to an enhghtencd and
' ma impartial criticism. The radical inconsistencies which they involve,

'^calnjin every branch of their subject, remain undeveloped; their un-

"Nii acknowledged appropriations are still lauded as original ; their

'i^fe
sea endless mistakes, in the history of philosophy, stand yet uncor-

rected ; and their frequent misrej^resentations of other philo-

sophers continue to mislead. * In particular, nothing has more

convinced us of the general neglect, in this country, of psycholo-

gical science, than that Dr Brown's ignorant attack on Reid,

and, through Kcid, confessedly on Steivart, has not long since

been i-opellcd ;— except, indeed, the general belief that it was

triumphant.

In these circumstances, we felt gratified, as we said, with the

l>rescnt honourable testimony to the value of Dr Ileid's specula-

t ions in a foreign country ; and have deemed this a seasonable

i)pi)ortunity of expressing our own opinion on the subject, and of

again vindicating, we trust, to that philosopher, the well-earned

reputation of which he has been too long defrauded in his own.

If we are not mistaken in our view, we shall, in fact, reverse the

marvel, and retort the accusation ; in proving that Dr Brown
himself is guilty of that " series of wonderful misconceptions," of

which he so confidently arraigns his predecessors.

" Tin-pc est doctori, cum culpa redarguit ipsuui."

This, however, let it be recollected, is no point of merely per-

* Wc shall, in the sequel, afford samples of these " incousistencies,"

"mistakes," "misrepresentations,"—but not of Brown's "appropriations."

To complete the cycle, and vindicate our assertion, we may here adduce one

specimen of the way in which discoveries have been lavished on him, in

consequence of his omission (excusable, peiliaps, in the circumstances) to ad-

vertise his pupils when he was not original.—Brown's doctrine of General-

ization^ is identical with that commonbj taught by philosophers—not Scot-

tish ; and, among these, by authors, with whose works his lectures prove

him to have been well acquainted. But if a writer, one of the best informed

of those who, in this country, have of late cultivated this branch of philo-

sophy, could, among other expressions equally encomiastic, speak of Brown's

return to the vulgar opinion, on such a point, as of " a discovery^ ^x. which

will^ in all future ages^ he regarded as one of the tnost important steps ever

made in metaphysical science ;
" how incompetent must ordinary readers be to

place Brown on his proper level,—how desirable would have been a critical

examination of his Lectures to distribute to him his own, and to estimate his

property at its true value : [See Diss, on Reid, pp. 868, 8G9, alibi.]
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sonal concernment. It is true, indeed, that either Reid accom-

phshed nothing, or the science has retrograded under Brown.

But the question itself regards the cardinal point of metaphysical:

philosophy ; and its determination involves the proof or the refu-i

tation of scepticism.

The subject we have undertaken can, with difficulty, be com-

pressed within the limits of a single article. This must stand our

excuse for not, at present, noticing the valuable accompaniment

to Reid's Essays on the Intellectual Powers, in the Fragments of

M. Royer-CoUard's Lectures, which are appended to the third and

fourth volumes of the translation. A more appropriate occasion for

considering these may, however, occur, when the first volume,

containing M. Jouffroy's Introduction, appears ; of wliich, from

other specimens of his ability, we entertain no humble expec-

tations.

" Reid," says Dr Brown, " considers his confutation of the ideal

system as involving almost everything which is truly his. Yet

there are few circumstances connected with the fortune of modern

philosophy, that appear to mc more wonderful, than that a mind

like Dr Reid's, so learned in the history of metaphysical science,

should have conceived, that on this point, any great merit, at least

any merit of originality, was justly referable to him particularly.

Indeed, the only circumstance which appears to me wonderful, is,

that the claim thus made by him should have been so readily and

generally admitted." {Led. xxv. p. 155.)

Dr Brown then proceeds, at great length, to show : 1°, That

Reid, in his attempt to overthrow what he conceived " the com-

mon theory of ideas," wholly misunderstood the catholic opinion,

which was, in fact, identical with his own ; and actually attri-

buted to all philosophers " a theory which had been universally,

or, at least, almost universally, abandoned at the time he wrote ;"

and, 2°, That the doctrine of perception, which Reid so absurdly

fancies he had first established, aff'ords, in truth, no better evi-

dence of the existence of an external world, than even the long

abandoned hypothesis which he had taken such idle labour to

refute.

In every particular of this statement, Dr Brown is completely,

and even curiously, wrong. He is out in his prelusive flourish,

—

out in his serious assault. Reid is neither " so learned in the

history of metaphysical science" as he verbally proclaims, nor so

sheer an ignorant as he would really demonstrate. Estimated by
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aught above a very vulgar standard, Rcid's knowledge of Philo-

sophical opinions was neither extensive nor exact; and Mv Stew-

art was himself too competent and candid a judge, not fully to

acknowledge the deficiency.* But Keid's merits as a thinker are

too high, and too securely established, to make it necessary to

claim for his reputation an erudition to which he himself advances

no pretension. And, be his learning what it may, his critic, at

least, has not been able to convict him of a single error ; while

Dr Brown himself rarely opens his mouth upon the older authors,

without betraying his absolute unacquaintance with the matters

on which he so intrepidly discourses.—Nor, as a speculator, does

Reid's superiority admit, we conceive, of doubt. With all admi-

ration of Brown's general talent, we do not hesitate to assert,

that, in the points at issue between the two philosophers, to say

nothing of others, he has completely misapj^rehended Beid's phi-

losophy, even in its fundamental position,—the import of the

sceptical reasoning,—and the significance of the only argument by

which that reasoning is resisted. But, on the other hand, as

Reid can only be defended on the ground of misconception, the

very fact, that his great doctrine of perception could actually be

reversed by so acute an intellect as Brown's, would prove that

there must exist some confusion and obscurity in his own deve-

lopment of that doctrine, to render such a misinterpretation

possible. Nor is this presumption wrong. In truth, Reid did

not generahse to himself an adequate notion of the various possi-

ble theories ofperception, some of which he has accordingly con-

founded : Wilde his error of commission in discriminating con-

sciousness as a special faculty, and his error of omission in not

discriminating intuitive from representative knowledge,—a dis-

tinction without which his peculiar philosophy is naught,—have

contributed to render his doctrine of the intellectual fiicultics

prolix, vacillating, perplexed, and sometimes even contradictory.

Before proceeding to consider the doctrine of perception in

relation to the points at issue between Reid and his antagonist,

it is therefore necessary to disintricato the question, by relieving

it of these two errors, bad in themselves, but worse in the con-

fusion which they occasion ; for, as Bacon truly observes,

—

" citius emergit Veritas ex errore quam ex confusione." And,

first, of consciousness.

* (Dissertation, &c. Part ii. p. 197.) [In my foot notes to Reid will be

found abundant evidence of this deficiency.]
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Aristotle, Desctirtes, Locke, and philosophers in general, have

regarded Consciousness, not as a particular faculty, but as the

universal condition of intelhgence. Reid, on the contrary, fol-

lowing, probably, Hutcheson, and followed by Stewart, Royer-

Collard, and others, has classed consciousness as a co-ordinate

faculty with the other intellectual powers ; distinguished from

them, not as the species from the individual, but as the individual

from the individual. And as the particular faculties have each

their peculiar object, so the peculiar object of consciousness is, the

operations of the other faculties themselves, to the exclusion of the

objects about which these operations are conversant.

This analysis we regard as false. For it is impossible : in the

first place, to discriminate consciousness from all the other cogni-

tive faculties, or to discriminate any one of these from conscious-

,

ness ; and, in the second, to conceive a faculty cognisant of the

'

various mental operations, without being also cognisant of their

several objects. I

We know; and We know that we know:—these propositions,! ''''"

logically distinct, are really identical; each implies the other.

We know {i. e. feel, perceive, imagine, remember, &c.) only as we i ' 1*^

knovj that we thus know ; and we know that we know, only as we j

^*^^'

know in some particular manner, (i. q. feel, perceive, &c.) So true Tl a

is the scholastic brocard :
—" Non sentimus nisi sentiamus nos *

sentire; non sentimus nos sentire nisi sentiamus."—The attempt

to analyse the cognition / know, and the cognition / knoiv that I
know, into the separate energies of distinct faculties, is therefore

vain. But this is the analysis of Reid. Consciousness, which the

formula / know that I know adequately expresses, he views as a i

power specifically distinct from the various cognitive faculties
;

- 1

comprehended under the formula I know, precisely as these facul- K

ties are severally contradistinguished from each other. But here . 1

the parallel does not hold. I can feel without perceiving, I can n

perceive without imagining, I can imagine without remember-

ing, I can remember without judging (in the emphatic significa-
; ^:^.^

tion), I can judge without willing. One of these acts does not '»?"

immediately suppose the other. Though modes merely of the

same indivisible subject, they are modes in relation to each other,

really distinct, and admit, therefore, of psychological discrimina-

tion. But can I feel without being conscious that I feel ?—can I jJ 'p:-

remember, without being conscious that I remember ? or, can I B i»5

be conscious, without being conscious that I perceive, or imagine, ''^iK*^

r
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or reason.—tliat I energise, in short, in sonic determinate mode,

which Reid wonld view as the act of a facnlty specifically different

''^''Ji tii ifrom conscionsness ? That this is impossible, Reid himself admits.

" Unde," says Tertullian,

—

" nnde ista tormenta crucianda? sim-

pHcitatis ct suspendendas veritatis ? Quis mihi exhibebit sensum

non intelligentem se sentire ? "'—But if, on the one hand, con-

sciousness be only realised under specific modes, and cannot

therefore exist apart from the several faculties in cumulo ; and if,

on the other, these faculties can all and each only be exerted under

the condition of consciousness ; consciousness, consequently, is not

one of the special modes into which our mental activity may be

resolved, but the fundamental form,—the generic condition of

them all. Every intelligent act is thus a modified consciousness

;

and consciousness a comprehensive term for the complement of our

cognitive energies.

But the vice of Dr Reid's analysis is further manifested in his

arbitrary limitation of the sphere of consciousness
;
proposing to

it the various intellectual operations, but excluding their objects.

''
I am conscious," he says, " of perception, but not of the object

I perceive : I am conscious of memory, but not of the object I

remember."

The reduction of consciousness to a particular faculty entailed

this limitation. For, once admitting consciousness to be cogni-

sant of objects as of operations, Reid could not, without absurdity,

degrade it to the level of a special power. For thus, in the first

place, consciousness coextensive with all our cognitive faculties,

would yet be made co-ordinate with each : and, in the second, two

faculties would be supposed to be simultaneously exercised about

the same object, to the same intent.

But the alternative which Reid has chosen is, at least, equally

untenable. The assertion, that we can be conscious of an act of

knowledge, without being conscious of its object, is virtually

suicidal. A mental operation is only what it is, by relation to its

object ; the object at once determining its existence, and specify-

ing the character of its existence. But if a relation carmot be

comprehended in one of its terms, so we cannot be conscious of

an operation, without being conscious of the object to which it

exists only as correlative. For example, We are conscious of a

perception, says Reid, but are not conscious of its object. Yet

how can we be conscious of a perception, that is, how can we know

that a perception exists,—that it is a perception, and not anotlui-
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mental state,—and that it is the perception of a rose, and of

nothing but a rose ; unless this conscioimiess involve a knowledge

(or consciousness) of the object, which at once determines the

existence of the act,—specifies its kind,—and distinguishes its indi-

viduality ? Annihilate the object, you annihilate the operation;

annihilate the consciousness of the object, you annihilate the con-

sciousness of the operation. In the greater number indeed of our

cognitive energies, the two terras of the relation of knowledge

exist only as identical; the object admitting only of a logical dis-

crimination from the subject. I imagine a Hippogryph. The

Hippogryph is at once the object of the act and the act itself.

Abstract the one, the other has no existence : deny me the con-

sciousness of the Hippogryph, you deny me the consciousness of

the imagination ; I am conscious of zero ; I am not conscious at

all.

A diflUculty may here be started in regard to two faculties,

—

Memory and Perception.

Memory is defined by Reid " an immediate knowledge of the

past; " and is thus distinguished from consciousness, which, Avith

all philosophers, he views as "an immediate knowledge of the

present." We may therefore be conscious of the act of memory
as present, but of its object as past, consciousness is impossible.

And certainly, if Reid's definition of memory be admitted, this

inference cannot be disallowed. But memory is not an immediate

knowledge of the past ; an immediate knowledge of the past is a

contradiction in terms. This is manifest, whether we look from
the act to the object, ovfrom the object to the act.—To be known
immediately, an object must be known in itself; to be known in

itself, it must be known as actual, now existent, jyresent. But the

object of memory is past—not present, not now existent, not actual;

it cannot therefore be known in itself. If known at all, it must

be known in something different from itself ; i. e. mediately ; and

memory as an " immediate knoicledge of the past,''' is thus impossi-

ble.—Again : memory is an act of knowledge ; an act exists only

as present ; and a present knowledge can be immediately cogni-

sant only of a present object. But the object known in memory
\%past; consequently, either memory is not an act of knowledge

at all, or the object immediately known is present ; and the past, •

if known, is known only through the medium of the present ; on

either alternative memory is not " an immediate knowledge of the

past.^' Thus, memory, like our other faculties, affords only ani:
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iiumeduite knowledge of the present ; and, like them, is nothing

more than consciousness variously modified.*

In regard to Perception : Reid allows an immediate knoivledge

o/'the ait'ections of the subject of thought, mind, or self, and an

^^

P^ratit ijntnediate knoidcdge o/thc qualities of an object really different

from self

—

matter. To the foi-mcr, he gives the name of con-

sciousness, to the latter, that of perception. Is consciousness, as

an immediate knowledge, purely sidrjective, not to be discri-

logicalii minated from perception, as an immediate knowledge, really

objective ?—A logical difference we admit ; a psychological we

deny.

Relatives are known only together : the science of opposites

is one. Subject and object, mind and matter, are known only

in correlation and contrast,—and by the same common act : while

knowledge, as at once a synthesis and an antithesis of both, may
be indiffei'ently defined an antithetic synthesis, or a synthetic

antithesis of its terms. Every conception of self, necessarily

Wgeoft involves a conception of not-self: every perception of what is dif-

ferent from me, implies a recognition of the percipient subject

in contradistinction from the object perceived. In one act of

ofmei knowledge, indeed, the object is the prominent element, in an-

tlier the subject ; but there is none in which either is known

out of relation to the other. The immediate knowledge which

Reid allows of things different from the mind, and the immediate

knowledge of mind itself, cannot therefore be split into two dis-

loflk/i tinct acts. In perception, as in the other faculties, the same indi-

visible consciousness is conversant about both terms of the rela-

tion of knowledge. Distinguish the cognition of the subject from

the cognition of the object of perception, and you either annihilate
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The only parallel we know to this misconception of Reid's is the opiniou

on which Fromondus animadverts. " In primis di.splicet nobis plurimorum

recentiorum philosopliia, qui scnsuum intcriorum operationes, ut phantasia-

tionem, meraorationem, et reminiscentiam, circa imagines, recenter aut oliiii

spiiitibus vel cerebro impressas, versari negant ; sed proxime circa objecta

guoeforis sunt. Ut cum quis meminit se vidisse leporem currenteni ; memo-
ria, inquiunt, non intuetur et attingit imaginem leporis in cerebro asserva-

tam, sed sohim leporem ipsum qui cursu trojirJebnt campum, &c. &c.'

{Philnsophia Christiana de Anima. Lovanii. 1649. L. ili. c. 8. art. 8.)

Who the advocates of this opinion were, we are ignorant ; but more than

suspect that, as stated, it is only a misrepresentation of the Cartesian doc-

trine, then on the ascendant. [Lord Monboddo has, however, a doctrine of

tlif sort.]
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the relation of knowledge itself, which exists only in its terms'

being comprehended together in the unity of consciousness ; or

you must postulate a higher faculty, which shall again reduce

to one, the two cognitions you have distinguished ;—that is, you

are at last compelled to admit, in an unphilosophical complexity,

that common consciousness of subject and object, which you set

out with denying in its philosophical simplicity. Consciousness

and immediate knowledge are thus terms universally convertible

;

and if there be an immediate knowledge of things external, there

is consequently the consciousness of an outer tvorld. *

Reid's erroneous analysis of consciousness is not perhaps of

so much importance in itself, as from causing confusion in its

consequences. Had he employed this term as tantamount to

immediate knowledge in general, whether of self or not, and

thus distinctly expressed what he certainly [?] taught, that mind

and matter are both equally known to us as existent and in them-

selves ; Dr Brown could hardly have so far misconceived his doc-

trine, as actually to lend him the very opinion which his whole

philosophy was intended to refute, viz. that an immediate, and

consequently a real, knowledge of external things is impossible.

But this by anticipation.

* How correctly Aristotle reasoned on this subject, may be seen from the

following passage :
—" When we perceive {»ladotu6fii6»'''—the Greeks, per-

haps fortmiately, had no special term for conscioustiess)—" when we perceive

that we see, hear, &c. it is necessary, that by sight itself avc perceive that

we see, or by another sense. If by another sense, then this also must be a

sense of sight, conversant equally about the object of sight, colour. Conse-
quently, there must either be two senses of the same object, or every sense

must be percipient of itself. Moreover, if the sense percipient of sight be
different from sight itself, it follows, either that there is a regress to infinity,

or Ave must admit, at last, some sense percipient of itself; but if so, it is

more reasonable to admit this in the original sense at once." (De Anima,
L. iii, c. 2. text. 136.) Here Aiistotle ought not to be supposed to mean
that every sense is an independent faculty of perception, and, as such, con-

scious of itself. Compare De Som. et Vi(j. c. 2. and Probl. (if indeed his)

sect. xi. § ,33. His older commentators—Alexander, Themistius, Simplicius

—follow their master. Philoponus and Michael Ephesius desert his doctrine,

and attribute this self- consciousness to a peculiar faculty which they call

Attention (to 'Tr^oaix.rtx.ov.) This is the earliest example we know of this

false analysis, which, when carried to its last absurdity, has given us con-

sciousness, and attention, and reflection, as distinct powers. Of the school-

men, satius est silere, quam parum dicere. Nemesius, and Plutaichus of

Athens preserved by Philoponus, accord this reflex consciousness to intellect

as opposed to sense. Plato varies in his Theaetetus and Charmides.
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This leads us to the second error,—the non-distinction of repre-

scntative from presentative or intuitive knowledge.* The reduction

of consciousness to a special faculty involved this confusion. For

ha<l lleid perceived that all our faculties arc only consciousness,

and that consciousness as an immediate knowledge is only of the

l)rescnt and actual, he would also have discovered that the past

and possible, cither could not be known to us at all, or could be

known only in and through the present and actual, i. e. mediately.

But a mediate knowledge is necessarily a repi'esentative know-

ledge. For if the present, or actual in itself, makes known to us

the past and possible through itself, this can only be done by a

vicarious substitution or representation. And as the knowledge

of the past is given in memory, (using that term in its vulgar uni-

versaUty) and that of the possible in imagination, these two facul-

ties are powers of representative knowledge. Memory is an

immediate knowledge of a joresent thought, involving an absolute

belief that this thought represents another act of knowledge that

has been. Imagination (which we use in its widest signification, to

include conception or simple apprehension) is an immediate know-

ledge of an actual thought, which, as not subjectively self contra-

dictory, {i. e. logically possible), involves the hypothetical belief

that it objectively may be {i. e. is really possible).

Nor is philosophy here at variance with nature. The learned and

unlearned agree, that in memory and imagination, naught of which

we arc conscious lies beyond the sphere of self, and that in these acts

the object knoivn is only relative to a reality supposed to he. No-

thing but Reid's superstitious horror of the ideal theory, could

have bhnded him so far, as not to see that these faculties are, of

necessity, mediate and representative. In this, however, he not

only over-shot the truth, but almost frustrated his whole philo-

sophy. For, he thus aifords a ground (and the only ground,

though not perceived by Brown), on Avhich it could be argued

that his doctrine of perception was not intuitive—was not presen-

tative. For if he reject tlie doctrine of ideas not less in memory
and imagination, which must be representative fiicultics, than in

perception, which may be intuitive, and if he predicate immediate

knowledge equally of all ;— it can plausibly be contended, in

favour of Brown's conclusion, that lleid did not really intend to

allow a proper intuitive or presentative perception, and that he

* [See Dissertations on Rcid, p. 804—815.]
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only abusively gave the name of immediate knowledge to the:

simplest form of the representative theory, in contradistinction to

the more complex. But this also by anticipation.

There exists, therefore, a distinction of knowledge,—as imme-

diate, intuitive, or presentative, and as mediate or representative.—
The former is logically simple, as only contemplative : the latter

logically complex, as both representative, and contemplative of

the representation.—In the one, the object is single, and the word

univocal : in the other it is double, and the term aequivocal ; the

object known and representing, being different from the object

unknown and represented.—The knowledge in an intuitive act, as

convertible with existence, is asssertory ; and the reality of its

only object is given unconditionally, as a. fact : the knowledge in

a representative act, as not convertible with existence, is proble-

matical; and the reality of its principal object is given hypothe-

tically, as an inference.—Representative knowledge is purely '

\,.-.

subjective, for its object known is always ideal ; presentative may
be either subjective or objective, for its one object may be either

ideal or material.—Considered in themselves : an intuitive cognition

is complete, as absolute and irrespective of aught beyond the com-

pass of knowledge ; a representative incomplete, as relative to a

transcendent something, beyond the sphere of consciousness.

—

Considered in relation to their objects : the former is complete, its

object being known and real ; the latter incomplete, its object

known, being unreal, and' its real object unknown.—Considered

in relation to each other : immediate knowledge is complete, as all

sufficient in itself; mediate incomplete, as realized only through

the other.*

* This distinction of intuitive or presentative and of representative know-
ledge, overlooked, or rather abolished, in the theories of modern philosophy,

is correspondent to the division of knowledge by certain of the schoolmen,

into intuitive and abstractive. By the latter teiTa, they also expressed abstract

knowledge in its present signitication.—" Cognitio intuitiva,'" says the Doctor
Resolutissimus, " est ilia qua immediate tendit ad rem s\\)i prcBsentem objec-

tive, secundum ejus actualem existentiam ; siciit cum video colorem existentem
in pariete, vel rosam, quam in manu teneo. Abstractiva, dicitur omnis cog-

nitio, quae habetur de re non sic realiter prcesente in ratione objecti immediute
cogniti." Now, Avhen with a knowledge of this distinction of which Eeid Avas

ignorant, and rejecting equally with him not only species, but a representative

perception, we say that many of the schoolmen have, in this respect, left be-
hind them all modern philosophers ; we assert a paradox, but one which we *

^j^,,,

are easily able to prove. Leibnitz spoke truly, when he said— •' Aurum latere

in stercore illo scholasfico harbariei.'" [See Diss, on Reid. pp. 804-815,]
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So far there is no difficulty, or ought to liavc been none. The
past and possible can only be known mediately by representation.

But a more arduous, at least a more perplexed, question arises,

when we ask :—Is all knoAvledge of the pi-escnt or actual intuitive ?

Is the hiGivIedge of mind and matter equally immediate ?

In regard to the immediate knowledge of mind, there is noiv at

least no difficulty ; it is admitted not to be representative. The
problem, therefore, exclusively regards the intuitive perception of

the qualities of matter.

(To obviate misapprehension, we may here parenthetically

observe, that all we do intuitively know of self,—all that we tnay

intuitively know of not-self, is only relative. Existence ahsoliitehj

and in itself, is to us as zero ; and while nothing is, so nothing is

known to us, except those phases of being which stand in analogy

to our faculties of knowledge. These we call qualities, phceno-

mena, properties, &c. When we say, therefore, that a thing Ls

known in itself, we mean only, that it stands face to face, in direct

and immediate relation to the conscious mind ; in other words,

that, as existing, its phsenomena form part of the circle of our

knowledge,—exist, since they are known, and are known, because

they exist.)

If we interrogate consciousness concerning the point in ques-

tion, the response is categorical and clear. When I concentrate

my attention in the simplest act of perception, I return from my
observation with the most irresistible conviction of two facts, or

rather, two branches of the same fact ;—that / am,—and that

something differentfrom me exists. In this act, I am conscious of

myself as the perceiving subject, and of an external reality as the

object perceived ; and I am conscious of both existences in the

same indivisible moment of intuition. The knowledge of the sub-

ject does not precede nor folloAv the knowledge of the object ;

—

neither determines, neither is determined by, the other. The
two terms of correlation stand in mutual counterpoise and equal

independence ; they are given as connected in the synthesis of

knowledge, but as contrasted in the antithesis of existence.

Such is the fact of perception revealed in consciousness, and as

it determines mankind in general in their equal assurance of the

reality of an external world, and of the existence of their own
minds. Consciousness declares our knowledge of material quali-

ties to be intuitive. Nor is the fact, as given, denied even by
those who disallow its truth. So clear is the deliverance, that
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even the phllosopbors (as we shall hereafter see) who reject an

intuitive perception, find it impossible not to admit, that their

doctrine stands decidedly opposed to the voice of consciousness

and the natural conviction of mankind. [This doctrine is, how-

ever, to he asserted, only in subordination to the distinction of the

Primary, Secimdo-primary and Secondary Qualities of Matter.

See Diss, on Reid, p. 845-874.]

According as the truth of the fact of consciousness in perception

is entirely accepted, accepted in part, or ivholly rejected, six pos-

sible and actual systems of philosophy result. We say explicitly

—the truth of the fact. For the fact, as a phsenomenon of con-

sciousness, cannot be doubted ; since to doubt that we are conscious

of this or that, is impossible. The doubt, as itself a phsenomenon

of consciousness, would annihilate itself. [See Diss, on Reid, p.

816-819.]

1. If the veracity of consciousness be unconditionally admitted.

—if the intuitive knowledge of mind and matter, and the conse-

quent reality of their antithesis be taken as truths, to be explained

if possible, but in themselves are held as paramount to all doubt,

the doctrine is established which we would call the scheme of

Natural Realism or Natural Dualism.—2. If the veracity of

consciousness be allowed to the equipoise of the object and subject

in the act, but rejected as to the reality of their antithesis, the

system of Absolute Identity emerges, which reduces both mind

and matter to phsenomena"! modifications of the same common sub-

stance.—3 and 4. If the testimony of consciousness be refused to

the co-originality and reciprocal independence of the subject and

object, two schemes are determined, according as the one or the

other of the terms is placed as the original and genetic. Is the

object educed from the subject. Idealism ; is the subject educed

from the object, Materalism , is the result.—5. Again, is the con-

sciousness itself recognised only as a phaenomenon, and the sub-

stantial reality of both subject and object denied, the issue is

Nikilism.

6. These systems are all conclusions from an original interpre-

tation of the fact of consciousness in perception, carried intrepidly

forth to its legitimate issue. But there is one scheme, which,

violating the integrity of this fact, and, with the complete idealist,

regarding the object of consciousness in perception as only a

modification of the percipient subject, or, at least, a phnenomenon

numerically different from the object it represents,—endeavours,

i!\"'

:
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liowcvcr, to stop short of the negation of an external world, the

reality of which, and the knoAvledge of whose reality, it seeks by

various hypotheses, to establish and explain. This scheme, which

we would term Cosmothetic Idealism, Hypothetical Realism or

Ihipothetical Dualism,—although the most inconsequent of all

tivstems, has been embraced, under various forms, by the immense

majority of philosophers.

Of these systems, Dr Brown adheres to the last. He holds

tliat the mind is conscious or immediately cognisant of nothing

hci/ond its sidy'cctive states; but he assumes the existence of an

external world beyond the sphere of consciousness, exclusively on

the ground of our irresistible belief in its unknown reality. Inde-

pendent of this belief, there is no reasoning on which the existence

of matter can be vindicated ; the logic of the idealist he admits to

1)0 unassailable.

But Brown not only embraces the scheme of hypothetical

realism himself, he never suspects that Reid entertained any other

doctrine. Brown's transmutation of Reid from a natural to a

hypothetical realist, as a misconception of the grand and dis-

tinctive tenet of a school, by one even of its disciples, is without

a parallel in the whole history of philosophy : and this portentous

error is prolific ; Chimcera chiniceram parit. Were the evidence

of the mistake less unambiguous, we should be disposed rather to

question our own perspicacity, than to tax so subtle an intellect

with so gross a blunder.

Before establishing against his antagonist the trne opinion of

Reid, it will be proper first to generahze the possible forms, under

which the hypothesis of a representative jnrception can be realised,

as a confusion of some of these as actually held, on the part both

of Reid and Brown, has tended to introduce no small confusion

into the discussion.

The hypothetical realist contends, that he is wholly ignorant

of things in themselves, and that these are known to him, only

through a vicarious phoenomenon, of which he is conscious in

perception

;

" —Rcrumque iguarus, ImcKjine gaudct."

In other words, that the object immediately known and represent-

ing is numerically different from the object really existing and

represented.—Now this vicarious pha;nomenon, or immediate

object, must either be numerically different from the percipient

intellect, or a modification of that intellect itself. If the latter, it
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must, again, either be a modification of the thinking substance,

with a transcendent existence beyond the act of thought, or a

modification identical with the act of perception itself.

All possible forms of the representative hypothesis are thus

reduced to three, and these have all been actually maintained.

1. TJic representative object not a modijication of mind.

2. The representative object a modification of mind, dependent

for its apprehension, but not for its existence, on the act of

consciousness.

3. The representative object a modification of mind, non-exist-

ent out of consciousness

;

— the idea and its perception only dif-

ferent relations of an act {state) really identical.

In the first, the various opinions touching the nature and

origin of the representative object; whether material, imma-

terial, or between both ; whether physical or hyperphysical

;

whether propagated from the external object or generated in the

medium ; whether fabricated by the intelligent soul or in the

animal life ; whether infused by God, or angels, or identical with

the divine substance :—these afford in the history of philosophy

so many subordinate modifications of this form of the hypothesis.

—In the two latter, the subaltern theories have been determined

.

by the difficulty to connect the representation with the reality,

in a relation of causal dependence ; and while some philosophers

have left it altogether unexplained, the others have been com-

pelled to resort to the hyperphysical theories of divine assistance

and a pre-established harmony.—Under the second, opinions have

varied, whether the representative object be innate or factitious.

[See Diss. p. 817-819.]

The third of these forms of representation Reid does not seem

to have understood. The illusion which made him view, in his

doctrine, memory and imagination as powers of immediate know-
ledge, though only representative faculties, under the third form,

has, in the history of opinions regarding perception, puzzled him,

as we shall see, in his exposition of the doctrine of Arnauld. He
was not aware that there was a theory, neither identical with an

intuitive perception, nor with the first or second form of the

representative hypothesis ; with both of which he was sufficiently

acquainted.—Dr Brown, on the contrary, who adopts the third

and simplest modification of that hypothesis, appears ignorant of

its discrimination from the second; and accordingly views the

philosophers who held this latter form, as not distingnished in

I
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opinion from himself. Of the doctrine of intuition lie does not

soem almost to have conceived the possibility.

These being premised, we proceed to consider the greatest of

all Brown's errors, in itself and in its consequences,—his miscon-

ception of the cardinal position of Reid's philosophy, in supposing

that philosopher as a hypothetical reaUst, to hold with himself the

tJiird foi'm of the representative hypothesis, and not, as a natural

realist, the doctrine of an intuitive perception. We are compelled

to be brief; and to complete the evidence of the folloAving proof

(if more indeed be required), we must beg our readers, interested

in the question, to look up the passages, to which we are able

only to refer. [See Diss, on Ileid, p. 819-824, The pages of

the original editions here referred to are there marked.]

In the Jirst place, knowledge and existence are then only con-

vertible when the reality is known in itself; for then only can

we say, that it is known because it exists, and exists since it is

known. And this constitutes an immediate, presentative, or intui-

tive cognition, rigorously so called.—Nor did Reid contemplate

any other. ' It seems admitted,' he says, ' as a first principle, by
' the learned and the unlearned, that what is really perceived must
' exist, and that to perceive lohat does not exist is impossible. So
' far the unlearned man and the philosopher agree.'

—

{Essays on

the Intellectual Poiuers, p. 142.)

In the second place, philosophers agree, that the idea or repre-

sentative object in their theoi*y, is in the strictest sense imme-

diately perceived.—And so Reid understands them. ' I perceive

' not, says the Cartesian, the external object itself; (so far he
' agrees with the Peripatetic, and differsfrom the unlearned man ;)

' but I perceive an image, or form, or idea, in my own mind, or

' in my brain. lam certain of the existence of the idea; because

* I immediately perceive it.' (L. c.)

In the third place, philosophers concur in acknowledging, that

mankind at large believe, that the external reality itself consti-

tutes the immediate and only object of perception—So also Reid.

' On the same principle, the unlearned man says, I perceive the

' external object, and Iperceive it to exist.' (L. c.)
—

' The vulgar

' undoubtedly believe, that it is the external object which we
' immediatehj perceive, and not a representative image of it only.

' It x&for this reason, that they look upon it as perfect lunacy to

' call in question the enistence of external objects.' (L. c.)
—

' The
' vulgar are firmly persuaded, that the very identical objects which
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' they perceive continue to exist when they do not perceive them

;

' and are no less firmly persuaded, that when ten men look at

' the sun or the moon they all see the same individual object.' (P.

166.)—Speaking of Berkeley :
' The vulgar opinion he reduces

' to this, that the very things which loe perceive by our senses do
' really exist. This he grants.' (P. 165)— ' It is therefore ac-

' knowledged by this philosopher (Hume) to be a natural instinct

' or prepossession, an universal and primary opinion of all men,
' that the objects which we immediately perceive, by our senses,

' are not images in our minds, but external objects, and that their

' existence is independent of us and our perception.' (P. 201.

See also pp. 143, 198, 199, 200, 206.)

In these circumstances, if Reid : either 1°,— maintains, that his

immediate perception of external things is convertible with their

reality ; or 2°,—asserts that, in his doctrine of perception, the

external reality stands, to the percipient mind, face to face, in the

same immediacy of relation which the idea holds in the represen-

tative theory of the philosophers ; or 3",—declares the identity of

his own opinion with the vulgar belief, as thus expounded by

himself and the philosophers :—he could not more emphatically

proclaim himself a natural realist, and his doctrine of perception,

as intended, at least, a doctrine of intuition. And he does all

three.

The first and second.— ' We have before examined the reasons

' given by philosophers to prove that ideas, and not external

' objects, are the immediate objects of perception. We shall only

' here observe, that if external objects be perceived imme-

' diately,' [and he had just before asserted for the hundredth

time that they were so perceived] ' we have the same reason
' TO believe their existence, as philosophers have to be-

' LIEVE the existence OF IDEAS, WHILE THEY HOLD THEM TO
' BE THE IMMEDIATE OBJECTS OF PERCEPTION.' (P. 589. See

also pp. 118, 138.)

The third.—Speaking of the perception of the external world

—

' We have here a remarkable conflict between two contradictory

' opinions, wherein all mankind are engaged. On the one side

' stand all the vulgar, who are unpractised in philosophical

' researches, and guided by the uncorrupted primary instincts of

' nature. On the other side, stand all the philosophers, ancient

' and modern ; every man, toithout exception, who reflects. In this
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' DIVISION, TO MY GREAT HUMILIATION, I FIND MYSELF CLASSED

• WITH THE VULGAR.' (P. 207.)

Various other proofs of the same conclusion, could bo adduced;

these for brevity we omit.—Brown's interpretation of the funda-

mental tenet of Eeid's philosophy, is therefore, not a simple mis-

conception, but an absolute reversal of its real and even unambi-

guous import. [This is too strong. See Diss. p. 820.]

But the ground, on which Brown vindicates his interpretation,

is not unworthy of the interpretation itself. The possibility of an

intuition beyond the sphere of self, he can hardly be said to have

contemplated ; but on one occasion, Reid's language seems, for a

moment, to have actually suggested to him the question :—Might

that philosopher not possibly regard the material object, as iden-

tical with the object of consciousness in perception ?—On what

ground does he reject the affirmative as absurd ? His reasoning

is to this effect :

—

To assert an intuitive perception of matter, is to

assert an identity of matter and mind, {for an immediacy of hiotu-

ledge is convertible luith a unity of existence) ; But Reid was a

sturdy dualist ; Therefore, lie could not maintain an immediate

perception of the qualities of matter. {Lect. xxv. pp. 159, IGO.)

In this syllogism, the major is a mere petitio principii, which

Brown has not attempted to prove ; and which, as tried by the

standard of all philosophical truth, is not only false, but even the

converse of the truth ; while, admitting its accuracy, it cannot be

so connected with the minor, as to legitimate the conclusion.

If we appeal to consciousness, consciousness gives, even in the

last analysis,—in the unity of knowledge, a duality of existence

;

and peremptorily falsifies Brown's assumption, that not-self as

knoivn, is identical ivith self as knoiving. Reid therefore, as a

dualist, and on the supreme authority of consciousness, might

safely maintain the immediacy of perception ;—nay, as a dualist

Reid coidd not, consistently, have adopted the opinion which

Brown argues, that, as a dualist, he must be regarded to have

held. Alind and matter exist to us only in their qualities ; and

these qualities exist to us only as they are known by us, i. <?., as

phajnomena. It is thus merely from knoxdedge that we can infer

existence, and only from the supposed repugnance or compatibility

of pha^nomena, within our experience, are we able to ascend to the

transcendent difference or identity of substances. Now, on the

hypothesis that all we immediately know, is only a state or modi-

fication or quality or pha)nomcnon of the cognitive subject itself,

—
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how can we contend, that the phsenomena of mind and matter,

knoiun only as modifications of the same, must be the modifications

of different substances

;

—nay, that only on this hypothesis of their

substantial unity in knowledge, can their substantial duality in

existence be maintained ? But of this again.

Brown's assumption has no better foundation than the exagge-

ration of a crotchet of philosophers ; which, though contrary to

the evidence of consciousness, and consequently not only with-

out but against all evidence, has yet exerted a more extensive

and important influence, than any principle in the whole history

of philosophy. This subject deserves a volume ; we can only

afford it a few sentences.—Some philosophers (as Anaxagoras,

Heraclitus, AlcmaBon) maintained that knowledge implied even a

contrariety of subject and object. But since the time of Em-
pedocles, no opinion has been more universally admitted, than

that the relation of knoivledge inferred the analogy of existence.

This analogy may be supposed in two potences. What knows

and what is known, are either, 1°, similar, or, 2°, the same ; and

if the general principle be true, the latter is the more philoso-

phical. This principle it was, which immediately determined the

whole doctrine of a representative perception. Its lower potence

is seen in the intentional species of the schools, and in the ideas of

JMallebranche and Berkeley ; its higher in the gnostic reasons of

tlie Platonists, in the p^e-existing sp>ecies of Avicenna and the

Arabians, in the ideas of* Descartes and Leibnitz, in the p/ice-

nomena of Kant, and in the external states of Dr Brown. It

mediately determined the hierarchical gradation of facidties or

souls of the Aristotelians,—the vehicidar media of the Platonists,

—the theories of a common intellect of Alexander, Themistius,

Averroes, Cajetanus, and Zabarella,—the vision in the deity of

jMallebranche,—and the Cartesian and Leibnitian doctrines of

assistance, and predetermined harmony. To no other origin is to

be ascribed the refusal of the fact of consciousness in its primitive

duality; and the unitarian systems of identity, materialism, ideal-

ism, are the result.

But however universal and omnipotent this principle may have

been, Reid was at once too ignorant of opinions, to be much in

danger from authority, and too independent a thinker, to accept

so baseless a fancy as a fact. " Mr Norris," says he, '• is the

only author I have met with who professedly puts the question,

Whether material things can be perceived by us immediately f
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He has offered four arguments to show that they cannot. First,

Material obiects are without the mind, and therefore there can

be no union between the object and the percipient. Answer

—

This argument is Lime, until it is shown to be necessary, that in

perception there should bo an union between the object and the

[urcipient. Second, material objects are disproportioned to the

nihid, and removedfrom it by the whole diameter ofBeing.—This

ai-oument I cannot answer, because / do not understand it."

Essa>/s, I. P. p. 202.)

The principle, that the relation of knowledge implies an ana-

logy of existence, admitted without examination in almost every

school, but which Reid, with an ignorance wiser than know-

ledtje, confesses he does not understand ; is nothino; more than

an irrational attempt to explain, what is, in itself, inexplicable.

How the similar or the same is conscious of itself, is not a whit

loss inconceivable, than how one contrary is immediately perci-

|dent of another. It at best only removes our admitted ignorance

by one step back ; and then, in place of our knowledge simply

originating from the incomprehensible, it ostentatiously departs

from the absurd.

The slightest criticism is sufficient to manifest the futility of

that hypothesis of representation, which Brown would substitute

fur Reid's presentative perception;—although this hypothesis,

under various modifications, be almost coextensive with the his-

tory of philosophy. In fact, it fulfils none of the conditions of a

t'riitimate hypothesis.

In the frst place, it is umiecessary.—It cannot show, that the

fact of an intuitive perception, as given in consciousness, ought

not to be accepted ; it is unable therefore to vindicate its own
necessity, in order to explain the possibility of our knowledge of

external things.—That Ave cannot show forth, hoiu the mind is

capable of knowing something different from self, is no reason to

doubt that it is so capable. Every hoio (S/oV/) rests ultimately on

a that ih-t) ; every demonstration is deduced from something

yicen and indemonstrable ; all that is comprehensible, hangs from

some revealed fact, which we must believe as actual, but, cannot

construe to the reflective intellect in its possibility. In conscious-

ness,—in the original spontaneity of intelligence (vol;, locuf prin-

cipiorum), are revealed the primordial facts of our intelligent na-

ture. Consciousness is the fountain of all comprehensibility and

illustration : but as such, cannot be itself illustrated or couipre-
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liondcJ. To ask how any fact of consciousness is possible, is to ask

how consciousness itself is possible ; and to ask how consciousness

is possible, is to ask how a being intelligent like man is possible,

Could we answer this, the Serpent had not tempted Eve by an

hyperbole:—"We should be as Gods." But as we did not create

ourselves, and are not even in the secret of our creation ; we

must take our existence, our knowledge upon trust: and that

philosophy is the only true, because in it alone can truth be real-

ised, which does not revolt against the authority of our natural

beliefs.

" The voice of Nature is the voice of God."

To ask, therefore, a reason for the possibihty of our intuition

of external things, above the fact of its reality, as given in our

perceptive consciousness, betrays, as Aristotle has truly said, an

inibecilitij of the reasoning princijile itself

:

—" Toj^tov ^vituv Aoyw,

dCpivrccg rvjv al'rj&'/iaiti^ xppuartx rig lari hixvoixg.'''' The natural realist,

who accepts this intuition, cannot, certainly, explain it, because,

as ultimate, it is a fact inexplicable. Yet, with Hudibras :

—

" lie knows wliafs what ; aud that's as high

As metaphysic wit can fly."

Bat the hypothetical realist—the cosmothetic idealist, who rejects

a consciousness of aught beyond the mind, cannot require of the

natural realist an explanation of how such a consciousness is pos-

sible, until he himself shall have explained, what is even less con-

ceivable, the possibility 'of representing (i. e. of knowing) the

unknown. Till then, each founds on the incomprehensible ; but

the former admits the veracity, the latter postulates the falsehood

of that principle, which can alone confer on this incomprehensi- S '•''

ble foundation the character of truth. The natural realist, whose 8 ™''

watcliword is— The facts of consciousness, the whole facts, and

nothing but the facts, has therefore naught to fear from his anta-

gonist, so long as consciousness cannot be explained nor redar-

gued from without. If his system be to fall, it f;ills only with

philosophy ; for it can only be disproved, by proving the menda-

city of consciousness—of that faculty, M ^
" Quffi nisi sit veri, ratio qiioque falsa fit omnis ;"

(" Which unless true, all reason turns a lie.")

This leads us to the second violation of the laws of a legitimate

hypothesis ;—the doctrine of a representative perception annihi-

lates itself in subverting the universal edifice of knowledge.

—

Belying the testimony of consciousness to our immediate perception

y
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of an outer world, it belies the veracity of consciousness alto-

gether. But the truth of consciousness, is the condition of the

possibility of all knowledge. The first act of hypothetical reahsni,

is thus an act of suicide
;
philosophy, thereafter, is at best but

an enchanted corpse, awaiting only the exorcism of the sceptic, to

lolapse into its proper nothingness.—But of this we shall have

i iceasion to treat at large, in exposing Brown's misprision of the

argument from common sense.

In the third place, it is the condition of a legitimate hypothe-

sis, that the fact or facts for which it is excogitated to account,

be not themselves hxjpothetiQal.—But so far is the principal fact,

which the hypothesis of a representative perception is proposed

to explain, from being certain ; its reality is even rendered pro-

blematical by the proposed explanation itself. The facts, about

which this hypothesis is conversant, are two ;—the fact of the

mental mocli/ication, and the fact of the material reality. The
problem to be solved is their connection ; and the hypothesis of

i-ipresentation is advanced, as the ratio of their correlation, in

supposing that the former as knoion is vicarious of the latter as

existing. There is however here a see -saw between the hypothe-

sis and the fact : the fact is assumed as an hypothesis : and the

hypothesis explained as a fact; each is established, each is

expounded, by the other. To account for the possibility of an

unknown external world, the hypothesis of representation is

devised; and to account for the possibility of representation, we
imagine the hypothesis of an external world. Nothing could be

more easy than to demonstrate, that on this supposition, the fact

01 the external reality is not only petitory but improbable. This,

however, we are relieved from doing, by Dr Brown's own admis-

sion, that " the sceptical argumentfor the non-existence of an exter-

nal world, as a mere play of reasoning, admits of no rejjly
;''

and we shall afterw^ards prove, that the only ground on which he

attempts to vindicate this existence, (tlie ground of our natural

belief in its reality,) is one, not competent to the hypothetical

realist. We shall see, that if this belief be true, the liypothesis

itself is superseded ; if false, that there is no fact for the hypo-

tliesis to explain.

In i\iQ fourth place, a legitimate hypothesis must account for

the pha^nomenon, about which it is conversant, adequately and

without violence, in all its dependencies, relations, and pecuhari-

ties.—But the hypothesis in question, only accomplishes its end,
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—nay only vindicates its utility, by a mutilation, or, more pro-

perly, by the destruction and re-creation, of the very phasnomenon

for the nature of which it would account. The entire phsenomenon

to be explained by the supposition of a representative perception,

is the fact, given in consciousness, of the immediate knowledge or

intuition of an existence different from self. This simple phseno-

menon it hews down into two fragments ;—into the existence and

the intuition. The existence of external things, which is given

only through their intuition, it admits ; the intuition itself, though

the ratio cognoscendi, and to us therefore the ratio essendi of
j

their reality, it rejects. But to annilijlate what is prior and con-

stitutive in the phsenomenon, is, in truth, to annihilate the phae-

nomenon altogether. The existence of an external world, which

the hypothesis proposes to explain, is no longer even a truncated

fact of consciousness ; for the existence given in consciousness,

necessarily fell with the intuition on which it reposed. A repre-

sentative perception, is therefore, an hypothetical explanation of

a supposititious fact : it creates the nature it interprets. And
I

in this respect, of all the varieties of the representative hypothe-

sis, the third, or that which views in the object known a modifi-

cation of thought itself, most violently outrages the phgenome-

non of consciousness it would explain. And this is Brown's.

The Jirst, saves the pligenomenon of consciousness in so far as it

preserves always the numerical, if not always the substantial, dif-

ference between the object perceived and the percipient mind.

The second, does not violate at least the antithesis of the object

perceived and the percipient act. But in the third or simplest

form of representatian, not only is the object known, denied to be

itself the reality existing, as consciousiiess attests ;—this object

revealed as not-self, is identified with the mental ego

;

—nay, even,

though given as permanent, with the transient energy of thought

itself.

In the fifth place, the fact, which a legitimate hypothesis is

devised to explain, must he within the sphere of experience.—The

fact, however, for which that of a representative perception

accounts (the existence of external things), transcends, ex hypo-

thesi, all experience ; it is the object of no real knowledge, but a

bare ens rationis—a mere hyperphysical chimsera.

In the sixth and last place, an hypothesis itself is probable in

proportion as it works simply and naturally ; that is in propor-

tion as it is dependent on no subsidiary hypothesis, and as it ilj^,,^
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involves iiotliiug, petitory, occult, supernatural, as an element of

its explanation. In this respect, the doctrine of a representative

perception is not less vicious than in others. To explain at all, it

must not only postulate subsidiary hypotheses, but subsidiary

iiiiracles.—The doctrine in question attempts to explain the know-

h'dge of an unlcnown world, by the ratio of a representative per-

ception : but it is impossible by any conceivable relation, to apply

the ratio to the facts. The mental modification, of which, on the

doctrine of representation, wc are exclusively conscious in percep-

tion, either represents (i. e. alfords a mediate knoAvledge of) a real

external world, or it does not. (We say only the reality; to

include all systems from Kant's, who does not pi^edicate even an

existence in space and time of things in themselves, to Locke's,

who supposes the transcendent reality to resemble its idea, at least

in the primary qualities.) Now, the latter alternative is an affir-

mation of absolute Idealism ; we have, therefore, at present only

ro consider the former. And here, the mind either knows the

reahty of what it represents, or it does not.—On the prior alter-

native, the hypothesis under discussion would annihilate itself, in

iinnihilating the ground of its utility. For as the end of repre-

^entation is knowledge ; and as the hypothesis of a representative

perception is only required on the supposed impossibility of that

presentative knowledge of external things, which consciousness

affirms :—if the mind is admitted to be cognisant of the outer

1 eality in itself, previous to representation, the end towards which

tlie hypothesis was devised as a mean, has been already accom-

plished ; and the possibility of an intuitive perception, as given

in consciousness, is allowed. Nor is the hypothesis only absurd,

as superfluous. It is worse. For the mind would, in this case,

be supposed to know before it knew ; or, like the crazy Pentheus,

to see its objects double,—
(" Et solcm gcminura et duplices se ostendere Thebas ") :

and, if these absurdities be eschewed, then is the identity of mind

'Hid self,—of consciousness and knowledge, abolished ; and my
iitellect knows, what / am not conscious of it knowing!—The
other alternative remains:— that the mind is 6^/«6?/?/ determined

to represent, and truly to represent, the reality which it does not

Icnow. And here the mind either blindly determines itself, or is

blindly determined by an extrinsic and intelligent cause.—The

former lemma is the more philosophical, in so far as it assumes

nothing hyperphysical ; but it is otherwise utterly irrational, in

E
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as much as it would explain au effect, by a cause wholly inade-

quate to its production. On this alternative, knowledge is sup-

posed to be tlie effect of ignorance,—intelligence of stupidity,

—

life of death. We are necessarily ignorant, ultimately at least, of

the mode in which causation operates ; but we know at least, that

no effect arises without a cause—and a cause proportionate to ii

existence.—The absurdity of this supposition has accordingly-

constrained the profoundest cosmothetic ideahsts, notwithstanding

their rational abhorrence of a supernatural assumption, to em-

brace the second alternatiAe. To say nothing of less illustrious

schemes, the systems of Divine Assistance, of a Pre-established

Harmony, and of the Vision of all things in the Deity, are only

so many subsidiary hypotheses,—so many attempts to bridge, by

supernatural machinery, the chasm between the representation

and the reality, which all human ingenuity had found, by natural

means, to be insuperable. The hypothesis of a representative

perception, thus presupposes a miracle to let it work. Dr Brown,

indeed, rejects as unphilosophical, those hyperphysical subsidies.

But he only saw less clearly than their illustrious authors, the

necessity which required them. It is a poor philosophy that

eschews the Deus ex machina, and yet ties the knot which is only

soluble by his interposition. It is not unphilosophical to assume

a miracle, if a miracle be necessary ; but it is unphilosophical to

originate the necessity itself. And here the hypothetical realist

cannot pretend, that tlie difficulty is of nature's, not of his creation.

In fact it only arises, because ho has closed his eyes upon the light

of nature, and refused the guidance of consciousness : but having

swamped himself in following the ignis fatiais of a theory, lie has

no right to refer its private absurdities to the imbecility of human

reason ; or to generahse his own factitious ignorance, by a Quarts

turn est quod nescimus ! The difficulty of the problem Dr BrowD^

has not perceived ; or perceiving, has not ventured to state,—far

less attempted to remove. He has essayed, indeed, to cut the

knot, which he was unable to loose; but we shall find, in the

sequel, that his summary postulate of the reality of an external

world, on the ground of our belief in its existence, is, in his hands,

of all unfortunate attempts, perhaps the most unsuccessful.

The scheme of Natural Realism (which it is Reid's honour to !

have been the first, among not forgotten philosophers, virtually

and intentionally, at least, to embrace) is thus the only system, on

which the truth of consciousness and the possibility of knowledge

Bl^
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can be vindicated ; whilst the Ilypotlietical Realist, in his eft'ort

to be " wise above knowledge," like the dog in the ft^ble, loses

the substance, in attempting to realize the shadow. " Les hom-
ines," (says Leibnitz, with a truth of which he was not himself

aware,)—" les hommes clierchent ce qii'ils savent, et ne savent pas

ce qiiils cherchent."

That the doctrine of an iatuitive perception is not without its

ditHculties, we allow. But these,do not affect its possibility ; and

may in a great measure be removed by a more sedulous examina-

tion of the pha^nomena. The distinction of perception proper

from sensation proper, in other words, of the objective from the

subjective in this act, Reid, after other philosophers, has already

turned to good account; but his analysis would have been still

more successful, had he discovered the law which universally

ii-overns tlieir manifestation:

—

That Perception and Sensation,

the objective and subjective, thoiujh both ahuays co-existent, are

• divays in the inverse ratio of each other. But on this matter we
cannot at present enter. [See Diss. p. 876-885,]

Dr Brown is not only wrong in regard to Reid's own doctrine

;

he is wrong, even admitting his interpretation of that philosopher

to be true, in charging him with a " series of wonderful miscon-

ceptions," in regard to the opinions universally prevalent touching

the nature of ideas. We shall not argue the case upon the higher

(jround, that Reid, as a natural realist, could not he philosophically

out, in assailing the hypothesis of a representative perception,

even though one of its subordinate moditications might be mis-

taken by him for another ; but shall prove that, supposing Reid

t(» have been like Brown, an hypothetical realist, under the third

form of a representative perception, he was not historically wrong
in attributing to philosophers in general, (at least, after the decline

of the Scholastic philosophy,) the first or second variety of the

hypothesis. Even on this loicer ground, Brown is fated to be

unsuccessful ; and if Reid be not always correct, his antagonist

has failed in convicting him even of a single inaccuracy, Wc shall

consider Brown's charge of misrepresentation in detail.

It is always unlucky to stumble on the threshold. The para-

graph (Lect, xxvii,) in which Dr Brown opens his attack on Reid,

contains more mistakes than sentences ; and the etymological dis-

cussion it involves, supposes as true, what is not simply false, but

diametrically opposite to the truth,—Among other errors :—In the

first place, the term " idea" was never employed in any system,
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previous to the age of Descartes, to denote " little images derived

from objects without," In the second, it was never used in any

philosophy, prior to the same period, to signify the immediate

object of perception. In the third, it was not applied by the

" Peripatetics or Schoolmen," to express an object of human

thouglit at all.* In ihefo^irth, ideas (taking this term for species)

* The history of the word idea seems completely unknowu. Previous to

the age of Descartes, as a philosophical term, it was employed exclusively

by the Platonists,—at least exclusively in a Platonic meaning ; and this

meaning was precisely the reverse of that attributed to tlie word by Dr
Brown ;—the idea loas not an object of perception,—the idea ivas not derived .

from without.—In the schools, so far from being a current psychological

expression, as he imagines, it had no other application than a theological.

Neither, after the revival of letters, was the term extended by the Aristo-

telians even to the objects of intellect. Melanchthon, indeed (who was a

kind of semi Platouist) uses it on one occasion as a synonyme for notion, or

intelligible species {De Anima, p. 187, ed. 1565) ; but it was even to this

solitary instance, we presume, that Julius Scaliger alludes (Z)e Subtilitate,

vi. 4), when he castigates such an application of the Avord as neoteric and

abusive. " 3Ielanch." is on the margin. Goclenius also probably founded

his usage on Melanchthon.—We should have distinctly said, that previous

to its employment by Descartes himself the expression had never been used

as a comprehensive term for the immediate objects of thought, had we not i

in remembrance the Historia Animce HumancE of our countryman David

Buchanan. This work, originally written in French, had for some years

been privately circulated previous to its publication at Paris in 1636. Here

we find the word idea familiarly employed, in its most extensive significa-^

tion, to express the objects, 'not only of intellect proper, but of memory,

imagination, sense ; and this is the earliest example of such an employment.

For the Discourse on Method in which the term is usurped by Descartes in

an equal latitude, was at least a year later in its publication— viz. in June

1637. Adopted soon after also by Gassendi, the word under such imposing

patronage gradually won its way into general use. In England, however,

Locke may be said to have been the first who naturalized the term in its

Cartesian universality. Hobbes employs it, and that historically, only once

or twice; Henry More and Cudworth are very chary of it, even when treat-

ing of the Cartesian philosophy ; Willis rarely iises it ; while Lord Herbert,

Reynolds, and the English philosophers in general, between Descartes and

Locke, do not apply it psychologically at all. When in common language

employed by Milton and Dryden, after Descartes, as before him, by Sidney,

Spenser, Shakspeare, Hooker, &c. the meaning is Platonic. Our Lexico-

graphers are ignorant of the difference.

The fortune of this word is curious. Employed by Plato to express the

real forms of the intelligible world, in lofty contrast to the unreal images of

the sensible ; it was lowered by Descartes, who extended it to the objects of
i

our consciousness in general. When, after Gassendi, the school of Condillac u

had analyzed our highest faculties into our lowest, the idea was still more
;
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wore not " in all the dark ages of the scholastic followers of

Ai-istotlc," regarded as " little images derivedfrom witJiout ;" for a

numerous party of the most illustrious schoolmen rejected species,

not only in the intellect, hut in the sense. In the Jifth, "pAa?i-

tasm " in •'' the old philosophy," was not the " external cause of
perception, '' but the internal ohject of imagination. In the sixth,

the term " shadowy film " which here and elsewhere ho con-

stantly uses, shows that Dr Brown confounds the matterless spe-

cies of the Peripatetics with the corporeal effluxions of Democritus

and Epicurus :

—

" Qua?, quasi membrance^ summo de cortice rerum

Dereptfe, volitant ultro citroque per auras."

Dr Brown, in short, only fails in victoriously estabhshing against

Reid the various meanings in which " the old writers " employed

the term idea, by the petty fact,—that the old writers did not

employ the term idea at all.

Nor does the progress of the attack belie the omen of its out-

set. We shall consider the philosophers quoted by Brown in

chronological order. Of three of these only, (Descartes, Arnauld,

Locke,) were the opinions particularly noticed by Reid ; the

others, (Hobbes, Le Clerc, Crousaz,) Brown adduces as examples

of Eeid's general misrepresentation. Of the greater number of

the philosophers specially criticised by Reid, Brown prudently

says nothing.

Of these, the first is Descartes ; and in regard to him, Dr
Brown, not content with accusing Reid of simple ignorance,

contends, " that the opinions of Descartes are precisely opposite

to the representations which he has given of them." (Lect. xxvii.

p. 172.)—Now Reid states, in regard to Descartes, that this

pliilosopher appears to place the idea or representative object in

perception, sometimes in the mind, and sometimes in the brain

;

and he acknowledges that while these opinions seem to him con-

tradictory, he is not prepared to pronounce which of them their

deeply degi'aded from its high original. Lilie a fallen angel, it Avas relegated

from the sphere of divine intelligence, to the atmospliere of human sense ; till

at last Idcohgie (more correcth' Idealogie), a word which could only ju-oper/i/

suggest an a priori scheme, deducing our knowledge from the intellect, has

in France become the name peculiarly distinctive of that philosoi)iiy of mind

which exclusively derives our knoMdedge from the senses.—Word and thing,

ideas have been the crux pldJusopltunmi, since Aristotle sent them packing

(x«'e£rw<7«> iliui) to the present day.
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author held, if he did not indeed hold both together. " Des-

cartes," he says, " seems to have hesitated between the two

opinions, or to haA^e passed from one to the other." On any

alternative, however, Reid attributes to Descartes, either the first
;

or the second form of representation. Now here Ave must recol-

lect, that the question is not whether lleid be rigorously right,

but -whether he be inexcusably ivrong. Dr Brown accuses him of

the most ignorant misrepresentation,—of interpreting an author,

whose perspicuity he himself admits, in a sense " exactly the

reverse" of truth. To determine what Descartes' doctrine of

perception actually is, would be difhcult, perhaps even impossible

;

but in reference to the question at issue, certainly superfluous.

It here suffices to show, that his opinion on this point is one

mooted among his disciples ; and that Brown, wholly unacquaint-

ed with the difficulties of the question, dogmatizes on the basis of

a single passage—nay, of a passage in itself irrelevant.

Eeid is justified against Brown, if the Cartesian Idea be proved,

either a material image in the brain, or an immaterial representa-

tion in the mind, distinct from the percipient act. By those not

possessed of the key to the Cartesian theory, there are many pass-

ages * in the writings of its author, which, taken by themselves,

might naturally be construed to import, that Descartes supposed

the mind to be conscious of certain motions in the brain, to which,

as well as to the modifications of the intellect itself, he applies the

terms image and idea. Reid, who did not understand the Carte-

sian philosophy as a system, was puzzled by these superficial am-

biguities. Not aware that the cardinal point of that system is,

—

that mind and body, as essentially opposed, are naturally to each

other as zero, and that their mutual intercourse can only be

supernaturally maintained by the concourse of the Deity
; f Reid

* Ex. gr. De Pass. § 35,—a passage stronger than any of those noticed by

De la Forge.

t That the theory of Ocms/owa/Cfrases is necessarily involved in Descartes'

doctrine of Assistance, and that his explanation of the connexion of mind

and body reposes on that theory, it is impossible to doubt. For while he

rejects all physical influence in the communication and conservation of mo-
j

tion between bodies, which he refers exclusively to the ordinary concourse

of God, {Princ. P. II. Art. 3G etc.) ; consequently, he deprives conflicting

bodies of all proper efficiency, and reduces them to the mere occasional

causes of this phfenomenon. But a fortiori, he must postulate the hypothesis,

which he found necessary in explaining the intercourse of things substantially

the same, to account for the recipi'ocal action of two substances, to hitn, of ij
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attributed to Descartes the possible opinion, that the soul is

immediately cognisant of material images in the brain. But in

the Cartesian theory, mind is only conscious of itself ; the aiFec-

I

tions of body may, by the law of union, be the proximate occa-

sions, but can never constitute the immediate objects, of knowledge.

"*^jl Reid, however, supposing that nothing could obtain the name of

image, which did not represent a prototype, or the name of idea

which was not an object of thought, thus misinterpreted Des-

cartes ; who applies, abusively indeed, these terms to the occasion

of perception, {i. e. the motion in the sensorium, unknown in itself

and resembling nothing), as well as to the object of thought, {i. e.

the representation of Avhich we are conscious in the mind itself.)

In the Leibnitio-Wolfian system, ttco elements, both also deno-

minated ideas, are in like manner accurately to be contra-distin-

guished in the process of perception. The idea in the brain, and

the idea in the mind, are, to Descartes, precisely what the " ma-

terial idea," and the " sensucd idea,'' are to the Wolfians. In

both philosophies, the two ideas are harmonic modifications, cor-

relative and co-existent ; but in neither, is the organic affection or

material idea an object of consciousness. It is merely the unknown
and arbitrary condition of the mental representation ; and in the

hypotheses both of Assistance and of Pre-established Harmony,
the presence of the one idea implies the concomitance of the other,

only by virtue of the hyperphysical determination. Had lieid,

in fact, not limited his study of the Cartesian system to the wri-

tings of its founder, the twofold application of the term idea, by

Descartes, could never have seduced him into the belief, that so

monstrous a solecism had been committed by that illustrious

thinker. By De la Forge, the personal friend of Descartes, the

verbal ambiguity is, indeed, not only noticed, but removed ; and

that admirable expositor applies the term " corporeal species" to

the affection in the brain, and the terms " idea," " intellectual

notion," to the spiritual representation in the conscious mind.

—

{De VEsprit, c. ] 0.)

But if Reid be wrong in his supposition, that Descartes admit-

so incompatible a nature^ as mind and body. De la Forge, Geulinx, Mal-
lebranche, Cordemoi, and other disciples of Descartes, only explicitly evolve

what the writings of their master implicitly contain. We may observe,

though we cannnot stop to prove, that Tennemann is wrong in denying De
la Forge to be even an advocate, far less the first articulate ex])Ositor, of the

doctrine of Occasional ( 'aitses.
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ted a consciousness of ideas in the brain ;* is he on the other alter-

native wrong, and inexcusably wrong, in holding that Descartes

supposed ideas in the mind, not identical icith their perceptions'^

Mallebranche, the most illustrious name in the school after its

founder, (and who, not certainly with less ability, may be suppo-

sed to have studied the writings of his master, with far greater

attention than either Reid or Brown,) ridicules, as " contrary to

common sense and justice" the supposition that Descartes had

rejected ideas in " the ordinary acceptation,'" and adopted the

hypothesis of their being representations, not really distinct from

their perception. And while " he is as certain as he possibly can

be in such matters," that Descartes had not dissented from the

general opinion, he 'taunts Arnauld with resting his paradoxical

interpretation of that philosopher's doctrine " not on any passages

of his Metaphysic contrary to the common opinion," but on his

own arbitrary limitation of " the ambiguous term perception^

{Rep. au Livre des Idees, passim; Arnauld, CEuv. xxxviii. pp.

388, 389.) That ideas are "fou7id in the mind, notformed by it,"

and consequently, that in the act of knowledge the representation

is really distinct from the cognition proper, is strenuously asserted

as the doctrine of his master by the Cartesian lloell, in the contro-

versy he maintained with the Anti-Cartesian De Yries. (Roelli

Dispp. ; De Tries De Ideis innatis.)—But it is idle to multiply

proofs. Brown's charge of ignorance falls back upon himself;

and Reid may lightly bear the reproach of " exactly reversing"

the notorious doctrine of Descartes, when thus borne, along with

him, by the profoundest of that philosopher's disciples.

Had Brown been aware, that the point at issue between him

and Reid, was one agitated among the followers of Descartes

themselves, he could hardly have dreamt of summarily deter-

mining the question by the production of one vulgar passage

from tne writings of that philosopher. But we are sorely puzzled

to account for his hallucination, in considering this passage per-

tinent. Its substance is fully given by Reid in his exposition of

the Cartesian doctrine. Every iota it contains, of any relevancy,

is adopted by Mallebranche ;—constitutes, less precisely indeed,

his famous distinction of perception [idee) from sensation {senti-

* Keid's eiTor on this point is however surpassed by that of jNI. Kojer-

Collard, who represents the idea in the Cartesian doctrine of perception as

exchisivehj sitnate in the bi'ain —{CEuires de Reid, III. p. 334).
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merit) : and Mallebranclic is one of the two modern pliilosopliers,

admitted by Brown to have held the hypothesis of representation

in its first, and, as he says, its most " erroneoits" form. But

principles that coalesce, even with the hypothesis of ideas distinct

from mind, are not, a fortiori, incompatible with the hypothesis,

of ideas distinct only from the perceptive act.—We cannot, how-

ever, enter on an articulate exposition of its irrelevancy.

To adduce Hobbes, as an instance of Reid's misrepresentation

of the " common doctrine of ideas," betrays, on the part of Brown,

a total misapprehension of the conditions of the question ;—or he

forgets that Hobbes was a materialist.—The doctrine of represen-

tation, under all its modifications, is properly subordinate to the

doctrine of a spiritual principle of thought ; and on the supposi-

tion, all but universally admitted among philosophers, that the

relation of knowledge implied the analogy of existence, it was

mainly devised to explain the possibility of a knowledge by an

immaterial subject, of an existence so disproportioned to its nature,

as the qualities of a material object. Contending, that an imme-

diate cognition of the accidents of matter, infers an essential iden-

tity of matter and mind. Brown himself admits, that the hypothesis

of representation belongs exclusively to the doctrine of dualism

(Lect. XXV. pp. 159, 160) ; whilst Rcid, assaihng the hypothesis

of ideas, only as subverting the reality of matter, could hardly

regard it as parcel of that scheme, which acknowledges the reality

of nothing else.— But though Hobbes cannot be adduced as a

competent witness against Reid, he is however valid evidence

against Brown. Hobbes, though a materialist, admitted no

knowledge of an external world. Like his friend Sorbiere, he

was a kind of material idealist. According to him, we know
nothing of the qualities or existence of any outward reality. All

that we know is the " seeming," the " apparition," the " aspect,"

the " phcenomenon," the "phantasm," within ourselves; and this

subjective object, of which we are conscious, and which is con-

sciousness itself, is nothing more than the " agitation " of our

internal organism, determined by the unknown " motions," which

are supposed, in like manner, to constitute the world without.

Perception he reduces to sensation. Memory and imagination

are faculties sp>ecifically identical with sense, differing from it

simply in the degree of their vivacity ; and this difference of

intensity, with Hobbes as wdth Hume, is the only discrimination
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between our dreaming and our waking thoughts,—A doctrine of

perception identical with Reid's !

In regard to Arnauld, the question is not, as in relation to the

others, whether Reid conceives him to maintain a form of the

ideal theory which he rejects, but whether Reid admits Arnaidd's

opinion on perception and his own to be identical.—" To tliesc

authors," says Dr Brown, " whose opinions, on the subject of

perception, Dr Reid has misconceived, I may add one, whom

even he himself allows to have shaken of the ideal system,

and to have considered the idea and the perception, as not

distinct, but the same, a modification of the mind and nothiiig

more. I allude to the celebrated Jansenist writer, Arnaukl,

who maintains this doctrine as expressly as Dr Reid himself,

and makes it the foundation of his argument in his con-

troversy with Mallebranche." (Lecture xxvii. p. 173.) — If

this statement be not untrue, then is Dr Brown's intei'pret.i-

tion of Reid himself correct. A representative perception, under

its third and simplest modification, is held by Arnauld as by

Brown ; and his exposition is so clear and articulate, that all

essential misconception of his doctrine is precluded. In these

circumstances, if Reid avow the identity of Arnauld's opinion and

his own, this avowal is tantamount to a declaration that his pecu-

liar doctrine of perception is a scheme of representation ; whereas,

on the contrary, if he signalise the contrast of their two opinions,

he clearly evinces the radical antithesis,—and his sense of tlie

radical antithesis,—of the doctrine of intuition, to every, even tlie

simplest form of the hypothesis of representation. And this last

he does.

It cannot be maintained, that Reid admits a pliilosopher to

hold an opinion convertible witli his, whom he states :
—" to profess

tlie doctrine, universally received, that we perceive not material

things immediately,—that it is their ideas, which are the immediate

objects of our thoughts,—and that it is in the idea of every thing,

that we perceive its properties.'' This fundamental contrast being

established, we may safely allow, that the radical misconception,

which caused Reid to overlook the difiPerence of our presentative

and representative faculties, caused him likewise to believe, that

Arnauld had attempted to unite two contradictory theories of

perception. Not aware, that it was possible to maintain a doctrine

of perception, in which the idea was not really distinguished from
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its cognition, and yet to hold that the niiud had no innncdiatc

knowledge of external things: Keid snpposes, in the />\fi place,

that Arnauld, in rejecting the hypothesis of ideas, as representa-

tive entities, really distinct from the contemplative act of percep-

tion, coincided with himself in viewing the material reality, as

the immediate object of that act ; and, in the second, that Arnauld

again deserted this opinion, when, with the philosophers, he main-

tained, that the idea, or act of the mind representing the external

reality, and not the external reality itself, was the immediate

object of perception. But Arnauld's theory is one and indivi-

sible ; and, as such, no part of it is identical with Reid's. Reid's

confusion, here as elsewhere, is explained by the circumstance,

that he had never speculatively conceived the possibiHty of the

simplest modification of the representative hypothesis. lie saw

no medium between rejecting ideas as something different from

thought, and the doctrine of an immediate knowledge of the

material object. Neither does Arnauld, as Reid supposes, ever

assert against Mallebranche, " that we perceive external things

immediately," that is, in themselves.* Maintaining that all our

perceptions are modifications essentially representative, Arnauld

everywhere avows, that he denies ideas, only as existences distinct

from the act itself of perception.-]-

Reid was therefore wrong, and did Arnauld less than justice, in

viewing his theory " as a weak attempt to reconcile two inconsis-

tent doctrines :
" he was wrong, and did Arnauld more than

justice, in supposing, that one of these doctrines is not incompa-

tible with his own. The detection, however, of this error only

tends to manifest more clearly, how just, even when under its

influence, was Reid's appreciation of the contrast, subsisting

between his own and Arnauld's opinion, considered as a ivhole

;

* This is perfectly clear from Arnauld's own uniform statements ; and it

is justly observed by INLallebranche. in his Pwph/ to the Treatise On True and

false Ideas, (p. 123, orig. edit.)—that, " in reality, according to M. Arnauld,

?/-e do not perceive bodies, wa perceive only ourselves^

t Oeuvres t. xxxviii. pp. 187, 198, 199, 389. etpassim. It is to be recol-

lected tiiat Descartes, Mallebranche, Arnaidd, Locke, and philosophers in

general before Reid, employed the term Perception as coextensive with Con-

sciousness.—By Leibnitz, Wolf, and their followers, it was used in a peculiar

sense,—as equivalent to Representation or Idea proper, and as contradis-

tinguished from Apperception, or consciousness. Keid^ limitation of tlie

term, though the gi-ounds on which it is defended are not of the strongest, is

convenient, and has Iteon very generally admitted.
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and exposes more glaringly Brown's general misconception of

Reid's philosophy, and his present gross misrepresentation, in

affirming that the doctrines of the two philosophers were identi-

cal, and by Reid admitted to be the same.

Nor is Dr Brown more successful in his defence of Locke.

Supposing always, that ideas were held to be something dis-

tinct from their cognition, Reid states it, as that philosopher's

opinion, " that images of external objects were conveyed to the

brain ; but whether he thought with Descartes [erratitmfor Dr

Clarke ?] and Newton, that the images in the brain are perceived

by the mind, there present, or that they are imprinted on the

mind itself, is not so evident." This, Dr Brown, nor is he origi-

nal in the assertion, pronounces a flagrant misrepresentation.

Not only does he maintain, that Locke never conceived the idea

to be substantially different from the mind, as a material image

in the brain ; but, that he never supposed it to have an existence

apart from the mental energy of which it is the object. Locke,

he asserts, like Arnauld, considered the idea perceived and the

percipient act, to constitute the same indivisible modification of

the conscious mind. We shall see.

In his language, Locke is, of all philosophers, the most figura-

tive, ambiguous, vacillating, various, and even contradictory ;—as

has been noticed by Reid, and Stewart, and Brown himself,

—

indeed, we believe, by every author who has had occasion to

comment on this philosopher. The opinions of such a writer are

not, therefore, to be assumed from isolated and casual expres-

sions, which themselves require to be interpreted on the general

analogy of his system ; and yet this is the only ground on which

Dr Brown attempts to establish his conclusions. Thus, on the

matter under discussion, though really distinguishing, Locke ver-

bally confounds, the objects of sense and of intellect,—the opera-

tion and its object,—the objects immediate and mediate,—the

object and its relations,—the images of fancy and the notions of

the understanding. Consciousness is converted with Perception,

—Perception with Idea,—Idea with Ideatum, and with Notion,

Conception, Phantasm, Representation, Sense, Meaning, &c.

Now, his language identifying ideas and perceptions, appears

conformable to a disciple of Arnauld ; and now it proclaims him

a follower of Digby,—explaining ideas by mechanical impulse.

and the propagation of material particles from the external reality

to the brain. The idea would seem, in one passage, an organic
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;iifeeti(jn,—the mere occasion of a spiritual representation ; in

another, a representative image, in the brain itself. In employ-

ing thus inditferently the language of every hypothesis, may we
not suspect, that he was anxious to be made responsible for

none ? One, however, he has formally rejected : and that is the

very opinion attributed to him by Dr Brown,

—

that the idea, or

object of consciousness in perception, is only a modification of the

mind itself.

We do not deny, tliat Locke occasionally employs expressions,

which, in a writer of more considerate language, would imply the

identity of ideas with the act of knowledge ; and, under the

circumstances, we should have considered suspense more rational

than a dogmatic confidence in any conclusion, did not the follow-

ing passage, which has never, we believe, been noticed, appear a

positive and explicit contradiction of Dr Brown's interpretation.

It is from Locke's Examination of Mallebranche's Opinion,

which, as subsequent to the pubhcation of the Essay, must be

lield authentic, in relation to the doctrines of that work. At the

same time, the statement is articulate and precise, and possesses

all the authority of one cautiously made in the course of a pole-

mical discussion. Mallebranche coincided with Arnauld, and

consequently with Locke, as interpreted by Brown, to the extent

of supposing, that sensation proper is nothing but a state or modi-

fication of the mind itself; and Locke had thus the opportunity

of expressing, in regard to this opinion, his agreement or dissent.

An acquiescence in the doctrine, that the secondary qualities, of

which we are conscious in sensation, are merely mental states, by
no means involves an admission that the primary qualities of

\vhich we are conscious in perception, are nothing more, Mallc-

l)ranche, for example, affirms the one and denies the other. But

if Locke be found to ridicule, as ho does, even the opinion which

merely reduces the secondary qualities to mental states, afortiori,

and this on the principle of his own jyhilosoj:>hy, he must be held

to reject the doctrine, which would reduce not only the non-

resembling sensations of the secondary, but even the resembling,

and consec[uently extended, ideas of the primary qualities of

matter, to modifications of the immaterial unextcnded mind. In

these circumstances, the following passage is superfluously con-

clusive against Brown, and equally so, whether we coincide or

not in aU the principles it involves.
—" But to examine their doc-

trine of modification a little farther. Different sentiments (sensa-
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tions) are different modifications of the mind. The mind, or soul,

that perceives, is one immaterial indivisible substance. Now I see

the white and black on this paper, I hear one singing in the next

room, I feci the warmth of the fire I sit by, and I taste an apple

I am eating, and all this at the same time. Now, I ask, take

modification for what you please, can the same unextended, indi-

visible substance have different, nay, inconsistent and opposite [as

these of luhite and black must be) modifications at the same timef

Or must we suppose distinct parts in an indivisible substance, onefor

black, anotherfor white, and anotherfor red ideas, and so of the

rest of those infinite sensations, which we have in sorts and degrees

;

all which ive can distinctly perceive, and so are distinct ideas,

some whereof are opposite, as heat and cold, which yet a man
may feel at the same time ? I was ignorant before, how sensation

was performed in us : this they call an explanation of it ! Must

I say now I understand it better ':' If this be to cure one's igno-

rance, it is a very slight disease, and the charm of two or three

insignificant words will at any time remove it
;
probatum est"

(Sec. 39.)—This passage, as we shall see, is correspondent to the

doctrine held on this point by Locke's personal friend and philo^

sophical follower, Le Clerc. (But, what is curious, the supposi-

tions which Locke here rejects, as incompatible with the spiritua-

lity of mind, are the very facts, on which Ammonius Ilcrmise, Phi-

loponus, and Condillac, among many others, found their proof of

the immateriality of the thinking subject.)

But if it be thus evident, that Locke held neither the third

form of representiition, that lent to him by Brown, nor even the

second; it follows, that Reid did him anything but injustice, in

supposing him to maintain, that ideas are objects, either in the

brain, or in the mind itself. Even the more material of these

alternatives has been the one generally attributed to him by his

critics,* and the one adopted fi-om him by his disciples.f Nor is

this to be deemed an opinion too monstrous to be entertained by

so enlightened a philosopher. It w^as, as we shall see, the com-

mon opinion of the age ; the opinion, in particular, held by the

* To refer only to the^^Vs^ and last of his regular critics :—see Solid Philo-

so]>hy asserted against the Fancies of the Ideists, by J. S. [John Sergeant.]
|

Lond. 1697, p. 161,—a very curious book, absolutely, we may say, unknown

and Cousin, Coiirs de Philosophic, t. ii. 1829
; pp. 830, 357, 325, 365—tlie

most important work on Locke since the Nouveaux Essais of Leibnitz.

t Tuckkr's Liqht of Nature, i. pp. 15, 18, ed. 2. ^
11
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"fsoil most illustrious of his countrymen and contemporaries—by New-
^"^'Jst ton, Clarke, Willis. Hook, &c.* The English psychologists have
"leia indeed been generally very mechanical.

Map|l j)r Brown at length proceeds to consummate his imagined vic-

'^Mal tory, by " that most decidve evidence, found not in treatises read

«<^ial only by a few, but in the popular elementary works of science of

the time, the (jeneral text books of schools and colleges." He
quotes, however, only two :—the Pneumatology of Lc Clcrc, and

the Logic of Crousaz.

" Le Clerc," says Dr Brown, " in his chapter on the nature

of ideas, gives the history of the opinions of philosophers on this

subject, and states among them the very doctrine which is most

forcibly and accurately opposed to the ideal system of perception.

' Alii putant ideas et perceptiones idaarum easdem esse, licet rela-

tionibus differant. Idea, uti consent, proprie ad objectum refer-

tur, quod mens considerat ;—perceptio, verc ad mentem ipsam

quae pcrcipit : sed duplex ilia relatio ad unam modificationem

mentis pertinct. Itaque, secundum hosce philosophos, nullse sunt,

proprie, loquendo, idca3 a mente nostra distinctse.' What is it, I
may ask, which Dr Reid considers himself as having added to

this verij philosophical view of perception? and if he added

nothing, it is surel}^ too much to ascribe to him the merit of

detecting errors, the counter statement of which had longformed
a pari of the elementary loorksofthe school.'"

In the first place, Dr Reid certainly " added " nothing " to

* On the opinion of Newton and Clarke, see Des Maizeaux's Recueil, i. pp.

7, 8, 9, 15, 22, 75, 127, 169, &c.—Genovesi notices the crudity of Newton's

doctrine, " Mentem in cerebro prajsidere atque in eo, suo scilicet sensorio,

rerura imcujines cernere."—On Willis, see his work Ue Anirna Brutorum, p.

(J4, alibi, ed. 1672.—On Hook, see his Led. on Light., § 7.—We know not

whether it has been remarked that Locke's doctrine of particles and impulse,

is precisely that of Sir Kenelm Digby ; and if Locke adopts one part of so

^Toss an hypothesis, what is there imj)robal)le in his adoption of the other ^—
that the ol)ject of perception is, " a material participation of tiie bodies that

work on the outward organs of the senses," (Digby, Treatise of Bodies, c.

32.) As a specimen of the mechanical explanations of mental pluenomena
then considered satisfactory, we quote Sir Kenelmls theory of memory.

—

" Out of which it followeth, that the little similitudes which are in the caves

of the brain, wheeling and swimming about, almost in such sort as you see

in the washing of currants or rice by the winding about and circular turning

of the cook's hand, divers sorts of bodies do go their course for a pretty-

while; so that the most ordinary objects cannot but present themselves

quickly," tic. &c. (ibidem.)
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tliis very philosophical view of perception/' but he exploded it

altogether.

In the second, it is false, either that this doctrine of perception

" had longformed part of the elementary xvorks of the schools,"

or that Le Clerc affords any countenance to this assertion. On
the contrary, it is virtually stated by him to be the novelparadox

of a single pliilosopher ; nay to carry the blunder to hyperbole,

it is already, as such a singular opinion, discussed and referred to

its author by Beid himself Had Dr Brown proceeded from the

tenth paragraph, which he quotes, to the fourteenth, which he

coidd not have read, he would have found, that the passage ex-

tracted, so far from containing the statement of an old and familiar

dogma in the schools, was, neither more nor less, than a state-

ment of the contemporary hypothesis of—Antony Arnauld ! and

of Antony Arnauld alone ! !

In the third place, from the mode in which he cites Le Clerc,

his silence to the contrary, and the general tenor of his statement,

Dr Brown would lead us to beheve, that Le Clerc himself coincides

in " this very philosophical view of perception." So far, how-

ever, from coinciding with Arnauld, he pronounces his opinion to

bo false ; controverts it upon very solid grounds ; and in deliver-

ing his own doctrine touching ideas, though sufficiently cautious

in telling us what they are, he has no hesitation in assuring us,

among other things which they cannot be, that they are not mo-

difications or essential stdtes of mind. " Non est (idea sc.) modi-

ficatio aut essentia moitis : nam prajterquam quod sentimus

ingeus esse discrimen inter ideae perceptionem et sensationem ; quid

habet mens nostra simile monti, aut innumeris ejusmodi ideis?"

—{Pneumat. sect. i. c. 5. § 10.)

On all this no observation of ours can be either so apposite or

authoritative, as the edifying reflections with which Dr Brown
himself concludes his vindication of the philosophers against Reid.

Brown's precept is sound, but his example is instructive. One
word we leave blank, which the reader may himself supply.

—

" That a mind so vigorous as that ofDr shoidd have been

capable of the series of misconceptions which we have traced, may
seem loonderful, and truly is so ; and equally, or rather still more

iconderfid, is the general admission of his merit in this respect. \m ^'

I trust it will impress you with one important lesson

—

to consult '!« ,^

tlie opinions of authors in their own ivorks, and not in the works of l

those tvho profess to give a faithful account of them. From my own

'ki-

te v> i

Ke. I

km

\%^

a

%
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experience I can most truly assure you, that there is scarcely

an instance in ivhich I have found the vieiu I had received of
them to he faithfd. There is usually something more, or some-

thing less, which modifies the general result ; and by the various

additions and subtractions thus made, so much of the spirit of the

original doctrine is lost, that it may, in some cases, be considered

as having made a fortunate escape, if it he not at last 7^epresented

as directly opposite to what it is" (Lect. xxvii. p. 175.)

The cause must, therefore, be unconditionally decided in favour

of Reid, even on that testimony, which Brown triumphantly pro-

duces in court, as " tlie most decisive evideiice " against him :

—

here then we might close our case. To signalize, however, more
completely the whole character of the accusation, we shall call a

few witnesses ; to prove, in fact, nothing more than that Brown's

own " most decisive evidence " is not less favourable to himself,

than any other that might be cited from the great majority of the

learned.

Mallebranche, in his controversy with Arnauld, everywhere

assumes the doctrine of ideas, really distinct from their perception,

to be the one " commonly received ;" nor does his adversary ven-

ture to dispute the assumption. {Rep. au Livre des Idees.—
Arnauld, (Euv. t. xxxviii. p. 388.)

Leibnitz, on the other hand, in answer to Clarke, admits, that

the crude theory of ideas held by this philosopher, ivas the com-

mon. " Je ne demeure point d'accord des notions vulgaires,

comme si les Images des choses etoient transportees, par les

organes, jusqu'a I'ame. Cette notion de la Philosophic Vtdgaire

n'est point intelligible, comme les nouveaux Cartesiens I'ont assez

montre. L'on ne sauroit expliquer comment la substance imma-
terielle est aifectee par la matiere: et soutenir une chose non

intelligible la-dessus, c'est recourir a la notion scholastique chime-

rique de je ne sai quelles especes intentionelles inexpliquable, qui

passent des organes dans I'ame." {Opera, II. p. 161.) Nor does

Clarke, in reply, disown this doctrine for himself and others,

—

{Ihid. p. 182

)

Brucker, in his Historia Philosophica Doctrince de Ideis

(1723), speaks of Arnauld's hypothesis as a " peculiar opinion,"

rejected by " philosophers in general (plerisque eruditis)," and

as not less untenable than the paradox of JSfallebranche.—(P.

248.)

Dr Brown is fond of text-hooks. Did we condescend to those
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of ordinary authors, we could adduce a cloud of witnesses against

him. As a sample, we shall quote only three, but these of the

very highest authority.

Christian Thomasius, though a reformer of the Peripatetic

and Cartesian systems, adopted a grosser theory of ideas than

either. In his Introductio ad Philosophiam aidicam, (1702,) he

defines thought in general, a mental discourse " about images, by

the Illation of external bodies^ and through the organs of sense,

stamped in the substance of the brain." (c. 3. § 29. See also

his Inst. Jurispr. Div. L. i. c. 1,, and Introd. in Phil, ration.

c. 3.)

S'GrAvesande, in his Introductio ad Philosophiam, (1736,)

though professing to leave undetermined, the positive question

concerning the origin of ideas, and admitting that sensations are

" nothing more than modifications of the mind itself
;

" makes no

scruple, in determining the negative, to dismiss, as absurd, the

hypothesis, which would reduce sensible ideas to an equal sub-

jectivity. " Mentem ipsam has Ideas efficere, et sibi ipsi repre-

sentare res, quar^um his solis Ideis cognitionem acquirit, nulla modo

concipi potest. Nulla inter causam et efi'ectum relatio daretur."

(§§ 279, 282.)

Genovesi, in his Elementa Metaphysicce, (1748.) lays it down

as a fundamental position of philospohy, that ideas and the act

cognitive of ideas are distinct (" Prop. xxx. Idem et Percep-

tiones non videntur esse ppsse una eademque res ") ; and he ably

refutes the hypothesis of Arnauld, which he reprobates as a

paradox, unworthy of that illustrious reasoner. {Pars II.

p. 140.)

Voltaire's Dictionnaire Philosophique may be adduced as re-

presenting the intelligence of the age of Heid himself. " Qu'est

ce qu'une Idee ?—C'est une Image qui se j^eint dans mon cerveau.

— Toutes vos pensees sont done des images.^—Assurement," &c.

(voce Idee.)

What, in fine, is the doctrine of the two most numerous schools

of modern pliilosophy—the Leibnitian and Kantian?* Both

* Leibnitz;—Opera, Dutensii, torn. ii. pp. 21, 23, 33, 214, pars ii. pp. ,

137, 145, 146. (Euvres Philos. par Raspe, pp. 66, 67, 74, 96, ets. Wolf;
—Psychol. Rat. § 10, ets. Psychol. Emp. § 48. Kant— C/7V/A d. r. V. p.

'

376. ed. 2. Anthropohgie^ § 5. With one restriction, Leibnitz's doctrine is
'

that of the lower Platouists, who maintained that the soul actually contains

representations of every possible substance and event in the world during
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maintain that tlic mind involves representations of wliicli it is

not, and never may be, conscious ; that is, both maintain the

second form of the hypothesis, and one of the two that Rcid

understood and professedly assailed. [This statement requires

qualification.]

In Crousaz, Dr Brown has actually succeeded in finding one

example (he might have found twenty), of a philosopher, before

Reid, holding the same theory of ideas with Arnauld and him-

self.*

The reader is now in a condition to judge of the correctness

of Brown's statement, " that with the exception of Mallcbranche

and Berkeley, who had peculiar and very erroneous notions on

the subject, all the philosophers whom Dr Reid considered him-

self as opposing," (what ! Newton, Clarke, Hook, Norris, Porter-

field, &c. ?—these, be it remembered, all severally attacked by
Reid, Bron-n has neither ventured to defend, nor to acknowledge

that he could not,) " would, if they had been questioned by him,

have admitted, before they heard a single argument on his part,

the revolution of the great year ; although these cognitive reasom are not

elicited into consciousness, unless the reality, thus represented, be itself

brought within the sphere of the sensual organs. (Plotimis, Enn. V. lib. vii.

cc. 1, 2, 3.)

* In speaking of this author, Dr Brown, who never loses an opportunity

to depreciate Reid, goes out of his way to remark, " that precisely the same
distinction of sensations and perceptions., on which Dr Reid founds so much,

is stated and enforced in the difterent works of this ingenious -nTiter," and

expatiates on this conformity of the two philosophers, as if he deemed its

detection to be something new and curious. Mr Stewart had already noticed

it in his Essays. But neither he nor Bro^vn seem to recollect, that Crousaz

only copies Mallebranche, re et verbis., and that Reid had himself expressly

assigned to that philosopher the merit oi first recognising the distinction.

This is incon-ect. But M. Royer Collard {Reid, (Euvres t. iii. p. .329) is still

more inaccm-ate in thinking that Mallebranche and Leibnitz (Leibnitz !) were

perhaps the only philosophers before Reid, who had discriminated perception

from sensation. The distinction was established by Des Cartes ; and after

Mallebranche, but long before Reid, it had become even common ; and so

far is Leibnitz fi-om having any merit in the matter, his criticism of IMalle-

brance shows, that with all his learning he was strangely ignorant of a dis-

crimination then familiar to philosophers in general, which may indeed be

traced under various appellations to the most ancient times. [A contribu-

tion towards this history, and a reduction of the qualities of matter to three

classes, under the names of Primary, Secundo-primary, and Secondary, is

given in the Supplementary Dissertations appended to Reid's Works (p. 825-

875.)]
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that their opinions luith respect to ideas ivere precisely the same as

his oivn." (Lect. xxvii. p. 174.)

We have thus vindicated our original assertion :

—

Brown has

NOT SUCCEEDED IN CONVICTING ReID, EVEN OF A SINGLE ERROR.

Brown's mistakes regarding the opinions on perception, enter-

tained by Reid and the philosophers, are perhaps, however, even

less astonishing, than his total misconception of the purport of

Hume's reasoning against the existence of matter, and of the

argument by which Reid invalidates Hume's sceptical conclusion.

We shall endeavour to reduce the problem to its simplicity.

Our knowledge rests ultimately on certain facts of conscious-

ness, which as primitive, and consequently incomprehensible, are

given less in the form of cognitions than of beliefs. But if con-

sciousness in its last analysis—in other words, if our primary

experience, be a faith ; the reality of our knowledge turns on the

veracity of our constitutive beliefs. As ultimate, the quality of

these beliefs cannot be inferred ; their truth, however, is in the

first instance to be presumed. As given and possessed, they must

stand good until refuted ;
'•' neganti incumhit probatio." It is not

to be presumed, that InteUigence gratuitously annihilates itself;

—

that Nature operates in vain ;—that the Author of nature creates

only to deceive.

Axol (pyjfii'^ovar Qsav vv ri iarl x.xl oivry!."

But though the truth of our instinctive faiths must in the first

instance be admitted, their falsehood may subsequently be esta-

blished : this however only through themselves—only on the

ground of their reciprocal contradiction. Is this contradiction

proved, the edifice of our knowledge is undermined ; for " no lie

is of the truth." Consciousness is to the philosopher, what the

Bible is to the theologian. Both are professedly revelations of

divine truth ; both exclusively supply the constitutive principles

of knowledge, and the regulative principles of its construction.

To both we must resort for elements and for laivs. Each may be

disproved, but disproved only by itself. If one or other reveal

facts, which, as mutually repugnant, cannot but be false, the

authenticity of that revelation is invalidated ; and the criticism

which signalizes this self-refutation, has, in either case, been able

to convert assurance into scepticism,—" to turn the truth of God
into a lie,"

" Et \io\&r(tfidem primarn., et convellere tota

Fnndameuta quibus nixatur vita sahisque "

—

Lucr.

yi
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As psychology is only a developed consciousness, that is, a
scientific evolution of the facts of which consciousness is the gua-
rantee and revelation : the positive philosopher has thus a primary
presumption in favour of the elements out of which his system is

constructed ; whilst the sceptic, or negative philosopher, must be
content to argue back to the falsehood of these elements, from the

impossibihty which the dogmatist may experience, in combining

them into the harmony of truth. For truth is one ; and the end
of philosophy is the intuition of unity. Scepticism is not an ori-

ginal or independent method ; it is the correlative and consequent

of dogmatism ; and so far from being an enemy to truth, it arises

only from a false philosophy, as its indication and its cure.
'• Alte dubitat, qui altius credit." The sceptic must not himself

establish, but from the dogmatist accept, his principles ; and his

conclusion is only a reduction of philosophj- to zero, on the hypo-

thesis of the doctrine from which his premises are borrowed.

—

Are the principles which a particular system involves, convicted

of contradiction ; or, are these principles proved repugnant to

others, which, as facts of consciousness, every positive philosophy

must admit ; there is established a relative scejjticism, or the con-

clusion, that philosophy, in so far as rcahsed in this system, is

groundless.—Again, are the principles, wliich, as facts of conscious-

ness, philosophy in general must comprehend, found exclusive of

each other ; there is established an absolute scejjticism ;—the im-

possibility of all philosophy is involved in the negation of the one

criterion of truth. Our statement may be reduced to a dilemma.

Either the facts of consciousness can be reconciled, or they cannot.

If they cannot, knowledge absolutely is impossible, and every

system of philosophy therefore false. If they can, no system

which supposes their inconsistency can pretend to truth.

As a legitimate sceptic, Hume could not assail the foundations

of knowledge in themselves. His reasoning is from their subse-

quent contradiction to their original falsehood ; and his premises,

not established by himself, are accepted only as principles univer-

sally conceded in the previous schools of philosophy. On the

assumption, that what was thus unanimously admitted by philo-

sophers, must be admitted of philosophy itself, his argument
against the certainty of knowledge was triunqjhant.—Philosophers

agreed in rejecting certain primitive beliefs of consciousness as

false, and in usurping others as true. If consciousness, however,

were confessed to yield a lying evidence in one pai-ticular, it could
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not be adduced as a credible witness at all :
—" Falsus in uno,

/alms in omnibus." But as the reality of our knowledge neces-

sarily rests on the assumed veracity of consciousness, it thus rests

on an assumption implicitly admitted by all systems of philosophy

to be illegitimate.

" Faciunt^ nee, intelligendo, ut nihil intelliyant !
""^

Eeid (like Kant) did not dispute Hume's inference, as deduced

from its antecedents. He allowed his scepticism, as relative, to

be irrefragable; and that philosophy could not be saved from

absolute scepticism, unless his conceded premises could be dis-

allowed, by refuting the principles universally acknowledged by

modern philosophers. This he applied himself to do. He sub-

jected these principles to a new and rigorous criticism. If his

analysis be correct, (and it was so, at least, in spirit and inten-

tion), it proved them to be hypotheses, on which the credulous

sequacity of philosophers,—" philosophorum credula natio "—had

bestowed the prescriptive authority of self-evident truths ; and

showed, that where a genuine fact of consciousness had been sur-

rendered, it had been surrendered in deference to some ground-

less assumption, which, in reason, it ought to have exploded.

Philosophy was thus again reconciled with Nature ; consciousness

was not a bundle of antilogies ; certainty and knowledge were

not evicted from man.

All this Dr Brown completely misunderstands. He compre-

hends neither the reasoning of scepticism, in the hands of Hume,
nor the argument from common sense, in those of Reid. Retro-

grading himself to the tenets of that philosophy, whose contra-

dictions Hume had fairly developed into scepticism, he appeals

against this conclusion to the argument of common sense ; albeit

that argument, if true, belies his hypothesis, and if his hypothesis

be true, is belied by it. Hume and Reid he actually represents

as maintaining precisely the same doctrine, on precisely the same

grounds ; and finds both concurring with himself, in advocating
'

that very opinion, which the one had resolved into a negation of
\

all knowledge, and the other exploded as a baseless hypothesis.
\

Our discussion, at present, is limited to a single question,—to !

the truth or falsehood of consciousness in assuring us of the reality
j

t

of a material world. In perception, consciousness gives, as an

ultimate fact, a belief of the hioidedge of the existence of something

different from self As ultimate, this behef cannot be reduced

to a higher principle ; neither can it be truly analysed into a
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double element. We only believe that this something exists, bo-

cause we believe that we knoiu (arc conscious of) this something

as existing ; the belief of the existence is necessarily involved in

the belief of the hiotoledge of the existence. Both arc original, or

neither. Docs consciousness deceive us in the latter, it neces-

sarily deludes us in the former ; and if the former, though a fact

of consciousness, be false ; the latter, because a fact of conscious-

ness, is not true. The beliefs contained in the two propositions :

—

V, I believe that a material world exists

;

T , I believe that I immediately know a material ivorld existing,

(in other words, I believe that the external reality itself is th«

object of which I am conscious in perception)

;

—
though distinguished by philosophers, are thus virtually identical.

The belief of an external world, was too powerful, not to com-

pel an acquiescence in its truth. But the philosophers yielded to

nature, only in so far as to coincide in the dominant result. They
falsely discriminated the belief in the existence, from the belief in

the knowledge. With a few exceptions, they held fast by the truth

of the first ; but, on grounds to which it is not here necessary

to advert, they concurred, with singular unanimity, in abjuring

the second. The object of which we are conscious in perception,

could only, they exphcitly avowed, be a representative image

present to the mind ;—an image which, they implicitly confessed,

we are necessitated to regard as identical with the unknown reality

itself. Man, in short, upon the common doctrine of philosophy,

was doomed by a perfidious nature to realize the fable of Nar-

cissus ; he mistakes self for not-self,

" corpus putat esse quod umbra est."

To carry these principles to their issue was easy ; and scepti-

cism in the hands of Hume was the result. The absolute veracity

of consciousness was invalidated by the falsehood of one of its

facts ; and the belief of the knowledge, assumed to be delusive,

was even supposed in the belief of the existence, admitted to be

true. The uncertainty of knowledge in general, and in particu-

lar, the problematical existence of a material world, were thus

legitimately established.—To confute this reduction on the con-

ventional ground of the philosophers, Reid saw to be impossible

;

and the argument which he opposed, was, in fact, immediately

subversive of the dogmatic principle, and only mediately of the

sceptical conclusion. This reasoning was of very ancient appli-
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cation, and had been even long familiarly known by the name of

the argumentfrom Common Seme. [See Diss., 742—803.]

To argue from common sense is nothing more than to render

available the presumption in favour of the original facts of con-

sciousness,

—

that what is bi/ nature necessarili/ believed to be,
j

truly IS. Aristotle, in whose philosophy this presumption obtained

the authority of a principle, thus enounces the argument :

—

" What appears to all, that we affirm to be ; and he who rejects

this belief, will, assuredly, advance nothing better worthy of cre-

dit." {Eth. Nic. L. X. c. 2.) As this argument rests entirely on

a presumption ; the fundamental condition of its validity is, that

this presumption be not disproved. The presumption in favour

of the veracity of consciousness, as we have already shown, is

redargued by the repugnance of the facts themselves, of which

consciousness is the complement ; as the truth of all can only be

vindicated on the truth of each. The argument from common

sense, therefore postulates, and founds on the assumption

—

that

OUR ORIGINAL BELIEFS BE NOT PROVED SELF-CONTRADICTORY.

The harmony of our primary convictions being supposed, and

not redargued, the argument from common sense is decisive

against every deductive inference not in unison with them. For

as every conclusion is involved in its j)remises, and as these again

must ultimately be resolved into some original behef ; the conclu-

sion, if inconsistent with the primary phaenomena of consciousness,

must, ex hypothesi, be inconsistent with its premises, i. e. be logi-

cally false. On tliis ground, our con^actions atfirst hand, peremp-

torily derogate from our convictions at second. " If we know and

beheve," says Aristotle, " through certain original principles, we

must know and beheve these with paramount certainty, for the

very reason that we know and believe all else through them;"

and he elsewhere observes, that our approbation is often rather

to be accorded to what is revealed by nature as actual, than to

what can be demonstrated by philosophy as possible :
—" ll^oakx.iii)

ov "hil TrivTot roi; §/« tZv "koyuv^ oCKha. 7^ciKh»x,ig y.ci.'h'hov to7j (fluivofiivoig."*

" Novimus certissima scientia, et clamante conscientia," (to apply

the language of Augustine, in our acceptation,) is thus a proposi-

* Jacobi (Werhe, II. Von: p. 11, ets.) following Fries, places Aiistotle at
^
_

the head of that absurd majority of philosophers, who attempt to demon- ' A
strafe eveiy thing. This would not have been more suhlimehj false, had it ; I

been said of the German Plato himself.
|
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tion, either absolutely true or absolutely false. The argument from

common sense, if not omnipotent, is powerless : and in the hands

of a philosopher by Avhora its postulate cannot be allowed, its em-

nloymcnt, if not suicidal, is absurd.-—This condition of non-con-

tradiction is unexpressed by Reid. It might seem to him too ovi-

tlently included in the very conception of the argument to require

.nouncement. Dr Brown has proved that he was wrong. Yet

IJeid could liardly have anticipated, that his Avhole philosophy, in

relation to the argument of common sense, and that argument

itself, were so to be mistaken, as to be actually interpreted by

contraries.—These principles established, we proceed to their appli-

cation.

Dr BroAvn's error, in regard to Reid's doctrine of perception,

involves the other, touching the relation of that doctrine to Hume's

:<ceptical idealism. On the supposition, that Reid views in the

immediate object of perception a mental modification, and not

a material quality, Dr Brown is fully warranted in asserting,

that he left the foundations of ideaUsm, precisely as he found

them. Let it once be granted, that the object known in percep-

tion, is not convertible with the reality existing ; idealism re-

poses in equal security on the hypothesis of a representative per-

ception,—whether the representative image be a modification of

consciousness itself,— or whether it have an existence independ-

ent either of mind or of the act of thought. The former indeed

as the simpler basis, would be the more secure ; and, in point of

I'act, the egoistical ideaUsm of Fichte, resting on the third form

nf representation, is less exposed to criticism than the theologi-

cal ideahsm of Berkeley, which reposes on the first. Did Brown

not mistake Reid's doctrine, Reid was certainly absurd in think-

ing, a refutation of idealism to be involved in his refutation of the

common theory of perception. So far from blaming Brown, on

this supposition, for denying to Reid the single merit which that

philosopher thouglit peculiarly his own ; we only reproach him

for leaving, to Reid and to himself, any possible mode of resisting

the idealist at all. It was a monstrous error to reverse Reid's doc-

trine of perception ; but a greater still, not to see that this rever-

sal stultifies the argument from common sense ; and that so far

from "proceeding on safe ground " in an appeal to our original

beliefs, Reid would have employed, as Brown has actually done,

a weapon, harmless to the sceptic, but mortal to himself.

The belief, savs Dr Brown, in the existence of an external
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world is irresistible, therefore it is true. On his doctrine of per-:

ception, which he attributes also to Reid, this inference is however

incompetent, because on that doctrine he cannot fulfil the condi-

tion which the argument implies. / cannot but believe that ma-

terial things exist

:

—Icannot but believe that the material reality is

the object immediately known in perception. The former of these

beliefs, explicitly argues Dr Brown, in defending his system against

;

the sceptic, because irresistible, is true. The latter of these beliefs,

'

implidtly argues Dr Brown, in establishing his system itself, though

irresistible isfalse. And here not only are two primitive beliefs,
|

supposed to be repugnant, and consciousness therefore delusive
;

(

the very behef which is assumed as true, exists in fact only through

the other, which, ex hypothesi, is false. Both in reality are one.^

* This reasoning can only be invalidated either, 1", By disproving thi

belief itself of the knowledge, as a fact; or—2°, By disproving its attribute of

originality. The latter is impossible
; and if possible Avoiild also annihilate

the originality of the belief of the existence, which is supposed. The former

alternative is ridiculous. That we are natiu-ally determined to believe thej

object known in perception, to be the external existence itself, and that it isi

only in consequence of a supposed philosophical necessity, we subsequently]

endeavour by an artificial abstraction to discriminate these, is admitted even'

by those psychologists, whose doctrine is thereby placed in overt contradic-

tion to our original beliefs. Though perhaps superfluous to allege authorities

in support of such a point, we refer, however, to the following, which happen

to occur to our recollection.

—

Descartes, De Pass. art. 26.—Malle-
BRANCHE, Eech. I. Hi. c. I.*—Berkeley, Works, i. p. 216, and quoted bjj

Reid, Es. I. P. p. 165.—Hume, Treat. H. N. i. pp. 330.338. 353. 358. 361,
|

869. orig. ed.—Essays, ii. pp. 154. 157. ed. 1788.—As not generally acces-l

sible, we translate the following extracts.

—

Schelling (/c?een zu einer Phih-l

Sophie der Natur. Einl. p. xix. 1st ed.')—" When (in perception) I represenlj

an object, object and representation are one and the same. And simply in this I

our inability to discriminate the object from the representation during the act

'

lies the conviction which the common sense of mankind (gemeine Verstand^j

has of the reality of external things, although these become known to itj

only through representations." (See also p. xxvi.)—We cannot recover, a
J

the moment, a passage, to the same effect, in Kant ; but the ensuing is i\n\

testimony of an eminent disciple.

—

Tennemann, (6'esc/«, rf. Phil. II. p.
294.J

speaking of Plato :
" The illusion that things in themselves are cogiiisable, is st

natural, that we need not marvel if even philosophers have not been able t(

emancipate themselves from the prejudice. The common sense of mankin(i

(gemeine Menschenverstand) Avhich remains steadfast within the sphere ofex\

perience, recognises ?io f//s^/«rf/o?i bet^veen things in themselves [unknown real

ity existing] and phceno7nena [representation, object knowTi] ; and the philo'

sophizing reason, commences therewith its attempt to investigate the founj

dations of this knowledge, and to recall itself into system."—See alsJ
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Kant, in whose doctrine as in Brown's the immediate object of

perception constitutes only a subjective pliajnomenon, was too

acute, not to discern that, on this hypothesis, philosophy could not,

without contradiction, appeal to the evidence of our elementary

fisuths.
—" Allowing idealism," he says, " to be as dangerous as it

truly is, it would still remain a scandal to philosophy and human
reason in general, to be compelled to accept the existence of ex-

ternal things on the testimony of mere belief.''
*

But Reid is not like Brown, /e/o de se in his reasoning from our

natural beliefs; and on his genuine doctrine of perception, the

argument has a very different tendency. Reid asserts that his

doctrine of perception is itseh' a confutation of the ideal system;

and so, when its imperfections are supplied, it truly is. For it at

once denies to the sceptic and idealist the premises of their con-

clusion ; and restores to the realist, in its omnipotence, the argu-

ment of common sense. The sceptic and idealist can only found

vn the admission, that the object known is not convertible with the

reality e<.eisting ; and, at the same time, this admission, by placing

the facts of consciousness in mutual contradiction, denies its postu-

late to the argument from our beliefs. Reid's analysis therefore

in its result,

—

that we have, as we believe we have, an im-

Jacobi's David Hu7ne, pasai/n^ (^We)-ke, ii.) cmd his Allwills Briefsam)nlung,

I* I

(Werke, i. p. 119. ets.) Reid has been already quoted.— [Diss. p. 747, 748
' give other testimouies of a similar purport ]

'' * Cr. d. r. V.— Vorr. p. xxxix. Kant's marvellous acuteness did not

however enable him to bestow on his " Only possible demonstration ofthe real-

I
ity of an external ivorld^'''' (^ihid. p. 275, ets.) even a logical necessity; nor

prevent his transcendental^ from being apodeictically resolved (by Jacobi and

Fichte) into absolute^ idealism. In this argument, indeed, he collects more
in the conclusion, than was contained in the antecedent ; and reaches it by

a double saltus^ overleaping the foundations both of the egoistical and mysti-

cal idealists.—Though Kant, in the passage quoted above and in other places,

apparently derides the common sense of mankind, and altogether rejects it

as a metaphysical principle of truth ; he at last, huwever, found it necessary

(in order to save philosophy from the annihilating energy of his Speculative

Reason') to rest on that very principle of an ultimate belief, (which he had ori-

ginally spumed as a basis even of a material reality,) the reality of all the

sablimest objects of our interest—God, Free AVill, Immortality, &c. His
*

I

Practical Reason, as far as it extends, is, in truth, only another (and not even
"!

I
a better) term for Common Sense.—Fichte, too, escaped the admitted nihilism

'M of his speculative philosophy, only by a similar inconsequence in his practi-

f" cal.—(See his Bestimmung des Menschen.) '•'• Naturam expellasfurca" SfC.
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MEDIATE KNOWLEDGE OF THE MATERIAL REALITY, accomplished

every thing at once.*

Dr Brown is not, however, more erroneous in thinking that the

argument from common sense could be employed by him, than in

supposing that its legitimacy, as so employed, luas admitted by

Hume. So little did he suspect the futihty, in his own hands, of

this proof, he only regards it as superfluous, if opposed to that phi-

losopher, who, he thinks, in allowing the belief in the existence of

matter to be irresistible, allows it to be true. (Lect. xxviii, p.

176.) Dr Brown has committed, perhaps, more important mis-

takes than this, in regard to scepticism and to Hume ;—none cer-

tainly morefundamental. Hume is converted into a dogmatist;

the essence of scepticism is misconceived.

On the hypothesis that our natural beliefs are fallacious, it is

not for the Pyrrhonist to reject, but to establish their authenti-

city ; and so far from the admission of their strength being a sur-

render of his doubt, the very triumph of scepticism consists in

proving them to be irresistible. By what demonstration is the

foundation of all certainty and knowledge so effectually subverted,

as by showing that the principles, which reason constrains us

speculatively to admit, are contradictory of the facts, which our

instincts compel us practically to believe ? Our intellectual nature

is thus seen to be divided against itself; consciousness stands self-

convicted of delusion. " Surely we have eaten the fruit of lies
!

"

This is the scope of th>B " £Jssai/ on the Academical or Sceptical

Philosophy,'" from which Dr Brown quotes. In that essay, pre-

vious to the quotation, Hume shows, on the admission of philoso-

phers, that our belief in the knowledge of material things, as im-

possible isfcdse ; and on this admission, he had irresistibly esta-

bUshed the speculative absurdity of our belief in the existence of

an external world. In the passage, on the contrary, which Dr
Brovfn particdly extracts, he is showing that this idealism, which'

in theory must be admitted, is in application impossible. Specu-'

lation and practice, nature and philosophy, sense and reason, be-

lief and knowledge, thus placed in mutual antithesis, give, as their

* [This is spoken too absolutely. Reid I think was coiTect in the aim

of his philosophy ; but in the execution of his pui-pose he is often at fault,

,

often confused, and sometimes even contradictory. I have endeavoured to

point out and to con-ect these imperfections in the edition which I have not

yet finished of his works.]
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result, the uncertainty of every principle ; and the assertion of

this uncertainty is

—

Scepticism. This result is declared even in

the sentence, with the preliminary clause of Avhich, Dr Brown
ibruptly terminates his quotation.

But allowing Dr Brown to be correct in transmuting the scep-

tical nihihst into a dogmatic reahst ; he would still be wrong (on

the supposition that Hume admitted the truth of a belief to be

convertible with its invincihiliti/) in conceiving, on the one hand,

that Hume could ever acquiesce in the same inconsequent con-

I'lusion with himself; or, on the other, that he himself could,

without an abandonment of his system, acquiesce in the legitimate

conclusion. On this supposition, Hume could only have arrived

at a similar result with Reid ; there is no tenable medium between

the natural realism of the one and the sceptical nihilism of the

other.
—" Do you follow," says Hume in the same essay, " the

instincts and propensities of nature in assenting to the veracity of

-cnse?"—I do, says Dr Brown. (Lect. xxviii. p. 176. alibi.)

—

• But these," continues Hume, " lead you to believe that the vert/

/>erception or sensible image is the external object. Do you dis-

'laim this principle in order to embrace a more rational opinion,

that the perceptions are only representations of something exter-

nal?"—It is the vital principle of my system, says Brown, that

the mind knows nothing beyond its own states (Lectt. passim)

;

philosopliical suicide is not my choice ; I must recall my admis-

sion, and give the lie to this natural belief.,
—" You here," pro-

eeds Hume, " depart from your natural propensities and more

-bvious sentiments; and yet are not able to satisfy your reason,

which can never find any convincing argument from experience to

prove, that the perceptions are connected with any external

objects."—I allow, says Brown, that the existence of an external

world cannot be proved by reasoning, and that the sceptical argu-

ment admits of no logical reply. (Lect. xxviii. p. 175.)—" But"

I we may suppose Hume to conclude) " as you truly maintain that

the confutation of scepticism can be attempted only in two ways

fibid.),—either by showing that its arguments are inconclusive, or

l)y opposing to them, as paramount, the evidence of our natural

Ijcliefs,—and as you now, voluntarily or by compulsion, abandon

both; you are confessedly reduced to the dilemma, cither of

acquiescing in the conclusion of the sceptic, or of refusing your

assent upon no ground whatever. Pyrrhonism or absurdity ?—
choose your horn."

11
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Were the scepticism into which Dr Brown's philosophy is thus

analysed, confined to the negation of matter, the result would be

comparatively unimportant. The transcendent reality of an

outer world, considered absolutely, is to us a matter of supreme

indifference. It is not the idealism itself that we must deplore

;

but the mendacity of consciousness which it involves. Conscious-

ness, once convicted of falsehood, an unconditional scepticism, in

regard to the character of our intellectual being, is the melan-J

choly, but only rational, result. Any conclusion may now witbi

impunity be drawn against the hopes and dignity of human na-

ture. Our Personality, our Immateriality, our Moral Liberty, have|

no longer an argument for their defence. " Man is the dream oi!

a shadow ;

" God is the dream of that dream.

Dr Brown, after the best philosophers, rests the proof of cm)

personal identity, and of our mental individuality, on the grouoc!

of beliefs, which, as " intuitive, universal, immediate, and irre-'

sistible," he not unjustly regards as " the internal and never-

ceasing voice of our Creator,—revelations from on high, omnipo

tent [and veracious] as their author." To him this argument is.

however incompetent, as contradictory.

What we know of self or person, we know, only as given irj

consciousness. In our perceptive consciousness there is revealecj

as an ultimate fact a self and a not-self; each given as indepen'

dent—each known only in antithesis to the other. No belief v.

more "intuitive, universal, immediate, or irresistible," than tba.

this antithesis is real and known to be real ; no belief therefore i;;

more true. If the antithesis be illusive, self and not-self, subjecl 1)

and object, /and Thou are distinctions without a difference; ami

consciousness, so far from being " the internal voice of our Creaj

tor," is shown to be, like Satan, " a liar from the beginning.''

The reality of this antithesis in different part^ of his philosophy D:;

Brown affirms and denies.—In establishing his theory of percepi

tion, he articulately denies, that mind is conscious of aught beyon(*

itself; virtually asserts, that what is there given in consciousnes'

as not-self, is only a phsenomenal illusion,—a modification of seli

which our consciouness determines us to believe the quality c

something numerically and substantially different. Like Narcis;

sus again, he must lament,

—

j

" Ille ego sum sensi, sed me mea fallit imagoy
\

After this implication in one part of his system that our belie
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in the distinction of self and not-self is nothing more than the

deception of a lying consciousness ; it is startling to find him, in

others, appealing to the beliefs of this same consciousness as to

" revelations from on high ;

"—nay, in an especial manner alleg-

j
ing "as the voice of our Creator," this very faith in the dis-

tinction of self and not-self, through the fallacy of which, and

of which alone, he had elsewhere argued consciousness of false-

hood.

On the veracity of this mendacious belief, Dr Brown establishes

his proof of our personal identity. (Lect. xii.—xv.) Touching

the object of perception, when its evidence is inconvenient, this

helief is quietly passed over as incompetent to distinguish not-self

from self; in the question regarding our personal identity,

where its testimony is convenient, it is clamorously cited as an

inspired witness, exclusively competent to distinguish selffrom
not-self. Yet, why, if, in the one case, it mistook self for not-self,

it may not, in the other, mistake not-self for self, would appear a

problem not of the easiest solution.

The same belief, with the same inconsistency, is again called in

to prove the individuality of mind. (Lect. xcvi.) But if we

iv,.
are fallaciously determined, in perception, to believe what is sup-

fff,;
.posed indivisible, identical, and one, to be plural and different

jki jand incompatible, (self = self 4- not-self) ; how, on the authority

iplifj I

of the same treacherous conviction, dare we maintain, that the

,j.i \pJicenomencd nnity of consciousness affords a guarantee of the real

Simplicity of the thinking principle ? The materialist may now
rontcnd, without fear of contradiction, that selfis, only an illusive

I'licenomenon ; that our consecutive identity is that of the Delphic

^hip, and our present unity merely that of a system of co-ordinate

jjjjjj,

.activities. To explain the phoenomenon, he has only to suppose,

xj, I as certain theorists have lately done, an organ to tell the lie of

our personality ; and to quote as authority for the lie itself, the

perfidy of consciousness, on which the theory of a representative

perception is founded.

On the hypothesis of a representative perception, there is, in

vj^
I
fact, no salvation from materialism, on the one side, short of

^'^ j
idealism—scepticism—nihilism, on the other. Our knowledge of

mind and matter, as substances, is merely relative ; they are

I known to us only in their qualities ; and we can justify the postu-

g I

lation of two different substances, exclusively on the supposition of
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the incompatibility of the double series of phsenomena to coinhere

in one. Is this supposition disproved ?—the presumption against

dualism is again decisive. " Entities are not to he multiplied with-

out necessity;''—"Aplurality ofprinciples is not to be assimied luhere

thephcenomena can be explained by one.'' In Brown's theory of per-i

ception, he abolishes the incompatibility of the two series ; and yet

his argument, as a dualist, for an immaterial principle of thought,

proceeds on the ground, that this incompatibility subsists. (Lect.

xcvi. pp. 646, 647.) This philosopher denies us an immediate:

knowledge of aught beyond the accidents of mind. The accidentsi

which we refer to body, as known to us, are only states or modi-

fications of the percipient subject itself; in other words, the qua-

lities we call material, are known by us to exist, only as they are

known by us to inhere in the same substance as the qualities we de-i

nominate mental. There is an apparent antithesis, but a real

identity. On this doctrine, the hypothesis of a double principle

losing its necessity, becomes philosophically absurd ; and on the

law of parsimony, a psychological unitarianism, at best, is esta-

blished. To the argument, that the qualities of the object are so

repugnant to the qualities of the subject of perception, that they

cannot be supposed the accidents of the same substance ; the uni-

tarian—whether materialist, idealist, or absolutist—has only to!

reply : that so far from the attributes of the object, being exclu-

sive of the attributes of the subject, in this act ; the hypothetical

dualist himself establishes, as the fundamental axiom of his philo-l

sophy of mind, that the object known is universally identical tvithl

the subject hloiving. The materialist may now derive the subject'

from the object, the idealist derive the object from the subject, the

absolutist sublimate both into indifference, nay, the nihihst subvert

the substantial reality of either ;—the hypothetical realist so far

from being able to resist . the conclusion of any, in fact accords

their assumptive premises to all.

The same contradiction would, in like manner, invalidate every

presumption in favour of our Liberty of Will. But as Di

Brown throughout his scheme of Ethics advances no argument in

support of this condition of our moral being, which his philosophy

otherwise tends to render impossible, we shall say nothing of this

consequence of hypothetical realism.

So much for the system, which its author fondly imagines

" allows to the sceptic no resting-place for his foot,—no fidcrun
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for the instrument he uses:" so iiiucli for the doctrine which

Brown would substitute for Reid's ;—nay, which he even supposes

Reid himself to have maintained.

" Scilicet, hoc totum falsa ratione UECErxcM est !

"*

* [In this criticism I have spoken onh' of Dr Brown's mistakes, and of

these, only with reference to his attack on Reid. On his appropriating to

himself the observations of others, and in particular those of Destutt Tracy,

I have said nothing, though an enumeration of these would be necessary to

place Brown upon his proper level. That, however, would require a sepa-

rate discussion.]



III.-JOHNSON'S TRANSLATION OF TENNEMANN'S

MANUAL OF THE HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY.

(October, 1832.)

A Manual of the History of Philosophy ; translated from the

German of Tennemann. By the Eev. Arthur Johnson,

MA., late Fellow of Wadham College. 8vo. Oxford : 1832.

We took up this translation with a certain favourable prepos-

session, and felt inclined to have said all we conscientiously could

in its behalf ; but alas ! never were expectations more completely

disappointed, and we find ourselves constrained exclusively to

condemn, where we should gladly have been permitted only to

applaud.

We were disposed to regard an English version of Tenne-

mann's minor History of Philosophy—his " Grundriss,'' as a

work of no inconsiderable utility—if competently executed : but

in the present state of philosophical learning in this country wejHil

were well aware, that few were adequate to the task, and of those mi
few we hardly expected that any one would be found so disinte-Bi

rested, as to devote himself to a labour, of which the credit JB a

stood almost in an inverse proportion to the trouble. Few Mi
works, indeed, would prove more difficult to a translator. ABi
complete mastery of the two languages, in a philological sense,

was not enough. There was required a comprehensive acquaint-

ance with philosophy in general, and, in particular, an intimate

knowledge of the philosophy of Kant. Tennemann was a Kan-

tian ; he estimates all opinions by a Kantian standard ; and the

language which he employs is significant only as understood pre-

cisely in a Kantian application. In stating this, we have no inten-

tion of disparaging the intrinsic value of the work, which, in

truth, with all its defects, we highly esteem as the production of
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;i sober, accurate, and learned mind. Every liistorian of j)hilo-

sophy must have his system, by reference to wliicli he criticises

the opinions of other thinkers. , Eclecticism, as opposed to syste-

matic philosophy, is without a meaning. For either tlic choice of

doctrines must be determined by some principle, and that prin-

ciple then constitutes a system ; or the doctrines must be arbitra-

rily assumed, -which would bo the negation of philosophy alto-

gether. (We think therefore, that M. Cousin, in denominating his

scheme distinctively the eclectic, has committed an act of injustice

on himself.) But as it was necessary that Tennemann should be

of some school,—should have certain opinions,—we think it any

thing but a disadvantage that he was of the Kantian. The Cri-

tical Philosophy is a comprehensive and liberal doctrine ; and

wliatevcr diftcrcnce ma}' subsist with regard to its positive con-

clusions, it is admitted, on all hands, to constitute, by its negative,

a great epoch in the history of thought. An acquaintance with

a system so remarkable in itself, and in its influence so decisive of

the character of subsequent speculation, is i^ow a matter of neces-

sity to all who would be supposed to have crossed the threshold

of philosophy. The translation of a work of merit hke the pre-

sent, ought not therefore to be less acceptable to the English

i-eader, because written in the spirit and language of the Kantian

system ;—provided, he be enabled by the translator to understand

it. But wdiat does this imply ? Not merely that certain terms

in the German should be rendered by certain terms in the Eng-

lish ; for t'ew philosophical words are to be found in the latter,

which suggest the same analyses and combinations of thought as

those embodied in the technical vocabulary of the former. The

language of German philosophy has sometimes three or four

rxpressions, precisely distinguishing certain generahzations or

iljstractions ; where we possess only a single word, comprehensive

if the whole, or, perhaps, several, each vaguely applicable to all

r any. In these circumstances a direct translation was impos-

-iljle. The translator could only succeed by coming to a specitic

understanding with his reader. He behoved, in the first place,

iloarly to determine the value of the principal terms to be ren-

'•rcd ; wliich could only bo accomplished through a sufficient

'xposition of that philosophy whose pecidiar analyses these terms

adequately expressed. In the second place, it was incumbent on

him to show in what respects the approximating English term

was not exactly equivalent to the original ; ai.d precisely to define
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the amplified or restricted sense, in which, by accommodation to

the latter, the former was in his translation specially to be under-

stood.

At the same time it must be remembered, that the Grundriss of

Tennemann was not intended by its author for an independent

treatise. It is merely a mammal or text-hook ; that is, an outline

of statements to be filled np, and fully illustrated in lectures ;

—

a text-book also for the use of students, who, from their country

and course of education, were already more or less famihar with

the philosophy of the German schools. In translating tliis work

as a system intended to be complete per se, and in favour of a

public unlearned in philosophical discussion, and utterly ignorant

of German metaphysics, a competent translator would thus have

found it necessary, in almost every paragraph, to supply, to

amplify, and to explain. M. Cousin, indeed, when he condescen-

ded to translate this work, (we speak only from recollection

and a rapid glance,) limited himself to a mere translation. But

by him the treatise was intended to be only subordinate to the

history of speculation delivered in his lectures ; and was address-

ed, among his countrymen, to a numerous class of readers, whose

study of philosophy, and of German philosophy, he had himself

powerfully contributed to excite. The fact, indeed, of a French

;

translation by so able an interpreter, was of itself suflacient to

;

render a simple version of the work into another European tongue

nearly superfluous; and we were prepared to expect, that, if

translated into English, something more would be attempted, than

what had been already so Avell executed in a language with which

every student of philosophy is familiar.

It was, therefore, with considerable interest, that we read the'

announcement of an English translation, by a gentleman distin-

guished for learning among the Tutors of Oxford ; whose compa-!

rative merit, indeed, had raised him to several of the most;

honourable and important ofiices in the nomination of the two;

" Venerable Houses." Independently of its utility, we hailed thej

publication as a symptom of the revival, in England, of a taste fori

philosophical speculation ; and this more especially, as it emanated!

from that University in which, (since its legal constitution had;

been subverted, and all the subjects taught reduced to the capa-'

city of one self-elected teacher,) Psychology and Metaphysics, as'

beyond the average comprehension of the College Fellows, haci

remained not only untaught, but their study discouraged, if no
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formally proscribed. A glance at Mr Johnson's preface contirnied

us in onr prepossessions. Wo were there, indirectly, indeed, but

confidently, assured of his intimate acquaintance with pliilosophy

in general, and German philosophy in particular ; nor were we
allowed to remain ignorant of the translator's consciousness that

he might easily have become the rival of his author. " As far,"

he says, " as it appeared possible, I have preserved the technical

expressions of my author, subjoining for the most part an expla-

nation of their meaning, for the benefit of those Eno-hsh readers who
may not have plunged into the profound abyss of German metaphy-

sics; "—the expositor himself having of course so plunged. " When-
ever," he adds, " it has appeared to mo that an observation of my
author was of a nature impossible to be apprehended by any but

a scholar long familiar with the disputes of the German lecture-

rooms, I have endeavoured to express the sense of it in other

words;"—necessarily implying that the interpreter himself was

thus familiar. And again :

—

" There are parts of Tennemann,

which on this account I had much rather have composed anew
than translated, particularly the Introduction."

The examination of a few paragraphs of the work, however,

proved the folly of our expectations. We found it to be a bare

translation ; and one concenti-ating every possible defect. We
discovered, in the Jirst place, that the translator was but superfi-

cially versed in the German language ;—in the second, that he was

wholly ignorant even of the first letter in the alphabet of German
I'hilosophy ;—in the third, that he was almost equally unac-

([uainted with every other philosophy, ancient and modern ;—in

t\\o fourth, that he covertly changes every statement of his author

^vhich he may not like ;— in the_^/i, that he silently suppresses

very section, sentence, clause, word he is suspicious of not under-

standing ;—and in the sixth, that he reviles, without charity, the

uj i philosophy and philosophers he is wholly incapable of apjn-ccia-

ting.—Instead of being of the smallest assistance to the student

of philosophy, the work is only calculated to impede his progress,

if not at once to turn him from the pursuit. From beginning to

end, all is vague or confused, unintelligible or erroneous. We do

not mean to insinuate that it was so intended, (albeit the thouglit

certainly did strike us,) but, in point of fact, this translation is admi-

rably calculated to turn all metaphysical speculation into con-

tempt. From the character of the work, from the celebrity of

its author and of its French translator, and even from the
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academical eminence of Mr Johnson himself, his version would f

be probably one of the first books resorted to by the English

student, for information concerning the nature and progress of

philosophical opinions. But in proportion as the inquirer were

capable of thinking, would philosophy, as here delineated, appear

to liim incomprehensible ; and in proportion as he respected his

source of information, would he either despair of his own capacity

for the study, or be disgusted with the study itself. It is, indeed,

by reason of the serious injury which this translation might occa-

sion to the cause of philosophy in this country, that we find it

imperative on us, by annihilating its authority, to deprive it of

the power to hurt.

But let us be equitable to the author while executing justice on

his work, This translation is by no means to be taken as a test

of the general talent or accomplishment of the translator. He
has certainly been imprudent, in venturing on an undertaking,

for which he was qualified, neither by his studies, nor by the

character of his mind. That he should ever conceive himself so

qualified, furnishes only another proof of the present abject state

of philosophical erudition in this country ; for it is less to be

ascribed to any overweening presumption in his powers, than td

the lamentable lowness of the standard by which he rated their

sufliciency. What Mr Johnson has executed ill, there arc prob-

ably not six individuals in the British empire avIio could perform

well.—But to the proof of our assertions.

That Mr Johnson, though a quondam Professor of ancieni

Saxon, is still an under-graduate in modern German, will, with-

out special proof, bo suflliciently apparent in the course of oui

criticism.

Of his ignorance of the Kantian philosophi/, in the language o:j

which the work of Tennemann is written, every page of th<

translation bears an)ple witness. The peculiarities of this lanl

guage arc not explained ; nay, the most important sections of tb

original, from which, by a sagacious reader, these might hav

been partially divined, are silently omitted, or professedly sup

pressed as unintelligible. (E. g. § 41.) Terms in the origina

correlative and opposed, are, not only not translated by term

also correlative and opposed, but confounded under the sam

expression, and, if not rendered at random, translated by the rul

of contraries. To take, for example, the mental operations anj

their objects : Tn a few pages we have examined, we find amonj
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other errors, Verniin/t (lleason), though strictly used in its proper

-jonitioation as opposed to Verstaiui, rendered sometimes by
• Reason," but more frequently by " Understanding" or "In-

tellect ; " and Verstand (Understanding), in like manner, speci-

ally used in opposition to Vernunft, translated inditterently by
• Understanding " or " Reason," * Vorstellun<j (Representation),

the genus of which Idee, Be<jvif, Anschanun(j are species, is

translated " Perception," " Idea," " Apprehension," " Impres-

sion," "Thought," "Effort," &c.

—

Begrif (^S'otion, Concept),

f

the object of the Understanding, as opposed to Idee (Idea), the

object of the Reason, is commonly translated " Idea," (and this

also in treating of the Aristotelian and Kantian philosophies, in

ititeJj which this term has a peculiar meaning very different from its

Cartesian universality,) sometimes " Opinion," "Character;"

Idee der Vernunft (Idea of Reason) is rendered by " object of

Understanding," and Ziveck der Vernunft, (scope or end of Rea-

son,) by "mental object;" while J.JiscAaM««^ (immediate object

of Perception or Imagination) is expressed by " mental Concep-

tion," " Perception," &c.—Yet Mr Johnson professes, " as far as

it appeared possible, to have preserved the technical expressions

of his author "
! But of this more in the sequel.

Of our translator's knowledge o{ philosophy hi general, a speci-

men may be taken from the few short notes of explanation he has

appended. These for the most part say, in fact, nothing, or are

merely an echo of the text ; where they attempt more, they are

uniformly wrong. Take, for example, the two first. At p. 55,

on the words Syncretism and Mysticism, we have this luminous

annotation :
" The force* of these terms, as used by the author,

will be sufficiently explained in the course of the work. Transl."

At p, 70, (and on a false translation,) there is the following note,

which, though not marked as the translator's, at once indicates its

>ourcc :
" Idealism is used to denote the theory which asserts the

I'eality of our ideas, | and from these argues the reality of exter-

* By the time he is half through the work, our translator seems to have

iH'corae aware that the Kantians " make a broad distinctiou between tlie

I iKJcrstandin;,' and Reason." The discovery, however, had no beneficial

ttt'ect on his translation.

t It will be seen tliat we do not on)ploy Conception in tlie meaning

attached to it by Mr Stewart.

t The stoutest sceptic never doubted that we are really conscious of what
we are con.scious,—he never doubted the subjective reality of our ideas : the

doubt would annihilate itself.
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nal objects.* Pantheism is the opinion that all nature partakes

of the divine essence." |—To this head we may refer the author's

continual translation of Philosoplde by " Moral Philosophy,"

which he tells us is convertible with Metaphysics in general ; his

use of the word " Experimentahsra " for Empirism, Philosophy of

Experience or of Observation ; to say nothing of the incorrect-

'

ness and vacillation of his Avhole technical language criticised by

any standard.—Under this category may be also mentioned the

numerous and flagrant errors in philosophical history. For ex-

ample, Joseph Priestley {als Physiker heruehmte) is called " the

celebrated Physician;" and Ancillon {pere), thus distinguished

from his son, the present Prussian prime minister, himself a dis-

tinguished philosopher, is converted from a Calvinist pastor, to a

Catholic priest—" Father Ancillon."

But lest we should be supposed to have selected these defects,

Ave shall vindicate the rigid accuracy of our strictures by a few

extracts. We annex to each paragraph a literal translation, not

such, assuredly, as we should off'er, were we to attempt a com-

plete version of the original, but such as may best enable the

English reader to compare Mr Johnson and Tennemann together.

We find it convenient to make our observations in the form of

liotes : in these we pass over much that is imperfect, and can

notice only a few of the principal mistakes. We cannot, of course,

hope to be fully understood except by those who have some

acquaintance with Germah philosophy.—We shall first quote

paragraphs from the Introduction.

Jofwsoris Versio7i, § 1.—" A history of philosophy, to be coraplete,t de-

mands a preliminary enquiry respecting the character of this science, as well

as respecting its subject-matter,
||

its form and object
; ^ and also its extent

* We had always imagined the proving the roality of external objects to

be the negation of Idealism—Realism.

t Pantheism, however, is the veiy denial of such participation ; it asserts

that " all nature" and the " divine essence" are not two, one partaking of

tlio other, but one and the same.

t " Complete," inaccurate ; original, Zweckmaessir/e.

II
"Subject-matter;" origiual, Inhalt, i. e. contents, the complement of

objects. Subject or Subject-matter is the materia subjecta or in qua ; and if

employed for the object, materia ofjjecta or rirca quam, is always an abuse of

philosophical language, though with us unfortunately a very common one.

But to commute these terms in the translation of a Kantian Treatise, where
subject and object, sul)jective and objective, are accurately conti-adistinguished,

and where the distinction forms, in fact, the very cardinal point on which the

whole philosophy turns, is to convert light into darkness, order into chaos.

1 "Object;" original, Zirerh, end, aim. scope. The unphilosophical
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or comprebcnsiveuess, its mctliod, its importance, and the difteront ways in

which it may be treated. All these particulars, with the bibliography be-

longing to it, will form, together with some previous observations on the

progress of philosophical research,* the subject of a general introduc-

tion."

Literal Translation, § 1.—" The history of philosophy, if liaiidled in con-

formity to the end in vicAv, presupposes an inquiry toncliing the conception

of the science, conjoining a view of its contents, form, and end, as also of its

compass, method, importance, and the various modes in which it may be

treated. These objects, along with the history and literature of the history

of philosophy, combined with some preparatory observations on tlie progress

of the philosophizing reason, afford the contents of a general introduction to

the history of philosophy."

Johnson's Version, § 2.—" The human mind has a tendency to attenijit

to enlarge the bounds of its knowledge, and gradually to aspire to a clear

development of the laws and relations of nature, and of its own operations f

At first it does nothing more than obey a blind desire, Avithout accounting

to Itself sufficiently for this instinctive impulse of the understanding,^ and
without knowing the appropriate means to be employed, or the distance by
which it is removed fi'om its object. Insensibly this impulse becomes more
deliberate, and regulates itself in proportion to the progress of the under-

standing,
II
which gradually becomes better acquainted with itself. Such a

deliberate impulse is what we call philosophy. 1

abuse of the term object for end is a comparatively recent innovation in the

English and French languages. Culpable at all times, on the present occa-

-i.iu it is e(iually inexcusable as the preceding.

* ' Philosophic research." The translation is a vague and unmeaning

\ trsiou of a precise and significant original

—

pliilosophirende Vernunft.

(See §2.)

t This sentence is mangled and wholly misunderstowl. " The end of

]iliilosophy," says Trismegistus, '' is the intuition of unity ; " and to this ten-

dency of speculation towards the absolute—to the intensive completion in

iiiity, and not to the extensive enlargement to infinity, of our knowledge,

iImi's Tennemann refer. The latter is not pliilosophy in his view at all. In

the translation, Vernunft (Reason), the faculty of the absolute in Kant's

-\stem, and here used strictly in that sense, is diluted into " Mind ;" and

iIm- four grand Categories are omitted, according to which reason endeavours

tu carry up the knowledge furnished througli the senses and understanding,

into the unconditioned.

X "Understanding;'" just the reverse—"Keason;" original, Vernunft.

I lie author and his translator are in these terms, always at cross-puiposes.

• Instinctive impulse of the understanding" is also wrong in itself, and

«\rong as a translation. The whole sentence, indeed, as will be seen from

I'iu- version, is one tissue of error.

II

" Understanding
;

" the same error ; "Reason." The whole sentence is

ill rendered.

% " Philosophy ;" das Philosopfnren, not philosophy vaguely, but precisely,
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Literal Translation, § 2.—" Man, through the teudeucy of his Reason

(Vernimft), strives after a systematic completion (VoUeudung) of his know-

ledge considered in Quantity, Quality, Relation and Modality, and conse-

quently endeavours to raise himself to a science of the ultimate principles and

laws of Nature and Libert!/, and of their mutual relations. To this he is at

first impelled by the blind feeling of a want ; he forms no adequate appre-

ciation of the problem thus proposed by reason ; and knows not by what

way, through what means, or to what extent, the end is to be attained. By
degrees his eftbrts become more reflective, and this in proportion to the gra-

dual development of the self-consciousness of reason. This reflective eftbrt

we denominate the act of philosophizing."

Johnson's Version, § 3.—" Thereupon arise various attempts to approxi

mate this mental object of the understanding,* attempts more or less differ

ing in respect of their principles, their methods, their consequences,! theli*

extent, and, in general, their peculiar objects. In all these attempts, (which

take the name of Philosophic Si/stems, when they present themselves in

scientific form, and the value of which is proportionate to the degree of

intelligence manifested by each particular philosopher,) we trace the gra-

dual development of the human understanding,^ according to its pecidiar

la>vs."

Literal Translation, § 3.—" Out of this efi"ort arise the various attempts oi

thinkers to approximate to this Idea of reason, or to realize it in thought

attempts more or less difi'ering from each other in principle, in method, in

logical consequence, in result, and in the comprehension and general cha-

racter of then" objects. In these attempts (which, when they present them-

selves in a form scientifically complete, are denominated philosophic sijstetns.

and possess a value, varying in proportion to the pitch of intellectual culti-

vation, and to the point of view of the several speculators) the thinking rea-

son developes itself in conformity to its peculiar laws."

Johnson's Version, § 4.—" But the development of human reason is itsel

subject to external conditions, and is sometimes seconded, sometimes

retarded, or suspended, according to the different impressions it receive

from without."
II

IJteral Translation, § -4.
—" But the development of human reason doe?

not take place Avithout external excitement ; it is consequently dependent

upon external causes, in as much as its activity through the ditferen'

direction given it from without, is now promoted in its eftbrts, now checket

and held back."

Jolmson's Version, § 5.—"To give an account of the diflerent works pro

philosophic act—philosophizing.

—

Streben here, and before, is also absurdl;

translated "impulse;" a " deliberate impulse ! " a round square

!

* " Object of the Understanding;" the opposite again; original. Idee de

Vernunft.

t " Consequences ;
" wrong ; Consequenz.

X " Understanding," usual blunder for Reason, and twice in this §. It i

so frequent in the sequel, that Ave cannot afi'ord to notice it again. Thj

whole paragraph is in other respects mutilated, and inaccurately rendered.

II
wrangled and incorrect.
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duccd by the uiulerstaiuliug, thus in the progress of improvement, and

"'"'^favoured or impeded by external circumstances, is, in fact, to compose a his-

ry of ijliilosophy."*

Literal Translation, § 5.—" An account of tlie manifold ettorts made to

"Vealize that Idea of reason (§ 2) in Matter and Form, (in other words, to

luiiig philoso])hy as a science to bear,) etibrts arising from the development

"f reason, and promoted or held in check by external causes- -constitutes, in

tact, the History of Philosophy."

Jolmson's Version, § 6.—" The subject-matter f of the history of pliilo-

-"jiliy, is bdth external and internal. The internal or immediate embraces,

1 . The etforts continually made by the understanding to attain to a percep-

lion of the first principles of the great objects of its pursuit, (§ 2,) with

iiKuiy incidental details relating to the subject of investigation, the degree of

ardour or remissness which from time to time have prevailed ; with the

iiiriuonce of external causes to interest men in such pursuits, or the absence

uf them. X 2. The etfects of philosophy, or the views, methods, and systems

it has originated ; effects varying with the energies out of Avhich they sprang.

In these we see the understanding avail itself of materials perpetually accu-

tiiJI mulating towards constituting philosophy a science, or rules and principles

for collecting materials to form a scientific whole ; or finally, maxims relat-

ing to the method to be pursued in such researches. || 3. And lastly: We
observe the development of the understanding as an instrument of philosophy,

that is to say, the progress of the understanding towards researches in Avhich

it depends solely on itself; in other words, its gradual progress towards the

highest degree of independence ; a progress which may be observed in indi-

viduals, in nations, and in the whole race of man."Tf

Literal Translation, § 6.—" The matter about which the history of philo-

sophy is conversant, is consequently both internal and external The internal

or proximate matter, comprehends, in the first place, the continued applica-

tion of reason to the investigation of the ultimate principles and laws of Na-

ture and Liberty ; for therein consists the act of jjhilosophising (§ 2). And
here arc to be observed gi-eat diflTerences in regard to subject and object—to

the extensive application and intensive force of the philosophising energy

—

to internal aims and motives (whether generous or interested)—as likewise

to external causes and occasions. It comprehends, secondly, the products

ffertil of the pliilosopliising act, in other words, pliilosopltic views, methods, and sys-

iniis, (§ 3,) which are as manifold as the efforts out of which they spring.

Through these reason partly obtains materials becoming gradually purer, for

pliilosophy as science, partly rules and princii)les by which to bind up these

materials into a scientific whole, partly, in fine, maxims for our procedure

. in the search after philosophy. Thirtlly, it comprehends the development of

*i * Mangled and incon-ect.

t
" Subject-matter ;

" Stoff, matter, or object- matter : see note on § 1.

t The whole sentence execrable in all respects ; we cannot criticise it in

detail.

II
In this sentence there are nine errors, besides imperfections.

f In this sentence, what is siiffered to remain is worse treated than what

i- tlirown nut.
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reason, as the instrument of philosophy, i e. the cxcit.ation of reason to

spontaneous inquiry, in conformity to determined laws through internal in-

clination, and external occasion, and herein the gradual progress manifested

by individuals, n-itions, and the thinking portion of mankind. This there-

fore constitutes an important anthropological phasis of the history of philo

sophy."

Johnson's Version, § 7.—" The external matter consists in the causes,

events, and circumstances which have influenced the development of philo-

sophic reason, and the nature of its productions. To this order of facts

belong : 1. The individual history of philosophers, that is to say, the degr

the proportion, and the direction of their intellectual powers ; the sphere of

their studies and their lives, the interests which swayed them, and even their

moral characters.* 2. The influence of external causes, that is to say,

character and the degree of mental cultivation prevalent in the countries to

which they belonged ; the prevailing spiiit of the times ; and, to descend

still farther, the climate and properties of the country ; its institutions, reli

giou and language. f 3. The influence of individuals in consequence of the

admiration and imitation they have excited, by their doctrines or example;

an influence which betrays itself in the matter as Avell as in the manner of

their schools." J (Bacon, Locke, Leibnitz.)

Literal Translation, § 7.— " The external matter consists in those causes,

events, and circumstances, which have exerted an influence on the develop-

ment of the philosophising reason, and the complexion of its productions.

To this head belong, in the first place, the individual genius of the philo-

sopher, i. e. the degree, the mutual relation, and the direction of his intellec-

tual faculties, dependent thereon his sphere of view and operation, and the

interest with which it inspires him, and M'ithal even his moral character. In

the second place, the influence of external causes on individual genius, such

as the character and state of cultivation of the nation, the dominant spirit of

the age, and less proximately the climate and natural qualities of the country,

education, political constitution, religion, and language. In the third place,

tlic efi'ect of individual genius itself (through admiration and imitation, pre-

cept and example) on the interest, the direction, the particular objects, the

kind and method of the subsequent speculation—an influence variously modi-

fied in conformity to intellectual character, to the consideration and celebrity

of schools established, to writings, their form and their contents." (Bacon,

Locke, Leibnitz.)

Johnson's Version, § 9.—" History in general is distinguished, when pro

perly so called, from Annals, Memoirs, &c., by its form : i. e. by the com'

bination of its incidents, and their circumstantial development."
||

* In this sentence there are four inaccuracies.

t In this sentence there are two omissions, one essential to the meaning,

and one inaccuracy.

t Compare the literal version !

II

" Circumstantial development
;
pragimttische Ihirste.llung. No word

occurs more frequently in the historical and philosophical literature of Ger-

many and Holland, than pragmatisch, orpragmaticus, and Pragmatismus. So

far from pragmatisch being tantamount to " circumstantial," and opposed (see
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Literal Traiit>ktt!vn, § 9.—" Histoiy, lu the stricter signification, is distin-

iiislied by reference to its /ci/vw, from mere annals, memoirs, &c., tbrough
till' concatenation of events, and their scientific exposition,'" [/'. e. nnder the

relation of causes and effects.]

Passing now to the body of the book :—we shall first take a

paragraph from the account of Aristotle's philosophy, in which an

Oxford Tutor and Examining Master may be supposed at home.

With the exception, however, of four popular treatises, we sus-

'f?t<lpect that the Stagirite is as little read or understood in Oxford.
"^'!' as in Echnburfrh.

Jolinsoiis Versiu?7, § 140.—" Aristotle possessed in a high dcgi-ec the

talents of discrimination and analysis, added to the most astonishing know-

ledge of books,* and the Avorks of Natiu-e. To the latter, more especially,

lie had devoted himself. He rejected the doctrine of ideas ; maintaining

that all our impressions and thoughts, and even the highest eflbrts f of the

understanding, are the fruit of experience ; that the world is eternal, even

in its fonn, and not the work of a creative providence. In the theory of

(•(imposition he drew a distinction between the matter, which he referred to

]iliilosophy, and the /orw, which he derived from poetry J Instead of fol-

lowing his master in his ^say of reasoning from the univeisal to the parti-

cular, he always takes the opposite course, and infers the first from the latter.

His writings contain valuable remarks on the .systems of his predecessors

;

111* uun being that of Empiricism, modified in a slight degree by the Ration-

alism of Plato."

Literal Translation, § 140.—" Aristotle possessed in a high degree the

talent of discrimination, and an extensive complement of knowledge derived

tKiui books, and from his own observation of nature. The investigation of

nature was, indeed, his peculiar aim. He consequently rejected Ideas, and

ailuiitted that all mental representations (Voistellungen,) even the highest

(if the understanding, are, as to then- matter ^/Vch, being elaborated out of

jrV§ 12 of translation) to "scientific," the word is peculiarly employed to

denote that form of history, which, neglecting circumstantial details, is occu-

]iied in the scientific evolution of causes and eflects. It is, in fact, a more
definite term than the histoire raisottee of the French. The Avord in this sig-

j
;
nification was originally taken from Polybius ; but founded, as is noAv

acknowledged, on an eiToneous interpretation. (See Schweigh. ad Poli/h.

/.. i. c. 2—C. D. Beckii Diss. Praymaticce IlistoricB apud veteres ratio etjiidi-

(ium,—and Borgeri Oratio dc Ilistoria Praymatica.)

., * Tennemann does not make Aristotle a bibliographer.

j.f j
t The question of origin refers not to the subjective eflbrts of our faculties,

but to the objective knowledge about which these efforts are conversant.

The sentence is otherwise mutilated, and its sense destroyed.

jj, ( X What this may possibly mean we confess ourselves at a loss to guess.

ni! 1
^' '*'^" attempt at translating some interpolation of VVendt in the A/.vR'dition

V of the Grundriss?— ours is the fourt/i. It cannot sin-ely be intended for a

version of what is otherwise omitted bv Mr Johnson.
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experience ; and that the uuiver.-e is eternal even in its form, and not

fashioned b}- a plastic intelligence. He had not a genius (Sinn) like Plato

for the Ideal [the object of reason proper] but was more the philosopher of

the understanding (Verstand) ; one, Avho in his intellectual system (Verstan-

dessj^stera)— an Empirism modified by Plato's Kationalism—did not, like

that philosopher, proceed from the universal to the particular, but fi-om the

particular to the universal."

Johnson's Version^ § 145.—" Physiology (sic) is indebted to Aristotle for its

first cultivation ; for an essay, imperfect indeed, but built upon experiment

associated with theory. The soul he pronounced to be exclusively the active

principle of life ; the primitive form of every body capable of life, i.e. organ

ized His remarks on the characteristics of our means

of knowledge, that is, the senses,* are deserving of particular attention ; as

well as his observations on the Common Sense ; and on Consciousness f (the

existence of which he was the first distinctly to recognise) ; on Imagination,

Memory, and Recollection. Perception is the faculty which conveys to us

the forms of objects. Thought is the perception of forms or ideas by means

of ideas, t which presupposes the exercise of Sensation and Imagination.^

Hence a passive and an active Intelligence. The la.st is imperishable, (Im-

mortality independent of Conscience
||
or Memoiy). The thinking faculty is

an energy distinct from the body, derived from without, resembling the

elementary matter ^ of the stars Enjoyment is the result

of the complete development of an energy, which at the same time perfects

that energy.** The most noble of all enjoyments is the result of Reason,

* " On the characteristics of our means of knowledge, that is, the senses.

are," &c. The original is

—

ueher die Aeusseningen der Erkenninissthaetigkei.

d. i. iteher die Sinne., den Gemeinsinn, &c. See Literal Translation.

t Neither by Aristotle noV by any other Greek philosopher, Avas Consci-

ousness falsely analysed into a separate faculty, and the Greek laugxiage con-

tains no equivalent expression ; a want which, considering the confusion anc

eiTor which the word (however convenient) has occasioned among moden
philosophers, we regard as anything but a defect. That we cannot knou

without knowing that we knoio, and that these are not two functions of disj?)

tinct fiiculties, but one indivisible energy of the same power, this is wel

stated by Aristotle in explaining the function of the Common Sense ; anc

to this Tennemann correctly refers. It is the error of his translator to mabi
Aristotle treat explicitly of consciousness by name.

i

t No meaning, or a wrong meaning. The term Idea also, in the commoij

modern signification, should have been carefully avoided, under the head o{

Aristotle.
J

II
Conscience is not used in English for Consciousness. AVas Mr Johnsoi]

copying fi'om the French ?
\

% The word " matter" is here wrong.
** " Development of an energi/'^ and " perfecting an energy.,''^ in relatio;

to Aristotle's doctrine of the Pleasurable, is incorrect. The word in the orij

ginal ic, as it ought to be, hraft., power, or faculty. The term " complete^

also does not render the original so well as " perfect." " The perfect exer
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Literal Trannhition, § 145.—" rsvoholopy is iiitk'btod to Aristotlo for ii>

first, though still imperfect, scientific treatment upon tiie jiriuciples of exjje-

rience, although with these he has likewise combined sundry speculative

views. The soul is the efficient principle of life (life taken in its most exten-

sive signification)—the primitive form of every physical body susceptible of

animation, /. e. of one organically constituted His re-

marks are especially interesting on the manifestation of our cognitive encr-

^es, /. e. on the Senses,—on the Common Sense, the first approach to a clear

indication of Consciousness, (die erste deutlichere Andeutung des Bewusst-

geyns)—on Imagination, Reminiscence, and Memory. The Perceptive and

^•H^ Imaginative act (Anschauen) is an apprehension of the forms of objects;

and Thought, again, an apprehension of the forms of those forms which

se and Imagination presuppose. Hence a passive and an active hiteUect

or rndcrstanditig. To the latter belongs indestructibility (immortality

without consciousness and recollection.^ Thought is, indeed, a faculty dis-

tinct from the corporeal powers, infused into man fi'om Avithout, and analo-

gous to the element of the stars Pleasure is the result of

the perfect exertion of a power ;—an exertion by which again the power it-

-elf is perfected. The noblest pleasures originate in Reason. Practical

lleason. Will, is, according to Aristotle, and on empirical principles, deter-

mined by notions [of the Understanding], without a higher ideal principle

[of Reason properly so called.]
"

We conclude our extracts by a quotation from the chapter on

Kant.

Jo/insoiis Version, § ,373.—" His (Kant's) attention being awakened by the

Scepticism of Hume, he was led to remark the very different degree of cer-

tainty belonging to the deductions of Moral Philosophy,* and the conclusions

"f ^Mathematics ; and to speculate upon the causes of this difference. Meta-

physics, of course, claimed his regard ; but he Avas led to believe, that as yet

the very threshold of the science had not been passed. An examination of

rlie different philosophical systems, and particularly of the jejune Dogmatism
of Wolf, led him to question whether, antecedently to any attempt at Dog-

matic philosophy, it might not be necessary to investigate the jjossibilitij of

I'liilosophical knowledge, and he concluded that to this end an inquiry into

the different sources of information,! and a critical examination of their

'inn of a power" is here intended to denote, both subjectively the full and

ce play of the faculty in opposition to its languid exercise or its too intense

excitement, and objectively, the presence of all conditions, with the absence

of all impediments, to its highest spontaneous energy. Aristotle's doctrine

[of Pleasure, though never yet duly appreciated, is one of the most imi)ortant

Igeneralizations in his whole philosophy. The end of the section is otherwise

much mutilated.

* " Moral Philosophy ; " Philosophie. Thrice in this §.

t
" Infonnation ; " Erkenntnisse. The version is incoirect ; even Know-

ledge does not adequately express the original, both because it is not also

(plural, and because it is of a less emphatically subjective signification. Coc/-

m'tions would be the best translation, could we venture also on the verb

xifinize as a version of Erkennen.
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origin and employment, were necessary ; in which respect he proposed to

complete the task undertaken by Locke. He laid down, in the tirst place,

that Moral Philosophy and Mathematics are, iu their origin, hitellectual
^

sciences.* Intellectual knowledge is distinguished from experimental by its

qualities of necessity and universality. On the possibility of intellectual know-

ledge depends that of the philosophical sciences.f These are either synthetic

or analytic ;
the latter of which methods is dependent on the first.J What

then is the principle of synthetical a priori knowledge in contradistinction to

experimental ; which is founded on observation ? The existence of a priori

knowledge is deducible from the mathematics, as well as from the testimony

of common sense
; ||

and it is with such knowledge that metaphysics are

chiefly conversant. A science, therefore, which may investigate with strict-

ness the possibility of such knowledge, and the principles of its employment

and application, is necessary for the dii-ection of the human mind, and of the

highest practical utility. Kant pm-sued this course of inquiry, tracing a

broad line of distinction between the provinces of Moral Philosophy and the

Mathematics, and investigating more completely than had yet been done, the

faculty of knowledge.1 He remarked that synthetical a priori knowledge)

imparts a formal character to knowledge iu general, and can only be grounded

in laws aflfecting the Individual, and in the consciousness which he has of the

harmony and unison of his faculties.** lie then proceeds to analyse the p

* " Intellectual sciences ;" rationale oder Vernunft-Wissenchaften. Intd-

lectus or Intellekt is, in the language of German philosophers, synonymous

with Verstand, Understanding. The translator therefore here renders, as ht

usually does, one term of the antithesis by the other. The same capital

error is repeated in the two following sentences.

t
" Philosophical sciences ;

"

—

philosophische Erkenntisse, philosophic know

ledges or cognitions. This and the follov.ing errors would have been avoidei

by an acquaintance Avith the first elements of the critical philosophy.

X
" The latter of which methods is dependent on the first." These fev

words contain two great mistakes. In the first iilace. there is no refereno

in the original to any S3'nthetic and analytic methods., but to Kant's thine

celebrated distinction of synthetic and awaXyXio, cognitions orjudgments, a dis

tinction fi-om which the critical philosophy departs. In the second, there i

nothing to excuse the error that analytic cognitions are founded on synthetic

Analytic cognitions are said bj' Tennemann to rest on the pi-imary law (

thought, /. e. on the principle of contradiction. (See Critik d. r. V. p. 18i

ets.)—The present is an example of the absm-dity of translating this wor

without an explanatory amplification. The distinction of analytic and syt,

thetic judgments is to the common reader wholh' unintelligible from thecori

text.

II

" Common sense." Kant was not the philosoiiher to appeal to commc
sense Die gemeine Erkenntniss is common knowledge, in opposition ii

mathematical. (See Crit. d. r. V. Einl. § 5.)

^ This sentence is inaccurately rendered, and not duly connected with tl

next.

** This sentence is incomprehensible to aU ; but its absurdity can be dul

appreciated only by those Avho know something of the Kantian philosophyi!
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ticulars of our knowledge, and discriminates between its elementary parts so

often confounded in practice, with a view to ascertain the true nature of each

species : the characteristics of necessity and universality which behuig to n

priori knowledge being his leading principles."*

Literal Translation^ % SSL—"Awakened by the scepticism of Hume, Kant

directed his attention on the striking ditference in the result of meditation in

Mathematics and in Philosophy, and upon the causes of this difference.

Metaphysic justly attracted his consideration, but he was convinced that its

tlireshold had yet been hardly touched. Reflection, and a scrutiny of the

various philosophical systems, especially of the shallow dogmatism of the

Wolfian school, suggested to him the thought, that, previous to all dogmatical

procedure in philosophy, it was necessary, first to investigate the jwssibility of
a philosophical hnoivledge ; and that to this end, an inquiry into the different

sources of our knowledge,—into its origin,—and its emploj^ment, (in other

words. Criticism.) was necessary. Thus did he propose to accomplish the

work which had been commenced by Locke. Philosophy and mathe-

matics, he presupposed to be, in respect of their origin, rational sciences, or

sciences of reason. Rational knowledge is distinguished li-om empirical by

its character of necessity and universality. With its possibility stands or falls

the possibility of philosophical knowledge, which is of two kinds

—

synthetic

aud analytic. The latter rests on the fundamental law of thought ; but ichat

is the principle of synthetic knoidedye a priori^ as contrasted with empirical, of

which perception is the source? That such knowledge exists, is guaranteed

by the truth of mathematical, aud even of common knowledge, and the effort

nf reason in metaphysic is mainly directed to its realization. There is there-

fore a science of the highest necessity and importance, which investigates,

on principles, the possibility, the foundation, and the employment of such

knowledge. Kant opened to himself the way to this inquiiy, by taking a

-trict line of demarkation between philosophy and mathematics, and by a

more profound research into the cognitive faculties than had hitherto been

brought to bear ; w^hilst his sagacity enabled him to divine, that synthetic

knowledge a /)?vb?v' coincides with the form of our knowledge, and can only

be grounded in the laws of the several faculties which co-operate in the cog-

nitive act. Then, in order fully to discover these forms of knowledge, ac-

rording to the guiding principles of universality and necessity, he undertook

a dissection of knowledge, and distinguished [in reflection] what in reality

is only presented combined, for the behoof of scientific knowledge."

Johnson's Version. § 375 . . . "The laws of ethics are superior to the empiri-

cal and determinable free-will which we enjoy in matters of practice, and as-

sume an imperative character, occupying the chiefplace in practical philosophy.

This categorical principle becomes an absolute law of universal obligation,

giving to our conduct an ultimate end and spring of action ; whicli is not to

be considered as a passion or affection, but as a moral sense of respect for

law."

Literal Translation, § 38S. . . . "The Moral Law, as opposed to an empi-

rically determined volition, appears under the character of a Categorical Im-

* The same observation is tnie of this sentence and of the following sec-

tion, which we leave without note or comment.

II
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perative^ (absolute Ought [uiiconditioual duty],) and takes its place at the

very summit of practical philosophy. This imperative, as the universal rule

of eveiy rational will, prescribes with rigorous necessity an imiversal con-

formity to the laiv [of duty']; and thereby establishes the supreme absolute

end and motive of conduct, which is not a pathological feeling, [blind and

mechanical,] but a reverence for the law [of duty, rational and free]."

That Mr Johnson makes no scruple of violating the good faith

of a translator, is a serious accusation—but one unfortunately
j

true. This, indeed, is principally shown, in the history of those

philosophers whose speculations are unfavourable to revealed reli-

gion.—Speaking of Hume, Tennemann says :
—" On the empirical

principles of Locke, he investigated with a profoundly penetrating

genius the nature of man as a thinking, and as an active being.

This led him through a train of consequent reasoning to the scep-

tical result that, &c And in these investigations of j

Hume, philosophical scepticism appeared with a terrific force, pro-

fundity (Grundlichkeit), and logical consequence, such as had never

previously been witnessed, and at the same time in a form of!

greater precision, perspicuity and elegance." Thus rendered by

Mr Johnson :
—" Taking the experimental principles of Locke as

the foundation of his system, he deduced from them many acute

but specious conclusions respecting the nature and condition oi

man, as a reasonable agent. He was led on by arguments, the

fallacy of which is lost in their ingenuity, to the inference that.

&c The investigations of Himie were recommended

not only by a great appearance of logical argumentation, but bj!

an elegance and propriety of diction, and by all those graces o;

style which he possessed in so eminent a degree, and which mad«|

his scepticism more dangerous than it deserved to be,"—The sam(j

tampering with the text we noticed in the articles on Hohbes an(:

Lord Herbert of Cherhury.—We hardly attribute to intention whaj

Mr Johnson says of Krug, that " he appears to add little to Kant*

except a superior degree of obscurity." Krug is known to thos

versed in German philosophy, not only as a very acute, but as .

very lucid writer. In his autobiography, we recollect, he enu

merates perspicuity as the first of his three great errors as a|

author ; reverence for common sense, and contempt of cant, beinl

the other two. Tennemann attributes to him " uncommon cleai|

ness."

As a specimen of our translator's contemptuous vituperation (

some illustrious thinkers, we shall quote his notes on Fichte an
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iSchellinr/, of whose systems, it is almost needless to say, his trans-

lation proves him to have understood nothing.

After reversing in the text Avliat Tennemann asserts of Fichte's

unmerited persecution, we have the following note :
— " It is pain-

ful to be the instrument of putting on record so much of nonsense

;uid so much of blasphemy as is contained in the pretended philo-

sophy of Fichte ; the statement, however, will not be without its

good, if the reader be led to reflect on the monstrous absurdities

which men will believe at the suggestion of their own fancies, who
have rejected the plain evidences of Christianity." [Fichte was,

for his country and generation, an almost singularly pious Christian.

He was even attacked by the theologians—for his orthodoxy.]

—

On Schelling's merits we have the following dignified decision :

—

•' The grave remarks of the author on this absurd theory, might

jierhaps have been worthily replaced by the pithy criticism of Mr
Hurchell, apud the Vicar of Wakefield, as applied to other absur-

dities, videlicet

—

Fudge—Fudge—Fudge."

But enough !—We now take our leave of j\Ir Johnson, recom-

mending to him a meditation on the excellent motto he has pre-

fixed to his translation :
—" Di£icih est in philosophia pauca esse ei

nota, cui non sint aut pleraque ant omnia"



IV.-LOGIC.

IN REFERENCE TO THE RECENT ENGLISH TREATISES

ON THAT SCIENCE*

(April, 1833.)

1. Artis Logicm Rudimenta, with Illustrative Observations on '

each Section. Fourth edition, with Additions. 12mo. Ox-

ford : 1828.

2. Elements of Logic. By Richard Whately, D.D., Principal

of St Alban's Hall, and late Fellow of Oriel College, Oxford.

Third edition, 8vo. London : 1829.

3. Introduction to Logic,from Dr Whately's Elements of Logic.
:

By the Rev. Samuel Hinds, M.A., of Queen's College, and
j

Vice-Principal of St Alban's Hall, Oxford. 12mo. Oxford :
j

1827.
i

4. Outline of a New System of Logic, with a Critical Examina- !

tion of Dr Whately's " Elements of Logic,'' by George

Bentham, Esq. 8vo. London : 1827.

5. An examination of some Passages in Dr Whately's Elements
\

of Logic. By George Cornewall Lewis, Esq., Student of I

Christ Church. 8vo. Oxford : 1829. I

6. A Treatise on Logic on the Basis of Aldrich, with Illustrative]

Notes by the Rev. John Huyshe, M.A., Brazen-nose College,'

Oxford. 12mo. Second edition. Oxford: 1833.
J

7. Questions on Aldrich's Logic, with References to the most]

Popidar Treatises. 12nio. Oxford : 1829.
j

8. Key to Questions on Aldrich's Logic. 12mo. Oxford: 1829.

i

9. Introduction to Logic. 12mo. Oxford : 1830.
j

10. Aristotle's Philosophy. (An Article in Vol. iii. of the Seventh'

I

* [In French by M. Peisse ; in Italian by S. Lo Gatto ; in Cross's Selec-i

tions.]
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Edition of the Encuclopcedia Britannica, now publishing.)

By the Rev. Renn Dickson Hampden, M.A., late Fellow of

Oriel College, Oxford. 4to. Edinburgh : 1832.

Nothing, we think, affords a more decisive proof of the ob-

lique and partial spirit in which philosophy has been cultivated in

Britain, for the last century and a half, than the combined perver-

sion and neglect, which Logic—the science of the formal laws of

thought—has experienced during that period. Since the time,

and principally, we suspect, through the influence of Locke, (who,

as Leibnitz observed, "' sprevit logicam non intellexit,") no country

has been so poor in this department of philosophy, Avhether we
estimate our dialectical literature by its mass or by its quality.

Loath to surrender the subject altogether, yet unable, from their

own misconception of its nature, to vindicate to logic, on the pro-

per ground, its paramount importance, as a science a j^^'iori,

distinct, and independent : the few logical authors who appeared,

endeavoured, on the one hand, by throwing out what belonged to

itself, of an unpopular and repulsive character, to obviate disgust

;

and, on the other, by interpolating what pertained to other

branches of philosophy,—here a chapter of psychology, there a

chapter of metaphysic, &c.—to conciliate to the declining study

a broader interest than its own. The attempt was too irrational

to succeed ; and served only to justify the disregard it was

meant to remedy. This was to convert the interest of science

(jEOEjfjwith the interest of amusement:—this was not to amplify logic,

but to deform philosophy ; by breaking down their boundaries,

ind running its several departments into each other.

In the Universities, where Dialectic (to use that term in its uni-

versality) once reigned " The Queen of Arts," the failure of the

>tudy is more conspicuously remarkable.

In those of Scotland, the Chairs of Logic have for generations

taught any thing rather than the science which they nominally

[n-ofess ;—a science, by the way, in which the Scots have not lat-

terly maintained the reputation once estabhshed by them in all,*

* " Les Escossois sont bons Philosophes,"—pronounced the Dictator of

Letters.

—

(Scaligerana Seciinda).—Servetus had previously testified to their

character for logical subtillty :
—" Dialecticis argutiis sibi blandiuntur."

{Prcef. in Ptolem. Geogr. 1533.) [My learned friend, Mr James Broun of the

Temple, shews me that the unhappy heretic had here only copied the words

"f Erasmus,—a far higher authority. {Enc. Morice.y]—For a considerable

'ge,

Oifoii
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and still retained in other departments of philosophy. To the

philosophers, indeed, of our country, we must confess, that, in

pei'iod, indeed, there was hardly to be found a continental University ofany

note, without the appendage of a Scottish Professor of Philosophy.—[In the

Key to Barclays Satyricon^ it is said of Cardinal Du Perron, under Henry IV.

:

—" Ejus solicitudine, in Gallia phu-es Scoti celebri nomine bonas artes professi •

sunt, quam in ipsa Scotia foventur et aluutur a Rege."—Sir Thomas Urquhart

:

is less euphuistic than usual, in his diction ofthe following passage :
—"There

was a professor of the Scottish nation, within these sixteen years, in Somure,

Avho spoke Greek with as great ease as ever Cicero did Latine, and could have

expressed himself in it as Avell and as promptly as in any other language,

;

[Urquhart refers to Johannes Camero, the celebrated theologian—and as he <

himself calls him, the " bibliotheca movens"]
;
yet the most of the Scottish'

nation never having astricted themselves so much to the propriety of words as

to the knowledge of things, [?] where there was one preceptor of languages

,

amongst them, there were above forty professors of philosophy. Nay, to so|

high a pitch did the glory of the Scottish nation attaine over all the parts of '

France, and for so long a time together continued in that attained height, by
vertue of an ascendant, the French considered the Scots to have, above all

nations, in matter of their subtlety in philosophical disceptatious, that there

have not been, till of late, for these several ages together, any lord, gentleman,

or other in all that country, who being desirous to have his son instructed ip

the principles of philosophy, would intrust him to the discipline of any othei

than a Scottish master ; of whom they were no less proud than Philip was

of Aristotle, or TuUius of Cratippus. And if it occurred, as very often it did

that a pretender to a place in any French university, having in his tendei'

years been subferulary to sijme other kind of schooling, should enter intc

competition with another aiming at the same charge and dignity, whos('

learning flowed from a Caledonian source, commonly the first was rejected

and the other preferred ; education of youth in all grounds of literature unde:

teachers of the Scottish nation being then held by all the inhabitants o

France to have been attended, ccBteris paribus, with greater proficiency thai;

any other manner of breeding subordinate to the documents of those of an'

other country. Nor are the French the only men who have harboured thi

good opinion of the Scots in behalf of their inward abilities, but many timei

the Spaniards, Italians, Flerains, Dutch, Himgarians, Sweds, and Polonianj'

have testified their being of the same mind, by the promotions whereimtci

for their learning, they, in all those nations at several times, have attained. •

(Jewel, 1652, Works, p. 258).—As in literature and philosophy, so inwaij

Scots officers, in gi-eat numbers, and of distinguished merit, figured in tli.

opposite armies of Gustavus and Ferdinand,—especially of the former; y<i

the commandant of the Fort of Egra, and all the executioners or murderer]

of Wallenstein, were Scots—with a sprinkling of Irish—gentlemen.—Thfj

Scots, too, were long the merchants of Poland, and the " travelling meij

chants," Anglice, pedlars, of Europe. On this, see " Hercules tuamfidem,'

(1608, p. 12.5)—one ofthe squibs against Scioppius in the Scaligeran contrc

versy.]
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great part is to be attributed the prevalence of the erroneous no-

tions on this subject promulgated by Locke. No system of logic

deserving of notice, in fact, ever appeared in Scotland ; and for

Scottish logical writers of any merit, we must travel back

for more than two centuries to three contemporary authors,

whose abihties, like those, indeed, of almost all the more illus-

trious scholars of their nation, were developed under foreign

influence,—to Robert Balfour, * Mark Duncan, f and William

* [" We find in La Logique, oh art de discourir tt raisonner of Scipio

Dnpleix, Royal Counsellor, &c., a handsome eulogy of Balfour. The author

declares that he di-aws his doctrine from Ai-istotle, and his most celebrated

interpreters. ' Sur tons lesquels je prise M. Robert Balfor^ gentil-homme

Escossois, tant pour sa rare et profonde doctrine aux sciences et aux langues,

que poui- rintegi-itd de ses mceiu-s. Aussi luy doys-je le pen de s(;auoir que j'ay

acquis, ayant eu I'honneur de jouii- familierement de sa douce et vrayement

philosophique conversation.' {Preface, f. 5.) Farther on, and in the body

of the work, (f. 25.) he calls ' M. Robert Halfor, le premier Philosophe de

' nostre memoire,' &c.—This Logic of Dupleix is, with U Orgnne of Philip

(auaye, and the Dialectique of Ramus, one of the oldest treatises on this

-lience written in French. It is a very competent analysis of the Organon.

The third edition is of 1607 ; the first probably published at the close of the

sixteenth century."—M. Peisse.—My copy of Scipio Dupleix's Logic is

of the second edition, " enlarged by the author," and in 1604. From the
•• Privilege," at the end, it appears that t\\Q first edition was of 1600. A.s

]\I. Peisse remarks, it is an excellent work.—Ballbur's learned countrjmian

and contemporary, Thomas Dempster, in his Historia Ecclesiastica (§ 209)

.speaks of him, as " sui scculi phojnix, Grrece et Latine doctissimus, philo-

suphus et mathematicus priscis conferendus," &c. &c. ; and writing in Italy,

lie notices that Balfour was then (1627) living, having been for thirty years

Principal of the College of Bourdeaux. Balfour's Cleomedes, edition and

1 ommeutary are eulogised to the highest by Barthius and Bake ; whilst his

Council of Nice, and the notes, have gained him a distinguished reputation

:uuong theologians. His series of Commentaries on the Logic, Physics, and

Ethics of Aristotle, were published at Bourdeaux, in 4", and are all of the

highest value. The second edition of that on the Organon appeared in 1620,

and extends to 1055 pages. It is, however, a comparatively rare book, which

may excuse subsequent editors and logicians for their ignorance of its exist-

ence.]

t [It is impossible to speak too highly of the five books of the Intititutiu

r.ogica by Mark Duncan, " Doctor of Philosophy and Medicine." The work,

I, ;
which extends only to about 280 octavo pages, was at least five times

4 printed; the first edition appearing, in 1612, at Saumur, for the use of that

jj University, was republished at Paris, in the following year. It forms the

Jj^

basis of Burgersdyk's Imtitutinnes LogiccB (Leyden, 162G), who had been Dun-

[j. 1 can's colleague in Saumur; and that celebrated logician declares, that from

it, (.spoakiiig only of the fir.-t or unimproved oditiony he had received
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Chalmers,* Professors iu the Universities of Bourdeaux, Saumur,

and Anjou. In Cambridge the fortune of the study is indicated hy

the fact, that while its statutory teaching has been actually defunct

for ages, the " Elements of Logic" of William Duncan of Aberdeen,

have long collegially dispensed a muddy scanthng of metaphysic

psychology, and dialectic, in the University where Downam

more assistance than ft-om all other systems of the science put together. In

fact, Duncan's Institutions are, in many respects, better even than his own

;

and were there now any intelligent enthusiasm for such studies, that rare

and little book would incontinently be republished.—I have not seen the

author's Synopsis Ethicae.— Duncan, as physician, figures in the cele-

brated process of Urban Grandier and the Nuns of Lauduu (1634.) Medi-

cal practice seems indeed to have witlidrawn him from philosophical specu-
\
^

lation. James VI. nominated Duncan Physician Royal, and he would have"

transferred himself to London, but his wife and her family were averse from
j

ii

migrating "•to a ferocious nation and an inclement sky."—His elder bro-

ther, William, as Dempster assures us, " bonis artibus supra hoc seculum,

et maxime Grjecis Uteris ad miraculum imbutus," was distinguished also as

Professor of Philosophy and Physic in the schools of Tholouse and Montau-

ban.— His son, Mark also, but better known under the name of M. des Ceri-

santes, was a kind of Admirable Crichton ; his life is more romantic than a

romance. He obtained high celebrity as a Latin poet ; for, though his pieces

be few, they comprise what are not unjustly lauded, as the best imitations

extant of Catullus. By him there is an elegiac address to his father, on the

republication of the Logical Institution, in 1627. It is foimd also in the

third, but not in the fourth, edition of that work ; and it establishes, once

and again, that the logician, .then alive, was a native of Scotland^ and not

merely born of a Scottish gi-andfather in England :

—

" Ecce Caledoniis Duncanus natus in oris
;''''

and addi-essing the book,

" Scotia cumprimis pernice adeunda volatu,

Namque patrem telliis edidit ilia tuum.''''

Dr Kippis (Biogr. Brit. V. 494.) states, on very respectable autliority, that
{

William and Mark were born in London, their father, Alexander, in Bever-
\

ley. He is, however, wrong.]
j

* [The Disputationes Pkilosophicae Gulielmi Camerarii Scoti, Congrega-\

tionis Oratorii Domini Jesu Presbyteri (in folio, Paris, 1630, pp. 620), is ai

work of much learning, and of considerable acuteness. The first part is'

logical ; but among other treatises of this author, I have not seen his Intro-
j

ductio ad Logicam, (in octavo, Anjou, and of the same year.)—It is a curious;

illustration of the " Scoti extra Scotiam agentes ;
" that there w&vQfive Came-:

rarii, five Chalmerses; all flourishing in 1630; all Scotsmen by birth ; all

living on the Continent; and there, all Latin authors; viz., two Wil-j

Hams, two Davids, and one George. The preceding age shews several;

others.]
{

I
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taught;* whilst Murray's Compendium Logkce, the Trinity Col-

lo<Te text-book, may show that matters are, if possible, at a lower

pass in Dublin.

In Oxford, the fate of the science has been somewhat different,

hut, till lately, scarcely more favourable. And here it is neces-

-ary to be more particular, as this is the only British seminary

V. licre the study of logic proper can be said to have survived ; and

IS. with one exception, the Avorks under review all emanate from

tliat University,—represent its character,—and are determined

and modified by its circumstances. Indeed, with one or two insig-

nificant exclusions, these works comprise the lohole recent logical

literature of the kingdom.

During the scholastic ages, Oxford was held inferior to no

Tniversity throughout Europe ; and it was celebrated, more espe-

cially, for its philosophers and dialecticians. But it was neither

the recollection of old academical renown, nor any enlightened

persuasion of its importance, that preserved to logic a place among
;lie subjects of academical tuition, when the kindred branches of

philosophy, with other statutory studies, were dropt from the

I ourse of instruction actually given. These were abandoned from

no conviction of their inutility, nor even in favour of others of

superior value : they were abandoned when the system under

which they could be taught, was, for a private interest, illegally

^uperscded by another under which they could not. When the

('uUege Fellows supplanted the University Professors, the course

uf statutory instruction necessarily fell with the statutory instru-

ments by which it had been carried through. The same exten-

sive, the same intensive, education which had once been possible

when the work was distributed among a body of Professors, each

chosen for his ability, and each concentrating his attention on a

single study, could no longer be attempted, when the collegial cor-

* [I understand that William Duncan's Elements, and every other logical

spectre, are now in Cambridge, even coUegially, laid, and that mathematics
are there at length left to supply the discipline which logic was of old sup-

posed exclusively to afford. If, however, the " Pliilosopliical Society of

Cambridge" may represent the University, its Transactions are enough to

show the wisdom of the old and statutory in contrast to the new and illegal,

and that Coleridge (himself a Cantabrigian, and more than nominally a plii-

losopher,) was right in declaring " Mnthemntics to be no substitutefor Ijujic"'

—(See Athenaeum, 2-ith August 1850.)]
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porations, a fortuitous assemblage of individuals, in so far as lite-

rary qualification is concerned, had usurped the exclusive privilege

of instruction ; and when each of these individuals was authorised

to become sole teacher of the whole academical cyclopaedia. But

while the one unqualified Fellow-tutor could not perform the work

of a large body of qualified Professors ; it is evident that, as he

could not rise and expand himself to the former system, that the

present, existing only for his behoof, must be contracted and

brought down to him. This was accordingly done. The mode

of teaching, and the subjects taught, were reduced to the required

level and extent. The capacity of lecturing, that is, of delivering

an original course of insti'uction, was not now to be expected ir

the tutor. The pupil, therefore, read to his tutor a lesson out c

book ; on this lesson the tutor might, at his discretion, interpos(

an observation, or preserve silence ; and he was thus effectually

guaranteed from all demands, beyond his ability or inclination t(

meet. This reversed process was still denominated a lecture. Ii

like manner, all subjects which required in the tutor more thai

the Fellows' average of learning or acuteness, were eschewed

Many of the most important branches of education in the Icgn

system were thus discarded ; and those which it was found neces

sary or convenient to retain in the intrusive, were studied in easiei

and more superficial treatises. This, in particular, was the cas!

with logic.

By statute, the Frofdssor of Dialectic was bound to read an

expound the Organon of Aristotle twice a-week ; and, by statute

regular attendance on his lectures was required from all under'

graduates for their three last years. Until the statutory systeii

was superseded, an energetic and improving exercise of mind froij

the intelligent study of the most remarkable monument of pliil'

sophical genius, imposed on all, was more especially secured

those who would engage in the subsidiary business of tuitio'

This, and the other conditions of that system, thus determined'

far higher standard of qualification in the tutor, when the tuto

was still only a subordinate instructor, than remained when 1'

had become the exclusive organ of academical education. AVhe'

at last, the voice of the Professors was silenced in the Universitj

and in the Colleges the Fellows had been able to exclude all othl*

graduates from the now principal office of Tutor, the study l'

logic declined with the ability of those by whom the science w;
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taught. The original treatises of Aristotle were now found to

transcend the College complement of erudition and intellect.

They were accordingly abandoned ; and with these the various

logical works previously in academical use, wliich supposed any
'"4 reach of thought, or an original acquaintance with the Organon.

The Compendium of Sanderson stood its ground for a season,

when the more elaborate treatises (erst in academical use) of

Brerewood, Crackanthorpe, and Smiglecius, were forgotten. But

this little treatise, the excellent work of an accomplished logician,

was too closely relative to the books of the Organon, and

demanded too frequently an inconvenient explanation, to retain

its place, so soon as another text-book could be introduced, more

accommodated to the fallen and falling standard of tutorial com-

petency. Such a text-book was soon found in the Compendium

of Aldrich, The dignity of its author, as Dean of Christ Church,

and his reputation as an ingenious, even a learned, writer in

nther branches of knowledge, ensured it a favourable recommen-

dation : it was yet shorter than Sanderson's ; written in a less

scholastic Latin ; adopted an order wdioUy independent of the

Organon ; and made no awkward demands upon the tutor, as

comprising only what was either plain in itself, or could without

difficulty be expounded. The book—which, in justice to the

Dean, we ought to mention was not originally wnutten for the

public—is undoubtedly a work of no inconsiderable talent ; but

tlie talent is, perhaps, principally shown, in the author having

performed so cleverly a task for which he was so indifferently

prepared. Absolutely considered, it has little or no value. It is

but a slight eclectic epitome of one or two logical treatises in

common use (that it is exclusively abridged from Wallis is incor-

rect) ; and when the compiler wanders from, or mistakes, his

authorities, he displays a want of information to be expected, per-

haps, in our generation, but altogether marvellous in his. It is

clear, that he knew nothing of the ancient, and very little of the

modern, logicians. The treatise likewise omits a large proportion

of the most important matters ; and those it does not exclude arc

treated with a truly unedifying brevity. As a slender introduc-

tion to the after-study of logic (were there not a hundred better)

it is not to be despised ; as a full course of instruction,—as an

independent system of the science, it is utterly contemptible.

Yet, strange to say, the Compend of Aldrich, having gi-adually

"^iqiplantod the Compend of Sanderson, ba- furnished, for altovc
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a century, the little all of logic doled out in these latter days by

the University of Bradwardin and Scotus,*

Even the meliorations of the academical system have not proved

beneficial to this study : perhaps, indeed, the reverse. Since the

institution of honours,—since the re-introduction, however limited,

of a real examination for the first degree in arts, a powerful stimu-

lus has been applied to other studies,—to that of logic none. Did

a candidate make himself master of the Organon ?—he would find

as little favour from the dispensers of academical distinction, as

he had previously obtained assistance from his tutor. For the

public examiners could not be expected, either to put questions

on what they did not understand, or to encourage the repetition

of such overt manifestations of their own ignorance. The mini-

mum of Aldrich, therefore, remained the maximum of the

" schools;" and was " got up," not to obtain honour, but to

avoid disgrace.—Yet even this minimum was to be made less;

tliere was " a lower deep beneath the lowest deep." The C(ym-

pendiiim, a meagi'e duodecimo of a hundred and eighty pages, to

be read in a day, and easily mastered in a week, was found too

ponderous a volume for pupil, and tutor, and examiner. It was

accordingly subjected to a process of extenuation, out of which it

emerged, reduced to little more than a third of its original graci-

lity—a skeleton without marrow or substance. " Those who go
,

I

deep in dialectic," says Aristo Chius, " may be resembled to crab- !

eaters ; for a mouthful of meat, they spend their time over a
j

heap of shells." But your superficial student of logic, he loses i

his time without even a savour of this mouthful ; and Oxford, in I

her senility, has proved no Alma Mater, in thus so unpiteously

cramming her alumni with the shells alone. As Dr Whately

observes :
—" A very small proportion even of distinguished stu-

dents ever become proficients in logic ; and by far the greater

* Some thh'ty years ago, indeed, there was printed, in nsum academics

Juventutis, certain Excerpta ex AristoteUs Organo. Tlie execution of tliat

work shows how inadequate its author was to the task he had uudertaken.

Nothing could be more conducive to the rational study of logic than a syste-

matic condensation of the more essential parts of the different treatises of

the Organon, with original illustrations, and selections from the best com-

mentators, ancient and modem. As it is, this petty publication has exerted *

no influence on the logical studies of the University ; we should like to know
.j

how many tutors have exjiounded it in theii* lectures, how many candidates

have been examined on it the schools. On the logical authors, at least, of

the Universitv, it has exerted none.

i

i
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proportion pass through the University without knowing anytliiug

;it all of the subject. I do not mean that they have not learned

by rote a string of technical terms, but that they understand

absolutely nothing whatever of the principles of the science."

The miracle would be, if they ever did. Logic thus degraded to

an irksome, but wholly unprofitable, penance, the absurdity of its

longer enforcement was felt by some intelligent leaders of the

rniversity, " It was proposed," says Dr Whatcly, " to leave the

•^tudy of logic altogether to the option of the candidates
;

" a pro-

posal hailed with joy by the under-graduates, who had long

prayed fervently with St Ambrose,

—

"A Dialectica Aristotelis

'ibera nos, Domine." *

In these circumstances, when even the Heads could not much
longer have continued obstinate, and Logic seemed in Oxford on

the eve of following the sister sciences of philosophy to an aca-

Jcmic grave, a new life was suddenly communicated to the expiring

-tudy, and hope, at least, allowed for its ultimate convalescence

under a reformed system.

This was mainly effected by the publication of the Elements
' if Dr AVhately, then Principal of St Alban's Hall, and recently

we rejoice) elevated to the Archiepiscopal See of Dublin. (No.

2, of the works at the head of this Article.) Somewhat previ-

lusly, the Rudimenta (abbreviated Compendium) of Aldrich had

H'on illustrated with English notes by an anon^-mous author,

>vhom we find quoted in some of the subsequent treatises under

:he name of Hill. (No. 1.) The success and ability of the Ele-

'iients prompted imitation and determined controversy. J\Ir Ben-

bam (nephew of Mr Jeremy Bentham) published his Outline

iikI Examination, in which Dr Whately is alternately the object

if censure and encomium. (No. 4.) The pamphlet of Mr Lewis

Iff
;on two points only) is likewise controversial. (No. 5). The

— iPrincipal, as becoming, was abridged and lauded by his Vice

No. 3); and the treatises of Mr Iluyshe and others, (Nos. 6,

7, 8, 9) are all more or less relative to Dr AVhately's, and all

1 many manifestations of the awakened spirit of logical pursuit.

i be last decade, indeed, has done more in Oxford for the cause

f this science than the whole hundred and thirty years pre-

wtL
; [This addition of St Ambrose to the Litany, I took as recorded by Car-

ilinalCusa.]
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ceding ; * for since the time of Wallis and Aldricli, until the

works under review, we recollect notliing on the subject which

the University could claim, except one or two ephemeral tracts

;

—the shallow Reflections of Edward Bentham, about the middle

of the last century ; and after the commencement of the present,

a couple of clever pamphlets in vindication of logic, and in extinc-

tion of the logic of Ivett—which last also was a mooncalf of Alma

JMater.

* [Since that time, with a rise of the academical spmt, the study of logic

has been still more zealously pursued in Oxford, and several resident mem- i

bers of the University have published treatises on the science, of no ordinary
'

merit. I may chronologically notice those of Mr Wooley, Mr Thomson, Mr .

Chretien, and Mr Mansel.—To two of these gentlemen I am, indeed, under I

personal obligations.

—

Mr Thomson^ in the second edition of his Laws ofi

Thought, among other flattering testimonies of his favourable opinion, has 1

done me the honour of publishing the specimen wliich I had communicated
J

to him, of a scheme of Syllogistic Notation; and I regret to find, that this,^

circumstance has been the occasion of some injustice, both to him and to

me. To him :—inasmucli, as he has been unfairly regarded as a mere expo

sitor of my sj'stem ; to me :—inasmuch, as his objections to that system

have been uufau-ly regarded as decisive. In point of fact, though we coin-i

cide, touching the thoroughgoing quantification of the predicate in afiii'ma-

tive propositions, we are diametrically opposed, touching the same quantifi-

cation in negatives. But, while I am happy, in the one case, to receive even

a partial confirmation of the doctrine, fi'om Mr Thomson's able and indepen-1

dent speculation ; I should be sorry, in the other, to subject, what I deem.;

the truth to the uncanvassed" opinion of any human intellect.—To Mr Mamel]

besides sundry gratifying expressions of approval, in his acute and learuetj

Notes o7i the Rudimenta of Aldrich : I am indebted for valuable aid in thti

detennination of a curious point in the history of logic. Instead of Fetru.,

Hispanus being a plagiari&t, andliis Summulae a translation fi'om the Greek
|

as supposed by Ehinger, Keckermann, Flaccius, J. A. Fabricius, Brucli.er,-i

by all, in short, who, for the last two centuries and a half, have treated o\

the matter; it is now certain, that the " Sijnopsis Organi" published undej

the name of Michael Psellus (the younger) is itself a mere garbled version ci

tlie gi-eat logical text-book of the Avest, and, without any authority, capri,

ciously fathered, by Ehinger, as an original work, on the illustrious Byzan,

tine. I am now, in fact, able to prove :—that in the Augsburg Library, th;

codex from which Ehinger printed, contained neither the title nor tb' ;

author's name under which his publication appeared; and that in several (

the European libraries there are extant Greek manuscripts, identical wit

the text of that publication, and professing to be merely copies of a transb:

tion from the Latin original of Hispanus.—This detection enables us also 1

trace the TQ»fifiocr», "Ey^x-^i, x. r. A. of Blemmides and the Greeks to t\\

Barbara, Celarent, &c. of Hispanus and the Latins.]
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It remains now to inquire :—At what value are we to rate

these new logical publications ?—Before looking at their con-

tents, and on a knowledge only of the general circumstances

under which they were produced, wc had formed a presumptive

estunate of what they were likely to perform ; and found our

anticipation fully conlirmed, since we recently examined what

they had actually accomplished. None of the works are the

productions of inferior ability ; and though some of them propose

only an humble end, they are all respectably executed. A few of

them display talent rising far above mediocrity ; and one is the

effort of an intellect of great natural power. But when we look

from the capacity of the author to his acquirements, our judg-

ment is less favourable. If the writers are sometimes original,

their matter is never new. They none of them possess,— not to

say a superfluous erudition on their subject,—even the necessary

complement of information. Not one seems to have studied the

logical treatises of Aristotle ; all are ignorant of the Greek Com-
mentators on the Organon, of the Scholastic, llamist, Cartesian,

Wolfian, and Kantian Dialectic. In none is there any attempt

at the higher logical philosophy : we have no preliminary deter-

mination of the fundamental laws of thought ; no consequent

evolution, from these laws, of the system itself. On the con-

trary, we find principle buried in detail ; inadequate views of the

science ; a mere agglutination of its parts ; of these some wholly

neglected, and others, neither the most interesting nor important,

elaborated out of bounds;—and always, though in very different

proportions, too much of the " shell," too httle of the " meat."

They are rarely, indeed, wise above Aldrich. His partial views

nf the order and comprehension of the science have determined

theirs; his most egregious blunders are repeated; and sometimes

when an attempt is made at a correction, either Aldrich is right,

'>r a new error is substituted for the old. Even Dr Whately,

who, in the teeth of every logician from Alexander to Kant,

-peaks of " the boundless field within the legitimate limits of the

-cience," " walks in the trodden ways," and is guiltless of

removing the ancient landmark." His work, indeed, never

ti-anscends, and generally does not rise to, the actual level of the

-cience ; nor, with all its abihty, can it justly pretend to more
than a relative and local importance. Its most original and valu-

able portion is but the insufticient correction of mistakes touching

the nature of logic, long exploded, if ever harboured, among the
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countrymen of Leibnitz, and only lingering among the disciples of

Locke.

An articulate proof of the accuracy of these conclusions, on all

the works under consideration, would far exceed our limits. Nor

is this requisite. It will be sufficient to review that work, in

chief, to which most of the others are correlative, and whicli

stands among them all the highest in point of origiiiahty and

learning ;—and the rest occasionally, in subordination to that one.

Nor in criticising Dv AVhately's Elements can we attempt to vin-

dicate all or even the principal points of our judgment. To shovv

the deficiencies in that work, either of principle or of detail,

would, in the universal ignorance in this country of logical phi-

losophy and of a high logical standard, require a preliminary

exposition of what a system of this science ought to comprehend,

far beyond our space, were we even to discuss these points to the

exclusion of every other. We must, therefore, omitting imper-
^

fections, confine ourselves to an indication of some of Dr Whately'sj

positive errors. This we shall attempt, " though the work," asi

its author assures us, " has undergone, not only the close exami-jj

nation of himself and several friends, but the severer scrutiny of

determined opponents, without any material errors having been

detected, or any considerable alteration found necessary." In

doing this, nothing could be farther from our intention than any^

derogation from the merit of that eminent individual, whom, even

when we differ most from his opinions, we respect, both as a very;

shrewd, and (what is a rarer phsenomenon in Oxford) a very inde-

pendent, thinker. The interest of truth is above all persona

considerations; and as Dr Whately, in vindication of his owr

practice, has well observed :
—" Errors are the more carefully t(,

be pointed out in proportion to the authority by which they ar<'

sanctioned." " No mercy," says Lessing, " to a distinguishec

author." This, however, is not our motto ; and if our " scrutiny'!

be " severe," we are conscious that it cannot justly be atti'ibutec'

to " determined opposition."

We find matter of controversy even in the first page of th^

Elements, and in regard even to the first question of the doctrine

— What is Logic?—Dr Whately very properly opens by .

statement, if not a definition, of the nature and domain of logic *

and in no other part of his work have the originality and correc<l

ness of his views been more applauded, than in the determinatio

of this fundamental problem. He says :

—

i
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" Logic, in the most extensive sense wliioli tlie name can with propriety

'le made to bear, may be considered as tlie Science, and also as the Art, of

Reasoning. It investigates tlie principles on which argumentation is con-

ilucted. and furnishes rnles to secure tlie mind from error in its deductions.

Its most approjniate office, however, is that of instituting an analysis of tlie

process of the mind in reasoning
; and in tliis point of view it is, as has been

-rated, strictly a science
; while, considered in reference to the practical

rules above mentioned, it may be called the art of reasoning. This distinc-

tion, as will hereafter appear, has been overlooked, or not clearly pointed

lit by most writers on the snbject ; logic having been in general regarded
Is merely an art, and its claim to hold a place among the sciences having

'L'en expressly denied." (Elements, p. 1.^

Hero the enquiry naturally separates into two branches ;—the

me concerns the r/enns, the other the object-matter, of logic.

In regard to the former

:

—Dr Whately's reduction of logic to

he twofold category of Art and Science, has earned the praises

if his Critical Examiner, but Mr Benthain, it must be acknow-

edged, is as often out in his encomium as in his censure. He
' ibscrves :

—

•• Dr Whately has in particular brought to view one very important fact,

\erlooked by all his predecessors, though so obvious, when once exhibited,

> to make us wonder that it sliould not have been remarked: viz. that

-ic is a science as well as an cat. The universally prevailing error, that

tiinian knowledge is divided into a number of parts, some of Avhich are arts

\ ithout science, and others sciences without art, has been fully exposed by
*Ir [Jeremy] Bentham in his Chrestomatliia. There also it has been showi^j

liat there cannut exist a single art that has not its corresponding science,

inr a single science which Ls not accompanied by some portion of art. The
-' lioolmen, on the contrary, have, with extraordinary effort, endeavoured to

ive that logic is an art only, not a science ; and in that particular instance,

r Whately is, I believe, one of the first who has ventured to contradii-t this

tdunded assertion."— CO?<f//nf>, p. 12J

In all this there is but one statement with which we can agree.

Ae should certainly " wonder" with Mr Bentham, had any " so

'c'", jibvious and important fact " been overlooked by all Dr Whately "s

'1
'
Predecessors ; and knowing something of both, should assuredly

'" »e less disposed to presume a want of acuteness in the old logi-

,, ians, than any ignorance of their speculations in the new. In

^V he latter alternative, indeed, will be found a solution of the
'-'• ' wonder." Author and critic are equally in error.

In the first place, looking merely to the nomenclature, both are

istorically wrong. " Logic," says Dr Whately, " has been in

'^"""
\ene''''^l regarded merely as an art, and its claim to hold a place

**' mong the .vrioire.o has been expressly deuiod." The reverse is

I
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true. The great majority of logicians have regarded logic as a

science, and expressly denied it to be an art. This is the oldest

as well as the most general opinion.—" The Schoolmen," says Mr
Bentham, " have with extraordinary effort endeavoured to prove

that logic is an art only." On the contrary, the Schoolmen have

not only " with extraordinary effort," but with unexampled una-

nimity laboured in proving logic to be exclusively a science ; and

so far from " Dr Whately being " (with Mr Jeremy Bentham;

" the first to contradict this ill-founded assertion," the paradox oj

these gentlemen is only the truism of the world beside. This erroi

is the more surprising, as the genus of logic is one of those vexec

questions on which, as Ausonius has it,

" omnis certat dialectica turba sophorum ";

indeed, until latterly, no other perhaps stands so obtrusively for

ward during the whole progress of the study.—Plato and th

Platonists considered dialectic as a science ; but witli them dialoc

tic was a real not a formal discipline, and corresponded rather t

the metaphysic than to the logic of the Peripatetics.—Logic is nc

defined by Aristotle.—His Greek followers, (and a considerabl

body of the most eminent dialecticians since the revival of letters

;

deny it to he either science or art.—The Stoics in general viewej

it as a science.—The Arabian and Latin Schoolmen did the .saw}

In this opinion Thomist and Scotist, Realist and Nominalist, coi;

curred ; an opinion adopted, almost to a man, by the Jesuij

Dominican, and Franciscan Cursualists.—From tlie restoration il

letters, however, and especially during the latter part of the si:|

teenth century, so many Aristotelians, with the whole body .'

Ramists, (to whom were afterwards to be added a majority of tl;

Cartesians, and a large proportion of the Eclectics,) maintaim'

that it was an art; that the error of Sanderson may be perha^

excused in attributing this opinion to " almost all the more rece;

authors" at his time. Alono; with these, however, (so far is ]'

Whately from having " brought to view this important fact, ov(|

looked by all his predecessors,") there was a very considerali

party who anticipated the supposed novelty of this author

defining logic by the double genus of art and science.*—In t

schools of Wolf and Kant, logic again obtained the name of scienX:

* To make reference to these would be de trop ; we count above a do;'

logicians of this class in our own collection. But independently of the olir

and less familiar authors, Mr Jeremy Bentham and Dr Whately have 3

claim (the latter makes none) to originality in this observation. Even

ii
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But,—to look beneath tlie name,—as Dr Whately and his cri-

tic are wrong in imagining that there is any novelty in the obser-

vation, they arc equally mistaken in attributing to it the smallest

importance. The question never concerned logic itself, but merely

the meaning of the terms by which it should be delined. The
old logicians, (however keenly they disputed whether logic were

IX science or an art,—or neither,—or both,—a science speculative,

6r a science practical,—or at once speculative and practical,)

—

never dreamt that the controversy possessed, in so far as logic

was concerned, more than a verbal interest.* In regard to the

essential nature of logic they were at one ; and contested only,

what was the comprehension of these terms in philosophical pix)-

priety, or rather what was the true interpretation of their Aristo-

telic dctinitions. Many intelligent thinkers denounced, with Vives,

the whole problem as frivolous. '* Qufestioni locum dedit misera

lionionymia," says Mark Duncan, among a hundred others. The

most strenuous advocates of the several opinions regularly admit,

tliat unless the terms are taken in the peculiar signification for

which they themselves contend, that all and each of their adver-

-aries may be correct ; while, at the same time, it was recognised

(lu all hands, that these terms were vulgarly employed in a vague

nr general acceptation, under Avhich every opinion might be con-

sidered right, or rather no opinion could be deemed wrong. The

jireparatory step of the discussion was, therefore, an elimination

last respectable writer on logic in the British Empire, previous to these gen-

tlemen, Dr Richard Kirwan, whose popular and able volumes were published

ill 1807, defines logic as art and science ; and this in terms so similar to those

fif Dr Whately, that we cannot hesitate in believing that this author had

his predecessor's definition (which we shall quote) immediately in view.

•' Logic is both a science and an art ; it is a science inasmuch as, by analys-

ing the elements, principles, and structure of arguments, it teaches us how

to discover their truth or detect their fallacies, and point out the sources of

such errors. It is an art, inasmuch as it teaches now to arrange arguments

in such manner, that their truth may be most readily perceived, or their

falsehood detected." (Vol. i. p. \.)

* Father Buffier is unjust to the old logicians, but he places the matter on

its proper footing in reference to the new.—" Si la logique est une science.

Oni et non ; selon I'idee qu'il vous plait d'attacher au nom de science, &c.

Si la logique est un art. Encore un fois, oui et non ; II plait aux

logiciens de disputer si la logique est, on n'est pas un art; et il ne leur plait

pas tonjours d'avouer ni d'euseigrier a Icurs disciples, que c'est unc pure ou

pnerlle question de nom." (Cours des Srienrcs, (Logique,) p. 887.^
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of these less precise and appropriate significations, wliicli, as thoy ,

could at best only afford a remote genus and difference, were :

wholly incompetent for the purposes of a definition. But what

the older logicians rejected as a useless truism, the recent embrace

as a new and important observation.—In regard to its novelty

:

—
Do Dr Whately and Mr Bentham imagine that any previous logi-

cian could ever have dreamt of denying that logic, in their accep-

tation of the terms, was at once an art and a science ? Let theiH i

look into almost any of the older treatises, and they will find this :

explicitly admitted, even when the terms Art and Science are

employed in senses far less vague and universal than is done by !

them.—As to its importarice

:

—Do they suppose that a more pre-
;

cise and accurate conception of logic is thus obtained ? The con-
;

trary is true. The term Science Dr Whately employs in its
i

widest possible extension, for any knowledge considered abso-

lutely, and not in relation to practice ; and in this acceptation

every art in its doctrinal portion must be a science. Art he

defines the application of knowledge to practice ; in which signi-

fication, ethics, politics, religion, and all other practical sciences,

must be art^. Art and Science are thus distended till they run

together. As philosophical terms, they are now altogether worth-

less ; too universal to define ; too vacillating between identity and \

difference, to distinguish. In fact, their application to logic, or
j

any other subject, is hereafter only to undefino, and to confuse

;

expressing, as they do, not any essential opposition between the

things themselves, but only the different points of view under

which the same thing may be contemplated by us;-

—

every art

being thus in itself also a science, every science in itself also an

art.—This Mr Bentham thinks the correction of a universal)

error,—the discovery of an important fact. If the question in'

the hands of the old logicians be frivolous, what is it in those of

the new !
*

* Such is the most favourable interpretation we can give of Dr Whately's

meaning. But the language in which this meaning is conveyed is most am-

biguous and inaccurate. E. g. he says :
—" A science is conversant about

knowledge only.'''' (P. 56.) He cannot mean what the words express, that

science has knowledge for its object-matter.^ for this is nonsense ; and the!

words do not express, Avhat, from the context, we must presume he means,,

that science has no end ulterior to the contemplative act of knowledge itself

Dr Whately thus means by science what Aristotle meant by speculative science,

but how different in the precision of their definitions ! Qiu^miJciji f^iu {i-xtaTT

^urii) Ti'Aoi ahijdiioi.- % ^oiKxiKViq S' f^yov ;—or, as Averroes has it, Ver specula-

I
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So niucli for the genus, now for the object-matter.—
Of Dr "Whately's Elements, Mr Hinds says, and tliat emphati-

cally :
—

" This treatise disjvlays—and it is the only one that

has clearly done so—the true nature and use of logic ; so that

it may be approached, no longer as a dark, curious, and merely

speculative study ; such as one is apt, in fancy, to class with

astrology and alchemy." (Pref. p. viii.) These arc strong

words.

We are disposed to admit that Dr Whatcly, though not right,

is perhaps not far wrong with regard to the " true nature and

use of logic;"—that he "dearly displays" that nature and

use, is palpably incorrect ; and that his is " the only treatise

which has clearly done so," is but another proof, that assertion is

often in the inverse ratio of knowledge.

We shall not dwell on what we conceive a very partial concep-

tion of the science,—that Dr Whately makes the process of

reasonhuf not merely its principal, but even its adequate object

;

those of simple apprehension and judgment being considered not

in themselves as constituent elements of thuught, but simply as

subordinate to argumentation. In this view logic is made con-

Ivertible with syllogistic. This view, which may be allowed, in so

tivam scimus ut sciamus
; per practicam schmis lit operenmr.—In like manner,

Dr Whately gives, without being aware of it, two very diiferent definitions of

the term Art. In one place (p. 1) it is said, " that logic may be called the art

.if reasoning, while, considered in reference to the practical rules, it furnishes

tn secure the mind from error in its deductions." This is evidently the Ata,-

f.zKTtx.'}] xa^l; TT(>^oi.y^a,i:uv of the Greek interpreters, the logka docens {qu(s tradit

jircpxepta) of the Arabian and Latin schools. Again, in another (p. 56) it is

>:iid, tliat " an art is the application of knowledge to practice.^'' If words have

iiiiy meaning, this definition (not to wander from logic) suits only the Atx-

/.-.y-iK'^ iv xZ'^''-^ "«' yvf^voidict, 'K^oLy^etruv of the Greek, the lofjica utens (qiicB

iititur prcpccptis) of the Latin Aristotelians. The L. docens., and tlie L. ittens,

are, however, so far from being convertible, that, by the great majority ol

lihilosoi)hers, they have been placed in diiferent genera. The Greek logi-

I ians denied the L. docens to be either science or art, regarding it as an

iustrunient, not a part of philosophy ; the L. titens, on the contrary, they

admttted to be a science, and a part of philosophy, but not separable and

distinct. The Latins, on the contrary, held in general the L. docens to be a

science, and part of philosophy ; the L. utens as neither, but only an in-

•^trinneiit. Some, however made the docens a science, the idens an art

;

while by others this opinion was reversed, &:c. These distiuctions are not

to bo confounded with the /mre and applied logics of a more modem ]>liilo-

-uphy.
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far as it applies to the logic contained in the Aristotelic treatises

now extant, was held by several of the Arabian and Latin school-

men : borrowed from them by the Oxford Crackanthorpe, it was

adopted by Wallis : and from Walhs it passed to Dr Whately.

But, as applied to logic, in its own nature, this opinion has been

long rejected, on grounds superfluously conclusive, by the im-

mense majority even of the Peripatetic dialecticians : and not a

single reason has been alleged by Dr Whately to induce us to

waver in our behef, that the laws of thowjht, and not the laws of

rea^sonimj. constitute the adequate object of the science. This

error, which we cannot now refute, would, however, be of compa-

ratively Httle consequence, did it not,—as is notoriously the case

in Dr Whately's Elements,—induce a perfunctory consideration of

the laws of those faculties of thought ; these being viewed as only-

subsidiary to the process of reasoning.

In regard to the " clearness" with which Dr Whately •' dis* ^

plays the true nature and use of logic," we can only say, that^
:

after aU om* consideration, we do not yet clearly apprehend

what his notions on this point actually are. In the very pas-

sages where he formally defines the science, we find him

indistinct, ambiguous, and even contradictory ; and it is only
\

by applying the most favourable interpretation to his words

that we are able to allow him credit for any thing like a correct

opinion.

He says, that • the most appropriate office of logic (as science)

is that of instituting an analysis of the i^rocess of the mind in M^
reasoning," (p. 1 :) and again, that " the process (operation) <^^9
reasoning is alone the appropriate province of logic." (Pp. 13,

140.)

—

The process or operation of reasoning is thus the object- ^^
matter about which the science of logic is conversant. Xow, ajflii

definition which merely afiSrms that logic is the science which has9 F»

the process of reasoning for its object, is not a definition of this

science at all ; it does not contain the diflerential quahty by which

logic is discriminated from other sciences ; and it does not prevent
j

the most erroneous opinions (it even suggests them) from being

taken up in regard to its nature. Other sciences, as psychology

and metaphysic, propose for their object (among the otlier facul-

ties) the operation of reasoning, but this considered in its real'

nature : logic, on the contrary, has tlie same for its object, but

only in itsformal capacity ; in fact, it has, in propriety of speech,

nothing to do with the process or operation, but is conversant only

I
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with its laws. Dr Whately's definition, is thorotore, not only

incompetent, but delusive. It would confound logic and psycho-

logy and metapliysic, and occasion those very misconceptions in

regard to the nature of logic which other passages of the Elements,

indeed the general analogy of his work, show that it was not his

intention to sanction.

But Dr Whately is not only ambiguous ; he is contradictory.

We have seen, that, in some places, he makes the process of rea-

soning the adequate object of logic ; what shall we think when
vo tind, that, in others, he states that the total or adequate object

'f logic is langiuuje ? But, as there cannot be two adequate

ibjects, and as language and the operation of reasoning arc not

he same, there is therefore a contradiction. " In introducing,"

^ >ays, " the mention of language, previously to the definition of

_io, I have departed from established practice, in order that it

nay be clearly understood, that logic is entirely conversant about

anguage ; a truth which most writers on the subject, if indeed

hey were fully aware of it themselves, have certainly not taken

lue care to impress on their readers." * (P. 56.) And again :

—

Logic is wholly concerned in the use of language." (P. 74.)

The term logic (as also dialectic) is of ambiguous deriva-

ion. It may either be derived from A6yo; (hlixdero;), reason,

r our intellectual faculties in general ; or from A6yo; (-^go-

. .d;), speech or language, by which these are expressed. The
aeuce of logic may, in like manner, be viewed either :

—

V, as

j-dequately and essentially conversant about the former, (the

nternal y^oyo;, verbum mentale,) and partially and accidentally

bout the latter, (the external >^6yo;, verbum oris ;) or, 2°, as ade-

jiuately and essentially conversant about the latter, partially and

[ccidentally about the former.
' The first opinion has been held by the great majority of logi-

ians, ancient and modern. The second, of which some traces

laay be found in the Greek commentators of Aristotle, and in the

acre ancient Nominalists during the middle ages, (for the later

'iolastic Nominahsts, to whom this doctrine is generally, but

ely, attributed, held in reality the former opinion,) was only

illy developed in modern times by philosophers, of whom Hobbes

* Almost all logiciaus, however, impress upon their readers, that logic is

iiut, indeed, entirely, but) partially and secondarily occuiiied with language

- the vehicle of thought, about -nhich last it is adequately and primarily

iiversant.
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may be regarded as tlie principal. In making the analysis of the

operation of reasoning tlie appropriate oj^ce of logic, Dr Whalely

adopts the first of these opinions ; in making logic entirely con-

versant about language, he adopts the second. We can hardly,

however, believe that he seriously entertained this last. It is

expressly contradicted by Aristotle, {Analyt. Post. i. 10, § 7) ; it

involves a psychological hypothesis in regard to the absolute de-

pendence of the mental faculties on language, once and again

refuted, which we are confident that Dr Whately never could

sanction ; and, finally, it is at variance with sundry passages of

the Elements, where a doctrine apparently very different is

advanced. But, be his doctrine what it may, precision and

perspicuity are not the qualities we should think of applying
j

i

to it.

But if the Vice-Principal be an incompetent judge of what the

Principal has acliieved, he is a still more incompetent reporter

of what all other logicians have not. If he had read even a hun-

dredth part of the works it behoved him to have studied, before

being entitled to assert that Dr AVhately's " treatise is the only

one that has clearly displayed the true use and nature of logic,"

he has accomplished what not one of his brother dialecticians of

Oxford has attempted. But the assertion betrays itself : -x-xi/roT^ftoi

ti/x»6ux. To any one on a level with the literature of this science,

the statement must appear supremely ridiculous,—that the no-

tions held of the nature and use of logic in the Kantian, not to

say the Wolfian school, are less clear, adequate, and correct, than

those promulgated by Dr Whately.—A general survey, indeed,;

of the history of opinions on this subject Avould prove, that views

essentially sound were always as frequent, as the carrying oi,

these views into elfect was rare. Many, speculatively, recognised

principles of the science, which almost none practically applied tc

regulate its constitution.—Even the Scholastic logicians display

in general, more enlightened and profound conceptions of th(

nature of their science than any recent logician of this country

In their multifarious controversies on this matter, the diversity o

their opinions on subordinate points is not more remarkable, thai

their unanimity on principal. All their doctrines admit of

favourable interpretation ; some, indeed, for truth and precision

have seldom been equalled, and never surpassed. Logic they al

discriminated from psychology, metaphysic, &c. as a rational, no

a real.—as a formal, not a material science.—The few Avho hcl'

I
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tiie adequate object of logic to be thiiujit in general, held t]\U,

however, under the qualiHcation, that things in general were con-

t
isidercd by logic only as they stood under the general forms of

thought imposed on them by the intellect,

—

quatenns secxindis

latentionihiis snhstabant.—Those who maintained this object to be

the higher processes of thought, (three, two, or one,) carefully ex-

jilained, tliat the intellectual operations were not, in their own

nature, proposed to the logician,—that belonged to the psycholo-

liist,—but only in so far as they were dirigible, or the subject of

laws. The proivimate end of logic was thus to analyze the canons

nf thought ; its remote, to apply these to the intellectual acts.

—

Those, again, (and they formed the great majority,) who saw

tliis object in second notions,* did not allow that logic was con-

cerned with these second notions abstractly and in themselves,

l^that was the province of metaphysic.) but only in concrete as

[applied to first ; that is, only as they were the instruments and

regulators of thought.—It would require a longer exposition than

* The distinction (which we owe to the Arabians) oifirst and second notions,

(notiones, conceptus, intentiones, intellecta prima et secunda), is necessary to be

iinown, not only on its own account, as a highly philosophical determination,

but as the condition of any understanding of the scholastic pliilosoi)hy, old

and new, of which, especially the logic, it is almost the Alpha and Omega.
Yet, strange to say, the knowledge of this famous distinction has been long

lost in " the (once) second school of the church."—Aldrich's definition is

altogether inadequate, if not positively erroneous. Mr Hill and Dr VMiately,

tullowed by Mr Huyshe and the author of Questions on Logic, &c., miscon-

I live Aldrich, who is their only authorit}', if Aldricli understood himself, and

tlonnder on from one error to another, without even a glimpse of the light.

(/////, pp. 30—33; Whately, pp. 173—175; Huyslie, pp. 18, 19; Questions,

pp. 10, 11, 71.) (Of a surety, no calumny could be more unfounded, as now
applied to Oxford, than the " clamour,'''' of which Dr Whately is apprehen-

'^ive,
— '' the clamour against confining the human mind in the trammels of the

-1 nooLMEN !")—The matter is worth some little illustration ; we can spare

IK me, and must content ourselves with a definition of the terms.—A 7?r.s/

notion is the concept of a thing as it exists of itself, and independent of any

Hperation of thought ; as, John, Man, Animal, &c. A second notion is the

concept, not of an object as it is in reality, but of the mode under which it is

thought hg the mind; as, Individual, Species, Genus, &c. The former is the

concept of a thing,—reed,—immediate,—direct: the latter the concept of a

' "iicept.—fortnal,—mediate,—refiex. For elucidation of this distinction, and
ii- applications, it is needless to make references. The subject is copiously

neated by several authors in distinct treatises, but will l)e foinid coniiictcntly

' xphiiuod in almost all the older systems of logic and philosophy.
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we can afford, to do justice to these opinions,—especially to the

last. When properly understood, they will be found to contain,

in principle, all that has been subsequently advanced of any value

in regard to the object-matter and scope of logic.

Nothing can be more meagre and incorrect than Dr Whately's

sketch of the History of Logic. This part of his work, indeed,

is almost wholly borrowed from the poverty of xildrich. As

specimens :

—

Archytas,* by Whately as by Aldrich, is set down as in-

ventor of the Categories ; and this now exploded opinion is advan-

ced without a suspicion of its truth. The same unacquaintance

with philosophical literature and Aristotelic criticism is manifested

by every recent Oxford writer who has alluded to the subject.

We may refer to the Excerpta ex Organo, in usum Academicm

Juventutis,— to the Oxonia Purgata of Dr Tatham,— to Mr
Hill's Notes on Aldrich,—to Mr Husyshe's Logic,—and to the

Philosophy of Aristotle by Mr Hampden. This last, even makes

the Stagirite derive his moral system from the Pythagoreans

;

although the forgery of the fragments preserved by Stobaeus,

under the name of Theages, and other ethical writers of that

school, has now been for half a century fully established. They

stand likewise without an obelus in Dr Gaisford's respectable

edition of the Florilegium. [The physical treatises, also, as those

under the names of Ocellus Lucanus and Timaus Locrius, are

of the same character ; they are comparatively recent fabrications.]

Aristotle would be, indeed, the sorriest plagiary on record, were

the thefts believed of him by his Oxford votaries not false only,

but ridiculous. By Aldrich it is stated, as on indisputable evi-

* [On Archytas, I may refer the reader to three excellent monographs

:

by Navarrus (Copenhagen, 1820) ; by Hartenstein (Leipsic, 1833) ; and by
Gruppe (Berlin, 18i0).—The Metaphysical, Physical, and Ethical frag-

ments, written in the Doiic dialect, and bearing the name of Pythagorean

philosophers, are all, to a critical reader, obtrusively spurious, and on all,

this note has been superfluously branded by the German critics and histo-

rians of philosophj^ for above half a century. Mciners began, and nearly

,

accomplished, the exposition. Instead of Plato and Aristotle stealing their

'

philosophies from the Pythagoreans, and their thefts remaining, by a;

mii-acle, for centuries, unknown, and even unsuspected
; the forgers of these

;

more modern treatises have only impudently translated the doctrines of the

two philosophers into their supposititious Doric. Their non-exposure, at the!

time, is the strongest proof of the languid literature of the decline.]
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donee, that, wliile in Asia, he received a great part of liis j»liiluso-

jiliy from a learned Jew ;
* and this silly and long derided fable

even stands unconti-adicted in the Compendium to the present

(lay : while, by the Oxford writers at large, he is still supposed

to have stolen his Categories and Ethics (to say nothing of his

|ihysical doctrines) from the Pythagoreans. What would Schlcier-

iiiacher or Creuzer think of this !

In discriminating AristotWs merits in regard to logic, Dr
Whately, wc are sorry to say, is vague and incorrect.

" Xo science can be expected to make any considerable progress, wliicli is

nut cultivated on right principles. - - Tlie greatest mistakes have always

[prevailed respecting the nature of logic ; and its province has, in consequence,

jbeeu extended by many writers to subjects with Avhich it has no proper con-

inexion. Indeed, with the exception of Aristotle, (who is himself not entirely

lexempt from the errors in question,) hardly a writer on logic can be meii-

|tioued who has clearly perceived, and steadily kept in view throughout, its

jreal nature and object." (P. 2.)

On the contrary, so far is Aristotle,—so far at least are his

"gical treatises which still remain, (and these are, perhaps, few

(I the many that are lost,) from meriting this comparative eulo-

s'mm, that nine-tenths,—in fact, more than nineteen-twentieths,

uf these treat of matters, which, if logical at all, can be viewed

i- the objects, not of pi? re, but only of an applied logic; and we

lave no hesitation in affirming, that the incorrect notions which

lave prevailed, and still continue to prevail, in regard to the

nature and province of logic," are, without detraction from his

lorits, mainly to be attributed to the example and authority of

he Philosopher himself.—The book of Categories, as containing

III objective classitication of real things, is metaphysical, not logi-

al. The two books of Posterior Analytics, as solely conversant

ibout demonstrative or necessary matter, transcend the limits of

[he formal science ; and the same is true of the eight books of

Topics, as wholly occupied with probable matter, its accidents

111(1 applications. Even the two books of the Prior Analytics, in

vhich the pure syllogism is considered, are swelled with exti-a-

"gical discussions. Such, for example, is the whole doctrine of

he modality of syllogisms as founded on the distinction of pure,

* [The Jews have even made Aristotle a native Israelite,—bom at Jeru-

- in,—of the tribe of Benjamin,—and a Rabbi deep in the sacred books of

> nation. (Sec fJnrtoloccii BiJiliothrrn Rnhbinirn, f. i. />. 471, w/.) ]
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necessary, and contingent matter ;—the consideration of the real [

truth 07' falsehood of propositions, and the power so irrelevantly

attributed to the syllogism of inferring a true conclusion from i

false premises

;

—the distinction of the enthymeme, through the i

extraformal character of its premises, as a reasoning from signs J ;t

and probabilities ;—the physiognomic syllogism, &c. &c. The

same is true of the book On Enouncement ; and matters are even

worse with that on Fallacies, which is, in truth, only a sequel of

the Topics. If Aristotle, therefore, did more tban any other

philosopher for the progress of the science ; he also did more than

any other to overlay it with extraneous lumber, and to impede

its development under a precise and elegant form JMany of his

successors had the correctest views of tbe object and scope of

logic : and even among the schoolmen there were minds who

could have purified the science from its adventitious sediment,

had they not been prevented from applying their principles to

details, by the implicit deference then exacted to the precept and

practice of Aristotle.*

" It has been remarked," says Dr Whately, after Aldrich,

" that the logical system is one of those few theories which have

been begun and perfected by the same individual. The history

of its discovery, as far as the main principles of the science are

concerned, properly*commences and ends ^ith Aristotle." (P. 6.)

—In so far as " the main principles of the science are concerned,"

this cannot be denied. It ought, however, to have been stated jJ^fc

with greater qualification. x\ristotle left to his successors, mucli

to reject,—a good deal to supply,—and the whole to simphfy,

digest, and arrange.—In regard alone to the deficiencies

:

—If Dr;

Whately and the other Oxford logicians are right, (we think*

decidedly otherwise.) in adding the fourth syllogistic figure'

(which, by the way, none of them, from Aldrich downwards, eveij

hint to the under-graduates not to be of Aristotelic origin,) t\u\

Stagirite is wrong in recognising the exclusive possibility of th<;

other three {Analyt. Pr. i. 23, § 1 ;) and so far his system caii

'

* [M. Bartlielemy Saint- Ililaire, to wbom, amoiig many other valiiabl

Aristotelic labom-s of high taleut, we owe au excellent French trau.slation cj

«

the Organon, with copious notes and introductions, has combated this opi

uiou. (See the Preface to his first volume, especially pp. xvi—xx, cxlii.

I still, however, remain unconvinced ; though I cannot now detail my rea

sons.—Assuredly, I do not plead guilty to the eharge of disparaging tli

jxcnius of Ai-istotle : revorenring liim as the Prime of Philnsophprs.']
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hardly be affirmed by them to have been perfected by himself.

To say nothing of the five moods subsequently added by Theo-

jilirastus and Eudemus, the extensive and important doctrine of

Impotheticals,—a doctrine, in a great measure, peculiar and indo-

licndent,—was, probably, an original supplement by these philo-

sophers ;
previous to which, the logical system remained alto-

gether defective. [This requires some addition, and some modifi-

cation.]

The following is Dr "Whately's sketch of the fortune of Logic,

t'rom Aristotle down to the Schoolmen

:

—
•• The writings of Aristotle were not only absolutely lost to the world for

iliout two centuries, [many, if not most, were always extant,] but seem to

ia\e been but little studied for a long time after their recovery. An art,

iiiwever, of logic, derived from the principles traditionally preserved by his

lisciples, seems to have been generally known, and to have been employed
ly Cicero in his philosophical works ; but the pursuit of the science seems

n liave been abandoned for a long time. Early in the Christian era the

\ripatetic doctrines experienced a considerable revival ; and we meet with

he names of Galeu and Porphyry as logicians ; but it is not till the fifth

-ixth] century that Aristotle's logical works were translated into Latin by

he celebrated Boethius. Not one of these seems to have made any con-

iderable advances in developing the theory of reasoning. Of Galen's labours

ittle is known ; and Porphyry's principal work is merely on the Predicahles.

-Ve have little of the science till the revival of learning among the Arabians,

)y whom Aristotle's treatises on this as well as on other subjects were

agerly studied." (P. 7.)

In this sketch, Dr Whately closely follows Aldrich ; and how

itterly incompetent was Aldrich for a guide, is significantly

hewn by his incomparable (but still uncorrected) blunder of con-

t ounding Galen with Alexander of Aphrodisias ! " Circa annum

'hristi liO, interpretum princcps Galenus floruit, 'Elsjyjirijf, sive

*]xpositor, Kctr sloped;/, dictus/' Galen, who thus flourished at nine

'ars old, never deserved, never received the title of Tlie Com-
" iitator. This designation, as every tyro ought to know, was

\clusively given to Alexander, the oldest tmd ablest of the Greek

iterprcters of Aristotle, until it was afterwards divided with him

y Avorroes.—The names of Theophrastus and Eudemus, the

reat founders of logic after Aristotle, do not appear.—We say

othing of inferior logicians, but the Aphrodisian and Ammonius

fermice were certainly not less worthy of notice than Porphyry.

—

>f Galen's logical labours, some are preserved, and of others we

now not a little from his own information and that of others.
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AVhy is it not stated, here or elsewhere, thsit the fourth figure \ms

been attributed to Galen, and on what (incompetent) authority ?

—Nothing is said of the original logical treatises of Boethius,

though his work on Hjpotheticals is the most copious we possess.

—Had Dr AYhately studied the subject for himself, he would

hardly have failed to do greater justice to the Greek logicians.

What does he mean by saying, " we have little of the science till

the revival of learning among the Arabians ?" Are Averroes and

Avicenna so greatly superior to Alexander and Ammonius ?

Dr Whately, speaking of the Schoolmen, says :

—

" It may be sufficient to observe, that their fault did not lie in their dili-

gent study of logic, and the high value they set upon it, but in their utterly

mistaking the true nature and object of the science ; and by the attempt to II n

employ it for the purpose of physical discoveries, involving every subject in

a mist of words, to the exclusion of sound philosophical investigation. Their

errors may serve to account for the strong terms in which Bacon sometimes

appears to censure logical pui'suits ; but that this censure was intended to

bear against the extravagant perversions, not the legitimate cultivation, of
j

the science, may be proved from his own observations on the subject, in his

Advancement of LearningP (P. 8.)

It has been long the fashion to attribute every absurdity to the

schoolmen ; it is only when a man of talent, like Dr Whately,

follows the example, that a contradiction is worth while. The

Schoolmen, (we except always such eccentric individuals as Ray-

mond Lully,) had corrector notions of the domain of logic than

those who now contemn them, without a knowdedge of their Avorks.

They certainly did not " attempt to employ it for the purpose oi

physical discoveries," We pledge ourselves to refute the accusa-

tion, whenever any eifort is made to prove it ; till then, we mus

;

be allowed to treat it as a groundless, though a common calumnyi Jiil

—As to Bacon, we recollect no such reproach directed by hin||i««i

either against logic or against the scholastic logicians. On th-j I lii

contrary, '' Logic," he says, " does not pretend to invent sciencesjM lllii

or the axioms of sciences, but passes it over with a cuique i; wJiJR

sua arte credendmn." * And so say the Schoolmen ; and so sayBini

Aristotle.

* Advancement of Learning

:

—and similar statements, frequently occiu' i

the De Argiimentis and Novum Orgamim. The censure of Bacon, most pe ^J!

tinent to the point, is in the Orgamim^ Aph. 63. It is, however, directe- >

not against the Schoolmen, but exclusively against Aristotle ; it does not r' ir -m

probate any false theory of the nature and object of logic, but certain pra' j '?i

tical misapplications of it ; and, at any rate, it unly shows that Bacon ga* v '-k
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We are not satisfied with Dv Whately's strictures on Locke,

]Vi(tts, &c., but cannot afford the space necessary to explain our

\ lews. One mistake in relation to the former we shall correct, as

it can be done in a few words. After speaking of Locke's ani-

I'ladvcrsion on the syllogism, Dr Whately says :— " lie (Locke)

[iiesently after inserts an encomium upon Aristotle, in which he is

(([ually unfortunate ; he praises him for the ' invention of syllo-

gisms,' to which he certainly had no more claim than Linnaeus to

Ithe creation of plants and animals, or Harvey," &c. (P. 19.) In

^ihejirst place, Locke's words arc, " invention of forms of argu-

i Imentation," which is by no means convertible with " invention

r jof syllogisms," the phrase attributed to him. But if syllogism

j

had been the word, in one sense it is right, in another wrong.

i
" Aristotle," says Dr GilHes, " invented the syllogism," &c. ; and

I in that author's (not in Dr Whately's) meaning, this may be cor-

: rectly affirmed.—But, in the second place, Dr Whately is wrong

) in thinking, that the word " invention" is used by Locke, in the

• restricted sense in which it is now almost exclusively employed,

as opposed to discovery. In Locke and his contemporaries, to

say nothing of the older writers, to invent is currently used

for to discover. An example occurs in the sentence of Bacon

list quoted; and in this signification we may presume that

• invention" is here employed by Locke, as it was also thus

inploycd in French, by Leibnitz, in relation to this very passage

I if Locke.

But from the History, to proceed to the Science itself.

Turning over a few pages, we come to an error not peculiar to

I )r Whately, but shared with him by all logicians,—we mean the

Modality of propositions and syllogisms ; in other words, the

"cessity, possihility, &c., of their matter, as an object of logical

•onsideration.

It has always been our wonder, how the integrity of logic has

iiit long ago been purified from this metaphysical admixture.

Kant, whose views of the nature and province of the science were

•uliarly correct, and from whose acutencss, after that of Aris-

rlo, every thing might have been expected, so far from ejecting

lie Modahty of propositions and syllogisms, again sanctioned its

lie name of Dialectic to Ontology. Aristotle did not corrupt physics by logic,

lit by metaphysic. The Schoolmen have sins of their own to answer fur,

!c this, imputed to them, tlioy did not commit.
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right of occupancy, by deJucino; from it, as an essential element

of logical science, tlie last of his four generic categories, or funda-

mental forms of thought. Nothing, however, can be clearer, than

that this modality is no object of logical concernment. Logic is

a formal science ; it takes no consideration of real existence, or of

its relations, but is occupied solely about that existence and those

relations which arise through, and are regulated by, the condi-

tions of thought itself. Of the truth or falsehood of propositions,

in themselves, it knows nothing, and takes no account : all in logic

may be held true that is not conceived as contradictory. In rea-

soning, logic guarantees neither the premises nor the conclusion,

but merely the consequence of the latter from the former ; for a

syllogism is nothing more than the explicit assertion of the truth

of one proposition, on the hypothesis of other propositions being

true in which that one is implicitly contained. A conclusion may
thus be true in reality (as an assertion,) and yet logically false (as \

an inference.) *

But if truth or falsehood, as a material quality of propositions
|

and syllogisms be extralogical, so also is their modality. Neces-

sity, Possibility, &c., are circumstances which do not affect the

logical copula or the logical inference. They do not relate to the

connexion of the subject and predicate of the antecedent and

consequent as terms in thought, but as realities in existence

;

they are metaphysical, not logical conditions. The syllogistic

inference is always necessary ; is modified by no extraforraal

condition ; and is efj[ually apodictic in contingent as in necessary

matter. !

[In a certain sense, therefore, all logical inference is hypothetical^—\\j^q

thetically necessary ; and the hypothetical necessity of logic stands opposec

to absolute or simple necessity. The more recent scholastic philosopher

have well denominated these two species,—the necessitas consequentice an(

the tiecessitas consequentis. The former is an ideal ovformal necessity ;
th

inevitable dependence of one thought upon another, by reason of oin- intelli

gent nature. The latter is a real or material necessity ; the inevitable de

pendence of one thing upon another because of its own nature. The forme

is a logical necessity, common to all legitimate consequence^ whatever be tli

material modality of its objects. The latter is an extralogical necessity

over and above the syllogistic inference, and wholly dependent on ti.e moHj ^

dality of the matter consequent.—This ancient distinction, modern philosCi^B ^

phers have not only overlooked but confounded. (See contrasted the dodi^^H "i

trines of the Aphrodisian and of Mr Dugald Stewart, in Dissertations o^| •«

Reid, p. 701 a, note *.)] 1^1 ^
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If such introduction of metaphysical notions into logic bo once

admitted, there is no limit to the intrusion. This is indeed sho^vn

in the vacillation of Aristotle himself in regard to the number of

the modes. In one passage {De Interp. c. 12, § 1), he enumerates

four—the necessary, the impossible, the contingent, the possible

;

a determination generally receiAod among logicians. In another

(Ibid. § 9), he adds to these four modes two others, viz. the true,

and, consequently, the false. Some logicians have accoi-dingly

admitted, but exclusively, these six modes ; his Greek interpreters,

however, very properly observe, (though they made no use of the

observation), that Aristotle did not mean by these enumerations to

limit the number of modes iofour or six, but thought only of sig-

nalising the more important. [In general, indeed, as I previously

stated, he speaks only of the necessary and contingent. {Anal.

passim.)] Modes may be conceived without end ;—as the certain^

the proboMe, the useful, the good, the jusl,—and what not ? All,

however, must be admitted into logic if any are : the line of dis-

tinction attempted to be drawn is futile. Such was the confusion

and intricacy occasioned by the four or two modes alone, that the

doctrine of modals long formed, not only the most useless, but the

most difficult and disgusting branch of logic. It was, at once, the

criterium et crux ingenioriim. " De modali non gustabit asinus,"

>aid the schoolmen ;
" Be modali non gustabit logicus," say we.

This subject was only perplexed because different sciences were

confounded in it ; and modals ought to be entirely, on principle,

(as they have been almost entirely in practice,) relegated from the

domain of logic, and consigned to the grammarian and metaphy-

sician. This was, indeed, long ago, obscurely perceived by a pro-

found but now forgotten thinker. " Pronunciata ilia," says Vivos,

• quibus additur modus, non dialecticam sod grammaticam quses-

tionem habent." Ramus also felt the propriety of their exclusion,

though equally unable to explicate its reasons.*

* [M. Barthelemy Saint-Hilaire {Logique d^Aristote, T. I. Pre/, p. Ixv.)

says :
—" Thdophraste et Eudeme, dont on invoque rautorite, avaicnt com-

battu sur plusieurs points la theorie de la modalite ; ils en avaicnt change

quelques regies ; mais ils I'avaient admise comme partie intogrante de la

theorie generale. Depuis eux, nul logicien n'a pretendu la siipi)rinier. M.
Hamilton est jusqn'a present le seul, si Ton excepte Lanrentiiis Valla, au

XV* siecle, qui ait propose ce retranchement."—Valla, -whose Dialectica I take

shame for overlooking, certainly does reject modals, as a species of logical

proposition ; but on erroneous grounds. He confounds formal with materia!

necessity
; and alleges no valid reason for the retrenchment. The reduction

K
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Dr Whately has very correctly stated :

—

" It belongs exclusively to a syllogism, properly so called, (/. e. a valid

argument, so stated that its conclusiveness is evident from the mere form of

the expression,) that if letters, or any other unmeaning symbols, be substi-

tuted for the several tenus, the validity of the argument shall still be evi-

dent." (P. 37.)

Here logic appears, in Dr Whately's exposition, as it is in truth,

a distinct and self-sufficient science. What, then, are we to think

of the following passages ?

—

" Should there be no sign at all to the common term, the quantity of the

proposition, (which is called an Indefinite proposition,) is ascertained by the

matter; i. e. the nature of the connection between the extremes, which is

either Necessary, Impossible, or Contingent," &c., &c. (P. 64.)—" As it

is evident, that the truth or falsity of any proposition (its quantity and qua-

lity being knovni) must depend on the matter of it, we must bear in mind,

that, in necessari/ matter all affirmatives are true^ and negatives false ; in

impossible matter^ vice versa ; in contingent matter, all universals false, and
\

particulars true : e. g. ' all islands, (or, some islands,) are siUTOunded by <

water,' must be true, because the matter is necessary: to say ' no islands, or

some

—

not^ &c., would have been false : again, ' some islands are fertile,'
\

' some are not fertile,' are both true, because it is Contingent Matter : put j

' a//,' or ' HO,' instead of ' some^ and the propositions "nill be fialse," el-c, &c. i

(P. 67.)
j

In these passages, (which, it is almost needless to say, are only
'

specimens of the common doctrine,) logic is reduced from an inde-

pendent science to a scientific accident. Possible, impossible, neces- \

sari/^ and contingent matt'er, are terms expressive of certain lofty
|

generahsations from an extensive observation of real existence ; and
j

logic, inasmuch as it postulates a knowledge of these generahsa-

!

tions, postulates its own degradation to a precarious appendage,— i

to a fortuitous sequel, of all the sciences from which that knowledge

;

must he borrowed. If in syllogisms, " unless unmeaning symbols

'

can be substituted for the several terms, the argument is either

unsound or sophistical;"—why does not the same hold good in'

propositions, of which syllogisms are but the complement? But'

of the Necessai'y and Contingent to the Apodictic and Problematic is modern,

and, I think, eiTOncous. For all the neccssarij is not apodictic or demonstrable .-1

and the contingently by no means convertible with the doubtful or problematic
;

There is here also a mixing of the subjective with the objective. In my view'

modes are only material atfections of the predicate, or, it may be, of tht'

subject ; and those which, from their generality, have been contemplated iij

logic, may, I think, be reduced to the relation of genus and species, and thet:

consecution, thereby, recalled to the utmost simplicity.—I agree with M)

Mansel, (Pref. p. ii.), if I do not misapprehend him.]
'

'.
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A, and B, and C, know nothing of the necessary, impossible, ron-

tingent. Is logic a formal science in one chapter, a real science

in another ? Is it independent, as a constitntcd whole ; and yet

dependent, in its constituent parts ?

AVc cannot pass without notice Dr AVhately's employment of

the term Argument. This word he defines, and professes to use

in a "strict logical sense;" and gives us, moreover, under a dis-

tinct head, a formal enumeration of its other various significations

) !in ordinary discourse. The true logical acceptation of the term,

he, however, not only does not employ, but even absolutely over-

;.
looks; while, otherwise, his list of meanings is neither well discri-

s
minated, nor at all complete. We shall speak only of tlie logical

omission and mistake.

Reasoning (or discourse) expressed in words is argument; and an argu-

nt stated ctt full length., and in its regular form, is called a si/llogistn; the

' [third part of logic, therefore, treats of the syllogism. Every argument con-

'; jsists of two parts; that which is proved; and that by means of irhich it is

;' Iproved," &c. And in a note on this :
—" I mean, in the strict technical

"' Jsense ; for, in popular use, the word Argument is often employed to denote

P'' the latter of these two parts alone : e. g. this is an argument to prove so and
i' so," &c. (P. 72.)

Now, the signification, here (not quite correctly) given as the

"popular use" of the term, is nearer to the "strict technical

sense" than that which Ur Whately supposes to be such. In

technical propriety argument cannot be used for argumentation,

as he thinks,—but exclusively for its middle term. In this mean-

ing the word (though not with uniform consistency) was employed

by Cicero, Quintilian, Boethius, &c. ; it was thus subsequently

jsed by the Latin Aristotelians, from whom it passed even to the

Ramists ;
* and this is the meaning which the expression always,

prst and most naturally, suggests to a logician. Of the older dia-

ecticians, Crackanthorpe is the only one we recollect, who uses,

ind professes to use, the word not in its strict logical signification,

^' out with the vulgar as convertible with Reasoning. In vindicat-

"7 ng his innovation, he, however, misrepresents his authorities,

u, Sanderson is, if we remember, rigidly correct. The example of

* Ramus, in his definitions, indeed, abusively extends tlie word to botli

e other terms ; the middle he calls the tertium argumentum. Tin-oughout

;
jis writings, however,—and the same is true of those of his friend Talanis,

—

rgumentum, without an adjective, is uniformly the word used for th*» middh-

erm of a syllogism
; and in this he is followed hy the Ramists and Semi-

lamists in general.
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Crackanthorpe, and of some French Cartesians, may have seduced

Wallis ; and Wallis's authority, with his own ignorance of logical-

propriety, determined the usage oiAldrich—and of Oxford.—We
say again Aldrich's ignorance ; and the point in question supphes

a significant example. " Terminus tertius [says he] cui quses-

tionis extrema comparantur, Aristoteli Argumentum, vulgo Me-

dium." The reverse would be correct :
—

" Aristoteli Medium,

vulgo Argumentum." This elementary blunder of the Dean,

corrected by none, is repeated by nearly all his epitomators,

expositors, and imitators. It stands in Hill (p. 118)—in Huyshe

(p. 84)—in the Questions on Logic (p. 41)—and in the Key to

the Questions (p. 101); and proves emphatically, that, for a cen-

tury and a half, at least, the Organon (to say nothing of other

logical works) could have been as little read in Oxford as the
,

Targum or Zendavesta.

A parallel to this error is Dr Whately's statement, that " the

Major Premiss is often called the Principle." (P. 25.) The major ji

premise is often called the Projyosition ; never the Principle. A
,

principle may, indeed, be a major premise ; but we make bold
;

to say, that no logician ever employed the term Principle as a :

synonyme for major premise.
i

Speaking of the Dilemma, Dr Whately says :
—" Most, if not

all, writers on this point, either omit to tell, whether the Dilemma

is a kind of conditional gr of disjunctive argument, or else refer

it to the latter class, on account of its having one disjunctive pre-

miss ; though it clearly belongs to the class of conditionals." (P.

100.) Most, if not all, logical writers, do not omit to tell this,

but Dr Whately, we fear, has omitted to consult them ; and thej

opinion he himself adopts, so far from being held by few or none,

has been, in fact, long the catholic doctrine. For every one logi-

cian, during the last century, who does not hold the dilemma tc^

be a conditional syllogism, we could produce ten who do.

Dr Whately,—indeed all tlie Oxford logicians,—adopts tli(,

inelegant division of the Hypothetical proposition and syllogisn

into the Conditional and Disjunctive. This is wrong in itseli

The name of the genus should not, without necessity, be con

founded with that of a species.- But the terms Hypothetica

and Conditional are in sense identical, differing only in the lar'

guage from which they are taken. It is likewise wrong on tli

score of authority : for the words have been used as synonymoi

by those logicians who, independently of the natural identit
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of the terms, were best entitled to regulate tlieir conventional

use.—Boethius, the first among the Latins who elaborated this

[lart of logic, employs indifferently the terms hypotheticus, condi-

tionalis, non simplex, for the genus, and as opposed to catego-

ricus or s^implex; and this genus he divides into the Propositio

vi Syllogismus conjunctivi (called also conjuncti, connexi, per con-

ncxionem,) equivalent to Dr Whately's Conditionals; and into the

Pi'opositio et Syllogismus disjunctivi (also disjuncti, per disjunc-

tlonem.) Other logicians have employed other, none better, terms

of distinction ; bnt, in general, all who had freed themselves of

the scholastic slime, avoided the needless confusion to which we
object.

But, to speak now of Ilypotheticals in their Aristotelic mean-

ing, Dr AVhately says :

—

'• Aldricli has stated, through a mistake, that Aristotle uttei'ly despised

hypothetical syllogisms, and thence made no mention of them ; but he did

indicate his intention to treat of them in some part of his work, which either

tvas not completed by him according to his design, or else (in common with

iiauy of his writings) has not come doAvn to ns." (P. 104.)

Any ignorance of Aristotle on the part of Aldrich is con-

•oivable, but in his censure Dr Whately is not himself correct.

With the other Oxford logicians, he never suspects the IvT^y^oyiafiol

I v'7:-oSiai6i! of Aristotle and our hypothetical syllogisms, not to

)0 the same. In this error, which is natural enough, he is not

vithout associates even of distinguished name. Those versed

II Aristotelic and logical literature are, however, aware, that

his opinion has been long, if not exploded, at least rendered

xtremely improbable. AVe cannot at present enter on the sub-

<ct, and must content ourselves with stating, that hypothetical

yllogisms, in the present acceptation, were first expounded,

nd the name first apphed to them by Theophrastus and Eude-

.us. The latter, indeed, clearly discriminated such hypothetical

yllogisms from those of Aristotle ; and, what has not, we beheve,

en observed, even Boethius expressly declares the 2vAXoy/(7^dj i^

-'.'/h.oyU; of the philosopher to be really categorical, while in i-e-

ard to the l.v-K>.oytay.6i sigro ccovvxtou, there is no ground of doubt,

he only reason for hesitation arises from the passage, (Ancdyt.

*r. i. 44, § 4,) in which it is said, that there are many other syl-

'i^isms concluding by hypothesis, and those the philosopher pro-

lises to discuss. Of what nature these were, we have now Jio
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means even of conjecture. If we judge from Aristotle's notion of

hypothesis, and from the syllogisms he calls by that name, ^m-

should infer that they had no analogy to the hypotheticals of

Theophrastus ;
* and it will immediately be seen, that a complete

revolution in the nomenclature of this branch of logic was eifected

subsequently to Aristotle. We may add, that no reliance is to

be placed in the account given by Pacius of the Aristotelic doc-

trine on this point : he is at variance with his own authorities, and

has not attentively studied the Greek logicians.

So far we state only the conclusions also of others. The fol-

lowing observation, as farther illustrating this point, will probably

surprise those best qualified to judge, by its novelty and paradox.

It must appear, indeed, at first sight, ridiculous to talk, at the

present day, of discoveries in the Organon. The certainty of the

fact is, however, equal to its improbability. The term Categorical

(KUTYiyoqiKo;), applied to proposition or syllogism, in contrast to

Hypothetical (vTroderDco-), we find employed in all the writings ex-

tant of the Peripatetic School, subsequent to those of its founder.

In this acceptation it is universally applied by the interpreters of

Aristotle, up to the Aphrodisian ; and previously to him, we cer-

taily know that it was so used by Theophrastus and Eudemus.

Now, no logician, we believe, ancient or modern, has ever re-

marked, that it was not understood in this signification by the

,

philosopher himself.f The Greek commentators on the Organon,

* []VI. Barthelemy Saint-Hilaire (Logique DWristote, T. I. Pref. p. Ix.

sq. and T. IV. Top. i. 8, 9, notes) has done me the honour to controvert this

opinion, and contends that the Hypothetical syllogisms of Aristotle, are the

same with those which from Theophrastus have descended to us under that;

- name. But however ingenious his arguments, to me they are not con-|'

vincing ; and to say nothing of older authorities, he has also against him Di'

Waitz, the recent and very able editor of the Organon in Germany.—I an

now, indeed, more even than formerly, persuaded, that our hypotheticals an.

not the reasonings from hypothesis of the father of logic ; for I think it cai

be shewn, that our hypothetical and disjunctive sjilogisms are m\\j immedi

(ife inferences, and not therefore entitled, in Aristotelic language, to the styL'

of syllogisms at all.]

t [M. Peisse, in his extensive logical reading, has found the followini;

unexclusive, though merely incidental, observation by the thrice learn&:

dcrard John Vossius

:

—" Isusquam in Aristotele syllogismus categoricu

npponitur hypothetico." (De Natura Artium, L. iv. c. 8, § 8 )—I have als'

met with an earlier authority, in Cardanus; but he states only that Axis

fntle verv frequcntiv uses cntegoric for qffij-mative, not that lie always dodjBi'^l
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indeed, once and again observe, in particular places, that the
term categorical is there to be interpreted ajinnative ; but none
lias made the general observation, that it was never applied by
Aristotle in the sense in which it was exclusively usurped by
themselves. But so it is. Throughout the Organon there is not

to be found a single passage, in which categorical stands

opposed to hypothetical, (11 vTrodiaiug) ; there is not a single

passage in which it is not manifestly in the meaning of affirma-
tive, as convertible with x«T«<paT<xoV, and opposed to «9ro(p«r<xof

and aTior,Tix.6;. Xor is the induction scanty. In the Prior Analy-
tics alone, the Avord occurs at least eighty-five times.—Nay,
farther ; as this never was, so there is another term always em-
ployed by Aristotle in contrast to his syllogisms by hypothesis.

The syllogisms of this class, (whether they conclude by agreement,

or through a recluctio ad ahsurdum,) he uniformly opposes to

those which conclude luKTiKug, ostensirely ; and the number of

passages in which this opposition occurs are not a few.— Catego-

rical, in our signification, is thus not of Aristotehc origin. The
change in the meaning of the term was undoubtedly, we think,

introduced by Theophrastus. The marvel is, that no logician or

commentator has hitherto signalized the contrast between the

Aristotehc signilication of the word, and that which has subse-

(piently prevailed.*

We may allude (we can do no more) to another instance, in

wliich Aristotle's meaning has been almost universally mistaken

;

;uid to the authority of this mistake we owe the introduction of

an illogical absurdity into all the systems of logic. We refer to

the Enthymeme.—On the vulgar doctrine this is a species of rea-

soning, distinguished from the syllogism proper, by having one or

"ther of its premises, not expressed, but understood; and this

! -tinction, without a suspicion either of its legitimacy or origin,

{Contr. Log. Ixxiv.) With tlicse individual and partial exceptions, the

-ncral statement in the text stands good.

Boethius, I think, has greatly contributed to this confusion of the terms.

In Ills versions from the Organon, he uniformly translates Aristotle's Konn-

yooiKo; (affirmative,) hy prcedicativus ; and Aristotle's KUTxipotriicos, (a mere

yiionyrae,) ciffirmativns : whereas, in his original writings, he uses tlie term

'iifdicativus for x-uTrr/o^tMi, in the post-Aristotelic signification.— . !/«//(/?/«,

'• the contrary, (followed by Cassiodorus and Isidore of Sevil/c.) always em-
ys dcdicativus in opposition to abdicativus ; and prtrdicatiius m i)\\\iij!^ii\in\

'onditiono/is. And rightly. (De Dogm. Plat. 1. iii.)]

' [See note (t) to p. 15fi.]
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is fathered on the Stagirite.—The division of syllogism and cn-

tliymeme, in this sense, would involve nothing less than a dis-

crimination of species between the reasoning of logic and tlie

reasoning of ordinary discourse ; syllogism being the form pecu-

liar to tlie one, enthymeme that appropriate to the other.—Nay,

even this distinction, if admitted, would not avail ; syllogism and

enthymeme being distinguished as two intralogical forms of argu-

mentation. Those who defend the distinction are thus driven

back on the even greater absurdity,— of establishing an essential^

difference of form, on an accidental variety of expression,^—of

maintaining that logic regards the accident of the external lan-

guage, and not the necessity of the internal thought. This, at'

least, is not the opinion of Aristotle, who declares :
—" Syllogism]

and Demonstration belong not to the outivard discourse, but to

the discourse which passes in the mind

:

— Ot- -tt^os tov s^m Xoyov i/

d'TTolst^i;, tx.'K'Ax. Tr^os zov kv rn -^^vxy)' i'^i'i ov^s ovTChoyiaiAoi;^ (Allttlyt. JPost

i. 10, § 7.)—But if the distinction, in its general nature, be unphi-i

losophical, it is still more irrational at the hands of its reputed

author. For Aristotle distinguishes the enthymeme from th(i

mere syllogism, as a reasoning of a pecuhar matter,—from sign.i

and likelihoods; so that, if he over-and-above discriminated thesi

by an accident of form, he would divide the genus by tiuo differl

ences, and ditferences of a merely contingent association. Yel

strange to say, this improbability has been believed ;—believe'

without any cogent evidence ;—believed from the most ancier

times ; and even when the opinion was at last competently refutec

the refutation was itself so immediately forgotten, that ther

seems not to be at present a logical author (not to say iuEnglancj

but) in Europe, who is even aware of the existence of the contrci

versy.*
j

A discussion of the question would exceed our Hmits. F<'

those who may wish to study the point, we may briefly indica'

tlie sources of information ; and these, though few, will be foun

Ave think, to be exhaustive. :

Towards the conclusion of the fifteenth century, the celebrat,

Rodolphus Agricola, (f 1485,) in his posthumous book, De Inve\

tione Dialectica, recognises it as doubtful, whether Aristotle meal

* In this country, some years ago, the question was stated in a popuf.;.

miscellany, Avith his usual ability, by a learned friend to whom we poin'jl

out the evidence ; but none of the subsequent Avriters have profited by

information.
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to discriminate tlie Enthynicine from the Syllogism, by any pet-u-

liarity of form ; and Phri^sonins in his Scholia on that book,

[lo23), shows articulately, that the common opinion was at

variance with the statements of the Philosopher. Without, it is

probable, any knowledge of Phrissemius, the matter was discussed

by Majoragius, in his Beprehensiones contra Nizolium, and his

E.rplanationes in Aristotelis Rhetoricam,—the latter in J 572.

Twenty-five years thereafter, Julins Pacius (who was not appa-

rently aware of either) argued the whole question on far broader
- iri'ounds; and, in particular, on the authority of four Greek

MSS., ejected as a gloss the term drixvis {iniperfectus), {Analyt.

Pr. ii. 27, § 3,) on which the argument for the common doctrine

mainly rests; which has been also silently done by the Berlin

Academicians, in their late splendid edition of Aristotle's works,

on two of the three MSS. of the Orgauon, on which they found.

We may notice, that the blasters of Louvain, in their commen-
tary on the logical treatises of Aristotle (1535), observe, that " the

word imperfectus is not to be found in some codices, but that it

Miight to be supplied is shewn, both by the Greek [printed]

copies and by the version of Boethius." Scaynus, in his Para-
p/irasis in Organum (1599), adopts the opinion without arguing

ft I
the question ; and ho does not seem to have been aware even of

I, 1
the Commentary of Pacius, published three years before. About

efe 1620, Corydaleus, bishop of Mitylene, who had studied in Italy,

,.,
.

I maintained in his Lor/ic the opinion of Pacius, but without addi-

tional corroboration; though in his Rhetoric (reprinted by Fabri-

i

,
cius, in the Bihliotheca Grcvca), he adheres to the vulgar doctrine,

[Becrnianus {Orig. 1608 and Manuel. 1626,) and Heumanmis
{Poec. 1729,) have nothing new or determinate, though they

moot the question.] In 1724, Facciolati expanded the argument

of Pacius—(for he, as the others, was ignorant of Scaynus, Ma-
joragius, Phrissemius, Agricola, &c., and adds nothing of his own
except an error or two)—into a special Acroama : but his elo-

quence was not more effective than the reasoning of his predeces-

sors; and the cpiestion again fell into complete oblivion. Any one

who competently reargues the point, will have both to supply

and to correct.*

* For example.—Pacius (whom Facciolati, by rhetorical hyperbole, pro-

nounces— '• Aristotelis Interpres, ([iiot sunt, nuot t'lienuit. quotfine t'lituri

sunt, longe prasstantissimus,") establishes it as one of the main pillars of hi.>

argument, that the O'rfirk intcrprrfrra rfifi tint firhiinulr'lqr thf term ciTt?^>}(:—
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We proceed to consider a still more important subject—the

nature of the Inductive inference ; and regret that we cannot

" quoniam Jobaunes Grammaticns hie niiUam ejus mentionem facit ; et tarn

ipse, quam Alesauder, superiori libro, explicautes definitionem svUogismi

ab Aristotele traditam, ac tlistingiientes syllogisraiim ab argumentatione con-

stante ex una propositioiie, noii vocant Iianc argumentationem cnt/ii/mema,

sed syllogismura f/.ovoT^vjfifixrov.''^ (Comm. in Analyt. Pr. ii. 27, § 3.)—Pacius

is completely wi-ong.— Philopouus, or rather Ammouius Hemiiae, on the

place in question {Anal. Pr. ii. c. 27, § 3,) states, indeed, (as far as we recol-

lect, for om- copy of his Commentary is not at hand,) nothing to the point.

[On since referring to the passage, we find that too much had been conceded.

M. Peisse, too, notices its uTelevancy.] The fallacy of such negative evi-

dence is however shown in his exposition of the Posterior Analytics, where

he says;—"
'Ej/^v^/i^tist 3s iiQ-zirui, cctto roi Kcc-roi'hifc'T^oe.uuu tu <ju luSvf/SiuSett

Tviu /.iiciv Trfiorde.ai'j.'''' (f. 4. a. Edit. Aid. 1534.) Ammonius also. On the five

icords of Porphyry (f. 5 a, ed. Aid. 1546) expressly defines the Enthymeme
—" A syllogism with one proposition une.rpressed ; hence called an imperfect

syllogism." How inaccurate, moreover, Pacius is in regard to the stUl higher

authority of Alexander, (whose interpretation of the second book of the •

Prior Analytics, which contains the passage in question, is stOl in MS., and
'

probably spmlous,) may be seen by his Commentary on the first book of the

Prior Analytics, (f. 7. a. b. Edit. Aid. 1534,) compared with his Commentary

on the Topics, (pp. 6, 7, Edit. Aid. 1513.) This last we shall quote. He
is speaking of Ailstotle's definition of the Syllogism:—" TiSivrau" 8s

iT'TTSv dX'h ov " T e d i V T J," &j? Tt!/£; ccS,iov(jtu, at nu/as I/O I rov 'hiyov,—cm f/.i/ihii)

(jv'h'Koyi^'iKug oi k'jog rsdiyrog dst!ivv~cti,ci'K'h sk. Zvo to' £7i«;^«7T61/. Oil; yoi^ 6t

"TTt^t AuriTTHT^ou (Tarsensem T\Tiumve '?) ft, o v o'K ri f/. y^ »t o v g avTO^oytafAOV^

"hkywarj, ovk titrl avXKoyi<ry,ol^ «>iX' Ivhiug s^uruvrut. — - Toioiroi Si siai H !li

x,xi oi pnio^fKol avXhoyiufAol, ovg l v 6 v
f^. '/j ft oe, t oe, 'h'iyof/.iw y.ccl yoL^ iv ey.styois H-fi

ooKii yiyuiodcti S/os /t*'^? 'TT^OTXaiUi avXhoyiafiog, tu rviv krs^oiv yva^iftov omet» H ^

ifTTO ^iKocara:/, vj ruv tiK^octruv Trqoijrl&irs&a.i olov, n. t. A. - — Ato ovii OJ jl>(l/

roioiJTOt KV^i'u; avT^'hoytafiol, dXhoi to o'hO'j, priTOQix.ol av'h'hoyKjf^oi. 'E^ uy out jH ^

t4)j yuu^tf4,6'j lari to Trccooty^siTrofiivov, ovx, sariv s'ttI Toincav oiou rs rov o< ivdvfc^- H h

fietrog yiyviadxt avXhoyiaf/M' x.x\ yxn -aou cctt kv-ov roi 0'j6f/.c/,To; dvh.y^oyiaf/.og ^k-\

avv&idiv ri'ju, 'Koyuv Ioiks (!riy.oi.iviiv O)aivio y^etl 6 avfi\pyi(pi<T,u6;, 4"i<F'J''-—From
these passages, (which are confirmed by the anonymous Greek author of the

book " Touchiug Syllogisms,") it is manifest against Pacius :—1°, Tliat the

' Ev6i>fi^fi» was used by the oldest commentators on Ailstotle in the modem
signification, as a syllogism of one expressed premise ; and, 2°, That the

av'K'Aoyiaff.o; fiO!/o?,vjfif<,ci~o; was not a term of the Ai'istotelian, but of the

Stoical School. This appears clearly from Sextus Empiricus, (Inst. ii. § 167
;

;

Contra JNIath. viii. § 443 ; ed. Fabr.) Boethius, and all the later Greek logi

cians, (A\ith the partial variation of Magentiuus and Pachymeres.) also' J i

favom- the common opinion. Their authority is, however, of little weight, i

and the general result of the argimient stands unaftected.—In these errors, it, jl j.

is needless to say, that Pacius is followed by Corydaleus and Facciolati. 1 1 h^

[I may here annex a general statement of the various meanings in wliich

the term Enthymeme has been employed; and though I cannot tarry to give
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(.cho the praises that have been bestowed on Dr Whatoly's

analysis of this process. We do not, indeed, know the logician

articulate references to the books in which the several opinions are to

he found, this I think will exhibit a far completer view of the multiform sig-

iiitications of the word than is clsc^\hcre to be found.

These meanings may be first distributed intofour categories, according as

tlie word is employed to denote :— I. A thought or proposition in general;—
II. -l proposition, part of a syllogism

;

—III. .1 syllogism of some peculiar

ntntter

;

—IV. A syllogism of an unexpressed part.

I.—^Enthymeme denotes a thought or proposition :

1. Of any hind.—See Cicero, Dlonysius of Halicarnassns, Demetrius, Quin-

tilian, Sopater, and one of the anonymous Scholiasts on Hermogenes.

;?. (f any hind, with its reason annexed.—See Aristotle, Quintilian.

3. Of imagination or feeling, as opposed to intellection.—Isocrates, Author of

the Rhetoric to Alexander, the Hallcarnassiail.

I , Inventive.—Xenophon.

.1. Facetious, witty, antithetic.—Quintilian, Juvenal, Agellius.

II.—Entliymeme denotes a proposition, part of a syllogism :

1. Any one proposition.—Held by Neocles (?) ; See Quintilian, Scholiast on

Hennogenes, Greek author of the Prolegomena Statuum, Matthseus Cam-
ariota.

-. Conclusion of an Epichirema.— Hermogenes, Scholiast on Hermogenes,

Piufus, Greek author of the Rhetorical Syuopticon, Maximus Planudes,

(icorgius Pletho, M. Camariota.

This category it is impossible always rigorously to distinguish from IV.

HI.—Enthymeme denotes a syllogism of a certain matter:

1 . Rhetorical of any hind.—Aristotle, Curius Fortunatianus, Ilarpocratian,

Scholiast on Hermogenes, M. Camariota.

L'. From consequents, or from opposites—rejmgnants, contraries, dissimilars,

sc.—Cicero, Quintilian, Hermogenes, Apsines, Julius Rufinianus.

'.''. (Leaving that from consequents to be called Epichirema,) /)-o/« opposites

alone.—Cornificius, Author of the Rhetoric to Herennius, Quintilian,

Hermogenes, Apsines.

' From signs and likelihoods.—Aristotle's special doctrine.

IV.—Enthjoiieme denotes a syllogism in ivhich there is unexpressed:—
a) 1. One or two propositions.—So Victorinus in Cassiodorus. See also

Cicero, Quintilian and Boethius.

1

1 ) One proposition ; and here :— *

L'. Any proposition.—Held by Neocles (?) Quintilian, and the Greek author

^

of the Prolegomena Rhetorica ; see also Scholiast on Hermogenes and G.

[
I Pletho. Aristotle and Demetrius allow this, as a frequent accident of

'

I

rhetorical syllogisms.

•". Either premise.—This is the common doctrine of the Greek logicians, fol-

lowing Alexander and Ammonius, and followed by the Arabians, and of

the Schoolmen following Boethius, Cassiodorus, Isidore of Seville, and the

Arabians. It is al^o the doctrine of the moderns. All these parties

agree in fathering it on the Stagirite.

I The major premise
; (the non-expression of tlif minor lieiiig allowed I"
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Avho has clearly defined the proper character of dialectical induc-

tion, and there are few who have not in the attempt been guilty

of the grossest blunders. Aristotle's doctrine on this point,

though meagre, is substantially correct ; but succeeding logicians,

in attempting to improve upon their master, have only corrupted

what they endeavoured to complete. As confusion is here a prin-

cipal cause of error, we must simplify the question by some pre-

liminary distinctions and exclusions.

The term Induction (l^acywy.?) has been employed to denote

three very different things :— 1"^,- The objective process of inves-

tigating individual facts, as preparatory to illation ;—2°, A mate-

rial illation of the universal from the singular, warranted either

by the general analogies of nature, or by special presumptions

afforded by the object-matter of any real science ;—3°. Aformal

illation of the universal from the individual, as legitimated solely

by the laws of thought, and abstract from the conditions of this

or that particular matter.

That the Jirst of these, an inventive process or process of di

covery, is beyond the sphere of a critical science, is manifest ; nor

has Induction, in this abusive application of the term, been ever,

arrogated to Logic. By logicians, however, the second and third.

have been confounded into one, and, under every pliasis of rais-c

conception, treated as a simple and purely logical operation.,'

Yet nothing can be clearer than that these constitute two separate'

operations, and that the second is not properly a logical processj

at all. In logic, all inference is determined rationeformes, the!

the common si/llogism.) —This is held by two Greek logicians,—Lee

Mageiitinus aud Georgius Pachymeres. (By the way I may notice that:

Saxius is wrong in carrying up the former to the seventh century ; for Lee'

could not be older than the ninth, seeing that he quotes Psellus.) Th(

same opinion I find maintained by Cai'daniis ; but on a misinterpretatioi

of Averroes.

6. The conclusion.—The doctrine of Ulpian the commentator of Demosthenes

of Minucianus, and of a Scholiast on Hermogenes. Though this, as ai'

exclusive opinion, be not riglit, modern logicians are still farther wrong!

in then- otherwise erroneous doctrine of Enthymeme, for not recognisin;;

as a third order, the nou- expression of the conclusion; since this i

an ellipsis of the very commonest in our practice of reasoning. Keeker:

manuus, indeed, (ignorant of the ancient doctrine,) while admitting thi

practice, expressly refuses to it the name of Entlnnneme.
^

6. Two propositions.—This opinion might seem to be held by some of tli

authorities under category 11.

]
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conclusion being necessarily implied in the very conception of the

premises. In this second Induction, on the contrary, the illation

is effected vl materke, on grounds not involved in the notion of its

antecedent. To take, for example, Dr Whately's instance : Tlio

naturalist who, from the proposition—" Ox, sheep, deer, goat,

(t. e. some horned animals,) ruminate," infers the conclusion—
" All horned animals ruminate," may be warranted in this pro-

cedure by the material probabiHties of his science ; but his illation

is formally, is logically vicious. Here, the inference is not neces-

sitated by the laws of thought. The some of the antecedent, as

it is not thought, either to contain or to constitute, so it does not

mentally determine, the all of the consequent ; and the reasoner

must transcend the sphere of logic, if he would attempt to vindi-

cate the truth of his conclusion. Yet, this, by the almost unani-

mous consent of logicians, has been admitted into their science.

Induction they have distinguished into perfect and imperfect

;

according as the ivhole concluded was inferred from all, or from
snine only, of its constituent parts. They thus involved them-

selves in a twofold absurdity. For, on the one hand, they recog-

nised the consequence of the Imperfect Induction to be legitimate,

though, admitting it to be not necessarily cogent ; as if logic

could infer with a degree of certainty inferior to the highest :

and, on the other, they attempted to corroborate this imbecillity,

jby calling in real probabilities,—physical, psychological, meta-

' physical; which logic could neither, as a formal science, know,
nor, as an apodictic science, take into account. This was a corol-

lary of the fundamental error to which we have already alluded,

—the non-exclusion of all material modality from the domain of

logic. Thus, it was maintained, that, in necessary matter, the

:i jlmperfect Induction was necessarily conclusive ; as if logic could

be aware of what was necessary matter,—as if, indeed, this itself

were not the frecpient point of controversy in the objective

sciences, and did not, in fact, usually vary in them, as these same

sciences advanced.*

* [Thus, Sir Thomas Browne, expressing the doctrine of naturalists in

ilic seventeenth century, declared it to be " impoasihk, that a qundniprd
\should lay an egtj, or have the bill of a bird:' To tlic oldtT lofriciaiis, tliere-

fore, this proposition was of impossible matter. Tiie subsequt-iit discovery of

the Ornithorynchus Paradoxus has shoM-n to the naturalist that his twofold

impossibility was possible, and the proposition is, consequently, to our re-

cent logicians one of possible matter.—" Do(js bark:''' this nns erst ci\' nrces-
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The two first processes to which the name of Induction has

been given, being thus excluded, it remains only to say a few

words in explanation of the third,—of that Induction, with which

alone logic is concerned, but the nature of which has, by almost

all logicians, been wholly misrepresented.*

Logic does not consider things as they exist really and in

themselves, but only the general forms of thought under which

the mind conceives them ; in the language of the schools, logic is

conversant, not about first, but about second, notions.^ Thus a

logical inference is not determined by any objective relation of

Causality subsisting between the terms of the premises and con-

clusion, but solely by the subjective relation of Reason and Con-

sequent, under which they are construed to the mind in thought.^

The notion conceived as determining, is the Reason ; the notion

conceived as determined, is the Consequent ; and the relation

between the two is the Consequence. Now, the mind can think

two notions under the formal relation of consequence, only in one

or other of two modes. Either the determining notion must be

conceived as a whole, containing (under it), and therefore neces-

sitating, the determined notion, conceived as its contained part or

parts

;

—or the determining notion must be conceived as the parts

constituting, and, therefore, necessitating the determined notion

conceived as their constituted whole. Considered, indeed, abso-

lutely and in themselves, the whole and all the parts are identicaL

Relatively, hoivever, to us, they are not ; for in the order

thought, (and logic is only conversant with the laws of thought),

the whole may be conceived first, and then by mental analysis

separated into its parts ; or the parts may be conceived first, and

I
sary matter;—" dogs" were then " all dogs," and the inductive conclusion

compulsory and universal. (Wolfii Logica, § 479.) Since an observation

of the dogs of Labrador (I think), the proposition, as in our zoologies, so in

oiu- logics, has fallen to contingent matter ; " dogs" are now " some dogs,"

and the inductive conclusion, petitory, particular, or false. And so on. But

in logic, as in theology,

—

Variasse erroris est.

* [What follows, on the logical doctrine of Induction, is, as it has gene-

rally been admitted to be, I am convinced, true. I would, however, nou\

evolve it in somewhat diflferent language. Compare among others:—!

Woollet/s Logic (p. 120, sq.) ; ManseVs Aldi'ich (App. p. 50, s^.)]
;

t (See p. 137, note (*)•

X [The logical relation of Reason and Consequent^ as more than a nierd

corollary of the law oi Nun contradiction., in its three phases, is, I am confij

dent of proving, erroneous.]
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tlien by mental synthesis collected into a whole. Logical infor-

I'lice is thus of two and only of two, kinds :—it must proceed.

titliery)-ow the whole to the parts, orfrom the parts to the ivhole

;

and it is only nnder the character of a constituted or containing

irhole, or of a constituting or contained part, that any thing can

liecome the term of a logical argumentation.

Befoi'e proceeding, we must, however, allude to the nature of

tlie whole and part, about which logic is conversant. These ai'o

not real or essential existences, but creations of the mind itself, in

secondary operation on the primary objects of its knowledge.

Things may be conceived the same, inasmuch as they are con-

ceived the subjects of the same attribute, or collection of attri-

butes, (i. e. of the same nature) :—inasmuch as they are conceived

tlie same, they must be conceived as the parts constituent of and
lontained under a ivhole :—and as they are conceived the same,

(inly as they are conceived to be the subjects of the same nature,

tliis common nature nmst be convertible with that whole. A logical

'i- universal whole is called a genus when its parts are thought as

also containing wholes or species ; a species when its parts are

thought as only contained parts or individuals. Genus and species

are each called a class. Except the highest and the lowest,

tlie same class may thus be thought, either as a genus, or as a

species.

Such being the nature and relations of a logical whole and

parts, it is manifest what must be the conditions under which the

two kinds of logical inference are possible. The one of these,

the process from the whole to the parts, is Deductive reasoning,

"r Syllogism proper); the other, the process from the parts to

the whole, is Inductive reasoning. The former is governed by

the rule :— What belongs {or does not belong) to the containing

1'hole, belongs {or does not belong) to each and all of the con-

t'lined parts. The latter by the rule:

—

What belongs {or does

not belong) to all the constituent parts, belongs {or does not belong)

to the constituted whole. These rules exclusively determine all

'"rmal inference; whatever transcends or violates them, traii-

- (onds or violates logic. Both are equally absolute. It would

jbe not less illegal, to infer by the Deductive syllogism an attri-

bute, belonging to the whole, of something it was not conceived

ko contain as a part ; than by the Inductive, to conclude of the

wliole, what is not conceived as a predicate of all its constituent

[•arts. In cither case, the consequent is not thought, as deter-
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mined by the antecedent

;

—the premises do not involve the con-

clusion.

The Deductive and Inductive processes are elements of logic

equally essential. Each requires the other. The former is only

possible through tlie latter; and the latter is only valuable as

realizing the possibility of the former. As our knowledge com-

mences with the apprehension of singulars, every class or univer-

sal whole is consequently only a knowledge at second-hand.

Deductive reasoning is thus not an original and independent pro-

cess. The universal major proposition, out of which it developes

the conclusion, is itself necessarily the conclusion of a foregone

Induction, and, mediately or immediately, an inference,—a col-

lection, from individual objects of perception, or self-consciousness.

Logic, therefore, as a definite and self-sufficient science, must

equally vindicate \he formal purity of the synthetic illation, by
'

which it ascends to its wholes, as of the analytic illation, by which

it re-descends to their parts. (See Note (*) p. 171.)
j

K ot only is the Deductive, thus, in a general way, dependent
i

for its possibility on the Inductive, syllogism ; the former is,
j

what has not been observed,—in principle and detail,—in whole,

and in part,—in end and in means,—in perfection and imperfec-.

tion, precisely a counterpart or inversion of the latter. The;

attempts that have been made by almost every logician, except

{pei^haps?) Aristotle,* to assimilate and even identity the two

* [I said perhaps, for Aristotle in his doctrine of Induction, in fact, inipli-(

cith' contradicts himself. In his development of the inductive process, he isj

compelled to recognise, though he was not prepared to signalise, t/ie univer-

sal quantijication of the predicate in affirmative propositions ; a quautificatioi

which he elsewhere, once and again, explicitly condemns, as, in all cases

absm-d. It was the detection of this his inconsistency, which first led me tr

the conviction, that t\\Q predicate of an affirmative proposition jnay, formally \

or hy the laws of thougld., he universal; and from thence, again, to the coiij

viction, (after this article was AVTitten), that the predicate in proposition},

both affirmative and negative, should be unexclusively quantified in logical Ian.

guage, as it is in logical thought.

Here M. Peisse has the following note :
—" This ' perhaps' is very right'

for it is by no means certain that Aristotle gave to the Inductive syllogisr|

a form absolutely independent. It is even more probable that he assimilate
j

it to the Deductive, since he appears to prescribe a conversion of the mine

premise, in order to legitimate the universal conclusion, (An. Pr. II. 2,''

§4.) ; this in effect is to transform it into a syllogism of the first figure (i

Barbara). It is even this passage which may have seduced subsequent log

cians, admitting as it does, however, of a different inteqiretation."

!:
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[•(loesses, by reducing the Inductive syllogism to the schematic

foprieties of the Deductive,—proceeding as they do on a total

jiisconception of their analogy and dilferences, have contributed

i» involve the doctrine of Logical Induction in a cloud of error

lid confusion. The Inductive inference is equally independent,

id. though far less complex, equally worthy of analysis as the

L'ductive; it is governed by its own laws ; and, if judged aright,

;ust be estimated by its own standard. The correlation of the

m processes is best exemplified by employing the same symbols

i
our ascent through an Inductive, and our re-descent through a

'eductive syllogism.

Inductive. Deductive.

X, y, z are A

;

B is A

;

X, y, z are (whole) B
;

x, y, z are (under) B

;

lorefore, B is A. Therefore, x, y, z are A.

or or

A contains x, y, z
;

A contains B
;

X, y, z constitute B
;

B contains x, y, z

;

rcfore, A contains B. Therefore, A contains x, y, z.

iiese two syllogisms exhibit, each in its kind, the one natural

i id perfect figure. This will be at once admitted of the Deduc-

76, which is in the first. But the Inductive, estimated, as it has

iways been, by the standard of the Deductive, will appear a

: onster. It appears, on that standard, only in the third figure ;
* and

- Aristotle, in expressing the extremes vaguely, as " the one'' and ^'t/ie ot/ier,''

iinore accurate than the logicians, who astrict the recipi'ocating proposition

1 the minor premise. For his example is only of a single case. On the

"trine, indeed, of a quantified predicate, the reciprocation maybe, [neither

: inise, or in both.}

i * We say—Induction appears a syllogism of the third figure, because,

]r wugh so held by logicians, it is not. [?] The mistake arose from the am-
'"lity of the copula or substantive verb, which in different relations ex-

•s either ^'are contained under.,''' or " comtitute.'" Thus, taking Aristotle's

Mnple:-

i,i;
iMan, horse, mule, are long-lived

;

Man, horse, mule, are the trhole class of animals wanting bile
;

jg JTherefore, the whole class of animals wanting bile arc long-lived.

ie (Now here it is evident that the subject stands in a very different relation

j(#
tits predicate in the major and in the minor premise ; though in both cases

jjf
tp connexion is expressed by the same copula. In the former, the " are "

J;
^presses that the predicate determines the subject as n contained pa rt ; in the

Ijter, that the subject determines the predicate by constituting it a uhnle. Ex-

^„
l>citly thus

:
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then, contrary to the rule of that figure it has an universal con--

elusion.* {Analyt. Pr. i. 22, § 8). But when we look less par-i

Long-lived—contains—Man, horse, mule
;

Man, horse, mule,—constitute—Animal wanting bile ;

Thei'efore, Long-lived—contains—Animal wanting bile.

That the logicians have neglected to analyze the Inductive inference as ai

independent process, and attempted to reduce it to the conditions of the De
ductive ; is the cause or the effect of a primary deficiency in their technica

language. They have no word to express the synthesis of a logical whok-

T\ie, y^ovi\. constitute^ &c., which we have, fi'om necessity, emploved in thi

sense, belongs properly to the relations of an Essential (Physical or Meta^

phj^sical) whole, and parts. [I would now express this somewhat difFertf

ently ; though not varying in the doctrine itself.]
(

* [It will be seen fi-om the tenor of the test, that by the year 1833, I ha!

become aware of the eiTor in the doctrine of Ai'istotle and the logiciami

Avhich maintains that the predicate in affirmative propositions could only I

formally quantified as particidar ; nay, that Aristotle, by his practice in tli

inductive syllogism, virtually contradicts the speculative precept which hi.

over and over, expressly enounces for syllogism in general. It was no'

however, for several years thereafter, that I made the second step ; by admi,

ting in negcdive propositions a particular predicate. The doctrine of a thij

roughgoiug quantification of the predicate, with its results, I have, howeve.

publicly taught since the year 1840, at the latest. How this doctrine, wh(,

applied, at once simplifies and amplifies the logic of propositions and of sjj

logisms, it is not here requisite to state. (But see Appendix II.) I wonj

only remark, in reference to certain recent misapprehensions, that my doj

trine has, and could have, no novelty from a mere recognition, as possible,

the eight prepositional iorm.s^—four affirmative and four negative

;

—fern

which I thus name and number :

—

Affirmative. Negative.

i. Toto-total

.

All—is all — . Anj^—is not any

—

ii. Toto-partial

.

All—is some — . Any—is not some—
iii. Parti-total . Some—is all — . Some—is not any—
iv. Parti-partial

.

Some—is some — . Some—is not some-

Every system of logic necessarily contemplated all these ; for of these eveiy s

temof the science expressly allowed some, and expressly disallowed the oth('.

By Aristotle and logicians in general, of the Affirinative the even., of the 1-

gative the odd, numbers are declared admissible, whilst the others are ovof

rejected:—formally, at least, and of necessity ; forthuugh a universal quf

tification of the predicate in affirmatives has been frequently recognised, i3

was by logicians recognised, (if not ignorantly,) as vi materia?, contingen ,

and therefoi'e extralogically ; nor am I aware of any previous attempt J

prove, that, formally or by the laws of thought, even this proposition ha a

right to claim its place in logic. It is not, therefore, on a mere enumeration oi e

eight propositional forms,—far less is it on an ignorance of the ordinary ob -

tion by logicians,—on a mistake of the meaning of the forms themselves,— d
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lally and more profoundly into the matter, our conclusion will bo

M'v different.

1 a l)lindnessto the results of a thorougl)going quantificatloii of the predi-

itc, that 1 Avoiild found any claim of novelty to my New Analytic. Yet on

ii> groiuid it has been actually contested!—In general, I may say, that

\ :ue of man}' partial manifestations of discontent witli the common doc-

Inc, I know of no attempt to evince that the doctrine itself is radically

;rong. Various of these manifestations are recorded by Mr Baynes in his

kcellent " Essay on the new Analytic of Logical Forms."

i The thoroughgoing quantification of the predicate, in its appliance to ne-

(itive propositions, has been demurred to by logicians well entitled to re-

flect, who do not gainsay it in the case of affirmatives. But not only is

lis application allowable, not only is it systematic, not only is it useful,—it

even necessary.—For, to speak even of its very weakest form, that of parti-

urtial negation, " Some—is not some—" ; this (to say nothing of its other

ses) is the form, and the onh- form, which we naturally employ in dividing

whole of any kind into parts :
—" Some A is not some ^1." And is this form

hat too inconsistently) to be excluded from logic—exempted fi-om demand ?

I-But, again, to prove both the obnoxious propositions summarily, and at

(ice :—what objection, apart from the arbitrary laws of our present logics,

Im be taken to the following syllogism?

—

" All man is some animal;

Any man is not (no man is) some animal

;

Therefore, some animal is not some animal^

ary this syllogism of the third, to any other figui-e ; it will always be legiti-

ate by nature, if illegitimate to unnatural art. Talcing it, however, as it is :

-The negative minor, with its particular predicate, oflFends logical prejudice.

lit it is a prepositional form, irrecusable, both as true in itself, and as ne-

-<ary in practice.—Its converse, again, is even technically allowed ;
and

I jiroposition can possibly be right, if its converse is possibly Avrong. For,

' say, (as has been said, indeed, from Aristotle downAvards,) that a parti-

ral negative proposition is inconvertible ; this is merely to confess, that the

ilts of the logicians are inadequate to the truth of logic and the realities of

inre. In fact, it is to supply this very inadequacy, that the doctrine of a

"iighgoing quantification of the predicate is, perhaps, mainly required,

to-partial negative cannot, therefore, be scientifically refused.—But if

.' premises of a syllogism be correct, its conclusion must be obligatory.

Ills conclusion, however, is a parti-partial negative :

—

" Some animal (say, rational) is not some animal (say, irrational.)"

parti-partial negative is thus a proposition, not only logically valid, but

gically indispensable.

Nothing, it may be observed, is more easy than to misapply a fonti ;
no-

liin pug is more easy than to employ a weaker, when we are entitled to employ

#; stronger proposition. But from the special and factitious absurdity, thus

iiiij. nerging, to infer the general and natural absurdity of a prepositional form,

(ir f-this, certainly, is not a logical procedure.—(In part, coincident with what

have elsewhere, and that this very day, been obliged to state.) ]
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i

In the first place, we find that the two syllogisms present
;

systematic a relation of contrast and similarity, that, the perfe

tion of the one being admitted, we are analogically led to presuif

the perfection of the other. In the propositions, the order of t j

terms remains unchanged : but the order of the propositioji

themselves is reversed ; the conclusion of the one syllogism for:',

ing the major premise of the other. Of the terms the majors

common to both ; but (as noticed by Aristotle) the middle teiji

of the one is the minor of the other. In the common minor p;;-

mise, the terms, though identical, have, with the different natia

of the process, changed their relation in thought. In the Ind>).

tive, the parts being conceived as constituting the whole, ip

the determining notion ; whereas, in the Deductive, the pals

being conceived as contained under the whole, are the detl-

mined.

But, in the second place, however apparently dissimilar .a

figure and proportion may be the two syllogisms on this par ll

standard, it will be found, if we ascend to a higher, that a c(^-

mon general principle regulates a similar, nay, a one exclusje

perfection in each. The perfection of figure in all syllogism lis

this :

—

That the middle term shoxdd be the determined notiorM

the proposition, the determining notion in the assumption.—In
condition is realized in the first figure of the Deductive syllogii

There the middle term is the subject (contained, determined :>

tion) in the proposition or major premise ; and the predicate ((ji-

taining, determining notion) in the minor premise or assumpto.

—In like manner, in our Inductive syllogism, the middle teriife

the subject (contained, determined notion) of the proposition, bl

the constituent (determining notion) of the assumption. T!j,

not only are the Inductive and Deductive syllogisms, in a genial

sense, reversed processes ; the perfect figure of the one is ae

exact evolution or involution of the perfect figure of the othei-^

The same analogy holds with their imperfections. Taking, i)r

example, what logicians have in general given as the perfeed

figure, but which is, in fact, an unnatural perversion of |he

Inductive syllogism, {i. e. its reduction to the first figure, by m-

verting the terms of the minor premise,) we shall find, lit

its reversal into a Deductive syllogism affords, as we shid

have anticipated, only a kindred imperfection (in the IjW

figure.)
i-'
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Inductive. Deductive.

X, y, z are A
; B is A

;

L I

B is X, y, z
; B is X, y, z

;

'Therefore, B is A. Tlierefore, x, y, z are A.
or or

A contains x, y, z
; A contains B

;

ill . X, y, z contain B
; x, y, z contain B

;

uj, JTherefore, A contains B. Therefore, A contains x, y, z.

|{ IWe call this reduction of the Inductive syllogism an ttnnatural

jDt,
{perversion ; because, in the converted minor premise, the consti-

(jj
jtuent parts are perverted into a containing whole, and the con-

;]^
jtaining whole into a subject, contained under its constituent

4,.
I

parts.

,5. After these hints of what we deem the true nature of logical

J jj
1 Induction, we return to Dr Whately ; whose account of this pro-

I cess is given principally in the two following passages.

I

I The,Jirst:—" Logic takes no cognisance 0? Induction, fur instance, or of a

fprion reasoning, &c., as distinct /t>;-;«A- of argument ; for when thrown into

'F I the syllogistic form, and when letters of the alphabet are substituted for the

ta* ( terms, (and it is thus that an argiuiicnt is properly to be brought under the

ifle i
cognisance of logic,) there is no distinction betAveen them :— e. //. a ' Property

ijjjj I

which belongs to the ox, sheep, deer, goat, and antelope, belongs to all

homed animals ; rumination belongs to these ; therefore to all.' This,

which is an inductive argument, is e\adently a syllogism in Barbara. The

essence of an inductive argument (and so of the other kinds which are dis-

tinguished from it) consists not in theform of the arf/umcnt, but in the rela-

tion which the subject-matter of the premisses bears to that of the conclusion."

(P. 110.)—The second:—" Tn the process of reasoning by which we deduce,

firom oiu" observation of certain known cases, an inference with respect to

unknown ones, we are employing a syllogism in Barbara with the major pre-

miss suppressed ; that being always substantially the same, as it asserts,

that, ' what belongs to the individual or individuals we have examined,

belongs to the whole class under which they come.' " (P. 216.)

This agrees, neither with the Aristotelic doctrine, nor witli

truth.

We must presume, from his silence, that our author, in his

analysis of the inductive process, was not aware of any essential

i^i I

deviation from the doctrine of Aristotle. This he does not seem

to have studied, either in the Organon, or in any of its authentic

expositors ; and notliing can be conceived more contradictoi-y, than

the statements of the philosopher on this subject and those of Dr
Whately.—Aristotle views the Inductive and tiie Deductive syllo-

gisms as, in certain respects, similar in form ; in others, as diame-

trically opposed. Dr Whately regarrls them asformnUy identical.
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\and only discriminated by a material difference, i. e. logically con-

sidered, by no difference at all.—Aristotle regards the Deductive

syllogism as the analysis of a logical whole into its parts,—as a

descent from the (more) general to the (more) particular ; the

Inductive as a synthesis of logical parts into a logical whole,—as

an ascent from the (more) particular to the (more) general. Dr

Whately, on the other hand, virtually annihilates the latter pro-

cess, and identifies the Inductive with the Deductive inference.

—

Aristotle makes Deduction necessarily dependent on Induction;

he maintains that the highest or most universal axioms wliich con-

stitute the primary and immediate propositions of the former, are

all conclusions previously furnished by the latter. Whately, on

the contrary, implicitly asserts the independence of the syllogism

proper, as he considers the conclusions of Induction to be only

inferences evolved from a more universal major.—Aristotle recog-

nises only a perfect Induction, i. e. an enumeration (actual or pre-

sumed) of all the parts ; Whately only an imperfect, i. e. an enu-

meration professedly only of some.—To Aristotle, Induction is a

syllogism, apparently, of the third figure ; to Whately, a syllogism

of the first.—If Whately be right, Aristotle is fundamentally

wrong ; wrong in admitting Inductive reasoning within the sphere

of logic at all ; wrong in discriminating Induction from Syllogism

proper ; wrong in all the particulars of the contrast.

But that the Philosopher is not in error is evident at once

;

whereas the Archbishop's doctrine is palpably suicidal. On that

doctrine, the Inductive reasoning is " a syllogism in Barbara, the

major premiss being always substantially the same :— What
belongs to the individual or individuals we have examined, belongs

to the ivhole class under ivhich they come."
\

Now, we ask :—In what manner do we obtain this major, in the

evolution of which all Induction consists ? Here there are only \
f

four possible answers.—1°, This proposition, (like the dictum de

omni et de nidlo, and the axiom of the convertibility of the luhole
{

and its parts,) it may be said is (analytically) self-evident, its nega-

tion implying a contradiction. This answer is manifestly false.
^

For so far from being necessitated by the laws of thought, it is in
;

opposition to them ; the whole of the consequent not being deter-
'

mined in thought by the some of the antecedent.—2°, It may be
'

said, to be acquired by Induction. This, however, would be '

absurd ; inasmuch as Induction itself is, ex hypothesi, only pos-
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sible, through and after the principle it is tliiis acUluccd to con-

struct. This of the proposition as a whole. The same is also true

of its parts, " Class " is a notion, itself the result of an Induction

;

it cannot, therefore, he postulated as a pre-requisitc or element of

that process itself. A similar remark applies to "property."—
S", It may he said to be deduced front a higher axiom. What
then is such axiom? That has not been declared. And if such

existed, the same questions would remain to be answered regard-

ing the higher proposition which are now required in relation to

the lower.—4°, It may be asserted to be (as Kant Avoukl say,

synthetically) given as an idtimate principle of otir intellectual

constitution. This will not do. In the Jirst place, if such princi})le

exist, it only inclines, it does not necessitate. In the second, by
[appealing to it, we should transcend our science, confound the

I
logical and formal with the metaphysical and material. In the

\ third, we should thus attempt to prove a logical law from a psy-

chological observation; i.e. establish an a priori, a necessary

science on a precarious experience,—an experience admitteil per-

fhaps by the disciples of Reid and Eoyer-Collard, but scouted by

those of Gassendi and Locke.*

Logicians, we already observed, have been guilty of a funda-

mental error, in bringing the distinction of perfect and of imper-

r'l-Ct Induction within the sphere of their science, as this distinction

]
iroceeds on a material, consequently on an extralogical, difference,

[n this error, however, Dr Whately exceeds all other logicians,

recognising, as he does, exclusively, that Induction, which is only

precariously valid, and valid only through an extralogical presump-

tion. This common major premise, if stated as necessai'y, is (for-

mally and materially) false ; if stated as probable, it is (formally)

illegitimate, even if not (materially) untrue, both because an infe-

rior degree of certainty is incompatible with an apodictic science,

and because the amount of certainty itself must, if not capriciously

assumed, be borrowed from evidence dependent on material con-

ditions beyond the purview of a formal science,

Dr Whately is not less unfortunate in refuting the opinions

* "It is by induction that all axioms are known, snch as :
—

' lliimjs that

are equal to the same are equal to one another

;

' ' A whole is yreater than its

parts;' and all other mathematical axioms." llui/she, \k 132. The sauK-

doctrine is held by /////, p. 176.—Is such the Oxford Metaphysic? [This

doctrine, the ingenious autiior of "The Regeneration of Metaphysics " (pp.

81, 104), chavgos also on Dr Whntcly.]
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of other logicians touching Induction, than in estabhshing his

own.

" In this process," he says, " we are employing a syllogism in Barbara

with the major premiss suppressed ; not the minor^ as Aldrich represents it.

The instance he gives will sufficiently prove this :
—

' This and that, and the

other magnet, attract iron ; therefore so do all.' If this were, as he asserts,

an enthymerae whose minor is suppressed, the only premise which we could

supply to fill it up woidd be, ' all magnets are this, that, and the other ;'

which is manifestly false." (P. 217.)

Aldrich has faults sufficient of his own, without taking burden

of the sins of others. He is here singly rej)rehended for saying ,„

only what, his critic seems not aware, had been said by all logi- I
cians before him. The suppressed minor premise even obtained H

in the schools the name of the Constantia ; and it was not until
'

the time of Wolf * that a new-fangled doctrine, in this respect the I

same as Whately's, in some degree superseded the older and cor- \

^'"

recter theory. " In the example of Aldrich," says our author, I *

" the suppressed minor premiss, ' all magnets are this, that, and
j

the other,' is manifestly false.'" Why ?—Is it because the propo-
''

sition affirms that a certain three magnets (" this, that, and the

other ") are all magnets? Even admitting this, the objection is

null. The logician has a perfect right to suppose this or any

other material falsity for an example ; all that is required of him

is, that his syllogism should be formally correct. Logic only '

proves on the hyjjotltcticql truth of its antecedents. As Magen-

tinus notices, Aristotle's example of Induction is physiologically

false ; but it is not on that account a whit the worse as a dialec-

tical illustration. The objection is wholly extralogical.—But this

is not, in fact, the meaning of the proposition. The words (in the
\

original " hie, et ille, et iste magnes ") are intended to denote !

every several magnet. Aldrich borrows the instance from San-

derson, by whom it is also more fully expressed :
—" Iste magnes

,

trahit ferrum, et ille, et hie, et pariter se hahet in reliquis," &e.

.

—Perhaps, however, and this is the only other alternative, Dr ^

Whately thinks the assumption " manifestly false," on the ground
\

that no extent of observation could possibly be commensurate i

with " all magnets." This objection likewise Ues beyond the

,

[* I said generally " the time of Wolf; " for I recollected that some Ger-

'

man logicians, prior to him, had held the same doctrine. It was however

;

Wolf's authority Avhich rendered the innovation general.—M. Peisse has
|

here the following note :
—" The germ of this doctrine is to be found in Gas-

;

scndi. {Inst. Log. Pars iii. canon 11. Opera^ i. 113.")]
\
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loinaiii of the science. The logician, qua logician, knows nothino-

.t" material possibility and impossibihty. To him all is possible

hat does not involve a contradiction in terms. At the same time,

he present is merely the logical manner of wording the proposi-

tion. The physical observer asserts on the analogy of his science,

^ This, that, the other magnet, &c., reijresent, all magnets i

"

vhich the logician accepting, brings under the conditions, and

ranslates into tiie language of his—" This, that, the other mag-

iiet, &c. are all magnets," i. e. are conceived as constituting the

vhole—Magnet.

Dr "Whately's errors relative to Induction are, however, sur-

passed by those of another able writer, Mr Hampden, in rco-ard

both to that process itself, and to the Aristotclic exposition of its

lature ;—errors the more inconceivable, as he professes to have

levoted peculiar attention to the subject, which he says, " de-

serves a more particular notice, as throwing hght on Aristotle's

yhole method of pliilosopliising, while it shows how far he ap-

jroximated to the induction of modern philosophy." His words

ire:

—

" To obtaiu an accm-ate notion of the being of anything, we require a

iefinition of it. A tlefinitiou of the thing corresponds, in dialectic, with the

;ssential notion of it in metaphysics. This abstract notion, then, accord-

ng to Ai-istotle, constituting the true scientific view of a thing—and all the

•eal knowledge consequently of the properties of the thing depending on the

•Ight limitation of this notion—some exact method of arriving at definitions

ivhich should express these limitations, and serve as the principles of

•ciences, became indispensable in such a system of philosophy. But in

brder to attain such definitions, a process of induction was required,—not

tnerely an induction of that kind, Avhich is only a peculiar form of syllogism,

bnumerating all the individuals implied in a class instead of the whole class

bollectively, but an induction of a philosophical character, and only diffeiing

!from the induction of modern philosophy so far as it is employed about lan-

guage. We shall endeavour to show this more fully. There are, then, two

(kinds of induction treated of by Aristotle. The first, that of simple enume-

ration."—(After explaining with ordinary accuracy the^Vs^, in fact the ouli/,

species of induction, he proceeds :)
—" But there is also a higher kind of

induction employed by Aristotle, and pointed out by him exprtv-sly in its

jsubserviency to the exact notions of things, by its leading to the right defini-

jtions of them in words. As it appears that words, in a dialectical jioint of

[view, are classes more or less comprehensive of obsenations on things,

jit ia evident that we must gradually approximate towards a definition of

jany individual notion, by assigning cla.ss within class, until we have

inarrowed the extent of the expression as far as language will admit.

i Annlyt. Post. ii. c. 18, § 21.) The first definitions of any object aro

-lie. founded on some oV)vious rosemblancp which it exhibits compared
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Avith other objects. This point of resemblance we abstract in thought,

and it becomes, wlieu expressed in language, a genus or class, imder which

Ave regard the object as included. A more attentive examination suggests to

us less obvious points of resemblance between this object and some of those

;

AA-ith Avhich Ave had classed it before. Thus earning on the analysis—and

by the power of abstraction giving an independent existence to those succes-

1

sive points of resemblance—we obtain subaltern genera or species, or subor-

1

diuate classes included in that original class Avith which the process of

abstraction commenced. As these several classifications are relative to each ',

other, and dependent on the class AA-ith Avhich Ave first commenced, the defi-

'

nition of any notion requii-es a successive enumeration of the several classes'

in the line of abstraction, and hence is said technically to consist of genus; i

and differentia ; the genus being the first abstraction, or class to Avhich the

object is first referred, and the ditferentia being the subordinate classes in

the same line of abstraction. Noav, the process by which we discover these

successive genera, is strictly one of philosophical induction. As in the phi-

losophy of nature in general, we take certain facts as the basis of enquiry,! i

and proceed by rejection and exclusion of princiijles iuA'oh'ed in the enquiry,

until at last—there appearing no ground for further rejection—Ave conclude' .

that Ave are in possession of the true principle of the object examined; so,i

in the philosophy of language, we must proceed b}' a like rejection and ex-|

elusion of notions implied in the general term Avith which we set out, uutl]|

Ave reach the very confines of that notion of it Avith Avhich our enquiry is'

concerned. This exclusion is eff"ected in language, by annexing to the gene-;

ral term denoting the class to which the object is primarily referred, othei'

terms not including under them those other objects or notions to Avhich thf^

general term applies. For thus, AAiiilst each successive term in the definition.,

in itself, extends to more than the object so defined,—yet all vicAved togethei,

do not ; and this their relative bearing on the one point constitutes the beinj!

of the things. This i thus illustrated by Ailstotle :
—

' If we are enquiring,;

he says, ' what magnanimity is, we must consider the instances of certairj

magnanimous persons whom aa-c know, what one thing they all have so fai|

forth as they are such ; as, if Alcibiades was magnanimous, or Achilles, oj
'.

Ajax;— AA'hat one thing they all haA'e ; say, impatience wider insult ; foron<'

made war, another raged, the other sleAv himself. Again, in the instance;.

of others, as of Lysander or Socrates—if here it is , to be unaltered by prospe
i

rity or adversity
;—taking these two cases, I consider, what this apatJnjii,

regard to events, and impatience under insult, have the same in them. If;

now, they haA^e nothing the same, there must be two species of magnani!

mity.' " (P. 513.)
]

Mr Hampden afterwards states, inter alia, that the inductioi|

of Aristotle, " having for its object to determine accurately ii'

words the notion of the being of things, proceeds, according t"

the nature of language, from the general, and ends in the parti

>

cular ; whereas the investigation of a laAV of nature proceeds froE;

the particular, and ends in the general. Dialectical induction ij

synthetical, whilst philosophical induction is analytical in thj
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'a result." On this ground, he explains the moaning of the term
'^ (i-Kuyayri), and defends the Induction of Aristotle against its dis-

paragement by Lord Bacon.

We had imagined, that every compend of logic explained tlu'

two grand methods of Livestigating the Dejinition; but upon look-

ing into the Oxford treatises on this science, we were surprised

ti» tind, that this, among other important matters, had in all of

them been overlooked. This may, in part, enable us to surmise,

Iiow Mr Hampden could have so misconceived so elementary a

jtoint, as to have actually reversed the doctrine, not only of

Aristotle, but of all other philosophers. A few words will be

sutlicient to illustrate the nature of the error.

In the thirteenth chapter (Pacian division) of the second book of

the Posterior Analytics, Aristotle treats of the manner of hunting

out, as he terms it, the essential nature (to t/ kart, quidditas) of a

)iL ithing, the enunciation of which nature constitutes its definition.

'! |This may be attempted in two contrary ways.—By the one, we
*' [may descend from the category, or higher genus of the thing to

'. pe defined, dividing and subdividing, through the opposite differ-

,,, ences, till we reach the genus under which it is proximately

,(t icontained ; and this last genus, along Avith the specific difference

m jby which the genus is divided, will be the definition required.

—

''^' iBy the other, we may ascend from the singulars, contained under

tlic thing to be defined, (which is necessarily an universal,) by an

xclusion of their differences, until we attain an attribution com-

mon to them all, which attribution will supply the definition

r^ sought.—The former of these is, after Plato, called by Aristotle,

fc ^nd logicians in general, the method of Division; the higher
'*' cenus being regarded as the (universal) ivhole, the subaltern

'^^^
genera and species as the (subject) parts into which it is dividc<l.

pil,
jThe extension here determines the totality.—The latter, which is

t Idescribed but not named by Aristotle, is variously denominated

'if ^y his foUoAvers. Some, as his Greek commentators, taking the

totaUty as determined by the comprehension, view the singulars

iiifs ^ so many (essential) wholes, of which the common attribute or

lelt definition is a part, and accordingly call this mode of hunting up

\t ithe essence the Analytic ; others again, regarding the genus as

!fi' ihe whole, the species and individuals as the parts, style it the

Isfe Compositive, or Synthetic, or Collective ; * while others, in fine,

.

I

" /n one respect,'' says Aristotle, " the Genus is called a part of the

"" Species ; in another, the Species apart of the Genus.'" (^fetaJ^h. I., v. c 2^1,
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looking simply to the order of the process itself, from the indi-

vidual to the general, name it the Inductive. Tliese last we shall 1

imitate.

NoAV, in the chapter referred to, Aristotle considers and con-

1

trasts these two methods.—In regard to Division (§ 8—20) he i

shows on the one hand, (against Plato, who is not named,) that

this process is not to be viewed as having any power of demon-

stration or argument ;
* and on the other, (against Speusippus, as

we learn from Eudemus, through the Greek expositors), that it is

not wholly to be rejected as worthless, being useful, in subser-

vience always to the other method of induction, to ensure,—that

none of the essential qualities are omitted,—that these quaUties

alone are taken,—and that they are properly subordinated and

arranged.—In reference to the Inductive method, which is to be,

considered as the principal, he explains its nature, and delivers'

various precepts for its due application. (§ 7, 21, ets.)

This summary will enable the reader to understand Mr Hamp-j

den's perversion of Aristotle's doctrine.—In i\iQfirst place : that,

gentleman is mistaken, in supposing that the philosopher applies;

the term Induction to any method of investigating the definitioD,

discussed by him in the chapter in question. The word does notj

once occur.—In the second place : he is still farther deceived, in;

thinking that Aristotle there bestows that name on a descent fron

,

t. 30. Compare Phys. L. iv. c. 6 (3) t. 23 ; and Porph. Intr. c. 3, §

In like manner, the same method, viewed in diflferent relations, may h
styled either Analysis or Synthesis. This, however, has not been acknow

ledged ; nor has it even attracted notice, that diflferent logicians and philo

sophers, though severally applying the terms only in a single sense, are stLj

at cross pm-poses with each other. One calls Synthesis what another call|

'

Analysis,—one ca]ls P/ogression what another calls Regression ; and this hot'

in ancient and modern times. We ourselves think it best to regulate the us'

of these terms by reference to the notion of a whole and parts, of any kincj

This we do, and do professedly. Mr Hampden, but probably without ii^

tending it, does the same : in one part of the passage we have quoted, speat,

ing of Division, (his logical induction,) as an " analysis;" in another, d(

scribing it as " synthetical." [The total omission of the distinction
•'

Comprehension and Extension (though this be the very turning point '

logic), by former Oxford logicians, is remarkable in itself, and has been tl;

cause, as is here exemplified, of much error and confusion. Dr Whatel

;

indeed, not only overlooks the distinction, but he often reverses the languaj'

in Avhich it is logically expressed.] ;

* This he had elsewhere done; Pr. Annlyt. 1. i. c. 31 Post. Analyt. 1. ii.,
'

5, et alibi.
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the universal to the particular ; whereas in his philosophy—indeed

in all philosophies—it exclusively pertains to an ascent from tlie

particular to the universal.—In the third place : he is wrong, in

imagining that Aristotle there treats only of a single method, for

he considers and contrasts two methods, not only different, but

opposed.*—In i\\Q fourth place : he is mistaken, in understanding,

as applied to one contrary, the observations which Aristotle np-

plies, and which are only applicable, in expounding the reverse.

For example : he quotes in the note, as pertinent to Division,

words of the original relative to Induction ; and the instance (from

the definition of Magnanimity) adduced to illucidate the one me-

thod, is in reality employed by Aristotle to explain the other.

—

In the fifth place : his error is enhanced, hj seeing in his own

single method the subordinate of Aristotle's tAvo ; and in lauding,

as a peculiarly important part of the Aristotelic philosophy, a

process in the exposition of which Aristotle has no claim to origi-

nality, and to which he himself, here and elsewhere, justly attri-

butes only an inferior importance.—In the sixth place : in contra-

diction equally of his whole philosophy and of the truth of nature,

the Stagirite is made to hold that our highest abstractions are

first in the order of time; that our process of classification is enccn-

tric, not eccentric ; that a child generalizes swfes^ance and accident

Ijefore egg and white.

]SIr Hampden's statement of the Inductive method being thus

I

the reverse of truth, it is needless to say that the etymolo-

{gical explanation he has hazarded of the term (iTraysy^) must

I

be erroneous.— But even more erroneous is the pendant by

I which he attempts to illustrate his interpretation of that term.

•• The ^.Trayuyh, Abduction spoken of by Aristotle, {Anal. Prior, ii.

' . 25,) is just the reverse,—a leading away, by the terms succes-

jsively brought from the more accurate notion conveyed by a

I former one." The Abduction, here referred to, is no more such a

* Mr Hampden's error, we suspect, originates in the circumstance that

Pacins (whom Duval follows in the Organon) speaks, in his analytic argu-

I ment of tlie chapter, of a methodus divisiva and a methodns inductiva ; and

I

that Mr Hampden, using Duval's edition, in his extemporaneous study of

il^J j
the subject, not previously aware that there are two opposite methods of

investigating the definition, took up the notion that these were merely a two-

fold expression for the same thing. Mr Hampden is an able man : but to

understand Aristotle in any of his works, he must be understood in all ; and

to be understood in all, lie must be long and ])atientiy studied by a mind

disciplined to speculation, and familiar with the literature of philosophy.
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" leading away" than it is a theft. It is a kind of syllogism—of

what nature we cannot longer trespass on the patience of our

readers by explaining. For the same reason we say nothing of

some other errors we had remarked in Mr Hampden's account of

that branch of the Aristotelic philosophy which we have been now
considering.



v.-dp:af and dumb.

IITSTORY OF THEIR INSTRUCTION, IN REFERENCE
TO DALGARNO.

(July, 1835.)

The Works of George Dalgarno, of Aberdeen, 4to. Re-

printed at Edinburgh : 1834,

In taking up tliis work, we owe perhaps some apology for the

jdeviation from our ordinary rules ; inasmuch as it is merely a

ireprint of ancient matter, the publication also not professedly

[reaching beyond the sphere of a private society,—the Maitland

iClub. We are induced, however, to make a qualified exception

in favour of this edition of Dalgarno's Works, in consideration

of the extreme rarity of the original treatises, added to their

•high importance ; and because the liberality of the editors, (i\Ir

Henry Cockburn and Mr Thomas Maitland), has not limited their

contribution merely to members of that society, but extended it

to the principal libraries of the kingdom, and, we believe, to many
individuals likely to feel an interest in its contents. We shall,

however, relax our rule only to the measure of a very brief

notice.

! Dalgarno's Works are composed of hvo treatises : the first

entitled

—

" Ars Signorum, Vulgo Character Universalis et Lingua

Philosophica. Londini : 1661 ;" the second

—

" Didascalocophiis,

or the Deaf and Dumb Man's Tutor ; to ivhich is added a Dis-

course of the Nature and Number of Double Consonants: both

which Tracts being the first (for u'hat the Author knovs) that

have been published \ipon either of the subjects. Printed at the

Theater in Oxford, 1680."

Of the author himself, all tliat is now known is comprised in
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the following slight notice by Anthony a Wood. " The reader

may be pleased to know, that one George Dalgarno, a Scot,

wrote a book entitled, Ars Signorum, ^'c, London, 1661. This

book, before it went to press, the author communicated to Dr
Wilkins, who, from thence taking a hint of greater matter, car-

ried it on, and brought it up to that which you see extant. This

Dalgarno was born at Old Aberdeen, and bred in the University

at New Aberdeen ; taught a private grammar school, with good

success, for about thirty years together, in the parishes of S.

Michael, and S. Mary Mag., in Oxford; wrote also Didasca-

locophus, or the Deaf and Dumb Man's Tutor ; and dying of a

fever, on the 28th of August, 1687, aged sixty or more, was

buried in the north body of the Church of S. Mary Magdalen."

{Athence Oxon., Vol. II., p. 506.) With the exception of an

accidental allusion to his treatise on Signs, by Leibnitz, in a letter

to Mr Burnet of Kemney, from whom he had probably received

that work of a fellow Aberdonian, and some slight traditionary

statements by the German historians of literature, the memory of

Dalgarno had wholly perished, when attention was again awakened

to the originality and importance of his speculations by the late

Mr Dugald Stewart, in various passages of his writings ; and thesei

having suggested to the editors the idea of the present reprint,;

they are very properly collected in their preliminary statement,;

as the best of testimonies to its importance.

In speaking of Dalgarno's two treatises, we shall reverse their'

chronological as well as natural order, and take them in what^

appears to us the order of their practical interest.

To appreciate the high and peculiar value of our author's trea-;

tise on the education of the Deaf and Dumb, it is necessary tci

take a survey of what had actually been accomplished in thij

important department of applied psychology, previous to th(

appearance of his treatise. A regular history of this branch o'

education, with extracts from the writings of its earlier promoters

now in general extremely rare, would form an interesting present

both to the speculative and to the practical philosopher. In th(:

total absence of such a work, we may be pardoned in throwing

briefly together a few scattered notices, which have accidentalb'

crossed us in the course of other inquiries.

In deducing a history of the progress in the art of educatin|i

the deaf and dumb, there are certain separate points of accomplish

ment which it is proper to distinguish. These are : 1°, Th'j
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teaching the pupil to understand, by the motions of the lips, &c.,

the speech of those around him ; 2°, To communicate his own
thoughts in the articulate sounds of a language ; 3°, To road writ-

ing ;
4°, To employ letters and words, denoted by certain conven-

tional motions of the hand. 5", There is, however, ?i fifth point, of

still higher and more difficult accomphshment, and on which the

lasy, certain, and complete success of the whole attempt depends ;

—

that is, a determination of the psychological laws, by which the

order and objects of instruction, under the condition of deafness, is

iL'gulated.

As the result of a philosophical deduction, it was naturally to

be expected, that the last of these should only bereaUsed, after the

]iossibiUty and conditions of the method in general had been em-
.pirically proved in the other four. In the present instance, how-
lever, theory did not merely, follow practice,—it long prevented

its application ; and the doaf and dumb had been actually taught

the use of speech, before the philosophers would admit their capa-

,city of instruction. The dictum of Aristotle, that of all the senses,

ihearing contributes the most to intelhgence and knoAvledge (e/?

j<pfo'»»)ff/> •^xs/ffToy), was taken, apart from the qualifications under

iwhich that illustrious thinker advanced the proposition, (viz. that

)this was only by accident, inasmuch as hearmg is the sense of

(sound, and sound contingentl}' the vehicle of thought) ; and was

.alleged to prove, what was in fact the very converse of its true

import, that the deaf are wholly incapable of intellectual instruc-

tion.

In like manner, a dogma of the physicians, which remounts we
jbelieve to Galen, that dumbness was not, as Aristotle had affirmed,

jin general a mere consequent of deafness, but the effect of a com-

jmon organic lesion of the lingual and auditory nerves, arising as

|they do from a neighbouring origin in the brain,—was generally

jidmitted as conclusive against the possibility of a deaf person being

[taught to articulate sounds. It was, therefore, with great wonder
^nd doubt, that the first examples of the falsehood of these assumj)-

j!:ions were received by the learned. The disabilities which the

'p.oman law, and the older codes of every European jurisprudence,

imposed on the deaf and dumb, were all founded in the ftrinciple,

I

—

" Surdus natus, mutusest et jAane indiseiplliiabilis," as the great

P'rench jurist, Molinaeus expresses it.

Rodolphus Agricola, who died in 1485, is the oldest testimony

rre recollect to a capacity in the deaf and dumb of an intelligent
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education ; and it is remarkable, that there is none older. In tht

last chapter of his posthumous work, De hwentione Dialectica, as

an illustration of " the immense and almost incredible power of the

human miud," he instances " as little less than miraculous, wha

he himself had witnessed,—a person deaf from infancy, and consej

quently dumb, who had learned to understand writing, and, as i|

possessed of speech, Avas able to write down his whole thoughts.'j

—Ludovicus Vivos, some fifty years later, in his treatise De Anmw
(L, ii. c. De Discendi ratione), after noticing that Aristotle hat'

justly styled the ear the organ of instruction, expresses hi

" wonder that there should have been a person born deaf an

;

dumb who had learned letters : let the belief in this, rest wit

Rodolphus Agricola, who has recorded the fact, and affirmed ths'

he himself beheld it." The countrymen of the unbelieving Vivt

were, however, destined, in the following generation, to be tl^

inventors of the art in question. For

—

The oldest indication we have, of any systematic attempt i[

educating the deaf, is by Franciscus Vallesius, the celebrate

Spanish physician, who, in his Philosophia Sacra, pubhshed :

1590, mentions that " a friend of his, Petrus Pontius, a Benedi

tine monk, taught the deaf to speak by no other art than instruc

ing them first to write, then pointing out to them the objects si

nified by the written characters, and finally guiding them to the

motions of the tongue, &c., which correspond to the characters

What more is now ac'complished ? Petrus Pontius—who was

Spaniard, and not to be confounded with the celebrated Scoti:

Joannes Poncius, Minorite, and native of Ireland—did not publi

an account of his method. This, however, was done by Jo

Paul Bonnet, of Arragon, secretary to the Constable of Casti,,

who, in 1620, printed, in Spanish, at Madrid, his Reduction
'"

Letters, and Art of Instructing the Dumb. That this work i'

Bonnet contains only the practice of Pontius, is proved by 1

5

evidence of Perez in the book itself, and by that of Antonius i

liis Bibliotheca Hispanica. Of the signal success of the art in M
hands of Pontius, (among others on two brothers and a sister f

the Constable of Castile,) we have accounts by Antonius, j

Morales ; and a very curious one by Sir Kenelm Digby, f

what he himself saw in the younger brother of the Constal',

when he accompanied Charles L, when Prince of Wales, in s

expedition into Spain, and to whom he appeals as a fellow-witr is

with himself.
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•'There was a nobleman of groat quality that I knew in Spain, the youngi-r

brother of the Constable of Castile, who was taught to heare the sounds uf

Ml; jU'orrfs with his eyes (if that expression may be pennitted). This Spanish

,1,
Lord was bom deafe, so deafc that if a gun were shot olf close by his eare

he could not heare it, and consequently he was dumbe ; for not being able to
^

'heare the sound of words, he could never imitate nor understand thorn : The
'' lovelinesse of his face, and especially the exceeding life and spu-itfuluesso of

slif his eyes, and the comelinesso of bis person, and the whole composure of his

fc
l.

Ibody throughout, were pregnant signes of a well-tempered mind within.

And therefore all that knew him lamented much the want of meanes to cul-

[tivate it, and to embrue it with the notions, which it seemed to be capable

jof, in regard of itself, had it not been crossed by this unhappy accident, which
''' Ito reniedie physicians and chyrurgions had long employed their skill, but all

ti linvaine. At the last there was a priest, Avho undertooke the teaching him

il jto understand others when they spoke, and to speake himselfe that others

T. imight understand him, for which attempt at first he was laughed at, yet after

, isome yearcs he was looked upon as if he had wrought a mii-acle. In a word,

'after strange patience, constancie, and paines, he brought the young lord to

ispeak as distinctly as axij man Avhatsoever ; and to understand so perfectly

K Iwhat others said, that he would not lose a Avord in a Avhole dayes convcrsa-

,|(j
jtion. I have often discoiirsed with the priest whilst I Avaited upon the Prince

of Wales (noAv our gi'acious SoA^ereign) in Spain, and I doubt not l)Ut his

Majesty remembreth all I have said of him, and much more : for his Majesty
« |was veiy cm-ious to observe, and enquire into the utmost of it. It is true,

BtK lone gi'eat misbecomeinguesse he was apt to fall into, AAiiilst he spoke : which

ciii jwas an uncertainty iu the tone of his voyce, for not hearing the soimd he

uil
made when he spoke, he could not steadily governe the pitch of his voyce,

(but it would be sometimes higher, and sometimes loAver, though for the most

jpart what he delivered together he ended in the same key as he began it.

''' iBut when he had once suffered the passage of his voyce to close, at the open-

fe jng it again, chance, or the measure of his earnestness to speak or reply,

A gave him his tone, which be was not capable of moderating by such an arti-

fice, as is recorded Caius Gracchus used, when passion iu his orations to the

people, drove out his voice with too great a vehemency or shrilnesse. He
could discerne in another whether he spoke shrill or Ioav; and he avouUI repeat

after any bodie any hard word Avhatsoever, Avhich the Prince tried often, not

only in English, but by making some Welchmen that serA'cd his Ilighnesso

speak words of theii- language, Avhich he so perfectly ecchocd, that I confusse

I wondered more at that than at all the rest, and his master himself Avould

acknowledge that the rules of his art reached not to produce that eft'ect Avith

"^ any certainty. And, therefore, concluded this in him must spring from other

mles he had framed unto himselfe out of his OAvn attentive obsei-vation ;

which the advantages Avhich nature had justly given him in the sharpnesse

of senses to supply the want of this, endowed him Avith an ability and saga-

city to do beyond any other man that had his hearing. He expressed it,

safely, in a high measure by his so exact imitation of tlie Welch i)ronuncia-

tion; for that tongue (like the HebroAv) emi>loyoth much the guttural letters,

[-tf» land the motions of that part Avhich frameth tiiem cannot be seen or judged

|by the eye, othenvise than by the effect they may hapjiily make by consent
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iu the other paits of the mouth exposed to view. For the knowledge he had

of what they said sprung from his observing the motions they made, so that

he could converse cun-ently in the light, though they he talked with whis-

pered never so softly. And I have seen him at the distance of a large cham-

bers breadth say words after one, that I standing close by the si>eaker could

not hear a syllable of. But if he were in the darke, or if one turned his face

out of his sight, he was capable of nothing one said."

—

(Treatise of Bodies.

)

The prejudice was now dispelled, that the deaf and dumb were

incapable of education ; and during the course of the seyenteenth

century, many examples are recorded of their successful instruc-

tion without even the aid of a teacher experienced in the art.

Though nothing can be clearer than the right of Spain to

original invention of this art in all its branches, we, however, firn

it claimed, at a much later period, and in the same year, (1670),

by Lana, the Itahan Jesuit, in his Prodromo ; and for Dr John

WalUs, Professor of Geometry in Oxford, in the Transactions oi'

the lioyal Society of London. The precepts of the former art;

neither new nor important ; and the latter can only vindicate hi'l

originality by an ignorance of what had previously been effected:

Wallis appears to have long (that is, before the appearance of Dal

garno's work) apphed himself mainly to the comparatively unini'

portant point of enabUng the deaf to euunciiite words. Withou

imderviiluing the merit of his treatise on the nature and pronuni

ciation of letters, in the introduction to his English grammar, o'\

the success of bis principles in enabling the deaf to speak,—allthi'

had been previously done by others with equal ability and succes.';

The nature of letters, the organic modifications for the productio;

of the various vocal sounds, had been investigated by Fahricius a

Aquapendente\n'hi& treatise De Lociitione; and thereafter wit

j

remarkable accuracy and minuteness by P. 3Iontam(S in h'

Account ofa New Art called the Art of Speech, pubHshed in Hoi

land many years prior to the grammar of Dr Wiillis :—wliile Bo)\

net, in the work already mentioned, had, in the first book, treats
j

" of the nature of letters and theu- pronunciation among differeij

nations," and in the second, "showed how the mute maybe taugi

the figure and pronunciation of letters by manual demonstratio

and the motion of the mouth and hps."—Wallis's originality Ci'

indeed hardly be maintained in relation even to English writers

To say nothing of Lord Bacon's recommendation of " t

'

motions of the tongue, lips, throat, palate, &c., which go to t!

making up of the several letters, as a subject worthy of inquiry

John Biihver liad. in tlie year 1648, published his curious tn!
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iBf entitled,
—" Philocophuft, or the Deafe and Dumbe Man's

Hend, exhibiting the philosophical verity of that subtile art, which

ay {liable one with an observant eie, to heare what ant/ )nan speak^i

If the moving of his lips. Upon the same ground, icith the advan-

ce of an historical ejcemplification, apparently proving, that a

5rtn borne deafe and dumbe, may be taught to heare the sounds of

i>rcfe with his eie. and thence learn to speak ivith his tongue. By
iB. sirnamed the Chirosopher. London, 1648."

iBulwer appears to have been ignorant of Bonnet's book, but

1' records manv remarkable cases, several within his own expe-

Knee, of what had been accomplished for the education of the

([af. He. was the first also to«recommend the institution of " an

^ademy of the mute," and to notice the capacity which deaf

irsons usually possess of enjoying music through the medium of

s teeth—a fact which has latterly been turned to excellent

ficount, especially in Germany : and there principally by Father

iybertson, a monk of the Scots College of Ratisbon, by whose

tjertions a new source of instruction and enjoyment has thus

lien opened up to those otherwise insensible to sounds. It is

lUarkable that Bulwer, who had previously written a work

c " Chirologia, or the Natural Language of the Hand," and

\»o had thence even obtained the surname of the Chirosopher,

^Duld have suggested nothing in regard to a method of speaking

c| the fingers ; and it is still more singular that his attention was

J
called to this device, as he himself has mentioned a remark-

e case in which it had been actually apphed. " A pregnant

Sample," he says, " of the oflicious nature of the touch, in sup-

,. f[nng the defect or temporall incapacity of the other senses, we

.
hve in one Master Babington, of Burntwood, in the county of

,
Ijsex, an ingenious gentleman, who, through some sicknesse,

looming deaf, doth, notwithstanding, feele words, and, as if he

^
h|l an eye m his finger, sees signes in the darke ; whose wife dis-

;. Cjirseth very perfectly with him by a strange way of arthrologie,

,
©alphabet, contrived on the joynts of his fingers, who, taking

,
hp by the hand in the night, can so discourse with him very

,. eictly ; for he feehng the joynts which she toucheth for letters,

,

bj them collected into words, very readily conceives what she

wuld suggest to him." (P. 106.)

'

\\'e pass over Holder's " Elements of Speech. An E.'^say if
I firry into the Natural Production of Letters, with an Appendix

struct Persons Deaf and Dumb;" and Sibscotes " Deaf and
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Dumb Man's Discotirse," which were puhhshed in the interval

between WaUis's practical application of his method and the

appearance of Dalgarno's book. Dalgarno, we beheve, may;;

claim the merit of having first exhibited, and that in its most per-i|

feet form, a finger alphabet. He makes no pretensions, however!

to the original conception of such a medium of communication;

But the great and distinctive merit of his treatise is not so much:

that it improved the mechanism of instruction, as that it correctec',

the errors of his predecessors, and pointed out the principles oi -.

which the art is founded, and by the observance of Avhich alori'

it can be carried to perfection. As we first attempt to fix ani

communicate our notions by the arid of speech, it was a naturt:

prejudice to believe that sounds were the necessary instrument c

thought and its expression. The earlier instructors of the def

and dumb were thus led to direct their principal effort to tli

teaching their pupils to distinguish the different mechanical mov<

ments by which different sounds are produced, and to imitat,

these sounds by imitating the organic modification on which the;

depend. They did not consider that still there existed no souii

for the deaf; that the signs to which they thus attached ide-

were only perceptions of sight and feehng ; that these were, «

the one hand, minute, ambiguous, fugitive, and, on the oth(|

difficult; and that it would be better to associate thought with;

system of signs more easy to produce, and less liable to be m.-

taken. The honour of first educating the deaf and dumb in t'

general principles of grammar, and in primarily associating th

thought with written instead of with spoken symbols, is genera

claimed for the eighteenth century, France, and the Ahhe J

VEpee. All this was, however, fully demonstrated a centu'

before in the forgotten treatise of our countryman, as in a gr i

measure also practised by Pontius, the original inventor of ';)

art, a century before Dalgarno. We are indebted, as we forme ''

observed, to Mr Dugald Stewart for rescuing the name of I-

garno from the oblivion into which it had fallen; and the follr-

ing quotation from that distinguished philosopher affords their t

competent illustration of his merits :

—

" After having thiis paid the tribute of my sincere respect to the euli|

enecl and benevolent exertions of a celebrated foreigner (Sicard), I !'

myself called on to lay hold of the only opportunity that may occur to e

of rescuing from oblivion the name of a Scottish writer, Avhose merits 1
''

been strangely overlooked, both by his contemporaries and by his succes; »•

The person I allude to is George Dalgarno, who, more than a hundred A

i
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thirty years ago, was led, by his own sagacity, to adopt, a /^y/o//, tlic same

general conclusion concerning the education of the dumb, Dtwliich the expe-

rimental discovery, and the happy application, have, in our times, rellected

such merited lustre on the name of Sicard. I mentioned Dalgarno formerly,

ill a note annexed to the first volume of the ' Philosophij of the Human Alind,'

a- the author of a very ingenious tract, entitled ' Ars Sit/nonmi,' from Avliich

^t appears indisputably that he was the precursor of Bishop Wilkins in his

(speculations concerning a real character and a philosophical language ; and

[it now appears to me equally clear, upon a further acquaintance witli the

short fragments which he has left behind him, that, if he did not lead the

{way to the attempt made by Dr Wallis to teach the dumb to speak, he had

iconceived views with respect to the means of instructing them, far more pro-

Sfound and comprehensive than any we meet with in the works of that

learned Avriter prior to the date of Dalgarno's publications. On his claims

iin these two instances, I forbear to enlarge at present ; but I cannot deny

iQiyself the satisfaction of transcribing a few paragraphs in justification of

What I have already stated Avith respect to the remarkable coincidence

'!ietween some of his theoretical deductions, and the practical results of the

Trench Academician.
••

' I conceive there might be successful addresses made to a dumb child,

ven in its cradle, when he begins n'su coynoscere matretn, if the mother or

lurse had but as nimble a hand, as commonly they have a tongue. For
instance, I doubt not but the words hand, foot, dog, cat, hat, &c., written fair,

pnd as often presented to the deaf child's eye, pointing from the words to

:he things, and vice versa^ as the blind child hears them spoken, would be

known and remembered as soon by the one as the other ; and as I think the

i'ye to be as docile as the ear, so neither see I any reason but the hand might
" made as tractable an organ as the tongue, and as soon brought to form,

f not fair, at least legible characters, as the tongue to imitate and echo back

iirticulate sounds.' ' The difficulties of learning to read on the common plan,

pre so gi'eat, that one may justly wonder how young ones come to get over

hem. Xow, the deaf child, under his mother's tuition, passes securelj^ by
ill these rocks and quicksands. Tlie distinction of letters, their names,
heir powers, then- order, the dividing words into syllables, and of them again

luikiug words, to which may be added tone and accent—none of these

luzzling niceties hinder his progi-ess. It is true, after he has passed the

liscipline of the nursery, and comes to learn grammatically, then he must
jegin to learn to know letters written, by theii- figures, number, and order.'

" The same autlior elsewhere observes, that ' the soul can exert her

"iwers by tlie ministry of any of the senses; and therefore, when she is

It-prived of her principal secretaries, the eye and ear, then she must be con-

' uted with the service of her lackeys and scullions, the other senses; which
SIC no less true and faithful to their mistress than the eye and the ear, but

i"t so quick for despatch.'
' I shall only add one other sentence, from which my readers will be

iiabled, M'ithout any comment of mine, to perceive with what sagacity and

MLcess this very original thinker had anticipated some of the most refincil

xperimcntal conclusions of a more enlightened age.

" ' My design is not to give a methodical system of grammatical rules, but
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only siicli general directions, whereby an indnstrious tutor may bring his

deaf pupil to the vulgar use and on of a language, that so he may be the

more capable of receiving instruction in the lion, from the rules of grammar,

when his judgment is ripe for that study ; or, more plainly, I intend to bring

the way of teaching a deaf man to read and -m-ite, as near as possible to that

of teaching young ones to speak and understand theii- mother-tongue.'

" In prosecution of this general idea, he has treated, in one very short

chapter, of A DeafMan's Dictionary, and in another of A Grammarfor Deaf
Persons, both of them containing (under the disadvantages of a style

uncommonly pedantic and quaint) a variety of precious hints, from which, if

I do not deceive myself, useful practical lights might be deriVd, not only by

such as may undertake the instruction of such pupils, as Mitchell or JNIassieu,

but by all who have any concern in the tuition of children during the first

stage of their education.

" That Dalgamo's suggestions with respect to the education of the dumb,
'

were not altogether useless to Dr Wallis, will, I think, be readily admitted

by those who take the trouble to compare his letter to JNIr Beverley (pub- '

lished eighteen years afterDalgarno's treatise) with his Tractatus de Loquela,

published in 1653. In this letter, some valuable remarks are to be found on

the method of leading the dumb to the signification of words ; and yet the
j

name of Dalgarno is not once mentioned to his con-espondent." i

We may add, that Mr Stewart is far more lenient than Dr

:

Walhs' disingenuity merited. Wallis, in his letter to Mr Bever- ;•

ley, has plundered Dalgarno, even to his finger alphabet. It is
\

no excuse, though it may in part account for the omission of Dal-

garno's name, that Dalgarno, whilst he made little account in,

general of the teaching of the deaf and dumb to speak, had, in

his chapter on the subject, passed over in total silence the very

remarkable exploits in this department of " the learned and my
worthy friend Dr Wallis," as he elsewhere styles him. On this

subject, indeed, it seems to have been fated, that every writer

should either be ignorant of, or should ignore, his predecessors..

Bulwer, Lana, and Wallis, each professed himself original ; Dal-

garno entitles his Didascalocophus " the first, (for what the author

knows) that had been published on the subject;" and Amman
whose Surdus Loquens appeared only in 1692, makes solemn oath

" that he had found no vestige of a similar attempt in any pre-

vious writer."

The length to which these observations have run on the Phi

locophus, would preclude our entering on the subject of the othei

treatise—the Ars Signorum, were this not otherwise impossible

within the limits of the present notice. But indeed the mos

general statement of the problem of an universal character, an<

of the various attempts made for its solution, could hardly b
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mipriscd within the longest article. At the same time, regard-

iir as we do the plan of a philosophical language, as a curious

leoretical idea, but one which can never be practically realized,

ur interest in the several essays is principally limited to the in-

onuity manifested by the authors, and to the minor philosophi-

j1 truths incidentally developed in the course of these discus-

ions.
Of such, the treatise of Dalgarno is not barren ; but that

hich principally struck us, is his remarkable anticipation, on

jeculative grounds, a priori, of what has been now articulately

fFOved, a posteriori, by the Dutch philologers and Ilorne Tookc,

ito say nothing of the ancients),—that the parts of speech are all

oducible to the noun and verb, or to the noun alone.
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WITH REFERENCE TO THE SCHEME OF ARTHUR COLLIER.

(April, 1839.)

1. Metaphysical Tracts hy English Philosophers of the Eighteenth

Century. Prepared for the Press by the late Rev. Samuel

Parr, D.D. 8vo. London : 1837.

2. Memoirs of the Life and Writings of the Rev. Arthur Collier,

M.A., Rector of Langford Magna, in the County of Wilts.

From A.D. 1704, to A.D. 1732. With some Account of hk

Family. By Robert Benson, M.A. 8vo. London : 1837.

We deem it our duty to call attention to these publications

:

for in themselves they are eminently deserving of the notice of

the few who in this country take an interest in those higher spe-

culations to which, in other countries, the name of Philosophy is

exclusively conceded ; and, at the same time, they have not been

ushered into the world with those adventitious recommendations

which might secure their intrinsic merit against neglect.

The fortune of the first is curious.—It is known to those who

have made an active study of philosophy and its history, that

there are many philosophical treatises written by English authors,

—in whole or in part of great value, but, at the same time, of ex-

treme rarity. Of these, the rarest are, in fact, frequently the

most original : for precisely in proportion as an author is in ad-

vance of his age, is it likely that his works will be neglected ; and

the neglect of contemporaries in general consigns a book,—espe-

cially a small book,—if not protected by accidental concomitants, at

once to the tobacconist or tallow-chandler. This is more particu-

larly the case with pamphlets, philosophical, and at the same

time polemical. Of these we are acquainted with some, extant

jierhaps only in one or two copies, which display a metaphysical
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talent unappreciated in a former age, but which would command

the admiration of the present. Nay, even of Enghsh philoso-

phers of the very highest note, (strange to say !) there are now

actually lying unknown to their editors, biographers, and fellow-

metaphysicians, published treatises, of the highest interest and

: importance ;
[as of Cudworth, Berkeley, Collins, &c.]

j

We have often, therefore, thought that, Averc there w4th us a

pubhc disposed to indemnify the cost of such a publication, a col-

i lection, partly of treatises, partly of extracts from treatises, by

Enghsh metaphysical wu'iters, of rarity and merit, would be one

of no inconsiderable importance. In any other country than

Britain, such a publication Avould be of no risk or difficulty. Al-

most every nation of Europe, except our own, has, in fact, at

present similar collections in progress—only incomparably more

ambitious. Among others, there are in Germany the Corpus

Philosophoriim, by Gfrocrer ; in France, the Bibliotheque P/iilo-

,<i>plnque des Temps Modernes, by Bouillet and Garnier ; and in

Italy, the Collezione de' Classici Metafisici, &c. Nay, in this

country itself, we have pubhshing societies for every department

of forgotten literature—except Philosophy.

But in Britain, which does not even possess an annotated edi-

tion of Locke,—in England, where the universities teach the

little philosophy they still nominally attempt, like the catechism,

by rote, what encouragement could such an enterprise obtain ?

It did not, therefore, surprise us, wdien we learnt that the pub-

lisher of the two works under review,—when he essayed what,

in the language of " the trade " is called " to subscribe " The

Metaphysical Tracts, found his brother booksellers indisposed to

\ enture even on a single copy.—Now, what Avas the work which

Mur hterary purveyors thus eschewed as w^ormwood to British

taste ?

The late Dr Parr, whose erudition was as unexclusivo as pro-

found, had, many years previous to his death, formed the plan of

reprinting a series of the rarer metaphysical treatises, of J^^nglish

authorship, which his remarkable hbrary contained. With this

view, he had actually thrown off a small impression of five such

tracts, with an abridgement of a sixth ; but as these probably

formed only a part of his intended collection, which, at the same

time, it is known he meant to have prclaced by an introduction,

rontaining, among other matters, an historical disfpiisition on

Idealism, with special reference to tlic pliilixophy of CoHier. tln>
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publication was from time to time delayed, until its completion

was finally frustrated by his death. When his library was subse-

quently sold, the impression of the six treatises was purchased

by Mr Lumley, a respectable London bookseller ; and by him

has recently been published under the title which stands as

Number First at the head of this article.

The treatises reprinted in tliis collection are the following :

—

" 1. Clavis Universalis; or a neic Inquiry after Truth: being a demonstra-

tion of the non-existence or impossibility of an external icorld. By Arthm-

Collier, Rector of Langforcl Magua, near Sanmi. London : 1713.

2. A specimen of True Philosophy ; in a discom'se on Genesis, the first

chapter and the first verse. By Arthur Collier, Eector of Langford Magua,

near Sarum, Wilts. Not improper to be boirnd up with his Clavis Universalis.

Sarum: 1730.

3. (An abridgement, by Dr Parr, of the doctrines maintained by Collier

in his) Logology, or Treatise on* the Logos, in seven sermons on John 1.

verses 1, 2, 3, 14, together with an Appendix on the same subject. 1732.

4. ConjecturcB qucedam de Sensu^ Motu, et Idearum generatione. (This was

first published by David Hartley as an appendix to his Epistolary Disser-

tation, De Lithoutriptico a J. Stephens nuper invento (Leyden, 1741, Bath,

1746) ; and contains the principles of that psychological theory which he

afterwards so fully developed in his observations on ^lan.)

5. An Inquiry into the Origin of the Human Appetites and Affections., show-

ing how each arisesfrom Association, irith an account of the entrance of Moral

Evil into the world. To which are added some remarks on the independent

scheme which deduces aU obligation on God's part and man's from certain

abstract relations, truth, &c. Written for the use of the young gentlemen

at the Universities. Lincoln*: 1747. (The author is yet unknown.)

6. Man in quest of himself; or a defence of the Individuality of the Human
Mind., or Self Occasioned by some remarks in the Monthly Review for

July 1763, on a note in Search's Freewill. By Cuthbert Comment, Gent.

London : 1763. (The autlior of this is Search himself, that is, Mr Abraham
Tucker.)"

These tracts are undoubtedly well worthy of notice ; but to the

first—the Clavis Universalis of CoUier—as by far the most in-

teresting and important, we shall at present confine the few obser-

vations wliich we can afi'ord space to make.*

This treatise is in fact one not a little remarkable in the his-

tory of pliilosophy ; for to Collier along with Berkeley is due the

honour of having first explicitly maintained a theory of Absolute

Idealism ; and the Clavis is the work in which that theory is

developed. The fortune of this treatise, especially in its own

* {^It never rains but it pours. Collier's Cfar/s was subsequently reprint-

ed, in a very handsome form, by a literary association in Edinburgli. Would
that the books wanting reimpression, were first dealt with

!] i
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•ountry, has been very different from its deserts. Though the

legation of an external workl had been incidentally advanced by

Berkeley in liis Principles of Human K)iowledge some three

>rears prior to the appearance of the Clavis Universalis, with

,vhich the publication of his Dialogues between Hylas and Philo-

\ious was simultancons ; it is certain that Collier was not oidy

Ivholly unacquainted with Berkeley's speculations, but had de-

ayed promulgating his opinion till after a ten years' meditation.

)Otli philosophers are thus equally original. They are also nearly

in a level in scientific talent ; for, comparing the treatise of

Jollier with the writings of Berkeley, we find it little inferior in

inetaphysical acuteness or force of reasoning, however deficient it

nay be in the graces of composition, and the variety of illustra-

ion, by which the works of his more accomplished rival are dis-

inguished. But how disproportioned to their relative merits has

)een the reputation of the two pliilosophers ! AMiile Berkeley's

>ecame a name memorable throughout Europe, that of Collier was

itterly forgotten :—it appears in no British biography ; and is

lot found even on the list of local authors in the elaborate history

f the county where he was born, and of the parish where he was

lereditary Rector ! Indeed, but for the notice of the Clavis by

Or Reid (who appears to have stumbled on it in the College

liibrary of Glasgow), it is probable that the name of Collier would

lave remained in his own country absolutely unknown—until,

lerhaps, our attention might have been called to his remarkable

viitings, by the consideration they had by accident obtained from

he philosophers of other countries. In England the Clavis Uni-

I rsalis was printed, but there it can hardly be said to have been

"blished; for it there never attracted the slightest observa-

i "n ; and of the copies noAV known to be extant of the original

'iition,

" ?iumerus vix est totklem, quot

Theharum portce vel divitis ostia A7//."

The public hbraries of Oxford and Cambridge, as ]\Ir Benson

'bserves, do not possp.ss a single copy. There are, howevci',

wo in Edinburgh ; and in Glasgow, as we have noticed, there is

mother.

The only country in which the Clavis can truly be said to have

•u hitherto pubhshed is Germany.
Ill the sixth supplemental volume of the A<-ta Eruditoriim
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(1717) there is a copious and able abstract of its contents.

Through this abridgement the speculations of Collier became

known—particularly to the German philosophers ; and we re-

collect to have seen them quoted, among others, by Wolf and

Biljinc/er.

In 1756 the work was, however, translated, without retrench-

ment, into German, by Professor Esclienhach of Rostock, along
il

with Berkeley's Dialogues between Hylas and Philonous, These

two treatises constitute his " Collection of the most distinguished

Writers who deny the reality of their own body and of the whole

corporeal world,"—treatises which he accompanied with " Coun-

ter observations, and an Appendix, in which the existence of mat-

ter is demonstrated :" These are of considerable value. [I have

spoken of them, in Stcwar.t's Dissertation, Note SS.] Speaking

of Colher's treatise, the translator tells us :
—" If any book ever

cost me trouble to obtain it, the Clavis is that book. Every ex-

ertion was fruitless. At length, an esteemed friend, Mr J. Selk.j |i

candidate of theology in Dantzic, sent me the work, after I had

abandoned all hope of ever being able to procure it

The preface is wanting in the copy thus obtained—a proof that ii

was rummaged, with difficulty, out of some old book magazine-

It has not, therefore, been in my power to present it to the curi:

ous reader, but I trust the loss may not be of any great import;

ance."—In regard to the preface, Dr Eschenbach is, however

mistaken ; the original has none.
\

By this translation, which has now itself become rare, the worl'

was rendered fully accessible in Germany ; and the philosopher

of that country did not fail to accord to its author the honour du

to his metaphysical talent and originality. The best comparativj

view of the kindred doctrines of Collier and Berkeley is indee'

given by Tennemann (xi. 399, sq.) ; whose meritorious Histor i

of Philosophy, we may observe, does justice to more than on;

English thinker, whose works, and even whose name, are in h i

own country as if they had never been

!

I

Dr Reid's notice of the Clavis attracted the attention of ifcj

Dugald Stewart and of Dr Parr to the Avork ; and to the nomin
I

celebrity which, through them, its author has thus tardily attaiij

ed, even in Britain, are we indebted for Mr Benson's interestirj

Memoirs of the Life and Writings of Arthur Collier : forming tlj

second of the two publications prefixed to this article. What wj
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(is inducement and what his means for the execution of tliis task,

ie biographer thus informs us.

I
Arthur ColUer was born in 1C80. He was the son of Arthur

|!ollier, Rector of Langford-IMagna, in the neighbourhood of Sahs-

ury—a hving, the advowson of which had for about a century

pen in possession of the family, and of which his great-grand-

jither, grandfather, father, and himself, were successively incum-

tents. With his younger brother, AVilliam, who w\as also destined

'V the Church, and who obtained an adjoining bencfico, he re-

ived his earlier education in the grammar-school of Salisbury.

1 1697 he was entered of Pembroke College, Oxford ; but in

10 following year, when his brother joined him at the University,

u iiey both became members of Balliol. His father having died

' ^ 1697, the family living was held by a substitute until 1704,

; then Ai'thur, having taken priest's orders, was inducted into the

y. Lectory, on the presentation of his mother. In 1707 he married

i. i niece of Sir Stephen Fox; and died in 1732, leaving his wife,

, lith two sons and two daughters, in embarrassed circumstances,

lii pf the sons :—Arthur became a civihan of some note at the Com-

•L lons ; and Charles rose in the army to the rank of Colonel. Of
[o daughters :—Jane was the clever authoress of The Art of In-

., .Moiisly Tormenting ; and Mary obtained some celebrity from

}('. b,ving accompanied Fielding, as his wife's friend, in the voyage

liich he made in quest of health to Lisbon. Collier's family is

w behoved to be extinct.

, I Besides the Clavis Universalis (1713), The Specimen of True

i: philosophy (1730), and the Logology (1732), Collier was the

ithor of two published Sermons on controversial points, which

ive not been recovered. Of his manuscript works the remains

J,
re still considerable, but it is probable that the greater propor-

m* [on has perished. Our author w^as hardly less independent in his

;ji ^ligious, than in his philosophical, speculations. In the latter ho

las an IdeaUst ; in the former, an Arian (like Clarke,)—an Apol-

jt'
qarian,—and a High Churchman, on grounds which high church-

jien could not understand. Of Collier as a parish priest and a

-jl
jieologian, Mr Benson supplies us with much interesting informa-

jon. But it is only as a metaphysician that we at present consider

fm ; and in this respect the Memoirs form a valuable supi)lcmcnt

•jjii |>
the Clavis. Besides a series of letters in exposition of iiis phi-

phical system, they afford us, what is even more important,
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an insight into the course of study by which Colher was led U
his conclusion. AYith philosophical hterature he does not appeal

to have been at all extensively conve'^-- int. His writings betray

no intimate acquaintance with the woi k, o? the great thinkers o

antiquity ; and the compends of the German Scheiblerus and of thi

Scottish Baronius, apparently supplied him with all that he kne\

of the Metaphysic of the Schools. Locke is never once aUude(

to. Descartes and Mallebranche, and his neighbour Mr ^Norris

were the philosophers whom he seems principally to have studied

and their works, taken by themselves, were precisely those bes

adapted to conduct an untrammelled mind of originahty and bold

uess to the result at which he actually arrived.

Without entering on any general consideration of the doctrin

of Ideahsm, or attempting a regular analysis of the argument
(|

ColUer, we hazard a few remarks on that theory,—simply wit;

the view of calhng attention to some of the pecuhar merits of oi

author.
i

Mankind in general believe that an external world exists, oiil|

because they believe that they immediately know it as exister.l

As they believe that they themselves exist because conscious of.

self or e(/o ; so they beheve that something different from thei-

selves exists, because they beheve that they are also conscious

this not-self ov non-ego.

In the first place, then, it is self-evident, that the existence

the external world cannot be doubted, if we admit that we do,

we naturally believe we do,—know it immediately as existent,

the fact of the knoivledge be allowed, the fact of the existence ca

not be gainsaid. The former involves the latter.

But, in the second place, it is hardly less manifest, that if c

natural belief in the knowledge of the existence of an exteri.

world be disallowed as false, that our natural belief in the em-

ence of such a world can no longer be founded on as true. T',

marvellous to say, this has been very generally done.

For reasons to wliich we cannot at present advert, it has b(

almost universally denied by philosophers, that in sensitive p
ception we are conscious of any external reality. On the contra

tliey have maintained, with singular unanimity, that what we ,'

immediately cognitive of in that act, is only an ideal object in
'

mind itself. In so far as they agree in holding this opinion,
j

losophers may be called Idealists in contrast to mankind in gene: >

,1
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Ipmd a few stray speculators who may be called Realists—Xnfural
Realists.

In regard to the relation or import of this ideal object, philoso-

phers are divided ; and this division constitutes two great and
apposing opinions in philosopliy. On the one hand, the majority

lave maintained that the ideal object of which the mind is consci-

)us, is vicarious or representative of a real object, unknown iin-

•diately, or as existing, and known only mediately through this

ideal substitute. These philosophers, thus holding the exist-

ence of an external world—a world, however, unknown in itself,

lind therefore asserted only as an hypothesis, may be appropri-

itely styled Cosmothetic Idealists—Hypothetical or Assumptive

Bealists. On the other hand, a minority maintain, that the ideal

[)bject has no external prototype; and they accordingly deny

|he existence of any external world. These may be denominated

ho Absolute Idealists.

Each of these great genera of Idealists is, however, divided

ind subdivided into various subordinate species.

The Cosmothetic Idealists fall primarily into two classes, inas-

Quch as some view the ideal or representative object to be a

ertium quid different from the percipient mind as from the

•epresented object ; while others regard it as only a modification

•f the mind itself,—as only the percipient act considered as repre-

entative of, or relative to, the supposed extei-nal reality. The
ormer of these classes is again variously subdivided, according

5 theories may diifer in regard to the nature and origin of the

icarious object ; as whether it be material or immaterial,—whe-

her it come from without or rise from within,—whether it ema-

late from the external reality or from a higher source,—whether

t be infused by God or other hyperphysical intelligences, or whe-

her it be a representation in the Deity himself,—whether it be

Qnate, or whether it be produced by the mind, on occasion of

{lie presence of the material object within tlie sphere of sense,

kc. &c.

0{ Absolute Idealism only two principal species arc possible;

t least, only two have been actually manifested in the history of

•liilosophy;—the Theistic and the Egoistic. The former sup-

loses that the Deity presents to the mind the appearances which

re are determined to mistake for an external world ; the latter

upposes that these appearances arc manifested to consciousness.

a conformity to certain unknown laws, by the mind itself. The

N
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Tlieistic Idealism is again subdivided into three ; according as

God is supposed to exhibit the phrenomena in question in his own

substance,—to infuse into the percipient mind representative

entities different from its own modification,—or to determine the
;

ego itself to an illusive representation of the non-ego*
\

Now it is easily shown, that if the doctrine of Natural Realism

be abandoned,—if it be admitted, or proved, that we are deceived

in our belief of an immediate knowledge of aught beyond the!

mind ; then Absolute Idealism is a conclusion philosophically

;

inevitable, the assumption of an external world being now an

assumption which no necessity legitimates, and which is therefore
j

philosophically inadmissible. On the law of parsimony it must;

be presumed null. ;

It is, however, historically true, that Natural Realism had been

long abandoned by philosophers for Cosmothetic Idealism, before

the grounds on which this latter doctrine rests were shown to he

unsound. These grounds are principally the following :

—

1.)—In i\\Q first place, the natural belief in the existence of an:

external world w^as allowed to operate even when the natural

belief of our immediate knoivledge of such a world was argued

to be false. It might be thought that philosophers, when they

maintained that one original belief was illusive, would not con,

tend that another Avas veracious,— still less that they wouk

assume, as true, a belief which existed only as the result of v

behef which they assumed to be false. But this they did. Thi;
,

Cosmothetic Idealists, all deny the validity of our natural belie; (

in our knowledge of the existence of external things; but w^;

find the majority of them, at the same time, maintaining that sucli

existence must be admitted on the authority of our natural belie'

of its reality. And yet, the latter belief exists only in and throug

the former ; and if the former bo held false, it is, therefore, C

all absurdities the greatest to view the latter as true. Thu|

Descartes, after arguing that mankind are universally delude'

in their conviction that they have any immediate knowledge (

aught beyond the modifications of their own minds ; again argu(

!

that the existence of an external world must be admitted,-;

because, if it do not exist, God deceives, in impressing on us '

belief in its reality ; but God is no deceiver ; therefore, &c. Thj

* [For a more detailed view of these distinctions, see Dids. on Reid, p
816—819 ;

Compare also above, pp. 61, sq.']
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iL'asoning is cither good for nothing, or good tor more than Dcs-

i artos intended. For, on the one hand, if God be no deceiver,

\ic did not deceive us in our natural belief that we know some-

thing more than the mere modes of self; but then the funda-

mental position of the Cartesian philosophy is disproved : and

if, on the other hand, this position be admitted, God is thereby

Iconfesscd to be a deceiver, who, having deluded us in the belief

[on which our belief of an external world is founded, cannot be

•consistently supposed not to delude us in this belief itself. Such

imelancholy reasoning is, however, from Descartes to Dr Brown,

the favourite logic by which the Cosmothctic Idealists in general

attempt to resist the conclusion of the Absolute Idealists. But

on this ground there is no tenable mediimi between Natural Real-

ism and Absolute Idealism.

It is curious to notice the different views, which Berkeley and

Collier, our two Absolute Idealists, and which Dr Samuel Clarke,

the acutest of the Hypothetical Reahsts with whom they both

came in contact, took of this principle.

Clarke was, apparently, too sagacious a metaphysician not to

-' c that the proof of the reality of an external world reposed

mainly on our natural belief of its reality ; and at the same time

|that this natural beUef could not be pleaded in favour of his

jliypothesis by the Cosmothctic Idealist. He was himself conscious,

[that his philosophy afforded him no arms against the reasoning of

[the Absolute Idealist ; whose inference he was, however, inclined

neither to admit, nor able to show Avhy it should not. Whiston,

in his Memoirs, speaking of Berkeley and his Idealism, says:

—

• He was pleased to send Dr Clarke and myself, each of us, a

jbook. xVfter we had both perused it, I went to Dr Clarke and

jdiscoursed with him about it to this effect :—That I, being not

la metaphysician, was not able to answer Mr Berkeley's subtile

premises, though I did not at all believe his absurd conclusion,

I. therefore, desired that he, who was deep in such subtilities,

liut did not appear to believe Mr Berkeley's conclusions, would

iiiswer him ; u'hich task he declined." Many years after this, as

\\ e are told in the Life of Bishop Berkeley, prefixed to his works :

—
" There was, at Mr Addison's instance, a meeting of Drs Clarke

^ind Berkeley to discuss this speculative point; and great hopes

Iwere entertained from the conference. The parties, howevei',

^eparated without being able to come to any agreement. Dr
Berkeley declared himself not well satisfied with the conduct of
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his antagonist on the occasion, who, though he could not ansu't-r.

had not candour enough to own himself convinced."

Mr Benson affords us a curious anecdote to the same eifect in a

letter of Colher to Clarke. From it we learn,—that when Collier

originally presented his Clavis to the Doctor, through a friend,

on reading the title, Clarke good-humouredly said :
—" Poor

gentleman ! I pity him. He would be a philosopher, but has

chosen a strange task ; for he can neither prove his point himself,

nor can the contrary be proved againt him."

In regard to the two Idealists themselves, each dealt with this

ground of argument in a very diiferent way ; and it must be con-

fessed that in this respect Collier is favourably contrasted with

;

Berkeley.

—

Berkeley attempts to enlist the natural belief of man-

kind in his favour against the Hypothetical Realism of the phi-j :

losophers. It is true, that natural belief is opposed to scien-

tiiic opinion. Mankind are not, however, as Berkeley reports,

Idealists. In this he even contradicts himself ; for, if they be, in

truth, of his opinion, why does he dispute so anxiously, so learn-

edly against them ?

—

Collier, on the contrary, consistently rejects

all appeal to the common sense of mankind. The motto of hif;

work, from Mallebranche, is the watchword of his philosophy :—

i

" Vidgi assensus et ajiprohatio circa materiam difficilera, est cer'^

turn arguraentum fcdsitatis istius opinionis cui assentitur." Anti

in his answer to the Cartesian argument for the reahty of matter

from " that strong and natural inclination which all men have t(

believe in an external world ; " he shrewdly remarks on the in

consistency of such a reasoning at such hands :
— " Strange

That a person of Mr Descartes' sagacity should be found in S'l

plain and palpable an oversight ; and that the late ingenious M

;

Norris should be found treading in the same track, and that to

upon a solemn and particular disquisition of this matter. Tha^

whilst, on the one hand, they contend against the common ir,

chnation or prejudice of mankind, that the visible world is nc,

external, they should yet appeal to this same common inclinatio

for the truth or being of an external world, which on their prir

ciples must be said to be invisible ; and for which therefore (the

must needs have known if they had considered it), there neithc

is, nor can be, any kind of inclination." (P. 81.)

2.)—In the second place, it was very generally assumed i

antiquity, and during the middle ages, that an external wor

was a supposition necessary to render possible the fact of oi
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--cnsitivc cognition. The philosoplicrs who held, that the iniine-

iliate ohject of perception was an emanation from an onter reality,

and that the hypothesis of the latter was reqnisitc to account for

the phamomenon of the former,—their theory involved the exist-

ence of an external world as its condition. Bnt from the moment
that the necessity of this condition was abandoned, and this was

done by many even of the scholastic philosophers ;—from the

imoment that sensible species or the vicarious objects in perccp-

jtion were admitted to be derivable from other sources than the

jexternal objects themselves, as from God, or from the mind

|itself : from that moment we must look for other reasons than

the preceding, to account for the remarkable fact, that it was not

until after the commencement of the eighteenth century that a

[doctrine of Absolute Ideahsm was, wnthout communication, con-

itemporaneously promulgated by Berkeley and Collier.

3.)—In explanation of this fact, we must refer to a third

-round, which has been wholly overlooked by the historians of

.philosophy ; but which it is necessary to take into account, would

we explain how so obvious a conclusion as the negation of the

existence of an outer world, on tlie negiition of our immediate

knowledge of its existence, should not have been drawn by so

acute a race of speculators as the philosophers of the middle

ages, to say nothing of the great philosophers of a more recent

epoch. This ground is :

—

Tliat the doctrine of Idecdism is incom-

\patible with the Catholic doctrine of the Eucharist. It is a very

jerroneous statement of Reid, in which, hoAvever, he errs only in

icommon with other philosophers, that " during the reign of the

{Peripatetic doctrine., ive find no appearance of scejyticism about

\t1ie existence of matter." On the contrary, during the dominance

of the scholastic philosophy, we find that the possibility of the

non-existence of matter was contemplated ; nay, that the reasons

in support of this supposition were expounded in all their cogency.

We do not, however, find the conclusion founded on these reasons

formally professed. And why ? Because this conclusion, though

philosophically proved, was theologically disproved ; and such

disproof was during the middle ages sufficient to prevent the

overt recognition of any speculative docti-ino ; for with all its

ingenuity and boldness, philosophy during these ages was con-

fessedly in the service of the church,— it was always Philo.<phia

ancillans Theologice. And this because the service was volun-

t;,rv ;—a thraldom indeed of love. Now, if the reality of matter
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were denied, there would, in general, be denied the reality of »

Chrisfs incarnation ; and in particular the transubstantiation into

his body of the elements of bread and wine. There were other

theological reasons indeed, and these not without their weight

;

but this was, perhaps, the only one insuperable to a CathoHc.
;

Wc find the influence of this reason at work in very ancient i

times. It was employed by the earlier Fathers, and more espe-
\

cially in opposition to Marcion's doctrine of the merely phaenome- i

nal incarnation of our Saviour.—" Non hcet " (says Tertidlian in
j

his book De Aninia, speaking of the evidence of sense—" non i

licet nobis in dubium sensus istus revocare, ne et in Christo de I

fide eorum deliberetur : ne forte dicatur, quod false Satanam pro-

spectant de caelo pra3cipitatum ; aut false vocem Patris audierit '

de ipso testificatam ; aut deceptus sit cum Petri socrum tetegit.

Sic et Marcion phantasma eum maluit credere, totius !

corporis in illo dedignatus veritatem." (Cap. xvii.) And in his

book, Adversus Marcionem :
— " Ideo Christus non erat quod;

videbatur, et quod erat mentiebatur ; caro, nee caro ; homo, nee

homo : proinde Deus Christus, nee Deus ; cur enira non etiam Dei

phantasma portaverit ? An credam ei de interiore substantia,

qui sit de exteriore frustratus ? Quomodo verax habebitur in

occulto, tarn fallax repcrtus in aperto ? . . . Jam nunc quum men-

dacium deprehenditur Christus caro ; sequitur ut omnia quae per

carnem Christi gesta sunt, raendacio gesta sint,—congressus, con-

tactus, convictus, ipssB quoque virtutes. Si enim tangendo aliquem,

liberavit a vitio, non potest vere actum credi, sine corporis ipsius

veritate. Nihil solidum ab inani, nihil plenum a vacuo perfici

licet. Putativus habitus, putativus actus ; imaginarius operator,

imagmarise operge." (Lib. iii. c. 8.)—In like manner, St Augus-

tin, among many other passages :
—" Si phantasma fuit corpus

Christi, fefellit Christus ; et si fefelUt, Veritas non est. Est autem

Veritas Christus ; non igitur phantasma fuit corpus ejus." {Liber\

De Ixxxiii, Qucestionibus, qu. 14.)—And so many others. '

The repugnancy of the CathoHc dogma of transubstantiation'

with the surrender of a substantial prototype of the species pre-'

sented to our sensible perceptions, was, however, more fully and

precisely signalised by the Schoolmen; as may be seen in the

polemic waged principally on the great arena of scholastic subti-,

lity—the commentaries on the four books of the Sentences oi;

Peter Lombard. In their commentaries on the first book, especi-;

ally, will be found abundant speculation of an idealistic tendency
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The question is alniust regularly mooted :

—

Mnii not God pre-

ui-ce the species (the ideas of a more modern pl)ilo;<opliy) he/ore

/(.' mind, the external reality represented being destroi/ed ?—il/ay

K>t God, in fact, object to the sense the species representing an ex-

'crnal world, that tcorld, in rcali/g, not existing ? To these qucs-

ious the answer is, always in the first instance, affirmative. ^Vhy

bhen, the possibihty, the probabjlity even, being admitted, was

he fact denied Philosophically oi-thodox, it was theologically

leretical ; and their principal argument for the rejection is, that

ju such hypothesis, the doctrine of a transubstantiated cucha-

|:ist becomes untenable. A change is not,—cannot be,—(spiritu-

ally) real.

Such was the special reason, why many of the acuter School-

nen did not follow out their general argument, to the express

legation of matter ; and such also was the only reason, to say

lOthing of other Cartesians, why MalUbranche deformed the

simplicity of his peculiar theory with such an assxniiptive hors

foBuvre, as an unknown and otiose universe of matter. It is,

ndeed, but justice to that great philosopher to say,—that if the

ncumbrance with which, as a Catholic, he was obhged to burden

t, be thrown off his theory, that theory becomes one of Absolute

Idealism ; and that, in fact, all the principal arguments in sup-

JDort of such a scheme are found fully developed in his immortal

\lnquiry after Truth. This ]\Iallebranche well knew ; and know-

lug it, we can easily understand, how Berkeley's interview with

iui ended as it did.*

Mallcbranche thus left little for his Protestant successors to do.

jThey had only to omit the Catholic excrescence ; the reasons vin-

i heating this omission they found collected and marshalled to their

' [I cannot, however, concur in the praise of novolty and invention, which

:.i~ always been conceded to the central theoiy of Mallebrauche. His

l76-/o?i of all things in the Deity,"" is, as it appears to me, simply a transfer-

; -nee to man in the flesh, to the Viator, of that mode of cognition, maintained

by many of the older Catholic divines, in explanation of how the Saints, as

iisembodied spirits, can be aware of human invocations, and, in general, of

what passes upon earth. '' They perceive,^'' it is said, " all thinys in (iudy

So that, in tnuh, the philosophical theoiy of Mallcbranche, is nothing but

the extension of a theological h>iwthesis, long common in the schools ;
and

with scholastic speculations, Mallcbranche was evin intimately acquainted.

This hypothesis I had once occasion to express :

—

" Quidquid, in his tenebris vit<e, came latebut.

Nunc leyin in niayno rnnctn. hiatr, Deo.'"'\
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hand. That Ideahsm was the legitimate issue of the Malle

branchian doctrine, was at once seen by those competent to meta

physical reasoning. This was signahsed, in general, by Bayh
and. what has not been hitherto noticed, by Locke.* It was'^

^j

* Compare Locke's Examination of P. Malebranche's Opinion^ (§ 20.)
;

When on this subject, we may clear up a point connected therewith, ]

some interest, in relation to Locke and Newton, and which has engaged tlj

attention of Dr Reid aud Mr Dugald Stewart.
}

Eeid, who has overlooked the passage of Locke just referred to, says,
j

deducing the history of the Berkeleian Idealism, and after speaking of MalLJ

:

branche's opinion :
—" It may seem strange that Locke, who wrote so mut

about ideas, should not see those consequences which Berkeley thought
|

obviously deducible fi-om that doctrine There is, indeed,!

single passage in Locke's essay, which may lead one to conjecture that he hii ,

a glimpse of that system which Berkeley afterwards advanced, but thougj

proper to suppress it within his o^^^l breast. The passage is in Book r\!

c. 10, where, having proved the existence of an eternal, intelligent mind,
:

comes to answer those who conceive that matter also must be etemj

because we cannot conceive how it could be made out of nothing ; ar/

:

having observed that the creation of mind requires no less power than tit

creation of matter, he adds what follows :
—

' Nay, possibly, if we cow
emancipate oiu'selves fi'om vulgar notions, and raise om- thoughts, as farw

they would reach, to a closer contemplation of things, we might be ableii

aim at some dim and seeming conception, how matter might at first be mgu

and begin to exist, by the power of that eternal first Being; but to gi

beginning aud being to a spirit, would be found a more inconceivable eff jt

of omnipotent power. Bjit this being what Avould, perhaps, lead us too bt

from the notions on which the philosophy now in the world is built, it wop
not be pardonable to deviate so far from them, or to inquire, so far as graw

mar itself would authorise, if the common settled opinion oppose it ; es j^

cially in this place, where the received doctrine serves well enough to |fii

present purpose.'" Reid then goes on at considerable length to show, tit'

" every particular Mr Locke has hinted with regard to that system whicl*&

had in his mind, but thought it prudent to suppress, tallies exactly Avith e

system of Berkeley." {Intellectual Powers, Ess. II. ch. 10.) \

Stewart does not coincide with Reid. In quoting the same passag(%|

Locke, he says of it, that " when considered in connection with some otltji

in his writings, it would almost tempt one to think, that a theory concenig

matter, somewhat analogous to that of Boscovich, had occasionally pasil

through his mind ;" and then adduces various reasons in sujiport of this 4*

nion, and in opposition to Reid's. {Philosophical Essays, Ess. II. ch l,

p. 63.)

The whole arcanum in the passage in question is, however, revealedJ
M. Coste, the French translator of the Essa}^ and of several other of le

works of Locke, with whom the philosopher lived in the same family, anc.m

the most intimate terms, for the last seven years of his life ; and who, the ;h

he has never been consulted, affords often the most important informatiofn
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[therefore, but little creditable to the acutcncss of Norn's, that he.

J'*

L Protestant, should have adopted the Mallcbranchian hypothesis,

'f [without rejecting its Catholic inciunbranco. Tiic honour of first
'^'

[promulgating an articulate scheme of absolute idealism was thus

~^ [left to Bcrhdeij and Collier ; and though both are indebted to

I

jMallebranche for the principal arguments they adduce, each is

,^.
Llso entitled to the credit of having applied them with an ingc-

Quity peculiar to himself.

% It is likewise to the credit of Collier's sagacity that ho has
^ boticed (and he is the only modern philosopher, we have found,
'*

to have anticipated our observation,) the incompatibility of the

l^
Cathohc doctrine of the Eucharist with the non-existence of mat-

[i,;
ter. In the concluding chapter of his work, in which he speaks

tk{
" of the use and consequences of the foregoing treatise," he enu-

*^' merates as one *' particular usefulness with respect to religion,"

«s regard to Locke's opinioris. To this passage, there is in the/owrtA edition of

i;:i boste's translation, a very ciu-ious note appended, of which the followin<r is

k an abstract. " Here Mr Locke excites onr curiosity without being inclined

u jto satisfy it. IMany persou.s having imagined that he had communicated to

A Ime this mode of explaining the creation of matter, requested, when my transhi-

;! jtion first appeared, that I would inform them what it was ; but I was
ki l^bliged to confess, that Mr Locke had not made even me a partner in the

tj. feecret. At length, long after his death, ,SVV Isaac Newton, to whom I was
)l{j accidentally speaking of this part of Mr Locke's book, discovered to me the

jtii Whole mystery. He told me, smiling, that it was he him.sclf who had imagined

itn kkis manner of explaining the creation of matter, and that the thought hail

iiP titruck him, one day, a\ hen this question chanced to turn up in a couversa-

it;s tion between himself, ^Ir Locke, and the late Earl of Pembroke. The fol-

iii jlowing is the way in which he explained to them his thought :
—

' We may
lOi.i he enabled'' (he said) ' toform some rude conception of the creation of matter,

a ^fwe suppose that God by his power had prevented the entrance of any thim/

till jf'nto a certain portion ofjnire space, ivhich is of its nature penetrable, eternal,

viecessary, infinite ; for henceforward this portion of space would be endowed

S; witli impenet/ahility, one of the essential qualities of matter : and as jnire

BfK \space is absolutely unifurtn, we have only again to suppose that God commnni-

111 J voted the same impenetrability to anotlier portion of space, and we should tlun

\\\i pfttain in a certain sort the notion of the mobility of inattcr, another finality

tt w/iicA is also very essential to it.'' Thus, then, we are relieved of the embar-

II,
j p-assmcnt of endeavouring to discover what it was that Mr Locke had deemed

t advisable to conceal from his readers : for the above is all that gave him

on to tell us,—' if we would raise our thoughts as far as they couM

h, we might be able to aim at some dim and seeming conception !ii»w mat-

er might at first be made,' " S:c.—This sutlices to show what was the general

urport of Locke's expressions, and that Mr Stiw.nt's conj.cture is at least

earer to the truth than Dr Reid's.
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the refutation it affords of " the real presence of Christ's body in

the Eucharist, in which the Papists have grafted the doctrine of

transubstantiation." He says :

—

" Now notliiiig can be more evident, than that both the sound and ex-
:

plication of tliis important doctrine are founded altogether on the supposition i

of external matter ; so that, if this be removed, there is not any thing left
:

whereon to build so much as the appearance of a question.—For if, after

tliis, it be inquired whether the substance of the bread, in this sacrament, be not

changed into the substance of the body of Christ, the accidents or sensible ap-

peai;ances remaining a5 before ; or suppose this should be affirmed to be the '

fact, or at least possible, it may indeed be shown to be untrue or impossible,

on the supposition of an external world, from certain consequential absurdi-

1

ties which attend it ; but to remove an external world, is to prick it in

its punctuni saliens, or quench its very vitalflame. For if there is no external ':

matter, the very distinction is lost between the substance and accidents, or \

sensible species of bodies, and these last Avill become the sole essence of ma-

terial objects. So that, if these are supjwsed to remain as before, there is

no possible room for the supposal of any change, in that the thing supposed

to be changed, is here shown to be nothing at all." (P. 95.) :

But we must conclude.—What has now been said, in reference'

to a part of its contents, may perhaps contribute to attract the

attention, of those interested in the higher philosophy, to this

very curious volume. We need hardly add, that Mr Benson's;

Memoirs of Collier should be bound up along with it.
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I.-EPISTOL.E OBSCURORUM VIRORUM;

THE NATIONAL SATIRE OF GERMANY.*

(March, 1831.)

jpistolce Obscurorum Virorum, aliaque aevi decimi sexti nioni-

menta rarlssima.—Die Briefe der Finsterlinge an Magister

Ortuinus von Deventer, nebst andern sehr sdtenen Beytraegen

zur Litteratur-Sitten-und Kirchengeschichte des JSechszehnter

Jahrhunderts. Herausgegeben und erlncutcrt durcli Dii Eknst

MuENCH. 8vo. Leipzig : 1827.

With the pui^est identity of origin, the Germans have shown

£?ays the weakest sentiment of nationality. Descended from

te same ancestors, speaking a common language, unconqucrcd

11 a foreign enemy, and once the subjects of a general govern-

mt, they are the only people in Europe who have passively

owed their national unity to be broken down, and submitted,

e cattle, to be parcelled and reparcellcd into Hocks, as suited the

(JQvenience of their shepherds. The same unpatriotic apathy is

I'trayed in their literary as in their political existence. In other

tuntrics taste is perhaps too exclusively national; in Germany

is certainly too cosmopolite. Teutonic admiration seems,

• [Translated into Germau by Dr Voglcr, in the Altes utul Ncues of 1832 ;

f er being largely extracted in various otliei- literary journals of the Empire.

Itm aware of no attempt to gainsay the proof of authorship here detailed

;

in general, the justice of the criticism.—A considerable number of addi-

f ns have been inserted in this article ; but these, as they affect no personal

^t, it has not been thought necessary (A\c\\ t(j distinguisli.]
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indeed, to be essentially centrifugal ; and literary partialitic

have in the Empire inclined always in favour of the foreigi

The Germans were long familiar with the literature of ever

other nation, before they thought of cultivating, or rather crea

ing, a literature of their own ; and when this was at last attcmpte

exvy,x Tuv at.'Kowuv was Still the principle that governed in tl

experiment. It was essayed, by a process of foreign infusion,

elaborate the German tongue into a vehicle of pleasing comui

nication ; nor were they contented to reverse the operation, un

the project had been stultified by its issue, and the purest ai

only all-sufficient of the modern languages degraded into a Bab

lonish jargon, without a parallel in the whole history of spcec

A counterpart to this overweening admiration of the straii

and distant, is the discreditable indifference manifested by t

Germans to the noblest monuments of native genius. To tli(

eternal disgrace, the works of Leibnitz were left to be collect:

by a Frenchman ; while the care denied by his countrymen
j

the great representative of German universality, was lavisb;

with an eccentric affection, on the not more important specu!-

tions of Giordano Bruno, Spinoza, and Cudworth. But no negle;

even by their own confession, has weighed so long or so heavf

against the Germans, as the want of a collective edition of \\,

works of their great national patriot, Ulrich von Hutten, ail

of a critical and explanatory edition of their great national satij,

the Epistolte Obscurorum Virorum. This reproach has, !i

part, been recently removed. Dr Muench has accomplished b

one, and attempted the other ; we wish we could say,—accc!-

plished well, or attempted successfully. We speak at presjt

only of the latter ; and, as an essay towards (what is still wai-

ing) an explanatory introduction, shall premise a rapid outle

of the circumstances which occasioned this celebrated satire,- ja

satire which, though European in its influence, has yet, as Her'r

justly observes, " effected for Germany incomparably raip,

than Hudibras for England, or Garagantua for France, or ie

Knight of La Mancha for Spain." It gave the victory to Rei!i-

lin over the Begging Friars, and to Luther over the Cour rf

Rome. !

The Italians excepted, no people took so active a part in 'le

revival of ancient literature as the Germans
;
yet in no coui^'J

did the champions of the new intelligence obtain less adventitus

aid in their exertions, or encounter so formidable a resistrice
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dill the defenders of the ancient barbarism. Germany did nut.

ke Italy and France, alkire the learned fngitives from Con-

antinople, to transplant into her seminaries the langnage and

tcraturc of Greece; and thongh learning was not hei-e deprived

all liberal encouragement, still the princes and nobles of the

Mipire did not, as the great Italian families, emulate each other,

a munificent patronage of letters. But what in Germany prin-

pally contributed to impede the literary reformation, was the

ui bposition which it met with in the great literary corporations

Si ^emselves. In the other countries of Europe, especially in

k Irance and England, the first sparks of the rekindled ligiit had

MMi fostered in the universities;* these were in fact the centres

luii whence the new illumination was ditfused. In Germany,

1 the contrary, the academic walls contained the most resolute

i.mies of reform, and in the universities were found the last

rongholds of an effete, but intolerant scholasticism. Some,

deed, of the restorers of polite letters, taught as salaried or

iru ctraordinary instructors, {professores conducti,) in the universi-

V ^3 of Germany ; but their inlluence was personal, and the tole-

iR which they obtained, precarious. Dependent always on

capricious patronage of the Prince, they were viewed as

irJtruders by those bodies who constituted and governed these

F\ istitutions. From them they encountered, not only discourage-

iit, but oppression; and the biography of the first scholars

L ,au attempted, by public instruction, to disseminate a taste for

Is ^ssical literature in the great schools of Germany, exhibits little

4 ' 36 than a melancholy series of wanderings and persecutions,

—

[8
landoning one university only, in general, to be ejected from

it Mother.

I? I The restoration of classical literature, (and classical literature

g ijvolved literature in general,) was in Germany almost wholly

ill
ijcomplished by individual zeal, aided, principally, by one pi-i-

y, jte institution. This institution was the conventual seminary

',
\ St Agnes, near Zwoll, in Westphalia, founded by the pious

,f,
poraas a Kempis ; from whence, immediately or mediately,

f,.

»ued nearly the whole band of those illustrious scholars who,

\ defiance of every opposing circumstance, succeeded in rapidly

fi^ r No thauks, however, to the Universities. Thej', of course, resisted the

i'i jjiovation. A Iving and a minister, Francis and Wolsey, determined tlic

j([j
(fference; but for them, Buda-us and Cok-t might Iiave been persecuted

^ lie Bnschius and Rpiichlin.
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elevating Germany to a higlicr European rank in letters, thai

(rebarbarised by polemical theology and religious wars,) she w?:

again able to reach for almost three centuries thereafter.

Six schoolfellows and friends,—Count Maurice von Spiegelberji

Rodolph von Lange (Langius), Alexander Hegius, Lewis Drii!

genberg, Antonius Liber, and Rodolphus Agricola,—all trained :

the discipline of a Kempis, became, towards the end of the fifteent

century, the apostles of this reform in literature and educatioi'

and this mainly by their exertions with those of their discipk

was, in a few years, happily accomplished throughout the emph

The tico first, (we neglect chronology), noblemen of rank ai'

dignitaries in the church, co-operated to this end, by their libei;

patronage of other scholars, and more especially by the found;

tion of improved schools ; ilxefoui' last, by their skill and indust'

as practical teachers, and by the influence of their writings.*
;

After their return from Italy, where they had studied und'

Trapezuntius and Gaza, and enjoyed the friendship of Philelpbi,

Laurentius Valla, and Leonardus Aretinus, Von Lange was noi;

nated Dean of Munster, and Count Spiegelherg, Provost of E-

merich.—Through the influence of the former, himself a Lai

poet of no inconsiderable talent, the decayed school of Muns j*

was revived ; supplied with able masters, among whom Camenerij,

Csesarius, and Murmellius, were distinguished ; and, in spite jf

every opposition from the predicant friars and university i

Cologne, the barbarous schoolbooks were superseded, and ^
heathen classics studied, as in the schools of Italy and Frai!.

From this seminary, soon after its establishment, proceeded Pet s

* An account of the Fratres Hieronymici svonld be an interesting piec!)f

literary history. The scattered notices to be found of this association i'e

meagre and incon-ect. We may observe, tliat the celebrated Frieslanjr,

John Wessel of Gansfurt, an alumnus also of the College of St Agnes, ]j-

ceded the six confederates, enumerated in the text, as a restorer of lettotn

Germany. Before Reuchlin, (whom he initiated in Hebrew,) he conjojsd

a knowledge of the three learned languages ; these, which he had cultiv id

in Greece, Italy, and France, he taught, at least privately, on his retiu to

Germany, in the luiiversities of Cologne, Heidelberg, and Basle. His >

ditiou, his scholastic subtlety, with his contempt for scholastic authoy,

obtained for him the title of Lux Mundi and Magister Contradictivnum. Jn

religious opinions, he was the forerunner of Luther. He is not to be JQ-

founded (as has been done) with the famous preacher, Joannes^ vai'ic.ly

called Wesalius, de Wessalia, and even Wesselus^ accused by the Dominiins

of suspicious iutercom-se with the Jcavs, and, through their influence, unjiUy

condemned for heresy in 1479, by the Ai-chbishop of Mentz.
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:
j'ehemius, Joscphns Horlenius. (tlic master of Moscllaiuis.)

: |udolphus Hcringius, xVlcxandcr i\Ioppcnsis, Tilcmannus MoIUtus.

! |he master of Rivius,) Sec, who, as able schoolmasters, propagated

,10 improvement in education and letters throughout tlic north of

ovniany.

A similar reform was effected by Co7int Spiegclbcrg in the

:- phool of Emmerich.

Hegiiis, a man of competent learning, but of unrivalled talents"

; a practical instructor, became rector of the school of Davcnter
;

id he can boast of having turned out from his tuition a greater

imbcr of more illustrious scholars than any pedagogue of modern
nos. Among his pupils were, Desiderius Erasmus, Hermannus
iischius, Joannes Ca?sarius, Joannes Murmellius, Joannes Glan-

jrpius, Conradus Mutianus, Hermannus Torrentinus, Bartho-
;i maeus Coloniensis, Conradus Goclcnius, the Aedicollii, Joannes

-J
id Serratius, Jacobus Montanus, Joannes Peringius, Timannus

^ amenerius, Gerardus Lystrius, Matthjeus Frissemius, Ludolphus

,! eringius, &c. Nor must Ortuinus Gratius be forgotten.

,; Dringenherg transplanted the discipline of Zwoll to Schlecht-

j
adt in Alsace; and he eifected for the south of Germany what

Ij
's colleagues accomplished for the north. Among his pupils, who

,.. anost rivalled in numbers and celebrity those of Ilegius, were

,,- ^nradus Celtes, Jacobus Wimphelingius, Beatus Ehenanus,

f-
.)annes Sapidus, Bilibald Pirkheimer, John von Dalberg, Fran-

„: 15CUS Stadianus, George Simler, (the master of Melanchthon,)

f,

ad Henricus Bebelius, (the master of Brassicanus and Ilcinrich-

[[
ann.)

^ Liher taught successfully at Kempten and Amsterdam ; and, when

;; ^ivenfrom these cities by the partisans of the ancient barbarism,

"^
s finally established himself at Alcmar. The most celebrated of

"^
;3 pupils were Pope Hadrian VI., Nicolaus Clenardus, Alardus

l^
I Amsterdam, Cornelius Crocus, and Christophorus Longolius.

,,j The genius of Agricola displayed the rarest union of originality,

li < ?gance, and erudition. After extorting the reluctant admiration

'^
< the fastidious scholars of Italy, he returned to Germany, where

^ h writings, exhortation, and example, powerfully contributed to

'^
]
omote the literary reformation. It was only, however, in the

i\
]:ter years of his sliort life, that he was persuaded by liis friend,

It 'in Dalberg, Bishop of Worms, to lecture publicly (though

i> (clining the status of Professor) on the Greek and Roman
'Withers; and he delivered, with great a])plause, a few courses,
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alternately at Heidelberg and Worms. Celtes and Buschius wer

among his auditors. There is no hyperbole in his epitaph by ,

great Italian :

—

" Scilicet hoc imo meruit Germauia, laudis

Quicquid habet Latinm, Graecia qiiicquid habet."

The first restorers of ancient learning in Germany were thu

almost exclusively pupils of a Kempis or of his disciples. Ther

was, however, one memorable exception in John Reuchlin (Joai

nes Capnio), who was not, as his biographers erroneously asser

a scholar of Dringenberg at Schlechtstadt.* Of him we are agai,

to speak.

We have been thus particular, in order to show that the aw.,

kened enthusiasm for classical studies did not in Germany origi

ate in the Universities; and it was only after a strenuous oppositic

from these bodies that ancient hterature at last conquered its r'

cognition as an element of academical instruction. At the peri(

of which we treat, the prelections and disputations, the cxamin

tions and honours, of the different faculties, required only an s,

quaintance with the barbarous Latinity of the middle ages. T
new philology was thus not only a Jwrs cVceuvre in the academic

system, or, as the Lcipsic Masters expressed it, a " fifth wheel

the waggon;" it was abominated as a novelty, that threw the si

cient learning into discredit, diverted the studious from the Ui

versities, emptied the, schools of the Magistri, and the bursas •

colleges over which they presided, and rendered contemptible t;

once honoured distinction of a degree.f

* His coimcxiou with Zwoll and the Brethren of St Jerome may, howc^

,

be established through Jolm Wessel, from whom he learned the elementhf

Hebrew.

t " Attamen intellexi," wi-ites Magister Unkenbnnck to Magistor Grat!.,

" quod habetis paucos auditores, et est querela vestra, quod Buschius et (;-

sarius trahuiit vobis scholares et supposita abiude, cum tameu ipsi uou sc'.t

ita expoucre Poetas allegorice, sicut vos, et supcrallegare sacram scriptur i.

Credo quod diabolus est in illis Poetis. Ipsi destruunt omnes University;,

et audivi ab uno antique Magistro Lipscnsl, qui fuit Magister 36. annov i,

et dixit mihi, qiiando ipse fuisset inveuis, tunc ilia Universitas bene st( i-

set : quia in viginti milliaribus nullus Poiita fuisset. Et dixit etiara, ci

tunc supposita diligenter compleverunt lectiones suas formales et materisp)

sen bursales : et fuit magnum scandalum, quod aliquis studens iret in plsti,

et non haberet Petrum Hispanuni, aut Parva Logicalia sub bracliio. lisi

fuerunt Graramatici, tunc portabant Partes Alexandri, vel Vade Medn.

vel Exercitium Puerorura, aut Opus Minus, aut Dicta loan. Sinthen. I
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In possession of power, it is not to bo supposed that the patrons

if scholasticism would tamely allow themselves to be stripped of

•eputation and influence ; and it did not require the ridicule with

vhich the " Humanists," or " Poets," as they were styled, now

issailed them, to exasperate their spirit of persecution. Greek in

:)articular, and polite letters in general, were bi-anded as hereti-

kl;* and, while the academical youth hailed the tirst lecturers

i.n ancient literature in the Universities, as " messengers from

lleaven," t the academical veterans persecuted these intruders

jcholis advertebant diligenter, et habuerunt in honore Magistros Artium, et

uando vidcrnnt imum Magistnnn, tunc fuenuit pcrterriti, quasi viderent

;iium Diaboliun. Et dicit ctiam, quod pro tuuc, (piatcr iu anno proniovL'-

antur Bacculaurii, et semper pro una vice sunt sexagiuta aut quinquagiuta.

)t illo tempore Universitas ilia fuit multum in floro, et quando unus stetit

er aunum cum dimidio, fuit promotns in Bacculaurium, et per tres annos

at duos cum dimidio, in Magistrum, Et sic parcntes eorum fiierunt con-

?nti, et libenter cxposuerunt pecunias
;
quia videbant, quod filii sui vcne-

mt ad bonores. Sed nunc supjiosita volant audire Virgiliuni et Plinium,

; alios uovos autores, et licet audiunt per quinquc annos, tamen non pro-

loventm-. Et dixit mihi amplius talis Magister, quod tempore suo fuerunt

uo millia studentes in Lyptzick, et Erfordise totidem. Et Vieun;e quatuor

lillia, et Coloniai etiam tot, et sic de aliis. Nunc autem in omnibus Uni-

rsitatibus non sunt tot supposita, sicut tunc iu ima, aut duabus. Et Rla-

-tri Lipsenses nunc valde conqueruntur de paucitate suppositorum, quia

oiita; faciuut eis damnum. Et quando parentes mittunt filios suos iu bur-

is, et collegia, non volunt ibi manere, sed vadunt ad Poctas, et student

quitias. Et dixit mihi, quod ipse Liptzick olim habuit quadraginta domi-

llos, et quando ivit in ecclesiam, vel ad forum, vel spaciatum in rubetum,

no iverunt post enm. Et fuit tunc magnus excessus, studere in Poetria.

t quando unus conlitebatur in confessione, quod occulte audivit Virgilium

) uno Bacculaurio, tunc Sacerdos imponebat ei magnam pcenitentiam, vide-

!et, jejunare singulis sextis feriis vel orare quotidie septem Psalmos pani-

ntiales. Et juravit mihi in conscientia sua, quod vidit, quod unus magis-

indus fuit rejectus, quia unus de examinatoribus semcl in die fcsto vidit

sum legere in Tercntio. Utiuam adhuc staret ita in Universitatibus !" ets.

'^g^ Zpist. Ol)s. Vir.—Vol. II. ep. 46. See also among others, Vol. II. ep. 58

jtjjj
id 63. We quote these epistles by number, though this be mai'ked iu uone

0^ the editions.

5 iiii
* " Hajre.ois," says Erasmus, speaking of these worthies,—" h«resis est

l)(j(!
Uteloqui, hoeresis GraJce scire

;
quicquid ipsinon intelligunt, quicquid ipsi

(tijs!
n faciuut, hasresis est. In unum Capnionem clamatur, quia linguas cal-

(gs;
•" (Opera III. c. 517. ed. Clerici.) See also Peutinger, in Jipist. ad

j.,jj|
mchl (sig. A ii.) Hutten, Prarf. Xtminis.

jjlii' [t
" Onmino fervcbat opus," says Cruciger, " et desercbantur tractatiuues

•,b' lioris doctrina; atque futilis, et uitor elegantiaque di.sciplin;e politioris ex-

uiljantur. Tunc Lipsiam Ricarriii.s Crocus. Britanmis, qui in (lallia

o
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as " preachers of perversion," and " winnowers of tlie devil's

chaff," * Conradus CeUes, Hermannus Buschius, and Joannes

Rhagius Aesticanipianus, were successively expelled from Leipsic;f

other universities emulated the example. The great University

of Cologne stood, however, " proudly eminent " in its hostility to

the new intelligence ; for improvement was there opposed by the

united influence of the Monks and Masters. When Von Lange

commenced his reformation of the school of Munster, a vehement

auditor fuerat Hieronymi Alexaudri [Aleandri], veuit, anno Chr. MDXV'
[MDXIV], professusque doctrinam Gvajcarum litterarum, omnium araorera

favoremque statim est maximum consecutus : quod liujus liuguaj non prim-

ordia, ut aliqui ante ipsum, sed integram atque plenam scientiam illius;

afFerre, et posse banc totam explicare, docereque videretur. Negabat mens!

pater, cvedibile nunc esse id, quod ipse tunc cognoverit. Tanquam ccelituil

demissmnj Crocum omnes veneratos esse aiebat, uuumquemque se felicemi

judicasse, si in familiaritatem ipsius insinuaretur : docenti vero et mercedem.)

qua3 postularetur, persolvere ; et quocumque loco temporeque pra3sto esse;

recusavisse nemiuem ; si conciibia nocte se conveniri, si quamvis longe extrf
;

oppidumjussisset, omnes libenterobsecutifuissent." (Loc. Comm.) (Amonj;

the Declamations of Melanclitlion, see Oratio de Initiis, &c. and Oratio dij

Vita Trocedorfii ; see also Camerarius, (the pujjil of Croke,) in the Preface;

to his Herodotus, and in his Life of Melanchthon.) Dr Croke (afterwardi

an agent of Henry VIH. in the affair of the divorce, and Public Orator c'

Cambridge) was the first Professor of Greek in Leipsic, and the first authof

of a grammar of that language, published in Germany. He founded thai

school which, under his successor, Sir Godfrey Hermann, is now the chitj

fountain of Hellenic literature in Eiu-ope. His life ought to be written. Si!

Alexander Croke, in his late splendid history of the family, has collecte!

some circumstances concerning this distinguished scholar ; but a gi'eat de;

of interesting information still remains ungathered, among his own and tl

:

writings of his contemporaries. We could fill a page with mere references!

* Buschu\i\\[\m\ Humanitatis, ed. Burckhardi, p. 15. In Leipsic, humai*

letters were styled by the theologians, Dcemonum cibus, DcBmonum opsoniw
'

Aegyptiae ollae, virulentae Aegyptiorum dapes. (Pauegyricum Lipsiens;

Theologi.—Praef. Lipsiae, 1514.)
;

t We have before us an oi'ation of Aesticanipianus, delivered in 1511, ti

his departure from Leipsic, ait^r \\\q public schools had been closed again!

him by the faculty of arts. We extract one passage—" Quem enim po(;

arum eloquentium non sunt persecuti patres vestri, et quem vos ludibrio n

habuistis, qui ad vos expoliendos, quasi ccelitus sunt demissi? Nam, ut|

multis paucos referarn, Couradum Celten pene hostiliter expulistis ; Hernia;

num Buschium diu ac midtum vexatum ejecistis ; Joannem quoque Aesticar

planum variis machinis oppugnatum, tandem evertitis. Quis tandem Poi

arum ad vos vcniet? Nemo, hercle, nemo. luculti ergo jejunique vivef

fcedi animis et inglorii, qui, nisi poenitentiam egeritis, damnati omnes imn

rieminiy
\

M
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monstrance "vvas transmitted from tlio faculties of Colojjne t<>

10 bishop and chapter of tliat see, reprobating the projected

iano;e in the schoolbooks hitherto in use, and remonstrating

gainst the introduction of pagan autliors into the course of juvo-

ile instruction. Foiled in this attempt, the obscurants of that

?nerable seminary resisted only the more strenuously every

ifort at a reform within Cologne itself. They oppressed and

i;legated, one after another, Bartholomajus Coloniensis, the two

edicolhi (Joannes and Serratius), Joannes IMurmellius, Joannes

laBsarius, and Ilermannus Buschius, as dangerous innovators,

;ho corrupted the minds of youth l)y mythological fancies,

,id the study of unchristian authors. Supported, however,

V Count Nuenar, dean of the canonical chapter, and the

ifluence of his own rank, Buschius, a nobleman by birth, the

fjholar of Hegius, and friend and schoolfellow of Erasmus, stood

h ground even in Cologne, against the scholastic zealots ; and,

tough thrice compelled to abandon the field of contest, he finally

acceeded in discomfiting, even in their firmest stronghold, the

«emies of hght. Phny and Ovid were read along with Boethius

m Sedulius ; the ancient school-books—the Doctrinale of Alex-

der, the Disciplina Scholarum, the CafJwlicon^ the Mammo-
ictus, (Mammaetractus,) the Gemma Gemmarum, the Laby-

thus, the Dormisecure, &c. &c., were at last no longer, even in

^)logne, recognised as of exclusive authority ; and, within a few

liars after their disgrace in this fastness of prescriptive barbarism,

tpy were exploded from all the schools and universities through-

(|t the empire. In this difficult exploit Buschius was aided by

ll-asmus, Hutten, Melanchthon, Torrentinus, Bebelius, Simlcr, &c.

IThis was, however, but a skirmish, compared with another

Midred and simultaneous contest ; and the obstinacy of Buschius,

i defence of classical Latinity, only exasperated the theologians

CI Cologne to put forth all their strength in opposition to Beuch-

1 , a still more influential champion of illumination, and in sup-

j3Ssion of the more obnoxious study of Hebrew.

The character of Reuchlin is one of the most remarkable in

tit remarkable age; for it exhibits, in the highest perfection, a

cnbination of equalities which are in general foimd incompatible.

i once a man of the world and of books, he excelled equally in

pictice and speculation; was a statesman and a philosoj)hcr, a

i(ii jjist and a divine. IS^obles, and princes, and emperors, honoured

n with their favour, and employed him in their most difficult
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affairs ; while the learned throughout Europe looked up to him

as the " trilingue miraculum," the " phoenix litterarum," the

" eruditorum aAfpct." In Italy, native Romans listened with plea-

sure to his Latin declamation ; and he compelled the jealous

Greeks to acknowledge that " Greece had overflown the Alps."

Of his countrymen, he was the first to introduce the study of

ancient literature into the German Universities ; the first who

opened the gates of the east, unsealed the word of God, and un-

veiled the sanctuary of Hehrew wisdom. Agricola was the only

German of the fifteenth century who approached him in depth of
i

classical erudition ; and it was not till after the commencement of

the sixteenth, that Erasmus rose to divide with him the admira-

!

tion of the learned. As an Oriental scholar, Reuchlin died with-

1

out a rival. Cardinal Fisher, who " almost adored his name," I

made a pilgrimage from England, for the sole purpose of visiting

'

the object of his worship; and that great divine candidly con-)

fesses to Erasmus, that he regarded Reuchlin as " bearing offj

from all men the palm of knowledge, especially in what pertained!

to the hidden matters of religion and philosophy." At the period

of which Ave speak, Reuchlin, withdrawn from academical tuition'

to the conduct of political affairs, was not, however, unemployed!

in peaceably promoting by his writings the cause of letters;'

when suddenly he found himself, in the decline of life, the victinj

of a formidable persecution, which threatened ruin to himself, anc)

proscription to his favourite pursuits.

The alarming progress of the new learning had at last conj

vinced the theologians and philosophers of the old leaven, tha'

their credit was only to be restored by a desperate and combineij

effort,—not against the partisans, but against the leaders of th

literary reformation. " The two eyes of Germany " were to b

extinguished ; and the theologians of Cologne undertook to dei

with Reuchlin, while Erasmus was left to the mercies of thai

brethren of Louvain. The assailants pursued their end wit,

obstinacy, if not with talent ; that they did not succeed, showej

that the spirit of the age had undergone a change,—a chan^;

which the persecutions themselves mainly contributed to accon

phsh.

It was imagined that Hebrew literature, and the influence

Reuchlin, could not be more effectually suppressed, than I

rendering both the objects of religious suspicion. In this a'

tempt, the theologians of Cologne found an appropriate instr!
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lent in John Pfeffci-korn, a Jew, who had taken refuge in

liristianlty from the punishment which his crimes had merited

t the hands of his countrymen.* In the course of the years
"03 and 1509, fourf treatises (three in Latin, one in German)
rvc published under the name of the new convert ; the scope of

hieh was to represent the Jewish rehgion in the most odious

j,ht. The next step was to obtain from the Emperor an edict,

iminanding that all Hebrew books, with exception of the Bible,

lould be searched for, and burned, throughout the empire ; on

ic ground, that the Jewish literature was nothing but a collec-

)n of libels on the character of Christ and Christianity. The
iltivation of Hebrew learning would tlnis be rendered impos-

;jle, or at least discouraged ; and, at the same time, it was pro-

ubly expected that the Jews would bribe liberally to evade the

• cecution of the decree. Maximilian was, in fact, weak or negli-

:iit enough to hsten to the misrepresentation, and even to bestow

u Pfefferkorn the powers necessary to carry the speculation into

l^'ect ; but some informaUty having been discovered, in the terms

<I the commission, the Jews had interest to obtain a suspension of

le order; and previous to its renewal, a mandate was issued,

n.j[uiring, among other opinions, that of Reuchlin, as to the

Iture and contents of the Jewish writings. Of the referees,

tuchlin alone complied with the requisition. He reported, that

ij extirpate Hebrew literature in the mass, was not only unjust.

It inexpedient ; that a large proportion of the Rabbinic writings

ns not of a theological character at all, and consisted of works

lit only innocent, but highly useful ; nay, that the religious

Loks themselves, while not, in general, such as they had been

ijilevolently represented, were of the greatest importance to

<liristianity, as furnishing, in fact, the strongest arguments in

itutation of the doctrine they defended.

r Maias, in bis Vila Reuchlini, Jacobus Thoinasius, in the Observatiunes

mllenses, Diipin in his Noiivelle Illbliutheque des Anteurs Ecckslastiijiies^ and

uny others, confounded this John Pfefterkorn with a rehnpsed Jew of the

ane name, who was burned for blasphemy at Halle in 1514. The Epistola

tfcurorum Vi)0)u?n, and the Poemata of Ilutten. niiglit have kept them

I lit. Our John was living in 1521.
' These tracts are extremely rare. Meiners (to say nothing of Muench)

vjs acquainted only with three. In our collection there is :i fourth, entitled

testis Judceorum, ets. with the Epujramma poUtum of Ortuiuus against the

•I'vs, in the titlepage, which was reprinted in his Lamentationcs Obscuro-
I

1 ^Mrorum.
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This was precisely what the obscurants of Cologne desh'ed.

Pfeiferkorn, with their assistance, published, (1511,) under the

name of Handr/lass (Handspiegel), a tract in which Reuchhn was

held up to religious detestation, as the advocate of Jewish bias- •

phemy, and as guilty of many serious errors in the faith. Reuchlin

condescended to reply ; and his Eyeglass (Augenspiegel) exposed

the ignorance and falsehood of his contemptible adversary. The

principals now found it necessary to come forward. Arnold'

Tungern, as Dean of the Theological Faculty of Cologne, under-

,

took to sift the orthodoxy of the Eyeglass ; forty-three propo-

,

sitions " de Judaico favore nimis suspectse," were extracted and i

published ; and Reuchlin summoned to an open recantation,

(1512.) In his Defensio contra calumniatores siios Colonienses,

(1513.) Reuchhn annihilated the accusation, and treated his

accusers with the unmitigated severity which their malevolence

and hypocrisy deserved. These were, James Hoogstraten, a mai

of no inconsiderable ability, and of extensive influence, as membei

of the Theological Faculty of Cologne, as Prior of the Dominicai

Convent in that city, and " Inquisitor haereticse pravitatis," fo

the dioceses of Cologne, Mentz, and Treves,

—

Arnold of Tunger:

(or Luyd), Dean of the Theological Faculty, and head of th

Burse of St Lawrence,—and Ortuinus Gratius {Ortwin vo

Graes\ a pupil of Hegius, and now a leading member of th

Faculty of Arts, but a. sycophant, who, in hopes of prefermen

prostituted talents in subservience to the enemies of that learnir

'

in which he was himself no contemptible proficient.

Reuchlin was not ignorant of the enemies with whom he h<'

to grapple. The Odium Theologicum has been always prove

bial; the Dominicans were exasperated and leagued against hir

no opposition had hitherto prevailed against that powerful ordi

who had recently crushed Joannes de Wesalia, for a simil

oifence, by a similar accusation; while a contemporary pc

emphatically declared, that he would rather provoke the enm.

of the most formidable sovereign, than offend even a single fr"

of those mendicant fraternities, who, under the mantle of hu;

lity, reigned omnipotent over the Christian world. Reucl i

wrote to his friends throughout Europe, entreating their prot-

tion and interest in obtaining for him new alHes. He recei'l

from all quarters the warmest assurances of sympathy and r

operation. Not only in Germany, but in Italy, France, and E\-

land, a confederation was organized between the friendsK
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jumane learning.* The cause of Reuclilin became the cause of

•ttei's ; Europe was divided into two hostile parties ; the powers

t" light stood marshalled against the powers of darkness. So
eoisive was this struggle regarded for the interests of literature,

lat the friends of illumination saw, in its unexpected issue, the

locial providence of God;f and so innnediatc were its conse-

uences in preparing the religious reformation, that Luther (Dec.

318) acknowledges to Eeuchlin, that " /te only followed in his

cps,—only consummated his victory, with inferior strength,

bleed, hut not inferior courage, in breaking the teeth of the Behe-

'>th."-^ It was this contest, indeed, which first jirovcd that the

uions were awake, and public opinion again the paramount tri-

mal. In this tribunal the cause of Ileuchhn was in reality

cided, and his triumph had been long complete before it was

a-mally ratilied by a papal sentence. Ileuchlin's victory, in

Liblic opinion, was accomplished by a satire ; of Avhich, the ana-

lema on its publication by the holy see, only gave intensity to

16 effect.—But to return.

Hoogstraten now cited licuchlin before the court of Inquisition

Mentz, (1513.) ReuchHn dechned Hoogstraten as a judge

;

was his personal enemy, and not his provincial; and when
lesc objections were overruled he appealed to the Pope. This

peal, notwithstanding, and in contempt of a sist on the pro-

dings by the Elector of Mentz, Hoogstraten and his thcologi-

il brethren of Cologne condemned, and publicly burned the

litings of Reuchhn, as " offensive, dangerous to religion, and

ivouring of heresy ;

" and to enhance the infamy, they obtained

mm the Sorbonne of Paris, and the Theological Faculties of

pntz, Erfarth, and Louvain, an approval of the sentence. Their

Kumph was wild and clamorous, but it was brief. On Ileuchlin's

jppeal, the Pope had delegated the investigation to the Bishop of

* EDgland, for example, sent to the " army of the Reuchlinists," Mure,

sher, Lynacre, Grocyn, Colct, Latimer, Tiinstall, and Ammonius of Lucca

;

omnes," says Erasmus to Reuclilin, " Grtecc docti prreter Coletuni
;
(but

! we know from Erasmus, Colet soon made of that language an assiduous

udy.) {Epist. ill. Vir. ad Reuchl. L. II. sig. Ti.) We may notice that

lis rare and interesting collection has five letters of Erasnuis, not to be

und in any edition of his works.

t Jo. Ciesarius {Ep. ad Reucld. Lib. II. sig. X. iii.) and Eobanus Ilessus

bid. Z. i.) [See Reuchlin's letter at tiie end of this articli-.]

XEpUt. ad Reuchl. Lilt. II. sig. ('. iii. [and in De Wette's LiUlin's Briefe,

196.]
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Spires ; and that prelate, Avithout regard to the determinations ot

the reverend faculties, decided summarily in favour of Reuchlin,

and condemned Hoogstraten in the costs of process, (1514.) Ij

was now the Inquisitor's turn to appeal
;
[but Reuchhn likewist

cited him to Rome.*] The cause was referred by Leo to a bod\

of commissioners in Rome ; and Hoogstraten, amply furnisher

with money, proceeded to that capital. The process thus pro

tracted, every mean was employed by the Dominicans to secun

a victory. In Rome, they assailed the judges with bribes am
intimidation. In Germany, they vented their malice, and endea,

voured to promote their cause by caricatures and libels, amonj

which last the Tocsin (Sturmglock,) ostensibly by Pfefferkori;

was conspicuous ; while the pulpits resounded with calumnie;

against their victim.
,

Amid this impotent discharge of squibs, there was launchec'

from an unknown hand, a pasquil against the persecutors (

Reuchhn. It fell among them like a bomb, scattering disma*

and ruin in its explosion. This tremendous satire was the " Epi'

tolce Obscurorum Virorum ad venerahilem virum Magistrw,

Ortuinum Gratium." Its purport is as follows :

—

Before the commencement of his persecution, Reuchhn hs

published a volume of letters from his correspondents ; and Reucl'

hn's enemy, Ortuinus, is now, in hke manner, supposed to pri'

a volume of the epistles addressed to him by friends of his. B
whilst the correspondents of Ortuinus were, of course, any tliii;

but less distinguished than those of Reuchlin, the former is sui

posed to entitle his collection—" Epistolse Obscurorum Virorum .

Ortuinum," in modest ridicule of the arrogance of the " Epista

Illustrium Virorum ad Reuchlinum, virum nostra aetate doctis[

mum.'" ^ The plan of the satire is thus extremely simple:—

|

make the enemies of Reuchlin and of pohte letters represe;

themselves ; and the representation is managed with a truth .

nature, only equalled by the absurdity of the postures in whi

the actors are exhibited. " Barhare ridcntar harhari" say H
ten himself and Erasmus of the Epistles : and never, certain i,

* [See the letter of Reuchlin (now priuted for the first time) at the endf

the article.]

t See E. O. V. Vol. II. Ep. 1. Dr Muench is wrong in supposing tit

" EpistolfE Obscurorum Virorum," means " Briefe der Finstcrlinge." '.'^

original title does not sufficiently conceal the satire; the translated opey

declares it.
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fere unconscious barbarism, self-glorious ignoi-anco, intolerant

Itupidity, and sanctimonious immorality, so ludicrously delineated
;

!iever, certainly, did delineation less betray the artiticc of I'idieule.

lie Epistola3 Obscurornm Virorum arc at once the most cruel

lul the most natural of satires ; and as such, they were the most

tiective. They converted the tragedy of Keuchlin's persecution

ito a tarcc ; annihilated in public consideration the enemies of

u Litellectual improvement ; determined a radical reform in the

terman universities ; and even the associates of Luther, in

.utlier's lifetime, acknowledged that no other writing had contri-

uted so powerfully to prepare the downfall of the papal domina-

>!L* " Veritas non est de i-atione faceti ;
" but never was argu-

.1 lit more conducive to the interest of truth.

^lorally considered, indeed, this satire is an atrocious libel,

.. hich can only be palliated on the plea of retaliation, necessity,

Kf ae importance of the end, and the consuetude of the times. Its

k ictims are treated like vermin ; hunted without law, and exter-

linatcd without mercy. AVhat truth there may be in the wicked

ijJi pandal it retails, we are now unable to determine.

Critically considered, its representations may, to a mere modern

3ader, appear to sacrifice verisimiHtude to effect. But by those

ho can place themselves on a level with the age in which the

pistolaj appeared, their ridicule (a few passages excepted) will

ot be thought to have overshot its aim. So truly, in fact, did it

it the mark, that the objects of the ridicule themselves, with the

tception of those who were necessarily in the secret, read the

tters as the genuine product of their brethren, and even hailed

le publication as highly conducive to the honour of scholasticism

ad monkery.

In 1516, immediately after the appearance of the first volume,

lus writes Sir Thomas More

:

—" Epistokie Obscurorum Virorum

peraB pretium est videre ciuantopere placent omnibus, et doctis

jtco, et indoctis serio, qui, dum ridemus, putant rideri styhim

111

JP

tri

^: ^ntum, quom illi non defendunt, sed gravitate sententiarum

|icunt compensatum, et latere sub rudi vagina pulchen-inmm

ladium. Utinam fuisset inditus libello alius titulus! profccto

* " Ncscio," says Justus Jonas, " an ullum hujus sncculi scriptum sic

ipistico regno nocuerit, sic oniuia papistica ridicula rcddiderit, ut hx Ob-

furorum Virorum Epistolje, qu* omnia, minima, maxima, clericorum vitia

srterint in risum."

—

Epist. Anonymi ad f'rdtum.
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intra centum annos homines studio stupidi non sensissent nasum

quanqum rhinocerotico longiorem." {Erasmi Op. iii., p. 1575.)

" Pessime consuluit," says Erasmus in 1518, "rebus liumanis,ii

qui titulum indidit Obscurorum Virorum : quod ni titulus prodi-

disset lusum, et hodie passim legerentur ill^ EpistolaB, tanquam in

gratiam Prsedieatorum scriptse. Adest hie Lovanii, Magisterj

Noster, pridem Prior apud Bruxellas, qui viginti libellos coemerat,( jn

gratificaturus amieis, paulo antequam Bulla ilia prodiret, quaw lJ»

effulminat eum libellum. Primum, optabam non editum, veruiffl *

ubi fuerat editus, optabam ahum titulum."—And again, in a letter w

some ten years thereafter :
—" Ubi primum exissent Epistoksi

Obscurorum Virorum miro Monachorum applausu exceptae sunti

apud Britannos a Franciscanis ac Dominicanis, qui sibi persuade-|

bant eas in Reuchlini contumeliam, et Monachorum favorem, serioj

proditas
;
quumque quidam egregie doctus, sed nasutissimus, fin-i

geret se nonnihil offendi stylo, consolati sunt hominem :
—

' N(j

spectaris,' inquiunt, ' 6 bone, orationis cutem, sed sententiaruir|

vim.' Nee hodie deprehendissent, ni quidam, addita epistolal

lectorem admonuisset rem non esse seriam." (Erasmus probably

refers to the penult letter of the second volume, in whiclj

Ortuinus is addressed as " Omnium Barbaroruiyi defensor, quiclal

mat more asinino," &c.) " Post, in Brabantia, Prior quidam Do)

minicanus et Magister Noster, volens innotescere patribus, coemii

acervum eorum libellorum, ut dono mitteret ordinis Proceribusl k

nihil dubitans quin in ordinis honorem fuissent scriptae. Quif; h
fungus possit esse stupidior !

" {Ibid. pp. 1678, 1110.)

" Quis fungus possit esse stupidior !
"—Erasmus would hav

wondered less at the stupidity of the sufferers, and more, perhap

at the dexterity of the executioner, could he have foreseen, ths

one of the most learned scholars of England, and he the mos;

learned of her bibliographers, should have actually republishe;

these letters as a serious work ; and that one of our wittiest satiii

ists should have revieioed that publication, without a suspicion n

the lurking Momus. And what is almost equally astonishinji

these absurdities have never been remarked. I

In 1710, there was printed in London the most elegant editic

«%

* A re-impression of this edition, and witli tlie name of the same boo

seller (Clements), appeared in 1742. We know not on what grounds H(i

Ebert (the highest bibliographical authority certainly in Europe), assei

that tliis re-impression was, in reality, published in Switzerland. The paf J'^
and print seem decidedly English. J:',;i
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i.it has yet appeared of the Epistola; Obscurovum Vii-oruin, which

e e<X\{0Y, Michael Maittaire, seriously represents as the prochic-

m of their ostensible authors, and witli a sini])licity worthy of

L' Obscure themselves, takes credit to himself for rescuing, as he

lauines, from oblivion, so curious a specimen of conceited ignor-

,ne. and vain-glorious stupidity.—But what ensued was still more

luderful. The edition, Maittairc dedicates " Isaaco Bickerstaff,

riiu<jero, MagncK Britannia^ Censori;'' and Steele, in a subse-

aent number of the Tatlcr, after acknowledging the compliment,

rus notices the book itself:
—

" The purpose of the work is signi-

j'd in the dedication, in very elegant language, and Jinc rail-

i-ii. (!) It seems this is a collection of letters, which some pro-

^,iuid blockheads, wdio lived before our times, have tvritten in

I'iwur of each other, and for their mutual information in each

iher"s absurdities. (! I) They are mostly of the German nation,

lonce, from time to time, inundations have flowed, more ^j<?>-n/-

( liis to the learned luorld than the swarms of Goths and Vandals

1 the politic. {! ! !) It is, methinks, wonderful, that fellows could

V awake, and utter such incoherent conceptions, and converse ivith

(eat gravity like learned men, without the least taste of know-

Jlge or good sense. It would have been an endless labour to

tve taken any other method of exposing such impertinencies,

mn by a j)u^^lic(^tion of their own luorks, where you see their

illies, according to the ambition of such virtuosi, in a most correct

e^tion." (1 1 1 !) And so forth.—The monks are no marvel after

is.

These letters have been always, however, a stumbling-block to

r British divines, critics, and historians.

Knight, in his Life of Erasmus, knows nothing of the Epistolie,

d less than nothing of their authors.

Jortin has made as, with his talents, he could hardly fail to

1 ike, an amusing farrago out of the life and writings of Eras-

1 13 ; though not even superficially versed in the literary history

,,>
I, the sixteenth century. Of the German language he knows

ijthing ; knows nothing of the most necessary books. He rarely,

i'fact, ventures beyond the text of Erasmus and Lc Clerc, without

~ luibUng. He confesses to having seen only the first of the three

j> Uumes of Burckhard's Vita Huttcni; nay that he obtained Burig-

^ i['s Vie d'Erasme, only as he had finished his own. Altogether,

I'tin was not in a position to judge aright the character of

i-inus; nor is he even on his guard against the selfishness.
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meanness, and timidity of that illustrious genius. Accordingly, all

the unworthy falsehoods which Erasmus whispers about his former

friend, are unsuspiciously retailed as truths ; for Jortin was una-i

ware even of the authors by whom these are exposed, and the re-

putation of Hutten vindicated. Of Hutten, indeed,—his charac-

ter, genius, writings, and exploits,—he everywhere betrays the

profoundest ignorance. Nor has he blundered less in regard tc

the Epistolse Obscurorum Virorum, than in regard to their great

author. The Jew, Pfetferkorn, he knows only as a writer againsi

the Epistolse, and knows not tliat these were written, among others

against him. The Epistolae themselves, which he could neveij

have perused, but with which especially, as historian of Eras

mus, he ought to have been familiar, he describes as " a piece o'

harmless Avit." Finally, in utter unacquaintance with the Fasci

cuius of Ortuinus, though himself an historian of the Church, am;

that remarkable source of ecclesiastical history, republished ii:

England by an Anglican divine ;—he conceives it to be only ii

collection of " Epistolm Clarorum Virorum," a counterpart am

precursor, it would appear, to the Epistolse Obscurorum Virorun

published twenty years before, confusing it probably Avith tli

" Epistolce Illustrium Virorum ad Reuchlinum"

A late accomphshed author {Lord Woodhouselee), asserts, thfi;

the Epistolse were written in imitation of Arias Montanus's versio;

of the Bible. That learned Spaniard was born some ten yeai

subsequent to the supposed parody of his Interprefatio L
teralis.

The only other notice in English literature of this celebrate

satire that occurs to us, is an article on the subject, which a]

peared a few years ago in the Retrospective Review. We recoiled

it only as a meagre and inaccurate compilation from the mo
superficial authorities.

No question in the history of letters has been more various!

answered than that touching the conception and authorship

these celebrated epistles.—Reuchlin and Erasmus alone, hav

for themselves, expressly denied the authorship ; which has be«

otherwise attributed to an individual—to a,Jew—and to many.

An individual.—Jovius, Valerius Andreas, Koch, Opmec

Mains, Naude, Gehres, and others, hold Reuchlin himself to ha

'

been sole author. Caspar Barthius, J. Thomasius, Tribbechovii

IMorhoif, Loescher, Weislinger, and Schurzfleisch, attribute the

more or less exclusively to Hutten. Du Pin gives them .
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;uchlin or to Hutten. Justus Jonas, Olearius, Kapp and ^^\l-

r, assign them to Crohis. Some, as Sonleutner, have given

icm to Eohanus Hessus ;—others to Erasmus

;

—and others to

^jiriciits Cordits

;

—Goldastus, again, refers them to Brussianus

;

-and Gisbert Yoetius to tlie poet-laureate Glarcamis.

A FEW.—Gundling views Renehlhi as the exclusive writer of

10 first part, assisted by Erasmus and Hutten in the second.

—

1 both volumes, Hutten has been regarded as the principal,

'rotus as the assistant, by the Unschuldige Nachricliten of

716, Vcller, ]\Ieincrs, Panzer, and Lobstein.—But C. G. JMucl-

r and Erhard view Crotus as sole author of the first volume,

1(1 Hutten, perhaps others, as his coadjutors in the second.

—

liffst, as deviser of the whole, and exclusive writer of the first

ilume. and, with the aid of Hntten, Crotus, and others, as prin-

pal author of the second, has found an advocate in IMohnicke.

—

inally, by some anonymous writers Hutten and Eobanus have

'cn viewed as joint authors of both volumes.

Many.—Hamelmann bestows the joint honour, among others,

1 Count Nuenar, Hutten, Reuchlin, and Biischius

;

—to whom
oichenberg adds Erasmus, and Coisarius ;— whilst Freitag

vides it between Crotus, Hutten, Buschius, Aesticampianus,

'isai'ius, BeuchUn, Pirkheimer, Glandorpius, and Eobanus.—
iirckhard originally gave the authorship of the whole to Hutten,

'^'enar, BeuchUn, Buschius, and Ca'sarius, with Stromer and

'irkheimer as probable coadjutors ; but after the publication of

le " Epistola Anonymi ad Crotum," to Hutten and Crotus, as

venters and principal writers of both volumes, assisted by Nue-
ii\ Aesticampianus, Buschius, Ccesarius, BeuchUn, Pirkheimer,

id possibly Eobanus.—Burigny (with Revius ?) makes Hutten

10 sole or principal author, if not assisted by BeuchUn, Eoba-
's. Buschius, Ccesarius, and Nuenar.—Niceron attributes them

Hutten, BeuchUn, Nuenar, Crotus, and others.—ITeumannus

id StoU regard Hutten as the chief author, aided by various

lends, among whom the former particularises James Fuchs.—
> Meiisel, Crotus is supposed to have conceived the plan, and,

"Ug with Hutten, to be the principal writer of the first part,

't unaided, however, by Buschius and Aesticampianus; to the

imposition of the second, Nuenar, Pirkheimer, Fuchs, and per-

ips others, contributed their assistance.—Uuhkopf assumes as

itliors, BeuchUn, Hutten, Eohanus, Cordus, Crotus, Buschius,

—By Scheibe thev are held to have been Crotus, Hutten.
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Buschius, Nuenar, Pirkheimer, and others.— AVachlcr hold?

Crotiis to be the 'writer of the first volume, Hntten and others tc

be authors of the second.—Dr Muench, in his matured opi-

nion, considers Hutten and Crotus as principals, assisted more oi

less by Eohanus. Aesticampianus, Buschius, Ccesarius, Pirkhei-

mer. Angst, Franz von Sickingen, and Fuchs. Muench's unex-

elusive views have found favour with Majerhoif and Eichstadt.—

The former regards Crotus and Angst, exclusively of Hutten, a.''

authors of the first book ; and of the second, Hutten, Buschius\\

Crotus, Pirkheimer, perhaps also Eohanus, Ccesarius, Angstl

Fuchs. Aesticampianus, and Sickingen.—The latter ascribes tin

authorship of the first book to Crotus, Buschius, and Pirkheimer \

and of the second, along with these., to Hutten, Eohanus, Angst

Sickingen, and others. To these he finally adds Melanchthon. i

The preceding summary, which affords a far more complet'

enumeration than has yet been attempted of the various opinion!

on this question, shows how greatly any adequate criticism of th!

difi'erent hypotheses would exceed our limits:—if that indeei

were worth while ; for the fact of the variation is itself proc*

sufficient, that all opinion is as yet baseless conjecture. Our obsei'

vations {<r:ui>oi.vrot. ovvirolai) shall only be in supplement to what '

already known. Suffice it to say, that as yet there has bee'

adduced no evidence of any weight to establish the co-operatio'

of other writers in these letters, besides Ulrich von Hutten an

Crotus Rubianus ; and, independent of the general presumptic

against an extensive partnership, there is proof sufficient to e:!

elude many of the most likely of those to whom the work h;

been attributed—in particidar, Reuchlin, Erasmus, and Eobann

We propose to show that Hutten, Crotus, and Buschius a'

the joint authors ; and this, in regard to the first and last, 1

evidence not hitherto discovered.

Crotus.—The share of Crotus is, we conceive, sufficient)

established by the anonymous letter addressed to him by

friend on his return to the Catholic Church; and this frien

there is every reason to believe, was Justus Jonas. Crotus a'

Hutten were bosom friends from almost childhood to death ; ar

as boys, they had fled together from the Monastery of Ful

to the University of Cologne.—The co-operation of Crotus,

assume.

Hutten.—Doubts have been of late thrown on Hutten's par

cipation, at least in the first volume of tlie Epistolse, founded
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h two letters to Kichard Crokc, discovered and published l)v

( G. Mueller in 1801. More might be added to what Dr
luench has acutely alleged in disproof of the inference which

iaeller has deduced from these ;* but we shall not pause to show

tit Hutten could have been a writer of the volume in question
;

T:f shall at once demonstrate that he must.

The middle term of our proof is the Tnamphus Capnionis.

lis must, therefore, be vindicated to Iluttcn. Mohnicke has,

Tth considerable ingenuity, recently attempted to invalidate the

gounds on which Iluttcn had been hitherto recognised as the

athor of this poem. Added, however, to the former evidence,

t,; proof which we shall now adduce appears to us decisive in

f^ our of the old opinion.—A letter of Erasmus to Count Nuenar,

ilAugust 1517, to say nothing of the twenty-fifth letter of the

fipt volume of the Epistola} Obscurorum Virorum, proves that

tf' Triumphus Capnionis was ready for publication two years

6jWe. and that at his instance it had been then suppressed. In

pnt of fact, it was only printed in 1519. This being under-

Bjod, the following coincidence of thought and expression between

hiters of Hutten, all written one, two, or three years before the

pplication of the Triumphus, and the Triumphus itself, can be

riionally explained only on the hypothesis that both were the

P|)ductions of the same mind.

|[n the Letter to Nuenar, April 1518, speaking of the Domini-

cifs, and their persecution of true learning and religion, Hutten

8(s :
—" Quodsi me audiat Germania, quanquam inferre Turcis

bjlum necesse est hoc tempore, prius tamen huic intestine malo

ruedium opponere quam de Asiatica expeditione cogitare ius-

8(jo," ets. ; then immediately folloivs a mention of the famous

iijiosture of the Dominicans of Berne, which he calls the " Ber-

n^:.$e Scehts." In the Preface of the Triumphus, on the other

had, immediately after noticing, in the same words, the " Ber-

fUM Scelus," the autlior adds, in reference also to the Domini-

CVS and their hostility to polite letters and rational theology,

,
For example :—Mueller (with Boehmius—indeed, with all others, as to

tbjformer,) is wrong in regard to two essential points.— 1°, Croke did not

m come to Leipsic in 1515. " Crocus regnat in Acaderaia Lipsiensi, pub-
;li(j docens Gra?cas literas," says Erasmus in a letter to Linaccr, of June
l^i. (Op. t. iii. p. 136.)—2", The first edition of the Erasniian Testament
n] ared in March 1516 (Wetstein Proleg.), and the Letter of Erasmus to

'• X., relative thereto, is Aug. 1515, not 1516, as alleged by Mucllor.
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" Quippe Turcos nego, aut ardentiori dignos odio, aut major

oppugnandos opere," ets.— Again, in the same Letter, Hutten

writes :
—" In Italia certe nostri me puduit, quoties de Capnioninj

afflictione, orto cum Italis sermone, illi percontarentur, tantun]

licet in Germania fratribiis ? " In the Preface to the Triumphus;

the author says :
—" Memini opprobratam nobis in Italia homini

(Hogostrati sc.) insolentiam. Tantiim, inquit ahquis, licet i,

Germaniafratrihus ?''—x\gain, in the same Letter, Peter Maye

and Bartholomew Zehender, are vituperated in conjunction: s

also in the Triumphus.—Again, in the Letter it is said :

—

" Petn ,

Mayer indoctissimus..,audax tamen." In the Triumphus, th|

marginal title is Petrus Mayer indoctissimus," and in the tej,

" nemo est ex vulgo indoctior ipso, Audax nemo magis," (v. 824;

—Again, in the Letter, it is said of " Bartholomoeus qui Dec.

mator," " simile quid scorpionibus habet." In the Triumphil

" Bartholomceus Zehender qui et Decimator," as he is styled ';

the running title, is thus addressed in the text, (v. 772,) " Mifrj

hue te Vipera."—Again, in his Letter to Gerbellius, Augu

1516, Ilutten extols Rcuchlin and Erasmus, " per eos enim ba

bara esse desinit hoic natio (Germania sc.) So in the Triumphi.

(v. 964,) Germania lauds Reuchlin, per te ne barbara dicar A;

rudis effectum est."—Again, in the conclusion of Hutten's lett;

to Pirkheimer, (August 1518,) we find " accipe laqueum, hs,

baries," and in the j^ddress to the " Theologistas," closing t

Triumphus, we have " proinde laqueum sumite" and " obscii*.

viris laqueum prsebens;" while in both, this expression follows

animated picture of the rapid progress of polite literature.— i

like manner, compare what is said in Hutten's Letter to Crol,

August 1516, " Sententia non jam de Capnione, sed de nost'>

communibus studiis lata," with the text of the Triumphus, (i)

long to quote,) of which the marginal summary is, " Capnion cc-

munis libertatis assertor," (v. 917.)—Also the same series of crir 3

is imputed to the Predicant Friars, and raked up, in the saJ

manner, in Hutten's Intercessio pro Capnione, and in two plas

of the Triumphus {v. 305, ets. and v. 400, ets.)—Though Is

remarkable, we may likewise adduce the expression, " rumpanf

ut ilia,'' applied to the Friars, both in Hutten's Letter to Eil'i-

mus, (July 1517,) and Preface to the Nemo, and in the Trii'i-

phus, (v. 378.)—The " Jacta est alea,'' in the final address')f

the Triumphus, was subsequently Hutten's peculiar motto in is

various polemical writings against the court of Rome; as shoijy J>ii
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)fore, it had been first adopted by him in liis invectives against

Inke Uh'ich of Wirtemberg.—The occurrence also of the unusual

'. I vorbial allusion, " herbam porriffem," in Ilutten's Preface to

;o Xcrao, and " herbam sumemiis," in the conclusion of the Tri-

nphus, is not without its weight,—It may also be observed,

lat the author of the Triumphus and Ilutten agree in always

ing the form Capnion and not Capnio, and in the employment
. rsque nauseam) of the terms Tlwofof/htae, SophiMae, Curtimni,

\c.

[Since writing the above, I have met with the very highest

stimony to Huttcn's authorship of the Triumphus, by his friend

anierarius, in the life of his friend jNIelanchthon. The words are :

-" Hkjus (Hutteni sc.) est carmen triumphale victoriae Eeuddini,

tm pictura,'' &c. (Sub a. 1514) All doubt becomes, in these

:• reumstances, ridiculous ; and I suppress other internal evidence,

: ndence which I am able to produce.]

\ Hutten, thus proved the author of the Triumphus Capnionis, is,

t iT a similar comparison of that work with the Epistola> Obscu-

«; >rum Virorum, shown to be a writer of the first, no less than

E
' the second, volume of these letters.—The Triumphus, be it

J smembered, was ready for publication before the first volume
;.

' the Epistolae, in the twenty-fifth letter of which it is, indeed,

Doken of as already written. Thus, no allusion occurs in the

riumphus to the Epistolfe ; but the expression, obscuri viri, in

M' peculiar signification of the Epistolae, which is employed at

i-t five times in the Triumphus, argues strongly for the com-

,. |un origin of both. The following are, however, far more signal

\i |)incidences.—In the Triumphus, (v. 309, ets.) speaking of the

•imes of the Dominicans, the marginal title bears " Henricus

lip. Sacramento intoxicatus." In the Epistola^, (vol. I., ep. 35,)

;,. )eaking, in like manner, of the crimes of the same order,

;.; [agister Lyra reports that it is written from Rome, that, as a

|j;
unishment for their falsification of Rcuchlin's Eyeglass, these

^,
iars are to be condenmed to wear a pair of white spectacles on

leir black cowls, (in allusion to the name of that pampldet, and

1 the titlepage of which a pair of large black spectacles appears,)

sicut jam etiam debcnt pati unum scandalum in celebratione

mali, propter intoxicationem alicujus Imperatorisy The allu-

on to the poisoning of Henry VII. in both, is remarkable ; but

le coincidence is carried to its climax, by the employment, in

ich, of so singular, and sn unlikely a barbarism, (at least in the

p
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Triumplius) as intoxicatus and intoccicatio,—terms unknown even

in the iron age of Latinity,—An equally striking conformity is

found between a passage in the Triumphus, (v. 269—302,)

where Huttcn asserts, firstly, the superiority of Reuchlin's theo-

logical learning, as contrasted with that of his persecutors, andij

secondly, his equal participation with them in the gift of the Holy

Spirit,—and a passage in the fifth letter of the first volume of the;

Epistolse, in which the same attributes are affirmed of the same

persons, in the same relation, and in the same consecution.

—

Hutten's co-operation in the first volume is thus evinced ; and

his co-operation there, to any extent, is proved by estabhshing his

co-operation at all.

Hutten's participation in the second volume has been less dis-

1

puted than his share in the first. Besides the evidence already

stated by others, we may refer to the intended persecution of

Jh'asmus for his edition of the New Testament, as stated in tliej

letter of Hutten to Pirkheimer, from Bologna, June 1517, and in
j

the forty-ninth letter of the second volume of the Epistohie.—Also

to the " conjuratio " and " conjurati " (a remarkable expression)

in favour of Reuchlin against the theologians, in the address ap-

pended to the Triumplius, and in the ninth letter of the latter

part of the Epistolfe,

The parallelisms we have hitherto adduced are sufficiently con-

vincing in themselves ; but they are far more conclusive when we

consider ;—1°, how narrow is the sphere within which they are

found; and 2", that similar repetitions are frequent in the un-

doubted works of Hutten.—As to Wxe former ; the letters of Hut-

ten, belonging to the period, and the Triumphus, extend only to

a few pages ; and we defy any one to discover an equal number

of equally signal coincidences (plagiarism apart) from the works

of any two authors, allowing him to compare as many volumes
j

as, in the present case, we have collated paragraphs.—As to the

latter ; nothing but a fear of trespassing on the patience of thei

reader prevents us from adducing the most ample evidence of the;|

fact.

BuscHius.—We now proceed to state the grounds on which we

contend that there were three principal, or rather, perhaps, threOi

exclusive, authors of the work in question; and that the celebrated

Hermann von dem Busclie, or, as he is more famiharly known to

scholars, Hermannus Buschiiis, completes, with Hutten and Cro-

tus, this memorable triumvirate. I
^'''?
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Ortuinus Gratius, wlio may be allowed to have had a shrewd

iioss at his tormentors, not only in his Lamentationes Virorum

HK^i'urornm* immediately after the appearance of the Epistola?,

lit. what lias not been observed, twenty years thereafter in his

\isdcidus Rerum Expetendarum,^ asserts that the Epistola; were

10 work of several authors, and states, even in the former, that

( //• names were hwivn.—Erasmus, who enjoyed the best oppor-

inities of information, | and in circumstances under which it was

1 longer a point of delicacy to dissemble his knowledge, asserts

lat the authors of the Epistolse were three. " Ecjuidcm non

norabam auctores. Nam tres fuisse ferebantur. In neminem
rivavi suspicionem."

||
This testimony is at once the most

* P. 116, ed. 16-19. It has been doubted whether Ortuinus be the real

thor of the Lamentationes^ and whether that silly rejoinder be the work of

Aiiti-Eeuchlinist at all. The affirmative we could fully establish by pas-

L. - from the works of Hutten and Erasmus which have been wholly over-

ikcd ;—but it is not worth while.

t T. I., p. 479, (Brown's edition.) Dr Muench and others conceive, tliat

lis work is palpably pseudonymous. He could hardly have read Avhat Cle-

i?nt (Bibl. Cur. t. viii. p. 241, ets.) lias said upon this subject ; and in addi-

Mi to the observations of that acute bibliographer we may notice, that the

-ciculus is not hostile to Catholicism ; its puii^ort is only to maintain that

1- which the Universities in general, and Paris and Cologne in particular,

I'l always strenuously contended,—that a Council was paramount to the

i'ln', and that a council Avas the only mean, at that juncture, of reconciling

1 dissensions in religion. Ortuinus's zeal in the cause was probably any

1 nir but alhiyed by the papal decision in the case of Reuchlin. N.B. Tlie

in;:inal notes in the English edition are, for the greater part, by the pro-

tt'iiit editor; an ignorance of this may have occasioned the misapprehen-

- n.

t lie was the familiar friend of the whole circle of those who either wrote

t work, or knew by whom it was Amtten,—of Hutten, Crotus, Buschius,

Miliar, Cc-csarius, Pirkheimer, Eobanus, Angst, Stromer, &c. Some of the

1 istolaj were even communicated to him before publication, and tlie design

r 1 execution vehemently applauded. He himself expressly acknowledges

< : attributed to Hutten ; and Justus Jonas, liis friend, asserts that they

\ re copied by him, and dispatclied to his con-espondents, committed

t memory, and recited in company. Nay, they are said to have cured an

iposthume on his face by the laughter tliey excited. He was tlius mani-

i^;tly not only able to discover the history of the composition, but strongly

•iilerested in the discovery. The selfishness and caution of his own charac-

t are slyly hit oflF in the second volume—" Erasmus est homo pro se ;
" and

\ should be disposed to attribute the clamour of his subsequent disapproba-

t u to personal pique, as much, at least, as to virtuous indignation, or even

t lidity.

Spon//>a adr. axp. Hutteni (Opera, t. x. c. 1610, cd. Clerici.)
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cogent and most articulate that exists ; so strong is it, tlia

we at once accept it, OA-en against the presumption that an eifu

sion of SO singular a character, of such uniform excellence, an«

rising so transcendently above the numerous attempts at imitatior

could have emanated only from a single genius. To suppose th

co-operation of a plurality of minds, each endowed with the rar'

ability necessary for such a work, is in itself improbable, an

the improbability rises in a geometrical ratio to the number

such minds which the hypothesis assumes. In the present case

the weight of special evidence in favour of plurality is sufficient t

counterbalance, to a certain extent, the general presumption i

favour of unity. But gratuitously to postulate, as has been s

frequently done, all and sundry not disinclined to Reuchlin, t

have been able to write, and actually to have assisted in writin

this masterpiece of wit, is of all absurdities the greatest. Th

law of parsimony is overcome by the irrecusable testimony «

Ortuinus and Erasmus, so far as to compel us to admit a plurali

of authors, and that to the amount of three ; but philosophical pr«

sumption, and historical evidence, combine in exploding the suj

position of a greater number.

Of these three authors, two are already found.—We could provi

we think, by exclusion, that no other, besides Buschius, was at a

likely to have been the third. But as this negative would 1:

tedious, we shall only attempt the positive, by showing that ever

circumstance concurs in pointing out that distinguished scholar .'

the colleague of Hutten and Crotus. The name of Buschius hf

once and again been mentioned, among the other wellwishers <

Reuchlin, as a possible author of this satire ; but whilst no ev

dence has yet been led, to show that his participation in that wor

was probable, grounds have been advanced, and still rema'

unanswered, which would prove this participation to have bet

impossible.

We must therefore refute, as a preliminary, this alleged impo

sibility.
— "' Hamelmann," says ]\Ieiners, whose authority on th

question is deservedly of the highest, "believes that Hermai

von dera Busche had a share in the Epistolre Obscurorum Vir

rum. This supposition is contradicted by the chronology of the'

letters, which were written and printed previously to the retui

of Yon dem Busche to Germany." * This objection, of whi(

Lebensbeschr . her. Maermei\ II. p. 380. fl \
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it.
il
Mueiich was not aware, is established on llanielinanii's biograpliv

an fi jf Buschius ; and, if true, it would be decisive. We can prove,

tiowcver, that Buschiiis icas not only in Gei'many, but resident

it Colognefor a considerable time previous to the printing of the

Irst volume of the Epistolce, and continued to reside there, until

ibout the date of the publication of the second*—Buschius was

.caching in the university of Cologne, soon after the publication

)f the Pr?Dnotamenta of Ortuinus, in 1514, as is proved by the

ntcj etter of Magister Hipp, the 17th in the first volume of the Epis-

olae. In the 19th letter of the second volume, Magister Schlauralf,

t the commencement of his peregrination, leaves Buschius in

lostoch, but at its termination finds him teaching in Cologne

;

irhile the 4Gth of the same volume speaks of him as then (i. e.

516) a rival of Ortuinus in that school, Glareanus in his Epistle

t

Mo Rcuchlin, dated from Cologne, January 1514, speaks of Bus-

hius as resident in that city. (111. Vir. Ep. ad Reuchl. X iii.)

The letter of Buschius himself to Reuchlin, written in October,

,j1
J[ from his own house in Cologne," is checked by the events to

[])jj
rhich it alludes to the year 1515, (Ibid. Y i.) ; and, finally, we
nd him addressing to Erasmus a poetical congratulation on his

ntry into that city in 1516, (Erasmi Opera III. c. 198 and c.

578, ed. Clerici.) Buschius could not thus have left Cologne,

efore the middle or end of the year 1516, (his absentation at that

lj,

incture becomes significant ;) and when recalled from England to

ologne in 1517, by Count Nuenar, Dean of the Canonical diap-

er, that nobleman, with all his influence, was unable to suppoit

im against the hostility of the Monks and Magistri Nostri,

loogstraten, Ortuinus & Co., to whom, if a know^n or suspected

ontributor to the Epistolse, he would now have become more than

ver obnoxious. Erasmus found him at Spires in 1518.— So far,

lerefore, from being placed beyond the sphere of co-operation

uring the concoction of the Epistola), he was /or the whole period

t its very centre.

But his participation is not simply possible,—it is highly pro-

able.

In the first place, his talents were not only of the highest order,

ad his command over the Latin tongue in all its applications

'liiii!

m

Meiucrs, it may be observed, makes the aj)i)carance of the first volume

f the Epistolae a year too late. Tiiis was in 1515, or, at latest, in the be-

ing of 151G; while the serond volunn' was published towards the end of

516, or early in 1517.
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almost unequalled, but his genius and character in strict analogy

with the work in question. The Epistolse Obscurorum Virorum

are always bitterly satirical, and never scrupulously decent,* The

writings of Buschius,—his CEstrum, his Epistola pro Ileuchlino, his

Concio ad Clerum Coloniensem, his Vallum Humanitatis, to say

nothing of others,—are just a series of satires, and satires of precisely

the same tendency as that pasquil. The Vallum, by which he is

now best known to scholars, Erasmus prevailed on him to soften

down ; it still remains suificiently caustic. His epigrams show that,

in his writings, he did not pique himself on modesty ; while the

exhortation of the worthy Abbot Trithemius, " ut ita viveret ne

moribus destrueret eruditionem," proves that he was no rigorist

in conduct.

In the second place, in thus maintaining the cause of Reuchlin

he was most effectually maintaining his own.

In the third place, Ortuinus Gratius, to whom the EpistolaB

Virorum Obscurorum are addressed, is the principal victim of

this satire, though not a prominent enemy of Reuchlin,—far less

of Hutten and Crotus. But he was the literary opponent, and

personal foe of Buschius. Westphalians by birth, Ortuinus and

Buschius were countrymen ; they had also been schoolfellows at

Daventer, under the celebrated Hegius. But as they were not \ «

allies, their early connexion made them only the more bitter ad-

!

versarics. Buschius, the champion of scholastic reform, was '•

opposed by Ortuinus, with no sincerity of conviction, but all the !

vehemence of personal animosity, in his endeavours to extermi-

nate the ancient grammars, which, having for ages perpetuated

barbarism in the schools and universities, were now loathed as i

philological abominations by the restorers of ancient learning.

'

Buschius had thus not only general reasons to contemn Ortuinus,

as a renegade from the cause of illumination, but private motives^

to hate him as a hypocritical and malevolent enemy. The attack

of Ortuinus is accordingly keenly retorted by Buschius in the;

* This excludes Eobauus Hessus, of whom we know from Erasmus,

Joachim Camerarius, and Melchior Adamus, (to say nothing of the negative

evidence of his oavu writings,) that he was morbidly averse from satire and

obscenity. Mucnch, who comprises Eobanus (he has it uniformly Erban):' I

in his all-comprehensive hypothesis of authorship, makes him writer of thej

tract De Fide Meretrictmi. He was not ; and if he were, the author of that •

wretched tAvaddle was certainly no author of the Epistola? Obscurorum

Virorum

.
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i-oface to his second edition of Donatiis, as it is also ridiculed in

ic 9th and 32d letters of the tirst volume of the Epistolfe Ohscu-
orum Viroruni.

In thefourth place, the scandal about the family and parentage

f Ortuinus, (and lie is the only one of the Obscure Avhose birth

; satirized,) seems to indicate the information of a country-

lan ; and with every allowance for exaggeration, still even the

•ntradictions of his sacerdotal filiation, which Ortuinus found

necessary to publish in his various works subsequent to the

ipistola?, preserve always a suspicious silence touching his

(Other.

In the Jifh place, Buschius was the open and strenuous partisan

f Reuchhn, in whose cause he published, along with Nuenar and
[utten, a truculent invective against the Apologia of Iloog-

;raten. He is always, indeed, found enumerated among the

lost active and prominent of the Reuchlinists. In evidence of

lis, we regret that we cannot quote from the EpistolaB illustrium

'irorum ad Keuchlinum, the letters of Nuenar (T iii.), of Glare-

Qus (X iii.), and of Eobanus (Y iii.), and from the Epistolas

Ibscurorum Virorum, the 59th letter of the second volume ; in all

f which, the mention made of Buschius is on various accounts

3markable,

In the sixth place, Buschius was also the intimate friend of

lotus and Ilutten ; and among the letters to which we last

bferred, those of Nuenar and Eobanus significantly notice his

b-operation in aid of lleuchlin with these indubitable authors of

ic work in question. His attachment to Hutten was so strong,

.lat it lost him, in tlie end, the friendship of his schoolfellow

trasmus.

In the seventh place, Cologne and Leipsic arc the universities

tominently held up to ridicule throughout the Epistola3. We
c why, in the cause of lieuchlin, the Magistri Nostri of Cologne

lould be especial objects of attack ;—but why those of Leipsic ?

<eipsic was not even one of the universities which had concurretl

ith Cologne in condemning the AiKjenspiegel of Reuchlin. With

le Leipsic regents, neither Ilutten nor Ci-otus had any collision

;

or, as far as we are aware, any intercourse. They are assailed,

owever, with a perseverance and acrimony betraying pei'sonal

incour, and with a minuteness of information competent only to

ne who had been long resident among them. The problem is

t once solved, if we admit the participation of lUischius. This
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scholar had grievous injuries to avenge, not only on the obscu-

rants of Cologne, but on those of Leipsic, The influence oJ

Hoogstraten, Tungern, and their adherents, had banished him

from Cologne about the year 1500 ; and on both his subsequeni;

returns to that university, he remained at open war with ib:

Theologians and " Artists." * After his first expulsion from Co-

logne, he had, for six years, taught in Leipsic with the grcatcsi.

reputation ; but the jealousy of the barbarians being roused by

the preponderance which he had given to the study of politt ^

letters, he was constrained by their vexations to abandon tha:l

university in 1510, and the extrusion of his friend Aesticampi-i

anus was adjourned only until the following year. The lettei;

of Magister Hipp, in the first volume of the Epistolae, (Ep. 17,;

in which the persecution of Aesticampianus by the Leipsic master

is minutely described, and that of Buschius wholly overpast

betrays the hand of Buschius himself. Throughout these letj

ters, indeed, the notices of Von dem Busclie, as of Hutten and

Crotus, harmonize completely Avith the hypothesis of author;

ship.

But, in the eighth place, we are not altogether left to gen

probabihties. The single letter of Buschius to Reuchlin, com

pared Avith some of the Epistolae Obscurorum Virorum, supplie

conformities, that go far of themselves to establish an identity o

authors. (Ep. ad Reu6hl. L. ii. Y.) Among other parallelisms

compare, in the former, the threat of the Anti-Reuchlinists

in the event of the Pope deciding against them, to effect .

schism in the Church, with the same in the 57th Epistle of th

second volume of the latter ;—their menace, in the former, of ap

peahng to a Council, with the same in the 12th Epistle of the firs

volume of the latter ; and their disparagement of the Pope, and

papa] sentence, in the former, with the same in the 11th and 12t'

Epistles of the first volume of the latter.

We do not pretend that the circumstantial evidence now ac

duced amounts to absolute certainty. It affords, however, th

highest probability ; and is at least sufficient, in the present stat

of the question, to vindicate against every other competitor, th

claim of Buschius to the third place in the triumvirate to whoi'

the Epistolae Obscurorum Virorum are to be ascribed.

* How fond Buschius was of every joke against Hoogstraten, may I

seen from his con-espondence witli Erasmus. (Erasmi opera, t. iii. cc. 168;

1683.)
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It now remains to say a few words on Dr JMucnch's perforni-

iicos as editor.—A satisfactory edition of the Epistolaj Obscuro-

ium Virorum required : 1°, A history of the circunistanccs which

determined the appearance and character of the satire, inchidin*;;

a inquiry into its authors ;
2°, A critical discussion of the various

(litions of the work ; S", A correct text founded on a collation

t' all the original editions, the omissions, interpolations, and

aviations of each being distinguished ; and, 4°, A commentary

u the frequent allusions to things and persons requiring cx-

lanation.

In regard to tho Jirst of these conditions, Dr Muench has added.

• 'thing,— and not a little Avas wanting. To explain the general re-

tions of the satire, it was not sufficient to narrate the steps of

n' Reuchhnian process as an isolated event; nor in compiling

lis narrative (for it shows no original research), has he even

ipied his predecessors without inaccuracy. His disquisition

luching the origin of the work, from his omission of all refcr-

ices, can only be understood by those who are already conver-

nt with the discussion ; his statement of the difterent opinions

regard to the authorship, is at second hand, and very incom-

ctc; and his own hypothesis on the subject good for nothing.

In regard to the second condition, Dr Muench has committed a

iinentous blunder relative to the appendix of seven, or more

upcrly six, letters which were added to the third edition of the

-t volume,—an edition which probably appeared within a year

r the first edition of the first volume, and almost certainly be-

the publication of the second volume. With Panzer (whom

makes oi Leipsic !) and Ebert,—nay even with what he him-

If has transcribed from these bibliographers, before his eyes,

1^ blunder is inconceivable. From a note to the first of these

: ilitional letters (p. 146), compared with his account of the

I irth edition, that of 155G (p. 70), he evidently imagines these

^: letters to have been first published and appended in that

tiition along with the Epistola imperterriti Fratris, &;c. " The

fMowing letters," he says, " are added only in the later edi-

I-. and their author, as well as the occasion of their compo-

in, unknown. In all probability they were the work of the

// livbuj authors of the first and second volumes."—Some lesser

' lors under this head we overpass, as Muench is here only a

' I'.vist,

The third condition, though of primary importance, and com-
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paratively easy, our author lias not fulfilled. He professes t(

have printed the first volume from its second edition ; he doe;

not inform us from what edition he printed the second volume, o:

the appendix to the first. He has instituted no collation of th'

original editions : and nothing can exceed the negligence, W'

shall not say ignorance, which even this uncollated text cUsplays

It was the primary duty of an editor to have furnished a texl,

purified at least from the monstrous typographical errors wit,

which all former editions abound. The present edition only add

new blunders to the old.* These errata we should refer to

culpable neghgence, were it not that Dr Muench is occasionall

guilty of blunders, which can only be explained by a defeeti\

scholarship, and an ignorance of literary history. Thus, in h

introduction (pp. 55, 56), he repeatedly adduces a passage fru:

one of Hutten's letters, beginning rumpantur utilia, though ever

schoolboy would at once read rmmpantur ut ilia.

To the accomplishment of the fourth condition, Dr Mueni

has contributed little or nothing. No work more required, .j

none better deserved, a commentary, than the Epistolre. Oi.

editor has, however, attempted no illustration of the now obscU;

allusions with which they everywhere abound,—no difiicult undei

taking to one versed in the scholastic philosophy, and the gener,

literature of the period ; but the biographical notices he has ve-

tured to append, of a very few of the persons mentioned in t*

text, significantly prove his utter incompetence to the tas'

These meagre notices are gleaned from the most vulgar sourc

and one or two examples will afford a sufficient sample of thi.

inaccuracy.
i

The celebrated poet, Joannes Baptista (Hisjyaniolus. Spagnc

Mantuanus, General of the Carmehtes, who ched in Miirch 151(

* Dipping here and there at random, we notice : p. lbS,Wesatio for We<-

Uo, an old and important erratmn
; p. 192, positionem for potionem, old err

:

p. 132, Stidteti for Sculteti, ditto
; p. 133, siicco taphaniana drachmas iii.,

"

succo rapliani ana drachmas iii.
; p. 88, nostrum. Petrum for nostrum^ ,

old eiTOr
; p. 98, quot libeta for quodllbeta

; p. 138, praepidiati for non pr

putiatl; ibid., non praeputiati {or praepidiati, old error; p. I80,fuitpro)-

tus ior fui promotus, old error; p. 203, cum contra semel articulos hatt

Petrum, &c., for c. /(. s. a. c. P.; p. 204, parem ior pcdrem ; p. 137, indt-

cationem for intoxicationem ; pp. 162, 163, solarium for salarium, old er ', ,

&c., &c.
'

t The allusion to the death of Mantuanus, in the twelfth letter of -

second volume of the Epistolj?, thus checks, to a certain point, the dat f
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'
}, mistakes, and in the very lixce of the Epistola), for the obscure

• jiysiciau, Baptista Fiera (he writes it Finra) Mantuanus, who
(•cd at a much later period.

Every tyro in the Hterary history of the middle ages, and of

le revival of letters, is famiUar with the name, at least, of Alox-

!'• ider do Villa Dei or Dolensis, whose Latin Grammar, the Doc-
' knale Puerorum, reigned omnipotent throughout the schools of

' lirope, from the beginning of the 18th to the beginning of the

!' ^'Ith century. The struggle for its expulsion was one of the

' Mst prominent events in the history of the restoration of classical

Mdics in Germany ; and the Epistola) Obscurorum Virorum are

t.l of allusions to the contest. Yet Dr Muench knows nothing

- (1 Alexander. " Galhis Alexander," says he, " as it appears, an

'*\: ale grammarian of the Jifteenth century, an experienced casuist,"

^'i ffi.—all utterly wrong, even to the name.

1
I
Of the notorious Wigand Wirt, Dr Muench states that he was

^t de of the Dominicans executed at Berne, for the celebrated im-

liif psture, in 1509. Though probably the deviser of that fraud, he

f.

^I^
not among its victims ; and had Dr Muench read the Epis-

«i« uae he edits, with the least attention, he would have seen that

lt«i "\tigand is in them accused of being the real author of the Sturm-

P- (ffck, (Alarum,) Avritten against Reuchlin, in 1514, and that he is

ki ijingin 1516. (Vol. I. App. Ep. 6.)

lilt jOur editor confounds Bartholomew Zehendcr or Decimator of

lieilentz, with Bartholomaeus Colonicnsis of Minden. The former

rr. T^s one of the most ignorant and intolerant of the Anti-Reuch-

\t lists ; the latter, the scholar of Ilegius, the friend of Erasmus,

.1 styles him, vir eruditione singulari,) and the ally of Buschius,

ueampianus, and Csesarius, had been banished from his native

ilii. cy, for his exertions in the cause of classical Latinity, by the per-

— siutors of lleuchlin themselves.
'"' KVhat we have said will suffice to show that these letters still

'

*'

a'ait their editor. Let the Germans beware. The work is of

1 lopcan interest : and, if they are not on the alert, the E[)istohu

• -'-urorum Virorum may, like the poems of Lotichius, iind a

/ill? f<ieign commentator.*
fir -|

it f oinposition, and would prove that it was written in Italy, couscqueutly
I' Ilutteu. This, which has not been observed, is important.

1
Another edition of these Epistles, by lloternunid, we sec announced in

W A Leipsic Mass-Catalogue for Easter 1830 ; and liavi; Ijeeii disajipointed

!tk< iwiot obtaining it for this article. The editor, whom wo know only a^^
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author of the Supplement to Joecher's Biographical Lexicon, profes.ses, i

the title, to give merely a reprint of the London edition of 1710, (i. e. a tex

of no authoritj', and swarming with typographical blunders.) a preface expla

natory of the origin of the satire, and biographical notices of the persons men

tioned in it. As there seems no attempt at a commentary, we do not suviiii-

that Rotermund has performed more in Latin, [but in German it is,] tlia

Muench in German ; and the small price shows that there can be Uttl

added to the text.—[Having now seen this edition, the presumptive opinio,

need not be withdrawn.—The only other attempt at an illustration of th

satire of which I am aware, since this article was written, is that of Pn
lessor Eichstadt, who, in 1831 and the following years, on academical occ;

sions, published at Jena his Commentationes De Poesi Culmaria, of which

possess four. They are explanatory of the persons alluded to in one of tl

Epistolai ; to wit, the Carmen Rithmicale Magistri Phillppi Schlauraff, que

compilavit et comportavit, quando fuit Cursor in Theoloyia, et ambidavit p'

totam Ahnaniam superiorem. — Twenty years have now elapsed since tli

preceding article was -wi-itten, and the Germans have not yet given to tl!

world even a critical text of then- great national satu-e.

Eobanus Hessus, referred to in note f, p. 215, is I see an en-or for Crot[

Rubiamis. But the one letter of Eobanus in the Illustrium Vii'orum Episto

ad Reuchlinum, (sig. Y. ii. sq.) is curious in itself; and still more, as it is
'

answer to the following letter of Reuchlin, the autograph of which came iu

my possession several years after the date of the preceding article, and n(j

appears for the first time. This autograph is a good specimen of the calj

graphy for which Reuchlin was noted ; and of which a fac-simile is to 1

found, among others, in Eifner's " Doctor Martin Luther," (ii. 205). Tlj

letter is of some historical importance. '

" Helio Eob-\2vo Hesso,

politioris literature pk/eceptorl erdifordi.e, amico suo quam

observandissimo. ab manus.

S. D. P. An tu non videas, Hesse, mecum simul, quani istaj crudeles p

mendicffi, istte Harpyiai cyanoleucjE, (non illi Fratres Arvales qui Ron'

ajtate religiosi erant, sed hi Fratres Dominicalcs qui nostro -xvo a religi<>

labascunt,) indefessa bella gerant, ut mihi vix concedatur spirare ac i;

quando vires resumere. Et tu moleste querei-is, me tuis ad me datis liti/

in hoc tarn laborioso tempore nihil respondisse !

Tristius hand illis monstrum, nee sccvior ulla

Pestis. [Virg.]

Quotidie calamum agitant meum, et mcnteni, pene defatigato mihi, alio

pellunt, ut melioribus Uteris incumbere ucqueam. Tu potes in HeliC'H

choreas duccre, Ascrajoque calamo imitari Musarum voluptates. At rii

non est integrum inter tot crabrones consusm-rare, aut quippiam, vel seri

et rigidius Catone, meditari. Ergo nisi te amem, iuvidebo illi tua; pros.'*

ritati, et mei miserebor : quod tu, pi-inceps rei literari* nobilissinius, cai,5

a?mulis
; cura non modo tam illustres generosi animi tui couatus, quo.;'

Heroidibus ostentas, verum etiara nomen ipsum tuuni, tants majestatis
•

i

!l
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iculum, atl invidiam multos i:oncitarc debuerat, (ut est nunc hominuni nnii-

rum conditio, sonescento miindo). Epbesiis enini Hesseu, idem (luod y^V.)-

[atlnis, dicitur, Callimaclio poota Cyrona?o teste
;
qui Jovem, non sorte

btnm esse Regem Deoruni assorit, sed opcribus niamium, in Ilymno ad Jo-

'm hoc utens carmine :

—

Ov oi &iuu kaaitva [vulgO, iaa^ux'^ Tu'hoi diaotv, SQ'yu. Ss x^i^au.

M Hessena summum rogem designat. [Chald. Ilasin., potens.] Inter

im .Ttatis tua; Ciiristianos poetas, ipse Rex es
;
qui scribendis vcrsibns,

. iidara potentatu et ingenii dominio cminentiore, plus ca^teris metro im-

iMs, et syllabas quasqne ad regulam regis. Gratulor itaqne Universitati

lifordiaj, quod te tali clarescunt viro. Nee me in odium ejus, quominus

. -nil splendore ac laudis amplitndine gaudcam, unquara concitabnnt qui-

.111, male de mc homines meriti, tecum habitantes
;
qui tametsi Theologian!

ptiteutur, tamen in condemnando mea, Dei vocem non suntsequuti,

—

Adam
: ii es f Ipsi autem illi inter pcjores, non dico boni, sed minns mali fuerunt.

fianqnam omnes, cum suis coraplicibus, qui non vident trabem in oculo

ixpectabunt Dei judicium dicentis :

—

In quo judicio judicavcrUis^judi-

.uini; Nolite condemnare, et non condemnahiminL Certum hoc est : non

1 ntitur Deus. Tu vero, quanquam omnium bellorum exitus incerti

-It, tamen de mea causa spem tibi concipe, quod has volucres pi'orsus su-

jrabo. Sententiam ditEnitivam cum executione obtinui. Sed adversarii,

L •vjtoriam meam putantes revera suam infamiam, omni diligentia invocave-

: r>t Francorum Regem. Mlrum, quod non [jam] Persarum summum item

.
plitificem [atque] alios principes exorcisarunt, ut Sententiam Apostolicam

1 liefactarent. Quapropter ego, licet victor, illos Romam citavi. Ut ab

h; exemplo discere potes ! Unde paulisper suspende chelyn, dum coucla-

iTtnm fuerit. Interea tamen, si me amas, adapta citharam et Musis mate-

r u colliga.—iEque fceliciter vale.

". Stutgardia, vii Kal. Novcmbres, Anno M.o.xiiir.

JoAKNEs Reuchlin Phorcen. LL.D.

11 fervente ad Vindictam lambo, non eris solus neque alter."

ileuchlin's reference to the language of the Ephesians is explained by the

1 iiiologicon Magnum {sub voce.)

-nbanus, in his answer, says, inter alia, that he had shown this letter

l< luidry good men in Erfurt, admirers of Reuchlin, and enemies of the

hrtile faction, and to some even of the Theological Faculty, (who had con-

doned the Eyeglass without interrogating its author.) " Sunt enim et hie

qjqne boni et raali ; ipsi autem illi, quos tu, no7i bonos sed inter pejores

mm malos, appellas, poenitcre videntur, quod Coloniensibus asinis et cir-

iraneis nugigivendis ipsi decepti potius cpiam instructi, suffragium addi-

it."

l>anus signalises " Ilutten, Buschius, and Crotus,'' as the throi' /irsf of

I uinpeters of Reuchlin's victory.]



II.-ON THE REVOLUTIONS OF MEDICINE.

IN REFERENCE TO CULLEN.*

(July, 1832.)

3

I
Ati Account of the Life, Lectures, and Writings of Willia''\

Cullen, M.D., Professor of the Practice of Physic in the Un\

versity of Edhiburgh. By John Thomson, M.D,, Professor !

Medicine and General Pathology in the University of Edinburg;

Vol. I. 8vo. Edinburgh : 1832.
\

fWe arc much gratified by the appearance of the present wori

Cullen is one of those illustrious minds by whom Scotland, durii

the past century, was* raised from comparative insignificance

the very highest rank in literature and science. In no depai'

ment of intellectual activity has Scotland been more prolific

distinguished talent, than in medicine ; and as a medical philos

pher the name of Cullen stands, in his native country, pre-eE

nent and alone. It would be difiicult indeed to find in any nati

an individual Avho displayed a rarer assemblage of the higbj tk

qualities of a physician. The characters of his genius were pijj |9

minent, but in just accordance with each other. His eruditi

was extensive, yet it never shackled the independent vigour !

his mind ; while, on the other hand, no love of originality maj

him overlook or disparage the labours of his predecessors. 1|

capacity of speculation was strong, but counterbalanced by 1

equal power of observation ; his imagination, though lively, y\

broken in as a useful auxiliary to a still more energetic reas''

* [This article, placed under the head of Literature^ requii'es some inc

gence; I could not give it a class for itself, and it falls at least more nn

rally mider this, than under either of the other heads.]
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lio circumstances under whicli his mind was cultivated, were

-0 conducive to its full and harmonious evolution. His cduca-

nn was left sufficiently to himself to determine his fiiculties to a

ee and vigorous energy ; sufficiently scholastic to prevent a

ic-sitled and exclusive development. It was also favourable to

e same result, that from an early period of life, his activity was

vided between practice, study, and teaching ; and extended to

most every subject of medical science,— all however viewed in

Uordination to the great end of professional knowledge, the cure

<' disease.

CuUen's mind was essentially philosophic. Without neglecting

(iservation, in which ho was singularly acute, he devoted him-

slf less to experiment than to arrangement and generalization,

are not aware, indeed, that ho made the discovery of a single

sible ph?enomcnon. Nor do we think less of him that he did

k. Individual appearances are of interest only as they rcpre-

nt a general law. In physical science the discovery of new
pts is open to every blockhead with patience, manual dexterity,

axiute senses ; it is less eiiectually promoted by genius than

I co-operation, and more frequently the result of accident than

design. But what Cullen did, it required individual ability to

<I It recjuired, in its highest intensity, the highest faculty of

n id,—that of tracing the analogy of unconnected observations,

II evolving from the multitude of particular facts a common
imciplc, the detection of which might recall them from con-

fiion to system, from incomprehensibility to science. Of ten

il'usand physicians familiar with the same appearances as Gui-

lt
. is there one who could have turned these appearances to

tl same account? But though not an experimentalist, Cullen's

I'losophy was strictly a philosophy of experience. The only

Ii'ulation he recognised as legitimate was induction. To him

•ry was only the expression of an universal fact; and in

ling to this fact, no one, with equal consciousness of power,
\\

. ever more cautious in the different steps of his genei-aliza-

'ii.

ullen's reputation, though high, has never been equal to his

rts. This is owing to a variety of causes. In medical

lice, a higher talent obtains perhaps a smaller recompense of

I'ular applause than in any other department of knowledge.
" f'lt Galenus opes;" " the sohd pudding," but not " the empty
I'lise." Of all subjects of scientific interest, men in general
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seem to have the weakest curiosity in regard to the functions o

their own minds, and even bodies. So is it now, and, howeve

marvellous, so has it always been. " Eunt homines," says S

Austin, " mirari alta montium, ingentes fluctus maris, altissimo

lapsus fluminum, oceani ambitum, et gyros siderum ;

—

seipsc

relinquunt nee mirantui'." For one amateur physiologist, w,

meet a hundred dilettanti chemists, and botanists, and mineralc

gists, and geologists. Even medical men themselves are, in genera

equally careless and incompetent judges as the public at larg(

of all high accomplishment in their profession. Medicine the

cultivate not as a science, but as a trade ; are indifferent to a;

that transcends the sphere of vulgar practice ; and affect i:

despise what they are unable to appreciate. But independent];

of the general causes which hrive prevented Cullen from obtainir

his due complement of fame, there are particular causes whi(,

conspired also to the same result. His doctrine was not alwa;j

fully developed in his works ; his opinions have been ignorant
[

misrepresented; his originality invidiously impugned; and wh:

he taught in his lectures, pubhshed without acknowledgment 1;

his pupils,
j

Cullen's honour thus calling for vindication, was long abai

doned to neglect. This may be in part explained by the pec;

liar difficulty of the task. He who was competent to appreclai

Cullen's merits, and 'to assert for him his proper place amo:

medical reasoners, behoved to be at home in medicine, boi

as a practical art, and as a learned science,—he required at on

experience, philosophy, and erudition. But this combination

;

now unfortunately rare : we could indeed with difficulty nam(i

second individual so highly qualified for this duty as the accoj

plished physician on whom it has actually devolved. The expej

ence of a long and extensive practice,—habits of thought trair:

in the best schools of philosophy,—an excursive learning wh |i

recalls the memory of a former ago,—and withal an admiratior/

his subject, transmuting an arduous undertaking into a labour f

love,—have enabled Dr Thomson, in his life of Cullen, to prodip

a work, which we have no hesitation in pronouncing the most im-

portant contribution from a British author to the history of mc

cine, since the commencement of our labours. Cullen's perso

biography is comparatively meagre. His hfe is in his doctrii

But to exhibit this doctrine, as Influenced by previous, and as^

fluenclng subsequent, speculation, was in a certain sort to exhi
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lie general progress of medical science. In the execution of this

art of his labour, Dr Thomson presents an honourable exception

) the common character of our recent historians of medicine,

te is no retailer of second-hand opinions ; and his criticism of an

ithor is uniformly the result of an original study of his works,

hough the life of a physician, the interest of this biography is by

3 means merely professional. " The Philosopher," says Aris-

'tle, " should end with medicine, the Physician commence with

lilosophy." But philosophy and medicine have been always too

.uch viewed independently of each other, and their mutual influ-

ce has never been fairly taken into account in delineating the

'Ogress of either. The history of medicine is, in fact, a part, and

very important part, of the history of philosophy. Dr Thom-
has wholly avoided tliis defect ; and his general acquaintance

th philosophical and medical opinions, renders the Life of Cul-

a work of almost equal interest to liberal enquirers, and to the

11 educated practitioner.

Wilham Cullen was born at Hamilton, in the year 1710. By
father, a writer (Anglice, attorney) by profession, and factor

the Duke of Hamilton, he was sprung from a respectable line

neestors, who had for several generations been proprietors of

ghs, a small estate in the parish of Bothwell ; through his

ther, he was descended from one of the most ancient families

he county of Lanark, the Robertons of Ernock. Having com-

36 of general education in the grammar scliool of

native town, and in the University of Glasgow, he was appren-

md to Mr John Paisley, a surgeon of extensive practice in that

At this period, (that of Edinburgh recently excepted,) the

ttish Universities cUd not afford the means of medical instruc-

and such an apprenticeship was then the usual and almost

only way in which the student of medicine could, in Scotland,

ire a knowledge of his profession. Having exhausted the

iveleari«l>portunities of improvement which Glasgow supplied, Cullen,

ilaDaini'y^ the view of obtaining a professional appointment, went, in his

ijiotoalil^Nntieth year, to London. Through the interest of Commissioner

Cullen, t«fiPliand, (Will Honeycomb of the Spectator,) probably his kins-

rftfe"^' lie was appointed surgeon to a merchant vessel trading to

l^,j,i;torji!iih!Spanish settlements in the West Indies, commanded by Cap-

CaleDs!^*'
Cleland of Auchinlee, a relation of his OAvn. In this voyage

,;;
ijlisjAeemained for six months at Port Bello ; thus enjoying an oppor-

•0,sjit»iy of studying the effects of a tropical climate on the constitu-

racfa
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tion, and the endemic character of West Indian diseases. On his

return to London, with the view of perfecting his knowledge of

drugs, he attended for some time in the shop of Mr Murray, au

eminent apothecary in the city. Two years (1732—1734) he

spent in the family of Captain Cleland, at Auchinlee, in the parish

of Shotts, wholly occupied in the study, and occasional practice, oi

his profession ; and after a season devoted to the study of genera

literature and philosophy, under a dissenting clergyman of Eoth|

bury in Northumberland, he completed his public education bv

attending for two sessions (1734-5, 1735-6) the medical classe|

in the University of Edinburgh.

"The foundation," says his biogi'apher, "of a new and extended medic,

school had been laid a few years before this time in Edinburgh, by the aj:

pointment of Dr Monro to the Chair of Anatomy in the University, and b

the judicious arrangements which that excellent anatomist and experience

surgeon afterwards made with Drs Rutherford, Sinclaii", Innes and Plumme

for the regular and stated delivery of lectures on the different branches
*

medicine. Previously to this arrangement, almost the only regular lecturj
i

given upon any subjects connected with medicine in Edinburgh, were thoj J,'

which had been delivered in the Hall of the College of Surgeons, the chij

«

medical school in that city, from the first institution of the College, in tJ
'

year 1505, till the transference of the anatomical class into the University
'

1725. 1

"Though scarcely tenj^ears had elapsed from the first establishment o

^

regular school of medicine in the University of Edinburgh when Dr Culli

became a student there, the reputation of that school was beginning to
j

every where acknowledged, and had already attracted to it, not only a grii

portion of those who were preparing themselves for the profession of mei

cine in the British dominions, but many students from foreign universitie

—P. 8.

At the age of twenty-six, Cullen commenced practice in ;

native town, and with the most flattering success. His dishke,'

surgery soon induced him to devolve that department of bnsini

upon a partner; and for the last four years of his residence;!

Hamilton (having graduated at Glasgow), he practised only 2A

physician. Here he married Anna, daughter of the Reveril

Mr Johnstone, minister of Kilbarchan ; who brought him a la 19

family, and formed the happiness of his domestic life for forty x

years. Here also he became the friend and medical preccpto 'i

the late celebrated Dr William Hunter. Hunter had been t ,i-

cated for the church ; but an intercourse with Cullen determi <»

him to a change of profession. After residing for a time in fai J

with his friend, it was agreed that he should go and prosecutes

studies in Edinburgh and London, with the intention of ultima y
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ettling at Hamilton as Cullen's partner. This design was not,

lowever, realized. Other prospects opened on the yonng anato-

list while in London, and Cullcn cordially concurred in an alte-

iation of plan, which finally raised his pupil to a professional

felebrity, different <?ertainly, but not inferior to his own. Tiiough

lus cast at a distance from each other in after life, the friend-

|iip of these distinguished men continued to the last warm and

lointerrupted.

Cullen, who, during his seven years' residence at Hamilton,

ul been sedulously qualifying himself for a higher sphere of

,;tivity, now removed to Glasgow. In the University of that

[ty, with the exception of Anatomy, no lectures seem to have

l;en previously delivered in any department of medicine. On his

tabhshment in Glasgow, Cullen immediately commenced lecturer;

ad, by the concurrence of the medical professors, he was soon

^rmitted to deliver, in the University, com'ses of the Theory

id Practice of Physic, of ^Materia Medica, of Botany, and of

nemistry. In his lectures on medicine, we find him maintaining

]| 1746, the same doctrines with regard to the theory of Fever

te Humoral Pathology, and the Nervous System, which he pub-

lihed in his writings thirty years thereafter.*

r In entering upon the duties of a teacher of medicine, Dr Cullen ventured

BHiake another change in the established mode of instruction, bj laying

ijde the use of the Latin language in the composition and delivery of his

Ijtures. This was considered by many as a rash innovation ; and some,

irons to detract from his reputation, or not sufldciently aware of the ad-

tages attending this deviation from established practice, have insinuated

tjit it was owing to Dr Cullen's imperfect knowledge of the Latin that he

induced to employ the English language. But how entirely groundless

h an insinuation is, must be apparent to every one at all acquainted with

early education, com-se of studies, and habits of persevering industry.
"\ ii-n we reflect, too, that it was through the medium of the Latin tongue
t t he must have acquired his extensive knowledge of medical science, it

t'-ms absm"d to suppose that he Avas not qualified, like the other teachers of

j

hjtime, to deliver, had he chosen it, his lectures in that language. We are

n left, however, to conjecture with regard to this point ; for that Dr Cullen

Cullen, we see, is represented by French medical historians as " having

|,
iJlen Barthez for his guide." (Boisseau, in Diet, des Sc. Med.—Biogr. t. iii.

, P 363.) A chronological absurdity. Barthez was twenty-four years

yUger than Cullen ; the latter had, in his lectures, taught his peculiar doc-

* tiles twenty-eight years before " his guide " was yet known to the world
;

a Cullen's Imlitntiom ofMedicine preceded the Nova Doctrina de Functioni-

•f Barthez by two, the Nouveanx Elemens de la Science de rilomme by
• oars.
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had beeu accustomed, from au early period of his life, to compose in Latin,

appears not only from letters wiltten by him in that language to some of hib

familiar friends, fli-st di-aughts of which have been preserved, but also from

the fact, that, whilst he taught medicine at Glasgow in his vernacular tongue.

he delivered, during the same period, several courses of lectures on Botau\

in the Latin language. The notes of these lectm-es still remain among hi.-

papers ; and I find also, Avritten with his own hand, in the same language

two copies of an unfinished text-book on Chemistry. The numerous correc-

tions of expression which are observable in the first sketches of Dr CuUen".-

Latin, as well as of his English compositions, show a constant attention oi

his part to the accuracy and purity of the language in which his ideas wen

expressed, and a mind always aiming, in whatever it engaged, at a degree;

of perfection higher than that which it conceived it had afready attained.

—P. 28.

An interesting account of these various courses, is given by t)

Thomson. In particular, justice is done to Cullen's extensivi

and original views in chemistry ; and a curious history is afforde

of the progress of chemical lectures, both in this country and o.

the continent. In this science, Cullen, while lecturer in Glasgov

had the merit of training a pupil destined to advance it farther

than himself; though, as Dr Thomson has shown, the germs (

Black's theory of latent heat are to be found in the lectures of h;

preceptor. Cullen's fame rests, however, on another basis.

Cullen was thus the principal founder of the medical school <

Glasgow, even before he was regularly attached to the Universit

'

In 1751, he was, however, admitted Professor of the Theory ai

Practice of Physic, and this a few days before the translation

Dr Adam Smith from the Chair of Logic to that of Moral Phil

sophy. On this occasion, Hume and Burke were unsuccessf

candidates for the professorship vacated by Smith. With Smi

and Hume, whose minds in many respects bore a strong analof

to his own, Cullen maintained a familiar intercourse during lif

and their letters, now for the first time printed, form no unattrf;

tive portion of the present volume. A mutual interest in the a,

plication of chemistry to the arts, aiforded also, about the sai

period, the first occasion of a correspondence between Cullen a

Lord Kames, which soon ripened into an enduring friendsh

The strength of his attacliments is one of the most interesti.

features of Cullen's character. He seems never to have rehnqui;

ed, never to have lost a friend ; and the paternal interest he ma

fcsted in his pupils, secured to him their warmest affections

return.

Cullen had for some years contemplated a removal to Edinburj
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1

[before he iiccomplisheJ his intention. At length, in 1755, un the

liecUne of Dr riummcr's health, he was conjoined with that gcntle-

juan in the Chair of Chemistry in the University of Edinhurgh,

(lotwithstanding considerable opposition on the part of the other

tnedical professors. During tlie ten years he retained this pro-

fessorship, the number of his auditors continued steadily to

Increase ; from under twenty, they rose to near a hundred and

lifty. A translation of Van Swieten's Commentaries, which Cul-

en undertook at this juncture, was, like an earher project of an

jdition of Sydenham's works, abandoned, in consequence of the

xtensive practice which he soon obtained. Nothing contributed

lore to the increase of his reputation than the clinical lectures

, hich he now regularly dehvered. In reference to these, his bio-

Irapher has furnished us with an interesting sketch of the rise

nd progress of cUnical instruction in general. In 1760, during

vacancy in the Chair of Materia Medica, he dehvered also, with

ireat applause, a course of lectures on that subject ; the notes of

hich, after being rapidly multiplied in manuscript for several

ears, were at length surreptitiously published in London.

The celebrity which Culleu had acquired as a teacher of medi-

J practice, by his clinical lectures, and his course on the materia

edica, had gained him not only great professional employment

Edinburgh, but numerous consultations from all parts of Scot-

nd. He was now indeed generally regarded as the appropriate

eoessor of Dr Rutherford, in the Chair of Practical Medicine.

V Rutherford had, however, imbibed prejudices against CuUen,

jbich disposed him to resign in favour of Dr John Gregory of

' iberdcen, a physician quahfied in many respects to do high

mour to the University, though Cullen's pretensions to the chair

question must be viewed as paramount to those of every other

' ndidate. CuUen was unsuccessful ; and so disgusted was he with

- treatment on this occasion, that, on the death of Dr Whytt, in

' following year (17G6), he only consented to accept the Chair

the Theory of Physic, at the solicitation of his friends, and in

ilcr to leave a vacancy in that of Chemistry for Dr Black. So

"Hg, however, was the general conviction of Cullen's pre-emi-

I lit qualitications as a teacher of the practice of medicine, that

' desire was ardently and publicly expressed by students and

"fossors, that he should be permitted to lecture on that subject.

ith this desire Dr Gregory liberally complied. Accordingly,

' 'ra the year 1768, the tvro professors continued to give alternate
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courses of the theory and practice of physic ; and on the deatli

of Gregory in 1773, CuUen was appointed sole professor of the

practice. " Such were the difficuUies to be overcome, and such

the exertions required to procure, first a place in the University

of Edinburgh, and afterwards the proper situation in it, for the

man whose genius, talents, and industry, shed such a lustre over

the institution, and contributed in so remarkable a degree to ex-

tend and to perpetuate the fame of its Medical School !
" With

this period of Cullen's hfe, the present volume of his biography

terminates.

To form an estimate of what Cullen effected in the improvement

of Medical Science, it is necessary to premise a few remarks ii'

regard to what it behoved him to accompUsh. *

If we take a general survey of medical opinions, we shall fin(

that they are all either subordinate to, or coincident with, twi

grand theories. The one of these considers the sohd constituent

of the animal economy as the elementary vehicle of life, and con

sequently places in them the primary seat of disease. The other

on the contrary, sees in the humours the original realization c

vitality ; and these, as they determine the existence and qualit

of the secondary parts, or sohds, contain, therefore, within then

selves, the ultimate principle of the morbid affection. By relatio'

to these theories, the history of medicine is divided into three gret

'

periods. During the 'first, the two theories, still crude, are n(

yet disentangled from each other ; this period extends from tl

origin of medicine to the time of Galen. The second comprehem

the reign of the Humoral Pathology—the interval between Gak

and Frederic Hoffmann. In the last, the doctrine of the Livir

Solid is predominant ; from Hoffmann it reaches to the preset

day.

In the medical doctrines of the first period,*the two theori;

may be found partially developed. Sometimes Humorism, sodQ'

times Solidism, seems to be favoured ; neither, however, is ev

generahzed to the exclusion of the other ; and the partisans

each may with almost equal facility adduce authorities from t'

schools of Cos and Guides, of Athens and Alexandria, in suppc,

of their favourite opinion.

By Galen, Humorism was first formally expounded, and reduc

to a regular code of doctrine. Four elementary fluids, their re

tions and changes, sufficed to explain the varieties of natural te

perament, and the causes of disease ; while the genius, eloquen

i
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,nd unbounded learning with which he illustrated this theory,

lainly bestowed on it the ascendency, which, without essential

Iteration, it retained from the conclusion of the second to the

fCginning of the eighteenth century. Galenism and Ilumorism

jTe, in fact, convertible expressions. Not that this hypotliesis

luring that long interval encountered no opposition. It met,

prtainly, with some partial contradiction among the Greek and

irabian physicians. After the restoration of learning, Fer-

plius and Brissot, Argenterius and Joubcrt, attacked it in dif-

Irent ways, and with diffei'ent degrees of animosity ; and while

lumorism extended its influence by an amalgamation with the

I'inciples of the Chemiatric school, Solidism found favour with

Ime of the ]\Iathematical physicians, among whom Baglivi is

jserving of especial mention. Until the epoch we have stated,

e prevalence of the Humoral Pathology was, however, all but

liversal.

I Nor was this doctrine merely an erroneous speculation ; it

parted the most decisive, the most pernicious influence on prac-

ie.—The various diseased affections were denominated in accom-

]|Ddation to the theory. In place of saying that a malady

jf^cted the liver, the peritonaeum, or the organs of circulation,

i seat was assumed in the blood, the bile, or the lymph. The

;, nrbific causes acted exclusively on the fluids; the food digested

, i the stomach, and converted into chyle, determined the quali-

, ts of the blood; and poisons operated through the corruption

,; t3y thus effected in the vital humours. All symptoms were

,i
i«rpreted in blind subservience to the hypothesis; and those

Jy

attracted attention which the hypothesis seemed calculated

explain. The colour and consistence of the blood, mucus,

es, urine, and pus, wore carefully studied. On the other

,

Ipd, the phsenomena of the solids, if not wholly overlooked, as

^
lire accidents, were slumped together under some collective

^

line, and attached to the theory through a subsidiary hypothe-

si By supposed changes in the humours, they explained the

. a^ociation and consecution of symptoms. Under the terms,

, c\fdity, coction, and evacuation, were designated the three prin-

cjal periods of diseases, as dependent on an alteration of the

"m-hific matter. In the first, this matter, in all its deleterious

, ®Fgy. had not yet undergone any change on the part of the

ojjans; it was still crude. In the second, nature gradually
'

'
rjumed the ascendent ; coction took place. In the third, the
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pecccant matter, now rendered mobile, was evacuated by urine

perspiration, dejection, &c., and sequilibrium restored. When n(

critical discharge was apparent, the morbific matter, it was sup

posed, had, after a suitable elaboration, been assimilated to th-

humours, and its deleterious character neutrahzed. Coctioi

might be perfect or imperfect; and the transformation of on

disease into another was lightly solved by the transport or emi

gration of the noxious humour. It was principally on the change

of the evacuated fluids that they founded their judgments respect

ing the nature, issue, and duration of diseases. The urine, i,

particular, supplied them with indications, to which they attache

the greatest importance. Examinations of the dead body coi;

firmed them in their notions. In the redness and tumefaction (

inflamed parts, they beheld only a congestion of blood ; and ii

dropsies, merely the dissolution of that fluid ; tubercles wei

simply coagula of lymph ; and other organic alterations, in gent

ral, nought but obstructions from an increased viscosity of tl

humours. The plan of cure was in unison with the rest of tl

hypothesis. Venesection was copiously employed to renew tl

blood, to attenuate its consistency, or to remove a part of tl

morbific matter with which it was impregnated; and cathartic

sudorifics, diuretics, were largely administered, with a simil;

intent. In a word, as plethora or cacochymia were the tv

great causes of diseasp, their whole therapeutic was directed

change the quantity or quahty of the fluids. Nor was tliis mu

derous treatment hmited to the actual period of disease. Sev

or eight annual bloodings, and as many purgations—such tv

the common regimen the theory prescribed to ensure coutinuac

of health ; and the twofold depletion, still customary, at spri

'

and fall, among the peasantry of many European countries, is

remnant of the once universal practice. In Spain, every "villa

has even now its Sangrador, whose only cast of surgery is blo(

letting; and he is rarely idle. The medical treatment of Lei;

XIII. may be quoted as a specimen of the humoral therapeul

Within a single year this theory inflicted on that unfortun;'

monarch above a hundred cathartics, and more than forty blo( •

ings.—During the fifteen centuries of Humorism, how many n-

lions of lives did medicine cost mankind ?

The establishment of a system founded on the correc"

doctrine of Solidism, and purified from the crudities of
"

latro-mathematical and latro-chemical hypotheses, was reser'l
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J,
ifor three celebrated physicians towards the commencement of the

lighteenth century,

—

Frederic Hoffmann,—George ErxXest

oTAiiL,—and Hermann Boerhaave. The first and second of

his triumvirate were born in tlic same year, were both pupils of

iVedehus of Jena, and l)oth professors, and rival professors, in tlie

iJniversity of Halle ; the third was eight years younger than his

lontemporaries, and long an ornament of the University of Ley-

ien. The doctrines of these masters were in many respects

ifidely different, and contributed in very different degrees to the

iubversion of the obnoxious hypotheses. This was more effec-

jually accomplished by the two Germans, especially by Hoffmann
;

'•hereas many prejudices of the humoral pathology, of the mecha-

lical and chemical theories, remained embalmed in the eclecticism

if Boerhaave.

! In estimating Cullcn's merits as a medical philosopher, Dr
fhomson was necessarily led to take a survey of the state of

ledical opinion, at the epoch when CuUen commenced his specu-

itions :

—

" At the pci'iod when Dr Culleu first began to deliver lectures on medicine

Glasgow, there prevailed in the medical schools of Europe three great sys-

[ms of physic, those of Stahl, Hoffmann, anjl Boerhaave,—teachers not less

stinguished by their peculiar and original powers of intellect, than by their

tainments in literatm'e and philosophy, their proficiency in the mathema-

cal and experimental sciences, and their extensive knowledge of theoretical

id of practical medicine. The lectures and writings of these eminent men,

des affording useful summaries of all that was known in medicine before

beginning of the eighteenth century, laid open various new and interest-

g views of the animal economy. Stahl and Hoflmann, in particular, recog-

sed more distinctly, and recommended more emphatically, than had been

me by any of theii- predecessors, the study of the living powers, and the

by which they are governed, as the proper and legitimate objects of

edical investigation.

" The ancient doctrines of the four elements and then- coiTCsponding tem-

raments—of the separate functions of the vegetative, sentient, and ra-

mal souls—and of the agency of the natural, vital, and animal spirits

—

.d continued to be taught in the schools of medicine with very little varia-

n, from the time of Galen till after the middle of the seventeenth century.

IS, indeed, but a short time before Stahl, Hoffmann, and Boerhaave,

- Ill to lecture on medicine, that a solid foundation had been laid for the

'.tension and improvement of medical science, by the introduction of the

•iperimental and inductive method of prosecuting philosophical in(iuirics, so

"'•1! explained and strenuously inculcated in the writings of Lord Bacon,

—

tlie clear, precise, and logical distinction made by Descartes between

1 lid and matter, as the respective subjects of properties essentially different

im each other,—bv the accurate anaivsis which had been given t)y I.ockc
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of mind and its operations, in his Essay on tlie Human Understanding, aui

his recognition of sensation and reflection as distinct sources of knowledge

—^by the discovery by Newton of the universal law by which the motions c

masses of matter placed at sensible distances from one another are regulatec

and his distinction of this class of motions from the chemical changes whici

the diflferent species of matter produce upon one another when their minut;

particles are brought into immediate contact,—by the application (though i

first necessarily imperfect, and in many respects erroneous) of the principk

of natural philosophy and of chemistry to the investigation of the phenomen

of the animal economy,—by the discovery of the circulation of the blood b

Harvey, and of the absorbent system by Asellius and Pecquet,—by tl

minute examination of the structure, distribution, and functions of the ne:

vous system by Willis, Vieussens, Baglivi, and others,—and by the develo]

ment by Glisson of the contractile or irritable power inherent in musciil.';

fibres, by the operation of Avhich the various motions of the animal econoH,'

are performed;—advances in knowledge all tending to facilitate the prop,'

investigation of the vital susceptibilities and energies inherent in orgauis(|

bodies, and of the operation of the external agents by which these suscept

bilities and energies may be excited, modified, or destroyed." (Pp. 162-S-

Stahl,—Hoffmann,—Boerhaave, are then passed in reviev|

their doctrines displayed in themselves, and in relation to othij

systems ; and subjected to an enlightened criticism. This analyf;

exhibits a rare command of medical and philosophical literaturj

strong powers of original speculation, and the caution of an expj

rienced practitioner.
j

In discussing the Animism of Stalil, Dr Thomson takes a vi(|

of the various divisions of the soul and its faculties, adopted l!

the different schools of philosophy and medicine, from Hipp

crates to Blumenbach; and shows that the Stahlian theory,

rejecting the animal spirits of Galen and Descartes, with .j

mechanical and chemical explanations of the vital functions, ai

in attributing to the same soul the collective phjenomena of li

from the purest energies of intelligence to the lowest movemt

of the animal organism, has more of apparent than of real novel''

It was the universal opinion of the ancient philosophers, th

body was incapable of originating motion, and that sclf-activ

was the essential attribute of an incorporeal principle or so.

But while thus at one in regard to the general condition of ac;-

vity, (Aristotle's criticism of the uvtox-Ivyitov of Plato is only verbi!)

they differed widely as to this,—whether different kinds of enerj',

change, movement, were determined by the same, or by differtit

souls. Plato's psychological trinity is clear; but whether Aristo!,

by his Vegetable, Animal, and Rational Souls, supposes three c-
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I ntric potences of the same principle, or three distinct principles,

3 not unambiguously stated by himself, and has been always a

loint mooted among his disciples. Stahl's doctrine is thus virtually

Icntical with the opinion of that great body of Aristotelians, who,

dmitting the generic difference of function between the three

buls, still maintain their hypostatic unity. In this doctrine, the

jegetable, animal, and rational souls express only three of several

blations of the same simple substance. AVe are not convinced,

ith Dr Thomson, that any thing is gained by limiting the term

i/;c»j, or Soul, to the conscious mind. Many modern philosophers

s Leibnitz and, after Leibnitz, Kant,) do not, even in the cogni-

\ e faculties, restrict our mental activity to the sphere of consci-

isuess, and this too for sufficient reasons ; the phsenomena of

[itrition, growth, generation, &c., are as little explicable on

crely chemical and mechanical principles, as those of sense, or

I'U those of intelligence, and all seem equally dependent on cer-

iu conditions of the nervous system; the assumption of a double

1 triple principle is always hypothetical, and JEntia non sunt

,'iltiplicanda prceter necessitatem ; while, at the same time, on

. y supposition, a generic expression is convenient, to denote the

cuse or causes of life in its lowest and in its highest gradations.

1e are unable, therefore, to coincide with Dr Thomson in his

1 aise of Galen, for originating this innovation ; more especially

. it is sufficiently apparent, (however reserved his language may
' ;isionally be), that in Galen's own theory of mind, the highest

' rations of intellect, and the lowest function of his unconscious

.""ture, are viewed as equally the reflex, and nothing but the re-

ik of organization. With this qualification, we fully coincide in

I following estimate of Stahl :

—

The simple and sublime couception, that all the motions of the human
1' y are produced and governed by an intelligent principle inherent in it,

" well calculated, by its novelty and by the easy and comprehensive ge-

ilization of vital phenomena which it seemed to afford, to excite and pro-

the speculative enquiries of medical philosophers, and to free the science

'ilicinofrom many of those erroneous and absurd mechanical and chemi-

I'letrinos with wliich in its progix'ss it had become onrumbcred. But tlio

tion of this hypothesis led Stahl, in the framing of his system, to be too

v satisfied with the imperfect and erroneous physiological view which
id taken of the human economy,—to neglect the phenomena of life, as

present themselves in the nutrition and generation of plants and of in-a-

il animals,—to content himself in accounting for the pluTUomena of the

nic functions, with applying the term Rational Soul to the principle

li had been, by almost all former physiologists, denominated the vcgetr.-
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tive soul of nature ; and almost wholly to omit in his view of the animi

economy, the consideration of the peculiar and distinguishing susceptibilitie

and energies of the Nervous system. These errors and omissions preventC:

Stahl fi-om perceiving the fixed boundary which has been established by m
tnxe between the operations of the material and mental faculties of om- fram

;

in that consciousness of unity and personal identity, by which all the varioi'

modifications of sense, memory, intellect, and passion, appear to be coi

stantly and inseparably accompanied ; while, at the same time, his ambiti(

to be the founder of a new sect in medicine, disposed him to be less just !

the merits of his predecessors and contemporaries than is required of one wl,

undertakes to make any addition to the opinions or to the experience of pa

ages.

" It is but just to Stahl, however, to acknowledge, that he had the me'

of du-ecting the attention of medical practitioners, in a more particular mai

ner than had been done before his time, to that resistance to putrefacti.;

which exists in the solid and fluid parts of the body during life,—to the vi

activities by which the state of health is preserved, and its functions di

performed,—to the influence which the mind indirectly exercises over t

different functions of the body—to the effects of the difi"erent passions in e

citing diseases,—to the natural course of diseases,—and especially to thi

powers of the animal economy by which diseases are spontaneously cured

relieved."— (Pp. 180, 181).

Medico, qua mecUcus, ignota est anima. Stalil may be ^

proached, that bis medical tbeory was purely psycbological, at

tbat be suiFered it to exert too dominant an influence on liis pr!-

tice. Confiding in tbe inherent wisdom of tbe vital principle, <\

medicine w^as, as be professed it to be, the " Art of curing by

pectatioii." Cullen's censure of Stahl's practice, as " propos:;

only inert and frivolous remedies," appears, however, to ;

Thomson too indiscriminating ; "it being," as he well observes, i

matter of extreme diflSculty to say at what point a cautious ;;i

prudent abstinence from interference passes into ignorant d

careless negUgencc." *

* [Dr Thomson might, indeed, have stated this more strongly, and le

statement w^oukl have been borne out, not by Stahl only, but by Hoffni n.

in Hoffmann's dissertation On the seven rules of good healthy the last ill

most important of these is :
—" Fly Doctors and doctors' Drugs, as lU

wish to be well
;
(Fuge Medicos et Medicamenta, si vis esse salvus" ) :

id

this precept of that great physician is inculcated by the most suect u'

practitioners (or non-practitioners) of ancient and of modern times. C us

well expresses it :
—" Optima medicuia est non uti medicina ;

" and I 'i^«

heard a most eminent physician candidly confess, " that the best pn jCe

was that which did nothing ; the next best, that which did little." In t fh,

medicine in the hands by which it is vulgarly dispensed, is a cm-se to hu in-

ity, rather than a blessing ; and the most intelligent autliorities of thei'O-

1
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I 1 Dr Thomson's account of Hofmann's system is, however, still

hore interesting ; this physician being the great founder of the

[ow dominant pathology of the Living Solid,

—

SoUdism, a doc-

I'ine which it was Cullen's glory to adopt, to vindicate, and to

pmplete.—However apparently opposed to that of his rival, the

leory of Hoffmann was, equally with that of Stahl, established

I the Aristotehc psychology ; although loss dependent in prac-

;e on any peculiar hypotliesis of mind, and more influenced

• the mathematical and chemical crotchets of the time, and the

irtcsian and Leibnitian tlieories. The Peripatetic doctrine,

intei'prcted by Philoponus, Aquinas, Scotus, &c., of the

bstantial difference of the Vegetable, Sensitive, and National

)uls, corresponds exactly to Hoffmann's Nature or Organic

jdy,—his Sentient Soul,—and his Rational Soul ; agents, ac-

<rding to liim, differing in essence as in operation. The merits

(| this great improver of medicine, whose works are now so cul-

' ^bly neglected, are canvassed by Dr Thomson with equal learn-

i!^ and discrimination. We can only afford to quote the following

, cservations :

—

' The great and prominent merits of Hoflfmann as a medical philosopher,
'' tioubtedlv consisted in his having perceived and pointed out more clearly

E t ,n any of his predecessors, the extensive and powerful intlnence of the

ii;
Irvous System, in modifying and regidating at least, if not in producing,

,
a the phenomena of the organic as well as of the animal functions in the

hnan economy, and more particularly in his application of tliis doctrine to

* tl explanation of diseases. Galen had recorded may facts which had been

1 olerved before his time, by Erasistratus, Herophilus, and others, relative

. tvlic" nervous system, considered as the organ of sense and voluntary rao-

lii. and to these he had added several new observations and experiments

tciiin—" ('«TjSi/ 01 x'^'Q'i'orctzccTOi'''—fi'om Hippocrates downwards, agree

il . on an average, their science, at least its practice, is a nuisance, and

^ '•jnd physic to the dogs." The Solidists, indeed, promptly admit, that the

i;|!
HtBorists were homicides by wholesale for above fifteen centuries; while

d H|noepathy and the Water-cure are recoils against the murderous polyphar-

i.
m|y of the Solidists themselves. Triesnitz, I see, declares, that the most
ai the worst afflictions whicli " flesh is" not "heii- to," but wliich water has

iiidy, are " the doctor and the drugs." This is consolatory to the world

-e ; for if, as ChaiTon says, " we must all live and die on trust," so we
t all live and die, secundum artem, on one medical system or another.

'
i utmost we can do is, like Ajax, to die with our eyes open ;

for

—

" Non nobis inter vos tantas componere lites ;

"

" Who shall decide when doctors disagi'ce?"

'- the practice of medicine made a single step since Ilipptunites '^

J
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of his ovra. But it was not till the publication of the elaborate works o)

Willis and Vieusseus, that the structure, distribution, and functions of that

system seem to have become the objects of very general attention amonj

medical men. These authors pointed out many examples of sympathiei;

existing between different parts of the human body through the medium o

the nervous system, in the states both of health and disease ; and Mayo-w

Baglivi, and Pacchioui, endeavoured to account for some of these sympa

thetic actions, by a contractile power which they erroneously supposed to b'

lodged in the fibres of the dm-a matter. It was reserved for Hoffmami

nowever, to take a comprehensive view of the Nei-vous System, not only a

the organ of sense and motion, but also as the common centre by which a

the diflFerent parts of the animal economy are connected together, an

through which they mutually influence each other. He was, accordingh

led to regard all those alterations in the structure and functions of this ecc

nomy, which constitute the state of disease, as having then- primary origi

in affections of the nervous system, and as depending, therefore, upon a (1(

ranged state of the imperceptible and contractile motions in the solids, ratb;

than upon changes induced in the chemical composition of the fluid parts (

the body." (Pp. 195, 196).

Boerhaave's motto,

—

Simplex Veri sigillum,—stands in glarirj

contrast with his system. In practice he was a genuine followt^

of Hippocrates and nature ; in theory at once Peripatetic, ai

Cartesian, and Leibnitian, latro-chemist and Mechanician, Hum;

rist and SoHdist, his system presents only a plausible conciliati''

of all conflicting hypotheses. The eclecticism of Boerhaa^i

destitute of real unity, had no principle of stability, and y^\

especially defective in relation to the vital powers. It was v

cordingly soon essentially modified by his disciples, and

approximation quietly effected to the simpler but more comp;

hensive principles of Hoffmann. De Gorter, Winter, Ka.

Boerhaave, and Gaubius, all co-operated to this result; butlJ

pupil who hazarded the most important changes on the syst'i

of his master, and who, indeed, contributed perhaps more tl i

any other individual to the improvement of medical science.!

general, was Haller. In the developement of his great doctr,3

of Irritabihty, Haller is, indeed, not the pupil of Boerhaave, t

a follower of Hoffmann and Glisson. Dr Thomson's history 'f

this doctrine is one of the most valuable portions of his wo; ;

and his account of the celebrated controversy touching the p i-

ciple of vital and involuntary motion betAveen Whytt and Hal',

will be found not more attractive to professional physicis,

than to all who take any interest in the philosophy of anim: J

nature.

Having tlius indicated Cullen's point of departure, Dr Thon'U
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ow guides us along the steps of his advance. Under tlio heads

f Physiology, Pathology, and Therapeutics, a detailed account is

ivcn of Cuilen's system, in its common and in its peculiar doc-

rines. In this, tlie principal portion of the work, is exhihitcd,

the first time, (and chictly from manuscript sources,) a com-

frehensive view of Cuilen's services to medical science; much
riginal information is supplied ; new light is thrown upon points

litherto ohscure ; many prevalent misconceptions are rectified
;

ind some unworthy, we are sorry to add, hitherto successful,

plagiarisms are exposed. Cuilen's reputation had suffered from

iisreprcsentation, ignorance, and neglect ; but never was the

bnour of an author more triumphantly vindicated by his bio-

rapher. We regret our inability to do any justice to this admi-

: lible survey ; which is, indeed, not more valuable as an appre-

' [ation of Cuilen's merits, than as a supplement to the history

modern medicine. An outline of its contents would be of

' :tle interest or value ; and even an outline would exceed our

nits. — — —
To the history of Cuilen's doctrines in relation to those of pre-

l ous theorists, Dr Thomson subjoins an account,—and the best

ii B have ever seen,—of the contemporary progress of medicine in

i e schools of Montpellier and Paris. On this, however, we can-

i )t touch. Our limits also preclude us from following him in his

ft iportant discussion on medical education. We warmly recom-

i .;end this part of the volume to those interested in the subject.

i'l J curious letter of Adam Smith (prior to the publication of his

t,i V'ealth of Nations) on Universities and Degrees, will be admired

'} w its ability by those who dissent from his well-known doctrine

t? ion these points. We regret that we cannot make room for

* ^s very characteristic production, which is now for the first time

'•n to the public. Its praise of the Scottish Universities, and

"pinion as to Visitations, are particularly worthy of notice.

10 results of the late Royal Commission of Visitation will by

-luc, perhaps, be viewed as afi"ording a good commentary on Dr

liiii
ijciith's text. " In the present state of the Scotch Universities,

jij:
Jlo most sincerely look upon them as, in spite of all their faults,

ijjl
jthout exception the best seminaries of learning that are to bo

ij; Bind anywhere in Europe." [Smith would not say this noiu

;

fi
i)d he said it then, probably, in utter ignorance of the Dutch

nd German Universities.] " They are, perhaps, upon the whole,

' unexceptionable as any public institutions of that kind, which
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all contain in their very nature the seeds and causes of negligence

and corruption, have ever been, or are ever likely to be. That,

however, they are still capable of amendment, and even of consi-

derable amendment, I know very well ; and a Visitation is, I be-

lieve, the only proper means of procuring them this amendment.

But before any wise man would apply for the appointment of so

arbitrary a tribunal, in order to improve what is already, upon

the whole, very ivell, he ought certainly to know, with some de-

gree of certainty, first, who are likely to be appointed visitors

;

and, secondly, what plan of reformation those visitors are likely

to follow." Besides the medical matters we have been able to

notice, this volume contains various other topics of general inter-

est. The letters alone which it supplies of distinguished indivi-l

duals form an important addition to the literary history of Scot-'

land during last century. David Hume, Adam Smith, Lore

Karnes, Duhamel, William Hunter, Black, Senac, Fothergill, an,

among Cullen's most frequent correspondents.
'

Wo look forward to the concluding volume with no little curie

sity. It will trace of course the influence of Cullen's specu

lations on the subsequent progress of medicine, and, we hope

continue (what Dr Thomson has already proved himself so we)

qualified to execute) the history of this science to the presen

day.
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I.-ON THE STUDY OF MATHEMATICS,

AS AN EXERCISE OF MIND.*

(January, 1836.)

AOWfhts on the Study of Mathematics as a part of a Liberal

Education. By the Rev. William Whewell, M.A., Fellow

md Tutor of Trinity College. 8vo. Cambridge : 1835.

We saw the announcement of this pamphlet with no ordinary

iRrest,—from the subject,—from the place of publication,—and

fi'm the author.

The subject is one of great importance in the science of educa-

[In French by M. Pcissc ; in Italian by S. Lo Gatto ; in German, as a

sdirate pamplilot, under the title,— Ueber ben Werth und Unwerth der

A\f/iematih, cds Mittel der lioehern geistujen AnsbUdiing, Cassel, 183G. To
tb last there is an able preface ; and the translator publishes the paper ft-om

"|i intimate and resistless conviction that the plan of study in some of our

nd- gymnasia comprehends too great a variety of objects, and, especially,

lashes too much time and application on mathematical instruction ;—an

inruction without interest to the majority of students, which, at the same
tiij>, pays no regard to the differences of natural disposition and future dcs-

tultion, overloads the memory and compromises the development of the

hiicr mental and moral capacities, while, more especially, it stunts the cvo-

luU of that free and independent activity of thought on which a utility for

liflmd a susceptibility for its noblest avocations depend."
Ills article Avas attacked in a pamphlet published by Professor Chcvallier

1 liam, in the course of the year ; but his opposition being either mere
in or mere mistake, I do not find it necessary to say anything in rejtly.

'I' let, his defence of " The Study of Mathematics as conducive to the dc-

vejpment of the Intellectual Powers," may suffice to show how little, even

H
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tion. Whether, and to what extent, the study of mathematic

conduces to the development of the higher faculties, is a questio

which, though never adequately discussed, has been very conl

dently and very variously decided. The stream of opinions, an

the general practice of the European schools and universitie

allow to that study, at best, only a subordinate utility as a met

of liberal education ;—that is, an education in which the individu,

is cultivated, not as an instrument towards some ulterior end, b

as an end unto himself alone ; in other words, an education,

which his absolute perfection as a man, and not merely his relati

;

dexterity as a professional man, is the scope immediately in vie

But, at the same time, it cannot be denied, that signs of a revel

tionary tendency in popular opinion, touching the objects and t

end of education, are, in this nation at least, becoming daily mt

and more obtrusive; and as the extended study of mathemat;

is that mainly proposed, in lieu of the ancient branches of dis-

pline which our innovators would retrench, a professed inquiij,

like the present, into the influence of this study on the intellect 1

habits, comes invested, independently of its general importan

.

with a certain local and temporary interest.

But the centre from which it proceeds, enhances also the ii -

rest of the pubhcation. In opposition to the general opiniorif

the learned world,—in opposition to the practice of all other U-

versities, past or present,—in opposition even to its oaths i|d

statutes, and to the intention of its founders and legislators, ie

University of Cambridge stands alone in noiv making mathei-

tical science the principal object of the whole liberal educatioit

affords ; and mathematical skill the sole condition of the ie

tripos of its honours, and the necessary passport to the othei'i-

thus restricting to the narrowest proficiency all places of dist.c-

tion and emolument in university and college, to which 5?li

honours constitute a claim ;—thus also leaving the immense noiO-

rity of its alumni without incitement, and the most arduous d
important studies void of encouragement and reward. It is t|c,

by an able advocate, can be alleged in vindication of their utility iDfli*

respect at aU.

Certain statements in the criticism have also been controverted by Pi -S*

sor Boole in his very able " Mathematical Analysis of Logic," in 184 j
I

shall consider these in a note. (P. 273.)
j

On Dr Whewell's rejoinder, see tlio end of the article.
j

Ono unimportant note appended by the Editor is omitted.]
|
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. [ideed, that the effect of this contracted teiulcncy ui" the ijublic

hdversitij is, in some degree, tempered by certain favourable acci-

fents in the constitution of more tlian one of ita private colleges

;

flit with every allowance for petty and precarious counteraction,

ind latterly for some very inadequate legislation, the University

[' Cambridge, unless it can demonstrate that mathematical study

the one best, if not the one exclusive, mean of a general cvolu-

on of our faculties, must be held to have established and main-

,ined a scheme of discipline, more partial and inadequate than

ly other which the history of education records. That no Cam-
i(lg:e mathematician has yet been found to essay this demonstra-

-0 necessarj for his university, so honourable to his science,

. . always appeared to us a virtual admission, that the thesis was

jcapable of defence. A treatise, therefore, apparently on the

• ry point, and by a distinguished member of the university,

' uld not fail of engaging our attention ; and this, whether it

i Toposed to defend the actual practice of the seminary, or to urge
-''

\q expediency of a reform.

' From the character of its author, the pamphlet before us hke-

-0 comes recommended by no mean claim to consideration. Mr
hewell has already, by his writings, approved to the Avorld, not

'' «Iy bis extensive acquirements in mathematical and physical

• Mcnce, but his talent as a vigorous and independent thinker. To
1- ilnarrower circle, he is know^i as the principal public tutor of the

ipal college of his university ; and in this relation, his zeal,

knowledge, and ability have concurred in raising him to an

t,' viable eminence. Though more pecuharly distinguished by his

!: ijblieatious in that department of science so exclusively patron-

it i[d by the university, he has yet show^n at once his intelligence

[i m. liberahty, by amplifying the former circle of studies pursued

ijthe college under his direction; and, in particular, w^e arc in-

med, that he has exerted his influence in awakening a new
rit for the cultivation of mental philosophy ; in which depart-

nt he has already introduced, or is in the course of introducing,

i'-'S of more appropriate authors than those previously in use.

1 these circumstances it was with more than usual expectation

tat we received Mr Whewell's pamphlet. Its perusal—must wo
-. it?—has disappointed us. The confession is unavoidable.

the respect which we entertain for the character and talents

.'3 author, compels us to be plain rather than pleasant with

"rk. As a writer, Mr Whewell has long out-grown tlic need
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of any critical dandling : the question he agitates is far ton >ci iou>

to tolerate the bandying of compliments ; his authority, in oppo-

sition to our conviction, is too imposing to allow of quarter to his

reasoning ; whilst we are confident, that he is himself too sincere

a champion of truth, to accept of any favour but what the inte-

rest of truth demands.

AYe say, that we are disappointed with the pamphlet, and this

on sundry accounts. "We are disappointed, certainly, that its

author did not here advocate for the university the liberal views

which he had already extended to his college. But taking it for

a vindication of mathematical study, as the principal mean in the'

cultivation of the reasoning faculty,—supposing also that the rear'

soning faculty is that whose cultivation is chiefly to be encourager

in the liberal education of a university,—considering it, in a word'

from its own point of view alone, we say that we are disappointec

with it, as faihng signally in the accomplishment of what it pro

poses. In fact, had our opinion not previously been decided oi

the question, the perusal of this argument in defence of mathe

matical study, as a useful gymnastic of the mind, would have onl;

tended to persuade us, that in this relation, it was comparative!

useless.

Before entering on details, it is proper here, once for all, f

premise :—In the first place, that the question docs not regarc'

the value of mathematical science, considered in itself, or in i

objective residts, but the utility of mathematical study, that ij

in its subjective effect, as an exercise of mind ; and in the secom

that the expediency is not disputed, of leaving mathematics, as

co-ordinate, to find their level among the other branches of ae

demical instruction. It is only contended, that they ought n'

to be made the principal, far less the exclusive, object of acad

mical encouragement. We speak not now of professional, but ;

liberal, education ; not of that, which considers the mind as v

instrument for the improvement of science, but of this, whi'

considers science as an instrument for the improvement of mind

Of all our intellectual pursuits, the study of the mathematic

sciences is the one, whose utility as an intellectual exercise, wh

carried beyond a moderate extent, has been most peremptor:,

denied by the greatest number of the most competent judge

and the arguments, on wliicli this opinion is estabhshed, ha

hitherto been evaded rather than opposed. Some intcllig(

mathematicians, indeed, admit all that has been urged agait'

I
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[heir science, as a principal discipline of the mind ; and only con-

ond that it ought not to be extruded from all place in a schcnio

f liberal education. With these, therefore, we have no contro-

crsy. More strenuous advocates of this study, again, maintain,

aat mathematics are of primary importance as a logical exercwe

if reason ; but unable to controvert the evidence of its con-

•acted and partial cultivation of the faculties, they endeavour to

indicate the study in general, by attributing its evil influence to

)me peculiar modification of the science ; and thus hope to avoid

le loss of the whole, by the vicarious sacrifice of a part. But

re unfortunately they are not at one. Some are willing to

irrender the modern analysis as a gymnastic of the mind. They
nfess, that its very perfection as an instrument of discovery

ifits it for an instrument of mental cultivation, its formula)

echanically transporting the student with closed eyes to the

inclusion ; whereas the ancient geometrical construction, they

ntend, leads him to the end, more circuitously, indeed, but by
~ own exertion, and with a clear consciousness of every step in

procedure. Others, on the contrary, disgusted with the

idious and complex opei'ations oi [/eometjy, recommend the alfje-

iaic process as that most favourable to the powers of generaliza-

1 )n and reasoning ; for, concentrating into the narrowest com-

]
ss the greatest complement of meaning, it obviates, they main-

tin, all irrelevant distraction, and enables the intellect to operate

i? a longer continuance, more energetically, securely, and efi:"ec-

tdly.—The arguments in favour of the study, thus neutralize

tch other : and the reasoning of those who deny it more than a

sbordinate and partial utility, stands not only uncontroverted,

U untouched,—not only untouched, but admitted.

Mr "Whewell belongs to the class of thorough-going advocates

;

I would maintain the paramount importance of mathematical

Sidy in general; but willingly allows the worst that has been

I ^ed against it to be true of certain opinions and practices, to

vich he is opposed. The obnoxious modifications are not, how-

e)r, with him coincident either with the geometric, or with the

analytic, method ; but though, we think, if fairly developed, his

I'uciples would tend to supersede the latter,—as he has applied

t ui, they merely affect certain alleged abuses in both depart-

lints of the science.

We wore disappointed in finding so little said on the general

;i:umcnt; and the special reasoning we must be allowed to dis-
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regard, as we cannot recognise a suspected substance to be wliol.

some food, merely because certain bits of it are admitted to b'

deadly poison.

But the general argument is not only brief but inconckisivt

The usual generalities, the common vague assertions, we have, i

praise of mathematics, and of the logical habits, which it is assumeo

that they induce ; but Mr Whewell controverts none of the groundr

he refers to none of the authorities, which go to prove that the tei

dency of a too exclusive study of these sciences is, absolutely, t

disqualify the mind for observation and common reasoning. ^|

cannot now criticise its details, though to some we shall allude i!

the sequel ; but the very conception of the argument is viciou'

Mr Whewell contrasts Mathematics and Logic, aod endeavou-'

to establish the high and general importance of the former, l|

showing their superiority to the latter as a school oi practice

reasoning. Now admitting, what we are far indeed from doin

that the merits of the two sciences are fully produced and fair

weighed against each other, still the comparison itself is invali'

Logic, by a famous distinction, is divided :—into Theoretical

General Logic {xae^U 'TCQ^ay^ikruv^ docens), in so far as it analyzes ti

mere laws of thought ; and into Practical or Special Logic |^
x^viast^ utens), in so far as it applies these laws to a certain mattH»

or class of objects. The former is one, and stands in the sail

common relation to all the sciences ; the latter is manifold, aj.

stands in proximate relation to this or that particular science, w t

which it is in fact identified. Now, as all matter is either necessc

or contingent (a distinction which may be here roughly assuni

to coincide with mathematical and non-mathematical), we h.'l'

thus, besides one theoretical or general logic, also tivo practical i'

special logics in their highest universality and contrast.
i

Theoretical LoGicf. \

1) Practical Logic, 2) Practkial Logic,
\

As specially applied to iVcc<'5- As specially applied to Cj-

sary Matter = Mathematical tingent3fatter=Philosophy .'^

reasoning. General reasoning.*
j

Now, the question which Mr Whewell proposes to handle, ip

* [The stxidy of Language, if conducted upon rational principles, is oipi"

tlie best exercises of an applied Logic. This study I cannot say that anpf

our universities encourage. To master, for example, the Minerva of Sj>

tins with its commentators is, I conceive, a far more profitable exercifjO'

mind than to conquer the Principia of Newton.—But I anticipate.]
|
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What is the heM imtrnment for educating men to a, full develop-

>uiit of the reasoninci faculty'? and his answer to that question is

—Mathematics. But tlie reasoning faculty of men, being in all

rnncipally/m most altogether, occupied upon contingent matter,

i»niprising, \yhat i\Ir Whewell him>;olf calls,
—" the most important

inployments of the human mind ;
" he was bound articulately to

.rove, what certainly cannot be presumed, that Mathematics, (the

l^ractical Logic of necessary matter,) cultivate the reasoning faculty

lor its employmentojj contingent matter, better than Philosophy, &c.

-the Practical Logic itself of contingent matter. But this he does

ot even attempt. On the contrary, after misstating the custom of

i

our universities," he actually overlook's the existence of the prac-

jical logic of contingent matter altogether ;-^then, assuming ma-
Ihematics, the logic of necessary matter, to be the only practical

)gic in existence, he lightly concedes to it the victory over theo-

etical logic, on the ground, that "reasoning, a jyractical process,

lust be taught hy practice better than by precep)t." The primary

ondition and the whole difficulty of the problem is thus eluded

;

)r it behoved him to have proved, not to have assumed, the para-

ox :— That the study of necessary reasoning alone, is a better

xercise of the habits of probable reasoning, than the j^i'dctice of
robable reasoning itself, and that, also, illustrated by the theory of
'le Imvs ofthought and of reasoning in general. We may at once

dmit, that theoretical logic realizes its full value only through its

iractical applications. But does it therefore follow,—either that

useful practice is independent of theory, or that we shall come
tsst trained to the hunting-field ofprobability , hij assiduous loco-

motion on the railroad of calcidus and demonstration ? But of

pis hereafter.

Having laid it down by this very easy process, that " Mathe-
latics are a means offorming logical habits better than Logic

'self" Mr Whewell broaches the important question :

—

"How far the study thus recommended is justly chargeable Avith ceil con-

'^[uences?. . . .Does it necessarily make men too little sensible to other than

lathematical reasonings ? Does it teach tliem to require a kind of funda-

jiental principles and a mode of deduction Avliich arc not in reality attainable

i

questions of morals or politics, or even of natural philosophy ? If it docs

is, it may well unfit men for the most important employments of the human
ind, &c. . . . But is this, in fact, usually the case? And if it happen
'metimes, and sometimes only, under what circumstances does it occur?
Iiis latter question has, I think, important practical bearings, and I shall

y to give some answer to it.

• I would reph', then, that [1", |
if mathematics be tauglit in such a man-
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1
,11,uer, that its foundations appear to be laid in arbitrary definitions without any

con-espondiug act of the mind;—or [2°,] if its first principles be represented

as boiTowed from experience, in such a manner that the whole science is em-
pirical only ;—or [3°,] if it be held forth as the highest perfection of the

science to reduce our knowledge to extremely general propositions and pro-

cesses, in which all particular cases are included :—so studied, it may, I con-

ceive, unfit the mind for dealing with other kinds of truth." (P. 8.)

The development and illustration of these three propositions

occupy the remainder of the pamphlet.

Now, it will be observed that Mr Whewell does not here or

elsewhere, attempt any vindication of mathematics from those

charges to which it is thus acknowledged to be obnoxious ; for it ^m
is no defence of the study in general, against which alone these

accusations have from all ages been advanced, to admit, nay, to

exaggerate, the evil tendency of certain petty recent opinions,

wholly uncontemplated by the accusers.

The principal value of Mr WhewcU's pamphlet hes in the special

illustrations of the first and third heads. There the mathemati- if jif

cian is within his sphere. On these we should not have been in-

disposed to offer some remarks ; but the technical natin'c of the

subject could not interest the general reader ; and in the words of

Rabbinic apophthegm,

—

"Dies hrevis, et opus midtuni, et pater-

familias urgety

The second head, in which Mr Whewell trenches on philosophy,

we cannot altogether overlook. He says :

—

" I wOl not suppose, that any person who has paid any attention to mathe-

matics does not see clearly the difi"erence between necessary truths and em-

pirical facts ; between the evidence of the properties of a triangle, and that

of the general laws of the structure of plants. The peculiar character of

mathematical truth is, that it is necessarily and inevitably true ; and one of

the most important lessons which we learn from our mathematical studies is
j

a knowledge that there are such truths, and a familiarity with their form and \ l.

character.

" This lesson is not only lost, but read backwards, if the student is taught

that there is no such difitrence, and that mathematical truths themselves are

learnt by experience. I can hardly suppose that any mathematician would

hold such an opinion with regard to geometrical truths, although it has been

entertained by metaphysicians of no inconsiderable acuteness, as Hume. We
might ask such persons how Experience can show, not only that a thing is,

but that it rmist be ; by what authority she, the mere recoixler of the actual

occiurences of the past, pronounces upon all possible cases, though as yet to

be tried hereafter only, or probably never. Or, descending to particidars

;

when it is maintained that it is from experience alone that we know that
; I

two straight lines cannot enclose space, we ask, who ever made the trial,

and how? and we request to be informed in what way he ascertained that

the lines with which he made his experiment were accurately straight. The

ti

M

i
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illacj is in this cast-, I coucoivo, too palpable to require to be dwdt upon."

-(P. 32.)

Now, ill tlic^;v^ place, it is wholly beyond the domain of nui-

i hematics to inquire into the origin and nature of their principles.

Mathematics, as Plato * observes, and FroclHs,\ arc founded on

hypotheses, of which they can render no account ; and for this

leason, the former even denies them the denomination of Science.

The geometer, qua geometer," says Aristotle, " can attempt no

Jisoussion of his principles." J As observed by Seneca

:

—" The
Mathematical is, so to speak, a superlicial science ; it builds on a

borrowed site, and the principles, by aid of which it proceeds, are

not its own : Philosophy, on the contrary, begs nothing from an-

other ; it rears its own editice from its own soil." % These autho-

rities represent the harmonious opinion of philosophers and ma-

thematicians, in ancient and in modern times.

But, in the second place, if a mathematician know so httle of

his province, as to make such an inroad into that of the philoso-

plicr, we cannot for our life imagine, how a metaphysical Hourish

at the head of a mathematical system can affect the treatment

nf the science, and through that affect the mind of the student.

AVe doubt, indeed, whether one mathematician in a hundred has

ever possessed an opinion, far less the right to an opinion, on the

matter.

In the third place, what are we to think of the assumption,

that the study of mathematics is requisite to make us aware of

the existence of Necessary Cognitions—Necessary Truths ? That

rcrtain notions, that certain judgments, there are, which we are

i compelled to recognise as necessary, is a fact that was never un-

Iknown to, was never denied by, any rational being. Whether
these necessary notions and judgments are truths, has been in-

deed doubted by certain philosophers ; but of this doubt matlie-

,matics can afford us no solution,—no proper materials for a solu-

Ition. The very propositions on which these sciences build their

whole edifice of demonstration, are as well known by the tyro

Avhen he opens his Euchd, as by the veteran Euler or Laplace
;

nay. they are possessed, even in prior property, by the philosopher,

to whom, indeed, the mathematician must look for their vindica-

tion and estabhshment.

* De Rejmb. LI. vi. vil. t ^« Eudtil. L. i. p. 22.

t Post. Anahjt. L. i. c. 12, § 3. Compare Phys. L. i. c. 2, text 8.

•| Epist. Ixsxviii.
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But, in the fourth place, if Mr Whewell " can hardly suppose

that any mathematician would hold the opinion that mathe-

matical truths are learned from experience," we cannot under-

stand why he takes the trouble of writing this treatise against

such an opinion, as actually held, and held by a whole " school

of mathematics ? " Perhaps, he means by " any mathematician,"

—any mathematician worthy of the name. But then if thisi

" school of mathematics" be so contemptible, why write, and thati^sifi

so seriously, against them ? This, we may observe, is not the

only contradiction in the pamphlet we have been wholly unablei

to reconcile.

But, in the ffth place, the contrast of the mathematician and

metaphysician is itself an error.—In regard to the ea;culpcftion oj

the mathematicians, we need look no farther than to the late Sir

John Leslie for its disproof. " Geometry" (says that original

thinker, and he surely was a mathematician.) " is thus founded

likewise on observation ; but of a kind so familiar and ob^illit

vious, that the primary notions which it furnishes might iil«

seem intuitive." *—As to the inculpation of the metaphysicians,^

—why was Locke not mentioned in place of Hume ? If

Hume did advance such a doctrine, he onl}'^ sceptically took u]

what Locke dogmatically laid down. But Locke himself received

this opinion from a mathematician ; for this part of his philosophy;

he borrows from Gassendi : and, what is curious, he here deserts

the schoolman from who'in he may appear to have adopted, as the

basis of his philosophy, the twofold origin of knowledge,— Sense

and Reflection ; for the unacknowledged master maintains on this,

as on many other questions, opinions far more profound than those

of his disciple.—But in regard to Hume, Mr Whewell is wholly-

wrong. So far is this philosopher from holding " that geometri-

cal truths are learnt by experience," that, while rating mathcma-i

tical science, as a study, at a very low account, he was all too acute'

to countenance so crude an opinion in regard to its foundation:

and, in fact, is celebrated for maintaining one precisely the reverse

On this point Hume was neither sensualist nor sceptic, but deserted

Aenesidemus and Locke to encamp with Descartes and Leibnitz,
j

J^^

In the sixth place, the quality of necessity is correctly stated b}'! I f

Mr AVhewell as the criterion of a pure or a priori knowledge

So far, however, from this being a truism always familiar to ma-

* Rudiments of Plane Geometry, p. 18 ; and more fully in Elemejits oj

Geometry and of fleometrical Analysis, p. 453.

I
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iheinaticians, it only shows tlmt Mr Whcwcll has himself been

lecontly dipping into the Kantian philosophy ; of which he here ad-

duces a ftmious principle and one of the most ordinary illustrations.

The principle was indeed enounced by Leibnitz, in whom mathe-

matics may assert a share; but that philosopher fiiilcd to carry it

out to its most important applications. In his philosophy, our

conceptions of Space and Time are derived from experience. \\^q

e;in trace it also obscurely in Descartes, and several of the older

uictaphysicians ; but assuredly it was «of///»(/ "palpable," notldwj

to which the mathematicians can lay claim. On this principle, as

iii'st evolved,—at least, first signahsed by Kant, Space and Time
arc merely modifications of mind, and mathematics thus only con-

\ crsant about necessary thoughts,—thoughts which can even make
no pretension to truth and objective reality. Are the foundations

of the science thus better laid ?—But to more important matters.

It is an ancient and universal observation, that different studies

cultivate the mind to a different development ; and as the end of

a liberal education is the general and harmonious evolution of its

faculties and capacities in their relative subordination, the folly

has accordingly been long and generally denounced, which would

attempt to accomplish this result, by the partial application of

certain partial studies. And not only has the effect of a one-sided

disciphno been remarked upon the mind in general, in the dispro-

portioned development of one power at the expense of others

;

it has been equally observed in the exclusive cultivation of the

^ame power to some special energy, or in relation to some parti-

cular class of objects. Of this no one had a clearer perception

than Aristotle; and no one has better illustrated the evil effects

of such a cultivation of the mind, on all and each of its faculties,

flo says :

—

"The capacity of receiving knowledge is modified by the liabits of the rc-

1 iliient mind. For, as we have been habituated to learn, do we deem that

I \ cry thing ought to be taught ; and the same object presented in an unfamiliar

manner, strikes us, not only as unlike itself, but, from Avaut of custom, as

comparatively strange and unknown. For the accustomed is the better

known. How gi-eat, indeed, is the influence of custom, is manifested in the

laws ; for here the fabulous aud puerile exert a stronger influence, through

habit, than, through knowledge, do the true and the expedient. Some,

therefore (who have been overmuch accustomed to mathematical studies),

will only listen to one who demonstrates like a mathematician ;
others (who

' have exclusively cultivated analogical reasoning), require the employment of

t
I
examples ; while others, again (whose imagination has been exercised at the

' nxpensp of judgincnt), deem it sufiicieut to adduce the testimony of a poet.
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Some are satisfied only with an exact treatment of every subject ; to others,

again, from a trifling disposition, or an impotence of continued thouglit, the

exact treatment of any becomes ii-lisome. We ought, therefore, to be edu-

cated to the different modes and amonnt of evidence, which the different oh-

jects'^of our knowledge admit." *

And again :

—

"It is the part of a well-educated man to require that measure of accuracy

in every discussion, which the nature of its object-matter allows ; for it would

not be more absurd to tolerate a persuasive mathematician, than to astrict

an orator to demonstration. But every one judges competently in the matters

with which he is conversant. Of these, therefore, he is a good judge,—of

each, he who has been disciplined in each, absolutely, he who has been dis-

ciplined in all." t

But the difference between different studies, in their contract-

ing influence, is great. Some exercise, and consequently develope,

perhaps, one faculty on a single pliasis, or to a low degree ; whilst

others, from the variety of objects and of relations which they

present, calling into strong and unexclusive activity the whole

circle of the higher powers, may almost pretend to accomplish

alone the work of catholic education.

If we consult reason, experience, and the common testimony of

ancient and modern times, none of our intellectual studies tend to

cultivate a smaller number of the faculties, in a more partial or

feeble manner, than mathematics. This is acknowledged by every

writer on education of the least pretension to judgment and expe- 1 y
rience ; nor is it denied, even by those who are the most decidedly

opposed to their total bahishment from the sphere of a liberal in-

struction. Germany is the country which has far distanced every

other in the theory and practice of education ; and the three fol-

lowing testimonies may represent the actual state of opinion in

the three kingdoms of the Germanic union which stand thei

highest in point of intelligence—Prussia, Bavaria, and Wirtem-

berg.

The first authority is that of :

—

Bernhardt, one of the most in-

telhgent and experienced authorities on education to be found iu

Prussia.

H

»
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* Metaph. 1. ii. ("AA(p« ro 'i'KccTro'j) c. 8, text. 14.

t Eth. Nicom. 1. i. c. 3. The text universally received (^"Ex-aaro; le >c^mt'

x-aChuc, a. ytumKU x.etl rovruv larlv dyot.Qog K^iTtjg- x.a.ff iKotinov oi^a, 6 TTSTcctliVfii

vor (x.TT'hug §s viQl 'TToi.u '^i'7renhvf<,iuo;-)i is at once defective and tautological,
j

•

The cause of the corruption is manifest; the emendation simple and, we , S,^

think, certain. "Exao-roj Is kqIvh xu.'Kug d ytvimmL rovzuv «.( sotIv «y«^oVMl||

>cQtr7ig' Kxff SKXOTOV, 6 K»ff iKoiarov 'TH'TrxtZiVf^ivoif a-TrT^as os, 6 TrtQi Ta^i^Hjjj

Ti-eTroci^ivfiiuog. fU^
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" It is asked

—

Do Mathematics atcaken thejudgment^ the reasoning fuculti),

nd the understanding in general to an all-sided activity f We are cinnpellod

answer,

—

No. For they do this oul}- in rchition to a knowledge of <ju<ni(itg,

glecting altogether that of quality.—Further, is tins mathematical evidence.,

• t/iis coincidence of theory and practice., actuallyfound to hold in the other

ranches of our knowledge^ The slightest survc}' of the sciences proves the

vry reverse ; and teaches us that mathematics tend necessarily to induce that

urab rigidity into our intellectual life, Miiich, pressing obstinately straight

awards to the end in view, takes no heed or account of the means by which,

I different subjects, it must be differently attained." *

The second authority we quote, is that of the distinguished

philosopher who has long so beneficially presided over the lloyal

nstitute of Studies in Munich,— Vo7i Weilhr :

—

^^Mathematics and Graynmar differ essentially from each other, in respect

) their efficiency, as general means of intellectual cnltivation.f The former

ave to do only with the intuitions of space and time., and are, therefore, even

1 theii' foundation, limited to a special department of our being ; whereas the

liter, occupied with the primary notions of our intellectual life in general., is

0-extensive with its universal empire. On this acconnt, the gi-ammatical

xercise of mind must, if beneficially applied, precede the mathematical.

>d thus are we to explain why the efficiency of the latter does not stretch

widely over our intellectual territory ; why it never developes the mind

n so many sides ; and why, also, it never penetrates so profoundly. By
lathematics, the powers of thought are less stirred up in their inner essence,

ban drilled to outward order and severity ; and, consequently, manifest their

ducation more by a certain formal precision, than through their fertility and

epth. This truth is even signally confirmed by the experience of our owti

istltution. The best of om- former Reed scholars, when brought into colla-

with the Latiti scholars could, in general, hardly compete nith the most

aiddling of these,—not merely in matters of language, but in every thing

?hich demanded a more developed faculty of thought." J

* Ansichten, ^c, i. e. Thoughts on the Organization ofLearned Schools, by
^. F. Bemhardi, Doctor of Philosophy, Director and Professor of the Fre-

lerician Gymnasium, in Berlin, and Member of the Consistorial Council,

818.

t Vide Morgenstenii Orat. De Litteris Humaniorihus, p. 11.

X From a Dissertation accompanj^ing tlieylHwwaZ Report ofthe Royal Insti-

ute of Studies, in Municli, for the year 1822, by its Director, Cajetan von
CVeiller, Privy Counsellor, Perpetual Secretary of the Royal Academy of

sciences, &c. This testimony is Avorthy of attention, not merely on account

)f the high talent, knowledge, and experience of the witness, but because it

lints at the result of a disastrous experiment made by authority of GoveiTi-

iiont throughout the schools of an extensive kingdom ;—an experiment of

Aliich certain empirics would recommend a repetition amongst ourselves.

Cut the experiment, which in schools organized and controlled like those of

jBavaria, could be at once arrested when its evil tendency was sufficiently

[ipparent, would, in schools circumstanrcd like ours, cud only, either in their
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The tliird Avituess whom we call, is one, be it remarked, with a

stronger bias to realism, in the higher instruction, than is of late,

after the experience of the past, easily to be found in Germany.

Professor Klumpp observes :

—

" We shall first of all admit, that mathematics only cultivate the mind ou

a single phasis. Their object is merely/or,>« and quantity. They thus remain,

as it were, only on the surface of things, without reaching theii- essential

(qualities, or their internal and far more important relations,—to the feelings,

namely, and the wUl,—and consequently without determining the higherfacul-

ties to activity. So, likewise, on the other hand, the memory and imagination

remain in a great measure unemployed ; so that, strictly speaking, the under-

standing alone remains to them, and even this is cultivated and pointed only

in one special direction. To a many-sided cidture,—to an all-sided harmonious
\

excitation and development of the many various powers, they can make no

pretension. This, too, is strongly confirmed by experience., inasmuch as many
mere mathematicians, however learned and estimable they may be, are still

notorious for a certain one-sidedness of mind, and for a want of practical tact.

If, therefore, mathematical instruction is to operate beneficially as a mean

of mental cultivation, the chasms which it leaves must be filled up by other]

objects ofstudy., and that harmonious evolution of the faculties procured, which
|^

our learned schools are bound to propose as their uecessaiy end."* i

i

To the same general fact, we shall add the testimony of one of:

the shrewdest of human observers, we mean Goethe, who in a

letter to Zelter thus speaks :

—

j

" This also shows me more and more distinctly, what I have long inj

secret been aware of, that the cultivation afforded by the Mathematics is, in^

the highest degi'ee, one-side nnd contracted. Nay, Voltaire does not hesitate

i

somewhere to affirm, ' j'ai toujours remarque que la gcometrie laisse Vesprii

ou elk le trouve.'' Franklin., also, has clearly and explicitly enounced his

particular aversion for mathematicians ; as he found them, in the intercourse

of societj^ insupportable from their trifling and captious spirit."
-f

Even D'Alembert, the mathematician, and professed encomiast'

ruin, or in their conversion from inadequate instruments of a higher culti-;

vation to effective engines of a disguised barbarism. We may endeavour'

erelong, to prevent the experience of other nations from being altogether un-'

profitable to ourselves.

'•'•Felix quemfadmit aliena pericula cautum.'''' Hi
* Die Gelehrten Schiden., Sj-c, i. e. Learned Schools, according to the prin\^i

ciples of a gemune humanism, and the demands of the age. By F. W. Klumpp
Professor in the Royal Gymnasium of Stuttgart. 1829, vol. ii. p. 41. Ar! J-a
interesting account of the seminary established on Klumpp's principles, b]

the King of Wirtemberg, at his pleasure palace of Stetten, in 1831, is to Ix

found in the Conversations Lexiconfuer neuesten Zeit. i. p. 727.

t Briificechsel zicischen Goethe nnd Zcltcr, 1833, i. p. 430.
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^«iiJlI)f the niatlicmatics, cannot deny the charge that they freeze and

isofliBpai'ch the mind : but lie endeavours to evade it.

Wc shall content ourselves with the remark, that if mathematics (as is

isserted with sutticient reason) onh/ make straight the minds which arc without

{ ftjfls, so they onlif dry up and chill the minds ulreadij preparedfor this ope-

ation by nature^*

Yet what a confession ! The Cambridge cathohcon is thus a

ose which never bestows health, but tends ahvays to evolve the

eeds of disease.

Nay, Descartes, the greatest mathematician of his age, and,

a spite of his mathematics, also its greatest philosopher, was con-

inced from his own consciousness, that these sciences, however

canimtiRjJuable as an instrument of external science, are absolutely per-

iicbii ikious as a mean of internal culture. Baillet, his biographer,

fbeiffl requently commemorates this ; and first under the year 1623,

he 28th of the philosopher, he records of Descartes, that :

—

" It was now a long time, since he had been convinced of the small tdility

f the Mathematics^ especially when studied on their own account, and not

pplicd to other things. There was nothing, in truth, which appeared to

im morefutile than to occupy ourselves with simple numbers and imaginary
ij 01 01 gm^es^ as if it were proper to confine om-selves to these trifes (bagatelles)

!,wlloi rithout canying our view beyond. There even seemed to him in this some-

worse than useless. His maxim was, that such aj)plicatio7i insensibly

isaccustorned us to the use of our reason^ and made us run the danger of

)sing the path which it traces." {Cartesii Regulae ad Directionem Ingenii,

• Th ^' ^^' ^^SS.)—[The Avords themselves of Descartes deserve quotation :

—

Revera nihil inanius est, quam circa nudos numeros figurasque imagiua-

ias ita vcrsari, ut velle videamur in talium nugarum cognitione conquiescerc,

tque snpei-ficiarlis istis demonstrationibus, quae casu saepius quam arte

iveniimtur, et magis ad oculos et imaginationem pertinent, quam ad intel-

ictnm, sic iucubare, ut quodammodo ipsa ratione uti desuescamus ; simulque

1 encOi ihll intricatius, quam tali proband! modo, novas difBcultates confusis nume-

is involutas, expedire. Quum vero postea cogitarem, uude ergo fieret,

lijgl,(,j

t primi dim Philosophiae iuventores, neminem Matheseos imperitum ad

jjjjj,
tudium sapientiae vellent admittere, [a fable, the oldest recorder of which

Gem

tbns

leiri

itiel

infill

;,tben

ikmoi

bveloij

osli'csl

laissffi

keiatcM

itogete

1831,
i!«

oui'ished some sixteen centuries subsequent to Plato,] tanquam haec dis-

iplina omnium facillima et maxime uecessaria vidcatur, ad ingeuia capes-

endis aliis majoribus scieutiis erudienda et pn\3paranda; plane suspicatus

guamdam cos Mathesitn agnovisse, valde diversam a vulgari nostrae

rtafis."]—Baillet goes on :
—" In a letter to Mcrsenne, written in 1630, M.

>escartes recalled to him that he had renounced the study of mathematics

fliW

^ fi^finy years ; and that he was anxious not to lose any more of his time in

\e barren operations of geometry and arithmetic^ studies ivhich never lead to

* Melanges, t. iv. p. 181, od. ITG-I. [Compare also Esprit de VEncycl. II.

349.]
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any thing important.'"—Finally, speaking of tlie general character of the phi

losopher, Baillet adds :
—" In regard to the rest of mathematics," (he had jus

spoken of astronomy, which Descartes thought, " though he dreamt in it him-

self, only a loss of time,'')—"in regard to the rest of mathematics, those whc

know the rank which ho held above all mathematicians, ancient and modeni

will agree that he was the man in the world best qualified to judge them

We have observed that, after having studied these sciences to the bottom

he had renounced them as of no use for the conduct of life, and solace of man i

kind.'"*
j

We sliall refer to Descartes again.
|

How opposite are the habitudes of mind whicli the study of th<:

Mathematical and the study of the Philosophical sciences f requir'

and cultivate, has attracted the attention of observers from th'

most ancient times. The principle of this contrast lies in thei

different objects, in their different ends, and in the different mode, (.

of considering their objects;—differences in the sciences their

selves, which calling forth, in their cultivators, different facultie;

or the same faculty in different ways and degrees, determin

developments of thought so dissimilar, that in the same ind

vidual a capacity for the one class of sciences has, not withoi

reason, been considered as detracting from his qualification fc:

the other.
j

As to their objects.—In the first place :—The Mathematic;;

sciences are limited to the relations of quantity alone, or, to spea;

* La Vie de Descartes,' F. i. pp. Ill, 112, 225. P. ii. p. 481.—[Tlj

Regular of Descartes, extracted also in the Port Royal Logic, were publishe;

in full, at Amsterdam, in 1701. They are found in the third volume

Garnier's edition of the " CEuvres Philosophiques de Descartes," (that is, 1,

works to the exclusion of the Mathematical and Physical vrr'it'mgs) ; and we

i

translated into French by M. Cousin, in his edition of the whole works i

the philosopher.]
]

t [Reminded by the preceding note,—it may be proper here to remaj

upon the vague universality which is given to the tenns philosophy and j9/j

losophical ia common English ; an indefiuitude limited specially to tl,

country. Mathematics and Physics may here be called philosophical scienc(

,

whereas, on the Continent, they are excluded from philosophy, philosophl

being there applied emphatically to those sciences which are immediately '

mediately mental. Hegel, in one of his works, mentions that in looking o^r

what in England are published under the title of " Philosophical Transi-

tions," he had been unable to find any philosophy at all. This abusive e h

ployment of the words is favoured, I believe, principally at Cambridge ;
.*

if Mathematics and Physics arc not philosophical, then that university m S

confess that it now encourages no philosophy whatever. The history of t i

insular peculiarity might easily be traced.]
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more correctly, to the one relation of quantities

—

equality and

inequality; the Philosophical sciences, on the contrary, are

astricteJ to none of the categories, are coextensive with existence

and its modes, and circumscribed only by the capacity of the

luunan intellect itself.—In the second place :—IMathcmatics take

no account of things, but are conversant solely about certain

images ; and their whole science is contained in the separation,

conjunction, and comparison of these. Philosophy, on the other

hand, is mainly occupied with realities ; it is the science of a real

, existence, not merely of an imagined existence.

As to their ends, and their procedure to these ends.—Truth or

cnowledge is, indeed, the scope of both ; but the kind of know-

otlge proposed by the one is very different from that proposed

ly the other.—In Mathematics, the whole principles are given

;

II Philosophy, the greater number are to be sought out and esta-

'lished.—In Mathematics, the given principles are both material

Iadformed, that is, they afford at once the conditions of the con-

truction of the science, and of our knowledge of that construction

principia essendi et cognoscendi). In Philosophy, the given prln-

iplcsare onlyformal— only the logical conditions of the abstract

issibility of knowledge.—In Matliematics, the whole science is

irtually contained in its data; it is only the evolution of apoten-

lal knowledge into an actual, and its procedure is thus merely

__ xplicative. In Philosophy, the science is not contained in data ;

;- :s principles are merely the rules for our conduct in the quest, in

1* jhe proof, in the arrangement of knowledge : it is a transition from

* Ibsolute ignorance to science, and its procedure is therefore am-

liative.—In Mathematics we always depart from the definition

;

1 Philosophy, ivith the definition we usually end.—Mathematics

now nothing of causes ; the research of causes is Philosophy ; the

rmer display only the that (to &t/) ; the latter mainly investi-

itcs the ivhy (to atori). *—The truth of Mathematics is the har.

* [By cause^ &c., with modern philosophers, I mean efficient cause, and
lould have stated this articulately, had the possibility of ambiguity ever

on suggested. When I therefore said that Philosophy and Mathematics

distinguished, in that the former is, and the latter is not, a research of

>>es, I, of course, meant and mean efficient causes. Avery acute philoso-

i'-al mathematician, Professor Boole, in his "Mathematical Aualj'sis of

-ic," (pp. 11, sq., 81, sq.) makes me in this contradict Aristotle; and
is literally correct in his quotation from the Posterior Analytics, wiiere

I'i-^totle does declare, that the geometer investigates the lion. Mr Boole

is not, however, recollected, that Aristotle had four causes ; and, as Ma-
lematicsare confessedly occupied with the/orma/, the philosopher, not only
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mony of thought and thought ; the truth of Philosophy is the

harmony of thought and existence.—Hence the absurdity of all

apphcations of the mathematical method to philosophy.

It is, however, proximately in the different modes of considerim/

their objects that Mathematics and Philosophy so differently culti-

vate the mind.

In the first place :—Without entering on the metaphysical na-

ture of Space and Time, as the basis of concrete and discrete

quantities, of geometry and arithmetic, it is sufficient to say that

Space and Time, as the necessary conditions of thought, are.

severally, to us absolutely one ; and each of their modifications,

though apprehended as singular in the act of consciousness, is, at

the same time, recognised as virtually, and in effect, universal

Mathematical science, therefore, whose notions (as number, figure

motion) are exclusively modifications of these fundamental forms;

separately or in combination, does not estabhsh their universality;

on any a posteriori -process of abstraction and generalization ; buj

at once contemplates the general in the individual. The universal

notions of philosophy, on the contrary, are, vnih a, few great es

ceptions, generalizations from experience ; and as the universf

constitutes the rule under which the philosopher thinks the ind

vidual, philosophy consequently, the reverse of mathematic;

views the individncd in the genercd.

In the second place :—In Mathematics, quantity, when not d;

vorced from form, is itself really presented to the intellect in !

lucid image of phantasy, or in a sensible diagram; and the qua'

titles which cannot thus be distinctly construed to imagination ai,

sense, are, as only syntheses of unity, repetitions of identity, ad

quately, though conventionally, denoted in the vicarious combir-

tion of a few simple symbols. Thus both in geometry, by

ostensive construction, and in arithmetic and algebra, by a sy ;

in the place adduced, but in sundry others, therefore states, that the mathen •

tician is conversant about the whj. But even Aristotle was fully awa,,

that the tenn cause or principle properly and emphatically pertains onlj)

the efficient; and accordingly in his Eudemian Ethics, (ii. 6) he states tl',

adding, as an example, that u-hat in mathematics are called principles, aro

styled, not inproprietij. but only by analogy or resemblance. He indeed cxpre.' y

denies to them the efficient., &c. (INIetaph. iii. 2. alibi.)
\

IMr Boole, likewise, has not observed, that it is not Abstract, Pure or Tl\-

retical Logic which I oppose to INIathematics, but that I oppose to each oifr

tivo Concrete, Applied or Practical Logics ; to wit, that of necessary matti =

mathematics, and that of contingent matter philosophy and common reaj»-

iug. See p. 262.]
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liolical, the intellect is relieved of all eftort in the support and

presentation of its objects ; and is therefore left to operate upon

these in all the ease and security Avith which it considers the con-

i rete realities of nature. Philosophy, on the contrary, is princi-

pally occupied with those general notions which are thought by the

intellect but are not to bo pictured in the imagination; and yet,

though thus destitute of the light and definitude of mathematical

i-oprcscntations, philosophy is allowed no adequate language of its

own ; and the common language, in its vagueness and insufficiency,

does not afford to its unimaginable abstractions that guarantee

md support, which, though less wanted, is fully obtained by its

lival science, in the absolute equivalence of mathematical thought

uul mathematical expression.

In the third place :—Mathematics, departing from certain ori-

j,inal hypotheses, and these hypotheses exclusively determining

•very movement of their procedure, and the images or the vicari-

uis symbols about which they are conversant being clear and

imple, the deductions of these sciences are apodictic or demon-

-trative ; that is, the possibility of the contrary is, at every step,

-cen to be excluded in the very comprehension of the terms. On
rho other hand, in Philosophy (with the exception of the Theory

if Logic), and in our reasonings in general, such demonstrative

ertainty is rarely to bo attained
;
prohahle certainty, that is,

here we are never conscious of the impossibihty of the contrary,

- all that can be compassed ; and this also, not being internally

\ olvcd from any fundamental data, must be sought for, collected,

lid applied from without.

From this general contrast it will easily be seen, how an cxces-

-ive study of the mathematical sciences not only docs not prepare,

lut absolutely incapacitates the mind, for those intellectual ener-

gies which philosophy and hfe require. We are thus disqualified

or observation, either interned or external,—for abstraction and
lenercdization,—and for common reasoning ; nay disposed to the

iltornative of blind credulity or of irrational scepticism.

That mathematics, in which the objects are purely ideal, in

•vliich the principles are given, in which, from these principles,

he whole science is independently developed, and in which de-

velopment the student is, as Aristotle expresses it, not an actor,

'Ut a mere spectator;—that mathematics can possibly in their

rudy educate to any active exercise of the powers of observation,

ither as reflected upon ourselves, or as directed on the affairs of
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life and the phsenomena of nature, will not, we presume, be main-

tained. But of this again.

That they do not cultivate the power of generalisation is equally

apparent. The ostensive figures of Geometry are no abstractions,

—but concrete forms of imagination or sense ; and the highest

praise, accorded by the most pliilosophical mathematicians, to the

symbolical notation of arithmetic and algebra, is, that it has

relieved the mind of all intellectual effort, by substituting a sign

for a notion, and a mechanical for a mental process. In mathe-

matics, genus and species are hardly known.

Geometry, indeed, has been justly considered as cultivating

rather the lowest degree of the imagination * than any higher

power of the understanding.—" The geometer " (says Philoponus

or rather Ammonius) " considers the divisibleforms in the imagina-

tion ; for he uses his imagination as his hoard." f
" Those rejoice

"

(says Albertus Magnus), " in the mathematical sciences ivhose

organ of imagination for receivi7ig figures is ternperately dry and

warm "I
—" Among philosophers," (says Fracastorius, the mathe-

matician, the philosopher, the poet,) " some delight to investigate

the causes and substances of things, and these are the Philosophers,

properly so called. Others again, inquiring into the relations of

certain accidents, are chiefly occupied about these, such as num-

bers and figures, and, in general, quantities. These latter are

principally potent in the faculty of imagination, and in that part

ofthe brain which lies towards its centre ; this, therefore, they have

hot, and capacious, and excellently conservative. Hence, they

imagine well how things stand in their wholes and in relation to

each other. But we have said, that every one finds pleasure in

those functions which he is capable of performing well. Where-

,

fore, tJiese principally delight in that knowledge which is situate

* In this country, the term Imagination has latterly been used in a more

contracted signification, as expressive of what has been called the creative

or productive imagination alone. IMi- Stewart has even bestowed on the re-

productive imagination the term Conception;—happily, we do not tliink; as

both in grammatical propriety, and by the older and correcter usage of phi-

losophers, this term (or rather the product of this operation

—

Concept) ]&

convertible with general notion^ or more correctly notion, simply, and in this

sense is admu-ably rendered by the Begriff {y^haX is gi-asped up) of the Ger-'

mans.

t In Aristot. de Anima, Sign. B. iv. ed. TrincaveUi, 1535.— (Ai-istot. 1. i.

text. 16.) So Themistius, frequently.

X In Metaph. Aristot. L. 1. tract i. c. 5. So Averroes, fi-equently.
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in the imagination, and they are denominated Mathematicians. " *

Though no behevers in Gall, there can, however, we think, be no

doubt, that in the same individual there are very different degrees

of imagination for different objects ; and of these one of the most

remarkable is, the peculiar capacity possessed by certain persons

of presenting and retaining quantities and numbers,—the condi-

tion of a mathematical genius.—" The study of mathematics "

[sajs Descartes, and he frequently repeats the observation,) prin-

clpally exercises the imagination in the consideration of figures

.,ind motions." f Nay, on this very ground, he explains the inca-

jpacity of mathematicians for philosophy, " That part of the

mind," says he, in a letter to Father Mersenne, " to wit, the

Imagination, which is principally conducive to a skill in mathema-

tics, is ofgreater detriment than service for metaphysical sp>ecula-

)ions." I Sir Kenelm Dighy acutely says :
—" I may observe, as

)ur countryman Roger Bacon did long ago, that those students,

who busy themselves much with such notions as reside wholly in

;he Fantasie, do hardly ever become idoneous for abstracted meta-

ohysical specidations ; the one having bulkie foundation of matter,

ir of the accidents of it, to settle upon (at least with one foot)

;

he other[^flying continually, even to a lessening pitch, in the sub-

ile air. And, accordingly, it hath been generally noted, that

he exactest mathematicians, who converse altogether with lines,

igures, and other differences of quantity, have seldom proved

'minent in metaphysics or specidative divinity; nor again, the

irofessors of these sciences, in the other arts. Much less can it

)Q expected that an excellent physician, whose fancy is always

Vaught with the material drugs, that he prescribeth his apothe-

ary to compound_]^his medicines of, and whose hands are inured

the cutting up, and eyes to the inspection, of anatomised bodies,

hould easily^and with success, flie his thoughts at so towering a

lame, as a pure"intellect, a separated and unbodied soid."
\\

—The

lependence of mathematics on the lower imagination is recognised,

n hke manner, in the Kantian philosophy and its modifications.

But the study of mathematical demonstration is mainly recom-

nendcd as a practice of reasoning in general ; and it is precisely,

IS such a practice, that its inutihty is perhaps the greatest.

—

aeneral reasoning is almost exclusively occupied on contingent

* De Intelkctione, L. ii. Opera, f. 148, ed. 3. Vcnet. 1584.

t Lettres, p. i. let. xsx.

X Epist. p. ii. ep. xxxiii.

II
Observations on Sir Thos. Brown's Religio Medici, sub initio.
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matter ; if mathematical demonstration therefore supplies, as is

contended, the best exercise of practical logic, it must do this by

best enabling us to counteract the besetting tendencies to error,

and to overcome the principal obstacles in the way of our probable

reasonings. Now, the dangers and difficulties of such reasoning

lie wholly,—1) in its/on?i,—2) in its vehicle,—3) in its object-mat-

ter. Of these severally.

1.) As to theform:—The study of mathematics educates to no

sagacity in detecting and avoiding thefallacies which originate in

the thoiight itself of the reasoner.—Demonstration is only demon-

stration, if the necessity of the one contrary and the impossibility

of the other be, from the nature of the object-matter itself, abso-

lutely clear to consciousness at every step of its deduction. Mathe-

matical reasoning, therefore, as demonstrative, allows no room

for any sophistry of thought ; the necessity of its matter necessi-

tates the correctness of its form ; and, consequently, it cannot

forewarn and arm the student against this formidable principle

of error. Mr Whewell, indeed, says, that—" In Mathematics

the student is rendered familiar with the most perfect examples

of strict inference ; compelled habitually to fix his attention on

those conditions on which the cogency of the demonstration

depends ; and in the mistaken and imperfect attempts at demon-

stration made by himself or others, he is presented with examples

of the most natural fallacies, which he sees exposed and cor-

rected." (P. 5.) We must be pardoned for observing that we

should have wished the connexion of the first clauses of this sen-,

tence and the last, had been instructed by something better thar;

an " and;" also that the novel assertions in this last itself hac'

been explained and exemplified. Were the truth of our argu-j

ment not sufficiently manifest of itself, we might appeal to th(;

fact, noticed by Aristotle and confirmed by all subsequent expe

,

rience, that of the sciences, mathematics alone have continued t(i

advance without " shadow of turning," and even (as far as their

proper objects are concerned) without dispute. Mathematic
have from the first been triumphant over the husk ; Philosophj|

is still militant for the kernel. Logic, therefore, as the doctrim

of the form of reasoning, so valuable in every other subject, i;

practically valueless in mathematics; and, so far from " formint

logical habits better than logic itself," as Mr Whewell intrepidly

asserts, mathematics cannot in this relation conduce to " logical

habits" at all. The art of reasoning right is assuredly not to h]
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taught bj a process in wliicli there is no reasoning wrong. We
ilo not learn to swim in water by previous practice in a pool of

iiuicksilver. Yet, if mathematics arc to be recommended as coun-

teracting our natural tendency to err, why not also propose the

mercury as counteracting our natural tendency to sink ? J/i-

Coleridge (himself a Cantabrigian) is right, when he says :
—" It is

I great mistake to suppose geometry any substitute for logic."*

Since writing the above, wc have stumbled on the following

,iassage of Du Hamel, not only a distinguished philosopher but

I distinguished mathematician :

—

" I do not liud, that geometers are mighty solicitous whether then- argii-

iients be, iu formula, compounded according to logical prescription ; and

. L't there are none who demonstrate either more precisely or with greater

ouviction. For they usually follow the guidance of nature ; descending

•tep by step, from the simpler and more general to the more complex, and

lefiniug every term, they leave uu ambiguity in theii- language. Hence

t is, t/icit tliey cannot err in theform of their syllogisms; for we seldom deviate

rtim logical rules, except when we abuse the ambiguity of words, or attri-

lute a ditferent meaning to the middle term, in the major and ui the minor

loposition.—It is also the custom of geometers to prefix certain self-evident

ixioms or principles, from which all that they are subsequently to demon-

•trate flows.—Finally, their conclusions are deduced, either from definitions

vhich cannot be called in question, or from those principles and propositions

vuown by the light of nature, and styled axioms, or from other already esta-

ilished conclusions, which now obtain the cogency of principles. They make
Hj troublesome inquiry into the mood or figure of a syllogism, nor lavish

itlention on the rules of logic; for such attention, by averting their mind ti-om

iiore necessary olijects, would be detrimental rather than advantageous." f

[Arnauld has hkewise some observations to the same effect.

—

lluygens and Leibnitz, indeed, truly observe, that mathematicians

an, and sometimes do, err in point of form. But this aberration

> rare and exceptional ; it requires, indeed, a most ingenious

tupidity to go wrong, where it is far more easy to keep right.

V mathematical reasoning may certainly transgress in form, and

I railway locomotive may go off the rails. But as a railroad con-

luctor need not look ahead for ditches and quagmires, so a ma-

liematician, in his process, is not compelled to be on guard against

lie fallacies which beset the route of the ordinary reasoner.]

* Table Talk, i. 16.

t {De Mente Humana^ 1. iii. c. 1. Opera^ t. 11. p. 351.) See also, instar

iiinium, Fonseca (in Metaph. Arisiot. L. 11. c. 3, q. 4, sect. 3.^ Leibnitz

' 'pera. t. 11. p. 17) commemorates the notable exploit of two zealous, but

ick-headed logicians,—Herlinus and Dasypodius by name,—who actually

lucod the first six books of Euclid into formal syllogisms.
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But if the study of mathematics do not, as a logical discipline,

warn the reason against the fallacies of thought, does it not, as

an invigorating exercise of reason itself, fortify that faculty

against their influence ? To this it is equally incompetent. The

principles of mathematics are self-evident ; and every transition,

every successive step in their evolution, is equally self-evident.

But the mere act of intellect, which an intuitive proposition deter-

mines, is of all mental energies the easiest,—the nearest, in fact,

to a negation of thought altogether. But as every step in mathe-

matical demonstration is intuitive, every step in mathematical

demonstration calls forth an absolute minimum of thought ; and

as a faculty, is always evolved in proportion to its competent

.

degree of exercise, consequently mathematics, in determining

reason to its feeblest energy, determines reasooi to its most limited
\

development. '.

In the inertion of tliis study, the mind, in fact, seldom rises to

the full consciousness of self-activity. We are here passively!

moved on, almost as much as we spontaneously move. It has

been well expressed :
—" Mathematicce munus pistrinarium est ; ad

molam enim alligati, verthnur in gyrum aeque atque vertimus."

The routine of demonstration, in the gymnastic of mind, may,'

indeed, be compared to the routine of the treadmill, in the gym-j

nastic of body. Each determines a single power to a low but;

continuous action ; all, not disabled in the ordinary functions oi!

humanity, are qualified to take a part in either ; but as few with-|

out compulsion are found to expatiate on the one, so few withoul;

impulsion are found to make a progress in the other. Both ar(

conversant about the necessary ; both depart from data ; of botlj j

the procedure is by steps ; and in both, the first step being con

ceded, the necessity of every other is shown on evidence equally

intuitive. The one is ever moving, never advancing ; the othe:

ever varying to infinity only the expression of the same identity,

Both are abstract occupations ; and both are thought to disqualif;

for the world; for though both corrective disciplines, a prejudic

prevails towards the one, against the moral habits of its votarief

towards the other, against their moral reasoning. Among man;

other correspondences, both, in fine, cultivate a single intellectm

virtue; for both equally educate to a mechanical continuity ('

attention; as in each the scholar is disagreeably thrown out, o

the slightest wandering of thought.

Nor is the exivemQ facility of mathematics any paradox. " !Ni
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me, almost," says Cicero, " seems to have intently applied him-

elf to this science, who did not attain in it any proliciency he

ileased;"* " Mathematics are the study of a shifigish intellect,"

ays " the Helvetian Plini/
;"

-f
and Warbm'toii calls, " the routine

>t" demonstration the easiest exercise of reason, where much less

-f the vigour than of the attention of mind is required to excel." $

Vmong the Greeks in ancient, as in the school of Pestalozzi, and

thers in recent times, mathematics were drawn back to the pri-

iiary elements of education. Among a hundred others, Aristotle

bserves that not youths only, but mere hoijs easily become

aathematicians, while yet incapable of practical or speculative

(liilosophy.
II

And in regard to boys, it is acknowledged by
Vieine)/er, one of the highest authorities, in education, of our age,

to be a fact notorious in all schools, that the minds which mani-

est a partiality for this class of abstract representations, possess

he feeblest Judf/iv lit in reference toother matters." % "The
lathematical genius" (says the learned Bishop of Avranches, an

dmirer of mathematics, and himself no contemptible geometer,)

requires much phlegm, moderation, attention, and circumspec-

ion. All, therefore, that goes to the formation of those brilliant

iiinds, to whom has been conceded by privilege the title of heaux-

sprits, I mean copiousness, variety, freedom, reacUness, vivacity,

—all tliis is directly opposed to mathematical operations, which

re simple, slow, dry, forced, and necessary." **—[Finally, this

•xtrerae facihty of the mathematical processes is not only promptly

iJmitted by mathematical authors, but founded on by many of

hem as a strong recommendation of the study. Of these we
!'cd only mention, among many others, Descartes, Wolf, Daries,

"lerus, Horrebovius, Weidler, Lichtenberg, &c., &c. ; but to

iiese it is unnecessary to give articulate references.]

This leads us to observe, that to minds of any talent, mathe-

iiatics are only difficult because they are too easy.—Pleasure is

he concomitant of the spontaneous and unimpeded energy of a

acuity or habit ; and Pain the reflex, either of the compulsion of

I power to operation beyond its due limits, whether in continuance

* De Oratore, L. i. c. 3.

t Zuingerns in Ethic. Nicom. L. vi. c. 9.

X Julian, Prcf. M'orks, iv. p. 345.

II
Etii. Nic. L. vi. c. 8.

If Ueber Pestalozzi, 1810, p. 61. See also Klumpp, ut svpra, vol. ii. p. 41.

** Huetiana, ch. 123.
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or degree, or of the compulsory repression of its spontaneous ten-

dency to action. A study, therefore, will be agreeable, in pro-

portion as it affords the conditions of an exercise, spontaneous and

unimpeded, to a greater number of more energetic faculties ; and

irksome, in proportion as it constrains either to a too intense or

too protracted activity, or to no activity at all. It is by reason of

this principle that mathematics are found more peculiarly intoler-

able, by minds endowed with the most varied and vigorous capa-

cities ; for such minds are precisely those which the study mulcts

of the most numerous and vivid pleasures, and punishes with the

largest proportion of intensest pains. It cannot, certainly, be said

that the cultivation of these sciences fatigues a single faculty, by-

urging it to an activity at any moment too intense ; in fact, theyji

are felt as irksome, in a great measure, because they do not allowj

even the one power which they partially occupy, its highest

healthy exercise. In mathematics we attain our end,—" non vi

sed saepe cadendo." But the continued and monotonous attention;

they necessitate to a long concatenated deduction, each step ir

the lucid series calling forth, on the same eternal relation, and t(

the same moderate amount, the same simple exertion of reason

—this, added to the inertion to which they condemn all the noble)

and more pleasurable energies of thought, is what renders mathe

matics, in themselves the easiest of all rational studies,—the mos

;

arduous for those very minds to which studies, in themselves mos

arduous, are easiest.

In mathematics dulness is thus elevated into talent, and talen

degraded into incapacity.—" Those," says the Cliian Aristo, " wh-

occupy themselves with Mathematics to the neglect of Philosophy

are hke the wooers of Penelope, who, unable to attain the mistress*

contented themselves with the maids." *

—

H'qyponicus, a mathej

matical genius, and general blockhead, of whom his pupil, the phi)

losopher Arcesilaus, used to say, " that his science must hav'

flown into his mouth when yawning," f is the representative of

numerous class.
—" The mathematician is either a beggar, a dunc(

or a visionary, or the three in one," was long an adage in the Eurc

pean schools. J
—" Lourd comme un geometre"

||
(dull as a mathf

* Stobaei Floril.^ Tit. iv. 110.—We accept, biit do not pledge cm-selves 1;

defend, the interpretation of the nniversal Gesuer.

t Laert. L. iv. seg. 32.

% Alstedu Didactica., c. 12 ; and Muelleri ParoemicB AcademiccB^ p. 38.

II
Encyclopedie^ t. iv. p. 627. Art. Geometre, par D^Alembert, (in Espt

&c.)
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iiatieiaii) has also, by the confession of its objects, obtained a

roverhial currency in the most mathematical nation of Europe.

— " A dull and patient intellect," says Joseph Scaliger, the most

earned of men,—" such should be your geometers. A great

cuius cannot be a great mathematician " *—" We see," says

'\0(jer Bacon, a geometer above his age, " that the very rudest

cholars are competent to mathematical learning, although unable

attain to any knowledge of the other sciences." f—On the

ther hand, to say nothing of less illustrious examples, Bayle,

he impersonation of all logical subtilty, is reported by Le Clerc

• to have confessed that he could never understand the demon-

rration of the first problem of Euchd : :j: and Wolf, " the

)hilologer," the mightiest master of the higher criticism, as we

re informed by his biographer and son-in-law, " was abso-

itely destitute of all mathematical capacity;" nay, "remained

rmly convinced" (what, as gymnasiarch and professor, he had the

niplest opportunities of verifying,) " that the more capable a mind

as for mathematics, the more incapable was it for the other no-

lost sciences."
||

We are far from meaning hereby to disparage the mathematical

enius, which invents new methods and formulae, or new and feli-

itous applications of the old ; but this we assert,—that the most

idinary intellect may, by means of these methods and formulae,

nee invented, reproduce and apply, by an eifort nearly mechani-

al, all that the original genius discovered. The merit of a mathe-

latical invention is, in fact, measured by the amount of thought

hich it supersedes. It is the highest compliment to the ingenuity

f a Pascal, a Leibnitz, and a Babbage, in their invention of the

lithmetical machine, that there would not be recpiired, in those

ho use it, more than the dexterity of a turnspit. The algebraic

nalysis is not an instrument so perfect ; it still requires a modi-

iun of mind to work it.

Unlike their divergent studies, the inventive talents of the

lathematician and philosopher, in fact, approximate. To meta-

liysical intellects, hke those of Descartes and Leibnitz, mathe-

latical discovery shows almost as an easy game. Both were

liistrious inventors, almost as soon as serious students, of the

* Scaligerana Secunda, p. 270, Ed. Des Maizcaux.

t Opus Majus, P. iv. c. 3.

X Bibl. Clioisie, t. xii. p. 223.

II
Kortum, Leben Wolfs des Philoloyen. 1833. Vol. i. p. 23.
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science ; and when the former, at the age of forty-two, pubhshed
:

the work which, embodying his boyish discoveries, determines the

grand sera in the progress of the modern analytic, he had fof

seventeen years, as he expressly tells us, completely forgotten even^

the elementary operations of arithmetic. Yet so far was thej:

puerile play of the philosopher, in advance of the veteran effort'

of the mathematicians, that it is only about four years, sincd

Fourier practically demonstrated how a great principle of Des^

cartes, previously unappreciated, affords the best and the mos '

rapid method for the analysis of numerical equations.

2.) In regard to the vehicle

:

—Mathematical language, precis

and adequate, nay, absolutely convertible ivith mathematica

thought, can aford us no example of those fallacies ivhich s,

easily arisefrom the ambiguities of ordinary language; its stud' i

cannot, therefore, it is evident, supply us with any means of ob

viating those illusions from which it is itself exempt. The contras J

of mathematics and philosophy, in this respect, is an interestinj

object of speculation ; but, as imitation is impossible, one of nj

practical result.
\

3.) In respect of the matter :—3Iathematics afford us no assist

ance, either in conquering the difficulties, or in avoiding the dati

gers which ive encounter in the great field ofprobabilities wher&.\

we live and move.
\

As to the diffcidties

:

—Mathematical demonstration is solelj

occupied in deducing ' conclusions ; probable reasoning, princ)

pally concerned in looking out for premises.—All mathematic'

reasoning flows from, and—admitting no tributary streams,-

can be traced back to its original source : principle and concl

sion are convertible. The most eccentric deduction of the scien i

is only the last ring in a long chain of reasoning, which descenc'

with adamantine necessity, link by link, in one simple series, fro

its original dependence.—In contingent matter, on the contrar'

the reasoning is comparatively short; and as the conclusion c;

seldom be securely established on a single antecedent, it
\

necessary, in order to realize the adequate amount of evidence,
,

accumulate probabilities by multiplying the media of inferenc

and thus to make the same conclusion, as it were, the apex f

many convergent arguments. (Compare Aristot. Anal. Pc\

I. 12, § 13.) In general reasoning, therefore, the capaciti

mainly requisite, and mainly cultivated, are the prompt acui-

ness which discovers what materials are wanted for our pi-
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lises, and the activity, knowledge, sagacity, and research able

mipetently to supply them.—In demonstration, on the contrary,

le one capacity cultivated is that patient habit of suspending all

itrusive thought, and of continuing an attention to the unvaried

i^olution of that perspicuous evidence which it passively recog-

ises, but does not actively discover. Of Observation, Experi-

ient, Induction, Analogy, the mathematician knows nothing.

/hat Mr Whewell, therefore, alleges in praise of demonstration,

-" that the mixture of various (/rounds of convict ion, which is so

immon in other men's minds, is rigorously excluded from the

athematical student's," is precisely what mainly contributes to

ndcr it useless as an exercise of reasoning. In the practical

isincss of life the geometer is proverbially but a child : and

r the theory of science?—the subtlety of mind, the midti-

nnity of matter, lie far beyond calculus and demonstration;

athematics are not the net in which Psyche may be caught, nor

.e chain by which Proteus can be fettered.

As to the dangers

:

—How important soever may be the study of

?neral logic, in providing us against the fallacies wliich originate

»th in i\iQform and in the vehicle of reasoning, the error of our

aiclusions is, in practice, far less frequently occasioned by any

CO in our logical inference from premises, than by the sin of a

sh assumption of premises materially false. Now if mathema-

?s, as is maintained, do constitute the true logical catharticon,

c one practical pi'opcedeutic of all reasoning, it must of course

lable us to correct this the most dangerous and prevalent of our

idkctual failings. But, among all our rational pursuits, mathe-

atics stand distinguished, not merely as affording us no aid

wards alleviating the evil, but as actually inflaming the disease.

he mathematician, as already noticed, is exclusively engrossed

1th the deduction of inevitable conclusions, from data passively

^ceived ; while the cultivators of the other departments of know-

idge, mental and physical, are for the most part, actively occu-

'1 in the quest and scrutiny, in the collection and balancing of

I (abilities, in order to obtain and purify the facts on which

Ir premises are to be established. Their pursuits, accordingly,

a the mingled experience of failure and success, have, to them,

ivcd a special logic, a practical discipline,—on the one hand, of

II and confidence, on the other, of caution and sobriety : his, on

It-' contrary, have not only not trained him to that acute scent,

that delicate, almost instinctive, tact which, in the twilight of
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probability, the search and discrimination of its finer facts demand

:

they have gone to cloud his vision, to indurate his touch, to all

but the blazing light and iron chain of demonstration, leavino

him, out of the narrow confines of his science, either to a passive

credulity in any premises, or to an absolute incredulitij in all.

Before, however, proceeding articulately to show how, in diffc

rent dispositions, these opposite vices are, both, the natural con^c

qucnccs of the same common cause, we may first evince that ou

doctrine in regard to the general tendency of mathematical studi

is the universal opinion of those who, from their knowledge an(

their powers of observation, are the best qualified to pronounc.

a judgment. "We quote the authorities that chance to linger i)

our recollection ; a slight research might multiply them withou

end.

On such a question, we, of course, prefer the testimony v

mathematicians themselves ; they shall constitute our first class-

and under this head we include those only who have distinguishej

themselves by mathematical publications.

Of these, the oldest we shall adduce is that miracle of universi;

genius

—

Pascal

:

—
" There is a gi'eat difference between the spirit of Mathematics* and tl

spirit of Observation. \—In tho^ former., the principles are palpable, but r^

mote fi'oni common use ; so that fi'om want of custom it is not easy to tii

our head in that direction ; but if it be thus turned ever so little, the princ'

pies are seen fully confessed, and it would argue a mind incorrigibly false,
\

reason inconsecpiently on principles so obtrusive, that it is hardly possible

overlook them—But, in \.\iq field of observation., the principles are in comm
use, and before the eyes of all. "We need not to turn our head, to make a

effort whatsoever. Nothing is wanted beyond a good sight : but good

must be ; for the principles are so minute and numerous, that it is hardly p(;

sible but some ofthem should escape. The omission, however, of a single pri

ciple, leads to error ; it is, therefore, requisite to have a sight of the clcare

to discern all the principles ; and, then, a con-ect intellect to avoid false n,

sonings on known principles.—All mathematicians would, thus, be obsei-vaj i

had they a good sight ; for they do not reason falsely on the principles wh 1

* In the original

—

Vesprit de Geometric. Geometrie., as is usual in Fren

,

is here employed by Pascal for mathematics in general.

t In the original

—

Vesprit de Finesse. It is impossible to render this qt •-

adequately in English. Fin is here used for acute., subtile, observant; fl

esprit de finesse is nearly convertible with spirit of acute observation, appM

especially to the affairs of the world. But as the expressions observant i\

spirit of observation with us actually imply the adjective, the rejietitior^f

which would be awkward, we have accordingly translated the original |'

these alone.

I

i
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icy know ;
and minds of observation would be mathematical could they turn

uir view towards the unfamiliar principles of mathematics.—The cause why
vtain observant minds are not mathematical, is, because they are wholly
hlo to turn themselves towards the principles of mathematics ; hnt the

'II u-hii there arc mathematicians void of observation^ is, that they do 7tol

T what lies before them; and that aecustomed to the clear and palpable prin-

fples of mathematics, and only to reason after these principles have been well

•en a}id handled, they lose themselves in matters ofobservation, where the prin-

'ples do not allow of being thus treated. These objects are seen with diffl-

iilty ; nay, arc felt rather than seen ; and it is with infinite pains that others

III be made to feel them, if they have not already felt them without aid.

hoy are so delicate and so numerous, that to be felt they require a very fine

ml a very clear sense. They can also seldom be demonstrated in succession

< is done in mathematics ; for we are not so in possession of their principles,

liile the very attempt would, of itself, be endless. The object must be dis-

vered at once, by a single glance, and not by course of reasoning,— at least

,1 to a certain point. Thus it is rare, that mathematicians are observant, or

Iat observant minds are mathematiccd : because mathematicians would treat

latters of observation by rule of mathematic ; and make themselves ridicu-

n;3 by attempting to commence by definitions and by principles,—a mode
f procedure incompatible with this kind of reasoning. It is not, that the

liud does not perform the process ; but performs it silently, naturally, and

[rtlessly : for its expression surpasses all men, and the consciousness of it

jppertains to few.—On the other hand, minds of observation, habituated to

pnn their judgment at a single glance, arc so amazed when propositions are

|iid before them, whereof they comprehend nothing, and wherein to enter, it

ilioves them to pass through definitions and barren principles, Avhich they

10 also unaccustomed thus to consider in detail,—that they are revolted and

i-gusted. But false minds, they are never either observant or matheraati-

il.—Mathematicians, who are mere mathematicians, have thus their under-

[tanding con-ect, provided always that every thing be well explained to them

y definition and principle: otherwise they are false a7id insupportable
; for

\eii are correct only iipon 7iotorious principles.—And minds of observation, if

y observant, are incapable of the patience to descend to the first principles

matters speculative and of imagination, of which they have had no expe-

ice in the usage of the world." *

Ikrhcky is our second mathematician. He asks, and his que-

i'S are intended to be answered in the negative :

—

,

'• Whether tedious ccdculations in algebra and fluxions be tJie likeliest method

lo improve the mind? And whether men's being accustomed to reason alto-

;ether about mathematical signs and figures, doth not make them at a loss

ttow to reason without them?—Whether whatever readiness annlysts acquire

^1 stating a problem, or finding apt expressions for mathematical quantities,

I' same doth necessarily infer a proportionable ability in conceiving and ex-

' ^si7ig other matters ? "
f

* Pense.es, T. Partie, art. 10, sect. 2.

t Analyst, Qu. 38, 39.
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iS" Gravesande, our third mathematical testimony, after praising

geometry, as an useful exercise of intelligence, inasmuch as its

principles are simple, its conclusions undoubted, and as it ascends

from the easiest and simplest to the more difficult and more com-

plex; and the method of analysis, as cultivating the invention

from the necessity it imposes of discovering the intermediate term;

requisite for bringing given extremes into comparison, (this ad

vantao-e, be it noticed, cannot be allowed to the mere study of th(

method,) proceeds :

—

" But it is not sufficient to have applied the mind to one science ; the mor

widely different among themselves are the ideas whicli the intellect acquires

and concerning which it reasons, the more expanded becomes its intelligence

In the mathematical sciences, by a well ordered exercise, the above-mentioneij

faculties are improved. But there is required, moreover, that these sam;

faculties should be exercised upon ideas, now of one kind, now of another

and differentfroin mathematical. Those who are habituated to the considera

tion of ideas of a single class, however skilful they may be in the handling c

these, reason absurdly upon other matters. A pliant genius ought to be ac

quired ; and this is only to be compassed by applying the mind to a pluralil

of studies, wholly differentfrom each other. . . ."We Ought to be peculiarly at.

tentive to this,—that the mind be inured to abstract consideration. Where idea

are to be compared, things are never more clearly illustrated than whenTv,

examine these ideas separately from all others. In such an exercise of mini

the study of metaphysics is peculiarly useful, provided that all confused idea,

be removed, and the others expounded in a natural order." *

D'Alemhert is the fourth mathematical authority.
'

"It seems as, if great mathematicians ought to be excellent metaphysician,

at least upon the objects about which their science proper is conversant

nevertheless, tliis is very far from being ahvays the case. The logic ofson

of them is comprehended in their formulse, and does not extend beyond. Tl
j

case resembles that of a man who has the sense of sight contrai7,.to that 'i

touch, or in whom the latter of these senses is only perfected at the expens'

of the foiTner. These bad metaphysicians in a science in which it is so eat

not to reason wrong, would infallibly be much worse, as experience prove

on matters in which they had not the calculusfor a guide." f

[Lichtenherg, the celebrated Professor of Mathematics ar

Physics in Goettingen, but who was also something better, beir

one of the wittiest writers and most philosophical thinkers of h

country, is our fifth mathematical authority. After stating thj

" Mathematics are not only the most certain of all human science;

but also the easiest," he makes the followine- observation :

—

* Introductio ad Philosophiam, ^-c, § 887, sq.

t Elimens de Philosophie, c. 15.
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•• Mathematics are a noble science, but asfor the mathematicians, they an:

t'tvn not u-orth the hangman. It is nearly the same with mathematics as

.iili theologj^; for, as those who apply themselves to the latter, especially

f they once obtain an oflice, forthwith arrogate to themselves the credit (f

teciiliar sanctity and a closer alliance with God, though very many among
ihem arc in reality but good-for-nothing subjects ; in like manner, he who is

tyletl a mathematician very frequently succeeds in passing for a deep

'pinker, although under that name are included the veriest dunderheads (die

jroessten PlunderkoepfeJ in existetice, incapable of any business whatsoever

'-hich requires reflection, since this cannot be immediately performed by the

7sy process of connecting symbols, which is more the product of routine

lan of thought."*]

I

To tills Ccatcgory wc may also not improperly refer Dugald
Hewart, for though not an author in mathematical science, he
fas in early life a distinguished professor of mathematics ; whilst

[is philosophical writings prove that, to the last, he had never

|holly neglected the professional studies of his youth. In other

pspects, it is needless to say that his authority is of the highest.

j " How accurate soever the logical process may be, if our fii-st principles

f!
rashly assumed, or if om- terras be indefinite and ambiguous, there is no

^surdity so great that we may not be brought to adopt it ; and it uufortu-

itely happens that, while mathematical studies exercise the faculty of rea-

ning or deduction, they give no employment to the other powers of the

iderstandiug concerned in the investigation of truth. On the contrarv,

ey are apt to produce a facility in the admission of data, and a circurascrip-

jm of the field of speculation by partial and arbitrary definitions. . . .

j"hen the mathematician reasons upon subjects unconnected with his favour-

\ studies, he is apt to assume, too confidently, certain intermediate prin-

^les as the foimdatiou of his arguments. ... I think I have observed

peculiar proueuess in mathematicians, on occasions of this sort, to avail

^mselves ofprinciples sanctioned by some imposing 7iames, and to avoid all

^cussion which might lead to an examination of idtimate truths, or irivolve a
porous analysis of their ideas^ f

'And much more to the same effect, which we do not quote, as

work is, or ought to be, in the hands of every one to whom a

•(scussion like the present can be of any interest.

'. The other authorities we shall take also in the order of time.

[The testimonies of Ludovicus Vives, are valuable alike for the

* \}'ermischte Schriften, 11., p. 287, 1st ed.—I had resolved to add no
lisv authorities to those which the article originally contained ; both because,

ijfact, these were perhaps superabundant, and because there need be no end
t additions, if any be allowed. But this and those of Vives had been
i ended for the article ; in the haste, however, with which it was prepared,
t V were overlooked, until too late for insertion.]

' Klernents of the Philosophy of the Human Mind, iii. jip. 271, 288, 290.

T

^
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high authority of the Avitness, and for the number of points to

which his evidence appHes. He says :

—

" These arts [the mathematical] as they appertain to use, so if use b(

superseded, are elevated to matters ichoUy profitless^ aflfording only a sterile

contemplation and inquiry without end, in as much as step determines stej^

to an infinite series : and whilst the rudiments of these disciplines, and i

certain legitimate progi'ess in their study, aids, sharpens, and delights th

mind ; so their ititense and assiduous exercise constitutes the torture (caroifi

cinje) of noble intellects^—of those born ^or the benefit of^nanhind.''''*

" Minds volatile and restless, prone to self-indulgence, and incapable (

the labour of an unremitted attention, are vehemently abhorrent from thes

studies. For they tie down the intellect, compel it to do this or that, au'

permit it not to wander to any other object. Persons of an oblivious memor.

are, likewise, disqualified ; for if the previous steps be forgotten, not a hiu

dredth of the others can be retained,—such, in these sciences, is the seri'

and continuous concatenation of the proofs. And for this reason, they ve.

soon slipfrom the mind^ unless beaten in by fi-equent exercise. Those ill adaptii

for the other and more agreeable, are frequently the subjects peculiarly fittr

for these severe and repulsive, studies. But such knowledge, if any one co

,

tinue to indulge himself therein, is without end ; whilst its sedulous purs,

leads axcayfrom the business oflife^ and even deprives its votaries of comm
sense."] f

After Sir Kenebn Dighy, already quoted, (p. 277,) and to whc:

we here again refer, the next is that of Sorhiere, Historiography

Royal of France, who, if not a mathematical author himself, -nj

the intimate friend of the most distinguished mathematicians i

his age,—as Gassendi (of whose philosophy he was acknowledgl

even by Bernier to be the most accomplished disciple), Mersen:',

Format, Carcavi, &c. Speaking of Gassendi's disregard of \'i

higher geometry and algebra, and his valuing mathematics i

general, only as the instrument of more important sciences, e

says :

—

" It is certain that the abstrusest Mathematics do not much conduce^ to y

nothing worse of them^ to the acquisition ofright reasoning^ and the illustra n

of natural phsenomena ; as every one is aware that mathematicians, disi-

guished in the higher branches of their science, are sometimes none ofW
most clear-sighted in matters beyond its province." X

(And in another work) :
—" It is an observation which all the world .n

verify, that there is nothing so deplorable as the conduct of some celebr 'd

mathematicians in their men affairs, nor any thing so absurd as their opit «*

on the sciences not within theirjurisdiction. I have seen of them, those lo

ruined themselves in groundless lawsuits ; who dissipated theii- whole m^

* [Z)e Causis corruptarum artium. L. v. c. De Mathematicis.']

t \_De tradeiidis disciplinis. L. iv.]

X Vita Gassendi; Praef. Operum Gassendi.
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in quest of the philosopher's stone ; who built extravagantly ; who embarked

n undertakings of which every one foresaw the ill success ; who quaked for

^error at the pettiest accident in life ; who formed only chimeras in politics
;

, md who had no more of our civilisation than if born among the Hurons or

,
[:he Iroquois."—(After a curious example.) " Hence, sir, you may form

[iome judgment of hoir far aJgthra conduces to common sense, when the ques-

ion is not about an affair of figures, and if there be not reason to believe

. [h&t its abst)-(ich'ons are themselves ofayioxioits injiiience in the commerce of
he world. They are too minute for the ordinary' usage of civil society ; and

t is requisite to incorporate them with something less spiritual, in order

. hat the thought may not be so piercing, so decisive, and so difficult to con-

rol." *

Clarendon :—
" The Earl of Leicester was a man of great parts, very conversant in

•: Kwks, and much addicted to the mathematics ; but though he had been a sol-

fi iier, and commanded a regiment in the service of the states of the United

ii« ('rovinces, and was employed in several embassies, as in Denmark and

r. I'rance, was, in truth, rather a speculative than a practical man, and expected

f \ffreater certitude in the consultation of business, than the business of this

;f I'orld is capable of, which temper proved very inconvenient to him through

(* pe course of his life." f

i Le Clerc:—
)^ 1

" There is also sometimes to be considered so great a number of Modes

,.
pd Relations, and these so minute, that they cannot, without a far greater

Y
'Spense of time than we can afford them, be arranged in geometric order.

^ Ijid yet to form a con-ect judgment in regard to these, is a matter of much
CB peater importance to us than concerning mathematical problems. Such are

jk |ie various affections of the minds of men and of the affairs of life, concern

-

jfif
jig which, the most expert geometers do notJudge better than their neiglibours,

11 '?y-, frequently icorse. It is a question, for instance, whether a certain plan

I" undertaking is to have a prosperous result. In that undertaking there
'*'•

re a multitude of ideas which cannot be brought to an issue unless in a

BiB l-eat variety of ways, which again depend on innumerable circimistances.

i%o«e accustomed to mathematical ideas, which are very easily observed, and

J
mf easily discriminated from each other, when, by the rules of their science

jjjj,
'^ attempt tojudge of the administration of public or private affairs, arrive

;
conclusions the most absurd. For they take into account only the abstract

. j)ssibilities, omitting in their reasonings certain dispositions of things and
;rsons, which by their multiplicity and minuteness, almost elude the acutcst

^. )8ervation. It also happens, for the most part, that they who Judge cor-

cdy in regard to such matters are wholly wrong in regard to mathematical

tettions, if, indeed, they do not eschew them as difficult, and alien from

eir habits." t

Buddeus :—
"Such is the nature of the human mind, that, if habituated to certain

* Lettres, let. Ixviii. f History, &c. vol. ii., p. 153, Ed. 1704.

t Clerici Logica, Pars. iii. c. 3, §§ 13, 14.
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kinds of tliought, it cannot foithwitli divest itself tliereof, when passing to

the consideration of other objects, but conjures up notions concerning tliese,

analogous to tliose ah-eady irradicated in it by custom. This is the real cause

of errors almost infinite. Thus they, who inconsiderately carry over mathe-

matical notions into morals and theology^ seem to themselves tofind in these new

sciences the same necessary connexion which they discovered in the old.'''' *

Barheyrac, speaking of the notes on Grotius De Jure Belli,

&c. by Feldenus, professor of mathematics at Helmstadt, of which

Sahnasius " had promised mountains and marvels," says :

—

" Never was there seen aught more wretched ; and we might be surprised

that a mathematician could reason so ill., had we not other, and fiir more illus-

trious examples, which clearly evince, that the study of the mathematics doe.

not always render the mind more correct in relation to subjects beyond the spheii

of these scietices." f

Warburton

:

—
" It may seem, perhaps, too much a paradox to say, that long habit in thi

science {mathematics) incapacitates the mindfor i-easoning at large., and esperiall

in the search of moral truth. And yet, I believe, nothing is more certaii

The object of geometry is demonstration, and its subject admits of it, and i

almost the only one that doth. In this science, whatever is not demonstrs

tion is nothing, or, at least, below the sublime inquirer's regard. Probab'

lity, througli its almost infinite degrees, from simple ignorance up to absolu;

certainty, is tlie terra incognita of the geometrician. And yet here it is, th;;

the great business of the human mind is carried on,—the search and discoveii

of all the important truths which concern us as reasonable creatures. Ai

;

here too it is, that all its vigour is exerted ; for to proportion the assent to tl;

probability accompanying every varying degi'ee of moral evidence, requu'

the most enlarged and sovereign exercise of reason. But the harder the use
'

any thing, the more of habit is reqtdred to make us perfect in it. Is it th

:

likely that the geometer, long confined to the routine of demonstration, t;

eisiest exercise of reason, where much less of the vigour than of the atfenti

of mind is required to excel, should form a right judgment on subjects whc,

truth or falsehood is to be rated by the probabilities of moral evidence?"]

Basedow:—
j

'•'•Mathematics tolerate no reasoningfrom, analogy. Of the coacervatiODi (

proofs from many probable grounds ; of arguments fi-om the certainty f

»

adaptation of thought ; of the collison of proofs ; of useful probabilities;/

exceptions fi-om ordinary truths in extraordinary circumstances,—of all th)

they take no account. Everything, on the contrary, is determinatelycerti

from the commencement ; of exceptions no mathematician ever dreams. M
is this character ofthought applicable to the other branches ofour knowledge'^ 'B

moment we attempt to treat logic, morals, theology, medicine, jurisprudei

l

politics, criticism, or the theory of tlie fine arts in this mathematical method/'e

* Isagoge Ilistorico-Tlieologica, I. i., c. 4.

t Preface to his Grotius, t. i., p. ix., Ed. 1724.

X Julian, Pref. p. xix.. Works, vol. iv., p. 345.
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jlay tlie part, not of philosophers but of dreamers, and this to the great iletri-

uent of human reason and happiness," &c. &c.*

Walpole

:

—
*' The profound study of mntlicmatics seems to injure the more general and

seful mode of reasoning—that by induction. Mathematical truths being, so

I speak, palpable, the moral feelings become less sensitive to impalpable

ruths. As Avhen one sense is carried to great perfection, the others are usually

ss acute, so mathematical reasoning seems, in some degree, to injure the

titer modes of ratiocination." \

Gibbon

:

—
•• Frotn a blind idea of the usefulness of such abstract science, raj' father had

hcu desii-ous, and even pressing, that I should devote some time to the JNIa-

heinatics ; nor could I refuse to comply with so reasonable a wish. During

wo winters I attended the private lectures of M. de Traytorrens, who ex-

'laiucd the elements of algebra and geometry, as far as the conic sections of

ho Marquis de Tliopital, and appeared satisfied with my dUigence and im-

lovement. But as my childish propensity for numbers and calculations Avas

'tally extinct, I was content to receive the passive imiH-essions of my pro-

cssor's lectures, without any active exercise ofmy own powers. As soon as I

iiiderstood the principles, I relinquished for ever the pm-suit of the mathe-

iiatics ; nor can I lament that I desisted before my mind was hardened by the

labit of rigid demonstration, so destructive ofthefiner feelings ofmoral evidence,

.vhich must, however, determine the actions and opinions of our lives." %

Kirwan

:

—
•' Some have been led to imagine,— ' that the true way of acquiring a habit

; reasoning closely, and in train, is to exercise ourselves in mathematical de-

iMiistrations ; that having got the way of reasoning which that study ueces-

ai-ily brings the mind to, they may be able to transfer it to other parts of

viiowledge as they shall have occasion.' TJus, hoioever, is an egregious mis-

'<ike; the mode of reasoning of mathematicians being founded on the relation

'f identity or equality, is not transferable to any other science into which ma-
thematical considerations do not enter, as ethics, jm-isprudcnce, whether

uaturalor municipal, medicine, chemistry, theology, metaphysics, &c., which

;ire founded on relations entirely different. On the contrary, the habit of
mathematical reasoning seems to unfit a personfor reasoningjustly on any other

subject; for, accustomed to the highest degi'ee of evidence, a mathematician

irequently becomes insensible to any other."
||

De Stael

:

—
" The study of languages, which in Germany constitutes the basis of edu-

ation, is much more favourable to the evolution of the faculties, in the

. arlier age, than that of mathematics, or of the physical sciences. Pascal,

tliat gi-eat geometer, whose profound thought hovered over the science which

he peculiarly cultivated, as over every other, has himself acknowledged the

* Philalethie. Bd. ii., §. 179.

t Walpoliana, vol. i., p. 113.

X Life in Miscellaneous Works, vol. i., p. ^2, Ed. 1814.

II
Logick, vol. i., Pref. p. iii.
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insuperable defects of those minds ichich owe theirfirstformation to the mathe-

matics. This study, in the earlier age, exercises ouly the mechanism of intel-

ligence. In boys, occupied so soon -with calculations, the spring of imagina-

tion, then so fan* and fruitful, is arrested ; and they acquu'e not, in its stead,

any pre-eminent accm-acy of thought,—for arithmetic and algebra are limited

to the teaching, in a thousand forms, propositions always identical. The
problems of life are more complicated ; not one is positive, not one is abso-

lute ; -we must conjecture, we must decide by the aid of indications and

assumptions, which bear no analogy with the infallible procedure of the cal-

culus. Demonstrated truths do not conduct to probable truths ; which alone,

however, serve ns for our guide in b'lsiness, in the arts, and in society.

There is, no doubt, a point at which the mathematics themselves require that

luminous power of invention, without which it is impossible to penetrate

into the secrets of nature. At the summit of thought the imaginations o)

Homer and of Xewton seem to unite ; but how many of the young, without:

mathematical genius, consecrate their time to this science ! There is exer-

cised in them only a single faculty., whilst the whole moral being ought to bd

under development at an age when it is so easy to derange the soul and tht

body in attempting to strengthen only a part. Nothing is less applicable ti

life than a mathematical argument. A proposition, couched in ciphers, is de-;

cidedly either tnie or false. In all other relations the true and the false art

60 intermingled, that frequently instinct alone can decide us in the strife o;

motives, sometimes as powerful on the one side as on the other." *

We have already noticed in general that, beyond the narrov'

sphere of necessary matter, mathematicians are disposed to one o:|

other of two opposite extremes,

—

credulity and scepticism. TW
cause is manifest.

|

AHenated, by the opposite character of their studies, from tho»|

habits of caution and confidence, of skill and sagacity, which thi

pursuit of knowledge in the universe of probability requires an

induces ; they are constrained, when they venture to speculate be

yond their diagrams and calculations, either, to accept their fact:

on authority, if not on imagination,

—

or, to repudiate altogethei-

as unreal, what they are themselves incapable of verifying. Thes

opposite dispositions are not, however, incapable of conjunction:

they are indeed often united in the same individual, but in relatio

to different objects.

This twofold tendency of mathematical study has frequent)

been noticed. In reference to philosophy, it is observed b

Salat, a distinguished German metaphysician :

—

" The study of Mathematics., unless special precaution be taken, is ratlii

a hinderance than an aid.—For, in so far as the mathematician, accustomi,

to his own mode of thinking, and ignorant of any other, applies, or does n.

De rAllemagne, t. i. c. 18. p. 163.

i
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•apply it to the supersensible,—what must follow? In thcyo/v«e/- cn^e, the

Isnpersensible world is denied, inasmuch as it cannot be mathomatically de-

.monstrated ; and, in the latter, affirmed only on the ground of feeling and

imagination. Thus, on the one alternative, the mathematician becomes ne-

cessarily a Materialist ; on the other, a Mijsticy *

Of the two extremes, that of credulity, as relative, at least, to

the afl'ah's of life, is by far the more frequent and obtrusive. Mr
Thigald Stewart seems even not indisposed to explain the apparent

manifestations of the opposite tendency, on the ground of credu-

lity alone. He says :

—

" In the course of my own experience, I have never meticitha mere mathe-

matician who was not credulous to afault: crcdidous not only with respect to

human testimony, but credulous also in matters of opinion ; and prone, on

iall subjects which he had not carefully studied, to repose too much faith in

lillnstrious and consecrated names The atheism and material-

[ism professed by some late mathematicians on the Continent, is, I suspect,

fin many cases, to be ascribed to the very same cause ; a credulity yielding

itself up as blindly to the fashionable disbelief of the day, as that of their

I'redecessors submitted itself to the creed of the Infallible Church." f

Our limits, we regret, preclude us from adverting to Mr Stew-

art's ingenious suggestion of one cause, at least, of the disposition

>hown by mathematicians to fanaticism ; but we shall quote his

testimony to the phaenomenon.

"It is a certain fact, that, in mathematicians who have conlined their

studies to mathematics alone, there has often been observed a proneness to

that species of religious enthusiasm in which imagination is the predominant

element, and which, like a contagion, is propagated in a crowd. In one of our

most celebrated universities, which has long enjoyed the proud distinction of

being the principal seat of mathematical learning in this island, I have been

assured, that if, at any time, a spirit of fanaticism has infected (as will occa-

sionally happen in all numerous societies) a few of the unsounder limbs of

!tbat learned body, the contagion has invariably spread much more widely

\among the mathematicians than among the men of erudition. Even the strong

jhead of Waring, imdoubtedly one of the ablest analysts that England has

produced, was not proof against the malady, and he seems at last (as I was
told by the late Dr Watson, Bishop of Llandaff ) to have sunk into a deep

'religious melancholy, approacliing to insanity." J

On this principle of facile credence, it is to be explained why of

juetaphysicians, the most fanciful and most confident spccuIator.s

jhave been usually the most mathematical. Pythagoras, Plato,

'Cardan, Descartes, Mallebranche, and Leibnitz, are names not

* Grundzuege der allgemeiner Philosophie ; by J. Salat, Ordinary Profes-

M.r of Moral Philosophy in the University of Landshut, &c. 1820.

t Elements, vol. iii. pp. 271, 280.

t Ibid. p. 291.
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more distinguisLed for their philosophical genius than for their

philosophical credulity. Conversant, in their mathematics, only

about the relations of ideal objects, and exclusively accustomed > i

to the passive recognition of absolute certainty, they seem in their

metaphysics almost to have lost the capacity of real observation

and of critically appreciating comparative degrees of probability.

In their systems, accordingly, hypothesis is seen to take the place

of fact ; and reason, from the mistress, is degraded to the hand-

maid, of imagination.

'• Mathematical science," says the marvellous Prince o/il/iVan-

dola, " does not bestoiv ivisdom : it was therefore, by the ancients,

made the disciphne of boys. On the contrary, though preparing

for philosophy, '\i previously sipped in moderation, when raised to

an object of exclusive study, it affords the greatest occasions of

philosophical error. To this Aristotle bears evidence." *

" Descartes," says Voltaire, " was the greatest mathematician

of his age ; but mathematics leave the intellect as they find it. i

That of Descartes was too prone to invention. He preferred the
;

divination to the study of nature. The fii'st of mathematicians

,

produced nothing almost but romances of philosophy." f A more

fehcitous expression had been preoccupied by Father Daniel ;

—

" The philosophy of Descartes is the romance of nature." But

in fact, Descartes himself was author of the mot

:

—" i\Iy theory

of vortices is a philosophical romance."

In regard to Leibnitz," even his intelligent and learned friend,

the Jirst Queen of Prussia, was not blind to the evil influence of

his mathematics on his philosophy. She was wont to say, with

an eye to the " Pre-established Harmony" and "Monads,"—

•

" that, of all who meddled with philosophy, the mathematicians!

satisfied her the least, more especially when they attempted to

explain the origin of things in general, or the nature of the soul

in particular ; and that she was surprised, that, notwithstanding'

their geometrical exactness, metaphysical notions ivere, for most oj

them, lost countries, and exhatistless sources of chimeras. |

* Joannes Picus jMiraudiilanixs in Astrologiam, 1. xii. c. 2. He is still

more decided in his Condusiones

:

—" There is nothing more hm-tftil to a'

divine than a frequent and assidnoiis exercise in the mathematics of Euclid.",

(Ixxxv. 6.) See also his nephew's (John Francis) Examen Vanitatis Doc-

trince Gentium^ 1. iii. c. 6.
| ^J .t

t Le Specie de Louis, xiv. c. 29.
|

li

X Hist. Crit. de la Bepubliqiie des Lettres^ t. xi p. 128.
j
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" There are four celebrated metaphysicians," says CondiUac,—
Descartes, Mallebranche, Leibnitz, and Locke. The hist alone

as not a mathematician, and yet, how greatly is he superior to

le other three?"* This may be disputed.

But, if such be even the metaphysical, what, out of their

'icnces, are other mathematicians? It is enough to say, that

Ijtrology was the least visionary of Kepler's beliefs ; whilst

^^apier and Newton and Whiston sought, and found their fancies

the Apocalypse,—a book of which a great Anglican divine

IS said, that, " it either finds a man mad, or leaves him so."

\ The causes that determine the mathematician to an irrational

blief, determine him also to an irrational confidence in his opinions.

I Poiret, that deep-thinking mystic, truly observes :

—

I

" From the same source, mntliemattctans are also infested ivith an ove>-

liening presumptioii or incurable arrogance; for, believing themselves in pos-

Ission of demonstrative certainty in regard to the objects of their peculiar

ience, they persuade tliemselves that, in like manner, they possess a know-

dge of many things beyond its sphere. Then, co-ordinating these with the

rmer, as if demonstrated by equal evidence, they spurn every objection to

ery opinion, Mith the contempt or indignation they Avould feel at an endea-

)ur to persuade them that two plus tAvo are not fom*, or that the angles of

triangle are not equal to two right angles," &c. f

Warhurton

:

—
' Besides this acquired inability [p. 292], prejudice renders the veteran

athematiciau still less capable ofjudging of moral evidence. He who hath

;en so long accustomed to lay together and compare ideas, and hath reaped

;monstration, the richest fi'uit of speculative truth, for his labour, regards

I the lower degrees of evidence as in the train only of his mathematical

incipality; and he commonly ranks them in so arbitrary a manner, that

e ratio ultima mathematicorum is become almost as great a libel upon

jmmon sense as other sovereign decisions. I might appeal for the truth of

is to those wonderful conclusions which Geometers, when condescending

Mrite on history, ethics, or theology, have made of their premises. But
( thing is notorious ; and it is no secret that the oldest mathematician in

ngland is the worst reasoner in ?Y." J

i De Stael :—
"The study of mathematics, habituating us to certainty, inflames us

l^ainst all opinions in contradiction with our own," &c.||

L'Art de Penser, (Cours. t. iii. p. 398, Ed. 1780.) (Euvres Philosophiques,

vi, p. 225. Ed.

t De Eruditione Solida, &c. Ed. 1692, p. 306.

X Julian., Pre/, p. xx. ; Works, iv. p. 346.

!i
De VAllemagne, i. c. 18.
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Dugald Stewart

:

—
" The bias now mentioned, is strengthened by another cu-cumstance,—

the confidence which the mere mathematician naturally acquires in his

powers of reasoning and judgment,—in consequence of which, though he

may be prevented in his own pursuits from going far astray, by the absurdi-

ties to which his errors lead him, he is seldom apt to be revolted by absurd

conclusions in the other sciences. Even in physics., mathematicians have been

ltd to acquiesce in conclusions which appear ludicrous to me7i of different

habits." * ,

We must refer to the original for some curious and instructive

instances of this, in Euler, Leibnitz, D. Bernoulh, Grandi, La

Place, Leshe, Fitcairn, and Cheyne.

The opposite bias,—the scepticism of the mathematician, is

principally relative to the spiritual or moral world. His studies

determine him to this in two ways.—In the first place, h^

abstracting him from the view, and disqualifying him for th(;

observation, of the phsenomena of moral Hberty in man ; and ii

the second, by habituating him to the exclusive contemplation o

the phaenomena of a mechanical necessity in nature. But ai

ignorance of the one order, and an extensive and intimate anc

constant consideration of the other, are tantamount to a nega

tion of the unknown. For on the one hand, as we naturalb;

believe to exist that only which we know to exist ; and on tbj

other, as all science tends to unity, reason forbidding us t;

assume, without necessity, a plurality of causes ; consequent!;;

the mathematician, if he think at all, is naturally and rationall

!

disposed to hold, as absolutely universal, what is universal rels

tively to his own sphere of observation.

It is chiefly, if not solely, to explain the one phaenomenon (;

morality, offreewill, that we are warranted in assuming a seconi

and hyperphysical substance, in an immaterial principle < |^,

thought ; for it is only on the supposition of a moral liberty i;

man, that we can attempt to vindicate, as truths, a moral orde'

and, consequently, a moral governor, in the universe ; and it

only on the hypothesis of a soul within us, that we can assert tl

reality of a God above us,
—" Nullus in microcosmo Spiritu

nidhis in macrocosmo Dens."

In the hands of the materialist, or physical necessitarian, evei

argument for the existence of a deity is either annulled, •

* Elements, iii. p. 272.

'8
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eversed into a demonstration of atheism. In liis hands, with the

iioral worth of man, the inference to a moral ruler of a moral

^^orld is gone. In his hands, the argument from the adaptations

If end and mean, OAcrywhere apparent in existence, to the pri-

lary causality of intelligence and liberty, if applied, establishes,

|i fact, the primary causality of necessity and matter. For as

|jis argument is only an extension to the universe of the analogy

jbserved in man : if in man, design,—intelligence, be only a phie-

'omenon of matter, only a reflex of organization ; this consecution

f first and second in us, extended to the universal order of things,

ijyerses the absolute priority of inteUigence to matter, that is,

'ibverts the fundamental condition of a deity. Thus it is, that

jiir theology is necessarily founded on our psychology ; that we

jiust recognise a Godfrom our own minds, before we can detect

I

God in the universe of nature.

I Now, the mathematical sciences, on the one hand, by leavuig

holly unexercised the capacity of philosophical reflection, pre-

3nt the mind from rising to a clear consciousness of those fun-

^mentalfacts on which its moralfreedom is established ; and on

tie
other, by accustoming it to the exclusive contemplation of the

ws of physical necessity, indispose it to tolerate so extraordi-

%rj an assumption, so indemonstrable an anomaly, as a moral

\'der, an hyperphysical liberty, and an immaterial subject.

This tendency of mathematical study has been always suffi-

ently notorious. Hence—(to take only the three contemporary

thers)—by St Austin mathematics are said " to lead away from

od ;" * by St Jerome to be " not sciences of piety ;
" * while St

mbrose declares, that " to cultivate astronomy and geometry

to abandon the cause of salvation, and to follow that of

Tor." t

I

We may here again refer to Sir Kenelm Digby's testimony,

I'eviously adduced (p. 277).

And Poiret, again, who, though a mystic in religion, was one

the profoundest thinkers of his age.

I" The mathematical genus is wont, unless guarded against, to imbue the

ilinds
of its too intemperate votaries with the most pestilent disi)ositions.

•r it infects them with fatalism, spiritual insensihilitij, brutalism, disbelief and

almost incurable presumption. For when, in tlie handling of their num-
rs, figures, and machines, they perceive all things to follow each other, as

•were by fate, to the exclusion of liberty ; they hence become so accustomed

.* Vide Agiippam, De Van. Scient. C; xl. t Qfficiorum, 1. i. 26.
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to the cousideratioii of necessary couuectiou alone, that they altogether

eliminate freewill from the uatm-e and government of things spuitual, an

establish the universal supremacy of a fatal necessity." *

So Bayle :—
" It cannot be disputed, that it is rare to find much devotion in persons wh

have once acquired a tastefor the study of the mathematics^ and who have maci

in these sciences an extraordinary progress." f 1

So Qundling

:

—
I

" He who too zealously devotes himself to the physical and mathematic!

sciences, may lightly lapse into an atheist. Hence we find, that all the mo

;

ancient philosophers were atheists, and this because too exclusively absorbi,

in physical and mathematical contemplations." % \

Berkeley, himself no vulgar mathematician, asks :

—

,

" Whether the corpuscularian, experimental, and mathematical philos!

pliy, so much cultivated in the last age, hath not too much engrossed mei

attention; some part whereof it might have usefully employed?—Whetl!

fi-om this, and other concurring causes, the minds of speculative men ha'

not been borne downward, to the debasing and stupifying ofthe higherfac\

ties? And whether we may not hence account for that prevailing naiToj

ness and bigotry among many who pass for men of science, then- incapai)

for things morale intellectual, or theological, their proneness to measure
\

truths by sense and experience of animal life ? "
|| |

Dr John Gregory, of a family to which mathematical gen;^

seems almost native, and one of the most distinguished found<^

of the Edinburgh School of Medicine, in his " Lectures on le

Duties and Qualifications of a Physician," after confessing that ;)

distrusted his own judgment in relation to the study of matherl-

tics, as afraid of his partiality to a science which he viewed w'l

a kind of innate and hereditary attachment, and which had b(a

at once the business and the pleasure of his early years, tl|S

warns his pupils :

—

'

" Let me also desire you to guard against its leading you to a disposivn

to scepticism and suspense ofjudgment in subjects that do not admit of ma ?•

matical science. " ^

Monhoddo

:

—
" Those who have studied mathematics much, and no other science, fe

apt to grow so fond of them, as to believe that there is no certainty in *y

other science, nor any other axioms than those of Euclid." **

* De Eruditione Solida, p. 304. Ed. 1692. !

t Diet. Hist, voce Pascal, note G. i

% Historic der Gelehrheit, vol. i. Disc. Prelim, p. 8.
|

II
Analyst, Qu. 56, 57.

t Works, iii., p. 107.

** Ancient Metaphysics, i., p. 394.

^
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De Stael :—
•' The mathematics lead us to lay out of account all that is not proved;

« bile the primitive truths, those which sentiment and genius apprehend, are

ii.it susceptible of demonstration." *

This tendency in their too exclusive cultivcation, to promote a

lisbclief in any other than an order of necessity and nature, is

common to the j^^tysical and the mathematical sciences ; hence, in

[reference to the former, the okl adage—" Tres Medici, duo Athei."

!t is, however, when the two stu(Hes are conjoined and carried

lilt to the most extensive sphere of application, that this tendency

I- more powerfully and conspicuously manifested,—that is, in

'stronomy.

In the following sublime passage, Kant, with a different inten-

tion indeed, finely illustrates the opposite influences of material
^- land mental studies, and this by the contrast of the two noblest

objects of our contemplation :

—

" Two things there are, which, the oftenei- and the more steadfastly we
:niisider, fill the mind with an ever new, an ever rising admiration and

g reverence,

—

t/ie Starry Heaven above^ the Moral Laiv within. Of neither am
[ compelled to seek out the existence, as shrouded in obscimty, or only to

I

surmise the possibility, as beyond the hemisphere of my knowledge. Both
't- |[ contemplate lying clear before me, and connect both immediately with the

• fconscionsness of my being.—The one departs fi'om the place I occupy in tlie

I i)uter world of sense ; expands, beyond the limits of imagination, tliat con-

j[j
jiection of my being with worlds rising above worlds, and systems blending

.1. pto systems; and protends it also to the illimitable times of their periodic

novement—to its commencement and continuance.—The otlier departs ti'om

™' fny invisible self, from my personality ; and represents me in a world, truly

lii [ufinite indeed, but whose infinity is to be fatliomed only by the intellect.

If,;
(ivith which also my connection, unlike the fortuitous relation I stand in to

the world of sense, I am compelled to recognise, as necessary and universal.

., ^-In the former, the first view of a countless multitude of worlds annihilates,

IS it were, my importance as an animal nature., which, after a brief and incom-
•' brehensible endowment with the powers of life, is compelled to refund its

pnstituent matter to the planet— itself an atom in the universe—on whicli

[t grew.—The aspect of the other, on the contrary, elevates my worth as

[is bn intellit/ence, even to infinitude ; and tliis tln-ough my personality, in wliidi

ijlji
|the moral law reveals a facidty of life independent of my animal nature, nay,

|5f the whole material world:—at least, if it be permitted to infer as much
-- (rom the regidation of my being, Avhicli a confoiniity wftli tliat law exacts ;

jproposing, as it does, my moral worth for the absolute end of my activity,

conceding no compromise of its imperative to a necessitation of nature,

* De PAllemagiie, i., c. 18.
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and spurning in its infinity the limits and conditions of my present traus:

tory life."*

" Spii'at euim majora animus seque altius effert

Sideribus, transitque vias et nubila fati,

Et momenta premit pedibus quajcunque putantur

Figere propositam natali tempore soi-tem." t

As a pendant to tliis, we shall adduce another testimony b^

profound philosopher of an opposite school ; by him whom hi

countrymen have hailed the Plato of the latter age,

—

Freder\

Henry Jacohi.

" What, in opposition to Fate, constitutes the ruling principle of the un

verse into a true God, is termed Providence. Where there is no foreca

there is no intelligence, and where intelligence is, there also is there prov

deuce. This alone is mind ; and only to what is of miud, respond the fee

ings that manifest its existence in ourselves,—Wonder, Veneration, Lov

We cau, indeed, pronounce an object to be beautiful or perfect, without

previous knowledge that it is the work of foresight or not : but the power I

which it was produced, that we cannot admire, if, without thought, aud witl!

out a purpose, it operated in obedience to the laws of a mere physical nece

sity. Even the glorious majesty of the heavens, the object of a kneelii

adoration to an infant world, subdues no more the mind of him who compr

hends the one mechanical law by which the planetary systems move, mainta'

then- motion, and even originally form themselves. He no longer marvels
j

the object, infinite as it always is, but at the human intellect alone, which, ii

Copernicus, Kepler, Gassendi, Newton, and Laplace, was able to transceij

the object, by science to terminate the miracle, to reave the heaven of:

divinities, and to disenchant the universe.—But even this, the only admir

tion of which our intelligeut faculties are now capable, would vanish, wer(!

future Hartley, Darwin, Condillac, or Bonnet, to succeed in displaying to

a mechanical system of the human mind, as comprehensive, intelligible, a

satisfactory as the Newtonian mechanism of the heavens. Fallen from thii

elevation. Art, and Science, and Yii-tue, would no longer be to man the c

jects of a genuine and reflective adoration. The works and actions of t

heroes of mankind,—the life of a Socrates and Epaminondas,—the science
'

a Plato and Leibnitz,—the poetical and plastic representations of a Horn

Sophocles, and Phidias,—these might still pleasurably move, might s

rouse the mind to an enjoyment rising into transport ; even so as the s<

sible aspect of the heavens might still possibly aftect and gratify the d

ciple of a Newton or Laplace : but we must no longer ask about the pr

ciple of our emotion ; for reflection would infallibly chide our puein

infatuation, and dash our enthusiasm by the suggestion

—

That Wonder is o;^

the daughter of Ignorance.'''' %
: _j_

* Cr. d. pr. V. Beschluss. This suggests Prudentius. I

t Prudent. Contra Sym. ii. 479. |
% [ Werke, ii. p. 54.—The philosophy of the modem Plato is, in this

spect, strictly correspondent with the philosophy of the ancient. " The d
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We shall terminate our cloud of witnesses with the testinionv

)f a celchrated metaphysician, a distinguished professor also of

iiathcmatics and physics in one of the principal universities of

ionnany. Fries, in his Lectures on Astronomy thus speaks :

—

" But it is rejoined,—You explain every thing by your oniuipotcnt '^va-

Tjj
[ntation ;—what is the origin of that? I answer:—This, too, we know

!

'

j'ull well ! The daughter of the old blind Fate, her servants ]\Iagnitude,

?
knmber, and Proportion, her inheritance a universe without a God, wliich

'* f^qnires noGod When the great astronomer Lalande denied a

leity,—could trace in the heavens no God, in the movement of the stars no

ijj.
linger of God, we are compelled to allow the logical consequence of his rea-

fig
lioning. That high order and adaptation of end and means is only the pro-

jp
;luct of the rigid mechanism of necessary physical laws ; there, above, is

|i )nly a blind mindless destiny, the absolute ruler of its universe. But I appeal

I

L- :o the truth of the saying in St John, —" In the spirit only shall ice worship

j,j,j
3W;" and in what only our science is for mind, are its dignity and value to be

^,j
'onnd. He alone can style the order of the universe an adaptation of means

jj^
» end, who brings to its observation a belief in the reality of design. But

,|,, ;he true iuteii)retation of the order of design, lies^r 7nore clearly apparent in

Ijj^;

he mind of man. The infinite spirit does not bail itself under proportion and

inmber ! The play with number is an easy play,—its joy only the joy of the

• mprisoncd spirit at the clank of its fetters." *

ani Are Mathematics then of no value as an instrument of mental

liAi culture 1 Nay, do they exercise only to distort the mind ? To
"^

;his we answer : That their study, if pursued in moderation and
,' jfficiently counteracted, may be beneficial in the correction of a

IP
pertain vice, and in the formation of its corresponding virtue.

iiji
[Fhe vice is the habit of mental distraction ; the virtue the habit

jHti \—
m bine," (to this effect speaks the Athenian), " which has propagated impiety

itb ^mong men, and occasioned all en-oneous opinions concerning the nature of

liii f,he Deity : is that, which reversing the real consecution of existence, affirms

iiids
|n regard to the generation of the universe, that to be posterior which is, in

iHi truth, the cause; and that to be antecedent, which is only the effect. For,

ijlii fhongh mind and its operations are anterior to matter and its phajnomena,

\\,, ^d though nature and natural production are preceded and determined by

tl,)

intelligence and design ; some, however, have preposterously sistcd nature

,1;,
|i8 the first or generative principle, and regarded mind, as merely the dcriva-

jji
|yive of coqioreal organism." {De Leyibus, x.) The relative passage of Plato

j^j, ^, I see, quoted by the great Cudworth, (in Cambridge, " there were giants

jin those days,") in his Immutable Morality (B. iv. ch. 6, § 6. sq.) (In con-

-— taection with this matter, I may here notice a monstrous erratum (§ 14)

which stands, both in the English edition of that posthumous work, pro-

cured by Chandler, Bishop of Durham, and. what is more remarkable, in the

jj,lj
^tin vei-sion by the leanied Mosheiin ; contemplation for contcmperation.)']

j^l j
* Vorksunyen ueber die Sternktinde, pp. 16, 18, 227.
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of continuous attention. This is the single benefit, to which tli

study of mathematics can justly pretend, in the cultivation of th

mind ; and it is almost the one only, or at least the one principa'i

accorded to it by the most intelligent philosophers.

—

Bacon, wb;

in his earher writings admitted the utility of mathematics i;

sharpening the intellect ; in his maturer works recommended

study of the school philosophy, as the best disciphne of subtilit,

and discrimination.*—In like manner, the mathematical philosc

pher Du Hamel seems to accord no higher mental advantage t;

the mathematics ; and at the same time observes, that " the,

have this of vice, that for the most part they render us alien awj

abJwrrent from the business of life." \—Of mathematical sciem;

Wa7^burto7i holds, that besides affording us a knowledge of i;

pecuUar method, " all its use, for the purpose in question, (til

improvement of the powers of reasoning), seems to be only hab

tuating the mind to think long and closely ; and it would be W(:

if this advantage made amends for some inconveniences, as insj

parable from it."t—This, likewise, is all that is admitted of tl'

study by one of the most acute and cautious observers of tJ

human mind and its modifications, and whose predilections, if ^:

* In the first edition of his Essai/s, published in 1697, Bacon sav

" Mathematiks malie men subtill;" but having learned better in the int<!

val, in the second, which appeared fifteen years thereafter, he withdrew tl'

commendation, and substituted the following, which stands unaltered in

the after editions ;
—" If a' man's Avit be wandering, let him study the matl

matiks ; for in demonstrations if his thought be called ever so little away

must begin again ; if his wit be not apt to distinguish or find diifereni

[«. e. be not subtile], let him study the schoolmen, for they are the Cym'

sectores.'''—By the by, a mistake as to the meaning of the adage.

—

(Esi'i

on Studies.) [Here there is, I find, an oversight. Though at a difierf,

place of the same Essay, " Mathematics" are said to " make men subtik
'

and this even in the last editions of the work.] In like manner, in ';

Advancement ofLearnine/, published in 1605, he says of mathematics, 'if

the wit be too dull, they sharpen it ; if too Avandering, they fix it ; if j)

inherent in the sense, tliey abstract it." (Book II. Mathematique.) Bulji

the relative place of the De Augmentis Scientiarum., the great work ji

which, after a meditation of eighteen j^ears, the Advancement was coiTecl,,

remodelled, and greatly enlarged, he disallows the first and third of tip

utilities, and admits only the second. " Si cuipiam ingenium tale est qije

est avium, ut facile abripiatur, nee per moram (qualem oportet) intentffl

esse sustineat; remedium huic rei prsebebunt mathematica, in quibufii

evagetur paulo mens, de integi-o renovanda est demonstratio." (L. ?.

c. 4.)
I

t De Mente Humana., L. i. c. 8. % Julian^ Pref.^ p. xvii!
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ouid suppose him biassed, -were naturally all in favour of its

nportance,—we mean Mr Diu/ald Steiuart. A skilful matlic-

latician, his writings abound with allusions to that science ; but

e make bold to say, that there is not to be found in the whole

ompass of his works a single passage attributing another or a

igher advantage to mathematical study, in relation to the mind,

lan that of " strengthening the power of steady and concatc-

'ited thinking." Nay, when controverting Mr Hume's contcmp-

lous estimate of the utility and importance of mathematics, and

hen thus called upon to specify their various uses, he ascribes

} them any value, not as affording a profitable exercise of mind,

'at exclusively, " as an organ of physical discovery, and as the

iiundation of some of the most necessary arts of civilized hfe." *

[nd, in the chapter of his Philosophy of the Human Mind,

iititled. The Mathematician,—a chapter admirable alike for its

[jpth and its candour,—the improvement of the power of conti-

lious attention is the only benefit which he admits ; and that,

jiewise, to the express exclusion of the mechanical process of the

[gebraic analysis,—an exclusion in which he is supported by the

ighest practical authorities in education. " This command of

'tention, however, it may be proper to add, is to be acquired,

)t by practice of the modern methods, but by the study of the

reek geometry ; more particularly, by accustoming ourselves to

jirsue long trains of demonstration, without avaihng ourselves of

lie aid of any sensible diagrams; the thoughts being directed

I'lely to those ideal delineations wdiich the powers of conception

!id of memory enable us to form."t

j

[This observation of Stewart suggests the propriety of stating

lore articulately the contrast of the two species of mathematics,

the Geometric or Ostensive, and the Algebraic or Symbolical.

lie former was invented, and exclusively cultivated, in anti-

lity ; the latter, which owes its origin to the Arabians, has been

'incipally perfected during the two last centuries. These species
' mathematics differ in their methods ; exert a different influence

I their student ; and merit cultivation, by different persons, and
!• different ends. The Geometric process is of a minor advan-

,ge in education ; whereas the study of the Algebraic, if carried

jjyond a very limited extent, is positively disadvantageous. As
"truments of science, however, and where the mathematician is

Dissertation, &c. p. 171. t Elements, vol. iii. p. 2C9.
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considered, not as an end to himself, but as a mean towards an

end out of himself, their comparative superiority is reversed.

For, in the Geometric method, while the movement is more

tedious, no step is possible without consciousness and a certain

self-activity ; whereas the Algebraic, though a more rapid pro-.

cess, works out its result by a mechanical operation, and with

hardly any awakening of thought. Tlie one thus affords, in some

respects, an improving exercise to any ; the other a convenient

instrument, improving to none, and useful only to a few.

The opinion of Newton himself upon this point is given bj.i

his friend and expositor, Dr Pemberton, whose words in thcj

Preface to his " View of Sir Isaac Newton's Philosophy" are as'

follows :

—

" I have often heard liim censure the handling geometrical subjects by alge

braic calculations ; and his book of Algebra he called by the uame of Univer

sal Arithmetic, in opposition to the iujudicions title of Geometry, whic'

Descartes had given to the treatise, wherein he shows how the geometo;

may assist his invention by such kind of computations. He ft-equentli

praised Slusius, Barrow, and Huygens for not being influenced by the fak\

taste ichich then began to prevail. He used to commend the laudable atteiDH'

of Hugo de Omerique to restore the ancient analysis, and very much esteemef

Apollonius's book De Sectione Rationis, for giving us a clearer notion (j

that analysis than we had before. Dr Barrow may be esteemed as haviu;

shown a compass of inventi(jn equal, if not superior to any of the modern

our author only excepted; but Sir Isaac Newton has several times partict

lady recommended to me Huygens's style and manner. He thought him ti\

most elegant of any mathematiccd writer of modern times, and the mostju:

imitator of the ancients. Of their taste and form of demonstration Sir Isa;

always professed himself a great admirer. I have heard him even censu

himselffor not following them more closely than he did, [yet he demonstrati

every thing ostensively] ; and speak with regret of his mistake at the begi'j

ning of his mathematical studies, in applying himself to the works of De-

cartes and other algebraic writers, before he had considered the Elemern

of Euclid with that attention which so excellent a writer deserves."* ,

Sir Isaac was conscious that if ever the handmaid should suj

plant the mistress,—if ever devotion to the algebraic methd

should supersede the cultivation of the geometric, then wou|

mathematics sink from the rank of a liberal study into somethii

little better than a handicraft dexterity. What would he ha

said, had he foreseen the present degeneracy of his own univt

sity

!

,

The next authority which I adduce is that of the profound*

Vieiv, &c., Pref p. ii.

I
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linker whom Italy pi'oJuccd during the last century ; one in

ct, so far ahead of his own age, that it remained for ours to

:-»preciate those great views in politics and history which the

bilosopliers of his own country, France, and Germany, are now

Inulously engaged in expounding, vindicating, and applying.

he following quotation is from an address, which Vico was in

le hahit of annually delivering to the academical youth, on the

Election and conduct of tlieir studies :

—

"The practice of giving to young men the elements of the science of

ivgnitude on the algebraic method, cfiills all that is lively and vigorous in the.

iuthful ))iiud, clouds the imagination, debilitates the memory^ dulls the inge-

xitys and enervates the intellect; which four are the things most necessary for

13 cultivation of the best pm'siiits of humanity ; the first for painting, sculp

-

tre, architecture, music, poetry, and eloquence ; the second for the learn-

ij of languages and of history ; the third for invention ; the fourth for wis-

(jm. . . . And thus with the Algebraic calculus the ingenuity is

ijressed, because in this process we perceive not even what lies most imme-

ditely before us ;

—

the memory is stupi/ied, because the second sign being

(jicovered, we no longer talce thought about the first ;

—

the imagination is

flighted, because we image to ourselves absolutely nothing ;

—

the intellect is

^ned, because we substitute divination for reasoning;—in so much that

^se young men who have spent much time in this study have afterwards,

ti their utmost sorrow and repentance, found themselves disqualified for

ii business of real life. And therefore, in order to render it productive of

f|iy benefit, and unproductive of those evils which it might otherwise cause,

.^ebra ought to be studied for a short time at the close of the matlie-

D.tical course When, in order to find the required quau-

Vf\ we should have to encounter great mental fatigue by using the Syn-

tttic method, we ought then to have recourse to the Algebraic Analysis.

lit in so far as regards reasoning well by this sort of method, it is better to

4iuire the habit by Metaphysical Analysis. *

IThe last testimony which I shall adduce, in regard to the oppo-

se characters, and the different importance of the two species of

jfithematics, in an educational point of view, is that of Thiersch,

' if the most illustrious scholars of Europe, and not inferior to

iuthority in matters of education. The following quotation

iudely translate froiu his work on Learned Schools, in confor-

nty to the views of which the national seminaries of Bavaria

nve been principally modelled and reformed. It is to be noticed

tit his observations, though relative to Gymnasia and Lycaea,

—

;i order of learned schools in (icrmany inferior to the Universi-

' -.—apply to a class of students in general more advanced than

' -0 who matriculate in Cambridge.

* Opere Complete, i. p. 31.
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" In order that'lNIatheinatical science should be more perfectly accommo
dated to the end which a Gymnasium proposes, and brought into so intimat

a relation with the other branches of study that it may be viewed as the

complement and equipoise, it is necessary to bring back its method to tl

procedure of the ancients,—of Euclid, of Archimedes, and of ApoUonius >

Perga
" Though never abandoning the confines of the universal, Geometi

reduces the laws and attributes of magnitude to perfect clearness,—

I

according to the senses a representation of those lines, surfaces, and solii

which it conceives with the utmost completeness and precision ; and th

issuing forth from behind the veil of mental invisibility into the visible ai

palpable, its doctrines may almost be seen and handled, and yet witho

losing aught of their purity and necessity. Thus Geometry, if I may '

express myseF, becomes a thinking with the eye, while Grammar throu

the ear holds intercourse with the inner mind. This relation of its laws
j

determinate figures, this apprehension of the highest and most surprisi

doctrines through the visibility of body, is precisely what at once attra^

and animates the young,—what gradually elevates and prepares for hi'

abstraction their powers as yet incapable of such an exercise. On t;

account all employment of the Algebraic formulcB even for conic sectiol

ought to be discarded from the Geometry of the Gymnasium. Essential ;i

these are to the Mathematician, in order to rise to the higher regions of ;

science, they are profitless and even hurtful in the course of discipline p •

paratory to its acquisition, and in the general cultivation of youth, inasm i

as they are only the repetition, in another form, of a procedure already fa '•

liar. He who five or six times transposes or transforms a given equatiorl) i

as in the end to obtain a solution, teaching him, for example, that a pro-j-

tile in its flight describes a parabolic curve ;— to be conducted, I say, to
Js

important result as by an in\'isible constraining force, rapidly and uni-

ingly, indeed,—this will content him if an adept in Mathematics; bu o

the student it is profitless, inasmuch as the compulsory conclusion only e: -

bits to him in a new formula what he already knew by superfluous e>>

rience to be true. But something more than this is obtained by him o

reaches the same truth by the Geometrical procedure of the ancients ii
I

which Algebra was unknoAvn, viz. by the constructive method of figures 'd

the intuition founded on it. Whilst the Algebraic formulae conduct us bljl- .

fold to the conclusion, the constructive method of Ai-chimedes shows ttis

the whole machinerj- of the procedure laid open to the light, especially TJiii

the omission of the intermediate propositions is supplied by an iutelhV'Qt

teacher. Here every step is made with open eyes, with consciousness, id

understanding; and, in the example adduced, from the harmonic conne ^m

of figures, and from the consequences fully and lucidly evolved out of iir

properties, the result is finally obtained of the parabolic flight of projec jJS.

The same is the case with every other law, each being displayed to the I'^w

of the satisfied and admiring pupil, as a consequence clear and rigo is.

Nothing can be better calculated than such a process to awaken theinti'.'ct

to the clearest apprehension of the nature and cogency of strict proba";

and thus to place it in possession of itself and its highest fjiculty,—th
^

o'

deducing what is sought from what is given, what is invisible from wbj is i
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eu, in order, like Archimedes, from a point beyond the earth to move tlie

[u'th itself. What therefore is requisite, and even indispensable, is a coni-

llete and systematic manual of Geometry on the principles of Euclid, Archi-

iiedes, and Apollouius Pergjuus, which, assuming their capital propositions,

[id connecting these with others, would afford a comprehensive view of con-

[ractive Geometry, in the spirit of antiquity, for the instruction, awakening,

lid improvement of youth." *

I Nay, the present predominance in Cambridge of the Algc-

Iraic Mathematics, (a predominance perhaps partly owing to the

[jproach cast by Playfair, some forty years ago, on the ignorance

{revalent in Cambridge of the Continental analysis, but which,

Assuredly, is no longer applicable, seeing that the second Eng-

rsh University, the second Theological Seminary of the Anglican

stabhshment, is now a second-rate Ecole Folytechnique,)

—

lis is lamented, and its effect, as a slaughtering of intellect,

jluctantly confessed, by the most intelligent friends of Cam-
ridge herself. The two following extracts from the Quarterly

\eview may suffice to prove this ; for that journal has always

een the champion of the actual system of the English Universi-

es, where this could with any justice be defended.—The first is

om an able article on Paley ; and it is justly considered as a

gn of liis uncommon intellectual vigour, (and this even before

ambridge had again turned Anti-Newtonian and Algebraic,)

iiat he was senior wrangler, yet his mind not apparently en-

•ebled by the exertion.

• The Cambridge system of study is a forcing system, which applying

fjclf almost wholly to one subject, and being adapted to minds of a single

jist, frequently debilitates the understandiiig through life, by the effort to pro-

'loe a single fruitage." f

What can be confessed,—what can be conceived, worse of a

niversity ?

The second extract is from an intelligent article on the Life of

ishop Watson.

" Tlie period at which Watson appeared in the University of Cambridge
ay justly be regarded as the Augustan age of that University ; the physics

Descartes had just before [Watson entered the University in 1757, that

seventy years after the publication of the Principia,] given i)lace to the

iblime Geometry of Xewtou; the Metaphysics of human nature, as taught

Y Locke, had supplanted Aristotle ; and the old scholastic Theology had
Jen superseded in the schools by a set of rising and enlightened divines,

ider a learned and candid professor. It was certainly to the advnntrKje of the

* Ueber gelehrten Schulen, iv. Abth. p. 374, seq.

t Yol. ix. p. 390.
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academical studies that the hii//ter Algebra was not yet iuvented, [?] and tha

the study of philosophy [(. e. physics] in general was not hitherto pushed sd

far as either to engi-oss or to exhaust the understanding of the acadeniica

youth. A due place was also allowed and required for classical pursuits;

while the piu-est writers of antiquity were studied, not so much for the pur^

pose of consummating the knowledge of points and metres, as of acquirin:|

the noblest ideas of morals and politics in the clearest and most elegant Ian;

guage. Precisely at this period arose a constellation of3'oung men emiaentl

!

qualified, both by the force of then* understandings and the elegance of theij

taste, to avail themselves of these advantages ; and the names of Kurd an'

Powell, of Balguy and Ogden, are never heard by those who knew them c^

know their books, without the associated ideas of all that is clear in ratid

ciuution, profound in research, and beautiful in language. As they disaj!

jjcared from the scene, abstract mnthematics began to prevail in the univei

sity; the equilibrium of study was destroyed; the liberal and manly systei'

of education which had produced so many men of business and of the worLj

as well as of science, gradually disapi>eared ; while the rcAvards Avhich becan'

necessary as stimuli to the higher acquirements of classical literature, tend*

to urge on the pursuits of ditficult and recondite minutiie in criticism, ;

inapplicable, in one way, to any practical purpose of life, as the obscuritij

of Waring's JMiscellanea Analytica, in another. The effects of this declei^

sion are but too visible at present in a hard, dry, ' exsuccous ' style of wrij

ing, which has long since superseded, excepting in one or two solita!

instances, the attic graces of the last generation."*
j

But returning from our digressive contrast of the ostensr

and symbolical, of the geometric and algebraic processes, in

educational point of view ; and calling to mind, that the form

had, exclusively of the- latter, been proposed as a mean conduci

to the one sole intellectual virtue of continuous attention: we pD

ceed to consider, how far the study of geometry may pretend

be tlie appropriate discipline even of this.]

But mathematics are not the only study which cultivates tj

attention ; neither is the kind and degree of attention which th
|

tend to induce, the kind and degree of attention which our othi

and higher speculations require and exercise. In the study f

mathematics we are accustomed, if we may so express ourselvl

to a protensive, rather than to either an extensive, a compreh(-

sive, or an intensive, application of thought. It does not com] I

us to hold up before the mind, and to retain the mind upon.i

multitude of different objects; far less does it inure us to a steaf

consideration of tiic fugitive and evanescent abstractions and gef,-

ralities of the reflective intellect. Mr Kirwan truly observes :j-

" As to Mathematics habituating the mind to intense applicatbj,

* Vol. xviii. p. 235. i
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here is no science that does not equally require it, and, in atudi/ini/

/. the habit is much more advantageously obtained.'"* And 3Iadame

It Stael admirably says :
—

" I shall be told, I know, that Mathe-

natics render the attention peculiarly close (appliquee) ; but they

lo not habituate to collect, to appreciate, to concentrate ; the

ittention they require is, so to speak, in a straight line; the

luman mind acts in mathematics as a spring tending in one uni-

fxyrm direction.''' \

We should remember also that the minds for whose peculiar

inalady a course of mathematics, as the appropriate specific, is

arescribed, are precisely those which will not, in fact, cannot,

;'iubmit to the prescription. " In vain" (observes Du Hamel)

[' do we promulgate rules for awakening attention, if the disposi-

i,ion be headlong, instable, presumptuous. Besides, all applica-

jjon of the mind is an act of will, and the will cannot be com-

jelled." X—After all, we are afraid that Vives and D'Alembert are

'ight: Matlieniatics may distort, but can never rectify, the mind.

But although of slender, and even ambiguous utility, as a gym-

lastic of the intellect, mathematics are not undeserving of atten-

;ion, as supplying to the metaphysician and psychologist some

nteresting materials of speculation. The notions, and method,

ind progress of these sciences are curious, both in themselves,

md in contrast to those of philosophy. Although, therefore, the

'ascription over Plato's school be but a comparatively modern

''tion, we are willing to admit its truth,—nay, are decidedly of

jpinion, that mathematics ought to be cultivated, to a certain

[ixtent, by every one who would devote himself to the higher

iphilosophy. But, on the other hand, we agree with Socrates,

j>vho
'•' disapproved of the study of geometry," (and he says the

pame of astronomy,) " when carried the length of its more dif-

licult diagrams. For, though himself not inconversant with

'these," (which he had studied under the celebrated geometer,

jriieodorus of Cyrene), •' he did not perceive of what utihty

ithey could be, calculated as they were to consume the life of a

man, and to turn him away from many other and important

acquirements." *

We must now abruptly terminate. Our Umits arc already

greatly exceeded. But we nuist still state, in a few words, what

•many sentences would be required to develope.

* Lofjick, I., preface, p. 6. t ^« VAllemagne, I., c. 18.

X De Mente Humana, 1. i. c. 8.

XenophontiR Memorahi/ia, 1. iv. c. 7, §§ 3, .o.
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In extending so partial an encouragement to mathematical and

physical pursuits, thus indirectly discouraging the other branches

of liberal education, the University of Cambridge has exactly re-

versed every principle of academical policy.—What are the

grounds on which one study ought to be fostered or forced, in

such a seminary, in preference to others ?

The first and principal condition of -academical encouragement

is, that the study tends to cidtivate a greater number of the nobler

faculties in a higher degree. That the study of mathematics

effects any mental development, at best, in a most inadequate and

precarious manner, while its too exclusive cultivation tends posi-

tively to incapacitate and to deform the mind,—this it has beec^

the scope of the preceding argument to establish.

The second condition is, that the protected study comprehendi

ivithin its sphere of operation a larger proportion of the academit

youth. It can easily be shown that, in this respect, mathematics

have less claim to encouragement than any other object of educa^i

tion. [They present no allurement for those not constrained to i,

degree; they qualify for none of the professions; and Cam

bridge stands alone in turning out her clergy, accomplished foi;

actuaries or engineers, it may be, but unaccomphshed for divines.

:

The third is, that it is of greater general utilityfor the conduc\

of the business, or for the enjoyment of the leisure, of after life''

—In regard to the business

:

—For men in general, no study i

more utterly worthless than that of mathematics. In regard t<

the leisure :—For which, as Aristotle properly observes, a hbera

education ought equally to provide, this study is of even less im

portance than for the business. No academical pursuit has &!

few extra-academical votaries. The reasons are manifest. In thj

frst place, mathematics, to be spontaneously loved, require a mor

!

peculiar constitution of mind and temperament than any othe.

intellectual pursuit. In the second, as observed by Plato, no stud;,

forced in the school is ever voluntarily cultivated in life
; (jvx

Qtxioi^ ovliu ififiius; fcocS/if^cc). In the third, to use the words of St

neca

:

—" Some things, once known, stick fast; others, it is nc;

enough to have learnt, our knowledge ofthem perishing when w,

cease to learn. Such are mathematics.'" *—The maxim, " Nu'

scholaB sed vitae discendum/' is thus, in every relation, by th^

University of Cambridge, reversed.

* De Beneficiis^ 1. iii. c. 5. [See also Vivos, above, p. 290.]
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The fourth is, that, independently of its oimi importance, it is

a passport to other important branches of knowledge. In this

.'spect mathematical sciences (pure and applied) stand alone ; to

iie other branches of knowledge they conduce,—to none directly,

\ad if indirectly to any, the advantage they aiford is small, con-

ngent, and dispensable.

I

The fifth is, that, however important, absolutely and relatively,

I is yet of such a nature, that, without an external stimidus, it

ml not be so generally and so thorouyhly cidtivated as it deserves.

iatheraatics, certainly, from the nature of their study, require

;ich stimulus ; the question is—Do they deserve it ?

We cannot conclude, without strongly expressing our sincere

inspect for the venerable school of which, in this article, we have

iideavoured to expose a modern abuse. \Yith all its defects,

|iere is even now, in the spirit of the place, what, were its mighty

neans all as well directed as some already are, would raise it in

rery faculty, in every department, to the highest rank among

le European universities. Some parts of the reform are dif-

l:ult, and must be accomplished from without. Others are

pmparatively easy, and, it is not too much to hope, may be

,8termined from within. Of these, the first and most manifest

jQprovement would be the establishment of three Triposes of co-

rdinate and independent honours ; of which one should comprise

le different departments of philosophy proper, ancient and mo-

i-n,

—

another the mathematical and physical sciences,—and a

urd the multifarious branches of classics, classical philology, his-

)ry, &c. We cannot add a word in reference to the expedi-

;icy and details of such a plan ; but, in allusion to a philoso-

jbical Tripos, a noble testimony to the influence of metaphysical

jad moral studies in the improvement of the mind, rises to our

^collection, which, as peculiarly appropriate to the occasion, we

finnot refrain from adducing. It is by one of the acutest of

iiinkers,—the elder Scaliger.
—" Harum indagatio subtilitatum

[tsi non est utilis ad machinas farinarias conficiendas, exuit tamen

joimum inscitiae rubigine, acuitque ad alia. Eo denique splen-

iore afficit, ut praeluccat sibi ad nanciscendum primi opiticis

imilitudincm. Qui ut omnia plene ac perfecte est, at praetor, et

[jpra omnia; ita eos qui scientiarum studiosi sunt, sues esse voluit,

jsorumque intellectum rerum dominum constituit." *

* De Hubtilitate, Exerc. cccvii. 3. [When tliis was quoted, the fuller ex-

net above (p. 40) was in abeyance.]



NOTE,

TOUCHING THE PRECEDING ARTICLE.

(April, 1836.)

It is contrary to our practice to publish any answers or com

plaints, by authors dissatisfied with our criticisms ; but we ar

induced to make an exception of Mr Whewell. He complains;

that we have not fairly stated the purport of his recent publica

tion on the Study of Mathematics. The nature of the charge

and the great respectability of the gentleman by whom it i;

made, render it impossible for us to be altogether silent ; w(j

therefore, reprint his letter, (which has already appeared both i:

the Newspapers, and in the second edition of his Pamphlet*,

with a few observations under the form of Notes, in vindicatio;

of ourselves.
'

" To the Editor of the Edinburgh Review.

" Cambkidge, Jan. 2oil, 1836.

" My Dear Sir,

*' 1 was gratified to find that a little pamphlet which I recent

published, as " Thoughts on the Study of Mathematics," hi

excited so much notice as to give it a place at the head of .'

article in the Edinburgh Review

;

—and in regard to the mann

in which the Reviewer has spoken of me, I have certainly )

reason to be dissatisfied ; nor am I at all disposed to complaj

* [This Letter Mr Whewell republished also in the following year at the Ci'

of his book " On the Principles of English University Education,"—1

1

without the notes in reply.—For that book and for the Preface to his JV!

chanics, on both of which I shall be obliged to comment, I am indebted

tlif politeness of the author.]
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f the way in wliich ho has urged his; own opiuicuis. But I

jhink the article is hkely to give rise to a misapprehcnsiun whicli

lught to be corrected ; and for that purpose I troubh" you witli

ihis letter,

I
" I wrote my pamphlet in order to enforce certain views

especting the conduct of our mathematical examinations at Cam-

[ridge. The question on which I threw out a few ' Thoughts

'

las, what kind of mathematics is most beneficial as a part of a

beral education. Tliat this was the question to which I was try-

jig to give some answer I stated in a passage (quoted by the Re-

lewer) at page 8 of the pamphlet. The previous seven pages, in

/hich among other matter I had said a few words on the ques-

ion, whether mathematics in general, or logic is the better mental

iscipUne, were obviously only an introduction to the discussion

f certain propositions, which, as the Reviewer observes, * occupy

lie remainder of the pamphlet.' (1)

It was therefore with no slight surprise that I looked at the

lagnificent manner in which the Reviewer has spoken of the

mall portion of these seven small pages which refers to the more

eneral question. He calls it ' a treatise (a Treatise !) apparently

n the very point ' (2), (p. 259), ' a vindication of mathematical

tudy '

(3), (p. 260) ; and having thus made me work at a task of

own devising, he repeatedly expresses great disappointment

hat I have executed it so ill ;—that ' so little is said on the gene-

|al argument.' I should have thought that this circumstance

jiiglit have helped him to perceive that it was not my general

|rgunient.

" I see nothing but the convenient and blameless practice of

I e views in making the title of my book the occasion of publishing

iu Essay on a subject only slightly connected with mine ; but it

ippears to me that to attempt to gain a victory by representing a

fage or two of my ' Thoughts ' as containing all that can be said

'V an able, earnest, official advocate on the otiicr side, is not a

'Msonable treatment of the question. The writer proclaims that

means to give ' no quarter to ray reasonings;' but this pro-

'iJing looks rather hke making an unexpected attack on a point

'lien he thinks himself well prepared, on the arbitrary i)retext

liat the truce has been broken by the adversary. (4)
' I should have no disinclination on a convenient occasion, to

' uss the very important and interesting question which is the
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subject of the Review. I cannot, however, look forward with

confidence to the prospect of my being able to take it up for a

considerable period ; and shall probably leave the Eeviewer in

possession of his self-chosen field of battle for several months, it

may be years. But if I should return to the subject, I should

wish to know, as definitely as is possible, what are the questions

at issue between us; (5) and I would therefore beg from the

Reviewer information on the following points.

" The Works, which form our examples of Mathematical

reasoning are well known ; I wish to know also what works ol

' Practical Logic ' on other subjects (p. 263) the Reviewer i-

wilhng to propose as rival instruments of education. (6)

" I wish to have some distinct account of the nature of tha

' Philosophy ' which is by the Reviewer put in contrast to Matbe^

raatical study (p. 272) ; and if possible to have some work oi,'

works pointed out, in which this Philosophy is supposed to b(

presented in such a way as to make it fit to be a cardinal poin,

of education.

" I may remark also, that all the Reviewer's arguments, and-

I believe, the judgments of all his ' cloud of witnesses,' ar;

founded upon the nature and processes of pure mathematics only
i

—on a consideration of the study of the mere properties of spaci

and number. My suggestion of the means of increasing thi

utility of mathematical^ studies was directed mainly to this point

—that we should avoid confining ourselves to pure mathematics-

—that we should resort to departments in which we have to der

with other grounds of necessary truth, as well as the intuitions (

space and time : so far, therefore, the Reviewer and I have

common aim, and I notice this with the more pleasure, since ^'

have so far a better prospect of understanding each other in an

future discussion. (7)

" I will not now trespass further on your patience. In ordi,

to remind my Cambridge readers of the state of the cj[uestion,!

shall probably place before them something to the same effect
!{

what I have now written.

" Believe me, my dear Sir,

" Yours very faithfully,

" W. Whew ELL."
'
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Notes on the preceding Letter.

(1) We of course Avillingly admit whatever J\lr Wliewell says

v;is Jiis intention in writing liis pamphlet ; but wc must be allowed

o maintain that, as written, our view of its purport (in reconnnen-

riation and defence of mathematics in general, as a mean of liberal

jducation,) is the view which every reader, looking either at the

ritle of the treatise, or at the distribution and conduct of its argu-

nent, must necessarily adopt. The title is
—" Thoughts on the

Study of Mathematics, as a part of a Liberal Education." The
Damphlet opens with a statement of the two counter opinions in

•egard to the study of mathematics, as a mental discipline ;—the

me holding it to be highly beneficial, the other, highly detrimental.

Mr Wliewell then proceeds :
—" Any view of this subject which

•Tould show us how far and under what circumstances each of these

)pinions is true, would probably help us to see how we must

Tgulate our studies so as to make them most beneficial," &c.

It is in this belief that the few reflections which follow have

M'cn written." The plan of the work being thus laid down, the

luthor goes on to accomplish the first part of his undertaking, by
udcavouring to show, that theformer ophdon is absolutely true

;

nasmuch as the study of mathematics is conducive, even more

lian logic, to the cultivation of the reasoning faculty. Tliis

M'ing done, he passes to the second jyart, and endeavours to

-liow, that the latter opinion is conditionally true, inasmuch as

rrtain modes of teaching the science, to which Mr Whewell is

opposed, are given up as worthy of all condemnation. These two

iparts are, ex facie libri, co-ordinate ; nay, so far is the first part,

iiongh occupying a smaller portion of the pamphlet, from being

• obviously only an introduction" to the second, that, whatever

Iwere the intentions of the writer, if the two be not allowed to be

Ico-ordinatc, the reader must, from the tenor of the writing, hold

|the second to be correlative to the first. For it is only on tJie

\ground of the first part,—only on the supposition of the general

(argument being conclusive, that the second part, or special argu-

ment, is allowed by the pamphlet subordinately to emerge. The
following are the words of transition from the one head to the

other :
—" Supposing, then, that we wish to consider mathematics

as an element of education, and as a means of forming logical

habits better than logic itself, it becomes an important question.
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how far this study, thus recommended, is justly chargeable with

evil consequences, such as have been already mentioned." Then

follows the rest of the passage (p. 263) referred to by Mr Whewell,

and quoted in the Review ; where, however, there is not to be

found a single word of a different tendency.

(2) We must be allowed to observe, that we did not. That ex-

pression was used by us in speaking of the ivhole ivork, and ii

speaking of it as yet known, only from the advertisement of it

title. What is Mr Whewell's notion of a treatise ?

(3) If \\\Q first division of the pamphlet be not a " vindicatioi;

of mathematical study as a principal mean in the cultivation o

the reasoning faculty" (for that is our full expression), what i,

it? We said that it was too short ; and that it took notice o

none of the objections to the study in general, as disquahfying tb,

mind for observation and common reasoning. We cannot, there'

fore, justly be accused of allowing it to be supposed, far less o;

holding it out, to be other than what it actually is. How theij

can Mr Whewell assert, as he afterwards does, that we " ati

tempted to gain a victory by representing a page or two of hi;

' Thoughts' as containing all that can he said by an able, earnes:'\

official advocate .^" But thougli the general argument was, a'

wo stated, brief and only confirmatory, were we not warrantee!

on that very ground, in supposing that Mr Whewell regarded !

as of itself sufficiently strong,—as of itself decisive ? Because

is shown to be illogical, it does not cease to exist.
i

(4) The expression quoted was, in its connexion, manifestly onl
I

one of personal -civility to Mr AAliewell. Of all meanings, assi

redly the one here put upon it is about the last which it could reii

sonably bear.—We were too conscious of the unavoidable haste 'h

which the article audits authorities were thrown together, wit
j

sole reference to Mr Whewell's treatise, to dream of plumir:

ourselves on our preparation for attack. On this ground v

must even found an excuse for one error at least, incurred in oi:

too absolute assertion touching Bacon, in the text [now correcte(!

and relative note at p. 304.—As to " truce,"—" pretext,"—" a'

versary," we comprehend nothing.

(i>) The one general thesis which we maintained was :—Th;

the study of the mathematical sciences is, for reasons assigne,

undeserving oi special encouragement, as a mean of mental cuU

vation ; and, therefore, that the University of Cambridge, in I
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:.r as its system of education bestows not only a special, but a

firamount, not to say an exclusive, encouragement on these

jtiences, violates every principle of academical policy.*

I

* [Dr A^licwell ou this says :—" The cliarge, that the University of Cam-
lidge bestows not only a special but a paranioimt and exclusive encourage

-

lent on these (the mathematical) sciences is not only unfounded, but is in-

iccusably so, because it is impossible to refiT to any record of the prizes

jhich the University bestows, without seeing that there is a much gi-eater

jimber offered and given in other subjects than in ^Mathematics." (Me-

Unics, fifth edition, Preface, p. viii.)

.What I stated (though Dr Whewell is pleased to call it " not only un-

unded, but inexcusably so,") is literally correct.

But Dr Whewell, in thojimt place, misrepresents my words. I did not

\ ,
" that the University of Cambridge bestows an exclusive encouragement

1 the mathematical sciences ;" and what I did say, " that the University of

jambridge bestows not only a special but a paramount, not to say an exclu-

.'e, encouragement on these sciences,"—this is rigidly true.

But in the second place, Dr "Whewell himself asserts what, to use his own
jrds, " is not only unfounded, but inexcusably so," inasmuch as he makes
the prizes which the University bestows," and their " nujnber" the mea-

re of academical encouragement. This is wholly fallacious : and for these

isons :—1", The prizes, afford they what encouragement they ma}-, are not

•jinded, cannot be withheld, and therefore are not, in propriety, bestowed,

the University, that is by its dominant body, at all. They are the acci-

iital bcijuests of indi%-iduals, in favour of certain favourite pursuits, (it may
1 iif certain personal crotchets. 2", Their number is insignificant, and a

minority given to, or not without, mathematical eminence. 3°, Their

iiiary value is small, and, in this respect, tiie highest are the mathenia-
1

". The competition is principall}' for those mathematical, as to them the

St honour and the surest advantages are attached 5", liut to these inade-

:te marks of distinction, which the University really does not bestow, ami

r which, be it for good or ill, it is, in fact, not responsible, Dr Whewell
iild not only himself limit, but would compel me to limit, the encourage-

iit which Cambridge extends to the several branches of education. Mar-
l"Us to say ! he ^\ holly overpasses the one encouragement, in comparison

liich all others f;ide out of view ; I mean the 'Tripos, that is, as he him-

I'fines it, " the list of the names of those to whom the University assigns

liiourable distinction after a public trial," and this in the order of merit.

jit will not be denied that this is the standard, according to which inCam-
<idge(and be it spoken to the credit of the place,) appointments in Univer-

»:y and College are usually determined. Tiie Tripos, and not tlie Prizes, is

I refore the measure by which principally if not exclusively is to be gaged

amount of encouragement,—the quantum of honour and advantage,

wed in Cambridge on the several academical studies. Tliis being prc-

i, the following facts cannot be denied.—1", That for near a century, to

> higher, (from 1739 to 1824) there was no Tripos list, that is, no public

n-nr, except for mat/iemotiral <l\st\nct'hm.—2°, That during that time, and
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(6) We objected not to tlie works in which mathematics arc

studied in Cambridge ; but to the disproportioncd encouragement

which that university accords to the study of mathematics alto-

gether ; and we argued for the restoration of philosophy proper, t(

its old and legitimate pre-eminence, and not for the introductioi

of unj particular books in which that philosophy may be best pre

sented. This may form the subject of ulterior discussion. Bu

we shall certainly not perplex the pj^esent question, by a comphanc

with Mr Whewell's misplaced request.*

down to 1830, (when " the Previous Examiuatiou " with its sony niinimur ;

began,) no qualification whatsoever, beside a certain mathematical competent

was requisite for a degree ; the University of Cambridge according its cert'

ficate of proficiency in the seven liberal arts to every illiterate barbarian wt;

went up even for the lowest of its three classes of matliematical honours : at

as such degree was a passport into holy orders, this "Venerable School

Avas allowed, for generations, to deluge the Church of England with a cler^

void even of one ascertained qualification for their sacred calling. So fai

though all our British Universities are in various respects absurd, the Ur

versity of Cambridge, in this absurdity, may rank supreme.— 3°, That whe.

in 1824, the Classical Tripos commenced, though no classical proficiencyw
required from the competitor for mathematical honours, a mathematu,

honour was required as a preliminary from all Avho would compete for clai

sical distinction. Thus, encouragement to classical study was only allow;

as an additional stimulus to mathematical ; and accordingly, if I had asserts

as I did not, that the University of Cambridge bestowed an exclusive encc

ragement on the latter study, I should not perhaps liave asserted more tli

,

what any one was wan-anted to do. (Of the recent changes in the academL

system of Cambridge it would be here out of place to say anything. But .

Appendix, Til.)—Whether then, is Dr Whewell's statement or mine,—" i

only unfounded, but inexcusably so " ?

* [Referring to this paragraph, Dr Whewell (in his book on the Principj t

of English University Education, p. 2) says :
—" There is another coutrover'

to which some part of the following pages may appear to have reference

the question of the comparative value of Mathematics, and of certain ot

;

studies which have been termed Philosophi/, as instruments of educati

.

An Edinburgh Reviewer, in a criticism upon a former publication of mi

,

maintained that the study of mathematics is, for such a purpose, useless r

prejudicial; and recommended the cultivation of ' philosophy' in its pli •

In a letter to the Editor of the Review, (which I published,) I expressed /

willingness to discuss the subject at a future time ; and, referring to the )

-

thematical course of this University, as my example of mathematical edi -

tion, I requested to be informed, by description, or by reference to bcs

what that 'philosophy' was, which the Reviewer was prepared to conta

for, as a better kind of education. I considered this as a proceeding, in ^

courtesy of literary combat, equivalent to sending my opponent the mea; e

of my weapon, and begging to be furnished with the dimensions of >
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; (7) Our objections and those of the authorities -which wc
Idduced, are directed against [the excessive study of] the niathc-

jUien, therefore, the reviewer, in reply, flatly refused ' to perplex the ques-

on by a compliance with Mr Whewell's misplaced request,' I certainly con-
ilcrod myself as freed from any call to continue the controversy. No
llierent of the reviewer could expect me to refute a proposition which the

[ithor himself did not venture to enunciate in an intelligible form. And,
lierefore, in the present book, I do not at all profess to discuss the question

the value of mathematics, and other kinds of philosophy, Avith reference to

( reviewer's assertion, but simply so far as it is brought before me by the

iieral course of my reflections."

On this I must be permitted to observe, that Dr Whewell represents me
saying what, in fact, is a reversal of my real expression. For I did

t ''fatly refuse" to state what I thought were the particular books
which philosophy might be most profitably studied, I merely adjourned it

its proper season. " This," I said, " may fomi the subject of ulterior dis-

>sion." I did not, as Dr Whewell quotes me, " refuse ' to perplex the

tesiion,^ " &c., but " to perplex the present question," &c. This is Avhat I

[;tually said.

In this ]n-oceeding I was fully persuaded of its propriety. The question

I Mhich I had engaged was, the utility of mathematical study, in general, in

'/ form, in any books, as a liberal exercise of mind; and this question

lioved to be disposed of, before entering on another,—and another whicli

ily emerged, aud that too subordinately, after the primary and principal

oblem had been decided. On this problem, I was firmly convinced that

r Whewell could allege nothing solid in favour of mathematical study, to

e extent in which it is fostered or forced in Cambridge ; for to that extent,

knew that nothing solid ever had been, nor I believed ever could be,

li^ered in faAour of mathematical study. Was I therefore to descend from

impregnable position, where I stood secure, and of which I believed,

event has justified the anticipation,) that Dr Whewell was too prudent

attempt the assault?—Counter arguments, worthy of consideration, there

• none; and as to authorities of any cogency, there is only the autho-

y of the University of Cambridge itself. And of what value is that? It

not, in fact, the University of Cambridge, in propriety, which can be

iliged as such authority ; that is, the University organised by statute. It is

dy a private and intrusive interest which has there superseded the pul)lic

:minary, and this has calculated for the advantage of its members, and nut

r the national good, the education which Cambridge has long been permitted

dispense. This private interest is that of the Colleges and of their Tutors
;

' ill Cambridge there has for generations been taught, not what the ends

Incation, not what the ends of science, prescribe, but only what and how
' College Tutors are capable of teaching. It would be here out of place

11(1 is indeed done elsewhere) to explain how a more tutorial instruction

list be scanty and mechanical, and how the meciianism once made up,

mains, and must remain, long after the opinions which it chances to coni-

' liond and teach are elsewhere exploded. Suffice it for an example, that

X
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raatical sciences in general. Mathematics can be applied to objects

of experience only in so far as these are mensurable ; that is, in

fifty, that sixty years after Newton had published his Principia, the physicallj

hypotheses of Descartes were still tiitorially inculcated in Newton's own Uni-

versity : in fact, I believe, that the Cambridge Colleges were about the last

seminaries throughout Europe in which the Newtonian doctrine superseded

the Cartesian ; and this too in opposition to the Professorial authority oi

Newton himself, and his successors in the public chair. And why ? Simply

because in these colleges instruction was dispensed by tutors, for then- own

convenience and advantage ; and these tutors, educated in the older system,

were unable or unwilling to re-educate themselves for teachers of the new;

This is an example of the value of Colleglal, of Tutorial, authority in Cam-!

bridge ; and we may be sure, that whatever are the subjects comprised ii,

the tutorial mechanism of the time, will be clamorously asserted by the col]

legial interest to be the best possible subjects of academical education ; whiltj

all beyond it, all especially that cannot be reduced to a catechetical routine!

will be as clamorously decried. Even the noble and invigorating study c'

ancient literature may be reduced to a comparatively barren and unimprov.

ing exercise of the lower faculties alone. But on this matter I am happ.

to agree with Dr AVhewell ; and nothing certainly can be more deserve

,

than his censure of the Cambridge tutorial methods of classical readiii;

and examination.
;

But the notion of Dr Whewell, that because the Cambridge text books o-j

mathematics are " well known," (though, if I knew, I never once referred tj

any,) therefore, that! was bound, and hoc statu^ to specify the book orbooH

on philosophy which I would recommend in their room ;—this notion is n(i

merely preposterous. For

—

•

1°. In mathematics thei'e is no difference of opinion about mathematlct

truth ; all mathematical books are all true ; and the only difference of betti;

and worse, between one mathematical book and another is, that thisprescii

the common truths under an easier form than that, exacting, therefore, fro

the student a less amount of intellectual effort. The best mathematicj

treatise thus constitutes, pro tanto^ in itself, the worst instrument of educi

tion. For

—

\

2°. The highest end of education is not to dictate truths, but to stimulaj

exertion ; since the mind is not invigorated, developed, in a word, educatei

by the mere possession of truths, but by the energy determined in then- qu€

and contemplation. But

—

3°. This is better done by ani/ work on philosophy which stimulates

strong and independent (be it even for the time erroneous) speculation, th

by the best work in mathematics which delivers truth but does not exc:

thought. Mathematical contrasted with philosophical truths, are, indee,

comparatively uninteresting, comparatively worthless; but they are m(

certain. I admit, indeed, now, as I have done before :
—" Mathemati'

from the first, have been triumphant over the husk ; Philosophy is still mi'

tant for the kernel." But what is this to the question—Which study b]

cultivates the mind ?]
j

I
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far as tlicy come, or arc supposed to come, under the categories

extension and number. Applied mathematics are, tlicrelbre,

ij[ually limited and equally unimproving as pure. The sciences,

(deed, with which mathematics are thus associated, may afford a

pre profitable exercise of mind ; but this is only in so far as they

pply the matter of observation, and of probable reasoning, and

erefore, before this matter is hypothetically subjected to mathc-

atical demonstration or calculus. Were there in the physical

ienccs, as Mr Whewell supposes, other grounds of necessary

th than, the intuitions of Space and Time, the demonstrations

duced from these would be equally monotonous, equally easy,

id

equally unimproving, as the mathematical. But, that Mr
hewell confounds empirical wuth pure knowledge, is shown by

e very example which he adduces at p. 33 of his pamphlet.

ic solution of that requires nothing but experience and the

' ical analysis of thought.*

rKeferriug to this paragraph, Dr Whewell (Preface to the fifth edition

this Mechanics, p. vi.) says :—" Some persons appear to doubt Avhether

L^re are, in the physical sciences, other grounds of necessary truth than the

[aitions of space and time. We might demand of such persons whetlier

properties of the pressures which balance each other on the lever, as

red by Aixhimedes, be not necessary truths ? whether our conceptions of

ssures, and the properties of pressm-es, are modifications of our concep-

LS of space and time ? and if they are not, whether necessary truths cou-

i-ning pressures must not have some other ground than the Axioms of

L'ometry and Xumber? AVe might ask them whether we do not, in fact, in

Irks like this, show that there are such other grounds, by actually enun-

(jiting them ? whether the Axiom, that the pressure on the fulcrum is equal

nhe sum of the weights, be not telf evident, and therefore necessary?

I" If it be said, that the establishment of such propositions as this ' requires

jthing but experience and the logical analysis of thought,' we cannot help

tolying, that such a remark seems to betray confusion of thought and igno-

tice of the subject. For it would appear as if the author denied the cha-

tter of necessary truth to such principles because they depend onli/ on

(perieuce and analysis; and that if, besides these, they depended upon

•ne additional grounds, he woidd allow them to be necessary. Again, it

i' liar tliat, in fact, such propositions do not depend at all upon experience

;

. as has elsewhere been urged,— ' Who supposes that Archimedes thought

issary to verify this result by actual trial? Or if he had done so, by

more evident principle could he have tested the equality of the

iits?' (Thoughts on the Study of Mathematics, &c. p. 33.) And if

liropositions depend upon logical analysis only, how can they be other-

tlian necessary? Does the objector hold that truths which resolve

-I'lves into logical analysis, are empirical truths?

1 conceive, therefore, that the cultivation of such a subject as this may be
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of great use both to the Students of this University aud to other persons,

not only in familiarizing them with the character of necessary truths, and

the processes of reasoning by which a system of such truths is built up ; bnti

also by shewing that such truths are not confined to the domain of space andj

number merely."

Here the tables are completely turned.—I had objected to mathematica I

study,—that, if too exclusively pursued, it tended to induce a habit of con

fused thinking; but " confusion of thought and ignorance of the subject'

are here objected to the objector. This stroke is bold, but dangerous. li

not successful, it is suicidal; for it challenges i-etort, and should the missilt;

from Dr Whewell fall harmless, it may be returned with even fixtal effect. :

Dr Whewell, by position, is the first man in the first college, ^as by repiii

tation, he is the ablest functionary, of Cambridge. In that mathematica

university he stands the foremost mathematician; but there, he likewis

rises pre-eminent, out of mathematics, as a philosopher. Cambridge ami

mathematics could not, therefore, be more favourably represented. In thes;

circumstances, if Dr Whewell, accusing others, be himself, and from th'

very terms of his accusation, proved guilty of his own charge ; how virulent'

how permanently deleterious, must be the eftect of mathematical study

when a naturally vigorous intellect could not resist, when other aud iuvigoralj

ing studies could not counteract, the mathematical alacrity to confusion v

thought, even during the brief act of preferring that reproach itself, an,

with reference likewise to a favourite science? But so it is. For to estahlif

the fact, it is unnecessary to look beyond the previous extract ; which, bol,

in the gi-ound of charge itself, and in the statements by which that charge
j

accompanied, supplies abundant evidence of confused aud inadequate thinlj

ing.
i

Dr Whewell here, as in his "Thoughts on the Study of Mathematics

repeatedly propounds it, afs " a self-evident, and therefore necessary" prop-

sition,—as an " Axiom;" that " the pressure on the fulcrum is equal to t:,

sum of the weights." Biit to common sense and unconfused consciousne;

this proposition is nothing of the land ; it is not self-evident, it is not necf^

sary, it is not an axiom, for it is not true. The pressure on the fulcrum
;

equal to the sum of the weights, phis the weight of the lever; in other wonj

it is equal to the weight of the system. Of course, no one knows this beti:

than Dr Whewell, but having ideally abstracted from the weight of the lev
|

he inadvertently advanced, in his popular pamphlet, without warning
;

explanation, a statement which, to popular apprehension, is manifestly fal,

There are other parts of this extract which I for one do not pretend

understand,—without at least supplying what the author has omitted ; 1

let that pass.

Having so indistinctly expressed himself, I cannot wonder that
'

Whewell has so completely misconceived me ;—supposing, as he does, thr

could possibly hold propositions to be empirical, to be not necessary, in ;>

far as these are applications of the canons of Logic. What I said, and clea/ i

said, was this :—that the proposition in question (waving all inadeqnac}if

expression) is no axiom, is no principle, because a derivative judgin(.|)

derived too from a double source; 1°, derived from the exercise of ex|-

rience ; 2", derived from the laws of thought. This was said, in saying, It
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hcwell's pretended axiom " requires nothing for its solution but expe-
and the logical analysis of thought." And that it is derived, and
from these two sources, 1 now proceed to establish.

It is derivedfrom experience.—Dr Whewell asserts, " that such propo-
do not depend at all upon experience." On the contrary, I maintain

at all propositions which involve the notion of gravitation, weight, pres-
ire, presuppose experience ; for by experience alone do we become aware,
liat there is such a quale and quantum in the universe. To think it existent,

lere is no necessity of thought; for we can easily in thought conceive the

articles of matter, indifferent to each other, nay, endowetl with a mutually
'pulsive, instead of a mutually attractive force. We can even, in thought,
ianihilate matter itself. So far the asserted axiom is merely a derived, and
iiat too merely an empirical, proposition.—But, moreover, not only are we
lependent on experience, for the fact of the existence of gra\'itatiou, &c., we
jre also indebted to observation for the further facts of the uniform and con-

^tuous operation of that force , and thus, in a second potence, are all such
tropositions dependent upon experience.—In sum : ^^'e cannot think this and
lich like propositions, without founding doubly upon experience.—Dr Whew-
(1 indeed observes, in addition to what has been extracted :

—" If it be
[lid, that we cannot possess the ideas of pressure and mechanical action

pthout the use of our senses, and that this is experience ; it is sutHcient to

jjply, that the same may be said of the ideas of relations in space ; and
jiat thus Geometry depends upon experience in this sense, no less than

Ifechanics." (lb. p. viii.)—This is, however, only another instance, in him,

f the " confusion of thought and ignorance of the subject," which he imputes

}) me. " The ideas of relations in space," and " the ideas of pi-essure," &c.

iffer obtrusively in this :—that we can in thought easily annul pressure,

jll the properties of matter, and even matter itself; but are wholly unable

b think away space and its relations. The latter are conditions, the former

ire educts, of experience ; and it is this difference of their object-matters

rhich constitutes Geometry a pure or a priori, and Mechanics an empirical

r a posteriori, science.

I
I now proceed to the second head of reduction.

2°, It is derivedfrom the logical analysis of thought.—Under this head my
ibjection to Dr Whewell's " Axiom " is, that it is merely a predication of a

liing of itself, a mistaken commutation of the analytical principle of identity

k logic with a synthetical principle of some non-identity in mechanics. This

jretended axiom is, in fact, nothing more than the tautological judgment,

I that the whole is equal to all its parts ;" the confusion being occasioned

lad veiled by different words being employed to denote the same thing.

JTiese different words are weight and pressure. But weight and pressure are

tJere) only various terms for the same force. What weighs, pro tunto, is

lipposed to press ; Avhat presses, jjro tanto, is supposed to Aveigh. Tlwpres-

ire on the fulcrum—is thus only another phrase for—the iceight on the ful-

:am ; and to say, with Dr Whewell, that " the pressure on the fulcrum is

inal to the sum of the weights," this (waving always the inaccuracy) is only

' unount to saying,—either, that the pressure on the fulcrum is equal to

lira of the pressures on the lever,—or, that the Aveight on the fulcrum is

1" il to the sum of the weights on the lever. It ronspfiuently requires, as I
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said, only a logical analysis of the enouncement that " the whole is equal to

all its parts, therefore, to its two halves," &c., to obtain the idle proposition

which Dr Whewcll has dignified by the name of

—

Axiom in Mechanics.

Dr Whewell's error from " confusion of thought," in this instance, is akin^

to a mistake which I have elsewhere found it necessary to expound, (Disser- •

tations on Reid, p. 853) ;—I mean his attempted " Demonstration," (from a •

supposed law of thought,) " that all matter is heavy."

But,—I had almost forgotten,—what shall we say of Archimedes ? " The

Axiom " is apparently fathered upon him ; he was a gi-eat mathematical

,

inventor ; and it is maintained above (p. 283, sq.) that mathematical inven-

tion and philosophical genius (in which are necessarily comprehended distinct

and perspicuous thinking) coincide. I was certain, before re-examining theu

treatise on ^Equiponderants by Archimedes, that it could contain no

principle, no such truism ; nor does it.

The reader is now in a condition to decide :—Whether the charge olj

" confusion of thought and ignorance of the subject'''' weigh on the accuser oi'

on the accused ; and, in general. Whether " Mathematics be a means offormA

ing logical habits better than Logic itself.'''' ,

But before concluding, I am tempted to give one other specimen of " th(

confusion of thought" in Dr Whewell's reasoning, and of the manner ii|

which (telumque imbelle sine ictu,) his " Mathematical Logic" is brough'

to bear against my argmnents.—" I shall not piu-sue," says he, " the consi'

deration of the beneficial intellectual influence of Mathematical studies. I

would be easy to point out circumstances, which show that this influencv

has really operated ;—for instance, the extraordinary number of persons

who, after giving more than common attention to mathematical studies a

the University, have afterwards become eminent as English laicyers.''' (Eng

lish University Education, p. 14.)—The fact of the consecution I do m,

doubt. But if Dr WheweU had studied logic, as he has studied mathema

tics, he would not have confounded an antecedent with a cause, a consequeu.

with an effect. There is a sophism against which logic, the discipline (j

unconfused thinking, puts us on our guard, and which is technically calle'

the " Post hoc, ergo propter hoc.'''' Of this fallacy Dr Whewell is, in this li

one selected instance, guilty. And how? English law has less of principli;

and more of detail, than any other national jurisprudence. Its theory ca^

be conquered, not by force of intellect alone; and success in its practi(;

reqim-es, with a strong memory, a capacity of the most continuous, of tl;

most irksome application. Now mathematical study requires this lik('

wise; it therefore tests, no doubt, to this extent, " the bottom" of tl'

student. But because a great English Lawyer has been a CambmV
wrangler, it is a curious logic to maintain, that mathematical study conduc

to legal proficiency. The Cambridge honour only shows, that a mau has
!

him, by nature, one condition of a good English lawyer. And we might

.

well allege, in trying the blood of a terrier puppy, by holding him up fro'

ear or paw, that the suspension itself was the cause of his proving " of tl'

right sort
;

" as that mathematical study bestowed his power of dogg'i

application, far less his power of legal logic, on the future counsellor. Fj .'

one man of genuine talent and accomplishment, who has sacrificed to t
;

i

iNIolech of Cambridge idolatry, how many illiterate incapables do the lists:
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atbematical Wranglers exhibit ? How many noble minds has a Ibroccl

bpllcation to mathematical study reduced to idiocy or madness? How
any generous victims (they " died and made no sign,"^ have perished, and

.11 forgotten, in or after the pursuit of a mathematical Honour? This

< hmcholy observation is familiarly made in Cambridge itself.* Again, do

^Mathematics form logical habits better than Logic itself?" As the elc-

int Lagomarsini (" vir melioris Latinitatis i)eritissimus," to use the words

|"Ruhnkenius), in his oration on the Grammar Schools of Italy, said in

fereuce to an English criticism :
—" Hoc tantum dicam ; tunc me asquo

limo de re latina pi'a^cipientes, Italorumque in ea tractanda rationem repre-

nuleutes, Britanuos homines auditurum, quum aliquid vere latinum (quod

mdiu desideramns) ab se elaboratum ad nos ex illo Oceano suo miserint
:"

for us, it will be time enough to listen to any Cambridge disparagement

non-mathematical logic, when a bit of reasoning has issued from that

Diversity, in praise of mathematical logic, not itself in violation of all

gical law,—for such, as yet, certainly, has not been vouchsafed. In fact

e need look no farther than the Cambridge panegyrics themselves of mathe-

atical study, to see how illogical are the habits Avhich a too exclusive pur-

it of that study fosters.—But in conclusion, Dr Whewell also says :
—" I

ive already noticed hoAv well the training of the college appears to prepare

en to become good lawyers. I \^ill add, that I conceive our physicians to

! the first in the world," &c. (lb. p. 51,) In so far as Cambridge is con-

med, I should be glad if Dr Whewell had specified these paragons, Avho

ith merit so transcendent, hide their talent under a bushel ; for of their

limes, discoveries and reputations, I profess myself wholly ignorant, and

:.<pect that the world is not better informed, touching those who are its

first physicians.'' But this fact, is it not on a level with the previous rea-

uing?]

* With others, above, and especially the two testimonies fi-om the Quar-

rly Review (pp. 309, 310,) see the Cambridge pamphlet lately published

T a *' Member of the Senate," entitled " The Next Step," (p. 43). The

ithor, likewise, refers to a pamphlet (which I have not seen) by Mr Blakes-

for a corresponding statement.



II.-ON THE CONDITIONS OF CLASSICAL
LEARNING.

WITH RELATION TO THE DEFENCE OF CLASSICAL

INSTRUCTION BY PROFESSOR PILLANS.

(October, 1836.)

i

Three Lectures on the Proper Objects and Methods of Educathn'-

in reference to the different Orders of Society ; and on the rela^

tive Utility of Classical Instruction. Delivered in the University

;

of Edinburgh, November, 1835. By James Pillans, M.A.,i

F.R.S.E., Professor of Humanity in that University. 8vo.j

Edinburgh: 1836.
i

Wk regret that circufnstances prevented our noticing these dis-'

courses in either of our last Numbers. They are a good word spoken

in due season ; and sure we are, that it will not be spoken in vain,

if our Scottish countrymen are not wholly disabled from appre-

ciating at their real value, this vindication of classical studies, and-

the objections by which they have been here recently assailed

It would, however, be a disparagement of these lectures to \iev,^

them as only of temporary and local value ; far less, as merely ar^

answer to what all entitled to an opinion on the matter must viev

as undeserving of refutation or notice—on its own account. The}

form, in fact, a valuable contribution to the philosophy of educa

tion ; and, in particular, one of the ablest expositions we posses:

of the importance of philological studies in the higher cultivatioi

of the mind. As an occasional publication, the answer does W
much honour to the attack. Indeed, the only melancholy mani'

festation in the opposition now raised to the established course o

classical instruction, is not the fact of such opposition; but tha
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•gumeiits in themselves so futile,—arguments which, in other

luntries, would have been treated only with neglect, should in

jotland not have been wholly harmless. If such attacks have

id their influence on tlie public mind, this affords only another

oof, not that ancient literature is with us studied too much, but

it it is studied far too little. Where classical learning has been

. |gorously cultivated, the most powerful attacks have only ended

I the purification and improvement of its study. In Germany
! Jid Holland, in Italy, and even in France, objections, not unrea-

[ bably, have been made to an exclusive and indiscriminate clas-

i ical education ; but the experimental changes they determined,

\ye only shown in their result : that ancient literature may be

ore effectually cultivated in the school, if not cultivated alone ;

id that whilst its study, if properly directed, is, absolutely, the

jjst mean towards an harmonious development of the faculties,

—

lie one end of all liberal education : yet, that this mean is not

ways, relatively, the best, when circumstances do not allow of

5 full and adequate apphcation.

It is natural that men should be inclined to soothe their vanity

lith the belief, that what they do not themselves know is not

lorth knowing ; and that they should find it easy to convert

[hers, who are equally ignorant, to the same opinion, is what

ight also confidently be presumed. " Ce n'est pas merveille, si

|ux qui n'ont jamais mange de bonnes choses, ne sgavent que

pt de bonnes viandes," On this principle, Scotland is the

funtry of all others in which every disparagement of classical

arning might be expected to be least unsuccessful. For it is the

•untry where, from an accumulation of circumstances, the public

ind has been long most feebly applied to the study of antiquity,

id where it is daily more and more diverted to other depart-

ents of knowledge. A summary indication of the more impor-

mt of these circumstances may suffice to show, that the neglect

i'

classical learning in Scotland is owang, neither to the inferior

[due of that learning in itself, nor to any want of capacity in our

•untryraen for its cultivation.

There are two principal conditions of the prosperity of classical

udies in a country. The one,

—

the necessity there imposed of a

amcal trainingfor the three learned professions ; the other,

—

!« efficiency of its public schools and universities in the promotion

'^classical erudition. These two conditions, it is evident, sever-

ly infer each other. For. on the one hand, whore a certain
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amount and quality of learning is requisite for the successful cul-

tivation of the Law, Medicine, and Divinity of a country, this of

itself necessitates the existence of Schools and Universities com-

petent to its supply ; and on the other, where an efficient system

of classical education has become general, there the three profes-

sions naturally assume a more learned character, and demand a

higher complement of erudition from their members. The pro-

sperity of ancient learning is every where found dependent on

these conditions ; and these conditions are always found in har-

mony with each other. To explain the rise and decline of clas-

sical studies in different nations and periods, is therefore only to

trace the circumstances which have in these modilied the learned

character of the professions, and the efficiency and application of^

the great public seminaries.

Lfc would be foohsli to imagine that the study of antiquity can

ever of itself secure an adequate cultivation. How pleasant and

wholesome soever are its fruits, they can only be enjoyed by those

who have already fed upon its bitter roots. The higher and more,

peculiar its ultimate advantages and pleasures,—the more it edu--

cates to capacities of thought and feehng, which we should nevei

otherwise have been taught to know or to exert,—and the mon

that Avhat it accomplishes can be accomphshed by it alone,—th(

less can those who have had no experience of its benefits ever con

eeive, far less estimate their importance. Other studies of mori

immediate profit and attraction will divert from it the great mas;

of applicable talent. Without external encouragement to classica

pursuits, there can be no classical public in a country, there cai

be no brotherhood of scholars to excite, to appreciate, to applaud

avy,;pi>.o-Koyiiu kxI avjivfiovaix^siv. The cxtonsive diffusion of learnin<;

in a nation is even a requisite of its intensive cultivation. Num
bers are the condition of an active emulation ; for without a rivalrv

of many vigorous competitors there is little honour in the contesi

and the standard of excellence will be ever low. For a few hold

ers of the plough there are many prickers of the oxen ; and

score of Barneses are required as the possibility of a single Bentle}

In accounting, therefore, for the low state of classical eruditio

in Scotland, we shall, in the /rsf place, indicate the causes why i

this country an inferior amount of ancient learning has been Ion

'

found sufficient for its Law, Medicine, and Divinity ; and, in th'

second, explain how our Scottish Schools and Universities are s

ill adapted for the promotion of tliat learning.
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[. The Profei<sions.—Law can be only viewed as conducive to

lO cause of classical erudition, in so fiir tis (what in most coun-

Ics is the case) it renders necessary a knowled<;-e of the Roman
risprudence ; the necessity of such a knowledge being, in fact,

iitaniount to a necessity for the cultivation of Latin history and
evature. For while the Roman law affords the example of a

unpleter and more self-connected system than the jurisprudence
' any modern nation can exhibit ; without a minute and compre-

usive knowledge of that system in its relations and totality, its

inciples can neither be correctly understood, nor its conclusions

ith any certainty applied. This, however, is impossible, with-

it a philological knowledge of the language in which this law is

ritten, and an historical knowledge of the circumstances under

hich it was gradually developed. On the other hand, an ac-

laintance with the Roman jurisprudence has been always

lowed as indispensable for the illustration of Latin philology

id antiquities ; insomuch, that in most countries of Europe,

Acient literature and the Roman law have prospered or declined

;her : the most successful cultivators of either department

ive indeed been almost uniformly cultivators of both.—In Italy,

Oman law and ancient literature revived together ; and Alciatus

IS not vainer of his Latin poetry, than Pohtian of his interpre-

tion of the Pandects.—In France, the critical study of the

Oman jurisprudence was opened by Budseus, who died the most

coniphshed Grecian of his age ; and in the following generation,

ujacius and Joseph Scaliger were only the leaders of an illustri-

is band, who combined, in almost ecpial proportions, law with

perature, and literature with law.—To Holland the two studies

ligrated in company ; and the high and permanent prosperity of

ic Dutch schools of jurisprudence has been at once the effect and
!< cause of the long celebrity of the Dutch schools of classical

lilology.—In Gennany, the great scholars and civihans, who

istrated the sixteenth century, disappeared togethei- ; and with

frw partial exceptions, they were not replaced until the middle
' the eighteenth, when the kindred studies began, and have con-

iiued to flourish in reciprocal luxuriance.—Classical literature

id Roman law owe less to the jurists of Eu/jland than to those
' auy other country. The English common law is derived from

urces which it requires no classical erudition to elucidate ; in no

lier nation, except our own, has jurisprudence been less liberally

ilrivated as a general science,—more exclusively as a special
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practice ; and though of some recognised authority in certai

Enghsh Courts, so little has the civil law been made an object o

professional study, that an English lawyer rarely hazards an alli

sion to the Imperial Collections, without betraying his ignoranc

of their very titles. Classical learning has, however, been alwayj

laudably cultivated in England, and English jurists have accor(

ingly sometimes acquired, as scholars, a legal erudition, whoU

superfluous in professional practice. [This peculiarity of tt'

English jurisprudence is noticed and commented on by Job

Barclay in his Icon Animammi.l

In Scotland the causes are different, although the result

nearly the same. In this kingdom the Roman jurisprudeni

formerly possessed a high, but always an indefinite, authorit

It exerted a conspicuous influence on the genius and origin,

development of the Scottish law ; where not controlled by statu;

or custom, its determinations were usually admitted as decisiv(

and some of the most eminent of our jurists have even recognisii

it as the written law of Scotland. It was usual also, until a coi

paratively recent period, for those educated for the Scottish b

to study the Roman law under the illustrious civilians of Fran,

or Holland ; and they returned from the continental universiti(j

if not always profound scholars, more aware, at least, of the val.

of classical learning, and with a higher standard of classical ;,

tainment. Still, however, the authority of the Civil Law in Sc(|

land was never strong enough to constrain the profession to
|.

profound and universal study ; and the necessity of resorting

foreign seminaries for the requisite education, showed that t

;

could not adequately be procured at home. Among the myriss

of works illustrative of Roman jurisprudence, we recollect i';

even one that has appeared in Scotland ; and the little that 1

been done in this department by Scotsmen was executed abro;,,

—the result of foreign training, stimulus, and example. T^

profession can lay no claim to what Cuningham proposed,—

p

what Scrymger and Henryson performed. But the authorityjf

the Roman jurisprudence, and the consequent necessity of s

study, was destined gradually to decline. The Scottish law i-

came more and more reduced to statute ; and after the unioEJf

the kingdoms was constrained to gravitate with an ever increas'g

velocity towards the indigenous and anti-Roman jurisprudencej'f

England. The knowledge of the Roman system became alw;|s

rai-er and less profound. The judges, perhaps prudently, bes"
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b neglect an authority which was seldom adequately understood
;

Ind in Scottish practice a quotation from the Pandects now savours

ntlier of ostentation than of use.

Medicine was formerly a profession which required a large

Lmount of classical erudition ; and among the most illustrious

' ^holars since the revival of letters, no inconsiderahle numher

:ive been physicians. The practical importance of this learning

I Scottish medicine has, however, been long gradually falling.

''
. ilippocrates and Galen are not now the authorities. Medical

•orks are no longer written and read only in Latin ; nay, the late

)v Gregory (the " Ultimus Romanorum,") apologizes in his

Conspectus" for not abandoning a language which promised

!\long to be unintelligible to his professional brethren. The

It ore physician does not now resort to the classical schools of

,tyden and Padua; and in the universities of Scotland, the lan-

iKige of the learned has been dispensed with, not only in medical

ctures, but in medical examination. [In the chief of these, literary

ualitication is indeed tested only by the professional teachers
;

liile the proportion of graduates has risen as the number of stu-

its has fallen off: so that a Scottish degree in medicine is now

did guarantee of no higher classical accomphshment, than the

' •nee from a Surgical College or certilicatc from Apothecaries'

lull. But was it for this, that the privilege is entrusted to a

iiiversity of conferring the " Summi in Medicina Ilonores"?]

Theology, however, far more than either Law or Medicine,

oiu jffords an effectual support to classical studies ; for Christian, and,

llil
here especially, Protestant theology is little else than an applied

>f milology and criticism ; of which the basis is a profound know-

1 Mge of the languages and history of the ancient world. To be

competent divine is, in fact, to be a scholar.

Christianity is founded upon Miracles ; but these mii-acles are

pit,
' jot continued, and the proof of their original occurrence is con-

-Tjuently left to human learning as a matter of historical evidence.

Again, Revelation, under either dispensation, was made through

>ters divinely autJiorized and insjnred. But in some cases it

loubted, whether certain of these writers have been actually

[lired; and in others, whether the works purporting to have

' ''n written by them are actually theirs. This necessitates pro-

jj,;
,jund researches in regard to the authors of the several writings,

jijii
[-to the time when,—to the circumstances under which,—to the

'lace where,—and to the persons for whom, thoy wore first writ-
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ten. It behoves, to discover all that is known or not known

touching the first publication of these writings,—what is histori-

cally certain or probable as to their original recognition, and

annexation to the general collection of inspired writings,—and, ir

fine, all that is known of the fate, of the contradiction it encouni

tered, and of the changes which this collection or Canon maj

have undergone.

The vehicle of revelation is Writing; and no miracle wa

vouchsafed to preserve the sacred documents from the fate o

other ancient manuscripts, or to prevent the omissions, changes

and interpolations of careless or perfidious transcribers, througl

the period of fourteen centuries. This was left to the resource,

of human Criticism ; and the task requires for its accomplishmen

the profoundest scholarship. The collation of the most ancienj

manuscripts, the discrimination of their families, and a compariso!

of the oldest versions may afford certain valuable criteria; bi

the one paramount and indispensable condition for the determine

tion of the genuine reading, is a familiar acquaintance with tl

spirit of the languages in which the sacred volume is written.

Interpretation, therefore, is not only the most extensive ar

arduous, but the most important function of the theologian ;—tli;

is, an inquiry into the sense of the inspired waitings, and r

exposition of the truths which they contain.—To speak only

the New Testament. God did not select for his apostles the el

quent and the learned. It is, therefore, necessary to evolve tl

sense from the phraseology of unlearned men, writing also in

language not then' own. At the same time, the circumstanc

which determined the associations and course of thought, ai

consequently explain the meaning of the authors, are to be d

covered only through a knowledge of the Uterature to which t

writings belong,—of the age in which they appeared,—of t^

particular public whom they addressed,—and of the cii'cumstancj

under which they were produced. Add to this, that the origii[

language, though Hellenistic Greek, is yet in a great part inm>

diately, and in a still gretiter, mediately, translated from t'

Aramaic or Syro-Chaldaean ; and it is universally admitted

the learned, that without a knowledge of the various Semi;

dialects, it is impossible to enter thoroughly into that pecul'*

chai'acter of thought and expression, which is necessary to /

understood, to understand the real import of the vehicle in wha

revelation is conveyed. The interpretation of the sacred bo( ^
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US supposes a profound and extensive knoivledge of the lan-

\iages of antiquity, not merely in their words, but in their spirit

;

.i kd an intimate familiarity ivith the historical circumstances of

I \e period, which can only be acquired through a coniprchcjisivc

1 iidy of the contemporary authors.

i; It is thus evident, on the one hand, that no country can possess

itheojogy without also possessing a pliilological erudition; and

l( I the other, that if it possess a philological erudition, it possesses

k {q one necessary condition of a theology. Now, for nearly two

ijr kiixmes, Scotland, compared with other countries, may be broadly

k {id to have been without a theology ; but as no other country has

s ien more strongly actuated by religious interests, it cannot be

k Apposed that its clergy held in their hands the condition of a

(cology which (overlooking two qualified exceptions) has been

! \ or realised by any. What then are the peculiar circumstances

MH'h caused, or which allowed, the Scottish Church to remain so

t- behind all other national establishments in theological, and,

[,i
i|Usequently, in classical erudition ?

Id
! In the first place, the Reformation in Scotland, and the consti-

:p(
ttion of the Scottish Church were not indigenous,—were not the

i..
(JDclusions of a native theology. In Scotland the new opinions

^TC a communication from abroad. The polity and principles

the Scottish Church were borrowed,—borrowed from Calvin

1 Geneva; and it was only one, and one of the least prominent,

the many Calvinist and Presbyterian Churches throughout

iiropc. At the same time, it was neither the creature nor the

t> (lurite of the Prince. The defence of that moditication of Chris-

Miity established in Scotland Avas thus no peculiar, no principal

J

jiut of honour with the nation or the state; and the Scottish

(liiii V^'Sy'
geographically remote from the great centre of P^uropean

J flemic, were able, without manifest discredit, to devolve upon

' kindred communions the vindication of their common polity

1 doctrine.—In this respect the English Church exhibits a

- iking contrast to the Scotch. The former stood alone among

;
1 1' Protestant communions. It was at once opposed to these and

1|
the Church of Home. It was the establishment of a great and

"-, Joininent nation ; and the personal and political honour of the

ionarch—the dispenser of its high distinctions and emoluments

—

is long deeply interested in its credit and support. The Church

I'":,

([England was thus, from its origin, in a relation of hostility to

•lory other. Polemical it must be ; and in the general warfare
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which it waged, as it possessed the means, so it had every motiv'

to reward, in its champions, the higher quahties of theologica

prowess. If the Church of England could dispense with

learned clergy, it could not dispense with a complement <:

learned divines.

In the second place, the determination given to the Church c

Scotland by those through whom it was estabhshed was not on

of erudition.

In Germany the Reformation proceeded from, and was princ

pally carried through by, the academical divines ; the prince;

the cities, and the people only obeyed the impulsion first give

and subsequently continued from the universities. In its origi

the religious revolution was, in the empire, a learned revolutior

and every permanent modification, every important movement ij-

its progress had some learned theologian for its author. FroiJH

this character of the Reformation in Germany, the determinatic'^

of rehgious dogmas was there naturally viewed as a privilege

erudition,—as more the function of the universities than of tl;

church, the people, or the state. Religion consequently remainc

in the German schools a matter peculiarly proposed for learnt,

investigation ; the authority of confessions was not long allow(

to suspend the Protestant right of inquiry ; and the alarmir

freedom with which this right has been latterly exercised by tl;

Lutheran divines, maj^ be traced back to the license and examj:

of Luther himself. In Germany, indeed, theology necessari

shared the fate of classical learning. The causes which, from t

conclusion of the sixteenth century, depressed the latter, reduc

the former to a shallow and barbarous polemic; and the reviv

of the study of antiquity, from the middle of the eighteenth, w
principally the condition, and partly the consequence, of a revi".

of theological learning. :

In England the peculiar form under which the Reformat; i

was established was principally determined by the royal w.

But the very fact that the Church of England was neither in i

origin the free creation of a learned theology, nor the sponta -

ous choice of a persuaded people, only enhanced the necessity f

a higher erudition to illustrate and to defend it when establish .

Besides standing, in Europe, opposed to every other establi'-

ment and communion, it was, in its own country, surrounded b^^ ii

more powerful host of sectaries than any other national church - It

who, originally hostile to its polity and privileges, became, on s l|
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'onversion from Calvinism, by Laud, the more deadly cneinios

tf its doctrine. The difficulty and increasing danger of this

josition kept up an unceasing necessity for able and erudite

jefenders ; and as honours and riches were not stinted as the

Irice, the supply of the commodity was hardly inferior to the

[emand.

The Church of Scotland, on the contrary, was neither the ofl-

ring of learning nor of power ; it was the choice of an unlearn-

,1 people, and after being long upheld by the nation in defiance

t" every effort of the government, it was finally estabhshed by a

volution.

As the Scottish Reformation did not originate in native learn-

g, so it did not even come recommended to the Scottish people,

the learned authority of its propagators. In relation to other

lational Reformers, the Reformer of Scotland was an unlettered

lian. " Compared with Knox," says a great German historian,

Luther was but a timorous boy ; "—but if Ivnox surpassed Luther

imself in intrepidity, even Luther was a learned theologian by

pe side of Knox. With the exception of Melville, who obtained

hat erudition he possessed abroad, the rehgion of the people of

|cotland could boast of no theologian worthy of the name. Some
^markable divines indeed Scotland has possessed ; but these were

1 adherents of that church, which for a season was established by

pe will of the monarch in opposition to the wishes of the nation.

I'he two Forbeses, to say nothing of Leighton, Burnet, and Sage,

Vre EpiscopaUans. In fact the want of popular support made it

' cssary for the divines of that estabhshment to compensate by

18 strength of their theological learning for the weakness of their

olitical position. The struggle which ensued between the Epis-

)pal and Presbyterian parties was, from first to last, more a

opular than a scientific,—more a civil than a theological contest

;

id the Covenanters, whose zeal and fortitude finally wrought

it the establishment of the religion and liberty of the nation,

're unlearned as they were enthusiastic. With the triumph of

H." Presbyterian polity and doctrines, the controversy between

1'.' rival persuasions ceased. The Scottish EpiscopaUans were

w in numbers, and long politically repressed ; and the other

paratists from the establishment, so far from being, as in Eng-
iiid, the enemies of the dominant church, were in reality its use-

il friends. They pitched in general somewhat higher the prin-

I'les which they held in common with the establishment ; and

\
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whereas in England the Dissenters would have radically destroyed

what they condemned as vicious, in Scotland they wished only,!

as they in fact contributed, to brace what they viewed as relaxed.

Thus, in Scotland, if sectarian controversy did not wholly cease,;

theological erudition was not required for its prosecution. Thtl

learning of the Dissenters did not put to shame the ignorance o:;

the Estabhsliment ; and the people were so well satisfied with their

own triumph, and their adopted church, that its clergy had m'

call on them for erudition to illustrate what was already respected!

or to vindicate what was not assailed.* Even the attacks on Chris,

tianity which were subsequently made in Scotland, and whiclj

it was therefore more immediately incumbent on the Scottis];

clergy to repel, were not such as it required any theological eriii

dition to meet ; while, from the rehgious dispositions of the pul

lie, these attacks remained always rather a scandal than a dangei

At the same time, in no other country was there so little verg(

far less encouragement, allowed to theological speculation. Tb;

standards of Scottish orthodoxy were more articulate and unan

biguous than those of any other church ; and to its members tl:

permissible result of all inquiry was in proportion rigorously pr<

determined. Though often ignorantly mistaken, often intei

tionally misunderstood, the national creed could not, as in othc;

countries, by any section of the established clergy, be either pr;

fessedly abandoned or openly attacked. In religious controvers

popular opinion remained always the supreme tribunal ; and a cl!

mour, when this could be excited, was at once decisive of victor:

At the same time the highest aim of clerical accomplishment w

to preach a popular discourse. Under the former system of chur

;

patronage, this was always a principal condition of success ; und

* [Wheu yet comparatively learned,—before its secure establishment, a

the consequent slumber into Avhich it was allowed to sink, the Presbyteri

Church of Scotland, sensible of its deficiencies, sought, more especially fr

Holland, for theologians and scholars who might raise the fallen and fallij;

standard of its aspirants to the ministry. This consciousness of self-dii-

ciency is an honourable testimony to the older Church. Of these movemeii,

I am aware of two, and of these I write merely from recollection. The <f

will be found in the records of an Assembly, dm-ing what has here bji

called " the Second Reformation ;
" the other is recorded by Calamy, in f

memoirs of his oavu life, who mentions, that when a student in Hollandjft

there met Carstairs, on a mission into that country to recruit for persiS

qualified to fill the chairs in the several Universities of Scotland. How Is

effort unfortunately failed, I am unable to state.]
j
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the present, it promises to be soon the onlt/ one.* Theological

learning remained tluis superfluous, if not unsafe.

: Nor, in the third place, must it be overlooked, that tlie laud-

able accommodation of the Scottish Church to its essential end,

—the religious instruction of the people,—secured it consideration

\nd usefulness without any high attainment in theological science.

iThis, indeed, it neither felt as necessary, nor possessed the means

()f encoui'aging. Ecclesiastical property vras fairly applied to

ecclesiastical purposes ; and the duties and salaries of the clergy

ivere neither inadequately nor unequally apportioned. If the pro-

fessional education of the churchman was defective, still it was

oetter than none. If not learned, he was rarely incompetent to

Darochial duties, which he could not neglect ; while his religious

jind moral character were respectable and respected. The people

jtf Scotland were justly contented with their Church.

I

In the Church of England, on the contrary, the splendour of

j-xtraordinary learning was requisite to throw into the shade its

jnanifold defects and abuses ;—its want of professional education,

|—its pluralities,—its sinecures,—its non-residence,—its princely

j>ampering of the few,—its beggarly starvation of the many. The

irrosser the ignorance which it tolerated, the more distinguished

JQUst be the erudition which it encouraged ; and in the distribu-

ion of its higher honours, the promotion of merit, in some cases,

jras even necessary to redeem the privilege of neglecting it in

j:eneral. Thus the different circumstances of the two churches

jendered the clergy of the one, neither ignorant nor learned ; of

e other, ignorant and learned at once.

i j
The circumstance, however, of most decisive influence on the

• [This was written soou after the passing of what is called the Veto Act

the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland, which declared, as

dent and indefeasible, the right of the people to refuse, without reasons,

y pastor presented to them ; and before this Act had been pronounced, by

e competent tribunals, illegal. Had the measure gone to compel an ade-

iuate education and trial of the clergy,—had it provided that none should

[-1 issome the character of pastor who was not fully competent to pastoral

I mties,—and that each parish should obtain, among qualified candidates, the

J jiinisterbest suited to its reasonable wants ;—had it, in fact, abolished pri-

j;
late patronage,—and declared as imperative, all that the national Churcli,

j I this, or any other Protestant state, had ever even sought to confer upon

,]f
pe people: in that case I, for one, should have wished it all success. But
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erudition of a clergy is the quality and amount of the prepara-

tory and professional education they receive. As almost exclu-

sively bred in the common schools and universities of a country,

and their necessary course of education being in general con-

siderably longer than that of the other learned professions, the

clergy consequently express more fully and fairly than any other

class the excellences and defects of the native seminaries. On

the other hand, the quality and amount of their learning princi-

pally determine for good or evil the character of the whole edu-

cation, public and private, of a country ; for the clergy, or those

trained for the church, constitute not only the most numerous

body of literary men, but the class from which tutors, schoolmas-

ters, and even professors, are principally taken. Their ignorance

or erudition thus reacts most powerfully and extensively, either

to raise and keep up learning, or to prevent its rising among al'

orders and professions. The standard of learning in a nationa<

clergy is, in fact, the standard of learning in a nation.

This leads us to the second general condition of classical eru^

dition.

II. The system of Schools and Universities.—And in Scotlami

our higher and lower seminaries are, perhaps, worse calculatei;

for the promotion of ancient learning than those of any othej

European country. i

No other country i^ so defective in the very foundation of i

classical instruction,—the number and quality of Grammar School

England has its five hundred of these, publicly endowed: ho

many has Scotland ! The attempt to supply this want b

making the parochial schoolmaster teach the elements of Lati:;

—Greek is out of the question,—proclaims but does not remed;

the deficiency. If sometimes hardly competent to the work
:

primary education, this functionary is rarely qualified for

,

classical instructor. Yet to his incompetency has, in generij

been abandoned the preparation of the future clergy and schdi

masters of the nation. It is, indeed, only of late years that;

few grammar schools have ventured upon Greek ; the alphal;.

of which is, by country students at least, still usually acquired *

the university. The universities were, indeed, obliged, changi;

their proper character, to stoop, in order to supply the abser'5

or the incompetency of the inferior seminaries. To do this a<'-

quately was, in the circumstances, impossible. Professorial p:

I
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lections are no substitute for scholastic discipline.* Prematurely

1
matriculated, the student often completed his academical course

1 of philology, before boys in other countries had finished school

;

I and, in his progress through the superior classes, he soon forgot

! the scantling of the languages which he had now no longer any

; occasion to employ. Even in the long course of academical

I
instruction, to which the future churchman was astricted, a few

: trifling exercises of form arc all, we believe, that render some

I
knowledge of Latin a convenient accomplishment.—What, in fine,

i is the character of his professional examination ? It is peculiar

to Scotland, that the candidate for holy orders is tried, not by

one or a few responsible individuals, specially nominated for that

[purpose from superior erudition and ability ; but left to the low

[standard and fortuitous examination of all or any members of the

iPresbytery (clergy of a district) to wliich he may apply. This

Iperhaps is worse even than the examination by a Bishop's Chap-

lain ; but the Enghsh and Scottish Churches have, between them,

jthe worst tests of clerical competency in Christendom.

Nor even indirectly was there encouragement of any kind pre-

sented by the universities for proficiency in classical attainments.

iThe Degree in Arts, as it conferred no honour, was no object of

[ambition ; and when not an empty compliment, a minimum of the

ilearned languages sufiiced for the examination.f

* [It is part and parcel of its general defect in scholarship, that the want

|of grammar or classical schools throughout the country has never, for some

ttwo centuries, been felt by our Church. A tythe of the agitation fruitlessly

expended on some mistaken object, would have succeeded in forcing the

state to remedy this opprobrium, which has so long and so heavily weighed

[on the clergy and people of Scotland.]

t [In Edinbm-gh, a gi-eatcr amount of knowledge is ostensibly rcquii-ed for

tthis degree than in any other University ; but no other University can accept

[lesa, no other, I believe, accepts so little. The fundamental principle of

[academical gi-aduation, not to ask more than must be given, is here, not only

violated, but reversed. Had there been any prospect of a reform from witli-

but, I should long ago have proclaimed tbe evils to be amended ; and having

WO hope of a reform from witluu, it is now (I deem it proper publicly to state)

jmany years since I overtly withdrew from every responsibility in the dis-

charge of this, as of all other trusts, reposed in tiie Senatus Academicus.

—

k)ne very simple remedy for, at least, the most disgraceful part of the

Hegrees in Medicine and in Ai-ts, would be to make it necessary for the cau-

Ididate to pass, for a preliminary minimum, an examination by some extra

|academical and disinterested board, taken, say, from the Masters of the

High School or Edinburgh Academy, either or both.]
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Of old, the Scottish educational system was a more effectual

mean of classical instruction than it proves at present ; but that

it was never adequate to this end is proved by two facts, to which,

on a former occasion, [Ed. No. iii.] we have alluded.—The first :

—

that although a trifling proportion of the educated ranks could

have received their instruction and literary impulses abroad
; yet

of Scottish scholars, all of the highest celebrity, and far more than

nine-tenths of those, worthy of the name at all, have been either

educated in foreign seminaries, or their tastes and studies deter-

mined in the society of foreign learned men.—The second :—that

although in other countries the clergy take, as a class, the highest

place in the higher regions of erudition
;
yet in Scotland, froiD;

their dependence on the native seminaries for education, theyi

have remained comparatively inferior in classical learning ; almosii

every scholar of distinguished note having, for nearly two cen-

turies, been found among the laity.

For those able to supply their development, the preceding'

hints may suffice, to exj)lain the causes of the low state of classical

learning in Scotland. In fact, were it not for the neighbourhooi^

and ascendency of England, and that a considerable proportion c

those who give a bias to public opinion receive their education an

literary convictions out of Scotland, we are almost disposed t

believe that in this country, Greek and Latin would long ere no

have been studied, as. we study Hebrew or Sanscrit. As it i

these influences are only decisive in the capital ; and even hei

the opinion of the more intelligent in favour of the primary in

portance of classical education is encountered by a numeroi

opposition. It is, indeed, fortunate for Edinburgh, that its clasj

cal institutions have been powerfully upheld by the reputation ai'

talents of their teachers ; but all that individual men,—all th

individual seminaries,—all that partial and precarious influenC;

can effect, are insufficient to turn back that tide of circumstancs

which threatens, unless some public effort may arrest it, to whe j-

in one flood of barbarism, all that is most conducive to our inti-

lectual and moral well-being,— all that is not subsidiary to vulgf

interests, and to the comforts of an animal existence. I

The public is now awakening to the necessity of a better e(-

cation for the peoj)le ; our self-satisfied contentment with i3

sufficiency of our parish schools, is already dissipated even>

Scotland ; and the state cannot long withhold from the Brit a

nation what is already enjoyed by the other countries of Eurc-
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But it is the duty of a government, not only to provide for tlio

oecessary instruction of the people, but also to promote the liberal

education of the higher orders ; and in particular, to secure a

competent erudition in the church, and the other privileged pro-

fessions. In Scotland, how defective soever be the system of

popular schools, this may be viewed as complete and perfect, com-

[lared with the system of grammar schools. Until a sufficient

number of these be estabhshed over Scotland, and brought within

ho reach of those destined for an academical career, it is impos-

- -ible that the universities can perform their proper function in the

iiltivation of learning ; or that the professions, and the clergy in

'articular, should be insured in that amount and quality of clas-

ical knowledge which is requisite to place them on a level with

heir brethren in other countries. Nor until the patronage and

ogulation of our universities be deposited in more enhghtencd

aid disinterested hands, can we hope that solid learning will

receive the preference and encouragement which a university

ifc
.should afford ; if academical, if liberal study is to be something

± [higher than a mere popular cultivation of the amusing, of the pal-

)rti(!
jpable, of the vulgarly useful. Amid all the corruptions of Oxford,

tiiF [fchafr university has maintained (from accidental circumstances,

)0jj,;
indeed,) this fundamental principle ; and it is the maintenance of

ff(f
Ihis principle, however imperfectly applied, that was mainly the

\ji ground of our conviction, that if the legislature do its duty,

fpjt Oxford is the university susceptible of the easiest and most effec-

ual regeneration.* [Ed. No. iv.]

iiitt I

These observations have detained us too long from our author
;

|. and the length to which they have extended precludes us from

[
* We have said nothing of the effect of endowments specially destined for

1"''* the encouragement of learning, by enabling the beneficiary to devote himself,

ton! without distraction, to the pursnits of erudition. There can be no doubt

0i that such a mean, if properly applied, might be of important service. But

1
^^

where they do actually exist,—as in England,—these endowments have sel-

dom been found wisely atlministered, and their effect, upon the whole, has

peen mjiu-ious rather than beneficial. In point of fact, the countries of

leW teurope where learning in general, and classical learning in jjarticular, has

fflli jbeen most successfully cidtivated, as Holland and Protestant Germany, pos-

,j(5j
Iscss no advantages of the kind ; and are only superior to Scotland in a com-

, & jplcter organisation of schools, and a tolerable system of university patronage.

„ —[See the next following article.]
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offering, as we meant, some contributions of our own in connection

with the argument which he so ably and conclusively maintains.

Professor Pillans opens the first Lecture with a rapid survey of

national education in ancient and in modern times ; and he justly

attributes to the states of the Germanic Union the glory of having

first practically reahzed it as a great principle of political mora-

lity,—that every government is bound to provide and to ensure

the moral training and intellectual instruction of the whole body

of its subjects. He shoAvs the humihating contrast in which Bri-

tain stands in this respect to the states of Germany ; vindicates

their enforcement of education by law ; and accords a well-merited

encomium to the enlightened magnanimity of France in profiting

by the experience, and in adopting the institutions of Prussia.,

After some valuable observations on the methods and principles of

popular instruction, he signalizes the difference, in end and means,,

between the education of the lower and the education of the higher

classes of society. ...
In the second Lecture, after exposing that most contemptible,

of all delusions, that the mere possession of facts,—the simple

swallowing of truths,—is the end proposed by education, and,

showing that it is not by the amount of hioivledge communicated,

but by the amount of thought which such knowledge calls intc;

activity, that the mind is exercised and developed, our authoi,

proceeds to contrast the advantages in this respect of mathematica

,

and classical instruction. We are gratified to find that our owi'

conclusions in regard to the minor value of mathematical study ai'

a mean of mental cultivation are not opposed to those of so higl

an authority in practical education ; and that our convictions

both of the paramount utility, in this relation, of classical study

and of the errors by which, in practice, this utility is too ofte;

compromised, are in all respects the same with those of so pbilo

sophical a scholar. "We must pass over his strictures on the grea

schools of England, in order to quote his unfavourable opinion c

the organization of our Edinburgh classical schools ;—an organ

zation now peculiar, we believe, to Scotland, and which we hav

long been convinced is almost the only impediment that prevem

the distinguished zeal and ability of their teachers from carryin

these seminaries to their attainable perfection. On the preser

plan, a new class commences every year under a separate mastei;

and the boys, however numerous, and however different in cap

city, remain during four years

—

i. e.—until they enter under tl
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ector—the exclusive pupils of the same classical instructor,

hose emoluments are in proportion to the number of his peculiar

holars

On the manifold disadvantages of this arrangement much might

^ said ;—and wo could quote a host of authorities in favour of

e scheme of promotion and retardation, as determined by solemn

iminal examinations ;—a scheme for centuries established in

(illand, Germany, and other continental countries. IJuchanan,

his plan of a classical school, in his " Opinion anent the Beforma-

->n of the Universitie of St Androis," orders " that the classes

*all be visit every quarter of a year, and promovit aftir thei*

erits." * In most countries this act takes place at half-yearly

tervals.

In his third and last Lecture our author is occupied with his

incipal subject, the vindication of classical studies from the

I arge of inutility,—an easy matter ; and the far more difficult

sk of illustrating the various and peculiar modes in which these

i idles exercise and improve the mind. We regret that we are

1 table to afford our readers more than a sample of his admirable

( iservations. After a copious enumeration of the general advan-

1 ges to be reaped from the study of the ancient authors, he pro-

.ds:_

But, again, it may be argued, Why might not all this be done, and

i.ne more compeniliously and expeditiously, by taking the works of our

(ra English authors for the substratum of this intellectual and moral train-

'
: ? My answer is, that, with such means, it could not, I think, be done

:ll."

It is, indeed, a gi-eat and just boast of these languages (which have been

' led, from the circumstance, transpositive), that this liberty of an-angement

' ibles the speaker or writer to dispose his thoughts to the best advantage.

* Professor Pillans will be also pleased to find, from the same Opinion,

ich is, we believe, very little known, that his favourite " Monitorial Sys-

I

' was can-ied into effect by Buchanan. It has not been noticed that in

' ~ plan of studies Buchanan was greatly indebted to his friend Sturmius

;

il that great paidagogue is also a high authority in favour of the plan of

miction of the younger by older pupils. It had also previously been

iced to practice by Trotzendorf. For centuries, it has been prudently

lifd in Schulpforte, the prime classical school of Europe. The compul-

' lecturing,—the necessary regenaj,—of graduates or iticeptors in the

iint universities mainly proceeded on the profound principle, Doce ut

"IS. As the scholastic brocard runs :

—

" Disccre si queeris^ doceas^ sic ipse doceris

;

Nam studio tali tibi projicis alquc sodali."
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and to place in most prominent relief tliose which he wishes to be peculiar

impressive ; and that thns they are pre-eminently fitted for the pui-poses >

eloquence and poetry. It is owing to the same peculiarities in the structu'

of the ancient languages, that the writers in them were enabled to construj

those long and curiously involved sentences, which any attempt to translaj

literally serves only to perplex and obscure; but which presented to ti

ancient reader, as they do to the modern imbued with his taste and perce

tions, a beautiful, and, in spite of its complexity, a sweetly harmonizi

system of thoughts. I have already alluded to the exertion of mind requii

!

to perceive all the bearings of such a sentence, as to an exercise well fitt

for sharpening the faculties ; and this view of the ancient tongues—consid'

ed as instruments of thought Avidely differing fi-om, and in most respei

superior to, om- own—is one which recommends them to be used also

instruments of education.

" Again, our mother tongue is so entwined and identified with our early i\

ordinary habits of thinking and speaking, it forms so much a part of oui'sel

;

from the nursery upwards, that it is extremely difficult to place it, so to spe,

at a sufiicieut distance from the mind's eye to discern its nature, or to judg f

its proportions. It is, besides, so uucompouuded in its structm-e,—so pati-

work-like in its composition, so broken down into particles, so scanty ink

inflections, and so simple in its fundamental rules of construction, that :s

next to impossible to have a true gi-ammatical notion of it, or to form ind:d

any correct ideas of grammar and philology at all, without being able to C' -

pare and contrast it with another language, and that other of acharaT

essentially different."

Nothing has more contributed in this country to disparage }e

cause of classical education than the rendering it the educatioipf

all. That to many*this education can be of httle or no ad^li-

tage, is a truth too manifest to be denied ; and on this admis'^n

the sophism is natural, to convert " useless to many " into '•' us til

to none." With us, the learned languages are at once taught )o

extensively, and not intensively enough ; an absurdity in w!;;h

we are now left almost alone in Europe. We may notice thatie

distinction of schools, to which, in the following passage, |Ir

Pillans alludes, is not peculiar to Prussia, but has been long iii-

vcrsal in the German and Scandinavian states: even Eussia'as

adopted it.

" The strongest case against the advocates for classical education, i lie

practice that has hitherto prevailed of making it so general as to inide

boys of whom it is knowni beforehand that they are to engage hi the ord jiiy

pursuits of trade and commerce ; who are not intended to prosecute ,w

education farther than school, and are not therefore likely to follow oi the

subject of their previous studies much, or at all, beyond the period of eir

attendance there.

" I wUliugly allow, and have already admitted, that a youth who ^ks

forward fi-om the very outset to the practice of some mechanical or "e"
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p:^l7 scientific art, may employ liis time better, in acquiring manual dex-

tlity and mathematical knowledge, than in making himself imperfectly

ajnainted with a dead language. There must be in all very large and
poulous towns, a class of persons in tolerably easy circumstances, and

i30se daily business affords them considerable leisure, but wJio contemplate

f( their children nothing beyond such acquirements as shall enable thorn to

fiow out the gainful occupation, and move in the narrow circle, in Avhich

t|iy themselves, and theii- fathers before them, have spent a quiet and

ijffensive life. It was for youth of this sort that the Prussian government,

\ li a sagacity and foresight characteristic of all its educational proceedings,

I

\ ided what are called bttenjer and mittel-schulcn^— intermediate steps be-

li-eu the volks-schukn, and primary schools, and the Gymnasia, or gckhrte-

mien; and the French have wisely followed the example of Prussia, by

aining the establishment of ecoles moycnncs, called also ecoles primaires

- licures, in all to^iis above a certain population."

rrom the specimens now adduced, the reader is enabled to

l.ni certainly a high, but by no means an adequate estimate of

t 'se lectures. To be properly appreciated, the whole reasoning

II st be studied in connection—which, we are confident, few, sin-

ccly interested in the subject, will fail to do.



III.-ON THE PATRONAGE AND SUPERINTEl

DENCE OF UNIVERSITIES.*

(April, 1834.)

Report made to His Majesty, by a Royal Commission of lnqui\

into the State of the Universities of Scotland. (Ordered by t'

House of Commons to be printed, 7th October, 1831.)

We have long had it in view to consider this Report, both wi

respect to what it contains, and to what it omits. At present
|

must Hmit ourselves to the latter head ; and in particular sbl

endeavour to make up for its remarkable silence as to the syste'j

of Academical Patronage in this country, their palpable defei',

and the means of improvement. This, and the revision and f'-

mation of constitutions, were the only objects upon which Is

framers could have employed themselves beneficially ; for it is f

far more importance to secure good Teachers, than to make ri'S

about Teaching; and it shall be our present endeavour to sly

in what way this primary, end must be attained in principle, IV

it has been attained in other countries, and might be rended

attainable in our own. On a future occasion, we may perhs

make some observations on the more censurable parts of e

Report with respect to Teaching and Academical Pohcy ; mci-

Avhile, we shall touch principally on the one capital omission jff

commemorated.

This omission, however singular it may appear, is not wit! it

excuse. During the ascendency of those principles of govfi-

ment under which the Commission was constituted, to 1/e

deprived public trustees of their office only for incompet'joe

and self-seeking, would have been felt a far-reaching and a 'p

___!-

* [Omitted, some interpolations of little moment.]

t
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daf^erous precedent ; and so long as Tlio Great Corporation

re ained the pattern and the patron of corrnption, to have at-

te pted a reform of minor corporations wonld have been at once

prtosterous and unavaihng. At the same time, the theory of

ed:atioual cstabhshments is so Httle understood in this country,

an so total an ignorance prevails in regard to what has been

pr?ticallT accomplished in foreign Universities, past and present,

th the Commissioners are hardly to be blamed for any limited

an erroneous views of the imperfections of our academical sys-

te . or of the measures to be adopted for its improvement. To

th same cause is it to be attributed, that while all admit, in pro-

pc:ion to their intelligence, the defective patronage of our Uni-

veaties, there are few who do not resign themselves to a comfort-

les despair of the possibility of any important melioration. Yet,

th despair is itself the principal,—indeed, the only obstacle to

sui a result. And to show that it is totally unfounded, that, in

th)ry, the principles which regulate the right organization of

aclemical patronage are few, simple, and self-evident, and that

in practice, these have aliuays proved successful, even when very

ruely applied, is the purpose of the following observations. They

piiend only to attract public attention to the subject ; and fully

covinced of the truth and expediency of our views, we regret that

th exposition we can now afford them, is so inadequate to their

pdamount importance.

\Jniversities are establishments founded and privileged by the

Sitefor public purposes : they accomplish these purposes through

thr Professors ; * and the right of choosing professors is a public

7\'.ist confided to an individual or body of men, solely to the end,

th* the persons best qualifiedfor its duties, may be most certainly

picuredfor the vacant chair.—Let us explicate this definition of

acjdemical patronage in detail.

In the first place, in regard to the nature of academical

onage : |—That it is a trust conferred by, and to be adminis-pspi

1(Oxford and Cambridge are no exceptions. Inasmuch as thej now ac-

complish nothing through their professors, they are no longer Universities ;

arjthis even by their own statutes.

The term Patron, as applied to those to whom the election of public func-

ticaries is confided, is not unobjectionable ; inasmuch as it comjjrehends

bu those who have at least a qualified right of property in the situations to

w :h they nominate, and those who are pureh/ trustees for the community.

Icjihe poverty of language, precision must, however, often bend to cou-

v(;;ence.
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tered solely for, the benefit of the pubhe, no one, we are confi-

dent, will be intrepid enough to deny. On the part of a Uni-

versity patron, such denial would be virtually an act of officia

suicide. Assuming, therefore, this as incontrovertible, it neces

sarily follows :

—

j

1°, That the reason of lodging this patronage in certain hands

was the behef held at the time by the public or its administra

tors, that these were, under circumstances, the best qualified t<

work out the intention of the trust ; consequently, if this belie

be subsequently found erroneous, or, if circumstances change, sn

as to render either these hands less competent to discharge th

duty, or others more ; then is the only reason gone for thi

longer continuance of the patronage in the original trustees, an'i

it forthwith becomes the duty of the State to consign it anew ti

worthier depositaries. t

2", That the patronage is wisely deposited in proportion as th;

depositary is so circumstanced as to be kept ever conscious (!

his character of trustee, and made to appreciate highly the m
portance of his trust. Consequently, that organization is radicall'

vicious, which conjoins in the same person, the trustee and tl

beneficiary ; in other words, where the academical patron an

professor are identical.

3°, That the patron has no claim to a continuance of his offic

'

from the moment that, the interest of the public demands its r

sumption, and transference to better hands.

II. In the second place, in regard to the end which academic

patronage proposes,—the surest appointment of the highest qu

lifications,—it is evident that this implies two conditions in tl

patron :—1°, The capacity of discovering such qualifications; anl

2", The inclination to render such discovery eftectual.
,

In regard to the former

:

—The capacity of discovering t|

highest qualifications is manifestly in proportion to the higher i,

telligence of the patron, and to the wider comprehension of ]

sphere of choice,—The intelligence of the patron requires no coi

ment. As to his sphere of choice, this may either be hmited

circumstances over which he has no control, or it may be com

ed, without external necessity, by his own incapacity or wantiiv i^

will. Religion, country, language, &c., may, on the one hai

by law, exclude from his consideration the worthiest objects

preference ; and on the other, the advantages attached to t

ofiice in his gift, may not afford an adequate inducement to th<

;edm ts

itraK

^i
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w )m he finds most deserving of his choice. For these a patron

hf not to answer. But if he allow himself to be restricted in his

oi-ook by sectarian and party prejudices,—above all, if he con-

tii his choice to those only Avho will condescend to sue him as

ca hdatcs for the office ; he certainly excludes from his considera-

tic the greater proportion of those best qualified for the appoint-

inat, possibly even the whole ; and the end of the trust confided

to im reraidns most imperfectly accomplished.

a regard to the latter condition,—the disposition in the patron

toiender the discovery of the best qualified persons available :

—

Its evident that his power to do this must depend on the

teiptation which he can hold out to their ambition.—A system

of atronage is therefore good or bad, in proportion as it tends

tolevate or to degrade the value of its appointments; that is,

ast tends to render them objects of competition or contempt.

T\ value of an academical office, estimated by the inducements

wlch it holds out to men of eminence, is a sum formed by an

ad tiou of sundry items. There are,—1°, The greater emolu-

mtt attached to it ; 2°, The less irksome and more intellectual

ch 'acter of its duty ; 3°, The amenity of situation, the agreeable

so(.>ty, and other advantages of the town and country in which

thtUniversity is situated. These are more or less beyond the

poler of the patron. But, in another way, it is in the power of

paions, and of patrons only, greatly to raise or sink the value

of cademical appointments. As the patronage is administered,

thcprofessorial body is illustrious or obscure, and the place of

cokigue either an honour or a discredit. In one University, an

ap;)intment is offered by a spontaneous call, and prized as a cri-

tei!)n of celebrity. In another, even the chance of success must

be purchased by humihation; success is but the triumph of

faNjur, and an appointment the badge of servility and intrigue.

Tli|s, under one set of patrons, a professorship will be accepted

as
j
distinction by the person who would scorn to solicit, or even

accpt, a chair of thrice its emolument, under another. In one

coiitry the professorial status is high, and the academy robs the

prtbssions of the best abilities; in another, it is low, and the

prc'ssions leave the academy, however amply endowed, only

thcr refuse. Of this, the comparative history of the P^uropean

Urrersities, and our own in particular, affords numerous and

strung proofs.

1. In tlie third place, such being the nature, and such the
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end, of academical patronage, we must finally consider what i

the proper organization of its histruments ; in other words, wha

person or persons are most likely to feel intensely the obligation

of the trust, and to be able to realize completely its intention. I

is evident that the problem here, is, simply, how to find a patror

or how to constitute a board of patrons, that shall most certainh

and in the highest degree, possess these two quahties

—

Good-^Wi

and Capacity.

In regard to good will,—a patron will be well disposed pn

cisely in proportion as he has motives more and stronger to fulti

fewer and weaker to violate, his duty. The aim, therefore, of a

enlightened scheme of patronage, is, in the first place, to supp);

him with as many as possible of the one class, and in the seconii

to remove from him as many as possible of the other. '

As to the supply of direct motives

:

—Independently of tl'

general interest which academic patrons, in common with {;

intelligent and patriotic citizens must feel in the welfare of the!

Universities, it is evident, that motives peculiai^y determinii'

them to a zealous discharge of their trust, will be given by co^

necting their personal honour and dishonour with the appoii

ment of worthy and unworthy professors ; and that this moti'

will be strong or weak, in proportion as, on the one hand, t'

honour or dishonour is more or less intense and enduring in
'

application, and on the other, as the patrons are persons of a el-

racter more or less alive to the public opinion of their condu.

These conditions determine the following principles, as regulati;

the organization of a board of academical patronage,

1°, The patrons must be few: to the end that their responsi-

lity may be concentrated ; in other words, that the praise or bla'j

attributed to their acts may not be weakened by disseminat \

among numbers. :

2", The board of patrons must be specially constituted ad h\;

at least, if it discharges any other function, that should be of a

analogous and subordinate nature. Nothing tends more dire<y

to lower in the eyes of the patron and of the public, the imp i-

ance of an academical patronage ; consequently, nothing tels

more to enervate and turn off the credit or discredit attache(,x)

its acts, and to weaken the sense of responsibility felt in its s-

charge, than the right of appointing professors in general, r.

still more, of appointing to individual chairs, being thrown iiJS

an accidental, and consequently a minor duty, to be hghtly r-
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jrmed by functionaries not chosen as competent to this par-

!ular duty, but constituted for a wholly different purpose.—liut

th its patronage is naturally conjoined as an inferior function,

3 genei'al superintendence of a University ; academical curators

iid patrons should in fact always be the same.

13°, Where a country possesses more than one University, each

gould have its separate board of patronage ; in order that the

J.trons may have the motive of mutual emulation, and that public

pinion may be formed on a comparative estimate.

j4°, The patrons should be, at least, conchtionally permanent

;

<at is, not holding their office for Ufe, but rc-appointed, from

ine to time, if their conduct merit approval. And this for two

ijasons. Because honour and dishonour apply with less effect to

a transitory patron,—seldom known and soon forgotten; and

1 cause as it is only after a considerable term of years that

jtrons can effect the elevation or decline of a University, so it is

(ly a permanent patron Avho can feel a strong personal interest

i the celebrity of a school, and to whom the glory of being the

jomoter of its prosperity, can operate as a high inducement.

5", To impress more deeply on the patrons the obligations and

iportance of their office, they should make oath, in the most

e emn manner, on their entrance upon office, to the impartial and

cigent discharge of their duty ; and perhaps in every report to

t3 higher authority, they should declare upon their honour, and

II th special reference to their oath, that their choice has been

ctermined, without favour, and solely by the pre-eminent quali-

fitions of its object.

6°, The patrons will be most likely to appreciate highly the

'iportance of their function, and to feel acutely the praise or

.Probation which their acts deserve, if taken from the class of

s|;iety inferior, but only inferior, to the highest. If a patron is

apointed from his rank or station,—he is perhaps above the

iiuence of public opinion ; the office is to him only a subordinate

I tinction ; and the very fact of his appointment, while it tells

1 II that its duties are neither difficult nor momentous—for, was

1 -elected for his ability to discharge them ?—is in fact the most

irnicious precedent to him in his own disposal of the patronage

iflf. If the patron be of a low rank, he is probably patron

'y by official accident; is too uninstructed to understand the

a-tance of a duty thus abandoned to hazard ; is too grovelling

I'o actuated by public opinion, and too obscure to be its object

;
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while at the same time he is exposed to incentives to violate hi

trust, strong in proportion to the impotence of the motives per

suading its fulfilment. That patron will perform his duty best,

who OAves his nomination solely to his competence ; who regardj

the office as his chiefest honour ; and who, without being the slavj

of pubhc opinion, which he should be qualified to guide, is neithe

above nor beneath its salutary influence.

The removal of all counter motives from a patron, to the di'

charge of his duty, or of all ability to carry such into effec

determines the following precautions :

—

7°, The patrons must be a body as much as possible removi

from the influence of personal motives, apart from or opposed
j

their preference of the most worthy. The professorial colleji

will therefore, of all others, not constitute the body by which it

itself elected.

8", The patrons should have the virtual and recommendator,

but not the formal and definitive appointment. Tliis should beloi:

to a higher authority,—say a Minister of State. A non-acquic

cence in their recommendation, which would of course necessity

their resignation, and throw them back on their electors, coi

never take place without strong reason : but its very possibili

would tend effectually to prevent its occurrence.

9°, With the report of their decision, the patrons should '

required to make an articulate statement of the grounds on wh: i

their opinion has been formed, that the object of their prefereis

is the individual best qualified for the vacant chair.

Touching the quality of capacity—that is, the power of i
-

covering and making efl^ectual the discovery of the best accc-

plished individuals,—this affords the following conditions :

—

1°, The patrons should be appointed specially ad hoc, and fr i

their peculiar qualification for the discharge of the office.

2°, They should be men of integrity, prudence, and com;-

tent acquirement, animated by a love of literature and sciei-),

and of an unexclusive liberality ; in short, either knowing th'ii-

selves, or able to discover, who are the individuals worth} |)f

preference. !

3°, The patronage should be vested in a small plurality. iH

more than one ;—to obviate the errors of individual judgment, ^
to resist the influences that might prove too powerful for a siije

will ; to secure the animation of numbers, a division of labi;'".

more extensive, applicable, and impartial information, oppcie

i
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liews, and a many-sided discussion of their merits. Jsot in

bany ;—that the requisite intcllio-ence, &c., may be possessed by

[le whole body ; that the presence of all may be ensured ; that

lich may feel his importance, and co-operate in the inquiries and

jeliberations ; that they may understand each other ; take, in

)mmon, comprehensive, anticipative views; and concur in active

casures to obtain the object of their preference : for, be it

imembered, a numerous body can elect only out of those whom
situation suits ; a small body out of those who suit the situation,

'^^soning and experience prove that this patronage is best vested

I board varying from two to five members. Four is perhaps

;e preferable number ; the senior patron having, in case of

fvided opinions, a decisive suifrage.

". The office of academical patron should be permanent, under

' ondition we have already stated ; as no other is more depen-

int for its due discharge on the experience of the functionary,

(j the consistency and perseverance of his measures.

JThe principles thus manifest in theory, have been universally

id
exclusively approved in practice. Precisely as they have

en purely and thoroughly applied, have Universities always

i lien to distinction
;
precisely as they have been neglected or

ijversed, have Universities always sunk into contempt.

; The intrinsic excellence of a school is not to be confounded with

: i external prosperity/, estimated by the multitude of those who
uk to it for education. Attendance may be compelled by exclu-

I'rivileges, or bribed by numerous endowments. [Its degree

lie still required for this or that profession, though no longer

:: finishing a true certificate of the relative acquirement which it

:- ojginally guaranteed. (The degrees of the English Universities.)

t I degree, with ostensibly higher honours, may be offered at

rilly as cheap a rate as the corresponding hcence of less privi-

j

• l^ed incorporations. (The medical degrees of, some at least, of

" • Scottish Universities.) ] The accident of its locality, as in a

• city ; the cheapness of its instruction ; the distance of other

aries, or seminaries of superior character ; and, withal, tlie

i andard of learning in a nation, and the consecpient ignorance

I- defects, may all concur in causing the apparent i)rosperity

" a University, which merits, from its real excellence, neither

.; eiouragement nor toleration. It is only when Universities arc

A plced in competition, and that on equal terms, that the two attri-

- are convertible. To this explanation we must add anotlicr.
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Our assertion only applies to Universities in the circumstances c!

their more modern co-existence. When the same religion, studiesi

and literary language, connected Europe into a single community-

when Universities, cosmopolite in character, few in number, an,'

affording the only organs, not of instruction and exercise mereb:

but of publication, counted by myriads the scholars they attractci

from the most distant countries ; when, opening to their graduat'

a free concurrence in the then all-glorious field of academic!

instruction, prelates, and even princes, sought to earn from tH

assembled nations the fame of talent, eloquence, and learmn|!

then the best instructor naturally found his place, and an artifici

patronage was as inexpedient as it would have proved impractic;

ble. Its necessity arose during the progress of a total change i'

circumstances. When Christendom was shattered into fragmenlj

when the Universities, multiplied to excess in every countr,

speaking each only its own vernacular, and dwindled to sectariii

schools, no longer drew distant nations to their seat, and conc({-

trated in a few foci the talent of the Christian world ; when i^

necessity of personal congress at points of literary communicatji

was superseded by the press ; when the broad freedom of acaf

mical instruction was replaced by a narrow monopoly, and e4i

the interest of the monopolists themselves remained no lonir

solely dependent on their ability and zeal ;—in this complje

reversal of all old relations, the necessity of a careful selectioi|)f

the academical teacher arose, and henceforward the worth j)f

Universities was regulated by the wisdom and integrity of tl^e

to whom this choice was confided. i

The excellence of a University is to be estimated by a ofe-

rion compounded of these two elements :—1. The higher dejpe

of learning and ability displayed by its professorial body ; ijd,

2. The more general diffusion of these qualities among the irin-

bers of that body.
{

Taking a general survey of the European Universities, in Hiir

co-existence and progress, and comparing them by this crite jm,

we find three groups prominently distinguished from the otljrs,

by the higher celebrity of a larger proportion of their profesjrs.

These are the Italian,—the Dutch,—and, for nearly thejJSt

hundred years, the German Protestant Universities. On %9r

mining their constitution, we find that the only circurastantj ot

similarity among themselves, and of contrast to all others, i^te

machinery of their patronage and superintendence, consisting t

"
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ioard of trustees specially constituted for the purpose, suiall, iut^-l-

iijont, perennial.

Of the three great Universities of Italy, Bologna, Padua, and

'isa, our information is less precise in relation to the first ; but.

itiiough the most wealthy and ancient of the Italian schools,

Hilogna did not continue to equal her two principal rivals in the

\erage celebrity of her teachers. Of Pavia we need not speak.

The Itahan were originally distinguished from the Transalpine

niversities by two differences;—the early introduction of sala-

d teachers ; and the restriction ofprivileged instruction to these

I'-hers, who in Italy, as throughout the rest of Europe, enjoyed

loir salary under condition of gratuitous instruction. The evil

"usequences of such a system were, however, in Italy, counter-

ited by the circumstances under which it was carried into ope-

."ition.

riie endowed chairs were there of two kinds,

—

Ordinary and

Iraordinary. The former, fewer in number, were generally of

[igher emolument than the latter. For each subject of import-

pee there were always two, and commonly three rival chairs

;

pd a powerful and ceaseless emulation was thus maintained

Imong the teachers. The Ordinary Doctors strove to keep up

iL'ir celebrity,—to merit a still more lucrative and creditable

ppointment,—and not to be surpassed by their junior competi-

)rs. The Extraordinary Doctors struggled to enhance their

jputation,—to secure their re-election,—and to obtain a chair of

igher emolument and honour.

The appointment, continuance, and dismissal of professors, long

ppertained to the Students, (there comparatively old,) who, in

leir Faculties and IS^ations, annually or biennially elected to all,

p to a large proportion of the chairs.

In Padua, the policy of the Venetian Senate was, from the

liddlcof the fifteenth century, (when the ancient numerous resort

f the University had declined), directed to the restriction and

bolition of this popular right, and after several fruitless, and sun-

ny partial measures, the privilege was at length, in 1560, totally

ithdrawn. The Venetian Fathers were, however, too wise in

'ir generation to dream of exercising this important function

uisclves. Under the Republic of Padua, the Princes of Car-

jira, and the Venetian domination, prior to 1515, two, and subse-

jaently/oi/7- Paduan citizens, of distinguished prudence, had been

"sen to watch over the University, and to suggest the persons

pf^r to be nominated to vacant chairs. In 15H5, they wore
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reduced to three, and the election of these academical Triumvirs ?

(
Triumviri Studiorum, Moderatores Academice, Eiformatori dello >i

Studio di Padova,) intrusted to the six senators of the venerable li

College of Seniors, by whose wisdom the most important affairs of \

the Eepublic were administered. To this small and select body '

of Moderators, the Senate delegated the general care of the Uni-

versity ; and, in particular, that of looking around through Europe
\

for the individuals best qualified to supply the wants of the Uni-

versity. Nor were they easily satisfied. The plurality of con-
i

current chairs (which long continued) superseded the necessity of
j

hasty nominations ; and it not unfrequently happened that a prin-

cipal Ordinary ivas vacant for years, before the Triumvirs found •

an individual sufliciently worthy of the situation. On the other

hand, where the highest celebrity was possibly to be obtained,
|

nothing could exceed the liberality of the Senate, or the zeal of'

the Moderators ; and Padua Avas thus long eminently fortunate, in •

her competition for illustrious teachers with the most favoured!

Universities of Europe.
{

In Pisa, the students do not appear to have ever exercised so!

preponderant an influence in the election of their teachers as in
i

Padua, or even Bologna. From the period of the restoration of!

the University by Lorenzo de' Medici, the academical patronage
j

of the state was virtually exercised by a small, intelligent andj

responsible body. In 1472, the Senate of Florence decreed thatj

five Prefects should be chosen out of the citizens, qualified for thcj

magistracy, to whom should be confided the superintendence botl '•

of the Florentine and Pisan Universities. These were annuall};

elected ; but as re-election was competent, the body was in realit)'

permanent. Lorenzo appears among the first. In 1543, CosnK'

de' Medici gave new statutes to the University of Pisa, with whicli

that of Florence had been united. By these, beside the Prefects;

who were not resident in Pisa, a Curator or Provisor was esta!

blished on the spot. This ofifice was for life ; nor merely honor;

ary, for attached to it was the Priorship of the Knights of Si

Stephen. The Curator was charged with the general superinteDj

dence of student and professor ; and whatever directly or indij

rectly concerned the well-being of the University, was within hiij

sphere. In the appointment of professors, he exercised a greaj

and salutary influence. The Prefects were the definitive electors,

it was, however, the proximate duty of the Curator to look arouni

for the individuals suited to the wants of the University, and t'

bring their merits under the judgment of the Prefects. How b«:
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leficially the Curator and Prefects acted as mutual stimuli and

iiiecks, requires no comment.

j
By this excellent organisation of the bodies to whom their

cademical patronage was confided, Padua and Pisa, in spite of

lany unfavourable circumstances, long maintained a distinguished

..'putation ; nor was it until the system which had determined

iieir celebrity was adopted and refined in other seminaries, that

ley lost the decided pre-eminence among the Universities of

urope. From the integrity of their patrons, and the lofty

;andard by which they judged, the call to a Paduan or Pisan

iiair was deemed the highest of all literary honours. The status

Professor was in Italy elevated to a dignity, which in other

)untries it has never reached ; and not a few of the most illus-

ious teachers in the Italian seminaries, were of the proudest

:»bihty of the land. While the Universities of other countries

\d fallen from Christian and cosmopolite, to sectarian and local

liools, it is the pecuhar glory of the Italian, that under the

,dightened hberality of their patrons, they still continued to

jisert their European universality. Creed and country were in

nam no bar ; the latter not even a reason of preference. Foreign

-

j's of every nation are to be found among their professors ; and

le most learned man of Scotland (Dempster) sought in a Pisan

iiair, that theatre for his abilities which he could not find at

)me. When Calvinist Leyden was expatriating her second

oerhaave, the Catholic Van Swieten ; Catholic Pisa had drawn

cm Leyden the Calvinist foreigner Gronovius. In Schismatic

ngland, a single sect excludes all others from the privileges of

niversity instruction ; in Catholic Italy, even the academic

lairs have not been closed against the heretic.

The system was, however, carried to a higher perfection in

le Dutch Universities ; and notwithstanding some impediments

'ising from religious restrictions, (subsequent to the Synod of

ordt,) its efficiency was in them still more conspicuously dis-

ayed.

' It was first reahsed in Leyden, the oldest of these seminaries

;

id from the greater means and more extensive privileges of that

j

niversity, whose degrees were favoured throughout France, its

Deration was there more decisive.

In reward of the heroic defence made by the citizens in the

inorable siege of Leyden, they received from the States their

K^'icc of an immunity from taxation, or of a University. Tliov
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chose the latter. But though a recompense to the city, and though

the civic aristocracy was in no other country so preponderant as

in Holland, the patronage of the new estabhshment was not asked

by, nor conceded to, the municipality. Independently of reason,

experience had shown the evil effects of such a constitution in the^

neighbouring University of Louvain, where the magistrates and

the professors rivalled each other in their character of patrons, to

prove, by a memorable example, how the wealthiest endowments,

and the most extensive privileges, only co-operate with a vicious

system of patronage in sinking a venerable school into contempt.

The appointment of professors, and the general superintendence

of the new University, were confided to a body of three Curators'

with whom was associated the Mayor of Leyden for the timt.

being. One of these Curators was taken from the body of nobles'

and chosen by them ; the two others, drawn from the cities o

Holland, or from the courts of justice, were elected by the State,

of the province. The duration of the office was originally fo:'

nine years, but custom soon prolonged it for life. The Curator

were recompensed by the high distinction of their office, but war

allowed a learned Secretary, with a salary proportioned to hi

trouble.

The system thus established continues, to the present hour, ii

principle the same ; but the changes in the political circumstance!

of the country have necessarily occasioned changes in the const!

tution of the body,—whether for the interest of the University i

still a doubtful problem. Until the revolutionary epoch, no alte;

ation was attempted in the college of Curators ; and its perm;

nence, amid the ruin of almost every ancient institution, prove

independently of other evidence, that all parties were at one ..

regard to its virtue and efficiency. In 1795, the four Curate
j

were increased to five, and all made permanent. Of these, thr*;

were elected by the national delegates, two by the muuicipaUty (

Leyden ; and the spirit in which they were chosen, even durii^

the frenzy of the period, is shown in the appointments of Sant

nius and De Bosch,—the most illustrious scholars in the curatoi

since the age of Douza. On the restoration of the House

Orange, and establishment of the Kingdom of the Netherlands,-

uniform constitution was given to the Batavian and Belgian Uj,

versities. By the statutes promulgated in 1815 for the iovvM-

and in 181C for the latter, it is provided that " in each Univ(

sity" (these were now Leyden, Utrecht, and Groningen, Louva
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id, and Liege,) " there shall be a board of Curators, eonsist-

_^ L>t" five persons, distinguished both by their love of literature

ad the sciences, and by their rank in society." " The Curators

lall take precedence according to the date of their appoint-

ent ;" but in the statutes of the Belgian Universities, it is stated,

j the President shall be named by the King, and must be resident

i
the town where the University is established." " These cura-

Irs shall be nominated immediately by the King, and chosen,

—

least three-tifths of them,—in the province where the Univer-

;y is estabhshed ; the two others may be chosen from the adja-

iit provinces." " The chief magistrate of the town in which the

uiversity is situated, is, in virtue, but only during the continu-

iice, of liis office, a member of the college of Curators." Beside

'e duties touching the superintendence and administration of the

uiversity, " when a chair falls vacant, the curators shall propose

the Department of Instruction in the Arts and Sciences" (in

Batavian statutes, '* to the ministry of the Home Depart-

;unt,") " two candidates for the situation, and they shall subjoin

their proposal the reasons which have determined their choice,

'be definitive nomination shall be made by the King." To hold,

anually, two ordinary and as many occasional meetings as cir-

< instances may recpiire. " The curators shall, on their appoint-

ent, make, before the King, the following oath : I swear (I pro-

ise) fidelity to the country and to the King. I swear to observe

regidations and enactments concerning academical establish-

in so far as they concern my function of Curator of the

liversity of , and to co-operate, in so far as in me lies, to

tvelfare and celebrity." Office of curator gratuitous ; certain

velhng expenses allowed. " To every college of Curators a

'•rotary is attached, bearing the title of Secretary-inspector,

• il having a deliberative voice in their meetings. He shall be

Ijiund to residence in the town where the University is esta-

Mshed, and, when the college of Curators is not asseml)Ied, shall

Utch that the measures touching the high instruction and the

ijgulations of the University are observed, &c." This Secretary

ts

salaried.

We have spoken specially oi Leyden, but all the schools of IIol-

id owed their celebrity to the same constitution ; and the emula-

'^n of these different boards contributed greatly to their prosperity.

10 University of Franeker, founded in 1585, had three Curators

I'l a Secretary. That of Groningen. founded in 1G15, was
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governed by a college of six Curators, appointed by the States o

the province. Utrecht, raised from a Schola Illustris to a Univer

sity in 1636, and in endowments second only to Leyden, had/r

Curators and a Secretary. For Harderivick (we believe) there wa

a board oifive Curators and a President. The Atheiiceum of Amstei

dam, which emulated the Universities of Leyden and Utrecht, wa

governed by tivo Curators ; and the other Scholse lUustres wer

under a similar constitution. On the curatorial system likewis

was estabhshed the excellence of the classical schools of Holland

and these, as recently admitted by the most competent authorit

in Germany, (Thiersch,) have been long, with a few individu;

exceptions in Germany, the best throughout Europe.

But let us consider how the system wi'ought. We shall spea

only of Leyden. i

It is mainly to John Van der Does, Lord of Noortwyk, a di'

tinguished soldier and statesman, but still more celebrated as

.

universal scholar, under the learned appellative of Janus Douz

that the school of Leyden owes its existence and reputation, i

governor of that city, he had baffled the leaguer of Kequesen

and his ascendency, which moved the citizens to endure t

horrors of the blockade, subsequently iuflaenced them to preft

to a remission of imposts, the boon of a University. In the cc

stitution of the new seminary it was he who was principally cc

suited ; and his comprehensive erudition, which earned for li

the titles of the " Batavian Varro," and " Common Oracle of t

LTniversity," but still more his lofty views and unexclusi

liberality, enabled him to discharge, for above thirty years, t

function of first curator with unbounded influence and unparalle'

success. Gerard Van Hoogeveen, and Cornelius de Coning, wi

his meritorious colleagues.

Douza's principles were those which ought to regulate t;)

practice of all academical patrons ; and they were those of i

successors. He knew, that at the rate learning was seen pri:i

by the state in the academy, would it be valued by the nation t

large. In his eyes, a University was not merely a mouthpi i

of necessary instruction, but at once a pattern of lofty eruditi

.

and a stimulus to its attainment. He knew that professors wrou|.t

more even by example and influence than by teaching; thaft

was theirs to pitch high or low the standard of learning ii^

country ; and that as it proved arduous or easy to come up ?

them, thcv awoke either a restless endeavour after an over lofH'
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ftainment, or lulled into a self-satisfied conceit. And this rela-

ijtn between the professorial body and the nation, held also

litween the professors themselves. Imperative on all, it ^vas

pre particularly incumbent on the first curators of a University,

t strain after the very highest qualifications; for it was theirs to

ctermine the character which the school should afterwards main-

tin ; and theirs to give a higher tone to the policy of their suc-

(^sors. With these views, Douza proposed to concentrate in

iyden a complement of professors all illustrious for their Icarn-

ig; and if the most transcendent erudition could not bo procured

fr the University, with the obligation of teaching, that it should

^11 be secured to it without. For example. Lipsius, " the Prince

cLatin literature," had retired. Who was to replace him? Joseph

laliger, the most learned man whom the world has ever seen,

V5 then living a dependent in the family of llochepozay. He,

( all men, was if possible to be obtained. The celebrated Bau-

tis, and Tuningius, professor of civil law, were commissioned

t proceed as envoys to France, with authority to tender the

ajpointment, and to acquiesce in any terms that the illustrious

siolar might propose. Nor was this enough. Not only did the

(irators of the University and the Municipality of Leyden write

ithe most flattering strain to the " Prince of the literarj' Senate,"

i»ing his acquiescence, but also the States of Holland, and

liurice of Orange. Nay, the States and Stadtholder preferred

1 ewise strong solicitations to the King of France to employ his

i luence on their behalf with the " Phoenix of Europe ;" whicli the

seat Henry cordially did. The negotiation succeeded. Lcydcn
illustrated ; the general standard of learned acquirement in

-uuntry, and the criterion of professorial competency, were

Cjjvated to a lofty pitch ; erudition was honoured above riches

aid power, in the person of her favourite son ; nor had the fallen

I spot of Verona to regret his ancestral dignity, whilst re])ublics,

id princes, and kings, were suitors to the " Dictator of the Com-
Dnwealth of Letters."—After the death of Scaliger, who never

tught, the curators, with a liberality in which they were soon

aer checked, tried to induce Julius Pacius (for whom the Uni-

^rsities of Germany, of France, and, though a heretic, of his

rtive Italy, hkewise contended,) to accept a large salary, on con-

< ion only of residence in Leyden. But the place of ScaUgcr

to be filled by the only man who may contest with him the

,

' mafy of l(\arning ; and Salmosim, who, though a Pcntiw.
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tant, had been invited to Padua, but under the obhgation of le'

turing, preferred the literary leisure of Leyden, with the emoli

ments and honours which its curators and magistracy lavished di

him:— simply, that, as his call declares, "he might improve l!

conversation, and stimulate by example, the learned of the place i

or, in the words of his funeral orator, " ut nominis sui honorej

Academise huic impertiret, scriptis eandem illustraret, prsesentj

condecoraret." And yet the working professors of Leyden,
I

that time, formed a constellation of great men which no othi

University could exhibit.*
,

Such is a sample of the extraordinary efforts (for such sinecun

were out of rule) of the first curators of Leyden, to raise th(,

school to undisputed pre-eminence, and their country to the mc

learned in Europe. In this attempt they were worthily second

i

by their successors, and favoured by the rivalry of the patrons
;'

the other Universities and Scholse lUustres of the United Pi

vinces. And what was their success? In the Batavian Neth(i

lands, when Leyden was founded, erudition was at a lower e.'

than in most other countries ; and a generation had hare

passed away when the Dutch scholars, of every profession, w(;i

the most numerous and learned in the world. And this not fnji

artificial encouragement and support, in superfluous foundatioi,

affording at once the premium of erudition, and the leisure ,;•

its undisturbed pursuit, for of these the Provinces had noij;

not from the high endowments of academic chairs, for the mop

rate salaries of the professors were returned (it was calculat|)

more than twelve times to the community by the resort Jf

foreign students alone ; but simply through the admirable orgaj-

zation of all literary patronage, by which merit, and merit aloj,

was always sure of honour, and of an honoured, if not a lucralje

appointment;—a condition without which Colleges are nuisan<ii,

and Universities only organized against their end. Leyden ,s

been surpassed by many other Universities, in the emolumcis

and in the number of her chairs, but has been equalled by noncin

the average eminence of her professors. Of these, the obscii|r

names would be luminaries in many other schools ; and from ,Q

circle of her twelve professors, and in an existence of two h'l-

^ i_

* [I may mention for the glory of England, (or rather of Ireland,) (it

Usher, when deprived of his Archicpiscopal emoluments, and a ij'c

preacher in Lincoln's Inn, was invited to Leyden on the same honour ile

conditions. But Usher was, virtually, a Preshyterian.']
'<
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.ed years, she can select a more numerous company of a liiglior

uulition tlian can be found among the public teachei-s of any

oier seminary in the world. Far more, indeed, is admitted of

\ den by a learned German, himself an illustrious ornament of

;iival University. " Ilanc urbem," says Gra3vius, (who, though

; Protestant, was also invited by the Moderators of Padua.)

—

luinc urbem proe ceteris nobilitavit, et super oranes extulit illus-

--imum et augustissimum illud sapientia; et omnis doctrina:^

• arium, maximum orbis museum, in quoplures viri summi, qui

cipatum imjenil et eruditionis tenuerunt, fioruere, quam in

lis omnibus Europce Academiis."

That Leyden and the other Dutch Universities do not now
lin their former relative superiority, is not owing to any
dilute decline in them, or corruption in their system of patron-

'. but principally, if not entirely, to the fact, that as formerly

t system wrought almost exclusively in their behalf, so it

> now, for a considerable period, been turned very generally

linst them. The rise of the German Universities, in fact,

ossarily determined a dechne in the external prosperity of

Dutch.

riie Universities of the Empire, indeed, exhibit perhaps the

st striking illustration of the exclusive efficacy of our prin-

Ic. For centuries, these institutions had languished in an

-curity which showed the darker by contrast to the neigh-

iring splendour of the Batavian schools : when, by the simple

j'lication of the same curatorial patronage, with some advan-

_e3, and reheved from the religious restrictions which clogged

exercise in Holltind, the Protestant Universities of Germany
ne out at once with a lustre that threw almost into the

ide the seminaries by which they had themselves been previ-

>ly eclipsed.

The older German Universities, like those of France, the

tlierlands, England, and Scotland, were constituted on the

' lisian model ; consequently, all graduates became, in virtue of

•ir degree, ordinary members of the several faculties, with

|ual rights in the government of the corporation, and equal

•ivileges and obligations as academical teachers. But though

ic privilege of lecturing in the University was preserved to the

raduates at large, a general dispensation of its compulsory

vorcise was in Germany, as in other countries, soon rendered

issible by the endowment which took place of a certain number
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of lectureships on the most important subjects, with salaries

arising from ecclesiastical benefices, or other permanent funds,

Of these, which were usually twelve, at most twenty, in all, the

holders were, of course, bound to gratuitous instruction ; for

throughout the European Universities the salary of an academi-

cal teacher was always given (as a boon to the public, and mor(

especially to the poor) in lieu of his exigible j^astus. The device!

by Avhich this obligation has been, in various countries, variously

(perfas, per nefas) eluded, would form a curious history.

From towards the middle of the sixteenth century, no Germai.

University was founded without a complement of such salarieci
!

teachers, or,—as they began from the commencement of tha!

century, distinctively to be denominated,

—

Professors; and froD:

this period, these appointments were also generally for life. Thesi;

professors thus came to constitute the ordinary and permanen!

members of the faculties to which they belonged ; the other gra

duates soon lost, at least on equal terms, the privilege of academii

cal teaching, and were wholly excluded from the everyday admi,'

nistration of the University and its Faculties. i

To the salaried teachers thus established in the Universities,-;

to them collectively, in colleges, or in faculties, the privilege wat

generally conceded of choosing their own colleagues ; and this ij

the fond persuasion, as the deed of concession usually bore, thr;

the election would be^ thus always determined with knowledgi;

and by the superior merit of the candidate. The princes an'

free cities, who, in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, founde

Universities and endowed Professorships, abandoned to the salarie

teachers this right either entirely or in part, Leipsic an I

Tuebingen are examples of the one, Ingoldstadt of the other. 1|

the sixteenth and following centuries, on the contrary, when tlj

custom of endowing every public chair with a salary, and that ft;

life, became more and more universal, no German University w.'|

erected in which an unfettered right of election was granted ',

the professors ; and as experience had now proved the pernicioi

pohcy of such a concession to the older Universities, it was aL

from them generally withdrawn. The Senate or the Faculti

obtained at most the privilege of presenting candidates for a'

pointment. Of this Koenigsberg is an instance. But until tl*

foundation of the University of Halle, in 1694, by the statutes i

which, the chairs in the juridical and medical faculties we!

declared absolutely in the appointment of the Pi'inco, (thonj
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kese bodies still ventured to interpose their advice ;) the selection

4d ordinary appointment of professors, under the various forms

c presentation, commendation, proposal, or desiynation, was vir-

tally exercised by the professorial bodies. There was, in fact,

il the state, no other authority on whom this function peculiarly

(J
responsibly devolved. It was the establishment of the Univer-

^ of Goettingcn, exactly a century ago, which necessitated a

tial and most salutary change of system. " The great Muench-

llusen," says an illustrious professor of that seminary, " allowed

ck« University the right of Presentation, of Designation, or of

^commendation, as little as the right of free Election ; for he

y^ taught by experience, that although the faculties of Univei'-

BJics may know the individuals best qualified to suj)ply their

vjjant chairs, that they are seldom or never disposed to propose

f(j appointment the worthiest within tlreir knowledge."

ilhe length to which this article has already run, warns us not

tjattempt a contrast of the past and present state of the German
lliversities. On this interesting subject, " satius est silerc quam
pi'um dicere." By Germans themselves, they are admitted to

hre been incomparably inferior to the Dutch and Italian Uni-

T sities, until the foundation of the University of Goettingcn.

Alenchhausen was for Goettingcn and the German Universities,

fixi Douza was for Leyden and the Dutch. But with this dif-

fejnce:—Leyden was the model on which the younger Univer-

sies of the Republic were constructed ; Goettingcn the model on

wich the older Universities of the Empire were reformed. Both

yra statesmen and scholars. Both proposed a high ideal for

-thools founded under their auspices ; and both, as first cura-

laboured with paramount influence in realising this ideal for

ame long period of thirty-two years. Under their patronage,

lien and Goettingcn took the highest place among the Uni-

vi>ities of Europe ; and both have only lost their relative supre-

1 y, by the application in other seminaries of the same measures

U had at first determined their superiority.

1 cm the mutual relations of the seminaries, states, and people

"ilie Empire, the resort to a German University has in general

M always mainly dependent on its comparative excellence ; and

'-' interest of the several states was involved in the prosperity

lieir several Universities, the improvement of one of these

"Is necessarily occasioned the improvement of the others,

^ -ooner, therefore, had Goettingcn risen to a decided superio-
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rity through her system of curatorial patronage, and other subor-

dinate improvements, than the different governments found it

necessary to place their seminaries, as far as possible, on an equal

footing. The nuisance of professorial recommendation, under

which the Universities had so long pined, was generally abated;!

and the few schools in which it has been tolerated, subsist only^

through their endowments, and stand as warning monuments ol! ;i

its effect. Compare wealthy Greifswalde with poor Halle. The vir-'

tual patronage was in general found best confided to a small bodi:

of curators; though the peculiar circumstances of the country,

and the peculiar organization of its machinery of government!

have recently enabled at least one of the German states to con

centrate, without a violation of our principles, its academica

patronage in a ministry of public instruction. This, however, w,

cannot now explain. It is universally admitted, that since thei!

rise through the new system of patronage, the Universities cj

Germany have drawn into their sphere the highest talent of thj

nation; that the new era in its intellectual life has been whoU;

determined by them ; as from them have emanated almost all tb! ^

most remarkable products of German genius, in literature, erudj

tion, philosophy, and science.
j

The matter of academical patronage has of course been di;

cussed in Germany, where education in general has engrossd

greater attention thai^ throughout the world beside ; and wher

in particular, the merits of every feasible mode of choosing pr

fessors have been tried by a vai'ied experience. But in thj

country the question has been hardly ever mooted. All are '

one. Every authority supports the policy of concentrating t

academical patronage in an extra-academical body, smcdl, intei\

.

gent, and responsible; and we defy the allegation of a sinji|j

modern opinion in favour of distributing that patronage amonji"

numerous body of electors,—far less of leaving it, in any circus

stances, modification, or degree, under the influence of the p •

fessorial college. The same unanimity has also, we have noticp

always prevailed in Holland, As a specimen of the state jf

opinion in Germany on this decided point, we shall cite o.f

three witnesses, all professors, all illustrious authors, and alli

the very highest authority, in a question of learned educatioc'r

of academical usage. These are Michaelis, Meiners, and Schle

macher.

Michaelis.—" It is inexpedient to allow the choice of academical teaci'S

.
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1 the professors themselves, be it either to the n-liole concilium or to tlie

iveral faculties : and tliose Universities which exercise this ri;,Mit, pay llio

[ualty of the privilege. A choice of this description is always ill made by
numerous body, and a single intelligent judge is better than a multitude of

(Ctors. - - - - In an election by professors, it is also to be feared

tilt partiality, nepotissTn, complaisance to a colleague in expectation ofa re-

tju, would be all-powerful ; and were it only a patriotic preference of

ti.ives to strangers, still would the election be perverted. There is, more-

QiT, a painful circumstance on which I am loath to touch. It is not im-

psible that the most intelligent judge among the professors, one in the en-

jtment of distinguished influence and reputation, may, in tiie appointment

oa colleague, look that this reputation and influence be not eclipsed, and

cisequently, to the exclusion of all higher talent, confine his choice to such

i».>rlor qualifications as he can regard without dread of rivalry. Professors

iry, it is true, be profitably consulted ; but no reliance should be placed on

tl advice of those who have any counter interest to the new professor. - -

- - The direst evil in the choice of professors, and the certain prelude to

tl' utter degi-adation of a University, is nepotism ; that is, if professors,

wf?ther directly through election, or indirectly through recommendation

ai advice, should succeed in obtaining academical appointments for sons,

6(5-in-law, &c., of inferior learning. The man who in this manner becomes

e^raordinary professor will, without merit, rise also to the higher office ; and

tl job which is tolerated on one occasion, must, from collegial friendship

aii even equitable reciprocity, be practised on others." {Raisonnement ueber

diprotestantisc/ien Universitaeten in Deutsc/iland, (1770) ii. p. 412.)

Iei.neks.—" It should be no matter of regret that faculties have now lost

tliprivilege of electing their members, or of recommending them for ap-

pcitment. Certain as it is, that each faculty is best competent to deter-

mie what qualifications are most wanted for its vacant chairs, and who are

thjpersons possessing these qualifications in the highest eminence ; certain

ali is it, that in very many cases the faculties would neither elect nor re-

cojmend the individual deserving of preference ;—that is, in all cases where

th'- might apprehend that the worthiest would prejudice the interests, or

th;w into the shade the reputation, of themselves or friends. - - - Let

ac'lemical patrons be cautious as possible, and let them consult whom they

ni.f in the choice of public teachers, it cannot but happen that they should

coonit occasional mistakes. And when such occur, then is it that we are

suj to hear— ' This could not have happened, had the University or

F.'i.alty been consulted.' Yet far worse and far more frequent en-ors

wold occur, did the faculties possess the right of free election, or did

th higher authorities only choose out of a list presented by the pro-

fe.':)rs. - . - .

jThe actual choice and confirmation of public teachers is now, in most

UJFersities, in the hands of the Prince, and of the Curators appointed by
Wi; in very few is it exercised by the Universities themselves, or by their

sejral faculties and functionaries. The Universities in which teachers are

ch'en and confirmed by the Prince, or by the curators nominated by him,

ar-listmguished among themselves by this difference ;—that in some, the

^'He professorial body, or the several faculties, have either the right or tlif>

9 A
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permission to propose, or at least recommend, candidates for the vacaii

places ; and that, in others, they have not. The questions thus arise :—

1

it better that the Universities themselves, or those in authority over then

should elect the professors ? Is it better that the University or academic;

bodies should or should not have the right or permission to propose or n

commend for appointment ?

" It does not admit of doubt, that the choice of professors by extra-acad

mical governors, is preferable to their election by the senatus or facultie

Cm-ators, however leanied they may be, still cannot be so familiar wi

every department of erudition, as to be able, on every vacancy, to determin

from their own knowledge, what individuals ought to be taken intoconside

ation, and who of these is best deserving of preference. To this the in((

learned professor Avould be equally incompetent as the academical ciu-atO'

It is not, however, difficult for well-disposed and enlightened curators to c

tain the information which they themselves cannot possibly possess. Th

reside, in general, either in great cities, or, at least, in towns inhabited

men of learning, intimately acquainted with every branch of literatu

They likewise in general personally know, in the Universities over wh

they preside, individuals of approved erudition, who can either afford adv

themselves, or obtain it from others with whom they are acquainted,

either way, it is easy to ascertain both the number and the relative qua)

cations of those who would accept the office. This must be admitted;

can it be denied, that curators will in almost every instance elect those

commended to them as the worthiest, by the best informed and most imp-

tial advisers. Curators have no other, at least no stronger interest, than 'J

maintenance and increase of the prosperity of the University intruste(:)

their care. This interest induces them, in the academical appointme;,

rigidly to scrutinize the qualifications of candidates, and to accord the in-

ference only to the moSt deserving. The individuals out of whom fly

choose are not of their connexions, and seldom even their personal acqua^-

ances. There is thus i-arely any ground of partiality or disfavour. If Ci.-

toi's elect according to merit, they enjoy, beside the inestimable approban

of a good conscience, the exclusive honour of their choice. Do they a ,ff

themselves to be influenced by unsifted recommendations, to choose anoir

than the worthiest,—they expose themselves, by their neglect of duty, toi>

lie and private reprobation. i

" Academical senates and faculties possessing the privilege of :f-

election, have at least this advantage over curators of Universities, ,at

they are able, from their own knowledge, to appreciate the mer of

candidates. But, on the other hand, they in this are inferior to cura's,

that we can rarely allow them credit for the will to elect him whom ey

are themselves conscious is best entitled to the place. The wort?st

are either opponents or rivals of the electors themselves, or of ?^

friends. The electors, or their friends, have relations or favourite for

whom they are desirous to provide. In most cases, likewise, the very tfi-

rest of the electors excludes the most deserving, and prescribes the cice

of an inferior candidate. Impartial elections can only take place in;a-

demical senates and faculties, when a chair is to be filled for which ere

is no competition, and the prosperity of which is for the direct and i^i^'

i
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iiite advautage of the electors at large. It will be granti-d that tlie case

icnrs but seldom. As long, therefore, as we must admit that academical

iiates and fticulties are more frequentl)' partial than curators of Universi-

rs are ill-informed, so long must we maintain, that professors should bo

ected by a superior authority, and not by the University itself. This,

story and experience have already for centuries determined.

" Proposals and recommendations of candidates by senates and faculties,

^ a minor evil to actual election ; but still an evil which should be

lolished or avoided. The same causes which determine the election of infe-

*r merit, must ojierate against the proposal and recommendation of supe-

ifr. "Where it is the custom that the senate or faculty proptjses a certain

ijmber of candidates, out of which the higher authorities make choice, there

^ses, if not an open nepotism, at least a provincial spirit of preference, and

^.ecrct conspiracy against foreigners, pernicious to a University. If the

ijjher authorities, therefore, confine their choice to those thus recommended,

tty will always find that the vacant chairs are not provided with the most

tiinent professors. On the other hand, if they disregard their recommenda-

tln, they atford the academical bodies cause of umbrage, and render them

tj! sworn enemies of the professor actually appointed ; comi)laints are raised

broken privileges ; and he Avho is forced on them through such a breach,

:omes the object of odium or persecution. It is, therefore, highly advis-

e, that the founder, and those in authority over Universities, should

ain unfettered in the choice of professoi-s ; and that in the exercise of

t^ function, they should obtain the advice of those, within and without

tiir Universities, who will afford them the most impartial and enlightened

- cinsel." {VenvaUung deutscher Universitoeten, (1801), i. p. 124, ii. p. 35.)

- ^CHLEiERMACHER.—" The University itself must certainly best know its

I
vbt, when a vacancy occurs, or the opportunity oft'ers of extending the

t 8 lere of its instruction ; and as we are bound to presume in its members a

1 kjjwledge of all that appears of any scientific importance in the country,

t y must likewise know from whence to obtain wherewithal to supply this

vnt. But, alas ! no one w^ould on that account be inclined to accord to a

Ijiversity the choice of its teachers. Universities are, one and all, so infa-

^;
njus for a spirit of petty intrigue, that were this privilege once conceded,

vtat rational being is there who, from their devotion to party, from the pas-

- 1- excited in their literary feuds, and from their personal connexions,

' 111 not anticipate the pernicious consequences? " {Gedanhen tieher Uni-

' ^itneten in deutschem Sitm, flSOS), p. 97.)

Having thus generalized the principles which govern a well-

!' otanized system of academic patronage, and historically shown
'• tilt these principles have been actually applied in all the most
" djtinguished Univei'sities, we shall now conclude our discussion

|,
U considering the modes of appointing professors in use in Scot-

To say nothing of the special patronage of a few individual

iirs, the merits of which we cannot at present pause to con-

•r, the general systems of academical pati'onage here preva-
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lent, are three ; the trust being deposited in the hands either

a Municipal Magistracy,—of the Professorial body itself,—or
'

the Crown.

The first of these systems, though not unknown in one of t

other Universities, is preponderant only in that of Edinbur^i

where the far greater number of professors are elected imn-

diately by the suffrages of the thirty-three members of the To i

Council.

This system is generally and justly admitted to be grea^

preferable to the other two. An admission, however, of the ki:.,

proves aught rather than the absolute excellence of the meth'.

It is melancholy indeed that such a system should be toleratedii

our country ; still more melancholy that it must be lauded as ie

best we have. The utmost that can be said in its favour is, t',t

compared with the other tAvo, it is of itself less disposed to el,

and more capable of being inclined to good. ;

A body like the Edinburgh Town Council, as it ivas, fu|s

none of the conditions of a well-organized board of academJ

patrons. From their education and rank in society, they we,

on the average, wholly destitute of that information and int'i-

gence which such patrons ought to possess ; they were a co Jc-

tion of individuals,—numerous,—transitory,—obscure ; and (le

function itself was an appendage wholly accidental to their off!!.

Such a body of* patrons was wholly incapable of an acjye

exercise of their trust. Their unintelhgence, numbers, and ic-

tuating association, prevented them from anticipating and folloog

out any uniform and systematic measures. No general prin )le

determined among them a unity of will. They could not att( pt

an extensive survey for a discovery of the highest quahficatiis;

nor make a tender of the appointment to those who might a(!pt

what they would not solicit. Their sphere of choice was ;ius

limited to actual candidates ; and the probabilities of success fiiin

always limited candidates to those Avhose merits were suppi;ed

or supphed by local and adventitious circumstances. Even r;he

narrow circle of candidates, the choice of the civic patrons ras

always passive; and its character for good or ill, wholly d< en-

dent on the nature of some external determination. The judgent

of a proper body of patrons should be higher than that oth^

community at large ; it should guide, not merely follow, \?"^

opinion. This, however, was not to be expected from a bo' of

burgesses ; in fact, it has been the only merit of the Town <iun-
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•il of EJinbiirgli, cither claimed or accorded, that pultlic oidnion

vas not without a certain weight in their decision, lint i)ultlic

•pinion is not unfrequently at tank ; it fjivours the popular and

uperficial, not the learned and profound. The qualitications of a

irofessor are frequently wholly beyond its cognisance ; and still

iiore frequently the qualitications of candidates are unknown.

'ublic opinion was thus either not expressed in favour of anv

andidate, or it was divided ; and the patrons solely abandoned

accident, or the impulsion of some less salutary influence,—an

ofluence frequently found omnipotent, even against public opinion

bself.

The Town Council of Edinburgh was, in tact, peculiarly exposed

a have its patronage corrupted through a variety of channels
;

nd the histor}^ of the University shows, that the highest merit,

ndthepubhc opinion of that merit most emphatically pronounced,

ave never, in a single instance, prevailed, when a perverse intlu-

nce has been adequately brought to bear on the electors. Nor
auld it possibly be otherwise. A body of electors more com-

letely relieved of responsibility, and the consciousness of rcspon-

ibility, could scarcely be imagined. We had here a body, itself

le creature, and consequently the pliant instrument, of favour,

itrigue, and corruption. The members of this body were men,

i general, wholly unable to represent to themselves the high

nportance of their decision, or to be actuated by any refined

Dnception of their duty ; nor could public reprobation be felt at

il, when the responsibility was so pulverized among a passing

lultitude of nameless individuals. Such a body was, of all others,

able to be led astray from their duty by those who had an

iterest in perverting their choice. " It is remarkable," says Dr
ihalmers, " that some of the chief deviations by j\Iagistrates and

ouncils in the exercise of this trust, have been brought about by

je influence of leading men in the Church or in the University."

his influence, which was long as systematically as i)erniciously

lerted, operated equally to the corruption of the Church and of

18 University ; and the last, worst form of academical patronage,

lat by the professorial body itself, was thus covertly at work,

ithout even the trifling checks which accompanied its open cxei--

se. Itself the breath of party, the Town Council hardly prc-

snded to impartiality when pohtics disturbed its choice ; and the

lost transcendent claims were of no avail against the merits of a

lunicipal relationship. A large proportion of the electors were
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necessarily in dependent relations ; and some hardly above the

condition of paupers. They were thus wholly incapacitated from

resisting the various sinister influences which assailed their inte-

grity ; and even direct bribery, which is known to have been

sometimes tried, was probably not always unsuccessful. It was'

thus, only when left to themselves, and to the guidance of public

opinion, that the civic patrons could be trusted ;—only when the

powers which commanded their voices had no sufiicient interest'

in warping their decision. The fact, that they not only tolerated,

but expected, the personal solicitations of candidates and theii

friends, proves also, of itself, that they had no true conception o:

their office ;—that they thought of granting a favour, not merelj,

of performing a duty. Patrons who exercise their power only asi

a trust, will spurn all canvassing as an insult, if candidates do no,'

feel it as a disgrace. Judges were once courted in this and otheil

countries in a similar manner. We look back on such a practice

as on a marvel of political barbarism ; and it will not, we trust, bi

long until we recollect with equal wonder the abomination of soli;

cited trustees.

That municipal magistrates could possibly exercise, of themj

selves, the function of academic patrons, seems in no other cour!

try to have been imagined ; and even in Edinburgh, the right ('.

choice was originally limited by conditions which the Town Com;

cil have only latterly evaded. Their election formerly expresse

only the issue of a public concourse of candidates, and disputatic

in the Latin tongue ; and the decision, too, we believe, was on!

valid when sanctioned by the approval of the Presbytery. ^
recollect only two foreign Universities in which the municipalit

Avere patrons,—Louvain and Altdorf. In the former, this rigl:'

which extended only to certain chairs, was controlled by the faci

ties, whose advice was to be always previously taken ; and tl

decline of that great and wealthy seminary was mainly determini

by its vicious patronage, both as vested in the University and
.

the Town. Altdorf, on the other hand, founded and maintain

by the free city of Nuremberg, was about the poorest Universi;

in Germany, and long one of the most eminent. Its whole endo

ments never rose above L 800 a-year ; and till the period of

declension, the professors of Altdorf make at least as distinguish'

a figure in the history of philosophy, as those of all the eig-'

Universities of the British Empire together. On looking clos(

into its constitution, the anomaly is at once solved. The patrici.
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i-'iiate of Nuremberg were not certainly less qualitiod fur acadenii-

li
<jl patrons than the Town Council of Edinburgh ; but they were

t"> intelligent and patriotic to attempt the exercise of such a

1 lotion. The nomination of professors, though formally ratified

1 the senate, was virtually made by a board of four curators;

; il what is worthy of remark, so long as curatorial patronage

I Hs a singularity in Germany, Altdorf maintained its relative pre-

iii; tiinence,—losing it only when a similar mean was adopted in the

ti; i)re favoured Universities of the Empire.

i: These observations arc, in their whole extent, applicable only

|5, tthe old Town Council; but it is manifest that all the principal

t; (cumstances which incapacitated that body, under its former

i: (flstitution, for a competent exercise of academic patronage, con-

*: t ue still to operate under its present ; and if some minor objec-

il tns are removed, others, perhaps of even greater moment, have

[!,
« sen. On these, however, we cannot at present touch. Indeed,

in iis only in a country far behind in all that regards the theory

k: ad practice of education, that the notion of intrusting a body like

anunicipal magistracy with such a trust, would not be treated

)|, vth derision ; and we have so high an opinion of the intelligence

1(1
ad good intentions of the present Town Council, that we even

r cifidently expect them to take the lead in depositing in proper

,j
lads that important part of their public trust, which they are

y iJ able adequately to discharge themselves. [But alas !]

jr Their continuance as patrons would, in fact, seal the downfall

,j,
the University of Edinburgh; unless, what is now impossible,

I,; 8 stems of patronage still more vicious should continue to keep

J,-

d«rn the other Universities of Scotland to tlieir former level.

^ 1\ of these are superior to Edinburgh in endowments; and if the

ll,j

03 decisive superiority which Pklinburgh has hitherto enjoyed

,
o|3r them, in the comparative excellence of her patronage, be

! orsed in their favour, the i-esult is manifest.

1 rom the best of our Scottish systems of academical patronage,

^' now pass to the worst ; and public opinion is, even in this

' lutry, too unanimous in condemnation, to make it necessary to

I

. djell upon its vices. AVe mean that of self-patronage.

*In the unqualiiied form in which it has so long prevailed in

• !and, it was tried, in the darkness of the middle ages, in a very

' >f the continental Universities ; and in these the experiment

,

v|s brief. In an extremely modified shape, and under circum-

sinces which greatly counteracted its evils, it was tolerated for
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a considerable period in the German Universities ; experience

however, proved its inexpediency under every mitigation, and i'

has been long in tliat country, as we have shown, absolutely ant

universally condemned. [See the authorities above, p. 368—371.

.

As established in Scotland, this system violates, or rathe

reverses, almost every condition by which the constitution of

board of patrons ought to be regulated.—In the first place, b

conjoining in the same persons the right of appointment and th

right of possession, it tends to confound patronage with propert}

and thus to deaden in the trustee the consciousness of his chara(

ter ; in fact, to foster in him the feeling, that, in the exercise (

his function, he is not discharging an imperative duty, but doin

arbitrarily what he chooses " with his own."— In the seco?id plac!

as it disposes the patron to forget that he is a trustee, so it aL

primes liim with every incentive to act as a propinetor. Natur

affection to children and kindred; * personal friendship and enmit;

party, (and was there ever a University without this curse ?) ;
je

lousy of superior intelligence and learning, operating the strong .

the lower the University is degraded ; the fear of an unaccomni'

dating integrity ; and finally, the acquiescence even of opposi

parties in a job, with the view of a reciprocity ;—these and otb:

motives effectually co-operate to make the professorial patrl

abuse his public duty to the furtherance of his private ends. Ti

single motive for bestowing on professors the power of nominati^

their colleagues, was the silly persuasion that they were the pt;

sons at once best able to appreciate ability, and the most interest

in obtaining it. If this were true,—if it were not the reverse
'

truth, we should surely find our professorial patrons in Scotlai,

like the curators of foreign universities, looking anxiously arouj;,

on every vacancy, for the individual of highest eminence, a I

making every exertion to induce his acceptance of the chair. li

has it been heard that this primary act of a patron's duty ^,i

ever yet performed by a college of professorial patrons ? In J

nature of things it could hardly be. For why ? This would be i

* " Hence the hereditary successions in colleges which are thus patronL ,

—the firm and iufi-angible compacts, which sometimes last for generatiH)

cemented as they are by the affinities of blood and relationship,—the dcc-

ing lustre of chairs once occupied by men of highest celebrity and talent, ;t

the very ascendancy of whose influence when living, or of whose names s J

they were dead, effected the transmission of their offices to a list of des(

dants."

—

Dr Chalmers.
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. ert admission, that they were mere trustees performing a duty,

;)t proprietors conferring a favour. Were the highest quahlieu-

nns once recognised as the sole rule ; why not make its apphca-

im universal ? But then, the standard of professorial competent'e

buld be inconveniently raised ; the public would expect that the

jputation of the University should not be allowed to fall ; and the

(jairs could therefore no longer be dealt about as suited the pri-

ite interest of the patrons. The private interest of the patrons,

^erefore, determined an opposite policy. The standard of pro-

ijsSGrial competence must be kept down—it seldom needed to be

kvered—to the average level of their relatives and partisans. K^ot

(fly must no invitation be given to men of reputation, they must

\ disgusted from appearing as candidates. The value of the chairs,

i| places of honour, must be reduced ; that, as places of emolu-

ijint, they might not, and that in an unlearned country, be beyond

tie reach of ordinary men. Instead of receiving an unsolicited

ell to take his seat among the members of an illustrious body, the

mn of highest reputation, to obtain the chance even of a cliair,

ijjst condescend to beg the lowered office as a favour, from a

ibwd of undistinguished individuals, to obtain whose voices was

i| credit, and not to obtain them would still be felt as a disgrace

;

fjd submit to the humiliation of being fellow-candidate of all and

sndry, whom the humble vanity of standing for a chair, or per-

fjnal and party interest with the electors, called—and with pro-

I:ble success—into the field. To be left to divide the cake in the

fciade, has been the aim of all professorial patronage. We do not

fjsert, that under this system no men of distinguished merit have

iistrated our Universities;—far from it; but we assert that of

i others it tends to make celebrity the exception, obscurity the

^le. And of the small number of great names to which the

ijofessorial patronage can lay claim, some conquered their aj)-

pintments by other reasons than their merits, and more took

tieir patrons and the world by surprise in their subsequent repu-

tLion. We know something of the history of foreign Universities,

id something, at least by negation, of the history of our own.

J id this we affirm, that if a premium were given to the Univcr-

|y which could exhibit among its professors the largest propor-

n of least distinguished names, the Scottish Universities, where

f-election is prevalent, would have it only to contend for among
mselves.

We may here anticipate an objection wo have often hoard, that.
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however bad in theory, the patronage of the Scottish Universitiei

is found, in practice, to work well ; these seminaries fully accoir

plishing their end, as shown by the flourishing state of learnin

in the country.
;

Assuming, with the objector, the effect produced, as a test v.

the instrument producing,* this patronage must on the contrari

be granted to have wrought almost worse in practice, than reij

soning could have led us to anticipate ; erudition, in every higJu\

acceptation, being in Scotland at a lower pass than in any oih<,

country almost of Europe.—Without, we think, any overweenir,

patriotism, we may assert, that no people in modern times li.

evinced more natural ability than our own ; and in all the depai,

ments of knowledge where intellectual vigour, rather than extej

sive erudition, may command success, the Scotch are at least nj

inferior to any other nation in the world. " Animi illis," sa'

Barclay, " in qusecunque studia inclinant, mirifico successu inclyl:

ut nullis major patientia castrorum, vel audacia pugnsB, et Mu;i

nunquam delicatius habeant, quam cum inciderunt in Scotoi;

Nor, assuredly, have they shown an incapacity for the highc

scholarship, when placed in circumstances disposing them to

cultivation. On the contrary, no other people have achieved
i

much in this department in proportion to their means. From t;

petty portion of her scanty population, whose education was i^

stunted in her native seminaries, Scotland can show at least so]j!

three or four more consummate masters of a J^atin style, andtli

both in prose and verse, than all the other nations of the Brit i

Empire can exhibit, with ten times her population, and so ma;

boasted schools. Nature gives ability, education gives learniri;

and that a people of such peculiar aptitude for every study, shoijl

remain behind all others in those departments and degrees if

erudition, for the special cultivation of which Universities w? :

estabhshed, proves, by the most appropriate of evidence, tjt

those of Scotland are, in their present state, utterly unqualilji

for the higher purposes of their existence. Of these correlatjs

facts, we shall supply tivo only, but these, significant illustratiC|i.

[On these compare also Ed. No. ii.]
'

The first. It will be admitted, that a very trifling fraction ff

* Though the principal, we do not, of course, hold that a good acadeiBjJ

patronage is the oiili/ condition of high learning in a country. An exposi :»

of all the concurrent causes of this result would form the subject ol'n

important discussion.
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t ) cultivated population of any country can receive its education

al literary impulsion in foreign lands ; consc(|uently, if the semi-

nt'ies of Scotland were not incomparably inferior, as instruments

oeruditiou, that the innnense majority of Scottish scholars must

hve owed their education exclusively to Scottish schools.

Now, on this standard, what is the case ? Of Scottish scholars,

ai of the highest eminence, and far more than nine-tenths of those

^vTthy of the name of scholar at all, have been either educated

iitforeign seminaries, or their tastes, and the direction of their

sKlies, determined in the society of foreign learned men.

Nor is the second illustration less remarkable. It will be admit-

t4, that the erudition of a national (we do not mean merely esta-

Vshed) church, affords not only a fair, but the most favourable

• c|terion of the erudition of a nation. For, in the first place

;

Tleology, comprehending (or rather being itself contained in) a

- v^er sphere of scholarship than any other learned profession,

; al its successful cultivation necessarily proportioned to the

' d;ree in which that scholarship is applied ; it follows, that the

. leology of a country can never transcend, and will rarely fall

IS bieath, the level of its erudition. In the second; the clergy

* f(|m every where the most numerous body of literary men ; con-

;: s^uently, more than any other, express the general diffusion of

' lij^rary accomplishment throughout a people. In the third; the

1 cjrgy or those educated for the church, constitute the class from

t wjich tutors, schoolmasters, and professors, are principally taken.

ii j[|eir proficiency and example thus react most powerfully and

s elensively, either to raise and keep up learning, or to prevent its

1« ring among all orders and professions. In \\\cfourth ; as almost

It,; efclusively bred in the schools and Universities of their country,

(ifl tiy reflect more fairly than the rest of the educated ranks, the

B e lellences and defects of the native seminaries. And in the fifth

;

B a their course of academical study is considerably longer than

If.
tl .t of the other learned professions, they must be viewed as even

trr
aiighly favourable specimen of what their native seminaries can

p aomplish.

Now, in Scotland, on this criterion, what is the result 'i Simply

rji
is: Though perhaps the country in Europe where religious

^ iierests have always maintained the strongest hold, Scotland, in

'* t history of European Theolofjy, has, for nearly two centuries,

'^ r\ name, no place. For nearly two centuries, the home-bred

; crgy of Scotland, established and dissenting, among their count-
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less publications of a religious character, some displaying great

and various talent, have, with two [one], not illustrious exceptions,

contributed not a single work to the European stock of theologica]

erudition ; and for an equal period, they have not produced a

single scholar on a level with a fifth-rate philologer of most othei

countries. In these respects, many a dorf in Germany or Hollanc

has achieved far more than the broad realm of Scotland. A com

parison of the Scotch and Enghsh Churches affords a curiou

illustration in point. In the latter, the clergy have a tolerabL

classical training, but for ages have enjoyed, we may say, n(

theological education at all. In the former, the clergy mus

accomplish the longest course of theological study prescribed i

any country, but with the worst and shortest classical preparatioi

Yet in theological erudition, what a contrast do the two Churche,

exhibit ! And this, simply because a learned scholar can easil

,

slide into a learned divine, without a special theological educf;

tion ; whereas no theological education can make a man a competerj

divine, who is not a learned scholar ;

—

theology being, in a huma

sense, only a philology and history, applied by philosophy.—Bi

again. In other countries, the clergy, or those educated for tl

church, as a class, take the highest place in the higher depar

ments of learning. Scotland, on the contrary, is singular in thi

that all her scholars of any eminence, have, for almost two ce

turies, been found exclusively among the laity, and these, as t

have noticed, rarely educated in her native institutions.

The third and last mode of appointing to academical offices

Scotland, is nomination by the Crown.—There being no spec:

department, in our Government, for public instruction, this patro

age has fallen to the Secretary of State for the Home Departmei'

The defects of this mode of appointment are sufficiently obvioi

Here a great deal certainly depends on the intelUgence and lil

rahty of the individual Minister, to counteract the natural defe^

of the system. But, even under the best and most impart

Minister, it can accomplish its end only in a very precarious a

unsatisfactory manner. The Minister is transitory ; the choice"

professors is a function wholly different in kind from the ordin?

duties of his department ; is not of very frequent recurrence; e-

concerns a distant quarter of the empire, where the Universil'

are situated, and the candidates generally found. The Minis

'

cannot, therefore, be presumed to think of specially qualify
,'

himself for this contingent fraction of his duty. He must relyi
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te information of others. But can lie obtain impartial infornia-

111. or be expected to take the trouble necessary in seeking it'.''

(1 the other hand, he will be besieged by the solicitations of

(.iididates and their supporters. Testimonials, collected by the

; plicant himself among his friends, and strong in proportion to

I
' partialities of the testifier, and the lowncss of the criterion by

\iich he judges, will be showered in, and backed by political and

I
rsonal recommendations. If he trust to such information, he

1 lits his patronage to those who apply for the appointment ; and

; all certificates of competence are in general equally transcendent,

1 will naturally allow inferior considerations to incline his pre-

f'cnce among candidates all ostensibly the very best.

To lift this patronage out of the sphere of political partiality,

; d to secure precise and accurate information from an unbiassed,

i clligent, and responsible authority, is what every patriotic

' iiistcr of the Crown would be desirous to effect. But this can

1 best accomplished by organizing a board of Curators (the name
! nothing) for each University, on the principles of patronage we
1 \ e explained ; whose province would be to discover, to compare,

t choose, to recommend, and to specify the grounds of their pre-

tence, to the Minister, with whom the definitive nomination
"' Viuld remain,—a nomination, however, which could be only formal,

'*"' i the curators conscientiously fulfilled the duties of their trust.

te ])w beneficially these authorities would reciprocally act as checks

s. ad counter checks, stimuli and counter-stimuli, is apparent. By
t < arrangement, the Crown would exchange an absolute for a

1 idified patronage in those chairs now in its presentation ; but

liusi tjs modified patronage would be extended over all others. The

)f cfinitive nomination would certainly be no longer of value as a

tljf Jtty mean of ministerial influence ; but the dignity of the Crown
icest "viuld thus be far better consulted in making it the supreme and

fii ^neral guardian of the good of all the Universities. Nor would

it it tj system of curatorial boards be superseded, were a separate

0i cpartment of public instruction to be established in the admini-

hft 8'ation of the State. On the contrary, in most countries where

ilies ts organization of government prevails, the University curators

riei«
f 'm one of the most useful parts of its machinery ; and nothing

[0. citributes more to perfect the curatorial system itself, than the

[le! cisciousness of the curator that his recommendation is always

v(ji»
sictly scrutinized by an intelligent and well-informed Ministry,

Ifore beintr carried into effect.
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In the present article, we have limited our discussion to th

general conditions of a good system of academic patronage. W
do not, therefore, now touch on the difficult and important que?

tion

—

How is a board of academic patrons and governors to he be^

constituted nnder the particular circumstances of this country? *

* [As in part supplying an aus\\'er to this important question, it ma

not be improper here to extract that portion of the Evidence given by me i

the course of the same year, when examined by " The Commissioners aj

pointed to inquire into the state of Municipal Corporations in Scotland." ]

Appendix III. will be found likewise a relative extract from the Gener

Report of these Commissioners, presented to both Houses of Parliament.

" The best mode of organizing a board of Curatorial Patrons for the Ud

versify of Edinburgh, appears to me the only point of any considerable difl^

culty ; and this because we have here not to deal merely Avith principles

the abstract, but to determine what, under the special circumstances of t!

case, is the highest point of perfection which we can practically realize.

" But before stating what appears to me the most expedient plan of const,

tuting such a board, I would premise that a board of curators, almost aij

how elected, and of only ordinary intelligence and probity, would, if sma,

and not of a transitory continuance in office, be always greatly preferable
:

academical governors and patrons to the passing mob of civic councilloi

either under the past or present constitution of the city ; because such a bO''

could hardly fail of being more competent to their office, from great;

average understanding, from their not being disabled for active and harm!

nious measures towards obtaining University teachers of the very highii

qualifications, and from their standing prominently forward to public vie

and consequently acting 'under a powerful feeling of responsibility in (>

exercise of their trust. But merely to improve on so vicious a system

patronage as the present would be doing very little ; and, though a sm

board of curators could not but be preferable to the town-council, still l

aU-important qixestion remains,

—

Hoiv is such a board, of the highest possi.

excellence, to be most securely obtained ? >

" In attempting a feasible solution of this problem, we must accommod

'

our plan to existing circumstances, and construct our buUdiug with

materials that lie around us. These are certainly not the best possible; ':

they seem to me not inadequate to the end in view; and the difficulty,;

obtaining better, if such could actually be obtained, would probably far m .!

than overbalance the superior advantages they might otherwise prom .

Taking, therefore, the public bodies, such as we tind them in this city, ; I

employing the principal of these as the means of organizing a boai'd of aca -

mical Curators, the following appears to me the plan which would proba-'

accomplish, to the highest practical perfection, the end in vieAv, i.e. the e -

tion of Curators competent to their duty, and actuated by the strongest )
•

tives to its fulfilment.

" Let the Curators be elected for a fixed term of years, say seven ; and tl je

may either be a general septennial election, or each Curator may continiin
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Vo the full torin, from the actual date of his appointment. Curators to bo

li;iible; it being also understood that they oinj/it to be re-elected, if their

hict merit approbation.

^\'llen a vacancy occurs, a writ to be issued from , requiring each of tin-

\ following bodies to elect, and their president to return to , as elected by
majority of at least tAvo-thirds, a De/e</(ile, qualified (as the writ should bear)

his intelligence, probity, and general liberalit}-, to concur in electing a

nrator or Curators of the University. These bodies are, 1. The Faculty of

ilvocates ; 2. The Society of Writers to the Signet ; 3. The Royal College

Phj-siciaus ; 4. The Royal College of Surgeons ; 5. The Presbytery of

liiiburgh (or, perhaps, under certain regulations, the Synod or General

-Minbly)
; 6. The Town Council. The Delegate to be either a member of

lonstituent body or not, but never its ordinary presiding functionary. In

r case of the Town Council, the delegate ought certainly not to be a mem-
r of that body, and perhaps it would be better if the, same rule were even

tended to the others. On his appointment the Delegate to make a solemn

laration, before a meeting of his constituents,—" that he has not canvas-

I tor the appointment himself, or sanctioned any canvassing by others on

- behalf ; that he feels no sense of obligation to vote for any individual

;

il that, in the election, he will be solely biassed by his honest conviction

:it the object of his choice is the person best qualified to discharge with

tcUigeuce, and without personal, political, or religious partiality, the fnnc-

iis of Academical Curator." Should any of the bodies fail in returning a
'

'gate by the requisite majority, the complement of six to be supplied by

wing one or other of the remaining bodies, in what order, and under

at regulations may be deemed expedient, to elect a second Delegate. The

legate to be ineligible to an academical chair by the Curators whom he

- concun-ed in electing, and perhaps, likewise his sons, sons-in-law, and

' ithcrs, or only under certain restrictions, as, for instance, only by a una-

laous choice of the Cm-ators.

"The Delegates to report their elections of Curators to the relative Minister

State, specifying the votes of each Delegate for each Curator ; and each

•legate also to report his own vote to his constituents. If the choice bo

amnions, the Minister bound to confirm the nomination ; but otherwise,

-hall be in his power to order a new election of Delegates and Curator

:

t should the same Curator be again returned, his appointment to be hereby

;t rmined.

• Ineligible to the curatorial office,—peers, the lords president and jus-

-clerk, professors, clergymen, and practising medical men ; and not more

n two Cm-ators at most to be elected from the judges of the supreme

nt.

• Before entering on their function, an instruction for their conduct in office,

itied by his Majesty and Parliament, to be accepted and signed by the

'lators. This instruction should, inter alia, anxiously prescribe that they

not (as has in this country hitherto been the case) merely to bestow tho

'lint chairs on one of those who may happen to come forward as candi-

tf'S
; but that they are to look carefully around for the person of the high-

t competence, and make to him a tender of the appointment, even at the
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risk of it being declined. They should also make an articulate oath to the

upright discharge of their duty, and this in the most impressive form, as

before the whole Court of Session, specially commissioned for the purpose by

the Ejng.
" As formerly stated, the Cm-ators, on each designation of professor, to

make a detailed report of their choice and its gi-ounds to the Minister, stat-

ing whether it were unanimous or not, and the names of the majority and

minority. If unanimous, their designation to necessitate the confirmation

;

but if not, then the Minister may remit the matter for reconsideration to the

Curators, and even ultimately suspend his ratification. On this last event,

(which is not of probable occurrence,) the majority of the Curators must, of

course, resign; but if the new Curators, hereupon appointed, (whether the'

same individuals be elected or not,) repeat the former designation, in that

case, their choice to be held as final, and the royal confirmation not to be;

refused. '

" The reasons of the different parts of this plan are snfEciently obvious.—'

The primary elective bodies, though none of them the best possible, are still'

sufficiently numerous, and sufficiently different, to neutralise any partia

interests with which they might severally be infected, and each will, conse-.

quently, be induced to act only for the benefit of the public, in wiiich thej'

themselves always participate. Then, as the Delegates are to be chosen bjj

a large majority, no one is likely to be proposed, far less to be elected, wh(!

does not enjoy the general confidence of the electors apart from all considera

'

tions of party.—The writ, and its tenor, takes the election of Delegate on

of the ordinary routine, gives it a certain solemnity, and puts the elector

on theii- honour ; while this is still more efiiciently done with the Delegatej

by the public declaration they must make on accepting their commission.-l

The report of the Delegates to the Minister and their constituents is usefii.'

by impressing more strongly on them the importance of their choice; b'

bringing their individual conduct before the world, and thus enhancing thei'

consciousness of responsibility.—The signature of the instruction, and th

solemn oath by the Curators, will tend to keep them alive, and, what is eve

of gi-eater consequence, to keep the public alive to the nature and high vali

of theii- duties. If the public know what they have a right to expect, the

trustees will be sure to feel as a necessity what they ought to peiform.—Bi'

every precaution to raise an academical patronage out of the sphere of pr

vate and party influence is the more anxiously to be taken, as in no oth

:

country of Europe, both from the relations of our Universities, and the co:,

stitution of our government, has merit hitherto obtained so little weight
,

the choice of professors,—in no other country is the national conscience :

regard to the distribution of public patronage so blunted. To this end t^

other regulations likewise concur;—the checks and counter- checks oft'

Minister, Curators, and primary bodies on each other; and the necessi,

imposed on the Curators of vindicating their choice by an exposition of

grounds. The reason of the exclusion of the presidents of the prima

bodies from the office of Delegate is to prevent the delegation from the ri'

of falling into routine, or being considered as other than a special and ni''

important trust. The exclusion of peers, the president, and justice-cle'
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L'., from the office of Curator, is to prevent that honour from being made,
appearing to be made, a sequel to any personal or official rank,—from
lug regarded as other than the highest and most unequivocal mark of pub-
confidence in the high character and peculiar capacity of the individual

."(.ted to the situation.

' "Without attempting an ideal perfection by this plan, I am confident a

lard of academical Curators would easily and surely be obtained, who would
.^rform all that could reasonably be expected, and determine a golden era in

Its fortunes of our Scottish Universities."

On reading over the preceding, the scheme now strikes me as too complex,

: d it might, I think, be simplified, without essential detriment, by several

Missions. In principle, I am however persuaded, it is right, and favour
-

. lugly the plan of indirect or mediate election ; for it is of great importance,

tit curators should be chosen by the joint intelligence of a small body, nor

1 1 themselves the nominees, of any particular interest or class. However,

; indirect election is not generally tmderstood in this country, if the elective

Idles are precluded from choosing among their own members, I have no

ciubt that a fair board of academical appointment and controul would be

chained ; nay, that one constituted in the simple mode recommended by the

Jrgh Commissionei's would be a marvellous improvement on the present

r,gn of ignorance, favour, passion and caprice. How greatly the University

ojEdinbm-gh is in want of a good superintendence, (to say nothing of a good

Cronage,) is shown by the actual state of its Examinations and Degrees.

je Senatus Academicus, with many individual exceptions, is, as a body,

tjally incompetent to self- regulation ; and even the personal interest of a

lijority of its numerous members is now opposed to the general interests of

laming, of the public, and of the University, as an organ of education. This

iitoo manifestly shown in the misappropriation also of the funds left by
meral Reid, " to make additions to the Library^ or otherwise to promote

t general interest and advantage of the University, in such way as the

Incipal and Professors shall in their discretion think most fit and proper."

lis bequest, through the preponderance of a special interest, which has

g wn into command of the Senatus since the will was made,—in opposition

t the manifest intention of the testator,—and in opposition to the most sig-

n cant warnings both from within and from without the body, has been

derted, not only to s/;>ec/f/^ purposes, but even to the personal advantage of

aomplement of the trustees :—the small majority refusing a preliminary

iiniry, and not listening to the information oflfered, in regard to the general

•Wats of the University ; overlooking all disapproval by the highest authori-

t: 1 of the moral character of the proceedings ; nay, resiling from then- own
pviously professed intention of interrogating a Court of Law in regard to

tl bare legality of any contested measures. In fact, they are now content to

sijif so allowed, even under the judicial stigma incidentally called forth on

tl way in which the trust has been administered. (Compromise, conces-

—any thing for non-discussion may be expected forthwith.) Now, had

been a respected board of Curators over the University, these proceed-

I - would never even have been attempted ; nor would a protesting minority

II
'^ be compelled to share in the opprobrium of the very acts which they so

'^.illy reprobated and so openly disavowed.]
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This is the age of reform.—Next in importance to our religio

and political establishments, are the foundations for public educ

tion; and having noW seriously engaged in a reform of " t

constitution, the envy of surrounding nations," the time cane

* [In Cross's Selections ; translated into German ; and abridged by

Peisse, &c.

Wlien this article was written, the history of our oldest universit'

(Oxford and Cambridge) had fallen into obli\T[on ; their parts and princip

were not understood, even by themselves ; nay, opinions asserted and u

versally accepted touching the most essential points of their constituti;

not only en-oueous, but precisely the converse of truth. The more obvi;'

sources ofinformation did not remedy, when they did not countenance, the n j-

.

apprehensions. Criticism, not compilation, was therefore requisite ; andacpi

rectiou of the more important errors, avoiding as much as possible all secor--

hand authorities,—this a collection of original documents, to say notb','

of the more authentic histories of universities and academical antiquit.,

which I had succeeded in forming, has enabled me (I hope unostentatious

)

to accomplish. The views in this and the subsequent articles, have b 1

followed, (often silently,) without controversy, and almost without has -

tion, both in this country and abroad; while even the trifling inaccm^ac),

into which I had inadvertently fallen, ai-e faithfully copied by those 10

would be supposed to look and speak for themselves.]
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> distant for a reform in the schools and universities whicli

ive hardly avoided their contempt. Pubhc intelligence is not,

. hitherto, tolerant of prescriptive abuses, and the country now
mands—that endowments for the common weal should no longer

' administered for private advantage. At this auspicious crisis,

id under a ministry, no longer warring against general opinion,

.^ should be sorry not to contribute our endeavour to attract

tention to the defects which more or less pervade all our

itional seminaries of education, and to the means best calculated

r their removal. We propose, therefore, from time to time, to

iitinuo to review the state of these establishments, considered

ith absolutely in themselves, and in relation to the other cir-

mstances which have contributed to modify the intellectual

I ndition of the different divisions of the empire.

In proceeding to the Universities, we commence with Oxford.

lis University is entitled to precedence, from its venerable anti-

ity, its ancient fame, the Avealth of its endowments, and the

;
'ortance of its privileges : but there is another reason for our

fcrence.

Without attempting any idle and invidious comparison,—with-

< t asserting the superior or inferior excellence of Oxford in con-

1 ist with any other British University, we have no hesitation

I affirming, that comparing what it actually is with what it pos-

i]y could be, Oxford is, of all academical institutions, at once

' most imperfect and the most perfectible. Properly directed,

they might be, the means which it possesses would render

ihe most efficient University in existence ; improperly directed,

; they are, each part of the apparatus only counteracts another

;

; il there is not a similar institution which, in proportion to what
i ought to accomplish, accomphshes so little. But it is not in

< inonstrating the imperfection of the present system, that we

lincipally ground a hope of its improvement; it is in demon-

ting its illegality. In the reform of an ancient establishment

:e Oxford, the great difficulty is to initiate a movement. In

paring Oxford as it is, with an ideal standard, there may be

ferences of opinion in regard to the kind of change expedient,

not in regard to the expediency of a change at all ; but, in

paring it with the standard of its own code of statutes, there

be none. It will not surely be contended that matters should

tinue as they are, if it can be shown that, as now administered.

I University pretends only to accomplish a potty fraction of
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the ends proposed to it by law, and attempts even this only byl

illegal means. But a progress being determined towards a state

of right, it is easy to accelerate the momentum towards a state ot

excellence :—«?;«»? '/j/nKrv -TrauTog.

Did the limits of a single paper allow us to exhaust the sub-

ject, we should, in the first place, consider the state of the Um-g

versity, both as established in law, but non-existent in fact, audi
as established in fact, but non-existent in law ; in the second, thf

causes which determined the transition from the statutory to th(

illegal constitution; in the third, the advantages and disadvan;

tages of the tvro systems ; and, in thefourth, the means by whicl

the University may be best restored to its efficiency. In the pre.

sent article, we can, however, only compass,—and that inade.

quately,—the first and second heads. The third and fourth Wt

must reserve for a separate discussion, in which we shall endea

vour to demonstrate, that the intrusive system, compared wit.

the legitimate, is as absurd as it is unauthorized,—that the prel,

minary step in a reform must be a return to the Statutory Cor

stitution,—and that this constitution, though far from faultles;

may, by a few natural and easy changes, be improved into a.

instrument of academical education, the most perfect perhaps i

the world. The subject of our consideration at present requin

a fuller exposition, not only from its intrinsic importance, bi

because, strange as it may appear, the origin, and consequent!

the cure, of the corruption of the English Universities, is total

misunderstood. The vices of the present system have

observed, and frequently discussed ; but as it has never

shown in what manner these vices were generated, so it has

been perceived how easily their removal might be enforced,

generally believed that, however imperfect in itself, the

mechanism of education organized in these seminaries, is a tini)

honoured and essential part of their being, established upon slj

tute, endowed by the national legislature with exclusive prij

leges, and inviolable as a vested right. We shall prove, on ti

contrary, that it is new as it is inexpedient,—not only acciden

to the University, but radically subversive of its constitution,,

witliout legal sanction, nay, in violation of positive law,—an^-Jf^

gating the privileges exclusively conceded to another systej

which it has superseded,—and so far from being defensible

those it profits, as a right, that it is a flagrant usurpation, obtairi

through perjury, and only tolerated from neglect.
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I. Oxford and Cambridge, as establishments for education,

. iisist of two parts,—of the University jyroper, and of the Coi-

ns. The former, original and essential, is founded, controlled,

.1 privileged by public authority, for the advantage of the

I tion. The latter, accessory and contingent, are created, regu-

1 od, and endowed by private munificence, for the interest of cer-

im favoured individuals. Time was, when the Colleges did not

» ist, and the University was there ; and were the Colleges again

; olished, the University would remain entire. The former,

t-mded solely for education, exists only as it accomplishes the

! ^ of its institution ; the latter, founded principally for aliment
'•

sjd habitation, w^ould still exist, were all education abandoned

uhin their walls. The University, as a national establishment,

'^ ilnecessarily open to the lieges in general ; the Colleges, as pri-

' vte institutions, might universally do, as some have actually

" cne,—close their gates upon all, except their foundation mem-
*'

I PS.

"I The University and Colleges are thus neither identical, nor

''- various of each other. If the University ceases to perform its

'^ fuctions, it ceases to exist ; and the privileges accorded by the

•' liion to the system of public education legally organized in the

^ diversity, cannot, without the consent of the nation,—far less

11 ^.hout the consent of the academical legislature,—be lawfully

*• tmsferred to the system of private education precariously organ-

ic iidin the Colleges, and over which neither the State nor the

w I iversity have any control. They have, however, been unlaw-

^! f\ly usurped.

Chrough the suspension of the University, and the usurpation

ts functions and privileges by the Collegial bodies, there has

a sen the second of two systems, diametrically opposite to each

er.—The one, in which the University w^as paramount, is

aiient and statutory ; the other, in which the Colleges have the

iidant, is recent and illegal.— In the former, all was subser-

• to public utility, and the interests of science ; in the latter,

IS sacrificed to private monopoly, and to the convenience of

'1 teacher.—The former amplified the means of education in

aijommodation to the mighty end which a University proposes;

til latter limits the end which the University attempts to the

"ity of the petty instruments which the intrusive system

'"VS.—The one afforded education in all the Faculties: the

i
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other professes to furnish only elementary tuition in the lowes

—In the authorized system, the cycle of instruction was distr

buted among a body of teachers, all professedly chosen from meri

;

and each concentrating his ability on a single object ; in th

unauthorised, every branch, necessary to be learned, is monopti

lized by an individual, privileged to teach all, though probably i

qualified to teach any.—The old system daily collected into lar^

classes, under the same professor, the whole youth of the Unive

sity of equal standing, and thus rendered possible a keen and co

stant and unremitted competition ; the new, which elevates tl

colleges and halls into so many little universities, and in the

houses distributes the students, without regard to ability or stani

ing, among some fifty tutors, frustrates all emulation among t

;

members of its small and ill-assorted classes.—In the supersedl

system, the Degrees in all the Faculties were solemn testimonii'

that the graduate had accomphshed a regular course of study •

the public schools of the University, and approved his competer;

by exercise and examination ; and on these degrees, only as sii

testimonials, and solely for the public good, were there besto^r

.

by the civil legislature, great and exclusive privileges in 1;

church, in the courts of law, and in the practice of medicine, i

the superseding system. Degrees in all the Faculties, except 4
lowest department of the lowest, certify neither a course f

academical study, nor any ascertained proficiency in the gradua.;

and these now nominal distinctions retain their privileges to ?

public detriment, and for the benefit only of those by whom tl

.

have been deprived of their significance.—Such is the gem 1

contrast of the two systems, which we must now exhibits

detail. ;

System de jure.—The Corjms Statutorum by wliich the li-

versity of Oxford is—we should say, ought to be—governed, is

digested by a committee appointed for that purpose, through le

influence of Laud, and solemnly ratified by King, Chancellor, d

Convocation, in the year 1636. The far greater number of tl 5e

statutes had been previously in force ; and, except in cerin

articles subsequently added, modified, or restricted, (containe|m

the Appendix and Addenda,) they exclusively determine the >w

and constitution of the University to the present hour. E"y

member is bound by oath and subscription to their faithful 01'^'

vance.—In explanation of the statutory system of instructic »
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lay be proper to say a few words in regard to the history <>l"

ademical teaching, previous to the ]>ubHcation of the Laudian

ndc.

[u the original constitution of Oxford, as in that of all the older

iiiversities of the Parisian model, the business of instruction was

ot confided to a special body of privileged professors. The Uni-

[ersity was governed, the University was taught, by the graduates

t large. Professor, Master, Doctor, were originally synonymous.

very graduate had an equal right of teaching publicly in the

iiiversity the subjects competent to his faculty, and to the rank

f his degree ; nay, every graduate incurred the obhgation of

^aching publicly, for a certain period, the subjects of his faculty,

>r such was the condition involved in the grant of the degree

self. The Bachelor, or imperfect graduate, partly as an exercise

)wards the higher honour, and useful to himself, partly as a pcr-

rmance due for the degree obtained, and of advantage to others,

as bound to read under a master or doctor in his faculty, a course

i" lectures ; and the Master, Doctor, or perfect graduate, was, in

ke manner, after his promotion, obliged immediately to com-

lence, {incipere,) and to continue for a certain period publicly to

'ach, (regere,) some at least of the subjects appertaining to his

I ulty. As, however, it was only necessary for the University

' enforce this obligation of pubhc teaching, compulsory on all

jraduates during the term of their necessary regency, if there did

ot come forward a competent number of voluntary regents to

L'utc this function ; and as the schools belonging to the several

iculties, and in which alone all public or ordinary instruction

|)uld be delivered, were frequently inadequate to accommodate
"^ multitude of the inccptors ; it came to pass, that in these Uni-

-ities the original period of necessary regency was once and

^^ain abbreviated, and even a dispensation from actual teaching

luring its continuance, commonly allowed.* At the same time, as

In Oxford, where the public schools of the Faculty of Arts, in School

it(U, were proportionally more numerous (there are kno-wn by name above

l»rty sets of schools anciently open in that street, i. e. lniil(lin;,'s, finitaiiiiii^j

om four to sixteen class-rooms) than those in i'aris belon{,Mn;,' to tiie dif-

iviit nations of that faculty, in the Rue dc la Fouarre ( Vicus Stramineus),

ill Oxford this dispensation was more tardily allowed. In Paris, the Mas-

1 who was desirous of exercising this privilege of his dcgi-ee, petitioned hi.**

ulty pro regentia et scholis ; and schools, as they fell vacant, were gi-antod

him by his nation, according to his seniority.
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tlie University only accomplished the end of its existence through

its regents, they alone were allowed to enjoy full privileges in itt

legislation and government ; they alone partook of its beneficij

and sportulse. In Paris, the non-regent graduates were onlj;

assembled on rare and extraordinary occasions ; in Oxford, th(i

regents constituted the House of Congregation, Avhich, amon[;

other exclusive prerogatives, was anciently the initiatory assembly!

through which it behoved that every measure should pass, befori

it could be submitted to the House of Convocation, compose(

indifferently of all regents and non-regents resident in the Uni:

versity.*

This distinction of regent and non-regent continued most rigidl;'

marked in the Faculty of Arts,—the faculty on which the olde

universities were originally founded, and which Avas always greatl;i

the most numerous. In the other faculties, both in Paris an^

Oxford, all doctors succeeded in usurping the style and privilege;

of 7'egent, though not actually engaged in teaching ; and in Oi.

ford, the same was allowed to masters of the Faculty of Art'

during the statutory period of their necessary regency, eve;

when availing themselves of a dispensation from the performancj

of its duties ; and extended to the Heads of Houses, (who wei;

also in Paris Regens d'honneur,) and to College Deans. Th;

explains the constitution of the Oxford House of Congregation n

the present day. '

i

The ancient system of academical instruction by the gradjiatt;

at large, was, however, still more essentially modified by anothr

innovation. The regents were entitled to exact from their aud

tors a certain regulated fee {pastus, collecta.) To relieve tl;

scholars of this burden, and to secure the services of able teacher:

salaries were sometimes given to certain graduates, on consider!

tion of their delivery of ordinary lectures without collect. ]'

many universities, attendance on these courses was specially reqij

red of those proceeding to a degree; and it was to the salari*

graduates that the title of Professors, in academical languag

was at last peculiar1}^ attributed. By this institution of salaric;

lecturers, dispensation could be universally accorded to the othj

graduates. The unsalaried regents found, in general, their schoci

. .

—

.
——

i

* It was only by an abusive fiction that those Avei*e subsequently held 1

be Convictores, or actual residents in the University, who retained thj

names on the books of a Hall, or College. See Corpus Statutorum, tit. x. §'
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jrted for the gratuitous instruction of the privileged lecturers

;

though the right of public teaching competent to every gra-

still remained entire, its exercise was, in a great measure,

jldoned to the body of professors organized more or less com-

ly in the several faculties throughout the universities of

To speak only of Oxford, and in Oxford only of the

Ity of Arts : ten salaried Readers or Professors of the seven

and the three philosophies* had been nominated by the

of Congregation, and attendance on their lectures enforced

itute, long prior to the epoch of the Laudian digest. At the

ute of that code, the greater number of these chairs had obtain-

!

permanent endowments ; and four only depended for a fluctua-

ig stipend on certain fines and taxes levied on the graduates

ey relieved from teaching, and on the under-graduates they

jre appointed to teach. At that period it was, however, still

ual for simple graduates to exercise their right of lecturing in

r public schools. While this continued, ability possessed an

yportunity of honourable manifestation ; a nursery of experienced

lichers was afforded ; the salaried readers were not allowed to

aiinber in the quiescence of an uninfringible monopoly ; their

^tion could less easily degenerate into a matter of interest and
ivour ; while the student, presented with a more extensive sphere

<j
information, was less exposed to form exclusive opinions, when

faring the same subjects treated by different lecturers in different

iinners. These advantages have, by such an arrangement, been

ffiured in the German universities.

Tn Oxford, the Corpus Statutorum introduced little or no change

The Faculty of Ai-ts originally comprelieuded, besides the three pliilo-

iliics, the whole seven arts. Of these latter, some were, however, at

't'irent times, tlu'own out of the faculty, or separated from the other arts,

\ special degi-ees given in them, either apart from, or in subordination to,

' L'cneral degi-ee. Thus, in Oxford (as in other of tlie older Universities),

':\\ degi-ees were given in Grammar, in Rlietoric, and in Music. The
I'jrmer .subjects were again ^^•ithdrawn into the faculty, and tlieir degi-ees

vxed obsolete,—but Music and its degree still remain apart.—The General

ijphist was a special degree in Logic, but subordinate to the general degree
i Arts.—It is needless to say, that these particular degi'ees gave no entry

i I the academical assemblies. The historians of the universities of Paris

• 1 Oxford have misconceived this subject, from not illustrating the practice

' the one school by that of the other. Duboullay and Wood knew notliing

' ach other's works, though writing at the same time, and Crevicr never
' kofl beyond Dnboullay.
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in the mechanism of academical instruction ; nor has this bet

done by any subsequent enactment. On the contrary, the mo
recent statutes on the subject—those of 1801 and 1808—reco;

nise the ancient system ratified under Laud, as that still in fore

and actually in operation. (Corp. Stat. T. iv. Add. p. 129—13

p. 190—192.) The scheme thus established in law, though nc

abohshed in fact, is as follows :

—

Education is afforded in all the faculties in which degrees a

granted, by the University itself, through its accredited orgai

the public readers or professors,—a regular attendance on whci

lectures during a stated period is in every faculty indispemal

requisite to qualify for a degree. To say nothing of Music, f

University grants degrees, and furnishes instruction in four fac

ties,

—

Arts, Theology, Civil Law, and Medicine.*

In Arts there are estabhshed eleven Pubhc Readers or Prof

sors; a regular attendance on whose courses is necessary duri

a period of four years to qualify for Bachelor,—during seven, i

qualify for Master. The student must frequent, during the fi

;

year, the lectures on Grammar and Rlietoric ; during the secoi.

Logic and Moral Philosophy ; during the third and fourth, Lo •

and Moral Philosophy, Geometry and Greek ; during the fit

,

(bachelors of first year,) Geometry, Metaphysics, History, Gre
,

—and Hebrew, if destined for the church ; during the sixth i\

seventh, Astronomy, 'Natural Philosophy, Metaphysics, Histoi,

Greek,—and Hebrew, if intending di\dnes.

To commence student in the faculty of Theology, a Ma-i -

ship in Arts is a requisite preliminary. There are two Profess s

of Divinity, on whom attendance is required, during seven ye;s

for the degree of Bachelor, and subsequently during four for 1

1

of Doctor.

In the faculty of Civil Law there is one Professor. The !i-

dent is not required to have graduated in Arts ; but if a Ma; r

in that faculty, three years of attendance on the professor qua y

* Since the Reformation, as tlie subject of the faculty of Canon Law 13

no longer taught, degi-ees in that faculty were very properly by Royal o5r

discontinued, (that faculty and its degi-ees being formally abolished by H 7

VIII. in the Universities ;) though the Canon Law has continued still to n d,

and the papal abuses to prevail in the ecclesiastical courts of justice t( Jfl

present horn-. But why, it may be asked, are degrees still suffered to n-

tinue in the other faculties, when the relative instruction is no lo er

afforded ?
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fl^ftfor a Bachelor's degree, and four tlicreaftcr for a Doctor's.

B^Jsimple student must attend his professor during five years for

= * jachelor, and ten for Doctor ; and previous to commencing stu-

pnt in this faculty, he must have frequented the courses of logic,

• [oral and political philosophy, and of the other humane sciences

fring
two years, and history until his presentation for Bachelor,

r recent statute, to commence the study of law, it is necessary

pass the examination for Bachelor of Arts.

r
I
To commence student in Medicine, it is necessary to have

'• btained a j\Iastership in Arts, and thereafter the candidate,

liesides a certain attendance on the Prwlector of Anatomy,) must

ive heard the Professor of Medicine during three years for the

jgree of Bachelor, and again during four years for that of

octor.*

H The Professors are bound to lecture durmg term, with excep-

i on of Lent, i. e. for about six months annually, twice a-week, and

ir two full hours ;t and penalties are incurred by teacher and

! udent for any neghgence in the performance of their several

: iities. Among other useful regulations, it was here, as in other

J icient universities, enjoined, " that after lecture, the Professors

;; lould tarry for some time in the schools ; and if any scholar or

If iditor may wish to argue against what has been delivered from

r le chair, or may otherwise have any dubiety to resolve, that

[ ley should hsten to him kindly, and satisfy his difficulties and

oubts."

But though a body of Professors was thus established as the

)ecial organ through which the University effected the purposes

I its institution, the right was not withdrawn, nay, is expressly

eclared to remain inviolate, which every Master and Doctor

ossessed in virtue of his degree, of opening in the public schools

course of lectures on any of the subjects within the compass of

s faculty. (Corp. St. T. iv. § 1.)

But besides the public and principal means of instruction afforded

y the Professors and other Ptcgents in the University, the stu-

ent was subjected until his first degree, or during the first four

Of several other chairs subsequently established, wc make no mention,

} these were never constituted iuto necessary parts of the acadeniical

rstem.

t Previously to Laud's statutes, the professors iu general were bound to

ctnre daily, and all, if we recollect, at \castfour times a-weck. The change

\> absurd. It was standing which .should have boen shf)rteno(l.
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years of his academical life, to the subsidiary and private disc;

phne of a Tutor in the Hall or College to which he belongec

This regulation was rendered peculiarly expedient by circunr

stances which no longer exist. Prior to the period of the Laudia'

digest, it was customary to enter the University at a very earl

'

age ; and the student of those times, when he obtained the ran

of Master, was frequently not older than the student of the pn

sent when he matriculates. It was of course found useful to plac

these academical boys under the special guardianship of a tutc

during the earlier years of their residence in the University; ;

it was also expedient to counteract the influence of Popish tutor

With this, however, as a merely private concern, the Universit'

did not interfere ; and we doubt, whether before the chancello

ship of the puritanical Leicester, any attempt was made to reg

!

late, by academical authority, the character of those who migl

officiate in this capacity, or before the chancellorship of Lau;

to render imperative the entering under a tutor at all, and

tutor resident in the same house with the pupil. (Compa

Wood's Annals, a. 1581, and Corp. Stat. T. iii. § 2.) Be tli

however, as it may, the tutorial office was viewed as one of ve:

subordinate importance in the statutory system. To commen

tutor, it was only necessary for a student to have the low(

degree in arts, and that his learning, his moral and religious ch

racter, should be approved of by the head of the house in which .

resided, or, in the event of controversy on this point, by the vi(

chancellor. All that was expected of him was, " to imbue 1

pupils with good principles, and institute them in approv

authors; but above all, in the rudiments of religion, and the d<,

trine of the Thirty-nine Articles ; and that he should do all tl

in him lay to render them conformable to the Church of Englanc

" It is also his duty to contain his pupils witliin statutory regU'

tions in matters of external appearance, such as their cloth',

boots, and hair ; wliich, if the pupils are found to transgress, 1)

tutor for the first, second, and third offence, shall forfeit six a t

eightpence, and for the fourth, shall be interdicted from his tu •

rial function by the vice-chancellor." (T. iii. § 2.)—Who coil

have anticipated from this statute what the tutor was ultimat/

to become ?
i

The preceding outline is sufficient to show that by statute 3

University of Oxford proposes an end not less comprehens?

than other universities, and attempts to accomplish that end
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same machinery which they employ. It proposes as its ade-

, ite end, the education of youth in the four faculties of arts,

oology, law, and medicine ; and for accomplishment of this, a

•ily of public lecturers constitute the instrument which it prin-

[ially, if not exclusively, employs. But as the University of

\ford only executes its purpose, and therefore only realises its

jstence, through the agency of its professorial system ; consc-

lontly, whatever limits, weakens, or destroys the efficiency of

at system, limits, weakens, and destroys the university itself.

ith the quahties of this system, as organised in Oxford, we have

. present no concern. We may, however, observe, that if not

rfcct, it was perfectible ; and at the date of its establishment,

re were few universities in Europe which could boast of an

anization of its public instructors more complete, and none

haps in which that organization was so easily susceptible of so

Ai an improvement.

In the system de facto all is changed. The University is in

vance;—" Stat magni nominis xnnhra." In none of the facul-

- is it supposed that the professors any longer furnish the

i-truction necessary for a degree. Some chairs are even nomi-

! Ily extinct where an endowment has not perpetuated the sinc-

a-e; and the others betray, in general, their existence only

1 rough the Calendar. If the silence of "the schools" be occasionally

I'iken by a formal lecture, or if on some popular subjects (fees

ling now permitted) a short course be usually delivered; atten-

' nee on these is not more required or expected, than attendance

' the music-room. For every degree in every faculty above

liclor of Arts, standing on the College books, is allowed to

nut for residence in the university, and attendance on the

iblic courses ; and though, under these circumstances, exami-

itions be more imperatively necessary, an examination only

ts for the elementary degree, of wliich residence is also a

lition.

1 1 is thus not even pretended that Oxford now supplies more

Uu the preliminary of an academical education. Even this is

lit afforded by the University, but abandoned to the Colleges

ad Halls ; and the Academy of Oxford is therefore not one puh-

^ University, but merely a collection of iwivate schools. The
' iivcrsity, in fact, exists only in semblance, for the behoof of the

uthorized seminaries by which it has been replaced, and whicli
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have contrived, under covert of its name, to slip into possession of

its public privileges.*

But as academical education was usurped by the Tutors fromj

the Professors,—so all tutorial education was usurped by the^e^

lows from the other graduates. The fellows exclusively teach all

that Oxford now deems necessary to be taught; and as every

tutor is singly vicarious of the whole ancient body of professors

—oivTi^ TroT.-huu tx,urix,^ioi oiXKuv,—the present capacity of the Univer-

sity to effect the purposes of its establishment must, consequentlv

be determined by the capacity of each fellow-tutor to compass tht

cydopcedia of academical instruction. If Oxford accomphshes th(

ends of a University even in its lowest faculty, every fellow-tutoi

must be a second " Doctor Universalis,"

" Qui tria, qui septem, qui totum scibile scivit."

But while thus resting her success on the most extraordinary

ability of her teachers, we shall see that she makes no provisio;

even for their most ordinary competence.

* How completely the University is annihilated,—how completely even a

memory of its history^ all knoicledge of its constitution, have perished in Oxfon

is significantly shown in the following passage, wi'itten not many years agi

by a very able defender of things as they now are in that seminary. " Thei

are, moreover," says Bishop Copplestone, " some points in the constitutic

of this place, which are carefully kept out of sight by our revilers, but whic

ought to be known and well considered, before any comparison is mat

between what we are, and what we ought to be. The Univeksitt c

Oxford is not a Xatioxal ForxDAxiox. It is a congeries offoundation

originating some in royal munificence, but more in private piety and bount

They are moulded indeed into one corporation ; but each one of our twen

Colleges is a coi-poration by itself, and has its ovra. peculiar statutes, n

only regulating its internal aifairs, but confining its benefits by a gi'e

variety of limitations." {Reply to the Calumnies of the Edinburgh Revie

p. 183.) In refutation of this uncontradicted assertion, which is not simp:

wrong, but diametrically opposed to the truth, we shall content oiu-selvi

with merely quoting a sentence fi-om the " Abstract of divers Privileges a

.

Rights of the University of Oxford,''' by the celebrated Dr WaUis, the least

whose merits was an intimate acquaintance with the history and constituti

of the establishment of which he was Registrar. " The rights or privilef

(Avhatever they be) [are] not gi-anted or belonging to Scholars as living

Colleges, cVc but to Colleges, &c., as houses inhabited by Scholars, the C'^

leges which we now have being accidental to the corporation of the Universi

and the confining of Scholars now to a certain number of Colleges and Ha'

being extrinsical to the University, and by a law of their oivn making, ea

College (but not the Halls) being a distinct corporation from that of the U;'

versity."
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M As the fellowships were not tbuiuled tor the purposes of teach-

^r, so the qualitications that constitute a fellow are not those that

cistitutc an instructor. The Colleges owe their establishment

ttthe capricious bounty of individuals; and the fellow rarely

ojcs his eligibility to merit alone, but in the immense majority of

C|ies to fortuitous circumstances.* The fellowships in Oxford

ajj, with few exceptions, limited to founder's kin,—to founder's

: ^^ born in particular counties, or educated at particular schools,

tIo the scholars of certain schools, without restriction, or nar-

rked by some additional circumstance of age or locality of birth,

: Ao the natives of certain dioceses, archdeaconries, islands, coun-

:. tB, towns, parishes or manors, under every variety of arbitrary

cjidition. In some cases, the candidate must be a graduate of a

c^tain standing, in others he must not ; in some he must be in

oiers, perhaps priest's, in others he is only bound to enter the

cwrch within a definite time. In some cases the fellow may
fr3ly choose his profession ; in general he is limited to theology,

ail in a few instances must proceed in law or medicine. The
n-mnation is sometimes committed to an individual, sometimes to

ajody of men, and these either within or without the College

ail University ; but in general it belongs to the fellows. The

efctive power is rarely, however, deposited in worthy hands ;

' ail even when circumstances permit any liberty of choice, desert

hJ too seldom a chance in competition with favour. With one

important exception, the fellowships are perpetual ; but they

This is candidly acknowledged by the intelligent apologist just quoted.

,..

"
|i most Colleges the fellowships are appropriated to certain schools, dio-

' ces, counties, and in some cases even to parishes, with a preference given
" tope founder's kindred for ever. Many qualifications, quite foreign to

in|lectual talents and learning, are thus enjoined by the founders; and in

I' fe7v instances is a free choice of candidates allowed to the fellows of a

- , upon any vacancy in their number. Merit therefore has not such

"« made as the extent of tlie endowments might seem to promise.

it is certain that each of tliese various institutions is not the best. The
r them perhaps are those [in only two Colleges] where an unrestrained

f lice is left among all candidates who have taken one degree. The worst

arjthose which are appropriated to schools, from which boys of sixteen or

^" 'iteen are forwarded to a fixed station and emolument, which nothing

ifeit but fkigrant misconduct, and which no exertion can render more

li'le." (lUp/i/ to the Calumnies, &c. p. 183.) We may add, that even
u IV " a free choice of candidates is allowed," the electors are not always

" i^ted by the spirit which has latterly prevailed in the Colleges,—of Balliol

' »nel, Oxford, of Trinity, Cambridge.
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are vacated by marriage, and by acceptance of a living in th(

Church above a limited amount. They vary greatly in emolu

ment in different Colleges ; and in the same Colleges the differ

ence is often considerable between those on different foundations

and on the same foundations between the senior and the junio

fellowships. Some do not even afford the necessaries of life

others are more than competent to its superfluities. Residence i

now universally dispensed with; though in some cases certai

advantages are only to be enjoyed on the spot. In the Church

the Colleges possess consideriible patronage ; the livings as the;,

fall vacant are at the option of the fellows in the order of seniority

and the advantage of a fellowship depends often less on thj

amount of salary which it immediately affords, than on the valu.

of the preferment to which it may ultimately lead. i

But while, as a body, the fellows can thus hardly be sufi

posed to rise above the vulgar average of intelligence aOj

acquirement : so, of the fellows, it is not those best competent \\

its discharge who are generally found engaged in the business u

tuition.

In the first place, there is no power of adequate selectio),

were there even sufficient materials from which to choose. Tl

head, himself, of the same leaven with the fellows, cannot \

presumed greatly to transcend their level ; and he is peculiar!'

exposed to the influeuce of that party spirit by which collegi;

bodies are so frequently distracted. Were his approbation
;

tutors, therefore, free, we could have no security for the wisdo:

and impartiality of his choice. But in point of fact he a

only legally refuse his sanction on the odious grounds of ignc

ance, vice, or irrehgion. The tutors are thus virtually se,'

appointed.

But in the second place, a fellow constitutes himself a tut(;

not because he suits the office, but because the office is conv

nient to him. The standard of tutorial capacity and of tutor

performance is in Oxford too low to frighten even the diffide.

or lazy. The advantages of the situation in point either

profit or reputation, are not sufficient to tempt ambitious talei,

and distinguished ability is sure soon to be withdrawn from t

vocation,—if marriage does not precipitate a retreat.* T^

* " So far from a College being a draiu upon the world, the world dra*

Colleges of their 7nost efficient members ; and although the University (>

I
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jllow who in general imdortokes tlie office, and continues the

lagcst to discharge it, is a clerical expectant whose liopes are

hinded by a College living ; and who, until the wheel of pro-

wtion has moved round, is content to relieve the tedium of a

Tsure life by the interest of an occupation, and to improve his

ii?ome by its emoluments. Thus it is that tuition is not solemnly

egaged in as an important, arduous, responsible, and perma-

mt occupation ; but hghtly viewed and undertaken as a matter

c| convenience, a business by the by, a state of transition, a

s'pping-stone to something else;—in a word, as a jyass-time.

But in the tJm-d place, were the tutors not the creatures of

a'ident, did merit exclusively determine their appointment,

ali did the situation tempt the services of the highest talent,

S'l it would be impossible to find a complement of able men
eiial in number to the cloud of tutors whom Oxford actually

employs.

This general demonstration of what the fellow-tutors of Oxford

7r\st be, is more than confirmed by a view of what they actually

oi.—It is not contended that the system excludes men of merit,

b'. that merit is in general the accident, not the principle, of

tlir appointment. We might, therefore, always expect, on the

cnmon doctrine of probabilities, that among the multitude of

coege tutors, there should be a few known to the world for

al.ity and erudition. But we assert, without fear of contradic-

tii, that, on the average, there is to be found among those to

u/i^n Oxford confides the business of education, an infinitely

sMler proportion of men of literary reputation, than among the

cUaal instructors of any other University in tJie world. For
e>!mple : the second work at the head of this article exhibits the

nr les of above forty fellow-tutors
;
yet among these we have

nf| encountered a single individual of whose literary existence

thlpubhc is aware. This may be an unfavourable accident ; but

wire is the University, out of Britain, of which so little could at

an time be said of its instructors t

ire at present consider the system de facto in itself, and with-

ouireference to its effects ; and say nothing of its qualities, except

helines a more effectual engine of education [!how?] it loses much of that

chiacteristic feature it once had, as a residence of learned leisure, and an
eiH)rium of literature."

—

Reply to the Calumnies^ &j-c. p. 185.—[Adam Smith,
wli was himself of Oxford, has some good observations upon this rapid

dr^age and its effect in sinking the University.]

2 c
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zation. So much, however, is notorious ; either the great Uuiver-(

sitj of Oxford does not now attempt to accomplish what it wa^

established to effect, and what every, even the meanest, University

proposes; or it attempts this by means inversely propoy^tioned to

the end, and thus ludicrously fails in the endeavour. That there

is much of good, much worthy of imitation by other Universi-

ties, in the present spirit and present economy of Oxford, we art)

happy to acknowledge, and may at another time endeavour k\

demonstrate. But this good is occasioned, not effected ; it exists f

not in consequence of any excellence in the instructors,—and V

only favoured in so far as it is compatible Avith the interest o!

those private corporations, who administer the University excluj

sively for their own benefit. As at present organized, it is
;|

doubtful problem whether the tutorial system ought not to bl ^

abated as a nuisance. For if some tutors may afford assistance ti

some pupils, to other pupils other tutors prove equally an imped;

j

ment. We are no enemies of collegial residence, no enemies of
'

tutorial disciphne, even now when its former necessity has in !

great measure been superseded. To vindicate its utihty undc^

present circumstances, it must, however, be raised not merely froi{

its actual corruption, but even to a higher excellence than it pp|^
sessed by its original constitution. A tutorial system in suba

dination to a professorial (which Oxford form.erly enjoyed) y

regard as affording the condition of a,n absolutely perfect Ufi

versity. But the tutorial system as now dominant in Oxfor

is vicious : 1°, in its apj^lication,—as usurping the place of tlj

professorial, whose function, under any circumstances, it is inadj

quate to discharge ; 2°, in its constitution,—the tutors as n('

fortuitously appointed, being, as a body, incompetent even to ti

duties of subsidiary instruction.
}

II. We come now to our second subject of consideration :

—
'J

inquire by what causes and for what ends this revolution v|

accomphshed; how the English Universities, and in particu!

Oxford, passed from a legal to an illegal state, and from pul\

Universities were degraded mio private schools?—The answer,'

precise : This luas effected solely by the influence, and exclusiv;

for the advantage, of the Colleges. But it requires some illustj-

tion to understand, how the interest of these private corporatip

was opposed to that of tlie public institution, of which they wp

the accidents : and how their domestic tuition was able graduf'f

I
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ttuiidermiae, and ultimately to supersede, the system of acado-

n^al lectures in aid of which it was established.

riiough Colleges be unessential accessories to a University,

y common circumstances occasioned, throughout all the older

livcrsities, the foundation of conventual establishments for the

haitation, support, and subsicUary discipline of the student ; and

^ date of the earliest Colleges is not long posterior to the date

the most ancient Universities. Establishments of this nature

.[ tlms not pecuhar to England ; and Ukc the greater number of

h; institutions, they were borrowed by Oxford from the mother

Ijfiversity of Paris—but with peculiar and important modifica-

tiis. A sketch of the Collegial system as variously organized,

ai as variously affecting the academical constitution in foreign

[' versities, will afford a clearer conception of the distinctive

Iracter of that system in those of England, and of the para-

mant and unexampled influence it has exerted in determining

thir corruption.

'he causes which originally promoted the establishment of

C leges, were very different from those which subsequently occa-

si'icd their increase, and are to be found in tlie circumstances

111 or which the earliest Universities sprang up. The great con-

-e of the studious, counted by tens of thousands, and from

y country of Europe, to the illustrious teachers of liaw,

Mdicine, and Philosophy, who in the twelfth and thirteenth cen-

tuies delivered their prelections in Bologna, Salerno, and Paris,

nejssarily occasioned, in these cities, a scarcity of lodgings, and

ai jxorbitant demand for rent. Various means were adopted to

Iviate this inconvenience, but with inadequate effect; and the

hsdships to which the poorer students were frequently exposed,

m-ed compassionate individuals to provide houses, in which a

ceain number of indigent scholars might be accommodated with

is\ lodging during tlie progress of their studies. The manners,
"'

. of the cities in which the early Universities arose, were, for

' lus reasons, more than usually corrupt ; and even attendance

'lo pubhc teachers forced the student into dangerous and

uhng associations.* Piety thus concurred with benevolence,

Tunc autem," says the Cardinal dc Vitiy, who wrote in the first half

thirteenth century, in speaking of the state of Paris,—" tunc auteni

ius in Clero quam in alio populo dissoluta (Lutetia sc), taniquara capra

sa et ovis morbida, peniicioso exemplo multos hospitos sues undique ad

;iffluentes coiTumpebat, habitatores suos devorans et in profimdum
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in supplying houses in which poor scholars might be harboure

without cost, and youth, removed from perilous temptation,!

placed under the control of an overseer ; and an example w
afforded for imitation in the Hospitia which the rehgious orde^

estabhshed in the University towns for those of their membe'

who were now attracted, as teachers and learners, to these plac

of literary resort.* Free board was soon added to free lodginj'

and a small bursary or stipend generally completed the endo i it,

ment. With moral superintendence was conjoined literary d J
ciphne, but still in subservience to the public exercises and 1('

tures : opportunity was thus obtained of constant disputation,

which the greatest importance ivas wisely attributed, through all n

scholastic ages ; while books, which only affluent individuals coi.

then afford to purchase, were supplied for the general use of t?

indigent community.
;

But as Paris was the University in which collegial estabh.-

ments were first founded, so Paris was the University in whi

they soonest obtained the last and most important extensi

of their purposes. Kegents were occasionally taken from 3

public schools, and placed as regular lecturers within the (.-

leges. Sometimes nominated, always controlled, and o\

degraded by their Faculty, these lecturers were recognised s

among its regular teachers ; and the same privileges accorijl

to the attendance on. their College courses, as to those delived

by other graduates in the common schools of the Universr.

Different Colleges thus afforded the means of academical edi i-

tion in certain departments of a faculty,—in a whole faculty -

or in several faculties ; and so far they constituted partici,r

demergens, simplicem fornicationem nullum peccatum reputabat. Mer i-

ces publicse, ubique per vicos et plateas civitatis, passim ad lupauaria la

clericos transeuntes quasi per violeutiam pertraliebant. Quod si te

ingredi recusareut, confestim eos ' Sodoniitas,' Tpost ipsos conclamentes, I'e-

baut. In una autem et eadem domo^ scholce erant superius, prostibula inft is.

In parte svperiori mar/istri legebayit, in inferiori meretrices officia turpitu i«

exercebant. Ex una parte, meretrices inter se et ami Cenonibns [tenon s]

litigabant; ex alia parte, disputantes et contentiose agentes clerici prod a-

bant."—(Jacobi de Vitnaco Hist. Occident, cap. vii.)—It thus apffs.

that the Schools of the Faculty of Arts were not as yet established i 'li*

Rue de la Fouarre. At this date in Paris, as originally also in Os-d,

the lectures aud disputations were conducted by the masters in their pi

habitations.

* [In Italy the Colleges seem never to have gone beyond this. See w

ciolati Syntagma x.]

J :

lie
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i3orporations of teachers and learners, apart from, and, in

^me degree, independent of, the general body of the University.

'Iiey formed, in fact, so many petty Universities, or so many
figments of a University. Into the Colleges, thus furnished

\ih professors, there were soon admitted to board and educa-

in pensioners, or scholars, not on the foundation
; and nothino-

me was wanting to supersede the lecturer in the public schools,

tui to throw open those domestic classes to the members of tiie

ciier Colleges, and to the martinets or scholars of the University

nt belonging to Colleges at all. In the course of the fifteenth

c'ltury this was done ; and the University and Colleges were
tlis intimately united. The College Regents, selected for talent,

ai recommended to favour by their nomination, soon diverted

students from the unguaranteed courses of the lecturers in

University schools. The prime faculties of Theology and Arts

ame at last exclusively collegial. With the exception of two
irses in the great College ofNavarre, the lectures, disputations,

i acts of the Theological Faculty were confined to the college

ojthe Sorhonne ; and the Sorbonne thus became convertible with

tl; Theological Faculty of Paris. During the latter half of the

fi|eenth century, the ''famous Colleges," or those " of complete

€\rcise," (cc. magna, celebria, famosa, famata, do plein exercise,)

ii|the Faculty of Arts, amounted to eighteen,—a number which,

bore the middle of the seventeenth, had been reduced to ten.

Aout eighty others, (cc. parva, non celebria,) of which above

aialf still subsisted in the eighteenth century, taught either only

tl subordinate branches of the faculty, (grammar and rhetoric,)

a[l this only to those on the foundation, or merely afforded habi-

tjjion and stipend to their bursars, now admitted to education in

ajthe larger colleges, with the illustrious exception of Navarre.

l(e Rue de la Fouarre, {yicus stramineus,) which contained the

6<^ols belonging to the different Nations of the Faculty, and to

Wich the lectures in philosophy had been once exclusively con-

find, became less and less frerpiented ; until at last the public

c».ir of Ethics, long perpetuated by an endowment, alone remained

;

a^l " The Street'' would have been wholly abandoned by the

uilversity, had not the acts of Determination, the forms of Incep-

tcihip, and tlie Examinations of some of the Nations, still con-

n»ted the Faculty of Arts with this venerable site. The colleges

"tuU exercise in this faculty, continued to combine the objects of
I i>>ical school and university : for, besides the art of grammar
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taught in six or seven consecutive classes of humanity or ancie

hteraturc, they supphed courses of rhetoric, logic, metajyhysin

physics, mathematics, and morals ; the several subjects, taught ]'

different professors. A free competition was thus maintain!

between the Colleges ; the principals had every inducement
i

appoint only the most able teachers; and the emoluments of t

rival professors (who Avere not astricted to celibacy) depend!

mainly on their fees. A blind munificence quenched this usei.

emulation. In the year 1719, fixed salaries and retiring pcnsici

were assigned by the crown to the College Regents; the liej';

at large now obtained the gratuitous instruction which the p(
•

had always enjoyed, but the University gradually declined.
:

After Paris, no continental University was more affected in j

fundamental faculty by the collegial system than Louvain. Q-

ginally, as in Paris, and the other Universities of the Paris i

model, the lectures in the Faculty of Arts were exclusively dj-

vered by the regents in vico, or in the general schools, to eacbf

whom a certain subject of philosophy, and a certain hour of tea -

ing, was assigned. Colleges were founded ; and in some of th(;i,

during the fifteenth century, particular schools were establisljl.

The regents in these colleges were not disowned by the facuj',

to whose control they were subjected. Here, as in Paris, je

lectures by the regents in vico gradually declined, till at last |e

three public professorships of Ethics, Rhetoric, and 3Iathemai%

perpetuated by endowment, were in the seventeenth century le

only classes that remained open in the halls of the Facultj}f

Arts, in which, besides other exercises, the Quodlibetic Disp'if-

tions were still annually performed. The general tuition of W

faculty was conducted m four rival colleges offull exercise've

Pcedagogia, as they were denominated, in contradistinction tojie

other colleges, which were intended less for the education, I'm

for the habitation and aliment of youth, during their stu<:!S.

These last, which amounted to above thirty, sent their bursar; or

education to the four privileged Colleges of the Faculty ; to jae

or other of which these minor establishments were in gei-al

astricted. In the Pa3dagogia, (with the single exception of|tie

Collegium Porci,) Philosophy alone was taught, and this u|er

the fourfold division of Logic, Physics, Metaphysics, and Mo\%

by four ordinary professors and a principal. Instruction inihe

LittercB Humaniores, was, in the seventeenth century, disc|ti-

niied in the other three, {cc. Castri, Lilii, Falconis) ; —the eajiei'
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-titution in this department being afforded by the oppidan

liools then everywhere estabhshed ; the higher by the Colle(jiutn

'tndense; and the highest by the three professors of Latin,

leek, and Hebrew Uterature, in the Collegium 7Vilingue, founded

1 1517, by Ilieronymus BusUdius—a memorable institution,

Uated by Francis I. in Paris, by Fox and Wolsey in Oxford,

I by Ximenes in AlcaUi de Henares. In the Pfedagogia the

iphne was rigorous; the dihgence of the teachers admirably

rained by the rivalry of the different Houses; and the eraula-

II of the students, roused by daily competition in their several

asses and colleges, was powerfully directed towards the great

ineral contest, in which all the candidates for a degree in arts

(im the different Pasdagogia were brought into concourse,—pub-

ly and minutely tried by sworn examinators,—and finally

•ranged with rigorous impartiahty in the strict order of merit.

'liis competitionfor academical honours, long the peculiar glory
' Louvain, is only to be paralleled by the present examinations

1 the English Universities;* we may explain ihe former when
I' come to speak of the latter.—[See lleid's Works, p. 721 sq.]

In Germany coUegial establishments did not obtain the same

ii'ponderance as in the jS^etherlands and France. In the older

piversities of the empire, the academical system was not essen-

ally modified by these institutions : and in the universities

>anded after the commencement of the sixteenth century,

ley were rarely called into existence. In Prague, Vienna,

[eidelberg, Cologne, Erfurth, Leipsic, liostoch, Ingolstadt,

ubingen, &c„ we find conventual estabhshments for the habita-

on, aUment, and superintendence of youth ; but these, always

'''^idiary to the public system, were rarely able, after the revival

Iters, to maintain their importance even in this subordinate

.ipacity.

I
In Germany, the name of College was usually applied to founda-

is destined principally for the residence and support of the

li'mical teachers; the name of Bursa was given to houses

iiiabited by students, under the superintendence of a graduate in

m. In the colleges, which were comparatively rare, if scholars

e admitted at all, they received free lodging or free board,

Wc suspect that the present Cambridge scheme of examination aud

urs was a direct imitation of tliat (.f Louvain. The similarity in certain

;> Stems toj precise to be accidental. The deplorable limitation of the

•, is of bourse quite original.— [See Appendix iii.]
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but not free domestic tuition ; they were bound to be diligent ii

attendance on the lectures of the pubhc readers in the University

and the governors of the house were enjoined to see that thi;

obligation was faithfully performed. The Bursse, which corre;

sponded to the ancient Halls of Oxford and Cambridge, prevailec

in all the older Universities of Germany, They were eithe:

benevolent foundations for the reception of a certain class o

favoured students, who had sometimes also a small exhibition fo

their support (66. privatce) : or houses licensed by the Faculty o

Arts, to whom they exclusively belonged, in which the student

admitted were bound to a certain stated contribution (positio) to .

common exchequer {bursa—hence the name), and to obedience t

the laws by which the discipline of the establishment was regu

lated, (66. communes.) Of these varieties, the second was i

general engrafted on the first. Every bursa was governed by

graduate {rector, conventor ;) and in the larger institutions, unde;

him, by his delegate {conrector) or assistants {mcigistri conven'

tores.) In most Universities it was enjoined that every regula.'

student in the Faculty of Arts should enrol himself of a burse

but the burse was also frequently inhabited by masters engage;

in public lecturing in their own, or in following the courses of
i

higher faculty. To the duty of Rector belonged a geneni

superintendence of the diligence and moral conduct of the inferici

members, and (in the Itirger bursse, with the aid of sl procurata

or a'conomus) the management of the funds destined for the mail

tenance of the house. As in the colleges of France and Englan(

he could enforce discipline by the infliction of corporeal punisl

raent. Domestic instruction was generally introduced into the.'^

establishments, but, as we said, only in subservience to the publi'

The rector, either by himself or deputies, repeated with his bu

;

sars their public lessons, resolved difiiculties they might propos!

supplied deficiencies in their knowledge, and moderated at tl'

performance of their private disputations.

The philosophical controversies which, during the Middle Age

divided the universities of Europe into hostile parties, were wag(

with peculiar activity among a people, hke the Germans, actuate •

more than any other, by speculative opinion, and the spirit of seci

The famous question touching the nature of Universals, whi(|

created a schism in the University of Prague, and thus found('

the University of Leipsic; which formally separated into two, tl

faculty of arts (called severally the via antiqua or realist, and tl
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ti moderna or nominalist,) in Ingolstaclt, Tubingen, Heidelberg,

t.. ; and occasioned a ceaseless warfare in the other schools of

pilosophy throughout the empire :—this question moditied the

(lirman burs^e in a far more decisive manner than it affected the

cileges in the other countries of Europe. The Nominalists and

Balists withdrew themselves into different bursae ; whence, as

fim opposite castles, they daily descended to renew their clamor-

65, and not always bloodless contests, in the arena of the public

sliools. In this manner the bursa) of Ingolstadt, Tubingen,

liidelberg, Erfurth, and other universities, were divided between

t]; partisans of the Via Antiquorum, and the partisans of the

\a Modernorum ; and in some of the greater schools the several

s^ts of Reahsm—as the Albertists, Thomists, Scotists,—had bur-

si of their " peculiar process."—[Thus in Cologne.]

The effect of this was to place these institutions more absolutely

ier that scholastic influence which swayed the faculties of arts

ai theology ; and however adverse were the different sects,

in
a common enemy was at a distance, no sooner was the

n of scholasticism threatened by the revival of polite letters,

I their particular dissensions were merged in a general

\T. BJicretism to resist the novelty equally obnoxious to all,—

a

. Instance which, if it did not succeed in obtaining the absolute

:: piscription of humane literature in the Universities, succeeded,

ff ateast, in excluding it from the course prescribed for the degree

t irprts, and from the studies authorised in the bursse, of which

t. tljt faculty had universally the control.* In their relations to

!;. tlj revival of ancient learning, the bursre of Germany, and the

i: cdeges of France and England, were directly opposed ; and to

11
. contrast is, in part, to be attributed the difference of their

t r. The colleges, indeed, mainly owed their stability,—in

J^^iand to their wealth,—in France to their coalition with the

I versity. But in harbouring the rising hterature, and render-

in themselves instrumental to its progress, the colleges seemed

;n\v to vindicate their utility, and remained, during the revolu-

ti' ary crisis at least, in unison with the spirit of the age. The
'

'
-"', on the contrary, fell at once into contempt Avith the anti-

' d learning which they so fondly defended; and before they

disposed to transfer their allegiance to the dominant litera-

'"
. other instruments had been organized, and cu-cumstances

* [See the article on the Epistolce Obscurorton Virortmi.']
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had superseded their necessity. The philosophical faculty t

which they belonged, had lost, by its opposition to the admissio

of humane letters into its course, the consideration it formerl

obtained ; and in the Protestant Universities of the Empire
j

degree in Arts was no longer required as a necessary passport li

the other faculties. The Gymnasia, established or multiplied c

the Reformation throughout Protestant Germany, sent the youli

to the universities with sounder studies, and at a maturer agd

and the public prelections, no longer intrusted to the fortuitoi

competence of the graduates, were discharged, in chief, by Profe'

sors carefully selected for their merit,—rewarded in exact propo

tion to their individual value in the literary market,—and stim'

lated to exertion by a competition unexampled in the academic

arrangements of any other country. The discipline of the bursjil

was now found less useful in aid of the University ; and t'i n

student less disposed to submit to their restraint. No wealtl;

foundations perpetuated their existence independently of us;

and their services being found too small to warrant their mai.

tenance by compulsory regulations, they were soon genera';

abandoned.—[The name Bursch (student) alone survives.] •

In the English Universities, the history of the collegial elenK;,

has been very different. Nowhere did it deserve to exerciser

small an influence ; nowhere has it exercised so great. The cj-

,

leges of the continenfal Univei-sities were no hospitals for droniiTj

their foundations were exclusively in favour of teachers and Ua '.

ers ; the former, whose number was determined by their necessi,

enjoyed their stipend under the condition of instruction; and 3

latter, only during tho period of their academical studies. In ?

English colleges, on the contrary, the fellowships, with hardly ;i

exception, are perpetual, not burdened with tuition, and indefije

in number. In the foreign colleges, the instructors were choii

from competence. In those of England, but especially in Oxid,

the fellows in general owe their election to chance. Abroad 5

the colleges were visited, superintended, regulated, and reforid

by their faculty, their lectures were acknowledged by the Uni '-

sity as public courses, and the lecturers themselves at last rci,'-

nised as its privileged professors. In England, as the Univer^y

did not exercise the right of visitation over the colleges, tjir

discipline was viewed as private and subsidiary ; while the fejw

was never recognised as a public character at all, far less .'
a-

privileged instructor. In Paris and Louvain, the college discij le

i\
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:
piTseded only the precarious lectures of the graduates at large.*

.1 Oxford and Cambridge, it was an improved and improvable

ifstem of professorial education that the tutorial extinguished.

\ the foreign Universities, the right of acadcmial instruction was

i'puted to a limited number of " famous colleges," and in these

ily to a full body of co-operative teachers. In Oxford, all aca-

imical education is usurped, not only by every house, but by

lery fellow-tutor it contains. The alliance between the Colleges

id University in Paris and Louvain was, in the circumstances,

jrhaps a rational improvement ; the dethronement of the Uni-

'rsity by the Colleges in Oxford and Cambridge, without doubt,

^preposterous, as an illegal, revolution.

\ It was the very peculiarity in the constitution of the English

dleges which disqualified them, above all similar incorporations,

len for the loiuer offices of academical instruction, that enabled

tern in the end to engross the very highest ; and it only requires

i!. acquaintance with the history of the two Universities, to

«iplain how a revolution so improbable in itself, and so disastrous

Iits

effects, Avas by the accident of circumstances, and the influ-

ce of private interest, accomplished. " Reduce," says Bacon,

things to their first institution, and observe how they have

generated." This explanation, limited to Oxford, will be given

ir showing :—1", How the students, once distributed in numerous

giall societies through the halls, were at length collected into a

vv large communities within the colleges ;
2°, How in the colleges,

his the peufolds of the academical flock, the fellows frustrated

<e common right of graduates to the ofiico of tutor ; and 3°,

'. ow the fellow-tutors supplanted the professors,—how the colleges

sperseded the University.

1. In the mode of teaching,—in the subjects taught,—in the

' In Paris (1562) the celebrated Kamus proposed a judicious plau of

. ;n for the Faculty of Arts. He disapproved of the lectures on philoso-

-tabli^lied in the colleges ; and was desirous of restoring those to the

lig of the public courses delivered for so many centuries in the Rue de la

ire^ and only suspended a few years previously. He proposed, that

' iccrc'dited professors should there teach the difl'erent brauclies of muthe-

s, physics, and morals; while the colleges should retain only instruction

I'imniar, rhetoric, and lo<jic. This was to bring matters towards tin.' very

uutory constitution subverted in the English Universities by the colleges,

|d which, with all its imperfections, was even uiuro complete than that jjro-

^fd by Ramus, as an improvement on a collegial mechanism of tuition,

•ftion itself, in comparison to the intrusive system of Oxfoxl.
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forms of graduation,—and in the general mechanism of the)

faculties, no Universities, for a long time, resembled each other

more closely than the " first and second schools of the church,"!'

Paris and Oxford ; but in the constitution and civil polity of the

bodies, there were from the first considerable differences.

—

Id

Oxford, the University was not originally established on the dis-

tinction of Nations ; though, in the sequel, the great national

schism of the Northern and Southern men had almost determined

a division similar to that which prevailed from the first in th(

other ancient Universities.*—In Oxford, the Chancellor and hi-

deputy combined the powers of the Rector and the two Chancel-

lors in Paris ; and the inspection and control, chiefly exercised ir'

the latter, through the distribution of the scholars of the Univer

sity into Nations and Tribes, under the government of Rector'

Procurators, and Deans, was in the former more especially accom

plished by collecting the students into certain privileged Houses

under the control of a Principal responsible for the conduct of thi

members. This subordination was not indeed established at once

and the scholars at first lodged, without domestic superintendence

in the houses of the citizens. In the year 1231, we find it onlv

ordained, by royal mandate, '•' that every clerk or scholar residen

in Oxford or Cambridge, must subject himself to the disciplin

and tuition of some Master of the Schools,] i. e., we presume, cnte

himself as the peculia'r disciple of one or other of the actur:

Regents. (Wood and Fuller's Annals, a. c.)—In the same yea

Taxators are established in both universities. (See Fuller, wh

gives that document at length.)—By the commencement of th

fifteenth century, it appears, however, to have become establislie;

law, that all scholars should be members of some College, Hal'

or Entry, under a responsible head, (Wood, a. 1408 ;) and in tb

subsequent history of the university, we find more frequent an

decisive measures taken in Oxford against the Chamberdekyn

or scholars haunting the schools, but of no authorized hous

than in Paris were ever employed against the Martinets-

* Matters went so far, that as, in Paris, each of the four Nations elect(,

its own Procurator, so, in Oxford, (what is not mentioned by Wood,) tl

two Proctors (procuratoi-es) were necessarily chosen, one from the Norther'

the other from the Southern men
; also the two Scrutators, anciently di

tinct (?) from the Proctors.—[For Cambridge, see Peacock, pp. '2S, 111.]

t [Fuller has magistro scholarium, in which case it should be translati

master of scholars. Compare Bula-us, ii. 63 ]
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(jrood, aa. 1413, 1422, 1512, &c.)—In the foreign Universities

i|was never incumbent on any, beside the students of the Fa-

tlty of Arts, to be under collegial or bursal superintendence ; in

ie Enghsh Universities, the graduates and undergraduates of

(jery faculty were equally required to be members of a privileged

iuse.

By this regulation, the students were compelled to collect them-

ves into houses of community, variously denominated Halls,

Hostles, Entries, Chambers, (Aulae, Ilospltia, Introitus,

merae.) These Halls were governed by peculiar statutes esta-

shed by the University, by whom they were also visited and

iformed; and administered by a Principal, elected by the scholars

iemselves, but admitted to his office by the chancellor or his

<lputy, on finding caution for payment of the rent. The halls

yre in general held only on lease ; but by a privilege common
t most Universities, houses once occupied by clerks or students

(uld not again be resumed by the proprietor, or taken from the

{^wn, if the rent were punctually discharged, the rate of which

us quinquennially fixed by the academical taxators. The great

nijority of the scholars who inhabited these halls lived at their

orn expense ; but the benevolent motives which, in other coun-

ties, determined the establishment of colleges and private bursa?,

i

where operated more powerfully than in England.* In a few

uses, foundations were made for the support of a certain number

indigent scholars, who were incorporated as fellows, (or joint

rticipators in the endowment.) under the government of a head.

Jilt with an unenlightened liberality, these benefactions were not,

J elsewhere, exclusively limited to learners, during their aca-

< mical studies, and to instructors ; they were not even limited

1 merit ; while the subjection of the Collefjes to private statutes,

id their emancipation from the control of the academical autho-

i.ies, gave them interests apart from those of the public, and not

( ly disqualified them from co-operating towards the general ends

Lipsius, after speaking of the Paedagogia of Louvain, where he was

] ofessor :—" Pergamus ; nam et aliiul Collcgiorum genus est, ubi non turn

icetur quam alitnr juventus, et subsldia studiorum in certos annos habct.

]ilchrum inventiira, et quod in Anglia niagniticc usurpatur ; nequc cnini in

(jeterranim simile esse, addam ct fuisse. Maguae illic opes et vectigalia :

'rbo vobisdicam? Unum Oxonicnse collegium (rem inquisivi) superet vcl

cem nostra." {Lovanium, 1. iil. c. 5.—See also Polydori Virgilii Angl.

St. 1. V. p. 107, edit. BasU.)
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of the University, but rendered them, instead of powerful aid

the worst impediments to its utility.

The Colleges, into which commoners, or members not on tl

foundation, were, until a comparatively modern date, rarcl

admitted, (and this admission, be it noted, is to the present hoi

wholly optional,) remained also for many centuries few in comp

risen with the Halls. The latter were counted by hundreds ; tl

former, in Oxford, even at the present day, extend only to nin

teen.

At the commencement of the fourteenth century, the number

the halls was about three hundred, (Wood, a. 1307)—the numb

of the secular colleges, at the highest, only three.—At the coi

raencement of the fifteenth century, when the colleges had ris

to seven, a Fellow of Queen's laments, that the students had din

nished as the foundations had increased. (Ullerston, Defensoriu

^c. written 1401.)—[John Major, who was incorporated, at lea,

in Cambridge, in his curious picture of the English Universitiii

records, that, at the close of the fifteenth century, there were
"'

'

each, from four to five thousand scholars, all grown up, carryi

swords and bows, and, in great part, gentry.'' {De Gestis Sco';

rum, L. i. c. 5.)]—At the commencement of the sixteenth centui^

the number of halls had fallen to fifty-five, (Wood, a. 1503,) wb|!

the secular colleges had, before 1516, been multiplied to tweV.

—The causes which l>ad hitherto occasioned this diminution in i}

number of scholars, and in the number of the houses destined •

their accommodation, were, among others, the plagues, by wh i

Oxford was so frequently desolated, and the members of the U -

versity dispersed,—the civil wars of York and Lancaster,—
p

rise of other rival Universities in Great Britain and on the Coi-

tinent,—and, finally, the sinking consideration of the scholaic

philosophy.* The character which the Reformation assumed n

England, co-operated, however, still more powerfully to the saje

result. Of itself, the schism in religion must necessarily h!e

diminished the resort of students to the University, by banish g

those who did not acquiesce in the new opinions there inculcad

by law ; while among the reformed themselves, there arose jn

influential party, who viewed the academical exercises as soph;,i-

* The same decline was, at this period, experienced in the contineal

Universities. See the article on the Epist. Obs. Vir. pp. 208, 209 of |i8

volume, Note f.
i
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;
qi, and many who even regarded degrees as Antichristian. IJut .

ii England the Eeformation incidentally operated in a more pecu-

Ir manner. Unlike its fate in other countries, this religious

nulntion was absolutely governed by the fancies of the royal

.-pot for the time; and so uncertain was the caprice of Henry,

~ . untradictory the policy of his throe immediate successors,

tjit for a long time it was difficult to know what was the religion

I

I- law established for the current year, far less possible to cal-

date, with assurance, on w^hat would be the statutoi-y orthodoxy
I, i' the ensuing. At the same time, the dissolution of the monastic

; (jders dried up one great source of academical prosperity ; while

t3 confiscation of monastic property, which was generally

i.arded as only a foretaste of wdiat awaited the endowments of

; rniversitics, and the superfluous revenues of the clergy, ren-

1 10(1 literature and the church, during this crisis, uninvitino-

j,ufossious, either for an ambitious, or (if disinclined to martyr-

, (jm) for a conscientious man. The effect was but too apparent

;

'• many years the Universities were almost literally deserted.*

In the year 1539, the House of Convocation complains, In a letter

ijJressed to Secretary Cromwell, that " the University, within the last five

: mrs, is gi'eatly impaired, and the number of students diminished by one

,. Rlf."—^In a memorable epistle, some ten years previous, to Sir Thomas More,

tp same complaint had been still more strenuously urged :—" Pauperes

dim sumus. Olim siuguli nostrum annuum stipendium habuimus, aliqui a

• ibilibus, nonnulli ab his qui Monasteriis prtcsunt, pliirimi a Presbyteris

:: (^bas ruri sunt sacerdotia. Nunc vero tautum abest ut in hoc perstcmus,

ilU quibns debeant solitum stipendium dare recusant. Abbates enim suus

nachos domum accersunt, Mobiles suos liberos, Presbyteri suos consan-

ineos : sic minuitur scholasticorum numcrus, sic ruunt Aulce nostra^ sic fri-

cnnt omnes liberales disciplinas. Collegia solum perseverant ; quje si quid

vere cogantur, cum solum habeant quantum sufBcit in victum suo scholas-

^orum numcro, nccesse erit, aut ipsa una labi, ant socios aliquot ejici.

"jdes jam, More, quod nobis omnibus imminoat periculum. Vidcs ex
|ademia futuram non Academiam, nisi tu cautius nostram causani egeris."

wood, a. 1539, 1540.)—In 1546, in which year the number of graduations

Id fallen so low as thirteen, the inhabited halls amounted only to eitjht, and
fen of these several were nearly empty. (Wood, a. 1540.)—About the

^e time, the celebrated "Walter Iladdon laments, that in Cambridge " the

iiools were never more solitary than at present ; so notaijly few indeed are

1|2 students, that for every master that reads in them there is liardly left an

iditor to listen." (Lucubratiories, p. 12, edit. 15G7.)—" In 1551," says the

iford Antiquary, " the colleges, and especially the ancient halls, lay either

»ste, or were become the receptacles of poor religious people turned out of

eir cloisters. The present halls, especially St Edmund's and New Inn, were
id of students." (a. 1551.)—And again :

•' The truth is, though the M'holc
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The Halls, whose existence solely depended on the coufluen

of students, thus fell ; and none, it is probable, would have su

vived the crisis, had not several chanced to be the property

certain colleges, which had thus an interest in their support. Tl

Halls of St Alban, St Edmund, St Mary, New Inn, Magdak
severally belonged to Merton, Queen's, Oriel, Nesv, and Magdal

Colleges ; and Broadgates Hall, now Pembroke College, Gloucest

Hall, now Worcester College, and Hert Hall, subsequently Hei

ford College, owed their salvation to their dependence on the fou

dations of Christ Church, St John's, and Exeter.—[In Cambrid

the Hostles ended in 1540 (Fuller.) Halls are there Colleges.

The circumstances which occasioned the ruin of the haJ:

and the dissolution of the cloisters and colleges of the monasii

orders in Oxford, not only gave to the secular colleges, which i

remained, a preponderant weight in the University for the ju -

ture ; but allowed them so to extend their circuit and to lucre; j

their numbers, that they were subsequently enabled to comp'-

hend within their walls nearly the whole of the academical po >

lation, though, previously to the sixteenth century, they appr

to have rarely, if ever, admitted independent members at a;*

As the students fell off, the rents of the halls were taxed a

4

lower rate ; and they became, at last, of so insignificant a vas

to the landlords, who could not apply it to other than academil

purposes, that they were always willing to dispose of this falii

and falling property for the most trifling consideration, p

Oxford, land and houses became a drug. The old colleges tts

extended their limits, by easy purchase, from the impoverisd

burghers ; and the new colleges, of which there were four e i-

blished within half a century subsequent to the Reformation, d

altogether six during the sixteenth century, were built on f's

number of students were now a thousand and fifteen, that had names ir:ie

buttery books of each house of learning, yet the greater part were ab;it,

and had taken then- hist farewell." (a. 1552.)—" The two wells of leami ;,"

says Dr Bernard Gilpiu in 1552,—" the two wells of learning, Oxford id

Cambridge, are dried up, students decayed, of which scarce an hundi-edire

left of a thousand ; and if in seven years more they should decay so 3t|

there would be almost none at all ; so that the devil would make a triu:>h,

whilst there were none learned to whom to commit the flock." {Ser'<ns

preached at Courts edit. 1G30, p. 23.—See also Wood, aa. 1561, 15(;—

[Fuller's Cambridge, Todd's Life of Cranmcr, Peacock's Statutes, &c']
j

* See statute of 1489, quoted in Dr Newton's Universiti/ Education, 9.

from Barrel's transcript of the ancient statutes, preserved in the Bodlei
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<ther obtained gratuitously or for an insignificant price. After

tis period only one college was founded—in 1610 ; and three of

ie eight halls transmuted into colleges, in 1610, 1702, and 1740
;

it of these one is now extinct.

1 These circumstances explain how the halls declined and fell

;

ijremains to explain, why, in the most crowded state of the Uni-

jrsity, not one subsequently was ever restored.—Before the

^a of their downfall, the establishment of a hall was easy. It

ijquired only, that a few scholars should hire a house, find cau-

in for a year's rent and choose for Principal a graduate of

ispectable character. The Chancellor, or his Deputy, could

lit refuse to sanction the establishment. An act of usurpation

sjolished this facility. The general right of nomination to the

jjincipality, and consequently to the institution, of halls, was,

':hrough the absolute potency he had," procured by the Earl

c Leicester, Chancellor of the University, about 1570 ; and it

imow, by statute, vested in his successors.* In surrendering

t s privilege to the Chancellor, the Colleges were not blind to

tt^ir pecuhar interest. From his situation, that magistrate was

8 "e to be guided by their heads : no hall has since arisen to

ijerfere with their monopoly ; and the coUegial interest, thus

Ijt without a counterpoise, and concentrated in a few hands,

soon able to establish an absolute supremacy in the Univer-

By statute, the office of Tutor is open to all graduates.

f
Ijis was, however, no barrier against the encroachment of the

,,' fiows; and the simple graduate, who should attempt to make
i, Hid his right—how could he succeed ?

15

jAlS the colleges only received as members those not on the

,

f<indation, for their own convenience, they could either exclude

^ tlm altogether, or admit them under whatever limitations they

e neht choose to impose. By University law, graduates were not

«' clapelled to lodge in college ; they were therefore excluded as

^^ uprofitable members, to make room for under-graduates, who
''. pd tutor's fees, and as dangerous competitors, to prevent them
'^j' fijm becoming tutors themselves. This exclusion, or the possi-

,,5
b ty of this exclusion, of itself prevented any graduate from

|j
ciimencing tutor, in opposition to the interest of the foundation

fi;
-\

i.'' [Wood's //js^ et Antiq. Univ. lib. ii. p. 339. Hist, and Antiq. of Coll.

*' "1* HnHs, p. 655. Statuta Aulario, sect. v.

' 2n
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members. Independently of this, there were other circumstance

which would have frustrated all interference with monopoly b

the fellows ; but these we need not enumerate.

3. Collegial tuition engrossed by the fellows, a more impon

ant step was to raise this collegial tuition from a subsidiary t:

a principal.* Could the professorial system on which the unive

sity rested be abolished, the tutorial system would remain tl

one organ of academical instruction ; could the University I

silently annihilated, the colleges would succeed to its name, i

privileges, and its place. This momentous—this deplorable su

version was consummated. We do not affirm that the end w

ever clearly proposed, or a line of policy for its attainment ev

systematically followed out. But circumstances concurred, a

that instinct of self-interest which actuates bodies of men wi;

the certainty of a natural law, determined, in the course .•

generations, a result, such as no sagacity would have anticipali

as possible. After the accomplishment, however, a retrospect f

its causes shows the event to have been natural, if not necessa .

The subversion of the university is to be traced to that v(/

code of laws on which its constitution was finally establisbj.

The academical body is composed of graduates and under-g^

duatesin the four faculties of Arts, Theology, Law, and Medici
j;

and the government of the University was of old exclusive

committed to the Masters and Doctors assembled in Congrega^jn

and Convocation ; Heads of houses and college Fellows shareijii

the academical government only as they were full graduates, ^d

as they were regents. The statutes ratified under the char^l-

lorship of Laud, and by which the legal constitution of the 1
di-

versity is still determined, changed this republican polity int)in

oligarchical. The legislation and the supreme government ^jre

still left with the full graduates, the Masters and Doctors, anciie

character of Fellow remained always unprivileged by law. 'Ut

the Heads of Houses, if not now first raised to the rank of a jib-

lic body, were now first clothed with an authority such as rendfed

them henceforward the principal,—in fact, the sole administrprs

of the University weal.f And whereas in foreign Univers es,

* This third step in the revolution, which from its more important cl'ac-

ter we consider last, was, however, accomplishing sinitdtaneously.jra^itlie

second, of which it was, in fact, almost a condition. ;

t Anciently the right of previous discussion belonged to the Hofi of

Regency or Congregation. The omnipotent Earl of Leicester, to confijh's
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University governed tlie Colleges,—in Oxford the Colleges

enthroned the governors of the University. The Vice-

llor, (now also necessarily a College Head,) the Heads of

es, and the two Proctors, were constituted into a hody, and

1.^ members constrained to regular attendance on an ordinary

. ckly meeting. To this body was committed, as their especial

/. the care of " inquiring into, and taking counsel for, the

rrance of the statutes and customs of the University ; and if

•M over the University, aud in spite of considerable opposition, constrained

. Masters to surrender this function to a more limited and manageable body,

uiposed of the Vice-chancellor, /)oc/o/-s, Heads, (for the first time recognised

iniblic body) and Proctors (Wood a. 1569). [It does not appear that tlie

U and Doctors hereby obtained the absolute initiative. They, as previously

' niigi-egation, had only the right of prior deliberation, but not the right of

utingthe introduction of a measure into the academical logislature. (Wood
1G7, sq.) ]. Laud, desirous of still farther concentrating the government,

i in order to exercise himself a more absolute control, constituted the Heb-
iiiadal Meeting of his very humble servants the Heads ; and to fi-ustrate

^position from the House of Convocation to this momentous and unconsti-

jtional change by precluding opposition, he forced the innovation on the

biversity through royal statute.—Tlie Cambridge Caput, whose powers

We virtually first instituted by the Elizabetlian statutes, forms a curious

indant to the Oxford Hebdomadal Meeting ; and in general, the history of

e two Universities is a history of the same illegal revolution, accomplished

f the same influence, under cncumstances similar, but not the same. [The

«wrf comprises six members, to Mit, the Vice-chancellor, the rejiresenta-

yes of the three higher faculties of Theology, Civil Law, and Physic, and

jthe two Houses, the Regent and Non-Regent. It originates nothing, but

iih member has a veto eftectual during the academical year. " There is

» part of the constitution of the University" (says Dr Peacock, in his

wservations on the Cambridge Statutes, 1841, p. 48) " so useful and neces-

iff for many purposes, which has operated inore iiyuriously to its interests,

\the discouragements and obstacles which it has opposed to the consideration

id enactment of measures of rational improvement.'''' Again (says the same
?le and candid writer, p. 2.3) " the statutes of Elizabeth, by making the

^istence of tlic authority of this body permanent (during an entire acade-

ical year), and by the mode of its appointment, placed the irhole litjislatii-e

Jfjpers of the University under the control of the Heads of Houses.'''' How then

il Dr Whewell {Cambridye Education, § 382) state, that " the Heads of

ylleges have no special share in the legislation of tlie University, except as

jviaers of the Vice-chancellor ? " Nor can this be reconciled with the author-

y recognised as belonging to the Inteqiretations and Decrees of the Heads

^Colleges ; these are regarded as of statutory oljligation, and sworn to as

jch. See the learned Serjeant Miller's Account of the rniver.<tity of Cam-
jdge, (cc. 3, 4, 6,) who commemorates these " bcniyn intir/netations'' of the

perend Heads by which white is coolly expounded to mean black, &c.]
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there be aught touching the good government, the scholastic im-

provement, the honour and usefuhiess of the University, which a

majority of them may think worthy of deliberation, let them havet

power to deliberate thereupon, to the end that, after this their

deliberation, the same may be proposed more advisedly in the

Venerable House of Congregation, and then with mature counse

ratified in the Venerable House of Convocation." (T. xiii.) Thus

no proposal could be submitted to the houses of Congregation o

Convocation, unless it had been previously discussed and sane

tioned by the ^' Hebdomadal 3Ieetinc/ ;" and through this preli

minary negative, * the most absolute control was accorded to th

heads of houses over the proceedings of the University. By thei:

permission, every statute might be violated, and every custom fai

into desuetude : without their permission, no measure of reforD-

or improvement, or discipline, however necessary, could be in

tiated, or even mentioned.

A body constituted and authorized like the Hebdomadal Mee

ing, could only be rationally expected to discharge its trust : 1

if its members were subjected to a direct and concentrated respo

sibility ; and 2°, if their public duties were identical with thd

private interests. The Hebdomadal Meeting acted under neith;

of these conditions. I

In regard to the first, this body was placed under the revi*'

of no superior authority either for what it did, or for what it C

not, perform; and the responsibility to public opinion was distl

buted among too many to have any influence on their collect?

acts. " Corporations never blush."

In regard to the second, so far were the interests and duties f i i

the heads from being coincident, that they were diametrica'
j

opposed. Their public obligations bound them to maintain ; 1

improve the system of University education, of which the prq^

sors were the organs ; but this system their private advantsi",

both as individuals and as representing the collegial inter;,

prompted them to deteriorate and undermine.

When the Cojpus Statutorum was ratified, there existed o

opposite influences in the University, either of which might 1: e

* Aud as if this preliminary negative were not enough, there Avas cone i"

by the same statutes to the single college head who holds for the tim«jie

office of Vice-chancellor, an absolute veto upon all proceedings in the h(|8S

of congi-egation and convocation themselves. In Cambridge a prelimiry

veto is enjoyed by every member of the Caput—Caput Senatus.
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ifetendcd to the chief magistracy,

—

the Heads of Iloims aiul tlio

professors. Tlic estabhshmcnt of the Hebdomadal ^lectin"; by

<aud, gave the former a decisive advantage, wliich tliey were not

,ack in employing against their rivals.

In their individual capacity, the Heads, samples of the same

ran with the Fellows, from whom and by whom they were elected,

j(?ed in general their elevation to accidental circumstances ; and

leir influence, or rather that of their situation, was confined to

le members of their private communities. The Professors, the

ite of the University, and even (of old) not unfrequently called

>v their celebrity from other schools and countries, were profes-

dly chosen exclusively from merit ; and their position enabled

lem to establish, by ability and zeal, a paramount ascendency

rer the whole academical youth.

As men, in general, of merely ordinary acquirements,—holding

their collegia! capacity only an accidental character in the

niversity,—and elevated, simply in quality of that character, by

I act of arbitrary power to an unconstitutional pre-eminence

;

e Heads were, not unnaturally, jealous of the contrast exhibited

themselves by a body like the Professors, who, as the principal

gans, deserved to constitute in Oxford, what in other Universi-

;s they actually did, its representatives and governors. Their

I ly hope was in the weakness of their rivals. It was easily pcr-

• ived, that in proportion as the professorial system of instruction

improved, the influence of the professorial body would bo

: creased; and the Heads were conscious, that if that system

3re ever organized as it ought to be, it would no longer be pos-

i)Ie for them to maintain their own factitious and absurd omni-

]itence in the academical polity.

Another consideration also co-operated. A temporary decline

the University had occasioned the desertion of the Halls ; a

If^ houses had succeeded in collecting within their walls the

^ lole academical population ; and the heads of these few houses

\A now obtained a preponderant influence in the University,

'wer is sweet ; and its depositaries were naturally averse from

y measure which threatened to diminish their consequence, by
ultiplying their numbers. The existing Colleges and Halls

<uld afford accommodation to a very limited complement of

tt;
ndents. The exclusive privileges attached in England to an

Uford or Cambridge degree in law, in medicine, and above all,

the church, filled the colleges, independently of any merit in
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the academical teachers. But were the University restored to

its ancient fame,—did students again flock to Oxford, as theyi

flocked to Leyden and Padua, the Halls must again be called intoi

existence, or the system of domestic superintendence be aban-

doned or relaxed. The interest of the Heads was thus directly'

opposed to the celebrity of the professorial body, both in itself

and in its consequences. The University must not at most tran

scend the standard of a decent mediocrity. Every thing, in fact

that tended to keep the confluence of students within the existing

means of accommodation, found favour with these oligarchs

j

Subscription to the Thirty-nine Articles even at matriculatior'

imposed by the Calvinist Leicester, was among the few statute;

not subsequently violated by the Arminian Heads ; the numberi

of poor scholars formerly supported in all the Colleges were grt!

dually discarded ;
* the expenses incident on a University eduer

tion kept graduated to the convenient pitch ; and residence afte.

the first degree, for this and other reasons, dispensed with.

At the same time, as representatives of the collegial interesj

the Heads were naturally indisposed to discharge their dut;

towards the University. In proportion as the public or pr

fessorial education was improved, would it be difficult for t'

private or tutorial to maintain its relative importance as

:

subsidiary. The collegial tuition must either keep pace wi|

the University prelections, or it must fall into contempt a
I

desuetude. The student accustomed to a high standard in "
tf

schools," would pay little deference to a low standard in b

college. It would now be necessary to admit tutors exclusiv(

from merit; the fellows, no longer able to vindicate their moi-

poly against the other graduates, would, in a general comp*'-

tion, sink to their proper level, even in their own houses; whj,

in the University, the collegial influence in general would |b

—— r

* Before the decline of the Halls, academical education cost nothing, d

the poor student could select a society and house proportioned to his me ;5,

down even to the begging Logicians of Aristotle's Hall. The Coll is

could hardly have prevented the restoration of the Halls, had they i)*

for a considerable time supplied that accommodation to the indigent schtf'S

to which the country had been accustomed. From the " Exact Accouijof

the whole Number of Scholars and Students in the University of Oxti,

taken anno 1612," it appears that about four hundred andfifty poor schijrs

and servitors then received gratuitous, or almost gratuitous, education M
support in the Colleges. How many do so now ?

j
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.cgraded from the arbitrary pre-eminence to wirK-h accident liad

taised it.

In these circumstances, it would have been quite as reasonable

I expect that the Heads of Colleges should connnit suicide to

umour their enemies, as that they should prove the faithful

aardians and the zealous promoters of the professorial system.

>a the contrary, by conficHng this duty to that interest, it was in

ict decreed, that the professorial system should, by its appointed

iiardians, be discouraged,—corrupted,—depressed,—and, if not

ttorly extinguished, reduced to such a state of inefficiency and

nitempt, as would leave it only useful as a foil to relieve the

II perfections of the tutorial. And so it happened. The profes-

a-ial system, though still imperfect, could without difficulty have

'on carried to unlimited perfection ; but the Heads, tar from

msenting to its melioration, fostered its defects in order to prc-

pitate its fall.

In Oxford, as originally in all other Universities, salaried teach-

is or Professors were bound to deliver their prelections gratis.

• at it was always found that, under this arrangement, the pro-

->or did as little as possible, and the student undervalued what

'-t him nothing. " Gratis etfnistra." Universities in general,

nrefore, corrected this defect. The interest of the Professor

as made subservient to his dihgence, by sanctioning, or winking

his acceptance of voluntary gifts or honoraria from his audi-

- ; which, in most Universities, were at length converted into

xigible fees. In Oxford, this simple expedient was not of course

' rmitted by the Heads: and Avhat were the consequences? The

lebdomadal Meeting had the charge of watching over the due

bservance of the statutes. By statute and under penalty, the

Vofessors were bound to a regular delivery of their courses ; by

tatute and under penalty, the Students were bound to a regular

ttendance in the public classes ; and by statute, by oath, but not

nder penalty, the Heads w^ere bound to see that both parties

uly performed their several obligations. It is evident, that the

leads were here the keystone of the arch. If they relaxed in

beir censorship, the Professors, finding it no longer necessary to

}cture regularly, and no longer certain of a regular audience,

rould, erelong, desist from lecturing at all ; * while the Students,

How well disposed the salaried readers always were to convert their

hairs into sinecures, may be seen in Wood, aa. 1581, 1582, 1584, 1589,

^W, 1.594, 1506, 1608, &c.
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finding attendance in their classes no longer compulsory, and nc

longer sure of a lecture when they did attend, would soon ceast

to frequent the schools altogether. The Heads had only to vio

late their duties, hy neglecting the charge especially intrusted t(

them, and the downfall of the obnoxious system was inevitable

And this they did.

At the same time, other accidental defects in the professoria'

system, as constituted in Oxford,—the continuance of which wa

guaranteed by the body sworn " to the scholastic improvemen

of the University,"—co-operated also to the same result.

Fees not permitted, the salaries which made up the whole emc

luments attached to the different chairs were commonly too sma:

to afford an independent, far less an honourable livelihood. Thei

could therefore only be objects of ambition, as honorary appoinii

ments, or supplemental aids. This limited the candidates to thos!

who had otherwise a competent income ; and consequently thre

:

them, in general, into the hands of the members of the coUegi;!

foundations, i. e. of a class of men on whose capacity or gov

intention to render the professorships efficient, there could be i

rational dependence.

Some, also, of the public lectureships Avere temporary ; the;'

were certain to be negligently filled, and negligently taught. \

Another circumstance likewise concurred in reducing the sta|

dard of professorial competence. The power of election, nev;

perhaps intrusted to the safest hands, was in general even co;

fided to those interested in frustrating its end. The appointme

was often directly, and almost always indirectly, determined 1

college influence. In exclusive possession of the tutorial offi<i

and non-residence as yet only permitted to independent grac:

ates, the fellows, in conjunction with the heads, came to constiti

the great proportion of the resident members of Convocation a;.

Congregation ; and therefore, except in cases of general intere,.

the elections belonging to the pubhc bodies were sure to

decided by them.*

* Since -wTitiug the above, we notice a cux-ions confirmation in Ter^r

Filius. This work appeared in 1721, at the very crisis when the coUeiJl

interest was accomplishing its victory. The statements it contains v^ia

never, we believe, contradicted ; and though the following representai i

may be in some points exaggerated, the reader can easily recognise its S;-

stantial truth. Speaking of the Professors: " I have known a proflifje

debauchee chosen professor of moral philosophy; and a fellow, who nf;r
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N'or was it possible to raise the tutorial system from its state

u i-elative subordination, without an absolute suhfersion of the

jwfessorial. The tutor could not extend his discipline over the

K i)J3heIor in arts, for every bachelor was by law entitled to com-
isr. dnce tutor himself. But the colleges could not succeed in vindi-

cing their monopoly even of the inferior branches of education,

11 OSS they were able also to incapacitate the University from

a irding instruction \n the superior. For if the pubhc lectures

m: we allowed to continue in the higher foculties, and in the higher

, dDartment of the lowest, it would be found impossible to justify

W.; tjjir suppression in that particular department, which alone the

te cilege fellows could pretend to teach. At the same time, if

ji ajendance on the professorial courses remained necessary for

;i- cbrees above bachelor in arts, a multitude of graduates, all com

ii pcent to the tutorial office, would in consequence continue domi-

itli cpd in the University, and the fellows' usurpation of that function

( ivrould be found impossible to maintain. With the colleges and

r? flows it was, therefore, all or nothing. If they were not to

i aitinue, as they had been, mere accessories to the University, it

bjaoved to quash the whole public lectures, and to dispense with

IK
rjiidence after the elementary degree. This the Heads of Houses

iii
esily effected. As the irresponsible guardians of the University

i. scutes, they violated their trust, by allowing the 2)>'ofessors to

I ilect their statutory duty, and empty standing to be taken

l<:ked upon the stars soberly in his life, professor of astronomy : we have
1'' li^ history professors, who never read any thing to qualify them for it,

' 1
'
Tom Thumb, Jack the Giant-killer, Don Bellianis of Greece, and such

ii'cords : we have had likewise numberless professors of Greek, Hebrew,
1 Arabic, who scarce understood their mother tongue ; and not long ago,

.'.imous gamester and stock-jobber was elected Margaret Professor of

I'iuity; so gi-eat, it seems, is the analogy between dusting cusliions and
i iiig of elbows, or between squandering away of estates and saving of

."' And in a letter, from an under-gi-aduate of Wadham :
—"Now, it

'"ustrous, that notwithstanding these public lectures are so much neglected,

> are all of us, when we take our degrees, charged witli and punislied for

I appearance at the reading of many of them ; a formal dispensation is

i I'y our respective deans, at the time our gi-ace is proposed, for our non-
arance at these lectm-es, {N. B.] and it is with difficulty that some grave

• - of the congregation are induced to grant it. Strange order ! that each
1
turer should have his fifty, his hundred, or two hundred i)Ounds a-ycar for

' iig nothing
; and that we (the young fry) should be obliged to pay money

' not hearing such lectures as were never read, nor over composed."
. 0. X.)
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in lieu of the course of academical study, ivhicJi it legally

implied.

The Professorial system was thus from the principal and neces-

sary, degraded into the subordinate and superfluous ; the tutorial

elevated, Avith all its adcUtional imperfections, from the subsidiary,

into the one exclusive instrument of education. In establishing

the ascendency of the collegial bodies, it mattered not that tbi

extensive cycle of academical instruction was contracted to tlni

narrow capacity of a fellow-tutor ;—that the University was annii

hilated, or reduced to half a faculty,—of one teachership,—^whiclt

every " graduated dunce " might confidently undertake. Th

great interests of the nation, the church, and the professions, weri

sacrificed to the paltry ends of a few contemptible corporations!

and the privileges by law accorded to the public University ci

Oxford, as the authorised organ of national education, were by it

perfidious governors furtively transferred to the unauthorise,

absurdities of their private—of their college, discipline.
|

That the representatives of the collegial bodies, as constitutinj

the Hebdomadal Meeting, were the authors of this I'adical subvei

sion of the establishment of which they were the protectors,-;

that the greatest importance was attached by them to its accor:

plishment,—and, at the same time, that they were fully conscio'.

of sacrificing the interests of the University and public to a priva'

job ;— all this is manifested by the fact, that the Heads of Houst

rather than expose the college usurpations to a discussion by t:

academical and civil legislatures, not only submitted to the d

grace of leaving their smuggled system of education without,

legal sanction, but actually tolerated the reproach of thus cc

verting the great seminary of the English Church into a scJwol j

perjury, without, as far as we know, an effort either at \andicatii

or amendment. This grievous charge, though frequently advane

:

both by the friends and enemies of the establishment, we menti,

with regret ; we do not see how it can be rebutted, but shall

;

truly gratified if it can. Let us inquire. i

At matriculation, every member of the University of Oxfd

solemnly swears to an observance of the academical statutes!

which he receives a copy of the Excerpta, that he may be unaJ

to urge the plea of ignorance for their violation ; and at ev" ^

successive step of graduation, the candidate not only repf>

this comprehensive oath, but after hearing read, by the serr

Proctor, a statutory recapitulation of the statutes which \
-
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sobe the various public courses to be attended, and the various

pulic exercises to be performed, as the conditions necessary for

tb degree, specially makes oath, " tliat having heard what was

th< read, and having, within three days, diligently read or

d read, [the other statutes having reference to the degree

^ about to take,] moreover the seventh section of the sixth

. that he has ^yerformed all that they require, those particulars

ted for which he has received a dispensation." (Stat, T. ii.

T. ix. S. vi. § 1—3.) The words in brackets arc omitted in

ro-enactmcnt of 1808. (Add. T. ix. § 3.)

lOW, in these circumstances, does it not follow that every

iiMiber of the University committs perjury, who either does not

ol -rve the statutory enactments, or does not receive a dispensa-

rii for their non-observance?

'nder the former alternative, false swearing is manifestly ine-

vi.ble. Of the University laws, it is much easier to enumerate

tb|5e which are not violated than those which are ; and the " Ex-
I ee^ta Statutorum," which the intrant receives at matriculation,

ii fajfrom enabling him to prove faithful to his oath, serves only to

i' shjsv him the extent of the perjury, which, if he does not fly the

ii U varsity, lie must unavoidably incur. Suffice it to say, that

<: al ost the only statutes now observed, are those which regulate

II miters wholly accidental to the essential ends of the institution,

- the civil polity of the corporation, or circumstances of mere

. and ceremonial. The whole statutes, on the contrary, that

i coptitute the being and the well-being of the University, as an

r es.blishmcnt of education in general, and in particular, of educa-

[ ti( in the tliree learned professions,—these fundamental statutes

! !
ai one and all, absolutely reduced to a dead letter. And why ?

i Bjause they establish the University on the system ofprofessorial

mnidion. The fact is too notorious to be contrachcted, that

^v 1st every statute which comports with the private interest of

tli, college corporations is religiously enforced, every statute

injinded to insure the public utility of the University, but incom-

pable with their monopoly, is unscrupulously violated.

he latter alternative remains ; but does dispensation aiFord a

|"t<Tn of escape?—The statutes bestow this power exclusively

'"he Houses of Congregation and Convocation, and tiic limits of

' dispensable" and of " Indispensable Matter" are anxiously and
"1 utely determined. Of itself, the very fact that there was
" lit indispon?able in the system at all, might satisfy us, with-
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out farther inquiry, that at least the one essential part of j

organization, through which the University, by law, accomplish

the purposes of its institution, could not be dispensed with; f,

this would be nothing else than a dispensation of the Universi

itself. But let us inquire further :

—

The original statute (Corp. St. T. ix. S. iv. § 2), determini

the Dispensable Matter competent to the House of Congregatic

was re-enacted, with some unimportant omissions, in 1801 a

1808. (Add. pp. 136, 188.) By these statutes, there is allow

:

to that House the power of dispensation in twenty-three specifij

cases, of which the fourth—" Pro minus diligenti lyuhlicon,

Lectormn auditione"— need alone be mentioned, as showing,
,

the only case in point, how limited is the power committed
;.

Congregation, of dispensing with the essential business of v

University. The students were unconditionally bound, by Oii

and statute, to a regular attendance on the different classes; 8,1

a dispensation for the cause of " a just impediment," is h>^

allowed to qualify, on equitable grounds, the rigour of the 1;,.

It will not be contended, that a power of dispensation allowed ir

the not altogether diligent attendance on the pubhc readers, ';S

meant by the legislature to concede a power of dispensing vji

all attendance on the professorial courses ; nay, of absolutely <f

pensing with these courses themselves. i

There has been, no subsequent enactment, modifying jC

Laudian statutes touching the dispensing power of Convocatji.

This house, though possessing the right of rescinding old an( )f

ratifying new laws, felt it necessary to restrict its prerogativ )f

lightly suspending their application in particular cases, in oii)r

to terminate " the too great license of dispensation, ivhich >d

heretofore wrought grievous detriment to the University," (C p.

St. T. X. S. ii. § 5.) Accordingly, nnder the head oi Dispensk

Matter, there is to be found nothing to warrant the supposiln,

that power is left with Convocation of dispensing with the reg:ir

lectures of all or any of its professors, or with attendancf Jn

these lectures by all or any of its scholars. On the contrar it

is only permitted, at the utmost, to give dispensation t(in

ordinary (or public) reader, who had been forced by necessitto

deliver his lecture, through a substitute, without the reg'ar

authorization. (T. x. S. ii. § 4.)—Again, under the heaiiof

Indispensable Matter, those cases are enumerated in whichihe

indulgence had formerly been abused. All defect of standg,
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(snding at that time meant length of attendance on the pvofes-

so-al lectiires,) all non-performance of exercise, either before or

af r graduation, are declared henceforward indispensable. But

if iie less important requisites for a degree, and in which a relax-

»tn had previously been sometimes tolerated, arc now rendered

inferative ; midto 7najus, must the conditions of paramount im-

;' ptJtance, such as delivery of, and attendance on, the public

' corses, be held as such,—conditions, a dispensation for which
' h^ing never heretofore been asked, or granted, or conceived

" pcjsible, a prospective prohibition of such abuse could never, by

ttj legislature, be imagined necessary. At the same time, it is

' ddared, that hereafter no alteration is to be attempted of the

"- ftts, by which founders, with consent of the University, had
" dermined the duties of the chairs by them endowed ; and these

^ nJ;s, as thus modified and confirmed, constitute a great propor-

^'
tii of the statutes by which the system of public lectures is

reulated. (T. x. S. ii. § 5.)—Under both heads, a general power
' isjindeed, left to the Chancellor, of allowing the Hebdomadal

''1^ Misting to propose a dispensation ; but this only "from some

* n^ssary and very urgent cause,'" and " in cases which are not

" r^ignant to academical discipline." We do not happen to know,

'i ai cannot at the moment obtain the information, whether there

nc is, or is not, a form of dispensation passed in convocation for

fc tb non-delivery of their lectures by the public readers, and for

* tl non-attendance on these lectures by the students. Nor is the

« fai of the smallest consequence to the question. For either the

fi st utes are violated without a dispensation, or a dispensation

i: is)btained in violation of the statutes. [See next following

» aide.]

} Nt as there is nothing in the terms of these statutes, however

?• cfiiiistically interpreted, to aiford a colour for the monstrous

"sition, that it was the intention of the legislature to leave

iher house the power of arbitrarily suspending the whole

iiilianism of education estabhshed by law, that is, of dispensing

w 1 the University itself, whereas their whole tenor is only sig-

lii
nij:ant as proving the reverse ; let us now look at the " Epi-

ij!
nkis, or explanation of the oath taken by all, to observe the sta-

!( tv^s of the University, as to what extent it is to be held binding,"

li
ini^hich the intention of the legislature, in relation to the matter

u atjissue, is unequivocally declai'ed. This important article,

' in>nded to guard against all sophistical misconstruction of the
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nature and extent of the obligation incurred by this oath, thoinii

it has completely failed in preventing its violation, renders, it

least, all palliation impossible.

It is here declared, that all are forsworn who wrest the terj

of the statutes to a sense different from that intended by %

legislature, or take the oath under any mental reservation. C-
sequently, those are perjured : 1°, who aver they have perfornX,

or do believe, what they have not performed, or do not belie
j;

2°, they who, violating a statute, do not submit to the pemly

attached to that violation; 3°, they who proceed in their degi'S

without a dispensation for the non-performance of dispensre

conditions, hut much more they who thus proceed without actuiiy

performing those prereqiiisites which are indispensable. AjIo

other delicts," (we translate hterally,) " if there be no conierlt,

no gross and obstinate neghgence of the statutes and their pe ci-

ties ; and if the delinquents have submitted to the penalties sec-

tioned by the statutes, they are not to be held guilty of viola !ig

the religious obhgation of their oath. Finally, as the rever<ce

due to their character exempts the Magistrates of the li-

VERSiTY from the common penalties of other transgressors, 8(\n

them there is incumbent a stronger conscientious obligation; ils-

much as they are bound not only to the faithful dischargjof

their own duties, but likewise diligently to take care tha^U

others in like manner perform theirs. Not, however, that
I
is

intended that every failure in their duties should at once inMve

them in the crime of perjury. But since the keeping and gfjr-

dianship of the Statutes is intrusted to their fidelity, if {rnuit

never happen!) through their negligence or sloth, they suffer 'my

statutes whatever to fall into desuetude, and silently, as it we:', to

be abrogated, in that event we decree them guilty of bR'Ibn

FAITH AND OF PERJURY." What would these legislators kve

said, could they have foreseen that these " Reverend Magislj.tes

of the University" should "silently abrogate" every fW'"
mental statute in the code of which they were the appc|ted

—the sworn guardians ?
j

It must, as we observed, have been powerful motives lich

could induce the Heads of Houses, originally to incur, or sbse-

quently to tolerate, such opprobrium for themselves and theJm-

versity ; nor can any conceivable motive be assigned for {jbei'.

except that these representatives of the collegial interest i'^ere

fully aware that the intrusive system was not one for wl;'li a
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sa,:tion could bo lioped from the academical and civil legislatures,

file, at the same time, it was too advantageous for themselves

note be quietly perpetuated, even at such a price.

'ie do not see how the Heads could throw off the cliarge of

«' 'oken faith and perjury," incurred by their " silent abroga-

ti(i" of the Universiti/ statutes, even allowing thorn the plea

wlch some low moralists have advanced in extenuation of the

pOiUry committed by the non-observance of certain College sta-

tues.*

i'or, in the Jirst place, this plea supposes that the observance

of,he violated statute is manifestly inconsistent with the end

ofihe institution, towards which it only constituted a mean,

Hje, however, it cannot be alleged that the statutory, or pro-

fe:i3rial system, is manifestly inconsistent with the ends of a

Ujversity ; seeing that all Universities, except the English,

enj'loy that instrument exclusively, and as the best ; and that

O^ord, under her new tutorial dispensation, has never manifestly

bGi the exemplar of academical institutions.

a the second place, even admitting the professorial system to

bcjnotoriously inconvenient, still the plea supposes that the in-

co[.'enience has arisen from a change of circumstances unknown
tojlie lawgiver, and subsequent to the enactment. But in the

pijsent case, the only change (from the maturer age of the stu-

d(\t,) has been to enhance the importance of the professorial

mjhod, and to diminish the expediency of the tutorial.

i»ut in the third place, such a plea is, in the present instance,

injimpetent altogether. This is not the case of a private founda-

;ti(|, where the lawgiver is defunct. Here the institution is

pulic,—the lawgiver perpetual ; and he might at every moment
li^e been interrogated concerning the repeal or observance of

,
hijstatutes. That lawgiver is the House of Convocation. The

,h(jd3 in the Hebdomadal fleeting are constituted the special

gi^rdians of the academical statutes and their observance ; and,

, aave formerly explained, except through them, no measure can

bcproposcd in Convocation for instituting new laws, or for render-

^

inj old laws available. They have a ministerial, but no legislative

' \Vjii.v:y, Principles of Moral and Political Philosophy, b. ii. c. 21. His
1 aijimonts would justify a repeal of such statutes by public authority, never

[
thjr violation by private and interested parties, after swearing to their

5
otjfrvance.
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function. Now the statutory system of public teaching fell ir

desuetude, either in oppositio7i to their wishes and endeavours,

uith their concurrence.

The former alternative is impossible. Supposing even t

means of enforcing the observance of the statutes to have be!

found incompetent, it was their duty both to the university a.;,

to themselves, to have applied to the legislative body for poTi'

sufficient to enable them to discharge their trust, or to be relicAl

of its responsibility. By law, they are declared morally and r<-

giously responsible for the due observance of the statutes.
,>

body of men would, without inducement, sit down under the bral

of " violated faith and perjury." Now this inducement in|t

have been either a. public, or a. private advantage. Public it co|l

not have been. There is no imaginable reason, if the professoi,!

system were found absolutely or comparatively useless, why s

abolition or degradation should not have been openly moved i

Convocation ; and why, if the tutorial system were calculateco

accomplish all the ends of academical instruction, it should eitr

at first have crept to its ascendency through perjury and treaii,

or, after approving its sufficiency, have still only enjoyed s

monopoly by precarious toleration, and never demanded its raji-

cation on the ground of public utility. If the new system -p/e

superior to the old, why hesitate to proclaim that the academal

instruments were cl].anged ? If Oxford were now singular in ir-

fection, wliy delusively pretend that her methods were still tlse

of universities in general ? It was only necessary that the h( is

either brought themselves, or allowed to be brought by other a

measure into Convocation to repeal the obsolete and rude, an to

legitimate the actual and improved. '

But as the heads never consented that this anomalous stat |of

gratuitous perjury and idle imposition should cease, we are drk
to the other alternative of supposing, that in the transition )r&

the statutory to the illegal, the change was originally determilsd,

and subsequently maintained, not because the surreptitious s,y ;!m

was conducive to the public ends of the University, but becai. it

was expedient for the interest of those private corporation! by

whom this venerable establishment has been so long latterly aW-

nistered. The collegial bodies and their heads were not igmtot

of its imperfections, and too prudent to hazard their discu^bn.

They were not to be informed that their policy was to enjoy pat
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V had obtained, in thankfulness and silence; not to risk tlio

- of the possession by an attempt to found it upon right. Thev
aid not but be conscious, that should they even succeed in

I laining—what was hardly to be expected—a ratification of

nir usurpations from an academical legislature, educated under

•,ir auspices, and strongly biassed by their influence, they need

..r expect that the State would tolerate, tliat those exclusive pri-

ces conceded to her graduates, when Oxford ivas a university

which all the faculties ivere fulli/ and competently taught,

'lid he continued to her graduates, tvhen Oxford no longer

rded the public instruction necessary for a degree in any

I'.lty at all. The very agitation of the subject would have

>n a signal for the horrors of a Visitation.

The strictures, which a conviction of their truth, and our interest

the honour and ntility of this venerable school, have constrained

1 to make on the conduct of the Hebdomadal Meeting, we mainly

; ply to the heads of houses of a former generation, and even to

lem solely in their corporate capacity. Of the late and present

umbers of this body, we are happy to acknowledge, that, during

ie last twenty-five years, so great an improvement has been

('ected through their influence, that in some essential points

' tford may, not unworthily, be proposed as a pattern to most

( ber universities. But this improvement, though important, is

Ttial, and can only receive its adetpiate development by a return

1 the statutory combination of the professorial and tutorial sys-

ins. That this combination is implied in the constitution of a

l^rfect university, is even acknowledged by the most intelligent

ilividuals of the collegial interest,—by the ablest champions of

ie tutorial discipline:* such an opinion cannot, however, be

(
pected to induce a majority of the collegial bodies voluntarily

1 surrender the monopoly they have so long enjoyed, and to

(scend to a subordinate situation, after having occupied a

incipal. All experience proves, that universities, like other

irporations, can only be reformed from without. " Voila," says

•evier, speaking of the last attempt at a reform of the Univer-

ily of Paris by itself
—" voila a quoi aboutirent taut de projets.

1 nt dc deliberations : et cette nouvelle tentative, aussi infruc-

1 euse que les precedentcs, rend de plus en plus visible la ma.xime

* Copplestone's Rephj to the Calumnies, &c. p. 1 Ifi.

2 E
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claire en soi, que Us campagnies ne se reforment point elks-!

memes, et qiCune entreprise de refoinne oii n'intervient point une

aiitorite superieure, est une entreprise manq2iee." * A Committee

of Visitation has lately terminated its labours on the Scottish

Universities : we should anticipate a more important result fron-

a similar, and far more necessary, inquiry into the corruptions o:

those of England. *
^

t Histoire de V Universite de Paris, t. vi. p. 370.



V.-ON THE STATE OF THE ENGLISH

UNIVERSITIES,

WITH J^IORE ESPECLiL REFERENCE TO OXFORD.

(SUPPLEMENTAL.)

(December, 1831.)

he Legality of the present Acadeiaical System of the University

of Oxford, asserted against the new Calumnies of the Edin-

burgh Review. By a Member of Convocation. 8vo. Oxford :

1831.

In a recent Number we took occasion to signalize one of the

est remarkable abuses upon record. We allude to our article

1 the English Universities. Even in this country, liitherto the

iradise of jobs, the lawless usurpation of which these venerable

tabhshments have been the victims, from the magnitude of the

il, and the whole character of the circumstances under which it

IS consummated, stands pre-eminent and alone. With more

amediate reference to Oxford, (though Cambridge is not behind

md in the delict,) it is distinguished, at once, for the extent to

hich the most important interests of the pubhc have been sacri-

ced to private advantage,—for the unhallowed disregard, shewn

I its accomphshment, of every moral and religious bond,—for

le sacred character of the agents through whom the unholy

•eason was perpetrated,— for the systematic |)erjui-y which it

^ naturahzed in tiiis great seminary of religious education,

—

n the apathy, wherewith the injustice has been tolerated by the

'tate, the impiety by the Church,*—nay, even for the unac-

* The Archbishop of Canterbury possesses, jure metropoh'tico, to 8ay

thing fif tlu' inferior diocesan?, the rijrht of ordinary visitation of the two
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quaintance, so universally manifested, with so flagrant a corrup:

tion. The history of the University of Oxford demonstrates b
i

a memorable example :—That bodies of men will unscrupiilousl
j

carry through, what individuals would blush even to attemptj

and that the clerical profession, the obligation of a trust, tlr

sanctity of oaths, afford no security for the integrity of functior

aries, able with impunity to violate their public duty, and with
]

private interest in its violation,
i

In being the first to denounce the illegality of the state of thi

great national school, and, in particular, to expose the heads •'

the Collegial interest as those by whom, and for whose ends, th

calamitous revolution was effected, we were profoundly conscior

of the gravity of the charge, and of the responsibihty which \'

incurred in making it. Nothing, indeed, could have engaged
I

in the cause, but the firmest conviction of the punctual accural

of our statement,—and the strong, but disinterested, wish
;

co-operate in restoring this noble University to its natural pr

eminence, by relieving it from the vampire oppression, und'

which it has pined so long in almost lifeless exhaustion.

But though without anxiety about attack, we should certair!

have been surprised had there been no attempt at refutatic,.

It is the remark of Hobbes :
—" If this proposition—the thit

angles of a triangle are equal to two right angles—had be'i

opposed to the advantage of those in authority, it would long a!)

have been denounced as heresy or high treason." The opini(!i

of men in general are only the lackeys of their interest; and wli

so many so deeply interested in its support, the present profita|3

system of corruption could not, in Oxford, find any scarcity]',

at least, willing champions. At the same time it is always betlj',

in speaking to the many, to say something, should it sigrjf

nothing, than to be found to say nothing at all. Add to t"'-,

that the partisans of the actual system had of late years shc'n

themselves so prompt in repelling the most trivial objurgatic:^,

that silence, when the authors of that system were accused of 'e

weightiest offences, and the system itself articulately displayeijis

_ . . _j

Universities, in all matters of heresy, schism, and, in general, of religjis

concernment. English Bishops have been always anti-reformers ; and inW

present instance they may have closed their eyes on its perjury, by fin 'ig

that the illegal system, in bestowing on the College Fellows the raonoJiy

of education, bestowed it exclusively on the Church. Before this usurp;; pn

the clergy only had their share of the University.
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ne glaring scheme of usurpation and absurdity, would have been

jintamount to an overt confession of the allegation itself. If our

jicidental repetition of the old bye-word of " Od'oiiian Latin," *^

-ouglit down on us more than one indignant refutation of tlu-

calumny;" our formal charge oi Illegality, Treawn, Perjury,

id Corruption could not remain unanswered, unless those who

[jsterday were so sensitive to the literary glory of Oxford, were

-day wholly careless not only of that, but even of its moral

id religious respcctabiUty ;
—" Diligeutius studcntes lo(pii quam

ivere."

But how was an answer to be made? This was either easy

• impossible. If our statements were false, they could be at

ice triumphantly refuted, by contrasting them with a few short

itracts from the Statutes ; and the favourable opinion of a

^spectable Lawyer would have carried as general a persuasion
' the legahty of the actual system, as the want of it is sure to

,rry of its illegality. In these circumstances, satisfied that no

wyer could be found to pledge his reputation in support of the

gality of so unambiguous a violation of every statute, and that,

ithout such a professional opinion, every attempt, even at a

ausible reply, Avould be necessarily futile ; we hardly hoped

J

at the advocates of the present order of things would be so ill-

vised as to attempt a defence, which could only terminate in

rroborating the charge. We attributed to them a more wily

otic. The sequel of our discussion, (in which we proposed to

nsider in detail the comparative merits of the statutory and

egal systems, and to suggest some means of again elevating the

niversity to what it ought to be,) might be expected to afford

wider field for controversy ; and we anticipated, that the objec-

)n of illegality, now allowed to pass, would be ultimately slurred

• Julius Cj:sar Scai.iger De Subtilitate, lixorc. xvi. 2—" Loquar ergo

50 more, barbare et ab Oxonto ;''' and honest Antliony admits that " Oxo-

8 loquendi mos'' was thus proverbially used.—Speaking of Scaliger and
sford, we may notice that, from a passage in the same work, (Kxorc.

:ix.) it clearly appears that this transcendent genius may be claimed by

Jtford, as among her sons. " Lutctiic aut Oxonll, mudica inihiti togulii,

'ernes non solum feire, sed etiam frangere dlilirituus.'''' '\'\w im))ortance of

is carious discovery, unsuspected by Scioppius, and contradictory of what
«eph Scaliger and all others have asserted and believed of the early life

hi.s father, will be appreciated by those interested in the mysterious bio-

aphy of this (prince or impostor) illustrious philosopher and critic.
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over, a reply to our whole argument being pretended under covert-

of answering a part.

We were agreeably mistaken. The bulky pamphlet at thelj

head of this article has recently appeared ; and we have to ten-ii

der our best acknowledgments to its author, for the aid he has sci

effectually afforded against the cause he intentionally supports.

This " Assertion (the word is happily appropriate!) of the Lega-

lity of the present academical system of Oxford" manifests twc

things :—How unanswerable are our statements, when the oppo'

nent, who comes forward professing to refute the " new ancj

unheard-of calumny," never once ventures to look them in th('

face ; and. How intensely felt by the Collegial interest must b(i

the necessity of a reply,—a reply at all hazards,—when a Mem;

ber of the Venerable House of Convocation could stoop to sucl'

an attempt at delusion, as the present semblance of an answe'

exhibits.

It may sound like paradox to say, that this pamphlet is n

answer to our paper, and yet, that we are bound to accord it

reply. But so it is. Considered merely in reference to th

points maintained by us, we have no interest in disproving it'

statements : for it is, in truth, no more a rejoinder to our reasor'

ing, than to the Principia of Newton. Nay less. For, in faci

our whole proof of the illegality of the present order of things i'

Oxford, and of the treachery of the College Heads, would b;

invalidated, were the single proposition, which our pretended

antagonist so ostentatiously vindicates against us, not accurate]

true. We admit, that if we held what he refutes as ours, oi

positions would be not only false, but foolish ; nay, that if we ha

not established the very converse, as the beginning, middle, ar

end of our whole argument, this argument would not only 1

unworthy of an elaborate answer, but of any serious considerati(

;

at all. It is a vulgar artifice to misrepresent an adversary, >

gain the appearance of refuting him ; but never was this contcm

tible manoeuvre so impudently and systematically practised,

so far as it has any reference to our reasoning, the whole pamphl,

is, from first to last, just a deliberate reversal of all our statemen'j

Its sophistry (the word is too respectable) is not an ignoratio, b'

a mutatio, elenchi ; of which the lofty aim is to impose on t

simplicity of those readers who may rely on the veracity of "!

Member of Convocation," and are unacquainted with the pap<:
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ij arguments of which he professes to state and to refute.

I uler so creditable a name, never was there a more discreditable

jji'formance ; for we arc unable even to compliment the author's

i,eiitions at the expense of his talent. The plain scope of the

jblication is to defend perjury by imposture ; and its contents

SB one tissue of disingenuous concealments, false assertions,

f'ged quotations, and infuriate railing. In its way, certainly, it

i unique ; and we can safely recommend it to the curious as a

bliograpliical singularity, being perhaps the only example of a

\»rk, in which, from the first page to the last, it is impossible to

f d a sentence, not either irrelevant or untrue.

But though a reply on our part would thus be—not a Refuta-

t n but an Exposure ; a reply, for that very reason, Ave consider

iperativc. It forms a principal feature of the xVsscrtor's

sieme of delusion to accuse us of deceit, (and deceit, amounting

t knavery, must certainly adhere to one party or the other
;)

jt, though he has failed in convicting us even of the most unim-

]: riant error, many readers, we are aware, might be found to

a;ord credence to averments so positively made, to set down to

1 nest indignation the virulence of his abuse, and to mistake his

erontcry for good faith. Were it also matter of reasoning in

TJch the fallacy was attempted, we might leave its detection to

t) sagacity of the reader; but it is in matter oi fact, of which

T may well presume him ignorant. Aggressors, too, in the

aack, the present is not a controversy in which we can silently

sow our accuracy, far less our intentions, to be impugned by any.

1 establish, likewise, the illegality and self-admitted inconq)e-

tice of the present academical system, is to estabhsh the prcli-

rnary of all improvement,

—

the necessity/ of change. While

Ippy, therefore, to avail ourselves of the occasion in adding to

cr former demonstration of this all-important point ; we are not,

c course, averse from manifesting how impotent, at once, and

operate, are the efforts which have been made to invalidate its

lusions. These considerations have moved us to bestow on

matter of this pamphlet an attention we should not assuredly

hve accorded to its merits. And as our reply is nothing but a

I .nifestation of the contrast between the statements actually

iide by us, and those refuted, as ours, by our opponent; we
in? thus compelled to recapitulate the principal momenta of our

• i.Munent, of which we must not presume that our readers

' ain an adequate recollection. Necessity must, therefore, be
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our excuse for again returning on a discussion, not less irksiie

to ourselves than others ; but we are reconciled to it by the (
a-

sideration, that though we have no errors to correct, we have las

the opportunity of supplying, on this important subject, someot

unimportant omissions.

Our former paper was intended to prove three great o-

positions.— I. That the present academical system of Oxfor is

illegal. 11. That it was surreptitiously intruded into the Unisr-

sity by the heads of the collegial interest, for private ends. 11.

That it is virtually acknowledged to be wholly inadequat to

accomplish the purposes of a University/, even by members of lat

interest, through whose influence, and for whose advantage,', is

maintained. '

I. In illustration of the first proposition, we showed that!;he

University of Oxford is a public instrument, privileged bV;hc

nation for the accomplishment of certain public purposes
;

;;nd

that, for the more secure and appropriate performance o its

functions, a power of self-legislation is delegated to the jeat

body of its graduates, composing the House of Convocation, 'he

resolutions of this assembly alone, or with concurrence othe

Crown, form the Academical Statutes, and the statutes exclusely

determine the legal constitution of the University. The y'lole

academical statutes now in force, (with one or two passe we

believe, since 1826,) are collected and published in the Cljm

Statutorum with its Appendix, and in its Addenda; the sOse-

quent statute of course, explaining, modifying, or rescindin'the

antecedent.

Looking, therefore, to the Statutes, and the whole statutes we

* As not sanctioned by Convocation^ the illegality of the present syum if

flagrant. But had it been so sanctioned, it would still be fundam.tall}

illegal ; as that body would have thus transcended its powers, by frusatinj

the ends, for the sake of which alone it was clothed with legislative au;Orit}

at all. The public privileges accorded (by King or Parliament, itrtters

not,) to the education and degrees of a University, are not gi-anted ; tli«

private behoof of the individuals in whom the University is realized. T 'y are

granted solely, for the public good, to the instruction of certain bodies orjiiized

under public authority, and to their certificate of proficiency, under mtli-

tions by that authority prescribed. If these bodies have obtained, aiij'

extent, the right of self-legislation, it is oidy as delegates of the stat' and

this right could only be constitutionally exercised by them in subserv ice tc

the public good, for the interest of which alone the University was insti-

tuted and privileged, and this power of legislation itself delegatedo its
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®"^ thowed, that there were two academical .systems to be distin<i;uished

H la Oxford—a le(ial and an ilUgal ; and that no two systems couhl

'**;
te more universally and diametrically opposed.

<t,s«ii In i\\Q former, the end, for the sake of which the University is

Itrivileged by the nation, and that consefjuently imperatively pre-

'f^ cribed by the statutes, is to atford public education in the facul-

'fWi fies of Theology, Law, Medicine, and Arts, (to say nothing of the

'Wi teience of Music,) and to certify—by the grant of a degree—that

ifliA his education had in any of these faculties been effectually

^^f eceived.—In the latter, degrees arc still ostensibly accorded in

atei (U the faculties, but they are now empty, or rather delusive, dis-

ranliS inctions; for the only education at present requisite for all

,egrees, is the private tuition afforded by the colleges in the ele-

ifeliii aentary department of the lowest faculty alone. Of ten degrees

yi till granted in Oxford, all arc given contrary to statute, and nine

irpos re in law and reason utterly worthless.

malt!; In ihe former, it is, of course, involved as a condition, that the

toll! andidate for a degree shall have spent an adetjuate time in the

odk niversity in prosecution of his public studies in that faculty in

rati, rhich he proposes to graduate.—In the hitter, when the statutory

esHJ ducation in the higher faculties, and the higher department of

Hi!
he lowest, was no longer afforded, this relative condition, though

fjjg idispensable by law, is converted into empty standing.

J, (Ik!
T\\q former, as its principal mean, employs in every taculty a

(jjtli
t)-operativc body of select Professors, publicly teaching in con-

,j5{jj
jnnity to statutory regulation.—The latter (in which the wretched

emnant of professorial instruction is a mere hors d\iuvre) aban-

ions the petty fragment of private education it precariously

iffords, as a perquisite, to the incapacity of an individual, Fellow

ij

ly chance, and Tutor by usurpation.

jfmj,
To conceive the full extent of the absurdity thus occasioned, it

^jili lust be remembered, that no universities are so highly privileged

iiliw' ly any country as the English ; and that no country is now so

u*| ompktely defrauded of the benefits, for the sake of which acadc-

»*, nical privileges were ever granted, as England. England is the

jx., mly Christian country, where the Parson, if he reach the univor-

jijit
>ty at all, receives only the same minimum of Theological tuition

.0 neinbcre. If an academical logi>latiire abolisli academical education, and

,jl^

icademical trials of proficiency in tlic ditlVreiit faculties, it conunitM suicide,

siifti

'"^ ^ *"^''' t''<? a<^' '9i ipsofurto, illegal. In the case of Oxford, Convoca-

p ion has not been thu.sy;/« de se.

!S(i
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as the Squire ;—the only civilized country, where the degree

which confers on the Jurist a strict monopoly of practice, i

conferred without either instruction or examination;—the onl

country in the world, where the Physician is turned loose upo

society, with extraordinary and odious privileges, but withoi

professional education, or even the slightest guarantee for h;

skill*

II. In proof of the second proposition we showed,—how, ij

subordination to the University, the Collegial interest arose;-,

how it became possessed of the means of supersedmg the orgr

of wliich it was the accident ;—and what advantage it obtained

accomplishing this usurpation.

AVe traced how Colleges, in general, as estabhshments for hab

tation, aliment, and subsidiary instruction, sprang up in connectit,

with almost all the older universities throughout Europe. Ti

continental colleges were either so constituted, as to form, at la:

an advantageous alliance with tlie university, under the control
i

which the whole system of collegial instruction always remain(

or they dechned and fell, so soon as they proved no longer ui

in their subsidiary capacity. The English Colleges, on the o:

hand, were founded less for education than aliment ; were i

subjected to the regulation of the university, with wliich th

were never able, and latterly unwilling, to co-operate eftcct

and their fellowships* were bestowed without the obhgation

instructing, and for causes which had seldom a relation to litera

desert. We showed how the colleges of Oxford, few in numbe

and limited in accommodation, for many centuries admitted o)

those who enjoyed the benefit of their foundations ; while i

great majority of the academical youth inhabited the Ha

(houses privileged and visited by the university.) under

superintendence of principals elected by their own members. <

The crisis of the Reformation occasioned a temporary dec]

of the university, and a consequent suspension of the Halls

;

Colleges, multiphed in numbers, were enabled to extend tl'

circuit ; though not the intention of the act, the restoration of !

halls was frustrated by an arbitrary stretch of power ; the colle i

succeeded in collecting nearly the whole scholars of the univert/

* We doubt extremely, whether the Fellows of the Londou CoUeg(ft

Physicians could make good their privileges, if opposed on the ground t

by the statutes of the univei'sities themselves, not one of them has IjH'^

right to a degree. A word to the wise.
Wt^-'''

r
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fwihin their walls ; and the Follows, in usurping from the other

giJuatcs the new, and then insignificant, office of Tutor. At

tb same time, through the personal ambition of two all-powerful

sttosmen, the Chancellors Leicester and Laud, (with the view of

sijccting the university to a body easily governed by themselves,)

tJi Heads of Houses were elevated to a new and unconstitutional

p>emincnce. By the former, in spite of every legitimate oppo-

MDU, these creatures of accident and private lavour were raised

trthe rank of a public academical body ; and, along with the

yw of the three higher faculties, and the two Proctors, con-

. il into an assembly, to which the prior discussion was con-

cicd of all measures to be proposed in Convocation. By the

la'or, an absolute initiative, with other important powers, was, by

tl exclusion of the Doctors, given and limited to the Heads and

/'•'toj-s, a body which, from its weekly diets, has obtained the

II, le of the Hebdomadal Meeting; and to obviate resistance to

[li arbitrary subjection of the university to this upstart and

I! nuilous authority, the measure was virtually forced upon the

11 i<e of Convocation by royal statute. The College Heads were

.' the masters of the university. They were sworn, indeed, to

:i 1 antee the observance of the laws, and to provide for their

ii:icssive melioration. But, if content to violate their obliga-

- with their acquiescence every statute might be abrogated

- lect, and without their consent no reform or improvement

L be attempted.

iieh a body was incapable of fulfilling—was even incapable of

i jlating—its public trust. Raised, in general, by accident

ir situation, the Heads, as a body, had neither the lofty

•
<, nor the comprehensive views, wdiich could enable them

ately to discharge their arduous duty to the university.

1
1
V were irresponsible for their inability or bad faith,—for

w t they did or for what they did not perform ; while public

[iipjion was long too feeble to control so numerous a body, and

eBiOcjimenlightened to take cognisance of their unobtrusive usurpa-

iiiofe. At the same time, their interests were placed in strong

leiO direct hostility to their obligations.

—

Personal! i/ they were

g;Qtrested in allowing no body in the university to transcend the

--^Y
of their own mediocrity ; and a body of aljle and efficient

^ Vcssors would have at once mortified their self-importance, and
•cisioncd their inevitable dcii'radation from the unnatural emi-

(e:e to which accident had raised them. C(jnceivo the Oxfuid
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Heads predominating over a senate of Professors like those f

Goettingen or Berlin !—Add to this, that the efficiency of ij

public instructors would have again occasioned a concourse ^
students far beyond the means of accommodation afforded by i

Colleges; and either the Halls must be revived, and the author?

of the Heads divided, or the principle of domestic superintende)

;

must be relaxed, on which, however, their whole influence depend

.

—As representatives of the collegial interest, they were also na -

rally hostile to the system of public instruction. If the stand;!

of professorial competence were high in the Faculty of Ai'ts, ;

standard of tutorial competence could never be reduced to -,;

average capacity of the fellows ; whose monopoly even of subsidies

education would thus be frustrated in the colleges. xVnd if \'i

professorial system remained effective in the Higher Faculties jt

would be impossible to supersede it in the lower department of 3

lowest, in which alone the tutorial discipline could supply its plat;;

and the attempt of the Colleges to raise their education froni

subsidiary to a, principal in the university, would thus be baffl!.

—Again, if the University remained effective, and residence in \

tlie faculties enforced, the colleges would be filled by a crowdjf

Graduates, not only emancipated from tutorial discipline, Ijt

rivals even of the fellows in the office of tutor ; while, at the sap

time, the restoration of the Halls could, in these circumstantj,

hardly be evaded.—All these inconveniences and dangers wo jl

however be obviated, and jyrojitably obviated, if standing on jj

college books were allowed to count for statutory residence in 3

university. By this expedient, not only could the profess

-

ships in all the faculties be converted into sinecures,—the (

-

leges filled exclusively by students paying tutors' fees to 3

fellows,—and the academical population reduced to the accomii-

dation furnished by the existing houses ; but (what we have fail

formerly to notice) a revenue of indefinite amount might be reali 1

to the Colleges, by taxing standing on their books with the d 5

exigible from actual residence.*

* The last Oxford Calendar is before us. The number of uuder-gradas

is not given, and we have not patience to count them ; but we shall be (

-

siderably above the mark in estimating them at 1548, /. c. the number gi :i

by the matriculations for the year multiplied by 4. The whole member; •>

the books amount to 5258. Deducting the former from the latter, tie

remain of members not astricted to residence, 3710. Averaging the Bf 'I

dues paid by each at thirty shillings, tliere results an annual income f» '

I
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hrhrougb the agency of its Heads, tlic collegia! interest accoju-

pshed its usurpation. Public education in the Four Faculties

ids reduced to private instruction in the lower department of the

U'est; and this, again, brought doivn to the individual incapacity

ojn'ei'y Fellow-Tutor.—The following wc state in supplement of

0^ more general exposition.

'n the first place, this was effected by converting the professo-

rs system of instruction, through which, as its necessary mean,

til University legally accomplishes the ends prescribed to it by

lai, into an unimportant accident in the academical constitution.

^0 this end, the professorial system was mutilated.—Public

inlruction was more particularly obnoxious to the collegia! inte-

re! in the Faculty of Arts ; and four chairs, established by the

uifersity in that Faculty, were, witliout the consent of tlie

unersity aslced or obtained, abolished by tlie Hebdomadal Meet-

ing The salaries of tlie Professorships of Grammar, Rhetoric,

Lac, and Aletaphysic, thus illegally suppressed, were paid by

thA^roctors out of certain statutory exactions ; and we shall state

ou1 reasons for suspecting tliat tlieir acquiescence in tliis and

otlti- similar acts, was purchased by their colleagues, the Heads

of jouses, allowing these functionaries to appropriate the salaries

to liemselves. The Proctors hung more loosely on the collegia!

int[cst tlian the other members of the Hebdomadal Meeting ;
*

an(|as their advantage was less immediately involved in tlie sup-

prciiion of the professorial system, it required, we may suppose,

soiV positive inducement to secure their thorough-going subser-

livi

ice alone of L.5565, (and it is much more,) to be distributed among
uaes, for the improvement of headships, fellowsliips, the purcliase of

ijs, &c.

• ifure the Caroline statute of 1G28, the Proctors were elected by, ami
he whole body of full graduates in all the faculties of the university.

'
• was an object of the highest ambition; men only of some mark

1 .! lit had any chance of obtaining it ; and it.s duties were paid, not by
•I'll

. liut distinction. By this statute all was changed ; and another moan
;i])li.<hiiig its usurpation bestowed on the collogial interest. The eiec-

givcn, in a certain rotation, to one of the Colleges, (the Halls being
' :) and in the elective college, eligibility was confined to tlie masters,

masters between four and ten years' standing. 'J'he office was now
ily by persons more or less attached to the collegial interest, and

I
pointed in a gi-eat measure by accident ; while, as it afforded no

its labours must be remunerated by emolnment. And let the
iriMiri be adequately paid, onlv let this be done in an open and legal

manlr.
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Ivience to the crooked policy of the Heads. We know too, t¥

the emohiment of their office, allowed by law, is just three pour,

six shillings, sterling money; while we also know, that its emoi

ment, though not revealed in the calendar, is, in reality, sufficici,

to call up a wealthy incumbent from the country to the perfor

ance of its irksome duties. We have also the analogy of anotl.^

chair which was certainly sequestrated for their profit. Ift

history of this job is edifying. The Professorship of Moral Phij-

sophy was, in 1621, endowed by Dr Thomas White, under sti^

conditions for securing the efficiency of the chair ; these wj*

ratified by Convocation, and declared by law to be inviohii

And " that individuals every way competent (viros undequaijj

pares) to this readership may always be appointed," he intrus;]

(fond man !) the election to these members of the (future) Hs

domadal Meeting, the Vice-ChanccUor, the Dean of Chii/-

Church, the Presidents of Magdalen and St John's, and \4

Proctors (under the old system.) What happened? The cllr

was converted into a sinecure ; and one or other of the P jj.

tors, by the very act of self-appointment, approved undeqiicjx

par to inculcate Morality by example, installed professor n

every quinquennial vacancy. * What arrangement was njle

about the salary (L.lOO), we know not.

—

Five out of el^

odious chairs were thus disposed of; and the co-operation of jie

Proctors secured.
!

To the same end, the remnant of the professorial system, ot

abolished, was paralysed. In our former paper, we showed 'W

this system, as constituted by the Laudian statutes, though e Ij

capable of high improvement, was extremely defective; piily

from the incompetency or ill intention of the elective bois;

partly from the temporary nature of several of the chairs; Jt,

* This continued from 1673 till 1829. The patriotic exertions of th^'re-

sent Lord Chancellor, in the exposure of similar abuses in other public ^nl-

naries, had alarmed the Heads, and probably disposed them to listen ilthfl

suggestions of the more liberal members of their hoAj. The job, too flijaa'

to escape notice or admit of justification, was discontinued. The RciMri ^

Mills, Fellow of Magdalen, was nominated Professor; and he has lu'-ur-

ably signalized the reform, by continuing to deliver a course of Iwrt-^'

which, we understand, have been (for Oxford) numerously attended. Hi'

introductory lecture, On the Theory of Moral Obligation, which isib-

lished, shows with what ability he could discharge its important dutict'ew

the chair restored to that place in the academical system whicli it has igl"'

to hold.
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aj)ve all, from the non-identity which subsisted between the

iiorest of the Professor and his dufif. The Heads, though sworn

t4he scholastic improvement of the university, not only proposed

ui remedy for these defects ; they positively withheld the cor-

rftives they were bound to apply ; and even did all that in

tlm lay to enhance the evil. Through collegial influence, per-

se s wholly incompetent were nominated Professors; and every

p- vision, by which the University anxiously attempted to insure

tl diligence of the public teacher, was, by the academical cxc-

ciive, sedulously frustrated. The Professors, now also most

eylusively members of the collegial interest, were allowed to

covert tlieir chairs into sinecures; or to teach, if they ultro-

ncusly lectured, what, when, where, how, how long, to whom,

aii under what conditions, they chose. The consummation

dcioutly wished was soon reahzed. The shreds of the profcs-

solal system are now little more than curious vestiges of anti-

qij-y ; and the one essential mean of education in the legal

syiem of Oxford, as in the practice of all other universities, is of

ncjnore necessity, in the actual system, than if it were not, and

hii: never been.

LS to the lectures of the graduates at large, these were soon

Bointirely quashed, that the right of lecturing itself—nay, the

veir meaning of the terms Regent and Non-Regent, was at last

wlilly forgotten in the English Universities.*

^ > long ago as the commencement of the hist century, Serjeant Miller,

iiic ntagonist of Bcntley, and who is praised by Dr Monli for his profonnd

knj'ledgc of academical affairs, ouce and again, in his Account of the Uni-

ver\i/ of Cambridge, (pp. 21, 80,) assures us, that the terms "Regent" and
" ^n-Rcgent" urre then not understood; and the same ignorance at the

prejnt day is admitted by the recent historian of that University, Mr Dyer.

(Pi-ileges, &c. ii. p. cxxiii.) Before our late article appeared, we do not

belj^c there was a member of either English University who could have

exfjiincd the principle of this distinction, on which, however, tiie consti-

tutji of these academical corporations fundamentally rests ; or who was
'" that every full graduate possesses, in vu-tue of his degree, the right of

!L' on any subject of his faculty in the public schools of the Univcr-

< )n this right, it may be proper to add a few words in addition to what

nicrly stated. It is certain, that, before the Laudian Conni.s, gradua-

tli confen-ed the right, and imposed the obligation, of pulilic teaching;

for ever, the other during a certain time.—In regard to the fonner,

- was altered by this code. The form of a Bachelor's degree is, in

i»^' to this moment, that of a license to lecture on certain books within

hifijiculty; and that of a Master's and Doctor's, a license to commence
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This grand object of their pohcy, the Hebdomadal Meetiii

was constrained to carry through, without even the pretext .

law. There is neither statute nor dispensation to allege for tl

conduct of the Heads, or the conduct of the Professors.

In the second place, the obligation of attendance on the publ

lectures was no longer enforced. This violation of the statut(

was correlative of the last ; but in the present instance, it wou'

appear, that the illegality has been committed under the sec

blance of a legal act.

In our former article, as then uncertain touching the point

actual practice, we could only in general demonstrate, that i

universal dispensation of attendance on the public lectures is co:

ceded by statute, and that none such, therefore, could legally 1^

passed either by Congregation or Convocation. We have sin

ascertained, that a dispensation is pretended for this non-obse

vance as obtained from Congregation, under the dispensing powj

conceded to that house, " Pro minus diligenti jniblicorum Lect^

rum auditione;" at least, such a dispensation is passed for ;

candidates, while no other relative to the observance in questi

is conceded. It will here be proper to prove more particular)'

that the dispensation, in the present instance, actually accordt

and the dispensation necessarily required, have no mutual prop(

tion. The dispensation required, in order to cover the violati(

is one :—1°, for an absolute non-attendance ; 2°, without t

excuse of an unavoidable impediment ; and, -S", to all candidal

indifferently. The dispensation which Congregation can concede

the dispensation therefore actually conceded, is, 1°, not grant

for non-attendance absolutely, but only for the negation of I

highest quahty—a not altogether diligent attendance ; 2°, i'

granted without just reason shown ; and, 3°, consequently i-

granted to all, but only to certain individuals. It must bo reme'

bered, that every candidate for graduation is unconditiona

(incipere—hence Occam's title of Venerabilis Inceptor,) all those solemn i\

of teaching, disputation, &c., which belong to, and are required of, a peri'

graduate, (T. ix.)—In regard to the latter, the obligation of public teach:

is declared not repealed, (T. iv. § 1 ;) and if the obligation could stii';

enforced, a majore, the right could still be exercised. It is only permit J

to Congregation to dispense with the " iiecessary regency" if they, on ,!

one hand, _/br a reasonable cause^ think Jit, and if the inceptor, on the ot:!

choose to payfor this indulgence. (T. ix. S. iv. § 2. 21.) In point of f,i

this right of lecturing continued to be exercised by the graduates for a (

siderable time after the ratification of the Corpus Statutorum.
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Ijund by statute to have '' diligenthj heard (dlligcnter auJivisse)

iz public lectures " relative to his degree : whilst the fulfilment

c this condition, hi the same terms, is sworn to in the oath ho

ijikes to the senior Proctor ; and forms part of his supplication

fi" a grace to the House of Congregation. But as no one could

jiictly aver that he had " diligently heard " these lectures who
\ > absent from their dehvery, however seldom, (and the framers

u the statutes were as rigid in their notions of perjury as the

alaainistrators have subsequently been lax,) while at the same

tjie it would have been unjust to deprive a candidate of his

d^ee for every slight and unavoidable non-performance of this

cjidition ; it was therefore thought equitable and expedient to

^ilify the oath to the extent of allowing, " occasionally," to

'yrtain persons," for the reason of a "just hinderance," a dis-

pjisation " for the non-fulfilment of every particular, in the mode

aAform required by statute," and in special " for the not com-

ptely regular (minus diligenti) attendance on the public readers."

He words are :
—" Cum justa quandoque impedimenta interveni-

a:
,
quo minus ea omnia, qua ad Gradus et alia exercitia Univer-

siitis requiruntur, modo et forma per Statuta requisitis, rite

p<agantur ; consuevit Congregatio Regentium in hujusmodi

Ciisis cum personis aliquibus in materia dispensabili aliquoties

gitiose dispensare." (Corp. Stat. T. ix. S. 4, § 1, Add. p. 135.)

-k.fter this preamble, and governed by it, there folloAVS the list

m' Dispensable Matters," permitted to Congregation, of which

tn one in question, and already quoted, is the fourth.

t is a general rule that all statutes and oaths are to be intcr-

pited ''ad animum imponentis ;" and the Oxford legislators

ejjressly declare, that the academical statutes and oaths are vio-

latd if interpreted or taken in a sense different from that in

wlch they were intended by them, and if against the interests

offtducation, (Epinomis.) Now, that it Avas intended by Convo-

<Mon to convey to Congregation, by this clause, a general power

ofthsolving all candidatesfrom the p>erformance of the one para-

mknt condition of their degree, no honest man in his senses will

ve'.ure to maintain. The supposition involves every imaginable

abirdity. It is contrary to the plain meaning of the clause,

CO iidered either in itself or in reference to the obligation which

it odifies ; and contrary to its meaning, as shown by the prac-

tic of the University, at the period of its ratification, and long

iu'iequent. It would stultify the whole purport of the academi-

2f
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cal laws,—make the University commit suicide, (for the University

exists only through its pubhc education,)—and suicide without f

motive. It would suppose a statute ratified only to be repealed

and a dispensation intended to be co-extensive with a law. Ii,

would make the legislative House of Convocation to concede t('

the inferior House of Congregation, a power of dispensing with i

performance infinitely more important than the most important o

those in which it expressly prohibits this indulgence to itself; am,

all this, too, by a clause of six words, shuftled in among a score o

!

other dispensations too insignificant for mention.

The non-attendance of candidates on the public courses, as per'

mitted by the Heads, is thus illegal; and perjury is the price tha:

must be paid by all for a degree.
j

In the third place, the residence in the University required by sta

tute to qualify for all degrees above Bachelor of Arts was not enforced

This violation is also a corollary of the two former ; and here like,

wise, but without success, it is attempted to evade the illegality.
|

The House of Convocation, i. e., the graduates, regent and non'

regent, of the University, though fully possessing the powers O;

legislation, found it necessary to limit their own capacity of m
pending, in particular cases, the ordinary application of thei;

statutes. If such a dispensing power were not strictly limitecj

the consequences are manifest. The project of an academicc^

law, as a matter of gcjieral interest, solemnly announced, obtaic

a grave deliberation, with a full attendance both of the advocate

and opponents of the measure ; and it is passed under the cor

sciousness that it goes forth to the world to be canvassed at th

bar of public opinion, if not to be reviewed by a higher posith

tribunal. The risk, therefore, is comparatively small, that .

statute will be ratified, glaringly contrary either to the aggregal

interests of those who constitute the University, or to the publ;

ends which the University, as an instrument privileged for th

sake of the community, necessarily proposes to accomplish. A-

is different with a dispensation. Here the matter, as private aiii

particular, and without any previous announcement, attracts, in a

!

Hkelihood, only those in favour of its concession ; is treated lightl

as exciting no attention ; or passed, as never to be known, or,
^

known, only to be forgot. The experience also of past abuse,

had taught the academical legislators to limit strictly the liceni!

of dispensation permitted to themselves :
—" Quia ex nimia dt

pensandi Ucentia grave incommodum Univ&rsitati antehac oho
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/// I'^t (nec aliter fieri potuit ;) statuit et decrcvit Univcrsitas,

n in posterum, dhpeiisationes ullatenus proponantur in casibus

stuentibus." (Corp. Stat. T. x. S. 2, § 5.) A list of matters is

tin given (described in our last paper, p. 428 sq.) with which Con-

ycation cannot dispense ; the most important of which are, how-

Q\Y, in actual practice violated without a dispensation. It is suf-

fient here to notice, that the matters declared indispensable,

(f)se particulars, namely, in which this indulgence had formerly

bm abused.) to say nothing of the others declared dispensable,

ai the merest trifles compared luith that under discussion. Un-

d( the heads, both of Dispensable and of IncUspcnsable Matter,

a eneral power is indeed cautiously left to the Chancellor, of

alwing the Hebdomadal ^Meeting to propose a dispensation; but

th! only '"' from some necessary and venj urgent cause (ex ncces-

saja et perurgcnte aliqua causa), and moreover under the former

hei, only " in cases which are not repugnant to academical dis-

cijine, (qui disciplinse Academical non repugnant)." The legisla-

tttj did not foresee that the very precautions thus anxiously

adbted, to prevent the abuse of dispensation in time to come,

wijtout altogether surrendering its conveniencies, were soon to be

eniloyed as the especial means of carrying this abuse to an

ex\it, compared with which all former abuses were as nothing.

TlJ did not foresee that the Chancellor was soon to become a

pa'ive instrument in the hands of the nebdomadal Meeting ; that

th<,e appointed guardians of the law were soon themselves to

beime its betrayers ; that the Collegia! bodies were soon to

chlish interests at variance with those of the University ; that

neily the whole resident graduates were soon to be exclusively

lat interest, and soon, therefore, to constitute, almost alone,

rdinary meetings of the two Houses ; and that in these ordi-

meetings, under the illegal covert of Dispensations, were all

'nndamental Statutes of the Uniuersity to be soon absolutely

"II 'lied, in pursuance of tlie private policy of the Colleges.

iider the extraordinary dispensing power thus cautiously left

' Chancellor, Heads, and Convocation, a legal remission of

isidcnce required by statute is now attempted ; but in vain,

"m his situation, the Chancellor is only the organ of the

gial Heads. His acts are therefore to be considered as

til' s. Chancellor's Letters are applied for and furnished, ready

'
'
, by the University Registrar, to all proceeding to degrees

'' Bachelor of Arts, permitting the Hebdomadal Meeting to
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propose in Convocation a dispensation in their favour for the re

.

dence required by statute. The dispensation is proposed, and,

;

a matter of routine, conceded by the members of the colleg}

interest met in an ordinary Convocation.—But is this legal ?
j)

this what was intended by the legislature ? Manifestly not. J)

contingency in the eye of law, for which it permits a dispensatiil.

and the case for which, under this permission, a dispensatJi

is actually obtained, are not only different, but contrary. V,

shall not stop to argue that the dispensation obtained is illeg,

because " repugnant to academical discipline ;" for it is manifestj,

as far as it goes, the very negation of academical discipline all-

gether. We shall take it upon the lowest ground.—A dispensat ''\

of its very nature is relative to particular cases ; and in allowi';

it to Convocation, the law contemplated a particular emerger!'

arising from " some necessary and very urgent cause,"' not to 3

anticipated by statute, and for which, therefore, it provides a sudci

and extraordinary remedy. But who will pretend that a perpetl

remission of attendance to all could be comprehended under U
category ? Such a dispensation is universal, and therefore tw-

mount to a negation of the law. It thus violates the very notji

of a dispensation.—Then, it does not come under the conditi-s

by which all dispensations, thus competent to Convocation, ,3

governed. It is neither '*' necessary" nor " very urgent." I*

,

certainly, at the commencement of the practice ; for how, on i'l

day, week, month, or year, could there have arisen a necessity}}

urgency, for abohshing the term of residence quietly tolerali

during five centuries, so imperative and sudden, that the malir

could not be delayed (if a short delay were unavoidable) u}l

brought into Convocation, and approved or rejected as a geii(j.l

measure? But if the " cause" of dispensation were, in this Ci';,

so " necessary " and so " very urgent," at first, that it could
ft

brook the delay even of a week or month, how has this necesiy

and urgency been protracted for above a century ? The pres't

is not one of those particular and unimportant cases, with wh i,

it might be said, that the statutes should not be incumbered, jd

which are therefore left to be quietly dealt with by dispensatji.

The case in question is of universal application, and of paramdit

importance ; one, of all others, which it was the appointed djy

of the Heads to have submitted without delay to the academjil

legislature, as the project of a law to be by Convocation reje(|d

or approved. (Tit. xiii.)
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k \The dispensation of residence is thus palpabh/ illegal.

: jlll. In evidence of the third proposition, wo showed, as already

(^ jbved,—that the present academical system is illegal, being one

r inversal violation of another system, exclusively established by

I statutes of the University ;—that this illegal system is for

t; private behoof of the Colleges ;—that this system, profitable

;f, Uthe Colleges, was intruded into the University by their Heads,

n ^0 for this end violated, or permitted to be violated, the whole

;; f<idamental statutes they were appointed to protect ;—that this

c cjiflict between a legal system suspended in fact, and an actual

1[ 8J.tem non-existent in law, has been maintained solely by the

V Eads, who, while possessing the initiative of all statutes, have,

i:
hvever, hitherto declined submitting the actual system to Con-

- ? ation, in order to obtain for it a legal authorization :—But all

[
nmbers of the University make oath to the faithful observance

; 01 he academical statutes; and the Heads, specially sworn to see

-, tit these are by all faithfully observed, are by statute branded

J.

ai pre-eminently guilty of " broken trust and perjury," if even

y theu" negligence, any [unrepealed] statute whatever is

wed to fall into disuse:"—Consequently, the Heads have,

fa themselves, voluntarily incurred the crime of " broken trust

ail perjury," in a degree infinitely higher than was ever anti-

cijited as possible by the legislature ; and, for others, have, for

tljir interested purposes, necessitated the violation of their oaths

bjall members of the University.*

few, taking it for granted that, without a motive, no body of

mjistrates would live, and make others live, in a systematic

di egard of law,—that no body of moral censors would exhibit

th spectacle of their own betrayal of a great public trust,—and
th; no body of religious guardians would hazard their own sal-

vaon, and the salvation of those confided to their carerf—on

th ground we showed, that while every motive was manifestly

«'_' nst, no motive could possibly be assigned for, the conduct

He is guilty of perjury, who proraiseth upon oatli, wliat he is not

• y and reasonably certain lie shall be able to ])erforni."

—

(Tii.i.otsox,

. vol. i. p. 248. Sermon on the Lairfulncss and ()l>li(jati(»i of Oaths.)

I He qui honiinem provocat ad juratioiiem, ct scit eum falsum juratu-

-e, vicit homicidam : quia homicida corpus occisurus est, ille animam,
'bias animas; et ejus animam quern jurare provocavit, ct suara."

—

\ .' sTixus iu Decollat. S. Joannis Baptistae et hub. 22. quacst. 5. Il/e

al
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of the Heads, in so long exclusively maintaining their intruve

system, and never asking for it a legal sanction; except t?ir

consciousness, that it was too bad to hope for the solemn appri\cd

of a House of Convocation, albeit composed of members ojhe

collegial interest, and too profitable not to be continued at e 'ry

sacrifice.

Kather indeed, we may now add, than hazard the continuJ.ce

of this profitable system, by allowing its merits to be canvajed

even by a body interested in its support, the Heads have Ec-

lated not only their moral and religious obligations to the |ni-

versity and country, but, in a particular manner, their ity

to the Church of England. By law, Oxford is not merelian

estabhshment for the benefit of the English nation; it ijan

establishment for the benefit of those only in community !ith

the English Church. But the Heads well knew that the ian

will subscribe thirty-nine articles which he cannot beheve, fho

swears to do and to have done a hundred articles which he&n-

not, or does not, perform?* In this respect, private usurp 'ion

was for once more (perversely) liberal than public law. Ider

the illegal system, Oxford has ceased to be the seminary f a

particular sect; its governors impartially excluding all rel\on-

ists or none. Nor is this all. The natural tendency o|the

academical ordeal was to sear the conscience of the patiel to

every pious scruple ;f and the example of " the accursed tljig"

thus committed and enforced by " the Priests in the high pl;3s,"

extended its pernicious influence, from the Universities, tbr gh-

out the land. England became the country in Europe prov |bial

for a disregard of oaths
; | and the English Church, in parti jlar,

* Nay, the oath for observance of the Statutes is, by the academica i^-

lature, held a matter of far more serious obligation than the subscript of

the Thirty-nme Articles. For by Statute (T. II. § 3,) the intrant i not

allowed to take the oath until he reach the age of sixteen; whereas thswi-

scription is lightly requii-ed even of boys matriculating at the tender je o(

tioelve. [Of this more again.] :

t
" Dico vobis non jurare omnino ; ne scilicet jurando ad faciitem

jurandi veniatur, de facilitate ad consuetudinem, de consuetudme adjeiju-

rium decidatm-."

—

(Augustinus De Alendado.) " In Novo Testfento

dictum est, Ne omnino juremus : quod mihi quidem propterca dictii:esse

videtur, non quia jurare peccatum est, sed quia pejerare immane peatuni

est, a quo longe nos esse voluit, qui omnino ne juremus commovit."- p^^

in Epist. ad Publicolam, et Imb. 22. gu. 1. in novo.) i

X [See the reflections of Bishops Sanderson and Berkeley on this i jionw

opprobium quoted in the seventh article of this series.] 1
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'^
|as abandoned, as a peculiar prey, to the cupidity of men allured

'I" y its endowments, and educated to a contempt of all religious

"! fats.* As Butler has it :

—

" They swore so many lies before,

Tliat now, without remorse,

They take all oaths that can be made,

As only things of course." f

ui
I
Xo one will doubt the profound anxiety of the Heads to avert

ikt ^ese lamentable consequences, and to withdraw themselves from

lo4 jresponsibiUty so appalling. We may therefore estimate at once

tlj le intensity of their attachment to the illegal system, as a pri-

Ibb Lie source of emolument and power, and the strength of their

ib;i Inviction of its utter worthlessness, as a public instrument for

m icomplishing the purposes of an University. Not only will the

uts jstcm, when examined, be found absurd ; it is already admitted

y,; i be so : and all attempt at an apology by any individual, by any

lili 1 bordinate, member of the collegial interest, would be necessarily

CH in, while we can oppose to it •' the deep damnation " reluctantly

\ii
onounced on their own act and deed by so many generations of

ijiju e College Heads themselves.

all
It thus appears, that the downfall of the University has been

lfi,
le result, and the necessary result, of subjecting it to an influence

|,Mi jdous of its utility, and, though incompetent to its functions,

.^ i ibitious to usurp its place. The College Heads have been, and

g, 11 always be, the bane of the University, so long as they are

ijg.
iffered to retain the power of paralysing its efficiency : at least,

,„,, i a radical reconstruction of the whole collegial system do not

jjjj
fentify the interests of the public and of the private corporations,

— id infuse into the common governors of both a higher spirit and

wiiore general intelligence. We regret that our charges against

, nj
\^ Heads have been so heavy ; and would repeat, that our stric-

•es have been applied to them not as individuals, but exclusively

their corporate capacity. We are even disposed altogether to

iempt the recent inembers of tliis body from a reproach more

era*

• [This melancholy conscriuence came out more obtrusively, after the obscr-

li ^tion in the text was written. See the same article.]

!• Another annoying consequence of the illegal state of the English Uni-

jiuis!
ipsities may be mentioned. The Heads either durst not, under present

0i- (cnmstances, attcmjjt, or would be inevitably baffled in attcmitting, to resist

t! communication to other seminaries of tho.se at adcmiia! privileges which
t!y thcm.selves have so disgracefully abused. Tiie truth uf this observation

Ml probably soon be manifested by the event. [And has been.]
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serious than that of ignorance as to the nature and extent of the

duty to the University ;* while we freely acknowledge that tht=

have inadequately felt the want, and partially commenced t]\

work, of reformation, which we trust they may long hve to sj

completed. We should be sorry indeed not to believe, that, amoi;

the present heads, there are individuals fully aware that Oxfo

is not what it ought to be, and prepared cordially to co-operai

in restoring the University to its utility and rights. But it is di

in the power of individuals to persuade a body of men in oppoi

tion to their interests : and even if the whole actual members
j

the Hebdomadal Meeting Avere satisfied of the dishonest characti

of the policy hitherto pursued, and personally anxious to revei

it ; we can easily conceive that they might find it invidious to ta

upon themselves to condemn so deeply so many generations

their predecessors, and a matter of delicacy to surrender,

behalf of the collegial interest, but in opposition to its wishes, t

valuable monopoly it has so long been permitted without moles

tion to enjoy. In this conflict of dehcacy, interest, and duty, t.

Heads themselves ought to desire,—ought to invoke, the inter]

sition of a higher authority. A Royal or Parliamentary Visi

tion is the easy and appropriate mode of solving the difliculty;;

a difficulty which, in fact, only arose from the intermission, ;|

above the last century and a half, of that corrective, which, siii

the subjection of the University to the Colleges, remained theoi[

remedy for abuses, and abuses determined by that subjection its',

Previous to that event, though the Crown occasionally interpof I

to the same salutary end, still the University possessed wit'i

itself the ordinary means of reform ; Convocation frequenf

appointing delegates to inquire into abuses, and to take couri

for the welfare and melioration of the establishment. But '

bestowing on a private body, like the Heads, the exclusive gu-

dianship of the statutes, and the initiative of every legal mcasi',

Convocation was deprived of the power of active interference, i \

condemned to be the passive spectator of all that the want of ^
-

dom, all that the self-seeking of the academical executive miJt

do, or leave undone. i

* Any degree of such ignorance in the present Heads we can imagine ]

-

sible, after that recently shown by the most intelligent individuals in Oxf !,

of the relation subsisting between the public and the private corporati '<

As we noticed in our last paper, the parasitic Fungus is there mistakerir

the Oak ; the Colleges are viewed as constituting the University.
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"' [Through the influence, and for the personal aggrandisement of
^

a' ambitious statesman, the Crown delivered over the reluctant

( liversity, bound hand and foot, into the custody of a private and

i I sponsible body, actuated by peculiar and counter interests
;

a 1. to consummate the absurdity, it never afterwards interfered,

ai heretofore, to alleviate the disastrous consequences of this

''
it own imprudent act. And had the Heads met, had they

I''
oected to meet, the occasional check of a disinterested and

'° Tjer body, they would probably never have even thought of
'^^ ai^mpting the collegial monopoly of education which they have
f^ siceeded in establishing on the ruin of all the foculties of the

Tiversity. This neglect was unfair, even to the Heads thcm-

-( es, who were thus exposed to a temptation, which, as a body,
* itiras not in their nature to resist. " Ovem lupo commisisti."

* Bt it is not the wolf, who acts only after kind, it is they who
K C()fide the flock to his charge, who are bound to answer for the
It- sljep. To the administrators of the State, rather than to the

'i acjainistrators of the University, are thus primarily to be attri-

le^ bied the corruptions of Oxford. To them, hkewise, must we
ifj 1(^ for their removal. The Crown is, in fact, bound, in justice

k tojhe nation, to restore the University against the consequences

lib. of ts own imprudence and neglect. And as it ought, so it is

lib alie able. To expect, in opposition to all principle and all expe-

it ri ice, that a body, like the Heads,—that a body even like the

if; pi sent House of Convocation,—either could conceive the plan of

isj ar idequate improvement, or would will its execution, is the very
'»] cliiax of folly. It is from the State only, and the Crown in par-

fe ti( lar, that we can reasonably hope for an academical reformation

!; ^Hhj of the name.
" Et spes et ratio studioriun in Cajsarc taiitum."

iyi lut with a patriot King, a reforming Ministry, and a reformed

lit Pdiament, we are confident that our expectations will not bo

$:Vai. A general scholastic reform will be, in fact, one of the

i;
gr itest blessings of the poHtical renovation, and, perhaps, the

iiii

eu!st test of its value.

Jid on this great subject, could we presume pei\sonally to

-adress his Majesty, as supi*eme Visitor of the Universities, we
*'Bhild humbly repeat to William the Fourth, in the present, the

'C0;isel which Locke, in the last groat crisis of the constitution,

"^ 80 mnly tendered to William the Third :
—" Sire, you have made

o lost glorious and happy Revolution; but the good effects of
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it will soon be lost, if no care is taken to regulate the Ui

versities." *

On the other hand, were we to address the Senators of Er!i

land, as the reformers of all abuses both in church and stat'

though it needs, certainly, no wizard to expose the folly of wa

ing for our reformation of the English Universities from the ve

parties interested in their corruption ; it would be impossible

do so in weightier or more appropriate words, than those in whi

Agrippa—" the wise Cornelius"—exhorts the Senators of Cologi

to take the work of reforming the venerable University of tl

,

city exclusively into their own hands :
—" Dicetis forte, quis n

trum ista faciei, si ipsi scholarum Rectores et Prcesides id %'',

faciunt ?—Certe si illis permittitis reformationis hujus negotiui,

in eodem semper luto haerebitis ; cum unusquisque illorum tal>

gestiat formare Academiam, in qua ipse maxime in pretio ',

futurus, ut hactenus asinus inter asinos, porcus inter pore.

Vestra est Universitas ; vestri in ilia praecipue erudiuntur fi
;

vestrum negotium agitur. Vestrum ergo est omnia recte ordina

,

prudenter statuere, sapienter disponere, sancte reformare, t

vestrse civitatis honor et utilitas suadent ; nisi forte vultis fils

vestris ignavos, potius, quam erudites, pra)esse Magistros, at(j3

in civitatem vestram competat, quod olim in Ephesios ;

—

' Na
apud nos fit frugi; si quis extiterit, in alio loco et apud alios t

ille.' Quod si filios-vestros, quos Reipublicae vestrsB profutus

genuistis, bonarum literarum gratia ad externas urbes et UniA -

sitates peregre mittitis erudiendos, cur in vestra m-be illos s

studiis fraudatis? Cur artes et literas non recipitis peregrin,

qui fihos vestros illarum gratia emittitis ad peregrines ? - -;-

Quod si nunc prisci illi urbis vestrsB Senatores sepulchris :^

exirent, quid putatis illos dicturos, quod tatn celeh'em olim L

versitatcm. vesiram, magnis sumj)tibus, laboribus et precibus o

ipsis hide urhi comparatam, vos ialiter cum obtenehrari patimK

turn funditus extingui sustineatis ? Nemo certe negare pott,

* This anecdote is told by Seijeaut Miller, in his Account of the Univety

of Cambridge, published in 1717, (p. 188.) It is unknown, so far as '6

recollect, to all the biographers of Locke. But William probably thoDJt,

like Dr Parr, " that the English Universities stood in need of a thonjh

reformation ; only, as seminaries of the church, it was [selfishly] the w st

thing for [King and] Parliament to let them alone, and not raise a ne|of

hornets about their ears."—[The Universities are not, however, nov^o

strong; public opinion is not now so weak; whilst the nation at \c'^

seems roused from its apathy, urgent and earnest for a reform.]
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I'bem vestram civcsquc vestros omnibus Germaniaj civitatibus

Tum atque moruin inagiiiticcntia antcponcndam, si unus ille

Itnarum literanim splendor vobis non deesset. Pollctis cniiii

JDnibus fortuna3 bonis ct divitiis, nullius, ad vita3 et magnificentia)

>um cgetis ; sed hajc omnia apud vos mortua sunt, ct velut in

jtriete picta ;
quoniam quibus ha^c vivificari ct animari dcbcant,

^ima carctis, hoc est, bonis Uteris non polletis, in quibus sobs

i)nor, dignitas, ct immortalis in Ionga3vam postoritatcm gloria

uitinetur.'' *

[The preceding statement will enable us to make brief work

ith the Assertor.—His whole argument turns on two cardinal

jopositions : the one of which, as maintained by us, he refutes

;

^c other, as admitted by us, he assumes. Unfortunately, how-

fr,
we maintain, as the very foundation of our case, the con-

se of the proposition he refutes as ours ; and our case itself

ii the formal refutation of the very proposition he assumes as

(jnceded.

The proposition professedly refuted is,

—

That the legitimate

oistitiition of the University of Oxford ivas finally and exclusively

itermined by the Laiidian Code, and that all change in that con-

itiition, by subsequent statute, is illegal.

The proposition assumed is,— That the present academical

Mem, though different from that established by the Laudian

yde, is, however, ratified by subsequent statute.

j(This refutation and assumption, taken together, imply the

oiclusion,— That the present system is legal.)

\The former proposition, as we said, is not ours ; we not only

I ver conceiving that so extravagant an absurdity could be main-

tjned, but expressly stating or notoriously assuming the reverse

ij almost every page, nay estabhshing it even as the principal

Ipis of our argument. If this proposition were true, our whole

cjpionstration of the interested policy of the Heads would have

ben impossible. How could wo have shown, that the changes

ipoduced by them were only for the advantage of themselves

;'d of the collegial interest in general, unless we had been able

1 >liow, that there existed in the University, a cajxtcity of legal

' luge, and that the preference of illegal change by the Heads,

- nod that their novelties were such as, they themselves were

^ istied, did not deserve the countenance of Convocation, that ia,

• Epistohirum L. vii. (?p. 2G. Opera, II. p. lo4i
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of the body legislating for the utihty and honour of the Univt

sity? If all change had been illegal, and, at the same tin

change (as must be granted) unavoidable and expedient ; the cc

duct of the Heads would have found an ample cloak in the folly,

in the impossibility of the law.—Yet the Venerable and Vera

ous Member coolly " asserts," that this, as the position which -

maintain, is the position which he writes his pamphlet to refu,

With an effrontery, indeed, ludicrous from its extravagance,

even exults over our " luckless admission,"—" that Convocati

possesses the right of rescinding old, and of ratifying new, law^!

(p. 25) ; and (on the hypothesis, always, that we, like himsfi

had an intention of deceiving), actually charges it as " one of o

greatest blunders"—a blunder betraying a total want of " comm

sense"—" to have referred to the Appendix and Addenda to t

Statute-book," (p. 86,) i.e. to the work we reviewed, to the do(

raents on which our argument was immediately and jji^incipa'

founded !
*

In regard to the latter proposition, it is quite true that if t;

former academical system had been repealed, and the preso.

ratified by Convocation, the actual order of things in Oxford!

legal, and the Heads stand guiltless in the sight of God a

man. But, as this is just the matter in question, and as inste

* It may amuse our readers to hear how our ingenuous disputant lays

his pamphlet, alias, his refutation of " the Medish immutability of the L
dian digest." This immutability he refutes by arguing :

—

" From the general principles ofjurisprudence, as they relate to the mn[

bility of human laws. (Sect. II.)—From the particular principles of mui-

cipal incorporation, as they relate to the making of by-laws. (Sect. III. j-

From the express Avords of the Corpus Statutorum. (Sect. IV.)—From ii

memorial usage, that is, the constant practice of the University from 123f»

1831. (Sect. V.)—From the principle of adaptation upon which the stati ii

of 1636 were compiled and digested. (Sect. Yl.)—From Archbishop Lai^s

own declarations in respect of those statutes. (Sect. VII.)—From ii

instructions to Dr Frewin, in 1638, to submit to Convocation some ame i-

ments of the statute-book, after it had been finally ratified and confirm ]

(Sect. VIII.)—From the alterations made in the statute-book after the de;i

of the Archbishop, but during the lives of those who were his confiden ;l

friends, and had been his coadjutors in the work of reforming it. (Sect. Ij)

—From the alterations made in the statute-book from time to time, si|!

the death of the Archbishop's coadjutors to the present day. (Sect. X)-

Frora the opinion of counsel upon tlie legality of making and altering i'-

tutes, as delivered to the Vice-Chaucellor, June 2, 1759. (Sect. XI.)-i

16.—This elaborate parade of argument (the pamphlet extends to a hundjl

and fifty mortal pages) is literally answered in two words— Qm^'s dubitavtt'
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(| the affirmative being granted by us, the wliole nisus of our

ifisoning was to demonstrate the negative ; we must hold, that

sice the Assertor has adduced nothing to invalidate our state-

r[!nts on this point, he has left the controversy exactly as he found

il To take a single instance :—Has he shown, or attempted to

Bbw, that by any subsequent act of Convocation those fundamen-

tj statutes which constitute and regulate the Professorial system,

a the one essential organ of all academical education, have been

r')ealed?—nay, that the statutes of the present century do not

0^ this point recognise and enforce those of those preceding?

—

(Jid. p. 129—133, pp. 187, 188, et passim.) If not, how on

lij own doctrine of the academic oath, {in tvhich we fully coin-

cie,) does he exempt the guardians of its statutes, to say nothing

oithe other members of the University, from perjury ?

—

(Major.)

"|t" (the academic oath) " is, and will always be, taken and kept

wh a safe conscience, as long as the taker sliall faithfully observe

tl academic code, in all its fundamental ordinances, and accord-

ir! to their true meaning and intent. And with respect to other

;
nitters, it is safely taken, if taken according to the will of those

'< up made the law, and who have the power to make or unmake,

tcjiispense with or repeal, any, or any parts of any, laws edu-

Cfj.onal of the University, and to sanction the administration of

tli oath with larger or more limited relations [i. e. ?] according

to^vhat Convocation mag deem best and fittestfor the ends it has

tmccomplish."—(P. 132.)

—

(Minor.) In the case adduced, the

uiibserved professorial system is a " fundamental orchnance,"

is|xclusively " according to the will of those who made, make,

aij unmake the law," exclusively " according to what Convo-

cajon deems the best and fittest."*

—

(Conclusion.) Consequently,

&i

confuting the propositions we have now considered, the

See Sanderson De Juramenti Oblif/atione, Prael. III. § 18.—too long to

exjact.—^The Assertor avers, but without quoting any authority, tliat San-

debu wrote tlie Epinomis of the Coi7)us Statutoiuni. If true, which we do

nojbelieve, the fact would be curious. It is unnoticed by AVood, in his

Hhrk, Annak, or At/ience,—is unkno^vn to Walton, or to a/ii/ indeed of

r-^on's biographers. It is also otherwise improbable. Sanderson left

livcrsity in 1G19, when he surrendered his fellowship, and only returned

111 ,42, when made Regius Professor of Divinity. The Statutes were com-
pili in the intei-val ; and why should the Epinomis be written by any other

thijthe delegates ? We see the motive for the fiction ;—it is too silly to be
wc«h mentioning.
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Assertor's whole pamphlet is confuted.—We shall however noti

(what we cannot condescend to disprove) a few of the suhaltel!

statements which, with equal audacity, he holds out as maintain!

by us, and some of which he even goes so far as to support Ij

fabricated quotations.—Of these, one class contains assertioi;

not simply false, but precisely the reverse of the statements rea>

made by us. Such, for instance :—That we extolled the acaden

system of the Laudian code as perfect, (pp. 95, 96, 144, &o.);

That wo admitted the actual system to be not inexpedient

insufficient, (p. 95) ; and, That this system was introduced

useful accommodation to the changing circumstances of the a|'

(p. 95.)—Another class includes those assertions that are simj^

false. For example:—That we expressed a general approbatii

of the methods of the ancient University, and of the scholasi

exercises and studies, beyond an incidental recognition of the i

lity of Disputation, and that too, [though far from undervalui;;

its advantages even now,] in the circumstances of the midi

ages ; and we may state, that the quotation repeatedly alleged i

support of this assertion is a coinage of his own, (pp. 6, 11, !;,

06, 97, 138, 139) ;—That we reviled Oxford for merely devj-

ting from her ancient institutions, (pp. 5, 11, 12, 95, &c.):r

That we said a single word in delineation of the Chamberdeck'i

at all, far less (what is pronounced " one of the cleverest sleig j

of hand ever practised in the whole history of hterary legeri-

main") " transformed him into an amiable and interesting yoi^

gentleman, poor indeed in pocket, but abundantly rich in in -

lectual energies, and in every principle that adorns and digni 3

human nature!" (p. 113.)—Regarding as wc do the Asser;

only as a curious psychological monstrosity, we do not affect)

feel towards him the indignation, with which, coming from iv

other quarter, we should repel the false and unsupported chars

of " depraving, corrupting, and mutilating our cited passag(

'

(p. 24);—of " making fraudulent use of the names and autb -

ties of Dr Newton and Dr Wallis, of Lipsius, Crevier, and i

Boullay," (p. 142) ; and to obtain the weight of his authority f

fathering on Lord Bacon an apophtliegm of our own, though o f

alleo-ino-. without reference, one of the most familiar sentence:,'!

his most popular work. (p. 7.)—To complete our cursory dis
•-

tion of this moral Lusus Naturse, we shall only add that he qn*^

us just thirteen times; that of these quotations one is authen ;

nx are more or less altered : one is garbled, half a sente e
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bing adduced to support what the whole would have overtlirown,

([20); and Jiue arc fabrications to countenance opinions which

tlr labricator finds it convenient to impute to us, (pp. 9, 10, 11,

ij), 141.)

\Ye might add mucli more, but enough has now been said.

—

\^ have proved that our positions stand unconfuted,—uncon-

tnerted,—untouched ;
* that to seem even to answer, our oppo-

mt has been constrained to reverse the very argument he

ateked ; and that the perfidious spirit in which he has conducted

th controversy, significantly manifests his own consciousness of

tb hopeless futility of his cause.

Ami what was true twenty years ago, is, in every respect, true now.]



VI.-ON THE RIGHT OF DISSENTERS TO ADMISSK

INTO THE ENGLISH UNIVERSITIES.

(October, 1834.)

A Bill to remove certain Disabilities which prevent some

of his Majesty's Subjects from resorting to the Universitiei'^

England, and proceeding to Degrees therein. 21 April;i83;J

imissi f

i

The whole difficulty of the question, in regard to the admiss

of Dissenters into the English Universities, lies in the prest

anomalous state—we do not say constitution—of these establi-

ments. In them the University, properly so called, ^. e. the nei!-

sary national establishment for general education, is at pres t

illegally suspended, "and its function usurped, but not perforn ,

by a number of private institutions which have sprung up ina-

dental connexion with it, named Colleges.

Now, the Claim of the Dissenters to admission into the pu c

university cdixmoi justly be refused; nor, were the universit},i

fact, what it ought legally to be, would the shghtest difficultyr

inconvenience be experienced in rendering that right availa

But the university has been allowed to disappear,—the colks

have been allowed to occupy its place : and, while the actual, it

is the present, right of the colleges, as private estabhshments o

close their gates on all but members of their own foundati s,

cannot be denied ; independently of this right, the expedienc s

worse than doubtful, either, on the one hand, of forcing a col. e

to receive inmates, not bound to accommodate themselves tc^

religious observances, or, on the other, of exacting from tl;e

entitled to admission, conformity to rehgious observances, in o]>

sition to their faith. Now, neither in the bill itself, nor in an >»

tlie pamphlets and speeches in favour of the Dissenters, or ag)ii
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t'|Jin, is there any attempt made to grapple with the real difficul-

tk of the question ; and the opponents of the measure are thus

1«: to triumph on untenable ground, in objections which might l)e

r*orted with tenfold effect upon themselves.

The sum of all the arguments for exclusion amounts to this :

—

Te admission of the Dissenters is inexpedient, as inconsistent

wih the present state of education in the universities, which is

a«med to be all that it ought to be ; and nvjiist, as tending to

derive those of their influence, who are assumed to have most

w -thily discharged their trust.—In reply, it has been only feebly

at-rapted, admitting the assumptions, to evade the right, and to

priate the inconveniences. Instead of this, it ought to have been

belly contended :—in the first place, that the actual state of edu-

cajon in these schools is entitled to no respect, as contrary at

0D,3 to law and to reason ; and that all inconveniences disappear

th'moment that the universities are in the state to which law and

re^on demand that they be restored ; in the second, that so far

frdi unjustly degrading upright and able trustees, these trustees

hap, for their proper interest, violated their public duty ; and,

foi|:he petty ends of their own private institutions, abolished the

gFj.t national establishment, of whose progressive improvement

th*' had solemnly vowed to be the faithful guardians.

11 attempting any reform of an ancient institution like the

Erilish Universities, it should be laid down as a fundamental

prjciple, that the changes introduced be, as far as possible, in

coiprmity with the spirit and even the mechanism of these insti-

tut|ns themselves. The English Universities, as spontaneously

de^Ioped and as legally established, consist of two elements ; and

thc^eparate perfection, and mutual co-operation and counterpoise

of tiese elements, determine the perfection of the constituted

wh e. The one of these, principal and necessary, is the public

insiuction and examination in the several faculties afforded by

"tiiversity Proper ; the other, subordinate and accidental, is

rivate superintendence exercised in the Licensed House,

the under-graduate must inhabit, and the private tuition

I'd by the Licensed Tutor, under whose guidance he must

pldij himself. We are no enemies to this constitution. On the

coniary, we hold that it affords the condition of an absolutely

perjct university. The Enghsh universities, however, afford a

mehcholy illustration of the axiom, " Corruptio optimi pessima."

2g
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In,them the principles of health are converted into the causes o

disease.

In two preceding articles, [the two last,] we have shown, (espe

cially in regard to Oxford, but in all essential circumstances ou:

statements apply equally to Cambridge,) that in the English Uni

versities there is organized, hy Statute, an extensive system o

Public instruction, through a competent body of Professors con

stantly Lecturing in all the Faculties; but that, de facto, thij

statutory system has now no practical existence. We havj

shown that, besides this original and principal system,—througli

which, in fact, alone other universities accomplish their end,

—

Hal

English universities came subsequently to employ two other sub

ordinate means,—means intended more to ensure order than i\

bestow instruction. In the first place, they required, from
j

remote period, that every member of the university should belon;

to some house governed by a graduate, licensed by the academi«,

authorities, and responsible to them for the conduct of the otlif,

members of the establishment ; and in the second, they have, fc;

above two centuries, enjoined that all under-graduates, who weij

then generally four years younger than at present, should be libj

wise under the special discipline of a tutor, whose principal offi(i

it was, privately to do what the University could not constitutioij

ally, in its lay Faculty of Arts,* publicly attempt,—" institui

his pupil in the rudiments of religion and the doctrine of tlj

Thirty-nine Articles ;
" but so little was expected from this su

j

sidiary instructor, that by statute any one is competent to tli

office who has proceeded to his Bachelors' degree in Arts, .

degree formerly taken by the age at which the University is ncj

entered,) and whose moral and religious character is approved 1;

the head of the house to which he belongs,f or in the event of
j

dispute on this point, by the Vice- Chancellor. We also show;

how all these parts of the public academical constitution had be

.

illegally annihilated, or perverted by the influence and for tj

* [It has been ignorantly contended against this, that the Faculty of A!

in the older Universities was not lay but clerical; and this on the gi-oundtl!

the learners and teachers of that faculty are frequently called ckrici. Ij

those who know anything of niediteval language are aware, that cleri<i

necessarily means nothing more than gownsman, scholaris. Even the expr

sion benefit of clergy in the English law might have prevented the mistak,

t It does not appear from the statutes that the tutor must be of these

house with the pupil.

.
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b(oof of a private interest in the university. This interest was

tl coUegial. We traced how, through the unconstitutional cle-

vr'on (by Laud) of the College Heads to a public academical

bey, intrusted with the exclusive guardianship of the statutes,

ar the initiative of every legislative measure, the collegia! inte-

re had contrived, through " the broken faith and perjury " of its

hels, to effect the following exploits:—1. To obtain the mono-

po' of board and lodging, by frustrating the former easy esta-

bliiment of Halls, (authorised, but unincorporated houses ;) and

byu'eventing, through every disastrous moan, an influx of stu-

de s to the universit}' beyond their own limits of accommodation.

2. fo usurp the monopoly of the tutorial oftice for their fellows,

altmgh fellowships are in few instances (especially in Oxford)

tht'ewards of merit, but usually the gifts of accident and caprice.

3. 'o abohsh the whole statutory system of public or professorial

ins^uction in all the faculties ; and thus to render the wretched

scahling of prehminary instruction afforded by the college fellows,

theum of necessary education for all professions which the uni-

verty was permitted to supply.—We have recapitulated these

thii;s, because, in considering the consequences of the proposed

me.ure, it is requisite to bear in mind, not only what is the actual,

butVhat is the legal system of these institutions.

Vith the view of simplifying the question, and removing all

unrjcessary confusion, we shall make at once certain preliminary

adi^sions.

lithe first place, we admit that the colleges are foundations

- pri\*te to their incorporated members ; that their admission of

fi-Hrnei or independent members, is wholly optional ; and that,

y may exclude all, they consequently may exclude any.

' gislature cannot, therefore, without a change of their con-

totitiion, deprive them of this fundamental right.

! Iip:he second place, we admit that, whetlier the religious obser-

,: van^s of the colleges be imposed by their statutes or by the

meniers themselves of the foundation, that it would be an

iiiwrantable exercise of legislative interference, either on the

'lie and to compel them to accommodate these observances to

-the |,ste of those intruded into their society ; or, on the other,

to sjbvert the disciphne of the house, by emancipating any
;i partjjf its inmates from the rules estabUshed for the conduct of

thejhole.

Irithe third place, we admit, that compelling the college to
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receive dissenters, it would be wholly impossible to compel, for

continuance at least, the dissenters to the religious observances

the college.

We admit, in the fourth place, that if to the colleges were le

the right of optional exclusion, few dissenters, in the present sta

of the universities, would either condescend to enter, or be abl

if so inclined, to accomplish their desire.—On the one side tl

dissenter would be thus exposed to the humiUation of refusaj

constrained, if admitted, to compliance, with religious exercises

which he is adverse ; and exposed to all the indignities throujj

which a baffled bigotry might delight to avenge itself.—On t(

other hand, the accommodation in the colleges, even at present,
\

quite inadequate to the demand for admission; the colleges canntj

therefore, hereafter be expected to exclude their brethren of t;

church to admit their cousins of the meeting-house,—supposij

even the irritation to have subsided, which the victory of the d,

senters would at first, at least, inevitably occasion.
j

In t\\e fifth place, we admit that, as they are now operative, \\

English Universities exist only in and through the Colleges; tlj

as the Colleges are private foundations, the Universities, in thl

actual state, are not national establishments ; and that as it woi|

be unjust to force the dissenters on the Colleges, consequently,

would be, either unjust or idle, as things at present stand, to bestj

on dissenters the right of entering the Universities.
j

These admissions, though the points mainly contended for f

the opponents of the bill, do not, however, determine the qu-

tion. On the contrary, they only manifest the present prepost

ous state of the universities, and the utter ignorance that prev i

in regard to their normal condition.—It is certainly true, thaf

in Oxford and Cambridge the Colleges constitute the Univers ji

the dissenters have no claim to admission ; because in that case :J

university is not a nationalfoundation. But, that the univer.'}^

exists only through the colleges, the former being a great inc

poration, of wliich the latter form the constituent parts, i

'

proposition so utterly false, and is founded on so radical i

ignorance of the history and constitution of the schools in qi •

tion, that we should have deemed it wholly unworthy of refla-

tion, were it not maintained by so respectable an authoritjiS

Bishop Copplestone ; and assumed with impunity, nay, gen J

acquiescence,—as a basis for their argument, by Mr Goulburn a

Sir Robert Inglis, the representatives of either English Uni
'

\
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bV, in the i-ecent debates in the House of Coninions upon the

q|3stion. jMr Goulburn, in his speech against the bill, and Mr
tivnes, in his speech in favour of it, both asserted, that when

Ejward I. visited Cambridge, Peter-House, being then the only

cdege in existence, alone constituted the University. " Feter-

Euse College'' (interrupts the latter) " tvas at that time the whole

L'wersity." " I know it luas," resumes the learned representa-

ti'' of the University, of whose history he is so Avell informed.

A' the date in question, the scholars of the University of Cam-
btlge were certainly above five thousand,—the inmates of Peter-

Hise probably under fifty ! We had formerly occasion (p. 398,

ncj;,) to animadvert on this mistake ; and shall at present only

sal, that the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge were incor-

pd^ited and privileged before, in cither place, there was a college

in[xistence ; that t\\ej flourished as general studies long before a

sii^le College was estabhshed ; and that they owe their doiunfaU

in'liese latter ages to the corrupt and unconstitutional subjection

ofihe Academical Legislature to the control or influence of the

Coege Heads. To say, in fact, that the English Universities

ar' national foundations, is saying far too little. Those at all

aciiainted with the rise of the more ancient Universities, and

in |)articular of Oxford and Cambridge, know that they were

litt'ally cosmopolite corporations; and if in their privileges a

prtarence were betrayed at all, it was not generally in favour of

th({native.

jut admitting (what cannot be denied) the natural right of

th(bissenters to the privileges of the Public University, and on

lypothesis, that special grounds cannot be alleged to warrant

ispension ;—How, it may be asked, can they make their right

able?

the first place, in whatsoever manner it has been brought

abet, the result is unfortunately certain :

—

Neither University

noi^affords any jmhlic education worthy of the name. If, there-

foH it may be said, the dissenters obtain a right of entrance to

ther Diversity, without also obtaining a right of admission to the

Col' [res, they ivill be foiled of all benefit from the concession.—
- we answer, that the dissenters and all other citizens are

'1 to demand, that the Universities be restored to an effi-

cier'i—to a legal state ; and that the guardianship of the reformed

8ch<l be confided to worthier trustees than those who have

hitlrto employed their authority only to frustrate its end.—Wo
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gladly join issue with the Bishop of Exeter and Sir Kobert Ingi

on this point.

In the second place, it may be said :—You admit that dissente

have no title to demand admission to the Colleges ; the Universi

,

requires that all students should belong to a privileged hous

there are no privileged houses but the colleges and their depe

dent halls ; the only gates to the university are therefore close,

—how are they to get in?—To this we say, various expediei

may be proposed. But before attempting an answer, let us ta

a review of the rise and progress of the system of domestic supi

intendence in the universities ; and we shall avail ourselves of t

observations on this subject made in a former article, to whi;

for proof and details we must refer. [P. 405, sq.']

During the middle ages, the vast concourse of students of eve,

country to the greater universities made it necessary to emp]

various methods of academical poUce. In the English Univ

sities, the chancellor and his deputy combined the powers of ;

rector and the two chancellors in Paris ; and the inspection «!

control, chiefly exercised in the latter, through the distributi

of the scholars of the university into nations and tribes, uii'
•

the government of rector, procurators, and deans, was, in ;

former, more especially accomphshed by collecting the stude,3

into certain privileged houses, under the control of a princiji,

responsible for the conduct of the members. This subordinat,i

was not indeed estabhshed at once; and the scholars at ft

lodged, without domestic superintendence, in the houses of ?

citizens. In the year 1231, we find it only ordained, by re 1

edict, " that every clerk or scholar [resident in Oxford or C -

bridge] should subject himself to the discipline and tuitiort

some master of the schools;" or, on a different reading, "si*

master of scholars;" i. e. we presume, enter himself as the pi-

liar disciple of one or other of the actual regents. And in '«

same year, the academical taxers are instituted, in imitatio «

the foreign universities, in order to check the exorbitant ck e

for lodging usually practised on the part of the townsmen.-

y

the commencement of the fifteenth century, it appears, howefi

to have become established law, that all scholars should be ny

bers of some college, hall, or entry, under a responsible hi'

In the subsequent history of the university we find more >

quent and decisive measures taken in Oxford against the Ch i-
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trdekyiis, or scholars haunting the public lectures, but uf no

{|thorized house, than in Paris were ever employed against the

jUirtinets. And Avliile in the foreign universities none but stu-

dnts of the faculty of arts were subjected to collegial or bursal

sberintendence ; in the English universities, the graduates and

i^er-graduates of every faculty were equally required to be

E|;mbers of a privileged house.

'By this regulation, the students were compelled to collect

t);mselves into houses of community, variously denominated

liills, Hostels, Inns, Entries, Chambers, {Aulae, Hosjntia, Introi-

t^, Camerae.) These halls were governed by peculiar statutes,

ejabUshed by the University, by whom they vrere also visited

ail reformed; and they were administered by a principal,

eped by the scholars themselves, but admitted to his office by

M chancellor or his deputy, on finding caution for payment of

ti rent. The halls were in general held only on lease ; but by
aprivilege common to most Universities, houses once occupied

clerks or students could not again be taken from the gown,

iithe rent were punctually discharged; the rate of which was

nqucnnially fixed by the academical taxators. The great

jority of the scholars who inhabited these halls lived at their

11 expense ; but the benevolent motives which, in other coun-

ti;s, determined the estabhshment of colleges and private hursce,

nvhere operated more powerfully than in England, In a few

hises, foundations were made for the support of a certain num-

b' of indigent scholars, who were incorporated as fellows, (or

jot participators in the endowment,) under the government of

a ead. But with an unenlightened liberality, these benefactions

' not, as elsewhere, exclusively limited to learners, during their

li'raical studies, and to instructors; and whilst merit was not

II the condition on which their members were elected, the sub-

•»n of the colleges to private statutes, with their emancipation

II 11 the control of the academical authorities, gave them interests

I] rt from those of the pubhc, and not only disqualified them from

ctbperating towards the general ends of the university, but ren-

d(icd them, instead of powerful aids, the worst impediments to

it utility.

"lie Colleges, into which commoners, or members not on the

l"'idation, were, until a comparatively modern date, rarely

;i' litted, remained also for many centuries few in comparison
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with the Halls. The latter were counted by hundreds ; the fo

nier, even at the present day, extend only to nineteen.

In Oxford, at the commencement of the fourteenth centurij

the number of the halls was about three hundred,—the numbj

of the secular colleges at the highest, only three. At the cor

mencement of the fifteenth century, when the colleges had ris(

to seven, it appears, that the students had diminished as tl,

foundations had increased. At the commencement of the sii

teenth century, the number of halls had fallen to fifty-jvi\

while the secular colleges had, before 1516, been multiplied i

twelve.

From causes, which in our former article we fully stated, t^

universities during the period of the Reformation were alm(i

literally deserted. The halls, whoso existence solely dependl

on the confluence of students, thus fell ; and none, it is probab
I

would have survived the crisis, had not several chanced to be t;

property of certain colleges, which had thus an interest in th(

support.

The circumstances which occasioned the ruin of the halls, a,

the dissolution of the cloisters and colleges of the monastic ordc

in Oxford, not only gave to the secular colleges, which
I

remained, a preponderant weight in the university for the jui;

ture, but allowed them so to extend their circuit and to incret.

their numbers, that they were subsequently enabled to compii

hend within their walls nearly the whole of the academical pop

lation ; though, previously to the sixteenth century, they appc

to have rarely, if ever, admitted independent members at all.

the students fell off, the rents of the halls, which could not
;

alienated from academical purposes, were taxed always at a lo^v

rate ; and they became, at last, of so insignificant a value to <

landlords, that they were always willing to dispose of this fal

and falling property for a trifling consideration. In Oxford, In.

and houses became a drug. The old colleges thus extended th

limits, by easy purchase, from the impoverished burghers ; a •

the new colleges, of which there were four established witl^

half a century subsequent to the Reformation, and altogether
f'

during the sixteenth century, Avere built on sites either obtairl

gratuitously or for an insignificant price. After tliis period oi

o)ie college was founded—in 1610 ; and three of the eight li;
•

transmuted into colleges, in 1610, 1702, and 1740; but of tli

one is now extinct. '
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These circumstances explain in wliat manner the halls declined

;

i lomains to tell, why, in the most crowded state of the univer-

~ ^ . not one has been subsequently restored.—Before the era of

r downfall, the establishment of a hall was easy. It required

that a few scholars should hire a house, find caution for a

vir's rent, and choose for principal a graduate of respectable

™- ckracter. The chancellor, or his deputy, could not refuse to

'•' sktion the establishment. An act of usurpation abolished this

f fffllity. The general right of nomination to the principality, and

"'i c^sequently to the institution of halls, was, " through the abso-

h'? potency he had, procured by the Earl of Leicester," chan-

cior of the university, about 1570 ; and it is now, by statute,

vted in his successors. In surrendering this privilege to the

k clncellor, the colleges were not blind to their peculiar interest.

sfi F»m his situation, that magistrate was sure to be guided by their

ImIs : no hall has since arisen to interfere with their monopoly
;

ai the collegia! interest, thus left without a counterpoise, and
(I ccntrated in a few hands, was soon able to establish an abso-

ir supremacy in the university.

i iving thus, in obedience to Bacon's precept, " reduced things

Ac'w tirst institution, and observed how they had degenerated :"

v are in a condition " to take counsel of both times,—of the

rnter time what is best, and of the later time what is fittest

;

form without bravery or scandal of former ages ; but yet, to

:r down to ourselves as well to create good precedents as to

w them."

* ere the system of public education in the English Universi-

ti< recalled into being, raised to the perfection Avhich it ought to

in, and access to its benefits again opened to all ;—a greatly

used resort to Oxford and Cambridge would be the inevitable

t. The colleges and halls hardly suffice at present ;—how-

can additional numbers, without detriment, if not with advan-

. to tlie established discipline, be accommodated ?—Now, in

• ring this question, we may do so cither generally,—or in

il reference to the Dissenters. But it is evident, that an

lient mode of solving the problem, is, if possible, to be devised,

'Ut taking religious diftercnces into account.

I • only plan that has been proposed to obviate the difficulties

"iili the actual, though illegal, merging of the Public University

"I 10 private colleges presents to the admission of dissenters, is

"' How them to found a college or colleffes for themselves.—Wo
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strongly deprecate this plan. We do not, of course, question t

right of the Dissenters, if admitted to the university, of foundii

and endowing colleges, nay of imposing what religious conditio
|

they may choose, either on a participation in the endowments or
{

admission within the walls. But we regard the exercise of C
right as inexpedient,—even as detrimental, in the highest degr

To say nothing of its expense, and supposing always that sue),,

measure might be carried into effect with far better means off!

thering the ends of education than the old foundations, throui

their fellows, generally supply ; still it would accomplish nothi';

which may not be effected by much easier methods; whilst
i;

would contribute to entail a continuance of that sectarian bigoii'

and intolerance which, in this country, at present, equally (I

graces the established and dissenting divisions of our comnii

faith. By this proceeding, the exclusive spirit of the presit

colleges would be imitated, justified, exacerbated, and
fj.

petuated ; and in the old colleges and the new together, e

universities would become the nurseries and camps and bai3

fields of a ferocious and contemptible polemic : whereas, left!)

themselves, and to the influence of a more enlightened sp!;,

there is no doubt, but the ancient foundations will be graduiiy

won over by the liberality of the age, and the charities cia

common Christianity. We are confident, their disabilities bdg

removed, and the mSans offered to the dissenters of a univer iy

education, without any forced religious compliances, that ty

would never think of establishing for themselves collegiate Ni-

dations of a sectarian character ; and we are equally confid t,

that if this were not attempted by them, and did the accommilir

tion in the authorized houses of the university once exceed :
a

degree the demand for admission, that the colleges would le

equally patent to such dissenters as were not averse from t ir

observances, as to members of the Established Church. And it

such means may be easily afforded, without violating the co i-

tutional discipline of the universities, is manifest from the his y

we have previously given of the system of their domestic su^r-

intendence.

Without, therefore, proposing to dispense with domestic su r-

intendence altogether, as was originally the case in Oxford w

Cambridge, and as has been always generally practised in ojer

universities; and without supposing the necessity of any exln-

sive foundations, or even of establishments that will not e.ly
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sjpport themselves ; we think the difficulty may be overcome, by
. soply returning to the ancient practice of the English universi-

1 its, in regard to the easy establishment of Halls or Hostels

;

lider any new restrictions, however, that may be found proper

1 tl enhance their character and utility.—These halls may be

, ejablished under a double form. Either the hall shall consist

1; o|y of a single house, in which its head or principal (necessarily

aigraduate) resides ; or of a number of separate houses, each

ulJer the care of an inferior officer, bound to report to the prin-

: cial all violations of rule. The advantage of the latter form

! \in\d be its more moderate expense. The great benefits which

1 tk return to the natural system of the university Avould afford,

L ir) breaking the detestable monopoly of the fellow-tutors,—in

ptsenting to merit a free and honourable field of competition,

—

( in^etaining in the universities men of distinguished learning and

I ajhty,—in determining an improvement both of the public and

ti:
pjvate education,—and in raising to a high pitch tlie standard of

I acideraic accomplishment ; these, and other advantages, Ave may
j, pibably take a more fitting opportunity of discussing. In refer-

j, eie to our present question, this restoration of the halls would,

f .wjthink, obviate all difficulties in regard to the dissenters, Avere

I,;,

,th routine of morning and evening prayers, in conformity to the

|. Lpgy, simply not rendered imperative in the new establish-

|,- iBits; of which, indeed, for the sake of religion itself, the old

, oirht, perhaps, to be relieved.—But on details Ave cannot now

„ erjr ; and hasten to consider the other objections by Avhich the

misure for the admission of dissenters has been principally

j
oiosed.

'", It is objected, that Universities in general, and the English

iii.crsities in particular, are not more places of literary and

itific instruction than places of religious education; that reli-

ran be only tauglit on the doctrine of a single sect ; that

ill ilominant sect in the state must remain the dominant sect

111 lie university; consequently, universities, and especially the

,
Ei;lish universities, are not places into Avhich dissenters from

thl established faith ought either to wish, or should be allowed,

'iter.

Ills objection is of any cogency only from the miserable con-

l'U|>n in which it is involved. We must make two distinctions :

—

* dijinguish, firstly, the religious education given in the Public

' vcrsity from the religious education afforded in the I'l-ivatc
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Colleges; and, secondly, in the former, the prqfessional'instr

,

tion in religion given to the future divine in the faculty of Thl-

logy, from the liberal instruction in religion which may be gi;a

to all in the preliminary or general faculty of Arts.

In so far as regards the University Proper, there is no d -

culty whatever. We shall suppose this restored to life,—to bes

it has been, and ought to be. It will not be contended tic,

either in the English universities, or in any university whate^*,

it was ever required or expected, if indeed allowed, that perss

admitted for general education in arts, or for professional edi>

tion in law or medicine, should attend the professional lecti s

delivered in the theological faculty. The theological faculty il

always teach the doctrine of the establishment; but none n'd

attend its instructions beside those destined for the church :—r^,

to the ineffable disgrace of the establishment and universities.'o

far are Oxford and Cambridge from being pre-eminently ii-

gious schools, that the Anglican is the one example in Chrisi-

dom of a church, ivhose members are not prepared for their /f

calling, by an academical course of education in the diffe.^

branches of theology; and the .English are the only Universitie'ii

tlie world, in which such a course cannot actually be obtavji.

The English clergjTuan is perhaps destitute of academical edij-

tion altogether; but if he enjoys this advantage, " one ft-

night," (to use the *words of Professor Pusey,) " comprises .e

beginning and end of all the public instruction which any 'i-

didate for holy orders is required to attend, previously to cur-

ing upon his profession." Yet, though the London Univeriy

only omits, what the Church of England does not think it ne^

sary to require of its ministers,—a course of professional ed '>

tion in divinity,—and though the London University actult/

teaches what Oxford and Cambridge teach only in statute ; st

the members of that church and of these universities clan'ir

against the incorporation of the London University, because, i'-

sooth, it does not fulfil the conditions which its name implies!

"We may take this opportunity, by way of parenthesis, of ^^

ing a few words in exposition of the very general mistaken

regard to the name and nature of a University ;—a mis xe

which threatens to become of serious practical importance, i|ffl

the consequences that are now in the course of being ded 30

from it. University, in its academical application, is suppose to
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an a university of sciences ovfaculties, {scientiarunt,facultatutn

tfiversitas.)

[pleased as we are with the candour of Mr Scwcll's confessions,

-|" that the University of Oxford is not an enhghtencd body,"

-|" that we (its members) have httle hberahty in rehgion,"

—

ad "study logic in a very humble way;" we should hardly

Sve
been moved to a refutation of his opinion, (founded on this

erpretation of the word,) that the " University of London,"

ai excluding theology from its course of studies, is unentitled

tithe name it has usurped. But when it has been seriously

arued before the Privy Council by Sir Charles Wetherell, on

bialf of the English Universities, as a ground for denying a

cjirter to this institution, that the simple fact of the Crown incor-

pj-ating an academy under the name of university, necessarily,

. ail in spite of reservations, concedes to that academy the right

i

oWanting all possible degrees; nay, when (as we are informed)

tl case itself has actually occurred,—the Durham University,

;
indvertently, it seems, incorporated under that title, being in

til course of claiming the exercise of this very privilege as a

rilit, necessarily involved in the public recognition of the name :

n these circumstances, we shall be pardoned a short excursus,

)rder to expose the futility of the basis on which this mighty

once is erected.

Charles Wetherell, after quoting the argument of Mr Attor-

•Jeneral Yorke, in the case of Dr Bcntley—(" The power of

ginting degrees flows from the Crown. If the Crown erects a

uwersity, the power of conferring degrees is incident to the

gwit. Some old degrees the universities have abrogated, some

m they have erected," &c.) inter alia, contends :
—" The second

pdit stated in Mr Yorke's argument is equally material to be

kflt in view; namely, that the power of conferring degrees is

in|.lent to a university, and some particular remarks must be

ived from it. Allusion was made the other day by Dr
Mgton to a passage stated in the Oxford petition, importing

ilicy had been advised that it was matter of great doubt,

'nT a proviso in the charter, restricting this institution

conferring degrees in divinity, Avould be binding and effec-

ind some surprise was expressed at it. That advice I

and I considered Mr Attorney-General Yorke as my
iitor in giving it, for it is founded upon his opinion. [

vstand that a charter is now asked for, to make a univcr-
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i

sity, who are not to gi^ant theological degrees. There is son|.

thing very whimsical in this : for theological learning is, beyol

all doubt, one of the main purposes and characteristics ofi

university. But, say these gentlemen, (and their friends al

advocates, at the Common-Council at Guildhall, said the sai

thing,) to be sure it will be too bad to have a university p.

tending to give degrees in theology, for we have neither 0soj i

the place, nor Aoyo;. The Deity and Revelation we intend j;

ourselves to recognise,—we shall ask only for degrees in ai,

law, surgery, and medicine. But even the surgical or medicil

degree is likely to be amputated ; at j)resent, at least, they hj.!

no means to confer it. In this state of things, (independentlyif

the general legal argument with which 1 have troubled yd*

Lordships, to show that theology, according to the doctrines (f

the Church of England, must form a part of the instruction gi^'i

in an institution which is to be established as a university,) ij

question of law arises :—How can this anomalous and strai

;

body be constituted in the manner professed? It is to be a ' t-

versity,'' but degrees in theology it is not to give. But Mr Att-

ney-General Yorke tells us, that the power of giving degree: 5

incidental to the grant. If this be law, is not the power of c-

ferring theological degrees equally incident to the grant, as oti"

degrees ; and if this be so, how can you constitute a univerf^

without the power of giving ' all' degrees? The general lie

of law undoubtedly is, that where a subject-matter is grani

which has legal incidents belonging to it, the incidents must -

low the subject granted; and this is the general rule as to t-

porations ; and it has been decided upon that principle, tha1;a

a corporation, as an incident to its corporate character, ha a

right to dispose of its property, a proviso against alienatio >

void."*

We entertain great respect for the professional authority of j.r

Yorke and of Sir Charles Wetherell ; and should not certa y

have ventured to controvert that authority on any questioi)f

English law. But this is no such question. Here the card J

point is the meaning of the word universitas, in its acadenil

signification. But as the word was originally not of Enghsh bi 3i

European consuetude ; and as it will not be pretended that oiW

* " Substance of the speech of Sir Charles Wetherell before the Lon of

the Privy Council, on the subject of incorporating the London Univers;-

London: 1834, pp. 79-81.
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it»ad a different meaning as applied to Oxford and Carabridgo,

(i which sense, tlie Crown in this country must be supposed in

ar new erection to employ the word,) from what it expressed as

ajlied to Paris or Bologna : consequently, the whole question

rtj)lves itself into one, to be determined, not by English law, (for

th'C can be neither rule nor recent precedent in the case,) but

byhe analogies to be drawn from the history and charters of the

arent European universities. And without research, dipping

oq- into the academical documents nearest at hand, we shall find

nolifficulty in proving that University, in its proper and original

Diujing, denotes simply the wliole members of a body (generally,

intrporated body,) ofpersois teaching and Icarniiu/ one or more

de/rtmc7its of knoioledye ; and not an institution privileged to

te*",!! a determinate circle of sciences, and to grant certificates of

pr«ciency (degrees) in any fixed and certain departments of that

cirte (faculties).

(lie oldest word for an unexclusive institution of higher educa-

tio! was Studium, and Stiidium generale,—terms employed in

thdwelfth and thirteenth centuries, and retained in those which

foliwed.—The word univcrsitas, in the common language of Rome,

is dually apphcable to persons and to things. In the technical lan-

gu^-e of the civil law, it was, in like manner, applied to both. In

thci'ormer signification, (convertible with collegium,) it denoted a

pluidity of persons associated for a continued purpose, and may
be [.adequately rendered by society, comjiany, corporation ; in the

latir, it denoted a certain totality of individual things, constituted

iMi).. by their mutual relation to a certain common end, {univer-

"-ti,) or by a mere legal fiction, {iiniversitas juris).—In the

xe of the middle ages, it was applied either loosely to any

-rood class of persons ;
* or strictly (in the acceptation of

ii>- itjman law) to a public incorporation, more especially (as

-9qu[alent with communitas) to the members of a municipality ,f

' tlie members of " a general study." In this last appUcation

r instance, in 1212, universitas vestra, applied by municipality of
'

' 1 to " omnibus Christi fidelibus ;" and four years after, by the Papal
I

, to "omnibus Magistris et Scholaribus Oxonii commorantibus." In

iiiversitas vestra, applied, in same deed, by Bishop of Ely, to " uni-

' liristi fidelibus," and universitas, used as convertible with " univcrsi-

- ntinm et Scholarium studentium Cantabrigiae."

I)u Cangc and Carpentier in voce ; add Bulaeus, iv., p. 27. Fatto-

p. 67-58. It was frequently applied to the college of Canons in a

Mlhilral.
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it was, however, not uniformly of the same amount ; and

meaning was, for a considerable period, determined by the woi;

with which it was connected. Thus, it was used to denote eitl-

(and this was its more usual meaning) the whole body of teach';

and learners,* or the whole body of learners,! or the whole bo^

of teachers and learners, divided either by faculty $ or by countr I

or by both together. IF But no one instance can, we are confident, i

adduced, inAvhich(we mean until its original and proper significat i

had been forgotten**) it is employed for a school teaching, or pri-

leged to teach, and grant degrees, in all the faculties. As " cc

munitas," which originally was employed only Avith the addition;

" incolarura civitatis," or the like, came latterly, absolutely and .

itself, to denote the whole members of a civic incorporation ;- \

universitas, at first currently employed as a convertible express i

for " communitas," and in its academic application, always joiil

with " magistrorum et scholarium," or some such complements;

term, came, during the fourteenth century, to be less frequen''

employed in the former signification ; and in the latter meani',

to be used either simply by itself, or, for a time, frequentlji

i

* Paris. Bull, in 1209, Doctorum et Scholarium Universitas ; Bull, li,

Doctorum et discipulorum U. ; University itself, 1221, U. MagistrorurM

Scholarium ; Henry III. of England, U. Scholarium ; a history, 1225, f.

Scholarium.—So Thoulouse in 1233 ; Montpellier, 1289 ; Lisbon, 12';

Bologna, 1235.—Oxford. Matthew Paris, c. 1250, U. Scholarium, and )!•

sim; Royal Charter, 1255, U. Scholarium; Royal Letter, 1255, same; Kd
letters, 1286, same; Bull, 1300, U. Magistrorum, Doctorum et Sckolaril;

University itself, 1312, U. Magistrorum et Scholarium.—Cambridge. Ki 1

letter, 1268, U. Scholarium ; Decree, 1276, U. Regentium et Scholar.

Universitas Studentium, occurs in Ross, c. 1486.

t In Bologna and Padua, the whole body of students were styled'.

Scholarium, (though at an ancient date, the term scholaris includes I'll

teacher and learner).
;

% In Bologna and Padua the students, according to foculty, were div,d

into the U. Juristarum, and U. Artistarum. We have before us the Sic a

Almae Universitatis Juristarum Patavinorum. 4, 1550.
;

II
In Bologna and Padua, the students, according to nations, were divi^

into U. Ultramontanorum, and U. Cismontanorum. '

1" In Padua, we have U. Juristarum Ultramontanorum, and U. Juristc*

Cismontanorum; the U. Artistarinn Ultramontanorum, and U. Artiste*

Cismontanorum.
** Thus Halle, (founded 1691,) was styled Studiorum Universitas, a pi '^

equally erroneous as that applied to the new university of Frankfort— 1

'•

lica Universitas.
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C(jibination with " studium," or " stadium generale ;" * the

o^or, and more ancient denomination,—as, nnirersitas stvdii

Oloniensis, Tarisiensis, &c.f—The oldest universities arose spon-

tacously during- the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. The
ii]|;hty crowds drawn from every country of Europe by an

Ii^.^rius to Bologna, or by an Abelard or a Lombardus to Paris,

i\ ived at first local immunities, in order to fix the teachers and

st'lents in the towns, which well appreciated the advantages of

th( great resort ; and the papal and royal privileges subsequently

- 'cled, did not create the focultics which they then pubHcly

ited. But by this public protection, the universities became

that moment integral parts of the Church and State ; and,

rjuently could not, of their own authority, organize new
.!os4 ^ot ^^ existence at the date of their privileges.

Vir example:—Paris. Biill, 1358; the University itself, iu a letter,

-Vienna. Charter, 1366; Ball, 1384.—Pragnc. Bull, 1347, and

—Oxford. Bull, 1300.—Louvaiu. Bull, 14-25.—Aberdeen. Bull, 1526,

'//( rsitas stiidii generalis.

rhe term studium genkrale, in like manner, did not mean originally,

Uisiall was taught, but that what was taught, was taught to all. Oxford
sjiCambridge will thus only, by the abolition of the test, be restored to the

if universities. " Studia generalia," (says a great jurist of the six-

century, the dean of the juridical faculties in three universities,)

—

.-alia generalia, hodie, sen publica dicuntur, scholae, in quibus publice ex
pri|legio puntiticis summi vel principis, vel antiqua consuetudine, cujus initii

iiui 'xtat memoria, studium est privilegiatum, et pcrmissa societas et con-

- scholasticorum et docentium ; continens pro contcnto. Potest dici

'/( generale et univeraitas ratione eadera, quod studia qua? ibi tractautur

propositn sint et sint publica, et gi-atis, volentibus discere, propo-

ab institutis preceptoribus, sintque privilegia uuiversis studentibus

-sa. Neque ideo minus studia generalia dicentur aut universitates, quod
lines scientiae ibi, sed certae tantum tractentur et doceantur. Nam gene-

- ad universitatem non jjertinet scicniiarum, sed ad publicam causam
'11: prout enim placnit lis qui instituerunt et erexerunt et privilegiarunt

I. scientiae et artes ibidem logi publico tantum debent, et si aliae

l^giitur, non utuntur privilegiis quibus praescriptae docendae, et earura

dodires et auditores utuntur et potiuntur. Non enim actus ageritium

iitur ultra illorum intentionem. (L. non omnis numcratio, de reb.

/*.)" Petrus Gregorlus Tholosanus De Bepublica, Lib. xviii. c. 1,

uiti^rsi

a&iar

trie

IFo understand the meaning of the word Faculty, it must be remembered

aloriginally, in all the older Universities, a Degree conferred the right,

imposed the obligation, of teaching ; and a faculty was, after universi-

td become public, the body of teachers or graduates, who not only had
ri\ ilege of lecturing on a certain department of knowledge, of examining

2 H
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The University of Paris, like tliose of Oxford and Cambridj,

at first existed only in the lay Faculty of Arts, On this facul

,

these great universities are founded, as in it alone they oi

existed ; and in the two latter, the higher faculties never, in fa,

were separated, as in the continental schools, into independtj;

corporations. In Paris, the faculties of Divinity, Canon Law, s\

Medicine subsequently arose ; but there was no faculty of C jl

Law when Paris received its privileges ; and it cousequenf

neither could of itself create that faculty, nor, for certain reaso^

was it able to obtain papal authorization so to do. But Pa

.

though thus without a principal faculty, was acknowledged o

Europe, not only as a university, or general study, but the scbl

above all others entitled to the name. Its title was, " the Ft

School of the Church;" and so httle did the term universr^a

imply an academical encyclopaedia, and a full complement of fa(r

ties, that several of the most venerable universities possess;,

while in the zenith of their Eluropean fame, only a single faculty i-

as Salerno, the single faculty of medicine. ;

Mr Yoj'ke is mistaken when he says,—" Some old degrees e

Universities (of Oxford and Cambridge) have abrogated, Sii

new they have erected." The former clause of the sentences

true, in so far as these seminaries have allowed some {e. g., ie

minor degrees in grammar and logic) to fall into desuetude ; Id

the degrees in canon law, by command of the Crown, were j-

continued at the Eeformation ; but no new degree have ty

introduced, or attempted to introduce. The precedent tis

alleged, in confirmation of his principle, in fact disproves it.

In like manner, in all the Universities throughout Eun?,

which were not merely privileged, but created by bull and c!
•-

ter, every liberty conferred was conferred not as an inciut,

through implication, but by express concession. And this in jO

ways :—For a university was empowered, either by an expit:

grant of certain enumerated rights, or by bestowing on it in i-

citly the known privileges enjoyed by certain other pattern 1 i-

versities. These modes were frequently conjoined ; but we n e

bold to say, that there is not to be found, throughout Eur-.

and admitting candidates for degrees into their body, but also the rig of

making statutes, choosing officers, employing a seal, and of doing all «'

pertains to a privileged coiiwration.—In the Italian universities, the fa'T

was composed of the teachers and students together. There, indeed le

studeuts were origiuallv all in all.
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oil example of a

iiiate privileges,-

University erected without the grant of dotor-

—far less of a University, thus erected, enjoy-

through this omission, privileges of any, far less of every

otl:!!'.—In particular, the right of granting degrees, and that in

M many fiicultics, must (in either way) he expressly conferred.

T\ number of the faculties themselves is extremely indetormi-

njij; ; and, to many universities and faculties, the right of confer-

riil; certain special degrees has been allowed, the possessors of

wl^h did not constitute a faculty at all. For example, the

del'ces in Graumiar, Logic, Poetry, Music, &c. It was the coni-

mc custom to erect a university in only certain faculties ; and

nojunfrequently a concession of the others was subsequently

a(l"d. Thus—
juring the thirteenth century, Innocent IV. founded in, and

mij-atory with, the court of Rome, a university of only two

fac|tics,—Theology, and the Laws, in one faculty,—but with all

thcii)rivileges of a " Studium Generale." This was amplified

duijig the fourteenth century, with professorships of Hebrew,

Ch|dec, and Arabic ; and, finally, Eugenius IV. bestowed on it

a (Implement of all the faculties. For this case we rely on

Th^sanus.

\\]>e Martin V. erected, in 1425, the great university of

'in, as a " Stadium Generale," or " Universitas Studii," in the

-> of xVrts, the Canon and Civil Laws, (forming two facul-

id Medicine ; nor was it until some years thereafter (1431)

iL^enius IV. conceded to it the privilege of a fifth or Theo-

- : faculty and promotions. This case we take from the

''

' y ^itata themselves.

. iVdorf was, in 1578, erected by the Emperor, in favour of the

Veejity of Nuremberg, into an academy of one faculty, that of

\Tthr Philosophy, with the right to that faculty of conferring

t* nlinary degrees of Bachelor and Master, but Avithout the

1 rights and privileges of a University. In 1G22, the

I'S of Law and Medicine were conceded, with all privileges;

fiudilie faculty of Arts also received the right almost peculiar

o tfe University of Vienna, of creating Poets Laureate. (The

'igh of laureation conceded to the University of Vienna by
tlaxhilian I. in fact constituted what may he held a distinct

'^uk—a Collegium Poeticum.)

,
Atlorf was now a privileged university, (Academia Universa-

ts, Sudium Universale,) and her graduates endoworl witb all the
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rights enjoyed by those of other universities ; Cologne, Viennj

Tubingen, Freiburg, Ingoldstadt, and Strasburg, are speciall

referred to. Her new diploma spoke only of promotions in tli

Medical and Juridical faculties ; but it did not prohibit them i

Divinity. The notion, hovrever, that the Senate of Nurember

could, on such a charter, authorize a theological faculty i

their University, was found " wholly groundless ; as no sta'

of the empire" (we quote the historian of the school) " w;

entitled to stretch the imperial privileges beyond the clear lett(

of the deed of incorporation, and its immediate and necessai

consequences."— Accordingly, it was not until 1697, that tl

Senate succeeded in obtaining from the Emperor a conf\rmati(

of the privileges previously conceded, and their extension to

Theological faculty.

AVithout entering on details, we may also add, that Rosto(

was founded only in three faculties, the Juridical, Medical, ai

Philosophical ; whilst Heidelberg, Prague, and, in general, t

older Universities of Germany, had, like Paris and Alcala,

faculty of Civil Law, a faculty which was afterwards granted

the competent authority. In like manner, Bamberg and G
had only two faculties, the Philosophical and Theological, ui

1739 and 1788, respectively ; when the Medical and Juridi

were conceded ; and Duisburg has never, we believe, possessl

more than the two former. A slight research would accumul;;

many additional examples, [were it requisite, to refute an opinii

which is disproved by the history of almost every University |i

Europe. It would, in fact, be idle to contend in this country, al

at the present time, what seminary has or has not the privike

of gTanting degrees; when degrees, as granted by most of (3

privileged seminaries themselves, are now so justly the objects f

a rational contempt.]

But to return from our digression :—The religion taught in 3

Professional Faculty cannot thus interfere with the dissente ;

but in the faculty of Arts or of Philosophy,—in that fundamer 1

faculty in which the individual, as an end unto himself, is libera
r'

educated to the general development of his various capacities, s

man and gentleman, and not as in the others, viewed as a me-,

merely towards an end, ulterior to himself, and trained to certi^

special dexterities as a professional man;—in this fundameil

faculty is there no religion taught ?—We are far from holdi -j

that if this were possible, it ought not to be accompHshed ; birt

Oil

T

I
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,i>soi't, and fear uo contradiction, that by no nnivcrsity lias it ever

ih:t been attempted. After all the bigoted or hypocritical raihng

auainst the London University, for omitting religion in its conrse

of general education ; in point of fact, that school omits only

from necessity, what all universities had previously omitted with-

lijit. Let those who stand astounded at this assertion, adduce a

-ingle instance of any university, in which religious information

•onstituted, or constitutes, an essential element of its course of

ii<truction in the faculty of Arts. We are certain that such an

iistance out of England will not be found. The slightest acquaint-

I'.ue with the constitution and history of the European schools

[ipUes the reason. At present, we are satisfied wnth merely

siting the fact. And as the sphere of examination for its

logrees is necessarily correlative to the sphere of instruction by

I faculty ; so, in no European faculty of Arts was Theology a

uhjcct on which its examinators had a right to question the can-

lidate. The only apparent exception is afforded hy the English

miversities. And Avhat is that? It is an exception but of yes-

crday ; after the constitution of the University Proper had been

iibverted ; its public instruction quashed ; and the one private

utor left to supply the place of the professorial body. In conse-

uencc of this revolution, some thirty years ago, candidates for

he first degree were, in Oxford, subjected to an examination in

lie rudiments of religion and the contents of the Thirty-nine

>rticlcs; and we believe that in Cambridge a certain acquaint-

lice is required with Paley's Evidences and Butler's Analogy.

'hough contrary to all academical precedent, we have certainly

1 objection to the innovation. And wdien dissenters are admit-

•d, the only change required will be, not to make the Thirty-

iuc Articles a necessary subject of examination in Oxford.

In so far, therefore, as the University Proper and its public

i-<truction are concerned, the objection does not apply ; if it be

levant at all, it has reference only to the domestic education in

io Colleges. And in this application, we are not disposed to

•ny it force. Estimated indeed, by any but the lowest standard,

le rehgious disciphne afforded in the colleges of either uni-

rsity is scanty and superficial in the extreme ; and the men,

lio, from their acquaintance with the theology of foreign uni-

•rsities, are the best qualified to estimate at its propei- value

lat is accomplished in their own, are precisely those (we refer

Mr Tliirlwall and Mr Pusey.) who speak of it with the most
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contempt. But insignificant as it now is, we are confident thai

forcible introduction of the dissenters would not only prevent

improvement, but tend to annihilate it altogether.

But again, it is clamoured :

—

By the removal of academic t

the most influential situations in the universities may he filled

men, enemies not only of the established religion, but of relig\

altogether.

Look to the universities of Germany : there we have " t]

practical effects," (says the Christian Advocate of Cambridg

who, not merely in honour of his office, must be allowed to les

the battle,*)
—

" the 2^^'<^cf^(^<^'-l effects of the system, where reJ

gious tests have been either virtually or actually abolished, <

dispensed with altogether."—" In these learned institutions, I a

not aware that any religious test is exacted before admission

degrees and professorships ; and before admission to holy orde

and degrees in divinity, nothing more is required than a subscri

tion to what are called the symbolical books of the Luther;

Church, and even to these, with this convenient qualification,

far as they agree with Holy Scripture ; ' a qualification,' as it hjjj

been observed, ' which obviously bestows on the ministry

most perfect liberty of believing or teaching whatever their O'

fancy may suggest.' And the consequences of this latitude

been most fatal in their influence on the German universities

the Lutheran church. ' Opinions have not only been niaintai

by the most eminent persons in these learned bodies, but

been oj^enly propounded even from the Professorial chairs, '

are entirely at variance with our belief of the inspiration of t|

Holy Scriptures."

Now, does Mr Pearson, or his informant, Mr Rose, imi

that subscription to the Symbolical Books (never, by the b;

* "The Danger of Abrogating the Religious Tests and Subscript

which are at present required from persons proceeding to Degi-ees la '<

Universities, considered, in a Letter to His Royal Highness the Du

Gloucester, K.G., Chancellor of the University of Cambridge. By
Pearson, B.D., Christian Advocate in the University of Caml
Cambridge : 1834."—The same argument forms the principal staple of

pamphlet entitled, " The Cambridge Petition Examined ; or Reasons J

admitting the Dissenters to Graduate in the Universities : "With re

Clerical subscription, and the necessity of a Church Establishment.

1834."—This argument also was strongly insisted on, among others, by

Earl of Caernarvon and Mr Gonlburn, in their speeches on the questionli mi;

the several Houses of Parliament.
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-(Mierally received even in Lutheran Germany,) was proposed

• with this convenient quahfication" of a quatemis, &c. ? This is

uiorely the soise in which acquiescence to their doctrine is under-

stood hy the person subscribing ;—a sense which, it is contended

l>y the most pious and orthodox divines, must by its very nature

be involved in every Protestant obhgation to rehgious confor-

mity. We need only mention two,—Spener the Pietist, and

; Reinhard, the most powerful champion of Supcrnaturalism.

fi- Melanchthon, himself the author of the two principal Symbolical

Books, professes, as he practised, that " articles of faith should

be frequently changed, in conformity to times and circumstances."

ii (The German doctrine of Protestant subscription is not less appli-

!
cdble to the Thirty-nine Articles than to the Symbolical Books;

and what is universal in the one country, may soon become no less

]M'cvalent in the other. This of itself is a powerful argument for

the abolition of so frail a barrier,—were that barrier in itself cxpe-

licnt.—Nay, in point of fact, this theory of subscription is the one

Irtually maintained hy the most distinguished divines of the Eng-

i^h Church and Universities. We shall quote only one Anglican

mthority, but that one, on the question, worth a host of others.

—Bishop Marsh, the learned Margaret Professor of Divinity in

he University of Cambridge, and whom no one assuredly will

aspect of aught but ultra reverence to the Church of England

md her Articles, thus expounds the obligation of those who have

lilt only subscribed these articles, but devoted themselves to

iiinister at the altar :—" As our Liturgy and Articles are avow-

dly founded on the Bible, it is the special duty of those, who
ire set apart for the ministry, to compare them with the Bible,

lid see that their pretensions are well founded. But then oui-

iiterpretation of the Bible must be conducted independently of

hat, of which the truth is to be ascertained by it. Our interpre-

.ition of the Bible, therefore, must not be determined by religiotis

ustem : and we must follow the example of our reformers, who
iipplicd the place of Tradition by Reason and Learning." The

alics are not ours.

But to return to Mr Pearson :
— " For instance," says he,

Roscnmiiller in the first edition of his ' Commentary on the

»ld Testament,' the most valuable in existence, perhaps, consi-

rcd as a critical and philological commentary on the Hebrew
xt, speaks of the Creation, the Fall, and the Deluge, as Fables."

Fable is a most unfair or a most ignorant conversion of Mythus.
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ail;

Mr P. goes on :)
—" He (Rosenmiiller) describes the history c

Jonah to be a mere repetition of the Mythus of Hercules, swa

lowed by a sea-serpent ; and he says that it was not written b

Jonah, but by some one contemporary with Jeremiah ; and h

considers the prophecy of Isaiah as made up by one writer out (

the minor works of several others. Gesenius, the Professor <

Theology at Halle, maintains after Paulus, Professor at Wurt:

burg, that the Pentateuch was composed after the time of Sol

mon, out of different fragments which were collected together.

{JVot Paulus, but Vater and De Wette, were, among the moder

German critics, the first and contemporaneous promulgators of tl

theory in regard to the compilation of the Pentateuch subsequentlj

to the kings of Israel ; and Eichhorn, after Astruc, was the firi

to maintain (what even Catholic divines, e. g. Jahn, admit that \

has made out,) the fragmentary composition of Genesis, &c. IV

P. goes on :)
—" Bauer, in his introduction to the Old Testamer;

has a chapter on what he calls the Mythi or fables [fables agaii;

of the Old Testament." (Bauer has not only a Chapter, butj

famous Book in two volumes, now more than thirty years

entitled, " Hebrew Mythology of the Old and New Testaments:

&c. Mr P. proceeds :)
—" Bretschneider rejects the Gospel !

St John, as the work of a Gentile Christian of the second ce

tury." (Bretschneider did not reject, but only proposed fi

discussion, Probabilia' against it; and he has since candid;

admitted his tentative to have been satisfactorily refuted. A

P. concludes :)
—" Eichhorn pronounces the Revelations to be

:

drama representing the fall of Judaism and Paganism ; whi

Semler condemned it entirely as the work of a fanatic."
j

Our present argument does not require us to enter on i:

merits or demerits of the German Theology ; on his knowled;

of which we, certainly, cannot compliment the Christian Ad\'

cate of Cambridge. But we have no objection whatever th'

he should make his bugbear look as black and grisly as he ca:

we shall even hold it to be a veritable Goblin. Still, admittii

his premises, we shall show that there is no consequence in 1|

conclusion.
j

In the first place, Mr Pearson assumes the whole matter
j

dispute, and that not only without, but against experience.j-

Admitting all that he asserts in regard to the character of G<j

man theology, yet to render this admission available to him,

was bound to show that this character was the natural, at le^ i
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• "ordinary, consequence of the removal of academic tests; by

'"^M proving,—1°, that there was no other cause in the cireurastances

of Germany which might account for the phasnomcnon ; and 2°,

'that the same phjenomenon had occurred in all other countries

""'t where the same academic liberty had been permitted. He
''attempts to prove neither, but assumes both.—Yet in regard to

"^[the first, it could easily be established, by demonstrating the real

:! causes of the tlieological revolution in Protestant Germany,

—

''

that the relaxation of academic tests had no influence whatever in

[production.—And in regard to the second, it is sufficient to

-
i \ . that no universities, except the English, have over denied

"• Itheir education and degrees to the members of every sect ; and
'^^

'that in many, even of Catholic and Italian universities, professor-

'ships in all the faculties, except the theological, were open to the
' 'partisans of different faiths ; and this too for centuries before such

" liberality was even dreamt of in the ultramontane and German
• universities. But did the alleged consequence ensue ? That, no

I ne can maintain. Indeed, the exclusive reference to the German
universities, is of itself an implicit admission, that the experience

• f the other European universities, equally emancipated from

V rehgious restrictions, is in contradiction to the line of argument
'" ^attempted. We may mention, that so little has Holland, a

I uimtry at once inteUigent and orthodox, been convinced of the

' vil consequence of academic freedom, that it has recently dis-

[onsed with the signature of the Confession of Dordrecht, to

which all public teachers were hitherto obliged ; and Leyden now
t'tually boasts of Catholic Professors as ornaments of her Cal-

Miiist School.

In the second place, all the examples of dangerous doctrine

• hich Mr Pearson alleges are from the works of members of the

'•logical faculty in the German universities ; but admission

"0 that faculty Avas never proposed, nor dreamt of, in the English

1 Diversities, without the former test. The instances have, there-

"re, no relevancy. In point of fact, those who know any thing

't' the progress of philosophy and theology in Germany, know
liis:—that the rationalism of the theologians has been not a

ittle checked and scandalized by the supernaturalism of the phi-

gophers.* Were we logicians like the Advocate, we might,

* [See(instar oniiiium) the treatise " De Miraculis enchiridion," &c. Tho
nthor. Christian Frederic Boehme. is or was a distinguished theoloriinn, iat-
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from this phsenoiuenon contend, that religious tests are the mean
of causing infidehty ; the German tlieologians being alone com
polled to subscribe to the confessions of the Lutheran and Calvin

istic churches,
;

But, in the third place, to bear upon the question, it is, an(

nmst be, presumed, that the alleged licentious speculation is th^

effect of the removal of all imposed fetters on the full exercise o^

religious inquiry. Yet that this is the natural result of a vigor]

ous and unimpeded Protestantism, Mr Pearson does not admit:

" Such opinions as these are not the natural produce of th

German universities,—the cradle of the Reformation,—spot

consecrated by the recollections of men, ' whose praise is in al.

the churches,' and whose names live in the pages of histor;

amongst the greatest benefactors of mankind ! But in these ve)\

places have we seen opinions advanced, which are opposed to th

fundamental doctrines of the revealed will of God!"—In a subse

quent page, he actually makes it a weighty matter of reproac

against the London University, tliat Professor Muehlenfels, in a

" Introduction to a Course of German Literature," should " speal

of (Luther) the champion of ourfaith, merely as an historical aii'

literary personage."

We are afraid, however, that the Christian Advocate is hardl_

better versed in the works of the " champion of our faith," tha

in those of the men whom he boldly represents as its most formic'

able antagonists. We can easily show, even to Mr Pearson's ow

contentment, that there is hardly an obnoxious doctrine to b

found among the modern Lutherans, which has not its warrar

and example in the writings of Luther himself; and admittin

this, even the Advocate, we think, would deem it idle to explaii

by so far-fetched and inadequate an hypothesis as the want (

academic tests, what is nothing more than the natural exercise (

that hcense, vindicated, not surely to himself exclusively, by th

'•' great champion of our faith." " Idemne licuit," says Tertu

lian, •' Valentinianis quod Valentino ; idemne Marcionitis quOj

Marcioni :

—

de arbitrio sno fidem innovare?" The foliowin:

hasty anthology of some of Luther's opinions, and, in his ow

words, literally translated, may render it doubtful, whether tlV

terly Pastor and Inspector of Luckau. He maintains, that miracles a

impossible, are not even conceivable ; and though, otherwise, a Kantia:

impugns Kant, Fichte, and the German philosophers, for asserting a mo
orthodox doctrine.]
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^ heresies of his followers arc to be traced no higher than to tin-

relaxation (not a century old) of religious tests. [We must not,

liowever, set down Luther for a rationalist, howbeit the rational-

ists may adduce Luther's practice as the precedent of their own.

For, while far from erring through any overweening reliance on

tlic powers of human reason in general, still Luther was betrayed

into corresponding extravagancies by an assurance of his personal

inspiration, of which he was, indeed, no less confident than of his

ability to perform miracles. He disclaimed the Pope, he spurned

the Church, but varying in almost all else, he never doubted of

his own infiiUibility. He thus piously regarded himself, as the

authoritative judge, both of the meaning, and of the authenticity,

uf Scripture.—And though it is our duty, in refuting an unten-

al:)le hypothesis, to allege various untenable opinions of the great

reformer ; so far from entertaining any dislike of Luther, we
;ulmire him, with all his aberrations, as one of the ablest and

best of mankind. Only, in renouncing, Avith Luther, the Pope,

we are certainly not willing to make a Pope of Luther.] *

Speculative Theology, f " God pleaseth you when he crowns

* [lu stating the truth regarding Luther, I should regret to be tliouglit by

any, to utter ought in disparagement of Protestantism. Protestantism is

not the doctrine of this or that individual Protestant ; and with reference

<ven to the man Luther, I am sorry that it is here incumbent on mc, to

notice his faults without dwelling on his virtues. That what is now to be

alleged, should not long ago have been familiar to all, only shows that
( 'luu-ch History has not yet been written as alone written it ought to be,

—

!ih truth, knowledge, and impartiality. Church History, falsely written,

a school of vain glory, hatred, and uncharitablcness ; truly written, it is a

Miplinc of humility, of charity, of mutual love. Written in a veracious and

!-octarian spirit, every religious community is herein taught, that it has

a use enough to blush for its adherents,

(" Iliacos intra muros peccatur ct extra ;")

id that others, though none be perfect, are all entitled to respect, as all

tl(.'Ction.s, thougli partial reflections, of the truth. Ecclesiastical History,

li'cd, may and ought to be the one best, as the one uuexclusive application,

: religious principle to practice,—at once Catholic and Protestant and Ciiris-

aii : vindicating for the Church at large its inheritance of authority ;
mani-

'•^ting tlie fallibility of all human agents, and not substituting merely one

'apacy for another; whilst yielding '' Christ the truth," as its last and

I'irainant result.]

t In regard to the testimonies from Luther under this ^/I'rst liead I must

iiake a confession. Tiiere are few things to which I feel a greater repug-
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the unworthy ; he ought not to displease you when he damns th

innocent." [Jena Latin, iii. f. 207.]—" All things take place bj

iiauce, than relying upon quotations at second hand. Now, those under thi

head were not taken immediately from Luther's treatise De Servo Arbitrul

I had, indeed, more than once read that remarlcable work, and once atter

tively, marking, as is my wont, the more important passages ; but at the tin:

of writing this article, my copy was out of immediate reach, and the pre;'

being urgent, I had no leisure for a reperusal. In these circumstance

finding that the extracts in Theoduls Gastmahl coiTCsponded, so far as the

went, with those given by Bossuet, and as, from my own recollection, (ac

the testimony, I think, of Werdermanu,) they fairly represented Luther

doctrine ; I literally translated the passages, even in their order, as given I,

Von Stark, (and in Dr Kentsinger's French version.) Stark, I indeed no

think, had Bossuet in his eye. I deem it right to make this avowal, and

acknowledge, that I did what I account wrong.—But again I have no hesit:!

tion, in now deliberately saying, that I think Luther's doctrine of the Will'

not misrepresented in these extracts ; nor is the impression which they leav.

harsher than that made by a fair summary of the work in question, even V

zealous Lntheran divines. The following is taken from a Consilium of tlj

Theological Faculty of Rostock, addressed (in 1595) to the Theologicj

Faculty of Wittemberg, and given by Walch in his works of Luther (xvi;

130). The learned Divine, Histoiiau and Philosopher, David Chytrar

was the penman.
" You are aware, that at the commencement of the religious Reformatio

and in your own ecclesiastical metropolis of Wittemberg, established 1

Luther some seventy years ago, when the Liberty of the human Will w
strenuously attacked, there were many points of this very docrine of Prede

tination made matter of revolting controversy and assertion. To wit :—Th!

the divine predestination is the denial of all liberty of will to man, both

external opei'ation and in internal thought ;—That all things take place

necessity, and an absolute necessity, so that as the poet speaks,— ' ceij

stant omnia lege
;

'—That there is no contingency in human affairs ;—ThJ

whatever God foresees, that he wills;—That Pharaoh was hardened, not

'

the permission, but by the efficacious action of God. Through six consec,

tive pages it is maintained, that the declaration,— ' I have no pleasure
:

the death of the wicked, but that the wicked turn from his way and live,'

the voice of the revealed God ; but that there is another judgment of the cc

ceuled God, who wills that Pharaoh should perish."—To the same effe

Walch gives various quotations from Calixtus, the greatest perhaps of

Lutheran divines ; and if Luther (what I think he did) did not explicitly aba

don his older doctrine on the point, this was at least openly done, in Luthe

lifetime, and without Luther's reclamation, by Melanchthon.

Though I refrain from here enlarging on the subject, I shall add one p;'

sage of Luther himself, which, in a few words, significantly expresses t

Manichean character of his doctrine of the human will and its relations,

maintained in his treatise De Servo Arbitrio.

"Thus the human will rests indifferent between the contending parti I

Like a hackney, if mounted bv God, it wills and wends wiiithersocver Gj

I
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>lH the eternal and invariable will of God, who [wliicli] blasts and
«i^ shatters in pieces the freedom of the will." [F. 165]—" God

may will ; if mounted by Satan, it wills and wends whithersoever Satan may
will : neither hath it any liberty of choice to which of the two riders it shall

run, which it shall affect ; but the riders themselves contend for its acquisi-

tion and possession." (Jena Latin, iii. f. 171.)

In this note, I have spoken of Bossuet, signifying my reliance on the accu-

racy of his qui'tations; and I am as fully convinced of his learning as a

J

ilieologian, as of the greatness of his genius. Archdeacon Hare, (who has

done me the honour to devote seventy-five ample pages of an excursus

/ \ appended to his Mission of the Comforter, in refutation of my statements

touching Luther, a refutation which, as far as necessary, I shall consider in

the sequel,)—INIr Hare never loses an opportunity of attacking, after his

j

fashion, " the eagle of Meaux ;

"—" impar congressus Achilli." Indeed, to

(J

[speak more accurately, our assailant usually combats only a phantom of his

own ; the Archdeacon rarely understands the Bishop. An excellent example of

this is exhibited, when Mr Hare makes his first and principal attack on Bos-

Miet, (p. 664, sq.) ; and here, in place of the triumph which he so loudly

-oimds, fi'om a total unacquaintance with Luther's great doctrine of Assur-

nice, Air Hare only shows how utterly he misconceives the import of Bos-

I't's criticism of the Reformer. As this is an important, and, at the same

;u\ an ill understood matter, I may be allowed a few words in explanation.

Asxiirauce^ personal assurance, (the feeling of certainty that God is propi-

tious to mi",—that my sins are forgiven, Fiducia^ PleropJioria fidei^) was long

imiversally held in the Protestant communities to be the criterion and con-

iion of a true or saving Faith. Luther declares, that he who hath not

-urance spews faith out ; and Melanchthon makes assurance the discrimi-

nating line of Christianity from heathenism. It was maintained by Calvin,

nay even by Arminius ; and is part and parcel of all the Confessions of all

the Churches of the Reformation down to the Westminster Assembly. In

that Synod Assurance was, in Protestantism, for the^/"s^ time declared, not

'> he of the essence of Faith ; and accordingly, the Scottish General Assembly

1-. subsequently, once and again, condemned and deposed the holders of this,

I doctrine of Luther, of Calvin, and of the older Scottish Church itself. In

ilie English, and, more articulately, in the Irish, Establishment, it still

-lands a necessary tenet of belief. Assurance is now, however, disavowed,

^vlien apprehended, by Churchmen high and low ; but of these many, like

Mr Hare, are blessfully incognisant of the opinion, its import, its history, and
von its name.

This d(»gnia, with its fortune, past and present, affords indeed a series of

he most curious contrasts. It is curious, that this cardinal point of Lnther's

h'ctrine should, without exception, have been constituted into the funda-

iiental ]mncii)le of all the Churches of the Reformation, and as their com-

iion and uncatholic doctrine, have been explicitly condemned at Trent. It

- furious, that this common doctrine of the Churches of the Reformation,

lioiild now Ije aljandoned virtually in, or furnially by, all these Cliurchi's (hem-
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creates in us the evil, in like manner as the good." [F. 170

f. 216.]—" The high perfection of faith, is to beheve that God ii

just, notwithstanding that, by his will he renders us necessarily

damnable, and seemeth to find pleasure in the torments of t]

miserable." [F. 171.)—All from the treatise De Servo Arhl^.

trio.~\
*

ifM

i

selves. It is curious, that Protestants should now generally profess the

counter doctrine, asserted at Trent in the condemnation of their own pria

ciple. It is curious, that this the most important variation in the faith o

Protestants, as, in fact, a gravitation of Protestantism back towards CathO'

licity, should have been overlooked, as indeed in his days undeveloped, bj

the keen-eyed author of " The history of the Variations of the Protestaa'

Churches." Finally, it is curious, that, though now fully developed, thii

central approximation of Protestantism to Catholicity should not, as far a

I know", have been signalised by any theologian, Protestant or Catholic

whilst the Protestant symbol, {Fides sola justificaty Faith alone jiistifiesy

though now eviscerated of its real impoit, and now only manifesting a dif

ference of expression, is still supposed to discriminate the two religious deno

minations. For both agree, that the three heavenly virtues must all concul

to salvation ; and they only differ, whether Faith, as a word^ does or doe;

not involve Hope and Charity. This misprision would have been avoidei

had Luther and Calvin only said

—

Fidiicia sola justificat. Assurance alonejus

tifies ; for on their doctrine. Assurance was convertible with true Faith, au('

true Faith implied the other Christian graces. But this primary and pecu

'

liar doctrine of the Reformation is now harmoniously condemned by Catholic;

and Protestants togetlier.

As to the Archdeacon, he only adds to this curious series. For it i

curious, that Mr Hare should reprehend Bossuet for " grossly misrepresent

ing" Luther, while Mr Hare, misunderstanding, only " grossly misrepre

sents" Bossuet. And it is curious, that Mr Hare should reproach Bossuet

for attributing to Luther what is, in fact, the very cardinal point of Luther'

!

doctrine.—Such is the first of the Archdeacon's polemical exploits, and tli

sequel of his warfare is not out of keeping with the commencement.
* ]\Ir Hare's observations under this head of Speculative Theology, (p. 807-

812,) exhibit curious specimens of inconsistency, bad faith, and exquisit

error. I shall adduce instances of each.

Inconsisteney.—There are several others, but to take only a single example

JNIi- Hare, on the one hand, thus concludes his observations upon this head :-

" What a testimony is it to the soundness of Luther's doctrines, that tbi

knot of garbled sentences, thus twisted and strained from then* meaning, ar

all that so unscrupulous an enemy (!) has been able to scrape together agains,

him, under the head of Speculative Theology !

" On the other hand, in th

page immediately preceding, Mr Hare asserts, that this " so unscrupulou

enemy" had " never set eyes on the original Latin of any one of these fou

sentences,"—all that he had " been able to scrape together" being copip'
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from " one page of Bossuot." Mr Hare apparently does not tliiiik witli (lie

more logical Schiller,—

" Self-contradiction is the sin of sins."

Badfaith.—'Mv Hare states, that the passages in ((ncstion arc taken from

iBossuet ; and, at the same time, he parades his own familiarity Avith the

works of Luther, in the discovery of these hidden fragments in tlie writings

of the reformer. " We may guess" he says, " that the quotation comes

from the Ti-eatise De Servo Arbitrio," because, &c. ; and after stating

fthat the sentences of the quotation " seem to form one continuous passage,"

he adds,
—" but when Ave look through that treatise, we discover, to our sur-

irise, that they are culled from various parts of it," &c. ; then he charitably

idmits,
— '' I diiresai/ the Reviewer himself did 7iot know this;" and finally

(includes by informing the " perhaps thankfuV Reviewer of the different

inges of the third volume of the Jena [Latin] edition, on which ''he ivill

ind"' them. Now, can it be believed that there could have been no '' guess

-

'/" in the case, no ''discovery " and no ''^ surprise ;" that the Venerable

vrclideacon could not have thought, whatever he may ''say, that the Reviewer

lid not knoic this," and would be " thankfuV for the information so gra-

idusly vouchsafed towards ''finding'^ and " seeing the originals of his quo-

ition?" Instead of the active developement of erudition and ingenuity,

liich he here pretends, the Archdeacon, in truth, only passively foUoAved,

lough industriously concealing, the references of Bossuet. Bossuet states

ic treatise, and articulatelj' marks, for each several quotation, the page and

'lume of the Wittemberg Latin edition of Luther's Avorks ; and this, being

ven, the corresponding page of every other edition is at once shcAvn by

'alch's comparative table ;—a table of Avhich Mr Hare acknoAvledges the

-essiou. On the other hand, Avhere Bossuet, on one occasion, forgets a

lence, there Ave forthAvith find the Aixhdeacou at fault. In point of fact,

ehampion of Luther exhibits on this, as indeed on everj^ occasion, his

irance, among others, of Luther's, perhaps, greatest Avork, as a Avhole ; his

wledge of it being confined to a dipping into this or that passage by the

of references, Avhich he thinks it not improper carefully to suppress.

1 yet this Venerable and veracious Churchman does not scruple to accuse

falsehood,'''' those Avho Avould deem themselves disgraced, had they been
Ity, even in thought, of a similar disingenuousness, howbeit not in danger
liL'ing ignominiously i)lucked for so contemptible a daAv-di-essing.

I'.laborate error.—The Avhole tenor of I\Ir Hare's criticism shoAA's, not only

It he is, specially, unacquainted Avith the contents and purport of the book
ilie Bondage of the Will, but that he is, generally, incapable of folloAving

1 accepting truth, for its OAvn sake. He is only a one-sided advocate,

—

iidvocate from personal feelings ; and, as such, his arguments are weak
tliey arc Avordy. I can afford to give only a single specimen of this, and
lect the shortest.—Luther says :

—" Hie est fidei summus gi-adus, credere

Jsse justum, qui sua voluntate nos nccessario danwabiles facit."

words might be sujjposed plain enough
; but the foUoAving is JNIr Hare's

ion :
" This is the highest pitch of faith to believe in the justice

od, Avho by His Avill creates us, though by the necessity of our fallen

re we become inevitably subject to condemnation, without the special

) of His Spirit." Here it is evident that Lutiier's meaning is Avholiy
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changed,—the purport of his statement being, in fact, reversed. Lnth

says, and intended to say, that " God by His will makes us necessari

damnable ;" that is, that the quality of damnability in us is necessary, ai

necessary through the agency of His Avill. This meaning, I make bold

say, no one but ]\Ii- Hare ever thought of disallowing ; and this alone is t i

meaning in coufonnity with the whole analogy of Luther's treatise. And

accordingly Bossuet converts the clause—" quoiqu'il nous rende necessau

ment damnables par sa volonte." This Mr Hare declares a " mistranslatioi

bv which he charitably admits that " Bossuet may relieve the Reviewer frc

a part of his guilt "
! But in this guilt all the world, with exception of ti

Ai-chdeacon, is participant. Let us look into any version of this workf

Luther,—and the two at hand chance to be of these the first and the la

—^The first is that of Justus Jonas, the friend and coadjutor of Luth,

a version published almost immediately after the original. And he is guii.

The opinion of Jonas upon the subject is, indeed, expressed in the very ti
•

of his translation :
—" Dass der freye Wille iiichts sei/,^^ (" That free will in

nullity") His rendering of the clause in question is as follows :
—" glaubi,

dass der Gott gleichwol der gerechteste sey, dess Wille also stehet, dass etlis

muessen verdammt werden" The last is by the Rev. Mr Vaughan, who, Ip

Mr Hare himself, was "sometime Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridg''

and he thus guiltihj translates the clause :—" to believe Him just, who of |$

own will makes us necessary objects of damnation.'''' And in the relative n(i,

Mr Vaughan says : "This necessity is not blind fate, but ai-ises out of ie

appointments, arrangements, and operations of God's counselled wif'

Finally,—though this be wholly superfluous,—to refer to the German thj-

logical philosophers, they also are guilty. Werdermann, who may represit

all, states it in his Theodicee, (the guilty criminal!) as Luther's doctrinci-

" Faith can and must hold God, not only for just but merciful, were Hee:n

to damn aU men without exception ;
" and :

—" God's prescience and m's

free will are mutual contraries, like fire and water." (iii. 138.)

Such is a sample of the laborious blundering, by which " the Megaland

is to be clipped down to the shape and dimensions of Mr Hare's raodebf

propriety. The Reformer, here as elsewhere, is made to say one thingyWi

understood hy all,) to mean, and to mean to say, another, (so understoo(*y-

Mr Hare alone.) But, was Luther an idiot?—weaker than a dotanin

thought, weaker than an infant in expression ? Luther, than whom nO;i6

ever thought more clearly, no one ever expressed his thought less amb

ously or with gi-eater force ?—The Reformer is, assuredly, not fortunat

his defender; and unhappily for Mr Hare himself, his Christian charity

not redeem the defects of his logic and his learning.

I must not, however, here forget to acknowledge an error, or rather

vertence of mine, which has afforded a ground for INIr Hare to make, as u M.

a futile charge against Bossuet. In the second of the above extracts, ot

having Luther's original before me, I had referred the relative pronoi'to

" God" whereas it should have been to " the will of God." In the verjDS

of Stark and Bossuet, from the nature of their vernacular, it is ambigi i?i

and I applied it Avrongly. The matter is of the smallest; but as Mr ire

has dealt with it as of consequence, he should not have asserted that Bo

was in meaning (and intentionally) difterent from Luther.

<

I
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i| Practical Theologn*—" We," (Martin 7y«^//tv, Plulippus^l/(.7(///<7/-

thon., Martin Bucer, Dionjsius 3Ielander, John Lening, Antonius

* [Ou this head I cannot here enter ; nor is tlierc need. In his fifty

t pages of dense typography and " prolix pirrulity," though Mr Hare lias not

been able to shake (for he has not touched) even one of my statements ; he

has succeeded admirably in manilVsting his own—not singular, but com-

iiiou—ignorance of the whole matter. Yet in the presumption of this com-

mon ignorance, IMr Ilare has not hesitated to scatter reproaches and insinu-

ite calunmies, of which, by a righteous retribution, he has, in fact, been

(loomed to feel the injustice himself.—In a moral relation, perhaps, more

than in any other, the history of Luther and the Reformation lias been

written, only as a couventional romauce ; and I know not, whether Catho-

: - or Protestants have wandered the widest from the line of trutli. Of the

ilowing general facts I hold siiperjiuoiis proof.

1", That after the religious revolution in Protestant Germany, there b(>gan

lud long prevailed a fearful dissolution of morals. The burthen of Luther's

lamcutation is :
" Under the Papacy, we were bad, but under the Gospel,

|ve are seven—yea more than seven times worse."

' 2°, That of this moral corruption there were two principal foci,—Wittem-
Iterg and Hesse.—Shortly before his deatli, Luther abandoning, calls AVit-

lemberg " a Sodom ;" and not long after it, "NVittemberg is publicly branded

\ Simon Alusanis, the Professor of Theology and Superintendent of

ua, as " fcetida cloaca Diaboli."
—

^Touching Hesse, the celebrated Walther,

ritiug to Bullinger, before the middle of the century, says of its centre of

arniug and religious education :
—" In Marburg the rule of morals is such,

- Bacchus would prescribe to his IMajiiads, and Venus to her Cupids
;''

liile from Marburg and the chief chair of Theology in that University, the

nniorality of the natives had previously determined the pious Lambert of

jiiou to fly, his flight being only arrested by his sudden death.

, The cause of this demoralization is not to be sought for in the religious

> dilution itself; for in Switzerland and other countries the religious revo-

tion resulted in an increased sobriety and continence. In Protestant Ger-

• iiy, and particularly in Saxony, we need look no farther than to the moral

"trine of the divines
;

' Hoc fonte derivata clades

In patriam populunniue fluxit
:"

t in Hesse, beside that influence, we must take into account the pattern

manners set to his subjects by the prince :

" Regis ad cxemplnm totus componitur orbis."

1", As to Polygamy in particular, which not only Luther, Melanchthoii,

1 Bucer, the three leaders of the Gemian Reformation, speculatively

'I>ted,—but to which above a dozen distinguished divines among the

' 'irraers stood formally committed ; there were two principal causes which

' nclined the theologians to a practical application of the theory.—The
I of these, which operated more especially on Luther and Melanchthon,

the opposition it was sure of encountering from the Princes of both

2i
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Corvinus, Adam Kraft, or of Fulda, Justus Winther, Balthasa

branches of the house of Saxony.—The second, that the doctriue itself ^xi

taken up and carried out to every extreme by odious sects and odious divhief

,

in a word, it became fly-blown. The Sacramentarian Carlstadt's publi

adoption of it, tended principally to disgust Luther, and in a less degn,'

Melanchthon ; for Carlstadt's doctrines were, in the mass, an abominatit

to these two reformers : but the polygamist excesses of the hated Anabaj'

tists, in the last season of their reign in Munster, revolted all rational mind;;

and, as I said, (what Mr Hare strangely misunderstands,) homceopathical

!

broke the force of the epidemic throughout Germany and Europe.

Specially : the Landgrave's bigamy has been mistaken in its more esseuti

circumstances, from a want of the requisite information, both by Protesta

and Catholic writers ; and by none more than by the recent editor of t

Corpus Reformatorum, Dr Bretschneider. Touching this transaction,:

shall noAv state in general a few of the more necessary facts ; of wliii;

however startling, I have irrecusable proof,—proof which, before long/

hope fully to detail, as indeed I ought ere this to have done.

The sanction of Luther and Melanchthon to the Landgrave's second mi

riage was compelled. Prudentially, and for special reasons which I sh

not now enumerate, they were strongly averse from this proceeding, on 1

part of that Prince; but on principle^ they, unfortunately, could not oppi;

it. They had both promulgated opinions in favour of polygamy, to !

extent of vindicating to the spiritual minister a right of private dispensati
,

and to the temporal magistrate the rigid of establishing the practice^ if he cliOj,

hy public law. They had even tendered (what is unkno^vn to all Euglji

historians,) their counsel to Henry VIII., advising him, in his own case,!)

a plurality of wives. Without, hoM'cver, shewing at present how the sci/

was actually applied, I may notice generally, that their acquiescence a's

extorted, through Martin Bucer, a reformer and man of genius only infeilr

to themselves ; whilst the proceeding of the Landgrave was principi^r

encouraged, and the scruples of the second Landgravine overcome, by e

two court preachers, the two courtly chaplains, Dionysius Melauder A

John Leniug. These three divines, apart from the Prince, were the pr'e

movers in this scandalous affair ; and in contrast to them, Luther li

Melanchthon certainly shew in favourable relief.

Bucer., who had previously merited from Luther the character of " l:<!

varlet^^'' consistently displays himself in the sequel of this business as giiy

of mendacity in eveiy possible degree.

Melander did not belie his name of Dionysius ; for though an eloq^

preacher, and " the Reformer of Frankfort," he was as worthy a ministi

Bacchus^ as an unworthy minister of Christ, professing as he did, tha'ie

lived and wished to live only for the taste of wine. Neither shall Ave niijel

how a Protestant Bishop, Superintendent, Inspector, like Melauder, cW

bestow the spiritual benediction on his master's bigamy ; when aware o le

still higher marvel that Melander, the Inspector, Superintendent, Protet.nt

Metropolitan of Hesse, was, at and before the time, himself a trigamist, jat

is, to avoid all possible ambiguity, the husband of three wives at once, h^

Prince thus followed at a distance, not only the precept, but the exa il«

of the Pastor.

»

i
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\Raida,*) " cannot advise that the license of marrying more wives

thaJi one be pubhely introduced, and, as it were, ratified by law.

If. any thing were allowed to get into print on this head, your

Highness" ( Philip, Landgrave of Hesse, champion of the Reforma-

tion, who,—having lost, as he pleads, conceit of his wife, being

I'luohed wuth scruples of conscience at his adultery, but Avhich he

t/irice] admits that " he does notivisli to abstahiji'om," and " know-

ing," as he tells themselves, " of Luther and Melanchthon having

\liorted the King of England not to divorce his first queen, but

u marry a second over and above,"—had applied to the leading

liietors of the Reformation for license to have another wife,)

—

your Highness easily comprehends that it would be understood

I lid received as a precept, whence much scandal and many difii-

ulties would arise.—Your Highness should be pleased to consider

lie excessive scandal ; that the enemies of the Gospel would ex-

l;iim, that w'e, like the Anabaptists, have adopted the practice

t' polygamy, that the Evangelicals, as the Turks, allow them-

olves the license of a pluraHty of wives But in cer-

lin cases there is room for dispensation. If any one (for example)

tained captive in a foreign country, should there take unto

imself a second wife for the good of his body and health, &c.

ffitki

Lening, or Leno Lening, as he was called, seems, w ith both learning and

»flity, to have been a Paudarus and Caliban in one ; so that the epithets of

!«(« monster," &c. api)lied to him by Luther and Melanchthon, suited inditii;-

uiiljwitly his deformities both of mind and body. The Pastor of Melsingen,

ispniWho, as Melanchthon informs us, was, like his Prince, a syphilitic saint,

:cmt,ftdertook the congeuial task of converting Margaret von der Sahl to the

lililmiiKtih of polygamy ; and the precious book which, on the occasion, he com-

ae tliBsed and sanctimoniously addressed to that " virtuous Lady and beloved

1,
Uimter in Christ," is still extant. If an adulterer, Lening does not appear,

lie his fellow-labo'-u-er Melander, to have been, in practice, at least, a

inter olBtanltaneous polygami.st ; but when left a veteran widower, of more than

siiies'BFenty, the " Carthusian monster" incontinently married a nursery girl

Bpithe household of his pervert, the " left Landgravine," and keeper of

ijkaiBreighth child.

itivaMWlW'ith such precept and such example, we shall not be surprised, that the

lieiiHpsian morals became soon notoriously the most corru])t in Germany, I

• 5tiall<Mpt, perhaps, to say, in Christendom.]

HelsiWr [The list of the divines who concurred in the Landgrave's bigamy is

djjjjfliB'e given more fully and accurately than in the Review ; more fully and

,,jeiil,tWpirat€ly even (thougli without the synonymes) than in any other piiblica-

Ifalf^'^P*
"^^^ Consilium was drawn up by Luther and Melanchthon at Wittcm-

irts""*™?'
^^*^ December 1539. It was then signed by Bucer; and afterwards,

liittliBPcssc, by the other six divines, who were all subjects of the Landgrave.]
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in these cases, we know not by what reason a mai

could be condemned, who marries an additional wife, with tin

advice of his pastor, not for the purpose of introducing a nev

law, but of satisfying his own necessity. ... In fine, i

your Highness be fully and finally resolved to marry yet anothe

wife ; we judge, that this ought to bo done secretly, as has bee

said above, in speaking of the dispensation, so that it be know

only to your Highness, to the Lady, and to a few faithful persor

obliged to silence, under the seal of confession ; hence no attack

or scandal of any moment would ensue. For there is nothin

unusual in princes keeping concubines ; and although the lowt

orders may not perceive the excuses of the thing, the more into

ligent know how to make allowance." *

* The nuptials were performed in presence of these witnesses,—Melanclj

then, Bucer, Mehinder [who ofBciated,] with others ; and privateli/^ in ord(

as the marriage-contract bears, " to avoid scandal, seeing that, in modei

times, it has been unusual to have two wives at once, although m this case

be Christian and lawful^—The Landgrave niarvellouslj^ contrived to live

harmony with both his wives, and had a large family by each. The date

the transaction is the end of 1539. The relative documents were publish^

in 1679, by the Elector Palatine, Charles Lewis, and are said to have

verted, among others, a descendant of Philip, Prince Ernest of Hesse, to

Catholic Church. [It has, in fact, been stated by historians, that the del

trine of Luther touching itiarriage, and the practice of the Landgrave,

the obstacles which prevented the Emperor Ferdinand I. from declaring

the Reformation ; and some distinguished converts have openly

their desertion of Protestantism to the same cause.] A corresponding o;

nion of Dr Henke, late Primarius Professor of Theology in Helmstadt, woi

have figured, had he known it, with admirable effect, in ]\Ir Pearson's c*

logue of modern Teutonic heresies. " Monogamy," (says this celebi

divine,) " and the prohibition of extra-matrimonial connexions, are to

viewed as the remnants of monachism and of an uuinquiring faith." H
ever detestable this doctrine, the bold avowal of the rationalist is honourali

when contrasted Avith the skulking compromise of all professed pi-inciple,

men calling themselves

—

The Evamjelicals. Renouncing the Pope, they ar;

gate the power of the Keys to an extent never pretended to by any succi

of St Peter ; and proclaiming themselves to the world for the Apostles

purified faith, they can secretly, trembling only at discovery, authorize,

name of the Gospel, a dispensation of the moral law. Compared with Lul

[ ?] or Cranmer, how respectable is the character of Knox !

[Before 1843, I had become aware, that the iireccding statement

incorrect ; and in a supplemental note to a pamphlet published by me in t|t/i

year, I made the following retractation :
—" I do not found my statemen

the general opinion of Luther and Melanchthon in favour of polygamy*

their special allowance of a second wife to Philip the Magnanimous, orj

1
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Biblical Criticism.—(1) " The books of the Kinijs ai-e iiioro

M
I
worthy of credit than the books of the Chronicles." [Colloquia,

c. lix. § 6.]—(2) " Job spake not, therefore, as it stands written

in his book, but hath had such cogitations It is a sheer

mMargumentum fabuhv It is probable that Solomon mad(

u\ and wrote this book." [lb.]—(3) " This book {Ecclesiastes) ought

ki to have been more full ; there is too much of broken matter in it

:

pets it has neither boots nor spurs, but rides only in socks, as I myself

m when in the cloister Solomon hath not therefore written

loii this book, which hath been made in the days of the Maccabees by

leln Sirach. It is like a Talmud compiled from many books, perhaps

nil n Egypt, from the Library of King Ptolemy Euergetes. *—(4)

5o also have the Proverbs of Solomon been collected by others,

"caught up from the King's mouth, when he spake them at table

jIjI*
tr elsewhere : and those are well marked, wherein the royal

ii

uujiLny expressions contained in their Consilium on that occasion. On the con-

(lij,i
r*ry, that Consilium, and the circumstances under which it was given, may

ltd . €, indeed always have been^ adduced to show, that in the case of the Land-

[lifj]
! rave they made a sacrifice of eternal principle to temporary expedience.

he reverse of this I am able to pi'ove, in a chronological series of testimo-

iesby them to the religious legality of polygamy, as a general institution,

ibnsecutively downwards from then- earliest commentaries on the Scriptures

pd other pm-ely abstract treatises. So far, therefore, was there from being

by disgi-aceful compromise of principle in the sanction accorded by them to

g," [le bigamy of the Landgrave of Hesse, they only, in that case, cai-ried their

'oculative doctrine (held, by the way, also by Milton,) into practice

;

tliough the prudence they had by that time acquired, rendered them, on

"rldly grounds, averse from their sanction being made publicly known. I

u the more anxious to correct this general mistake touching the motives of

fse illustrious men, because I was myself, on a former occasion, led to join

the injustice."

—

{Be not Schismatics^ &c. p. 59.)

Mr Hare indeed, in reference to this, denies the existence of such a " series

rostinionies:" but the value of his denial must depend upon his knowledge;

'I while he admits that he knows little of Melanchthon, proof is here given,

it he knows hardly more of Luther. The series I have.'\

' [I now doubt not that Luther used the word Ecclesiastictis, wliidi the

'iter heard as Ecclesiastes, appending afterwards the translation of 7'he

• irher; for the quotation is from the Table Talk. I think no one will

I'Ute this who compares, inter alia, Luther's " Preface to the Book of

-lis Sirach," to be found, as all the others, in Walch's edition of his works.

< V- 91.) It is lucky, that Mr Hare did not discover this; for it would
I

'. e afforded him a text on which to hang some pages of his usual vitupera-

' II. On this passage he indeed makes no remark. The mistake has also,

Ue, escaped Dr Bindseil, in his conclusion of Foerstemann's late elaboratr,
t ugh by no means adequate, edition of the Colloquia.]
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majesty and wisdom shine conspicuous." * (lb,)]—(5) " The bool;

of Esther, I toss into the Elbe." f [lb.]—[" And when the Doc

* [This is illustrated by what Luther says in the Standing Preface on tli(

Preacher of Solomon, which dates fi'om 1524. " This book, also, of tlh

Proverbs of Solomon, has been pieced together by others ; and among his

have been inserted the doctrine and sayings of stmdry wise men.—Item, th

Song of Solomon appears, in like manner, as a pieced book, taken by other

out of Solomon's mouth."—I shall not imitate Mr Hare's language ; bv

simply remark, that in his translation of the addition in the text, beside

interpolating, he wholly misrepresents what Luther says, in as much as hi

version would limit the collection to the sayings of Solomon alone.—It is i

unison with such a proceeding, to assert that I cited the sentence originall

extracted, " as an example of licentious criticism on the Scriptures, of sm

criticism as proves Luther to havefurnisht warrants and precedents for all tin

is most ' obnoxious ' in modern rationalism.'''' For, though the coiTelati\

passages, which Mr Hare has now compelled me to adduce, may be held )

wan-ant the worst license of modern criticism ; I manifestly meant only, i

the several testimonies cited, to show that Luther affords a precedent f

some one or other of the various degrees of rationalist audacity, and not, j;

Mr Plare chooses to misrepresent it, that each was alleged as an example

parallel of the very highest.—But, as to Luther's doctrine in these passagei

—Does Mr Hare venture to maintain,—that the opinion of biblical boo;

being a compilation by unknown collectors, and, in pai't, from unknown ai

uninspired authorities, is an orthodox opinion,— an opinion consistent wi'

any admissible doctrine of revelation ? Will he even hesitate to cc

that this doctrine of Luther Avould, in a modern critic, be justly stigmatisi

as licentioiisly rationalistic ?]

t [Soon after the publication of this article, I became aware, that EslJi

was a mistake for Esdras ; and this by the verse quoted. The error s:

in all Am-ifaber's editions of the Table Talk, and from him is copied

Walch, from whom again I translated. It is corrected, however, in

recensions by Stangwald and Selneccer, and, of course, in the new editij

by Bindseil. It was therefore without suii:)rise, that I found ]\Ii- Hare

once to be not wrong in finding me not right. In excuse, I can only

that at the time of writing the article, not only was I compelled to make 1|

extracts without any leisure for deliberation ; but I recollected, though 1

book was not at hand, that Luther, in his work on the Bondage of the W,

had declared that Esther ought to be extruded from the canon,—a judgmi

indeed familiar to every tyro even in biblical criticism. His concluding woi

are :
—" dignior omnibus., me judice, qui extra Canonem habereturU'' (J<

Latin, iii. 182.) Esther, I thus knew, was repudiated by Luther, and

his formulag of dismissal the preceding recommended itself as at once

most characteristic and the shortest. Mr Hare speaks of Luther as " a d\

friend." But it appears from his general unacquaintance with even this,

Reformer's favourite, and perhaps most celebrated book, certainly

two recent translations into English by two Anglican clergymen, the b'j

of his best known in this country,—that Luther, instead of being " a d

friend," is almost an utter stranger to the Archdeacon. For Mr Hare kn(j
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tor was correcting the second book of tlie Maccabees, he said :—

1

1 am so an enemy to the book of Eatlier, that I would it did not

exist ; for it Judaises too much, and hatli in it a great deal of

heathenish naughtiness, [Then said Magister Foerster," (the

great Hebrew Professor) :
—" The Jews rate the book of Esther

at more than any of the pro[)hets ; the prophets Daniel and Isaiah

they absohitely contemn. Whereupon Dr Martinus :—It is hor-

rible that they, the Jews, should despise the noblest predictions of

these two holy prophets ; the one of whom teaches and preaches

Christ in all richness and purity, whilst the other pourtrays and

ijiift describes, in the most certain manner, monarchies and empires

tdong with the kingdom of Christ." * (lb.)]—(G) " Isaiah hath

borrowed his whole art and knowledge from David out of the

'tiling (even at second hand,) of Luther's famous repudiation of Esther, in

(is most famous work.—As for myself, I relied also on the following testi-

iiouy ; and which, had we nothing else, would be alone decisive in regard to

iither's rejection of Esther.]

* [On this ]\rr Flare, inter alia, remarks:—"The combination of the book
itli that of the Maccabees,—which the Keviewer ought not to have omitted,

as well asForster's remark, leaves no doubt that Luther spoke of the hook of
-DRAs."—I have now given the ichole relative context ; and had i\Ir Hare

ised the sorriest smattering of the Rabbinic lore which he affects,—had

le, in fact, not been unread even in the most notorious modern works on

iblical criticism, he would certainly have had " no doubt," but no doubt

at Luther spoke, and could speak only of the book of Esther. I shall sini-

tiijij^ly quote the one highest Jewish authority in regard to the comparative

ation among the Jews, of Esther and the Prophets; while, as for

tian testimonies, I may refer to almost every competent inquiry into

canonicity of the books of the Old Testament. Let us listen then to the

bbi of Rabbis," Rambam, Moses Ben Maimon, Moses Mairaouides ; to

whom the learned Hebrews delight to honour with every title of Ori-

adrairation ; and who, by the confession of the two greatest among
istian schulars,

" Solus nugari Judicos desiit inter."

All the Prophetic books, and all the [Hat/ioz/raphic] Writings are of the

gs to be abolished in the days of the Messiah, saving alone the roll of

er. For, lo, this endureth^ like the Law of Pentateuch and the Oral Law
ud] ; and these, thy shall not cease, even tuito eternity. For how-

the memory of all other persecutions shall die out ; . . . yet, as it

Inntten, ' the days of Furim shall not fail from among the Jews, nor the

I of them perish from their seed. [Esther, ix. 28.]" {Yad Chasaka,

iii. tr. X., Ililchot Meghilla, c. 2, § 18 ; and passages to the same effect

to be found in his Ikknrim. Compare also the Midrasch Meghdla ; and

margin of the Jerusalem Talmud, where, among the commentators, the

hi Jochanan and the Rabbi Resch-Lakisch, from tlic texts, of Deut. v.

; and Esth. ix, 28, deduce the same result, by a marvellous, and truly
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Psalter."* [lb. c. Ix. § lO.]—(7) " The history of Jonah is s

monstrous, that it is absolutely incredible." f [lb.]—(8) " That

Jewish reasoning.) On the other hand, who has ever heard, as Mr Hare

assumes, and would have it understood, that Esdras was, at any time, noi

to say always, held, even as a prophet, in any special estimation among the,

Israelites ?—Besides these there are suudi-y elementary eiTors in Mr Hare's

relative observations on this book ; but these, as they do not directly concerr

the question, may pass. Travelled in the Ghemara, and stumbling on hii

own Chm-ch's threshold !]

* [Luther also (lb. § 23) says :
—" Moses and David are the two highesj

prophets. What Isaiah hath, that he takes out of David, and the othe;

prophets do in like manner." This I presume to think inconsistent with i

true doctrine of revelation. Inspiration boiTOwing !—Inspiration imitating:

I did not however suppose that, reprehensible as might be the expression

Luther denied the prophetic gift of Isaiah. Mr Hare mistakes the passage

translated in the text ; and, otherwise, says nothing to the point.]

t [I quoted these words of Luther to show in how u-reverent a manner h<

thought himself privileged to speak of the Holy Scriptures. Mr Hare is of i

different opinion, which he is entitled to hold, if de gustibus non est disputan

dam. But in his translation of the relative context, (here as elsewhere,) h

certainly has no right to make Luther speak as he would wish him to hav'

spoken, far less to found on what he gives as Luther's, and not on Luther'

veritable expressions. But this he does ; and doing this while he ostensibl;

defends, he really gives up the Reformer as indefensible. Only, he ought, ii

candour, to have said so, instead of saying the reverse. For example

;

Luther, in reference to the histoiy of Jonah, says,—" Es gehet audi el

naerrisch ziC ( " It passes, moreover, even into the foolish.") This M
Hare renders by

—

"And hoiv oddhj it turns out.'" Fidus interpres!-

Of Mr Hare's style of translation, indeed, I may here (instar omniainJ

give one other sample ; where, as in the preceding, he does not enable hi'

reader to detect the inconsistency by quoting, as he does on less importanj

occasions, the original.—Melauchthon had fallen ill at "Weimar, firoij

contrition and fear for the part he had been led to take in the '.

grave's polygamy ; his life was even in danger. Luther came

Melanchthon is one of the three persons whom the Reformer afterwa

boasts of having raised miraculously from the dead. At present we havC

only to do with Mr Hare's translation of the account given by Luther of tLfl

operation. " AUda (saget Lutherus) musste mir unser Herr Gott herhalteif

Denn ich warf ihm den Sack fuer die Thuere, und rieb ihm die Ohren m[
alien promissionibus exaudiendarum precum, die ich in der heilige Schriflt zj

erzaehlcn wusste, dass er mich musste erhoeren, wo ich anders seinen Ve
heissnngen trauen sollte." May I venture indeed to translate this? (" Thd

and there, (said Luther) I made our Lord God to smart for it. For I threil

him down the sack before the door, and rubbed his ears with all his promistjtl

of hearing pi-ayer Avhich I knew \\ov>- to recapitulate from Holy Writ, so thi j

he coiild not but listen to me, should I ever again place any reliance on h|

promises.") This Mr Hare thus professedly translates :
—" Then, sa.,
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,he Epistle to the Hebrews is not by Saint Paul ; nor indeed by

aiy apostle, is shown by chap. ii. 3 It is by an cxcel-

ently learned man, a disciple of the Apostles It shonld

lie no stumbling-block if there be found in it a mixture of wood,

'traw, hay." [Standing Preface in Luther's Version.]—(0) " The

"Epistle of James, I account the writing of no apostle." [Standing

'i-cface] " St James's Epistle is truly an Epistle of straw [in

lutrast to them," (" the right and noblest books of the New Tes-

inicnt") " for it hath in it no evangelical character." * (Frag-

lentary Preface to the New Testament, 1524.)]—(10) " The

Epistle of Jude is an abstract or copy of St Peter's second ; . . .

ad allegeth sayings and stories which have no place in Scripture."

Standing Preface, &c.]—(11) " In the Revelation of John much

uther, Our Lord God could not but hear me; for I threw my sack before

is door, and u-caried His ears Avith all His promises of hearing pra3-ers,

hich I could repeat out of Holy Writ ; so that He could not but hear me
I were ever to trust in His promises." Mr Hare's translation is not only

it a version, as it pretends to be, of Luther's fearful expressions in the pre-

iing passage, and is thus in reality a condemnation ; but is out of harmony
,th the reformer's whole theory in regard to the efficacy of prayer in gene-

, and particularly in regard to the mighty—the almighty power of his own.

r Luther believed, that nothing could be refused to his earnest supplica-

n ; and accordingly he declares, that it required only that he should sin-

ask for the destruction of the world, to precipitate the advent of the

t day. This doctrine was carried to every its most absurd extreme by
other reforaiers ; and even the trigamist prelate of Cassel, the wine-

ibing Melander, exhorted his clergy to pray for a plentiful hop- harvest,

(as his son or grandson records,) though himself abominating beer,

might thus be a less demand for wine, and he, accordingly, allowed to

ulge more cheaply in the juice of the gi'ape.]

[In various of his works, and from an early to the latest jieriod, Luther

the cauonicity of St James's Epistle.—In 1519, in th v^ti enth Thesis

t Eck, he declares it " wholly inferior to the apostolic majesty ;" and
following year, in the Chapter on Sacraments, of his Babylonish C"ap-

" unworthy of an apostolic spii'it." In 1522, in a conclusion, after-

omitted, of the Standing Preface, he excludes it " from the list of

cal books ; " an exclusion, however, contained in the Standing Preface
', in addition to the testimony quoted from it in the text. We find in

Church Postills, which Avere frequently republished, Luther asserting :

—

is Epistle was written by no Apostle ; no where indeed is it fully con-

lable to the ti-ue ajiostolic character and manner, and to pure doctrine."

alch. xii. 7G0.)—Finally, it is rejected, as in doctrine contradictory of

~'aul, in the Table-Talk. (C. Ixix. § 4.)—Of all this Mr Hare seems
nt; nor does he translate the passage in the text without interpo-

ig a modification of his own. His observations ai'c otherwise of no
Tt.]
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is wanting to let me deem it either prophetic or apostohcal. . ,

. . I can discover no trace that it is estabhshed by the Ho];\

Spirit." [Preface of 1522.] *—n«Dg« ^sv, «a'ao6 f/.och» 'Atyiag.

As to this last, how could Mr Pearson make anj opinion touch
i

ing the Apocalypse matter of crimination against Semler aiK

Eichhorn? Is the Christian Advocate unaware, that the mos ;

learned and intelligent of Protestant—of Calvinist divines hav' i

almost all doubted or denied the canonicity of the Revelation ^
The following rise the first to our recollection. Erasmus,—wh' f

may, in part, be claimed b}'- the Eeformation, doubted its authen',^J

ticity. Calvin and Beza denounced the book as unintelligible "i

and prohibited the pastors of Geneva from all attempt at interprt

tation ; for which they were applauded by Joseph Scaliger, Isaa

Casaubon, and our countryman, Morus, to say nothing of Bodinus

&c. Joseph Scaliger, of the learned the most learned, rejectin.

also the Epistle of St James, did not beheve the Apocalypse to b

the writing of St John,—and allowed only two chapters to be cott

prehensible ; while Dr South, a great Anglican authority, scrup||

not to pronounce it a book, (we quote from memory,) that eitlie

found a man mad or left him so.

But in the fourth place, if there were any connexion betw

the antecedent of this argument and its consequent, we ougl

unquestionably to find, that in this country, religious tests i

question do effectually accomplish the intent for which they weii

imposed ; that the dangerous neology so deprecated in the Go

man divines, should with us be found, if found at all, exclusive!

among those who had not formally surrendered their Protesta^

* [I have not deemed it necessary to quote any thing in confirmation

supplement of l'jc extracts from Lntlier, relative to tlie biblical books, exce i

in those cases ra which Mr Ilare has hazarded his strictures. On more thr.
<

fialf of my examples of Luther's temerarious criticism, he has been silei.

He has ventured no remark in regard to the books of—(1) Kiftr/s and C/ir,

nicies, (2) Job, (3) Ecclesiastes, (8) Epistle to the Hehreivs, (10) Epistle ; \

Jtcde, (11) Apocali/pse. The half of these likewise, be it remarked, a i

attacked by Luther, regidarly and in wiitings formally expounding his h
j

and most matured opinions. So that even if Mr Hare had been as su, ]

cessful, as he is unfortunate, in his counter-criticism,—were, in fact, ;

the extracts expunged, in regard to which he has thought it possible to nw

a single objection ; nevertheless my conclusion would still stand untouchc

—that Luther, though personally no rationalist, affords a warrant totheun

audacious of rationalistic assaults. For, as observed, he could not vindicn

this as a right peculiar to himself— as a right not common to all. And

Wegscheider dedicates his " Institutiones"—" Pits Manibus Lvt/ieri.'"']

i
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)rivilege of free and iinprejiuliccd inquiry. But not only is this

lot the case, tlie very contrary is notoriously true ; the attempt

,t fettering opinion, rousing apparently in the captive a perilous

pirit of revolt. In fact, the nearest approximation to the learned

reedom of the German divines, and the most enthusiastic enco-

liasts of their writings, have been found among the English

lergy, and in that clergy, among the teachers and dignitaries of

le English Universities. Were we, indeed, required to look

pound in this country for the one centre, in which a spirit of

leological inquiry, analogous to that of the Protestant Universi-

es of the empire, has been most boldly, most conspicuously

lanifested ; we should find it, assuredly, not in any independent

jminary, not in any dissenting academy, but in the venerable

ihool itself, of which the Christian Advocate is an ornament,

—

need, as he fondly contends it to be, against the entrance of

jresy and schism. Mainly to the latitudinary divines of Cam-

idge, do the Germans themselves trace the determination which,

its result, occasioned in the Lutheran Church, the memorable

•tbe melancholy revolution in theological opinion.—Conyers

iddleton, Doctor of Divinity, Professor and Public Librarian of

unbridge, was, a century ago, the express abstract of a German
rationalist of the present day. Tests were unavailing against

open Arianism of Dr Samuel Clarke, against the unobtrusive

inianism of Sir Isaac Newton. Professor Person ejected, after

awton, the text of the three Heavenly Witnesses, as an human

bfflppolation ; and his decision has been all but universally

Dotted,—at least in Cambridge. Was this attempt to purge

e Scripture of a spurious verse, a commendable act of Protestant

iacism ? Still more commendable will be every honest attempt

TH purge it of a spurious chapter or book ; and the German critics

1 ist thus be honourably absolved. Was it, on tlie contrary, a

'Ipable act of sceptical curiosity? Then are academic tests of

I security against the inroads of a restless exegesis.—On either

: trnative, the Advocate's argument is null.

Again, the German Divines are denounced by him for main-

I ning " that the Pentateuch was composed out of different frag-

ints which were collected together." He cannot surely be

I nvare that Dr JNIarsh, Bishop of Peterborough, and present

(rgarct Professor of Divinity in Cambridge, maintains, after

I'hhorn, that the three first Gospels " are composed of fragments

wich were collected together." In both cases the difficult v of
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reconciling such an hypothesis with an orthodox theory of insp

ration is identical ; but how different in religious importance ar

the two series of books !—The dilemma is manifest ; and on eithe

horn the Advocate is equally impaled.

It is known to all who know any thing of modern divinity, thp

the theological writings of Eichhorn, especially his Introduction,

concentrate in the highest degree all that is peculiar and mo-

obnoxious in the German school of biblical criticism,—of whicl

in fact, he was, while living, the genuine representative, and di;

tinguished leader. Now, Lloyd, late Professor of Hebrew i

Cambridge, circulated proposals for translating the boldest c

Eichhorn's Introductions,—that to the Old Testament ; and Bisho

Marsh, in his Lectures on Divinity, addressed to the rising clerg

of the University, once and again recommends, in the stronger

terms, the same work to their study ; nor, throughout his who]

course, does he think it necessary to utter a single word of wan

ing against the irreligious tendency of this, or, as far as w

remember, of any other production of the German divines. Am
be it considered, that, whilst he pecuHarly affects an ultra Ai

glican orthodoxy, the Bishop's knowledge of German theolog

is of a very different character from that of those who have bee;

recently so busy in giving us the measure of their modicum

knowledge and understanding on this important and difficult sul

ject. Indeed, with the exception of Mr Thirlwall's excellei

Introduction to his translation of Schleiermacher on St Luke, (b

might have chosen, we think, a fitter work,) and some parts (

Mr Pusey's book, the public had, in every point of view, far bette

be without all that has recently appeared in this country,

regard to the result of Protestantism in Germany. But in refei

ence to our argument : —If men in the situations, and with tl

authority of Lloyd and Marsh, endeavoured thus to promote

study of Eichhorn and his school among the academic youtl

either the opinions of the German Divines are not such as tl

Advocate and others have found it convenient to represent then)

or {quod ahsit !) these opinions are already throned in the hig

places of the English Universities and Church, in spite of <!

very oaths and subscriptions which it is argued are necessary 'i

order to exclude them.*

* [But of the value of Oath and Subscription in Oxford and Cambridg

I have elsewhere spoken in the previous and ensuing articles.]
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, Speech of Henry, Lord Bishoi) of Exeter, on occasion of a

Petition from certain Members of the Senate of Cambridge,

presented to the House of Lords on Monday, April 21, 1834.

8vo. London: 1834.

, Substance of a Speech delivered in the House of Commons on

Wednesday, March 26, 1834, by Sir Robert Harry Inglis,

Bart., in reference to a Petition from certain Members of the

Senate of the University of Cambridge. 8vo. London: 1834.

The opponents and suppoi-ters of the recent measure for restor-

the English LTniversities to their proper character of unexclu-

! schools, may pretend indiiferently to the honour of having

led their cases in the worst possible manner ; and in the cloud

pamphlets, (we have seen nearly thirty), and throughout the

Jtracted discussions in Parliament, which this question has

iwn forth, the reasons most confidently urged by the former,

precisely those which, as suicidal, they ought especially to

ive eschewed ; and tliese same reasons, though cautiously

raided, as unanswerable, by the latter, are the very grounds on

lich the necessity not only of this, but of far more important

sures of academical reform, were to be triumphantly esta-

shed. So curious in fact was the game at cross purposes, that

ke oflScial defenders of things as they are in Oxford and Cam-

idge do, on the principle of their own objection to this partial

iteration of the ancient academic order, call out for a sweeping
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|

overthrow of the actual administration of these establishment
i;

and we are confident of proving before the conclusion of the pil

sent article, that, unless apostates not only from their reasoni
\

on this question, but from their professions of moral and religicjs

duty, we have a right to press into the service, as partisans ofji

radical reform in Oxford, (besides the Chancellor of that Univ(|-

sity, his Grace of Wellington,) the Bishop of Exeter, and 'i-

Robert Inglis themselves. From the general tenor of their pd-

tics, but in particular from their personal relations to thisUniv-

sity, (the one its representative, the other long a member of s

collegial interest,) these eminent individuals were the natural, al

on the late occasion, the strenuous, champions in Parliament f

the party now dominant in Oxford ;—indeed so satisfied do thr

appear with their own achievements in the debate, that they, a I

they only, have deemed their principal speeches, in oppositionp

the Dissenters' claim, of sufiicient consequence to merit publicat i

in a separate form.

In the article on this subject in our last Number, we were cc

pelled to omit or hurry over many important matters.—One p
teutons error, common to both sides, we indeed (for the seccji

time) exposed,— that the English Universities are the compl

or general incorporation of the Colleges;—an assumption i\

admission, from which the partisans of exclusion were able h

timately to infer,—that, as the constituent parts were private

exclusive foundations, the constituted whole could not be a natioll

or unexclusive establishment.—There was, however, another t

less important error, on which we could only touch ; and in reg

to the argument attempted to be drawn from the injustice ofin\i-

fering with trustees in the faithful exercise of their duty, so co

dently advanced by Dr Philpotts and Sir Robert Inglis,

merely stated, in passing, how gladly we joined issue with i\.

on the principle ; and now proceed, in supplement of our previ

paper, to show, that, when fully and fairly applied, this princi

affords a result the very converse of that anticipated cither

those who so rashly brought it to bear upon the question, or

those who allowed it to pass without even an attempt at rojoincl".

—The following is the argument as pointed by the two Oxf id

advocates :

—

i

The Bishop of Exeter.— " My Lords, it is, I apprehend, an admitted p i-

ciple, that where a corporation has received its charter for a specific purp >'.

the law of England repels, and the legislature of England has hitli"
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lied, every attempt to break in upon that corporation, except on an alle-

...aou either that its members have omitted to perform the duties for w/iich

'Ihij tvere incorporated, or that tlie purposes for which they were incorporated

.\,ie originally, or have been declared by subsequent enactments to be

::il, immoral, or superstitious.

Sucli, I will venture to say, is the prhiciple of the law of Eiighnul in

ict to corporations ; and even if a lawyer could devise any plea in dero-

.111 of it, I am quite sure that there is no Englishman of plain understand-

, who would not proclaim his assent to the reasonableness of that principle.

\,iir. is it, can it be aHetjcd, that either of the tmiveisities, or that any of the

nllcges ivithin them, have violated the duties of their corporate character, or that

liey have abused the powers intrusted to them for the performance of those

'iifies, or that the purposes and object of their incorporation are illegal,

luuoral, superstitious, or otherwise condemnable? ^[3' Lords, 710 man has

' ittured, nor will any man venture to say any of these thimjs. On what pre-

ce, then, could Parliament dare— (forgive the word, my Lords; when a

1 feels strongly, he ^\ ill not scruple to speak strongly, but your Lordshi])s

! not, I am sure, think the word needs an apology, for you would not dare

'U what is wi'ong;)—on what pretence, then, I ask, would Parliament

:<• to set a precedent, Avhich would destroy every thing like the principle

; property as connected with corporations, and would violate all the sacred-

-S that belongs to oaths—cr^, my Lords, the sacredness of oaths ? I say this,

ause it must not be forgotten, that the members of the university of Oxford
' sworn that they irill obey their statutes, and I doubt not they will keep that

/ inviolate. Parliament may have the power to destroy these bodies.

Parliament has not the power—and, if such a thing shall be attempted,

I lament will find that it has not the power

—

to make these illustrious bodies

'.less to the sacred duties which they have sworii to discharge. My Lords,

rnivcrsity of Oxford I know well—many of my happiest years have been

-ij within it—and from that knowledge of it I speak, wlieu I proclaim

lirm conviction, that if both houses of Parliament shall pass the bill whicli

been brought into the other house, and if his Majesty shall, unhappily,

nlvised, and shall yield to the advice, to give to it the royal assent—you

1 not at Oxford find a man—certainly very, veiy few men—who would

t .-ubiuit to be pennyless and homeless, to be outcasts on the world, rather

an do that which they now, it seems, are to be required to do—to be par-

- to the desecration of what they hold to be most sacred, and to the

-t ruction of what they deem to be most valuable in this life, because it is

nected with the interests of the life to come."—(Speech, &c. p. 11, &c.)

ir Robert Inglis.—" The honourable and learned member for Dublin cou-

!s that as the legislature interfered once with the universities, it has a

It to interfere again ; but I put it upon the score of common honesty and

uir, whether any gentleman in private life would sanction the principle

iking back a gift because you happened to bestow it? Tell me, if you
-e, that the gift was a trust, and that the trust has been abused, and then

11 understand you. Until it can be proved, however, that the two Univer-

•< have betrayed their trust, you caimot in good faith or common honesty

1

lire us to restore the boon which you gave I do not con

-

I" the question to be, whether the LTniversity was founded by Catholics
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or Dissenters. The present possession has lasted 600 years ; and

[which in his speech of the 26th March Sir Robert says, ' is not even alh

it can be proved that the trust has been abused^ I contend that it ought not|

be disturbed. Is the House prepared to take away the rights and privilegj

of this University without any proof of delinquency?''''—(i\Iarch 21, IS

MuTor of Parliament, vol. ii. p. 983J.—" I know how unpopular the practice is in this House of even referrrl

to the oatlis which any honourable member has taken ; but I will not shri:J

from that duty, whether the individuals who have taken these oaths

bers of the Church of Rome, or members of the Protestant Church of Ed|

land. Many there are sitting on the opposite side of the House, and whof
almost fear, are pi'epared to vote for the second reading of this bill, who i

bound in the strongest manner^ by solemn oaths, to uphold the two Utiiversiti^

I call upon the House, and upon these honourable members, to listen

I venture to read to them the oaths which they took when they were adm
ted into the universities. I take the oath of matriculation at Cambrid|j

which the members of the opposite bench have taken The woi

of the oath, on proceeding to a degree, go even farther, and bind the pail

to maintain, not only the honour and dignity of the University—which

might contend he consults by admitting Dissenters—but even the sti

and ordinances, and customs, which he cannot deceive himself in suppoai

that this bill upholds. The words on this occasion, addressed by the Y'n

Chancellor to the party, are—" Jurabis quod statuta nostra, ordinationes.

consuetudines ajjprobatas observabis^ I ask the honourable member for''

shire, and every other honourable member who has had the advantage (

university education, to consider the nature of the oath which they so sokm

took. If there be faith in man,—if there be any use in religious instruction

ask honourable members^to pause before they vote in favom- of the :

now before us. I do assure the noble Lord that / do not quote these

any other spirit than that in ivhich I would wish him to address me, if he bdiei

that on any occasion I was incurring the risk of violati7ig any such engagemeii

—(June 20, 1834, Mrror of Parliament, vol. iii. p. 23.54 )

The whole reasoning in these quotations, is drawn from i\

places : the one, tlie Rights of public Trustees ; the other,

Obligation of the Academic Oaths.

I. The reasoning from the former place

—

the Rights of pul\

Trustees—is as follows :—Trustees created hy and for the pub|,
|)

who have continued faithfully to discharge their duty, ought :^j|k

(what the admission of the dissenters, it is assumed, will

occasion,) to be superseded or compelled to resign ;—The gov|

nors and instructors of the English Universities are, and

admitted to be, such trustees ;—Therefore, &c.

AYe have already stated, that we cordially join issue with

opponents in the princij^le of their argument ; and our hn^lH^t

reasoning does not require that we should correct the termsiB||,

which their major proposition is expressed. We may, howe^jH^jj
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notice, that, in the Jirst place, it is inuppUcable, inasmuch as the

assumption through which it is connected with the minor,—that

the opening of the Universities to the Dissenters would virtually

,
^compel the present trustees to resign,—will be shown, in treating

of the reasoning from the latter place, to be unfounded : and, in

, the second, that though true, as far as it goes, it requires for

1 ibsolute truth an extension also to insufficiency ; seeing, that a

I jDublic trust (saving alwaj's the interest of incumbents and inde-

^bendent of all private rights of property,) may justly, without

j
,iny allegation of dishonesty or negligence in the trustee, be

I
re-organized, or placed under a different management, the moment

I ihat the welfare of the public renders such a measure expedient.

I!
\. trustee, qua trustee, has, against his truster, duties hut not

a fights. His only claim of continuance, is his superior or equal

'. jompetency to discharge the office. A University is a trust con-

; jded by the state to certain hands for the common interest of the

ation ; nor has it ever heretofore been denied, that a University

lay, and ought, by the state to be from time to time corrected,

L-formed, or recast, in conformity to accidental changes of rela-

on, and looking towards an improved accomplishment of its

-ential ends. Under this extension the Dissenters would be

I to. But waving all this, and taking the proposition simply as

stands, it is evident that if it be assumed by our opponents,

—

liat public trustees ought not to be superseded ivithout a proof oj"

jUgence or abuse; multo magis, must it be admitted by them,

implied in their own assumption, and by all as a proposition

iconditionally true,— That pxiblic trustees, on a proof of negli-

.
nee or abuse, ought to be superseded. On the hypothesis, therc-

, of our proving, that the governors of either University have

only neglected or partially abused, but betrayed and syste-

I Wtically frustrated their whole great trust, these doughty cham-

I, pns of the collegial interest must, on their own principle, be,

J^o, metamorphosed into its assailants. Nor is such a proof to

s!?k
; it is already on record. To Oxford we limit our considcr-

; 'in, not that an equal malversation might not bo established

nainst Cambridge, but because we have only, as yet, proved our

aJ3gations of illegality and breach of trust, in relation to the

mer.

The Bishop of Exeter and Sir Robert Inglis, not only assert

no abuse of trust can justly be alleged against the Univer-

s, (meaning of course in reference to Oxford, the Head.s of

2 K

fM

' t
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Houses, who are by law solely bound, and exclusively competent

to prevent, and who, consequently, have alone the power to tole

rate and perpetuate abuses,) but that no one has ever dared t(

hazard such an allegation. " Is it," (says the former,) " can i

be alleged, that either of the Universities, or that any of thi

Colleges within them, have violated the duties of their corporiit<

character, or that they have abused the powers intrusted to theo

for the performance of those duties? My Lords, no man ha

ventured, nor ivill any man venture, to say any of these things.

And with equal confidence the latter avers that such abuse "
i

not even alleged.'" Defiance like this, from such a quarter, wa

alone wanted to carry to its climax the history of that offici;

treason of which the University of Oxford has been the prey

for not only has the abuse of trust in this venerable school bee,

denounced by us as unparalleled in the annals of any other Chri

tian institution, but our exposure of it has been so complete th;

those interested in its continuance,—those on whom defence Avr

a necessity, moral and religious, have been unable to allege
.

single word in vindication.*

It is now above three years and a half since we published

principal, and above three years since we subjoined a suppL

mentary, article on the subject. [Nos. iv. v. of this series.]

In these we stated, that though Great Britain, from the co

stituency of its unrefofmed Parliament, was by nature the hapj

paradise of jobs; yet that in that country the lawless usurpati(

of which the two great national Universities of England had be(

the victims, (from the magnitude of the public evil, and the sing;

lar character of the circumstances under which it was accoii

plished,) stands pre-eminent and alone. With more immedia^

reference to Oxford, we showed that it was at once conspicuo

for the extent to which the most important interests of the publ

* In deference to the common sense and common honesty of the colleg

interest, we shall not consider two unparalleled pamphlets, published (

one of its Fellows, we presume) under the name of " A jNIember of Cody

cation," as representing more than the moral eccentricities of an individn

Om- exposure is not to be refuted, by regularly quoting, as from us, pa

lar passages we never mrote, and by systematically combating, as our ar{l

ment, the very converse of every general position we actually maintaine

"VVe are, however, pleased to see that the Quarterly Review has b<|

driven to a similar tactic, in attempting to say something in answer to

recent article on the present subject, in its last Number. But we have /

room at present to expose its misrepresentations.
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had been sacrificed to private ends,—for the unholy disregard dis-

played in its consummation of every moral and religious tie,

—

ibr the sacred character of the agents through whom the unholy

reason had been perpetrated,—for the systematic perjury it has

'laturalized in this great seminary of religious education,—for the

i.pathy with which the public detriment has been tolerated by the

i^tate, the impiety by the Church,—and, last not least, for the

j

nacquaintance so universally manifested with so flagrant a cor-

nption.

1 . We showed in the first place, that a great breach of trvst

I'l been committed.—That there were two systems of education

. lu> distinguished in the English Universities ; a legal, non-exist-

it in fact, and an actual, non-existent in law; and that in

xt'ord no two systems could be imagined more universally and

ametrically opposed—in ends—in conditions—in means.

In the Legal system, the end, for the sake of which the Uni-

I'sity is privileged by the nation, and that consequently impe-

tivcly prescribed by the statutes, is to alFord pubhc education in

< faculties of Theology, Law, Medicine, and Arts, and to certify

liy the testimony of a degree—that this education had in one

' (ither of these faculties been effectually received.—In the Ille-

:1. degrees are Still ostensibly accorded in all the faculties: but

1 y are now empty, or rather delusive, distinctions; for the

My education at present requisite for all degrees, is the private

I tiun afforded by the colleges in the elementary department of

I lowest faculty alone. Of ten degrees still granted in Oxford,

are given without the statutory conditions ; and nine are,

' ipt for the privileges not withdrawn from them, utterly worth-

U.

In the Legal system, it is, of course, involved as conditions,

t t the candidate for a degree shall have spent a sufficient time

iithe University, and this in attendance on the public courses

'^' hat faculty in which he purposes to graduate.—In the Illegal,

" n the statutory education in the higher faculties, and the

li her department of the lowest, was no longer afforded, these rela-

ti' conditions, were, though indispensable by statute, replaced,

ii iractice, by empty standing.

he Legal system, as its necessary mean, employs in every

ti ilty a cooperative body of select Professors, publicly teaching

ill -onformity to statutory regulation.—The Illegal, (in which

'1 mutilated remnant of professorial instruction is little more
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than a nomimal appendage;) abandons the petty fragment of pri-

vate education it pi^ecariously affords, as a perquisite, to the inca-

pacity of an individual. Fellow by chance, and Tutor by usurpation,

England is thus the only Christian country, where the Parson

if he reach the University at all, receives only the same minimun

of theological tuition as the Squire ;—the only civilized country

where the degree, which confers on the Jurist a strict monopoly

of practice, is conferred without either instruction or examina

tion ;—the only country in the world, where the Physician i:

turned loose upon society with extraordinary privileges, but withou

professional education or even the slightest guarantee for his skill

2. We showed, in the second place, hy whom the breach oj

trust had been committed.—The perfidious trustees were th

Heads of the private corporations or Colleges in connexion wit]

the University. The Colleges, though endowments limited t\

the members, are wholly extraneous to the corporation, cj

the University. Their Fellows, who, in general, obtain the siti

tion from any other qualification than literary merit, far less froii

their capacity for instruction, are unknown even by name in thj

academical charters and statutes ; and it is only at a recent dai

and for private ends, that, by a royal ordinance, the Heads

these private corporations were unconstitutionally elevated in

the incapable and faithless rulers of the public corporation,

which, qua college heads, they were and are wholly foreign. T]

Caroline statute, procured by the influence of Laud, bestowed c'

the heads of houses, 1", the guardianship of the statutes, an'

2°, with the duty of watching over the improvement of the Ur,

versity, the initiative of every new law ; the legislative pow(i

remaining always with the Convocation, i. e. the assemby of

the full graduates in connexion with the University. The ae

mic Legislature, however, declare, that as the Heads and Chan«

lor are emancipated from the penalties of ordinary transgresso:

" so on them there is laid a weightier obligation of conscience]

and " seeing that to their fidelity is intrusted the keeping

guardianship of the statutes, if (may it never happen !) throuj

their negligence or inactivity, they suffer any statutes whate

to fall into desuetude, and to be, as it were, silently abrogal

IN THAT EVENT WE DECREE THEM GUILTY OF VIOLATED TRl

AND PERJURY."

3. In the third place, we exposed the interested motives 8<|B 7
the paltry means which determined, and the circumstances whil™ **^
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rendered possible, the universal frustration of the constitutive sta-

tutes, and consequent suspension of the University ; for a Univer-

sity only exists as a privileged instrument of public education.

4. In the fourth place, we proved, that the Collegial Heads

themselves luere fully conscious, that the change from the sta-

tutory to the illegal system is at once greatly for their private

advantage, and greatlyfor the disadvantage of the University and

nation. For, rather than allow its merits to be canvassed, by

venturing to ask for the actual system a legal sanction, even

rom a friendly house of Convocation, these betrayers of their

lubhc trust have gone on from generation to generation volun-

aiily perjuring themselves, and denying the privileges of the

Jniversity to all avIio would not be constrained to follow their

jlagitious example.

Such was the burden of the accusation. The accused were the

'jUegial interest and its heads,—the reverend governors of the

University,—a class of churchmen who now resist the natural

light of the Dissenters to education in the national seminaries,

u the plea, that Oxford is, in their hands, less a school of

araing than of pious orthodoxy, and who, heretofore pugna-

ously alive on every trivial disparagement of their literary

iitimation, were now called forth by honour and by sacred duty

vindicate even their moral and rehgions respectabihty. In

ih circumstances, where silence was tantamount to confession,

i-ofession to disgrace, what does such unwonted, such unnatural

irpidity proclaim ?

" Pudet hoec opprobria nobis

Et did potuisse^ et nan potuisse refelli.''^

'{lis alone can explain or excuse their quiescence. Yet listen to

fe advocates of these self-confessing culprits. " My Lords, no

Bin has ventured, nor will any man venture to say, either that

ti^y have omitted to perform the duties for which they were
i 'irporated, or that they have abused the powers intrusted

f them for the performance of their duties." " Nemo, Hercule,

>uo!"
" For who dare deem that Lais is unchaste?"

But in thus ignoring (in ignorance we are bound to believe)

I'ore the two Houses of Parliament, not only the delinquency,

b its exposure, the advocates of the collegial interest did not, we
II st admit, transcend the general unacquaintance of the Legisla-
'

'

' with all that appertained to the constitution and history, the
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rights and interests of the Universities. Not a single voice wa

raised in either House to signalize the misstatement and to retoi

the argument. Indeed the most elementary ignorance of acadc

mical relations was manifested in the bill, and pervaded the who!

course of the subsequent debates. The bill was preposterous, (w

use the word in its proper signification,) and confounded wht

ought to have been, not only distinguished but contrasted. Tb

Dissenters could only claim admission into the Universities i

national schools; but as national schools they had been suspcnde(

and an intrusive private tuition allowed to usurp the place of tl

public education organized and privileged by law. But instea

of first simply demanding, what could not possibly have bet

refused, the restoration of the Universities to their public ar

statutory existence, and with which restoration the univers

admissibility of the lieges would have followed as a corollary ; tl

Bill and its supporters Jirst recognised the conversion of tlj

national Universities into a complement of private corporatior!

and then, of course, were fairly defeated in their summary attem j-

to deal with these private and sectarian colleges as with cosmop;

lite and Christian schools. It may, indeed it must, before lo]

become a question how far the colleges of Oxford and Cambri

should remain exclusive foundations. This question is, how^

one of complicated diflUculties, from the confliction, in every

and degree, of public Expediency and private rights ;—difiiculti(

which can hardly admit of an equitable solution by any ge:

measure, but would require a special adjustment and compro:

in the case of almost every separate corporation. In some c

leges the fellowships could, without injustice, be at once thro

open, and unconditionally presented as the rewards of acaderol

distinction ; in others this could not be efl'ected perhaps at all,

not without an adequate compensation. But the University

its education are not in the very least dependent on the coUej

and, in so far as these may be desirous of constituting a part

the general academical system, they are completely under i

control of the University and State. The colleges, as strici

limited to the members of their own foundations, are, indejjj^

governed by their private statutes and emancipated from 'P'

visitation of the University ; but as licensed houses of supepf"

tendence and tuitionfor the academical youth in general, they

either, by the University and nation, be deprived of their lice

altogether, or this conceded to them under any conditions whj

i
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the public corporation or the state may liiul it expedient for the

general advantage to impose. In so far as Colleges have, latterly,

Ibeen opened to independent members, they arc tantamount to

Halls ; and Halls were always subject to the regulations of the

iuniversity. In our last article, we were wrong in not taking this

distinction; and in admitting that, as the colleges could not be com-

pelled to receive any independent members at all, they could not

le prevented from making a selection if they did. But the Uni-

iiTsity has a right to say : The houses which we privilege to receive

Uudents, these we authorize every student to enter ; the colleges

aust therefore admit all willing to conform to their economy, or

lone. And considering them as incorporations, if their fellowsliips

vere thrown open as prizes of literary merit, they would of

ourse contribute powerfully to the prosperity of the University
;

lut if, as at present, they continued only to crowd the hive with

Irenes, it would still be the fault of the University were they suf-

L'l'cd any longer to operate as a direct impediment to its utility,

y usurping, for their fellows, functions which they are rarely

iiupetent to perform.

But to return to our argument : To complicate questions of so

lear and simple a solution as the right of Dissenters to admission

ito the national Universilies, and the proper mode of rendering

lat right aviiilable, with the difficult and ravelled problems touch-

rx the various collegiate foundations of Oxford and Cambridge,

. to say the least of it, in every point of view highly inexpe-

nt. It is often easy to drive a wedge where it is impossible to

-> a needle. The great measure of a restoration of the Univer-

;i. in Oxford and Cambridge, to legal existence and unexclusive

itionality could not be resisted ; while the comparatively petty

lasure of opening, brevi manii, the English Colle<jes to the Dis-

uters was successfully opposed. A restoration of the University

. in fact, the only mode through which the Dissenters ought to

'udescend to accept admission—into Oxford at least. They were

uinly told by a member of that University, an active supporter

their rights in Parliament, (Mr Vernon Smith,) that a hunted

1', with a kettle at his tail, was but a type of the manner in

lich a Dissenter would be baited in an Oxford College, under
' spirit of the present system. Let that system be changed.

f the Tutorial instruction be elevated, the Professorial re-estab-

iied and improved. Let the youth of the University no longer

bibe only the small prejudices of small men. Let them be again
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presented with a high standard of erudition and abiUty. Let th(

pubhc schools once more daily collect them in numerous classes t*

hear the words of wisdom and liberality, and to merge in a gene

rous, sustained, and universal emulation, the paltry passions ami

contemptible distinctions which the isolation of the College cote!

ries now breeds and fosters. Then will a Dissenter be as sure c

/jivility and respect in Oxford, as in Leyden, Gottingen, Edir

burgh, or even Cambridge. But in point of fact, if that be worthy

of the attempt, the surest way of conquering an entrance into th

Colleges is to make the University accessible,—and not throug;

them. Let the University again be patent to every sect, wit,

the Halls in the course of restoration ; and, like a sulky Bonifacfj

with the fear of a rival hostelry before his eyes, every head (I

every College will, cap in hand, be fain to waylay the Dissenteij

at its gate, with bows and smiles, and a " Walk in, gentlemen !-j

Pray, walk in !" Decided symptoms, indeed, of this spasmod

complaisance have already been manifested.

It would be a sign of marvellous simplicity to believe, that tl

opposition of the Collegia! interest to the admission of Dissentei

is principally, if at all, determined by religious differences ar

religious motives. If this admission were for the temporal adva:

tage of the present usurpers of the University, we should hear
);

hypocritical clamour about their spiritual obligations. Their co

science is merely a stalking-horse, moved by their interest, and

conceal it. We make no allegations which we cannot prove. Tht

protest, with tragic emphasis, against the admission of Dissenter

because, they say, they are bound by their academic oaths ai

statutes to exclude them. We are soon to show, that these si

tutes can be modified or rescinded by the state, and consequent

the oath relieved. Their clamour is, therefore, idle. But '

shall admit their hypothesis, and prove their hypocrisy notwii

standing. Suppose a legislature to impose two obligations;

comparatively strong, one comparatively weak. If, in these

cumstances, a man can habitually violate the former, how shall

be designated should he vociferate against the constitutional re

of the latter as an outrage on his conscience ?—But this is noti

strong as the case under consideration. The academic legisla!

of Oxford imposes two such obligations. The stronger, that

observance of its Statutes, is established on a solemn oath, wh:

is allowed only to be dehberately taken by members after attaj

ing the age of sixteen. The weaker, that, to a belief in
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Thirty-nine Ai-ticles, is established only on subscription ; and so

slight is the obligation held to be, by the very authority imposing

it, that this subscription is liglitly required (not merely of young

men of sixteen, as marvellously stated by the Bishop of Exeter

ind all others in Parliament, but) of children entering the Univcr-

-it^, at the tender age of tiuelve. Now, with what face can the

.cry men who have done tiuo things :—in i\ie first place, systema-

dcally outraged the stronger and more sacred obligation of the

icademic oath; and, in the second, done all in their power to

Attenuate to zero the weaker and less sacred obhgation of the

1 icademic subscription

:

—with what face can they, when it is pro-

posed by the state, to repeal this subscription, gravely call out

\ vgainst that measure as " a persecution,"'—as a compelling them

> I* to be parties to the desecration of what they hold to be most

i iacred, and to the destruction of what they deem to be most

< raluable in this life, because it is connected with the interests of

he life to come?"

—

(BisJiop of Exeter's Speech, pp. 9, 10, 13.)

—

lave they not done theformer'? Has the collegial interest not

rustrated every fundamental Statute of the University—every

Itatute opposed to its own usurpation of every necessary academic

junction? Have its Heads not themselves " desecrated" and com-

: i'elled all others "to be parties to the desecration of what they

old [or ought to hold] to be most sacred, and to the destruction

f what they deem [or ought to deem] most valuable in this life,

ecause it is connected with the interests of the life to come,"

—

\eir solemn oaths ?—They have equally done the latter. As we
'rmerly observed,—and that previous to the agitation of the

resent question of the Dissenters' claim,—the Heads have viola-

•d not only their moral and religious obligations to the University

id the country, but in a particular manner their duty to the

hurch of England, By law, Oxford is not now unconditionally

1 establishment for the benefit of the English nation ; it has been

r centuries an establishment only for the benefit of those in com-

unity with the English Church. But the heads well knew, that

le man will subso'ibe thirty-nine articles wdiich he cannot believe,

lio sivears to do and to have done a hundred articles which he

nnot, or does not, perform. In this respect, private usurpation

us for once more (perversely) liberal than public law. Under
e illegal system, Oxford has virtually ceased to be the seminary

a particular sect ; its governors impartially excluding all reli-

onists or none. Nor is this all. The natural tendency of the
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academical ordeal was to sear the conscience of the patient tc

every pious scruple; and the example of " the accursed thing 'i

committed and enforced by " the priests in the high places,']

extended its pernicious influence from the Universities, through-j

out the land. England became the country in Europe proverbi

for a disregard of oaths ; and the English Church, in particular!

was abandoned, as a peculiar prey, to the cupidity of men allurecl

by its endowments, and educated to a contempt of all religiouMl

tests.*

We are thus convinced that the collegial interest in Oxford havt

scruples, few and lightly overcome, to the admission of Dissentersli

viewed as a measure per se. The consequences of that measui

alone affright tliem.—In the first place, the Heads could not expeci

to find in the religionists of other sects, patients equally submissivij

in swallowing their catholicon of false swearing as members of th<j

church in which they themselves stand high in station and aut

rity ; and any controversy on this point Avould inevitably determi

a public inquiry into their stewardship, which they might be

scious it could not endure. Farewell then to the suspension of thi

University, and the usurpation of Tuition by the college Felloe

In the second place, an increased resort to the University woulij

necessarily occasion an increase in the number of privilej

houses ; and consequently either divide the unconstitutional authc

rity of the Heads, or (what is more probable) accelerate its endi

The collegial interest, from sordid motives, is thus naturally opf

sed to the admission of the Dissenters ; but if that admis

cannot be avoided, the same sordid motives will influence the

conduct under that alternative. Be sure, there will be no str

for conscience sake, of the Fellow-Tutors, and the college Hea

as threatened by the Bishop of Exeter and Sir Kobert Inglij

The interlopers will be found to stick to their job and wages, til

turned out to make room for the regular workmen they havji

* [A signal proof of the accuracy of this deduction M^as manifested

Oxford, not long after the publication of this paper. I refer to the doct

there promulgated touching the subscription of religious articles in a twti

natural sense. This doctrine professedly holds, that such articles need.nij

be believed by the subscriber, as intended by the imposer of the obligatioi|

but may be taken in any meaning in which he, the subscriber, may choose i

understand them. " Non-natitral subscription" is, indeed, the natural

:

of the illegal system, so long tolerated in the English Universities ; but|

had hardly expected that this result would be thus openly avowed.]
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[jillegally expelled. In fact, the Heads have already left their two

parliamentary champions in the lurch. We showed, in our last

N^unihcr, how admission into an English University did not con-

titutionally depend on admission into a College ; and thus ohvi-

ited all rational objection to the Dissenters' claim. But as the

r-toration of the University and Halls was of more immediate

bngcr to their interest than the admission of Dissenters to the

'oUeges, (the latter being mainly opposed only as a mean towards

lie former) ; and as the possibility of absolute exclusion, under

ircumstanees, could no longer be expected ; the Heads, throwing

the Avinds every dread vaticination of their parliamentary

1 ians, prudently determined to choose of two evils the least, and

;id actually agreed to propose in Convocation a repeal of the

[rademic Test. But lest it might ever possibly be imagined

ii:it this change of measures was determined by any new light

iiown upon their duty, it curiously happened, that hardly had
' project of repeal been by them resolved on, than the reform-

1 Whigs were dismissed, and the Tory conservatives recalled

1 power. Forthwith, their resolution luas rescinded !

liut to return :—Will Dr Philpotts and Sir Robert Inglis con-

•ientioushj deny, that a public trust was confided to the Oxford

eads, and that this trust has been by them betrayed ? If they

mnot. they must either desert their principles, or join with us in

illing for a deprivation of these unfaithful stewards,

II. The reasoning from the second place,

—

the Obligation of
>'. Academic Oath,—is to the following purport :—All members
the English Universities are bound by the most solemn oaths

maintain and observe the academical statutes :—These statutes

obibit the admission of Dissenters ;—Therefore, in the first

lee, the passing of the Dissenters' Bill in Parliament, by
ising a confliction between the law of the state and the law of

University, would constrain the administrators and teachers

" Oxford and Cambridge, either to violate their spiritual obli-

:tions, or to sacrifice their temporal interests; while, in the

-ond, members of either House of Parliament who are, or liave

1 on, members of either University, would, by supporting or not

• posing the claim of the Dissenters, incur the guilt of perjury.

This reasoning, though allowed to pass in Parliament, has every

^e of which reasoning is capable.—It is, in the frst place, harm-

1 s to those against whom it is directed; and, in the second, fatal,

't only to the special case in question, but to the general cause
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of those by whom it is employed. We shall consider it in this

twofold relation :— 1°, As an argument against the Dissenters ;
2"

As an argument by the CoUegial interest.

1. As an Argument against the Dissenters.—The validity o:

this argument supposes the truth of one or other of two assump

tions, both of wliich are utterly, and even notoriously false. I

supposes, either that the sovereign legislature has not the right o

making and unmaking the statutes of the national schools, or tha

a competent authority having once imposed an oath to the obser

vance of certain laws, the same authority cannot afterwards rehevi

from that obligation, when it abrogates the very laws to whiol

that oath is relative. Of these assumptions, the latter is suffi

ciently refuted by the very terms of its statement, and the forme:

requires only a removal of the grossest ignorance to make it|j

absurdity equally palpable.

It will not be contended that the King, Lords, and Commoi
cannot do that to which the King singly is competent. If, there'

^

fore, it can be shown that the Crown, alone, has the right eithe

of sole or paramount legislation in the English Universities, it wi.

not be maintained that this right is null, when exercised by th

Crown, plus the two Houses of Parliament. Again : it will nc;

be pretended that Universities have in themselves any nativ;

right of legislation, or that they can exercise such right other

wise than as a power delegated to them for public purposes bi

the supreme authority in the state. But if the supreme autlioriti

can delegate, it can consequently perform a function ; and, the

fore, all academical legislation, however absolutely devolved, is

its very nature subordinate to, and controllable by, the authorit

on Avhich it is dependent for existence. But, in regard to

English Universities, the case is far weaker ; there has, in fact,

them been either no delegation at all, or this delegation has bee''!

only partial and precarious.

In regard to Cambridge,—and to the oaths taken in that Ui

versity in observance of its statutes, Sir Robert Inghs coni

himself*—there can be no doubt or difficulty whatever. Tl|

Crown has there never delegated, except in mere matters

detail, the power of legislation to any academical body. TiS

* [ Why has the Member for Oxford coufined himself to the University i|

Cambridge? Peijmy can be rebutted, as it can be established, more ea

and conclusively, where, as in Oxford, the Statutes have been fully

authoritatively published, than where, as in Cambridge, they have not.]
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whole organic laws of that University flow immediately from tho

King ; and the King may at any moment withdraw all or any of

;he statutes, and relieve from all or any of the oaths, which it

las pleased him to impose. The Royal Statutes minutely deter-

nine the academic constitution, the organization of teachers, the

node and the conditions of instruction and exercise ; while there

8 only permitted to the Chancellor and a majority of the Heads of

louses the interpretation of what in these statutes may be found

loubtful or ambiguous* {Stat. Eliz. cap. 50); and to the Chancellor

nd whole University the privilege of ratifying new laws conducive

b the welfare of the institution, but this only in so far as these

hcKes do not derogate from, nor prejudice, the statutes established

y the Crown {Stat. Eliz. cap. 42). Not that the actual state of

lat University is legal, or the oaths taken by all for observance

f the statutes are not there, as in Oxford, broken by all, for the

rivate advantage of the academical rulers. But, speaking of

ambridge, as existing not in reality but in laiv : in that semi-

ary, the Crown has only to remove the impediment which it

'irinally placed to the admission of Dissenters ; and the Uni-

-ity will be at once restored to its natural state, of a national,

a European school. It may, however, be noticed, as character-

tic of the opposition now made to the Dissenters, that the very

en who, in Cambridge, coolly take and deliberately violate

ery solemn oath to the observance of the established statutes,

lien contrary to their petty interests, do, when these petty

forests persuade, vociferate before God and man, that they are

he robbed either of their salvation or subsistence ; because,

I'sooth, perjury would be imposed on them by the non-enforce-

nt of a non-existent law! Strange, that the throats which thus

asantly can bolt a camel, should be so painfully constricted

; the prospective phantom of a gnat

!

In Oxford, although the Crown has permitted to Convocation

•greater measure of legislative power than in Cambridge to the

'uate; it has done this only in conjunction with, and in subor-

(iiation to, itself. The King has here always continued to exert,

Ikh the power of original legislation, and the power of con-

t 'Uing the acts of the academical body to which it has pleased

' [" The benign interpretations" (to use Serjeant Miller's expression) of

t Cambridge Heads, have, however, in the teeth of oath and statute, been

1 verted into an actual legislation. See above, p. 419, note.]
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him to depute the partial and subordinate exercise of this powe:

The deplorable ordinance by which the ancient and natural coi

stitution of the University was subverted, and its efficiency theri

after gradually annihilated,—(we mean the Caroline statute, whic;

conferred on the Heads of Houses the guardianship of the old an!

the initiative of the new laws

—

i. e., abandoned the welfare of tt

national school to the perfidy of a private body incompetent to i

maintenance, and directly interested in its ruin,)—is an exampi

of a royal statute, which, we trust, will, before long, by anoth('

royal statute, be repealed. The history of the University doi

not afford a single instance of the subordinate legislature (tl

House of Convocation) venturing to reject a statute prescribed 1:

the paramount lawgiver (the King) ; while all enactments of ac

general importance, as, for example, the ratification of the coo

of statutes, were not only rendered valid by the royal confirm
'

tion, but these, though formally originating in the Universit

were usually, in fact, enjoined to the academical legislature 1

the Sovereign. But not only does the academical legislature

Oxford enjoy no rights available against the state; in point

fact, the body to which alone the legislative power was original

intrusted, does not now exist ; the delegation is consequently

an end. The country, the King, and the University confided t

right of subordinate legislation in the national school of Oxford

a body of men notoriously qualified to this important function, 1

a certain known and statutory course of public instruction, ext

cise, and examination. That necessary, that privileged course

education is no longer given ; with the qualifying condition, t

quahfied body is virtually at an end; and, with the actual si

pension of the University education, the right of University leg

lation ought likewise to be suspended. The pretended rights

that perjured interest which now usurps the place of tlie U
versity, and of the instruments through whom it ostensibly c:-

ries on the acts of what, in law and reason, no longer exists, i

treated with too much deference, when treated with derision.

Thus to the Crown alone,

—

ex abundantia, to the Crown a I

the two Houses of Parliament in conjunction, does the supre ;

right belong of repealing, as of ratifying, the statutes of eitli"

University. What then becomes of the argument, that te

repeal of the academic tests by King, Lords, and Commons, as

t

could not alter the academic statutes to which the members t

the two Universities ai-e sworn, would consequently reduce i'
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icademical autlioritics to the alternative of perjury or resigna-

on

2. As an argument by the Collegial interest.—But as the prin-

iplo, (which no moral intelligence can dispute,) that the State

luiuld hj no act occasion, countenance, or permit the crime of

. ijury among its subjects, is found wholly irrelevant, as applied

\ tiie advocates of the interloping interest in the Universities,

uainst the Dissenters ; let us try how the same principle will

.Ilk, when retorted against the very party in whose hands it has

roved so ineffectual a weapon.

In the first place, it will be admitted, that it is the common
iity oi every member of the national legislature to do all that in

iiii lies to obviate the causes, and to quell the perpetration of

> grievous a sin in any class or department of the community
;

I'l that the obligation of this duty rises, in proportion as the

mcity of the crime, and its contagious virulence, are enhanced

t
the social rank and sacred character of the perjurers. But

jhen a violation, the most aggravated, of the religious bond

^!elf, is committed in the act of sacrificing the greatest of all

il)lic trusts on the altar of a private interest ; the sufferance of

>' perjury and malversation by the national legislature for one

necessary moment after its exposure, becomes a reproach to

"ry representative of the country who hesitates to raise his

'i'C against the abomination.

Of all nations in the world, past or present, Pagan or Chris-

I n. the English is the one infamous for a contempt of religious

jations; and if on any national wickedness the wrath of God
be visited, we may soon have reason to lament with Jere-

: ill, that " because of swearing the land mourneth." Confining

' -elves to Episcopal authorities :—Bishop Sanderson (in his

^ • factions on the Obligations of an Oath, delivered in the Uni-

\ -ity of Oxford, nearly two centuries ago.) warns his country-

iiii, that " as the harvest of universal perjury is already white

111 ready for the sickle, so perfidious and profane a people ought

t'lread an utter extirpation at the hands of the divine justice ;

"

it 1 he mainly attributes the grievous calamities of his generation to

t' endemic crimes of useless swearing and hypocritical perjury.

I' hop Berkeley, in his Essay toivards preventing the Ruin of
( <'(t Britain, near a century thereafter, enumerates, among the

r leipal causes of our decline, false swearing :
—" a national guilt

^^ ill we possess in a very eminent degree ; there being no nation
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under the sun, where solemn perjury is so common ;—in so muc

that men now-a-days break their fast and a customhouse oat

with the same peace of mind." He then calls on the legislatiu'

to adopt means towards its prevention ; "for whatever measure

are taken, so long as we lie under such a load of guilt as nationi

perjury and national bribery, it is impossible we can prosper."

But if the perjury of England stand pre-eminent in the worl(

the perjury of the English Universities, and of Oxford in partici

lar, stands pre-eminent in England.

In Oxford, not only is the nation defrauded of nearly all tl

benefits, for the sake of which this the most important of a

national corporations was specially organized and exclusively pi

vileged ; but the moral and religious wellbeing of the people su

tains an injury, for which the sorry instruction still attempted
i

the place aifords but a slender compensation. The exclusive pi

vileges which Oxford and Cambridge still retain, render them t)

necessary or the favoured portals through which, in England, t!

church and the professions must be entered; and thus the En

lish Universities continue by these privileges to be thronged, wh

the conditions on which they were conceded are no longer fi

filled. Compared with Oxford as it is, there is not a Europe

University, out of England, where the circle of academical instri

tion attempted is so small ; and where the little taught is (in ger

ral) taught by so inadequate a teacher. But if the youth

England can, in Oxford, learn less of speculative knowledge thj

in any other Christian university, they have, however, herej

school of practical morality and religion, such as no Chri

university, out of England, is competent to supply. Oxford

now a national school of perjury. The Intrant is made to swi

that he will do, what he subsequently finds he is not allowed

perform. The Candidate for a degree swears that he has do^

what he has been unable to attempt ; and perjures himself,

accepting, from a perjured Congregation, an illegal dispe:

of performances indispensable by law. The Professor sw

lecture as the statutes prescribe, and he does not. The rev(

Heads of Houses, the academical executive, swear to see that

laws remain inviolate, and the laws are violated under tb;

sanction ; they swear to be vigilant for the improvement of

University, and in their hands the University is extinguish

they swear to prevent all false oaths, and, for their own eij

they dehberately incur the guilt of perjury themselves,
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Mxiously perpetuate the universal perjury of all under their

jontrol. The academic youth have thus the benefit of early prac-

ice and of high example. They here behold at what account

•eligious obligations arc held by the very guardians of the sanc-

uary ; and how lightly their spiritual guides sacrifice to temporal

idvantage their own eternal interests, and those of all confided to

heu' care. Is it marvellous that England is a by-word among

he nations, when the fountains of English morality and religion

re thus poisoned at their source ? How long is this to be

ndured ?

But, in the second place, it is not only the common duty of

very national representative, to see that no perjury be tolerated

1 any quarter, and least of all, in the very well-springs of pub-

c religion and morality, the privileged national schools ; it is

I a still higher degree, the especial duty of those members of

\e Legislature, who are also members of either University, to

kke care that every thing be done by Parliament towards

pholding the statutes of these establishments, which they them-

Ives have solemnly sworn to observe. On this ground. Sir

bert Inglis called, in the most emphatic language, on those

mbers of the House of Commons who had taken the academic

to oppose, on the alternative of perjury, the passing of

B Dissenters' Bill ; and this on the hypothesis, that by no act

the national Legislature could a University statute be repealed,

d those relieved of their obligation who had sworn to its

ance. We have already shown, that such an hypothesis

null ; and shall not attribute to Sir Robert the absurdity

holding, that oaths to obey a code of laws preclude the

earer from ever co-operating towards its improvement, by the

ir edification or repeal of inexpedient enactments.—But if ineffec-

t il against others, is Sir Robert's argument inconclusive against

1 ii^elf ? He certainly challenges the retort. " I know," he

-, " how unpopular the practice is in this House of ever refer-

1 to the oaths which any honourable member has taken, but I

^^1 not shrink from that duty ;" and after adjuring them by their

- rigious obligations, he assures his opponents " that I do not

f!
qbte these oaths in any other spirit than that in which I would

wh them to address me, if they beheved that on any occasion I

^^ incurring the risk of violating any such engagement." We
'11 put him to the test.

^ir Robert has solemnly made oath in Oxford, once at matri-

2 L
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culation, and thrice at least at the various steps of graduation, " a(

observandum omnia statuta, prwilegia, coiisuetudines et libertate

hujus Universitatis ;" and this oath he himself explains as obi

gating, not merely to a passive compliance with the statutor

enactments, but to an active maintenance of their authority. " ]

binds," he says, " the party to maintain, not only the honou

and dignity of the University, but even the statutes and ord

nances."

Now, Sir Robert is far more than a man of sense and honour

yet as a mere man of sense and honour, and referring him f

proof to our two articles on the English Universities, [Nos. iv. v

we know and assert that he cannot, and will not deny, the folloi

ing propositions :—1°, That Oxford de facto, and Oxford dejur

are fundamentally different—nay, diametrically opposite.

That all members of the University are sworn to the observan^

of the statutes thus violated and reversed. 3°, That those pi

ceeding to a degree without fulfilling all indispensable conditio!

are declared perjured by statute, and no graduate now fulfils evj

the most important of these. 4°, That the Heads of Houses i

appointed to watch over the faithful observance of the statufc

and " decreed guilty of violated trust and perjury, if by the

negligence or sloth any statute whatever be allowed to fall ioi

desuetude," and through them every fundamental statute is sil

pended. 5°, That the Heads of Houses possess the initiative

every legislative enactment, and have yet neither brought, si

allowed to be brought, into Convocation, any measure tendingjF

put an end to this state of illegality and universal perjury.l

These facts (of which we have fully explained the how and wl

Sir Robert Inglis will not, we are assured, as an honourable,

to say religious, man, deny ; for disprove them, we know, he

not. We call on him, therefore, to fulfil his professions—"I

uphold the Universities, and maintain their Statutes, as bound

the strongest manner by solemn oaths." " We ask" (his o|

words) " the honourable member to consider the nature of

oath which he so solemnly took. If there be faith in man,-

there be any use in religious instruction," any confidence in r»

gious profession, we conjure the representative of Oxford

versity to lend the valuable aid of his character and talent

restoring that venerable seminary to a state of law and

ness,—to raise it at least from religious opprobrium to rel

respectability.
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In like manner, and on the same hypothesis,—if the Bishop of

Exeter would not prove a traitor to his sacred character,— if, as

lie says, he would " keep inviolate his academic oath," and not

become a party to the desecration of what he holds to be most

lacred, and to the destruction of what he deems to be most valu-

bble in this life, because it is connected with the interests of the

Ife to come," he will actively co-operate to the same hallowed

snd.

But there is another and a more important ally who is bound

J the most transcendent duty to lend his aid to the cause,—we
lean the Chancellor of the University of Oxford, the Duke of

Wellington. On his installation in that distinguished office, he

lade public and solemn oath to " defend and to keep entire (tueri

t conservare) all and each ofthe statutes, liberties, customs, rights,

ad privileges of that University without partiality, well, and

jthfully, to the best of his ability, and in so far as they shoidd

', brought to his knowledge." The Chancellor is the supreme

agistrate of the public corporation of the University ; not of

e private corporations of the colleges. His oath binds him to

[aintain the legal integrity of the University, and University

me ; he is clothed with power to prevent the broach or friistra-

n of any of its statutes ; which, if he knowingly permit, he is

laimed by academic law " a perjured violator of his trust,"

d the pedestal of his dignity is converted into the pillory of his

ime. But we have better hopes of the Duke of Wellington.

• is not the man to compromise the interests of his glory to the

1
Itry ends of any ; nor will he allow himself, we are assured, to

I played as their puppet—their dme damnee—by such a body
i the Oxford Heads. His speeches on the Dissenters' Admission

HI show him to have been grossly misled in regard to th,p np+ui-o

' the academic oath ; but his error was then excusa'*?^ ^^^ 's,

' vover, his duty not to remain obstinate in ignoraui.. -Z,'^ ^

ase may have been competent to former Chancellors ; it iv. 'Ijt.,

I rhe present; and let him study the subject for himself, or let

1 n obtain the opinion of any respectable lawyer, and, sure we are,

'
' present Chancellor of the University of Oxford will not be on

' list of its perjured betrayers.

[jut, we have heard it said, that, admitting the truth of our

•'' '[.'ations, it is for the interest of rehgion to cloak the offences

Its ministers, whilst the terms, " pei-jured violators of their

-t," &c., though appropriate to the offence, and not unsuitable
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to ordinary offenders, are, at the best, harsh and unseemly whei-

apphed to a class of dignified divines. To this, we answer :

—

In the first place, these, the severest epithets we use, are thoso

of the Statutes themselves, which confer upon the Heads of House!

a public authority to abuse; and are by them prospective!

affixed to the very lowest degree of that abuse, of which we hari

been obliged to characterise the very highest. The statute

apply them to the only breach of trust which the legislator

contemplated as possible, the less careful enforcement of som"

unessential enactment ; we, to the deliberate and interested frus

tration of every fundamental law. In fact, if the thing is to b

said at all, unless

" Oaths are but Avords, and words but wiud,"

it can be said in no other, in no milder terms.

In the second place, it is blasphemous to hold that rehgion

to be promoted by veiling the vices of its ministers ; and foolis

not to see that these vices are directly fostered by concealmei

and toleration.

In the third place, so far is the sacred profession of the offei

ders from claiming for them a more lenient handling of thai

offence, it imperiously calls down upon their heads only a severe

castigation. The holier the character of the criminal, the moi

heinous the aggravation of the crime. The lesion of moral ai

religious principle in the delinquent himself, and the banef

influence of his example on society, are in the present instam

carried to their climax by the very circumstance that the " pe'

jured violators of their trust" had clothed themselves with tl

character of religious teachers ; and in virtue of that charact

alone were enabled to manifest to the world a detestable proof

how diametrically opposite might be the practice and the prece

of a i, , , nood. It is not that one man forswears himself in
d f' • • •

smock ^rock, another in a cassock and lawn sleeves,—it is n

that an illiterate layman commits in ignorance a single act, ai

a graduated churchman perpetrates half a Hfetime of perjur

with full consciousness of the transgression and its atrocity,—

is not that the former gains a dinner and contempt, by cheatiii

government of a few pounds, the latter wealth and considen

tion by violating his pubhc trust, and defrauding the church, t|

professions, the country, of their education,— it is not that

one offender may grace the pillory, the other the pulpit and tl

House of Peers ;—these are not surely circumstances that
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reverse the real magnitude of the two crimes, cither in the esti-

mation of God, or in the eyes of reasonable men. Why, then,

repress the moral indignation that such delinquency arouses?

Why stifle the expression in which that indignation clothes itself?

But though there be no call for such restraint, we have imposed

it. We have spoken plainly, as in duty bound, but without exag-

geration as without reserve.

" Dicenda pictis res phaleris sine,

Et absque palpo. Discite strenuum

Auclu-e Ycrum. Me sciente

Fabula uon peragctur ulla.

" Non est meum desceudere ad osciUa

Impura Fania3 et fingere bracteas

;

Larvisque luctari superbis,

Aut uimias acuisse landeis."

Nor do we hazard our imputations, if unfounded, with impunity.

We do not venture an attack, cither agreeable in itself, or where

defeat would be only fatal to the defender. We deeply feel, that

the accusation of a betrayal of trust, self-seeking and perjury, to

whomsoever applied, is of the most odious complexion ; and that

the accuser, if he fail in establishing his proof, receives, and ought

to receive, from public indignation, an almost equal measure of

disgrace with that reserved for the accused, if unable to repel the

i.hai'ge. But when this charge is preferred against a body of men,

the presumption of whose integrity is founded on their sacred

character as clergymen, on their hallowed obhgations as the

u'uides, patterns, instructors of youth, and on their elevated sta-

tion as administrators of the once most venerable school of religion,

literature and science in the world ; what must be our conviction

of its importance, of its truth and evidence, when we have not

been deterred from the painful duty of such an accusation, by the

dread of so tremendous a recoil

!

And in reference to the actual Heads, it is now nearly four

years since we first exposed the fact and the illegahty of the pre-

.sent suspension of the University, with the treason and perjury

through wliich that suspension was effected, and is maintained.

In our exposition we were, however, anxious to spare, as far as

possible, the living guardians of the University and its laws, and
to attribute rather to an extreme, an incredible, ignorance of their

luty, what would other\vise resolve into a conscious outrage of the

nost sacred obligations. But since that period the benefit of this
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excuse has been withdrawn. The Heads cannot invalidate the

truth of our statements or the necessity of our inferences ; they

have, therefore, in continuing knowingly, and without necessity,

to hold on their former lawless course, overtly renounced the plea

of ignorance and bona fides, and thus authorised every executioner

of public justice to stamp the mark, wherewith the laws, by which

they are constituted and under which they act, decree them as a

body—as a body, to be branded.*

* [On the false swearing practised and imposed in Oxford and Cambridge,

I may refer, (besides Dr Peacocli's Observations, ch. ii.,) to :Mi- F. "W. New-
man's edifying Note 99, appended to the translation (from another hand) of

"The English Universities," by Professor Hnber of Marbnrg, published in

the year 1843. The annotation, here as in many other places, justly bristle.*

against the text. Indeed, with reference to the original, I may remark, that

the work was hardly worthy of a version, replete as it is with erroneous

statements, in consequence, principally, of the author's want, not only of per-

sonal experience, but of the most indispensable sources of special infonnation,

besides his deficient acquaintance with academical history in general. He
was confessedly without the great work on the subject, "Wood's " History

and Antiqiuties of the University of Oxford," &c., possessing only that

author's mutilated " Historia et Antiquitates," &c. ; nor does he seem even

to have had access to the " Corpus Statutonim Universitatis Oxoniensis.

"

Dipping merely into the work, among other mistakes :—in Oxford, Huber

confounds Schools and Halls^ and knows nothing of " The Street" which,

however, was even more celebrated in that University than in Paris and

Louvain (§ 227) ; he puzzles himself about the difference of Cojigregation

and Convocation^ or the Great Conyregation^ (§ 230, note 56) ; he wholly mis-

takes the office and constitution of the Black Congregation, (§ 2.57, notes 72j

80) ; he misrepresents the age of admission into the University, and the

statutory commencement of attendance on the statutory public courses

•(§§ 299, 301, note 74) ; &c. &c. \

Since the above was written, I have seen the " Oxford University Statutes,'

translated by G. R. M. Ward, Esq. M.A., Late Fellow of Trinity College,

and Deputy High Steward of the University of Oxford;" 1845. I ani;

happy to find, that all the most important of my statements in regard to the

University of Oxford are confirmed by the high oflBcial authority of Mi

Ward ; and not one of them gainsaid. See his able and candid Preface,

throughout.]

I



Vni.-COUSIN ON GERMAN SCHOOLS.

(July, 1833.)

1. Rapport sur Vetat de VInstruction Pahlique dans quelques pays

de VAllemagne, et particuUerement en Prusse. Par M. Victor
Cousin, Conseiller d'Etat, Professeur de Philosopbie, Membre
de rinstitut et du Conseil Royal de I'Instruction Publique.

8vo. IS'ouvelle edition. Paris ; 1833.

-. Expose des Motifs et Projet de Loi sur VInstruction iwimaire,

presentes a la Chambre des Deputes, par M. le Ministre Secre-

taire d'Etat de I'Instruction PiibHque. Seance du 2 Janvier,

1833.

The perusal of these documents has afforded us the highest

Lfratification. We regard them as marking an epoch in the

progress of national education, and directly conducive to results

important not to France only, but to Europe. The institutions

'if Germany for public instruction we have long known and

admired. We saw these institutions accomplishing their end to

an extent and in a degree elsewhere unexampled ; and were con-

\inced that if other nations attempted an improvement of their

ducational policy, this could only be accomplished rapidly, surely,

uid effectually, by adopting, as far as circumstances would per-

mit, a system thus approved by an extensive experience, and the

iiiost memorable success. Our hopes, however, that the example

'f Germany could be turned to the advantage of England, are

mt recent. What could be expected from a Parliament, which,

IS it did not represent the general interests, was naturally hostile

* [This article was, I believe, the first publication in this couutiy, which
iillcd attention to what was doing in France, and had long been done in

lermauy, for the education of the people. We arc indebted to IMrs Austin

among her other admirable translations) for versions of this and subsequent

Reports by her celebrated friend M. Cousin, on national education. 1
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to the general intelligence, of the people ? What could be

expected from a Church which dreaded, in the diffusion of know-

ledge, a reform of its own profitable abuses ? But, though

unaided by Church or State, the progress of popular intelligence,

if slow and partial, was unremitted. The nation became at length

conscious of its rights : the reign of partial interests was at an

end. A measure of political power was bestowed upon the people,

which demanded a still larger measure of knowledge ; and the

public welfare is henceforward directly interested in the moral

and intellectual improvement of the great body of the nation.

The education of the people, as an affair of public concernment, is

thus, we think, determined. As the State can now only be admi- i

nistered for the benefit of all, Education, as the essential condition I

of the social and individual well-being of the people, cannot fail of

commanding the immediate attention of the Legislature. Other-

wise, indeed, the recent boon to the lower orders of political

power, would be a worthless, perhaps a dangerous gift. Intelli-

gence is the condition of freedom ; and unless an Education Bill

extend to the enfranchised million an ability to exercise with judg-

ment the rights the Reform Bill has conceded, the people must

still, we fear, remain as they have been, the instruments, the

dupes, the victims of presumptuous or unprincipled ambition.

'•' A man," (says Dr Adam Smith, who in this only echoes other

political philosophers,)—^" a man, without the proper use of the

intellectual faculties of a man, is, if possible, more contemptible

than even a coward, and seems to be mutilated and deformed in

a still more essential part of the character of human nature.

Though the State was to derive no advantage from the instruction,

of the inferior ranks of the people, it would still deserve its atten-'

tion, that they should not be altogether uninstructed. The State,

however, derives no inconsiderable advantage from their instruc-

tion. The more they are instructed, the less liable they are to

the delusions of enthusiasm and superstition, which, among igno-

rant nations, frequently occasion the most dreadful disorders.

An instructed and intelligent people, besides, are always more

decent and orderly than an ignorant and stupid one.* Thev

* The following paragi'aph Ave translate from an Austrian newspaper.

(Observer,) of November, 1820. The writer is speaking of the disturbances

which were then excited in many of the German towns against the Jews,

but from which the provinces of Austria remained wholly exempt. "In al

that regards the education of the lower orders of the people, through nationa

I

i

ri
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feel themselves, each individually, more respectable, and more
likely to obtain the respect of their la^Yful superiors, and they

are therefore more disposed to respect those superiors. They
are more disposed to examine, and more capable of seeing

through, the interested complaints of faction and sedition ; and

they are, upon that account, less apt to be misled into any

wanton or unnecessary opposition to the measures of Govern-

ment. In free countries, where the safety of Government

depends very much upon the favourable judgment which the

people may form of its conduct, it must surely be of the highest

importance that they should not be disposed to judge rashly

or capriciously concerning it." {Wealth of Nations, B. v. c. 1.

Art. 2.)

Those (if there are now any) who argue against the expediency

a universal education, are not deserving of an answer.—Those

ifho, admitting this, maintain that the supply of education should,

ike other articles of industry, be left to follow the demand, fer-

ret that here demand and supply are necessarily co-existent and

o-extensive ;—that it is education which creates the want which

•duoation only can satisfy.—Those again who, conceding all this,

oatend that the creation and supply of this demand should be

bandoned by the State to private intelligence and philanthropy,

i-e contradicted both by reasoning and fact.—This opinion, indeed,

as been rarely advanced in all its comprehension. Even those

t< Dr Adam Smith) who argue that the instruction of the higher

iders should be left free to private competition, still admit that

le interference of the State is necessary to ensure the education

f the lower. All experience demonstrates this. No countries

tablishments of instruction, there is hardly a country in Europe that, in

is respect, has the advantage of the Austrian States. The peasant in the

iiutry, the artisan in the town, must, throughout these dominions, have

ven due attendance at school. Without the certificate of education and

It-quate proficiency, no apprentice is declared free of his craft ; and without

amination on the more important doctrines of religion, no marriage is

limnized. Even the military receive all competent instruction in the ele-

iitary branches of knowledge, through ma.sters who, for this purpose, are

lined to the business of teaching in the normal schools. But in proportion

i-Hlucation is diffused, is the possibility diminished of the outbreakings of a

le ferocity; the more universal the instruction of the lower orders, the

're harmless becomes the influence which the ill-educated can exert upon

sound judgment of those who thus vii-tually cease to be. any longer a pari

' the pojnihice.'"
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present a more remarkable contrast in this respect than England

and Germany. In the former, the State has done nothing for the

education of the people, and private benevolence more than has

been attempted elsewhere ; in the latter, the Government has-

done every thing, and left to private benevolence almost nothing

to effect. The English people are, however, the lowest, the Ger-

man people the highest, in the scale of knowledge. All thai

Scotland enjoys of popular education above the other kingdom^

of the British Empire, she owes to the State ; and among th(

principalities of Germany, from Prussia down to Hesse-Cassel

education is uniformly found to prosper exactly in proportion t(

the extent of interference, and to the unremitted watchfulness o

Government. The general conclusion against the expediency o

all pubhc regulation of the higher instruction, is wholly drawi

from particular instances of this regulation having been inexpe

diently applied. Even of these, the greater number are cases ii

which the State, having once conceded exclusive privileges nnde

well-considered laws, never afterwards interposed to see that thes

laws were duly executed, and from time to time reformed, i

accommodation to a change of circumstances. The Enghsli Un:

versities, it is admitted, do not, as actually administered, mcr:

their monopoly. But, from this example, we would not conclude

with Smith, that all privileged seminaries are detrimental.

the contrary, by showibg that in Oxford and Cambridge the str

tutory constitution has been silently subverted, we should argii

that their corruption does not originate in the law, but in its vi(

lation ; and from the fact that, while now abandoned by the Stai;

to private abuse, they accomplish nothing in proportion to thej

mighty means, we should only maintain more strongly the nece|

sity of public regulation and superintendence to enable them il

accomphsh every thing. The interference of the Government ma^

sometimes, we acknowledge, be directly detrimental ; and indj

rectly detrimental, we hold that it will always be, unless constaii

and systematic. The State may wisely establish, protect, ar!

regulate ; but unless it continue a watchful inspection, the pr!

tected estabhshment will soon degenerate into a public nuisance-j

a monopoly for merely private advantage. The experience of tli

last half century in Germany, has indeed completely set at re

the question. For thirty years, no German has been found

maintain the doctrine of Smith. In their generous rivalry, t]

Governments of that country have practically shown what a bent

I] •(

I
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rolent and prudent policy could effect for the university as for

he school ; and knowing what they have done, who is there now
maintain,—that for Education as for Trade, the State can pre-

ent evil, but cannot originate good ?

There arc two countries in Europe which have excited the

pecial wonder and commiseration of the honest Germans ;—won-

at the neglect of the government,—commiseration for the

rnorance of the people. These countries arc France and Eruj-

%nd. The following is the last sample we have encountered of

tese feelings :

—

" Things incredible in Christendom.

" England, in which country alone there are annually executed

iiore human beings than in several other countries taken too;ether,

iffers two millions of lier people to walk about in utter igno-

mce, and abandons education to speculation and chance as a

latter of merely private concernment ;—we mean the elementary

istruction of the lower orders, for learning there possesses as

ttensive, wealthy, noble, [and maladministered] estabhshments

• are anywhere to be found upon the globe. According to the

leuments before us, it appears that out of a population of nine

ilhons and a half, there are above tivo millions without schools

T their children. In London, according to an accurate estimate,

le-fourth of the inhabitants are thus destitute. No wonder

suredly that crime is rife !—In France, likewise, of forty-four

lousand communes, twenty-five thousand (more than a half) are

ithout schools ; since the restoration of the King, above four

mdi'ed cloisters have been re-established ; but schools

hat a blessed contrast is presented to us by our German father-

ad!"*

(Jf these two partners in disgrace, France, which, even after

c decline of popular schools consequent on the first revolution,

inained far ahead of England in the education of the lower

ilers,—France has been the first to throw off" the national oppro-

ium, and has made a glorious start in the career of improve-

ent. The revolution of July gave the signal. Almost the first

I of the liberated State was an attempt to meliorate tlie system

public education, of which the education of the people consti-

tes the foundation ; and the enterprise has been continued with

Uteratitrzeitung fuer Deutschlands Volkssdiullelirer, 1824, Qii. 4. p. 40.
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a perseverance fully equal to its promptitude. To show he

much has been accomplished in so short a period, we quote ts

concluding paragraph of M. Cousin's Expose.

" In fact, gentlemen, experience is our guide. This alone have we b(i

anxious to follow, and this alone have we constantly pursued. There is i

;

in this law to be found a single hypothesis. The principles and the prov

dures there employed have been supplied to us by facts ; it does not embr^

a single organic measure Avhich has not been already successfully realized

i

practice. In the matter of public education, we are convinced, that it isf

far gi-eater importance to regularize and meliorate what exists, than to d .

troy, in order to invent and renovate on the faith of hazardous theories. ,

has been by labouring in confoniiity to these maxims, but by labomiug wr

out intermission, that the present administration has been able to bestow
\

this important part of the public service a progressive movement so vigonj

and regular. But we may affirm, without any exaggeration, that there 14

been more done for primary education by the Government of July, duri^

the last two years, than by all the other Governments during the preced:>

forty. The first Revolution was prodigal in promises, but took no care jf

their fulfilment. The Empire exhausted its eftbrts in the regeneration jf

secondary instruction, and did nothing for the education of the people. 1)

Restoration, until the year 1828, annually devoted 50,000 francs (£2083) >

primary instruction. The Minister of 1828 obtained from the Chamh;)

300,000 francs (£12,500). The Revolution of July has given us aunualh

million, ^£43,330) ; that is, more in two, than the Restoration in fiftu

years. Such were the means ; attend now to the results. You are awa^

gentlemen, that primary instruction is wholly dependent on the prun;;

normal schools. f Its progress is correspondent to that of these establi-

ments. The Empu-e, under which the name of primary normal school v j

first pronounced, left but one. The Restoration added five or six. T',

gentlemen, in two years, have not only perfected those previously existli

of which some were only in their infancy, but have established more tl^

thu'ty, of which twenty are in full exercise—forming in each departmen i

great focus of illumination for the people. Whilst Government was car,-

ing roads through the departments of the West, we there dissemina I

schools : we were cautious in meddling with those dear to the habits of }

country ; but have founded in the heart of Brittany the great normal schi

of Rennes, which will be soon productive, and sm-rounded it with sim ]r

establishments of different kinds— at Angers, at Nantes, atPoictiers. -?

South has at present more than five great primary normal schools, of whji

some are already, and others will be soon, at work. In fine, gentlem;,

we believe ourselves on the road to good. May your prudence appreci J

ours
; may yoiu- confidence sustain and encom-age us ; and the time is t

distant when we shall be able to declare together—ministers, deput,,

departments, communes—that we have accomplished, in so far as in us 1

,

the promises of the Revolution of July, and of the charter of 1830, m I

t Seminaries for training primary schoolmasters. [A name tiow faniilia
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^1 Jiat more immediately relates to the etlucatiou and true happiness of the

jjeople."—(P. 17.)

Such was the memorable progress made previous to the com-

Kl
Ipencement of the present year, when the important Law on

i*rimary Instruction was ratified. But this progress and tliis

''Pi aw were professedly the offspring of experience. Of what

xperience ? Not of the experience of France,—of the very

ountry whose whole educational system stood in need of creation

r reform,—but of that country whose institutions for instruction

rere, by all competent to an opinion, acknowledged to afford the

iu-hest model of perfection. In resolving to profit by the expe-

Moe of the German states, and in particular of Prussia, we can-

i too highly applaud the wisdom of the French government.

.'or could a wiser choice have been made of an individual to

\ amine the nature of the pattern institutions, and to report in

:ird to the mode of carrying their accommodation into effect.

. . Cousin, by whose counsel it is probable that the plan was ori-

inally recommended, was, in the summer of 1831, commissioned to

roceed to Germany ; and his observations on the state of educa-

»u in that country, transmitted from time to time to the Minister

I' Public Instruction, constitute the present Report. No one could

rtainly have been found better quahfied to judge ; no one from

iiom there was less cause to apprehend a partial judgment, A pro-

mnd and original thinker, a lucid and eloquent writer, a scholar

[ually at home in ancient and in modern learning, a philosopher su-

rior to all prejudices of age or country, party or profession, and

liose lofty eclecticism, seeking truth under every form of opinion,

aces its unity even through the most hostile systems ;—M. Cousin

\s, from his universality both of thought and acquirement, the man
France able adequately to determine what a scheme of national

laoation ought in theory to accomplish ; and from liis fiimiliarity

th German hterature and philosophy, prepared to appreciate in

1 its bearings what the German national education actually per-

rras. Without wavering in our admiration of M. Cousin's cha-

I tor and genius, we freely expressed on a former occasion our

--ent from certain principles of his philosophy; and with the

iiie sincerity, we now declare, that from the first page of his

•port to the last, there is not a statement nor opinion of any

nraent in which we do not fully and cordially agree. This

rk, indeed, recommends itself as one of the most unbiassed

lorn. Once persecuted by the priests, M. Cousin now fear-
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lessly encounters the derision of another party, as the advocate

rehgious education ; nor does the memory of national calamii

and of personal wrong withhold him from pronouncing the Prii

sian government to be the most enlightened in Europe, i

makes no attempt to soothe the vanity of his countrymen at tl

expense of truth ; and his work is, throughout, a disinterest(

sacrifice of self to the importance of its subject. His ingenuiv

never tempts him into unnecessary speculation
;
practice, alreac

approved by its result, is alone anxiously proposed for imitation,-

relative and gradual ; and the strongest metaphysician of Fran'

traces the failure of the educational laws of his country to the,

metaphysical character. The Report is precisely what it oug
i

to be,—a work of details ; but of details so admirably arrangej

that they converge naturally of themselves into general view!

while the reflections by which they are accompanied, though nev:

superficial, are of such transparent evidence as to command insta
j

and absolute assent. This is, indeed, shown in the result. Tl;

Report was published. In defiance of national self-love and tlj

strongest national antipathies, it carried conviction througho;

France ; a bill framed by its author for primary education, ai

founded on its conclusions, was almost immediately passed into

law ; and M. Cousin himself, (now a peer of France,) appointed

watch over and direct its execution. Nor could the philosoph

have been intrusted with a more congenial office ; for, in the la

guage of his own Plato,—" Man cannot propose a higher ai

hoher object for his study, than education, and all that appertai

to education." And M. Cousin's exertions, we are confident, w

be crowned with the success and honour to which they are so wi

entitled. The benefit of his legislation cannot, indeed, be limiti

to France : a great example has there been set, which must

elsewhere followed ; and other nations than his own will bless t

philosopher for their intelligent existence. " Juventutem rec

formare," says Melanchthon, " paulo plus est quam expugna

Trojam ;" and to carry back the education of Prussia in

France, affords a nobler (if a bloodless) triumph than the trophi

of Austcrlitz and Jena.

The Report of M. Cousin consists of two parts. The ferine

extending to about one-fourth of the volume, contains a curse

view of German education from the elementary schools up to t

universities, as observed during a day's stay at Frankfort, and

five days' journey through the states of Saxony. The latter
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5olely devoted to a detailed exposition of Prussian education.

1 which the author enjoyed the most favourable opportunities of

'- (tadying, in all its departments, during a month's residence at

' 'Bcrhn. This part is, however, not yet fully published. Of the

f four heads which ]\I. Cousin promises to treat, (viz. 1. The general

'I
[jfganization of public instruction ; 2. The primary instruction ;

't
i}. Instruction of the second degree, or the gymnasia; 4. The

I liigher instruction, or the universities,) the two first alone appear,

f
\Ye anxiously hope that nothing may occur to prevent the speedy

I mblication of the last two. If we found fault, indeed, with the

fj ileport at all, it would be, not for what it contains, but for what

f y does not. We certainly regret that it was impossible for M.

5 pousin to extend his observations to some other countries of Ger-

> (lany. Bavaria would have afforded an edifying field of study
;

'\ jnd the primary schools of Nassau are justly the theme of general

Imiration. In the present Article we must limit our considera-

' >n to the second Report ; and taking advantage of M. Cousin's

' lOurs, and with his principal authorities before us, we shall endea-

lur to exhibit, in its more important features, a view of the

ionization of Primary Instruction in Prussia; reserving the

-her and highest education—the Gymnasia and Universities

—

Germany, for the subject of a future Article.

Tjcfore entering on the matter of primary education, it is neces-

ry to premise an account of the general organization of Public

i-truction in Prussia.—The Ministry of Public Instruction and

'irship there forms a distinct department of administration. It

I omposed of a minister and a council divided into three see-

ms,—for Worship,—for Education,—for Medicine ; each con-

-ting of a certain number of Counsellors and a Director. Of
first, the counsellors are principally ecclesiastics ; and of the

cond, principally laymen. The mode in which the minister and

> council govern all the branches of public instruction through-

t the monarchy, is thus luminously explained by M. Cousin.

Prussia is divided into ten Provinces; viz., East Prussia, "West Prussia,

' n, Pomerania, Brandenburg, Silesia, Saxony, Westphalia, Cleves, and

Lower Rhine.

Each of these provinces is subdivided into Departments (Jlegierungs-

I he) comprehending a territory more or less extensive. Each of these

utments is divided into Circles^ (Kreise,) less than onr arrondissenients,

' larger than our cantons ; and each of these circles is again subdivided

' Communes (Gemeinde). Each department has a kind of council of pro-

inre called the Reoencj/, {Regierung,) which has its President, nearly cor-
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respondent to our prefect, with this difference, that the president of a Pruf

sian Regency has much less power over his council than our prefect over his

for, in Prussia, all affairs belong to the regency, and arc determined by tl

majority of voices. As each department has its president, so every provinf

has its Supreme President {Oberpraesident).

" All the degrees of public instruction are correlative to the differei

degrees of this administrative hierarchy. Almost every province has i

university. East and West Prussia, with the Duchy of Posen, which ai

conterminous, have the University of Koenigsberg ; Pomerania, the Uuive

sity of Greifswald ; Silesia, that of Breslau ; Saxony, that of Halle ; Brai

denburg, that of Berlin ; Westphalia, the imperfect University (called tl

Academy) of Munster ; the Rhenish provinces that of Bonn. Each of the;

Universities has authorities appointed by itself, under the superintenden(

of a Royal Commissioner^ named by the IMinister of Public Instruction, wi!

whom he directly con-esponds ; a functionary answering to the Curator

the older German Universities. This oflSce is always intrusted to some pe

son of consideration in the province : it is substantially an honorary appoin

ment ; but there is always attached to it a certain emolument, for it beloiii

to the spirit of the Prussian government to employ very few unpaid fun

tionaries. It is of the nature of aristocratic governments to have mai

offices without salary, as is seen in England ; but such a system is unsui

able to governments at once popular and monarchical, like Prussia ai

France ; and were it can-ied to any length in either country, nothing le

would ensue than a change in the form of the government. It would be i

vain to expect that gratuitous duties would be performed by all the citize;

adequate to their discharge ; those of small fortunes would soon tire of then

they would gradually be confided to those of large fortunes, who, at

would govern alone. In Prussia all functionaries are paid
; and as no (

is obtained till after rigid examinations, all are enlightened ; and moreovt

as they are taken from every class, they carry into the discharge of th(

duties the general spirit of the country, at the same time that they contra

the habits of the government. Here is manifested the system of the Imp

rial government with us; it is that of every popular monarchy. A Ro)]

Commissioner has duties which he is compelled to fulfil ; whatever may i

his consideration in other respects, in this he is a ministerial officer, accour:

able to the IMinister. The Royal Commissioners are alone intermedia:

between the Universities and the Ministry. The Universities thus hc;

almost immediately of the Ministry. No provincial authority, civil or ecclj

siastical, has the right of interfering in their affairs ; they belong only to t;

state ; this is their privilege and their guarantee. I will speak to you ags

in detail of their internal organization; it is enough, at present, to mark t

relation which they hold to the central administration in the general ec

nomy.
" If the Universities belong exclusively to the state, the same is not t

case with the schools of secondary instruction. In Prussia these are co'

sidered as in a great measure provincial. In every province of the raonarcl

under the Supreme President of the province, there is an institution hokli

of the Ministry of Public Instruction, and in a certain sort representing it

\

"•A

i
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its internal oi-o-anization ; tliis institution is called the Provhiria/Coiisision/

[Provindal-Consisforium). As the Ministry is divided into three sections,

in like manner the Provincial Consistory : the first, for ecclesiastical aftairs,

jT Consistory properly so called (Co/isistorium) : the second, for public

instruction, the Sc/iool Board {Scliul-Collerjhnn) : the third, for matters rela-

jive to public health, the Medical Board {Medicinal- Colktjiuni). This Pro-

nncial Consistory is salaried : all the members are nominated by the IMini-

iter of Public Instruction and Worship ; but at its head, and at the head of

i ts sections, stands the Supreme President of the Province, to whom exclu-

ively belongs the duty of correspondence, and who in this capacity corres-

londs with the Minister of Public Instruction, who is not, however, his

: latnral minister ; but in his quality of Supreme President, he corresponds

.ith various ministers on matters relative to his province, although he him-

I If holds directly of the ^Minister of the Interior. This official correspon-

Liice of the President of the province with the Minister of Public Instruc-

ou, is only formal, and for the sake of concentrating the provincial admini-

ration. In reality, all authority is in the hands of the Consistory, of which

i.h section deliberates separately, and decides on all subjects b}' a majority

voices.—I shall here speak only of that section which is occupied with

lilic education, viz., the School-Board.
• I must first call yom- attention to an essential difference between the

uiracter of the public instruction, in Prussia, and that which it presents in

r other states of Germany through which I passed. In these, at the

iitre, under a dii'ector or a minister, stands a Consistory, in a great mea-
re ecclesiastical ; in Prussia, beside the minister, in place of a Consistory,

ro is a Council, divided into three parts, one of which only is clerical,

liilst the other two are lay and scientific. This council has, therefore, no

( lesiastical character ; the sacerdotal spirit is here replaced by the spirit

the government ; the idea of the state predominant over all others. In
• manner, in each province, if the composition of the Provincial Consis-

I y be again too ecclesiastical, its separation into three sections, like the

iiiistry of Berlin, leaves to this body nothing clerical but the name. No
iibt, the intimate relations of the Sc/iool Board with the Consistory proper,

d its peculiar duties, render it essentially religious ; but it is principally

' iiposed of lay members, and completely free in its action.

Its special domain is secondary education, the Gymnasia, and those

' alilishments intermediate between the schools of primary and secondary
'' traction, called Progymnasia and Superior Burylier Schools, (Proyymnasien,
I litre Buercjersclnden.) It is necessary to observe, that the seminaries for

' ining teachers of the primary schools {Seminarien fuer Sc/mlle/irer,) our

1
iiuirj- normal schools, are likewise within its province, and that in general

i iiterposes on all the higher questions touching primary education.

' Along with the School-Board, there is a Commission of Examination,

( "<enschaftlic/ie Pruefunys-Commission,) usuaWy composed of the professors

'the university belonging to the province. This conunission has two
' (ts:— I. To examine the pupils of the g\-mnasia who are desirous of

I' -iug to the university, or to revise the examen ad hoc, which these young
I'-uns sometimes undergo at the gymnasium itself, (Abiturienten-Examen,)
I'a review of the minutes and documents of this trial, (it corresponds to

2 M
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our examination for Baclielor of Lettei"s, -without which no matriculation

competent in the Faculties;) 2. To examine those who come forward i

teachers in the gymnasia ; and here there are different examinations for tl

different gradations of instruction—one for masters of the lower classe,

{Lehrei\)—another for masters of the higher classes, {Oberlehrer,)—a thip-

in fine, for rectors (correspondent to our provisoi's,) who are always intrustt

with the more important instruction. The first examination for simple ma
ters {LeJirer) is the fundamental. The Commission of Examination is tl^

board that connects the secondary instruction with the higher, as the Schoo

Board connects the public instruction in the provinces with the ceutr

ministry of Berlin.

" The following is, in few words, the mechanism of the administration

popular education :

—

" If the universities belong exclusively to the state, and the schools
.

secondary instruction to the pi'ovince, those of primary instruction perta

principally to the department and to the commime.
|

" Every commune ought to have a school, even by the law of the stat;

the pastor of the place is the natui-al inspector of this school, along with:

communal committee of administration and superintendence, called Schti

vorstand.
'

" In urban communes, where there are several schools, and establishmeij

for primary education of a higher pitch than the common country schooj

the magistrates constitute, over the particular committees of the sevej

schools, a superior committee, which superintends all these, and forms thii

into a harmonic system. This committee is named Schuldeputation, :

Sclndcommission.

" There is, moreover, at the principal place of the cu'cle (Kreis) anotl
•

inspector, whose sphei-e comprehends all the schools of tlie circle, and ^\ '

corresponds with the local inspectors and committees. This new inspect

,

Avhose jurisdiction is more extensive, is likewise almost always an ecclcsi

tic. Among the Catholics it is the dean. He has the title of School-Insp

tor of the Circle {Kreis-Schul-Inspector )

" Thus the two first degi-ees of authority in the organization of prim;,'

instruction are, in Prussia as in the whole of Germany, ecclesiastical; :

with these degrees the influence wholly tenninates, and the admiuistrat

commences. The inspector of each cu'cle corresponds Avith the regeuc}t"

each department, through its president. This regency, or council of depig-

ment, has within it departmental- counsellors {Regienmgsraethe) char.l

with different fimctions, and among others a special counsellor for the ]

-

mary schools, styled Schulrath; a functionary, salaried like all his colleagi •

and who forms the link of the public instruction, with the ordinary dep; -

meutal administration, inasmuch as, on the one side, he is nominated on i

presentation of the ^Minister of Public Instruction, and as, on the otl

,

immediately on his appointment, he forms, in his quality of Schulrath, jt

of the council of regency, and thereby comes into connexion with the ]M'-

ster of the Interior. The Schidrath reports to the council, which decide;
\'

a majority. He thus inspects the schools, animates and maintains the :

I

of the Schulinspectoren, of the Schidvorstaende, and of the schoolmasters ;

''

whole correspondence of the conomunal inspectors, and of the superior insj
-
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tore, is addrcsssed to him ; and it is lie who coiulucts ail corrospondcnco

relative to the schools, in name of the regency and through the president,

with the provincial consistories and the school-board, as well as with the

Minister of Public Instruction : in a word, the Schiilrath is the real director

of primary education in each regency.

" I do not liere descend into any detail ; I am only desirous of making
y(Mi aware of the general mechanism of public instruction in Prussia. In

recapitulation:—Primary instruction is communal and departmental, and, at

the same time, holds of the JNIiuister of Public Instruction ; a double charac-

ter, derived, in my opinion, from the very nature of things, Avhich requires

.equally the intervention of local authorities, and that of a higher hand, to

'vivify and animate the whole. This double character is represented in the

Schulrat/i, who makes part of the Council of Department, and belongs at

ionce to the ministry of the Interior, and to that of Public Instruction.

Mewed on another side, all secondary instruction is dependent on the School

I'liard, which makes part of the Provincial Consistory, and is nominated by
lit' Minister of Public Instruction. All higher education, that of the univer-

-itios, depends on the Roj^al Commissioner, "vvho acts under the immediate
uithority of the minister. Nothing thus escapes the ministerial agency ; and
It the same time, every sphere of public instruction has in itself a sufficient

liberty of operation. The universities elect their authorities. The School-

Board proposes and superintends the pi'ofessoi's of the gymnasia, and is

Informed on all the matters of any consequence regarding primary instruction,

'fhe Schulratfi, with the Council of Regency, or rather the council of regency

'11 the report of the ScJmlrat/i, and after considering the correspondence of

'if inspectors and the committees, decides the gi-eater part of the atiairs

the inferior instruction. The minister, without involving himself in

endless details of popular education, makes himself master of the

ilts, directs the whole by instructions emanating from the centre, and

tiding to every quarter the national unity. He does not continually

. rineddle with the concerns of secondary instruction ; but nothing is done

itiiout his confirmation, and he proceeds always on accurate and complete

l"rts. It is the same with the universities ; they govern themselves, but

rding to the laws which they receive. The professors elect their Deans

! their Rectors ; but they themselves are appointed by the minister. In

' last analysis, the aim of the whole organization of public instruction in

nissia is to leave details to the local authorities, and to reserve to the

'iiiister and his council the direction and impulsion of the whole."

The state of primary education in Prussia, M. Cousin exhibits

uder tlie two heads of tlte LaAv and its Results, i. e.

:

—
I. The organization of primary instruction, and the legislative

lactments by which it is governed ; and,

H. What these legislative enactments have accomplished, or the

itistics of primary instruction.

We must limit our consideration to the former head alone

;

liere M. Cousin gives in his own arrangement that portion of

'• law of 1819—the educational digest of Prussia—which relates
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to the primary instruction. We shall endeavour to afford a some-

what detailed view of this important section of the Report. The

more interesting provisions of the law we shall give at large ; the

others ahhreviate or omit.
:

I.

—

Duty of Parents to send their Children to School.

(Schulpflichtigkeit.)

In Prussia, as in the other states of Germany, this duty has

been long enforced by law. The only title of exemption is the

proof that a competent education is furnished to the child in pri-

vate. The obligation commences at the end of the fifth, (though;

not strictly enforced till the beginning of the seventh,) and termi

nates at the conclusion of the fourteenth year. None are admittei

or dismissed from school before these ages, unless on examination,

and by special permission of the committee of superintendence,!

During this interval, no child can remain away from school unl

for sufficient reasons, and by permission of the civil and ecclesias-

tical authority ; and a regular census, at Easter and Michaelmas

is taken by the committees and municipal authorities, of all the

children competent to school. Parents, tutors, and masters o1

apprentices, are bound to see that due attendance is given by the

cliildren under their care ; and the schoolmasters must, in a pre-

scribed form, keep lists ^of attendance, to be delivered every fort-

night to the committees of superintendence. Not wholly tc

deprive parents, &c., of the labours of their children, the schoo'

hours are so arranged that a certain time each day is left freej

for their employment at home. Do parents, &c., neglect theii

responsibility in sending their children punctually to school?—,

counsel, remonstrance, punishments, always rising in severity, arc

applied ; and if every means be ineffectual, a special tutor oi

co-tutor is assigned to watch over the education of the children,

Jewish parents who thus offend, are deprived of their civil privi.

leges. To the same end, the clergy, Protestant and Catholic, ar<|

enjoined to use their influence, to the extent and in the manneif

they may judge expedient ; their sermons, on the opening of tht;

schools, ought to inculcate the duty of parents to afford theii]

children education, and to watch over their regular attendance':

and may even contain allusion to the most flagrant examples (m

these obligations neglected ; and they shall not admit any chil(f!

to the conferences previous to confirmation and communion, with!

out production of the certificates of education.

1
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111 the case of necessitous parents, means are to be taken to

enable them to send their children to school, by supplying them

with clothing, books, and other materials of instruction.

11.

—

Duty of each Commune {Gemeinde*) to maintain, at its

expense, a Primary School.

Every commune, however small, must maintain an elementary

school, complete or incomplete ; that is to say, either fulfilling the

whole complement of instruction prescribed by law, or its most

essential parts. Every town must support burgher schools, one

ar more, according to its population. Petty towns of less than

pfteen hundred inhabitants, and inadequate to the expense of a

fc burgher school, are bound to have at least complete elementary

pchools. In case a town cannot maintain separately, and in dif-

ereut tenements, an elementary and a burgher school, it is per-

uitted to employ the lower classes of the burgher as an elementary

•chool ; in like manner, but only in case of manifest necessity, it

s allowed to use, as a burgher school, the lower classes of the

.vmnasium. In towns, the Jews may establish schools at their

\vu expense, if organized, superintended, and administered by

licm in conformity to the legal provisions ; they are likewise

H rmittcd to send their children to the Christian schools, but can

ive no share in their administration.!

The first concern is to provide the elementary schools required

1 the country. "When possible, incomplete schools are every

here to be changed into complete ; and this is imperative where

*vo masters are required. To this end, the inhabitants of every

ural commune are, under the direction of the public authori-

cs, constituted into a Country-school-union {Landschulverein).

his union is composed of all landed proprietors with or without

lildrcn, and of all fathers of families domiciled within the tcr-

tory of the commune, with or without local property. Every

* Gemeinde^ commune^ may, with some inaccuracy, be translated jxin'sh.

t Frum tlie statistical informatiou subsociuently given by our author, it

ipears that, in 1825, Prussia contained of inliahitants 12,25G,72o ;—ofpub-

tlementarij schools for both sexes, 20,887 ;—of public l>urijlier or middle

hools for boys^ 458 ; for (jirls, 278 ; iu all, 21,G23 schools for primari/ edu-

tion. In these were employed 22,261 masters; 704 mistresses; and 2,024

(ler masters and under mistresses ; primary teachers, in all 25,000;—allbrd-

-' public primary instruction to 871,240 boys, 792,972 <jirls; in all, ti»

''U,218 children. Since that, the improvement has been rapid.
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village, with the adjacent farms, should have its school-uniorj

and its school ; but in exception to this rule, but only as a tern-

porary arrangement, two or more villages may unite : if, firstly

one commune be too poor to provide a school; if, secondly, none
J

of the associated villages be distant from the common schoo«

more than two (English) miles in champaign, and one mile ii

hilly districts; if, thirdly, there be no intervening swamps oij

rivers at any season difficult of passage; and, fourthly, if th<ij|

whole children do not exceed a hundred. If a village, by reasoi

of population or difference of religion, has already two schooLi

for which it can provide, these are not to be united ; especially

if they belong to different persuasions. Circumstances perl

mitting, separate schools are to be encouraged. Mere differ

ence of religion should form no obstacle to the formation of

school union ; but, in forming such an association of Catholic

and Protestants, regard must be had to the numerical proper
j

tion of the inhabitants of each persuasion. The principal maste I

should profess the faith of the majority, the subordinate maste

|

that of the minority.* Jews enjoy the advantages, but are

permitted to interfere in the administration of these schools, ii

in certain situations, the junction of schools belonging to diffei

ent persuasions be found expedient, this must take place by con

sent of the two parties. Care must, however, be taken, in oas

of junction, that each sect has the means necessary for the rel|

gious education of its scholars. That neither party may hat

cause of anxiety, and that whatever it contributes to the partBBli

ship may be secured in case of separation, the respective ri^

* This liberality is general throughout Germany. If we are ever to e

the blessings of a national education in the United Kingdom, the samej

ciple must be universally applied. An established church becomes a

sance, when (as hitherto in England and Ireland) it interposes an obstac

to the universal diffusion of religion and intelligence. We trust that tl

boon conceded by our late monarch to his German dominions, may l'

extended, under his successor, to the British Empire. By ordinance

George IV. dated Carlton House, 25th June 1822, in reference to educatic

in the county of Lingen, it is decreed, (although the Protestant be the estii

blished religion,) that in all places where the majority of the iuhabitani

are Catholic, the principal schoolmaster shall be of their persuasion. Tl

Lutheran schools to be under inspection of the Superintendent ; the Cathol

under that of the Archpriest :—both bound to visit the schools regularly, 1

examine sehoolmaster and scholar, and to report to their respective

lories. {Weingarfs Journal., 1822. Heft. 4. p. 21.)
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of the parties shall be articulately set forth, and ratitied in a legal

document.

The law having ordained the universal cstabhshment of pri-

mary schools, goes on to provide for their support. This suppoi-t

consists in securing : 1. A suitable salary for the schoolmasters

and schoolmistresses, and a retiring allowance when unable to

discharge their functions ; 2. A schoolhouse, with appertainances,

well laid out, maintained in good order, and properly heated
;

3. The furniture, books, pictures, instruments, and means requi-

site for instruction and exercise ; 4. The aid to be given to needy

icholars.—The first provision is solemnly recognised as of all

the most important. The local authorities are enjoined to raise

! the schoolmaster's salary as high as possible. Though a general

rule rating the amount of emolument necessarily accruing to the

cannot be established for the whole monarchy, a minimum,

ve to the prosperity of each province, is to be fixed, and

time to time reviewed, by the provincial consistories,—In

d to the second,—schoolhouses are to be in a healthy situa-

, of sufficient size, well aired, &c. ; hereafter, all to be built

repaired in conformity to general models. Attached, must

a a garden of suitable size, &c., and applicable to the instruc-

on of the pupils ; and, where possible, before the school-house,

gravelled play-ground, and place for gymnastic exercises.

—

he third provision comprises a complement of books for the

fc of master and scholar ; according to the degree of the

liool, a collection of maps, and geographical instruments, models

a- drawing and writing, music, &c., instruments and collec-

i»ns for natural history and mathematics, the apparatus for

vmnastic exercises, and, where this is taught, the tools and

lachincs requisite for technological instruction.—In regard to the

"trtk, if there be no charity-school specially provided, every

ublic school is bound to afford to the poor instruction, wholly or

1 part gratuitous ; as likewise the books and other necessaries of

lucation.

But, as considerable funds are requii-ed for the maintenance of

school estabhshcd on such extensive bases, it is necessary to

iploy all the means which place and circumstances afford. We
iiinot attempt to follow M. Cousin through this part of the law,

'wever important and wisely calculated are its regulations. We
Kill state only in general, that it is recognised as a principle, that

the gymnasia and oilier establishments of public education of
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the same rank, are principally supported at the cost of the gener;

funds of the state or province ; so the inferior schools are pr

marily, and, as far as possible, solely, maintained at the expend

of the towns, and of the country-school unions. The support i'

these schools is of the highest civil obligation. In the towns

can be postponed to no other communal want ; and in the countr

all landholders, tenants, fathers of families, must contribute ;'

proportion to the rent of their property within the territory <

the school-union, or to the produce of their industry ; this eith(

in money or kind. Over and above these general contributionj

fees also {Schulgeld), regulated by the departmental autlioritie'

arc paid by the scholars, but not levied by the schoolmasteii

unless under particular circumstances it be deemed expedient

commute this special payment into an augmentation of the gener|

contribution.

III.

—

General Objects mid different Degrees of Primary

Education.

Two degrees of primary instruction are distinguished by tl

law ; the Elementay^y schools and the Burgher schools. The el

mentary schools (Elementarschiden) propose the development
,

the human faculties, through an instruction in those commcj

branches of knowledge which are indispensable to the lowij

orders, both of town and country. The burgher schools {Bu€[

gerscJmlen, Stadtschiden) * carry on the child till he is capab

of manifesting his inclination for a classical education, or for tl

or that particular profession. The gymnasia continue this educ

tion until the youth is prepared, cither to commence his practic

studies in common life, or his higher and special scientitic studi

in the university.

These different gradations coincide in forming, so to speak,

great establishment of national education, one in system, and
,

which the parts, though each accomplishing a special end, are ij

mutually correlative. The primary education of which we speal

though divided into two degrees, has its peculiar unity and gcnci

laws ; it admits of accommodation, however, to the sex, languao

religion, and future destination of the pupils. 1. Separate est'

bhshments for girls should be formed, wherever possible, con;

* Called likewise Mittdschuhn., middle schools, and Realschulen, i(|

schools ; the last, because they are less occupied with the study oflaugua^

(Verhalia) than with the knowledge of things (Rcalia.)
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nisponding to the elementary and larger schools for boys. 2, In

those provinces of the monarchy (as the Pohsh) where a foreign

- language is spoken, besides lessons in the native idiom, the chil-

1 iJren shall receive complete instruction in German, which is also to

J ibe employed as the ordinary language of the school. 3. Difter-

li: Buce of religion in Christian schools necessarily determines diffcr-

( imces in religious instruction. This instruction shall ahvays be

)
liccommodated to the spirit and doctrines of the persuasion to which

1': (;he school belongs. But, as in every school of a Christian state,

ii \he dominant spirit (common to all creeds) should be piety, and a

15 ;)rofound reverence of the Deity, every Christian school may
K receive the children of every sect. The masters and superin-

;t; iendents ought to avoid, with scrupulous care, every shadow of

[-. ieligious constraint or annoyance. No school should be abused

10 any purposes of proselytism ; and the children of a worship

different from that of the school, shall not be obliged, contrary
'';

io the wish of their parents or their own, to attend its religious

jistruction and exercises. Special masters of their own per-

il juasion shall have the care of their religious education ; and,

lii hould it be impossible to have as many masters as confessions,

B lie parents should endeavour, with so much the greater soli-

jE ^tude, to discharge this duty themselves, if disinclined to allow

i

jieir children to attend the religious lessons of the school.

J jfhristian schools may admit Jewish children, but not Jewish

J bhools Christian children. The primitive destination of every

! l-hool, says the law, is to train youth, that, with a knowledge
" the relations of man to God, it may foster in them the desire

ruling their life by the spirit and principles of Christianity.

lie school shall, therefore, betimes second and complete the

-t domestic training of the child to piety. Prayer and edify-

_ reflections shall commence and terminate the day ; and

master must beware that this moral exercise do never dege-

ite into a matter of routine. He must also see that the

Idren are constant in their attendance on divine service— (with

lier regulations to a similar effect.) Obedience to the laws,

\ alty, and patriotism, to be inculcated. No humihating or indc-

Mit castigation allowed; and corporal punishment, in general.

' be applied only in cases of necessity. Scholars found wholly

I "H-igible, in order to obviate bad example, to be at length

missed. The pupils as they advance in age, to be employed

Mio maintenance of good order in the school, and thus betimes
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habituated to regard themselves as active and useful members <

society.

The primary education has for its scope the development i

the diiferent faculties, intellectual and moral, mental and bodil;

Every complete Elementary school necessarily embraces the nii

following branches :—1. Religion,—morality, established on tl

positive truths of Christianity;—2. The German tongue, and :

the Polish provinces, the vernacular language ;— 3. The elemen

of geometry and general principles of drawing ; 4. Calculatic

and applied arithmetic ;— 5. The elements of physics, of generi

history, and of the liistory of Prussia ;—6. Singing ;—7. Writing!

—8. Gymnastic exercises ;— 9. The more simple manual labour;

and some instruction in the relative country occupations.—Ever

Burgher school must teach the ten following branches :—1. Ee;;

gion and morals. 2. The German language, and the vernaculi;

idiom of the province, reading, composition, exercises of stylj

exercises of talent, and the study of the national classics. In tlj

countries of the German tongue, the modern foreign languag

are the objects of an accessory study. 3. Latin to a certa

extent.* 4. The elements of mathematics, and in particular!

thorough knowledge of practical arithmetic. 5. Physics, ai

natural history to explain the more important phsenomena

nature. 6. Geography, and general history combined ; Pri

its history, laws, and constitution, form the object of a parti

study. 7. The principles of design ; to be taught with

instruction given in physics, natural history, and geometry.

The penmanship shoidd be watched, and the hand exercised

write with neatness and ease. 9. Singing, in order to develope tl

voice, to afford a knowledge of the art, and to enable the schola

to assist in the solenuiities of the church. 10. Gymnastic exe

cises accommodated to the age and strength of the scholar.—S'

is the minimum of education to be afforded by a burgher scho'l

If its means enable it to attempt a higher instruction, so ai

prepare the scholar, destined to a learned profession, for

immediate entrance into the gymnasium, the school then tak;

the name of Higher Town School, or Progymnasium {hoeh

Stadtschule, Progymnasium.) f

* This, we believe, is not universally enforced.

t We prefer in this, and some other respects, the order of the Bava

schools. The boy is there prepared for the Gymnasium^ which he enters|

fourteen, in the " Lathi School" which he enters at eleven. This is an es(|

i

i
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Every pupil, on leaving school, should receive iVoni his nias-

ers and the committee of superintendence, a certificate of his

apacity, and of his moral and religious dispositions. These cer-

jificates to be always produced on approaching the conununion,

iind on entering into apprenticeship or service. They are given

^nly at the period of departure, and in the burgher schools, as in

he gynuiasia, they form the occasion of a great solemnity.

\ Every half-year pupils are admitted
;
promoted from class to

lass ; and absolved at the conclusion of their studies.

A special order will determine the number of lessons to be

ivcQ daily and weekly upon each subject, and in every degree.

jTo particular books are specified for the different branches in the

Irimary schools ; they are left free to adopt the best as they

ippear. For religious instruction in the Protestant schools, the

llible and Catechisms. The younger scholars to have the Gospels

[ad New Testament ; the older the whole Scriptures. Books of

udy to be carefully chosen by the committees, with concurrence
" the superior authorities, the ecclesiastical being specially con-

jilted in regard to those of a religious nature. For the Catholic

fhools, the Bishops, in concert with the provincial consistories, to

'
' t the devotional books ; and in case of any difference of opi-

!, the Minister of Public Instruction shall decide.

Schoolmasters are to adopt the methods best accommodated to

' natural development of the human mind ;—methods which

p the intellectual powers in constant, general, and spon-

iMOus exercise, and are not hmited to the infusion of a mecha-

al knowledge.* The committees are to watch over the methods

iiiient distinct from the burglier school. Of the history of ediicatiou iu

Ilia, we may, perhaps, take au opportunity of speaking.

1 lie Bavarian Le.hrplan fuer die Volkschulen is excellent on tliis point
;

~n, indeed, are all the German writers on education. The prevalent

iance in our own country, even of the one fundamental principle of

1 nuctiou—" that every scholar must be his own teacher, or he will learn

uhing;" in other Avords, that the development xs, precisely in proportion to

i rrertion of the fticulty,—has been signally exposed, both through example
! precept, by our townsman, Mr Wood ;—a gentleman whose generous

1 enlightened devotion to the improvement of education entitles him to
I wannest gratitude of his country. We have the high authority of Pro-

: ~T Pillans for. stating, that in the parochial schools of Scotland, " the

il)le, T/iat a child^ in being tauc/ht to read should be taiujht at the same
to understand what he reads, is so far fi-om being generally received, that

' ii-ry opposite, if not openly avowed, is at least invuriubly acted on !
" It

' iiK't, we trust, be now long before the Scottish schoolmaster be sent hiin-
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of the master, and to aid liiin by their council ; never to tok

rate a vicious method, and to report to the higher authentic

should their admonitions be neglected. Parents and guardian

have a right to scrutinize the system of education by which thei;

children are taught ; and to address their complaints to the highc'

authorities, who are bound to have them carefully investigatec

On the other hand, they are bound to co-operate with their pr

vate influence in aid of the public disciphne : nor is it permitte

that they should withdraw a scholar from any branch of educatio

taught in the school as necessary.
\

As a national establishment, every school should com't tb

greatest pubhcity. In those for boys, besides the special hal:,

yearly examinations, for the promotion from one class to anotheii ^
there shall annually take place public examinations, in order t| Mi

exhibit the spirit of the instruction, and the proficiency of th; »:

scholars. On this solemnity, the director, or one of the masterj t

in an official program, is to render an account of the conditio; *

and progress of the school. In fine, from time to time, thei

shall be published a general report of the state of education i

each province. In schools for females,, the examinations to tal<

place in presence of the parents and masters, without any gener:

invitation.

But if the public instructors are bound to a faithful performanc

of their duties, they have a right, in return, to the gratitude an

respect due to the zealous labourer in the sacred work of educ;

tion. The school is entitled to claim universal countenance aii

aid, even from those who do not confide to it their children. A\

public authorities, each in its sphere, are enjoined to promote tlj

pubhc schools, and to lend support to the masters in the exerciij

of their office, as to any other functionaries of the state. In s\

the communes of the monarchy, the clergy of all Christian pe

suasions, whether in the church, in their school visitations, or

their sermons on the opening of the classes, shall omit no oppo

tunity of recalUng to the schools their high mission, and to tl

people their duties to these estabhshments. The civil authoritii

the clergy, and the masters, shall everywhere co-operate

self to school. Scotland is, however, as fixr superior to England in her pop

lar education, as inferior to Germany. And, considering in what a barbaro

manner our schoolmasters are educated, examined, appointed, paid, ai

superintended, they have accomplished far more than could reasonably ha

been expected.

t
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lightening the bonds of respect and attachment between the

icople and the scliool ; so that tlie nation may be more and more

labituated to consider education as a primary condition of civil

xistcnce, and daily to take a deeper interest in its advancement.

V.

—

Oil the Training—Appointment—Promotion—Punishment

of Primarij Instructors.

The best plans of education can only be carried into effect by

ood teachers ; and the State has done nothing for the instruction

' the people, unless it take care that the schoolmasters have been

ell prepared, are encouraged and guided in their duty of self-

hprovement, and finally promoted and recompensed according to

jieir progress, or punished in proportion to their faults. To ful-

i
his duties, a schoolmaster should be pious and wise, impressed

th the importance of his high and holy calling, well acquainted

til its duties, and possessing the art of teaching and directing

^e young,—&c.

j
Tlieir Training.—To provide the schools gradually with such

iisters, their education must not be abandoned to chance ; it is

ricessary to continue establishing, in sufficient numbers, Semi-

jjries for primary instructors {ScJmllehrer-Seminarien).* Tlie

cjjt of tliese establishments is to be borne in part by the public

tj-asury of the State, in part by the departmental school

€f3hequers. Every department should possess such a seminary,

ahually turning out a complement of young men, prepared and

aproved competent to their destination, (Candidaten,) equal in

n(iiber to the average annual loss of schoolmasters in the depart-

njnt.t The following regulations are to be attended to in these

eiablishments.

l. No seminary for primary instructors to admit more than

fijra sixty to seventy alumni {Praepayxmden.)

?. In departments where Protestants and Cathohcs are nearly

In Austria, where the name, wc believe, was first applied, and In France,

Bill establishments are termed Normal Schools. This expression, however,

ismbiguous ; it, indeed, properly denotes the pattern school (Mnsterschule),

tokv'bich a seminary for schoolmasters is usually, but not necessarily,

atched.

jThis in 1819. At present there is not a department of the Trussian

mjarchy without its great primary seminary, and fre<juciitly, over and
alp, several smaller subsidiary institutions of the same kind. Of the

Ght Primary Seminaries, there existed in 1800, only fourteen ; in 1826.

mty-eight, i. e. one for each department ; in 1831, thirty-four.
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equal, and where funds and other circumstances permit, thei

shall be established a seminary of this kind, for each religio!

But where there is a great preponderance of either, the schoo

of the less numerous persuasion shall be provided with mastei

from a seminary of the same creed, in some neighbouring depar

ment, or from a small establishment of the kind annexed to

simple primary school. Seminaries common to Protestants ai

Catholics are sanctioned, provided the eleves receive religioi

instruction in conformity to their belief.

3. These seminaries are to be established, as far as

in towns of a middling size :—not in large, to remove the yoi

men from the seductions of a great city ;—not in small, to

them to profit by the vicinity of schools of different degrees

4. To enable them to recruit their numbers with the

likely subjects, and to educate these themselves, they shall, .

frequently as possible, be in connexion with orphan hospitals ai

charity schools,—&c. &c.

5. It is not necessary to have two kinds of seminaries for pil

mary instructors,—&c. &c,
'

6. The studies of the primary seminaries are not the same i

the studies of the primary schools themselves. Admission in

the seminary supposes a complete course of primary instructio

and the main scope of the institution is to add, to the knowledi

previously acquired, accurate and comprehensive notions of

art of teaching, and of the education of children, in general

in detail, in theory and in practice.* But as it may not al

be possible to obtain subjects fully prepared, it is permitted

receive, as seminarists, those who are not yet perfect in ti

higher departments of their previous studies. The age of adm

sion is from sixteen to eighteen.

7. The principal aim of the primary seminaries is to form th

3tio| J

We may here state, that the branches of instruction, in the Prussiii'i)

primary seminaries, are in general:—1. Religion; Biblical history, study*

the Bible, an Introduction to the sacred books, Christian doctrine a

morals.—2. German language etymologically considered, grammar,

communication of thought in speech and writing.—3. Mathematics ; men

arithmetic, cipliering, geometry.—4. History.—5. Geography and

6. Natural history, physics.—7. Music ; singing, theory of music, gene

bass, execution on the violin and organ.— 8. Drawing.—9. Penmanship;

10. Paedagogic and didactic (i. e. art ot moral education, and art of intelli

tual instruction) theory to be constantly conjoined with practice.—11. Chtt;

seuvice.— 12. Elements of horticulture.— 13. Gymnastic exercises,
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jjopils to health of body and mind ; to inspire them witli rehgious

f
lentiraent, and the kindred pa)dagogical spirit. The instruction

( ind exercises in the seminary to be coextensive witli the branches

I
[f education in the primary schools. In regard to methods, it

i ihould be less attempted to communicate theories, than, by cnlight-

;
jned observation and personal experience, to lead the pupil to

Joar and simple principles ; and to this end, schools should bo

[laehed to all the seminaries, in which the alumni may be exer-

M^l to practice.

s. The course of preparation to last three years. The first

supplement of the previous primary education ; the second

Mitcd to special instruction of a higher order; and the third

practical exercises in the annexed primary school, and other

j.tablishments of the place. For those who require no supple-

entary instruction, a course of two years may suffice.

!i. Small stipends allowed to a certain number of poor and pro-

jising seminarists.

1 10. All who receive such a gratuity, are obliged, at the end of

'• course, to accept any vacancy to which they may be nomi-

1 by the provincial consistories—with the prospect of a more

! lative appointment if their conduct merit promotion.

11. The regulations of every seminary to be ratified by the

- i^nister of public instruction ; immediate superintendence to be

,
^ercised by the provincial consistories, and, in respect to the

. ijligious instruction of the several seminaries, by the clerical

slthorities.

Wat the preparation of primary schoolmasters is not exclu-

ly hniited to such seminaries. Large primary schools, cler-

<'n, and able schoolmasters, may, at the discretion of the

I

vincial consistories, be allowed to attempt this; their pupils,

i leficicnt, to be sent to a seminary to complete their qualifica-

1 11. The superintendence of these petty establishments may
' "onfided to the inspectors of the circle. When joined to a

'-' school, these minor establishments may educate school-

i-esses.

Ilteir appointment.—Every man, foreigner or native, of ma-
I '• age, irreproachable in his moral and rehgious character,

' 1 approved, by examination, competent to its duties, is eligi-

I to the office of public instructor. But this appointment

''

'"o^' '^y preference, to the seminarists, who, after a full

" rse of preparation, have been regularly examined, and fomid
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duly qualified in the theory and practice of all the varioii.<

branches of primary instruction. These (half-yearly and annual;

examinations are conducted by a commission of four compe-

tent individuals ; two of its members being lay, two clerical.!

The clerical members, for the examination of Protestant instruc-?]

tors, are appointed by the ecclesiastical authorities of the pro-|

vince ; those for Catholic, by the bishop of the diocese. The|

lay members are nominated by the provincial consistory. These

appointments are not for life, but renewable every three years,^

Religion, and the other branches, form the subject of two sepa-jo

rate examinations. For Catholic teachers, the rehgious exami-jt

nation takes place under the presidency of a church dignitarya

delegated by the bishop ; for Protestant, under the presidenc

of a clergyman. The examinations on temporal matters are con-!

ducted under the presidency of a lay counsellor of the provincia'

consistory. Both parts of the examination, though distinct, art

viewed as constituting but a single whole ; all the members o:;

the commission are always present, and the result, if favourable'

is expressed in the same certificate. This certificate, besides th(

moral character of the candidate, states the comparative degree;

of his qualification,

—

eminently capable, sufficiently capable, jus]

capable ; and also specifies his adaptation to the higher or th(!

lower department of primary instruction. Those found incom!

petent, are either declared wholly incapable, or are remitted td

their studies. The others, with indication of the degree of thei

certificate, are placed on the list of candidates of each depart

ment, and have a claim to be appointed ; but to accelerate thi?

the names of those worthy of choice are published twice a-year ii

the oflficial papers of the departments, where the order of thei

classification is that of their certificates. Schoolmistresses, als».

are approved competent through examinations regulated by th

provincial consistories.

Incentives to Improvement—Promotion.—It is the duty of th

clergy and of the enlightened men to whom the superinten

dence and inspection of schools are confided, to watch over th

progressive improvement of the masters. In particular, it i

incumbent on the directors and rectors of gymnasia and towr

schools to take an active interest in the younger masters, t

afford them advice, to point out their errors, and to stimulat

them to improve themselves by attending the lessons of mor

experienced teachers, by cultivating their society, by formm

[
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school conferences or other associations of instructors, and by

-tudying the best works on education. The provincial consis-

ories, in electing able and zealous masters of the popular schools,

lihould engage them to organize extensive associations among

ihe schoolmasters of town and country, in order to foster the

pirit of their calling, and to promote their improvement by

egular meetings, by consultations, conversations, practical expc-

iments, written essays, the study of particular branches of

iistruction, reading in common well-chosen works, and by the

jiscussions to which these give rise. The directors of such

issociations merit encouragement and support, in proportion

) their application and success. By degrees, every circle to

)ave a society of schoolmasters.* Distinguished masters, and

liose destined to the direction of primary seminaries, should

^ewise, with the approbation, or on the suggestion of the mini-

er, be enabled, at the public expense, to travel in the interior

' the country or abroad, in order to obtain information touch-

g the organization, and wants of the primary schools.f Zeal

d ability in the master to be rewarded by promotion to situa-

ns of a higher order, and even, in particular cases, by extraor-

ary recompenses. The provincial consistories to prepare

les of the diiferent places of schoolmasters, classed according

their emolument ; and to take care that the promotion be in

Ineral made in conformity to these lists. No term of service

lords of itself a valid claim to promotion ; when a place is soli-

Tliese associatious, among other institutious, are at once cause and

t of the psedagogical spuit prevalent throughout the emph-e,—a spirit

"ich, unfortunately, has no parallel in any other country. How large a

8^re of active intellect is, in Germany, occupied with education, may be

tiiraated from the number of works on that science which annually appear.

IMagogy forms one of the most extensive departments of German litera-

ti-. Taking the last three years, we find, from Thou's catalogues, that, in

lijO, there were published 501—in 1831, 452—in 1832, 52G new works of

tri class. Of these, twenty were journals, maintained exclusively by their

^ iral circulation. Does Britain, or France, thus sujjport even one?

I'his regulation has proved of the highest advantage. But the Prussian

innient has done much more. Not only have intelligent schoolmasters

.sent abroad to study the institutions of other countries, as those of

'•r, Toehlman, Pestalozzi, Fellenberg, &c., but almost every foreign edu-

iial method of any celebrity has been fully and fairly tried by exjjeri-

; at home. In this way the Prussian public education has been always

"iPjj every improvement of the ago, and obviated any tendency to a jjartial

*n|r)ne-sided dcvelopmen t

.
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cited superior to that for which the petitioner has received a cer-

tificate, an examination of promotion must take place before the

same authorities, to whom the exammation for appointment is

intrusted. Where the competency is notorious, examination may.

by the ratifying power, be dispensed with. The departmenta'

authority must, at the end of each year, transmit to the ministry

a list of all masters newly placed or promoted, with a statement,

of the value of the several appointments ; and this authority ii

never excusable if it leave personal merit without employmen

and recompense, or the smallest service unacknowledged. (The

regulations touching the degradation and dismissal of incapable

neghgent, immoral masters, we must wholly omit.)

V.— Of the Direction of the Schools of Primary Instruction.

Such is the internal organization of the primary educatioii

But this organization would not work of itself; it requires a:;

external force and intelligence to impel at once and guide it— i.

other words, a governing power. The fundamental principle c.

this government is, that the ancient union of popular iustructio

with Christianity and the Church should be maintained ; alwayf;

however, under the supreme direction of the ministerial authorit;),

Communal Authorities.—General rule.—That as each commum,'

urban or rural, has its primary school or schools, so it must hav

its special Superintendinfj School Committee, (Schulvorstand.) ,

Primary Country Schools.—Where the church contributes i

their support, this committee is composed of the patron and cle;

gyman of the parish, of the magistrates of the commune, and

several fathers of families, members of the school-union ; ai

where all are not of one faith, the proportion of the sects amon;

the members of the union must be represented by the proporticj

of the sects among the fathers of families in the committee. Tlj,

fixed members of the committee form its Committee of Adn

stration {verwaltende Schulvorstand) ; the others are elected (fd

four years, and capable of re-election) by the school-union, ar|

confirmed by the provincial consistory. No one allowed to decliB
|

this duty, unless burdened with another communal office,

schools exclusively endowed by the church, the committee

administration may be wholly ecclesiastical. However conslj

tuted, this committee takes cognizance of all that concerns

school, within and without. The pastor, in particular, who is i\

natural inspector of the village school, ought to be frequent in

.
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risits, and unremitted in his superintendence of the masters. Tlie

3ommittees receive all complaints, which they transmit to the

imperior authorities. Their exertions should be especially directed

see that all is conformable to regulation ; to animate, direct,

md counsel the instructors ; and to excite the zeal of the inhabi-

lants for education. Articulate directions on the more special

luties of the administrative committees, and accommodated to

Iheir several circumstances, to be published by the provincial

'onsistories. Services gratuitous.

Primanj Town Schools.—In petty towns, where there is only

single school, the committees of administration are composed,

5 those of the country ; only, if there be two or more clergymen,

is the first who regularly belongs to this committee ; to wdiich

also added one of the magistrates, and a representative of the

tizens.

In towns of a middling size, wdiich support several primary

hools, there is to be formed, in like manner, a single common
jlministration (Ortschulbehoerde), except only, that to this coun-

\ is added a father of a family of each school, and a clergyman

1 each sect, if the schools be of different creeds. It will form

utter of consideration whether a person specially skilled in

! lolastic affairs (Schidmann) should be introduced.

Large towns are to be divided into districts, each having its

superintending school-committee. There shall, however, be a

< itral point of superintendence for all the schools, gymnasia

> -opted ; this called the School-commissio)i, {Schidcommission.)

i is properly composed of the Lutheran Superintendent, and

"the Catholic Arch-priest or Dean of the place, and according

t'thc size of the town and number of its schools, of one or more
limbers of the magistracy, of an equal number of representa-

tibs -of the citizens, and of one or two individuals versed in

tl; science of education. A member of each committee of

linistration (if special circumstances do not prevent) is added.

I'ss one be already there, in a different capacity. Tliese

'j' ies to be confirmed by the provincial consistories, who nuist

tae care that only upright, intelligent, and zealous individuals

HI admitted. The members elected for six years, Avith capacity

"t 'c-clcction ; no one, however, obliged to serve longer than

'I'o. Municipal functions alone afford a plea of excuse. Ser-

'is unpaid. The school-commission is bound—to see that the

1 be provided with the necessary schools—to attend to their
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wants—to administer the general scliool-fund—to take care that

the regulations jsrescribed by the law, the minister, or the pro-

vincial consistories, are duly executed, in regard to school attend-

ance by the children of rich and poor—to do every thing for the

internal and external prosperity of the schools, &c. &c. &c. The

district committees have each the superintendence of their

schools, in subordination to the school-commission. The school-

commission and district-committees to meet in ordinary once a-

raonth. Their presidents elected for three years by the members,

and confirmed by the consistory of the province. Decisions, bj

plurality of voices ; except in matters touching the internal eco-
!

nomy of the school, which are determined by the opinion of thcj

clergymen, and those specially versed in educational matters,

The committees may call in to assist in their extraordinary genera;

deliberations, the clergy and instructors of the district, or a par

of them. The school-commissions annually address circumstantial

reports on the schools under their inspection to the provincial con

sistorios ; in the petty towns, and country communes, this repor

is made through the inspectors of the circle. . »

Authorities of the Circle.—There is a general superintendenceft

over the inferior schools of a circle, as likewise over the commiti

tees of administration of these schools, and this superintendence ii

exercised by the Inspector of the Circle, {Schul-Kreis-Aifseher, o

Schul'Kreis-Inspektor)'. The school circle is co -extensive wit

the diocese of the Protestant Superintendent and Cathohc Bishoj-
|

But if the diocese be too large for one school-inspection, it mus

be divided into two circles. For Protestant schools, the superii;

dents are in general the inspectors of the circle. The greateij

care is therefore to be taken that no churchman be nominate

superintendent, who does not, besides his merely clerical acquir(

ments, possess those qualifications necessary for the inspection (

schools. Clerg3^men, not superintendents, may, in certain spi

cified circumstances, be appointed inspectors ; and even laymci

distinguished for their pedagogical knowledge and activitj

always, however, with permission previously obtained from tl

Minister of Public Instruction. For the Catholic schools, tl

inspectors are in general the Deans. Under the same conditioi.

as for the Protestant schools, other ecclesiastics and even la;

men permitted to replace the Deans. The Protestant inspecto

are nominated by the consistory of the province, and confirnK

by the Minister of Public Instruction. The Catholic inspecto

I
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ire proposed by the bishops, and pi'csented, Avith an articnlatc

ratoment of then' quaUfications, by the provincial consistories, to

lie Minister for confirmation. The Minister has a right to dechno

lie confirmation, when -well-founded objections can be alleged

gainst the presentee, and to summon the Bishop to make a new

[•reposal. The inspector of the circle is charged with watching

Iver the internal management of schools, the proceedings of the

jommittees, and the conduct of the instructors. The whole scho-

jistic system, indeed, is subjected to their revision and superior

jirection. They must make themselves fully acquainted with the

ate of all the schools, by means of the half-yearly reports trans-

itted by the communal committees, by attending the examina-

|ons, by unexpected visits as frequently as may be, and by the

Memn revisions to be made once a-year by every inspector in

1 the schools under his jurisdiction In these revisions, he

:amines the children assembled together : requires an account

I'

the school administration, internal and external, from the

iministrative committee ; receives the complaints and wishes of

ie members of the school-union, and takes measures to remedy
• nects. He transmits a full report of the revision to the con-

Story of the province. The consistory from time to time name
(iunsellors from its body to assist at the stated, or to make extra-

iilinary, revisions.

For the external management of country schools, the inspectors

uld act in concert with the counsellors of the circle, {Land-

JJie.) All the regulations and inquiries of the provincial con-

Bjtories, relative to the internal affairs of the schools, are address-

e to the inspectors, as on the other hand, the internal wants of

t
' schools, and of their masters, are brought by the inspectors to

t • knowledge of the consistories. The Catholic inspectors arc

bmd to furnish to the bishop the information required touching

tl religious concerns of the schools; but their primary duty is to

iijrm the provincial consistories of their general condition. On
tl other hand, they should communicate to the bishop the report

" he annual revision, addressed to the consistories. The Protest-

" inspectors, as clergymen, are already in connexion with the

' lods ; but they, as well as the clerical members of the commit-
t'> of administration, ought to inform the synods of the state of

tl schools, and take counsel in the synodal meetings in regard to

tlir improvement. Lay inspectors should do this by writing.
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Each inspector receives an annual indemnity for the travelhng

expenses he may incm- in the discharge of his duties, the amount

to be rated by the provincial consistories. The study of the theory

and practice of education is made imperative at the University

both on Protestant and Catholic students of theology ; and nc

one shall be allowed to pass the examination for holy orders

unless found conversant with all matters requisite for the admini-

stration and superintendence of schools. The law of 1819 stops

with the inspector of the circle. But it should be remembered

that over the inspector stands the school-counsellor, (Schulrath;

a functionary belonging to the departmental council of regency

and yet nominated by the Minister of Public Instruction. Th^j

regency represented by the school-counsellor, is not to be conl-

founded with the consistory of the province, of which the school;

board {Sclmlcollegium) forms part. This high scholastic authority

provincial, not departmental, intermeddles with primary instruc'

tion only in certain more important points ; for example, th';

seminaries for primary schoolmasters, lying, as they do, beyonc

the sphere of the regency, of the school-counsellor, and of th;

inspector of the circle. Of these we have already spoken, {supra;

pp. 544, 546.)

Yl.—Of Private Schools.
;

In Prussia all cducfltion, but especially the education of th
j I

people, rests on the public establishments ; the intelligence of th'

nation was too important a concern to be abandoned to chance

but though no dependence is placed by the State on privat

schools, these institutions are not proscribed, but authorized undej

the conditions necessary to obviate all serious detriment to th!

cause of education. We cannot enter into any detail on th:

head. Suffice it to say, that while the State on the one hancj

through the high qualification it secures in those to whom it cor'

fides the care of public instruction, raises the general standard (

psedagogical competency to a very lofty pitch ; on the other,

takes measures directly to abate the nuisance, so prevalent amon

ourselves, of unqualified interlopers in this difficult and all-impoi

tant occupation. In Prussia, quacks are tolerated neither )•

medicine nor in education. Private instructors must produc

satisfactory evidence of their moral and religious character ; the

capacity is ascertained by examination ; and the license whic

they obtain, specifies what, and in what degree, they are fouD
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qualified to teach. Neither arc private cstablislimcnts of educa-

tion emancipated from public inspection.

We must subjoin ]\I. Cousin's observations on this Law, and on

he expediency of its adoption. They are of high importance
;

nd from their application to the circumstances of our own coun-

i-y, are hardly less deserving of consideration in England than

1 France.

• The points of which I have uow treated comprehend the whole raecha-

Mu of primary education in Prussia. There is not a single article but isn

urally boiTOwed from the law of 1819. This law, without entering into

locialties relative to the several provinces, neglects no object of interest.

- a legislative measm-e regarding primary instruction, it is the most com-

'u'nsive and perfect with which I am acquainted.

• It is, indeed, impossible not to acknowledge its consummate wisdom.

' inapplicable general principles ; no spirit of system ; no particular and

vcliisive views, govern the legislator ; he avails himself of all the means

lulucive to his end, even when these means differ Avidely from each other.

king, an absolute king, has given this law ; an irresponsible minister has

unselled or digested it
;
yet no mistaken spirit of centralization or miuis-

riul bureaucracy is betrayed ; almost every thing is committed, to the

fthorities of the commune, of the department, of the province ; with the

jinister is left only the impulsion and general superintendence. The clergy

jve an ample share in the direction of popular instruction, and the fathers

' families are likewise consulted in the towns and in the villages. In a

iwl, all the interests naturally concerned in the business, find their place

i this organization, and concur each in its own manner to the common
1—the civilisation of the people.

This Prussian law appears to me, therefore, excellent ; but we arc not

t imagine it the result of one man's wisdom. Baron von Altenstein, by
^

' <m it was digested, is not its author ; and it may be said to have already

-ted in a mass of partial ordinances, and in tiie usages and manners of

country. Thei-e is not, perhaps, a single article of this long law, of whicli

I re are not numerous precedents ; and in a notice touching the history of

] luary education in Prussia, in Beckedorff's Journal, I find enactments of

liJ8 and 1736, comprising a large proportion of the regulations enforced by
t law of 1819. The obligation on parents to send their children to school

iiif long standing in Prussia. The extensive interference of the Church in

tl education of the people ascends to the origin of Protestantism, to Avhich

it ndeed belongs ; for it is evident that a revolution, accomplished in the

n ae of liberty of thought, behoved, for its own defence and establishment,

.tdrork out the mental emancipation of the people, and the diffusion of edu-

CJ.on. The law of 1819 undoubtedly pitches sufficiently high, what is to bo

t^ght in the elementarv- and burgher schools ; but if this instruction appear

'"•'ossive for certain localities, it must be stated that it is already practised, and
^ n surpassed, in many others. The boldest measure is the establishment of a
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great seminary for the edacation of primarj^ schoolmasters in each department

;

but there were ali-eadj similar establishments in most of the ancient provinces

of the monarchy. In tine, this law did hardly more than distribute uniformly

what existed previously, not only in Prussia, but throughout the whole of

Germany. It is not, therefore, a metaphysical Utopia, arbitrary and arti-

ficial, like the greater part of our laws concerning primary education, but a

measure founded on experience and reality. And herein is seen the reason

why it could be carried into effect, and why it has so rapidly produced the

happiest fruits. Previously assured that it was every where practicable,

the Prussian minister every where required its execution, leaving the

details to the authorities to whom they belonged, and reserving only to

himself the primary movement, the impulsion, and the verificatiou of thejJj

whole. This impulsion has been so steady, this verification so severe, and wi
the communal, departmental, and provincial authorities, the School-board

\

in the provincial consistories, the School-counseUor in each council of depart-

.

ment, the Inspectors in the circles, the Commissions in the towns, and the

.

Committees in the urban and rural communes—all the authorities superin-

tendent of the schools, have exerted a zeal at once so unremitted, and so

well applied, that at present what the law prescribes is almost everywhere

below what is actually performed. For exami^le :—The law commands the

establishment in each department of a great primarj' Seminary ; and there
) U

is now, not only one such in every department, but frequently, likewise,
; ^ji

several smaller subsitliary seminaries ;—a result which, in a certain sort,

:

guarantees all others ; for such establishments can only flourish in proper-

;

tion as the masters whom they prepare find comfortable appointments, and

,

the comfortable appointment of masters says eveiy thing in regard to the pro-
\

sperity of primary instruction. The schoolmasters have been raised to func-

!

tionaries of the state, and as such have now right to a retiring pension in|

their old age; and there is formed in every department a fund for the'

widows and orphans of schoolmasters, which the law has recommended i,

rather than enforced The greatest difficulty was j-

to obtain, in the new provinces, and particularly those of the Rhine, the; J'

execution of that article of the law which, under rigorous penalties, imposes;

on parents the obligation of sending their chikken to school. The minister!

wisely suspended that part of the law in these provinces, and applied himself,

to accomplish a similar result by persuasion and emulation ; then, at last,;

when he had disseminated the taste for education in these provinces, and'

deemed them sufficiently prepared, he, in 1825, rendered the law obligatory,'

and thenceforward strictly enforced its execution [Examples.]

The law has been universally applied, but with a prudent combination o1

mildness and rigour. Thus, &c I have thought it useful tc

study the mode in which the Government has applied the general law o! r

1819 to the Grand Duchy of Posen, far behind even the provinces of the' \-

Rhine. I have under my eyes a number of documents, which prove th£i i

wisdom of the ministerial measures and the progress which primary instnic-,

tion, with the civilisation it represents, have made in this Polish portion o),

the monarchy. It would be likewise desirable that there were published ii.

French, all the ministei'ial and provincial instructions touching the appUca-

tion of the law of 1819 to the Jews, and to the dissemination of a taste for edu-

i
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;ition in this portiou of the Prussian population, numerous and wealthy,

.mt comparatively unenlightened, and apprehensive lest the faith of tlieir

bhildreu niiglit be periled by an attendance on tlie public schools.

" In the present state of things, a law regarding primary education is, in

ranee, assuredly a measure of indispensable necessity. But Iioav is a good
;iw to be framed in the absence of precedents, and of all experience in this

important matter? The education of the peoi)le has been hitherto so

kglected ; the attempts have been so few, and tliese few so unsuccessful,

jhat we are totally destitute of those common notions, those foreclosed opi-

nions irradicated at once in our habits and judgments, wliich constitute the

jonditions and bases of a true legislation. I am anxious for a law, and a

liw I also dread ; for I tremble lest -we should again commence a course of

lisionary legislation, instead of turning our attention to what actually is.

lod grant that we be made to comprehend, that, at present, a law on pri-

aary education can only be a provisory, not a definitive measure ; that of

ecessity it must be remodelled some ten years hence, and that the problem

I
only to supply the more urgent wants, and bestow a legislative sanction

1 some incontestible points. What are these points? I will attempt to

uiialize them from actual facts.

'• The notion of compelling parents to send their children to school, is not

fcrhaps sufficiently ijrevalent to enable us at present to pass it incontinently

[to a laAv ; but all are at one in this—that a school is an establishment

•eessary in every commune, and it is readily admitted that this school

ould be maintained at the expense of the commune, allowing the com-
une, if too poor, to have recourse on the department, and the department
I the state. This point, then, is not disputed, and ought to be ratified into

!:iw. The practice has even preceded the enactment : during the last year

municipal councils have been every where voting the highest amount of

Ills within their means for the education of the jieople of their commune.
• nere remains only to convert this almost general feet into a legal obliga-

• You are also aware, sir, that many councils of department have felt the

•ssity of ensuring the supply of schoolmasters, and their better educa-

in, by establishing within their bounds a primary normal school; and we
my affirm, that in this expenditure there has been frequently more of

licury than of parsimony. This also is a valuable indication ; and the law
^ uld only confirai and generalize what at present takes place almost every
^ I're, by decreeing a primary normal school for each department, as a

I
niary school for every commune : it being understood that this primary

1 inal school should be of gi-eater or less extent, in proportion to the

iHurces of each department.

Here, then, are two very important points on which all are agreed :

1 ve you not also been struck with the demands of a great many towns,

1 -X' and small, for schools superior to the common primary schools, and in

^ich the instruction, without attempting to emulate our royal and coni-

'nial colleges in classical and scientific studies, should devote a more parti-

<ar attention to objects of a more general utility, and indispensable to that

" nerous class of the population which, without entering into the learned

1' fessions, finds, however, the want of a more extensive and varied culture
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than the lower orders, strictly so called—the peasants and artisans? The

towns every where call out for such establishments ; several municipal coun-

cils have voted considerable funds for this purpose, and have addressed them-

selves to you, in order to obtain the necessary authorization, assistance, and

advice. Here it is impossible not to observe the symptom of a veritable want,

the indication of an important chasm in our system of public education. You

are well aware that I am a zealous defender of classical and scientific studies

;

not only do I think that it is expedient to keep up our collegial plan of, ii

studies, more especially the philological department of that plan, but I am
convinced that it ought to be strengthened and extended, and thereby,

always maintaining our incontestible superiority in the physical and mathe-

matical sciences, to be able to emulate Germany in the solidity of our classi-

cal instruction. In fact, classical studies are, beyond comparison, the most

essential of all, conducing, as they do, to the knowledge of our humanity,

which they consider under all its mighty aspects and relations : here, in the

language and literature of nations who have left behind a memorable tracei

of their passage on the earth ; there, in the pregnant vicissitudes of history,

which continually renovate and improve society ; and finally, in philosophy,

which reveals to us the simple elements, and the more uniform organization oi:

that wondrous being, which history, literature, and languages successively

clothe in forms the most diversified, and yet always relative to some more or

less important part of its internal constitution. Classical studies maintain

the sacred tradition of the intellectual and moral life of our humanity. Tc;

enfeeble them would, in my eyes, be an act of barbarism, an attempt against]

true civilisation, and in a certain sort, the crime of lese-liumanity. May ouii

royal colleges, then, and even a large proportion of our communal, continue:

to introduce into the sanctuary the flower of our French youth ; they wil]|

deserve well of their country. But the whole population—can it, ought it.!

to enter our colleges? In France, primary education is but a scantlmg:;

and between this education and that of our colleges, there is a blank ; hencf:

it follows that the father of a family, even in the lower part of the bourgeoisie.;

who has the honourable desire of bestowing a suitable education on his sonsi

can only do so by sending them to college. Serious inconveniences are th(!

result. In general, these young men, who are not conscious of a lofty des-,

tination, prosecute their studies with little assiduity ; and when they returrj

to the profession and habits of their family, as nothing in the routine of theii;

ordinary life occurs to recall and keep up theii* college studies, a few years;

are sure to obliterate the smattering of classical knowledge they possessed

!

They also fi-equently contract at college acquaintances and tastes whici'

make it almost impossible to accommodate themselves again to the humblfi

condition of their parents : hence a race of restless men, discontented witl

their lot, with others, and with themselves, enemies of a social order, ir

which they do not feel themselves in theii- i^lace, and ready, with soni(

acquirements, a talent more or less solid, and an unbridled ambition, U'

throw themselves into all the paths either of servility or revolt. Our college.'

should undoubtedly remain open to all, but we ought not to invite into them

without discretion, the lower orders ; and this we do, unless we establisl

institutions intermediate between the primary schools and the colleges. Ger

many, and Prussia in particular, are rich in establishments of this descrip-
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ition. I have already described several in detail, at Fraukfort,Weimar, Loip-

>ic ; and they are consecrated by the Prussian law of 1819. You are aware

that I speak of what are called Burgher- schools {Buergerschukn)^ a word

[>vhich accurately contradistinguishes them from the Learned Schools (6Wf/</-

\enschulen), called in Germany Gymnasia, and with us Colleges ; a name in

i)ther respects honourable to the bourgeoisie, who are not degraded by

attending these schools, and to the people, who are thus elevated to the

|)oargeoisie. The burgher schools constitute tlie higher degree of primary

instruction, of which the elementary schools are tlie lower. There are thus

unly two degrees : 1. The Elementary school, Avhich is the common basis of

(.11 popular education in town and country ; 2. The Bure/her-sc/iool, which, in

|owns of every size where there exists a middle class, affords to all those who

ire not destined for the learned professions, an education sufficiently exten-

|ive and liberal. The Pnissian law, which fixes a maximum for the instruc-

lion of the elementary school, fixes a minimum for that of the burgher

chool ; and there are tw^o very different examinations, in order to obtain

pe license of primary teacher in these several degrees. The elementary

bhool ought to be one ; for it represents, and is destined to foster and con-

inn, the national unity, and, in general, it is not right that the limit fixed by

twfor the instruction in the elementary school should be overpassed; but

e case is difterent in the Burgher-school ; as this is destined for a class

ksentiaUy different, the middle class ; and it should naturally be able to rise

. accommodation to the higher circumstances of that class in the more im-

brtant towns. Thus it is that in Prussia the burgher school has various

radations, from the minimum fixed by law, with which I have made you

jiquainted, up to that higher degree where it is connected with the Gymna-
lam, properly so denominated, and thus sometimes obtains the name of

Vogymnashan. I transmit you an instruction relative to the different pro-

rmnasia in the department of Munster
;
you will there see that these estab-

liments are, as the title indicates, preparatory gymnasia, where the classi-

1 and scientific instruction stops within certain limits, but where the

Irgher
class can obtain a truly liberal education. In general, the German

rgher schools, somewhat inferior to our colleges in classical and scientific

idles, are incomparably superior to them in what is taught of religion,

tography, history, the modern languages, music, drawing, and national

ferature. In my opinion, it is of the very highest importance to establish

iFrance, by one name or other, burgher schools, under various modifica-

Ins, and to I'emodel to this form a certain number of our communal col-

ites. I regard this, sir, as an affair of state. Let it not be said that we
I've already various degrees of primary instruction in France, and that what
1 quire has been already provided. There is nothing of the kind ; we have

'• degrees, it is true, but ill-defined ; the distinction is therefore naught.

jicbc three degi-ees are an arbitrary classification, the principle of which I

flnot pretend to comprehend, wliilst the two degrees determined by the

I'lssian law are manifestly founded on the nature of things. Finally,

prehending these two degi'ces within the circle of primary education, it

't unimportant to distinguish and characterise them by different names
;

b| these names—schools of the third, second, and first degree—mark
: n|hing but abstract dififerences ; they speak not to the imagination, and
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make no impression on the intellect. In Prussia, the names, Elementar!

School and Burgher-school, as representing the inferior and superior degreej

of primary instruction, are popular. That of Mittelschuh (Middle-school) ij

also employed in some parts of Germany,—a name which might, perhaps]

be conveniently adopted by us. That, and Elementary School, would coml

prehend the two essential degrees of primary instruction
; and our primar!

normal schools would furnish masters equally for both degrees ; for whoir!

however, there behoved to be two kinds of examinations, and two kinds
(|

licenses. There would remain for you only to fix a minimum for the middle;

school, as you would imdoubtedly do for the elementary school, taking caii

to allow the several departments gradually to surpass their minimun

according to their resources and their success.
;

" This is what appears to me substantially contained in all the petitioi

addressed to you by the towns, whether to change the subjects taught in oii

communal colleges ; whether to add to the classical and scientific instructic;

aff'orded in our royal colleges, other courses of more general utility ; whethei

in fine, to be allowed schools which they know not how to name, and whic!

more than once they have denominated Industrial Schools, in contradistinc

tion to our colleges. Care must be taken not to weaken the classical studiti

of our colleges ; on the contrary, I repeat it, they ought to be strengthenei!

We should avoid the introduction of two descriptions of pupils into om* co'

leges ; this is contrary to all good discipline, and would unavoidably enerva

the more diflicult studies to the profit of the easier. Neither is it right

give the name of industiial schools to schools in which the pupils are D'i

supposed to have any particular vocation. The people feel only their want;

it belongs to you, sir, to make choice of the means by which these wants a

to be satisfied. A cry is raised from one exti-emity of France to the othe

demanding for three-fourtljs of the French nation establishments intermedia

between the simple elementary schools and the colleges. The prayers a

in-gent; they are almost unanimous. Here again is a point of the ve

highest importance, on which it would be easy to dilate. The gener

prayer, numerous attempts more or less successful, call out for a law, ai

render it at once indispensable and easy." i

Our limits compel us to conclude, leaving much interestir]

matter of the Rajiport unnoticed, and the whole Projet de Lc\

What we have extracted of the former, will afford a sample

the exceeding importance of its contents. Of this we have befo

us a German translation by Dr Kroeger of Hamburgh, who h

appended some valuable notes ; but, though the work is of incoi

parably greater importance for this country, we have little expe

tation that it will appear in English. We are even ignorant

our wants. In fact, the difficulty of all educational improveme.

in Britain lies less in the amount, however enormous, of work

be performed, than in the notion that not a great deal is requisit

Our paedagogical ignorance is only equalled by our paedagogic

I
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((•iicelt ; and where few are competent to understand, all believe

themselves qualified to decide.

Had our limits permitted, we should have said something of the

history of primary education in Germany ; and a word on the system

•f popular instruction in some of the North American democracies,

^vhicli, however inferior, still approaches nearest to that established

II the autocratic monarchies of the empire. We should also have

ittompted to show, though somewhat startling in its appliance to

•urselvcs, that Aristotle's criterion of an honest and intelligent

\ ornment holds universally true. A government, says the phi-

Mipher, ruling for the benefit of all, is, of its very nature, anxious

'•'V the education of all, not only because intelligence is in itself

I i^ood, and the condition of good, but even in order that its sub-

octs may be able to appreciate the benefits of which it is itself the

ource ; whereas a government ruling for the profit of its admini-

trators, is naturally willing to debase the mind and character of

he governed, to the end that they may be disqualified to under-

tand, to care for, and to assert their rights.—But we must leave

hcse inquiries for the present ; trusting to be able, ere long, to

esume them.

]
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Thinking (employing that term as comprehending all

cognitive energies,) is of two kinds. It is either A) Negative o

B) Positive.

A.) Thinking is Negative, (in propriety, a negation of thought,

when Existence is not attributed to an object. It is of two kinds

in as much as the one or the other of the conditions of positive

thinking is violated. In either case, the result is Nothing.

I.) If the condition of Non-contradiction be not fulfilled, thcr

emerges The really Impossible, what has been called in the school:

Nihil purum.
,

11.) If the condition of Relativity be not purified, there resulii

The Impossible to thought ; that is, what may exist, but what \Vj

are unable to conceive existing. This impossible, the schools havi

not contemplated ; we are, therefore, compelled, for the sake (

symmetry and precision, to give it a scholastic appellation i

the Nihil cogitahile.

B.) Thinking is Positive, (and this in propriety is the onli

real thought,) when Existence is predicated of an object. B-

existence is not, however, here meant real or objective existenc|

but only existence subjective or ideal. Thus, imagining a Cen1

or a Hippogryph, we do not suppose that the phantasm has

being beyond our imagination ; but still we attribute to it

actual existence in thought. Nay, we attribute to it a p
existence in creation ; for we can represent nothing, which we (

not think, as within the limits of Almighty power to reahse.—Pos

tive thinking can be brought to bear only under two condition,'

the condition of I) Non-contradiction, and the condition of I,

Relativity. If both are fulfilled, we think Something.

I.) Non-contradiction. This condition is insuperable. V

think it, not only as a law of thought, but as a law of things ; ai

while we suppose its violation to determine an absolute impos

bility, we suppose its fulfilment to afford only the Not-impossih

Thought is, under this condition, merely explicative or analyti

and the condition itself is brought to bear under three phasi

constituting three laws : i.)—the law of Identity ; ii.)—the law

Contradiction ; iii.)—the law of Excluded Middle. The sciei>

of these laws is Logic; and as the laws are only explicati'

Logic is orAj formal. (The principle of Sufficient Reason shoi

be excluded from Logic. For, in as much as this principle is i

material (material=non-formal,) it is only a derivation of the tin

'

I

!i
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•rnial laws ; and in as much as it is material, it coincides witli the

rinciplc of Causality, and is extra-logical).

Though necessary to state the condition of Non-contradiction,

lere is no dispute about its effect, no danger of its violation.

i^hen I, therefore, speak of the Conditioned, I use the term in

becial reference to Relativity. By existence conditioned, is meant,

haphatically, existence relative, existence thought under relation,

elation may thus he understood to contain all the categories and

•rnis of positive thought.

i II.) Relativity. This condition (by which, be it observed, is

|eant the relatively or conditionally relative, and, therefore, not

fren the relative, absolutely or infinitely,)—this condition is not

'superable. We should not think it as a law of things, but

ercly as a law of thought ; for we find that there are contradic-

ry opposites, one of which, b}'^ the rule of Excluded Middle,

ii>t be true, but neither of which can by us be positively thought,

possible.—Thinking, under this condition, is ampliative or

itthetic. Its science, Metaphysic, (using that term in a compre-

nsive meaning.) is therefore material, in the sense of non-formal.

ho condition of Relativity, in so far as it is necessary, is brought

bear under three principal relations ; the first of which springs

um the subject of knowlege—the mind thinking, {the relation of
'nowlege) ; the second and third from the object of knowlege

—

e thing thought about, {the relations of Existence).

(Besides these necessary and original relations, of which alone

is requisite to speak in an alphabet of human thought, there are

any relations, contingent and derivative, which we frequently

japloy in the actual apphcations of our cognitive energies. Such

\v example (without arrangement,) as—True and False, Good
id Bad, Perfect and Imperfect, Easy and Difiicult, Desire and

torsion. Simple and Complex, Uniform and Various, Singular

• <1 Universal, Whole and Tart, Similar and Dissimilar, Congru-

' t and Incongruent, Equal and Unequal, Orderly and Disorderly,

•autlful and Deformed, Material and Immaterial, Natural and

tificial, Organised and Inorganised, Young and Old, Male and

male, Parent and Child, &c. &c. Tliese admit of classification

lim different points of view; but to attempt their arrangement

' all, far less on any exclusive principle, would here be manifestly

f of place.)

i.) The relations of Knowlege are those which arise from the

' iprocal dependence of the subject and of the object of thought.
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Self and Not-self, {Ego and Non-ego,—Subjective and Objec

tive.) Whatever comes into consciousness, is thought by us, eithei

as belonging to the mental self, exclusively, (subjectivo-subjective)

or as belonging to the not-self, exclusively, (objective-objective,

or as belonging partly to both, (subjective-objective). It is diffi:

cult, however, to find words to express precisely all the comple;

correlations of knowledge. For in cognizing a mere aifection c

self, we objectify it ; it forms a subject-object or subjective objecl

or subjectivo-subjective object: and how shall we name and discr:

minate a mode of mind, representative of and relative to a mod'

of matter ? This difficulty is, however, strictly psychological. I

so far as we are at present concerned, it is manifest that all thesi

cognitions exist for us, only as terms of a correlation. I

The relations of Existence, arising from the object of

are twofold; in as much as the relation is either Intrinsic

Extrinsic.

ii.) As the relation of Existence is Intrinsic, it is that of Suii

STANCE AND QUALITY, (form, accidcut, property, mode, affectio|'

phaenomenon, appearance, attribute, predicate, &c. It may l|

called qualitative. i

Substance and Quality are, manifestly, only thought as mj

tual relatives. We cannot think a quality existing absoluteli

in or of itself. We a've constrained to think it, as inhering
i

some basis, substratum, hypostasis, or substance ; but this sui

stance cannot be conceived by us, except negatively, that is, i

the unapparent—the inconceivable correlative of certain appeal

ing qualities. If we attempt to think it positively, we can thiij

it only by transforming it into a quality or bundle of qualitM

which, again, we are compelled to refer to an unknown substamj

now supposed for their incogitable basis. Everything, in fai

may be conceived as the quality, or as the substance of son[

thing else. But absolute substance and absolute quality, th( i

are both inconceivable, as more than negations of the conceivab

.

It is hardly requisite to observe, that the term Substance is v

garly applied, in the abusive signification, to a congeries of qufl-

ties, denoting those especially which are more permanent, in c*'-

trast to those which are more transitory. (See the treatise U

Mundo, attributed to Aristotle, c. iv.)

What has now been said, applies equally to Mind and Matte,
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As the relation of Existence is EA'trinsic, it is threefold; and as

'ustituted by three species of quantity, it may be called quantita-

e. It is realised in or by : P. Protensivc quantity, Protension, or

me ; 2°. Extensive quantity, Extension or Space ; 3°. Intensive

lumtity. Intension or Degree. These quantities may be all consi-

t red, either as Continuous or as Discrete; and they constitute the

tree last great relations which we have here to signahse.

iii.) Time, Protension or protensive quantity, called likewise

lu'ation, is a necessary condition of thought. It may be consi-

u-ed both in itself and in the things which it contains.

Considered in itself.—Space is positively inconceivable, if we

^empt to construe it in thought ;—either, on the one hand, as

a|3oIutely commencing or absolutely terminating, or on the other,

ainfinite or eternal, whether ab ante or a post ; and it is no less

iionceivable, if we attempt to fix an absolute minimum or to fol-

li- out an infinite division. It is positively conceivable : if con-

c ved as an indefinite past, present or future ; and as an inde-

tlminate mean between the two unthinkable extremes of an abso-

Iie least and an infinite divisibihty. For thus it is relative.

u regard to Time Past and Time Future there is comparatively

udifficulty, because these are positively thought as protensive

qjintities. But Time Present, when we attempt to realise it,

'''ns to escape us altogether—to vanish into nonentity. The
-' nt cannot be conceived as of any length, of any quantity, of

I protension, in short, as any thing positive. It is only con-

" able as a negation, as the point or line (and these are only

ii'ations) in which the past ends and the future begins,—in

w oil they hmit each other.

" Le moment oil jc parle, est deja loin de moi.''

I

I

act, we are unable to conceive hmv we do exist ; and, specula-

y, we must admit, in its most literal acceptation—" Victuri

i'CT, vivimus nunquam." The Eleatic Zcno's demonstration

1 Uic impossibihty of Motion, is not more insoluble than could be
'" jcd a proof, that the Present has no reality ; for however cer-

we may be of both, we can positively think neither. So true

as said by St Augustin :
" What is Time,—if not asked, I

but attempting to explain, I know not."

lings in Time are either co-inclusive or co-exclusive. Things

lusivc—if of the same time are, jfro tanto, identical, appa-

y and in thought ; if of different times, (as causes and effect,

' et causatum,) they appear as different, but are thought as

h I \\
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identical. Things co-exclusive are mutually, either prior and pos

terior, or contemporaneous.

The impossibility we experience of thinking negatively or a

non-existent, non-existent, consequently in time (either past o

future,) aught, which we have conceived positively or as exisi

ent,—this impossibility affords the principle of Causality, &<

(Specially developed in the sequel.) :

Time appHes to both Substance and Quality ; and includes tl

other quantities, Space and Degree.

iv.) Space, Extension or extensive quantity is, in like manne'

a necessary condition of thought ; and may also be considere

both in itself, and in the things which it contains.

Considered in itself.—Space is positively inconceivable :—as

whole, either infinitely unbounded, or absolutely bounded ; as

'

jDart, either infinitely divisible, or absolutely indivisible. Space

positively conceivable :—as a mean between these extremes ; :

other words, we can think it either as an indefinite whole, or

an indefinite part. For thus it is relative.

The things contained in Space may be considered, either ,

relation to this form, or in relation to each other.—In relation i

Space : the extension occupied by a thing is called its place ; al

a thing changing its place, gives the relation of motion in spaj,

space itself being always conceived as immoveable, ,

" stabllisque mancus ilat cimcta moveri."
i

—Considered in relation to each other. Things, spacially, are eit'jr

inclusive, thus originating the relation of containing and c|-

tained; or co-exclusive, thus determining the relation of posit ,q

or situation—of here and there.
J

Space applies, proximately, to things considered as Substan

for the qualities of substances, though they are in, may

occupy, space. In fact, it is by a merely modern abuse of ^o

term, that the affections of Extension have been styled Quali\s.

It is extremely difficult for the human mind to admit the p(|ii-

bility of unextcnded substance. ' Extension, being a conditio! of

positive thinking, clings to all our conceptions ; and it is {le

merit of the philosophy of the Conditioned, that it proves sijce

to be only a law of thought, and not a law of things. The <p-

culty of thinking, or rather of admitting as possible, the imirie-

riality of the soul, is shown by the tardy and timorous manmjin

which the inextension of the thinking subject was rccogniscim

the Christian Church. Some of the earlv Councils and mo ol
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|ie Fathers maintained the extended, while denying the covpoi-cal,

ature of the spiritual principle ; and, though I cannot allow, that

)e?cartes was the first by whom the innnateriality of mind was

illy acknowledged, there can be no doubt, that an assertion of

inextension and illocality of the soul, was long and very gcnc-

lly eschewed, as tantamount to the assertion, that it was a mere

'thing.

On space are dependent what are called the Primary (Qualities

t" body, strictly so denominated, and Space combined with Degree

rtbrds, of body, the Seciindo-primary Qualities. (On this dis-

nction, see Dissertations on licid, p. 845—853.)

Our inability to conceive an absolute elimination from space of

light, which we have conceived to occupy space, gives the law of

hat I have called Ultimate Incompressihility , &c. {lb. p. 847.)

V.) Degree, Intension or intensive cj[uantity is not, like Time

ad Space, an absolute condition of thought. Existences arc not

cccssarily thought under it ; it does not apply to Substance, but

J Quality, and that in the more limited acceptation of the word.

"or it does not apply to what have (abusively) been called by

lodern philob -l-ers the Prim; an- Quj-lities of body ; these being

lorcly evolutions of Extension, which, again, i.^ not thought

ndcr Degree. (Dissertations on Reid, p. 846, sq.) Degree

lay, therefore, be thought as null, or as existing only potentially.

Uit thinking it to be, we must think it as a quantity ; and, as a

iiantity, it is positively both inconceivable and conceivable.

—

t is positively inconceivable : absolutely, either as least or as

reatest ; infinitely, as without limit, cither in increase or in

irainution.—On the contrary, it is positively conceivable ; as in-

cfinitely high or higher, as indefinitely low or lower.—The things

liought under it; if of the same intension are correlativcly uniform,

I' of a diifcrent degree, are correlativcly higher or lower.

Degree affords the relations of Actuality and Potentiality,—of

\ction and Passion,—of Power active, and Poiuer passive, &c.

Degree is, likewise, developed into what, in propriety, are

ailed the Secondary Qualities of body ; and combined with

5pace, into the Secundo-primary. {lb. p. 853, p. 848, sq.)

So much for the Conditions of Thinking, in detail.

If the general doctrine of the Conditioned be correct, it yields

- a corollary, t\\^iJudyment, that Comparison is implied in every

' t of apprehension : and the fact, that consciousness cannot be
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realised without an energy of judgment, is, again, a proof of the;

correctness of the theory, asserting the Relativity of Thought.

The philosophy of the Conditioned even from the preceding

outline, is, it will be seen, the express converse of the philosophy

of the Absolute,—at least, as this system has been latterly evolved

in Germany. For this asserts to man a knowlege of the Uncon-'

ditioned,—of the Absolute and Infinite ; while that denies to him;

a knowlege of either, and maintains, all which we immediately:

know, or can know, to be only the Conditioned, the Relative, the^

Pha3nomenal, the Finite. The one, supposing knowlege to be

only of existence in itself, and existence in itself to be appre-

hended, and even understood, proclaims—" Understand that you

may beheve," (" Intellige ut credas"); the other, supposing that;

existence, in itself, is unknown, that apprehension is only ot

phoenomena, and that these are received only upon trust, as.

incomprehensibly revealed facts, proclaims, with the Prophet,

—

" Believe that ye may understand," (" Crede ut intelligas."

Is. vii. 9, sec. Ixx.)—But extremes meet. In one respect, both

coincide ; for both agree, that the knowlege of Nothing is the

principle or result of all true philosophy :

—

" Scire A7///',—studium, quo nos lietamiu' iitrique."
'•

But the one doctrine, openly maintaining that the Nothing must'

yield everything, is a philosophic omniscience; whereas the other,

holding that Nothing can yield nothing, is a philosophic nescience.

In other words :—the doctrine of the Unconditioned is a philo-

sophy confessing relative ignorance, but professing absolute know-

lege ; while the doctrine of the Conditioned is a philosophy pro-

fessing relative knowlege, but confessing absolute ignorance. Thus.,

touching the Absolute : the watchword of the one is,
—" Noscendo

cognoscitur, ignorando ignoratur ;" the watchword of the other is.

—" Noscendo ignoratur, ignorando cognoscitur."

But which is true ?—To answer this, we need only to examine

our own consciousness ; there shall we recognise the limited

" extent of our tether,"
|

" Tecum liabita, et iioris quaiii sit tibi curta supellex."
\

But this one requisite is fulfilled (alas !) by few ; and the same

philosophic poet has to lament :

—

,

" Ut nemo iu sese tentat descendere,—nemo
; \

Sed praecedenti spectatur mautica tergo !

"
;

To manifest the utility of introducing the principle of the Con
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itioncd into our metaphysical speculations, I shall (ahvays in

iitline) give one only, but a signal illustration of its importance.

-Of all questions in the history of philosophy, that concerning

16 origin of our judgment of Cause and Ett'ect is, perhaps, the

lost celebrated ; but, strange to say, there is not, so far as I am
\\are, to be found a comprehensive view of the various theories,

'•oposcd in explanation, not to say, among these, any satisfactory

^planation of the pha^nomenon itself.

The phjenomenon is this :—When aware of a new appearance,

I' are unable to conceive that therein has originated any new
vistence, and are, therefore, constrained to think, that what now
spears to us under a new form, had previously an existence

ider others. These others (for they are always plural) are

lUed its cause ; and a cause (or more properly causes) we cannot

it suppose ; for a cause is simply everything without which the

Feet would not result, and all such concurring, the effect cannot

It result. We are utterly unable to construe it in thought as

-sible, that the complement of existence has been either increased

diminished. We cannot conceive, either, on the one hand,

ithing becoming something, or, on the other, something becoming

iihing. When God is said to create the universe out of nothing,

? think this, by supposing, that he evolves the universe out of

inself ; and, in like manner, we conceive annihilation, only by

nceiving the creator to withdraw his creation from actuality into

iwer.

" Nil posse creari

De Nihilo, iieqne quod genitu '.st ad Nil revocari ;

"

" Gigni

De Nihilo Niliil, in Niliilum Nil posse reverti :

"

—

these hues of Lucretius and Persius enounce a physical axiom

I antiquity ; which, when interpreted by the doctrine of the Con-

' iuned, is itself at once recalled to harmony with revealed truth,

\ expressing, in its purest form, the conditions of human thought,

' i/resses also, imphcitly, the whole intellectual pha)nomenon of

1 isality.

The mind is thus compelled to recognise an absolute identity

' existence in the effect and in the complement of its causes,

—

I ween the causatum and the causa. We think the causes to

' itain all that is contained in the effect ; the effect to contain

' liing but what is contained in the causes. F^ach is tlie sum of

other. *' Omnia mutant ur. nihil inferit." is what we think.

I.
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Avhat we must think ; nor can the change itself be thought without

a cause. Our judgment of causahty simply is :—We necessarily

deny in thought, that the object which we apprehend as begin-

ning to be, really so begins ; but, on the contrary, affirm, as we

must, the identity of its present sum of being, with the sum of its

past existence.—And here, it is not requisite for us to know,

under what form, under what combination this quantum previously

existed ; in other words, it is unnecessary for us to recognise the

particular causes of this particular effect. A discovery of the

determinate antecedents into which a determinate consequent

may be refunded; is merely contingent,—merely the result of

experience; but the judgment, that every event should have itsj

Ciiuses, is necessary, and imposed on us, as a condition of our

human intelligence itself. This necessity of so thinking, is the; :

only phsenomenon to be explained.

Now, throwing out of account the philosophers who, hke Dr.M

Thomas Brown,* quietly eviscerate the problem of its sole diffi-|l

culty, and enumerating only the theories which do not accomino-;

date the pha^nomenon to be explained to their attempts at expla-

nation,—these are, in all, seven.

1°,—And, in the first place, tliey fall into two supreme classes, i

The one {A) comprehends those theories which co:^ ider the causal' J
judgment as adventitious, empirical, or a posteriori, that is, as! I,

derived from experienco ; the other (B) comprehends those whid:

view it as native, pure, or a priori, that is, as a condition of intel-

hgence itself.—The two primary genera are, however, severall}

subdivided into various species.

2°,—The former class (A) falls into two subordinates; in a:

much as the judgment is viewed as founded cither on an origina.

(a) or on a derivative (b) cognition.

3°,—Each of these is finally distributed into two ; accorchng a

the judgment is supposed to have an objective or a subjective ori

gin. In the former case (a) it is objective, perhaps objective

objective, (1) when held to consist in an immediate apprehemio.

of the efficiency of causes in the external and internal worlds

and subjective, or rather subjectivo-objective, (2) when viewed a

given through a self-consciousness cdone of the efficiency of on

own volitions.—In the latter case (b) it is regarded, if objectiv

* The fiuulamciital vice of Dr Brown's theory has beeu, Avith great aciitr

uess, exposed by his successor. Professor AVilsou. (See Bhickwood's Mag;

ziue, July 1836, a'oI. xl., p. 122, sq.)
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;), as a product ofinduction and generalisation ; if suhjcctivc (4),

s a result of association and custom.

4°,—In like manner, the latter supreme class (B) is divided

iito two, according as the opinions under it, view in the causal

lulgmcnt, a law of thought :—cither idtimate, primary (c) ; or

• condary, derived (d).

5°,—It is a corollary of the former doctrine (c), (which is not

ubdivided,) that the judgment is a positive act, an affirmative

'eliverance of intelligence (5).—The latter doctrine (d), on the

iher hand, considers the judgment as of a negative character

;

nd is subdivided into two. For some maintain that the principle

f causahty may be resolved into the principle of Contradiction,

'r, more properly, non-contradiction (G) ; whilst, though not pre-

iously attempted, it may be argued that thejudgment of causahty

> a derivation from the Condition of Relativity in Time (7).

First and Second theories.—Of these seven opinions, the first

las always been held in combination with the second ; whereas,

he second has been frequently held by those who abandon tlic first,

'onsidcring them together, that is, as the opinion, that we innne-

liatcly apprehend the efficiency of causes external or internal ;

—

his is obnoxious to two fatal objections.

The first is,—that we have no such apprehension, no such

.'xpcrience. It is now, indeed, universally admitted, that we have

10 perception of the causal nexus in the material world. Hume it

.vas, who decided the opinion of philosophers upon this point. But

hough he advances his refutation of tlie vulgar doctrine as original,

ic was, in fact, herein only the last of a long scries of metaphysi-

ians, some ofwhom had even maintained their thesis not less lucidly

:han the Scottish sceptic. I cannot indeed believe, that Ilume

:'Ould have been ignorant of the anticipation.—But whilst surren-

lering the first, there are many pliilosoi)hers who still adhere to the

-L'cond opinion ;—a theory which has been best stated and most

4rcnuously supported by the late M. Maine de Biran, one of the

icutcst metaphysicians of France. I will to move my arm, and I

move it. When we analyse this pha)nomenon, says De Biran,

I he following are the results:—1°, the consciousness of an act of

will ; 2°, the consciousness of a motion produced ; 3°, the con-

-liousness of a relation of the motion to the volition. And what
is this relation? Not one of simple succession. The will is not

t'ur us an act without efficiency ; it is a productive enei'gy ; so

that, in a volition, there is given to us the notion of cause ; and
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this notion we subsequently project out from our internal activities

into the changes of the external world.—But the empirical fact,

here asserted, is incorrect. For between the overt fact of corpo-

real movement, which we perceive, and the internal act of the

will to move, of which we are self-conscious, there intervenes a

series of intermediate agencies, of which we are wholly unaware

:

consequently, we can have no consciousness, as this hypothesis

maintains, of any causal connection between the extreme links oi

this chain, that is, between the volition to move and the arm

moving. (See Dissertations on Reid, p. 866.)

But independently of this, the second objection is fatal to the

theory which would found the judgment of causahty on any empi-

rical apprehension whether of the phaenomena of mind or of the

phgenomena of matter. Admitting the causal efficiency to be

cognisable, and perception with self-consciousness to be competent

for its apprehension, still as these faculties can inform us only ot

individual causations, the quahty of necessity and consequent;

universality by which this judgment is characterised remains

i

wholly unexplained. (See Cousin on Locke.) So much for the.

two theories at the head of our enumeration.

As the first and second opinions have been usually associated,

so also have been the tliird and fourth.

Third theory.—In regard to the third opinion, it is manifest,

that the observation of certain phaenomena succeeding certaiu

other phgenomena, and the generalisation, consequent thereon,

that these are reciprocally causes and effect,—it is manifest that

this could never of itself have engendered, not only the strong,'

but the irresistible, conviction, that every event must have itsj

causes. Each of these observations -is contingent, and any num-'

ber of observed contingencies will never impose upon us the con-'

sciousness of necessity, that is the consciousness of an inability to'

think the opposite. This theory is thus logically absurd. For it

would infer as a conclusion, the universal necessity of the causal,

judgment, from a certain number of actual consecutions ; that is.,

it would collect that all must he, because some are. Logically

absurd, it is also psychologically false. For we find no difficulty:

in conceiving the converse of one or of all observed consecutions .•i|

and yet, the causal judgment which, ex hypothesi, is only the!

result of these observations, we cannot possibly think, as possibly

unreal. We have always seen a stone returning to the ground

when thrown into the air ; but we find no difficulty in represent-
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mg to ourselves some or all stones rising from the earth ; nay, wo

•an easily suppose even gravitation itself to be reversed. Only,

ne are unable to conceive the possibility of this or of any other

vent.—without a cause.

Fourth opinion.—IS^or does the fourth theory afford a better

liition. The necessity of so thinking, cannot be derived from a

.<tom of so thinking. The force of custom, influential as it may
le, is still always limited to the customary ; and the customary

lever reaches, never even approaches, to the necessary. Associa-

ion may explain a strong and special, but it can never explain a

iniversal and absolutely irresistible belief.—On this theory, also,

vhen association is recent, the causal judgment should be weak,

ind rise only gradually into full force, as custom becomes inve-

crate. But we do not iind that this judgment is feebler in

he young, stronger in the old. In neither case, is there less and

nore ; in both cases the necessity is complete.—Mr Hume patron-

zed the opinion, that the causal judgment is an offspring of expe-

•ience engendered upon custom. But those have a sorry insight

iito the philosophy of that great thinker who suppose, hke Brown,

hat this was a dogmatic theory of his own, or one considered

atisfactory by himself. On the contrary, in his hands it was a

•eduction of the prevalent dogmatism to palpable absurdity, by

hewing out the inconsistency of its results. To the Lockian

I'lisuahsm, Hume proposed the problem,—to account for the

ihaenomenon of necessity in our thought of the causal nexus.

That pliilosophy afforded no other principle than the custom of

xperience, through which even the attempt at a solution could

•e made ; and the principle of custom Hume shews could never

I'ount for the product of any real necessity. The alternative

as plain. Either the doctrine of sensualism is false ; or our

ature is a delusion. Shallow thinkers admitted the latter alter-

ative, and were lost
;
profound thinkers, on the contrary, were

'termined to build philosophy on a deeper foundation than that

t" the superficial edifice of Locke : and thus it is, that Hume has,

I mediately or mediately, been the cause or the occasion of what-

\ 'T is of principal value in the subsequent speculations of Scot-

md, Germany, and France.

Fifth theory.—In regard to the second supreme genus (B),

' first of the three opinions which it contains, (the fifth in gc-

' ral,) maintains that the causal judgment is a primary datum,

positive revelation of intellisrence. To this are to be referred
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the relative theories of Leibnitz, Reid, Kant, Stewart, Cousin, and

the majority of recent philosophers. To this class Brown likewise

belongs ; in as much as he idly refers what remains in his hands
i

of the evacuated phsonomenon to an original belief.
j
\

AVithout descending to details, it is manifest in general, that k .

against the assumption of a special principle, which this doctrine >:

makes, there exists a primary presumption of philosophy. This i -

is the law of parsimony ; which prohibits, without a proven neces- {

b

sity, the multiphcation of entities, powers, principles or causes; ilri

above all, the postulation of an unknown force where a known
I

impotence can account for the phsenomenon. We are, therefore, i

entitled to apply " Occam's razor" to this theory of causality, j .

unless it be proved impossible to explain the causal judgment at a j :

cheaper rate, by deriving it from a common, and that a negative,

principle. On a doctrine like the present, is thrown the burthen i ...

of vindicating its necessity, by shewing that unless a special and
j
|n

positive principle be assumed, there exists no competent mode to
j u

save the phsenomenon. The opinion can therefore only be admit- j nil

ted provisorily ; and it falls, of course, if what it would explain ; ;:{

can be explained on less onerous conditions. ; i

Leaving, therefore, this theory, which certainly does account j
.

for the pha3uomenon, to fall or stand, according as either of the I

two remaining opinions be, or be not, found sufficient, I go on to

this consideration.

Sixtli opinion.—Of these, the former, that is the sixth theory,

has been long exploded. It attempts to establish the causal judg- :

ment upon the principle of Contradiction. Leibnitz was too acute ;
.*

a metaphysician to attempt the resolution of the principle of Suf- ' :t

ficient Keason or Causality, which is ampliati^c or synthetic, into

the principle of Contradiction, which is merely expHcative or

analytic. But his followers were not so wise. Wolf, Bauni-

garten, and many other Leibnitians, paraded demonstrations of

the law of Sufficient Reason on the ground of the law ofi
j:^

Contradiction ; but the reasoning always proceeds on a coyert, |.i^

assumption of the very point in question. The same argument is,!
'f^

however, at an earlier date, to be found in Locke, wliile modifica-' ";

tions of it are also given by Hobbes and Samuel Clarke. Hume:'

who Avas only aware of the demonstration, as proposed by the

English metaphysicians, honours it with a refutation which has

obtained even the full approval of Reid ; whilst by foreign philo-

sophers, the inconsequence of the reduction, at the hands of th

I
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Volfian metaphysicians, has frequently been exposed. I may
tereforc pass it in silence.

Seventh opinion.—The field is thus open for the last theory,

hich would analyse the judgment of causality into a form of the

lental law of the Conditioned. This theory, which has not

therto been proposed, comes recommended by its cheapness and

mphcity. It postulates no new, no express, no positive principle.

merely supposes that the mind is limited ; the law of limita-

on,—the law of the Conditioned constituting, in one of its appli-

,tions, the law of Causality. The mind is astricted to think in

rtain forms ; and, under these, thought is possible only in the

nditioned interval between two unconditioned contradictory

treraes or poles, each of which is altogether inconceivable, but
' which, on the principle of Excluded Middle, the one or the

her is necessarily true. In reference to the present question,

need only be recapitulated, that we must think under the con-

'tion of Existence,—Existence Relative,—and Existence Eela-

1 e in Time. But what does existence relative in time imply ?

. imphes, 1°, that we are unable to reahse in thought : on the

(0 pole of the irrelative, either an absolute commencement, or

f absolute termination of time ; as on the other, either an infinite

dn-commencement, or an infinite non-termination of time. It

-ijplies, 2°, That we can think, neither, on the one pole, an abso-

te minimum, nor, on the other, an infinite chvisibility of time.

'1st these constitute two pairs of contradictory jiropositions ; which,

ijour intelligence be not all a lie, cannot both be true, whilst,

aj the same time, either the one or the other necessarily must.

4t, as not relatives, they are not cogitablcs,

Xow the pha?nomenon of causality seems nothing more than a

C'ollary of the law of the conditioned, in its application to a

ting thought under the form or mental category of existence

iTfiLtive in time AVe cannot know, we cannot think a thing,

.ebept under the attribute of existence ; we cannot know or think

ajhing to exist, except as in time ; and we cannot know or think

aithing to exist in time, and think it absolutely to commence.

^Iw this at once imposes on us the judgment of causality. And
ths :—An object is given us, either by our presentative, or by
0* representative, faculty. As given, we cannot but think it

ejstent, and existent in time. But to say, that we cannot but

^1'ik it to exist, is to say, that we are unable to think it non-

tent,—to think it away,—to annihilate it in thouglit. And
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this we cannot do. We may turn away from it ; we may engross

our attention with other objects ; we may, consequently, exclude

it from our thought. That we need not think a thing is certain :

but thinking it, it is equally certain that we cannot think it nol

to exist. So much will be at once admitted of the present ; bul

it may probably be denied of the past and future. Yet if w(

make the experiment, we shall find the mental annihilation of ar

object, equally impossible under time past, and present, anc

future. To obviate, however, misapprehension, a very simpL

observation may be proper. In saying that it is impossible t(

annihilate an object in thought, in other words, to conceive a

non-existent, what had been conceived as existent,—it is of cours i

not meant, that it is impossible to imagine the object wholl;'

changed in form. We can represent to ourselves the ele;

ments of which it is composed, divided, dissipated, modified ii

any way ; we can imagine anything of it, short of annihilaj

tion. But the complement, the quantum, of existence, thougbj

as constituent of an object,

—

that we cannot represent to oui

selves, either as increased, without abstraction from other ent:

ties, or as diminished, without annexation to them. In shor

we are unable to construe it in thought, that there can be aj

atom absolutely added to, or absolutely taken away froii;

existence in general. Let us make the experiment. Let i

form to ourselves a concept of the universe. Now, we are unab

'

to think, that the quantity of existence, of which the universe
;

the conceived sum, can either be amplified or diminished. T\

are able to conceive, indeed, the creation of a world; this inde(

as easily as the creation of an atom. But what is our thought i

creation? It is not a thought of the mere springing of nothii

into something. On the contrary, creation is conceived, and is l;

us conceivable, only as the evolution of existence from possibili

'

into actuality, by the fiat of the dfeity. Let us place ourselves

imagination at its very crisis. Now, can we construe it to thougl

that the moment after the universe flashed into material realit

into manifested being, that there was a larger complement

existence in the universe and its author together, than, the mome:

before, there subsisted in the deity alone? This we are unable '^

imagine. And what is true of our concept of creation, holds

our concept of annihilation. We can think no real annihilation,
•

no absolute sinking of something into nothing. But, as creatii

is cogitable by us, only as a putting forth of divine power, sc'

ri
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iimiliilation by us only conceivable, as a witlulraAval of that same

lowcr. All that is now actually existent in the universe, this we

hink and must think, as having, prior to creation, virtually

•xistcd in the creator ; and in imagining the universe to be anni-

lilated, we can only conceive this, as the retractation by the deity

t' an overt energy into latent power.—In short, it is impossible

or the human mind to think what it thinks existent, lapsing into

ion-existence, either in time past or in time future.

Our inability to think, what we have once conceived existent in

ime, as in time becoming non-existent, corresponds with our inabi-

'ty to think, what we have conceived existent in space, as in space

ooomino; non-existent. We cannot realise it to thought, that a

liing should be extruded, either from the one quantity or from

lie other. Hence, under extension, the law of ultimate inconi-

ressibility ; under pretension, the law of cause and effect.

I have hitherto spoken only of one inconceivable pole of the

uditioned, in its application to existence in time, of the absolute

\treme, as absolute commencement and absolute termination.

1ie counter or infinite extreme, as infinite regress or non-com-

lenceraent, and infinite progress or non-termination, is equally

iithinkable. With this latter we have, however, at present

nthing to do. Indeed, as not obtrusive, the Infinite fio-ures far less

1 the theatre of mind, and exerts a far inferior influence in the

lodification of thought, than the Absolute. It is, in fact, both

istant and delitescent ; and in place of meeting us at every turn,

requires some exertion on our part to seek it out. It is the for-

iir and more obtrusive extreme,—it is the Absolute alone which

institutes and explains the mental manifestation of the causal

itlgment. An object is presented to our observation which has

liienomenally begun to be. But we cannot construe it to thought,

lat the object, that is, this determinate complement ofexistence,

\d really no being at any past moment ; because, in that case,

ice thinking it as existent, we should again think it as non-exist-

nt, which is for us impossible. What then can we—must we
I ? That the phaenomenon presented to us, did, as a phceno-

<non, begin to be,—this we know by experience ; but that the

ements of its existence only began, when the phenomenon which

I'-y constitute came into manifested being,—this we are wholly

lable to think. In these circumstances how do we proceed ?

Iiere is for us only one possible way. We are compelled to

lieve, that the object, (that is the certain rpiale and quantum of
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being), whose phcenomenal rise into existence we have witnessed,

did really exist, prior to this rise, under other forms. But to say,

that a thing previously existed under different forms, is only to

say, in other words, that a thing had causes. (It would be here

out of place, to refute the error of philosophers, in supposing that

any thing can have a single cause ;—meaning always by a cause

that without which the effect would not have been. I speak of
|

course only of second causes, for of the divine causation we can

form no conception).

I must, however, now cursorily observe, that nothing can be

more erroneous in itself, or in its consequences more fertile in

delusion, than the common doctrine, that the causal judgment is

elicited, only when we apprehend objects in consecution, and uni-

form consecution. No doubt, the observation of such succession

prompts and enables us to assign particular causes to particular

effects. But this assignation ought to be carefully distinguished

from the judgment of causality, absolutely. This consists, not

in the empirical and contingent attribution of this phjBuomenon,

as cause, to that ph^enomenon, as effect; but in the universal

necessity of which we are conscious, to think causes for every event,

whether that event stand isolated by itself, and be by us referable

to no other, or whether it be one in a series of successive phaeno-

mena, which, as it were, spontaneously arrange themselves under

the relation of effect and cause. On this, not sunken, rock, Dr
Brown and others have been shipwrecked.

The preceding doctrine of causality seems to me the one pre-J

ferable, for the following among other reasons.
j

^

In the first place, to explain the phsenomenon of the causalj '

judgment, it postulates no new, no extraordinary, no express; 'j>_

principle. It does not even proceed on the assumption of a posi-i

tive power ; for while it shews, that the phasnomenon in question

is only one of a class, it assigns, as their common cause, only a

negative impotence. In this respect, it stands advantageously

contrasted with the only other theory which saves the phseno-

menon, but which saves it, only on the hypothesis of a special

principle, expressly devised to account for this phaenomenou ^

alone. But nature never works by more, and more complex/ ^
instruments than are necessary,

—

(/.yihsu vi^irras: and to excogitate '

a particular force, to perform what can be better explained on

the ground of a general inibecillity, is contrary to every rule oJ

philosophising.
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But, in the second place, if there be postulated an express and

positive affirmation of intelligence, to account for the mental

deliverance,—that existence cannot absolutely commence ; we

must equally postulate a counter affirmation of intelligence, posi-

tive and express, to explain the counter mental deliverance,

—

that existence cannot infinitely not commence. The one necessity

of mind is equally strong as the other ; and, if the one be a posi-

tive datum, an express testimony of intelligence, so likewise must

be the other. But they are contradictories ; and, as contradic-

tories, they cannot both be true. On this theory, therefore, the

root of our nature is a he. By the doctrine, on the contrary,

which I propose, these contradictory phaenomena are carried up

into the common principle of a limitation of our faculties. Intel-

ligence is shewn to be feeble, but not false ; our nature is, thus,

not a lie, nor the author of our nature a deceiver.

In the third place, this simpler and easier doctrine, avoids a

most serious inconvenience which attaches to the more difficult

and complex. It is this. To suppose a positive and special prin-

ciple of causahty, is to suppose that there is expressly revealed

to us, through intelligence, an affirmation of the fact, that there

exists no free causation ; that is, that there is no cause which is

not itself merely an effect, existence being only a series of deter-

mined antecedents and determined consequents. But this is an

assertion of Fatalism. Such, however, many of the partisans of

that doctrine will not admit. An affirmation of absolute necessity

is, they are aware, virtually the negation of a moral universe,

consequently of the moral governor of a moral universe. But

this is Atheism. Fatalism and Atheism are, indeed, convertible

terms. The only valid arguments for the existence of a God, and

for the immortality of the human soul, rest on the ground of man's

moral nature ; consequently, if that moral nature be annihilated,

which in any scheme of thoroughgoing necessity it is, every

conclusion, established on such a nature, is annihilated hkewise.

Aware of this, some of those who make the judgment of causality

a positive dictate of intelligence, find themselves compelled, in

lOrder to escape from the consequences of their doctrine, to deny
that this dictate, though universal in its dehverance, should be

owed to hold universally true ; and accordingly, they would

xempt from it the facts of volition. Will, they hold to be a free

.use, a cause which is not an effect ; in other words, they attri-

bute to it the power of absolute origination. But here their own
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principle of causality ^is too strong for them. They say, that it

;

is unconditionally promulgated, as an express and positive law of;

inteUigence, that every origination is an apparent only, notareal,!.

commencement. Now to exempt certain phsenomena from thisji

universal law, on the ground of our moral consciousness, cannot ii:

validly be done.—For, in the first place, this would be an admis-'

sion, that the mind is a complement of contradictory revelations.'

,

If mendacity be admitted of some of our mental dictates, we can-(;;

not vindicate veracity to any. If one be delusive, so may all.j

" Falsus in uno, falsus in omnibus." Absolute scepticism is here'

the legitimate conclusion.—But, in the second place, waving thisj

conclusion, what right have we, on this doctrine, to subordinate]

the positive affirmation of causality to our consciousness of moral|

hberty,—what right have we, for the interest of the latter, tc!

derogate from the former ? We have none. If both be equalhi

positive, we are not entitled to sacrifice the alternative, which ouii

wishes prompt us to abandon.
;

But the doctrine which I propose is not obnoxious to thes('

objections. It does not maintain, that the judgment of causalitjj

is dependent on a power of the mind, imposing, as necessary irj

thought, what is necessary in the universe of existence. On the con!

trary, it resolves this judgment into a mere mental impotence,—aii

impotence to conceive either of two contradictories. And as tb'

one or the other of contradictories must be true, whilst both cannot

'

it proves, that there is no ground for inferring a certain fact to b

impossible, merely from our inability to conceive it possible. At th

same time, if the causal judgment be not an express affirmation cj

mind, but only an incapacity of thinking the opposite ; it follow^

that such a negative judgment cannot counterbalance the expres

affirmative, the unconditional testimony, of consciousness,—that w

are, though we know not how, the true and responsible authors (

our actions, nor merely the worthless links in an adamantine serie

of effects and causes. It appears to me, that it is only on such

doctrine, that we can philosophically vindicate the liberty of th

human will,—that we can rationally assert to man—•' fatis avols

voluntas." How the will can possibly be free, must remain to u

under the present limitation of our faculties, wholly incomprehei'

sible. We are unable to conceive an absolute commencement

we cannot, therefore, conceive a free vohtion. A determinatic

by motives cannot, to our understanding, escape from necessit;

tion. Nav, were we even to admit as true, what we cannot thir
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;is possible, still the doctrine of a motiveless volition would be

only casualism; and the free acts of an indifferent, are, morally

and rationally, as worthless as the pre-ordered passions of a deter-

mined, will. Hoiv, therefore, I repeat, moral liberty is possible in

man or God, we are utterly unable speculatively to understand.

]]ut practically, the fact, that we are free, is given to us in the

consciousness of an uncompromising law of duty, in the con-

sciousness of our moral accountability ; and this fact of liberty

cannot be redargued on the ground that it is incomprehensible,

tor the philosophy of the conditioned proves, against the neces-

sitarian, that things there are, Avhich maij, nay must be true, of

whicli the understanding is wholly unable to construe to itself the

possibility.

But this philosophy is not only competent to defend the fact of

our moral liberty, possible though inconceivable, against the

assault of the fatalist ; it retorts against himself the very objec-

tion of incomprehensibiUty by which the fatahst had thought to

triumph over the libertarian. It shews, that the scheme of free-

dom is not more inconceivable than the scheme of necessity. For

whilst fatalism is a recoil from the more obtrusive inconceivability

of an absolute commencement, on the fact of which commence-

ment the doctrine of liberty proceeds ; the fatalist is shewn to

overlook the equal, but less unobtrusive, inconceivability of an

intinite non-commencement, on the assertion of which non-com-

nicncement his own doctrine of necessity must ultimately rest.

As equally unthinkable, the two counter, the two one-sided,

-chemes are thus theoretically balanced. But practically, our

unsciousness of the moral law, which, without a moral liberty in

man, would be a mendacious imperative, gives a decisive prepon-

derance to the doctrine of freedom over the doctrine of fate. We
are free in act, if we are accountable for our actions.

Such {(puvoivToi. avuirohiu) are the hints of an undeveloped philoso-

phy, which, I am confident, is founded upon truth. To this confi-

dence I have come, not merely through the convictions of my own
consciousness, but by finding in this system a centre and concilia-

tion for the most opposite of philosophical opinions. Above all,

however, I am confirmed in my belief, by the harmony between
the doctrines of this philosophy, and those of revealed truth.
' Credo equidem, nee vana fides." The philosophy of the Condi-

tioned is indeed preeminently a discipline of humihty ; a '• learned

ignorance," dii-ectly opposed to the fiilse " knowlege which puffeth
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Up." I may indeed say with St Chrysostom :
—" The founda-

tion of our philosophy is humihty."—(Homil. de Perf. Evang.)

For it is professedly a scientific demonstration of the impossibility

of that " wisdom in high matters" which the Apostle prohibits us

even to attempt; and it proposes, from the limitation of the

human powers, from our impotence to comprehend what, how-

ever, we must admit, to shew articulately why the " secret things

of God" cannot but be to man " past finding out." Humility thus

becomes the cardinal virtue, not only of revelation but of

reason. This scheme proves moreover, that no difficulty emerges

in theology, which had not previously emerged in philosophy
;

that, in fact, if the divine do not transcend what it has pleased

the Deity to reveal, and wilfully identify the doctrine of God's

word with some arrogant extreme of human speculation, philoso-

phy will be found the most useful auxiliary of theology. For a

world of false, and pestilent, and presumptuous reasoning, by

which philosophy and theology are now equally discredited,

would be at once abolished, in the recognition of this rule of pru-

dent nescience ; nor could it longer be too justly said of the code

of consciousness, as by reformed divines it has been acknowledged

of the Bible :—
" This is tlie book, where each his dogma seeks

;

Aud this the book, where each his dogma finds."

Specially ; in its doctrine of causality this philosophy brings us

back from the aberrations of modern theology, to the truth and

simphcity of the more ancient church. Tt is here shewn to be as

irrational as irreligious, on the ground of human understanding,
|

to deny, either, on the one hand, the foreknowledge, predestina-

tion, and free grace of God, or, on the other, the free will of man;

that we should believe both, and both in unison, though unable to

comprehend either even apart. This philosophy proclaims with

St Augustin, and Augustiu in his maturest writings :
—" If there I d

be not free grace in God, how can He save the world ; and if
j
9

there be not free will in man, how can the world by God be
I |

judged?" (Ad Valentinum, Epist. 214). Or, as the same doc- j

!»'

trine is perhaps expressed even better by St Bernard:—" Abolish ! !&

free will, and there is nothing to be saved ; abolish free grace, * ii

and there is nothing wherewithal to save." (De Gratia et Libero I I

Arbitrio, c. i.) St Austin repeatedly declares, the concihation of : I

the foreknowledge, predestination, and free grace of God with the
;
I

free will of man, to be " a most difficult question, intelligible only

b

ri
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to a few," Had he denounced it as a fruitless question, and (to

understanding) soluble by none, the world might have been spared

a large library of acrimonious and resultless disputation. This

conciliation is of the things to be believed, not understood. The
futile attempts to harmonise these antilogies, by human reasoning

to human understanding, have originated conflictive systems of

theology, divided the Church, and, as far as possible, dishonoured

rehgion. It must however be admitted, that confessions of the

total inability of man to conceive the union, of what he should

believe united, are to be found ; and they arc found, not, perhaps,

less frequently, and certainly in more explicit terms among Catho-

lic than among Protestant theologians.

Of the former, I shall adduce only one testimony, by a prince

of the Church ; and it is the conclusion of what, though Avholly

overlooked, appears to me as the ablest and truest criticism of the

many fruitless, if not futile, attempts at conciliating " the ways of

God " to the understanding of man, in the great articles of divine

foreknowledge and predestination (which are both embarrassed by
the self same difficulties,) and human free-will. It is the testi-

mony of Cardinal Cajetan, and from his commentary on the

Summa Theologise of Aquinas. The criticism itself I may take

another opportunity of illustrating.

" Thus elevating our mental eye to a loftier range, [we may suppose that]

God, from an excellence supernally transcending human thought, so foresees

events and things, that from his providence something higher folloAvs than

evitability or inevitabilitj^, and that his passive prevision of the event does

not determine the alternative of either combination. And can we do so, the

intellect is quieted; not by the evidence of the truth known, but by the

inaccessible heighth of the truth concealed. And this to my jioor intellect

seems satisfactory enough, both for the reason above stated, and because, as

Saint Gregory expresses it, ' The man has a low opinion of God, who believes

of Him only so much as can be measured by human understanding.' Not

that we should deny aught, that wc have by knowledge or by faitli of the

immutability, actuality, certainty, universality, and similar attributes of

God ; but I suspect that there is something here lying hid, either as regards the

relation between the Deity and event foreseen, or as regards the connection

between the event itself and its prevision. Thus, reflecting that the intelli-

gence of man [in such matters,] is as the eye of the omI [in the blaze of

day, (he refers to Aristotle,)] I find its repose in ignorance alone. For it is

more consistent, both with Catholic faith and with pliilosoitiiy, to confess

our blindness, than to assert, as things evident, what aflurd no tranquillity

to the intellect ; for evidence is tranquillising. Not tiiat I would, therefore,

accuse all the doctors of presumption ; because, stammering, as they could,

they have all intended to insinuate, with God's iniiinit;i1)ility, the sniircnic
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aud eternal efficiency of His intellect, and will, and power,—througb the

infallible relation between the Divine election and whatever comes to pass.

Nothing of all this is opposed to the foresaid suspicion

—

that something too

deep for us lies hid herein. And assuredly, if it were thus promulgated, no

Christian would err in the matter of Predestination, as no one errs in the

doctrine of the Trinity ;
* because of the Trinity the truth is declared orally

and in writing,—that this is a mystery concealed from human intellect, and

to which faith alone is competent. Indeed, the best and most wholesome

counsel in this matter is :—To begin with those things which we certainly

know,and have experience of in ourselves ; to wit, that all proceeding trom

our fi-ee-wiU may or may not be performed by us, and therefore are we
amenable to punishment or reward ; but how, this being saved, there shall

be saved the providence, predestination, &c., of God,—to believe wliat holy

mother Church believes. For it is Avritten, ' Altiora te ne quiesieris ' (' Be

not wise in things above thee ') ; there being many things revealed to man,

above thy human comprehension. And this is one of those." (Pars I.

qu. xxii., art. 4.)

Averments to a similar effect, might be adduced from the writ-

ings of Calvin; and, certainly, nothing can be conceived more

contrary to the doctrine of that great divine, than what has lat-

terly been promulgated as Calvinism, (and, in so far as I know,

without reclamation,) in our Calvinistic Church of Scotland. For

it has been here promulgated, as the dogma of this Church, by

pious and distinguished theologians, that man has no will, agency,

moral personality of his own, God being the only real agent in

every apparent act of his creatures ;— in short, (though quite the

opposite was intended,) that the theological scheme of the absolute

decrees implies fatalism, pantheism, the negation of a moral gover-

nor, and of a moral world. For the premises, arbitrarily assumed,

are atheistic ; the conclusion, illogically drawn, is Christian.

Against such a view of Calvin's doctrine, I for one must humbly

though solemnly protest, as not only false in jihilosophy, but

heterodox and ignorant in theology.

* This was wi-itten before 1507 ; consequently long before Servetus aud

Campanus had introduced their unitarian heresies.

^

I
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(B.) PTIILOSOPIIICAL TESTIMOXIES
TO THE LBIITATION OF OUR KNOWLEGE, FROM

THE LIMITATION OF OUR FACULTIES.

These, which might be indclinitcly inultiphcd, I shall arrange

under three heads. I omit the Sceptics, adducing only specimens

from the others.

I. Testimonies to the general fact, that the highest hioivlege is

a consciousness of ignorance.

There are two sorts of ignorance : we philosophise to escape

ignorance, and the consummation of our philosophy is ignorance

;

we start from the one, we repose in the other ; they are the goals

from which, and to which, we tend ; and the pursuit of knowlcge

is but a course between two ignorances, as human life is itself only

traveUing from grave to grave.

" 'T/? «/of ;

—

'E;o TVfiZoio 6o^i)V, Itt* rvf^'^ou dSsi/iy."

The highest reach of human science is the scientific recognition of

human ignorance ;
" Qui nescit ignorare, ignorat scire." This

learned ignorance " is the rational conviction by the human
nind of its inability to transcend certain limits ; it is the know-

re of ourselves,—the science of man. This is accomplished by

I demonstration of the disproportion between what is to be known,

ind our faculties of knowing,—the disproportion, to wit, between

h6 infinite and the finite. In fact, the recognition of human
unorance, is not only the one highest, but the one -true, know-

Lre; and its first-fruit, as has been said, is humility. Simple

science is not proud ; consummated science is positively humble.

Ml- this knowlege it is not, which " puflFcth up ;
" but its opposite,

lie conceit of false knowlege,—the conceit, in truth, as the Apostle

otices, of an ignorance of the very nature of knowlege :

" Xam uoscieiis quid scire sit,

Te scire cuncta jactitas."

But as our knowlege stands to Ignorance, so stands it also to

»nubt. Doubt is the beginning and the end of our efforts to

now ; for as it is true,
—" Alte dubitat qui altius credit," so it is

kewisc true,—" Quo magis quajrimus magis dubitamus."

The grand result of human wisdom, is thus only a consciousness

lat what we know is as nothing to what we know not, (" Quan-

iin est quod ncscimus! ")—an articulate confession, in fact, by
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our natural reason, of the truth declared in revelation,—that

" noio we see through a glass, darkly."

1.

—

Democritus, (as reported by Aristotle, Cicero, Sextus Empii-icus,

&c.) :
—" We know notliing in its cause [or on a conjectural reading—in

truth] ; for truth lies hid from us in depth and distance."

2.

—

Socrates, (as we learn from Plato, Xenophon, Cicero, &c.,) was

declared by the Delphic oracle the wisest of the Greeks ; and why ?

Because he taught,—that all human knowledge is but a qualified ignorance.

3.

—

Aristotle, (Metaphysica, L. ii., c. 1.)
—" A theory of Truth, is partly

easy, partly diflScult. This is shewn by the fact,—that no one has been

wholly successful, and no one wholly unsuccessful, in its acquisition ; but,

while each has had some report to make concerning natm-e, though the con-

tributions, severally considered, are of little or no avail, the whole together

make up a considerable amount. And if so it be, we may apply the proverb

—
' Who can miss the gate ?

' In this respect, a theory of Truth is easy.—

But om* inability to compass some Whole and Part, [or, to c. both W. and

P.] may evince the difficulty of the inquiry
;
(To 3' oxov n (or t) ixuu nxl

/lii^o; fi'/i ovvccdSxe, Iri'Aol to p^seAs'^-ov etvTvi;.)—As difficulty, however, arises in

two Avays
;

[in this case] its cause may lie, not in things, [as the objects

known,] but in us, [as the subjects knowing.] For as the eye of the bat
"

holds to the light of day, so the intellect [vovg, which is, as it were, (Eth. ij

Nic. i. 7) the eye] of our soul, holds to what in uatm-e are of all most': J"

manifest." *
;
I

;i!

4.

—

Pliny, (Historia Natiiralis, L. ii., c. 32.)—" Omnia incerta ratione, et; q

in naturae maj estate abdita."

* In now translating this passage for a more general purjjose, I am i

strongly impressed with the opinion, that Aristotle had in view the speciaj. ^'

doctrine of the Conditioned. For it is not easy to see what he could meanj

by saying, that " we are unable to have [compass, realise the notions of],

Whole and Part," or of " some Whole and Part ;
" except to say, that wei

are imable to conceive (of space, or time, or degi-ee,) a whole, however large,)

which is not conceivable as the part of a still gi-eater whole, or a part, how-ji

ever small, which we may not always conceive as a whole, divisible into!

parts. But this would be implicitly the enouncement of a full doctrine ol.

the Conditioned. Be this however as it may, Aa-istotle's commentators have

been wholly unable to reach, even by a probable conjecture, his meaning in

the text. Alexander gives six or seven possible interpretations, but all.

nothing to the point ; whilst the other expositors whom I have had patience^

to look into, (as Averroes, Javellus, Fonscca, Suarez, Sonerus,) either avoid

the sentence altogether, or shew that they, and the authorities whom they

quote, had no glimpse of a satisfactory interpretation. I have been unable

to find (on a hurried search) in the able and truly learned " Essay on the

^Metaphysics of Aristotle" bv ISl. Ravaisson, a consideration of the passage.' < '*i

Hi
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0.—Tertullian, (Adversus ILvreticos, N. iv.)—" Ccdat ciiriositas litlei,

cedat gloria f;aliiti. Certe, aut uon obstrcpant, ant quiescant adversus

it'gulani

—

Xi/ul scire omnia scire est."—(De Aiiiina, c. 1.)—" Qiiis revelabit

liiod Deiis texit ? Unde scitaiidiim ? Quare iguorare tutissinium est.

Tivvstat cuim per Deum iicscire quia nou revelaverit, quam per hominem
-cire quia ipse privsumpserit."

6.

—

Arnobius. (Contra Geutes, L. ii.)
— '• Qua^ uequcuut sciri, uescirc

los coufitcamur; neque ea vestigare curemus, qua3 non posse conipreliendi

;(|uidissimum est."

7.—St Augustin. (Sermo xxvii. Benedictlue Edition, vol. v.)—" Quaeris

u rationem, ego expavesco altitudinem. (' O altitudo divitiaruui sapicutiae

jt scientiae Dei !

') Tu ratiocinare, ego mirer ; tu disputa, ego credam

;

dtitudinem video, ad profuudum non pervenio. lUe dicit,

Inscrutabilia sunt judicia ejus:' et tu scrutari venisti? lUe dicit,
—

' In-

nvestigabiles sunt viae ejus :' et tu iuvestigare venisti ? Si inscrutabilia
'"'"'

ci'utari venisti, et ininvestigabilia investigare venisti ; crede, jam peristi."

—

Sermo xciii.)
—" Quid inter nos agebatur ? Tu dicebas, Intelliyam, ut

redam ; ego dicebam, Ut intelliyas^ crede. Nata est controversia, vcniamus
*;"' djudicem, judicet Propheta, immo vero Dens judicet per Prophetara.

Lmbo taceamus. Quid ambo dixerimus, auditum est. Intelligam, inquis,

**
,t credam; Crede, inquam, ut intelligas. Respondeat Propheta: 'Nisi

redideritis, non intelligetis.' " [Isaiah vii. 9, according to the Seventy.]

—

cxvii.)—" De Deo loquimur, quid mirum, si non comprehendis ? -SV

comprehe7iclis, non est Deus. Sit j)ia confessio iynorantiae magis quam
meraria professio scientiae. Adtiugere aliquantum mente Deum, magna
eatitudo est ; comprehendere autem., omnino impossibile." *—(Sermo clxv.)

" Ideo multi de isto profundo quajrentes reddere rationem, in fabulas

tatis abierunt." [Compare Sermo cxxvi. c. i.]—(Sermo cccii.)—" Con-

.0 ignorantiae, gradus est scientiae."—(Epistola cxc. vol. ii.)
—" Qua;

.0 sensu carnis explorari possunt, et a nostra experientia longe remota

t, atque iu abditissimis naturae finibus latent, uon erubescendura est

ni confiteri se nescire quod nescit, ne dum se scire mentitur, nunciuam

mereatur."—(Epistola cxcvii.)—" Magis eligo cautam ignorantiam

fiteri, quam falsam sciontiam protiteri,"

i.— St Chrysostom. ( .)
—" Nothing is

er than ignorance in those matters, where they who proclaim that they

aow nothing, proclaim theii- paramount wisdom ; whilst those who busy

aselves therein, are the most senseless of niaukind."

1

9.

—

Theodoret, (Therapeutica, &c., Curative of Greek Aflectious, Ser-

)n 1.)—" The beginning of science is the science of nescience ;" or—" Tiie

aciple of knowlege is the knowlege of ignorance."

I*
A century before Augustin, St Cyprian had said:—" We can only justly

Inceive God in recognising Him to be inconceivable." I cannot, however,

the moment, refer to the passage except from inemnry.
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10. St Peteu Chrysologue. (Sermo li.)
—" Nolle oniuia scire, summa

scientiae est."

11. " The Arabian Sage," (I tvauslate this and the two followiug fi-oir

Drusius and Gale) :— " A man is wise while in piu'suit of wisdom ; a fool!

when he thinks it to be mastered."

12.—A Kabbi :
—" The wiser a man, the more ignorant does he feel ; as

the Preacher has it, [i. 18]— ' To add science is to add sorrow.'
"

13.—A Rabbi :
—" Who knows nothing, and thinks that he knows

something, his ignorance is twofold." *
,

14.

—

Petrarch. (De Contemptu Mundi, Dial, ii.)—" Excute pectus tuun

acriter ; invenies cnncta quae nosti, si ad ignorata referantur, earn propori

tionem obtinere, quam, coUatus oceano, rivulns gestivis siccaudus ardoribus

quamquam vel mnlta nosse, quid revelat ?
"

15.

—

Cardinal De Cusa. (Opera ed. 1565 ; De Docta Tguorantia, L. ii

c. 3, p. 3).—" Quidditas ergo rerum, qufe est entium Veritas, in sua puritattj

inattingibilis est ; et per omnes Philosophos investigata, sed per neminem,'

uti est, reperta ; et quanto in hac ignorantia profundius docti fuerimus, tant(:

magis ad ipsam accedemus veritatem."

—

(lb. c. 17, p. 13).— " Sublata igitu;

ab omnibus entibus participatione, remanet ipsa simplicissima entitas, qua;

est essentia omnium entium, et non conspicimus ipsam talem entitatem, nis

in doctissima ignorantia, quouiam cum omnia participantia entitatem ab ani

mo removeo, nihil remauere videtur. Et propterea magnus Diouysiu

[Ai-eopagita] dicit, intellectum Dei, magis accedere ad 7iihil, quam ad aliquid.

" Sacra autem ignorantia me instmit, hoc quod intellectui nihil videtiu", essi;

maximum incomprehensibile."—(Apologia Doctfe Ignorantia?, p. 67.)—;

" Augustiuus ait :
—

' Deum potius ignorantia quam scientia attingi.' Igno; 8,l

rantia enim abjicit, intelligentia colligit ; docta vero ignorantia omnes modo; t ^
quibus accedi ad veritatem potest, unit. Ita eleganter dixit Algazel in su;;

Metaphysica, de Deo :
' Quod quisque scit per probationem necessariam;

impossibilitatem suam apprehendendi eum. Ipse sui est coguitor, et appre;

hensor
;

quouiam apprehendit, scire ipsum a nuUo posse comprehendii

Quisquis autem non potest apprehendere, et nescit necessario esse impos

sibile eum apprehendere, per probationem prgedictam, est ignorans Deura

'

et tales sunt omnes homines, exceptis dlguis, et prophetis et sapientibus:

qui sunt profundi in sapientia.' Hajc ille."—See also : De Beryllo, c 36:

* Literally:

" Te, tenebrisjactum, ligat ignorantia duplex
;

Scis nihil, et uescis te modo scu-e nihil." Jlji

Or, with reference to our German evolvers of the Nothing into the Every

thing ; and avoiding the positio debilis :

" Tc, sophia insanum, terit insipicntia triplex
;

Nil sapis, et nil non tc sapuisse doces !

"
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p. 281; De Vonatione Sapientiae, c. 12, p. 30G ; De Deo Abscondito,

p. 338 ; &c. &c.*

16.—-iExEAS Sylvius (Piccolomini, Pope Pius II. Rlict. L. ii.)
—" Ciii

pliu'a nosse datum est, eura majora dubia scquimtur."

17.

—

Palixgexius (Zodiacns Yita\ Virgo v. 181, sq.)

" Tunc mea Dux taudem pulcro sic iucipit ore :

—

Simia ca?licolum f risusque jocusque Dcorum est

Tunc homo, quum teraere ingenio confidit, et audet

Abdita naturfe scrutari, arcanaque Divum,

Cimi re vera ejus crassa imbecillaque sit mens.

Si posita ante pedes nescit, quo jure videbit

Quae Deus et natura sinu occuluere profuudo ?

Omnia se tameu arbitratur noscere ad unguem

So far, Cnsa's doctrine coincides Avith what I consider to be the true

precept of a " Learned Ignorance." But he goes farther : and we find his

profession of negative ignorance converted into an assumption of positive

aiowlege ; his Xothing, presto, becoming everything
; and contradictions,

nstead of standing an insuperable barrier to all intellectual cog-nition, em-
)loyed in laying its foundation. In fact, I make no doubt that his specula-

ions have originated the whole modern philosophy of the Absolute. For
Jiordano Bruno, as I can shew, was well acquainted with Cusa's writings

;

irom these he borrowed his own celebrated theory, repeating even the language

a which its doctrines were originally expressed. To Cusa, we can, indeed,

irticulately trace, word and thing, the recent philosophy of the Absolute.

rhe term Absolute (Absolutum), in its precise and peculiar signification, he

•vei-j-where emploA-s. The Intellectual hituition (Intuitio Intellectualis) he

loscribes and names ; nay, we find in him, even the process of Hegel's Dia-

ctic. His works are, indeed, instead of the neglect to which they have

"en doomed, well deserving of attentive study in many relations. In

*i.stronomy, before Copernicus, he had promulgated the true theor}' of the

I'avenly revolutions, with the corollary of a plurality of worlds ; and in the

rionce of Politics, he was the first perhaps to enounce the principles on

hicli a representative constitution should be based. The Germans have,

owever, done no justice to their countryman. For Cusa's speculations have

•een most perfunctorily noticed by German historians of philosophy ; and it

- through Bruno that he seems to have exerted an influence on the Abso-
itist theories of the Empire.

t The comparison of man as an ape to God, is from Plato, who, while he

peatedly exhibits human beings as the jest of the immortals, somewhere
lys,—" The wisest man, if compared with God, will appear an ape."

'upe, who was well read in the modern Latin poets, especially of Italy, and

ven published from them a selection, in two volumes, abounds in manifest

nitations of their thoughts, Avholly unknown to his commentators. lu his

ue,

—

" And shew'd a Newton as we shew an ape,"

-he had probably this passage of Palingenius in his eye, and not Plato,

v'arburton and his other scholiasts are aware of no suggestion.
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GaiTulus, iufelix, cfecus, temerarius, aniens

;

Usque acleo sibi palpatur, seseque licetui'."

18.—" Multa tegit sacro involucro natura, neque ullis

Fas est scii-e quidem mortalibus omnia ; multa

Admirare modo, nee non venerare : neque ilia

Inquires quje sunt arcanis proxima ; namque
In manibus qux sunt, hsec nos vix scire putandum.

Est procul a nobis adeo praesentia veri !
" *

(" Fitll many a secret in her sacred veil

Hath Nature folded. She vouchsafes to knowledge

Not every mystery, reserving much,

For human veneration, not research.

Let us not, therefore, seek what God conceals
;

For even the things which lie within our hands

—

These, knowing, we know not.—So far from us.

In doubtful dimness, gleams the star of truth ! ")

t

19.

—

Julius Cesak Scaliger. (De Subtilitate, Ex. cclxxiv). " Sapieri

tia est vera, nolle nimis sapere." (lb. Ex. cccvii., sect. 29 ; and compai;

Ex. cccxliv. sect. 4). " HumaniB sapiential pars est, qujedam jequo anim

nescii-e velle." t (lb. Ex. lii.) " Ubique clamare soleo, nos nihil scu-e."

20.

—

Joseph Justus Sc.axigek. (Poemata : Iambi Guomici. xxi.)

" Ne curiosiis qucere causas omnium.

Qua^cunque libris vis Prophetarum indidit

Afflata ccelo, plena veraci Deo, i

Nee operta sacri supparo silentii

IiTumpere aude, sed pudenter praeteri.

Nescire velle, quce magister maximiis

Docere non vult, erudita inscitia est.'''' X

* I know not the author of these verses. I find them first quoted by Fej;

nelius, in his book " De Abditis Eerum Causis," (L. ii. c. 18.), whicj

appeared before the year 1551. They may be his own. They are afteij

wards given by Sennertus, in his Hypomnemata, but without an attribution'

authorship. By him, indeed, they are undoubtedly taken from FerneUu

Finally, they are adduced by the learned Morhof in his Polj-histor, wl

very unlearnedly, however, assigns them to Lucretius. They are not t

Palingeuius, nor Palearius, nor Hospitalius, all of whose versification the

resemble ; for the last, indeed, they are almost too early.

t I meant (above, p. 37) to quote this passage of Scaliger, but find that ni

recollection confused this and the preceding passage, with, perhaps, the sun'

lar testimony of Chrysologus, (No. 10.) Chrysologus, indeed, anticipat(

Scaliger in the most felicitous part of the expression.

t It is manifest that Joseph, in these verses, had in his eye the saying i

his father. But I have no doubt, that they were written on occasion of tl

controversy raised by Gomarus against Arminius.
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21.

—

Grotius. (Poeniata; EpLgranimata, L. i.)

Erubita Ignorantia.
" Qui cnriosns postulat Totum sua^

Patore menti, feiTC qui uou snfficit

Mediocritatis conscientiam sikt,

Judex iuiquus, a^stimator est mains

Suiqite naturajque. Nam verum parens,

Libanda tantnm qnaj venit mortalibus,

Nos scire pauca, multa mirarijubet.

Hie primus error auctor est pejoribns.

Nam qui fateri nil potest incognitum,

Falso necesse est placet ignorautiam
;

Umbrasque inanes captet inter nubila,

Imaginosa; adulter Ixion Dea\
Magis quiescet animus, errabit minus,

Contentus eruditione parabili,

Nee qui^rot illam, siqua qujerentem fugit.

Nescire qucedam^ magna pars Sapientice est." *

22.—Pascal. (Pensees, Partie I. Art. vi. sect. 26.)—" Si I'horame com-
li ^ nen^oit par s'etudier lui-meme, il verroit combien il est incapable de passer

ifinoai )ntre. Comment pourroit-il se faire qu'uue partie counilt le tout?" f - -

Qui ne croiroit, a nous voii- composer toutes choses d'esprit et de

jorps, que ce melange-la nous seroit bien comprehensible ? C'est nean-

s la chose que Ton comprend le moins. L'homme est a lui-meme Ic

prodigieux objet de la nature ; car il ne pent concevoir ce que c'est que

(wps, et encore moins ce que c'est qu'esprit, et moins qu'aucune chose com-

t un corps pent etre uni avec un esprit. C'est la le comble de ses diffl-

s, et cependant c'est son propre etre : Modus, quo corporibus adhaeret

comprehendi ah liominibus non potest ; et hoc tamen homo est" %

! scire.

• In this excellent epigram, Grotius undoubtedly contemplated the corre-

onding verses of his illustrious friend, the Dictator of the Republic of

^\ rCtters ; but, at the same time, he, an Arminian, certainly had in view the

ic of the Remonstrants and anti-Remonstrants, touching the Divine

!y aie^pecrees. Nor, apparently, was he ignorant of testimonies, Nos. 17, 18.

t This testimony of Pascal corresponds to what Aristotle says :
— " There

no proportion of the Infinite to the Finite." (De Coelo, L. i. cc. 7, 8.)

X Pascal apparentl}^ quotes these words from memory, and, I have no
yarsijoobt, quotes them from IMontaigne, who thus (L. ii. ch. 12.) adduces them

from St Augustin :
" IModus, quo corporibus adlicTrent spiritus, omnino

"US est, uec comprehendi ab homine potest ; et hoc ipse homo est."

—

intaigne's commentator, Pierre Coste, says that these words are from

ugnstin, De Spiritu et Anima. That curious farrago, whicli is certainly

it Augustin's, does not however contain either the sentence or the senti-

ent ; and Coste himself, who elsewhere gives articulate references to the

ations of his author, here alleges only the treatise in general.
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II. Testimonies to the more special fact, that all our knowleg^jmi

whether of Mind or of Matter, is only

Our whole knowlege of mind and of matter is relative,—con

ditioned,—relatively conditioned. Of things absolutely or i]|

themselves, he they external, be they internal, we know nothin

or know them only as incognisable ; and we become aware

their incomprehensible existence, only as this is indirectly am

accidentally revealed to us, through certain qualities related t

our faculties of knowlege, and which qualities, again, we canno

think as unconditioned, irrelative, existent in and of themselves

All that we know is therefore phisnomenal,—phaenomenal of th

unknown.* The philosopher speculating the Avorlds of matte

and of mind, is thus, in a certain sort, only an ignorant admiral

In his contemplation of the universe, the philosopher, indeec

resembles ^neas contemplating the adumbrations on his shield

as it may equally be said of the sage and of the hero,

—

'"'' Miratiir ; Reriimque ignarus, Imagine gaudet.''''

Nor is this denied ; for it has been commonly confessed, that,

substances, we know not what is Matter and are ignorant of wha

is Mind. With the exception, in fact, of a few late Absolutis

theorisers in Germany, this is, perhaps, the truth of all othei

most harmoniously re-echoed by every philosopher of ever

school; and, as has so frequently been done, to attribute an

merit, or any singularity to its recognition by any individus

thinker, more especially in modern times, betrays only the igni^

ranee of the encomiasts. i

1.

—

Protagoras, (as reported by Plato, Aristotle, Sextus Empiricui

Laertius, &c.)—" Man is [for himself] the measure of all things." (S(

Bacou, No. 14.)

2.

—

Aristotle. (Metaphj^sica, L. vii., c. 10.)—"Matter is incognis

absolutely or in itself."—(De Auima, L. iii., c. 5.)
—" The intellect knfl

* Hypostasis in Greek, (of ovaicn. I do not now speak, nor of hypostasis i|

its ecclesiastical signification,) and the corresponding term in Latin, Substam

tia^ (per se subsistens, or substans, i. e. accidentibus, whichever it may meanl

expresses a relation—a relation to its phrenomena. A basis for phfenomenff

is, in fact, only supposed^ by a necessity of our thought ; even as a relati\i

it is not positively known. On this real and verbal relativity, see St AugUJ,

tin, (De Trinitate, 1. vii., cc. 4, 5, 6.)—Of the ambiguous term Subje.

(v'^oKBifiivou) I have avoided speaking.

:-^i

I
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itself, only in knowing its objects."—The same iloctrlni' is maintained

If at length in tlie Metaphysics, b. xii., ec. 7 and 9, and elsewhere.

.—St Augustin. (Do Trinitate, L. ix., cc. 1, 2.) The result is—-' Ah
ntroque notitia ])aritur ; a cognoscente et cognito."—(lb. L. x., cc. 3-12.)

Here he shows that we know Mind only from the pha^noraena of which we
are conscious ; and tliat all the theories, in regard to the substance of what

thinks, are groundless conjectures.— (Confessionum, L. xii. c. 5.)—Of our

attempts to cognise the basis of material qualities he says ;
" Dum sibi haac

dicit humana cogitatio, conetur earn, vel nosse ignorando, vel ignorare

noscendo."

4.—BoETHius. (De Consolatione Philosophife, L. v., pr. 4.)
—" Omne

quod cognoscitur, non secundum sui vim, sed secundum cognoscentium

jjjij

potins comprehenditur facultatem."— (Pr. G.)
—" Omne quod scitur, nou ex

sua, sed ex comprehendeutiura, natiu-a cognoscitur."

5.—AvERROE.s. (In Aristotelem De Anima, L. iii. Text. 8).
—" Intellectus

intelligit seipsura modo accidentali."

6.

—

Albertus Magnus. (Contra AveiToem de Unitate Intellectus, c. 7).

Intellectus non intelligit seipsum, nisi per accidens fiat intelligibile ; ut
™" nateria cognoscitur per aliquid, cujus ipsa est fundamentum. Et si aliqui

ct Vpicant intellectum intelligi per hoc, quia per essentiam est praesens sibi ipsi,

)soi™oc tamen secundum philosophiam non potest dici." (See also Aquinas

;Summa Theologian, P. i. Qu. 89, Art. 2 ; De Yeritate, Qu. 10, Ai-t. 8) and

f

U^errariensis (Contra Gentes, L. iii. c. 46).

7.

—

Gersox. (De Concordia ]\Ietaphysica3).—" Ens quodlibet dici potest

iffl'''ftabere duplex Esse ; sumendo Esse valde transcendentaliter. Uno modo,

hei!j|umitiu' Ens, pro natin-a rei in seipsa ; alio modo, prout habet esse, objectale

repraesentativum, in ordine ad intellectum creatum vel increatum.—Haec
m distinctio non conficta est vel nova ; sed a doctoribus, tam metaphy-

quara logicis subtilibus, introducta. Ens consideratum sen relictum

ut quid absolutura, sen res quaedam in seipsa, plurimimi differt ab esse,

habet objectaliter apud intellectum. Ens realc non

it constituere scientiam aliquam, si nou consideretur in suo esse objectali,

ad ipsinn ens reale, sicut ad primarium et principale objectum."

1

8.—Leo Hebr.eus. (De Amore, Dial, i.)
—" Cognita res a cognoscente,

viribus ipsius cognoscentis, hand pro rei cognitae dignitate recipi solet."

"'^^1 9.

—

Mel.\nchthox. (Erotemata Dialectices, L. i. Pr. Substantia).

—

iii^.'J|Meus humana, per accidentia, agnoscit substantiam. Non cnim cernimus

substantias, tectas accidentibus, sed mente eas agnoscimus. Cum
us aquam manere eandein, sive sit frigida, sive sit calida, ratiocina-

r :—aliud quiddam esse formas illas discedentes, et aliud quod eas

net."

2q
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10.

—

Julius C.iiSAR Scaliger. (De Subtilitate, Ex. cccvii. § 12).
—" Nogo

tibi ullam esse formam nobis notam plene, et plane : uostramqiie scientiata

esse iimbram in sole [coutendo]. Formarum enim cognitio est rudis, con-

fusa, nee nisi pei* n-s^iaTx.ang. I^eque verum est,—formae snbstantialis spe-

ciem recipi in intellectum. Nou enim in sensu unquam fuit."—(76. Ex. cccvii.

§ 21).—" Substantias non sua specie cognosci a nobis, sed per earixra acci-

dentia. Quis enim me doceat, quid sit substantia, nisi illis miseris verbis,—

res subsistens;?----- Quid ipsa ilia substantia sit, plane ignoras

;

sed, sicut Vulpes elusa a Ciconia, lambimus vitreum vas, pultem baud

attiugimus."

11.

—

Francis Piccolomini. (De Mente Humana. L. i. c. 8.)
—" Mens

intelligit se, non per se primo, sed cum csetera intellexcrit ; ut dicitur in

L. iii. de Auima, t. 8, et in L. xii. Metaphysics, t. 38."

12.

—

Giordano Bruno. (De Imaginum, Signorum et Idearum Composi-

tione ; Dedicatio.)—" Quemadmodum, non nosmetipsos in profundo et

individuo quodam consistentes, sed nostri quasdam externa de supei-ficie

(colorem, scilicet, atque flguram,) accidentia, ut oculi ipsius simiiitudiuem iii

speculo, videre posumus : ita etiam, neque inteUectus noster se ipsam in se ipso,

et res ipsas omnes in seipsis, sed in exteriore quadam specie, simulaci'O, ima-

gine, figura, signo. Hoc quod ab Aristotele relatum, ab antiquis prius fiiit

expressum ; at a neotericorum panels capitm*. Intelligere nostrum, (id est,

opei'ationes nostri intellectus,) aut est pliantasia, aut non sine phantasia.

Riu'sum. Non intelligimus, nisi phantasraata speculamur. Hoc est, quod

non in simplicitate quadam, statu et imitate, sed in compositione, col-

latione, terminorum pluralitate, mediaute discursu atque reflexione, com-

preheudimus." *

13.

—

Campanella. (Metaphysica. L. i. c. 1. dub. 3, p. 12.)—"Ergo,

non videntur res prout sunt, neque videntm- extare nisi respectus."

14.

—

Bacon. (Instauratio Magna ; Distr. Op.)—" Inforaiatio sensus sem

per est ex analogia hominis, non ex analogia uuiversi ; atque magno pror-i

sus errore asseritur, seusum esse meusuram rerum." (See Protagoras, n. l.)i

15.

—

Spinoza. (Ethices, Pars U. Prop, xix.)—" Mens humana ipsora!

humanum coi-pus non cognoscit, nee ipsum existere scit, nisi per ideas aflfec-,

tionum quibus corpus afficitur."—(Prop, xxiii.)—" Mens se ipsam non cog-jl

noscit, nisi quatenus corporis atfectionum ideas percipit." Et alibi.— (See|

Bruno, u. 12.)

16.—Sir Isaac ]SrE\\"roN. (Principia, Schol. Ult.)—" Quid sit rei alicujus

substantia, minime cognoscimus. Videmus tautum corporum figuras el

* Had Bruno adhered to this doctrine, he would have missed martyrdon:

as an atheist ; but figuring to posterity, neither as a great fool (if we believe

Adelung), nor as a gi-eat philosopher (if we believe Schelling). Compan

the parallel testimony of Spinoza (15), a fellow Pantheist, but on differen

grounds.

i
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coloros, aiulinuis tantum souos, tangiimis tantum .superficies extcrnas, olt'a-

oiuuis odores solos, et giistamus saporcs : iiitinias substantias niillo seiisii,

milla actione reticxa, cognoscinius."

17.— Kant. (Critik dcr reinen Yenmnft, Vorr.)—" In perception every

tiling is known in conformity to the constitution of our faculty." And a

liinidred testimonies to the same truth might be adduced from the philoso-

pher of Koenigsberg, of whose doctrine it is, in fact, the foundation.

III. The recognition of Occult Causes.

This is the admission, that there arc phsenoracna which, though

unable to refer to any known cause or class, it would imply an

irrational ignorance to deny. This general proposition no one,

I presume, will be found to gainsay ; for, in fact, the causes of all

rihrenomena are, at last, occult. There has, however, obtained a not

innatural presumption against such causes ; and this presumption,

hough often salutary, has sometimes operated most disadvanta-

roously to science, from a blind and indiscriminate application ; in

wo ways. In the first place, it has induced men lightly to admit

isserted phsenomena, false in themselves, if only confidently

issigned to acknowledged causes. In the second place, it has

nduced them obstinately to disbelieve phenomena, in themselves

crtain and even manifest, if these could not at once be referred

o already recognised causes, and did not easily fall in with the

ystems prevalent at the time.—An example of the former, is

cen in the facile credence popularly accorded, in this country, to

lie asserted facts of Craniology ; though even the fact of that

ypothesis, first and fundamental,—the fact, most probable in

self, and which can most easily be proved or disproved by the

•idcst and most accurate induction, is diametrically opposite to

lie truth of nature ; I mean the asserted correspondence between

'le development and hypothetical function of the cerebellum, as

lanifested in all animals, under the various differences of age, of

)x, of season, of integrity and mutilation. This, (among other

f the pertinaciously asserted facts,) I know, by a tenfold super-

uous evidence, to be even ludicrously false.—An example of the

itter, is seen in the difficult credence accorded in this country to

ic phfenomena of Animal Magnetism
;
pha3nomena in themselves

le most unambiguous, which, for nearly half a century, have

3en recognized generally and by the highest scientific authorities

I Germany : while, for nearly a quarter of a century, they have
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been verified and formally confirmed by the Academy of Medicine

in France.—In either case, criticism was required, and awanting.

So true is the saying of CuUen :
—" There are more false facts

current in the world than false theories." So true is the sayingi

of Hamlet :
—" There are more things in heaven and earth, Hora-ji

tio, than are dreamt of in your philosophy." But averse froi

experiment, and gregariously credulous,

—

" L'homme est de glace aux verites

;

II est de fen pour les mensonges."

1.

—

Julius Caesar Scaliger.* Iu his commentary on Theophrastns

touching the Causes of Plants, he repeatedly asserts, as the Aristotelic doC'

trine, the admission of Occult Causes. Thus, (L. ii. c. 5)—"Hoc dixiii

(Theophrastus), nequis ab eo nunc esigat occultas illarum, quas subticet

causas. Quasi dicat,— Sapienti multa licet ignorare." In like manner, (L

iv. c. 13.)—" Hmic quoque locum simul cum aliis adducere potes adversm

COS qui negant Peripateticis ab occulta proprietate quicquam fieri. Apu(

hunc philosophum saepe mouuimus inveniri. Est autem asylum humana

imbccillitatis, ac simile perfugium iUi Periclis,

—

ug rd Uoutcc." This we ma;

translate,
—" Secret service money."—The same he had also previoosli

declared in his book De Subtilitate ; where, for example, (Ex. ccxviii, § 8)

he says :
—" Ad manifestas omnia deducere qualitates summa impudenti;

est ;
" for there are many of these, " quaj omnino latent animos temperatos

illudunt curiosis ;
" and he derides those, " qui imdent salutare asylum illnd

occulta3 proprietatis."

2.

—

Alstedius. (Physica, (1630,) Pars. I. c. xiii., reg. 4.)—" QnO'

Augustinus ait, ' Multa cognoscendo ignorari, et ignoraudo, cognosci,' h!

imprimis habet locum, xibi agitur de Occultis Qualitatibus, quarum investi

gatio dicitur Magia Naturalis, id est, praestautissima natura? indagatio

qua verbum modestiie, Nescio, subinde usm-pandum est. Verbum modesti*

dico, uon autem stultitia?."

3.

—

Voltaire. (Dictionnaire Philosophique, voce Occultes.)—" Qualite

Occultes.—On s'est moque fort lougtemps des qualites occultes ; on doit s

moquer de ceux qui u'y croient pas. Eepetons cent fois, que tout prlncip<

* I have quoted the elder Scaliger, under all the three heads of this articl*

for a truth in his language is always acutely and strikingly enounced. Th

writings of no philosopher, indeed, since those of Aristotle, are better worth

of intelligent study ; and few seiwices to philosophy would be gi-eater than
|

systematic collection and selection of the enduring and general views of th;

illustrious thinker. For, to apply to him his own expressions, thes

" zopyra," these " semina jeternitatis," lie smothered and unfruitful in i

mass of matters of merely personal and transitoiy interest. I had hoped f

have attempted this iu the appendix to a work " De vita, genere et geni

Scaligerorum ;
" but this I hope no longer.
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tout premier ressort dc qnelque (tnivre que te puissc otrc dn grand Deuii-

ourgos, est occnlte et cachd ponr jamais aux mortels." And so forth.

—

(Physique Particulih-e, ch. xxxili.)—" 11 y a done certainement des lois

etenielles, inconuucs, suivant lesqucUes tout s'op^re, sans qu'on puisse les

eXpliqucr par la matiere et par le mouvement. - - - - - II y a dans

toutes les Academies une cliaire vacante pour les verites inconnues, comme
Ath^nes avait un autel pour les dieux ignores." *

* Besides the few testimonies adduced, I would refer, in general, for some

excellent observations on the point, to Fernelius " De Abditis Rerun)

Causis," and to the •' Hyponmemata" of Sennertus.

1
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OF SYLLOGISM, ITS KINDS, CANOXS, NOTATIONS, ETC.

Touching the principle of an explicitly Quantified Pi'edicate,

I had by 1833 become convinced of the necessity to extend and

correct the logical doctrine upon this point. In the article

on Logic, reprinted above, and first published in April 1833

the theory of Induction there maintained proceeds on a thorough-

going quantification of the predicate, in affirmative propositions

(P. 159, sq.)

Before 1840, I had, however, become convinced, that it was

necessary to extend the principle equally to negatives ; for I find

by academical documents, that in that year, at latest, I had pub

licly taught the unexclusive doctrine.

The following is an extract from the " Prospectus of Essaj'

towards a New Analytic of Logical Forms," appended to the edi

tion of Ileid's Works, published by me in 1846 :

—

" In the ^rst pLace, iu the Essay there will be shown, that the Syllogisn

proceeds, not as has hitherto, virtually at least, been taught, in one, but ir

the tivo correlative and counter wholes, (Metaphysical) of Comprehension

and (Logical) oi Extension;—the major premise in the one whole, beiug thi

minor premise in the other, &c.—Thus is relieved, a radical defect and vital

inconsistency in the present logical system.

In the second place, the self-evident truth,— That we can only rationally

deal ^\'ith what we already understand, determines the simple logical postu

late,— To state explicitly what is thought implicitly. From the consisten

application of this postulate, on which Logic ever insists, but which Logi

cians have never fairly obeyed, it follows :—that, logically, we ought to taki

into account the quanvity, always understood in thought, but usually, and

manifest reasons, elided in its expression, not only of the subject^ but also o

the predicate, of a judgment. This being done, and the necessity of doing it

will be proved against Aristotle and his repeaters, we obtain, inter alia, th

ensuing results :

—

1°, That the preindesignate terms of a proposition, whether subject or pre(

dicate, are never, on that account, thought as indefinite (or indeterminate)

quantity. The only indefinite, is particular, as opposed to definite, quantity)

and this last, as it is either of an extensive maximum undivided, or of a^

extensive minimum indivisible, constitutes quantity universal (general,)

quantity singular (individual.) In fact, definite and indefinite are the onI<
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(liiantities of which we ought to hear in Logic ; for it is only as indeliMitc

that particiUar, it is only as definite that individual and general, quantities

have any (and the same) logical avail.

2°, The revocation of the two Terms of a Proposition to their true relation
;

a proposition being always an equation of its subject and its predicate.

3", The consequent reduction of the Conversion of Propositions from three

species to otie—that of Simple Conversion.

4°, Tlie reduction of all the General Laws of Catetjorical Si/l/ot/isnis to a

Single Canon.

5°, The evolution from that one canon of all the Species and varieties of
Syllogism.

6°, The abrogation of all the Special Laws of Syllogism.

7°, A demonstration of the exclusive j)ossibility of Three syllogistic Figures;

and (on new gi-ounds) the scientific and final abolition of the Fourth.

8", A manifestation that Figure is an unessential variation in syllogistic

form ; and the consequent absurdity of Reducing the syllogisms of the other

figm'cs to the first.

9°, An enouncement of one Organic Principle for each Figure.

10°, A determination of the true number of the legitimate Moods ; with

11°, Their amplification in number
;

12°, Then- numerical equality under all the figures ; and,

13°, Their relative equivalence, or virtual identity, throughout every sche-

matic diiference.

14°, That, in the second and third figures, the extremes, holding both the

me relation to the middle term, there is not, as in the first, an opposition

and subordination between a term major and a term minor, mutually containing

and contained, in the counter wholes of Extension and Comprehensio7i.

15°, Consequently, in the second and third figures, there is no determinate

major and minor premise, and there are two indifferent conclusions ; whereas,

wJaHiB the first the premises are determinate, and there is a single proximate con-

ebtsion.

16°, That the third, as the figure in which Comprehension is predominant,

is more appropriate to Induction.

17°, That the second, as the figure in which Extension is predominant, is

more appropriate to Deduction.

18°, That the frst, as the figure in which Comjyrehension and Extension

are in equilibrium, is common to Induction and Deduction, indifierently."

What follows was subjoined, as a Note, to the " Essay on the

New Analytic of Logical Forms," by Mr Thomas Spencer Baynes,

which obtained the prize proposed in 184G, but was only pub-

lished in 1850. The foot-notes arc now added.
" The ensuing note contains a summary of my more matured doctrine of

the Syllogism, in so fav as it is relative to the preceding Essay.

All mediate inference is one—that incorrectly called Categorical ; for the

Conjunctive and Disjunctive forms of Hypothetical reasoning are reducible to

mmcdiate inferences.

Mentally one, the Categorical Syllogism, according to its order of enounce-

i'ljMment, is either Analytic (A) or Synthetic (B). Analytic, if (what is inap-

ofii

Iff
J
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propriately styled) the conclusion be expressed fii-st, and (what are inapijro-.

priately styled) the premises be then stated as its reasons. Synthetic, if the

premises precede, and, as it were, eft'ectuate the conclusion.* These general

forms of the syllogism can with ease be distinguished by a competent nota-

tion ; and every special variety in the one has its corresponding vaiiety in

the other.

Taking the syllogism under the latter form (B), (which, though perhaps

less natural, \ has been alone cultivated by logicians, and to which, there-

fore, exclusively all logical nomenclature is relative,)—the syllogism is again

divided into the Unfigured (a) and the Figured (b).

The Unfigm-ed Syllogism (a) is that in which the tei-ms compared do not

stand to each other in the reciprocal relation of subject and predicate, being

* [This, in the y?;-s^ place, relieves the syllogism of two one- sided views.

The Ai'istotelic syllogism is exclusively synthetic ; the Epicurean (or Neo-

clesian) syllogism was—for it has been long forgotten—exclusively analytic

;

whilst the Hindoo sj'llogism is merely a clumsy agglutination of these coun-

ter forms, being nothing but an operose repetition of the same reasoning,

enounced, 1°, analytically, 2o, s}Tithetically. In thought, the syllogism is

organically one ; and it is only stated in an analytic or synthetic form, from

the necessity of adopting the one order or the other, in accommodation to

the vehicle of its expression—Language. For the conditions of language

requu'e, that a reasoning be distinguished into parts, and these detailed

before and after other. The analytic and synthetic orders of enouncement

are, thus, only accidents of the syllogistic process. This is, indeed, shewn in

practice ; for our best reasonings proceed indifferently in either order.

In the second place, this central view vindicates the Syllogism from the

objectioii of Petitio Principii, 'ViMch professing logically to annul logic, or at

least to reduce it to an idle tautology, defines syllogistic—the art of avo\\'ing

in the conclusion what has been already confessed in the promises. This

objection (which has at least an antiquity of three centm-ies and a half) is

only applicable to the synthetic or Aristotelic order of enouncement, which

the objectors, indeed, contemplate as alone possible. It does not hold

against the analytic syllogism ; it does not hold against the syllogism consi-

dered aloof from the accident of its expression ; and being proved irrelevant

to these, it is easily shewn in reference to the synthetic syllogism itself, that

it applies only to an accident of its external form.]

t [I say less uatm-al. For if it be asked—" Is C in A .<"' surely it is more

natural to reply,

—

Yes, (or C is in A), for C is in B and B in A, (or, for B
is in A and C in B) ; than to reply,

—

B is in A, and C in B. (or C is in B
and B in /I), therefore, C is in A.

In point of fact, the analytic syllogism is not only the more iiatm-al, it iSj

even presupposed by the synthetic. To express in words, we must first ana-

lyse in thought the organic whole—the mental simultaneity of a simple rea-

soning ; and then, we may reverse in thought the process, by a synthetic

retm-n. Fiu-ther, we may now enounce the reasoning in either order; bnt,
j

certainly, to express it in the essential, primary, or analytic order, is not only

more natural, but more direct and simple, than to express it in the acciden-

tal, secondary, or synthetic. This also avoids the objection of P. P.]
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to the same proposition, oitlier botli subjects or botli predicates.* Here the

dependency of Breadth and Ueptli, (Extension and Intension, Extension

and Comprehension, &c.) does not subsist, and the order, according!)', of

the premises is wholly arbitrary. Tliis form has been overlooivcd by the

logicians, though e(p\ally worthy of development as any other ; in fact, it

affords a key to the whole mystery of Syllogism. And what is curious, the

Canon by which this syllogism is regulated, (what may be called that of

logical Analogy or Proportion,) has, for above five centuries, been commonly

stated as the one principle of reasoning, whilst the form of reasoning itself,

to which it properly applies, has never been generalized. This Canon, which

has been often erroneously, and never adequately enounced, in rules four,

three, two, or one, is as follows :

—

In asfar as two notions, (notions ])roper

or individuals,) either both agree, or one agreeing, the other does not, ivith (t

common third notion ; in so far, these notions do or do not agree irith each

other.—The propositions of this syllogism in no-figure are marked in the

scheme of pnre logical notation by horizontal lines of uniform breadth.

In the Figured Syllogism (b), the terms compared are severally subject

;ind predicate, consequently, in reference to each other, containing and con-

tained in the counter wholes of Intension and Extension. Its Canon is :

—

What u-orse relation of subject and predicate sidisists between either of two

'irnis and a cojnmon third term, iritli which one, at least, is positively rtlated

;

that relation subsists between the two terms themselves.—In the scheme of pure

I'igical notation a horizontal tapering line marks this relation ; the subject

-landing at the broad, the predicate at the pointed end.

There are tliree, and only three, Figures—the same as those of Aristotle
;

iid in each of these we may distinguish the orders of Breadth and of Depth.

The First Figure emerges, when the middle term is subject of the one

xtreme and predicate of the other ; that is, when Ave pass from the one

ixtremc to the other, through the middle, in the order whether of Extension

)r of Intension. In the notation of this Figure, we may of course arbitrarily

nake either of these orders to proceed from left to right, or from right to

eft; that is, two arrangements are competent.—There is here, determin-

uoil^ itdy, one direct and one indirect conclusion.

The Second Figm'e arises, when the middle term is the predicate of botii

xtremes ; the order of Breadth proceeding fi-om middle to extremes, the

rder of Depth from extremes to middle.

The r/f/z-rf Figure is detcnuined, when the middle term is the subject of

oth extremes ; the order of Extension proceeding from extremes to middle,

e order of Intension from middle to extremes.

In the Second and Third Figures there is thus onlj' one aiTangement pos-

ible in logical notation. And as Extension and Intension ai-e here in equi-

nm, there is no definite major and minor premise, and consequently no

idirect, but two inditferent conclusions. This is best marked by two cross-

lines imder the premises, each marking the extreme standing to the other

subject or as predicate.

Of course each Figure has its own Canon, but these it is not here requisite

[As : Convertible (identical. Six.) are

:

—All C and some B ; as also all R
' all A ; therefore all C and some A.—This may be variously stated.]
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to state.* The First Figure, besides its more general canon, lias also two

more special,—one for Sj'Uogisms in the order of Extension, and one for

Syllogisms in the order of Intension. And what is remarkable, Aristotle'

Dictum de Omni, &c., (in the Prior Analytics,) gives that for Extension,

whilst his rule

—

Prcedicatum prcedicati, &c. (in the Categories), affords thi

for Intension, although this last order of Syllogism was not developed

him or the logicians;—both, however, are inadequately stated.

In regard to the notation of Qualitij and Quantity, and in the syllogisms ^i

))oth Unfigured and Figured.—Negation is marked by a perpendicular line,

which may be applied to the copula, to the term, or to the quautification.—

As to Quantity (for there are subordinate distinctions), it is sufficient here

to state, that there is denoted by the sign [ , or ; ] (for the quantity of one

term ought to face the other), some;—by the sign [ : ]. all;—by the si;

[ . ], a half;—by the sign [ .' or i ], more than a half. The last two

only of use to mark the ultra-total distribution of the middle term of a sy

gism, between both the premises, as affording a certain inference, valid, bni

of little utility. This I once thought had been first generalized by me, bu

I have since found it fully stated and fairly appreciated by Lambert,t to sa;

nothing of Frommichen.

Above (p. 76 [of j\Ii' Baynes's Essay] ) is a detail of my pure logi(

notation, as applicable to the thirty-six moods of the first figm-e. The oi

tliere is not, however, that which I have adopted. The foUowmg is

final arrangement, and within brackets is its correspondence with the numi

bers of that given above :—^The moods are either A) Balanced., or B) Ui

lanced. In the former class both terms and propositiotis ai'e balanced, and i

contains two moods—i ; ii, [=ri ; ii.] In the latter class there are two

divisions. For either, a) the terms are unbalanced,—iii, iv, [=:xi, xii] ; oi

b) both the terins and propositions are imbalauced,—v, vi : vii, viii ; ix, x
xi, xii, [=vii, viii; iii, iv; v, vi; ix, x.] The following equation appliej

to my table of moods given in Mr Thomson's Laws of Thought :—i ; ii ; x
xii ; vii, viii ; iii, iv ; v, vi ; ix, x.—The present an-augement is also mor>

minutely determined bj" another principle, but this it is not here requisite t

state.

* [The several Canons for the several Figures may however now be giver

They are : for the

First Figure.— " AMiat worse relation of determining, (predicate,) and<

determined, (subject,) is held b^ either of two notions to a third, with whic

one at least is positively related ;—that relation do they immediatel

(directly) hold to each other, and indirectly (mediately,) its converse."

Second Figure.—" What worse relation of determined, (subject,) is heidh

either of two notions to a third, with which one at least is positively related

—that relation do they hold indifferently to each other."

Third Figure.—" What worse relation of determining, (predicate,) is hei

by either of two notions to a third, with which one at least is positive)

related ;—that relation do they hold indifferently to each other."]

t [On the use which has been made in this country of the logical spi

culatious of Lambert and Ploucquet. it would be out of place here to s»

anything.]
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If wo :ipi»ly the moods to any matter liowover abstract, !<ay letters, there

will omovgQ Jhi ti/-tu-o syllogisms; for the formal identity of the balanced
moods will then be distinguished by a material ditVerence. On the contrary,

if we regard the mora formal equivalence of the moods, these will be reduced

to Uventy-one reasoiiiugs,

—

seven affirmative^ and fourteen negative. Of the

balanced moods, i and ii are converted each into itself; of the unbalanced,

every odd, and the even number immediately following, are convertible ; and

in negatives, the first and second moods («, I)) of the corresponding syz^gy

or jugation, is reduced from or to the second and first moods (/>, «) of its

reciprocal.

There are no exceptions. The Canon is tliorough- going. Only it must be

obsen'cd : 1°, that the doctrine is Avrong which teaches, that a universal

negation is not a worse, relation than a particular ; 2°, that the connection of

a negative with an affirmative mood, is regulated exclusively by the identity

in quantity of then- syzygy or antecedents. The Greeks, in looking to the

conjugation of the premises alone, are more accurate than the Latins, who
regard all the three propositions of a syllogism in the determination of a

mood.

It is not to be forgotten, that as the correlation of the logical terms ought

to be known only from the expression, (ex facie propositionis aut syllogismi,)

for all other knowledge of the reciprocal dependence of notions is conthigent,

material, and extralogical ; and as the employment of letters, following upon

each other in alphabetical order, may naturally suggest a corresponding sub-

orduiation in the concepts Avhich they denote : I have adopted the signs C
and r, Avhich are each the third letter in its respective aliihabet, for the

extremes; and the sign M, for the middle terra of the syllogism. The
scheme is thus emancipated from all external associations, and otherwise left

tree in application. I also transpose the former symbols in the interconver-

liltle moods; so that whereas in the one stand C M I, in the other stand

TMC."*

[The following Table is, in part, an epitome of the preceding Note :

f Immediate

;

of which some
kinds are

I

J I Mediate
;

.« Syllogism Propei
•g I (Categorical.)

Recognised,
asPropositional.

(Various.)

Not recognised,

as Syllogistic.

Analytic.

Disjunctive. "]

[ Conjunctive. J

f I'nfignrcd.

Hypo-
thetical.

{V. I.

- < figured.

I

(Intensive -\ V. II.

Svnthetic. J |

or Exten-
sive) in L F. 111.
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The notation previously spoken of, represents every various

syllogism in all the accidents of its external form. But as the

number of Moods in Syllogisms Analytic and Synthetic, Intensive

and Extensive, Untigured and Figured, (and of this in all th

figures,.) are the same; and as a reasoning, essentially identical,

may be carried through the same numerical mood, in every genus

and species of syllogism :—it seems, as we should wish it, that

there must be possible also, a notation precisely manifesting the

modal process, in all its essential differences, but, at the same

time, in its internal identity, abstract from every accidental variety

of external form. The anticipation and wish are realised ; ani

realised with the utmost clearness and simplicity, in a notatio:

which fulfils, and alone fulfils these conditions. This notation'

I have long employed : and the two following are specimens,

Herein, four common lines are all the requisites : three (horizon-

tal) to denote the terms ; one (two ?—perpendicular) or the wani

of it, at the commencement of comparison, to express the quality

of affirmation or negation ; whilst quantity is marked by the

relative length of a terminal line within, and its indefinite excur

rence before, the limit of comparison. This notation can repre-

sent equally total and 'ultra-total distribution, in simple syllogi

and sorites ; it shews, at a glance, the competence or incompetence.

(»f any conclusion ; and every one can easily evolve it.

C ^ C

M

Of these : the former, Avith its converse, includes, Darii, Dabi-

tis, Datisi, Disamis, Dimatis, &c. ; whilst the latter, with its con-

verse, includes Celarent, Cesare, Celantos, Camestres, Camenes,

ike. But of these, those which arc represented by the same dia^

gram are, though in different figures, formally, the same moodj

For in this scheme, each of the thirty-six moods has its peculiari

diagram ; whereas, in all the other geometrical schemes, hithertc,

proposed, (whether by lines, angles, triangles, squares, parallelo-l

grams, or circles,) the same (complex) diagram is necessarilj/i

employed, to represent an indefinite plurality of moods. These

schemes thus tend, rather to complicate, than to explicate,—rathen

to darken, than to clear up.—The principle of this notation may

be realised in various forms.
I
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fj,
(B.) ON AFFIRMATION AND NEGATION,—ON PROPOSITIONAL

J,

FORMS —ON BREADTH AND DEPTH,-ON SYLLOGIS-

«i

TIC, AND SYLLOGISTIC NOTATION, &c.

The present article consists of observations made in reference

to a memoir by Professor De Morgan, entitled, " On the Symbols

of Logic, the Theory of the Syllogism," &c., read, in rebruary

1850, to the Cambridge Philosophical Society, and published in

their Transactions, (vol. ix.) The author, (with whom I had pre-

viously been involved in a logical discussion, more, however, of

personal than of scientific concernment,) politely transmitted to

me a copy of this paper, during the following summer ; and the

jiidi character of its contents induced me, forthwith, to address the

iiTii following letter to the Editor of the Athenaeum. This letter, I

was compelled to limit to a single point, in consequence of the

rep others leading me into a field of argument too extensive : but, as

y I now find that my observations upon these were more fully writ-

i|* ten out than I had recollected,—as the unexclusive controversy

involves some questions of scientific novelty,—and tends withal to

__ shew of what value are the mathematical improvements of Logic,

I now proposed ; on second thoughts, I here append the whole

dbcussion, with a few verbal amplifications, and two supplemen-

tary notes. I regret, indeed, that the necessity of vindicating

ii,W nrhat, to me, is the cause of truth, should have given to these

itsj Bomments a character so controversial ; constraining me to com-

iiiiia )at, from first to last, the logical speculations of one who ranks

m'i leservedly among the highest of our British JMathematicians. In

le i act, if I be not radically wrong, Avith the exception of two doc-

j«ji lines,—which are themselves, indeed, only borrowed,—there is

li lot, in the whole compass of Mr De Morgan's " Logical Systems,"

Hfjl I. single logical novelty which is not a logical blunder. Of other

irrors, I say nothing. This, Mr De Morgan himself has not only

. I warranted, but called on, me to shew. For, though casting no

..ji
kme on the aggressive purport of his paper, it will, at least, be

llowed, that the attack is from too respectable a quarter not, on

ly part, to justify,—even, perhaps, to necessitate, a defence :

nd blame, assuredly, I cast neither on Professor De Morgan nor

*2q
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on the Philosophical* Society of Cambridge ; for the love of truth

is always, of itself, polemical, (" TloT^SjUog oiTrotvruv, y.u\ rijg 'AMdeius,

TTxrtif) ; whilst reason and experience concur in shewing, that

Mathematics and Logic, like Love and Majesty,

—

" Hand bene conveniunt, nee in una sede morantur.

But it comes to this :—If, as has been said, Mr De Morgan's

Memoir may represent the Transactions, the Transactions the

Society, and the Society the University of Cambridge, then, either

is the knowlege of Logic,—even of " Logic not its own,"—in that

seminary now absolutely null, or I am publicly found ignorant of

the very alphabet of the science I profess. The alternative I am
unable to disown ; the decision I care not to avoid ; and the dis-

cussion, I hope, may have its uses.

Edinburgh, 7th August 1850.

Sir,—May I request the favour of being permitted, through

your journal, to say a few words on a somewhat abstract subject,

and in answer to Professor De Morgan's paper " On the Symbols

of Logic," &c., in the volume of the " Transactions of the Philoso-i

phical Society of Cambridge," which has just appeared. [Wrong
;j

the volume was not then published.] AVith that gentleman'sj

logical theories, in general, 1 should not have thought of inter-j

fering ; and even his errors concerning my own doctrines I wouldj

have willingly left to refute themselves. Not that I entertain aj

low opinion of Mr De Morgan's talent. In so far as I am quali

fied to judge, he well deserves the high reputation as a mathemarij

tician which he enjoys. But as a writer on the theory of reasoB-

ing, I cannot think that he has done his talent justice. I

persuaded, indeed, that had he studied mathematics as he

studied logic, and were the members of the " Cambridge Philo-— ,

sophical Society " as competent judges in the one science as iulmi,

the other,—his character as a mathematician would rank verji

differently from what it does, nor would their " Transactions

'

have introduced his logical speculations to the world. It is becausf WJ''^

te,E

* The Philosophical Society of Cambridge ought not, however, to be s(

entitled, if we take the word Philosophy in the meaning attached to it every-

where out of Britain.—(See above, p. 272.) I may add, as another example

that the recent edition, by the learned Erdmann, of the " Opera rhiloso

phica" of Leibnitz, precisely omits, as non-philosophical, the matters whicl

in Cambridge are styled philosophy ;—to wit, Physics and Mathematics

Philosophy is not, however, formally excluded from the " Philosophica\ ivii^;,,

Society of Cambridge," as it is fi-om the " Philosophical Society of London.'; ij^i

Mr Pe Morgan's paper is an example.
'
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Mr De AEorgan has not merely erred hinisclf, but put into my
mouth liis own rudimentary mistakes ; and because, so far from

these mistakes being detected when his paper was read and dis-

cussed, that paper has been deemed by the Pliilosophical Society

a contribution worthy of pubhcation as a part of its proceedings :

—these special causes now principally constrain me to a brief

exposition of the unintentional misrepresentations.

The present comments relate exclusively to Mr De Morgan's

strictures on my abstract notation of syllogistic forms, a specimen

of which has been published by Mr Thomson in his " Laws of

Thought." But though that fragment contain only affirmations,

and of these only the naked symbols, Mr De Morgan excogitating

he negative forms, translates them into concrete language, accord-

ng to his conception of what they ought to express ; and then,

vithout aiuord of explanation, makes me their author.—Farther :

Fmding that these expressions, as those which he attributes to

ogicians in general, are repugnant to " common thought," to

common language,"—he might have fairly added, and to com-

non sense, he has swelled a memoir of more than fifty quarto

with objections to Aristotle's doctrine and to mine ; but

adically misapprehending both, the illustration of his errors, at

nee dispels the objections themselves, and therewith the two

ovel " Systems " reared on the same imaginary foundation.

Mr De Morgan says :

—

" The following phrase of Sir WUliam Hamilton's system, ' All A is not

-B,' [ ! ] is very forced, both in order and phraseology ; one who sees

for the first time finds it hard to make English or sense of it. The mean-

l_|.g
is, ' Each A is not any one among certain of the B's^ [ ! ] and in its

iKBb««g
JQ tijg system alluded to, the nncouth expression helps to produce sys-

[Cf'Wm, and the perception of uniform laws of inference."—(P. 5.) And again :

KCiBThe logician, who must have forms, has to make a choice, and he has

i[ij[]^vented cumular expressions which do not suit the genius of common
tight or common language. '•All man is not fish ^^ [!] is the form in

hich a logician denies that any man is a fish. Sir William Hamilton sajs,

man is not all fish.'' [ ! ] Common language would deny the first by

kying, ' Xo, nor any part of him.'' Even 'All men are not fishes,^ only

s, in common language, ' some men are notfishes,' Avith emphasis upon
gi'eat number that are implied to be so ; and would therefore be held

The predicate of a negative must be exemplar: it is, ' Every man is

any one fish.'' [ ! ] The examination of the following table will show
.t there is much less forcing of common expression in a list of nothing but

iplars than in a list of nothing but czimulars.'' [ ! ]—(P. 24.)

This attribution of certain phrases for certain forms of predica-

pn to the logicians and to me, is a mere imagination l)y Mr De
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Morgan. 1 admit, that liad we thus spoken, we had spoken, not

only ungrammatically, but nonsensically. This, however, we

have not done ; and Mr De Morgan's imagination of the fact, is

the result of a strange oversight on his part of the commonest

principle and practice of common logic and of common language.

For language is logical in its forms ; and a logic which cannot be

unambiguously expressed in language, is no logic at all. Logic,

Language and Common Sense are never at variance. Mr De
Morgan, I say, curiously misunderstands the nature—the contrast

of Affirmation and Negation, and the counter expressions in which

that contrast is embodied by language. I regret to tarry for a

moment on a point so elementary ; but, as the mistake is of that

very point, it is necessary to state, what I feel it irksome not to

suppose known—at least instinctively. Known, however, scientifi-

cally it often is not ; and as the principle has never been developed,

I may, at once, correct Mr De Morgan, and explain it.

Mr De Morgan's error is twofold ; and of these again each is

compound.

1°. He thinks, that in universal negation, the logicians employ

the predesignation " all,''—which they do not ; and do not employ

the predesignation " any,"—which they regularly do. On this

complex reversal of the fact, he fancies an obnoxious " System,"

—

wars strenuously against this hostile phantom,—fathers it on

others,—and finally adjudges it to righteous condemnation, by

the style of " Cumular."
2°. He thinks, that the predesignation " all " can be super- t|i(^_

seded, and the predesignation " any " applied to universal afirma-

tion;—both erroneously. From the conjunction of these two
jjff

impossibilities, the new-born " System " is engendered, which hej ^\

fosters as his own, and fondly baptizes by the name of " ExeM'

PLAR."—But these errors must be further explained.

To speak, then, of Affirmation and Negation.

In result.—Affirmation is inclusion, and universal affirmati^

absolute inclusion—the inclusion of a definite this or all (indivi-

dual or class) ; Negation is exclusion, and universal negation, abso-

lute exclusion—the exclusion of a definite this or all (individual or ;,

,

class). (Laying individuals aside)

:

jr,^

In process.—Affirmation proceeds downwards or inwards, from:
^^

greatest to least, from the constituted whole to the constituent ^
parts ; Negation, upwards or outwards, from least to greatest,:

^^

from the constituent parts to the constituted whole.

ifffi

kit

I
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The counter qualities are also contrasted, in and as the two

counter quantities.—In proportion :—to Depth or intension, is

affirmation ; to Breadth or extension, is negation.—At the macci-

iiium 0^ Breadth, there is predicated:—by Affirmation, the least

of the most, (that is, there is given the fewest attributes to the

o-reatcst number of things) ;—by jVegation, the most of the least,

(that is, there is withdrawn the greatest number of attributes from

the fewest things). Hence :—To posit the Genus, is not to posit

the Species and Individual ; but to sublate the Genus, is to sub-

late the Species and Individual.—At the maximum of Depth,

there is predicated :—by Affirmation, the most of the least, (that

is. there is given the greatest number of attributes to the fewest

things) ;—by Negation, the least of the most, (that is, there is

withdrawn the fewest attributes from the greatest number of

things). Hence :—To posit the Individual, is to posit the Species

and Genus ; but to sublate the Individual, is not to sublate the

Species and Genus,—[See Table, p. 644*.]

Now, from the higher view of an abstract or scientifiG Notation,

which regards and states only the residt ; Negation appears as a

positive and irrespective act—an act of exclusion. Here, all the

signs of affirmative and negative quantity are the same ; what is

absolutely included or excluded is all.

On the contrary, from the lower view of concrete or common
Languar/e, which is conversant about the process. Negation (what

its name expresses) shows only as a privative and correlative

act,—as the undoing, as the reversal of inclusion or affirmation.

Here the predesignatory words for universally affirmative and

universally negative quantity are not the same. In ordinary

speech we say :—for absolute affirmation, all is, &c. ; for absolute

legation, not any (or none) is, &c. ; thus accomplishing the exclu-

sion of ALL, through the non-inclusion of a.^\ . To use, in common
anguage, the same verbal predesignation of quantity for an affir-

native, as for a negative, universal, would be, in fact, to do nearly

ho opposite of what is intended to be done. Every logician knows

xpUcitly, as every unlearned man knows implicitly, that natu-

ally, and in common language, the negation of a universal affir-

native predesignation yields only a particular negative, as the

legation of a universal negative predesignation yields only a par-

icular affirmative. The logician, therefore, to designate a Univer-

al Affirmative, famiharly uses ^'allis," "all are;'' the "a//" (xa,-,
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77«:/Tr%', omnis, omnes, &c.) containing under it, and therefore

meaning,—sometimes collectively, " tvJiole," &c. (o'/o?, oxo/, oI'ttcc:,

ocTrxs/n;, avf^'Trx;, cvinncn/rs;, totUS, toti, CUHCtUS, CUncti, UniverSUS, Uni-

versi, &c.)—sometimes distributively, " every," " each," " each

several," &C. {j^oc? ng, 'ix,ccGTOg, iKxarog Tig, 'Trxg iKocarog, irot-vng sxacroi,

odTtiJovv, 'TTxg oarig, -Trxvng woi, quisque, unusquisquo, singulusqiiis-

que, &c,) : and for a Universal Negative, (eschewing " all is not,"

as at best ambiguous,) he employs " no or none (not one) is,"

" not any is," " any is not," &c. (oi/hlg, /ayihtg hn, nullus, ullus non,

non or ne aliquis, non quisquam, non quispiam est, &c.) To quote

my version of the " Asserit A," Sec, a version with which Mr Dej

Morgan may be acquainted :

—

" A, it affirms of this, these, all,

"Whilst E denies of any," &c.

In this, common logic and common language (from which last

many curious illustrations might be given) are at one. As a single 1

example :—the Latin ullus (a word in which that tongue is, in this

instance, richer than the Greek, which has nothing, at least, better,

than the ambiguous rig,) affords a beautiful illustration. Ullus

(unulus,) any ; ullus non, nullus (non or ne ullus, oOhlg, finhlg,) not

any, none ; nonnullus (non nullus,) not none, some ; nullus koBj

none not, all. So, nemo, (ne homo) ; non nemo ; and nemo non.

So, nihil, (ne hilum) ; non nihil ; and nihil non. Nor need ther€

be an end of instances in any language. The Hebrew is, in fact,

so far as I am aware, the only tongue which does not always dis-

criminate unambiguously, and by verbal contrast, the affirmative

.

from the negative universal, though one tongue may certainly d(

this more deftly than another.

Now, the predesignation of universal negation, which Mr Da
Morgan marvellously makes " the logician " to employ, nay eyei

to have " invented " for himself, as a technical expression,—thi^

predesignation, (in liis example—" All man is not fish," in mine—?
'•' All men are not blackamores,") is in logical, as in ordinary

language, not a universal at all, but a particular negative—a mer(

denial of omnitude—tantamount, therefore, it should be, to a par-

ticular affirmative. Ov Troig hTt is, indeed, the common expressioi

of Aristotle and the Greek logicians for " some is not." £" Sorm

is" should, however, have been held its direct and natural result

for, as we shall see, two particulars in the affirmative and nega

tive forms, ought to infer each other. Compare p. 635*. sq.]—

I
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Mr De Morgan, therefore, can name (as I know may be done) auif

writer on logic -svho employs the expressions thus attributed to (///

^ logicians, Mr De Morgan is heartily welcome to treat the blun-

derer as he may deem his ignorance to deserve.—So much I'm-

" the logician."

As for myself :—The language I use is that of the logicians;

only the quantity of the predicate, contained in thought, is overtly

expressed, whereas, in common language, followed by common
logic, that quantity is, though never null, usually, merely under-

stood. Therefore, reversing the expression of " the logician,"

^H Mr De Morgan naturally reverses mine ; but the distorted non-

sense which he lays to my account is, I am assured, only what he

conceived a Mv version of my abstract notation. As all, however,

that has been said of Mr De Morgan in relation to the logicians

in general, equally appHes to him in regard to me in particular,

addition is superfluous.

So much for Mr De Morgan's mistakes about " the Cumular

System," laid to the logicians and myself. I proceed to the

counter scheme, his own " Exemplar System," proposed in sup-

plement and correction of the other, and founded, as said, on the

nA employment of the predesignation " any " as a universal, not only

im in negative, but also in affi.rmative, propositions.

Our Enghsh "any'' (aenig, anig, Ang.-Sax.) is of a similar

origin and signification with the Latin" idlus" (unulus), and means,

primarily and literally, {even) one, {even) the least or feivest.—
But now, to speak with the schools, it is of quodllbetic application,

ranging from least to greatest ; and (to say nothing of extra-logical

modes of speech, as interrogation, doubt, conditioning, extenua-

tion, intension, &c.) is exclusively adapted to negation. For

example.—We can say as we can think, affirmatively

:

—" All tri-

angles are all trilaterals ;" this collectively,
—" The whole (or class)

triangle is the whole (or class) trilateral; this distributively,

—

" Every (or each several) triangle is every (or each several) tri-

lateral." Now, let us try " any " as an affirmative

:

—" Any tri-

angle is any trilateral." This is simple nonsense ; for we should

thus confound every triangle with every other, pronouncing thorn

all to be identical. Nor, in fact, does Mr De Morgan attempt this,

lie wisely omits the form. But what an omission! Still, how-

ivcr, the " Table of Exemplars,'' which he does present, (p. 25,)

stands alone, I am persuaded, in the history of science. And mark,

ill what terms it is ushered in :—as " a system of predication free
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frohi the objections urged against the cumular forms, as far as

contradiction is concerned," nor, like them, " unsuited to the genius

of common thought or common language." Nay, so lucid does it

seem to its inventor, that, after the notation is detailed, we are

told, that it " needs no explanation"

Now, then, let us take, as our first specimen of this " System,"

the fifth proposition of the Table,—" Some one X is any one Y ;"

and applying this form, by interpretation, to a concrete matter, we

l^ave,
—" Some one figure is any one triangle,"—" Some one

animal is any one man." Here, however, the proposition is in

terms absurd ; nor does it even express what it is intended to

mean. For not any—for not any one—for no one figure is any

or any one triangle.

Again, as our second specimen, taking the first proposition of

the Table,—" Any one X is any one Y." This, we are told,

" gives " or is supposed to mean,—" There is but one X and one

Y, and X is Y." But it means—it can mean—nothing of the

kind ; it is only doubly unmeaning, or doubly contrary to all mean-

ing. For, in the first place, " any" and " any one" necessarily

imply that there are more—more than one ; and, in the second,

the whole proposition becomes, on such hypothesis, absurd. This

" Exemplar " proposition is, however, a favourite with Mr De

Morgan, who thinks it to afford " a conclusion not admissible in the

Cumular form" (p. 26). "So long as the proposition remains void

of sense, this is true ; not certainly if interpreted into meaning.

Finally, however, the inconsistency of the " p]xemplar Sys-

tem" is sufficiently shown in this,— That its propositions, even

when not immediately suicidal, do not admit of any rational con-

version. Thus, the sound without sense,—the proposition first

adduced, is the verbal converse of another which, by chance, is

not self-contradictory ; to wit,
—" Any one Y is some one X,"

—

" Any one triangle is some one figure,"—" Any one man is some

one animal." The reason is obvious. " Any " contains in it^

" some," " some " contains under it " any ;" " some" is the less*

definite, the genus, " any " is the more definite, the species ;
" any '*j

is always " some," some is not always " any."—The absurdity is,

'

however, carried to a climax, through Mr De Morgan's formal'

limitation of the several quantities by " one."

Rut enough !—Mr De Morgan gravely propounds all this as

" sense and English"—as in honourable contrast to the uncouth-

ness and violence" and contradictions of the " Cumular System."
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lie certainly docs not mean to turn loi^ic into ridicule ; but, assur-

edly, if logic were responsible for the "forms" and "systems"

thus seriously proposed, it would no longer be respectable enough

even for a jest.
—" This notation," says Mr De Morgan, " needs

no explanation." liight !

—

" Emcndare jocos, sola litura potest."

The more special objections of Mr De Morgan—one and all

—

it would be equally easy to refute ; but whilst the part, now con-

sidered, of his paper is a fair specimen of the whole, I am unwilhng

to trespass farther on your indulgence, by discussions of so hmited

an interest.—I remain, &c.

W. Hamilton.*

I have now signalised Mr De Morgan's general and gigantic

error, that on which is founded the correction he proposes of all

former Logic ; and proceed to consider his special criticism of my
peculiar scheme of syllogistic and prepositional forms.

And here I may subdivide Mr De Morgan's objections into two

classes;—the first containing those to the general principle ofmy
scheme,—the second, those to this or that of its individual doc-

'^- wnnes.

I.—Under the former head there are two objections. Of
bhese :

—

* To this Mr De Morgan made the following answer ; and on the one point

» which it is limited, assui'edly, he is as completely right, as I am completely

vrong.

There is but one of what I call Su- W. Hamilton's misapprehensions

rhich I shall notice now,—and that only to prevent your readers from making

ruitless inquiries. He states that a volume of the ' Cambridge Philosophical

transactions ' has recently appeared. This I am pretty certain is not the

The copy of my memoir which I had the honour to forward to him

ras one of the extra copies Avhich the courtesy of the Society allows to its

ontributors as soon as their several papers are printed. The paging, by

'^hich Sir W. Hamilton cites, shows that he used that copy, or one of the

issue :—this paging, of course, will be altered when the paper takes its

lace in the volume.
" The rest of Sir W. Hamilton's letter I shall dispose of, so far as I deem

necessary, if I live to publish another edition of my work on Logic.—

I

:n, &c.
" A. De Morgan.

"University Coli-eok, August 20, 1850."
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1.— The first is supposed,— is assumed, without even an

attempt at proof; it requires, indeed, merely to be stated, to be

refuted.—" Section iv." of Mr De Morgan's Paper is entitled :—
" On the Symbolic forms of the system in which all the combina-

tions of quantity are introduced by Arbitrary Invention of forms

of predication ;
" and it commences :

—" This system belongs to

Sir William Hamilton, &c."—Now, in applying the term '•' arbi-

trary invention " to this scheme, Mr De Morgan has either gone

too far, or not far enough. For if " the forms of predication

"

exist in thought, then is their expression in logic not an " arbi-

trary invention; " whereas, if they do not exist in thought, then

is their expression in logic, not arbitrary, but false. To have

proved the latter would, indeed, have pricked the " punctum

saliens " of my system. But not attempting this, Mr Do Mor-

gan now virtually admits his own thesis to be absurd ; even had

he not, in fact, previously recorded his formal acknowledgement,

that the predicate has its quantity in thought. Why then did he

insinuate, what, he knew, could not be maintained ?

2.—The second of the two objections under this head is to the

want, or insufficiency, in my doctrine, of a general Canon of Infe-

rence ; for the exceptions, it is argued, are not regulated by, and

do not manifest, the rule. (P. 13.)—Of all objections, none can

be more curiously infelicitous than this. In the doctrine referred

to, there is a ride, and no exceptions. The rule there governs

everything ; everything is governed by the rule.—But, opposed

to my canon, which, not having studied, he does not understand,

Mr De Morgan propounds the following :
—" Erase the symbols

of the middle term, the remaining symbols shoiv the inference."
^

(Pp. 7, 11, 18, 26, &c.) This canon Mr De Morgan ought nq|

to have given as his own. It is that of Ploucquet :
—" Deleatwf

in pramissis niedius ; id quod restat indicat conclusionem

;

" and

on this canon Ploucquet established his " Logical Calculus."-^

Calculus and Canon have, however, long been rejected by tM
German logicians, as mechanical and useless. Hegel even pro-

nounces :
—" This, as a discovery and improvement in Logic, is

the bitterest libel that was ever vented against the science." But

worse than useless and mechanical, it does not hold good; for,

though valid in the Aristotelic system, it breaks down in a fourth

part of the thirty-six moods emerging under my doctrine of syl-

logism.. " Transeat ergo." But has not Mr De jMorgan con-

i
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tbiiuJed the exceptions to Ploucquet's canon, with the no excep-

tions to mine ?
*

ir.—Under the second head tliere arc six Utigious points.

I sliall first consider tlic objections to the propositional forms,

which I have pecnharly adopted. Bnt it is proper to premise a

o;oneral enumeration of these ; and in the following table, the

Ikoman numerals distinguish such as are recognised in the Aris-

totelic or common doctrine, whereas the Arabic cyphers mark those

(half of the whole) which I think ought likewise to be recognised.j

x\ffirmatives.

1.) Toto-total =Afa = A11 — is all —

.

ii.) Toto-partial rr Afi = All — is some —

.

(A)

3.) Parti-total =: Ifa = Some — is all —

.

iv.) Parti-partial =: Ifi = Some — is some—

.

(I)

Negatives.

V.) Toto-total = Ana = Any — is not any — . (E)

Vll

6.) Toto-partial = Ani = Any — is not some

ii.) Parti-total = Ina = Some — is not any — . (0)

8.) Parti-partial = Ini = Some— is not some —

.

The preceding eight Propositional Forms, I may also add, are

Uustrated by the following six Diagrams,—(if Definitely Indefinite,

or \i Indefinitely Definite (see p. 635*, sq.) they require a series of

,aore artificial and complex lines.) The identity of Subject and

Predicate is marked and measured by the co-extension of the two

ines below and above each other ; the non-identity, by the con-

erse. The rationale of the letters is manifest ; and it is likewise

iianifest, that this principle of notation may be carried out into

\vllogistic.—Proposition (1) is illustrated by Diagram (a)
;

(ii)

* Mr Tliomson (Laws of Thought, &c.) seems to have fallen into a simi-

ir inaccuracy ; not perhaps considering, that the disconformity in quantifi-

ition of the extremes, as they appear in the antecedent, and in the conclu-

ion, is, in my doctrine, not an exception to, but a consequent of, the canon.

t In the literal symbols, I simplify and disintricate the scholastic notation
;

iking A and I for universal and particular, but extending them to either

uality, marking affirmation by F, negation by N, the two first consonants

t' the verbs affirmo and nego—verbs from which, I have no doubt, that

ftrus Hispauus drew, respectively, the two first vowels, to denote liis four

implications of quantity and quality. These I have appended.
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by (b); (3) by (c)
;

(iv) by (d); (v) by (e) ; and (8) by (f) : but

(6) is shown by (b and d) ; as (vii) by (c and d). Proposition

(8), indeed, though it have its special diagram (f), quadrates with

all the others.

Aff. Aff. & Neg. Neg.
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Vs."" and '• Some Xs are all Ys." This is mauitestly erroneous,

looking no farther than to the text of Mr Do Morgan liimself.

In the Jirst place the proposition " All Xs are all Ys" is said to

be compound, in contrast to two other propositions its consti-

tuents. But how " All Xs arc all Ys" is a proposition more com-

plex than " All Xs are some Ys," than " Some Xs are all Y^s," or

even than " Some Xs are some Ys," I confess myself wholly

unable to imagine. Mr De Morgan does not pretend that the

predicate has no quantity ; but how one quantity can be more

complex than another,—how All should be compound, and Some

simple, he has not attempted to explain.—Nay more. lie form-

ally admits, that a proposition with its predicate universalis/, and

its subject particularly, quantified is simple ; as, in like manner, a

proposition with a particular predicate and a universal subject:

and yet, in the same breath, he coolly assumes, (for he propounds

neither argument nor explanation,) that a proposition with its

subject and predicate each universally quantified is complex !

But if
'•' Some figure is all triangle" be a simple proposition, is it

possible to conceive, that " All triangle is all trilateral" should not

be a simple proposition likewise ? It seems, that some and all, all

and some, some and some, are each elementary, whilst all and all

is alone derivative !

But in the second place, this inconsistency is eclipsed by an-

other ; for Mr De Morgan not only maintains that the proposi-

tion " All Xs are all Y^s" is compound, but, though itself confes-

sedly valid, compounded of two incompossible propositions,—" All

Xs are some Y"s," and '•' Some Xs are all Ys ;"—in other words,

:liat " All triangle is all trilatei^al" is the combined result of " All

riangle is some trilateral," and " Some triangle is all trilateral."

But, unless some be identified with cdl, if either of the latter pro-

:)Ositions is true the other must be false ;—nay, in fact, if either

je true, the very proposition Avhich they are supposed to concur

n generating is false likewise.* Mr De Morgan proceeds :

—

* See p. C35*, sq.—In confirmation of the above, I am happy to adduce

he following testimony by a very able logician :
—" Psychologically as well

'.s logically, we believe that Sir William Hamilton is right in maintaining

All A is all B' to be a single judgment, in opi)ositii>n to ilr De IMorgan,

vho exhibits it in the complex form, ' All A is B, and all B is A ;' thereby

ccepting the second horn of the above dilemma, since ' all A is some B and
11 B is some A,' would be a self-contradictory assertion." And in a note :

—

• A curious ineonsistoucy may be remarked in the theory of the complex
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Second objection.—" Secondl}', one object o^formal logic being to provide

form of enunciation for all truth, and form of denial for all falsehood, it is

clear that every falsehood which can be enunciated as a truth should be

deniable within the forms of the science. Now the simple denial of ' All Xs
are all iV is the disjunctive assertion, ' Either no Xs are some Ys, or some

Xs are no Is.' Though it happen that I can prove one of these to be true,

without knowing which, yet the power of denying in an elementary form the

elementary proposition, ' All is all,^ is refused me. A philologist asserts the to

Greek words A and B to be identical in meaning : he says ' All A is all £.'

One passage of Homer, and one of Hesiod, both contain the doubtful word

C, having two possible explanations, the first of which makes Homer assert

that some As are not Bs., whilst the second makes Hesiod assert that someBs »
are not As. The premises being admitted, the resulting denial of the simple

proposition of Sir William Hamilton's system is only obtainable by a dikmjna,

or, as it Avere, metasyllogism.''''

Before proceeding to consider Mr De Morgan's argument in

this paragraph I must say a word upon his language. " By
denial," " deniable," &c., he must mean contradictory denial,

contradictorily deniable, &c. This opposition alone affords a

single pair of propositions, and the one alternative of truth or

falsehood ; and he apparently rejects conti^ary denial. The word

contrary he however commonly employs for contradictory. But

contrary opposition emerges, when a plurality of propositions can

severally deny the original enouncement, but where each, though

not all of these, may be false. This being noted, I go on.

Inthe/r5^ place, Mr De Morgan's reasoning is inapplicable.

An enlarged system is not, as he himself admits, (p. 20), to be cri-

ticised by the laws, far less, then, by the accidents, of an unen-

larged one. It may be quite true, that the four propositional

forms of the Aristotelic scheme has each its contradictory oppo-

site ; but it by no means follows, that the same accident should ^ks&

attend every legitimate amphfication of that scheme. It is suffi- |jli
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proposition, when placed in antagonism to that of the quantified predicate.

I cannot assert ' all A is B and all B is A,' without having thought of A and

B as CO- extensive, i. e., without having made the judgment ' all A is all B.'

If we know the quantity of the predicate, we are of course entitled to state

it. The complex proposition is only preferable on the supposition of our

ignorance, a supposition which annihilates the complex proposition itself. If

the assertion, ' all A is some B and all B is some A' be suicidal, is there

more vitality in ' all A is (I know not how much) B, and all B is (I know-

not how much) A ?' But the question, to be fully discussed, must be treated

on psychological as well as logical grounds. Logic deals with the judgment

as already formed
;
psychology inqnires what is the actual process of the y ,^"

mind in forming it."—(North British Review, Vol. xv. p. 116.)

3*Kt

mi
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(.iont, that every competent assertion should have its competent

deniaL

But, in the second place, in point of fact, the Aristotelic contra-

diction only proceeds on a certain arbitrary hypothesis of parti-

cularity ; to wit, that " some" is to mean only " some at least,"

(possibly therefore, all or none.) thus constituting, both in affirm-

ation and in negation, virtually a double proposition,—a proposi-

tion comprising, in effect, two contraries.*

In the third place, however, the proposition is, in truth, contra-

dictorily deniable ; for every legitimate affirmation must admit of

1 legitimate negation. But negation and affii-mation must be con-

* I have here, aud once before (p. 633*) criticised Mr De Morgan, not on

^rijtotelic principles. It is but fair tliat I state articulately the gi-ouuds.

All particulariti/^ all " some" is, generically, indefinite ; but one particu-

arity is of one indefinitude, another is of another. In short, to apply the

I'chnical formula of Specification (p. 640*) in its highest simplicity—in its

uust repulsive nakedness :

—

some Some is not some Some. For, so to speak,

if " sume," one species denotes indefinite definitude; whilst another de-

lotcs definite indefinitude. And why? The former species not definitely

xcluding the definite,—the " all"' and " none," is therefore, at once, in

lirtbrent respects, indefinite and definite, that is, indefinitely definite; whilst

he latter, definitely excluding the definite,—the " all," the " none," is,

lierefore, at once, in dilFerent respects, definite and indefinite, that is, defi-

itely indefinite.

V In the sense of ln'defixite definitude.—Afiirmatively : " Some"

jieans " some at least,—some perhaps all ;
" that is, " some," itself always

; jidefinite, but not definitely exclusive of the definite, " alV— Negatively

:

; Not some " means " not some, at least,—not some, perhaps none ; " that is,

not some," itself always indefinite, but not definitely exclusive of the defi-

ite " not any," or " none"—" At least" is the watchword of this system,

1 affirmatives as in negatives.

2" In the sense of definite indefinitude.—Affirmatively: " Some"
leans "some at most,—some not all, —some only; " that is, " some," itself

ways indefinite, but definitely exclusive of the definite " all."

—

Negatively:

Xot some" means" not some, at most,—not some and yet not none,

—

it some, only ;" that is, " not some," itself always iudefinite, but definitely

•^elusive of tlie definite, " not any," or " none."—" At most," both in

linnative and negatives, is the watchword of this system.

Of these several meanings of " some," all the world has been, at least

jiplicitly, never unaware ; and of the two, the latter is certainly the more

1 •omiiu'ut. This enhances the marvel, that the former only has been cxpli-

py developed and formally generalised by Aristotle ; but what ArLstotle

liled to do, has been left undone by subsequent logicians. The two difieront

eaniugs afford, hoAvever, in many cases two different results, as well in the

lation oi Incompossibdity, as in tlic relation of (immediate) Injerence: and
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tradictorily opposed ; as Aristotle has expressed it,
—" Betweei

affirmation and negation there is no mean." Yet it does not fol'

low, that the denial should rest on a single alternative case,—or

a contradictory proposition. For it may well be, that a denial ii.

supported only on one or other of two incompossible contraries

but it will be vahd if one or other of the contraries be true. Ii

the present case, the proposition, for example,—" All (class

whole, every, &c.) triangle is all (class, whole, every, &c.) trilaj

teral," is contradictorily denied by the proposition,— '•' All (class

&c.) triangle—is not—all (class, &:c.) trilateral," in the sense,—!

I

M

what is worse, even than the exclusive consideration of a single meaning, ii

that Inference and Incompossibility (especially by the logicians after Aris

totle,) have, in that single meaning, been jumbled together under the baiTC

and ambiguous head of Opposition.

But worst of all ; in fact, the one meaning considered exclusively by Aris

totle and the logicians, has, only improperly, an intralogical, formal, objecti-v

significance. It is not a necessity, either of thought or of things, but merel

an accident of the former. Its peculiar indefinitude is a contribution froi

the contingency of our ignorance, and with our ignorance would disappeai

for, (to say nothing of Individuals or Individualised Generals^') in reality an

in thought, every quantity is necessarily either all^ or none, or some.

these the third presents the only formal indefinitude; and it is fonnall

exclusive of the other two. The double inadvertence, as I think, of Ai-istotl

(An. Pr. I. 2.) in recognising the indesig^iate (doio^iaroy} to be at once

quantity and an indefinitude, (for the Indesignate is thought, either precise!

as whole or as part, or vaguely, as the one or the other, unknown which, h
the worse always presumed) ;—this vagueness,—this material, subjective ai

contingent indefinitude, lay at the root of his whole doctrine of Particularit

the indefinitude of which quantitj^ he should have kept purely formal, obje

tive, and necessary, instead of confounding the two iudefinitudes togethf

Thus by mixing up the material with the formal,—what was indefinite

thought with what was thought as indefinite^ Aristotle (to say nothing of oth

consequences) annulled all inference of, what I would call, Integi-ation. C

bis doctrine we are not warranted, from the proposition—" Some dogs a

all barking animals," (" Quoddam caninum est omue latrans,") to infer i.

proposition—" Some dogs do not bark," (" Quoddam caninum est nuUu

latrans")—But I am lapsing into discussion.—We must therefore have tv

Tables : one for Incompossibility, another for Inference ; and under eac

we must distinguish the result on either system of particularity. At prese,

I can merely append the compound Table, (see following page) ;
and sh;!

only say, that a better, though a more elaborate, plan of showing t:

various correlations of the several pairs of propositions, is to write allt'

eight on the phases of octagonal diagrams, and then to connect them 'l

dift'erent lines (thicker, thinner, waving, broken, dotted, &c.) representiii

in the different systems, their mutual dependencies.
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• This proposition. ' All triangle is all trilateral,' is untrue." And
such, in the present form, is comparatively safe ; for there being

TABLE OF THE ^MUTUAL RELATIONS OF THE EIGHT PROPOSITIONAL FORMS,

ON EITHER SYSTEM OF PARTICULARITY. (fOR GENERALS ONLY.)
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here two universal predesignations, the negative particle, like th(

ass of Buridanus, is left in equihbrio, and not necessarily attracted

by preference, to either. (Illustrations might be drawn from indi

victuals and individualised classes.) The denial is here, certainly;

vague and ambiguous ; but so it ought. For there are Jive several

cases, any of which it may mean ; and of these any will validl^^

support the negation of the affirmative proposition. These are :—

1", " Not-all triangle is all trilateral," equivalent to the proposi

tion,
—" Some triangle is all trilateral

;

" 2", " All triangle is not

all trilateral," equivalent to the proposition,—" All triangle i;

some trilateral
;

" these oppositions, overlooked by the logician^:

T call inconsistents. The following are contraries:—3'

triangle is-not (i. e. excludes) all trilateral," tantamount (thou,

ambiguously) to the proposition,—" Any triangle is not (dI

triangle is) any trilateral ;" A", " All triangle is not all trilaten

signifying,—" Some triangle is no trilateral;" 5°, " All tri

is-not all triUiteral," in the sense of,
—" iS^o triangle is some

lateral." The first and fourth, the second and fifth, are in fi

what I call integrants.

Now ]Mr De Morgan misconceives all this.—In the first pi

he does not perceive that a proposition can be contradictoril

denied, though the denial itself may rest ultimately only on

single contrary or inconsistent proposition. For though the dam

gaud be only contrarily or inconsistently opposed to each of tl

alternatively supporting propositions, it is however contradictori

opposed to them as a class.—In the second place, he has oy(

looked all the five cases on which the denial may be estabhshe

except the last two.—In the third place, he marvellously suppos

that each of these does not singly invalidate the toto-total affirm

tive, but that the truth of this can be only denied by a disjuncti

proposition made up of a toto-partial and a parti-total negativ'

or, (for ho varies.) of two parti-total negatives.—In thefourth pla('

Mr De Morgan, thus varying, does not observe, that his prccc

and his example arc not at one.—Further, in the fifth place,

is here seen strangely to confound the hypothetical process

thought, prior to all negation, with the subsequent categoric

negation itself; and still more strangely, to limit the comm'.

hypothetical preliminary to this form exclusivel3\ Adhering '<

the present form, and to our previous example, the reasoner sa^

to himself:—" The proposition,— ' All triangle is all trilateral,'

talso, if case 1, or 2. or 3, or 4, or 5, one or more, be true ; I

'i
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' case 4 alone, or cases 4 and 5 together, are true, therefore," &c.
' After this silent hypothetical preliminary, he categorically states

his contradictory denial. The process is the same, where there

is only one possible alternative, Avhen, consecpiently, the proposi-

tion supporting the denial is itself directly and not disjunctively

coutradictory of the denegand. We think antecedently :
—" if

Aristotle is a philosopher,' be true, then ' Aristotle is not a

philosopher,' mnst be false,, and Dice versa; but that is true;

therefore this is false." We then openly state the negation.*

-Mr De Morgan goes on to the second form.

2.—Parti-partial Negation. To this Mr De Morgan makes the

following objection :

—

" Thirdly, the proposition ' Some Xs are not some Ys,'' has no fuuda-

mental proposition M-hich denies it, and not even a compound of otlier pro-

positions. It is then open to the above objection : and to others peculiar

to itself. It is what I have called (F. L., p. 153) a spurious propositiou, as

long as either of its names applies to more than one instance. And the

denial is as follows :
—

' There is, but one X, and but one Y, and X is 17
Unless we know beforehand that there is but one soldier, and one animal,

and that soldier the animal, we cannot deny that ' some soldiers are not

)80me animals.' Whenever we know enough of X and Y to bring forward
' some Xs are not some Is,' as what could be conceived to have been false, we
know more, namely, ' Xo X is 1',' which, when X and Y are singular, is

true or false with ' so7ne Xs are not some Is.'"

i Here also Mr De Morgan wholly misunderstands the nature

smd purport of the form which he professes to criticise. He calls

it " a spurious proposition." Spmrious in law means a bad kind

"f bastard. This is, however, not only a legitimate, for it

xjiresses one of the eight necessary relations of prepositional

I ins, but, Avithin its proper sphere, one of the most important

In reference to this objection of .Air De Morgan, it has been acutely

-I'rvcd by the ingenious critie })revi(nisly quoted :
—" The true contradie-

ly we take to be, ' all A is \wX. all li,' wiiicli, like the original j)ropositioM.

liiy be treated collectively or distrilmtively, i. e. as a singular or as an uni-

I •r.'ial proposition. In the latter case it is compatible witii one of three dis-

inct assertitms, ' no A is B,' ' some A is not B,' ' some B is not A ;
' but the

I'l'iJiient does not commit himself to any one of the three. He denies only

" the extent in which the original propositiou was asserted, and no further

;

ml hence, in proportion as the affirmation is definite, the negation will be

I'lefinite:'' (North British Review, vol. xv., p. 116.) This, it will be

I'-^orvod. is in principle the same witli wliat li;is jtisl been alleged.
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of the forms, which Logic comprehends, and which logicians have

neglected. It may, indeed, and that easily, be illogically per-

verted. It may be misemployed to perform the function whicli

other forms are peculiarly adapted more effectually to discharge

;

it may be twisted to sever part of one notion from part of another,

the two total notions being already perhaps thought as distinct

;

—and then, certainly, in this relation, it may be considerec

useless :—but in no relation can it eyer logically be denominated
" spurious." For why ? Whatever is operative in thought, mus^

be taken into account, and consequently be overtly expressible

logic ; for logic must be, as to be it professes, an unexclusivi

reflex of thought, and not merely an arbitrary selection—a seriei

of elegant extracts, out of the forms of thinking. Whether tb

form that it exhibits as legitimate be stronger or weaker

more or less frequently applied ;—that, as a material and con

gent consideration, is beyond its purview.—But the form in ques

tion is, as said, not only legitimate—not " spurious,"—it is mos

important.

What then is the function which this form is peculiarly

indeed, alone, competent to perform ?—A parti-partial negative i

the proposition in which, and in which exclusively, we declare

ivhole of any kind to he divisible. Some A is not some A ;

this is the judgment of divisibility and of division* ; the negatio

of this judgment (and o'f its corresponding integrant) in the assei

tion that A has no some, no parts, is the judgment of indivis;

bility, of unity, of simplicity. This form is implicitly at work i

all the sciences, and it has only failed in securing the attention

logicians as an abstract form, because, in actual use, it is

familial' to be notorious, lying, in fact, unexpressed and latescec

in every concrete application. Even in Logic itself it is indii

pensable. In that science it constitutes no less than the peculis

formula of the great principle of Specification (and Individualist

tion), that is the process by which a class (genus or species)

divided into its subject parts,—the counter process, to wit,

Generification. And this great logical formula is to be brandc]

by logical writers as " spurious." ! No doubt, the particularit;

as a quantity easily understood, is very generally elided in expra

* Looking to the table of Breadth and Depth (p. 644*), and taking tl

highest genus, we say :
" Some A is not some A ; for some A is A E, whii

some A is A \E" : and so on.—See also above, p. 168.
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uion, though at work in thought ; or it is denoted by a substi-

tute. Meaning, we avoid saying,—" Some men are not some
men." This we change, perhaps, into " men are not men," or
" how different are men from men," or " man from man," or
*• these from those," or " some from other," &c. Still " some is

not some]" hes at the root ; and when we oppose " other," " some
other," &c. to " some," it is evident, that " other" is itself only

obtained as the result of the negation, which, in fact, it pleonasti-

cally embodies. For " other than" is only a synonyme for " is

not;" " other (or some other) A" is convertible with " not some

A"; whilst there is implied by " this," " not that;" by " that,"

" not this;" and by " the other," " neither this nor that:" and

SO on. Here we must not confound, the logical with the rhe-

torical, the necessary in thought with the agreeable in expres-

sion.

Following Mr De Morgan in his selected example, and not

even transcending his more peculiar science : in the first place, as

the instance of division I borrow his logical illustration from the

class " soldier." Now in what manner is this generic notion

divided, into species ? We say to ourselves :
—" Some Soldier is

not some Soldier ; for some Soldier is (all) Infantry, some Soldier

is (all) Cavalry, &c. ; and (any) Infantry is not (any) Cavalry."

A parti-partial negative is the only form of judgment for division,

of what kind soever be the whole
;
(and Mr De Morgan can state

for it no other.)—Again, in the second place, as the example of

indivisibility: '• Some of this Point, is not some of this (same)

Point." Such a proposition, Mr De j\Iorgan, as a mathemati-

' ian, cannot admit, for a mathematical point is, ex hypothesi,

\vithoiit some,—without some and some,— without ^)rtr^.<?, same and

'ither ; it is indivisible. He says, indeed, that a parti-partial

negative cannot be denied. But if he be unable to admit, he

must be able to deny ; and it would be a curious—a singular ano-

maly, if logic afforded no competent form for so ordinary a nega-

tion ; if we could not logically deny, that Socrates is a class,—
tliat an individual is a universal,— that the thought of an indi-

'inhle unit is the thought of a divisible plurality.

^.—Quantities ofBreadth and Depth.*—I now proceed to con-

* This distinction, as limited to the doctrine of single notions, was signal -

il by tlie Port-Royal Logicians, undor the names of Extension and Coin-
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sider Mr De Morgan's observations on these quantities, (pp. 2^1

sq.) constituting, as tliey do, the central doctrine of an adequatrj

system of syllogism ; but I regret to be again obliged to show^f;

that he radically misunderstands what he attempts to illustratelj

These, which are merely views of the same relation from opposit ^

points, Mr De Morgan regards as things in themselves different;'

The reading of a proposition in depth, in contrast to its readin||i

in breadth, " is," he says, " not another reading of the samj^

proposition, but another j^roposition, derived inferentiaUy, thougljc

not syllogistically, by aid of the dictum de majore et minore.'A

He endeavours subsequently to prove, " that a neiv distinction \\

introduced ; and, farther, that the two modes of reading are nc

convertible ; the extensive mode gives the intensive, but noCyic\

versa in all cases." This, after an elaborate detail, he calls'. " a\

important distinction. In the affirmative, any portion of th'

intension of the predicate may be affirmed of the subject ; in tl\

negative, it is not true that any portion of the intension ofthepn,

dicate may be denied of the subject. Thus, ' Xo planet moves ii

a circle,' gives us a right to deny any constitutive attribute c

circular motion to that of a planet, but not any attribute ; no i

for instance, the progression through every longitude."
\

This suffices to show how completely Mr De Morgan mistak(i

the great principle :

—

The predicate of the predicate is, ivith tl\

predicate, affirmed or 'denied, of the subject. In both cases, i'

negatives equally as in affirmatives, the rule is thoroughgoinj

To say nothing of affirmation, touching which there is no disput

—All that enters into the predicate notion is denied of the sulj

ject, if the predicate itself be denied. There is no exceptio:-

The rule is absolute ; and, in reference to Breadth and Dept;

prehension; Leibnitz and his followers preferred the more antithetic titl

of Extension and Intension, though Intension be liere somewhat deflectij

from its proper meaning—that of Degi-ee ; and the Quantitas Ambitus aii

Qnantitas Comjylexus has, among sundiy other synonymes, been employ"]

—not exclusively, in modem times, for Aristotle uses to 7:i^ikyflv and to ^rgji!

xouivou.—The best expression, I think for the distinction is Breadth (nx«T.

Latitudo), and Depth (B«<)of, Profunditas'). This nomenclature, which'

have long employed, was borrowed from certain of the ancient Greek log'

clans ; but as their works have been, for long, rarely and perfunctorily look'

into, this neglect may account for the oblivion in which the antiquity

these terms has remained, even after the distinction, which they best den

minate, had obtained a renovated importance.
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^

'•2i| there is no difference whatever between "constitutive" and
^iiat) "attributive," between necessary and contingent, between pccu-

h.
I

liar and common. It is of no consequence, what has antecedently

trak
i been known, what is newly discovered. These are merely niate-

pt'ii rial affections. We have only to consider what it is we formally

erei
i think. In fact, if this principle be not universally right, if Mr

adiii;
f
De Morgan be not altogether wrong, my extension of the doc-

m \ trine of Breadth and Depth, in correlation, from notions to propo-

lioii»!( Mtions and syllogisms, has been only an egregious blunder. I

iiori I am, therefore, bound to do battle for it, a.s pro arts et fucis ; and,

im"'^ fortunately, its vindication is of the easiest.

" Leibnitz is not Newton." Here the individual, Leibnitz, is

definitely, is contradictorily, denied of the individual, Newton.

^'othing of Leibnitz is declared to be anything of Newton ; and vice

versa. Thus, every attribute comprehended in our thought of

Leibnitz, be it his humanity, be it the wearing of his wig awry,

is, in this proposition, virtually denied of Newton.—But, again,

we say, " Leibnitz is a mathematician." Now, in so tar as the

notion of mathematician is in this proposition affirmed to be con-

tained in the thought of Leibnitz, " mathematician " is mediately

deniable of Newton. So much is certain. But do we herefrom

im 1 infer,—is this tantamount to saying,—" Newton is not a mathe-

matician," as a general negative, and in the sense of 7io or not

<iny mathematician ? Assuredly not. For this would be to deny

lii;: , of Newton more than is comprehended in the notion affirmatively

lir i predicated of Leibnitz. Let us consider what is meant by the

proposition,—" Leibnitz is a mathematician." " A mathema-

lician " does not here imply all, every, or even any mathcmati-

\\i
ician, but some mathematician,

—

a certain mathematician ; and

- ' i\i\&particidare,—be it vagina, be it siynatiim,—this some or certain

mathematician which we affirm of Leibnitz, we do deny of New-

Tmh, in denying him to be Leibnitz. To take Mr De Morgan's

own example ; We do not universally deny of a planet any pi'o-

L'ression through every longitude, in saying, " No planet moves

in a circle;' but we deny of it particularly some such progrcs-

-ion,—to wit, a circular. More, indeed, we could not, from the

1 'reposition. For all circular progression through every longi-

tude is only some,—is only a certain kind of, progression through,

•ifcc. Progression, 8i,c., is the genus ; circular progression, &(:., \:i

die species.—This, by the way, is an instance of the necessity in
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logic of a toto-partial negative, though, as shewn, such preposi-

tional form has been neglected or proscribed by logical authors.

{Note.—As others, besides Mr De Morgan, have misunderstood this mat-

ter, I may subjoin the following Diagi-am ; representing Breadth and Depth,

with the relations of Affirmation and Negation to these quantities.
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Breadth, the less the Dcptli ; the greater the Depth, the h\ss the Breadth :

and each, within itself, affording the correlative differences of whole and part,

each, therefore, in opposite respects, contains and is contained. But, tor dis-

tinction's sake, it is here convenient to employ a difference, not altogether arbi-

trary, of expression. We should say :
—" containing and contained under"

for Breadth ;—" containing and contained /«," for Depth. This distinction,

which has been taken by some modern logicians, though unknown to many of

them, was not observed by Ai-istotle. We find him (to say nothing of other an-

cient logicians,) using the expression iv oAw ihcci or v'Trx-qxnv, for either whole.

Though different in the order of thought (ratione), the two quantities arc

identical in the nature of things (re). Each supposes the other ; and Breadth

is not more to be distinguished from Depth, than the relations of the sides,

from the relations of the angles, of a triangle. In effect it is precisely the

same reasoning, whether we ai'gue in Depth,—" z' is (/. e. as subject, con-

tains in it the inherent attribute) some Y ; all Y is some U ; all U is some

O ; all O is some I ; all 1 is sonic E ; all E is some A ;— therefore, z' is some

A:" or whether we argue in Breadth,—" Some A is (/. e. as class, contains

under it the subject part) all E ; some E is all I ; some I is all O ; some O is

all U ; some U is all Y ; some Y is z';—therefore, some A is z'." The two

reasonings, internally identical, are externally the converse of each other

;

the premise and term, which in Breadth is major, in Depth is minor.* In

syllogisms also, where the contrast of the two quantities is abolished, there,

with the ditfercnce of figure, the differences of major and minor premise and

term fall likcAvise. In truth, however, common language in its enounce-

ment of propositions is here perhaps more correct and philosophical than the

technical language of logic itself. For as it is only an equation—only an

[affirmation of identity., or its negation., which is, in either quantity, proposed;

refore the substantive verb, (w, is not.,) used in both cases, speaks more

accurately, than the expressions, contained., (or not contained ) in of the one,

tnerf, (or not contained^ under of the other. In fact, the tico quantities

d the two quantifications have by Logicians been neglected together.

This Table (the principle of which becomes more palpably demonstrative,

hen the parts of the table are turned into the parts of a circular machine),

xhibits all the mutual relations of the counter quantities.—1", It represents

le classes, as a series of resemblances thought as one, (by a repetition of

•Though the theory ofthe syllogism iuDepth (far less in both quantities con-

Innclly) was not generalised by Aristotle nor by any of the ancient logicians,

it seems to have wrought unconsciously in determining the order of the pre-

es. Our common order, that of Breadth, is derived fiom Boethius ; and

influence was limited to the AVest—to the Latin schools. The Greeks,

ibians, Jews, &c., generally adhered to the order which, before Boethius,

with few exceptions, prevalent in the Latin world ;—the proposition

rhich we call the minor premise standing first. Tlie truth in this matter

been simply reversed by modem scholars and historians of philosophy.

quote only the most recent authority : Waitz, in his late valuable edi-

of the Organon, has, I see, followed the learned editors of Apuleius, in

universal error. Even the great John Albert Fabricius is at fault.
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the same letter in the same series,) but as really distinct (by separatii

lines). Thus, A is only A, not A, A, A, &c. ; some Animal is not sor

Animal ; one class of Animals is not all, every, or any other ; this Anim
is not that ; Socrates is not Plato ; z is not z'. On the other hand, E is

A ; and YisYUOIEA; every lower and higher letter in the ser

coalescing uninteiTuptedly into a series of reciprocal subjects and predicate

as shewn by the absence of all discriminating lines. Thus, Socrates (z

is Athenian (Y), Greek (U), European (O), Man (I), Mammale (E), Ajj

mal (A). Of course the series must be iu grammatical and logical harmoi

We must not collate notions abstract and notions concrete.

—

2°, The Tal

shews the inverse correlation of the two quantities iu respect of amou:

For example : A (i. e. A, A, &c.) the highest genus is represented as havi

six times the Breadth of Y ; whilst Y (/. e. Y—A) the lowest species, 1

six times the Depth of A.—3°, The Table manifests all the classes, as

themselves unreal, subjective, ideal ; for these are merely fictions or artifii

of the mind, for the convenience of thinking. Uuiversals only exist

nature, as they cease to be universal in thought ; that is, as they are redw

from general and abstract attributes to individual and concrete qualiti

A—Y are only truly objective as distributed through z, z', z", &c. ; and

that case they are not uuiversals. As Boethius expresses it :
—" Omne qi

est, eo quod est, singulare est."—4°, The opposition of class to class, throi

contradictory attributes, is distinguished by lines different from those ma:

ing the separation of one part of the same class from another. Thus, A
mal, or Sentieutly-organised, (A), is contrasted with Not- animal, or N'

sentiently-organised, ( |
J.), by lines thicker thau those which merely c

criminate one Animal (A), from another (A).—Thus

:

Touching Propositions

:

—An affirmative proposition is merely an equat

of the quantities of its Subject and Predicate, in Breadth or in Depth in(

ferently, and the consequent declaration of the coalescence, pro tanto, of

two terms themselves into a single notion ; a negative proposition, on

contrary, is an enouncemeut of the non-equation of the quantities—of

non- identity of the terms. Every proposition may, in fiict, be cast, be o

sidered, at will, in either quantity, or in neither ; therefore, if a compet

notation we have, we must have one, which in every proposition is able

represent, at once, both the counter-quantities, and even to sublimate th

into one.
i

Touching Syllogisms:—A competent notation of syllogism, must, in lie

manner, avail consistently to exhibit all the syllogistic figures, as determi])!

by the several relations of the two quantities to the middle term ;
ancjt

must also be able of itself to manifest the differences of mood, abstract jj

from the positive differences of figure altogether. For of these differencl,

the modal is essential, the schematic is contingent.—Finally, if our sysfji

of notation be complete, Ave must possess not only one notation capabhtf

representing, in different, though analogous, diagrams, syllogisms of etV

figure and of no figure ; but another, which shall, at once and in the saja

diagram, exhibit every syllogistic mode, apartfrom all schematic dlfferenj,

be they positive, be they privative. All this my two schemes of notation a

conjunction, profess to do ; and if I be not mistaken, all this they fully Jii

simply accomplish.
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lu rogaixl to tlie relation \\liich the quantities of Deptii and Breailth bear

to the qualities of Affirmatiun and Ncijation^ it is liardly neeessary to say

more than has been stated above (p. 625*). Affirmation follows the ascend-

ing order, that of superordination ; Negation follows the descending order,

that of subordination. This is shown by the arrows. In regard to the

horizontal order, that of co-ordination : in the Affirmation of one co-ordinate,

('I
(individual or class,) the other, or others, are thereby denied ; but from the

JTegation of one co-ordinate we cannot infer the Affirmation of any other,

—

unless the subject belong to the immediately higher class, and that class be

dichotomised, by contradiction.

H[ I stated above, (p. 146,) that the Modes, which from their generality, had

n been introduced into Formal Logic, are merely Material,—themselves mate-
**'''[ rial predicates, (perhaps, subjects,) or material affections of the predicate,

iiiil (perhaps subject);—that these modes stand to each other in the relation of

wijt genus and species ;—and that they may, therefore, be reduced to form and

logical integrity. I may here briefly explain my doctrine on this point.

All predication is the predication of existence; and the predication of

existence is either the predication of existence simply, purely, absolutely, or

the predication of existence not simpl}', purely, absolutely, but under cer-

tain limitations, manners, modes,—modal predication. Kow, these modes

are, in themselves, affections of this or that particular matter, of which

Logic, as a formal science, can take no account. Modal predication is thus,

immediately and in itself, extra-logical. But if we can reduce these modes

to those relations with which Logic is conversant ; in that case. Logic may
mediately deal with them, as it deals with all other objects ; that is, consi-

der them, not as they reall^^ exist, in and for themselves, but as they come

^»der the forms of the understanding—^the forms of thought, as thought.

'' bB^ relations are those of containing and contained, in the counter quanti-

TO8 of Depth and Breadth,—in a word, the relations of Genus, Species,

Individual. That the modes which, without such reduction, have, to the

ntter confusion of the science, been intruded into Logic, may be so reduced,

is, I think, possible ; and the following scheme will show how I would

realise the possibility. The whole difficulty of the problem lies in the vague-

ness and ambiguity of language ; and we have only to fix the meaning of the

EiitE [words, to render obvious the logical dependency of the things.

(A.) Possible. (M.> Impossible.

(A, E.) Actual. (A,
|
E.) Potential.

^E, I.) Necessary. (A, E,
| /.) Contingent.

Bcj: '(A.) The Possible, (to Iwocrou, possibile, &c.,) what can be, = the not impos-

*(-(' I sible.

'OA.) The Impossible, (to ccowcctov, impossibile, &c.,) what cannot be, = the

not possible.—This and the preceding are congenera, contradictory of

each other.

A, E.) The Actual, {vo h tve^yeict, to iu ivn'hix^ici., ac

esse, est, &c.,) what is now, = the not potential.

ctlKilc. (|U(P(
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(A, \E.) The Potential, (to Ij/ Iwcifisi, potentiale, quod in posse, in pote'

tia, est, &c.,) what i^ not at this, but may be, at an other time, = t

not actual.—This and that immediately preceding are conspecies, a^,

mutual contradictories. In a logical relation, these have been ov(.

looked by Ai'istotle and the logicians ; for the vvx^x'^vaoc, -Tr^orxais

the Philosopher, is the ptire or non-modal proposition, and altogetl

different from the predication of actuality.

(A, E, I.) The Necessary, (to ccviityx,»7ov, necessariimi, quod necesse Ci

&c.,) what is (now), and needs must be, =. the not contingent.

(A, E, |/.) The Contingent, (to kuhixoiA-ivov, coutingens, &c.,) what is (not

but needs-not be, =: the not necessary.—This is a coordinate of 1

last previous, and they contradict each other.

Discoimting, therefore, some ambiguities of a mere grammatical intere

(and on which, in these hints, I cannot even touch,) it is manifest, that i

Propositional Modes stand to each other in the formal relations of Subor

nation, Superordination, Coordination ; and that, following the rules

genera and species, their predication falls under common logical govei

ment.

Logicians, in this affair, have been guilty of a fivefold abberration.—

the first place, they ought not to have defiled the purity of their fori

science with a subject of merely material consideration—a subject to be

them discussed, only to be excluded or subordinated.—In the second pla

they ought not to have dealt, as logical, with what was properly of

physical, or merely of grammatical, concernment.—In the third place, tli^

ought not to have treated, as pertaining to the copula, what belongs to 9

collated terms.—In the fourth place, they ought not to have confused tlar

doctrine by introducing a^ foreign, special, complex, and difficult, what adnjj'

of reduction to logical precept, common, simple, and easy.—In the^ji

place, in their enumeration of these modes, they ought to have been eshai-

tive; they ought not to have omitted the actual, and its conspecies

potential.)

4.—Mr De Morgan (p. 27) asserts :
—" Sir William Hamilft

acknowledges, that my own numerically definite system conta

his system," &c.—To this I answer :

In the first place, "the system,"* which here and elsewlnJ

* Mr De Morgan loves to talk paternally of logical ^'Systems;" and^

every new eiTor is to him the occasion of a new system, at least of a iff

nomenclature, no man has misconceived, misadopted, and misnamed o

many. In his present contribution, (I can hardly claim acquaintance vi

his work on Formal Logic,) we have baptised, or rebaptised, or fatheredi]

him, in Syllogistic alone :—1°, " The Cumular System ;
" 2°, " the Exem]^

System ;
" 3", " the System of Contraries ;

" 4°, " my own Numericj)

Definite System." All mistakes. This we have seen, indeed, of the

still-born, but not anonymous, monstrosities, which stand first; tiie thir':

only the old doctrine of Infinites, under a new and marvellous misnoni:



LAMBERT'S SYLLOGISTIC; PLOUCQUET'S CANON.

Mr De Morgan fondly calls " his own," belongs to Lambert, by

whom, if not first found, it was most scientifically and fully deve-

loped ; in like manner, as the ingenious though inadequate canon

of syllogism, propounded by Mr De Morgan, in his present

memoir, (see p. 630*,) is, in all respects, the exclusive property

of Ploucquct. (Compare :

—

LaniherVs Organon, (17G4,) Dianoi-

ologie, § 193, Pha^nomenologie, §§ 157, 187-190, 192, 193,

204-211, 220, &c. : Ploucquet's JNIethodus demonstrandi Syllo-

gisnios, ope unius regular, (1763,) pp. 2, sq, ; his Methodus calcu-

landi in Logicis, (1763,) §§ 37, sq. ; and (beside his Fundamcnta

and Institutiones Philosophife Thcoreticce,) his more matured

work, the Elementa Philosophia? Contemplative, (1778,) §§ 120,

sq.) AVitli the logical writings of both these mathematical philo-

sophers, Mr De Morgan was acquainted. It would, indeed, have

been little short of a miracle, had he, ignorant even of the com-

mon principles of Logic, been able, of himself, to rise to generali-

sations so lofty and so accurate, as are supposed in the peculiar

doctrines of both the rival Logicians, Lambert and Ploucquet,

—

how useless soever these may in practice prove to be.

In the second place, I never "acknowledged,"—I never dreamt

of " acknowledging," that " the numerically definite system,"

(whoever were its author,) " contained," what may properly be

di I called " my system." For such is not the case. I certainly,

^'* indeed, " acknowledged," when I became aware of the fact, that

' the minor doctrine of the ultra-total quantification of the middle

j^
term, had been anticipated by Lambert, though never designated

!
by him, and neglected, not irrationally, by other logicians. This

1 doctrine, wOiicli was generalised, (and first named) by me, inde-

'^'^ {pendently of any predecessor,—which is, in fact, the only formal

* ' generahsation in the " definite" scheme at all, is not, however,

I'oculiar to my views, more than any other logical truth.

'*).—But, I must not forget :—Mr De Morgan (pp. 11-13) has
"" [displayed a scheme of Syllogistic Notation, which he propounds
^•^ as the same, in principle, with mine—(wdth the fragment to wit,

'"' [given by Mr Thomson,) but as an improvement. (As for me,

however, I discover no analogy, and willingly waive all claim to

the invention.) The original he admits to be of the simplest and

\vliilst the fourth, so far from being a neglected foundling, to be dealt with
i> his own by the first charitable finder, is tlie legitimate, tiiougli puny, ofl"-

I'ling of an illustrious parentage.
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easiest, nor does he pretend, that, in any respect, it is eithe'

erroneons or inadequate. His own improvement, on the othe

hand, if complexity be perfection, must be pronounced a che

d'mivre. It accomplishes (if it did accomplish) its purpose!

through the employment of an apparatus of a fivefold multi;

plicity. A triad of ordinary letters,—a polygram of fourteei

lines, of three various sorts,—eked out, and (it would be) inteij

preted by nearly a dozen arbitrary and unknown signs ; all thesi

are thrown together into a kind of heteroclite and heterogeneoul

circumvallation, the lines flanked, on one side, by something in tb

shape of a chevaux-de-frise, horrent with mysterious spiculae,-

into a kind of geometrico-algebraic medley, which Professor D;

Morgan calls " pictorial," but Avhich paints, describes, typifie

nothing, even imaginable ; and this hybrid and multifarioi;

co-acervation of near thirty elements, partly ostensive, parti

symbolical, is gravely proposed to represent a single syllogism i

its siraphcity,—a syllogism, too, intendedly categorical, but whii

turns out to be, in reality, disjunctive. In fact, among

numerous schemes (some twenty-eight I know,) of logical noi

tion,—nay even among his own,—none was ever yet so dec

pound, confusive, perverse, not to say unintelligible, not to saj

erroneous. It concentrates every vice competent to such repri

sentation ; it is at once contorted, operose and ineffectual. Coni

paring it with other schemes, Mr De Morgan asserts, this nej

complexus to be :
—" more convenient,"—it is beyond humaj

patience, if not simply impossible ;
" more suggestive,"—it sugges;

error, when not defying comprehension. We need hardly, theni

fore, be surprised, that, in the end, ]\Ir De jMorgan should actualll

laud the farrago for expressing diametrically opposite thin'

(" the universality of the subject," " the particularity of the pn

dicate,") by the self same representation. Apart, indeed, fro:'

his general tendency to mistake, and his usual play at cross pu

poses with thought and language,* all Mr De Morgan's illustrr

* Mr De Morgan professedly identifies—universal, affirmative, conclusiv

possible, conjunctive, convertible, singular, &c., and particular, negativ

inconclusive, impossible, disjunctive, inconvertible, plural, &-c. ; whilst, knov,

ingly or unknowingly, be reverses—definite and indefinite, collective and di

tributive, contrary and contradictory, formal and material, itc. Heretofor'

he even confounded terms and propositions, the middle and the conclusion

a syllogism. Mr De ^Morgan's ^' System" (of Systems) is " the "Witchf

cauldron."
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4| tions, wlietlier ostensive or symbolic, of logical relations, conduce
'^-

'' only to " darken counsel." Always arbitrary and ever complex,

*
: these are ultimately also various. Each new book,—new eilition,

—new paper is, in fact, a new construction ; and every emenda-

tion of a former scheme is equally unfortunate with the primary

''< failure. Mr De Morgan is a profound mathematician, and other-

'''i
i wise an able man. But philosophically, while strong at compli-

'''=

} cation, his genius seems impotent cither to simplify or to evolve.

''^; Out of matliematics, he can add but not subtract, multiply but

1^ ' not divide. Yet if wanting, as we must confess, in the art of

^ \
making the difficult easy ; no one, it should be proclaimed, is a

"•'
I more accomphshed adept, in the counter craft of making the easy

fV[ difficult.

"
,'

j
6.—Before concluding : though unable to expose them in articu-

K
\
late detail, I must protest, in general, against various ignorances

Kf.
! and absurdities, for which Mr De Morgan (unwittingly always)

"Ij
I
makes me to be responsible. Such are certain doctrines or

1? <; i examples laid to my account on pages 2, 12, 20, 21, 29, 30, 35,

I)
j 36, &c.—But now to terminate :

—

Itt!
! Apart from the exposition of scientitic truths : I have been thus

til; (copious in refutation, not from any importance I attach to these

itf 1 critical objections in themselves, or with reference to myself; but

i
!
mainly from the great respectability of the critic in his peculiar

lii 'department, enabling me to signalise, by another memorable

example, how compatible is mathematical talent with philosophical

inaptitude, nay, how adverse even, are mathematical habits of

thought, to sound logical thinking. Mr De Morgan has long-

held highest rank as a British mathematician. Latterly, wishing

I It be more, he has ventured to speculate on the theoi-y of rea-

soning : and the "Philosophical Society" of the mathematical

I'niversity of Cambridge, giving his memoirs upon logic an impri-

matur, have deemed them worthy of publication in their Transae-

lions. Now the present paper, to say nothing of the others,

Inhibits, from first to last, only the blind confidence (sliall I call

it, or confident blindness?) with which a mathematical author can

treat a logical subject; breaking down, though never conscious

"f his falls, in every, even the most rudimentary movement:

—

Author, Memoir, and Society (curiously) concurring to manifest

anew the real value of the Cambridge crotchet,—that " Mathe-
iiiatics are a mean of forming logical habits, better than Logic

''<elf." This crotchet is, however, a melancholy absurdity ; for
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In fine, the statutes of the institution are now only performed

through a system of perjury, disgraceful to the school, disgrace-

ful to the country, and as pervasive in these Universities, as it is,

fortunately, elsewhere unexampled.

So much I have alleged, because so much, I am convinced, is

true. But I would not assert, that what has been irregularly

abolished, is all deserving of restoration, nor, that what has irre-

gularly sprung up, is all deserving of abolition. On the contrary,

the very fact, that a state of right could have been so totally, and

yet so quietly, reversed, affords a presumption that what was

passively abrogated, was itself but feeble ; and though, with pro-

per fostering, the feeble might have ultimately waxed strong, still

it would be a rash conclusion, that in the old and legal there was

nothing but good, in the new and intrusive nothing but evil. At

present, waiving all discussion in regard to the professional Facul-

ties, and limiting our consideration to the school of liberal, or

general education,—to the fundamental Faculty of x\rts alone ; it

will more than suffice for what we can at present even perfunc-

torily accomplish, to inquire :—How do the English Universities,

how, in particular, does Oxford, the principal of these, execute

its one greatest, nay, now, its one only educational function,

—

cultivate, in general, the mental faculties, prepare its alumni for

any liberal pursuit in life, bi/ concentrating their aiuakened eforts,

in studies {objectively) the most important, and {subjectively) the

most improving ?

In attempting an answer to this question, it is requisite to fol-

low out a certain order. For, it is evident, that before proceeding

to consider what ought to be, we should have previously ascer-

tained what is, accomplished. I shall, accordingly, inquire and

endeavour to determine,—first of all, what Oxford, as an instru-

ment of education, does actually perform,

—

Oxford as it is; and

thereafter, how, in consistency with its institutions, it may, in this

respect, be improved,— Oxford as it might be.

I. Oxford as it is.—It would be difficult, perhaps impossible,

to determine, with sufficient accuracy, the general efficiency of

Oxford, as compared with any other University. But Oxford, as

it noxu exists, is not a single educational organ. It is a congeries

of such organs ; each of its twenty-four private Houses consti-

tuting one ; and, at the same time, the public University, in its

Examination for the primary degree, affords an irrecusable

standard by which we may \-ev\ accurately measure tlie relative
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efficiency of tlicse several organs. If, therefore, we find, that

these, compared among themselves, afford, in the Examination,

for a series of years, very different and still very uniform results

;

we shall be entitled to infer, that one House is comparatively a

good, another comparatively a bad, instrument of education ;—be

warranted to determine, even on an Oxford standard, what every

Oxford House does, may, and should accomplish :—be enabled, in

fine, to generalise the circumstances, by which such accomphsh-

ment is there furthered or impeded ;—and, consequently, to judge

what are the most feasible measures, for the reform and improve-

ment of this University. The same comparison, with the same

results, may also, it is evident, be instituted between the efiiciency

of the same House at one period, and its efficiency at another.

Taking, therefore, as the standard of academical proficiency

the public Examination in its two Departments, and its four

Classes of Honour ; I proceed to apply this to the several Houses.

And (as shewn in the following Table) in two different ways : the

one giving the comparative eminence of those educated in each

House, (there I.) ; the other, the comparative eminence of those

who in each House act as educators, (there H.)

In reference to the Instructed : The Table shews of each House

the number of its undergraduates (a) ; then the absolute number

of the honours obtained by them in each department and in every

class (b, c) ; then the absolute number of Double Firsts (d) ; lastly,

the number of First Class Honours in either department in pro-

portion to the number of comp€;titors (g, h) ; but previously, by

the same relation, the classes of each department valued from

lowest to highest, as 1, 2, 3, 4 (e, f). On this proportion in L. H.,

proceeding only to the first decimal, I have arranged the Houses
;

when equal in L. H., their difference in D. M. has then deter-

mined the order. I have taken, as a sufficient period, the ten

years enchng with 1847 ;
(the Calendar of 1848 being the only

one within my reach when the Table was abstracted ;) and I was

compelled (for the same reason) to make the number of under-

graduates of the last year stand for an average of the whole

ten.

In reference to the Instructors : The Table shews, in each

House : first, absolutely, the amount and quality of the Academi-

cal Honours belong-ino; to its several educators, whether Tutors

or Readers (i, k) ; and secondly, the Highest Honours, in either

department, in proportion to the inmdier of these educators (I, m).

—
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Seminaries of Education.
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iged

I. The I.xsTRncTED.—Undergraduates, (from 1838 to 1847,) their

according to i , .

tlieir propor- !

^ '

tion ot valued

Num-

)er ia

1847.

Honours, pri
niarily in be

Literre Hu-
maniores

;

by (e.)

From 1838 to
1847.

Balliol

Merton
Corpus
Lincoln ....

I

University
! Wadham...
!
Magdalen
St John's...

Christ Ch.
Exeter
New Col-

lege

Brazenose
Queen's....

Oriel

Trinity

Worcester
i St Mary's

I

Hall

j

Jesus

I

Magdalen
I

Hall

Pembroke
New Inn
Hall

St Albau's
Hall

St Edmund
Hall

All Souls...

28

Honours absolutely.

(b)

Literse Hum.
(d)

Double

I

Firsts.

U. lU. IV.

171 211 22 30 6,11

3 14 12 10 4i 2
6 6: 2

9 13 15
8 13 16 11] 4
4 17 29 22i 1

9 2
121 1

11 15' 3 6
30 35 35 311
16 32 25, 5, 4,

3! 7:...! 2!,

10 27
14

lO! 11

10

3 11

II 5

,i;

is;
5i

20' 2
15 2
13 3
12 ll

11 I

19...

4 1

3 1

104220,285 31445 63 41 106

i 1 M M
10

Honours in proportion to their number^

0-4
0-4
0-4
0-5
0-6
0-6

6
0-7
0-8
0-8

0-8
09
0-9
0-9
1-0
1-0

1 :l-2
1 : 1 • 5

1 :l-6
1:1-8

1 : 2 •

1 :2-7

1 : 3 • 6
1:4-0

1:4-7
1 :9-5

1 :7-l
1:14-0

1:^-0

0:8

1:11-0
: 4

1 : 20
1 :47
1 :27
1 : 15
1 : 9
1 : 12

1 : 33
0:67

1 :28
1 :72

1 :28

0: 8

0:32
: 4

1

1

1

1 :,

1:
1 :(

1

1:(
1

0:

1;

1

* Mathematical Reader. f Latin R. \ Greek R.

and Philosophy R.
«If

Divinity R. ** Class,—F/riif

Fourth = 1.

II
Rhetoric R. § ',"

4, Second = .S, Th'ml ^
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II. The Instrcctors
; (as in 1847,) their 1
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it is a crotchet which has confessedly turned that great sem:

nary of education into " a slaughter-house of intellects,"—eve

of lives. It has been said of old,
—" There is no royal roaj

to Mathematics"; and we have again authority and demonstrji

tion, that Mathematics are not a road of any kind to Logic, wIk

ther to Logic speculative, or to Logic practical. A road to Logir

did I say ? It is well, if Mathematics, from the inevitability (

their process, and the consequent inertion, combined with rasl

ness, which they induce, do not positively ruin the reasonin

habits of their votary. Some knowledge of their object-matt(

and method is requisite to the philosopher ; but their study shou);

be followed out temperately and with due caution. A mathemii

tician in contingent matter is like an owl in day-light. Here, tlj

wren pecks at the bird of Pallas, without anxiety for beak or taloij

and there, the feeblest reasoner feels no inferiority to the strongs^

calculator. It is true, no doubt, that a power of mathematics)

and a power of philosophical—of general logic, may, sometime;

be combined ; but the individual who unites both, reasons wc

out of necessary matter, from a still resisting vigour of intellef;

and in spite, not in consequence, of his geometric or algebraj

dexterity. He is naturally strong ; nor a mere cypherer—

|

mere demonstrator: and this is the explanation, why Mr Ij

Morgan, among other mathematicians, so often argues riglj

Still, had Mr De Morgan been less of a Mathematician, he mig

have been more of a philosopher. 'vAnd be it remembered, th

mathematics and dram-dinnking tell, especially, in the long ru

For a season, I admit, Toby Philpot may be the Champion"

England ; and Warburton testifies,
—" It is a thing notorioi

that the oldest mathematician in England is the worst reason

in it."
j

So much for Mathematical Logic ; so much for Cambridge PI

losojjhy.
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APPENDIX III. EDUCATIONAL.

(A) ACADEMICAL PATRONAGE AKD REGULATION,
IN REFERENCE TO THE UNIVERSITY

OF EDINBURGH.

The following is an extract from the " General Report of the
'" 'Commissioners appointed to inquire into the state of jMunicipal
'*' [Corporations in Scotland, presented to both Houses of Parliament
'"' Iby command of his Majesty;" 1835. Coinciding, as I do, with
""? 'the recommendations of this Report, in so far as they go, and, in

^^ [the prevalent unacquaintance with the subject, they perhaps could
^'^ !not go farther ; I may premise, that the experience of the sixteen
^' [years which has since elapsed tends strongly to confirm, not only
^ 'the expedience, but the urgent necessity of a reform in the Patron-

F 'age and Regulation of the University of Edinburgh.
* I I add nothing to what has been said above, (p. 348, sq.), as to

^ {the principles and mode of academical pafrona^e, but a single obser-
';' Ivation :—that, whilst the removal of religious disabilities in the

"^. {appointment to lay Professorships, may, in itself, bo a measure both
''- lequitable and advantageous, yet, with a board of patrons like the
' Edinburgh Town Council, nothing certainly could be anticipated

F-' [more detrimental than its operation. In truth, so tar from the

'* 'chairs being thus thrown open to merit, apart from all sectarian

* Iconsidorations, sectarian considerations would prevail against

imerit, far more perniciously than heretofore. For, in that event,

f- 'the various religious persuasions would strain every effort to

secure an election to the Council of their correligionists ; among
these councillors coalitions would be formed and agreements con-

eluded
; so that, in the end, the academical body would shew

loothing better than a heterogeneous collection of obscure secta-

jrian nominees. A repeal of the present tests would thus, either

. finish our civic patronage, or sink our University still lower.

In regard to the administration of this University I would

remark.—The legislative and executive functions (legally or in

fact) are here exercised by two bodies—the Town Council and
the Senatus Academicus. But these two bodies are, severally or

hi
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together, incapable of any due performance of these functions.-

With honourable exceptions of individual members, the Senat'

Academicus, as a body, is too numerous (32), and too ill chose

too destitute of liberal erudition or of lofty views, and where n;

indifferent or hopeless, too generally beset with private interes

counter to the general interests of the school and public,—to 1

able either rightly to legislate for the University, or (witho'

intelligent controul) even rightly to administer its laws.—Tl:

Town Council from its numbers (33), from its relative ignoran,

and incapacity, and from its exposure to all kinds of sinisti

influences, among which not the least dangerous is that of tl

party interests in the professorial body itself,—is not less incoil

potent to these functions, an incompetence of which, to its honoij

it seems not altogether unconscious. The consequence of this
j

that with the exception of occasional fits of spasmodic enerd

from accidental stimuli, the professorial body is left virtually

make and to execute the academical laws. One result, of manj

is shewn in the present state of the Degrees ; which, if they ce!

tify attendance on certain classes, certify, assuredly, little or
:j

proficiency in the graduate. To complain of such abuse, or
j

suggest any means for its correction, would, in the absence of
;j

intelligent controuling body, be at present wholly idle. To thcj

professors, therefore, who are dissatisfied with the conduct of tj

Senatus Academicus, aVid not content to co-operate in what thij

feel obliged to condemn ; no other alternative is, in my opinici

left, than to retire from any participation in university pi-

ceedings.—The Commissioners thus report :

—

j

" The opinion that the Ediubiu-gh system of university patronage h
worked well arises, we conceive, from the want of any tolerable standard i"

example in this country fi'om which to fomi an estimate of the manner
j.

whicli the duty of patrons of an university ought to be discharged. i

The Town Council of Edinburgh, consisting of thirty-three members, is,!

our opinion, too large a body to discharge, with advantage, the duties
f

patrons of literary and scientific oflSces. So great a number cannot poss4

that nnity of purpose which would enable them to anticipate a canvass, st\.

at once tix on the most eligible person to fill each vacancy. Such we c(;

sider to be the duty of university patrons, and we esteem the allowance o'.

canvass for an office in the university, however conducted, to be in itself *

evil. In a body so numerous, divisions are apt to arise which cannot failj>

obstruct the fair estimate of the merits of rival candidates. But, above 4
the feeling of individual responsibility is destroyed, where a good apporj

nient can reflect little liononr, and a bad one is not felt to throw disgri?

upon any one elector.
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Under the former constitution of tlic ToNvn Council, a great majority of

the members Avere usually merchants and tradesmen, but little qualified, by

education, to be themselves very competent judges of the literary or scien-

tific qualifications of others. From that cause also, as well as from their

number, they were peculiarly open to the influence of personal solicitation,

and of local prejudice and prepossession. Even under the present constitu-

tion of the Council, the qualifications which arc likely to recommend indivi-

duals to the choice of their fellow-citizens as Town-Councillors are, in most

cases, rather those which would fit them for taking an active part in the

ordinary business of life than such as are calculated to render them suitable

patrons of an university, and, indeed, their competency for the discharge of

that particular duty will probably be little regarded. The fluctuating nature

c if the body is besides very unfavourable to the steady and consistent admi-

nistration of this important trust ; and the political feelings which are so apt

to iufluence their own appointment are but too likely to afi'ect the course of

tlieir conduct in matters which ought, of all others, to be exempted from their

operation.

Notwithstanding the manifest defects and vices of the system, it must be

admitted that many men of distinguished eminence have been placed in the

rhairs of this university, and that it has acquired, and hitherto preserved, a

lospectable character as a seminary of learning and science. This, however,

umst not be attributed to any excellence in the existing system of patronage

and administration ; but is partly owing to the state of medical education

in the great universities of England, partly to the exclusion of Dissenters

fiom tliose establishments, and, perhaps, above all, to the existence of a sys-

tem of patronage and management still more objectionable in the other uni-

\ ersities of Scotland. In the words of one of the gentlemen examined,* ' it

!.•< the greatest possible mistake, though a very common one, to suppose that

tiie success of the university has been owing to this mode of election. Its

chief celebrity has been during the last century ; and the rise of Scotland,

for the hundi-ed years that succeeded the Union, was so irresistible, not only

in learning, but in every thing, that the gi-eatest abuses might have existed,

and did exist, and yet the country flourished. I have.heard it stated, by the

highest persons, and in the highest places, that the agricultural and commer-
I ial prosperity of Scotland was owing to the exclusion of the people from any
-liare in the representation ; and no doubt these two things, namely, their

I'xclusion and their prosperity, did co-exist; so did the prosperity of the

miiversity and the election by the magistrates ; but there was probably no

-v.stem of election that could have been adopted, at that particular i)eriod of

ur history, under which many good profes.sors would not have arisen in the

metropolis.' ' It is a much truer test of the excellence of any elective

system to look to the number of ill-qualified persons who have been chosen,

while well-qualified ones have been rejected. A single flagrant case of this

>cription shows the true tendency of the system better than many right

lipointments. It would be indelicate to illustrate this view by examples ;

I 'lit I am confident that the facts would amply illustrate and condemn the

^' heme of placing such elections in any body constituted like the magistrates

Mr Solicitor-General (now Lord) Cockbum.
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of Edinburgh. Xo one who has lived loug here can have any difficulty ii

applying these observations.'

We have not thought it proper to take evidence with regard to partic

cases of ill-bestowed patronage, as this could not be done without injui

the feelings of individuals, and the admitted and notorious circumstance

connected with its administration have appeared to us full}^ to warrant th'

conclusions to which we have come.
|

The cases are very few in which the patrons have made offer of a vacani

chair to any person, however eminent, who had not solicited their support:

In no case that has come to our knowledge has the Town Council elected i;

foreigner, or an Englishman ; and the instances are comparatively few iij

which persons, not previously connected with Edinburgh, have been success

ful in obtaining professorships. Candidates, connected politically or person

ally with a prevailing party, have been preferred to others of superior quail

fications, and good appointments have frequently been carried by narrow

majorities. By the junction of two parties supporting inferior candidates, th

best qualified person has been rejected. But the gi-eatest evil of the systeii

is the necessity to which candidates are subjected of trying to procure vote

by personal canvass. Nor are the electors as-ailed only by the solicitatio!

of the immediate competitors for the vacant office and their friends. Whei
the election of a particular candidate for the existing vacancy would throV

open a desirable office previously held by him, (as frequently happens i;

vacancies of medical professorships), the influence of all the friends of th

expectant, in the remotest degree, is brought to bear in their favour. Th
electors are courted as if they were gratuitously conferring a favour, no

exercising a trust. It is usually found expedient to procure the interferenc

of those to whom they are under obligations ; and it is impossible to disguis

that other considerations ar^ put forward than the merits of the competitors

In the words of a learned professor, whose declaration was taken, ' the cau

didates were compelled to stoop to the level of their electors, and there ha

not been a single instance in which, when a corrupt influence has been ade

quately exerted, the most superlative merit, if otherwise unaided, has hai

any chance, while it has often happened that, wliere merit did actually sue

ceed, success was obtained by the very narrowest majorities, and onl;

obtained at all by employing the same sinister means which would otherwis:

have been triumphant against it.' And another professor* has observed

' that the practices resorted to, on some occasions, to influence the member'

of Council, are such as must offend every man of feeling and principle.' -

'

The Town Council of Edinburgh, as patrons of the university, has beej

found to have the right of regulating the rate of fees,—of prescribing thj

course of study required of candidates for degrees,—of creating, subdividing!

and suppressing professorships,—and, generally, of directing the intern£|

economy of the college. Its interference in these matters is complained ('

by the professors as injudicious and vexatious. We think there can be littl'

difference of opinion as to the injurious effects of the internal control thu;

exercised by the Town Council ; and, therefore, wiiether we be justified c

not in concluding that the higher branch of patronage, which consists in sup

I
Evidence of Dr Christison.
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JIjI plying vacant professorships, ought no longer to be intrusted to the town

J council of Edinburgh, wc are clearly of opinion that tliere is no reason wliv
'-»

: they should continue to administer this part of the duty of patrons, which
""^

I
requires an intimate knowledge of tlie objects and necessities of the college,

*5
[ and of the progress and comparative advancement of science and literature

' ^ in it and other academical institutions, and which is more liable than even

t!ie higiier department to gi-oss and frequent abuses.

The limits of our Commission have precluded us from making any

; inquiry or suggestion regarding that part of the patronage of the universities

K
: of Scotland which is vested in the Crown, or exercised by the professors of

each college ; and we are fully aware of the imperfection of any measure
\'. hich would affect only a portion of the university patronage of Edinburgh,

and should consider an}" scheme for the reformation of Scotcii universities

unsatisfactory that did not extend to them all.

Our inquiries have, however, impi'essed upon us the urgent necessity of

. liange of system in the management of the university of Edinburgh ; and

the delay attendant on a more extended reformation renders expedient

tne adoption of a partial measure which may not be inconsistent with

K^
! a general system, if any such should be hereafter adopted for regulating the

^:-

;

patronage and management of all the universities of Scotland, we beg leave

li- I to recommend^
1. That a body of five Curators shall be constituted, in whom shall be

vested the whole patronage and management of the university of Edinburgh,

with all the powers at present exercised by the to\ATi council in that matter.

2. That each curator shall hold his office for ten years from the date of

hi? appointment, and shall then be re-eligible.

3. That of these curators two shall be named by the Crown, two by the

I'lwn council of Edinburgh, and one hj the Senatus Academicus.

4. That the curators shall not be members either of the Senatus Aca-

iliMuicus or town council, and that they shall receive no salary or emolument

"hatever.

In proposing these outlines of a plan for vesting the patronage and

- vemment of the university of Edinburgh in a board of Curators, we are

:i\\"are of the objections which may be urged against it. Probably no untried

measure could be proposed, to which some objections would not be urged.

We have had in view the system which has been found advantageous in the

I most distinguished foreign universities, and we have endeavoured to adopt

~o much of it as seems to suit the institutions and peculiar views of this

"untry. We have the less scruple in proposing so entire a change, that we
1" not think the present system of patronage susceptible of any effectual

reformation; and we conceive that almost any change, which should place

t in the hands of a small and responsible body, would be of advantage to

lie university.

It may be worthy of consideration, whether, on the supplying of each

tcancy in the university, the curators should not be bound to lay before

"ur Majesty's Government the reasons which have induced them to prefer

lie person appointed to the office. This has been suggested to us as a useful

iieck on the exercise of their powers : and we are aware that, in the most

iicccssful foreign universities, the recommendation of the curators, sujiported

2 R
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by a statement of such i-easons, is the foundation of the appointment, wbicli

flows directly from the Crown. We consider it doubtful, however, whether

such a precaution is necessary or expedient, where the actual and responsible

exercise of the duty of patrons is to remain with the curators." (P. 69, sq.)

The preceding recommendations are by a Royal Commission of

Municipal Inquiry, appointed under a reforming administration ; but

nearly five years previously, that is in 1830, a Royal Commission

of Visitation, nominated under a conservative cabinet, " to inquire

into the state of the Universities and Colleges of Scotland," had

completed its elaborate investigations, and made its general aa

its special Reports. The opinions of both Commissions are entitled

to great respect ; for the members of both were, in general, per-

sons of high intelligence, and all of laudable intentions. The

Commissioners of Visitation were not specially authorised to inter

fere with the academical pafrona^e, as established ; certainly, they

make no report in regard to the mode or modes of appointing

Professors. But in matters where the two Commissions both;

report, under external differences an internal agreement will be

found. Thus, they concur in declaring it inexpedient for the inte-

rests of education, for the sake of which alone Universities are

instituted, to leave the power of legislation and ultimate controu

in the hands of the academical teachers ; and both, accordingly,

recommend, that this function be intrusted to a small

academical body, " the' Board of Curators " of the one, "
t!

University Court " of the other. The recommendations by thi

the Burgh Commissioners touching the Universities, are only

incidental to the object of their investigations, and are therefore!

necessarily limited ; whereas it was the primary and special objedj

proposed to the Commissioners of Visitation, to inquire into, and

report concerning, every matter of academical interest. I shal

now, therefore, proceed to make a few extracts from the Genera

Report, and the Report relative to the University of Edinburgh

by the latter Commission ; and this on points which were beyom

the consideration of the former And first of a Degree in Arts.

" It has appeared to us to be essentially necessary that the examination;

for Degrees in Arts should be conducted, as at Oxford and Cambridge, b];

[sworn] Examiners appointed for the purpose, and not by the Pi-ofessors.

When the Candidates are examined by the Professors, there is always th<

greatest risk that the Examinations will degenerate into a mere form. Tin

qualifications of many will be known to the Professors. The Professors wil

naturally be disposed to be easily satisfied in regard to the qualifications o

those who acquitted themselves to tlieir satisfaction as Students ;
and evei

d

i
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if more rigorously couductod, tlio Exanuuations will naturally he made to

correspoud to the jiroficieucy acquired in the Classes, and confined to tlie

particular topics introduced in their respective Lectures. The character of

the Professors will in fact be engaged iu the success of the Candidate. Each

will be examining his own pupils. His eminence as a teacher will be inte-

rested iu the residt ; and the necessary bias of the mind will be to make the

Degree the reward of the exertions and progress nuide iu the class. Iliglier

attainments will not be deemed necessary, and the Degi-ee would thus soon

become merely a reward for eminence in the classes, without reqiuring

greater exertion, or encouraging greater acquisitions in knowledge. We
apprehend that any approach to such a state of things would counteract the

objects which we have in view, and that the Degree would be so indiscrimi-

nately conferred that it would never be an object of ambition, or be raised in

public estimation. The experience which has ah-eady occurred as to the

Scotch Universities demonstrates the truth of these remarks, and affords

conclusive reasons for apprehending that the value of the Degree Avill not be

raised if the Examination of Candidates shall be left in the hands of the

Professors. The utter contempt in which the Degree of Master of Arts is

held iu Scotland, and the notorious inefficiency of the Examinations under

the existing system, have appeared to us to require that the Examination of

Candidates shall be conducted on a different footing. The evidence iu

regard to the mode of confemng Degrees in Arts in Ediubm-gh and Aber-

deen, exhibits a striking illustration of the necessity of such a change as avc

now propose ; and we do not think that any impartial observer can fail to

acknowledge that the degradation in public opinion of the Degi-ces given by

some of the Scotch Universities has been the result of the manner in which

y have been hitherto bestowed. We have felt it to be our duty, there-

, to propose that Examiners shall be appointed for the purpose of ascer-

aning the qualifications of Candidates for Degi-ees in Arts." (Gen. Rep.

)

What the Visitors say of a degree in Arts, and of the radical

of the prevalent system of examination, has been only too

Fully confirmed by the experience of the twenty years which have

iince elapsed. This degree, they state, was then " utterly con-

smptible," and it is utterly contemptible now. In the I'niversity

)f Edinburgh, after a temporary expectation of improvement, and

sufficient season of trial, the estimate of the " Honour " has

in justly fallen to the lowest ; for, affording no criterion of

lerit, and lavished upon any dunce who may obtain the favour

^f the individual judges, the " Laurel " is now again principally

^ffectcd by a few humble intellects of the humblest acquirements,

)ecially by those resident in England, where a degree in Arts

always of a certain reflected estimation. Ff)r an Oxford or

ken a Cambridge pass, though it certifies not much, certifies

Iways something.
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The system of examination for degrees in Arts, as realised

Edinburgh, violates every principle, and concentrates every!'

defect. It is carried on, exclusively, by those who have othei'

interests in passing or rejecting, than the competence or incom-i

petence of the candidate ; and every facility, every inducement i;

afforded, to the exercise of partiality. For,

1. The Professors are the only examiners. 2. The examinatior

is strictly private, consisting altogether of written answers to ques

tions communicated to the candidate at the time when his response;

are required. 3. These questions are not previously known to

are not proposed by, the Faculty, but remain at the discretion o

each individual examiner. 4. The answers also are limited to th(

one examiner, who does not communicate them to the Faculty

5. The questions (for the minimum) are often, even ludicrously

beyond what ought to be demanded. 6. These are sometime,, _
relative to fortuitous subjects treated in the examiner's last cours<JM

of lectures, and such as could only reasonably be proposed to thf'

auditors of that course. 7. This variation affords an unfai

advantage to certain individuals, and is otherwise no trial what

ever of the general competence of candidates. 8. It is also lookec

upon as constraining extra attendance by candidates on such las

courses. 9. In general, the candidate is not allowed to approv'

his qualifications by his own choice of books; nor are fixed book

or classes of books proposed to him for study. 10. There is D'

law, there are no measures for preventing favour or disfavour

and any incapable may be passed, any respectable candidate ma-

be rejected, at the mere will of a majority of any few members o

the Faculty who may happen to be present at the decisive meet

ing. And so undeserving, in fact, are some of those who hav

actually received the " Honour," that its refusal to any become

thereafter an act of arbitrary injustice.

All this evinces the necessity of a radical change in the mode o

examination, if our degree in Arts should ever rise to value, as ;

testimony even of the lowest proficiency. The plan proposed b;

the Visitors would certainly be a marvellous improvement. Bu

I am doubtful (in the circumstances) as to the expediency c

excluding the Professors from all share in the examination'

though I have no doubt that the judgment of passing or rcjectin

and of classifying candidates, should be confided solely to a disiii

terested body, who ought likewise to be, at least, joint examiner

with the Professors. Many, however, of the worst evils of tli
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present system of graduation woukl be alleviated, were the can-

didates, even apart from the introduction of such a body :— 1",

otti
previously tried by an extra-academical board, as to their more

fitness to be taken on the academical examination ; 2°, if this

examination were made public, and consequently, in part at least,

oral; 3", if the subjects were fixed, and an adequate prci)aratiun

in certain books or classes of books made sufficient to qualify for

every honour ; 4°, if candidates were allowed to give up for

examination as many books as they could accurately master, and

were classified in each department according to their proficiency
;

and 5", if every professor, perhaps certain others, were not only

declared entitled but invited to put questions orally in any branch.

—This plan would at least redeem the degree in Arts from its pre-

sent merited contempt ; it would make it a certificate of some
significance, rendering the examination also a stimulus to study,

111 an occasion for the manifestation of ability.

A Degree in Arts is a luxury, and its abuse is of comparatively

little consequence either to the individual or to the pubhc ; a

Degree hi Medicine is a necessity, and its right regulation is of

he highest importance, both to the worthy graduate's success,

ind to the general welfare. To this therefore I now go on.

The University of Edinburgh, in its medical department, had
jcen latterly in a gradual process of decUne ; and the question

vhich the Visitors had first and principally to determine was,

—

;tVhether the Medical Doctorate was to be still farther eviscerated

,tf all literary qualification, and yet the degree, issued under the

;ime name, to be still entitled to its former privileges ? Were
iiis to be allowed, intending practitioners would be tempted by a

iiore valuable license, at a rate as low as any surgeon's or apothe-

ary's company could afford. No doubt, the public would thus

't only, under a higher name, an inferior order of practitioners,

ad be wholly deprived of its old accompUshed physician ; while

lie inferior examining boards would be injured, the medical pro-

>sion in general degraded, and the University at large discre-

iied,—only, a portion of its members reaping, for a time, a per-

'nal advantage from the calamitous change.—But to be some-

hat more particular.

Universities in general, and the University of Edinburgh in

iiticular, were privileged by the State to grant, upon certain

iiiditions, a certain kind of liberty to practice Medicine. They
• re privileged to examine, and to authorise candidates for the
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highest branch of the profession, that is as Physicians, but weri

not privileged to grant hcenses for the lower departments, that

as Surgeons and Apothecaries. If, therefore, an University

attempt this, it attempts what it has no right to perform ; while/

at the same time, by the attempt itself, it not only derogates froi

its own dignity, but commits an act of injustice upon other corpO'

rations, by usurping their peculiar privileges. But worse th;

this : The University of Edinburgh not only usurps what do(

not belong to it ; it does not satisfactorily discharge the functio]

of those bodies on whose province it encroaches. It is not mere!

superfluous. For, in the first place, it does not execute the dut;

of examination by those who have no interest in licensing im

pables, but by those who have. In the second place, it dispense

with those branches of liberal education which it was hound t(

insure that all its graduates possessed ; nay, it oven dispenses witl

these, to an extent which would be held disgraceful by the inferioij

incorporations which it supersedes. For example : a smalle:

amount and an inferior quality of liberal learning is, in Scotlam

required to qualify for the highest honours and privileges of \h

profession, than even in Ireland is deemed necessary for the verij

lowest ; so that the medical aspirant who finds himself, from wam

of Greek, unable to rise into a Dublin Apothecary, is obliged t

subside into an Edinburgh Physician. (Ev. I. 218, 219.) In lit

manner, the classical acquirements of an Edinburgh Doctor

Medicine (which are wisely not taken upon trust,) would no

enable him to pass before the Military, to say nothing of th

Naval, Medical Board (Ev. I. 458, 534, 535, 339); as thes

Boards, for either service, like the Prussian Government for a'

its lieges, justly place no confidence in academical certificates, bu

exaiiiine doctors and no-doctors, indifl^crently. Thus, from wao

of an academical controlling power, acting for the public and Un:

versity, the public is, as said, deprived of that class of approve

medical practitioners, to secure which exclusively, this and othe

Universities wore relatively privileged ; whilst our Alma Matei'

degraded by her members, selling, for their private interest, he

highest medical honours, at a lower literary price than is exacte(

not only by other academical bodies, but even by the inferic

licensing incorporations, is, in fact, constrained by her own ofBceK

to convert her '"' Seminary of Science " into an " Asylum of Ign(

ranee," covering the country with her annual issues of " graduate'

dunces,"—of" Doctores indocti." In tlius reducing the standi

i
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uf medical literary competency far below the academical level of

England, Ireland, or any other country of Christendom, the

jiupine or interested regulators of this school have, unfortunately,

been allo\yed to accomplish the one natural result. Medicine has

now ceased in Scotland to be a learned profession ; and though,

rven in Scotland, learned medical men may still be found, there

i> here no longer any assurance, not to say, of superior erudition,

liut any guarantee against the lowest ignorance, afforded to the

public in a medical degree.

Against the proceedings in this process of abasement, the

medical interest predominant in the Senatus, though peculiarly

unqualitied to legislate for a University, was not left Avithout

warning in the reclamations even of the medical professors. The
late Xestor of the Faculty, Dr Duncan senior, foresaw nothing in

the innovations, but '" Edinburgh Degrees being conferred upon
-aorant empirics." (Ev, I, 219.) Professor Sir George Ballin-

^all thus declares

:

" I caunot see the expediency or propriety of granting the ' highest degree

'It medicine,'' at such a limited expense of time and means, as will enable the

holders of such degree to undersell or even to enter into competition with the

common routiniers of the countiy. On the contrary, it appears to nic that

it is only by elevating the standard of scientific education in all its branches

within the Universities, that we can hold out anything distinctive or desir-

able in a University education, or that we can expect to keep that vantage

irrouud which these institutions have hitherto held in public esteem." (Ev.

1. 268.)

Enlightened views in regard to the necessity of classical and

l)hilosophical accomplishment in the medical graduate were like-

wise held by other distinguished medical professors, as Dr John

Thomson, Dr James Hamilton, and Mr James Russell,—(o say

nothing of every medical and surgical authority out of the Univer-

sity. (Ev. I. 455, sq. 307, 308, 310, 312, 288.) But passing to

tiie opinion of other members of the Senatus, we find the Faculty

of Arts in 1824 thus formally reporting:

" No higher qualifications are expected from the Physician [who practises

"n an academical dcgi-ee] than from the Surgeon [who does not]. Hence it

lias happened, that the Physician has sunk in the scale of general estimation,

while the Surgeon has risen to his level. The Faculty can perceive no other

plan more effectual, none more generally exjjected by the public, than by

iilarging the qualifications of the Physician, by obliging him to obtain that

literary and scientific education which will give grace and dignity to his
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medical acqiiirmeuts, aud M-liich appears essentially necessary to every one

obtaining the highest honours an University has to bestow." * (Ev. I. 144.])

What is thought, and justly thought, upon the subject by tlie

pubHc, and inteUigent Enghsh pubhc, appears from the plain;
(

spoken evidence of an able and well-informed witness, of whom;
|

the Visitors do not communicate the name. It is well worthy of ;

the reader's serious attention; and the result is, that the Edin-, !

burgh medical degree was then regarded in England as nothing

else (alas !) than a fraud upon the nation. And what, now ?

"It is argued,—that the demand for the highest rank in Medicine is

limited, and that to many the possession of it is of no value. Granted. But

is that a reason for increasing the supply? Is that a reason for sending

forth Doctors by hundreds every year? Is it not um-easonable to argue,

—

that because the demand for medical men of the highest rank is limited, the

University of Edinbm-gh ought, therefore, to have the privilege of conferring

that rank, with a facility that multiplies the number beyond the demand,

and degrades the distinction it is meant to convey ? One would suppose,

fi'om this line of argument, that Edinburgh College had been so chary of the

honoiu's it has to bestow, that, small as is the existing demand, it was not

effectually supplied from Scotland. But the case is precisely the reverse.

The complaints against the Scotch Univei-sities are—that they supply a

gi-eater number of Doctors than the wants of society require—that they

manufacture a baser article than Oxford and Cambridge, aiSx the same

stamp to it, and introduce it in such quantities into the market, that the

whole cargo is depreciated,—and when their coinage happens to be of ster-

ling worth, that its value is lessened by the plated and Brummagem articles

that have issued fi-om the same mint. - - - - To what extent the demand

of higher qualitications for medical honours at Edinburgh College might

affect the pecuniary interests of its Professors, I am not prepared to say;

but I am sure it would raise the value of then- Diplomas, and settle beyond

a doubt the real merit of their School of ]\Iedicine. I am far from wishing

to underrate the Edinburgh Professors ; but I must be permitted to remark,

* The Faculty, however, annulled all attention to the truth which they thus

spoke, by requesting that a compulsory attendance on their own classes in a

University should be the test of the literary competence " indispensable" in

the medical gi-aduate. They open their petition by saying:— "• They feel it

to be a duty they owe to the Univei-sity and the public, not to allow the pre-

sent occasion to pass without endeavouring to render the degree more respec-

table aud more dignified than it has hitherto been ; and now that the Senatus, ^

in their bouiidless liberality^ have agreed to accept of certificates of attendance '

I

on self- constituted teachers, they will not, it is presumed, be less indulgent to ' I

the radical professors in Universities, who were originally constituted to lay
;

•;

the foundations of general knowledge, and to prepare the youth for all the • t|

learned and liberal professions," Ac, &c. (Ev. I. 142.])
\

I
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that under thoir proseut system of conferring degn-es, tlie niiinhur of students

that flock to them for instruction, is no more :i test of the viilue of their lec-

tures, tliau tiie resort of young couples to Gretna Green is a proof of the

piety of the Blacksmith who gives them his nuptial benediction. - - - .

But though some men go to Edinbiu-gh in order to obtain a rank in their

profession, which they could not otherwise acquii-e, and to whicii from tiie

deficiencies of their education, and the mediocrity of their attainments, they

have no right to ])retend, the great majority of students go to learn their

profession ; and where they are well taught, there they will go, Avhether they

expect to be decorated with degrees or not. If the Edinburgh Professors do

their duty, and in comparison with other teachers are duly (jualitied to afford

instruction, they may lose graduates, but they will not lose students by the

change. - - - - On the supposition that a higher and better educated

rliss of medical practitioners is wanted, to a certain but to a limited extent,

wo are asked,—How is that class to be supplied? AVhat sort of education

i- to be required from those who aspii-e to it ? Ought there to be a different

^iuiulard in Scotland from that which is used in England; ought, in short,

I he Scotch Professors to be suffered, at their discretion, to enrol natives of

Lilliput and Bi'obdignag in the same regiment, and send them with certifi-

cates to Loudon, testifying that they are of the same size, and qualified to

(serve in the same company?"—(Ev. I. 145.])

And Edinbui'gli complains, that her (pooriKol arc not admitted

imong the x«e/e»T£? of the London College !—But we have been

ielayed too long from the opinion of the Visitors themselves.

" On the subject of the Preliminary Education which should be required

»f candidates for Degi-ees in Medicine, we have had much deliberation, and

d^ 'Cceived a gi-eat deal of evidence. It has appeared to us to be a matter of

nreat importance, that the persons Avho are to practise Medicine should be

lien of enlightened minds, accustomed to exercise their intellectual powers,

.nd familiar with habits of accurate observation aud cautious reflection ; and

]pM hat they shoidd be possessed of such a degree of literary acquirement as

lay secure the respect of those with whom they are to associate in the exer-

ise of their profession. We therefore thought it an indispensable (lualifica-

ion for a Medical Degree that the individual should have some i-easouablo

,.r Icquaintance with the Greek aud Latin languages, aud with Matiieniatics and

'liilosopliy ; and though strong doubts have been expressed by many of the

Ictlical Professors as to the expediency of rendering this an essential coudi-

11, ft'oni an apprehension that it might prevent many persons from taking

benefit of the instruction in Medical Science to be obtained ui the Uni-

rsities, we have found our opinion on this point confirmed bi/ even/ one of

ii- eminent Physicians and Surgeons, not belonging to thi' Universities,

liom we examined, as well as by some of th j Medical Professors them-

Ives; v.hile we have also been fully satisfied, by a due consideration of the

utter itself, and of the evidence before us, tlsat there is no solid ground for

10 apprehensions entertained." (Gen. Rep. 5(5.)

Those of the medical professors interested in tlio liighrr lunu-

•I- and lowor qnality of degrees were, liowover, averse iVdiii sucli
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preliminary discipline ; and the following is the comment by tb

Visitors on the attempted reasoning of these professors.—An<

first as to the inutility, maintained, of liberal learning for ;

physician :

—

" The amount of this would seem to be, that literature is a positive ev

to a Physician ; that it unfits him for the habits and state of mind which h

ought to cultivate ; and that it will be an obstacle to his success in practict

It is difficult to conceive that the learned Medical Faculty could hav

intended to go so far as this ; but it is plain that there is much fallacy in th

assertions, for it can scarcely be called reasoning, which they here adduce

It is unquestionably true, that if a man were to devote himself, in the man

ner stated, to Literature and Science, making these the chief, or almost tb

exclusive objects of his pursuit ; he would not be a good Physician : but thi

is not at all what is intended ; the sole object being, that a Physician shoul

have that liberal education which is implied in a course of University attend

ance. By acquiring this, the mind would be invigorated for any intellectui

pursuit, and it could superinduce no habit disqualifying for the activity (

exertion, or for mingling in society as a medical man must do. Such educa

tion also, it is to be remembered, would be completed, or nearly so, befoi

medical pursuits commenced, certainly long before practice was atteraptec

and would not therefore have the effect which is here supposed." (Rep. E(

187.)

Next, as to the effect, argued by the Medical Faculty, that a'

elevation in the standard of Doctoral competency would be fo'

lowed by a reduction in the number of Doctors. On this tlr

Visitors remark :

—

" It is thus represented, that because, which is undoubtedly true, tbeii

are men who pi-actise with little or no literary attainment, the general ton

of the profession should be lowered, or at least that no attempt should t

made to elevate it, because the expense being thus increased, the number (

enlightened Graduates would be diminished, and practice would be surrei,

dered, much more than it is, to those of inferior qualifications. But th

'

reasoning is far from being conclusive. There is, it is to be lamented, to

great a disposition in many to prefer quackery to sound J\Iedical Science-

and by those who do so, the literature of medical men Avill not be held i,

much estimation. But as no one would contend that, on this accoun

quackery should be prefen*ed to knowledge, upon the same ground it woul;

seem that want of literatm-e should not be preferred to learning. In fact, tli'

preparatory education for which some contend, does not interfere in tl

slightest degree with the medical ; it only tends to make the practitioner
^

more enlightened man." (Rep. Ed. 188.)

For myself, I am however inchned to think, that wore tli

Degree in Medicine raised in Edinburgh to its ancient and legit

mate literary eminence, (though the profession might then attrac

many whom it does not now.) the nuntbcr of Kdinbuvoli oraduatc,

I
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!'* would be greatly decreased. But so it ought. The present pi-npor-

'V tion is, in truth, not honourable to the University, and useless, nay

™'| pernicious to the public. The effect, 1 repeat, is,—to deprive the

j

nation of what a University was privileged to secure,—an ascer-

m I tained class of liberally educated physicians ; for thus the highest

^rgrce is reduced to a level with the lowest licence, the only dif-

. rence being, that more has been paid for the higher name, and

that the larger price has gone into different pockets. By the

loduction of the j)hysician to an unlearned practitioner, it is not

Medicine only, as a hberal study, which has suffered ; it is not

..Illy that the bodies of the lieges have been turned over to the

murderous confidence of ignorant dogmatics (See above p. 252).

The learning of its medical profession is a foot in the tripod of a

country's erudition ; and this foot being broken, the whole tripod,

that is the whole professional and liberal learning of a country,

loses a principal support. (See above, p. 333, sq.)

The Visitors then proceed to adduce, in support of a Ubcral

education in the medical graduate, the evidence of the three phy-

sicians, at the time, of the highest professional reputation in this

rity,—Dr John Thomson, Dr Abercrombie, and Dr Davidson.

The first two are well known as authors ; I therefore quote only

the opinion of the last, whom all who knew, admired, not only for

his rare medical skill, but for his great general talent and most

varied acquirements,

" The first poiut I would remark on is Preliminary Ediic ation. The first

subject that attracted my attention, in reflecting upon the Education of

Medical Graduates, was that of Preliminary/ Instruction^ for which but very

slight provision is made in the Statuta Soleunia of this University, an

ao/iuaintance with Latin being only required ; whilst the means, till lately,

iiiployed to ascertain the proficiency of the Students, even in that language,

i'l not appear to be the best suited for the purpose. I cannot help thinking

that more extensive literary and scientific education should be required from

'hose who mean to take out a ^Medical Degree, as extensive as can reason-

ably be expected in young men of seventeen or eighteen, at which age the

-tudy of ^Medicine will probably commence. I conceive that the branches of

Preparatory Education should be Greek, Latin, French, and Mathematics

;

wliiLst Natural Philosophy, Logic, Moral Philosophy, and Natural History,

may be acquired, either before beginning the study of Medicine, or may be

attended to along with the Medical Classes. I presume, that, though Natu-

ral Philosophy, Logic, and Ethics, will probably be studied, either at this

'•r some other University, Languages, with Mathematics, may be acfpiired

wherever such instruction can be procured ; and that the proficiency of the

Students in those branches of knowledge may be certified cither liy Dipln-

iiiits, Certificates from respectable Schools or Academies, or Ity Iheii- undrr-
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going au Examinatiou by the Professors of this University. If I were askedMi
the reasons for recommending a more extensive Preliminary Education forH
Medical Graduates, I should be puzzled, not from the difficulty of discover-/
ing them, but from the fear of that ridicule which attaches itself to advancing ||
arguments in favour of au opinion which is so manifestly correct as to

require no support. A preliminary Scientific and Literary education appears

to be the best, if not the only proper preparation of the youthful mind for

entering upon the study of so extensive and ditficult a subject as Medicine,

where au immediate demand is made for close attention, much discrimination,

and an acquaintance with many subjects not strictly Medical. Experience

has convinced me that those Students whose minds have been previously

cultivated, make the most steady and rapid progress in their new pursuits,

which are much less difficult to them than to those who are totally unscien-

tific and deficiently educated. I know, besides, that it is a common subject

of regret amongst most Physicians, as it is with myself, that they did not

make use of youth, leisure, and opportunity, in laying a broad and deep

foundation of general knowledge, on which to rest their Medical acquire-

ments. I may be permitted to add, that were I not convinced of the neces-

sity for a liberal education, preliminary to the study of Medicine, I should

surrender my doubts to the authority of much wiser men, in England, Ire-

land, France, Germany, and Italy, by whose influence it has been established

in the Medical Schools of those countries ; nor should I be inclined to sub- i

mit less willingly to the decision of the Faculty of Arts in this College, who

strongly recommended a preparatory education for the Medical Graduates,

in a Memorial presented, I believe, to the Senatus Academicus (which I had

the advantage of perusing). A competent knowledge of Greek appears to

be requisite for the Medical Students, fi-om the fact that much of the lan-

guage and terminology of Anatomy, Medicine, Botany, &c., is derived from

that language, not only from 'the Greeks having been our earliest masters la

many of the sciences, but also for the sake of convenience, from such terms

being short, expressive, and explanatory, and ill supplied by the tedious

circumlocutions of modern tongues. With these terms, of constant occur-

rence both in lectures and in books, the uneducated Student cannot fail to

be puzzled ; and he must either content himself with ignorance of their

import, or bestow much time, and suffer no very agreeable fatigue, in hunt-

ing out their etymology. Independently of all these reasons, it appears to '

me, at least unseemly, that the members of a learned profession should

be ignorant of the language in which those wrote who w^ere their original

instructors, and whose works are still, after the flight of ages, by no means

unworthy of serious and attentive perusal. It seems, moreover, peculiaiiy

unfitting that the Magnates of the Medical Profession (those who have

acquired either real or imaginary dignity from Degrees, to which some pri-

vileges belong,) should not possess the standard education of gentlemen, nor

be able to take that, station in societj^ which a cultivated intellect is entitled
j

to assume."—(Rep. Ed. 180, Ev. I. 503.) I

The Visitors then go on to say :

—

" There is much other evidence to the same eff'ect ; but it is suflicient to !

point out the leading views upon the subject ; the particular giounds of
!
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opiuion it would be impossible, within the limits of this Report, In detail.

f" The oonclusiou to be deduced seems unquestionably to ho. decidedly in jhvuur
(if a superior Prelititimtry Education to that tcliich is now required. Tliis

can be obtained, apparently, without the slightest hardship: the more ele-

mentary parts of it being procured previously to the commencement of

medical stutlies, and the more advanced during the prosecution of those stu-

dies ; an arrangement which it is in evidence could without difficulty be made.

It would thus not be essential that there should be the Degree of JNIaster of

Arts, but merely that there should be an acquaintance ^\ith the learned lan-

guages and other branches of knowledge
; aud by combining with the I\Iedi-

cal Classes what can be acquired only at a University, the residence in

Edinburgh would not be prolonged. The character of the Medical Profes-

sion would thus be much raised, and provision made, as has been already

stated, for spreading throughout the country enlightened and well-informed

men, who might be instrumental in increasing to a great degree the advan-

tages to be derived from social intercourse, Avhile they would have access to

sources of enjoyment peculiarly valuable in the sequestrateil situation in

which many Medical Practitioners must spend the great part of life."—(Rep.

Ed. 189.)

'

To conclude this part of the subject :

—

We have here two diametrically oppo.sitc opinions. On the

one side, against the demand of a liberal accomplishment in the

jiliysician, we have six out of the seven holders of an academical

monopoly, a body strongly and exclusively interested in the

creation of medical graduates, at the lowest qualification, and in

the greatest number. On the other side, we have the authority

of all Universities out of Scotland, and of the luhole disinterested

intelligence, in this and every other country, professional and non-

[irofessional, intra and extra-academical. The Medical Faculty

—

tlie monopolising body—of this University, spoke, I doubt not,

inly as it thought. But as the opinions of men in general, are,

u general, only a reflex of their interests ; so it is difiicult even

nr a mind, however vigorous and independent, to resist the mag-

lotic influence, as it were, of the ordinary minds with which it

nts in consort : and thus is to be explained, the otherwise inex-

plicable fact, that men of high intelligence and the most upright

ntentions are so often found engaged in the championship of mca-

ures, which, had they acted of and from themselves, they would

utellcctually and morally contemn. In fact, from individual mcm-
'rs of the Medical Faculty, and their personal accomplishments,

light be drawn a signal manifestation of the fallacy of its con-

unct Report. But this is needless. As Ilobbes has well observed :

-Were it for the profit of a governing body, that the three

iiglcs of a triangle should not 1)0 equal to two right angles, the
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doctrine that they were, would, by that body, inevitably be

denounced, as false and pernicious. The best, certainly the most

curious, examples of this truth, are, indeed, to be found in the

History of Medicine,—and of medicine, too, when yet a learned

and philosophical profession. For this, on the one hand, ist

nothing else than a marvellous History of Variations : and, on the

other, only a still more marvellous history of how every suc-

cessive variation has, by medical bodies, been first furiously

denounced, and (though always laughed at by the wiser wits)'

then bigotedly adopted. Homoeopathy and the Water Cure are,i

now and here, blindly anathematised as heretical; in the next'

generation, it is not improbable, that these same doctrines may be

no less blindly preached, as exclusively orthodox.—Such is poor

human nature ! Such is corporate, such is medical authority !

The next point is the Examination for medical degrees. On

this the Visitors thus report :

—

" The Examination for Degrees in Medicine have hitlierto been conducted'

by the Members of the Medical Faculty, exclusive of the Professors of the)

Medical Classes recently instituted by the Crowi, and each Candidate has

been required to pay a sum of Ten Guineas, which is divided equally amongi

the Examining Professors.

" We are of opinion that this system is liable to very serious objections.

The emoluments of the Professors who examine ought not to depend on the

number of Candidates for Degrees. At present the fees drawn by the several

Professors from this source are very considerable, in consequence of the great'

number of Candidates ; and it appears from the evidence that the number of

Degrees conferred has been continually increasing diu'ing many years, in a^

proportion much greater than corresponds to the rate of increase in the num-i

ber of Students attending the Medical School of Edinburgh.

" No explanation has been given of this extraordinary increase in the

number of Degrees, and we are satisfied that it cannot be accounted for fi-om

any external causes. We are of opinion that the present system has a neces-

sary tendency to render the Examinations less strict than they might other-

wise be, and practically to lower the standard of qualifications in the estima-

tion of the Faculty. It is, besides, scarcely to be doubted, that there mnst

be a natural reluctance in Professors to reject Candidates, to many of whom

the fees paid to the Examiners may be a very serious sacrifice. Although

most of the Professors in the INIedical Faculty entertain opinions adverse to

any extension of the subjects of examination, and are strongly impressed

with the idea that the importance and value of the University as a School of; Ij

IMedicine ought to be estimated by the number of the Degrees annually con

ferred, an entirely diflferent opinion has been strongly expressed by all thej'

other Physicians and Surgeons whom we have examined, being persons veryi

extensively engaged in the practice of their profession. It should seem to

us, that the value of the Degree must bear a proportion to the nature of the
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qualifications required for it ; and we have already observed, that it does

not appear to us, that either the reputation of the University as a Scliool of

Medicine, or the number of Students resorting to it for instruction, will be

regulated merely by the number of those who may obtain Degrees. It has

never been found, in regard to objects of such importance in professional

ptirsuits, that the risk of fiiilure has tended in any degree to diminish the

number of those endeavouring to qualify themselves for attaining them."

—

(Gen. Rep. 64.)

What is here said by the Visitors is most true.

As to their first observation :—Nothing can be more inconsistent

with every principle of academical policy than to make it tlie

private interest of an examiner to be remiss or perverse in the

performance of his public duty. But this is here done, and done,

among others, in three ways. For, in the circumstances of the

Edinburgh medical examinations : it is, 1°, made directly tlic

i, I
interest of the examiner, to pass as many, to reject as few candi-

es, as possible ;
2°, it is made indirectly his interest, to allow

SXtra attendance on his class to compensate for deficiency in the

'xamination;* and 3*, he is enabled to exercise w^ith impunity,

lis favour or disfavour in the passing or rejection of any candi-

late.—Theoretically, this examination is thus utterly vicious
;

leither is theory here contradicted by experience.

f

Xor is their second observation less correct. As to the large-

less of the relative number of Medical Degrees granted by the

^niversity of Edinburgh:—this, so far from being, in my opinion,

natter of honour and satisfaction, should, in the circumstances,

ause only humiliation and regret. For it exhibits nothing but

lecline ;—dechne in the number of medical students,—decline in

he requirements of examination,—decline in the qualification of

he candidates. Comparing the first decade of the present half

• ntury with the last:—w'e find the medical students in the former

I'arly doubling in number those in the latter ; whereas the medi-

* It is well known, that the power of medical examination secures attend-

iice on the class of the examiner, even though such attendance be not

•quired for a Degi'ee. Hence the anxiety to be admitted a medical

\aniiner in this University, howbeit without a participation in the direct

udluments of the labour.

t The late Professor Leslie, in his evidence taken by the A'isitors, and

•caking of the medical department of the University of Edinlnir<,di, says :

—

It is too severe a trial on human nature to have one's duty set in direct

'|»osition to his interests. No real reform in the curriculum can ever be

tV'Cted but by the application of extrinsic and paramount authority."

—

:v. I. 1.0.5.)
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cal degrees are, in proportion to the students, nearly thrice asi

numerous, being, in the former, somewhat less than one to fifteen,

in the latter, somewhat less than one to five. And this too, though

in the former, only a three years medical study in any University

was required ; whilst in the latter, such a study during-ybwr years,

and one at least in the University of Edinburgh, became neces-

sary. Now what does this evince?

—

Firstly, That the University

is trading on its former credit, a trade which if suifered to con-

tinue must end in a bankruptcy of that credit itself. For;

secondly, its degrees are now granted to an inferior and more

numerous order of students ; which, thirdly, appears, because

the proportional increase has taken place along with, and in

consequence of, a diminution in the requirement of litei^ary and

liberal qualification in the examinee ; whilst, fourthly, it is manin

fest, that students now resort to this medical school, chiefly for

the sake of its facile and unlettered Doctorate, for, as four years

of medical lectures in a university are here necessary for the

degree, the whole number of medical pupils in attendance on this

University is little more than four times the number of the gra-

duates whom it annually turns out.

It thus appears that the students in medicine are attracted tc

Edinburgh chiefly by the bribe of its degree ; and that at least

'

the English candidates are almost exclusively those who
either too illiterate to 'satisfy the liberal requirements even oii

the London University, (for Oxford and Cambridge are here ouli

of question), or professionally too incompetent to stand the test o1

the impartial examination there organised. When the literarji

qualifications for our Scottish medical degrees are raised to

level even with the lowest standard of other British Universiti

and when our Scottish academical examinations are rende:

unbiassed criteria of professional competency ; then will the num
ber of our medical graduates aftord an index of the relative emij

nence of our medical school ;—but not till then. Should matter;!

go on as hitherto ; if, now there be no certainty, so, soon there wilj

be no probability, that even the " small Latin and no Greek,'

still nominally required, will be furnished by the medical candi

date and exacted by the medical examiner. " 'Tis Latin, and can.

not be read ;" this which the late Dr Gregory predicted woul(,

soon be the rule in his profession, is certainly no longer tli

exception : nay, even English grammar and spelling are, by th

confession of Edinburgh Medical Professors, luxuries, bat no

i

ties<||,

jre(M
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necessities, for those whom our University proclaims to the world,

as meriting and having received her '• liiglicst Honours in >\Iedi-

line." Latin is now, as Greek was before 182.'> ;—it is nominally

itH^uired for an Edinburgh medical degree, and an examination

as to sufficiency, is left to the Medical Faculty. But in 1820.

- 'arcely three years after Greek was dropt from the Edinburgh
lequiroments for a physician, we have the highest authority

ill that Faculty declaring, '' that not one medical man in five

hundred reads Greek." And yet only three short years before.

rlio Medical Faculty was professedly reading and examining in

ilreek, nay certifying to the sufficiency of all its graduates, in

he language of Hippocrates,—the language now authoritatively

leclared (what was long known in fact.) to be professionally obso-

eto. Such, however, is a specimen of free professorial examina-

ion. Again : in 1825, the necessity of speaking and of under-

tanding spoken Latin was formally taken oft' both Professor and
student ; a candidate's Latinity was left hereafter to be ti'ied by

he same examiners as was, heretofore, his knowledge of Greek
;

nd now, after the operation not of three but of nearly thirty

ears,—now, after reducing the examination from the level of

third, to a level of all the students, how many are there,

—

) five hundred medical graduates of Edinburgh, let us say,—who
ad Latin ? In fact, though not without advantages, in certain

-pects, this measure has left us no security, that cither medical

raduate or medical professor, should henceforward be able to make
iv use of the language of the learned,—the language in which

neteen in the score of medical notabilities have been Avritten.

nd from the illiterate and nameless multitude of tliis fallen and

lling profession, the courted, canvassed, cajoled, concussed elec-

rs—the incompetent crowd, (not certainly without its competent

dividuals also,) to whom has been abandoned the patronage of

'is University, are still left (apart from occasional notoriety of

1 rit) to nominate, by chance, favour, or intrigue, among others,

i medical professors ; and these medical professors, now consti-

<:ing the predominant influence in the Senatus Academicus, take

' on them, and are quietly allowed, to administer, according to

'ir lights, the affairs of this intended school of learning, and to

' !-h for their personal interest, and not for the common good,

'^fs fondly confided to the Senatus, when the Senatus was still,

' uparatively, a learned, inteUigent, and well-balanced body.

' leed, if the law do not avert the evil, the IJeid Trust, instead of
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a resource towards the great ends of the University,—of tin

teachers not more than of the taught,—seems destined to bt

degraded into a fund for reckless htigation, into a fund for th

;

private pro&t of the trustees, and medical trustees, in particular;

(See p. 385.)
;

The history of Universities—in truth, of all human institutions

lay or clerical, proves, by a melancholy experience, that sem:)

naries founded for the common weal, in the furtherance of soun

knowledge, are, if left to themselves,—if left without an extern;

and vigilant, an intelligent and disinterested supervision, regularl:

deflected from the great end for Avhich they were created, an,

perverted to the private advantages of those through whom thf|

end, it was confidently hoped, would be best accomplished. An

this melancholy experience is, though in different forms, alm(

equally afforded in all our older British Universities ; for all

these the State has founded and privileged, but over none has

ever organized any adequate controlling power. And what

the consequence ? AVhat is their condition ? What ought the

to be, and what are they ? Corrupt all ;—all clamant for refori:

But unless the reform come from without, we need not, in aij

University, have any expectation of a reform coming from withi;

Left to itself, there is no redemption
;

j

" Ipsa sui merces erit, et sine viiidice praida."
|

Our only hope, a hope, indeed, long deferred, is a reform frc

without,—from above,—from the Supreme Civil Power,

regard to Edinburgh, it would be peculiarly simple to expect

correction of the evils prevalent in that University, from t\

bodies—either that in which the corruption has originated, or

:

by which it has been tolerated, or rather,—we should say

charity,—not observed. It would, indeed, be positively foolishl

call to the Senatus Academicus,—the Senatus as now constitut

—" Arise! muake!" It would be more rational to invoke evl

the Town Council ; but if the State do not interfere, then tl

University must, with others, abide the alternative—" befor eif i'

fallen!" Surely, however, the State cannot always issue cosfi'

Commissions, and yet, never afterwards heed their recommencM

tions. In the cases of Oxford and Cambridge, reform may indelr

be difficult ; but in the case of Edinburgh, nothing could be m(p

easy. In fact, the most essential improvements are in genejl i

manifest, and even urged in the Reports of the two Commissioi;; I
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iiul these, wc may now confidently hope, will not long remain

neglected, seeing- that Government seems seriously engaged on an

inquiry into the EngUsh Universities.

But I have dwelt too long upon this suhject, and shall only

idd :—that the experience of Edinburgh, like the experience of

very other University in which the same practice has been pur-

-ued, proves, that an examination by professors exclusively,—by
dl the professors of a faculty*—and by professors left to their

)wn discretion, and without even the obligation of oath, statute or

iiiblicity, is utterly worthless, as a criterion of competency in the

andidate for an academical degree. Without entering on details,

would only say in general, that to redeem the Edinburgh medi-

al degree, even to respectability, there are required the three

allowing conditions :

1°. An extra-professorial examination, to ascertain whether tlie

indidate possess the general literary and scientific knowledge

oossar}' for any liberal profession.

2". An examination, either wholly extra-professorial, or, at

-t, with extra-professorial judges (who should also be examin-

. to ascertain the professional quahfications of the candidate.

')". The examiners and judges :—to be adequate to their func-

us ; to act by rule
;
publicly, as far as possible ; and, now as

i-merly, here as elsewhere, under the obligation of a solemn

'tb.

tons

r When limited to a few, responsibility is concentrated ; but when (i

in Edinburgh,) the right of examination, and consequently the benefit

I indirect compulsion on attendance, is conceded to all the members of

Facidty, all become interested in certain measures, responsibility is

nnated to a minimum, and the whole body does, what a part of it would

be bold enough to attempt. Since the previous sheet Avas printed, above

months ago, I see that the medical examiners have been publicly accused

ejecting a candidate, not for incompetence, but on the confessed ground

he was supposed favourable to a medical theory, rising dangerously in

ii* lion, and not in unison with the medical theory of his examiners. On
a step,—such an injustice,—such an absurdity, the old sectional exa

ere would not have ventured. If the charge be well founded, an Edin

gh medical graduate may now' be an ignorant, unable to spell his mother

ne, but must not be a proficient, professing to think for himself. So cer-

also are now the opinions of a majority touching the very ])ractice, and

le very body, where, heretofore, medical scepticism was always in pro-

n to medical wisdom ! Our Gregorys and Thomsons—what would they

say to this ? See p. -202^ note.

4
i

ivfc
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These are the requisites of mere respectability ; but were thij

candidates impartially and ably classified on a sufficient standarda

the examination might be raised to a higher value.

The recommendation now made to introduce other examiner

for a degree beside the academical lecturers, is no anomaly, is n|

innovation. It is, in fact, a return to principle—to the custom c

all academical antiquity, a return even to the practice of th.

University of Edinburgh itself, to wit, in its first bestoAval

medical degrees. Then, the Doctors of the Edinburgh College (

Physicians were called in ; indeed, the graduation fee which ha

since been left to the " Medical Faculty " of the University

belonged to the Library, and was thence taken, to bestow it o

these extra-academical examiners, in compensation of their noi

official trouble.—I may add, that had the Tov/n-Council, in thei

recent regulation touching the medical degrees of this University

limited the qualifying attendance to the courses given by medic

graduates, and more especiall}'^ by Edinburgh medical graduate

there could not possibly have been any valid doubt with regat

to the legal competency of such regulation, which would, in fac

have been only a step toward a state of true academical legality.!

k

Bi
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(B.) THE EXAMINATION AND HONOURS FOR A DEGREE
IN ARTS, DURING CENTURIES ESTABLISHED IN

THE UNIVERSITY OF LOUVAIN.

I HAVE previousl}' referred (p. 407) to this Appendix, for a

tat€ment in regard to the examination for degrees by the Univer-

ty of Louvain, in its Faculty of Arts ; ^vhich, though overlooked

Y all academical historians, is, I think, the best example upon

jcord of the true mode of such examination, and, until recent

mes, in fact, the only example in the history of Universities

orthy of consideration at all. And as I shall have occasion to

lake a reference to this examination, from the Appendix upon

raord, it may be convenient to insert here, what I should other-

jise have postponed.

The University of Louvain, long second only to that of Paris

the number of its students and the celebrity of its teachers, and

've comprehensive even than Paris in the subjects taught ; was

x several centuries famed, especially, for the vaUdity of its cer-

licates of competency—for the value of its different degrees. It

i,recorded by Erasmus as a current saying, " that no one can

^aduate in Louvain Avithout knowledge, manners, and age." But

tjiong its different degrees, a Louvain promotion in Arts was

ccidedly pre-eminent ; because, in this Faculty, the principles of

slidemical examination were most fully and purely carried out.

I|im acquainted, I think, with all the principal documents touch-

i : this illustrious school ; and beside the Priviligia, or collection

' -tatutes, &c. (1728,) possess the relative historical works of

Jpsius (1605,) of Grammaye (1G07,) of Vernul^us (1027 and

TO of Golnitz (1631,) of''Valerius Andreas (1636 and 1650,)

ojthe Zedlerian Lexicon (1738,) and of Keiffcnbcrg (1829, sq.)

It strange to say, I have found no articulate account of its

fnous examinations, except in the Academia Lovaniensis of Ver-

n aeus
; and from that book, with a short preliminary extract

fim the Fasti of Andreas, I translate the following passages.
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Valerius Andreas.—" Philosophy, from the very com

menccment of the University, was wont to be taught, partly i

private houses, partly in 'the Street' or public School of Art

(where, indeed, the prelections of two chairs in that Faculty, tj

Avit Etldcs and Rhetoric, are even now publicly delivered,) tb

Masters themselves teaching each his peculiar subject at a fixe

and separate hour ; until, in the year 1446, by the authority

the Faculty, [private tuition was abolished, and] four Houses wei'

appropriated to licensed instruction in Philosophy, [some eigl

and twenty other Colleges belonging to it, being left to suppl

board and lodging to the students.] These four Houses are cob

monly called Pccdagogia, and, from their several insignia, go \

the names of the Lily, the Falcon, the Castle, the Hog—Tl

Languages (Hebrew, Greek, and Latin,) thereafter obtained th(

special Pi'ofessors in the Trilingual or Buslidian College—Tl

chair of Mathematics, (though its subject had been previousi

taught,) was founded in the year 1636."— (Pp. 9, 243, 249.)

Vernul^eus, L. ii. c. 6. " On Study and Degrees in ti

[Louvain] Faculty of Arts.

" Let us now speak concerning Study, which in this Facul

is twofold.

" The study of Philosophy is accomplished in two years. Fj

there is given nine months to Logic, eight to Physics, four

Metaphysics ; whilst the three last months are devoted to

titions of the whole course of Philosophy.— [' Account is alj

taken of Moj-al Philosophy, taught on Sundays and Holidays,

the public Professor, in ' the Street ' or School of Arts, and in t

Pffidagogia by domestic Professors.'—(V. Andreas, p. 242.)]

" The exercises of this philosophical study take place in foj

Gymnasia, called Pwdagogia. In each of these there are foj

daily prelections, two before, two after, noon ; - - - - and ea

House has four Professors of Philosophy, two of whom are

Primaries, two Secondaries. These Professors divide among thi

the Avhole course of Philosophy. And first, in Logic : The

maries expound the Introduction of Porphyry, Aristotle's Ci

gories, and his books of Prior and Posterior Analytics; whilst

Secondaries, after an explanation of the Elements of Logic, lecti|'H'll

upon Aristotle's books of Enouncement, Topics, and Sophisi- pf

In Physics and Metaphysics,* [I omit the enumeration of bookj
j.

* Compare Valenns Andreas, pp. 242, 243. •

J''**
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the Primaries teach at the hours of six and ten of the uiorn'mi^

;

the Secondaries at two and four of the afternoon ; and the hearers

for one hour take down the dictates* of their instructor, wliilst for

another they are examined and required to give an account of tlie

prelection which they have again, in the interval, considered.

" The exercises of Disputation are cither private or puhlic.

" The private are conducted in the several Pajdagogia, and in

kind are twofold.—In the first place, the students, at certain fixed

hours, contend with each other, on proposed questions, note each

other's errors, and submit them to the judgment of the Professor
;

and he, thereafter, assigns place and rank to the more learned.

—

Besides these, on each Monday and Friday, there are Disputations

held on points of Logic and Physics, over which one of the Pro-

fessors in rotation presides. These commence in January and end

in June.

" The public Disputations take place in the common School of

Arts, which is called ' The Street
;

' and these also are of two

kinds.—In the first place, on Mondays and Fridays, during Lent,

the Physical auditors of all the Gymnasia, divided into certain

classes, compete among themselves for glory ; one prescribing to

another the matter of chsputation.—Besides these, there are eight

other Disputations, carried through on Sundays, and which com-

mence in January. There are present all the Physical hearers

with their Professors, and in these they severally make answer

during an hour on certain predetermined theses ; and are oppugned

by the Prior Bachelor, (that is, by him who has been chosen from

the more learned,) and thereafter by others.

•' The Honours or Degrees which are obtained in this Faculty

lie those of Bachelor, Licentiate, Master. Previous to these there

is one public act, that of Determination, as it is called. Therein

rhe students of Logic, in a public meeting of the whole Univer-

sity, severally state their opinion on some P]thical question pro-

nosed by the Proses, who is one of the Professors. In this manner
hey profess themselves Students of Philosophy, but obtain no

I )egree.

" The Baccalaureate is here twofold. The one is obtained on

* The Faculty had not aprinted cursns on these departments, as on Logic.

"lie Commentaries by the ^Masters of Louvaiu on the books of the Organon,
re among the best extant. But the objects of study in all the Pscdagogia

'le unifoi-m; and all the pupils could be equally examined, &c., against

' 1i ntlicr in the general concourse of the University.
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examination after a three months study of Physics ; the other,iH)

after the completion of the course of Metaphysics, and a public

responsion touching Philosophy in general.

" For the Licence, the candidates of all the Gymnasia are pre-

sented in a body to the Venerable Faculty of Arts ; and on that

occasion, and in their presence, their future Examiners (that is the

[eight] Primary Professors of all the Gymnasia, nominated by the

gymnasiarchs,) make solemn oath, that they will be influenced by

no private favour, but rank each candidate in the strict order of

merit.—The examination then begins. This is twofold ; the onei

is called the Trial, the other the Examination [proper.] For;

each, the whole body of candidates is divided into three Classes^

The First Class consists of twelve, to wit, three from each of the'

gymnasia, students namely, who by the judgment of the Professors;

stand highest in learning. The Second Class, in lilve manner,

comprehends twelve, the three, to wit, who from the four gym-j

nasia are named as nearest in proficiency to the first. To them

[of the second class,] are added twelve others, called Aspirants,

The Third Class is composed of all the rest. Those who are oi

the First Class are [each] examined for about three hours on

the branches of Philosophy ; those who are of the Second, for two

iiours ; those who are of the Third, for half an hour ; and this,

both in what is called the Trial, and in the Examination proper.

The several examiners Write down the answers of all tlie candi-

dates, read them over again at home, and determine [what in their

several opinions should be] the order of all and each, and writei

out the list. The Examination finished, the examiners, on a day

appointed, consign their lists of arrangement to the Dean, whoi

delivers them to the Gymnasiarchs. They consult among them-

selves, and, by an ingenious device, calculate the suffrages ol

arrangement, and appoint to each candidate his true and unqui

tienable rank.

" When, however, the First or highest (Primus) is proclaimed,

the bell is tolled in his gymnasium, for tln'ee days and nights, and

holiday celebrated. 1 pass over the other signs of public rejoicing.

This honour is valued at the highest, and he who obtains it is an

object of universal observation. On the third day thereafter, in

the public School of Arts, the candidates are, in this fashion, pro-

claimed Licentiates : —In the first place, the Dean of the Venerable

Faculty, after a public oration, presents the candidates to the

Chancellor, [wlio on this occasion ranks superior to the Rector.]
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lie (tlie Chancellor) tlien, having propounded a question, urdeis

the Primus to afford, in the answer, a specimen of his erudition,

he himself acting as opponent. The names of all the others are

then proclaimed by the Beadle, in the order established by the

1 Gymnasiarchs, on the votes of the examining Professors."

L. ii. c. 8. On the celebrity of the [Louvain] Faculty
i»F Arts. " j^early two hundred candidates annually merit

the Laurel of Arts ; what other Universiiy confers so many ? The
undation prevalent between all the \_IIouses,'] blasters, and Stu-

nts of this Facidty, and which though intense is void of envy,

ii- in study discord is concordant;—this emulation braces both

(he diligence of the teachers, and the application of the taught.

And while they who stand first in the classitication, merit and

receive especial honour, while they who stand last, are almost

equally disgraced ;
* the issue is, that no labour is spared either

I'll the Professors in teaching, or by the Pupils in learning. The
;iinbition of all is here honourable and hard-working."

The result of this excellent scheme of examination is,—that a

ilcgree, taken in the University of Louvain, was always accounted

respectable, and, if connected with a high place upon the hst,

-upcrior to any other throughout Christendom. And this too

wlien the relative eminence of its Professors had, from a vicious

itronage, (partly in the hands of the Academical, partly in the

It does not appear that there were in Louvain any, at least any ade-

ute, rejections.—Universities, whicli have not lavished their degrees on

re standing, or mere professorial attendance, (to say nothing of inferior

nsiderations,) have endeavoured to make their examinations respectable,

three ways : which ways also admit of junction ; for any two of them may
Lombined, whilst the whole tlu'ee may also be united. These are, 1".

jectiou of incompetent candidates, by relation to some minimum of know-

ilge; 2°. Classification of candidates, by their proficiency in relation to

rtain amounts of knowledge ;
3°. Subordination of candidates determined

lely by their inferiority in knowledge, relatively to each other. The Edin-

r;j,h medical degrees, as they ybnwe?/// were given, may stand as an example

I the first ; the Louvain and quondam (?) Cambridge degrees in Arts, (had

ambridge published and arranged its I'olloi,) may afibrd instances of the

'ond added to the third ; while those of Oxford, for nearly half a century,

ly supply the specimen of a combination of the first and second.—A union

the whole three is the condition of a perfect examination. The conditiun

>ay ; for, besides that condition, there are further requisites of such perfec-

'"U ; as the competence of examiners, their obligation to impartiality csta-

i-hed upon oath, the publicity of the examination, and the adequate

1 ointment of its subjects.
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hands of the ilunicipal, body.) dechned beneath the level. mor^||

especially, of the Dutch and ItaHan Universities. For these Uni

versities, while sedulous and successful in filhng their Chairs wii

the most illustrious teachers, were always unfortunately remiss

the bestowal of their academical honom-s.*

* In the scattered biogi'aphies of the distinguished alumni of Louvaiu, I

find it almost uniformly recorded, what was then- rank in the graduation list

of Art?. Of these I chance to have noted a few, which I may give in chro-

nological order.—In 1478, Pope Hadi-iau VI. i.s Primus : in 1.304, M. Dorpiua

is 5th : in 1507, R. Tappems is 2d ; in 1522, H. Triverius is Primus ; jnl

1527, F. Sonnius is Primus ; in 1529, C. Jansenius is Primus ; in 1542, Bl
Elenus is Primus ; in 1556, H. Cuyckius is Piimus, and H, Gravius is 5thf

in 1558, J. ilolauus is 6th ; in 1561, 'M. Hovius the canonist is only 46th,

and G. Estius, the great theologian. 7th ; in 1572, however, the greater L.

Lessius is Primus ; in 1575, P. Lombardus, Archbishop ofArmagh, is Primus;

in 1599, Du Trieu the logician is Primiis ; in 1604, C. Jansenius (from

whom the Jansenists) is Primus : in 1 606, the philosopher Fromondus is

3d, &c. &c. &c.
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(C.) ox A REFORJkl OF THE ENGLISH UXIYERSITIES, WITH
ESPECIAL REFERENCE TO OXFORD ; .VXD LIMITED

TO THE FACULTY OF ARTS.

Any project for tlie reform of old and wealthy schools, like the

great English Universities, is beset with difficulties, if practical

possibility is to be combined with theoretical (not to say perfec-

tion, but) improvement. It is comparatively easy to devise the

scheme of a faultless University, if we are allowed to abstract

from circumstances. It is easy, even, to discover and to expose

defects. Xor is it difficult to trace,—how an ancient institution

may gradually degenerate,—how certain private interests may
succeed in gaining a preponderance over the common good,

—

how these interests, if left unchecked, may introduce, foster, and

defend the most calamitous abuses,—until, at length, the semi-

nary may be, de facto, the punctual converse of itself, de jure.

And such, in truth, is the condition of the Universities of Oxford

and Cambridge ; for no greater contrast can, even be conceived,

than are exhibited by these venerable schools, in what they actu-

ally are, and in what they profess, and, as controlled by statute,

must profess themselves to be. In two of the preceding articles,

(pp. 386-463,) I have endeavoured to signahse and to explain,

how these Universities, as seminaries of education, pi-esent an

almost diametrical opposition between their actual and their legal

existence. By statute, they arc organised as schools of Theology,

Law, Medicine, and (as a preliminary of all liberal professions)

of the hberal Arts ; but, in fact, the only instruction which they

now aiford, is in the lowest department of tliis last faculty alone,

i Intra-academical study is now illegally commuted with extra-

academical standing. Degrees,—privileged certificates of com-

petency,—evacuated of all truth, are now lavished without the

^ legal conditions of university instruction and university cxamina-

m tion. In short, the public incorporation and its public instruction

arc now illegally extinguished ; illegally superseded, but not rea-

sonably supplied by the private Houses and their private tuition.
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In fine, the statutes of the institution are now only performed

through a system of perjury, disgraceful to tlie school, disgrace-

ful to the country, and as pervasive in these Universities, as it is,

fortunately, elsewhere unexampled.

So much I have alleged, because so much, I am convinced, is

true. But I would not assert, that what has been irregularly

abolished, is all deserving of restoration, nor, that what has irre-

gularly sprung up, is all deserving of abolition. On the contrary,

the very fact, that a state of right could have been so totally, and

yet so quietly, reversed, affords a presumption that what was

passively abrogated, was itself but feeble ; and though, with pro-

per fostering, the feeble might have ultimately waxed strong, still

it would be a rash conclusion, that in the old and legal there was

nothing but good, in the new and intrusive nothing but evil. At

present, waiving all discussion in regard to the professional Facul-

ties, and limiting our consideration to the school of liberal, or

general education,—to the fundamental Faculty of Arts alone ; it

wall more than suffice for what we can at present even perfunc-

torily accomplish, to inquire :—How do the English Universities,

how, in particular, does Oxford, the principal of these, execute

its one greatest, nay, now, its one only educational function,

—

cultivate, in general, the mental faculties, prepare its alumni for

any liberal pursuit in life, by concentrating their awakened efforts,

in studies {objectively) the most important, and {subjectively) the

most improving ?

In attempting an answer to this question, it is requisite to fol-

low out a certain order. For, it is evident, that before proceeding

to consider what ought to be, we should have previously ascer-

tained what is, accomplished. I shall, accordingly, inquire and

endeavour to determine,—first of all, what Oxford, as an instru-

ment of education, does actually perform,

—

Oxford as it is; and

thereafter, how, in consistency with its institutions, it may, in this

respect, be improved,— Oxford as it might be.

I. Oxford as it is.—It would be difficult, perhaps impossible,

to determine, with sufficient accuracy, the general efficiency of

Oxford, as compared with any other University. But Oxford, as

it now exists, is not a single educational organ. It is a congeries

of such organs ; each of its twenty-four private Houses consti-

tuting one ; and, at the same time, the public University, in its

Examination for the primary degree, affords an irrecusable

standard by which we may very accurately measure the relative
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efficiency of these several organs. If, therefore, we find, that

these, compared amonj: themselves, afford, in the Examination,

for a series of years, very different and still very uniform results

;

we shall be entitled to infer, that one House is comparatively a

good, another comparatively a bad, instrument of education ;—be

warranted to determine, even on an Oxford standard, what every

Oxford House does, may, and should accomplish ;—be enabled, in

fine, to generalise the circumstances, by which such accomplish-

ment is there furthered or impeded ;—and, consequently, to jndge

what are the most feasible measures, for tlic reform and improve-

ment of this University. The same comparison, with the same

results, may also, it is evident, be instituted between the efficiency

of the same House at one period, and its efficiency at another.

Taking, therefore, as the standard of academical proficiency

the public Examination in its two Departments, and its four

Classes of Honour ; I proceed to apply this to the several Houses.

And (as shewn in the following Table) in two different ways : the

one giving the comparative eminence of those educated in each

House, (there I.) ; the other, the comparative eminence of those

who in each House act as educators, (there H.)

In reference to the Instructed : The Table shews of each House

the number of its undergraduates (a) ; then the absolute number

of the honours obtained by them in each department and in every

class (b, c) ; then the absolute number of Double Firsts (d) ; lastly,

the number of First Class Honours in either department in pro-

portion to the number of competitors (g, h) ; but previously, by

the same relation, the classes of each department valued from

lowest to highest, as 1, 2, 3, 4 (e, f). On this proportion in L. II,,

proceeding only to the first decimal, I have arranged the Houses

;

when equal in L. H., their difference in D. M. has then deter-

mined the order. I have taken, as a sufficient period, the ten

years ending with 1847 ;
(the Calendar of 1848 being the only

one within my reach when the Table was abstracted ;) and I was

compelled (for the same reason) to make the number of under-

graduates of the last year stand for an average of the whole

ten.

In reference to the Instructors : The Table shews, in each

House : first, absolutely, the amount and quality of the Academi-

cal Honours belonging to its several educators, whether Tutors

or Readers (i, k) ; and secondly, the Highest Honours, in cither

department, in proportion to the number of these educators (1, m).

—
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'J' A B L E
;

Shewing the comparative efhcieucj of the Oxford Houses, as

Seminaries of Education.

I. The IxsTRUCTED.—Undergraduates, (from 1833 to 1847.) their

arranged
according to
their propor-
tion of valued
graduation
Honours, pri-

marily in
Literse Hu-
maniores

;

by (e.)

From 1838 to
1847.

(a)

Num-

ber in

1847.

Balliol
I

' Merton
j

]

Corpus
i

Lincoln ....

j

University
1

Wadham...
]

Magdalen
1 St John's...

j

Christ Ch. I

1 Exeter ....

New Col-

lege

Brazenose

186
134

[Oriel |i 82
Trinity H 83

j

Worcester | 94
! St Mary's \

i

Hall ji 33
Jesus p 57

I

Magdalen

j

Hall 85
Pembroke

j j

72
New Inn

j

,

Hall
I St Alban's

Hall

St Edmund
H41 32

All Souls... 4

1532

Honours absolutely.

(b) (c)

Literae Hum. Disc. Math.

Double

Firsts.

U. Ul. IV.

171 21|

3 14
6 6

9 13

30 6,lli 4
10 4
9 2

12j 1

11 4
22' 1 61 4

30 35

16^ 32

3l 3!

lo! 27|
8: 14
10 11,

8... 1...

15 3' 6 1

35t 311 9

8 101 8

4
5

3 11 8

II 5 9

1

7'.. .1.2'

18! 5j 41 3
20' 2 % 2
15 2 2
13 3 3, 2
12 li 1 1

1! 2

1

1104220285 31445 6341 106

I
I

!
'

' ' '

Honours in proportion to their numi

(e)
I

(f)

Hum. ' Math.

0-4
0-4
0-4
0-5
0-6
0-6

6
0-7
0-8
0-8

0-8
0-9
0-9
0-9
1-0
1-0

1:1-2
1 :l-5

1 :l-6
1:1-8

1:2-0

1:2-7

2-0
5-4
1-9
2-4
2-7

2-9
2-0
3-2
4-6
2-8
7-2

1 :22
1 : 13

1 : 9

1 :27
1 :22

1 : 15
1 : 9

1:4-7 I 1 :33
1:9-5 : 57

1:7-1 1 : 28
1:14-0 1 :72

1:4-0

0:8

1:3-6
!
1:11-0

1:4-0 0:4

1 :28

0: 8

0:32
0: 4

(•20

'19

37

41

:28

* Mathematical Reader. f Latin R. + Greek R. ||
Rhetoric R. W'

and Philosophy R. «[ Divinity R. ** Class,—F/wf = 4, Second = 3, T/e - ^

Fourth = 1.
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This latter part of the Table is (for the reason assigned) wholly
|

calculated on the year 1847.*

Looking, then, to the Table, and to its first part ;—we here

see, that one House differs marvellously from another in what it

performs. The esprit de corps is fully as remarkable in Colleg(

as in Regiments ; although individual competency and courage,

must, on the average, be pretty much the same in all. Thus,

while one Regiment is for generations known as the " fighting,"

another as " the flying, ;" so (what is more intelligible,) in

one College a first class is merely of commonplace respectabiUty

whilst in another it is a kind of secular dignity, and not to be

plucked, there even confers an enviable distinction.

Comparing, therefore, the Houses in Literce Human lores

:

—lu

(

* This Table thus affords, (apart from inaccuiacies.) not tlie very truth,

but only a sufficiently close approximation to it.

The number of Undergraduates, in the several Houses, ought to have been

calculated, not on one, but on an average of all the ten years,—The same

applies to the Instructors. Their average academical eminence, for the

several Colleges, ought to have been estimated by a comparison of ever}

year, and not assumed on the last alone. But as I was unable, as stated

when the abstract was made, to accomplish this, the Table must stand as iii

is ; for I have neither time nor patience to reconstruct it. Xor do I think.'

that the result would vary in any point of importance ; for coUegial accom-

modation has been long in.adequate ; and, at the same time, lodging oiu

diu'iug the first four years is not allowed ; whilst the standard of instructioi

in a House does not frequently nor rapidly change. It might, however, bd

interesting, had we Tables of the kind, adequately executed,—say for everj

five years.

In regard to the valuation of the Classes, on viiiich I h."ive arranged the;

Houses, in their educational eminence, I have a remark to make.—Thi:j

valuation is unfavourable to First Classes; therefore, to the higher Colleges]

which preponderate in Highest Honours. For, Avhile the three inferior

classes testify, that a candidate is above one minimum, they testify that In

is below another ; whereas, the First Class, while it testifies that a Candi

date is above a certain minimum, takes no account of how much or hov\

little he exceeds it. It thus contains and equalises the most unequal pro

ficiencies ; that which is just competent, and that which is far more thai

competent. I was, however, unwilling that any possible objection should b<

taken on the ground,—that tlie valuation was, in any respect, arbitrary

Accordingly, I allow every advantage to those Houses which rejoice in thei

'

amount of respectable, though humbler honours. >

A Double First evidences both talent and a power of application. But i'

only proves that a candidate (with competent ability) has prepared himsel

in two complements, each equal tu the amount required for a First Class'

Of more it testifies nothing.
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iliis department, we tind that four Houses, (two Colleges and t\v<i

Halls,) containing above a hundred undergraduates, have tluring

the decade no First Class Honours at all.—Again, discountini;-

these, and comparing only the Houses which have compassed this

distinction, we tind that one College is, on this standard, eighteen

times more efficient than another.—Finally, the same discount

being made, the vahied classes afford a similar result ; some
Colleges, by a full average, in this the principal department,

approving themselves four and a half, and, the discount not

made, ten, times better instruments of education than others.

In Disciplines Mathematicee , the difference, if less important,

is hardly less signal. During the decade, seven Houses, (three

Colleges and four Halls,) and Avith an average of undergraduates

considerably above two hundred, shew no First Class Honours

;

—
and of these, two (a College and a Hall) have no Honour, even of

the lowest.—Again, discounting these, and taking only the Houses
which have attained to a first class, still we find, in this respect,

•'WO College more than ten times superior to another.—Finally,

making the same discount ; on the criterion of the whole Honours
rahied, College excels College, as an educational organ, by nearly

a twelvefold difference.

But in the last place, {discounting All Soids and the Halls), and

[taking the /<«(/" proportion of the highest College as a mean, we
[bave the following i-esults :

L. H.—In Valued Classes : three colleges are of the very mean
1 : • 8) ; eight above ; and eight below it.—In First Classes :

pf the mean (1 : 8), we have one college ; above it three ; and
below \t fifteen.

D. M.—In Vedued Classes : we have of the mean (1:2-4) ow
oUege ; above it seven ; and below it eleven.—In First Classes :

t.here are above the mean (1 : 18) /bur colleges; and below it

'^fteen.*

* I may append the following proportions, though I see there are probably

-everal minor inaccuracies. But I cannot go through the labour of correction
;

inore especiallv as they are irrelevant to my argumont, and do not afft-ct

he general result.

A) Literee Ilumaniores. Proportion of

—

•Vll classified (92.3), to all (here) unhonoured graduates (1932 '--), as 1 :
2-1

Ae three higher classes (609), to all graduates below them (2 1 1 0), as 1:3- .".

jrhe two iiigher classes (324), to all graduates below them (239.^), as 1 : 7-0
The highr^-st class (104), to all graduates below it (20 1.^), as . 1 : 2r> 3

1
lip highest (lO-i), to all other classes (819). as . . . 1 : .s • U

•2 T
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Now, it may well be, that the very best of these Houses accom-

phshes far less, than, in other circumstances, it might. But this is

not proved,—at least not obtrusively. It is, however, proved, thati

some of the Oxford Houses, throwing out the worst, and judging

only by the most favourable criterion,—that some of the Oxford

Houses woic perform, as academical instruments, /I'e,

—

ten,—fifteen,

—ay twenty times more than others. But it is clear, that, unless

from ignorance or compulsion, no one in his senses would employ

a workman, pay him too the wages of a first-rate artificer, who is

worse,—not to say, five, ten, twenty times worse, than a brothei

operative. Yet the father, who would deem it unimaginable t(

send his son to a second-rate dancing-school, complacently enter;

him of a tenth-rate College ; where the youth is soon, by precep

and example, accomplished for life,—as a conceited ignoramus,

;

hopeless idler ; whilst the State standing by, tolerates, nay pro

tects the illegal monopoly, which a body of men, wholly unquali

fied, as a body, for instructors, have long usurped, in the privilege"

seminaries of the English Church and of the English nation.

Looking again to the Table in its second part, we see, in som

degree, how these startling differences arise. We see, that th

relative eminence of the Houses, estimated by the academicsj

honours of the taught, is not at variance with the academicjj

distinction of the teachers. "We see further, how the generr

academical eminence oi* the instructors, is not such as to qualif

'

them to assume, far less exclusively to engross, the function (

academical education. A competent education supposes, that tl

educator possesses two, and two conjunct, qualities : 1°, that tj

should be able to aid, to aid but not to relieve, his pupil in ttl

B) DisciplincB Mathematicce. Proportiou of

—

;

All classified (255), to aU (here) unhonoiu-ed gi-aduates (2618 ?), as 1 : 10 •;

The three higher classes (149), to all graduates below them (1902), as 1 : 13 '^

The two higher classes (108), to all graduates below them (1943), as 1 : 18
•

The highest class (45), to all gi-aduates below it (2006), as . 1 : 40 •]

The highest (45), to all the other classes (210), as . . . 1: 5'

C) Both Departments. Proportion of

—

AU the Mathematical (255), to aU the Literary Honours (923), as 1:3
Excln.sive honours in D.M. (136?) to exc. honours in L H. (822?), as 1 : 6

Men honoured (958?), to men unhououred (1796), as . . 1:1'
First class in D.M. (45), to Fu-st class in L.H. (1C4), as . . 1 : 2 I

INIen of First class in L.H. not in D.M. (79?) to whole class (104), as 1 : 1

'

Men of Fu-st class in D.iNL not in L.H. (10 ?) to whole class (45), as 1 : 4

Double Fu-sts (10), to aU other gi-aduates (2855 ?), as . . 1 :
28f

Double Firsts (10), to all other honoured graduates (958?), as . 1 : 95
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effort of iittuining knowledge' ; l2", tliut he ;>liouUl, in liis own \uy-

>on, exhibit a pattern of learning, capable of inspiring his pupil

with discontent at any present advancement, and a resolution to

lie satistied with no humble acquisition. These conjunct condi-

tions, the collegial instructors of Oxford are seen, by the Oxford

standard itself, not only not to fulfil, but actually to reverse,

• Ignorance on stilts,"' For they are, in general, unable either

to assist their pupils in, or to animate them to, an ever higher

progress; whereas they are peculiarly adapted to infect them

^\ ith discouragement, to affect them with disgust, or to lull thorn

into a self-satisfied conceit,

—

(To scaj nothing of the Halls :)

As to Literce Humaniores, the Highest Honours arc not, even

ill this primary department, attained by the great body of those

who assume the collegial office of education.—Of Instnictoi-s,

s'ni'ty-ftix in number, above a half (37) are not of the First

t'lass ; of the Tutors, in number forty -nine, nearly a half (23) are

similarly deficient ; and the same is true of about Jice sixths (14)

I't" the seventeen simple Readers. Only a single College (Balliol*)

* It afforded rae great satisfaction to find, that Balliol, the oldest College

in the Universit}', stands so decidedl}^ pre-eminent in tiiis comparative esti-

mate of the present efficiency of its Houses; a College, in which I spent the

iiai)piest of the happy years of youth, wliich is never recollected but with

:itl'ection, and from which, as I gi'atefully acknowledge, I carried into life a

taste for those studies which have constituted the most interesting of my
subsequent pursuits.

I. Looking to the Instructed.

In the first place, the Honours being ahsohitely considered.—Here, not

.dutinginsliing the two departments :—Balliol surpasses every other House in

|the number of these, high and low, indifferently added^ (117),—except Christ

Church ; but Christ Church, by far the largest House in the University,

whilst it exceeds Balliol in the number of Honours, of all kinds and degi-ees,

liy oue-fuurth (29), exceeds it also in the number of competitm-s for these by

live-fourths (102).—Again, distinguishing the departments :—Balliol nuiin-

taius the same superiority in either, as in both.—Of Highest (or First Class)

Honours; Balliol, of all the Houses, exhibits,—most in the combined depart

-

'I'l'nts (23),—most in the Litercp. Humaniores (17),—most in the Disciplimp

'ndiematica (G). In the first and second respect, its Honoiu'S are, in fact,

arly double those of any other House ; whilst Christ Church, a College so

iiiich more numerous, shows only of these, in the L. 11., seven, in the D. ]\I.,

iliree.

In the second place, considering the number of Honours in proportion to

t lie number of undergraduates :— Balliol stands first, whether we confound

tlie two departments or distingrdsh them.—And taking the Highest Honours:

Balliol, in like manner, proportionally surpasses every other House, whether

ilie First Classes be drawn indifferently from both departments or spcciall\
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has all its instructors, and these here amount, io five, of the Highest:

Class ; whereas, in three, no instructor whatever exhibits a similar!

Iffom each :—with exceptions of two lesser Colleges ; it being very slightlyl

surjDassecl by Corpus in L. H., by Merton and Corpus in D.M Balliol,

likewise, stands highest in the amount, absolute and proportional, of its

" Double Firsts,^''—three : this number being only not a third of the comple-

ment obtained in all the Colleges during the decade ; St John's alone exlii-;

biting more than one Finally, valuiny the classes, by making the fourth a

fourth part of the first, Balliol (though this valuation be hardly fair, and

hardly fair to it,) still predominates, both in the conjoined departments; and.

with two exceptions of close equalit}', in these as severally distinguished.—

Of the relative superiority of Balliol in the inferior classes of Honour in eithei

department, I must refer to the Table.
|

(In referring to the Calendar of 1851, which I have recently obtained, 1

find that the relative superiority of Balliol is still more decisively markec

during the threefolloicing years. With far less than half the number of com-j

petitors, Balliol carries off three times (9) the number of the highest literarn

honours obtained by the largest college, Christ Church (3) ; whilst IMertoi

and Corpus, the Colleges which, in this respect, are nearest to Balliol, sho\"

during these years no literary First Classes at all In the valued classes

Balliol is also superior (to say nothing of Christ Church) to both Merton anc

Corpus, in L. H. ; but is rather inferior to these in D. M.—Balliol, Univer

sity, and Christ Church have also each a Double First.)
'

II. Looking to the Instructors. 1

Balliol is the only House, (as stated in the text,) in which all the Teachei

(Tutors and Readers) are First-Class-men; and the only College in whic

these are all First Class meli in L. H. Balliol likewise surpasses every othe

House, both in the absolute, and in the jjroportional number of Highet

Honours shown by its Instructors in the two departments, taken together

as also in the department of L. H. alone.—Indeed, only two Colleges besid(

Balliol, (Merton and Exeter,) have even all their Tutors of the First Clajj

InL. H., and in the former of these the Tutors are only tw^o. In Chris

i

Church and Jesus the five Instructors have, in either department, araoiii

them, only a single Highest Honour Balliol, in fine, is the only College ij

which the Readers are all distinguished by the same Highest Honour ;
will

the single exception of University, and in that college there is only a sing.

Reader. These are three out of sixteen. (Of the Mathematical departmenj

as of minor importance, I say nothing.)
j

This relative superiority, both in teacher and taught, shows how great'

|

coUegial and academical eflSciency is, in the present state of the Engli;'

Universities, dependent on the character of the Tutors, and consequently, (j

the personal— on the accidental qualities of a Head ; for the Head possess i

in practice the nomination of Tutors, and, in general, the value of the instm
.;

tion is determined by him. And Dr Jenkyns, as Master of Balliol, mi'

fairly claim, for his own, the comparative excellence of his House ; as niaiu;

is it to his zeal, intelligence, and liberality, (though the merit of his predi

cessor ought not to be forgotten,) that this College has now long occupied i

great, and yet so unobtrusive, a pre-eminence among the educational ins;j
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'' Honour. Seven colleges show their instructors thus dassitit'd, in

iMily the proportion—of one in five (2),—of one in four (1),—of

one in three (4). And so forth.

The Disciplince Mathematicce are, in difficulty and importance,

irreatly inferior to the Litcrre Ilumaniores ; but, even to this

inferior department, the collegial teachers are, as a body, obtru-

sively inadequate.—The Tutors, the principal and only regular

instructors, whilst not less than one-half of them have been of the

First Class in L. H., show less even than a sixth part of the body
in the First Class o/D. M. They are even excelled in this by the

mere Keaders. None of the Colleges shews this Honour in the

highest proportion ; none, in fact, shews it in a higher proportion

to the number of instructors, than as one to three, except two

tutious of Oxford. The undergraduates of Balliol are not drawn from the

ohoseu pupils of a great classical school ; they are not elected to tlie College

tor their previous acquirements, and after a Avide competition ; they are not

A few foundation scholars, but, by a great preponderance, iudepeudeut meui-

liers. A certain minimum, indeed, of scholarship is, I believe, now wisely

made a requisite of admission. But the main reason of the average superi-

ority of the Balliol men, in the final examination, must be sought for, in a

better awakening within the College, of their studious activity, and in their

superior tuition. The single advantage which Balliol may claim, is—that

its Fellowships are open ; and the instructors, thercf(jre, may be all competent

to the work. Merton, the second College, both in true historical antiquity,

and in educational eminence, has great advantages, from its Portionists (14),

A large proportion of its undergraduates, being (to say nothing of its clerks)

fleeted by the College, after a trial of comparative merit, and from a large

-phere of competition. But nothing could stand against Corpus, the third

College as an educational institution, if it did not burthen itself by an

extra weight of Gentlemen Commoners (6). The "Scholars" (20), who
1 unstitute the far greatest amount of its undergraduates, are all elected by

the College from a wide enough circle ; they are, therefore, in a great mea-

Mu-e, picked men. And so in Lincoln, University, and the other higher

Colleges. All this only enhances the merit of Balliol. But hoAv much of

lUegial efficiency, with and apart from such advantages, is owing to the

liaracter of a Collegial Head, is known to those who have any i)ractical

icquaiutauce with the English academical system. By him, through the

spirit which he dift'uses, is principally determined the literary level of the

Fellows, and altogether, I may safely assert, the etficieucy of the Tutors,

liut to raise, of necessity, the standard of tutorial competency,— to stimulate

etfectually, certainly, universally, the exertion of the student,—and to direct

it. withal, on the most improving applications ; these are the primary condi-

tions of any beneficial ciiange in the present routine of the University and

Colleges.
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(Queen's and University) ; whilst in fiue the instructors, and i

ten the Tutors, are destitute of it altogether.—And so forth

This is just the result we should anticipate from knowing two

things :

—

Firstly, that the collegial body (Fellows and Head) was

not in general constituted by capacity and learning ;

—

Secondly

that this body had been allowed furtively to usurp, from the Uni-

versity, the whole function of academical instruction. Hence may

be explained :—1°, The lamentable inefficiency of the system an

a whole ;—2°, The mighty difference between College and Col-

lege, as academical instruments, either from the chronic accidenii

of a better constitution, or from the temporary accident of a betteij

collegial staff, and, consequently, a better collegial spirit ;—anc

3°, From this last accident, the remarkable contrast of a CoUeg(j

with itself, in respect of its comparative eificiency at one period!

and its comparative inefficiency at another. The Table manifest

the two former ; and it may be proper here to say something ill

illustration of the third. ,

But now, as I can afford only to be brief, I must limit thj

consideration to a single College, and to First Classes. I shalij

however, take as the example, the most numerous, and in somj

respects the most favourably appointed College f in the Univerj

;>ity—Clmst Church. Of the times to be compared, the oni

shall be the period of thirty years from the first institution c!

classified examinations for the degree, in 1807 ; the other, th;

period of ten years ending in 1847, (the year with which th

Calendar before me terminates.) The one year (1837) inter

mediate between these two periods, is, for uniformity and tl);

* I am fully aware that an Examination like that of Oxford, is (to spea'

only of tlie L. H.) more to be relied on as a test of scholarshii) than of orig;

ual talent,—in so far as these can be divorced ; and that other evidence, saj

that of an able book, ought to be subsequently taken into the estimate. Bi,

however limited, (and of its impartiality 1 have never heard a doubt,) thj

Examination ought, in the absence of any other proof, so far to be relied orj

more especially when a candidate, not of very nervous temperament, h;

'

aimed at academical distinction. But, in the case of the collegial iustnictor;

such supplementary or countervailing evidence can rarely be adduced ;
fo^

with two or three honourable exceptions, none of them have enabled tlj

world to gage their competency, by publication.

t I say only " in some respects :" for the " Students" of Christ Chur«

are of those collegial ' institutions" which Bishop Coplestone justly cal;

'' the u-orst," (above, p. 399) ; and Christ Church admits a more numerov

body of Gentlemen Commoners, the academical opprobrium, tiian any oth^

House in the University. (Sec below.)
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,)nvenience of numeration, omitted. The former period, be it

' 'served, I shall call the three decades, the latter the one

cade.

Double Firsts.—In the three decades Christ Church, com-

mencing the series,* shows of these, twenty-nine ; whilst all the

t[: , other Houses have, among them, only thirty-two. The former

CE land latter have thus, on an average, severally, about one Double

m JFu'st a-year : but the honour, in pro])ortion to the number of

J I; (undergraduates, is in Christ Church, (with its 180,) rather more

(lit (than 1:6; in the other Houses, (with their 1346,) rather more

k ithan 1 : 42. The College is thus seven times superior to the Uni-

-E iversity.—In the one decade, things arc, however, marvellously

ol
I

changed. For whilst the other Houses maintain the proportion

I j of 1:45; Christ Church, having now no Double First, sinks to

II
the negative proportion of : 180,

—

disappears.

First Classes in Litera' Humaniores.—In the three decades

Christ Church can boast of these honours,

—

ninety-seven ; that is,

in their proportion to the number of undergraduates as 1 : 1 • 9 ;

whereas the other Houses, together, have of these only two hun-

'red and forty ; that is, in the same proportion, as 1:5*6.

Christ Church, in this respect, is thus ahead of the University,

in a threefold ])roportion.—The superiority is however reversed

in the one decade : Christ Church now showing a proportion of

only 1 : 9 •
; whilst the rest of the University shows a propor-

jt

jtion of 1 : 4 • 6,—that is, beats the College by two to one.—In the

P
Vthree decades, of these honours : Christ Church has an annual

jj
'average of 3*2; the other Houses an annual average of only

-
! 8 • In the one decade, on the contrary, Christ Church exhibits

'inly an annual average of • 7 ; whilst the other Houses exhibit

un annual average of 9 • 7. Christ Church has thus fallen to little

'[•
I
more than a, ffth of its former height; Avhcreas the University

I
!at large has, by nearly a fifth, arisen.

First Classes in Disciplince 3Iathematicce.—In the three de-

'ades, Christ Church has of these, seventy-two; that is, in the

I

proportion of honours to numbers, as 1:2-4; whilst the other

, I Houses have of these only a hundred and thirty-six ; that is, in

I

the same proportion, as 1:10*0. The College thus beats the

I 1 University by more than/oiw to one.—In the one decade, how-

• ver, this relation of superiority is again reversed ; the University

At the head of tlu- scries stands- /.V^/^r/Vw ]Wl.
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now beating the College by more than two to one : for whilisi

Christ Church has sunk to a proportion of 1 : 21 •
; the othei

Houses continue to show that of 1 : 10 • 2.—In the three decades

the annual average of Christ Church is, 2 • 4 ; of the Universit}

at large, 4 • 5.—But in the one decade, whilst Christ Church ha;

only • 3 ; the general average, per annum, is 4-2. Thus th(

efficiency of the other Houses remains nearly stationary ; wherea

that of Christ Church has dwindled even to an eighth.

Such is the remarkable contrast of a College, in the spirit

study, to itself : Christ Church, in the former period, rising

proudly, far above the level of the University, as, in the latte:

it has subsided humbly, far beneath it. A display of the cause

of this declension I leave for those competent to the task ; but i

will be found, I am assured, in the higher instruction and tli

higher example, consequently, in the higher standard and higlic

determination to attain it, once so honourably prevalent in tl

society, and now so unhappily suspended. But such fluctuation!

such lamentable falls are only possible in an ill-regulated Unive:

sity ; and it should be the aim of any academical improvement

Oxford, no longer to abandon the welfare of its students to th

accidents—of private effort, the exception, of private remission, tlij

rule, but securely to preserve, by public measures, in equablj

and proper tension, the exertion of all its alumni.

Such (apart from alf consideration of the objects taught) is tl

present state of educational efficiency in the Oxford Houses, ;

exhibited by the standard of the Oxford Examination. Tl

institution of this standard Avas, indeed, decisive ; it constitut*

even, as will hereafter be apparent, an epoch in the fortunes v

the school. It is destined, in the long run, to raise the Unive

sity to its ancient supremacy above tlic Colleges,—or rather tl

Colleges to their proper level ; nor needs it any wizard to forese^

that the public Examination must issue in the overthrow of tl

present private and depressing usurpation. For meting, to

certain extent, the proportion of ability and acquirement foui

in its several graduates, this their relative proficiency it signalis

and pubhshes to the world. The world is thus now enabled, ^

it was always entitled, to ask :— Whj should the public, a>'

exclusively privileged, education of Oxford be abandoned to tho\

—whether College Heads or College Tutors—luhom Oxford }u\

self reports, as comparatively incompetent ; and this, moreovtl

to the haivishment, from academical usefulness, of those who]

a,

i

1
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k)xford also reports, to be of the wortJiiest among Jier sons 1'' Tlic

Imswer is precise. This is done : 1°, because the llciuls of the

i?ollegial interest, were for a certain personal advantage in the

[state and church, unconstitutionally raised by a detestable prime

ininister (by Archbisliop Laud,) to government and supremacy in

phe University, thougli, as a body, wholly unable, from their

lights, and still less inclined from their interests, to administer

j;he University, in furtherance of its essential ends. 2°, Because

i,he coUegial boiUes have, through their Heads, for their private

ijehoof, and, in violation of oath and statute, superseded the Uni-

jk-ersity in the office of instruction. 3°, Because these bodies not

being, in general, constituted by merit, their members, though

latterly monopolising all privileged education, have been, in gene-

ral, unable to reach even the higher ranks of academical suffi-

)iency, for less the eminence which ought to be required of aca-

lemical instructors. And this last fact,—that the collegial mono-

aolists of university education are not in general the persons to

38 constituted into the guides, patterns, preceptors of studious

j'outh :—this is proved, in the first place, by the standard of aca-

ilemical sufficiency, the examination for degrees; and in the

feecond, by a comparison, through an adecpiate period, of one

House with another, and even of one House with itself, in regard

pf its efficiency as an instrument of education. For though the

[standard of the E.xamination be far too limited, and even within

Its hmits far from perfect ; still, on the average, and in the

absence of other evidence, it must be relied on ; and this we may
fuore securely do, when we find that the public eminence of its

Instructors, and the public eminence of its graduates, are, in a

|College, not only not discordant, but far more in unison than

jinight, perhaps, have been anticipated. Now judging by this

|2ombined standard, unless tlie collegial interests, as a whole, had

'been altogether incompetent to the work of academical instruc-

n. and left, in fact, without interference to do as little as it

"-e, the following results could not have been afforded. For,

fas we have seen, {abstracting from All Sotds and the Halls,)

jCoUege varies from College, as an educational instrument:—1",

jin the more important department of L. II., on the higher stan-

dard of First Classes, eigldeenfold, and on the standard most

i' I \ curable to mediocrity of Valued Classes, fi-om four to five-

h-ld : 2". in the less important department of D. 31., altove ten
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times on the more ambitious criterion of First Classes, and nearly

twelve times on the humbler criterion of Valued Classes.

This difference of House and House ought, indeed, to fill us

!

with astonishment ; at least, it utterly astonished me. For though
!

prepared to expect not a small, I was wholly unprepared for the

mighty, contrast which the collegial comparison in the Table

manifests. I was aware, of course, that men—that youths are in

ordinary little more than the passive reflectors of the education

which they chance to receive ; but I was certainly pre-disposed

,

to rate far higher the exceptive number of those, who, in a Uni-J

versity like Oxford, would pursue their studies independently of
j

all external constraint, and to whom the offices of a Tutor shouldj

prove, in fact, more impediments than aids. Others too therej

were, and in numbers not to be overlooked, whom no tuition coul

avail to raise out of the low level to which native incapacity h
doomed them. Finally, there were many, who sought, privatel;

and without their College, for the tuition which they could no'

satisfactorily at least, find publicly or within. All these clasi

were distributed throughout the Houses, and all it behoved tc

take into account, as tending to bring the Houses to an average

equality. On this equalising tendency I had calculated much

—

too much indeed. For the statistics of the Table show how uni-

formly, notwithstanding every equalising tendency, rank in the

academical examinations is the result of a right preparatory tui-i

tion, and how rarely the honours of the University are wonj

except by competitors trained to victory through a course o:

sound collegial discipline. But such a discipline, though sucli

be its effect, how seldom, if ever, is it now afforded by the Col
1

leges—in full efficiency ? For, admitting that the higher ancl

fewer Colleges perform, in Oxford, all that, as educational instij

tutes, they should and can ; still on the other hand, the lowe:j

and more numerous Houses are seen, on the criterion of th<j

University itself, to fail most signally in this essential function!

which they pretend, and that exclusively, to discharge. Yet, ii;

the midst of this manifold and obtrusive defalcation, the Churel

and the State look on ; the nation is quietly defrauded of th

education for which it has especially provided ; whilst the exclii

sive privileges are still suffered to subsist, long after the condi!

tions, on which alone these were originally conceded, have bee;

illegally suspended. " Not individual persons only," says th

I

I
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rioat Herder, "' but schools and universities, outlive tlieniselves,

II semblance, their body still survives, while the soul has lon<>-

H en fled, or they glide about, like shades of the departed, auioni,'

lie rigures of the living. Once were they so useful, and there

;vy in them the germ of a great developcment. But all has its

uppointed limit. The form which still remains has overlived itself,

lias ! to what a century do they recall us ! To the strange tastes

it" long buried generations ! There they stand, establishments of

I bygone time, in all its pressure ! They follow not the genius of

.he age, and, incapable of renewing with it their youth, have thus

alien from their ancient usefulnes." But the English Universi-

I.'s. and Oxford in particular, though ancient, are not so much
uperannuated as diseased. Though enfeebled, certainly, they do

lot so much manifest the symptoms of death, as of a suspension,

)r rather metastasis, of life ; for their original, their statutory con-

titution is superseded, but superseded, not for public, but for

>rivate, advantage. The better hope, therefore, of their restora-

ion. For the old and legal is gone ; while no respect is due to

he modern, which has only too long been suifered perfidiously to

i-urp its place. Oxford may, indeed, be resembled to a vcne-

able oak; whose abated vigour is divei-ted from heart to bark,

lilt this cortical life, now only manifested in its suckers, is. in fact,

vhoUy expended in these parasitic offshoots, which, while they

• aste without replacing, are allowed to represent, as they con-

il, the parent tree.

'' Stat magni nominis umbra.

Qualis frugifero querciis sublimis in agro

Exuvias veteres populi, sacrataque gestans

Dona ducura ; nee jam validis radiclbus haerens,

Pondere fixa sue est, nndosque per acira ramos

Etfundens, trinico, uon frondibus, efficit unibrani

:

At qiiamvis primo nutet casura sub Euro,

Et quamvis circum sylvae se robore tollant,

Sola famen colitur.''''

II. Such being Oxford as it is, I now proceed to Oxford (I

[shall not say, as it should, but) as it might be. For I would pro-

jpose a scheme of improvement, manifest and easy ; but not insi-

jQuate that a better might not be devised. In fact, as already

indicated, I look not alone nor principally to what is theoretically

jthe best, but to what is practically the most feasible. I limit

myself, likewise, to the fundamental faculty, that of Arts or libc-

lal instruction, and to the lower department of that faculty,—to
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that, in which alone the University now pretends to educate.

From all higher and more ambitious proposals I refrain ; refrain

from all schemes of reform, which may lightly be desired, but

may not lightly be accomplished. I would suggest obvious reme-

dies for obvious vices ; and should prefer making use of the means

already in appliance, to seeking after others which may specu-i

latively be superior. Accordingly, were the institutions of domes-

tic superintendence and tutorial instruction, even in themselves

defective, I should be unwilling to supersede them ; for the simple

reason, that they are already established, and consuetudinary. It

is easy also to wish, that Headships and Fellowships were, as they

ought to be, made the reward of literary eminence ; but such

wish, it would be difficult if not impossible to realise. To found,

therefore, a scheme of academical reform on this or any similar

i

ideal, would be to frustrate it by anticipation. Any measure of

practical reform ought, therefore, in my opinion, to attempt only

to remove intolerable abuses, and to cure them only by the least

violent substitutions. This, at least, in the first instance ; for

Reformation should be gradual. The great end towards perfec-

tion is, indeed, to initiate improvement. Every step forward*

necessitates an ulterior advance ; so true is the adage which old

Hesiod has sung,
—

'A^^'-^ 'i"'"'^ -Trocvrog. Thus the Oxford Examina-!

tion statutes were the first eiforts of the University to rise out oi

the slough of abasement into which it had long subsided;* and

the Examination, now affording an undeniable rule, by which to

evince, that the Oxford Houses do not, in general, perform thd:

arrogated ofl[ice of instruction, in any satisfactory degree, at

* Before the Examination Statutes passed, after tlie commencemerii

the present century, Oxford awarded her degrees, from first to hist, withoiil

trial, and independently of acquirement.

—

Crousaz, writing in 1725, says

" In Oxford the new philosophy is known as little to its members as to th(

Australian savages ; and M. Bernard pleasantly remarks, that these worthii

are a century or two behind their age, and perhaps will so eternally remain

The spirit of Protestantism is hardly breathed in Oxford." (Logique, P. I.

S. i., c. 6.)

—

Wendeborn^ who travelled through England before 1788, give

an amusing account of the Praises, Respondent, and the three Opponent?

consuming the statutory time in profound silence, and the study of a nov(

or other entertaining work. (Beschreibung, &c., III. p. 218, 219.)—A simi

lar description of the ceremonial is given by Vicesimus Knox, (who, if

recollect, was himself of Oxford.) It will be found in his Moral Essa}.--

but the book is not at hand.—Cambridge, till lately, if not to the preseu

day, bestows its degree on all and sundry wlio bring up a luininiuni (.

mathematics. 1
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iiiniliilates, by stultitying, all resistance on their part, wliilst it

•annot fail of determining, in pnblic opinion, the necessity of an
icademical reform. Bnt, in truth, the most zealous champions in

i;o cause, may be looked for in those intelligent individuals, whom
ulent has connected with the collegia! interest, and in the l(>ss

ilicient Houses; for it is they who will naturally be most

iiipressed with the academical inadequacy of their colleagues,

iiost ashamed of the inferior level of their Colleges,—and most
.tive in originating and carrying out any feasible measure of

improvement.—But the Examination not only manifests the

iirgency, it likewise affords the possibihty, of reform. Through
lie influence of the Examination, the standard of literary qualiti-

ation has in Oxford been gradually rising ; and accordingly the

melioration would now be easy, which formerly could have only

iesulted in failure. Though far inferior to the Oxford lilxauiina-

;on, that of Cambridge, as earlier, caused likewise an earlier

ilvance. For without such a criterion, how perverse soever it

loay be, the collegial elections would now, as heretofore, be there

throwing merit out of account : and there the Tutors might still

10 whistling to their pupils the old tune, which, as pupils, had

lecn piped to them ;—Cambridge might still be Cartesian in

l-*hysics, as Physics are still, indeed, its peculiar Philosophy, and

.fathematics all its Logic.

In the subsequent observations I shall pursue the following

rder :—i.) Recapitulate the contrast betw^een the legal and illegal

11 the education which the great English Universities, and in

)articular Oxford, aiford in their fundamental faculty ;—ii.) State

he ends, the full accomplishment of which constitutes the perfec-

ion of an university, as a school of liberal study ;—iii.) Compare

he means, now at work, especially in Oxford, with the oids which

iich a seminary ought to fulfil ;—and iv.) Suggest such changes

- may most easily be made, to render that school a more efficient

iistruraent for the purpose of general and preparatory education.

. Contrast betiveen the legal and illegal, in the education which,

ii'ith more especial reference to Oxford, the English Universities

afford in theirfundamentalfaculty.

1", De jure: The necessary academical discipline is public and

inmon; given by the University in public prelection and public

•xercise.

—

Defacto: The sole academical discipline is private and
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peculiar
;
given by the several Houses in their domestic tuition

(See pp. 389, 390, 441, 445.)

2°, he jure: The University stands provided with a large stal

of Prgelectors or Professors.

—

De facto : These are now extinct

with the exception of a few, that remain " the shadows of ;

name." All public Exercise, of old thought justly more importani

than prelection, is, in like manner, defunct,—nay even forgotterj

(See pp. 394, 397, 425, 445, 446, 448.)

3°, Dejure: The domestic instructor or Tutor, is any respeci^

able graduate, chosen by the pupil, nor does it even appear thai

they must be of the same House ; and the Tutor's principal func,

tion is, by statute, to look after his pupil's hair, clothes, an-

catechism.

—

Be facto : The Tutorial office is exclusively usurpe,

by the College Fellows, who are seldom Fellows trom any literar!

merit ; out of them the Tutor is nominated by the College Hea(

who is seldom Head for his ability or learning ;* to a Tutor, si

* I have elsewhere (p. 399, sq.) shewn, how the collegial foundatioi'

were, in Oxford, not intended to supply ability, but to relieve want; ai.

that their members were, in general, not dependent for their appointment (

any academical merit. In addition thereto, and with special reference to tl

Heads, I may adduce the testimony of Mr Ward^ late Fellow of Trinity Col

lege, and Deputy High Steward of the University of Oxford. In the Prefa-I

to his translation of the Oxford University Statutes (1845) he says :—
\

"There is nothing, thej-efore, in the original destination of a Head of;

College, or in the statutory terms of his elevation, which involves his aptituij

for a governor of the universal academical body. But is he at all bett:

qualified for the purpose under the alterations of the old collegiate constit

,

tions, which a change of the national religion, and no less of the nation,

manners, has effected in the long course of four or five hundred years ? T

;

maintenance of the Roman Catholic Faith being the ground-work of collegia^

foundations, the founders have, in almost all cases, insisted on their establis i

ments being governed by an ecclesiastical person ; and even where the sti

tutes are not imperative on this point, the natural course of things leads
i

the same result. Of all the nineteen Colleges, only one at this time
|

governed by a layman. The Heads of Colleges are, as has been said befo
|

elective ; and it will readily appear, that if the founders themselves left ti

general advantage of the University quite out of view, while considering t

qualifications of then- principal College officer, the interest and position of 1
j

statutory electors are nearly concerned not to supply the defective ingredie!

On the avoidance of the Headship, one place is of course gained by ev(f

Fellow who has a vested interest in the foundation, but an adroit exercise
f

the franchise may convert the single vacancy into two or more steps ["

advancement to the Junior members, and the election, inconsequence, usuc^

ftdls on the incumbent of the best lirinr/ ov othov office or prefei'ment belong';,
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iltialilied and appointed, every intrant to University and Cullei^e

iiinst subject himself; and on this Fellow, or his associate Tutors.

i^ the University now wholly dependent for all the academical

.iisciphne aifordcd to the alumnus. (wSee pp. 395-402, 426.)

II tlie society, and his promotion creates a fresh vacancy, perhaps a series of

\ aeancics. But it may bo said that the motive of interest woiikl only attach

I.I a portion of the electors; another remains, which must equally affect the

wiiole body, or at least the residents. All the College codes give most
rxteusive powers to the Head of the society

; he must be constantly in resi-

: 'uce, too, within the same precincts as the Fellows; it stands to reason,

itfore. that a much more effective and natural consideration in the choice

. :i future next-door neighbour, who should be a censor, and must be a

puperior, trill be his characterfor complaisance and innffmsiveness, rather than

\any overstrained anxiety for the honour or advantage which will accrue to the

i University. A f/ood, easy Head ofa clerical club will be in much greater demand
\among its thirty orforty Fellows and ijicumhents, than a gifted saye^ [f nny such

the society possesses, icho ivill exert himself to improve the system of instruction

pursued in the University.

'• If, tlicrefore, the disposition to acquiesce in the existing state of things

liiu the walls of his own College, constitutes, in all likelihood, the most

rative recommendation for the Head of a House, what hopes can be fairly

iitertained that he will be more energetic in his accessory character of a

I invernor of the general academical corporation? But it is only necessary

to look to their own volume of the Caroline statutes, to form a judgment of

ithe legislative capacity of the Board ; for they have there put it on record,

muler the name of Additions to Laud's Code. The staple of these additions

lie substitution of one fox-m of words for another, equally untrue or inappli-

'lo to the present times; fresh incense offered to mere rank and wealth,

riud new sumptuary enactments, which must be illusory, so long as Laud's

[Statute (Tit. iii. sect'. 1) is suffered to remain unrepealed, and to drive all the

\Undergraduates of the University into some twenty Colleges and Halls, never

^'Calculated by their founders for the superintendence of a fifth of their existing

lumbers. It may be sufficient here to state, generally, that at about the coni-

Iraencement of the present century it became apparent to the University itself,

ithat, either from the natural working of the Caroline Code, or from its forma-

lllties only having been kept up, whilst its spirit had been allowed to expire,

pxfard had virtually abdicated instruction, and was converted into a mere

barket of degi-ees for those persons who could throw away the time and aflbrd

|the pecuniary means, which had become the chief conditions for acquiring

(them. An effort was therefore indispensable, and the University Mas saved

ifrom extinction as a nurseiy of learning, by the New Examination Statute

—

ia vast improvement, no doubt, upon the previous method, but still confes-

isedly, at the present day, after forty years experience, and a nudtituile of

'amendments, liable to very great and striking objections.

•From a legislative body, composed like that which has been described,

' hopeless to expect any comprehensive scheme ofreformationproceedingfrom

[f: perhaps it is also unreasonable, for it never has legislated indopend-

ly on a great scale," &c. (p. ix. sq.)
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As contrary to reason, contrary to statute, and contrary to

oath, the present system (if system it may be called), can not

long endure. The necessity of perjury must be made to cease
;

law and fact must again be brought into union, and their subse-i

quent separation should be precluded. Finally, the actual ought

to be approximated to the rational. Such approximation is not,

however, to be accomplished by a mere return from the modern

and illegal to the old and statutory. For though the statutorv

constitution of the University and its instruction was, in formci

ages, far superior to the mutilated fragment of education no^

long alone precariously attempted by intrusive, interested, anc

incompetent means, it would, as has been said, be a rash inferenci

to conclude, that what is old, and even statutory, is all good ;—

that what is new, and even illegal, is all vicious. This leads m

to the second head of consideration.

ii.) The Ends which a University in its fundamental faculty

that is, as a seminary of liberal accomplishment, is bound U

propose.

But before stating the ends of a University, it is pi'oper t(

premise a distinction and explanation. For a University in ordi'

nary, and in ordinary acceptation, involves two very differen-

things :—involving 1", what is properly the University, a school

to wit, for liberal or general knowledge ; and 2°, a collection o

special schools, for one, two, three, or more of the learned profes!

sions. In the former respect, the student is considered, as an &m
into himself ; his perfection, as a man simply, being the aim o

his education. This is the end proposed in, what is academicalh

known as, the Faculty of Arts or of Philosophy. In the latte:

respect, the learner is not viewed as himself an end, that en(

being now something out of himself: for not his perfection as ;

man, but his dexterity as a professional man,—in a word, his use

fulness as an instrument, has become the aim of his scientific pre

paration. This end is that proposed in, what are academically

known as, the Faculties of Theology, Law, Medicine, &c. ; and i

this relation, a University is, in fact, only a supplemental an

contingent aggregation of special schools, the only connection tha'

these have with each other, or with the University, being, th?

they all hold out to be liberal, that is, they all hold out to educat

to professions which presuppose always a liberal accomplishraen

if not always an education in the liberal fiiculty, or faculty of art
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In certain universities, indeed, and in certain of tlieir itruiessiuiial

faculties, a degree is now given without a liberal education : but in

these cases, the profession has ceased to be liberal or learned, and
the instruction by the academical fiiculty is really that of a mere
special school. Pro tanto, the University has, in fact, illegally

abrogated itself; and it would be difficult to say, whether the

English or the Scottish Universities have acted more contrary to

law and common sense, in their grant of medical degrees, the

former without professional, the latter without liberal, education.

The latter certainly is the more dangerous to the public, if the

more profitable to the medical professors.—Nor is historical fact

here at variance with philosophical theory. This distinction of a

University into two parts,—into a part essential or fundamental,

and into a part contingent or accessory, is shown in the chrono-

logical developement of academical institutions. The older Univer-

sities (as Paris, Oxford, &c.) originated in the fundamental Faculty

of Arts, the other Faculties being subsequently by accident, and

it different times, one or more of them, annexed. And at present,

the English Universities, though still allowed to exercise the pri-

vilege of granting degrees in the special faculties, have, it may be

'iiirly said, long virtually abandoned the relative instruction ; so

:hat Oxford and Cambridge are now what they were at first,

—

-chools exclusively of liberal instruction, but of liberal instruction,

t should be added, not in all, but only in certain arbitrary

^ranches.

Limiting, therefore, our view by the limitation of the English

Universities, to the essential faculty alone, the abstract ends

lecessarily proposed by a University may be stated, as in all,

liree:—lo, to supply competent instruction; 2°, to excite the

rquisite exertion ; and 3°, to grant a true certificate of pro-

loiency. These being the ends which a university necessarily

n-oposes, the degree in which it accomplishes these, will neces-

arily determine the degree of its perfection.

To accomplish these abstract ends, a University must employ

ortain concrete means. But though means are necessarily con-

lucive to ends, it is not necessary that each several end should be

xclusively effected by its several mean. One mean may conduce

several ends, and one end may be subserved by a plurality of

iicans ; nay, what is directly an end, may also indirectly operate

s a mean. Thus, the Examination for a certificate of proficiency,

e. for a Degree, though its immediate end be the ascertainment

2 u
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of a certain minimum of learning, yet, mediately, this Examina-

tion, with its proximate end, may become a powerful mean towards

another end, the excitement, to wit, of exertion in the student.

Tliis, therefore, makes the disintrication and abstract distinction

of the ends and means proposed by a University inconvenient, and

without detail impossible ; accordingly, in conformity to conve-

nience, I shall simply enumerate, (attempting no speculative classi-

fication.) as ends, all that a University should accomplish, although

these accomplishings may, strictly considered, often partake more

of the character of means.

First end—As a University, even in all its faculties, cannot

teach the omne scihile, and as there is an order and subordina-

tion among the departments of knowledge ; a University, more

especially in its fundamental faculty, is bound to secure by pre-

ference those studies which, supposed by the others, are neces-

sary, not only on their own account, but for the sake of ulterior

progress. In other Avords : a University, though it cannot com-

pass the cycle of knowledge, is required to supply its introduc-

tion. This manifest principle has, however, too frequently beeD

neglected in our modern Universities—nay, even reversed. Teach-

ing every thing, they teach nothing :

—

N;j;r/o/, ova svo/iiroiu oau 'Tr'hiou '/j/^iav -T^oiUTOi.

Second end—A University should supply competent, and exclnd(

incompetent, instructors. This supposes that the instructor shouki

possess not merely an empirical knowledge of his subject, but jj

philosophical ; that he should know it, not merely as a complexu^

of facts, but as a system of efi'ects and causes ; and that, besidei

his synthetic comprehension of the whole, he should have

lytically examined how the parts are dependent on each othel

and how they mutually concur to the constitution of the whok

If he teach an author, he must be famihar, not merely with th

work he teaches, but with all the writings of his author, and thl

relative opinions of the learned. If he teach a doctrine, he mus

be acquainted with it, not merely in itself, but in its connection, ;j

scientific and historical. In short, as Aristotle admirably show %—" The one exclusive sign of a thorough knowledge is the powfj s

of teaching." (Metaph. I. i.) But how many teachers are dest' . i

tute of all this knowledge, and never even suspect their deficiencjj yjc

How many confidently profess, who are wholly unqualified, ^ li

instruct !—But beside his ability to teach, an academical instructij tp

should be actuated by a good will. He should be ready to sol'

i
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any difficulty propounded, and to afford aid and advice to his

pupils in the conduct of their studies. This was, indeed, enjoined

by statute in several of the older Uuiversities ; and in Oxford the

public Readers (now defunct) were required to remain for a cer-

tain time daily after lecture, in order to answer all pertinent

(juestions that might be put to them.

Third end—A University ought likewise to place conspicuously

before the eyes of the student, and, of course, more especially to

secure in its instructors, high living examples of erudition and
ability. For, in proportion as the academical standard is elevated,

will be the discontent of its alumni with any pitch of attainment

inferior to the highest, and their consequent effort towards an ever

loftier accomplishment; whereas, the natural result of a low

-tandard in the teacher, will be (independently of other evils,)

-olf-contentment and conceit, or disgust and inertion, in the taught.

The beginning—the middle—the end, indeed, of wisdom, is the

consciousness of ignorance ; the consciousness of ignorance is thus

rlie condition of progress. Hence the aim of every intelligent

t,^overnor of a University has been, even apart from formal instruc-

tion, to obtrude the highest patterns of learned talent on the

immediate observation of its teachers and its taught, in order to

repress, in all, any tolerance of mediocrity : aware, with Bion,

that " The conceit of knowledge is the arrestment of progress
;

" as

with Seneca,—" Multos potuisse ad sapientiam pervenire, nisi

[Hitassent, se pervenisse." This enlightened policy I have else-

where endeavoured to illustrate.* (See pp. 362-365.)

Fourth, end—As the student comes (or milst be supposed to

ome) to the University without a love of knowledge for its own

* The universal sense of mankind has indeed established this as a maxim
if education. The following rise to my recollection :

—

The Arabian Sage :
—" A man is wise, so long as he seeks after wisdom,

lilt a fool when he conceits it to be mastered."

The Rabbi Eleazar :
—" "Where there is no reverence, there is no instriic-

ion."

" Brassicanus asked of Erasmus,—How a man might become learned?

riie immediate answer was :
—

' If he haunted the company of the learned
;

lie listened submissively to the sayings of the learned ; if he diligently

ad and re-read the writings of the learned ; but above all, if lie never deemed

'liat he himself was learned.''
"

This may enable us to solve the seeming paradox :—In a country, when;

"irning is rare, the men of learning are common ; in a countiy, where leurn-

.7 is conunon, the men oflearninn are rare.
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sake, as indeed he comes there, not with studious habits ah'eadj

formed, but, in fact, with these to be acquired ; and as ther(

are Hkewise objects of strong ahen interest continually solicitinf

him to remit his efforts : a University is bound to apply sucl

external incitements as, by relation to his previous dispositions

may overbalance all counter seductions, and render his studies

from the first to the last, more pleasurable than their intermission

For, as Isocrates and Aristotle have well expressed it :
—" Th

roots of discipline are bitter, while the fruits are sweet;" an'

as Plato, followed by his greater disciple, untranslatably says :-

" UAv viSo; Itoc I'^oj." Such a stimulus is furnished in the desire c

distinction—in the goad of emulation,—affections strong in al

but characteristically strongest in the young, (" lovers of honouij

yet still more lovers of victory "); and these, if they be constantl

and efficiently applied, determine a sedulous application in th'

pursuit of knowledge, even while such application may still \\

irksome in itself. " In leiirning," says Bacon, " the flight m\

be slow [and low] without some feathers of ostentation ; " an^

thus is it, that, through emulation and the passion for distinction, \^

are enabled to fulfil his precept :
—" As man's nature runs eith(

to herbs or weeds, let us seasonably ivater the one and destroy t'l

other." For, whilst mental effort is the one condition of all mei

tal improvement, yet this effort is at first and for a time painfu

positively painful, in proportion as it is intense; and comparative"

painful, as it abstracts from other and positively pleasurable act

vities. It is painful, because its energy is imperfect, difficu'

forced. But, as the effort is gradually perfected, gradually faci

tated, it becomes gradually pleasing ; and when, finally perfected

that is, when the power is fully developed, and the effort, chang<

into a spontaneity, becomes an exertion absolutely easy, it remai,

purely, intensely, and alone unsatiably pleasurable. For pleasu

is nothing but the concomitant or reflex of the unforced ai

unimpeded energy of a natural faculty or acquired habit ; t

degree and permanence of the pleasure being also ever in propc,

tion to the intensity and purity of the mental energy. The grtj

postulate in education is, therefore,—to induce the pupil to ent-

and to persevere in such a course of effort, good, in its resu',

and delectable, but primarily and in itself irksome. " There i

no royal road to learning." "The Gods," says Epicharm .

" sell us everything for toil ;
" and the curse inherited from Ada,

that ''in the sweat of his face, man should eat his bread," ho >
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alrtj good of every human acquisition. For, "manlivcth not hy broad

til
alone: —" Vivere

Non esse solum vescier itthcre,

Sed laude virtiitisquc finictu

Egrcgiam satiare mentcni."

And with immediate reference to the young ; it would bo pccu-

r folly to expect, that they, especially, should be ever made to

climb the hill of knowledge, stinted of their natural requirements

by the way,—the refreshment of honour, the stinmlant of com-

petition. These affections are implanted in us, implanted, conse-

luently for the w^isest purposes ; and although they may, of

ourso, be misapphed, the inference, from the possibility of their

abuse to the inexpediency of their employment, is futile. IVothing,

indeed, can evince a profounder ignorance of human nature, or a

more disgraceful neglect of the most efficient means within its

crasp, than for a University—than, indeed, for any seminary of

education, to leave unapplied these great promoting principles of

juvenile activity ; and passively to take for granted, that its pupils

will act precisely as they ought, though with every temptation

seducing them from effort, and no appropriate inducement sup-

plied in favour of studious exertion.

Fifth end—As knowledge (man being now considered as an

' nd to himself) is only valuable as it exercises, and by exercise

'levelopes and invigorates, the mind ; so a University, in its liberal

faculty, should specially prefer those objects of study which call

forth the strongest and most unexclusive energy of thought, and

so teach them too, that this energy shall be most fully elicited

in the student. For speculative knowledge, of whatever kind, is

only profitable to the student, in his liberal cultivation, in as much
as it supplies him with the object and occasion of exerting his

faculties; since powers are only developed in proportion as tliey arc

exercised, that is, put forth into energy. The mere possession of

-eicntific truths is, for its own sake, valueless ; and education is

only education, in as much as it at once determines and enables

the student to educate himself. Nor is there tin)e to lose. In

fact, it is now or never ; for, as Rousseau truly says :
—

" L' inha-

1-iitude de penser dans la jeunesse en ote la faculte durant

Ic reste de la vie."—The objects of knowledge, which combine

more entirely this end Avith the first, ought thus to be the prin-

cipal branches of primary academical education. To determine
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what these objects, what these branches are, would lead us into a

discussion which, at present, I willingly avoid ; but the educational

exercises employed by Universities in caUing forth the self acti-

vity of their alumni, are the following :—1. Examination ; 2, Dis-

putation ; 3. Repetition ; 4. Written Composition ; 5. Teaching,

in order to learn ; 6. Conversation with, questioning of, the

learned ; 7. Social study.—Of these in detail.

1. Examination.—By this is meant Examination in the course

of study : and, perhaps, in the circumstances of our modern Uni-

versities, this, of all academical exercises, is the one most gene-

rally useful
;
provided it be fully and fairly carried out,—whicl

it rarely if ever is.—In the first place, it affords a good, if not

indeed, the best of fields, in which emulation may be exerted

but the condition of this exertion is that the competitors be keen*

Keen however they will be, if the examination be regular, frequentj

and well conducted,— if their own number be large, and the indi

viduals not too unequal,—finally, if the competition be public, am

the accruing honour signal. Examination is thus incompatible witii

inertion.—In the second place, it constrains to accurate, minui

and comprehensive study,—in a word, secures the knowledge of

subject, in whole and in part, in itself and in its relations
;
(a repi

tion of the words, either of the book read or of the lecture he

should, of course, be disallowed.) It thus calls out self activit;

and requiring clear and distinct thinking, both in examiner an

examinee, counteracts the prevailing pestilence of slovenly, d(

sultory, effeminate reading.—In the third place, it educates t

jjresence of mind.—In the fourth, to prompt and precise expreji

sion.—In i\\e fifth, it abates conceit, and convinces of deficiency)!

—In the sixth, it impressively teaches, even the mere auditor. !

Examination can be realized in two forms,—forms which ma^

indeed, should be combined. For it is—1° oral ; 2" in writing.*

* The following is a very compendious abridgment of wliat Melanchtho

says in praise of academical Examinations, in his Declamation De Studi

Adolescentum (1529 ?) The whole oration is well worthy of perusal : it wi

be found in his Declamationes, t. i., p. 486 ; in the Selecta^ Declamationei

t. i., p. 465 sq. ; in the Corpus Reformatorum, vol. xi. p. 181 ; and in oth"!

collections.
—" No academical exercise can be more useful than that of Ex;i

mination. It whets the desire of learning, it enhances the solicitude of studj

while it animates the attention to whatever is taught. Every student

alarmed, lest aught should escape him which it behoves him to observ

This anxiety hicites him also to canvass every thing with accuracy, knowii

tliat he must fully and perspicuously explain his understanding of ea(
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2. Disputation.—This exercise is now obsolete, in fact, through-

out our British Universities, and has only a very partial and pre-

several doctrine. In this fear, is found the strongest stinuihis to the hibuur

of learning ; Mithout it, studj' subsides into a cohl, sleepy, lifeless formality.

What wc have only heard or read, come to us like the shadows of a dream,

and, like the shadows of a dream, depart ; but all that we elaborate for oiu--

selves become part and parcel of our intellectual possessions. Piut this

elaboration is forced upon us by examination ; examination, therefore, may
be called the life of studies, without which reading, and even meditation, is

dead.—Against prejudice and error, there is no surer antidote than examina-

tion; for by this the intellect is explored, its wants detected and sui)i)licd,

its faults and failings corrected.—Examination, likewise, fosters facility of

expression, counteracts perturbation and confusion, inures to coolness and

liromptitude of thought.—Xot less useful is examination in restraining the

1 (iurse of juvenile study within legitimate boundaries. Nothing is moru

hurtful, as nothing is more common, than vague and tumultuary reading,

which inflates with the persuasion, without conferring the reality, of erudi-

tion. Wherefore, if examination brought no other advantage than that it

(ounteracts the two greatest pests of education, found, indeed, usually com-

bined, sloth^ to wit, and arrogance;—for this reason alone should examina-

tion be cherished in our Universities. Against sloth there is no goad sharper

or more cflScacious than examination ; and as to arrogance, examination is

tlie very school of humility and improvement. By no other disiipline is

a soaring conceit so effectually taken down ; and this is the reason, why self-

sxtisfied pretenders ever fly examination, whilst those who think less of the

little that they know, than of the much that they know not, resort to it as

tiie most efiicacious mean of improvement."

The subject of academical Examination is also treated well and at great

I'iigth by a distinguished contemporary of Melanchthon, the Flemish thco-

I'lgiau Ilyperius, but with more especial reference to his professional depart-

ment. See his Opuscula Theologica (1570), pp. 364-436. After these older

authorities in favour of examination, independently of its manifest utility, it

may surprise us, that this exercise has, it may be roundly averred, been long

Itsolete in the Protestant Universities of the Empire; for the " Examina-
turia" occasionally and privately opened by individual professors, to such

-tudents as may choose to attend, are not worthy of being mentioned as

exceptions. It is not, however, difficult to explain the want ; though Hol-

land, and thereafter Germany, are the countries, wliere learning has long

tluurished most unexclusively in all its departments, and the I'uiversities

I |»mpriscd the largest complement of the most learned men. For, in the

.first place, the excellence of their academical patronage, supplying the

I 'uiversities with the highest quality of erudition, a course of professorial

I'Ctures aftbrded to the student instruction, better probably than the best

1 publication upon the subject. These lectures, therefore, afforded what could

mit otherwise be so well obtained ; and though merely teaching, the Univer-

sity was not superfluous,—as elsewhere.—But in the second jjiace, what is

"f far more importance,'*' there was, in general, no compulsion of attendance
•^'11 any one academical course. In Germany, a jirofessor had no monopoly
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carious existence in any other. Disputation is, however, in jel]

certain sort, the condition of all improvement. In the mental as i

in the material world, action and reaction are ever in proportion
; ||

and Plutarch well observes, that as motion would cease, were con-

tention taken out of the physical universe, so all human progress

would cease, were contention taken out of the moral, xicademical

disputation, in fact, requiring calls out, and calling out educates

to, the most important intellectual virtues ;—to presence of mind,

to dominion over our faculties, to promptitude of recollection and

of thought, and withal, though animating emulation, to a perfect

command of temper. It stimulates also to a more attentive and

profounder study of the matters to be thus discussed ; it more

deeply impresses the facts and doctrines taught upon the mind

;

and, finally, Avhat is of peculiar importance, and peculiarly accom-

plished by rightly regulated disputation, it checks all tendency

towards irrelevancy and disorder in statement, by astricting the dis-

putants to a pertinent and precise and logically predetermined

of subject ; he could lecture on any branch belonging to his faculty, though

that had been previously selected by a colleague ; and the same could every

other professor, ordinary or extraordiuar}-, indeed any qualified graduate of

the faculty, do by him : indeed no exclusive privilege was accorded to any

course. In these circumstances, there being no compulsion on attendance,

examination could not be enforced ; whUst, contemned by professors, and not

desired by students, it natm-ally fell into desuetude. It was even opposed,

and that on high authority, as contrary to academic liberty.—In the third

place, it was less required in Germany than in other countries ; for, to say

nothing of other causes, literary meiit being there always secure of promo-

tion, and no literary merit there taken upon trust, the result was, (in the

words of a celebrated professor of Goettingen), that " the industry of the

German students was so great, that it became more requisite to restrain

them from over-work, than to excite them to a profitable employment of

their time," &c. — (Meiuers, kurze Darstellung - - d. Goettinyen, (1808),

p. 36.)

Still, the want ot' examination in the German Universities was felt by

intelligent wi'iters on the theory of education ; and beside the incidental

testimonies in approval of the exercise, to be found in the treatises on aca-

demical instruction by Fichte, Schleiermacher, Tittmann, and others, its

restoration was in 1825 formally argued by the celebrated Professor Eich-

staedt of Jena, in two solemn adch-esses to the University, in his capacity of
,

Progi-ammatai-ius, or Public Orator, entitled—" De Examinibus in Acade-

mias Revocandis.''' But Eichsta?dt was not peculiarly qualified for the work ;

and had he merely reprinted the Declamation of Melanchthon, of which,

however, he was unaware, he would have done more towards the result for

which he contended, than by his own eloquence in its commendation.
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ji-Jer in the evolution of their reasonings. Accordingly, in the

.•est of the older Universities, (as in Louvain,) nothing was tau"ht

>y prelection in the fundamental faculty, which was not also <'ono

ivcr in the exercises of disputation and examination. *

* The greatest contrast between the older education afforded in the Uni-
. rrsities and the more modern, is perhaps displayed in regard to the exercise
'[' Disputation ;

and, assuredly, the comparison is not in favour of the latter.

—Before the invention of printing, Universities Averc useful, nay indispen-

able, as organs of publication and learned intercourse. They were compa-
atively few in number ; spoke one learned language

;
professed a common

aith ; tlie crowds wliom they attracted from tlic most distant countries were
niineusc

;
and one academical teacher might then dispense to luindreds, it

uht be to thousands, the information of which, except in such a literary

litre, they could hardly have become aware. Yet these same schools justly

nsidered their function of prelection as in importance greatly inferior to

..irfimctiou of exercise; and among the exercises which they sedulously

iiforccd, that of disputation., regular and frequent, was the principal. With
his, indeed, no other academical act was permitted to interfere. During
ho seasons of disputation all other instruction was suspended

; and every

uean employed to secure an auditory the most numerous.—On tiie otlier

Kind, since the art of printing has totally superseded the Universities, as

-truments of publication ; and since their indefinite multiplication in every

iintry, the divisions of religion, the introduction of the vernacular, com-
liiied, in general, with exclusive privileges to individual chairs, and vicious

ystems of appointment to these chairs themselves, have reduced Univcrsi-

ies, from cosmopolite and catholic, to local and sectarian schools, schools

ikewise often monopolizing instruction, but with instructors comparatively

iiferior both in ability and learning : strange to say, the Avhole function of a

University is now, for the most part, concentrated in the useless ofiice of com •

iiunicating information ; that is, the academical teacher or professor reads

1 his auditors a course of lectures upon subjects which they, with far greater

iiivenience, might study for themselves in books,—lectures, too, which were
iuy ever printed, no one would probably ever dream of reading; whilst

li-putation, (if not every other exercise,) which public seminaries alone can

taiise, is utterly abandoned and even unknown.—Thus the Universities, of

Id, ably and faithfully discharged their higher and their lower duties ; whereas

•f late, they attempt, too frequently, only what is of least importance, and

ttenipt this minor duty, only through inefficient means.—But could dispu-

iitioD, the practical exercise of reasoning, be again restored, (of course, in tlie

ernacular of the disputants, and perhaps less limited, than of ohi, to mere

>gical form,) I have no doubt that it would constitute an era in academical

thciency. Lord Bacon has indeed recommended this. For whilst testify-

iig, that the practice of disputation renders the mind prompt and ail-sided,

• proposes the establishment of what he calls a College of Controversies.

such an institution would be obtained all the advantages of a Deliating

'iety, but with others of the highest importance, whicii are hereby not

iijiplied ; at the same time the serious disadvantages woidd be corrected,
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3. Repetition.—As the end of study, is not merely to compass

the knowledge of facts, but in and from that knowledge to lay up

which adhere to the practice of debate, when not under logical regulation and

intelligent control. (In a professional education for the bar, an institute for

practice, under a competent professor, in which all the steps of a legal pro-

cess should, by the students themselves, be regularly gone through from first

to last, and in concrete examples of every variety of action,—this would inure

them to oral and written pleading before commencing practice, and compen-

diously supply, what cannot now be obtained at all from books or lectures,

and to obtain which, however inadequately, months and years are often spent

in an attorney's or writer's office,—a knowledge of form.)

As it is, indeed, and out of school, all profitable study is a silent disputa-

tion—an intellectual gymnastic ; and the most improving books are precisely

those which most excite the reader,—to understand the author, to supply what;

he has omitted, and to canvass his facts and reasonings. To read passively,

to learn,—is, in reality, not to leara at all. In study, implicit faith, beliet

upon authority, is worse even than, for a time, eiToneous speculation. Tc

read profitably, we should read the authors, not most in unison with, but

most adverse to, our opinions ; for whatever may be the case in the cure ol

bodies, enantiopatluj and not homoeopathy^ is the true medicine of minds. Ac-'

cordingly, such sciences and such authors, as present only unquestionablf

truths, determining a minimum of self-activity in the student, are in a rationa;j

education, subjectively, naught. Those sciences and authors, on the con-

trary, as constrain the student to independent thought, are, whatever be thel

objective certainty, subjectively, educationally, best.—In this respect, n(

writer is to be compared with Aristotle. For while his doctrine is, on everj

point, pre-eminently worth* the knowing, still it is never to be adequatdj

known, without considerable effort. He condenses always the most mean-i

ing in the feAvest words ; he omits whatever may by attention be supplied H

he can, in fact, only be rightly understood, or intelligently admired, by ii

reader, who is familiar with his writings as a whole, and not unable t(

wrestle with the writer. Add to this, that the philosopher is an ancient

and the ancient associations of thought and language are so different fron

the modern, that their study necessarily educates the mind to a liberal ex

pansion, in emancipating it from those fetters which the accidental custom O]

time and country would otherwise impose.—But what renders the study o]

Aristotle so peculiarly profitable for the more advanced student, renders th
|

Aristotelic works no less improper as a primary exercise of thought

:

would it, in fact, be more absurd to inflict the food and exercise of Milo oi|

the tyro athlete, than to introduce an unpractised thinker to philosophy

through the speculations of the Stagirite. An Alma Mater should considenj

with the Apostle, that its alumni at first "have need of milk, and not (|

strong meat ; but that strong meat belongeth to them as are of perfect ag(|

and exercised to discern both good and evil."
j

Of authorities in commendation of this exercise there need be no end. i;

shall qiiote only one, but he one of the highest ;—the elder Scaliger. " Vive

;

says— ' We profit more by silent meditation than by dispute.' This is nc;
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materials for speculation ; so it is not the quantity read, but the

degree of reading, which affords a profitable exercise to the

student. Thus, it is far more improving to read one (good) book
ten times, than to read ten (good) books once ; and " 71071 miilta

sed multum," httle perhaps, but accurate, has, from ancient times,

obtained the authority of an axiom in education, from all who
had any title to express an opinion on the subject. " He who
liyes everywhere is at home no where;" the friend of all is the

friend of none ; nor is there, intellectually, a more contemptible

character, than a Margites, "in omnibus aliquid, in toto nihil."

And, as they are not the healthiest, who eat the most, but who di-

gest the best; so, a University, as an intellectual gymnasium, should

consider, that its "mental dietetic" is tonic, not rcpletory,

—

at its function is not to surfeit, but to stimulate, curiosity,—not

pour in a maximum of information, but through its information,

e it much or little,) to draw forth a maximum of thought. He,

erefore, who reads,—to remember, does well ; to understand,

es better; but to judge, does best.—Nor did the Universities

old repudiate the principle ; and the academical distinction of

ectio Cursoria and Lectio Stataria would, were it explained,

ow that, in them, theory and practice were in unison. *

le. For, as from the collision of stones [liglit], so from the collision of

rinds truth, is struck out. I myself am an example. For often do I medi-

'tate alone, long, and intently ; but without an antagonist,— unless I fight, all

is in vain. A master indeed excites us to higher activity [thnn a book]
;

liut an opponent, be it by his obstinacy, be it by his wisdom, is to me twice a

master." The words of Vives show, in what limitation this illustrious thinker

meant his doctrine to be understood. " But in the sciences of contemplation,

'<y meditation and exercise, we have silent thought and a pondering of the

' umter reasons ; thus do we penetrate more deeply into the knowledge of a

thing, than by dispute or altercation, which more freciuently confuses than

sharpens the judgment." Both are right, and botli their recommendations

•^liould be conjoined. Vives proposes one sort of intellectual eftbrt, for one

'ort of science ; Scaliger, too exclusively, perhaps, proposes another, for all

sciences, and, from his own personality, for all men. For, sooth to say, the

Prince of Verona in his pride, and pride of strengtii, was somewhat of the

literary gladiator. His gi-eat work is, indeed, purely polemical : yet how

many subtle thoughts and important truths, all admirably expressed, does

not this, as indeed all the writings of that extraordinary genius, contain,

amid a mass, it maybe allowed, of now uninteresting matters?

* The older Universities, and particularly Louvain, constrained Tlepeti-

tion (recapitulation, revisal) by statute. See, among others, Vennd.TUS,

),. 281—Wyttenbach (Prfef. ad Eel. Hist. p. xxix.^ notices, that tlie wisdom
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Our modern, stand, however, in this respect signally contrasted

with our ancient, schools. For if, in theory, all authorities be at \

one, in regard to the importance of this principle ; how few are i

now the Universities which carry it out fairly into practice?

Nay, even in some of them, where it is not actually violated,

the usage has been accidentally determined,—less by enhghtened

views, than by the convenience of their teachers.

Independently, also, of its intrinsic importance, as a fundamental

maxim of education, the principle acquires a relative importance,

as a prophylactic against the pernicious influence of the world in

after hfe. In this respect, more especially, holds good—" Non

scholse, sed vitse, discendum. " For in the bustle of life, few are

able to realise what they may deem the best ; and all of us arei

more or less, seduced into the knowledge of a thousand things,

tending only to amuse, tending onl}'- to distract and dissipate

the mind. Superficiality (better expressed by tlie Greek

UoXvTr^xyfioav'jyi, by the German Vieliuissereij,) is, in the world,

indeed, the order of the day. Ours is emphatically " the reading

age
;

" and the many are now sure to accord their admiration,

not to the scholar who really knows the best, but to the sciolist

who apparently knows the most. To counteract this hapless

tendency, there is nothing but a good education,—a sound erudi-

tion ; but as these are now unfortunately, in this island especially,

at a sorry pass, with all our information, so various and so vast,

we stand, as individuals, intellectual dwarfs, in contrast to

giants—the ignorant, but thinking, giants of antiquity. " Cun

nihilque sumus." (See p. 39.)

4. Written Composition.—By this is understood an ordinary

exercise in the course of academical instruction, and is either com-

bined with, or apart from, oral examination. As an improving
j

effort, both of thought and its expression, writing has generally

of our aucestors had destined vacations, uot only for the health and recre-

ation of student and professor, but principally "ad repetitioneni instaura-

'

tionemquc studiorum.

—

Hxc feriata repetition ut per otium et minorera festi-

nationeni facta, plurimum valet ad interiorera intelligentiam
;

plui-imumi:

habet et voluptatis continua progressuum aniiuadversione, et incitameutiadij

studii laborisque constantiam."—In Goettingen, and some other German

^

Universities, there is an order of inferior academical instructors, whose com- (I

petehcy is guaranteed by public appointment ; they are called Repetents, andj

go over with the students the professorial lectures. But there the pro

serial lectures are worth that trouble ; and the Repetents supply in part, bnt.|

only in part, the want of public examination, &c.
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lieen commended. It is unnecessary, tlierefore, to dwell upon its

uses. But to become fully and certainl^^ profitable, it is nstrictcd

to conditions.—1". The writing should be more or less limited,

that is, be in answer to questions, more or less articulate. The
student should not be left to roam at large ; but be made to think

precisely and pertinently, by confining him to certain definite

points.—2°. The composition should be strictly and intelligently

•riticiscd. 3". It should be read, at least written with the hope

jf being read, before a large auditory ; and according to its

merits, it should obtain immediate approbation, and co-operate

towards ultimate honour.

5. Teaching, in order to learn.—The older Universities, all of

them, regarded the exercise of teaching as a necessary condition

if a perfect knowledge ; in recent times, the Universities have,

ivith equal unanimity, neglected this. Yet there can be no doubt,

I think, of the superior wisdom of the more ancient practice.

For teaching, like " the quality of mercy, is twice blessed ; it

ilesseth him that gives and him that takes." At present, we, of

:ourse, consider teaching, only in the former relation,—only as

the instruction of others, is, itself, an instruction of ourselves.

—

We have already seen {Second end, p. 674), that no one can

lightly teach, who is not fully cognisant of the matter' to be

taught. But on the other hand, the preparation for, and the

very process of, instruction, react most beneficially on the know-

ledge of the instructor,—if the instructor be what (intellec-

tually and morally) he ought. If so : Teaching constrains

liim to a clear and distinct consciousness of his subject, in

Its several bearings, internal and external ; it brings to his

iljservation, any want or obscurity, lurking in his comprehension

>f it as a whole ; and urges him to master any difficulty, the

solution of which he may have previously adjourned. The neces-

sity of answering the interrogations of others compels him, in

fact, to interrogate and to answer himself. In short, what ho

had learned synthetically, he is now obliged, for the inverse pro-

cess of instruction, to study analytically. But a combination of

analysis and synthesis is the condition of a perfect knowledge,

and as to a perfect knowdedge,

—

" Quodque parum uovit, nemo doccre potest."

This, however, as has been said, supposes, that he who prac-

tises instruction, has the requisite talents and dispositions. If its

conditions be not performed, what is called (but is not real) instruc-
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tion, is not an improving act, in either relation. It is, at best, a

mechanical eifort ; a mere pouring out of what had been pre^

viously poured in. And yet, too many, even of our academical

instructors, are no better. Professing to teach, teaching is for

them no self-improving process ; and as to their pupils,—" lis

sifflcront de jeunes Perroquets, comme ils ont ete siffle eux-memes,

lorsqu'ils apprirent a devenir Perroquets."

Nor must it be supposed, that the older Universities, though

enjoining, nay, even enforcing, the practice of instruction, as a

mean of learning, abandoned the higher academical teaching to

the prelusive efforts of these student-doctors. On this, the

monostich of Dionysius Cato states their precept and their

practice :

—

" Disce, sed a doctis; iudoctos ipse doceto."*

* I have already (pp. 391, 447, 448) stated, how Universities as they

arose and flourished, during the middle ages, made instruction, by the

learner, a necessary exercise towards a more perfect learning. Every

Bachelor, or incomplete graduate, was required, in order to qualify him for

the higher degree, to teach certain books or subjects ; and every Master or

Doctor was compelled by statute, and frequently on oath, to teach (regere,

regere scholas,) for a certain period, Avhich was commonly two years, imme-

diately subsequent to graduation. During that period of compulsory pre-

lection, he was said to be

—

necessarie regens ; thereafter, if he chose to exer-

cise his right of lecturing publicly, or in the University, he was styled—

j-ege7is ad placitum. Important academical privileges were, usually, accorded

to the Regents; and to them was, more or less, entrusted the ordinary

government of the University. In Oxford and Cambridge, the distinction

of the two Academical Houses (the Congregation and Convocation of the

former, the Regent and Non-Regent Houses of the latter,) is founded upoB
j

the distinction of regent and non-regent ; the signification of these terms had,

however, for at least a century and a half, been, in these venerable schools,

confessedly forgotten. (P. 447.) But in the English Universities, though,

by statute, entitled publicly to teach, and though still there actually a mem-

;

ber of the legislative and ruling body ; the graduate would, if he now

,

attempted to exert it, be probably denied his right of lecturing in "the.

Schools."—In the Universities of Germany, on the contrary, though thcj

gi-aduate has there lost his ancient power of academical government, he still

'

retains his privilege of academical teaching ; for it is only reqiiisite that he

!

should farther write, and formally defend, what is called a " Dissertatio

ad locum," to enable him to lecture in the University, on any subject within';

the compass of his faculty, and to have his course or courses announced in'

the public '' Series Pra?lectionum." The opportunity thus aftbrded to all;

graduates of publicly manifesting their learning and their ability, as teachers,]

is, with the admirable system of academical patronage, a main cause of the;

uniform excellence of the German Protestant Universities, as organs of I

information.—In other Universities, though the degree of Doctor or Master;
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G. Conversatioii with, interrogation of, the learned.—This may
L)e reduced to tlie head, either of exercise by the taught, or ot*

nstruction by the teacher. More properly, however, to the

le, now as of old, the express conferring of a right academically' to teach,

Ills right is, however, defacto^ now universally of no avail.

During the middle ages then, this exercise was justly regarded as of the

lighest importance. The Pseudo-Boethius (Z)e DiscipUua Schulartim, c. 5,

—

M-obably Thomas Cautiprateusis, who, in the first half of tiie thirteenth cen-

iny, gives a curious delineation of the academical usages of his time,) speaks

)f this exercise as follows :
—" Tertio, quosdam habeat [studiosus adolcscens,]

iueis secreta doceat librosque legat, aliisque rudimentis iuformet ; ut sic,

ntellceta sciat, scitaque exprimere discat, et expressione frequeuti usum
omparet. Usus magisterium pi'opiuat ; alios naraque docere, est pi-opria;

aoultati indulgere." An account is then given of the modes by which an
uKlieuce was secured. This one scholastic testimony must stand for all

;

~iuce there is no limit to the media3val authorities in commendation of the

xercise. The following, however, are a few, which recur to me, of the

nany metrical forms, under which the precept became academically cur-

luiit :

—

" Condita tabescit, vulgata scientia crescit."

" Discere si quEeris doceas ; sic ipse doceris :

Nam studio tali tibi proficis atque sodali."

" Multa rogare ; rogata tenere ; retenta docere :

Il£EC tria discipulum faciunt superare magistrum."

" Disce, doceque alios, sic tute doceberis ipse

;

Atque tuaj solito certior artis eris."

In fine :

—

" Qui docet, is discit
;
qui perdiscit, docet ille :

Doctus ut evadas, suadeo

—

Disce, Doce."

" Docendo discismus " has even subsided into an adage, not in Latin only.

The Italian—" Insegnando s' impara," is an example.

From a remote antiquity, however, all philosophic thinkers concurred in

the same truth. " To teach," says Plato, " is the way in which we learn

most and best." And while Plato may represent the Greeks, Seneca,

inouncing—" Homines dum decent discunt," declares what he himself

repeats, and what is frerpiently confirmed by the other philosoiihers of

Home.— Again, Clement of Alexandria may stand a guarantee for the

Christian fathers :—" The teacher adds to his learning, and is frequently a

tillow disciple with those whom he instructs."—Finally, since the revival of

letters the same unanimity of opinion is manifest. For passing over the

< xaggeration of those who, like Ringelberg, would elevate this exercise into

a one exclusive mean of education, all authority acquiesces in the more tem-

I)erate conclusion of Vives :—" Idcirco, nihil est ad magnam eruditionem

pcrinde couducens, \\t docei-e." And to terminate with the testimony of a

lianied Oxford pra-lector, logician, and divine; Bishop Sanderson used to

say :—" I have learned much from my master, more from my equals, but

most of all from my disciples."
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former. For it supposes, both an extra activity of tlie student

a questioning of his instructor, and hkewise an extra informatiitj

thereby drawn forth from the instructor, either in the shape

the special solution of an individual's difficulties, or of the specjk

direction for an individual's pursuits. Nothing can be more use:

in a course of study, than this privilege of interrogating those w
are able to afford us satisfaction. Every one who, by his unaid^

efforts, has succeeded in conquering any department of knowled

out of the ordinary routine, knows, that he was arrested, oft

long, by difficulties which could at once have been removed b;)ji

master of the subject, either solving them himself, or directing

where their solution might be found. He knows, in short, t\^

half his labour might have been profitably spared. " The qu

tioning of the wise," says the Arabian adage, " is the half

wisdom ;" and as the German proverb expresses it,

—

" Mit frag

wird mann weiss." " Multa rogare," &c., has been alreajr

quoted as an academical brocard.—(P. 687.) Accordingly, it 1

been the aim of every competent University, to supply 1

alumnus with such assistance. Hence the Conversatoria of f^i

German schools; and in Oxford, when the education was s

common, public, and legal, we have the following retained amo
j

the Caroline Statutes :
—" Moreover, at the end of Lecture, IfL

several Professors shall tarry for a time in the Schools : anc

any scholar or hearer Avish to argue against what they hik

advanced in lecturing, or may otherwise have any doubt, tb r

shall listen to him with kindness, and satisfy the difficulties a 1'

questions proposed to them."—(T. iv., S. ii., § 4.)

7. Social Study.—We are social animals. " Man is the sweet

thing to man;" he is happier in company; and in company k

memory and understanding are more alert. He, therefore, of i

studies better, when he does not study alone. It is an apophthe,' X

of Hebrew wisdom :
—" Obtain for thyself a preceptoryrom wh i

thou may'st learn, and a companion ivitli whom thou ma}t

study." It is, in fact, as conforming to this requisite of (jP

human nature, that those Universities which compel their aluiji

to live in common, can best vindicate the utility of academijl

Houses; for, in the community of a college life, the social conl-

tions of study are most fully and certainly supplied. In a collef,

especially in a college not too small, each pupil may select a cc

panionship of study, conformed to his wants, in numbers, a

ability, and pursuit,—a society, of which the members are able;

fi^
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^sist and encourage each othci-, by a coniinunlty of labour, and

bv a sympathy or fellowsliip in feeling,— " ai/^ip/^oaoipt?!/, avftq^iT^oM-

yf/tr, Kxt avviudovaict^si'j.'^ Evcu Ilomei', after noticing the suggestive

influence of man on man, observes, " That the lone thinker's

thoughts come slight and slow." To him, indeed, we trace the

origin of the Greek and Latin adage,—" Unus liomo, nullus

homo;"—a truth, wliich, propagated by Plato, Aristotle, and

subsequent philosophers, had of old subsided into a common

maxim of academical education.

Sivth end.—A University is farther bound to grant Degrees to

those of its alumni who have accomplished their academical course,

testifying to a certain proficiency in their studies ; and to this

end, it is also bound to have them tried, by competent, impartial,

and conscientious Examiners. If, moreover, the candidates be

placed,—1°, in certain classes, according to their amount of learn-

ing ; or 2", arranged according to their superiority, in reference

to each other ; or 3°, what is best, both these schemes of classifi-

cation be combined :—in this case, a high or low rank in the

classification will be regarded as an honour or a disgrace, and the

Examination, especially if compulsory, and the candidates numer-

ous, becomes a powerful, though not the one sufiicient, mean of

stimulating the activity of the student.

Seventh end.—But beside the more arduous studies, which pre-

pare for others, and more powerfully exercise the mind ; and

beside the Instructors and Examiners competent to promote

[thinking, and to pitch high the standard of intellectual attain-

ment : there is to be considered another class of sciences, with

their teachers,—the Physical, to wit. These sciences,—easy and

attractive in themselves, and, as commonly cultivated to some

extent at least, it is even disgraceful not in some degree to know,

—

require for their profitable study, in private, the public exhibition

of costly experiments, apparatus, and collected objects. This

exhibition a University ought to supply ; and, at the same time,

as a necessary concomitant, a competent monstrator. As amusing,

popular, and facile in themselves, these sciences need no external

stimulus; and as not the conditions of progress, either objective

or subjective, it would be even an inversion of the prime purpose

of a University, in its general faculty, to apply it. In these, all

that a University can safely require, is a certain amount of pro-

ficiency. Its honours, at least its higher honours, should be

reserved as an encouragement to the more invigorating and fuii-

2 X
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damental studies ; but which, as less popular, and for a time more • |
i

irksome, are, if not externally—if not peculiarly promoted, sure

to be neglected. At the same time, there is always a consider-

able number, a majority even of its alumni, incapable of progress

in the higher departments, but whom it is not right in a univer-

sity, as alma mater, altogether to neglect. To these, who would

otherwise be left to idleness and its consequences, the pliysical m.

sciences present an attractive and not an unimproving object Qlfa|l>l^

occupation. As Augustin says :
—" Patiantur Aquilse dum pasH B

cuntur Columbse." The doves, however, should not be tended to

the neglect of the eagles. To discover, and to recall to unity,

in Physics as in JNIathematics, require inventive ingenuity and

general ability ;—though Bacon certainly asserts, in commendation

of his method of discovery, that it actually "levels the aristocracy

of genius." But, in either, merely to learn what has been already

detected and detailed, calls out, in the student, the very feeblest

effort of thought. Consequently, these studies tend the least to

develope the understanding ; and even leave it, for aught that

they thus effect, in a state of comparative weakness and barbarism.

(See pp. 39-41, 267-313, 319 sq., 621* sq., 651* sq.) But as the
;{

many, not incognisant of this, have no conception even, of

higher cultivation, the Universities, if conformed to popular

views, would be abased to the very lowest

:

"• Fallitur et fallit, viilgi qui peudet ab ore."*

* There is a sort of knowledge, both interesting in itself, and deserving

even to be academically enforced, which onght to be derived from books

alone ; being peculiarly inappropriate for professorial instruction, indeed for

any academical discipline. I mean every collection of results, which students,

and even professors, take, and must take, only on report ; for these results

are mere facts, to be passively believed., satisfying our curiosity at no expense

of thought, and hardly even cultivating the memory. Yet such departments

of knowledge, modern wisdom has, in some Universities, established, even as

imperative courses. One sufficing example may be taken from Ethnology

;

which, from the relation of languages, supplies us with information, anterior

to all historic record, touching the migration of nations, and with the only

certain basis, on which to divide and subdivide mankind, according to the

affinity of race. This doctrine, most curious and important in itself, is, as a

result to be taken upon trust, so limited, that it may be comprised in a brief'

book,—in fact, in a single table ; whereas, if intelligently known, that is in its

grounds, it supposes an acquaintance with some ten, twenty, fifty—in tnith, ij

with above a hundred languages and dialects. Now, to institute a chair,

a professor to retail his second-hand opinions, is sufficiently foolish ; but the

lectures would be equally inept for academical education, were the professor,
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Eighth end.—But can University, besides its exhibitions for the

nionces of nature, ought, moreover, to supply its ahunni with a
uiiiplement of books, selected in accommodation to their studies

md reiisonable wants, which are by no means unlimited, and with

•very convenience, which is easily afforded, for consultation and
o;uling ; even though it do not accord to them the privilege of

aking the works out, and, for a time, may deny them access to its

iKue extensive libraries.

Xinth end.—A University should likewise possess a competent

\>ie:id of speaking on the authority of others, himself a Mezzofanti and a
Irinuu, in one;— himself cognisant of all the relations of all the languages

u ^^ hich he founds : for the pupils would still be only passive recipients ot

iiother's dicta, and their comparative philology, at least, would, at best, be

le philology of parrots.

" Dico ego, tu dicis, turn denique dicit et ille;

Dicta sed haec toties, nil nisi dicta docent."

Ethnology is thus misplaced, in being made a subject of academical dis-

pline. Objectively, an important knowledge, it remains, subjectively, an

uimproviug mecliauism. How different in its effect is another philology

!

or nothing can better exercise the mind, than a rational study, either of the

rammar of a known language, or of universal grammar, illustrated by the

mguages with which a student is acquainted. Here every doctrine of tlu;

acher may be elaborated by the taught. Yet this most valuable science,

m applied Logic and Psychology,) and most profitable exercise of mind, is

holly neglected in om- Universities ; though, as I have said before, and I

)eak not without experience, to compass Sanctius and his commentators is

far more improving etiurt than to master the Principia of Xewton.

In this pouit of view, even History is not a proper subject of academical

scipline, at least modern history, more especially in the vernacular, ami

lart fi-om the active examination and pondering of authorities. For thougli

gi'eat importance in itself, mere historical reading does not necessarily

til forth, exercise, and develope the higher powers of thought. Moreover,

16 field of history is too extensive ; and where, in a University, it is at all

lequately taught, there is hardly a limit to the historical courses. In tlie

erman Universities, (and in their circumstances, I do not say improperly,)

story is made an especial object of instruction ; and, counting, I found that

a single University, for a single semester, the historical courses announced

j
the " Verzeic/miss" amounted, in all the faculties, to ehjhteen. In fact, if

hnere academical course of historical lectures be compulsory, and not l)etter

an the best book upon the subject, it is not merely superfluous,—it is a

usance. It is most proper, however, in a University to retjuire for its

/loe in Arts, a competent amount of historical reading, thougli it do not

rd to such knowledge its higher honours ; and it should likewise desig-

ite the most fitting books for its examination, t<> the attention of tlic

jadent.
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board of regulation and academical patronage. But the condi-!

tions of the competency of such a board are,— 1", that it should

be responsible, andfully conscious of its responsibility, (therefore,'!

properly nominated, small, not transitory, not absolute, and

sworn) ; 2°, iyitelligent and ivell informed ; and 3°, as far as pos-

sible, with every motive for, and no motive against, the perform-

ance of its duties. But on the problem,—how to obtain such, a

board ? I have already treated in detail. (See pp. 348-385.)

Tenth end.—As a condition of the second, third, and nintl

ends, it is requisite, that a University should be able to offer somt

not inadequate reward for the ability o.nd learning required in itf

instructors. Ability and learning should hold their value in th(

academy as in the world ; for as Tacitus expresses it,
—" Sublatii

studiorum pretiis, studia ipsa peritura."

It is not necessary, it is not, indeed, expedient, that the emolu

ment of an academic place should be uniform, by whomsoevei

filled. For thus, one individual would obtain comparatively more

another comparatively less, than he deserves,—Thersites, in ;

division of the booty, would share equally with Achilles. Eac)

instructor should, therefore, as far as possible, receive only whal

he equitably merits, and what he is relatively worth, his emolu

ments, of course, rising with his reputation, and as he ma;

approve himself of greater value to the institution ; for the eyil

are not less from raising mediocrity than from depressing excel

lence. This is the principle fairly and fully acted on in the Gei

man Universities. Heyne, the illustrious veteran, drew ten time

the salary of Heyne, the promising junior, Professor ; am
though in these there be not any academical monopoly, no one :

appointed to the difficult and important office of public instructc

Avho has not pubUcly manifested his competence to instruct. I;

this island all is the reverse. We pamper ignorance, and star^

learning. An income permanent, and nearly determinate, is coi

nected with each academical place ; to this place, comparati^

merit with no certainty regulates the appointment ; and the mo

lucrative places are, in general, those opened to the coramone

qualifications. With us, Thersites obtains a far larger share

the booty than Achilles.

The English Universities are called the wealthiest in Europ'

and so they are,—but not as educational establishments. 1*

other Universities possess such mighty means ; but in none are tl

means so unprofitably expended,—expended, in fact, seldom

Hi
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favour of learning and education, but frequently, nay generally,

in counteraction. Of this deficiency Lord Bacon was well aware.

For though, in his time, the University still educated, its chairs,

or pubUc readerships, were most inadequately remunerated ; so

that the world and the professions abstracted, then as now, the

talent which found no appropriate recompense in either " scat of

learning." Bacon has thrice solemnly addressed the Crown, and

the Nation, on this want ;—in The Advancement of Learning, in

the De Augraentis Scientiarum, and in the Advice about the

Charterhouse. These testimonies are substantially the same

;

and in the following extract (beside emending the quotations,) I

have inserted from the second and third, what is not contained in

the first, and somewhat condensed the whole.

*' And becau-se founders of Colleges do plant, and founders of Lectures do

water, it followetli well in order, to speak of the defect which is in public

Lectures. Namely, in the smallness and meanness of the salnrij wiiich in

most places (especially among us,) is assigned unto them, whether they be

k'Ctures of [the liberal] Arts, or of Professions. It hath been my ancient

Mpinion and observation, that in the Universities of this realm, whicli I tai<c

tu be of the best endoiced Universities of Europe, there is nothinrf, more uxint-

ing towards the flourishing state of learning, than the honourable and plen-

tiful salaries of such readers. For it is necessary to the progi-ession of

>ciences that Readers be chosen of the most able and sufficient men ;
as

those which are ordained for the generating, and propagating for ever, of

-ciences, and not for transitory iise. This cannot be, except theii- condition

aud endowment be such as may content the ablest man to appropriate his

whole labour, and continue his whole age in that function ; and therefore

must liave a jtroportion answerable to that competency of advancement,

which may be expected from the practice of a profession. So as, if you will

iiave sciences flom-ish, you must observe David's military law, which was,

—

• That those which tamed with the baggage should ! >-e equal part with

those which went down into the battle,' else will the b ', ige be ill attended.

So, Readers in sciences are, indeed, the guardians of tue stores and provi-

sions of science, whence men in active courses are furnished, and therefore

"light to have equal entertainment with them. For surely. Readers in the

chair ai'e as parents in the sciences, and deserve to enjoy a condition not

inferior to then- chiUben that embrace the practical part ; else no man will

-it longer in the chair than till he can walk to a better preferment : and if

the fat/iers in sciences be of the weakest sort, or, through the meanness of their

entertainment, be but men of superficicd learning, it will come to pass as Vir-

,'11 saith,—
' Invalidique patrum referentjejunia gnati.'

"

( Works, by ilontagu, ii. 94 ; viil. 80 ; v. 380.)

Eleventh end.—
" (^uae sedes erit Emeritis? qua^ rura dabuntnr

Quie noster Veteranus aretv"
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It is evident, and therefore requires no argument, that, no less to

secure the instruction and example of distinguished teachers, (thd

second and third ends,) than in justice to these teachers them-

selves ; the academical Emeritus should be enabled to retire, when

no longer competent to discharge his function, either adequately

to the advantage of others, or suitably to his own strength.

Twelfth end, and last.—A University should, if possible, afforc

to its alumni the means of hving academically together ; for thu;

can the possibility of social study most effectuallj be reaUsed

(See p. 688.) But this can seldom be, even partially, attempted

and indeed, if certain conditions (besides the mere adequacy o

accommodation to demand) be not fulfilled, the evil of such ai

arrangement may greatly outweigh the good. These conditions

to speak only of the more essential, are three.—In the//'5^ place

the enforcement of this regulation should not operate as an exclu

sion, or even as a tax. The students should be enabled to live a

cheaply (and this without degradation), in the privileged House

of a University, as they otherwise could in private lodgings ; am

this supposes that the rates in all these Houses should be equitabl

regulated, and certain of them, at least, accommodated to th

means of the poorer alumni.—In the second place, if the Univei

sity be not limited to a single rehgious sect, those dissenting froi

it should be able to select a House, in which their attendance o

domestic worship shall not be felt as a violation of their religion

principles.—In the third place, an effectual superintendence slioul

be maintained in the several Houses ; every member should b

himself constrained to propriety of conduct, and secured againt

any disturbance of his studious tranquillity by others. If this b

not accomplished^ Colleges and Halls become, in fact, academics

nuisances,—they are not aids but impediments of study.—Thi

concludes our second head of consideration.

iii.) Comj^anson of the Means, now at work, especially i

Oxford, and the Ends there actually effected, with the Ena

ivhich a University, as a school of liberal study, ought to acGon>

plish.

In reference to the first end (p. 674)— that a University, in it'

fundamental faculty, and as the organ of a liberal educatioi

should make a selection of the studies, not only good in then

selves, but useful as the prerequisite of others ;—this priraar

condition Oxford in part fulfils, in part docs not now attempt.
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In the/?'*? place, as to the objects of the hberul and prepara-

tory study afforded by this University, there is, I tliink, not one

undeserving of preference, not one which onglit to be omitted.

But,

In the second place, in these, though there be nothing to take

away, there is not a little to restore ; for the Oxford cui-ricuhnn

now abandons both Philosophy itself and the philosophical treat-

ment of what it professes to teach,—an abandonment in which it

is opposed to its own ancient and still statutory constitution, to

the actual practice of all other universities (Cambridge alone ex-

cepted,) and to the opinion of every authority in education of the

least account. Nor, indeed, can the present practice of the old

English Universities, in this respect, afford the smallest counte-

nance to the omission ; for Philosophy and philosophical teaching

were in them necessarily surrendered, when the education supplied

by the University was transferred to those who, as a body, were

wholly inadequate to Philosophy and philosophical teaching. Is

this denied ? The denial is refuted by the history of the usurpa-

tion ; nor has the proof ever been attempted, either in Oxford or

in Cambridge, either publicly or privately, that the abandon-

ment was made for any better reason, than that the sphere of

instruction behoved to be conformed to the average capacity of

the coUegial interest, which has latterly administered the whole

necessary education of the Universities. Such a proof was impos-

sible ; and if possible, would have been suicidal,—as philosophical.

Aristotle, in his Exhortative, observes :
—" If to philosophise be

right, we must philosophise to reahse the right ; if to philosophise

Ijc wrong, we must philosophise to manifest the wrong ; on any

ihernative, therefore, philosophise we must" {Ei fih (pi-hoao(priTiou,

r-o,.) « " Philosophy is to be studied," says Clement of Alexandria,

* The author of Hudibras (iu his Reflections upon Reason) curiously

• I'iucides with the Stagirite in tliis :— " There is nothing that can pretend to

Judge of Reason [Philosophy] but itself: and, therefore, they wlio suppose

that they can say aught against it, are forced (lii^e jewellers, who beat true

dianiouds to powder to cut and polish false ones,) to make use of it against

itself. But in this they cheat themselves as well as others. For if what

they say against Reason, be without Reason, they deserve to be neglected
;

and if with Reason, they disprove themselves. For they use it wliile they

'lisclaim it ; and witii as much contradiction, as if a man sliould tell me tiiat

Im' cannot ?pc;ik."
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" were it even, that it may be scientifically despised ;" and Aver-(j

roes asserts, that " it belongs to the philosopher alone, to con-i

temn philosophy."—Accordingly, no demonstration of the kind

has, in the English Universities, ever been essayed ; such, indeed,

was never dreamt of; and the science of philosophy proper

dropt naturally from the cycle of academical teaching, when

found beyond the general competence of the academical teacher.

Yet is Philosophy (the science of science—the theory of what

we can know and think and do, in a word,—the knowledge ol

ourselves,) the object of liberal education, at once of paramount

importance in itself, and the requisite condition of every other

liberal science. If men are really to know aught else, the humai

,

faculties, by which alone this knowledge may be realised, musi

be studied for themselves, in their extent and in their limitations

To know,—we must understand our instrument of knowing
" Know thyself" is, in fact, a heavenly precept, in Christianity asj

in heathenism. And this knowledge can be compassed only b}i

reflection,—only from within :
" Ne te quaesieris extra." It tellsi

us, at once, of our weakness and our worth ; it is the discipline

both of humility and of hope. (Sec p. 595-602.) On the otheil

hand, a knowledge, drawn too exclusively from without, is no;

only imperfect in itself, but makes its votaries fatalists, materiall

ists, pantheists—if they dare to think ; it is the dogmatism o|

despair. (See p. 298-^303.) " Laudabilior," says Augustin,—

I

" laudabilior est animus, cui nota est infirmitas propria, quam qui|

ea non respecta, moenia mundi, vias siderum, fundamenta ter

rum et fastigia coelorum, etiam cogniturus, scrutatur."* We eail

* This might stand a motto for tlie doctrine of the Conditioned. It

from the proem to the fourtli book De Trinitate. The scheme of pantheistii|

omniscience, so prevalent among the sequacious thinkers of tlie day,

(" Raging from Reason, and on phantasms fed,")

would have found little favour with the religious and philosophic nescient

of St Austin. Evolved from " the Nothing," " the AH" of this theory,

the first exorcism of a rigorous interrogation, relapses into nothing ;

—

" Et redit iu uihilum quod fuit ante nihil."

Strauss, the Hegelian theologian, sees iu Christianity oul^^a mythus. Natuj

rally: for his Hegelian " Idea," itself a myth, and confessedly finding itscl

in every thing, of course, finds in any thing a myth ;
" Chimera chimaerani,

parit."—I have never, in fact, met with a Hegelian (and I have kuowij

several of distinguished talents, both German and British,) who couli;

answer three questions, without being driven to the confession, that thc.i

did not, as yet, fully comprehend the doctrine of their master, though helin\

i)i(i it to be all true. Expectants,— in fact " Tapists in philusupliy !"-!
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know God only as we know ourselves. " Novorim nu\ nuverim

re," is St Austin's prayer ; St Bernard :
— '• Prineipale, ad viden-

(liim Dcum, est aninuis rationalis intuens seipsuni;" and even

Avcrroes:—" Nosce teipsum, ct cognosces creatoreni tuuni."

Xor is the omission of philosophy from an academical curriculum

(ipiivalent to an arrest on the philosophising activity of the student.

This stupor, however deplorahle in itself, might still be a minor

evil ; for it is better, assuredly, to be without opinions, than to

have them, not only specidatively untrue, but practically corru])-

tive. Yet, even this paralysis, I say, is not accomplished. Right

or wrong, a man must philosophise, for he philosopiiises as he

thinlvs; and the only effect, in the present day especially, of a

rniversity denying to its alumni the invigorating exercise of a

light philosophy, is their abandonment, not only without precau-

tion, but even prepared by debilitation, to the pernicious influence

of a wrong ;

—
" Sine vindice pr^eda." And in what country has a

philosophy ever gravitating, as theoretical towards materialism,

as practical towards fatalism, been most peculiar and pervasive ?

Again,—Philosophy, the thinking of thought, the recoil of mind

upon itself, is the most improving of mental exercises, conducing,

above all others, to evolve the highest and rarest of the intellec-

tual powers. By this, the mind is not only trained to philosophy

l>roper, but prepared, m general, for powerful, easy, and success-

ful energy, in whatever department of knowledge it may moi-e

peculiarly apply itself.* But the want of this superior discipline

is but too apparent in English literature, and especially in those

very iields of erudition by preference cultivated in England.

Ilcgcl himself, not long before his death, made the following declaration :

—

• I am downcast about my Philosophy. For, of all my disciples, one only

understands it ; and he does not." {Blcetkr f. liter. UnUrhalt. No. 351.

iJeo. 1831; et alibi.) The one disciple, I presume, was Gabler; but did

Hegel understand himself? I am told, that Hegelianism is making way
:U Oxford. This may be good or it may be bad : the doctrine is good to

1 ijntrovert ; it is bad to believe.

* Kant and Rulmkenius were early fiicnds and fellow- collegians at Ka'uigs-

'"rg; but the genius of each seemed then (as we karn from ^^yttenbach)

-trongly to incline towards the studies in w liich the other afterwards reigned

paramount. And truly, the best progymnastic of philosoidiy is the theory of

language ; and how necessary is philosophy and the practice of speculation

t" any progress of account in the higher philology, Ruhnken has himself

:uuhoritatively declared in his " Elogium ileuisterlmsii." U'l/tfrnhar/i,

liuhnkcu's successor, gi-cat as a critical scholar, was hardly inferior as u

I'liilosophical critic. Sec, besides his own works, jxi-ssim, liis Life liy Maliur.
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For example, and be it here spoken in all praise : no study

;

lias been more anxiously encouraged, and more sedulously pursued i

in England, than Classical Literature; and among English scholars,

two at least may, for natural talent, of a certain kind at least, be

ranked among the most distinguished philologers of Europe. Yet,

;

of English scholars as a class, both now and for generations past,

'

the observation of Godfrey Hermann holds good :
—" They read

but do not think ; they would be philologers, and have not learnt

to philosophise."* The philosophy of a philology is shown prima-

rily in its grammars, and its grammars for the use of schools.

But in this respect, England remained, till lately, nearly two cen-

turies behind the rest of Christendom. If there were any prin-

ciple in her poedagogical practice, " Gaudent sudoribus artes,"

must have been the rule ; and applied it was with a vengeance.

The English schoolboy was treated like the Russian pack-horse

;

the load in one pannier was balanced by a counter weight of stones

in the other. Educationally, England for generations crept by the

heavy waggon whilst other countries were flying by the rail.

'

His Majesty George IH. sent a collection of the Enghsh classical;

school books to Heyne ; and, among others, the Eton and West-

minster grammars, Greek and Latin, astonished, as well they

might, the great scholar and educationist. All the philological >

monstrosities, perversions, confusions, which in the manuals

other countries had beeh long thrown out, stood in these ei

balmed. The unhappy tyro was initiated in Latin, through S'

Latin book ; while the ten declensions, the thirteen conjugations,

which had been reduced to three and two by Weller and Lancelot, fl i

still continued, among a mass of other abominations, to compli- Hi
cate, in this country alone, the elementary instruction of Greek. In

k
ii

* The author of " Philosophical AiTangements " and of " Hermes"

be perhaps objected. " Exceptio probat regulam." 3Ir Harris had

left the University of Oxford, " where" (in the words of his son Lord

Malmesbmy), " he had passed the usual number of years as a gentleman

commoner of Wadham College," before he began even to read Ai'istotle or Hj^

to inquire into the Greek philosophy ; and he was led to the consideration of U^
universal gi-ammar by no book of the academical cycle, either then or since,

but by the " Mnerva" of Sanctius. That Mr Harris was a tardy student of

philosophy, is shown, perhaps, in his want of self-reliance, in his prejudice i|

in favour of authority—at least of ancient authority. But truth is not the i toi

property of the old or of the new ;
" nondum occupata," it frequently

to neither.
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Half a century, even after the judgment of Ileyne, the old routine

ontinued. But all has now been changed—except the cause :

or the same inertion of original and uidepcndent thought is

lually apparent. As formerly, from want of thinking, the old

-iitiiced ; so now, from want of thinking, the new is borrowed.

Ill fact, openly or occultly, honourably or dishonourably, the tar

greater part of the higher and lower philology published in this

ountry is an importation,—especially from Germany : but so

passive is tlic ignorance of our compilers, that they are often

though affecting, of course, opinions.) unaware even of what is

l>est worthy of plagiarism or transplantation.

Theology—Christian theology is, as a human science, a philo-

logy and history applied by philosophy ; and the comparatively

ineffectual character of our British theology has, for generations,

in the case of England, mainly resulted from the deficiency of its

philosophical element. The want of a philosophical traming in

the AngUcan clergy, to be regretted at all times, may soon,

indeed, become lamentably apparent, were they called on to resist

in invasion, now so likely, of certain foreign philosophico-theolo-

irical opinions. In fact, this is the invasion, and this the want of

national preparation, for which, even at the present juncture, I

-liould be most alarmed. On the Universities, which have ille-

i^ally dropt philosophy and its training from their course of dis-

iphne, will lie the responsibility of this singular and dangerous

lisarmature; shared, indeed, with the Church and State, which

have both passively and permissively looked on.

In reference to the second end. (P. 674.)—A LTniversity, if it

iccomplish the purpose of its institution, is bound to supply com-

petent and to exclude incompetent instructors. But this end, is it

Ifulfilled by the agencies now dominant in Oxford ?

To answer this question, we have only to look at the preceding

Fable (p. 654), for there we have exhibited in contrast, not diffe-

rent Universities pursuing different studies, but the same Univer-

jsity distributing its instruction among many private Houses

;

r'ach Ilouse pursuing the same studies, but by different instruc-

lors; and at last, the comparative success of tlie several domestic

jimtructions, after a four years' continuance, tairly tested and

Iforraally proclaimed by the University, through its public board

"f Examination. But that Table, while it does not show that

instruction, even as afforded in the very highest Colleges, is of a

ilfgrce and rpiality such as it might and should be; clearly sliows.
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however, that the instruction afforded in the lower Houses is such

as is discreditable for the University, the Church, the State, t

have been ever tolerated ; were that instruction, even verball}

conformable to statute, and not, as it is, diametrically oppose'

both to the spirit and to the letter of academical law.

Rejecting then the Halls, comparing, on this standard, only th.]

Colleges, and judging not by years but by decades, we see i

instruction in one Collea'e is less efficient than that in another

and this to a degree, not lurking under any fractional difference

but obtruded on observation by an integral sinking of colleg

below college to nearly twenty depths.* Nay, on the same standar

we find a similar declension manifested between the educatio:

* I see in the late discussions concerning medical practice and medi

statistics, that less than an eightieth part of the difference in success, whi

thus discriminates College from College, would prove far more than decisr

of the comparative truth and falsehood of rival medical theories. It

admitted on all hands, that if Homoeopathy cure, even under one in fou

more than Allopathy, it must at once triumphantly supersede its opponen

The whole question regards the reality of the difference ; which here maj

there cannot, be disputed. But imagine !—A series of eighty Hospitals, e

confessedly losing, on the average, a fourth of the patients more than

antecedent ; and all fiercely defended. Defended by enstasis :—as realisii

together, a single system of cure, and that the one best possible ! Defende

by antiparastasis :—as, at any rate, the Hospitals have a vested right to cm

or kill ; and [though, in fact, their monopoly of treatment had original!

been usurped through breach of trust,] that it would be the climax of injusi

'

to deprive them and their governors of the profitable privilege to physic fl!

lieges as they chose ! Yet what is this but the Oxford educational system ar

its defence ; substituting only minds for bodies. Houses for Hospitals, and

decrement by integers instead of a decrement by fractions ?—In one respec

indeed, this is soothing. It shows, however unsatisfactory be the presei

state of Medicine, that its theories, the most conflictive, vaiy by a differencj

less, a hundred times, than the same practice of the same theory of Educi|

tion varies even in the same seminary, but in different hands ; that natur i

at least, is far stronger against the Doctor (whom we cannot con-ect), ths

against the Schoolmaster (whom we can.) In fact, Saul slaying his thoi

sands, and David his ten thousands, is but a type of the inferiority of oi

Educational seminary—of one Oxford College to another. This, assuredl,

is not consolatory ; but a correction of the evil is within our power.

The Rev. Mi- Scwell, Tutor of New College, and otherwise an able ma

has of late gravely proposed,—to send out to the great towns of Englail

tutorial missions, from the bodies thus so brightly illuminating Oxfon

professedly, in order, that any change may be averted from the system >

education which has wrought so admirably in that University, iind, at tl

same time, to communicate the benefit of such system to the lieges at largo
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SI afforded by the same college, during one decade and during

another. (P. G62, sq.)

The Table likewise shows, that if the two departments which

the University professes, and which the Colleges and Tutors arc,

de facto, exclusively authorised, to teach, the whole collcgial

Tutors (49) have only, of their body, in L. IL, about a half {2L)),

in D. M., about a sixth (8), of the First Class. Consequently, if

there be any connection between superior knowledge and superior

tuition, Oxford now^ abandons, indifferently, the work of education

to competent and incompetent hands ; and the uiighty differences

of result could not, therefore, but occur, unless competence and

incompetence were throughout the Houses equally distributed,

—

which they fortunately are not.

Such are the facts, unparalleled out of the old English Univer-

:M sities, and evinced by the statistics of the Oxford Examination

km itself. And, however astonishing, with a knowledge of tiie

' circumstances, all is easy of explanation. Let us only recollect

I wo things : In the first place, that instruction, as the most im-

I'ortant, is the most dijicult, of arts ; and in the second, that

< )xford, in violation of oath and statute, and ajiparently regarding

education as a matter either of no importance or of no difficulty,

now lcaves]tliis function to be engrossed, at hazard, by a class of

men, who, as a class, are wholly unequal to the office,—an office

for which indeed they were never dreamt of even by their founders.

I'or:—1°, the actually authorised education of Oxford (to say

nothing of Cambridge) is, de facto, monopolised by the Collegiate

I'ellows ;—2°, the qualifications of an individual for Fellow of a

' ollege are, usually, cpiite distinct from his talent, learning, or

'apacity of teaching ;—3°, out of these incompetent Fellows, the

Tutors, if not self constituted, are nominated, in general, by an

incompetent Head ; while 4", out of the Ioav average of these in-

' orporated Heads and Fellows, a few, by the favourable circum-

stances of their foundation and other accidents, rise to a variable

I'itch of educational proficiency. Thus unable rightly to teach.

' von what had been specially proposed, the Oxford Tutors are of

oursc, in general, still less able to resolve the difficulties or to

uuide the reading of their pupils. Questions, all but elementary,

nuist, indeed, naturally cease; for these would be found, coni-

nionly, useless by the one party, and not convenient by the other.

•' Pcrcontatorem fugito." Schleiermachcr truly says, that the

distance maintained by an academical teacher towards the taught, is
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usually in the ratio of his incompetence. (Gedanken, &c., p.

66.)

It !s thus manifest, and on its own standard, that the academi-

cal education of Oxford is now conducted by those inadequate to

the function, even as lowered towards their level.—So much for

the second end.

I7i reference to the third end. (P. 675). This (the proposing to

the student, more especially in his instructors, patterns of high

learning and ability,)—this end is not only unfulfilled by the Uni-

versity of Oxford, it is even frequently reversed.

Should the student not penetrate below the surface,—not find i

what duties have, heretofore, been violated, in suppression of the

University instruction, by the University guardians ; still, he will

have painfully obtruded on his view, the example of a flagrant

disregard of learning in this " chosen seat of learning." Here he

will see the education of himself and other alumni handed over by

the pubUc Alma Mater to the private and fortuitous nursery of a

College ; and there he may find himself consigned to the tuition

of an individual, not even of undetermined quahfication, but who

stands perennially pilloried by the University itself, marked as

of slender acquirements in knowledge, and, therefore, as incompe-

tent to teach. He thus makes, by times, the untoward discovery,

that literary merit is of very minor account, even in our most

venerable seminaries ; and this, if there be aught in him worth the

cultivating, ends, in a contempt of the teacher, or in a disgust

at what is taught, or in a self-satisfied contentment with his own

humble attainments. The only hope for him is to see through the

corruption—to place himself above the seminary—to rely upon

himself. All this is the converse of what a University ought to

strive after. For it should be above its alumni ; a school, not of

vanity and sloth, but of humility and exertion ; and the tyro

should there be made to mete himself, not with Thersites, cer-

tainly, but, if possible, with Achilles—(See, as previously referred

to, p. 362, sq.)

In reference to the fourth end. (P. 675.)—In determining

strenuous study, through the excitement of honour and emulation,

this school accomphshes much less than, with its means, might

easily be done ; although in this respect, and compared with many

other universities, Oxford is not undeserving of encomium. To

this end, the effect of domestic education is small ; that of the

University Examination, considerable.—Of these in their order.
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It is evident, without descending to the fact, that there can he

Ittle or no emulation among students, as divided among tlic houses,

nd subdivided among the Tutors ; for the conditions of cmuhi-

ion,

—

numbers, equality, publicity,—arc all awanting. In truth,

ompetition, in such circumstances, instead of honour, receives

iiily derision. So much indeed is virtually confessed by Bishop

oplestone.* " The heaviness of solitary reading is relieved by

he number which compose a class : this number varies from three

r four to ten or twelve : a sort of emulation is awakened in the

mpil," &c. In the circumstances of his reply, more perhaps could

ot have been admitted ; and, in point of fact, emulation in the

ullegio-tutorial discipline of Oxford may be practically thrown

at of account.

The only excitement of study, through the desire of honour,

, orthy of account in Oxford, is that resulting from the Examina-

ion for a degree of A.B., and the classifying of candidates thcre-

. ith connected. And this, in so far as it extends, is beneficial

;

lit its influence is limited. In the Jirst place, the influence does

ot operate infull effect throughout the curriculum of academical

fudy. It acts weakly and irregularly at first, and only acquires

ontinuity and strength as the academical course draws to a con-

lusion. In the second place, the influence does not operate on all.

t determines no application in the many who are not to graduate.

t determines also no application in those, neither few nor feeble,

ho are, or deem themselves, from any cause (as want of perse-

orance, want of nerve, the distraction of favourite pursuits, &c.,)

liable to attain a higher honour, and have no ambition, perhaps

])ositive dread, to be commemorated for a lower. On these the

lassification, if it have any effect, acts only for evil ; as it con-

trains the candidate to hmit the books, which he studies and

ives up, to such a minimum, as may not risk his being honoured

lid recorded. It is a great improvement in the new Statute, that

his positive evil of the present Examination is therein obviated ;

'>r the names of all who pass are henceforth to be published, be

hey honoured or not.

In reference to the fifth end. (P. G77.)—This end is the elicit-

* A Reply to the Calumnies, &c., p. 146.—I may notice, that what Dr

"plestone in the context, says of tutorial instruction, is ratlier a statement

f its possible virtues,—which in his own tuition, I have nu ddulit, were

'fiUzed,—than of its actual qualities, as manifested by the immense majorily

f the Tutors.
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ing in the student the fullest and most unexclusive energy

thought : 1", by presenting to him the most suitable objects d

study ; and 2°, by teaching these through the most suitable

exercises.—Of these in detail.

As to the objects:—The more arduous studies, those which,

requiring, draw forth the highest and most improving activity of

ixiind,—Philosophy proper, (the thinking of thought, the science

of what can and can not be known,) and a philosophic treatment

of the sciences in general ;—these, as a matter of necessity, must

be excluded from an education monopolised by an interest, like

the collegial of Oxford, constituted, not by abihty and acquire-

ment, and teaching, not for the benefit of the taught, but for the

profit of the teacher. For an instruction, in objects, methods,

means, can never possibly transcend the average level of the

instructors. The honour of the University, and the advantage of

its alumni, are here, therefore, now subordinated to the capacity

of those, who were rarely incorporated for any capacity of aca-

demical teaching, though usurping exclusively the ofiice ; while

what is the comparative height and depth of their actual capacity

for that office, and on an Oxford standard, the Table shows.

Instead, therefore, of the studies fostered in Oxford being those

which demand a higher capacity, and elicit any maximum of

thought, it was requisite to prefer such as could be best reduced

to an inferior level, to 'mechanism and routine. And though

impossible for a University to exclude all philosophical authors

from the academical cycle
;
yet philosophy was taught not as food .

for speculation, but in the dicta of these authors as peremptory and

decisive ; whilst the student's knowledge was guaged, not by his

systematic comprehension of a work in its totahty, parts and rela-

tions, but only by the accuracy (and that is not to be contemned)

with which he might have committed to memory the very terms

of its definitions, in the very language of its writer.

As to the exercises; their existence and utility were of course

regulated by the capabilities of the exerciser.

Examination (p. 678) limited to the petty numbers of the pupils, ij^q

and by the abihty and knowledge of the Tutor, was too frequently,

if it took place at all, a perfunctory, occasional, and useless form.

Disputation (p. 679) long obsolete, was, except as a dead for-

mahty, in Oxford totally forgotten.

Repetition (p. 682) is the exercise which has been most success-

fully practised in Oxford ; this, indeed, the examination for a

I

I
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t
degree made necessary. Herein there is every thing to praise

;

[and had the study been needs as intelhgent as se(hdous, and

khrected as nuich to understand as to remember, there wouhl

have been ahnost nothing left even to desire.

Written Composition. (P. 684.) Not one of the conditions of

this exercise are in Oxford collcgially fulfilled,—except in small

measure, and by unusual accident—The student is not compelled

to think for himself, by being limited to detinite parts of a definite

subject ; but, if the form of a Avrittcn composition be occasionally

required, he is left to satisfy the demand by any production, how-

ever vaguely pertinent, and therefore, perhaps, not even his own.

—There is no one bound, no one probably inclined, if, indeed, any

one competent, to criticism.— Finally, there is no numerous

audience to listen ; and so far from any stimulus to exertion, a

painstaking writer would by his fellows be only derided as a

painstaking dunce.

Teaching, in order to learn. (P. 685.)—This is not now in

Oxford, mdeed not now in any of our present Universities, em-

ployed as an improving exercise in the course of learning. But,

in Oxford, as the Tutors are generally neither old in years, nor

few in numbers ; therefore, if individually well selected, and their

tuition such as to necessitate an all-sided instruction of themselves,

rhe tutorial system might justly claim, as a reflex mean of erudi-

ion, some peculiar advantages. But, alas ! a Tutor's appointment

lud teaching are so much mere matters of routine, that little or

10 profit can accrue to himself from the exercise of his fanction.

Instruction has been too long and too generally, in Oxford, as else-

where, the " sifflement des Perroquets ;" nor, unless the doctrine

if Aristotle in regard to teaching and knowledge (p. 674) be

'gregiously wi-ong, can the modern discipline of that University

make (as a system) pretension to respect, or even toleration ?

Conversation with, interrogation of, the learned, (p. 687,) is an

:^xercise to be at once discounted ; for no one will hold, that an

Oxford Fellow-Tutor is now, ex officio, to be presumed, either

wise himself, or a fountain of wisdom to inquiring pupils.*

* The following note slionld have been appended to the quotation (p. 688)

rora the Caroline Statutes :—This regulation, as to a questioning of the

I'rofessor, is an inheritance devolving from the middle ages—the mere repe-

ition of an ancient statute. It is found, almost in the same words, as a law,

n the Italian and Spanish Universities, and throughout the Colleges in every

''.itholic countiy belonging to the Society of Jesus. In like manner, tho

2 Y

"
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Social Study (p. (>88) is au exercise which, as it can be best

realized in the community of an academical House, affords an

advantage more than compensating for certain disadvantages

which frequently result from such an arrangement. In this view,

therefore, I think, that the Colleges are, and that the Halls might

be, profitable institutions ;—but the best as now existing, are

capable of great improvement.

In reference to the sixth end (p. 689),—the grant of a Degree

or authentic certificate of proficiency. To say nothing of their

personal and professional character, and judging only from the

mode of their appointment, and the sacred obligation under which

they must ever consciously act ; I should confidently rely on the

moral rectitude of the Oxford Examiners. This, indeed, I haye

never heard called in question, either as regards the Oxford or

the Cambridge Masters ; and, in this fundamental condition of the

value of a degree and relative classification, these Universities

stand in honourable contrast to most others.—As to the compe-

tence of the Examiners, in reference to the objects of examination,

the same is true. But these objects, hke the objects of instruc-

tion, I must hold to be inadequate, in as much as they do not

comprise Philosophy and sundry of the philosophical sciences.

(See p. 695, sq.)—In another respect, I think that a far more

definite line should have been drawn between the higher honours,

which in the new Examination Statute are attached to the depart-

ments necessary for a degree, and the lower, there assigned to

branches of study left optional to the candidate. For a class of

honour in any one department is ostensibly the same as a class of

,

honour in any other.—Nor can I think, that more might not be !

done to evince the comparative proficiency of individuals. For j§|i|

though no one should reach a third, second, or first class, without t Mm

a definite amount of learning ; still the several candidates within , ft

that class might be easily subordinated by comparative merit, and

not left to the tumultuary grouping of an alphabetical arrange-

ment.—But of this again.

In reference to the seventh end, (p. 689), the public Exhibitions

necessary for the study of the Physical sciences. On the present

state of Oxford in this respect I am hardly qualified to speak.

German Protestant Universities, in general, secure, by public authority, this

privilege of interrogating the academical instructor ;—I i-emember the fact,

in reference to Goettingon, Erlangen, Greifswalde, Marburg, &Q..

i
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As to the mode of instrnction in tlicse scMoiioes, I sliall huvo
(H^casion to say somewhat in the sequel.

In reference to the eighth end, (p. 691,)—tlie supply of tho

students with a complement of Books suited to their scieutitii-

wants,—Oxford, publicly or privately, has done nothing. The
libraries of the several colleges are, I believe, (like the Bodleian
and Radcliffe,) still closed against the undergraduate ; nor
indeed have the Houses, in general, such selections of books as

would be rightly useful to him in the guidance and promotion of

his studies.

In reference to the ninth end, (p. 691,)—a responsible and com-
jictent board of Regulation and Patronage,—Oxford has none.

Tlie need of it is shown by centuries of illegality and abasement.

In reference to the tenth end, (p. 691,)—the adequate Remunera-
tion of the university Teachers ;—as university teaching is now
virtually extinct in Oxford, there can be no question about its

adequate remuneration. Indeed, the conjoined facts, the

ancient deficiency of this recompense,—its independence on the

exertion of the incumbent, and his consequent tendency to do

nothing,—the vicious modesof nominating professors, the nomina-

jtion, therefore, of incompetent prselectors,—the disinclination of

Ithe new rulers of the University, the Heads of Houses, to do ought

to raise the public instruction, which they were sworn to improve,

—in fine, even their active co-operation towards its actual ex-

Stinction ; these conjoined facts soon had their natural—their

necessary result. The public or academical education was nulli-

^ed, if not formally annulled ; the pi'ivate or domestic silently

jsucceeded to its place : and the Fellow who rarely obtained his

lappointment in College from literary merit, superseded the Pro-

jfessor, who ought in the University, to have been elected to his

[chair for that alone,—but who, at last, had become so contemptible,

[that, except when an endowment could be converted into a sine-

pure, was, without reclamation, not even nominally elected at all.

iMost of the public praelectorships or academical cliairs, thus have,

land have long had, an existence only in the Statute-book. (See

U. 422-426, 445-447.)

[

In reference to the eleventh end, (p. 692,)—a Provision for

academical Emeriti,—with this, it is almost needless to say, that

Oxford is wholly unprovided.
i

In regard to the twelfth and last end, (p. 692,)—the accouiino-

pation of the academical members in Academical Houses (Halls or
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Colleges,)—Oxford supplies this, but not under all the three con-

ditions to their full extent. The first is not adequately fulfilled.

The second does not at present emerge. The third is fairly per-

formed.

I have, in these previous observations, been compelled—com-

pelled in the interest of truth—to show, in various respects, that

the education now afforded in the University of Oxford, is not

such as it ought to be. But though no attentive reader can sup-

pose, from my strictures upon this, that I am, by preference, an

admirer of any other British University : still I think it proper

explicitly to state,—that I regard our British Universities, as,

though in different ways, all lamentably imperfect ; and while

none, in my opinion, accomplishes what, under right regulation it

might, I should yet be mortified to have it thought, that I could

institute a comparison where there is no medium, far less dis-

parage one inadequate instrument to the praise of any other,

Oxford is here only collated with Oxford ; and for aught that I

have said, however imperfect may be the education of that Uni-

versity as tested by its own standard, I might still, without at

least self-contradiction, hold that the discipline of Oxford consti-

tutes, in so far as it goes, the very best academical discipline in

the British empire. In jooint of fact, with the present unfortunate

organisations of professorial appointment, I hardly think that the

Professors of the British Universities would, as a body, show a

higher average than the Oxford Tutors, if we had their relative

capacity meted by a standard like the Oxford Examination.

They are, p7'o tanto, in general, unknown quantities.

I now proceed to the last head of distribution.

iv.) Suggestion of such Changes as may most easily he made, to

render the University of Oxford a more efficient instrument for

the purpose of general and preparatory education.

As already premised, I do not mean to hazard the suggestion

of measures which would here realise any ideal of a perfect Uni-

versity. I propose only easy and manifest remedies for evils

intolerable even to ordinary reason. It is self-evident, that it'

Fellowships, Headships, &c., were made the just rewards of aca-

demical merit, these offices, themselves enhanced indefinitely in;

estimation, would constitute an apparatus of powerful agencies,

which, as they have hitherto impeded, would now be turned to
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pronioto, the ends of the University ; and Oxt'uid. raistnl IVdni her

present hnmble and ambiguons condition, would liencct'urward

stand proudly forth as the most efficient mean, perhaps, of educa-

tion in the world. But this, however 1 may wish, I would not

venture to propose.

A University only exists, as it executes the functions of its

existence ; education is the one sole function for which it was

created : as an organ of education, the University of Oxford (and

what is true of Oxford is true of Cambridge) has been long sus-

pended ; its existence, therefore, is in abeyance. The statutory

education being suppressed in the public University, a precarious

education has been attempted in the four-and-twenty private but

privileged Houses ; while these, unconnected with the University

and with each other as seminaries of instruction, are merely a local

aggregation of so many private and irresponsible schools, their

only academical correlation being, that they all send up their

pupils, as candidates for a degree, to be examined by the central

board appointed by the University. This public examination, as

we have seen, shows, of itself, that these twenty-four Houses are,

in general, most inefficient private schools ; one sinking below

' another to such a depth, that the lowest of the twenty-four is

almost twenty-four times lower than the highest.

i The Houses and their Heads have contrived, however, to

j
swamp the University. Have they elevated themselves? But in

I

restoring the public reality of education against the private and

I usurping. semblance—in restoring the University against the Col-

leges ; we- ought not to imitate the precedent of the Houses, we

I

ought not to swamp them. Our policy ought, in fact, to be

directly the converse. " To lieform, not to llescind," should be

the maxim. Restoring the University, we should not supersede

the Colleges ; but, on the contrary, enable the best to do far

more than they can now accomplish, and compel the worst to

become the rivals of the best. Let our reform be that of Bacon,

—without bravery, or scandal, or assentation, either of old

or new ; and taking counsel of axory time, if our changes be

rational, let us not be startled should they be compulsory. They

ought, however, to be gradual ; beneficial to the public, but not

unjust to individuals : announced, long enough before they arc

carried into execution ; and no duty suddenly required of any to

which he is not bound to be competent. Our procedure f^hoiild

be the same in our semiuai-ics of cither kind ; in Imth wc slmiiid
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prefer ingrafting to extirjiation,—were it only for parsimony of

time. For thus, as, in our gardens, the idlest stock may by a pru-

dent treatment soon rise into a fruitful tree ; so, in our Universities,

the least effective College may by a judicious introduction of new

measures spring at once to unexpected usefulness and honour :

—" Nee longum tempus, et ingens

lixiit ad caelum ramis felicibus arbos,

Miraturqiie novas froucles et iion sua poma.''

In the ensuing observations, I shall consider :—a) Things pri-

mary or constitutive ; b) Things secondary or complemental.

a.) Things primary or constitutive. Under this head the dis-

cussion divides itself into five parts, in as much as it regards :

—

1. The Objects of instruction ; 2. The Instructors or kind of per-

sons privileged to teach ; 3. The Instruction and its modes ; 4.

The Excitement to study ; 5. The Degree or certificate of pro-

ficiency.

1. The Objects of instruction. (Pp. 674 and 694 sq. ; 677,

sq. and 703 sq.)

From what has been previously said it is apparent, that, in my
opinion, there is much good, and not a little deficient, in the

object-matter of the Oxford education.

In the first place, I hold, that the study, there pursued, of phi-

lology, and in general of classical antiquity, is of the highest uti-

lity ; both (objectively) as supplying the prerequisites of ulterior

knowledge, and (subjectively) as a disciphne of mind. In relation

to the former, I have above, (pp. 329-340.) endeavoured to show,

that classical studies are of the utmost importance to the liberal

professions, more especially to Theology ; and in reference to the

latter, I would only object, that, as too mechanically taught, in

Oxford, these studies do not become the mean of sufficiently

awakening the learner to a vigorous self activity. In a word, the

philological teaching is there not philosophical enough. Even the

higher grammar, a science most important in itself, and com-

prising problems of the most interesting and profitable discussion,

is, educationally at least, wholly neglected ; the philology, the

object, of tuition in the College, and of examination in the schools,

rarely rising above an empirical knowledge of the phraseology ot

this or that classical author.

But in the second place, this omission of philosophical grammar

from the cycle of university studies, is only part and parcel ot

the omission of philosophy itself along with the more central of
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the philosophical sciences. On this unhappy uniissiun. acuck'uii-

cally unexampled out of England, in violation even of English

academical statute, and contrary to all opinions,—universally the

most respectable, and specially the most respected in Oxford, 1

have already spoken, and may hereafter have occasion to speak.

: As noticed, Philosophy, in Oxford, as in Cambridge, was only left

I
untaught, when the ordinary instructor had become incapable of

I

teaching it. The raising of the teacher in these schools is, there-

I

fore, a prerequisite to the restoration of philosophy. And of that,

anon.

2. The Instructors, or persons i^vivikged to teach. (Pp. 074

and 699 sq. ; 675 and 702.)

Speaking only of the fundamental faculty,—thei'c are two
' kinds of Instructors to whom Universities contide the performance

;

of their essential duty—the business of education. These we may
i call Professors and Tutors ; although the distinction in function

j

may not, especially in former ages, and in foreign countries, cor-

j
respond always to the distinction in name. By Professor, I mean

j
a teacher, exclusively privileged, to deliver from his own resources

j
and at his own discretion, a course of lectures, on a certain depart-

ment of knowledge, to the whole academical alumni. By Tutor,

I mean a teacher, among others, privileged to see that his pecu-

liar pupils (a section of the academical alumni) read and under-

stand certain books—certain texts, codes, departments of doc-

trine, authorized by the University. Tutors are now, de facto

\ at least, the only necessary instructors in Oxford and Cambridge
;

Professors alone are known in the other British, as in all foreign,

I
Universities.

j
Instruction by Tutors, and instruction by Professors, have, seve-

1 rally, pecuhar advantages ; there are certain conditions which each

j
system specially supposes ; and this or that Tutorial, this or that

j

Professorial, application will be good or bad, as the conditions

I

of the special system are or are not fulfilled in it. Comparing

i

these together in themselves, that is, all else being suiqjosed

j
equal :

—

I
The peculiar advantage of the Professorial instruction is,—that

! requiring a small complement of teachers, these may individually

i all be of a higher learning and ability ; and consequently in so

i

far as higher individual learning and ability afford a superior

instruction, the Professorial system, if i)rui>erly organized, is pi-c-

ferable to the Tutorial, even at the best. But in so far as the
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efficiency of an education depends on the greater number of its

teachers ; or, in so far as the condition of higher learning and

abihty is not adequately supplied, the Professorial system is infe-

rior to the Tutorial, as the Tutorial ought to be. But as each, if

properly organized and apphed, has thus its several utilities ; we

shall find, that as practically reahzed in this kingdom, the con-

ditions of neither have been fultilled.

Professorial System.—The fundamental condition of this scheme

is the superior qualification,—learning, ability, and didactic skill,

—of the Professor. But how greatly this condition has been

neglected, is shewn in the wretched modes of academical appoint-

ment prevalent in this country. (See pp. 371-385.)

Tutorial System.—There are three conditions of the efficiency

of this scheme: 1°, The application of the Tutorial numbers;

2°, Tlie competency of the individual Tutors; 3°, The sufficiency of\

the academiccdly authorised books.

As to the first condition, and looking merely to Oxford, no

attempt has been made to draw the Tutors from their isolation in

the private houses, and to employ them, in larger or smcdler plun

ralities, in exercising the academical alumni, collected into Uni-

versity or public classes. And yet, the greatest and most distinctive

mean of Tutorial efficiency has thus, in the English Unversities,

remained unapplied. With a staff of very incompetent Tutors,

this measure could not," indeed, be accomplished. It could not

even be attempted. But the necessity of its appliance would fortb^

with determine an elevation of Tutorial qualification. Those who

had deemed themselves, and had been deemed by others, not

incompetent for the function, so long us tuition lurked a torpid

routine in the pi'ivacy of a college, would no longer appear even
\

tolerable, so soon as their inferiority was brought into public,
j

and into public comparison with the superiority of others. A
,

beneficial competition would thus be determined between the

instructors ; all would endeavour to excel, and none be content

to remain very far inferior. The necessity of taking measures

for the better appointment of Tutors would soon follow, if this

improvement had not indeed preceded ; and the students (besides

the other benefits of such a class) would thus enjoy the triple

advantage,—of being variously exercised by a competent number

of competent instructors,—of hearing the same object considered i

by different intellects in different views,—and of having placed

before them the highest academical examples of erudition and I

I
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ability. But such an organisation of public classes under aiiiK.iulc I

[Tutors, for the daily exercise of the students in general in their

iconimon studies,—this, as I said, has never been attempted in

either of the only two Universities in Avhich the Tutorial system

has prevailed ; and yet this application is the very mean through

[which that system can realise its chief advantages. For a plu-

rality of Tutors can do what can be done by no individual I'ro-

ifessor.

I

As to the second condition,

—

the competency of the several

Tutors,—this has not only not been fulfilled ; but on the contrary,

(as repeatedly observed,) the Tutorial office has been abandoned

iby the University to the private incorpoi-ations, the members of

|which are, in general, neither Collegial Heads nor Collegial Fellows,

jfrom any hterary merit. It is certainly true, that the University

lis not so totally dependent on individual competence in the

[teacher, where the Tutorial system prevails, as where the Pro-

|fessorial. Still, however, it is dependent in a great degree ; and

jthe memorable and melancholy consequences of the neglect, in

[Oxford, of the Tutors' competency are more than sufficient to

imanifest the clamant urgency for a prompt and fundamental

ireformation of the abuse. (See pp. 653, sq.) One prospective

measure, corrective at least of the evil in the mass, presents itself

obtrusively. By statute, the condition of becoming Tutor is not

a Fellowship but a Degree. (P. 396, &c.) The monopoly of

'privileged Tutorial, that is, now of academical, instruction by the

inienibers of the private incorporations, is an illegal usurpation.

!I would, therefore, suggest, that no one should, henceforth, be

ieligible for this office, (which by the proceedings of the Heads of

illouses themselves, has long been privileged and public,) who

-has not taken Primary Hvjliest Honours; and that he should

only be competent to act, at least as University Tutor, in that

department wherein he shall have so graduated. 1 am, of course,

iaware, that some first class men may turn out comparatively

poor instructors ; and that some laudable instructors may stand

comparatively low in the Examination. But still, these are the

jcxceptions. And although it might be proper to have a mean of

conferring tutorial eligibility for special reasons, still it cannot

but be advantageous, to lay down a highest academical honour as

|the general condition of becoming Tutor, This would at once

iiibolish the present unparalleled system of abuse; which, com-

iparing the educational establishments of Oxford only with them-'
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selves, allows one House to sink below another to some ten or

twenty depths.—But as it is of consequence, that the several Tutors

should be connected with individual Houses, it being of import-

ance that College should rival College for the honours of the

University ; and as there is, at present, no other authority to

which this patronage could be safely confided : I am not prepared

to say, that the appointment of Tutor should be withdrawn from

the Collegial Head.—At the same time, in the smaller Colleges, it

might be advantageous, if two at least combined, and had in com-Bi

mon a single complement of Tutors.—Could not government beBjn

induced, to make a laudable exception of its arbitrary patronage,H|,

so that the Tutor, (always generally in orders,) who is not aj

Fellow, might, after a meritorious period of instruction claim af

benefice in the Church ? Equital)ly, a higher proportion of the

fee, which the student ought now to pay for his superior educa-fci|

tion, should be allowed to those Tutors who do not enjoy thf_

benefit of a Fellowship and its results.

The third condition of the Tutorial system is, the sufficiency o;

the acadeynicaUy authorised books.—This condition, if adequateh

fidfilled, gives, in my opinion, a decided advantage to the Tutoria

over the Professorial scheme of education,—at least as the latte

is now constituted in this kingdom
;
(and if combined with th

second condition, even over the Professorial in its most perfcc

organisation abroad.) For

—

In the first place, as existing among ourselves, the Professor

not improbably unequal to his ofiice; no method of academics

patronage prevalent in Britain being good,—one, in fact, ii

only more vicious than another. The standard of academici

competence is, consequently, low ; and the Professor too ofteij

even on that low standard, an inadequate instructor. But on th

matter I need not at present enter, having already treated of

in detail. (See pp. 348-385.)

In the second place, the doctrine of a Professor is at best onl

the opinion of an individual.—If appointed by an incompetent, i

irresponsible, a partial authority, he is probably of merely ore,

nary talents, or of merely ordinary information ; in either c;

therefore, his opinions, on the subject which he has an academicij

monopoly to teach, are not worth the knowing.—If the ProfesS'

be a man of talent, his ingenuity may easily mislead both himi

and others ; and, exempt from criticism, he may continue to pjlj

pagate for decades, with the authority of a privileged teacher
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Ik' contagion of adniiring pupils, ductrines not only theort'ticallv

;;lse, but practically dangerous; doctrines which, if published tn

he world, are lightly analysed into a tissue of sophistry and half

aiowledge. It may indeed be, that a Professorial course is triist-

vorthy and instructive, supplying a want in the patent literature

if the subject ; or affording a useful introduction to its study.

)Ut this is rare. How few academical courses have been thouo-ht

vorthy of the press, even by self-love or the partiality of friend-

hip ; and of those which have actually been published, how few
lave the pubhc thought worthy of perusal ! But for the chance
if such a possibility, I hardly think, that a great University, like

Kford, (which has at its disposal a large and costly staff of Tutors,

mil. therefore, is not, hke poorer Universities, dependent on Pro-
V—ors,) would be wise, in preferring the dangerous probabilities

[ our present Professorial system, or even the favourable contin-

rmcies of any better which it is ever hkely to compass. It would,

n my humble opinion, be far safer to elevate its actual cducii-

Inn by Tutors ; than, subverting that, to return to its old edu-

ation by Professors, (still statutory though this be,) even with

he best prospects of improvement.*

^ 1 have latterly, in some subordinate points, raoditicd my opinion on the

'I'it'essorial and Tutorial systems, in reference to Oxford, and in reference

1 rach other;—and this principally from three considerations.

In the Jirst place, I was formerly inclined to professorial, as the chief

' ademical instruction, not certainl}' on its own account, (for I ahvaj's held,

liat what is good in a lecture would be better in a book,)
; but because 1

au therein the only mean of collecting the students in large classes : regarding

I large class as the necessary condition of exercise ; and deeming exercise, if

int the sole, as the paramount, function ofa University in its general education.

1
i had even, in theory, imagined a plurality of Professors on the same subject,

" n order to reduce the class of auditors to the possibility of being exercised
;

' thinking, perhaps, too much of the utility of professorial competition and the

;;xample of ancient Padua, too little of the countervailing evils and the

• I'xaraple of irniversities in general. But though this plan has been also

jidvocated by my learned friend, Mr Bouamy Price, in his late ingenious

_

' Suggestions for the extension of Professorial teaching in the L'niver.sity of

' Oxford," I cannot now maintain it. It had not formerly occuiTcd to me, tiiat

* fthis exercise might be elfected, and better effected, by otlier means than the

!: iProfessor. Of this I am now persuaded. For, were the Tutors merely raised

,. ito their proper level as instructors, as without difficulty could 1)C done, tliey

(might then easily be drawn from the College, and eacii, like a I'mfe.s.sor,

applied as an individual in the exerci.se of University classes. Nay, as tlir

. jfiroper execution of this office requires nnmhers, the Tutors, in their iiluralii \

,
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In the third place, there are in all or most of the department-

of knowledge which a University, in its fundamental faculty

ought by preference to teach, certain essential parts, certaii

primary or preparatory truths, certain books even, which it is o

the utmost consequence, that a student should, above all and befor(

all, be made familiar with.* But these, for the very reason tha

they are certain, while they at once supersede his speculations an(

occupy his course ; are apt to be omitted, or slurred over, o:

given, without reference to their author, even by a Professor no

ignorant of their relations and importance. The advantage o

could discbarge it better than is possible by all the exertions of any sing]

exerciser—of any Professor.

In the second place, a niaturer reflection has convinced me,—that \\\\\\

the Tutors ought not to be abolished but improved ; their subjection, a

subordinates to the personal and arbitrary instruction of a Professor, wouk

by men of standing and intelligence, be felt as degrading, even were the Pre

fessor raised to what he ought to be, and as simply intolerable, were tli

Professor to remain at the present British level, that is, be no better tba

themselves.

In the third place, if the Professorial system, for the non-physical—tl

non-exhibitory studies, were again restored, and still more if a plurality i

Professors lectured on the same science, there could either no long>r be an

unity in the examination for a degTce. or the subjects of examination mu:

be divorced from the teachhig of the academical instructor.

To these three considerations there may be added di fourth;—the improb;

bility, that even if the Professorial system were re-established, it M'ould I

established on a proper footing, that is, on a footing such as is not yet realise

in any University of this kingdom, and to the realisation of which withi

herself, Oxford would make luidoubtedly a strenuous resistance. But sue

was the hypothesis.

* In truth, all the older (as indeed some of the later) Professorial " pro

lections," were ouly explanatory of books ; and the various departments >

the Faculty of Arts, throughout the Universities of Europe, owe their coi

stitution, in fact, to Aristotle, whose different works (either in his plain tes

or in this text and a commentary, or in an abstract from this text,) we

what the " Reader" attempted,—were, indeed, Avhat alone he was permij

ted, to expound. The older Professors were therefore intermediate betwe(i

our present Professors and our present Tutors. In Louvaiu, for exampll

(p. 646, sq.), the Professors of the P.^dagogia bore, perhaps, even mo|

analogy to College Tutors than to University Professors. The older acad'

mical instructors thus, in fact, united wiiat more recently have been severe

Xor was the union useless ; for beside combining the advantages of the tv

systems of teaching, professorial and tutorial, it comprised others of f

higher consequence, in an unexclusive employment of all the means of exe

cise and excitation.
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|the taught is thus, too often, sacrificed to the glory of the teacher;

the unhappy learner being inflated by the syllabub of novel para-

iiox, not nourished by the bread of ancient truth. The reverse

iof this a University ought to ensure. And in the documents

which an alumnus ought by preference to study, there is more

than sufficient to exhaust the curriculum of Arts. A series of such

documents therefore the University of Oxford, having adopted

the plan of Tutorial instruction, is even bound to provide and

privilege ; as the materials of pi'ivate study by the pupils,—of

explanation by the Tutors in the Colleges,—and of exercise by the

Tutors in the " schools."

' But coming to the great question—/6' this condition hi/ Oxford

adequately fulfilled ?—To this we must, without qualification,

emphatically answer

—

No. Indeed every, the remotest requi-

isite towards this fulfilment remains still unsupplied. There has in

Oxford been no attempt even to organize an intelligent board by

whom such designation, selection and collection might be carefully,

and continually made. The business of such a board of studies is

^neither easy nor temporary. The right performance of its duties

supposes great learning and great judgment ; and its decisions of

lone year, it should be ready to revise and even to reverse, the

[next. It ought to be actuated by no motive but the scientific

linterest of the student ; and, of course, in its choice of works for

academical reading, it would regard as foolish any limitation by

(Country or by school. But such a selection is not more difficult

ithan necessary. A University which employs a tutorial or semi-

jtutorial system is bound to have its own series of approved books,

[for its own cycle of approved studies ; and among the " academical

jcourses" which have, in consequence, been collected and composed,

jwe possess some of the most valuable contributions which have

[ever been made to learning and philosophy. But in this respect,

lOxford has done absolutely nothing,—beyond (to say nothing of

^religion) some indication of the vaguest in its Examination Statutes

touching the age and character of the classical works to which

|the candidate is hmited. As once and again repeated, the central

i—the peculiarly academic province of speculative philosophy or

'philosophy proper is, in modern Oxford as in modern Candjridge,

iiguored. And in both, as has been also noticed, for the same

reason—the average inability of the Tutors. The easier parts of

lAristotle's system were indeed still retained ; but these might, in

the circumstances, have been as well omitted ; because, read ;in
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fragments, and bj minds undisciplined to abstraction, tliey could

neither be understood themselves, nor stimulate the intellect to

understand aught else. There was no gradation from the easy to

the difficult, from the new to the old. Philosophy was taught,

philosophy was learned more by rote than by reason ; and an

abrupt intrusion of the tyro thinker into the Ethics or Politics

of the Stagirite might discourage or disgust even a potential

Montesquieu. Logic alone was studied in a modern summary.

But here too the unphilosophical character of the Oxford philo-

sophical discipline is apparent. That University, having for-

merly adopted, still adheres to the Compendium of Aldrich, not

because Aldrich was a learned dialectician, but an academical dig-

nitary ; and the book, not overvalued by its able author, after

leading and misleading (Oxford logicians, during former genera-
;

tions, at last affords a more appropriate text for their corrections

during the present.* But should Alma Mater thus lag behind

her alumni ?

3. The Instruction and its modes.—(Pp. 678, sq., and 703, sq.)
|

The mode of instruction is varied by the various character of

its objects. The knowledge which depends on the ocular demon-

stration of costly collections and experiments ;—this knowledge,

;

easy and palpable, requiring an appliance more of the senses than
;

of the understanding, can be fully taught to all, at once, by one

:

competent demonstrator.* The teaching of the natural or physical

sciences ought, therefore, as I have already observed, to be Pro-

fessorial. On the contrary, the sciences which result less from

perception than from thought, and which principally require, that

the understanding of the learner should be itself vigorously

applied ; those sciences, having no external exhibition, are not

astricted to individual teaching, and if many can more effectually

rouse the mind of the learner to elaborative exertion than one.

will best be taught by a well organised plurality of teachers,—in

other words, through a good Tutorial system. This good Tutorial

system, which supposes always a competency in the individual, is a

combination of the private instruction by a Tutor in the College,

and of the public discipline by Tutors in the University.

The most important academical sciences,—the cognitions, best

in themselves, best as preparative for others, and best cultivating

* See Mr Mansel's Notes on the Rudimenta of Aldrich. Of these, with-

out disparagement to the Dean, it mav be said.—" La sauce vaut mieux que

le poissou."

*
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Khe mind of the student, are all of this latter kind. 1 wuuUl.

Iiherefore, prefer for them, perhaps absolutely, and ecrtainlv

iiinder the circumstances of Oxford, tlie improved Tutorial systcuj.

This supposes two conditions. It supposes

—

I
1°, Colleyial instruction by a Tutor,—colleyio-tutorial classes.—

[The student having by himself attentively perused, and, as far as

possible, mastei'ed a certain portion of a certain book, goes u\)

(ilong with his class-fellows of the same college to the Tutors

lecture. Here the pupil reads, repeats, and is examined ; his

Imistakes are corrected, his deficiencies supplied, and his ditHculties

{solved. The Tutor, now never an inferior graduate, has his zeal

ind emulation stimulated towards an ever higher instruction of

his pupils ; conscious, that from day to day they are to be pub-

iicly tried, publicly collated, and that his own character and

l^ompetence will, though indirectly, assuredly be meted by theirs.

The pupils, on their part, are actuated still more strongh' by the

[ike feelings; for their honour is directly interested in going

iown, as well as possibly prepared, into the important and public

contest of the University class. Thus it is, that neAv life and

strength would, under tlie improved system, be inspired into the

•ollegial tuition ; and it might then be said of the Colleges of

Oxford, no less truly than of the Colleges of Louvain (p. 649),

here no labour is spared, either by the Tutors in teaching, or

jy the Pupils in learning." This further supposes

—

2°, University discipline by Tutors,—acadeniico-tutorial classes.

The students who, in the several Houses, and under their

several Tutors, have been prepared in the same book, are now to

je collected for further examination, &c. into a public or Univer-

j<ity class. But as the number of such students might be so great,

[trenching perhaps on four hundred,) that they would, if congre-

gated into a single class, baffle exercise; and as, at the same

pime, it is of vital importance for the sake of competition, that the

blasses should not be made too small, it might hit the mean, so

:o divide them, that a hundred and fifty l)eing the maxinmm, the

porrelative University classes might probably be three.

I

In these classes, (which might meet for an hour on five, or fi»r

n hour and a-half on four days of the week,) the students should

e exercised in examination, oral and written, in compositions to

strictly criticised and read, &c. ; and so called up, (as by the

tery of an alphabet,) that it shall be impossible to anticipate
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tlie occurrence. These classes to be eacli conducted by at least

three Tutors ; who may either remain in one, or circulate, more

or less rapidly, through all. It might be better, probably, to

have the Tutors specially appointed to the University classes,

though the appointment ought only to be temporary ; and a

certain emolument should, likewise, be attached to this function.

The office of University Tutor would thus be rendered at oncaof

higher honour and of greater responsibihty. In a class one Tutor

should act as Praeses ; but on what principle this pre-eminence

should be regulated, is a matter indeterminate and of minor impor-

tance. No Tutor should examine or criticise his own pupils,

—

Tutor and pupil should, in fact, be separated in all relative to

academical honours. In an exercitation of the students the

plurality of tlie Tutors affords great advantages over the indivi-

duality of a Professor ; and in such an exercising is comprised the

most, and the most peculiar, of the benefits which academical

instruction aifords. For Tutors being once competent to the

work, may be indefinitely multiplied according to its exigencies

;

whereas a Professor, if he do not, as he generally does, altogether

neglect the labour, yet hraits and must limit it, to the narrow

sphere of his individual capabilities.

The exercise of the student in the University classes, should

be partly exigible, partly ultroneous. The former would simply

qualify for a degree, through a mere certificate of attendance

;

Avhereas the latter would afford the mean towards distinction and

class honours.

Attendance on all the University classes should not be requisite

for graduation, but only on a certain number. Some classes may
\

be too elementary for some students ; and, on the contrary, some

students, though not undeserving of a degree, may want the^

scholarship or capacity necessary for some classes,—Attendance

to be secured and ascertained, by a catalogue called daily, or at

irregular intervals,—Certain classes to vary annually their books.

The University classes, in general, ought to commence and fin-

ish with the academical year,—that is, in the terms of Michaelmas

and Trinity ; and attendance during three of these years should

be required for a degree. This would, of course, necessitate a

modification of the irregular entrance and the irregular attend-

ance, still tolerated in the English Universities. The vacations

might perhaps remain unchanged ; for these cessations in the

J
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I'liiversity classes could be usefully employed as seasons of

<loniestic repetition or revisal. (See p. 683, note.) But on this

and other matters of detail, I avoid speaking.*

* There is another, though a minor, and merely collefrial, abuse, wliicli could

not survive the congregation of the academical youth for serious study in

i
unexclusive classes ;—I n)ean the foolish distinction of what (to say nothing

j ot another, that of "Nobleman,") is usually called "-Gentleman or Fel/uw

\
Commoner; " and which, though too contemptible for notice in the text, may

i
be dispatched in a foot-note. To those ignorant of the English coliegial

i system, be it known then, that for payment of an extra rate of Tutor's fees,

'room rent, &c., an intrant is admitted into certain Houses, under the above

\
designation,—dines at a diflferent table from the other undergraduati's,—walks

I

about in a peculiar garb,—and is specially privileged to neglect the ordinary

i

discipline, the ordinary necessity of study. "The Gentlemen Commoners'"
are, I find in Oxford, now in number nearly a liundi-cd ; constituting a

sixteenth part of the whole undergraduates. They are admitted by a

majority of the Halls,—by a minority of the Colleges.

In every point of view, the distinction, name and thing, is, ajjart frtmi

the lucrative return to certain parties, utterly absui'd.

It is grammatically absurd. The word " Gentleman " properly means

—

•'man of family;" but the coliegial distinction can now be purchased by
any; and is, indeed, peculiarly aflfected by those who have no other preten-

sion, but this same purchase, to the inverse appellation.—It is historicallif

absurd. For though of old, birth and wealth might, here as elsewhere, hold

some mutual proportion ; in this country, at least, they now hold and ha\ e

long held, none.—It is statistically absurd. For whilst in aristocratic Gennany,

(where blood is legally discriminated and privileged,) a Prince even of the

Empire fi'equents his father's University in the plain guise of an ordinary

" bursch ;

" in democratic England, where blood is not discriminated, far

less privileged, by law, and in the richest, oldest and most venerable of our

national Universities, each aspiring Snobson publicly ventilates his private

purchase of an ironical gentility in silk and velvet. Here, we sec, in one

College, a far descended nobleman, assiduous in study as a simjjle conunoner

;

and there, the issue of a topping tradesman, the scion, perhaps, of his lordship's

j

tailor, idly rustling it as " Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme," in the next.—It is

socially absurd. For if "Gentleman" be taken in its popular acceptation,

for "man of honour," its attribution to a few is a gi-atuitous and grouudloss

insnltupon the many. But, in both its acceptations, the coliegial distinction

is, socially considered, a matter either of scandal or of contempt.— It i^ poli-

tically absurd. For the Crown itself, while it creates a nobleman, is unal)le to

create a gentleman. Gentlemen, however, the English colleges presume to

make and unmake. But in truth, their conservative Heads do what in thorn

lies radically to level ranks, by subverting in their Houses the natural aris-

tocracy, of which, for a paltry gain, they consent to prostitute, vulgarise and

render ridiculous the very name. With these coliegial heralds, (as with some

heraldic colleges,) —" titulos regina Pecunia donat

Et genus ct proavos, sordesfjuc parentis lionestat."

2z
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4. The Excitement to Study. (Pp. 675, sq.,. and 702, sq.)

Emulation is the one motive to diligence which the student may

—It is academically absurd. For the distinction is, throughout Christendom,

known only in the English Universities. In these, it is even unknown to

the public and statutory University, either of Oxford or of Cambridge ; it

originates exclusively in the licence usurped by the private Houses, the

Houses through which the national seminary has been illegally superseded;

and even of these, it is tolerated only in a minority of the Colleges, in a ma-
jority of the Halls, as an excuse for certain extraordinary charges, whilst in

the (educationally) best,—indeed, in most ofthe Houses, it has been abolished,

as at once a nuisance and an opprobrium. But the abuse is carried to its

climax,—carried, indeed, into another category, by being made, m many
cases, a mean of pecuniary extortion. Accommodation in a licensed House
is, in the English Universities, necessary, and, at the same time, 7ioiv limited

;

a long previous application is requisite for admission into the better Houses

;

and the others are thus able, without leaving their lodgings unlet, to compel

the intrant to compound for the sham title and the suicidal privileges, which

are paid for—and despised. Nor by these colleges can it be said,—"My
poverty and not my will consents ; " for to aggravate still farther the dis-

grace, the wealthiest foundations are the principal extortionists.

But, finally and principally, it is educationally absurd. The Houses pro-

fess to afford the means of education, to replace, in fact, of themselves, the

University ; and yet, in so far as they maintain this distinction, they do all

within their power, to fi-ustrate the whole scantling of instruction which they

now dispense. For, as regards the members themselves styled " Gentlemen

Commoners :
"—tliese, admitted, ostensibly for education, are relieved from

educational discipline, albeit [Ji-ecisely those for whom such discipline is most

imperiously requisite. They ai'e virtually told, indeed, by collegia! wisdom,

that though academical residence may be a fashionable form, academical

study is of very trivial importance.—And, as regards the other members :—

there is thus authoritatively introduced, fostered, paraded, and imposed, iu

what ought, in what professes, to be a domestic society for sedulous applica-

llon, a contagious example of favoured idleness, insubordination, and con-

tempt of knowledge. " It is at College above all places," says Napoleon,

(Bourrienne I. xxv.) " that equality should prevail." At least, the only m-

equality recognised iu a seminary of education should be that of intellect and

ieaniing. In Oxford and Cambridge, however, some Houses stUl think dif-

ferently. To pay more, to learn less, in them obtains academical distinction,

—is actually proclaimed, in these foci of illumination, the criterion of a

" Gentleman !
"—Especial honour is therefore due to those " gentlemen,"

who prove themselves not idlers, though thus coUegially privileged, nay

encouraged, to be idle.

The absm-dity is, however, so singular, so flagrant, so perverse, and withal

so vulgar ; that, whilst at present in the reawakening spirit of the Universi-

ties, it only languishes in the privacy and division (" Divide et irapera,")

of the—not best Colleges and Halls : the snobbism would perish forthwith

(if from no other cause) under public ridicule, were the students once again

collected into classes in the public schools ;—though I do not imagine, that the

I
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bo safely supposed to bring Avith him to the University
; and this

motive, as we have seen, Oxford does not fully employ. 'Jo cor-

rect this deficiency, there are certain conditions which it is requi-

site to fullil.

In the first place, there are the conditions of publicity, mim-
bers, and co-equality. These would be conjunctly supplied, were

ithe alumni of the University once again collected from the privacy

|of Hall and College into the pubHcity of the academic " Schools,"

'from classes of an average of seven or eight (Coplestone's esti-

mate) to classes of a hundred or a hundred and fifty.

In the second place, the competition roused in large and public

classes can alone supply the deficiencies of the pubhc examination

for a degree, viewed as an instrument of emulation ; for in them
may the stimulus be applied to all, and to all during their ivhole

course of academic study.

In the third place, the condition of exercise (Examination, Dis-

putation, Writing, &c.), as the mean through which the learner

may distinguish himself, can alone, or alone in any adequate

degree, be made effective in large and public classes. For only

in exercise can the powers of a competitor be drawn forth into

3nergy ; and as only in such classes is exercise available, so only

in such classes can that energy be compared, estimated, and ade-

quately honoured.

This honour may be awarded by the suffrage, cither of the

pFhole class (taught and teacher), or by the Tutors alone. A com-

bination of the two would, I think, be preferable ; and perhajis

(bus :—Suppose that the students of the same book are distribu-

led into three University classes ; each amounting to the maxi-

mum of a hundred and fifty. At the close of the academical year,

jet the (regular) attenders of a class designate by suffrage, say

Ihirty (or twenty) of their number, as worthy of the first,

'econd, &c., place of honour. These honoured students may be

ivided into decades. The nine decades may then be taken by

atrons of the practice would in these venture to propose "reserved seats."

j»ut as the distinction is personally profitable, and as to some minds, what is

jersonallj profitable appears always to be universally expedient, (" What
'ill not man defend? ") ; we may be sure, that for this, among other motives,

rill any restoration of a public and university education be strenuously re-

[sted,—if possible; for a recovery of the University to health, would infalli-

|ly, at once, determine a cure of this scahiex dehililntis in that learned body.

nd the Houses,—they cannot, surely, always bo allowed, botli to snlnci t

nd to dishonour the University.
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the Tutors of the three classes acting together ; the students of

the corresponding decade all tried against each other ; and the

whole thirty finally subordinated in the order of merit. This

ultimate arrangement would thus be partly the work of the pupils,

partly of the Tutors,—The whole division into decades may, how-

ever, and perhaps profitably, be omitted ; the final distribution of

the ninety places of honour among the ninety preferred students,

being, with any adequate restriction, left to the Tutors.

Before the suffrages of a class are taken, a solemn promise (in

fact an oath) of conscientious performance of duty to be required

of all voters by the presiding Tutor ; and (to make the perform-

ance more easy) the suffrages to be given in writing, with the

voter's signature, to be known, therefore, only, as counted by

the Tutors. The Tutors themselves to promise in like manner.

The list of honours to be printed in large characters ; a copy sent

to each House ; and one framed and hung up in some public place

of the University. It should appear perhaps in the Calendar.

5 T/ie Degree or Certificate of Proficiency in Arts. (Pp. 689.

and 706, with 645, sq.)

It is proper, in the first place, to state what Oxford has done

in this respect. And here it is necessary to distinguish the past

and the prospective legislations of the University, estabHshing, as

they do, two very different schemes of Examination for this degree.

By the past legislation of the University, I mean that com-

mencing in 1807. In this, down to the present time, (to say

nothing of the Responsions), 1°, there was only a single examina-

tion, and this first competent in the thirteenth term or coramence-i|j

ment of the fourth year ; and 2°, in that examination there weref

only tivo Departments of trial and distinction,—the Literce Huma-

niores, and the Disciplines Mathematicce et Physicce,—which latter

was wholly optional to the candidate. So far all was uniform.

But several steps, through several statutes, multiplied the classei

of honour in each department, from two to four ; persons in thf

same class being always accounted equal, and alphabeticall)

arranged.

By the new statute (passed in 1850, and to commence in th<

Easter Examination of 1853), the preceding scheme is changed \\\ -^

sundry iraporta,nt points.—Besides the Responsions—there are ti'

be two Examinations, with tiuo relative Classifications: the First

commencing with the eighth and ending with the twelfth term

the Second, commencing with the thirteenth and ending with th

I

I

4
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I'lteenth terra, (normally at least and for honours).—The First

> these Examinations has, as of old, two Departments, and these

nearly the same ; to Avit, Greek and Latin Literature, and J*ure

Mathematics,—which last is now, as formerly, wholly optional.

Each of these departments is to have only a First and Second Class

of Honour. In these classes all the candidates are, as hitherto,

equal,—their names being alphabetically arranged. For the first

time, the names of those who pass without honour are to be pub-

lished.—The Second Examination, which is new, has ^itr depart-

ments, or, as they are not happily called, " Schools
;
" to wit. Humane

Letters.—JSIathematiccd and Physical Sciences,—Natural Science,

—Jurisprudence and Modern Hist07^y. Each of these depart-

ments has, what is old, four Classes of Honour, in which the

names follow alphabetically, and are of course published. But

besides these classes, the names of those who merely pass, are

henceforth, as in the first examination, to be also recorded.—To

qualify for a degree, it is necessary to pass again in the depart-

ment of Humane Letters, and (besides attending two courses of

Pubhc Lectures in the University) to pass in some one of the

other three.

Neither of these schemes, though both in certain respects arc

praiseworthy, seems to me such as ought to satisfy a University,

and that the University of Oxford. In so far as encouragement

is thus given to pursuits useful, as well objectively in the pursuit of

other studies, as subjectively in the cultivation of the student's

mind, they are of course deserving of approbation. But these

ends, neither scheme of examination appears at all adequately to

accomplish. In fact, while the former shows as imperfect and

redundant, the latter shows not only as imperfect and redundant,

but even as suicidal.

In the first place, the imperfection, common to both the schemes,

is manifested in tl^e want,—academically unexampled out of the

illegal condition of the English Universities,—of a really philoso-

phical department, for study and examination. But of this I have

already spoken (pp. 695, sq.)

In the second place, the redundance, common to both, lies in

the mathematical department (pure and applied.) Mathematical

study, it is perhaps idle to repeat, we here consider, not in its ob-

jective relation as a mean in or towards certain material sciences
;

but in its subjective relation exclusively, as a mean of cultivating

the capacity itself of thought. In this point of view, I have
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already sliown, and at great length, (pp. 257-327, 621*-652*),

that it is useless, even detrimental, if not applied temperately and

with due caution ; for, instead of invigorating, it may enervate the

reasoning faculty, and is, therefore, a study undeserving of an

indiscriminate encouragement in a liberal education of the mind.

In this relation, Oxford seems at fault, in both its schemes

of examination. In the former, the Mathematical sciences

obtained one of the two departments between which the aca-

demical graduation trial was divided ; though Oxford, leaving

always these sciences wholly optional to the candidate, stands in

favourable contrast with Cambridge. For this University making

Mathematics, and Mathematics alone, a passport to its degree and

relative distinctions ; in fact, seemed as if it acted on the futile

inscription falsely imagined over Plato's school.

In the prospective statute the inconsistency is, perhaps, even

enhanced. For here, though Mathematics are still always optional,

they, however, constitute ostensibly a moiety of the first examina-

tion. But the policy of the Oxford Convocation in conceding to

the Disciplinae Mathematicae a half of the whole academical honours,

is shown to be unwise, even by the evidence drawn from the

Oxford examinations themselves. And thus :

—

Looking firstly to the Instructed.—For the decade from 1838 to

1847, we have the following results : All the honours in D. M.

(255) bear the proportion to all the honours in L. H. (923) of some-

what more than 2i fourth. Again, ahowi four-fifths (79 out of 106)

of the First Class of L. H. are in no class of D. M. at all ; whereas

only about one-fifth (10 out of 48) of the First Class of D. M. are

in no class of L. H. Finally, there are six-sevenths of men classed

in L. H. who are in no class of D. M (822 to 124) ; whereas there

is hardly more than a half (136 out of 260) of those having an

honour in D. M. and no honour in L. H. In fact, those taking a

Mathematical honour amount even to a number, thus compara-

tively small, in consequence of the comparative yaciZzYy by which

such a distinction can always be obtained.

Looking, secondly, to the Instructors.—The Table (p. 655)

exhibits a still more striking illustration in reference to them ; for

the teachers, and in particular the tutors, should, if at all compe-

tent to their function, manifest a greatly larger proportion of

highest honours in a department specially encouraged by the

University, than the undergraduates at large, even of the highest

colleges. But mark Avhat is the case. Nineteen Houses alone
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liave any recognised Tntor; the other Jive are conseiiuoutly

l)ejond criticism. Of the nineteen: Out of the highest twelve^

only two (5 and 7) have even a single Tutor in this First Class
;

and no House has more. Mathematical talent rises, however, as

the Houses sink. Of these the next lower, and but for one the

lowest, six, show each a Tutor thus honoured. There arc, consc-

jquently, in all, eight Tutors with the highest (that is the one not

[disqualifying) Mathematical distinction, and forty-one without it

;

la proportion, in other words, of less than a sixth.—And to

[descend even to the lowest : five Houses, (four Colleges and

;one Hall), have among their Tutors no honours whatever ; whilst

\three Colleges rejoice in a third class ; and three also in a second.

I I am far from disparaging the present members of the Univer-

Isity of Oxford, for this deficiency in Mathematical study. On the

[Contrary, I think that the indifference to Mathematical distinction,

there now manifested, both by teachers and by taught, is cer-

tainly not greater than the educational inexpediency of mathe-

matical study might amply warrant. But granting this, the prac-

itice of Oxford, if its attribute be prudence, condemns the wisdom

of its own legislature. Nothing, indeed, can be more irrational,

than for a University specially to encourage, and to encourage,

|too, at the expense of others, a study, both so worthless in itself

ias an educational mean, and, notwithstanding all external and i'ac-

ititious fostering, so justly rated at the proper value by its own
imembers in general, teachers as well as taught. Is this denied ?

I'The dilemma then emerges :—If Mathematics be truly deserving of

\academical protection, in a course of liberal education, what nmst

jbe thought of a University which abandons so indispensable a

jseience to twentyfour seminaries

—

ioforty-nine Tutors, only eiglu

iof whom—are not proved comparatively incompetent to teach it 'i

'If, on the other hand, this science be tmivortliy of academical

{encouragement, what must be thought of a University, which, at

the cost of the other moiety of its instruction, accords to a subjcc-

itively useless or detrimental study one-half oi its formal educativn,

one-half of its formal honours?

In leaving the Mathematical disciplines always <)j)tiunal to the

'candidate, Oxford acted, in my opinion, rightly. But why,

regarding Mathematical study as of so ambiguous a use, as to be

wholly unnecessary, even to those whom it distinguislied by the

highest honours, Oxford should still accord to so doubtfvl, so dis-

pensable a study, a full half of its professed t-ducatioii. and a lull
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half of its proclaimed distinction ;—this, I confe'ss, appears to me
an insoluble contradiction. From the new Examination Statute,

we have seen, that Mathematics, (pure and applied,) are to consti-

tute one of the three optional " Schools," in the second examina-

tion. So far, so reasonably. But why in the First Examination,

pure Mathematics should be still left, though still always unin-

forced, to counterbalance, in appearance, the all-important cycle

of imperative instruction, comprised under the name of Greek

and Latin Literature ;—what is this but a remnant of the old I

inconsistency,— of the former futile attempt at conciliating two

conflictive opinions ?

In the third place, the new or prospective statute is suicidal;
,

for it tends to reduce the value of the very honours which it pro-

poses to enhance. This effect is direct ; and results not from one,
;

but from many various causes.

1°. To speak first of the same department :—The value of an
j

Honour depends upon its unity.—What is prized, as singular, is
'

disregarded or contemned, as plural. The imagination, in fact, is
:

no longer agreeably affected ; it must even exert itself, and not

;

unpainfully, to escape confusion. How much more satisfactory is
;

it, on the present scheme, to be of a First Class, with its one pos-

1

sible contingency ; than, on the future scheme, to be of a First
\

Class, certainly, but of a First Class varying for better for worse,

;

uncertainly to any of thfe seven unequal combinations of a highest

'

honour in the same department. Thus, the division of the honour

into two is, for its own value, for its own efficiency, to be depre-

cated. No harm, on the contrary, could have ensued,—indeed, it

would have been a manifest improvement,—to allow the candi-

date to divide his examination, to give up one class of books or

subjects at an earlier period, another at a later, and then to have^

all his answers taken conjunctly into account, in determining hisi

rank in one ultimate and first published classification. But of this'

again.

2°. An Honour is prized in proportion to its rarity. But

twenty classes, comprising six First Classes of Honour, are hence-

forth to be awarded, where eight and two, respectively, were|

heretofore conceded ; academical Honours therefore will inconti

nently become cheap and vulgar, from their very numbers.

.S°. But what, besides vulgarity and cheapness, reduces Honours

to the lowest, is that, though nominally equal, these are not the

equal rewards of equal talent and exertion. This absurdity at once

i-:
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dfbases a whole system of Honours: what had previouslv been

respected, is now indiscriminately despised. Such a result will, I

' am constrained to think, be the natural, even the necessary, con-

I

sequence of the new statute. AVe have here four or six rows

: of Honours—of Classes, the same in name, in rank, in nuniber.

• and assigned to four or six co-ordinate departments of know-
! ledge. Apparently, and for anght that the statute intimates, all

' these co-ordinate departments and corresponding classes convey

to a candidate the same amount of honour. He is equally by the
' University a supremely distinguished gi-aduate, whether he be

First Class in one or other of the departments. And yet the

I truth is, that here there can be no proportion between depart-

;
ment and department, between class and class. A man may fail

! after long years of toil in meriting the highest Honour in one

[

department, who may obtain it in another, by the amusing occu-

pation of a few weeks. The absurdity is however carried to

its cUmax, when it is considered that the University hero stimu-

lates the shorter, easier, more attractive, but less useful study, to

a neglect of the study, more useful, though less attractive, easy

i and short. The University, in fact, thus errs in a sixfold man-

j
ner. In encouraging, what—1^, needs no encouragement; and

!
2°, is less deserving of it ; in not adequately encouraging, what,

—

j

3°, needs encouragement ; and 4°, is more deserving of it ; for,

j

5°, it awards the same amount of honour to the brief, facile,

! amusing, and to the tedious, difficult, irksome ; thus, 6", pro-

]

moting what requires and merits no protection, at the expense,

! even, of what pre-eminently does both. Many years ago, I con-

! tended (p. 343) that of all British Universities, Oxford (from acci-

i dental circumstances, indeed,) stood alone, in affording, however

I inadequately, to soUd learning the preference and encouragement

! academically due ; and stated it as my " conviction, that if the

i legislature did its duty, Oxford was the British University sus-

ceptible of the easiest and most elfectual regeneration." But this,

i if the present statute be allowed to stand, I can no longer even

hope; and now that this ancient school itself has been drawn into

:

the vulgar vortex, I contemplate nothing but our Universities,

I

one and all, dechning into popular seminaries for a cultivation oi'

\
the superficial, the amusing, the palpable, the materially useful.

I

Were it indeed attem[)tcd, under this statute, to equalise a class

j
in one department with the corresponding class in another ; the

I attempt, if possible, would conduce only to icndir matters worse.
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For example, could a highest Honour in the " Natural Sciences,"

only be obtained like a highest Honour in the co-ordinate depart-

ment of " Humane Letters," after an arduous and engrossing

study during many years; then would appUcation be diverted

from the fundamental, total, and comparatively useful, to the

adventitious, fragmentary, and comparatively useless. But this is

impossible. The Natural Sciences are essentially easy ; requir-

ing comparatively httle talent for their promotion, and only the

most ordinary capacity for their acquisition. Their study, there-

fore, does not cultivate the mind. As Bacon remarks of induc-

tion applied to physical pursuits:— " Nostra via inveniendi

scientias exasquat fere ingenia, et non multum excellentiae eorum

relinquit. . . . Haec nostra, (ut saepe diximus,) fehcitatis cujusdam

sunt potius quam facultatis, et potius temporis partus quara

ingenii." (N. 0. i. § 122.) In thus honouring the easy and

amusing, equally with the difficult and painful, our Alma Mater

imitates the nurse who would bribe the child by the same reward,

to a dose of bitters or to a sugar plum. The comparative

inutihty of all the new " Schools," with the old department of

Mathematics, is indeed virtually confessed in the prospective sta-

tute itself. For the candidate is herein allowed to omit all of

these except some one; the University thus according its high-

est Honour to his proficiency in a kind of knowledge which it

admits to be unnecessary,* and although he may be no proficient

in any knowledge of any of the kinds which it proclaims as indis-

pensable. The only commendation merited by this statute, is,

that it shows in favourable contrast to the Cambridge Examina-

tion Graces of 1848,* of which it is, however, manifestly an imi-

* This is saying little in favour of the Oxford Statute, for the Cambridge

regulation equals even the worst measures in that University, and is M'hoUy

unparalleled in any other. The thing is not only illegal, but beneath criti-

cism ; if regarded as aught higher than a tax on the undergi-aduates of

Arts, in favour of all and sundry who, in the Cambridge spectral faculties of

Law, Medicine, &c., are accidentally decorated with the nominal status of

Professor. The students of the Liberal Arts are taxed for the profit, amongst

sundry others, of two Professors of Medicine, two of Law. But whilst thus

commended to special sciences, Avhich no other University has ever even

proposed to the alumni of its general faculty, the Cambridge student of this

faculty has no opportunity afforded him of becoming acquainted with what

all other Universities, and Cambridge itself by statute, justly regard as the

most essential of preparatory disciplines. This new regulation is, indeed,

only the last of a series of illegalities, calculated, not for the permanent good

of the nation and University, but for the temporary advantage of the usurp-
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tation. For both measures innovate in the same ways; both
curiously invert the very purpose of an academical honour ; and

ing interest. In Cambridge the student is now, and Las long been, taught,

not what and how lie ought to learn, but what and how it is jios.siblo— it is

convenient for that interest to teach him. Even in the preparatory faculty,

he is, therefore, treated to Mathematics, not to Logic ; inured to calculate

like a machine, not disciplined to reason like an intelligence. The easier

sciences,—Physics—Physiology,—Physic even, are presented to him at

Irandom, and in various forms; Psychology and the more arduous gym-
luastic of philosophy, in none. His attention is multifariously expanded

ion the world without ; but, never is his reflection contorted im the world

jwithin. If many things, both right and wrong, be taught him of mate-

frial forces, he learns nothhig whatever of mental powers; and though,

{perhaps, superficially indoctrinated touching the functions of his body,

he is left scientifically uninstructed, that he even has a soul.—In all

this illegal Cambridge, (with the partial—I say the partial exception of

[illegal Oxford,) stands alone.—Indeed, whatever mechanism for the time

[the Tutors were capable of teaching, that in Cambridge has been always

[;ui"e of being academically proclaimed^the one tiling Avorthy to be aca-

jJeniically taught. Above a centm-y and a half ago. Philosophy was

Itutorially contracted to the easy mechanism of Physics, and extended

t" the easier mechanism of Mathematics. For sixty years, as has been

- aid, after the appearance of the " Principia," the physical doctrines of

Ntwton were treated by the Tutors of his own University as false and

iiplexiug innovations, and the (self-styled^ romances of Descartes, who

:ilso confessed the anti-logical effect of matlicmatical study (p. 271,)—con-

tinued to be there coUegially inculcated, as the only elements of a sound and

scientific education. Compelled, at length, to follow the age and its intelli-

gence, for fifty years, Newtonianism in Physics and Mathematics remained

n Cambridge the symbol of academical orthodoxy. But, finally, for the

:i<t fifty years, the most mechanical Mathematics—the algebraic analysis,

ilucationally condemned by Newton (p. 306),—has risen to a decided

)redominance in Cambridge ; and that school is now at once anti-Newtonian,

luti- Cartesian, antigeometric. Of what value, thcu, are the recent opinions

)f the Cambridge Syndicate or Cambridge Senate, in regard to " the supe-

•iority of Mathematics, as the basis of General Education?" Would they

eriously maintain, (the reverse of all authority, as indeed of obtrusive fact,)

i;hat mathematicians, out of mathematics, reason better than their neigh-

!)our8?

The very constituting of interested parties into the official, and (even

xfeptionally) unsworn arbiters of sufficiency and distinction, would be

.lecisive of the new " Triposes "—for the absurdity does not apply to the

;)ld.jtln every University where such impolicy has been followed, as, indeed,

't too generally has, degrees and academical honours have then- become

i:ontemptible. But, in this instance, Cambridge abandons the function of

'rial and classification to these ex qffino examiners, who, in all repects

mlike the other special examiners, are both nmvstrained by any form of
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both seem more or less intended to bestow on the Professors

who, in any defunct faculty of the University, chance to have a

titular existence, a certain profit out of the candidates proceeding

in the still living faculty of Arts.

The principles which I have stated of academical education,

(pp. 674, 676, 689, sq., 695, sq., 706,) would here require the fol-

lowing fulfilments. (It is proper, however, parenthetically to pre-

mise, that I here say nothing of Rehgion. In this respect, I wholly

acquiesce in the views of the Oxford legislature,—that a certain

amount of theological information should be required of candi-

dates, but that theology ought not to be proposed as a study in

the faculty of Arts, from which academical distinction should be

won.)

1°, The University should confine its highest honours to those

'

departments of study which are most arduous, being, at the same

time, subjectively and objectively most usefid. Tbis would limit

the departments thus honoured to two ; the one of wbicli may be

denominated that oi Humane Letters, the other, that oi Philoso-

phy. The former is of empirical, the latter of rational knowledge.

Empirical knowledge is a knowledge of the fact. Humane

Letters would thus comprehend all dexterity at language, all

familiarity with literary products, all acquaintance with historicaL

record. This department, by the conditions stated, should in a

great measure be limited to the domain of Greek and Roman

letters.

Rational knowledge is a knowledge of the cause or reason.

Philosophy would tbus comprehend,—in a proximate sphere, the

science of mind in its facidties, its laivs, and its relations, (Psycho-,

logy, Logic, Morals, Politics, &c.) ; in a less proximate sphere,

the science of the histrument of mind, (Grammar, Rhetoric,

Poetic, &c.); in a remoter sphere, the science of the objects of

mind, (Mathematics, Physics, &c,). The conditions stated wouldl I

obligation, and yet beset by interests of various kinds, inciting them to

attract competitors from the old Triposes to the new, by rendering the

honours of the easier and more amusing studies, more easy also of attain-

ment. The Oxford statute avoids many of these errors. The examiners if

appoints, are specially constituted ad hoc,—sworn,—and not interested ;
nor

does it tax the students of Arts for the Professors of Law, Medicine, &c.—Butj

as if to consummate the absurdity of the Cambridge regulations, while thC; i

aspirants of the new Triposes are left absolutely free, no one is allowed to

compete for Classical distinction who has not previously taken a Mathe

matical honour

!

i
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exclude this last section tVoin tlic dciiartmcnt of hi(jlu'.'<t lion.tur
;

for the sciences wliicli it comprises are subjectively too uninnirov-

ing, and objectively too eccentric, too vast, and Avithal t(m easy,

if not too attractive, to be proposed as academical disciplines of

pi'eparation. The Oxford distinction of the Mathematical and

Physical sciences, into a department by themselves, is therefore,

I think, right; as right, also, the leaving the study of that

department to the option of the candidate. I must, however,

dissent from Oxford theory, (contradicted, as has been seen, by

Oxford practice,) which elevates, or has elevated, this section of

science into one of the two departments of highest honour ; for I

would not only divide (what is still confounded,) the Liters

Humaniores into the two, and two exclusive, departments of

highest honour, but relegate the Disciplinoi MathematiccB to a

lower order, of which I am soon to speak. The present confusion

of the Empirical and the Rational in the one department of Z?7e?Ye

Humaniores, originated in the inability of the Tutors, as at

present constituted, to teach Philosophy as it was taught of old,

and as by statute it should be taught still. The elevation of the

University teacher is consequently a condition of the restoration

of Philosophy to its proper place ; and of these I have previously

spoken (pp. 695-702.)

Leaving then Humane Letters and Ph'dosophij, (apart from the

Mathematical and Physical sciences,) as two departments, afford-

ing two several series of primary honours ; it is evident, that as

j

proficiency in either or in both of these affords the exclusive

j

quahfication for a highest academical distinction, so a minimum,

: not in one but in each, ought to be established as the condition of

a degree at all. What, however, the amount, and what the con-

j

tents of these minima should be,—this as a matter of detail I

I overpass,

j

When a candidate aspires to honours, as I have already said,

i it might be an improvement to allow him to give up his book.s

i and take his trial, in part, before a last examination ;
provided,

that a plan could be devised, whereby the value of his two exami-

nations could be fixed, added, and duly rated in a decisive classi-

fication. Of this 1 shall speak in the sequel,

2°, Besides the departments of study, which, as most arduous

in themselves, and also most useful, both subjectively as mental

disciplines, and objectively as conditions of an ulterior progress in

knowledge, merit pre-eminent encoin-agement in the fundamental
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faculty of a University : there are other departments, which it is

proper that a University should, in a lower degree, promote;

care being taken, that the minor favour shown to the latter, do

not interfere with the higher favour due to the former. All the

studies not the necessary conditions of a degree are to be

excluded from its higher distinctions ; and this by the admission

of a University itself. Thus Oxford, in leaving (rightly, I have

said,) Mathematics to be taken up or not for examination, as the

candidate may himself think fit, virtually confesses, that as a

mathematical minimum is not a requisite for its degree, so t

mathematical proficiency is not an attainment to be distinguished

by its highest honours. For, (as a selection must be rigorously-

made,) a University ought not to encourage by its chief distinc-

tion a science which it does not view as of absolute necessity

;

since thus it would frustrate even its own end, by promoting the

unessential at the expense of the essential. This must, in fact, tend

to frustrate even the honour itself. For the competitors would

be few, the standard low, and the distinction consequently under-

valued. And of what account are the mathematical honours in

Oxford, we have already seen. It may, indeed, be doubted,

whether, in that University, these honours do not operate as much

in counteracting the study of Literae Humaniores, as in promoting

the discipline for which tl\ey were exclusively organised.

On this special ground, (and independently of the general pro-

priety of the measure,) Mathematics ought, in Oxford, to be

relegated to that lower order of sciences, proficiency in which

should entitle a candidate to honour certainly, but to honour

decisively inferior in degree to that awarded to excellence in the

sciences comprised in the higher. Beside, therefore, the superior

studies, in which a certain minimum of progress is necessary for

an academical degree, and to the various pitches of proficiency in

which, the various amounts of highest academical honour are due

;

a University may, further, reasonably require, as a condition of

its degree, a certain competency in some one or more of certain

inferior studies, and it may also reward any greater progress in

these, by an inferior honour. Of this order are many branches

of knowledge which, as easier and more attractive, do not require

external promotion, or which, as less useful, subjectively and

objectively, do not, by comparison, deserve it. Of this order are

all " the schools " in the new Oxford statute, with the exception

of the Literae Humaniores ; these ought not, I think, to appear
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here at all. But to this secondary order of alternatively optional

-tndies, about which, as less essential, we need be less scrupulous,

I would add a certain mastery of the principal modern languages.

I\ir, assuredly, the candidate who is able to follow out his pur-

suits, without impedmient, through French, German, Italian, &c.,

is less unworthy of a degree, than the candidate who, ignorant of

tliesc tongues, still passes for the minimum, or even obtains an

honour in some of the secondary departments.

But again : A University, hke Oxford, which employs Tutorial

instruction, and consequently limits the academical study of the

pupil to a determinate series of approved books, has, at its dis-

posal, certain powerful means of ensuring and ascertaining the

proficiency of candidates for a degree ; and should these remain

lunappUed, the University may justly be repi'oached for neglecting

lor for not understanding the peculiar advantages of its pccuUar

jsystem.

The first of these advantages—is the capability, in so for as

that may be expedient, of regulating the order of academical

Study. The objects of this study are not all, are not even for

i;he most part, isolated from each other. Many stand in consecu-

|;ion. Certain subjects, certain books, can only be profitably

{studied after others. A University, like Oxford, can therefore

lisefully prescribe, not only, in general, that the higher shall

jdways presuppose the lower ; but articulately, what are the sub-

jects, and what the books, which ought to be consecutively studied.

Irhis is even a duty for such a University ; and the series being

»nce promulgated, there is no hardship on the candidate for a

legree in being subsequently obliged to accommodate his reading

|0 the proper order of study. Such a regulation, though it ought

iiot, of course, to be carried beyond certain bounds, will naturally

lause the greater number of the books ffiven up by candidates to

j'e the same ; and this identity, in the object matter of examina-

|ion, will render it, as we shall see, a very easy problem to ascer-

tain with the minutest accuracy the comparative proficiency of

txaminees.

, The second of these advantages—is, that the books of study

•nd examination bemg limited, these Books can be compar<ttively

lilted; that is, a determinate value, (to be expressed therefore by

i

certain number,) may be pubUcly assigned to each. If a candi-

late answer the questions proposed to him on any book, all and

In fully, he would naturally be entitled to the whole number at
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which the book is rated. Should a candidate fall short of thil

completeness and accuracy, the value of his answers could b

expressed by any smaller number, down even to zero ; nay, if i

were requisite, a negative number might punish his presumptiorj

and fall to be deducted from any positive amount which he migtj

otherwise obtain. Did the answers transcend simple plenitudi

and correctness, a number above the full value of the book migh
\

•.

but only as an extraordinary exception, be allowed.—I need hardl;

add, that a book may have a value in more than one department

it may, for example, avail, and variously, in Humane Letters, c'

in Philosoph}^ or in both. A separate estimate should therefoi

be assigned to it in reference to each.

The third of these advantages—is, that the several Classes ca

be determinately valued, and this value with great utility, public]

made known. The several books being articulately rated ; ar

the rule, by which their amount can be made available by cane

dates, being understood ; it follows, even as a matter of cours

that the University should state the amounts—the numbei!

vrhich being attained in a certain department, -would entitle to i;

several classes. i

Thefourth of these advantages—is, that instead of leaving theij

as at present, unai*ranged, we might have Candidates ofthesai',

cla^s placed therein before and after other^ according to the rati

value of their examinations ; nay, if numbers were affixed i

names, the men of one class and of one examination might >

brought into collation with those of another. Were this arrant •

ment, indeed, realized in the case of First Classes alone, still woi 1

the principal advantage of the measure be compassed. For it -3

only in a First Class that signal risings of individual above in -

vidual are possible ; but for a University, without necessity, 'J

equalise such differences, is, if not unjust, certainly inexpediek/

In this respect Louvain and even Cambridge may afford a prov-

able example to Oxford.

The fifth advantage— is, that there might thus be one Hon.r

and a double Examination. It would be a great improveraenjif

the object-matter of examination could be taken up in, at Ieit>

one instalment ; and this persuasion seems to have determined \9

views of the Oxford legislature, in recently dividing the examiii-

tion for Literce Humaniores and Disciplince Mathematicce i'oo

two. But, as already stated, I cannot but regard their divis^n

of the honour alonff with the examination as most unfortunf);
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tliough, indeed, not having adopted such suhordinatc measures as

liave now been detailed, it would, foi' them, have been impossible

to render a double trial available to a single classification, I say.

that it is expedient to divide the Examination : and this, were it

only that the candidate might be more accurately and fairly tried
;

while less superiority would accrue to the merely animal advan-

tages of a stronger memory and of stronger nerves. The single

prerequisite of this would be,— that the value of the first examina-

tion were noted, preserved, and added to the value of the second.

The sia'th advantage—is, that the Examination might be ren-

dered at oncefar more accurate andfar more easy. A large pro-

portion of the candidates Avould give up the same book. To these,

called into the " schools" together, a series of questions prepared

and printed for the occasion, might be proposed ; and the (unassist-

ed) answers returned in writing before leaving the room. These

answers being perused by the Examiners, each paper could be

rated at its value, and that value placed to the credit of the can-

didate. In this manner the trial would in a great measure be

easily and accurately gone through. (There is no reason, it may
be observed, why the examination of candidates should be com-

pleted in consecutive days ; nor need an examination in writing

supersede any oral questioning.)

Such a standard, as these last five advantages suppose to be

accurately instituted and accurately applied, Oxford does not

attempt ; but leaves it to each of her transient Examiners to

extemporise a criterion for himself, or rather to classify candidates

as he may, according to his individual lights, and temporary

impressions. That Universities in general do nothing more, is an

invalid answer. For the Univer.sities, in which the Professorial

or unrestricted system of instruction prevails, can at best only

lavish degrees according to a rude appraisement ; and are wholly

unable (what indeed they right rarely attempt) to classify candi-

dates, even in the vaguest or most capricious manner. Oxford,

therefore, in adopting the Tutorial or restricted system of instruc-

tion, should, in tolerating its peculiar disadvantages, be able to

turn its peculiar advantages to account.—But to conclude : i am
therefore, convinced, that it would be no ordinary improvement

on the late Oxford Examination Statute, if, prospectively, a regu-

lation were adopted, in principle at least, to the following effect

:

Two several Orders of Study to be requisite for .examination

towards a degree in Arts ; and in these the gradations of profi-

ciency to be rewarded by two several Orders of academical Honour.
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The first or superior order to have two Departments, to wit,

Humane Letters and Philosophy. Certain lowest competencies,

in both of these, to be necessary for a degree ; whilst, in each, (as •

now,) a higher proficiency to merit the honour of a corresponding

class, if not, moreover, (by a more accurate arrangement,) indivi-

dual rank among the candidates similarly classified. The Classes

of honour, as hitherto, may, in each department, be three or four.

The second or inferior order may comprehend an indefinite

number of departments,—departments at least which it is not

here necessary to specify. From the candidate (as in the pro-

spective statute.) should be required a minimum in one depart-

ment, if not in more, which, however, may be chosen by himself

;

and the honour of a corresponding class to be assigned, as at pre-

sent, to every higher proficiency in the several departments.

Care, however, should be taken, to mark, and that obtrusively,

the difference between the honours belonging to the Orders of the

absolutely necessary, and of the partially optional, studies. This

might be done, by maintaining the two orders and their examina-

tions sufficiently distinct, by the following or other differences,

(the two first of which are employed, but that inadequately, in the

recent Statute) : 1°, Distinction of Time ; the higher order pre-

ceding the lower, as its condition. 2°, Distinction of Examiners ; %\

different individuals being, for each order, appointed to this func-

tion. 3°, Distinction of Object Matter ; no department of the prior

order being repeated in the posterior. 4°, Distinction of Xame

;

the one order being called by Primary, the other by Secondary,

or some such discriminative appellation.

Before the examination of the Primary Order can be under-

gone, three full courses, three Academical Years (p. 720,) to be

completed ; and this examination, for honours at least, must be

taken within a year thereafter. The examination of the Secondary

Order, at least for honours, should in hke manner be hmited to a

certain period.

As enacted by the new Statute, the names of all, whether

honoured or not, to be published under the department in which

they pass.

Taking, finally, a general retrospect of the preceding scheme

of academical education, this is seen to comprise various utilities, i

It would restore the University. It would bring back acade-l

mical education to its true and ancient significance ; reconnecting!

the Houses and their private instruction with the University and

its public discipline.

t
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It loses none of the advantages in the present domestic or

tutorial system, but would correct the manifold imperfections of

that system, as actually applied. For it would determine a far

higher efficiency ; making, at the same time, that efficiency secure

and general : whereas the lower efficiency, as at present fur-

nished, is not only contingent but rare, not only limited but con-

fined to a few. As things noAv are, one House may be an instru-

ment of education, comparatively real ; and others, such instru-

ments only in name ; nay, even in the same House, study may be

in vigorous activity at one time, at anotiier in supine inertion.

But this scheme, if realized, would allow—no House to fall educa-

tionally asleep,—no Head to gratify his personal preferences at

the expense of his official obligations,—no incompetent Tutor to

hide his obstructive nullity in the obscurity of Hall or College.

!
For, while it would elevate the Tutor from a private into a public

I instructor; in raising his dignity and emolument, it would raise

I also his qualifications, usefulness, and duties.

It commits in a beneficial contest, (" ayat'jj I' Iqis ijh ^porolai")

House with House, Tutor with Tutor, Pupil with Pupil ; applies

cipiably the stimulus of emulation to all, from the commencement

uf the academical curriculum until its termination. It opens, in fact,

J
I
a new field of exercise and excitation ; leaving no one to inertion,

be he teacher or be he taught, but goading each unceasingly to

the best,—according to his kind of duty, and in proportion to

the measure of his powers.

i Restoring, it would constrain the University :—to employ its

instructors in the most edifying ways ;—to propose, not what can

most conveniently be taught, but the best objects, in the best

order, and in the best books ;—to measure accurately the amount

of energetic talent usefully employed ;—and to reward this, by

proportionate and appropriate distinction.

Far, therefore, from superseding the Examination for a Degree,

it would prepare the candidate, subjectively and objectively, to

undergo it ; enabhng him to remedy his defects, and rendering it

a more effectual and certain test of his proficiency.

I should now proceed to tlie consideration of

—

b) Things secondary or stippleinental. But matters princi-

Ipalhave extended to such a length, that I must not enter upon

others which, though of importance only as conditions of the

I

former, could not possibly be discussed within a narrower com-

ipass.—Of these there are tivo, more especially meriting attention.

' l)ut to which I can onlv allude.
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The first—is a scheme of academical Patronage and Regulation^

accommodated to the circumstances of the Enghsh Universities^

more proximately of Oxford. And here, beside the subject in its

more essential relations, it would be requisite to consider the

impediments which an improved regulation of these schools would

inevitably encounter from parties—in the Universities themselves,

—in the Church and its patrons,—in the Government for the

time,—and in various influential interests throughout the nation

;

impediments so great and numerous, that we may regard almost

as chimerical, the hope of seeing these institutions raised to the

perfection, implied in a due accomplishment of the great ends for

which they were established. In fact, my suggested plan of

improvement for Oxford, was partly founded on a conviction, that

a tutorial instruction depends less, for its efficiency, on the virtuesi

of an academical superintendence and appointment, than does a

professorial. (On these virtues see pp. 348-385.)

The second—is a scheme for the erection of new Halls. This

would be a return, in part, to the ancient custom of the University ;>

and must inevitably take place, were an increased resort of stu-i

dents determined to Oxford,—unless, what we need not contemn

plate, domestic superintendence should here, (as in Cambridge,)

be relaxed, for the pecuniary interest of the existing Houses. New

Halls should be erected :— 1°, to supply additional demand for

entrance ;
2°, to prevent or remedy a slovenly tuition in the older

Houses ;
3", to keep down (independently of more direct mea-

sures) the expense of the Colleges, and to afford a cheaper educa-

tion to the poorer students : 4°, to accommodate dissenters, were'

they, without a surrender of their principles, admitted for educa'

tion to these national seminaries, (pp. 473 sq., 519 sq.) ; and 5°;

to remunerate, in their Headships especially, academical zeal ancj

ability.—Of course the new Halls should be of a better constitm

tion than the old.

The other measures under this head, as— a general taxation o,

the necessary collegial expenses,—the means of remunerating th

academical instructors,—of retaining talent in the University^

and oi pensioning emeriti^—libraries,—musea, &c. ; these, howeveJJ

important. I can at present only name.
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r. 12, 1. 11 from bottom, insert the following note :—Sclielling.* —
* [But not alone by Schelling. For of previous philosophers, several

held substantially the same doctrine. Thus Plotinus :—"RaTt hi to o»

ivi^ysiu- f^x'h'Kov §£ ra «,4«<p<u 'iu. M<'« /ah ovv (fvat;, ro ri oi/, o n i/ov;-

ho Kxl Tss o^rcc. Keel i} tov ovto^ ei/i^ysiiic kxI 6 vov; 6 toiovto;- y.eti »i

OVTU DOijastg, ro iiZo;, x.ot.1 ij f^o^tpii rov oi/toj, k»1 q iuioynx- x,. r. A. (Enn.

V. 1. is. c. 8.)]

P. 30, 1. 13, insert the following note :— other.*

—

* [The first three cases had, indeed, been realised in the Eleatic school

alone. The fii-st by Parmenides, the second by Melissus, the third by
Xenophanes. The fouith has not, I presume, been explicitly held by
any philosopher ; but the silent confusion of the Absolute and Infinite

has been always common enough.]

P. 50, to end of note :—[Some, however, of the Greek commentators on

Aristotle, as I have elsewhere observed, introduced the term 2vvuiahots,

employing it, by extension, for consciousness in general.]

P. 120, insert before 1. 13 from bottom :—Joseph Scaliger also testifies to

the nativity of his Mend Duncan, in Scotland, and, apparently in the

west of Scotland. Speaking of the Gaelic, he says :
—" qua in Scotia-

occidentalibus (unde Duncanus et Buchananus sunt oriundi) .... utun-

tur." (Prima Scaligerana, voce Britones.)—Scaliger, I may notice, had

resided for some time in Scotland.

P. 237, at end.—The preceding letter, though I always prized it as exceed-

ingly curious, is, I find, far more curious than I had ever surmised.

—

Helius Eobanus Hessus (to say nothing more of Reuchlin) is known to all

versed iu the history of the Restoration of Letters, and history of the

Reformation of the Church, as one of the most remarkable characters of

that remarkable period. He was the admired of Erasmus and of Luther,

the bosom friend of Hutten, Crotus, Buschius, Melanchthon, and Camc-

rarius, indeed, more or less intimately connected with almost all the many

men of note by whom Germany, during the first half of the sixteenth cen-

tury, was so conspicuously illustrated. In an age—in a country where

Latin so totally superseded the vernacular, Eobanus was the Poet of the

Reformation, and, with Melanchthon and Camerarius, its chief Literator.

He is called by Erasmus the Ovid, by Camerarius the llumvr, of Ger-

many ; and his translation of the Psalter was even more popular than

his Homeric version, or his Ovidian imitations. Of his Psalms, there are

known more than forty editions. As a poet, Eobanus remained durinjr

3 c
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his life unapproaclied in Germany ; and it was not till after his death, that

Lotichius, and long after it, that Balde, came to share with, if not to

wrest fi'om, him the Elegiac and the Lyric laurels.

But why w^as he called the King?—In reading the Letters of Eobanns,

of which we have two collections, by his two friends, Camerarius and Draco,

in reading the Letters of his friends Camerarius and ]\Ielanchthon,—and

in reading the Life of Eobanns by Camerarius (to say nothing of the

many subsequent biographers of the poet,) we encounter perpetual allu-

sions to the title of King ; the title, in fact, which Eobanns assumed him-

self, (but, in joke, as " Rex Stultorum^'") and with which he was almost

uniformly decorated by his more intimate correspondents. He sometimes

dates his epistles, indeed, " ex Regia Egestosa ;" and his Queen, he once

informs a correspondent, had ceased to amplify the royal family,—" non

quia vetula sit, sed quia nolit ; dicit enim satis Regulorum." The royal

pair had only a single Princess (Reginnla). Thus Luther, (in 1530,)

sending to the poetic translator of the Psalms his own humbler prose Ger-

man version of the cxviii., writes :
—" Nam poetae nolo ullo modo com-

parari, sicut nee debeo nee possum. Tu enim rex poetanim, et poeta

regum, sen, rectius dicani, regius poeta et poeticus rex es, qui regium

ilium poetam sic pulchre refers in peregriua sibi lingua." (De Wette, iv.

138.) Eobanus, too, had received the royal title long before he was

recognised, in then temulent Germany, as the very Prince of Topers ; his

only rival in this supremacy being, as we are informed by Melanchthon,

the poet's patron and territorial liege-lord, the magnanimous Landgi-ave

of Hesse. So much I knew.—A few days, however, after the preceding

letter of Reuchlin had been printed, in looking, for another matter, through

the Farragines Operum of Eobanus, I stumbled on a poem, previously

overlooked, articulately explaining the origin of the poet's regal style;

and found, that this same letter constituted the veiy imperial patent of

creation, and was not, as I had deemed it, one merely among the many

ordinary recognitions of his royal rank. I have likewise subsequently ob-

served, that Camerarius in his Life of Eobanus (followed by Adamus

and others,) attributes to Reuchlin the coronation of Eobanus.—Referring

again to the letter of Eobanus in answer to Reuchlin's, I find the follow-

ing allusion to the matter in question :
—" Ego autem quod rcliquum est,

mi Reuchline, puto me tibi permagnam debere gratiam, et certe non fallor,

quod genti meae tam antiquum, et quasi ex chao, attuleris praeconium, et

i-egem me, alludente voce gentilicia, salutas. Rex igitur sum ego, sed

admodum parvo contentus regno. Quanto tu asseris, id esset vel Impe-

ratori nimium."—The verses (which here follow,) are from the second

book of the Sylvce ; and though the FaiTagines were fii-st published dming

the life of the poet, (1539,) they are not accm-ately printed.

"Cur vocetur REX.

Non ego crediderim citius, prodisse poetam

Quem sterilis raptum prjedicat Ascra senem
;

Quam mihi jamdudum Phoebseia signa ferenti,

Yenit adoptato nomine Regis honor.
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Hoc tameu uiule ferani, qua niauet ongiiie iiomeu,

Stultum et ridiculum dicere pene fiiit.

Scripsiiniis exigiio vulgata poemata versu,

Scripta uotis populo Lypsia clara dedit.*

Legerat Iutjc gentis Rcucliliuus fama Siicva;,

Et dixit :
—" Regis nomen habere potcs.

Inter eiiira quoscimquc ferunt tiia secula vatcs,

Rex es, et est ratio uominis iiide tui

:

Nam Graii Regem dicunt Hessem. poct.^,

Esse ita te Regem, nomine reqne doces
;

Et velut exerces agnatuni in carmina regnuin,

Recta Stat in versu syllaba qiuvque tuo." f

Hoc scriptum J excipiunt atque amplexantur amici,

Et Regem clamant omnibus esse locis.

Ipse ego quandoqnidem nee publica scripta negare,

Nee poteram cliaris obstruere ora viris :

" Rex," inquam, " Rex vester cro, quando ista neccssc est

Tradita militiie nomina fcrre niefe.

Verum alios titulos, nee inepta insignia sumam,

Moria jamdudum cognita tota mihi est.§

Vidimus Utopift. latissima regua superbje.||

Tecta Lucernarum sunt peragi-ata mihi.^

Fortunata meo lustrata est Insula cursu,

Dulcia ubi aiterno flumine mella fluunt,

Qua vii-et ambrosite succus, qua rupibus altis

Nectara, ut e ccelo, prjecipitata cadunt.**

Gentis Hj-perboreas felicem vidimus oram,

Qua neque mors bominura ncc mala fata premunt,

Qua stant pei-petuam facientia stagna juventam.

Qua licet in ccelum scandere quando libet.tt

Haec per et 1i£ec cii'cum pulcherrlma regna volentem,

Moria me fida duxit arnica manu ;

* The first edition of the Heroides Christiance was published at Leipsic, in

1514, Eobanus being then in his twenty-fifth year—Does Eobanus in the first two

verses refer to a recognition by him of Reuchlin's poetical genius in 1 ">14 ?

Reuchlin's Scenica Progymnasmata were republished, in that year, at Leipsic
;

and probably the letter of Eobanus to Reuchlin, to which the latter in his epistlo

here printed alludes, contained an acknowledgment to the effect, with special

reference to that famous comedy. Reuchlin's coronation of Eobanus was thus

only a reciprocity for Eobanus's laureation of Reuchlin.

t This is a very accurate abstract of Reuchlin's letter, here printed from tiie

autograph, and for the first time.

Thus in a writing, and not in conversation.

§ Erasmus, by his Encomium Morice, had, in a certain sort, brought Folly tnlo

f.-Lshion.

II
See the Utopia of Sir Thomas More.

ir Lucian's True History (i. 29,) ?

** The Fortunate Islands, or Islands of the Blessed, need no iliu.s(ration.

tt He refers principally to Pindar, (Pyth. x, 57, sq.)
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Cumque peragraiim tot tautaque regna, licebit

Stultitiaj titulos sumere jure mihi.

Musica legitimum sumant in carmina regnum,

Qui sunt MiBonidaj, Virgiliique super

;

Quam mihi sint uull?e scribenda in carmina vires

Sentio, et ingenium metior inde meum.

Vos, quia me Regem facitis, sinite esse tyrannnm,

Stultitiie liaud aliud me diadema movet."

Sic ego.—Paruerant illi tam vera monenti,

Tradentes mauibus Regia sceptra meis.

Fecerit ergo licet Reuchlinia littera Regem,

Non tamen lioc tantum contulit imperium.

Plm-ima Capnioni subscribit turba :—Quid inde ?

Si rem complebunt nomina, Caesar ero."

P. 325, 1. 18 from bottom, add the follomng :—(Dr Whewell's errors, upon

this and other kindred points, are refuted with gi-eat acuteness by the

Eev. Mr Mansel of St John's, Oxford, in his valuable work jiist published,

entitled—'' Prolegomena Lofftea ; an Inquiiy into the Psychological cha-

racter of Logical Processes." See Note A and pp. 77, sq.)

P. 380, 1. 4 insert the following note :—erudition ;
*

* [See p. 335, sq.—Even the one, to which the two exceptions are here

reduced, is, I am sorry to find, hardly valid. For " the Harmony of the

Gospels " by Dr Macknight, (and to him I alluded,) was, indeed , translated

into Latin and printed at Bremen in 1777 ; but the author, I see, had

studied in the great classical school of Leyden.]

P. 407, 1. 1. from bottom, insert :—[The previous suspicion is, I am now

convinced, unfounded.]

P. 629, 1. 13 :—insert :— ; finally, 6°, if the judges were made to act under the

obligation of an oath.

P. 648*, 1. 31, insert, as a new paragi-aph, the following:—I should notice,

likewise, that logical authors have confused themselves and readers, in

attempting to expound the mystery of modal inference. Yet nothing,

when properly evolved, can be simpler or plainer.—Determine the mode

of the propositions in question ; and then their consecution, as modes, is

simply the conseciition of these modes, as genera and species, proceeding

(usefully, at least)—in aflirmation upwards and partially,—in negation

downwards and totally. See the Tables, pp. 644*, 647*.
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p. 20, 1. 7 from bottom, read :—" God is the life of the soul, as the soul is

the life of the body."

r. 21, 1. 8, read :—
" Aud Naught is ev'ry thing, and ev'ry tiling is Naught."

P. 22, 1. 13, read :—iWa/
P. 39, 1. 17, read:—" the hunter of trutli."

P. 103, 1. 7, read :—" Reason."

P. 121, at eud of note, read :—1850, and p. 621* sq., below.

P. 155, 1. 13 from bottom, read:—1. a)

P. 163, at end of note insert :—See p. 639*, sq.

P. 195, 1. 26, read :—why he should not.

P. 199, 1. 2 from bottom, read :

—

te came latebai^

P. 213, 1. 10 from bottom, read :

—

Ecclesiastiqms^ aud Basuage in his ///*-

toire dcs Juifs,

P. 221, 1. 10, read :—Panzer, Lobstcin and Genthe.—But Duchat, C. G.

Mueller

lb. 1. 18, read :—Hamelmauu, followed by Reimauu and Placcius,

lb. 1. 16 fi-om bottom, read :—Crotum," and herein he is followed by Floegel,

P. 237, 1. 4 from bottom, read :—uugivendis
P. 253, 1. 10 from bottom, read :—Homoeopathy

lb. 1. 14 from bottom, read :

—

l»r^uv

P. 274, 1. 2 from bottom, read :— = philosophy

P. 314, 1. 11, read :—ourselves. [Editor.]

P. 320, 1. 17 from bottom, read :—so"?]
P. 368, 11. 1 and 3 from bottom, read :

—

Michaelis

P. 407, 1. 1 from bottom, read:—former,

P. 491, 1. 22 from bottom, read :—aught
lb. 1. 2 from bottom, read :—[In regard

P. 493, 1. 10 from bottom, read :—Anglican Churchmeu

P. 494, 1. 13 from bottom, read :—commencement.]
lb. I. 12 from bottom, read :—[Mr Hare's

P. 495, 1. 20 from bottom, delete :—as a whole

P. 496, last line, read :—Luther.]
P. 501, 1. 16 from bottom, read :—p. 59, 3d Ed.

P. 504, 1. 18 from bottom, read :— where, as neither in the preceding, docs

he enable

P. 581, 1. 11, read :— Time is positively

P. 594, I. 21, read :—referrible
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P. 597, 1. 2-6, read :

P. 6U, Title, read :

P. 632* 1.10, read:

-less obtrusive

-(A) OF, &c.

-/)A
(So in heading of pp. 616, 618, 620.)

e ' \e

P. 634* 1. 17, read :—By " denial," ;

P. 643* 1. 12, read :—" Newton is not Leibnitz." J

P. 645, 1. 9 from bottom, read :—Privilegia

P. 647*, 1. 11, read :—Propositional Modes
P. 672, 1. 26, read :—imto himself

There are some inaccm-acies noticed of the Greek accentuation, in pp. 26,

35, 84, 154, 388, but these it is not worth articulately to correct.
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Absolute, the : (see Unconditioned)
;

meanings of term, 13 ; as contrasted,

and as convertible, with Infinite, 13
;

used In- Cardinal Cusa, 605 ; Absolute
Identity, 54r.

A. E, I, O, (the logical symbols) of La-
tin origin, 126 ; and taken from the

fii-st two vowels of Affirmo, and the

first and second of Xego, 631*.

Agrippa (Cornelius), his counsel touch-

ing a reform of the University of Co-
logne, 458.

Aldrich (Dean), his Logicse Compen-
dium, 123, 137, 138, 141, 148, 149,

168, 718.
'. Algebra. See Mathematics.
Alphabet of Thought, Table of, &c.,

577, sq.

Altdoif, University of, 374, 483.

,
Apocalypse, opinions regarding its ca-

nonicity, 506.

Archytas, the treatise on the Categories
under his name a forgery, 138.

: Aristotle : his Categories exclude the Un-
conditioned, 25, not borrowed, 138,

j

metaphysical, 139 ; his merits in re-

I

gard to Logic, ib. ; his logical system
i not perfect, 140; text in Ids Ethics

!
emended, 268 ; apparently anticipates

I

the doctrine of the Conditioned, 602
;

!
character of his writings, 682 ; on ne-

!
cessity of philosophical study, 695;

' quoted passim.
Assurance, Special Faith, &c., in earlier

!

• Protestantism, the condition and cri-
[

terion of a true Faith, now generally
snn-endered, 493; held by English
and Irish Cliurches, but not by their '

Churchmen, 493 ; this return towards
Catholicism unnoticed, 493, 494.

Augustin (Saint), his conciliation of free
|

grace and fi-ee will, 598 ; (pioted pas
sim.

Austin (Mi-s), 535.

Bacon (Lord) : quoted, as to professorial

endowments, 693 ; as to tlie compara-
tive facility of the inductive and phy-
sical sciences, 730; ct alibi passim.'

Balfour (Robert), his character as a
jtliilosopher and logician, 119.

Balliol College, Oxford, its academical
eminence, 659, sq.

Barbara, Celarent, &c., of Latin origi-

nal, and not borrowed from tlie Greeii

;

probably l)y I'ctrns llisiiaiui.s 126.

Barltarisni of mind, and a knowledge of

facts, compatible, 39-41, 690.

Baynes (^Nlr Thomas Spencer), 163.

Benson (Mr Eobert), Memoirs of Col-
lier, 190.

Berkeley (Bishop), an unknown treatise

by, 187.

Bernard (Saint), his conciliation of free

grace and free wiU, 598
;
quoted plu-

ries.

Blemmidas, his Greek words for mood
and figure taken from the Latin Bar-
bara, Celarent, &c., 126. See 631*.

Boerhaave (Heirmann), 254.

Boole (Prof.), 273.

Bossuet's accuracy vindicated, 493.

Breadth and Depth of notions. See

Logic.

Broun (Mr James), 117.

Brown (Dr Thomas), his i)hiloso])hy of

Perception, 42-97 ; his series of mis-

takes, ib. ; results of his doctrine, 94 ;

his doctrine of Causality, 586, 590.

Bucer (Martin), his character, 49S.

Bursa, the name by which an authorised

House for tin' liai)itatinii and suj)eriu-

tendence of academical scholars was
called in (iermany, 4u7-nO.

Buschius (Ilermannus). See Epistohu

o. V.

Butler (Samuel) quoted, on the neces-

sity of philosophising, 695 ; on the

fact of consciousness, 62.

Cajetan (Cardinal), liis doctrine in re-

gard to the conciliation of prevision,

predestination, and free will, 599.

Calvinism, current representation ol.

erroneous, 6<i<».

Cambridge University: its forced study

of Mathematics niiimproving to tin;

miiiii. and conducing to idiocy, mad-
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uesri, death, 309, 327, 651*, sq. ; why
so deleterious an exaggeration there

maintained, 321 ; its Colleges about

the last seminaries of Europe in which
the Newtonian physics superseded the

Cartesian, and why? 309, 322; its

present study of mathematics con-

demned by Xewton, 306 ;
absurdity

of the recent Examination Graces,

730 ; its Divines the preciu'sors of the

German Rationalists and then- follow-

ers, 507, 508.

Camerarius (Gulielmus), his character

as a philosopher and logician, 120.

Canvassing of academical patrons, 374,

624.

Cartes (Des) : his employment of the

word We«, and his doctrine of Per-

ception, 68, 70, sq. ; the first of ma-
thematicians, he despised and re-

nounced mathematics, 271, sq. ; which
he soon even wholly forgot, 28-4

;

called his physical philosophy a Eo-
mance, 296.

Categorical. See Logic.

Categories : Ai-istotelic, 25, 139 ; of

Thought—by Kant, 16, 27—by Cou-
sin, 9—by Author, 17, 577, sq.

Catholic Italian Universities, their reli-

gious liberality, 359, 363, 365.

Causality, notion of: its origin, 585, sq.

;

relation of, ipso facto, thought as con-

ditioned, 33, 34 ; conspectus of the

various theories for its explanation,

585, sq. ; explained by a new theory,

that of the Conditioned, 591, sq.
;

moral and religious character of this

theory, 595 sq.

Causes, always more than one, 585, 594,

alibi.

Chevallier (Professor), 257.

Churches of Germany, England, and

Scotland, theii- character, 335-343.

Church History best or worst of dis-

ciplines, 491.

Churchmen, English and Scottish, in

d liferent ways, have a bad professional

education, 335-341, 278, sq. ; and the

worst possible test of competency,

341.

Classical learning, its conditions, 328-

347 ;
1<>. a classical training requu-ed

for the three learned professions, 329,

Law331, Medicine 333, Theologj' 333-

340 ;
2°. efficiency of schools and uni-

versities, 329, 340-343.

ColUer (Ai-thur), his Idealism, 186-202 ;

his Ufc, 191.

Collins (Anthonv), unknown treatise

by, 187.

Common Sense, 62, 84, 88, 196.

Comprehension and Extension of no-
tions. See Logic.

Conception. We can conceive or think
(have a notion or concept of,) what
we are imable to imagine or repress

13; bxit what we represent or
"

gine, that we may think or conceive^

ib.

Concepts, Notions. See Logic.

Conditioned (the), philosophy of, 12,sq.,

577, sq. ; converse of the philosophy

of the Unconditioned, 584
;
probably

adopted by Aristotle, 602 ; science of

ignorance, 584 ; explains Causality,

&c. 591, sq., eminently religious, 16,

597, sq., 601, sq.

Conditions of Thought, table and detail

of, 577-583.

Consciousness : only of the limited, 19

;

not a special faculty, 46 ; facts of,

62,84; involves judgment, 583, sq.;

Ai'istotle and the older Greeks, with i

the Romans, until the Latin language

ceased to be a living tongue, employed
(with rare exceptions) no psycholo-

gical term for Consciousness, 50, 110.

Conversation with the learned, 687, sq.^

Coplestone (Bishop), his confusion of

the Colleges with the University of

Oxford, 398, 510; various testimo-

nies by, 399, 400, 433, 662, 703.

Cosmothetic Idealism, or Hypothetical Ij

Realism, or Hypothetical Dualism, 55,
'

193.

Coste (PleiTe), his explanation of Locke's^

passage touching the creation of mat-
ter, 201.

Cousin : his genius and chai'acter, 1, 36,

41 ; his philosophy in general, 1-37 ;

;

advocate of Rationalism, 7 ; his doc-

'

trine of the Infinito-Absolute, 23 ; his
*

report on Prussian Schools, 535-573;

his merits as a reformer and promoter

of Popular Education, 541, 542 ;
what

;

he has done for France cannot be with-

out benefit for this and other coun-

tries, 542 ; his observations on the

law in France for the instruction of

the people, 567-572.

Craniology, fundamentally false, 611.

Croke (Richard), 210.

Crotus (Rubianus). See Epistola; o. v.

Cudworth (Dr Ralph), an unknown'

treatise by, 187 ; on, 303.

Cullen (Dr William), his character, 238-

246.

Cultivation of mind in no proportion to

the mind's possession of facts, but in|

proportion to its energy, 39-41, 322.

1

Curators : plan of academical Patronage
|

and Government through them ;
by

'
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Autiior, oS2 ; by Burgh Comniis-

-ioiiers, 625.

iis;i or Cusanus (Cardinal), his doc-

trine of Learned Ignorance, 604 ; from

this have sprung the modern theories

Ml the Absolute, 605 ; this Prince of

tlie Church anticipated Copernicus

and Galileo in the true theory of the

Heavens, ib.

i»algarno (George), his writings, 175-185.

i)avidson (Dr J. Henry), 635.

i>caf and Dumb, history of the attempts

I at their education, 176-185 ; the tcs-

i tinionios by, or in relation to, of Agri-

cola (R.) 177, Ai-istotle 177, Bacon
, 180, Bonnet (P.) 178, Bulwer (J.)

I

181, Dalgarno 182, Digby (Sir K.)

I
178, Epee (Abbe de 1') 182, Fabri-

j
cius ab Aquapendente, 180, Galen

I

177, Holder 181, Lana 180, Molina;us

j

(the jurist) 177, Moutanus (P.) 180,

I Pontius (P.) 178, Robertson (Father)

I
181, Stewart (D.) 182, Yallesius (F.)

! 178, Vives 178, Wallis 180.

i)egree or Intension, as a condition of

,
thought, 583.

i)e Morgan (Prof.) as a logical critic

i and reasoner, 621*-652*.

i)epth and Breadth of notions. See Logic.

!)es Cartes. See Cartes.

j)ialectic. See Logic,

pisputatiou, as an exercise of miud, 679,
' sq.

)3isscnters. 5ee Universities, English.

poce ut Discas, 345, 685, sq.

L)oubt, the condition of knowledge, 601.

Donsa (Janus) as Curator of Ley den,

t 362, sq,

L^uncau (Mark), his character as a logi-

I cian, &c. 119, sq.

j)urham, " L^niversity " of, has no legal

1
right to gi-ant Degrees, 477, sq.

r^dlnburgh. University of: its defects,

: 341, 372-375, 885, 621-644 ; its De-
i

grees in Arts, 627, sq, ; in Medicine,

: 333, 355, 629, sq. ; how given now,
' 639, sq. ; by what means tiiese de-

' grees might be restored to respecta-

bility, 643.

Education of Deaf and Dumb. See Deaf
< and Dumb.
Education of the People. See Popular

Education.
Efiect and Cause, relation of, thought,

; ipso facto, as conditioned, 33, 34,

585, sq.

Hra]iirical. See Experieiuc.
England : English indifference to pliilo-

1
sophj-, 1K7; abuse of the term J'/iilo-

sop/ii/, 272. (i22' ; uatii.iial di-sregard
of oaths, 454, 527 ; churcli tlu- erea-
tion of the civil magistrate, nay of tin-

King alone, 336, .sq. ; established
clergy have no professional educa-
tion, 339, 441, 476 ; English theoi,.gv
weak from want of pliiidsupliy, anil
could not now be trusted in tliethrea-
teiied polemic, 699. L iiiversities («r
Universities)

;
popular education tlie

worst in Christendom, 539 ; Anglican
Church holds Assurance, 493.

Enthymeme. See Logic.
Eobanus. See Hcssus.
Epistohe Obscurorum ^'irorum : charac-

ter and autiiorship of this satire, 203-
237 ; its authors tiirce, 227 ; to wit,

Hutten 223, Crotus 222, and Bus-
chius 226 ; theories of its authorsliip.

220 ; contributed greatly to the Re-
formation, 215, 216 ; mistakes about.
219 ; ill-edited by Muench, 233, and
by Rotermund, 235.

Eschenbach (Professor), his translation

of Collier's Clavis, 190.

Examination as an academical exercise,

679, sq.

Examinations for academical degrees : in

Louvain, 645, sq. ; as academical
stimulus, in Oxford, 703, 723.

Exeter Dr Philpotts, (Bishop of), on ad-

mission of Dissenters to the English
Universities, 509, sq.

Existence, as a category of tliouglit, 57H.

Experience, all notions from or empiri-

cal, which we can think non-existent,

323, 325, 583.

Extension. See Space.

Extension, and Intension or Compre-
hension of notions. See Logic.

Facultyof University, what, 481, et alibi.

Faith, true or saving, formerly, in Pro

testantism, implied Assurance or Spe-

cial Faith, 493.

First and Second notions, distinction of.

137.

Formal and Material, distinction of.

See Logic.

French Sensualist philosophy, 2.

Fries, Astronomy and Fate, P.sychoIo;.'\

and Design, 2i '3.

Fromondus, his statement of a ciuious

theory of Perception, 19.

Gatto (Sig. Lo), Italian translator of

these Philosophical Discussions, pas-

sim.

fJentlemcn Commoners, in Oxford and

Cambridge, a collegial cmolumeni,

but iin acailcmicid nuisaufc, 721.
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Geometry. See Mathematics.
Germans : character of, 203 ; rise of

classical studies among, 205 ; theh-

demoralisation after the Reformation,
497.

German :—rational philosophy, 4 ; uni-

versities, 365-3G7, 407-410 ; the theo-

logy less orthodox than the philoso-

phy, 489 ; schools for the people,

543-573 ; strong interest in education,

shown fi'om the number of works on
that subject published in Germany,
561.

God kno-v\ai and unknown, 15 ; a certain

analogy of Man to God 19 ; to know
God, we must know ourselves, 696.

Goettiugen, University of, 367.

Graduates, all have a right to lecture

publicly in the English Universities,

391, 447, sq.

Grotius (Hugo) follows the Scaligers in

singing the wisdom of a Learned Igno-
rance, 607.

Hampden (Bishop), his Aristotle's Phi-
losophy, 169.

Hare (Archdeacon) : his counter criti-

cism, in defence of Luther, considered,

491-506 ; his knowledge of theology
and of Luther's Avritings, with the

trustworthiness of his statements and
translations, ib. ; his misapprehen-
sions and misrepresentations of Bos-
suet, ib. ; ignorant even of Apglican
principles, 493, 494, 504 ; attempts to

defend Luther only on a few points,

and even on these few has uniformly
failed, 506.

Hams (Mr, of Salisbury), 698.

Hegel : his doctrine of the Absolute, 21,

23 ; to him the Absolute equal to the

Nothing, 21 ; refutation of and by
ScheUiug, 23 ; his confusion of Con-
tradictories and Contraries, 24 ; on
his philosophy, 604, 696.

Hessus (Helius Eobanus) on, 230, 236
;

why called King ? Ste Addenda.
Hispanus (Petrus) not a Plagiarist, 126.

Hotfuiaun (Frederic), 253 ; his Fuge
Medicos, <Szc., 252.

Huber (Professor), " The English Uni-
versities," character of that book, 534.

Hume, his opinion about mathematical
truth mistaken by Dr Whewell, 266 :

despised mathematical study, 266, 305.

Hutten (Ulrich v.) See Epistol^e o.v.

Hypostasis, term, 608.

Hypothetical. See Logic.

Hypothetical Realism, or H. Dualism,
or Cosmothetic Idealism, 55, 193.

Idea, or representative object, 56 ; bij

tor}' of the word, 68; what in t|i

Cartesian philosophy, 70.
1

Idealism, its various degrees or specie,'.

54, 192
;
gi-ounds of, 194 ; why t i

Schoolmen, Mallebranche, and,
,

general, orthodox Catholics, avoid
this doctrine, 197.

Ignorantia Docta sunima sapientia, g

601-6. Testimonies quoted—Anon:
mus, Arabian Sage, Aristotle, Arn'
bius, Augustin, Chiysologus, Chr,
sostom, Cusa, Democritus, Grotu;
Palingenius, Pascal, Petrarch, Pi

colomiui (^Eueas Sylvius), Plin

Rabbis, the Scaligers, Socrates, Tc
tullian, Theodoret, 602-607. .',

Knowledge, Occiilt Causes.

Imagination. See Conception.

Induction. See Logic.

luflnite, the : (see Unconditioned) ; wh!

properly, 13, 21 ; verses on, 37.

Inglis (Sii- Robert Harry, Bart.) •

admission of Dissenters to EngU
L^niversities, 509, sq.

Intellectual Intuition, 6 ; of Schelliri

20 ; in Cusa, 605.

Intension, or Degree, as a condition

thought, 583.

Intension and Extension of notioi

See Logic.

Intuitive (or Presentative) and Repr,

seutative Knowledge, 51, sq.
,

Irish, their scholastic pugnacity, ba

barism, and acuteness, 6.
j

Italian Universities, their religious lit!

rality in calling Protestants of lear

ing to then- chaii-s, 359, 363, 365.

Jacobi, noble passage of, on Pro\1deri-

and Fate, 302.

Jenkvns (Very Rev. Dr), as Master

BalUol, 659. I

Jolinson (Rev. Arthur) translation
j

Tennemann's Manual, 98-115. j

Judgment involved in Consciousne:'

583, sq.
I

Judgments. See Logic.
j

Kant: his philosophy, 5; his doctri'

of the Unconditioned, 15 ; his Gal;

gories, 16, 27, 144 ; against Coi

mon Sense, 91 ; his Logical liuris'

143 ; sublime passage from, contra.-,

ing the jNIoral Law and the Stel-

Universe, 301 ; on, 697.
'^

KnoMledge : does it imply an analoi

of Subject and Object? 60; ofMi^

and of Matter is only phfenomenal

'

relative, 608. Testimonies for t
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relativity— Albcrtus ]\la{,Mius, Aris-

totiie, Avenoes, Augustin, Bacon,

Boethius, Bruno, Campanella, Ger-

son, Kant, Leo Ilebrsus, Molanch-

[
then, ^^e^^'ton (Sir Isaac), Pitcolo-

miui (F.), Scaliger (J. C), Spinoza,

I
608-611. See Ignorautia Docta, Oc-
cult Causes.

>ambcrt, liis Syllogistic, 649*.

jAW, how far its study supposes classical

• scholarship, 331, sq.
;
proposed Prac-

ticum for, 682.

.cuing (John), his character, 498, 499.

.eydeu. University of, 359-365.

liberty moral, doctrine of, 595, sq.

..ocke, his advice to William III. to

I
reform the Universities, 457 ; on, 201.

See Perception.

Logic: its fortune in Scotland, 117 ; in

(
Oxford. 121; in Cambridge, 120;

i

ia Dublin, 121 ; History of, 138 ;

i what? 129; its derivation, 135;
i Abstract, Concrete, 133 ; a Formal

science, 134, 136, 137, 143 ; Pure
i and Applied, 139, alibi.

! Notions, Simple Terms.—Fii'st and

I
Second Notions, 137. Categories of

: Aristotle, not a logical distribution,

i 139. Breadth or Extension, and

i

Depth or Intension or Comprehension,

j
171, sq., 641*, sq. Table of, 644.*

I

Judgments, Propositions.—Eight

i forms of. 162, 631* sq. Quantifica-

:
tion of the Predicate, 160, 162, 639*.

I
Comprehension or Depth, and Exten-

}
sion or Breadth, 641*, sq. ; remark-

1
able omission of this distinction, 172.

I

Affirmation and Negation, coiuiter

i procedure of, 624*, sq., 644*; their

I Particularity twofold, 635*, sq. Tables

I
of their relations, 632,* 637*.

Reasonings, Syllogisms.—All logi-

I
cal inference h}T)Othetical, 144 ; but

' all mediate inference categorical, 615,

! 619 ; our H\-pothetical syllogisms not
i those of Aristotle, 149 ; Categorical,

i what the different meanings of the

! term, 150 ; Analytical and Syntheti-

! cal, what? 616, sq. ; Objection of

. Petitio Principli does not apply to the

I

Analytical Syllogism, tlierefore not

I
to any, 616 ; Figured and Uufigured,

! what ? 616, sq. ; Argument, what
' properly, 147 ; Ultratotal Quantifica-

tion of the middle term, 649* ; Order
i of Premises, 64.5*; Enthymeme, what
; vulgarly, and what to Aristotle, &c.,

151, sq. ; Deduction, logical, 1.59, stj.

;

Induction, logical, its true nature,

156-173 ; autlit.r's tiue Canon of Syl-
logism, 615, 617 ; this thoroughgoing,
without exceptions, 619, 630*.

Propositions and Syllogisms.—Mo-
dality of. Extra-logical, nr only of an
Appiiod Logic, 139, 143, 157, 647»,
sq. ; -what allowable, 11 6, ()47*

;

Hypothetical ])ro])ositions antl .syllo-

gisms, what and how to be divided,

148; Quantification of thePredicate in

propositions and syllogisms, 160, 162,
639*, sq. ; on this, as the foundatinn
of a new Analytic, 614-620; Nota-
tions, logical, 618, 620, 632*

; should,
if competent, be able to exhibit the

thirty-six moods, by tiiirty-six seve-
ral diagrams, 620.

Authors quoted in reference to

Logic, apart from tiiose reviewed :

—

Agi-icola 152, Aldricli 138, 141,

Alexander 154, Annnonius 154, Apul-
eius 151, Aristo Chius 124, Aristotle

132, 136, 140, 145, 149, 152, 162,

171, 172, Avenoes 132, Bacon 142,

Balfour (Robert) 119, Boethius 149,

151, Browne (Sir Thomas) 157, Buf-
fier 131, Cardanus 150, Clialmers or

Camerarius ("William) 120, Coryda-
leus 153, Cusa (Cai-dinal) 125, Demp-
ster (Thomas) 120, Duncan (Mark)
120, 131, Dupleix 119, Era.smus 117,

Facciulati 153, Gillies 143, Kirwau
131, Leibnitz 117, Lovanienses 1.53,

Magentinus 1.54, Majoragius 153,

Manscl 146, Paciiymores 154, Pacius

153, 154, Philoponus 154, Phrissemius

153, Rabbis 139, Ramus 145, 147,

Saint Hilaire 140, 145, 150, Scaliger

(Joseph) 117, Scaynus 153, Servetus

117, Sextus Empiricus 1.54, Urquhart
(Sir Thomas) 118, Valla 145, Vive.s

131, 145, Vossius (J. (r.) 1.50.—

Authors only referred to, omitted.

Louvain, University of, 374, 406, 413,

483 ; its Examination.s, 647, sq.

Luther : some obnoxious opinions of,

491-.506 ; a mistake in the report of

his Table-Talk corrected, touching

Pkclesiastes, 501; his rejection of the

book of Ksther establislicd, .5()2, 50.5

:

also his rejection of tiio K|ii<lii' of .'-^t

James, .505 : favourable to Polvgamv,

&c., 497-501; held (originally at

lea.st) a heterodox o])ini(iii in regard

to the necessity of liuman actiou,

492.

Maimonides (Moses), quoted touching

lOstlier, 503.

Mallebranclie, orMalebranclie, his vi.-iion
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of all thuigs in God, whence boiTowcd,
199.

Manilius, verses of, 19.

Mansel (Rev. H. L.), 126, 633* 639*

718. See Addenda.
Matter and Material used not in the

sense of body and bodily, but for that

circa quod., in quo., and ex quo., 5, 136,

144.

Material and Formal, distinction of.

See Logic.

Materialism, 54.

Mathematics, study of: what its utility

as an exercise of mind, 257-327 ; does

not educate to a general evolution of

the faculties ; but, if too exclusively^

pursued, contracts and debilitates the

miud, 267-313, 651* sq. ; not a logi-

cal exercise, 319, sq., 621* sq. ; only

difficult because too easy, 281 ; inclines

to credulity and scepticism, 294 ; to

the former, 295-298; to the latter,

298-303 ;
generally of little use, and

soon forgotten, 312 ; relation of to

Logic, 262 ; Geometric process culti-

vates the imagination, not the imder-

stauding, 276 ; may possibly conduce
to continuous attention, 303-308 ; but

other studies better for this, 310

;

Algebraic process, in particular, posi-

tively deleterious as a mental gym-
nastic, 305-310.—Authorities and in-

stances adduced : Albertus Magnus
276, D'Alembert 271, 282, 2ii8, St

Ambrose 299, Ammonius Heraiiaa

276, Arcesilaus 282, Ai-isto Chins

282, Ai-istotle 265, 267, 274, 278,

281, 284, 312, Ai'uauld 279, St Au-
gustin 299, Bacon (Lord) 304, Bacon
(Roger) 277, 283. Baillet (Acbian)

271, Barbeyi-ac 292, Basedow 292,

Bayle 283, 300, Berkeley 287, 300,

Bernhardi 268, Boole 273, Buddeus
291, Cicero 281, Clarendon 291, Le
Clerc 291, Coleridge 279, Colerus

281, Condillac 297, Darjes 281, Des-
cartes 271, 281, Digby (Sir K.) 277,

Feldemis 292, Fonseca, 279, Fracas-

torius 276, Fries 303, Gassendi 290,

Gibbon 293, Goethe 270, S'Grave-
sande 288, Gregory (Dr John) 300,

Gimdling 300, Du Hamel 279, 304,

311, Hippouicus 282, Horrebovius
281, Huet 281, Hume 266, 305, Huy-
gens 279, Jacobi 302, St Jerome 299,
Kant 277, 301, Kepler 297, Kirwan
293, 310, Klumpp 270, 281, Leibnitz

279, Leicester 291, Leslie (Sir John)
266, Lichtenberg281, 2SS, Monboddo
300, Morgenstern 269, Newton (Sir

Isaac) 297, 306, Xiemovcr 281, Pas-

cal 286, Pembertou 306, Philopoaus;

276, Picas (Joannes) 296, Plato

303, 312, Poiret 297, 299, Prodm
265, Proverbs 282, Prussia, Queei
of, 296, Quarterly Review 309, Salai

294, Scaliger (Joseph) 283, Scaligq
(Julius Caisar) 313, Seneca 265, 312
Socrates 311, Sorbiere 290, De Stag

293, 297, 301, 311, Stewart (Dngald
289, 295, 298, 305, Thiersch 307
Vico 307, Vives 290, Voltaire 296
Walpole (Horace) 293, Warbm-toi
281, 292, 297, 304, ^Yeidler 281i

You Weiller 269, Whiston 297, Well
(Chr.) 281, Wolf (The Philologer

283, Xenophon 311, Zwinger 281.-|
Reasoning of mathematicians out ot

mathematics, examples of, 315-327}
621,*-652.*—>See also 726-731. !

Medical Degi'ees. See Edinburgh. j

Medicine : on the revolutions of, 246'

256 ; doubtful Avhether a blessmg o

a curse, 252 ; how fai- it sup]

scholarship, 333, 635, sq. ; conte:

by physicians, 252, 638 ; profesao)

of physician in this country no\j

requu-es no liberal learning, 640, sq.

Meiners, his testimony touching acade
mical patronage, 369

;
quoted, 680.

Mclanchthon, quoted : on Examinationt
679 ; et alibi pluries.

Melander (Dionysius), his chai'actei

498.

Memory, 48.

Metaphysics. See Philosophy.

IMichaeiis, his testimony regarding acr
demical patronage, 368.

IMiller (Seijeant), his testlmonv, 44',

458, 525.

Modality, a material aflfection of the pn,

dicate (or subject) to be exclude-

fi'om Pm-e Logic, 139, sq., 143, u\

i

647*, sq.

i Morgan. See De Morgan. •

Mueuchhausen (Baron V.) as Curator ,

Goettingen, 367, sq.

Natm-al Realism or Dualism, 54.

Necessitas Consequeutiaj et

Cousequentis, or Formal and Materilji

(or Real) Necessity, 144.

Necessity moral, doctrine of, 395,

Newton (Sir Isaac) : his unknown til

of the creation of Matter, 201
tioually condemned the algebraic

cess, 396 ; a religious di-eamer,
'

Nihilism, 54.

Non-Natural Subscrijjtion, 522.

Notations, sj'llogistic See Logic-

Nothing, the,="the Absolute, by whj

Absolutist:, maintaiu'xl, 21, 605;
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refereuco to this cluctiiuo, 58^1, (304,

696.

is'otious or Concepts. See Logic.

')ath and Subscription held of light

I
account in England, i54.

I)bject. See Subject.

Jccult Causes should be recognised,

, 611. Testimonies for this—Alstc-

j

dins, Scaliger (J. C), Voltaire, 612,

j

613. See Unconditioned; Know-
:
ledge ; Ignorantia Docta.

bken, his doctrine of the Absolute, or

the Nothing, 21.

l3xford: legal and illegal, 389, sq. 4-41,

445, 670 ; that University still main-

tains the principle of encouraging solid

I
erudition, 343 ; therefore -with its

mighty means the most capable of

being raised to the highest, 343, 387
;

i
Testimonies to its fonner abject state,

j

424, 668 ; Table of its Houses in the

I

order of theii- efficiency as educational

i

organs, 654, 655; these Houses so

compared, 653-667, 700 ; as it is, 651

sq. ; as it might be, 671 sq. ; Examina-
tionStatutes. ^ee Universities English.

Padua, University of, 357.

Paris, University of, 404-406.

Parr (Rev. Dr), his reprint of Collier,

&c., 187.

Pascal, passage of, explained, 607.

Patronage of Universities, See Univer-

sity Patronage.

Peacock (Dean), his testimony, 419, 534.

Pearson (George, B.D., Christian Ad-
vocate of Cambridge), his objections

to the admission of Dissenters into

the English Universities considered,

486, sq. ; his knowlege of German
Theology, ib.

Peisse (M.), the able French translator

of these Philosophical Discussions, his

notes, passim.
Perception : philosophy of, 49-97 ; dif-

ferent meanings of the term, 75

;

testimonies quoted touching, (beside

Reid and Brown),—Alexander Aph-
' rodisiensis 50, Aristotle 41, 50, 69,

88, Arnauld 72, 74, 75, Bacon 41, 45,

Berkeley 90, Brucker 81, Buchanan
(David) 68, Clarke (Dr Samuel) 79,

81, Le Clerc 79, 80, Cousin 39, Crou-
saz 83, Descartes 70, 90, Digby (Sir

Kenelm) 79, Durandus 52, Fichte 91,

Do la Forge 71, Fromondus 49, Geno-
vcsi 79, 82, Goclenius 68, S'Gravc-
sande 82, Hesiod 84, Hobbes 73,

Hook 79, Hume 90, Jacobi 91, Kant
82, 91, Leibnitz .52, 67, 7.5, 81, 82,

7f.O

Lessing 39, Locke 77, Lueivtiu.-< G2,
69, 84, Mali.braiHli.- <.r Mah-branclie
72, 81, 90, Molanchtliuii CH, Michael
Ephesius .50, Nemesius .')(», Newton
(Sir Isaac) 79, Norris 60, niiiciionn-
50, Plato 39, 50, Plotinus s;{. Pin-
tarchus Atheniensis .50, Hurl 72,
Royer-Collard 72, S3, Scaliger (.Tu-

bus Caesar) 40, 68, Schclling '.lo, S«-r-

geant 78, Simplicins 50, Tennemann
90, TertuUian 47, Themistins 5(>, Tlm-
masius (Christian) 82, Tucker 7h,

Voltaire 82, De Vries 72, Willis 79,
Wolf 71, 75, 82.

Perjury, testimonies touching, of Au-
gustin and Tillotson, 453, 454; of San-
dei-son and Berkeley, 527.

Philip, the Magnanimous, Landgr.avc of
Hesse, his ix.lygamy, 497-501.

Philosophy : what, 5, 14 ; what it means
in Britain, 272, 622* ; notices of its

fortune in Germany, 4 ; in France 2,

38 ; in Scotland, 3 ; study of, its uti-

lity, 39 ; even to be refuted, must be
studied, 695 ; man philosophises, as

he thinks, 695 ; a philosopliy of man
prerequisite to a phiUisoiiliy of (hxI,

696; self-knowledge, the doctrine of

humility, 696. See Conditioned. Six
schemes of,—Natural Realism, Abso-
lute Identity, Idealism, Materialism,

Nihilism, Cosmothetic Idealism, 54,

also 192, sq. ; teims Philoso])hy and
Philosophical, ai)plied in England,
and especially in Cambiidge, to jihy-

sical and mathematical science, 186,

272, 310, 320, 622*.

Physic contemned by Physicians, 252.

Physical study less improving to the

mind, 40, 690 ; Bacon's testimony to

this, 690, 730 ; tends to iiTeligion,

801, sq., ct alibi.

Pillans (Prof.), defence of classical in-

struction, 328, 343, 347.

Pisa, University of, 358.

Plato, inscription over his school— (' Let

no one ignorant of geometry hen;

enter'), a comparatively modern fic-

tion, 271, 311.

Ploucquct, his Canon of SvllogLsm, 630»,

649*.

Polygamy permissible, an original doc-

trine of the Lutheran Reformers, 497-

501.

Pope (Alexander), illustrated, 605.

Popular Education, now determined in

England by the Reform 15111, 5;!5-

539; its pnigress in France, 54ii-5l2
:

should be made obligatory in this

country as in Germany, 548; semi-

naries in Germany for the training el
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schoolmasters (Normal Schools), 557-

562; in Prussia, 543-573.

Preseutative (or Intuitive) ami Repre-
sentative knowledge, 51, sq.

Price (Ml- Bonamy), 715.

Proctors, Oxford, were allowed the

salaries of the professorships, which
they co-operated in illegally suppress-

ing, 445, sq.

Professorial and Tutorial Systems com-
pared, 711, sq.

Professorial Examination for Degi'ees

always worthless, if exclusive, 626-

644, 731.

Proposition. See Logic.

Protension. See Time.
Prussian popular education, 543-573.

Psellus (Michael the younger), not the

author of the Sjniopsis Orgaui, 126.

Psychology, only a developed conscious-

ness, 46. See Philosophy.

Pythagorean philosophers ; the fi-ag-

ments and treatises under their name,
all spm-ious, 138.

Qualities of Matter, Primarj', Secundo-
primary, and Secondary, 54, 83.

Kationalism (properly Intellectualism),

4 ; as a scheme of philosophy, to

Kant a mere delusion, 5.
'

Ravaisson (M.), 602.

Reason and Consequent, law of, to be

excluded from Logic, 158, alibi; is

only in Logic an evolution of the law
of Non- Contradiction, ib.

Regent and Non-regent (terms not un-

derstood in the English Universities),

explained, 891, 447.

Reid, his doctrine of Perception, 24-97.

(General), his trust, 385, 641.

Relativity, the principal Condition of

thinking, 579, sq.

Remi (Abraham), a verse of, 6.

Repetition, as an exercise, 682, sq.

Representation, properly, only of what
can be actually and adequately ima-

gined. See Conception.

Representative knowledge, 51, 56.

Rouchlin : his character, 211 ; his rela-

tion to the Epistolfe Obscurorum Yir-
j

orum, 213 ; an unedited letter by, '

236 ; on this letter, see Addenda. '

Royer-CoUard, his character, 4.
j

Rubianus (Crotus). ^eeEpistoLne O. V.
,

Ruhnkenius, 697.
!

Saint Hilaire (M. Barthelemy). 140,

145, 150.

Sanderson (Bishop), his Logicfe Com-
pendium, 123; quoted, 687.

Scaliger (Joseph Justus) : his paramou
learning, 283, 363, alibi ; his verses (

the text of his father, touching tt^

limitation of our knowledge, 606.
(Julius Caesar) : an Oxoi

437 ; on the wisdom of voluntary i^J
rauce, &c., 37, 606, 612 ; on dispu
tion, 682.

Scepticism, what, 85.

Schelling, his doctrine of the Uncoi
ditioned, 18 ; refutation of and I

Cousin and Hegel, 23.

Schleiermacher on academical patroi

age, 371 ;
quoted, 701.

Schoolmen, ignorantly despised, 142.

Schools, Scottish Grammar School'
greatly too few, and the Universitiv

thus brought to attempt their suppl;

in vain, 340, sq. ; the bad organiz;

tion of then- classes, 345.

Scots, their character for philosophic

and general talent, 117, 118, 378, s-

Scottish :—Philosophy, 3 ; Theology hi,

for two centuries been null, 335-33'!

379 ; Church, its attempts to impo'
from Holland learned divines, 336'

its Veto Act, 339 ; Grammar School'

deficient in numbers, 431 ; defects :

their classes, 345 ; Law, 332; Med;'

cine, 333 ; Scholarship and classic i

training, 340-343, 379, 380; Univej
sities, 371-385 ; Popular Education, ;|

inferior to that of Germany, as sup''

rior to that "of England," 556, 5
Schools.

Self and Not- self, as a condition

thought, 579.

Self activity, at once the mean and tl

end of education, indeed, of all knov

ledge, 39, sq., 677, sq., 682, sq., alil

Seneca, quoted 675, 687, et passim.

Sewell (Rev. Mr), 700.

Social study, 688.

Space, or Extension, known only .

conditioned, 28, 29; as a concUti*'

of thought, 582.

Stahl (George Ernest), 250.

Stewart (Dugald), 144, 182, 190, 20!

289, 295, 298, 305.
|

Strauss, the Hegelian divine, 696. i

Subject, Subjective, and Object, Obje;

tive : meaning of terms, 5 ; as a cone'

tion of thought, 579, 580 ; distinctit,

very vague and vacillating, 5, 580.

Subscription to articles of faith, its ob

gation frustrated by the English Ur'

versities, 454, 521, 522.

Substance and Phenomenon : ipsofac<

conditioned, 29; as a condition

thought, 580 ; meaning of term, 60!

Syllogism. See Logic.
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eaching, as an exercise towards learn-

ing, oio, 685, sq.

;'eiinemanu, translation of his Manual
by Johnson, 98-115.

rniis. See Logic.

\ MS, religious. See Universities, Eng-
,
lioh, and Subscription,

'heology: supposes scholarship, 333,

sq., 379, sq. ; Scottish, long therefore

I

null, 335, sq., 379 ; not independent

of piiilosophy; English, therefore, has

been long very feeble, 699.

I'lunking. See Thought,

.'holosanus, his testimony as to meaning
of University, 481.

Thomson (Prof. John), his character
i and life of Cullen, 240-256.

I

(Rev. William), 126, 163,

^

631* 632*.

;hought. Positive and Negative, 578

;

1
Conditions of positive thought, 577,

sq.; to think is to condition, 1-41.

jCime, or Protensiou, or Duration,

I

kno^vu only as conditioned, 28, 29 ;

i
as a condition of thought, 581.

pruth, speculative, an end, not ultimate,

j

but subordinate to the cultivation of

i

mind by its speculation, 39-41.

jTator, in Oxford the office of, by statute

j

open to all graduates, even to Bache-

j
lorsof Arts, 396, 417; nor need the

I

Tutor and Pupil be of the same
1 House, 466 ; Table of Tutorial emi-
nence throughout the Oxford Houses,

,
655; Tutorial and Professorial sys-

i
terns compared, 711-716 ; condition

! of Tutor, should be a highest gi-adua-

I tion of honour, 713. .See Universities

j
English.

[Jnconditioned (the): what, 12; incon-

1 ceivable, 14, 20, 21; not the indiffer-

[

ence of the Absolute and Infinite,

which, as contradictories, exclude

j
each other, 21, 28; Kant's dortrine

I

of, 15; Schelling's doctrine of, 18; He-

;

gel's doctrine of, 23; Cousin's doc-
* trine of, 23; Author's doctrine of, 12,

! 17, 577, sq.; doctrine of the Condi-
1 tioned a contrast to the doctrine of the

Unconditioned, 584.

Absolute (the), what properly, 12 ;

what etymologically, 13.

j
Infinite (the), wiiat properly, 13,

21, 26 ; verses on, 37.

Testimonies quoted on the Uncon-
ditioned (beside Cousin, Kant, Schel-
ling, Hegel, Oken), Aristotle 26, Au-
gustin 14, Jacob Boehme 21, Budd-
hists 21, Goethe 19, Frederic Jacobi
19, 21, Joannes Sarisbnrieiisis 20,

Manilius 19. Ori)heus 22. St Paul 15.

Piatunists and Fathers 20. 21. Ploti-

nus 19, Phitareli 22, St Prosper 19,

Rejected Addresses 21, Renii 6, Sea-
ligerCJuliusC^iKsar) .•57. 606, Seneca 19,
Varro 21, vl^c.

—

See also Ignorantia
Docta, and Knowledge, relativity of,

and Occult Causes.

University : meaning of the term, 476-
484 ; ends which it should aeeuuqjlish,

672-694
; properly, the general selioui

for liberal instruction, tlu^ Faculty of

Arts ; the other Faculties being only

special Sehouls, (17:>.

Universities, Old and New contrasted,

681 ; British, all need regeneration

or reform, 642, 708, et alibi.

Universities, English : their present ille-

gality, 386-434, 435-463; consist of

the University proper and of the Col-

leges, 389 ; the University not a con-

geries of Colleges, 39S, 456. 468, 510

;

a right CoUegial or Tutorial system
in combination with a right University

or Professorial system atlbrds the con-

dition of a perfect academical disci-

pline, 402.—Oxford (more particular-

ly), its present illegality, 387 ;
history

of its legal system, 390-397 ; history

of its illegal system, 397-434 ; these

contrasted, 441, 442 ; illegal suppres-

sion of the University or Professorial,

and illegal intrusion of the Collegial

orTutorial instruction, 392-402 ; vices

of the latter, as actually constituted,

397-402 ; relative importance of Col-

legiate institutions—in the Italian

Universities, 404—in Paris, 404-406—
in Louvain, 406, 645, sq.—in German
Universities,407-41O—iiistory of their

rise and progress in the Fnglisli Uni-

versities, 410-433 ; iiow the Halls fell,

and from their ruins the Colleges

arose, 413-417 ; how the Tutor sujjcr-

seded the Professor, 417-426; how
this was accomplished through a vio-

lation of oath and statute by the Col-

legial Heads, 426-434. 442-452 ; by

them perjury enforced on all the mem-
bers of the University, 426-430, 528,

453, 534 ; this common to Cambridge

and its Head.s, 419 ; the obligation of

subscription to religious articles thus

sublated, 4.54, 521, 522; whilst the

value of the University education wiw

lowered, its (.-xpensi; was raised, for

the profit of tlie Coll.-g«'S and to keep

the academical numhers down to their

means of accommodation, 422; are-

form must come from without, 457 :

testimonies of Crevier, Uocke, and
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Agrippa to tliis, 433, 457, 458. Re-
viewer's allegations against the go-

vernors of the English Universities

vindicated, and his charges only those

of the statutes themselves, 431-434.

Table of the Oxford Houses, in the

order of their comparative efficiency,

as organs of education, 654, 655
;
plan

for the improvement of collegia! and
academical instruction, 710-739. Eng-
lish Universities, hoAv and how not

wealthy, 692, sq.

Universities : English, on admission of

Dissenters to, 464-508, 509-534;
superior liberality in this respect of

the Italian Univei'sities, which ad-
mitted Protestants, even as Professors,

359, sq. ; claim ofDissenters for admis-
sion into the public University of the

strongest and clearest, 464, 469 ; not

so clear and strong into the Colleges,

465-468, 518; ignorant confusion of

the University Avith the Colleges

generally prevalent, 468, 469, 510

;

game at cross-pm-poses by the friends

and opponents of this measure, 465,

468, 469, 509, sq. ; how Dissenters

to be admitted without violating prin-

ciple of domestic superintendence,

470-475 ; and without violating prin-

ciple of religious instruction, 475-576,
484-486. Do religious Tests in Uni-
versities ensure in them religious

teachers ?—the negative maintained,

486-508 ; these of old abandt»ned in

the Italian Universities, and latterly,

after the German, in the Dutch, 489.

Have the Heads of the English Uni-
versities proved faithful Trustees ?

No, 512-523. Are the academic
oaths obligatory and permanently
obligatory on all members of the

English Universities to resist the

admission of Dissenters ? 523-53.ij|

Oxford Heads agreed to propose.j

repeal of the academic tests, and w I

their resolution was rescinded, 623 ['

University Patronage : theory andh|.
tory of, 348-385 ; character of tll^

trust, 349 ; its end, 350 ; conditio] i

of its proper organization, 352-35!

in Padua, 357—in Pisa, 358—in Le;

den, 359-365—in German univerj

ties, 365—inGoettingen,367; Gennl
authorities, Michaelis 368, Meinti

369, Schleiermacher 371 ; in the Sol

tish universities, 371 ; by a Muni'
pality, 372-375 ; here patrons solicit

i

as for a favour, and this not felt '

an insult, 374, 624 ; by University

self, 375-380 ; by the Crown, 38-

systems of Scottish patronage ha I

wrought as ill as possible, 378-38,

patronage by Curators the best, 3^'

plan for their appointment in Ed-

burgh, 382- 385 ; recommendation
'

by Burgh Commissioners, 625, :,

See 621 sq.,/or Edinburgh.

Vermxnft and Verstand, modern Germ
reversal of, 4, 6.

Vives, quoted 683, 687, and elsevvhe]

Ward (Mr G. R. M.), his translation

the Oxford Statutes and Preface, 5^

extracts from, 670, sq.
•

Whately (Archbishop), his Elements

'

Logic, 125-169.

Whewell (Rev. Dr) on the study of 5 '

thematics, 257-327; his letter, w
replies, 314-327.

Whole and Part. See Logic.

Wilson (Professor John), 586.
!

WooUey (Rev. Dr), 158. '

Wyttenbach, 683, 697. :
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" College and School do.

Clissold on the .Apocalypse
Conybeare and Howson's St. Paul
Cox's Protestantism & Romanism

Corner's Sunday Book -

Dale's Domestic Liturgy
Discipline - - - * -

E.ul'r,D,iu-.l,ter.The1 - - - !

r;;i 1 -"i;i I- !.;reek Concordance
1

•
. llr-b.&Chald.Concnrd.

'. 1 1 rs on Passion "^Veek ;

11,1,,, in: ,luction to Scriptures* :

" Abridgment oC ditto -
:

Jameson's Sacred Legends -
** Monastic Legends -

" Legends ftlie Madonna
Jeremy Taylor's Works - - -

Laneton Parsonage - - ;

Letters to My Unknomi Friends -

" on Happiness - . -

Litton's Church of Christ -

Maitland's Cliurch in the Catacombs
Margaret Percival - - - - ;

Moore On the Use of the Body
" " Soul and Body
" 's Man and his Motives

Mosheim's Eccles.astical History- '

Neale's Closing Scene - - -

" Renting Places of the Just
" Riches Ihat Bring no
Sorrow . . - . .

Newman's (J. H.) Discourses
Readings for Lent _ . _

Robinson's Lexicon to the Greek

Schomberg's Theocratic Philosophy
Shepherd's Church of Rome -

Sinclair's Journey of Life
" Popish Legends -

Smith's (Sydney) Moral Philosophy
(J.) St. Paul - - - :

Southey's Life of Wesley
Stephen's Ecclesiastical Biography
Tayler's Lady Mary - - -

" Margaret; or, the Pearl -

" (Isaac) Loyola
" Wesley -

Thumb Bible (The)
Tomline's Introduction to the Bible
Turner's Sacred History - - -

Poetry and the Drama.

Aikin's (Dr.l
BaiUie's (Jo
Dante, bv C

:iled

Macaulay's L:i;, s of Ancient Rome
Mackay's Poetry of the English
Lakes------

Montgomery's Poetical Works
Moore's Poetical Works

Lalla Rnokh -

" Irish Melodies -

" Songs and Ballads -

Shakspeare, by Bowdler
" Sentiments & Similes
" Tasso, by Smith -

Southey's Poetical Works
" British Poets -

Swain's English Melodies -

Thomson's Seasons, illustrated -

Watts's Lyrics of the Heart -

Winged Thoughts - . -

Political Economy and
Statistics.

Caird's Letters on Agriculture - 5
Francis's Bank of England 8

" English Railway - - 9
" Stock Exchange - - 9

Laing's Notes of a Traveller - - 13
" Notes on Denmark and

the Duchies - - - 13
Lindsay's Navigation Laws - - 15
M'Culloch's Geog. Statist. &c. Diet. 17

** Dictionary ofCommerce 17
" London - - - 31
" Statistics of Gt. Britain 17
" On Funding & Taxation 17
" On Wages - - - 17

Marcet's Political Economy - - 18
Pashley On Pauperism - - - 22
Tooke's History of Prices - - 29

The Sciences
in General and IVIattae-

znatics.

Pagei'i

Bourne's Catechism of the Steam '

Brande's Dictionary of Science, &c. d J
Cresy's Civil Engii

"

DelaBeche's" '

ngineering
?ologyorCoi aU,&c.

ueoiogicai t^Dserver -

De la Rive's Electricity
Herschel's Outlines of Astronomy 1

Holland's Medical Physiology . 1

Humboldt's Aspects of Nature - 1

" Cosmos - - - i

Lardner's Cabinet Cyclopsedia - H" Great Exhibition - - ;

'

Marcet's (Mrs.) Conversations - I

Moscley's Practical Mechanics - !

** Engineering&.\rcliitccture
;

Owen's Lectureson Comp Anatomy '<

Peschel's Elements of Pliysics - '

Phillips's Fossils of Cornwall, &c. '

Portlock's Geology of Londonderry *

Smee's Electro Metallurgy - - !

Steam Engine (The) - . .

Tate On Strength of Materials •.
•

" Exercises on Mechanics
Thomson's School Chemistry

Rural Sports.

Blaine's Dictionary of Sports
Cecil's Stud Farm - - - .

The Cricket- Field - - - -

Ephemera on Angling - - .

" Book of the Salmon -

Hawker's Instru^tionsto Sportsmen
The Hunting-Field
Loudon's Lady'^ Country Comp.
Pocket and the Stud
Practical Horsemanship
Pulmim's Fly-Fishing -

Ronalds's Fly Fisher -

Stable Talk and Table Talk -

The Stud, for practical purposes
Wheatley's Rod and Line

Veterinary MedicineJ

Cecil's Stud Farm
Hunting Field (The) - -

Pocket and the Stud
Practical Horsemanship
Stable Talk and Table Talk
Stud (The)
Youatt's The Dog -

" The Horse

Voyages and
Travels.

Ermans Tra\els through Siberil- I

Forties's Da'
F(
Hue's Tartary, Thibet,
Humboldt's Aspects of Nature
Jameson's Canada - - -

Laing's Norway - - -
" Denma'rk and the Da
" Notes of a Traveller

Lardner's London
Mdckay's English Lakes
Osborn's Arctic Journal
PfeifTer's \oyage round the 'WorU
Power's New" Zealand Sketches
Richardson's Overland Journey
Rovings in the Pacific

I

.Sno 1 Arctic Yovage
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tISS ACTON'S MODERN COOKERY-BOOK.
Modern Cookery in all its Branches, reduced to a System of Easy Practice. For the use of

Private Families. In a Series of Receipts, all of which have been strictly tested, and are given

with the most minute exactness. By Eliza Acton. New Edition ; with Directions for Carv-

ing, and other Additions. Fcp. 8vo. with Plates and Woodcuts, 7s. 6d. cloth.

WDISON-TIIE HISTORY OE THE KNIGHTS TEMPLARS.
By C. G. Addison, of the Inner Temple, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. 3d Edition, corrected and

improved ; with 4 Lithographic and 3 Woodcut Illustrations. Square crown 8vo.10s.Cd. cloth.

\lKIN—SELECT WORKS OE THE BRITISH POETS,
\ From Ben Jonson to Beattie. Witli Biographical and Critical Prefaces by Dr. Aiki.n. New

I

Edition, with Supplement, by Lucy Aikin ; consisting of additional Selections from more
recent Poets. 8vo. 18s. cloth.

HE ARTISAN CL UB.—A TREATISE ON THESTEAM ENGINE,
in its .\pplication to Mines, Mills, Steam Navigation, and Railways. By the Artisan Club.

Edited by John Bouune. C.E, New Edition. With 30 Steel Plates and 349 Wood Engrav-

ings. 4to. 27s. cloth.

UILEY.-DISCOURSES ON VARIOUS SUBJECTS,
I Read before Literaiy and Philosophical Institutions. By Samuel Bailey, Author of

I "Essayson the Pursuit of Truth," &c. 8vo. 8s. 6d. cloth.

\ailey.—tiie theory OF'REASONING.
• By Samuel Bailey, Author of " Essays on the Pursuit of Truth," &c. 2d Edition. 8vo.

7s. 6d cloth.

\oaNNA BAILLIE'S dramatic .IND POETICAL WORKS.
I

Now first collected; complete in One Volume; and comprising the Plays of the Piissions,

Miscellaneous Dramas, Metrical Legends, Fugitive Pieces (including several now first pub-

lished), and AhalyaBaee. Uniform with the New Edition of JawiM Moiilgomerj/'n Puelical

Works; with Portrait engraved in line by H. Robinson, and Vignette. Square crown 8vo.

218. cloth ; or 42s. bound in morocco by Hayday.

.HNES.—THE LIFE OF EDWARD RAINES,
late M.P. for the Borough of Leeds. By his Son, Edward Ba inks, Author of "The History

of the Cotton Manufacture." With a Portrait engraved in line by Greatbach. 8vo. 9s. cloth.

'ALFOUR.- SKETCHES OF ENGLISH LETERATURE
from the Fourteenth to the Present Century. By Clara Lucas Balfour, Author ut

" Women of Scripture," " Moral Heroism," &c. Fcp. 8vo. 78. cloth.



NEW WORKS AND NEW EDITIONS

BAYLDON'S ART OF VALUING RENTS AND TILLAGES,
And Tenant's Right of Entering and Quitting Farms, explained by several Specimens c

Valuations; witl) Remarks on the Cultivation pursued on Soils in different Situation;

Adapted to the Use of Landlords, Land-Agents, Appraisers, Farmers, and Tenants. Ne
Edition ; corrected and revised by John Donaldson. 8vo. 10s. 6d. cloth.

BLACK.—A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON BREWING,
Cased on Chemical and Economical Principles: with Formulse for Public Brewers, an

Instructions for Private Families. By William Black, Practical Brewer. New Editioi

with considerable Additions. 8vo. 10s. 6d. cloth.

BLAINE'S ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF RURAL SPORTS;
Or, a complete Account, Historical, Practical, and Descriptive, of Hunting, Shooting, Fishin-

Racing, and other Field Sports and Athletic Amusements of the present day. A new at;

thoroughly revised Edition (1852), corrected to the present time ; with copious Additions ai

Improvements, and numerous additional Illustrations. The Hunting, Racing, and all rel;

tive to Horses and Horsemansl)ip revised by Hakry Hieovhu; Shooting and Fishing i

Ephemera; and Coursing by Mr. A. Graham. With upwards of 000 Woodcuts. 8v

50s. half-bound.

BLAIR'S CHRONOLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL TABLES,
From the Creation to the present time: with Additions and Corrections from the mostauHe
tic Writers ; including the Computation of St. Paul, as connecting the Period from the Exo

to the Temple. Under the revision of Sir Henry Ellis, K.H., Principal Librarian

the British Museum. New Edition, with Corrections. Imperial 8vo. 31s. 6d. half-bound

morocco.

I

BLOOMFIELD.—TIIE GREEK TESTAMENT:
With copious English Notes, Critical, Philological, and Explanatory. Especially formed -

the use of advanced Students and Candidates for Holy Orders. By Rev. S. T. Bloomfiei

D.D. F.S.A. New Edition. 2 vols. 8vo. with a Map of Palestine, £% cloth.

THE REV. DR. BLOOMFIELD'S ADDITIONAL ANNOTATIOl\
on the NEW TESTAMENT: Being a Supplement to his Edition of The Greek Tes\

ment with English Notes, in 2 vols. 8vo. So arranged as to be divisible into Two Parts, en

of which may be bound up with the Volume of the Greek Testament to which it refers. 8

15s. cloth.

BLOOMFIELD.—COLLEGE & SCHOOL GREEK TESTAMM'A
With shorter English Notes, Critical, Philological, and Explanatory, formed for use.

Colleges and the Public Schools. By theRev.S. T. Bloomfield.D.D F.S.A. NewEditi'

greatly enlarged and improved. Fcp. 8vo. 10s. 6d. cloth. I

BOURNE.—A CATECHISM OF THE STEAM ENGINE,
\

Illustrative of the Scientific Principles upon which its Operation depends, and the Practii

Details of its Structure, in its applications to Mines, Mills, Steam Navigation, and Railwa'

witli various Suggestions of Improvement. By John Bourne, C.E., Editor of the Arti

Club's " Treatise on the Steam Engine." 3d Edition, corrected. Fcp. 8vo. 6s. cloth.

I

BRANDE.—A DICTIONARY OF SCIENCE, LITERATURE,
\

AND ART; comprising the History, Description, and Scientific Principles of every Brail

of Human Knowledge; with the Derivation and Definition of all the Terms in Geneiallj.

Edited byW.T. Brande, F.R.S.L. &E. ; assistedby Dr. J. Caijvin. A New and thorouf jit

revised Edition, corrected to the Present Time. 8vo. with Woodcuts. [Inthepra'

ft
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I'LL.—THE MATEBXAL M.iNAGEJrENT OF CmLDBEN,
ill HEALTH and OISKASE. By T. JJull, M.D. Member of the Royal Colleire of IMiysicians

;

,
formerly IMiysician-Arcoucheur to the Fiiisbury Midwifery Institution, and U-iturer on Mid-

j
wifery and on the Diseases of Women and Children. New Edition, carefully revised and
enlarged. Fcp. 8vo. as. cloth.

I LL—niXTS TO MOTHERS,
For the .Manag:enient of their Health durinirthe Period of Prea^iancyand in the Lyinp-in Room :

I with an Exposure of Popular Errors in connexion with those subjects, &c. ; and Hints upon

I

Nursin?. By Thomas Bl'll, M.D. Now Edition, carefully revised and enlarjjed. Fcp. 8vo.

6s. cloth.

UNSEX.—mPPOETTUS AND JTIS AGE;
or, Doctrine and Practice of the Church of Rome nnder Coinmodus and Alexander Severus.

I With an Appendix, containins? J. Bernaysii Bonnensis Epistola Critica ad Bunsenium. By
C. C. J. BuxsEN, D.C.L. 3 vols, post 8vo. [Nearli/ ready.

UNSEX.—EGYPT'S PEACE IN UNIVERSAL HISTORY:
An Historical Investigation, in Five Books. By C. C. J. Bunsen, D.C.L. Translated from

!
the German, by C. H. Cottrell, E.-q. M.A.—Vol. L containing the First Book, or Sources

I and Primeval Facts of Esyptian History : with an Egyptian Grammar and Dictionary, and

I

a complete List of Hieroglyphical Signs; an Appendix of Authorities, embracing the com-
plete Text of Manetho aud Eratosthenes, ^Egyptiaca from Pliny, Strabo, &c. ; and Plates

representing the F.gyptian Divinities. With many Illustrations. 8vo. 28s. cloth.

ISHOP BUTLERS SKETCH OF MODERN AND ANCIENT
GEOGRAPHY, for the use of Schools. An entirely New Edition, carefully revised

throushout, with such Alterations introduced as continually progressive Discoveries and the

latest In ormation have rendered necessary. Edited by the Author's Son, the Rev. Thomas
Butler, Rector of Laugar. 8vo. 9s. cloth.

ANCIENT GEOGRAPHY ; comprising Fifty-one full-coloured Maps ; wUh complete Indices.

'. New Edition, nearly all re-engraved, enlarged, and greatly improved; with Corrections

I from the most authentic sources in both the Ancient and Modern Maps, many of which are

I
entirely new. Edited by the Author's Sou, the Rev. T. Butlkr. Royal 4to. 24s. half-bound.

i

„ 5The Modern Atlas. 28 full-coloured Maps. Royal 8vo. 12s. half-bound.
'^P^^^^'y? The Ancient Atlas. 23 full- coloured Maps. Royal 8vo. 12s. half-bound.

'HE CABINET LAWYER:
A Popular Digest of the Laws of Flngland, Civil and Criminal ; with a Dictionary of Law
Terms, Maxims, Statutes, and Judicial Antiquities ; Correct Tables of Assessed Taxes, Stamp

Duties, Excise Licenses, and Post-Horse Duties ; Post-Ottice Regulations, and Prison Disci-

pline, lath Edition, with Supplements, enlarged, and corrected throughout: With the

Statutes of the last Session and Legal Decisions, to Michatlmas Term, 14 and 15 Victoria.

Fcp. 8vo. 10s. 6d. cloth.

:AIRD.—ENGLISH AGRICULTURE IN 1850 AND 1851

;

Its Condition and Prospects. With Descriptions in detail of the best modes of Husbandry

practised in nearly every County of England. By James Cairo, of Baldoon, Agricultural

Commissi. >ner of The Times; Author of " High Farming under Liberal Covenants." 8vo.

148. cloth.

^::AIiPENTER.— VARIETIES OF MANKIND;
\ Or, an Account of the Distinctive Characters of the principal Races of Men. By W. B.

; Carpenter, M.D., F.R.S., F.G.S., Examiner in Physiology in the University of London,

i

With numerous Engravings on Wood. Being Dr. Carpenter's Article on the Varieties of

I

Mankind, reprinted, with Alterations and Additions, from " Todd's Cyclopaedia of Anatomy

)

and Phygio'ogy." Post 8vo. \_Ih preparation.
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CATLOW.—POPULAR CONCHOLOGY

;

i

Or, the Shell Cabinet arranged: being an Introduction to the Modern System of Conchoh
;

with a sketch of the Natural Historyof the Animals, an account of the Formation of the Shj,

and a complete Descriptive List of the Families and Genera. By Agnes Catlow. Vij

312 Woodcuts. Fcp. 8vo. 10s. 6d. cloth.
\

CAYLF.Y.—D.IMTE'S DIVINE COMEDY.
\

The Vision of Hell. Translated in the Original Ternary Rhyme.
Fcp. 8V0. 6s. cloth.

CECIL.—THE STUD FARM;
Or, Hints on Breeding Horses for the Turf, the Chase, and the Road. Addressed to Bree

of Race Horses and Hunters, Landed Proprietors, and especially to Tenant Farmers, y

Cecil. With Frontispiece ; uniform with Harry Hieover's Prncficfli /ior*«irt?is/('>. Fcp.

5s. half-bound.

CIIESNEY.—THE EXPEDITION FOR THE SURVEY OF I'fe

RIVERS EUPHRATES and TIGRIS, carried on by order of the British Governn
in the Years 1833, 1836, and 1837. By Lieut.-Col. Chesney, R.A., F.R.S., CommandilDf

the Expedition. Vols. I. and II. in royal 8vo. with a coloured Index Map and numejis

Plates and Woodcuts, 63s. cloth.—Also, an Atlas of Thirteen Charts of the Expediii,

price £\. lis. 6d. in case.

*»* The entire work will consist of Four Volumes, royal 8vo. embellished with Ninety-stn

Plates, besides numerous Woodcut Illustrations, from Drawings chiefly made byOflji'S

employed in the Surveys.
J

CLISSOLD.—THE SPIRITUAL EXPOSITION OF THE APOf-
LYPSE, as derived from the Writings of the Hon. Emanuel Swedenborg ; illustrated andp-

flrmed by Ancient and Jiodern Authorities. By the Rev. Augustus Clissold,M. A., forrjljr

of Exeter College, Oxford. 4 vols. 8vo. Two Guineas, cloth.
j

I"
CONYBEARE AND EOWSON.—TIIE LIFE AND EPI8TVS

of SAINT PAUL; Comprising a complete Biography of the Apostle, and a Paraph) :ic
|

Translation of his Epistles inserted in Chronological Order. Edited by the Rev. \ J.
\

CoNYBEARE, M.A. latc Fellow of Tiinity College, Cambridge; and the Rev. J. S. Hov N,
j

M.A. late Principal ot the Collegiate Institution, Liverpool. With Engravings on Stee id
i

Wood of the Principal Places visited by the Apostle, from Original Drawings made he

spot by W. H. Bartlett; and numerous Maps, Cliarts, Woodcuts of Coins, &c. The 'St

Volume ; with Eighteen Engravings on Steel, Nine Mups and Plans, and numerous V d-

cuts. 4to. 28s. cloth. Vol. II. Part I. price 9s. boards.

*»* To form Two Volumes, in course of publication in about Twenty Parts, price 2s. each

which Seventeen are nov/ ready.

CONVERSATIONS ON BOTANY.
New Edition, improved. Fcp. 8vo. 22 Plates, 7s. 6d. cloth ; with the plates coloured, 12s. (

COPLAND.—A DICTIONARY OF PRACTICAL MEDICINE
comprising General Pathology, the Nature and Treatment of Diseases, Morbid Struc! e«,

and the Disorders especially incidental to Climates, to Sex, and to the different EpociOf

Life ; with numerousapproved Formulae of the Medicines recommended. By James Copi. D,

M.D. Consulting Physician to Queen Charlotte's Lying-in Hospital, &c. &c. Vols.I.aijIIf

8vo. A3, cloth ; and Parts X. to XV. 4s 6d. each, sewed.

THE CHILDREN'S OWN SUNDAY-BOOK.
\

By Miss Julia Corner, Author of " Questions on the History of Europe," &c. Will jwo

Illustrations engraved on Steel. Square fcp. 8vo. 5s. cloth.
!
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0X.—PBOTEST.iXTISM AND ROMANISiM CONTRASTED BY
the ACKNOWLEDGED and AUTHENTIC TEACHING of EACH RELIGION. Ei\ited by

the Kev. John Edmund Cox, M.A., F.S.A., of All Souls' College, Oxford; Vicar of St.

Helen's, Bisliopgate, London. 2 vols. 8vo. 28s. cloth.

^HESY.—AN ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF CIVIL ENGINEEETNG,
I Historical, Theoretical, and Practical. By Edward Cresy, F.S.A. C.E. In One very

;
large Volume, illustrated by upwards of Three Thousand Engravings on Wood, explanatory

'

of the Principles, Machinery, and Constructions which come under the Direction of the

: Civil Engineer. Svo. £3. 13s. 6d. cloth.

I

WE CEICKET-FIELD ; OR, THE SCIENCE AND HISTORY
i of the GAME. Illustrated with Diagrams, and enlivened with Anecdotes. By the Author

I of " Principles of Scientilic Batting," &c. With Two Engravings on Steel; uniform with

Harry Hieover's Hunting-Field. Fcp. Svo. 5s. half-bound.

\iALE.—THEDOMESTICLITURGY AND FA2IILY CHAPLAIN,
' in Two Parts : The First Part being Church Services adapted for domestic use,

i with Prayers for every day of the week, selected exclusively from the Book of Common
Prayer; Part II. comprising an approprisite Sermon for every Sunday in the year. By

' the Rev. Thomas Dale, M.A., Canon Residentiary of St. Paul's Cathedral. 2d Edition.

Post 4to. 21s. cloth : or, bound by Hayday, 31s. 6d. calf lettered ; ^'2. 10s. morocco.

r The Family Chaplain, price 12s. cloth.
Separately

| ^^e Domestic Liturgy, price 10s. 6d. cloth.

UriS.—CHINA DURING THE WAR AND SINCE THE PEACE.
i
By Sir J. F. Davis, Bart., late Her Majesty's Plenipotentiary in China; Governor and Com-

I

mander-in-Chief of the Colony of Hong-Kong. 2 vols, post Svo. with Maps and Wood En-

gravings. [In the press.

')ELABECIIE.—TIIE GEOLOGICAL OBSERVER.
j

By Sir Henry T. Delabeche, F.R S., Director-General of the Geological Survey of the

United Kingdom. lu One large Volume, with many Wood Engravings. Svo. 18s. cloth.

WXABECHE.—REPORT ON THE GEOLOGY OF CORNWALL,
I
DEVON, and WEST SOMERSET. By Sir Henry T. Delabeche, F.R.S., Director-

i
General of the Geological Survey of the United Kingdom. Published by Order of

; theLordsCommissioners of H.M. Treasury. Svo. with Maps, Woodcuts, and 12 large Pates,

I4B. cloth.

\)E LA RIVE'S WORK ON ELECTRICITY.—A TREATISE ON
'; ELECTRICITY; its Theory and Practical Application. By A. De la Rive, of the

Academy of Geneva. Illustrated with numerous Wood Engravings. 2 vols. Svo.

[Nearly ready.

OENNfSTOUN—MEMOIRS OF THE DUKES OF URBINO ;

\
Illnstrating the Arms, Arts, and Literature of Italy, from MCCCCXL. to MDCXXX. By

j
James Dennistoln, of Dennistoun. With numerous Portraits, Plates, Fac-similes, and

I
Engravings on Wood. 3 vols, crown Svo. £2. 8s. cloth.

DISCIPLINE.
By the Authoress of " Letters to my Unknown Friends," " Twelve Years Ago," " ome

, FasMgcsfrom -Modern History," and "Letters on Happiness." Second Edition, enlarge
' 18mo. 29. 6d. cloth.
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EASTLAKE.—MATERIALS FOR A HISTORY OF a
PAINTING. By Charles Lock Eastlake, Esq. P.R.A. F.R.S. F.S.A.; Secretary t flie

Royal Commission for Promoting- ttie Fine Arts in connexion witli tlie rebuildin;? of the H^s
of Parliament, &c. 8vo. 16s. cloth.

*»* Vol. II. On the Italian Practice of Oil Painting, \% preparing for publication.

THE EXGLISini.iN'S GREEK CONCORBAXCE OF THE iA'f
TESTAMENT: being an Attempt at a Verbal Connexion between the Greek an)

English Texts ; including a Concordance to the Proper Names, with Indexes, Greek-Eij
and English-Greek. New Edition, with a new Index. Royal 8vo. 42s. cloth.

THE ENGLISHMAN'S HEBREW AND CHALBEE C\
CORDANCE of the OLD TESTAMENT; being an Attempt at a Verbal Connection be eeu

the Original and the English Translations : with Indexes, a List of the Proper Nameind
their occurrences, &c. 2 vols, royal 8vo. £Z. 13s. 6d. cloth ; large paper, £i. 14s. 6d.

EFHEMERA.—THE BOOK OF THE SALMON:
In Two Parts. Part I. The Theory, Principles, and Practice of Fly-Fishingfor Salmon
Lists of good Salmon Flies for every good River in the Empire ; Part II. The Natural

of the Salmon, all Its known Habits described, and the best way of artificially Breed

explained. Usefully illustrated with numerous Coloured Engravings of Salmon Flie

Salmon Fry. By Ephemera, Author of "A Hand-Buok of Angling;" assisted by An
Young, of Invershin, Manager of the Duke of Sutherland's Salmon Fisheries. Fcj

with coloured Plates, 14s. cloth.

Ia:|th
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;d ilt.

t

EPHEMERA.—A HAND-BOOK OF ANGLING:
Teaching Fly-fishing, Trolling, Bottom-fishinir, Salmon-fishing; with the Natural His jjrof

River Fish, and the best modes of Catching them. By Ephemera, of " Bell's I» ini

London." New Edition, enlarged. Fcp. 8vo. with numerous Woodcuts, 9s. cloth.

ERMAN.—TRAVELS^ IN SIBERIA :

including Excursions northwards, down the Obi, to the Polar Circle, and southwards

Chinese Frontier. By Adolph Erman. Translated by W. D. Cooley, Esq. Aut
" The History of Maritime and Inland Discovery;" 2 vols. 8vo. with Map, 31s. 6d. cl(

FORBES.-rB.iHOMEY ANB THE BAHOMANS:
Being the Journals of Two Missions to the King of Dah(^;mey, and Residence at his CAal,.

in the Years 1849 and 1850. By Frederick E. Forbes, Commander, R.N., F.R.G.S LU-.

thor of " Five Years in China," and " Six Months in the African jilockade." With 10

printed in Colours, and 3 Wood Engravings. 2 vols, post 8vo. 21s. cloth.

FORESTER jINB BIBBULPIBS NORIFAY.
Norway in 1848 and 1849 : containing Rambles among the Fjekls and Fjords of the Cent.lnd

!

Western Dstricts ; and including Remarks on its Political, Military, Ecclesiastical, and ial i

Organisation. ByThomas FoRnsTEit, Esq. With Extracts from the Journals of LieuBnt

M. S. Biddulph, Royal Artillery. V^ ith a new Map, Woodcuts, and Ten coloured jjles j|

from Drawings made on the spot. 8vo. 18s. cloth.

BOSS.—THE JUBGES OF ENGLANB :

with Sketches of their Lives, and Miscellaneous Notices connected with the Courts atfct- \

minster from the time of the Conquest. By Edward Foss, F.S.A. of the Inner if
Vols. I. II. III. and IV. Svo. 56s. cloth.

FRANCIS.—THE HISTORY OF THE BANK OF ENGLAll
Its Times and Traditions. By John Francis. Third Edition. 2 vols, post Svo. 21s I
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miKCTS.—A IIISTOBY OF THE EXGLTSII li.lTLWAY

,

Its social Relations and Revelations. By John Francis. 2 vols. 8vo. 21s. cloth.

'BAXCIS.—CHROXICLES AXD CILIRACTERS OF THE STOCK
EXCHANGE. By John Fra.xcis. Second Edition. 6vo. 12s. cloth.

'OLBSMITIL—THE POETICAL JTOEKS OF OLIVER COLI).
SMITH. Illustrated by Wood Engravings, from Designs by Members of the Etchini; Clnb.

With a Biographical Memoir, and Notes on the Poems. Edited by Bolton Cornf.y, Ksh.

Uniform with Thomson's Seasons illustrated by the Etching Club. Square crown 8vo.

One Guinea, cloth ; or, bound in morocco by Hayday, £1. 16s.

'OSSE.—A XAlTRALISrS SOJOURX IX I.UIAICA.
By P. H. GossE, Esq., Author of "The Birds of Jamaica," "Popular British Orultholog:y,"'

&c. With coloured Plates, Post 8vo. 14s. cloth.

RAILUI.—EXGLISII ; OR, THE ART OF COMPOSITIOX
Explained in a Series of Instructions and Examples. By G. F. Graham. New Edition,

revised and improved. Fcp. 8vo. 6s. cloth.

URXEY.—HISTORICAL SCHETCIIES /

Illustrating some Memorable Events and Epochs, from a.d. 1,400 to a.d. 1,546. By the Rev.

John Hampde.n Gitrxey, M.A., Rector of St. Mary's, Mary-le-bone, Fcp. 8vo. 7s. 6d. cloth.

WILT.—AX EXCYCLOP.EEIA OF ARCHITECTURE,
Historical, Theoretical, and Practical. By Joseph Gwilt. Illustrated with more than*

One Thousand Engravings on Wood, from Designs by J. S. Gwilt. Second Edition, with a

Supplemental View of the Symmetry and Stability of Gothic Architecture ; comprising upwards

of Eighty additional Woodcuts. 8vo. 52s. 6d. cloth,

SUPPLEMENT.—Comprising a View of the Symmetry and Stability of Gothic Architec-

ture; Addenda to the Glossary; and an Index to the entire Work: with upwards of

Eighty Wood Engravings. 8vo. 6s. cloth.

IDXEY IIAIIJS XEJF GEXERAL LARGE LIBRARY ATLAS
OF FIFrV-THREE MAPS (size 20 in. by I6in.), with the Divisions and Boundaries care-

fully coloured ; and nn Alphabetical Index of all the Names contained in the .Maps, with their

Latitude and Longitude. An entirely New Edition, corrected throughout from the best and

roost recent Authorities ; with aU the Railways laid down, and many of the Maps re-drawn

and re-engraved. Colombier 4to. £5. 5s. half-bound in russia.

URRISOX-OX THE RISE, PROGRESS, AXD PRESEXT
STRUCTURE of the ENGLISH LANGUAGE. By the Rev. M. Harrison, M.A. late

Fellow of Queen's College, Oxford. Post 8vo. 8s. 6d. cloth.

ihnRY IIIEOVER.—THE HUXTIXG-FIELD.
By Harry Hieover, Author of "Stable-Talk and Table-Talk; or, .Spectacles for Young

1 Sportsmen." With Two Plates—One representing The Right Sort; the other. The Wrong Hurt.

!Fcp. 8vo. 5s. half-bound.

TARRY HIEOVER.—PRACTICAL HORSEMAXSHIP.
I

By Harry Hieover, Author of "Stable Talk and Table Talk; or. Spectacles for Young

. Sportsmen." With 2 Plates—One representing Going tike Horkmen; the other, Coiiitf like

I' Muff*. Fcp. 8vo. 5s. half-bound.

!H C .
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HABRY HIEOVER.—THE STUB, FOR PRACTICAL PURROSi
AND PRACTICAL MEN: Being a Guide to the Choice of a Horse for use more tl

for show. By Harry Hieover, Author of " Stable Talk and Table Talk." With Two Pla)'

—One representing A pretty good sort for most purposes ; the other, ' Rayther' a bad sort,]

any purpose. Fcp. Svo. 5s. half-bound.

HARRY HIEOVER.—THE POCKET AND THE STUB;
\

Or, Practical Hints on the Management of the Stable. By Harry Hieover, Autho '

" Stable-Talk and Table-Talk ; or, Spectacles for Young Sportsmen." Second Edition ; »

Portrait of the Author on his favourite Horse Harlequin. Fcp. Svo. 5s. half-bound.

HURRY HIEOVER.—STABLE TALK AND TABLE TALK;
\

or, SPECTACLES for YOUNG SPORTSMEN. By Habby HieoveR. New Edit)

2 vols. Svo. with Portrait, 24s. cloth.

HAWKER.—INSTRUCTIONS TO YOUNG SPORTSMEN \

In all that relates to Guns and Shooting. By Lieut.-CoL P. Hawker. New Editj,

corrected, enlarged, and improved; with Eighty-five Plates and Woodcuts by Adlard 1

'

Branston, from Drawings by C. Varley, Dickes, &c. Svo. 21s. cloth.

HAYDN'S BOOK OF DIGNITIES:
Containing ROLLS OF THE OFFICIAL PERSONAGES of the BRITISH EMPIRE, C

Ecclesiastical, Judicial, Military, Naval, and Municipal, from the EARLIEST PERIOD^
the PRESENT TIME; Compiled chiefly from the Records of the Public Oflices. Togeji

with the Soverigns of Europe, from the foundation of their respective States ; the Peeje

and Nobility of Great Britain, and numerous other Lists. Being a New Edition, impr.d

and continued, of BEATSON'S POLITICAL INDEX. By Joseph Haydn, Compibof

"The Dictionary of Dates," and other Works. Svo. 25s. half-bound. '

elialness of a compilation lil

I

i branches of hi

all public offices, and will be found in mostlibn • a

t elsewhere collected together, while it may be relpa

SIR JOHN HERSCHEL.—OUTLINES OF ASTRONOMY,
j

By Sir John F. W. Herschejl, Bart. &c. &c. &c. New Edition j with Plates and Woo(ii.

gravings. Svo. 18s. cloth.
j

HINTS ON ETIQUETTE AND THE USAGES OF SOCIETY'..
With a Glance at Bad Habits. By kyuyas- " Manners make the man." New Ed in,

revised (with additions) by a Lady of Rank. Fcp. Svo. 2s. 6d. cloth. !

LORD HOLLANI/S MEMOIRS.
j

Memoirs of the Whig Party during my Time. By Henry Richard Lord Holi.d.

Edited by his Son, Henry Edward Lord Holland. Vol. I, Post Svo. 9s. 6d. cloth

LORD HOLLAND'S FOREIGN REMINISCENCES.—FOREM
REMIXISCEXCES. By Henry Rich ard Lord Holland. Comprising Anecdotes, a mn

Account of such Persons and Political Intrigues in Foreign Countries as have fallen i

bis Lordship's observation. Edited by his Son, Henry Edward Lord Holland
Fac-simile. Second Edition. Post Svo. 10s. 6d.

HOLLAND.— CILIPTERS ON 3IENTAL PHYSIOLOGY.
By Henry Holland, M.D., F.R.S.,&c., Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians;

sician Extraordinary to the Queen ; and Physician in Ordinary to His Royal Highness Hice

Albert. Svo. I

HOOK- THE LAST DAYS OF OUR LORD'S 3IINISTRY:\
A Course of Lectures on the principal Events of Passion Week. By Walter FarqJaR

Hook, D D. Vicar of T.eed*:, Prebendary of Lincoln, and Chaplain in Ordinary to the (en-

New Edition. Fcp. Svo. 6s. cloth.
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\OOKEB.—KFjr GAliDEXS:
I
Or, a Popular Guide to the Royal Botanic Gardens of Kew. By Sir Wii.i.ism J^cK10^

i Hooker, K.H. D.C.L. F.R.A. & L.S. &c. &c. Director. New Edition. ICiiio. with imiueroiis

I

Wood Engravings, 6d. sewed.

\00KER AXD ABXOTT.—TILE BlUllSII FLORA:
I Comprising tlie Pha-noganious or Flowering Plants, and the Ferns. The Sixth Kdiijun,

1 with Additions and Corrections; and numerous Figurt-s illustriitive of the Unihelliforous

Plants, the Composite Plants, tlie Grasses, and the Ferns. Uy Sir W. J. IIuokkr, F.K.A.
and L.S. &c., and G. A. Walker-Arnott, LL.I). F.L..S. and U.S. Kd ; Keijius Prole.ssor

of Botany in the Uiiiversit!>' of Glasgow. 12n)0. with 12 Plates, Us. cloth j or with the Plates

I

coloured, price 21s.

\0RXE.—AN IXTRODUCTIOX TO TILE CRVnCAL STLDY
and KNOWLEDGE of the HOLY SCRlll'URKS. By Thoma- Haut.vki.l Hor.nk, B.D.

i
of St. John's College, Cambridge; Rector of the united Parishes of St. Edmund the King

i
and Martyr, and St. Nicholas Aeons, Lombard Street ; Prebendary of St. Paul's. New
Edition, revised and corrected; with numerous Maps and Facsimiles of Biblical Manuscripts.

5 vols. 8vo. 63s. cloth ; or i 5, bound in calf.

ORXE.—A COMPEXDIOVS IXTRODUCTIOX TO THE STUDY
of the BIBLE. By Thomas Hartwell Horne, B.D. of St. John's College, Cam-
bridge. Being an Analysis of his "Introduction to the Critical Study and Know-

1 ledge of the Holy Scriptures." New Edition, corrected and enlarged. 12mo. with Maps and
other Engravings, 9s. boards.

miTT—TIIE CHILDREX'S YEAR.
I

By Mary Howitt. With Four Illustrations, engraved by John Absolon, from Original

I Designs by Anna Maky Howitt. Square l6mo. 5s. cloth.

\oiriTT.—TIIE BOY'S COUXTRY ROOK:
:
Being the real Life of a Country Boy, written by himself; exhibiting all the Amusements,

I Pleasures, and Pursuits of Children in the Country. Edited by William Howitt. New
Edition; with 40 Woodcuts. Fcp. 8vo. 6s. cloth.

\oWITT—TIIE RURAL LIFE OF EXGLAXD.
t By William Howitt. New Edition, corrected and revised ; with Engravings on wood, by
' Bewick and Williams 1 uniform with Visits to Remarkable Places. Medium 8vo. 21s. cloth.

\0JriTT.— VISITS TO REMARKABLE PLACES;
1 Old Halls, Battle-Fields, and Scenes illustrative of Striking Passages in English History and

I Poetry. By William Howitt. New Edition ; with 40 Engravings on Wood. Medium 8vo.

. 213. cloth.

IjF.COND SERIES, chiefly in the Counties of NORTHUMBERLAND and DURHAM, with a

, Stroll along the BORDER. With upwards of 40 Engravings on Wood. Medium 8vo.

I 218. cloth.

i

WDSOX.—TIIE EXECUTORS GUIDE.
j

ByJ. C.Hudson, Esq. late of the Legacy Duty Office, London ; Author of " Plain Directions

I

for Making Wills," and " The Parent's Hand-book." New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 5b. cloth.

\uDSOX.—PLAIX DIRECTIOXS FOR 3IAKIXG WILLS
]
In Confonnity with the Law, and particularly with reference to the Act 7 Will. 4 anil I Vict.

[
c. 26. To which is added, a clear Exposition of the Law relating to the distribulion of Per-

gonal Estate in the c.ise of Intestacy ; with two Forms of Wills, and much useful information,

&c. By J. C. Hudson, Esq. New Edition, corrected. Fcp. 8vo. 2s. fid. cloih.

*»* These Two works may be had in One Volume, 7k. cloth.
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HmiBOLDT.—ASPECTS OF NATURE
In Different Lands and Different Climates ; with Scientific Elucidations. By AlexanderV(

HcMBOLDT. Translated, with the Author's sanction and co-operation, and at his expre

desire, by Mrs. S.^bine. Xew Edition. IGnio. 6s. cloth: or in 2 vols, 3s. 6d. each, clotl

IJalf-a-Crown each, sewed.

BAHON IIVMBOLETS COSMOS;
Or, a Sketch of a Physical Description of the Universe. Translated, with the Author's sanctij

«nd co-operation, and at his express desire, under the superintendence of Lieutenant-Coloij I

Edward Sabine, R. A. V.P. andTreas. R.S. Vols. I. andlLlCmo. Half-a-Crowneach,sewf .

|

Ss. 6d. each, cloth: or in post 8vo. 12s. each, cloth.—Vol. III. Part I. post 8vo. 6s. cloth: or I

16mo. eewe i; 3s. 6d. cloth: Part II. post 8vo, 7s cloth j and in 16mo. 3s. sewed, or
|

Cloth.
I

HU2IPHREYS.—SENTIMENTS d SIMILES OF SHAKSPEARI
A Classified Selection of Similes, Definitions, Descriptions, and other remarkable Passage!

Shakspeare's Plays and Poems With an elaborately illuminated border in the characteris

style of the Elizabethan Period, and other Embellishments. Bound in very massive car

and pierced covers containing in deep relief a medallion Head and Cypher. The lllui

nations and Ornaments designed and executed by Henry Noel Humphreys. Squara p

8vo. One Guinea.

MRS. JAJIESONS lEGENES OF THE MONASTIC ORBERt
as represented in the Fine Arts. Containing St. Benedict and the Early Benedictines

Italy, France, Spain, and Flanders ; the Benedictines in England and in Germany

;

Reformed Benedictinr'S ; early Royal Saints connected with the Benedictine Order; '.

Augaistines; Orders derived from the Augustine Rule; the Mendicant Orders; the Jesu:

and the Order of the Visitation of St. Mary. Forming the Second Sbries of Sacred 1

Legendai-y Art. VTith Eleven Etchings by the Author, and 84 Woodcuts. Square crown (
\

28s. cloth. !

MRS. JAMESONS SACREB ANB LEGENB^iRY ART;
Or, Legends of the Saints and Martyrs. First Suries. Containing Legends of the An:S

and Archangels ; the Evangelists and Apostles ; th° Greek and Latin Fathers; the Maf|

lene; the Patron Saints; the Virgin Patronesses ; the Martyrs ; the Bishops; the Herm s

and the Warrior-Saints of Christendom. Second Edition, printed in One Volume f

the convenience of Students and Travellers; with numerous Woodcuts, and Si.Mji

Etchings by the Author. Square crown 8vo. 288. cloth.

MRS. JA2IES0NS LEGENBS OF THE 3IAB0NNA,
As represented in the Fine Arts. Formingthe Third and conc'uding Series of Sacred

Legendary Art. By Mrs. Jameson, Author of " Characteristics of Women," &c. Vh

Etchings by the Author, and Engravings on Wood, Square crown 8vo. [In the pret

JEFFREY.—CONTRIBUTIONS TO THEEBINBURGHREVIE
By Francis Jeffrey, late One of the Judges of the Court of Session in Scotl

Second Edition. 3 vols. 8vo. 42s. cloth.

BISHOP JEREMY TAYLOR'S ENTIRE JVORKS

:

With the Life by Bishop Heber Revised and corrected by the Rev. Charles Pp
Eden, Fellow of Oriel College, Oxford. In Ten Volumes, Vols. II. to IX. 8vo. price Ha
Guinea each.

*»* The First Volume (last in order of publication) will contain Bishop Heber's Lii

Jeremy Taylor, extended by the Editor.—Vol. X. is in the press.

M

i\
BISHOP JEREMY TAYLOR.—READINGS FOR EVERY b\

in LENT: compiledfrom the Writingsof Bishop JereiiyTaylor. By the Aut'.or'of " y

Herbert," "The Child's First History of Rome," &c. Fcp. 8vo. 5s. cloth.
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jriTTXSTOX.—A NEJJ' DICTIONARY OF GEOaiiAPHY,
Descriptive, Physical, Statistical, and Historical: fomiinp a complete Generul (inzcttrrr of
the World. By Alexandkr Keith Johnston, F.R.S.E. F.U.G.S. F.G.S. ; Geojrrnphcr at
Kdiiiburgh in Ordinary to Her Majesty ; Author of " The Physical Atlas of Natural Plia-iio-

iiiena." In One Volume of 1,440 pages; comprising nearly Fifty Thou«and Names
of Places. 6vo. 36s. cloth ; or strongly half-bound in russia, with flexible back, price 4l8.

KFJIBLE.—THE SAXONS IN ENGLAND :

a History of the Eus'lish Cominomvealth till the perio<l of the Norman Conquest. By Joh!«
JIiTCHELL Kemble, AI.A., F.C.P.S., &c. 2 vols. Svo. 28s. cloth.

)KIItBYd SPENCE.—AN INTllODUCTION TO ENTOMOLOGY;
Or, Elements of the Natural History of Insects : comprising an account of noxious and useful
Insects, of their Metamorphoses, Food, Stratagems, Habitations, Societies, Motions, Noises,
Hybernation, Instinct, &c. By W. Kirby, M.A. F.R.S. & L.S. Hector of Uarham ; and W.
Spence, Esq. F.Il.S. & L.S. New Edition. 2 vols. Svo. with Plates, 31s. 6d. cloth.

LAING.—NOTES ON THE POLITICAL AND SOCIAL STATE
of DENMARK and the DUCHIES of HOLSTEIN and SLESWICK. By Samuel Lai.no,

Esq., Author of " Journal of a Residence in Norway," "A Tour in Sweden," " Notes of a
Traveller," &c. Svo. {In the prets.

LAING.—OBSERVATIONS ON THE SOCIAL AND POLITICjLL
STATE of the EUROPEAN PEOPLE in 1848 and 1849: being the Secon.l Series of
" Notes of a Traveller." By Samuel Lai no, Esq. Author of " A Journal of a Residence in

Norway," " A Tour in Sweiien," the Translation of " The Heimskringla," and of " Notes of

a Traveller on the Social and Political State of France, Prussia, &c." 8vo. 14s. cloth.

LAHDNER.—TIIE great exhibition dt LONDONIN Ubl,
Reviewed by Dr. Labd.ner, Michel Chevalier, John Lemoinne, and Hector Berlioz.
Svo. [Xearli/ ready.

LATIIA3I.—0N DISEASES OF THE HEART
Lectures on Subjects connected with Clinical Medicine ; comprising Diseases of the Heart.

By P. Jl. Latham, M. D., Physician Extraordinary to the Queen ; and late Physician to St.

Bartholomew's Hospital. New Edition. 2 vols. 12mo. I6s. cloth.

LEE.—ELE3IENTS OF NATURAL HISTORY

s

Or, First Principles of Zoology. For the use of Schools and Young Persons. Comprising

the Principles of Classification interspersed with amusing and instructive original Accounts

of the most remarkable Animals. By Mrs. R. Lee. New Edition, revised and enlarged,

with numerous additional Woodcuts. Fcp. Svo. 78. 6d. cloth.

L. E. L.—TIIE POETICAL WORKS OF LETITIA ELIZABETH
LANDON ; comprising the I MPROVISATRICE, the VENETIAN BRACELET, the GOLDEN-

VIOLET, the TROUBADOUR, and other Poetical Remains. New Edition, uniform with

Moore's Sungs, Ballads, and Sacred Songs f with 2 Vignettes by Richard Doyle. 3 vols.

ICmo. 10s. cloth ; morocco, 21s.

LETTERS ON HAPPINESS, ADDRESSED TO A FRIEND.
By the Authoress of " Letters to My Unknown Friends," " Twelve Years Ago, a Tale,"

" Some Passages from Modern History," and "Discipline." Fcp. 8vo. Cs. cloth.

LETTERS TO MY UNKNOWN FRIENDS
By A Lady. Authoress of " Letters on Happiness," "Twelve Years Ago," " DiscipUne," and

"ioine Passages from Moleni History." Sd Edition. Fcp. Svo. 68. cloth.
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f
laubner's cabinet cyclotjEbia.

Tlie Cabinet CyclopfeJia of History, Biog:raphy, Literature, the Arts and Sciences, Natural

History, and Manufactures. Comprising a Series of Original Works by Sir Joh n Hkrschel,

Sir James Mackintosh, Robki{tSouthey,Sir David Brewster, Thomas Keightley,

John Forster, Sir Walter Scott, Thomas MaoRE, Bishop Thfrlwall, the Rev.G. R.

Gleig, J. C. L. De SisMONDi, John Phillips, F.R.3. G.S, an 1 other eminent Writers.

133 vols. fcp. 8vo. with Vignette Titles. pric3 Nineteen Guineas, cloth.—The works sepa-

rately, in Sets or Series, price Three Shillings and Sixpence each Volume.

The complete Series comprises thefollowing Works ;

—

Bell's History of Russia 3 vols. 10s. 6d.

Bell's Lives of British Poets . . 3 vols. 7s.

Brewster's Optics 1 vol. 3s. 6d.

Cooley's Maritime and Inland

Discovery 3 vols 10s. 6d.

Crowe's History of France ..3 vols. 10s. 6d.

De Morgan on Probabilities . . 1 vol. 3s. 6d.

De Sismondi's History of the

Italian Republics 1 vol. 3s. 6d.

De Sismondi's Fall oftheRoman
Empire 2 vols. 7s.

Donovan's Chemistry 1 vol. 3s. 6d.

Donovan'sDomestic Economy 2 vols. 7s.

Dunham's Spain & Portugal S vols. 17s. 6d.

Dunhain'sHistory of Denmark,

Sweden, and Norway 3 vols. 10s. 6d.

Dunham's History of Poland. . 1 vol. 3s. 6d.

Dunham's Germanic Empire 3 vols. 10s. 6d.

Dunham's Europe during the

Middle /ges 4 vols. 14s.

Dunha:n's British Dramatists 2 vols. 7s.

Dunham's Lives of Early W^ri-

ters of Great Britain 1 vol. 3d, 6d.

Fergus's History of the United

St.ites 2 vols. 7s.

Fosbroke's Greek and Roman
Antiquities 2 vols. 78.

Forster's Lives of the States-

men of the Commonwealth 5 vols. 17s. 6d.

Gleig's Lives of British Mili-

tary Commanders 3 vols. lOs. 6d.

Grattan's History of the Ne-

therlands 1vol. 8s. 6d.

Henslow's Botany 1 vol. 3s. 6d.

Herschel's Astronomy 1 voL Ss. 6d.

Herschel's Discourse on Na-

tural Philosophy 1 vol. 8s. 6d.

History of Rome 2 vols. 7s.

History of Switzerland I vol. 3s. 6d.

Holland's Manufactures in

Metal 3 vols. lOs. 6d.

James'sLivesofForeignStates-

men 5 vols. 17s. 6d.

Kater& Lardner's Mechanics 1 vol. 3s. 6d.

Keightley'B Outlines of Hist. 1 vol. 3s. 6d.

Lardner's Arithmetic 1 vol. 3s. 6d.

Lai-dner's Geometry I vol. 3s. 6d.

34. Lardner on Heat 1 vol,

35. Lardner's Hydrostatics and
Pneumatics ;. . . 1 vol. 3s. 6dJ

36. Lardner& Walker's Electricity

and Magnetism 2 vols. 78.

37. Mackintosh, Forster, and
Courtenay's Lives of British

Statesmen 7 vols. 24s. fld.

38. Mackintosh, Wallace, & Bell's

History of England 10 vols. 358.

39. Montgomery and Shelley's

Eminent Italian, Spanish,

and Portuguese Authors 3 vols. 10s. Gd
40. Moore's History of Ireland. .4 vols. 14s.

41. Nicolas's Chronology of Hist. 1 vol. 3s. 6di

42. Phillips's Treatise on Geology, 2 vols. 7s,

43. Powell's History of Natural

Philosophy 1 vol.

44. Porter's Treatise on the Manu-
facture of Silk 1 vol.

45. Porter's Manufactures of

Porcelain and Glass 1vol.

46. Roscoe's British Lawyers .... 1 vol.

47 Scott's History of Scotland . . 2 vols.

48. Shelley's Lives of Eminent
French Authors 2 vols.

49. Shuckard & Swainson's Insects, 1 vol. 3s. (Sdi

50. Southey's Lives of British Ad
mirals 5 vols. 178. 6d

51. Stebbing's Church History . . 2 vols. 75,

52. Stebbing's History of the Re-

formation 2 vols. Ts.

53. Swainson's Discourse on Na-

tural History 1 vol.

54. Swainson's Natural History &
Classification of Animals . . 1 vol.

55. Swainson's Habits & Instincts

of Animals 1 vol.

56. Swainson's Birds 2 vols.

57. Swainson's Fish, Reptiles, &c. 2 vols.

58. Swainson's Quadrupeds 1 vol.

59. Swainson's Shells & Shell-fish, 1 voL

60. Swainson's Animals in Mena-

geries 1 vol.

61. Swainson's Ta.vidermy and

Bibliography 1 vol.

62. Thirl wall's History of Greece, 8 vols.

33. 6d

3s. 6d

3s. 6d

38

78,

7s.

38. (k
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liyi)LEY.—IXTBOI)rCTIOy TO BOTAXY.
Hy J. LiNDLEY, Ph.D. F.RS. L.S. &c. Profe-sor of Uotany in University Coll.^e. I/indon.
New Edition, with Coireotious and copious Additions. 3 vols. 8vo. with Six n«to» and
iiuuierous Woodcuts, 24s. cloth.

UMjSAY.-OUR XAVIGATIOX AXD METiCAXTILE MAUIXE
LAWS considered with a view to their general Revision and Consolidation ; also, uu Inquiry
into the principal Maritime Institutions. By W. S. Li.vdsa v. 8vo. Ts. Gd. cloth.

LIXTOOD.—AXTHOLOGIA OXOXIEXSIS,
?ive Florilesiuni e lusibus poeticis diversorum Oxoniensium Gnrris et Latinis decerptum.
Curante Gulielmo Linwoot, M.A. iEdis Christi Alunimo. 8vo. Hs. cloih.

LlirOX.—TIIE CHUECII OF CIUUST,
In its Idea, Attributes, and Ministry : With a particular reference to the Controversy on the
subject between Romanists and Protestants. Uy the Rev. Edward Artiitr I.itto.n, .M.A.,

Perpetual Curate of Stockton Heath j and Vice-Principal of St. Edmund Hall, Oxford. 8vo.

ICs. cloth.

' T;. 5 volun^e is written in particular reference to the controrersj- on the eulijnct nan ed in the tille-p»(te, which rxi^ti
:. Ki)m;inist:> and Protestants .... The anta^oni^m of Rome is upheld by men of leaminior. a>ul it reiiuirrti to tke mrt
^niularl) qualified. As aid towards attaining sur-h qualification, Mr. I.iltnnV work will t>e fi>unii of ffrcat use:
: .:. as it does, the result of much research, and the fruits of wisdom, pi. ty, and eArneKtnfAB. It Hiiri>e foana
Stable to him who lias not the opportunity to inquire extensirely—to ^uch a one it will spare much troublr

—

,;m who has searched widely and thought profoundly; this rolume, p'esenting to such .in inquirer and thinker •
»( rlJ of valuable matter, will refresh his memory and lend vigour to his thougbta. • C'Hoacu i.M) Stite UAicirra

EOBDIER.—LETTERS TO A YOUXG MASTER MABIXER
I )n some Subjects connected with his Calling. Uy the late Charles Lokimer. New Edi-

tion. Fcp. 8vo. 5s. 6d. cloth.

Being a .Monthly Guide as to what should be avoided, as well as what should be dor.e, in a

Garden in each Month : with plain Rules how to do what is requisite; Directions for l>ayin(^

riut and Planting Kitchen and Flower Gardens, Pleasure Grounds, and Shrubberies; and a

.sliort Account, in each Month, of the Quadrupeds, Birds, and Insects then most injurious to

Gurdeus. By Mrs. Lot do.v. ICmo with Wood Engravings, 7s. 6d. cloth.

LOUBOX.-TIIE LADY'S COUXTRY COMPAXIOX

;

Or, How to Enjoy a Country Life Rationally. By Mrs. Loudo.n, Author of " Gardening for

I
Ladies," &c. New Edition ; with Plate and Wood Engravings. Fcp. 8vo. 7s. 6d. cloth.

\LOUEOX'S SELF-IXSTRrCTIOX FOR YOUXG GARDEXERS,
I

Foresters, Bailiffs, Land Stewards, and Farmers; in .Vrithmetic, Book-keeping, Geometry,

! Mensuration, Practical Trigonometry, Mechanics, Land-Surveying, Levellinir, Planning and
I Mapping, Architectural Drawing, and Isometrical Projection and Perspt ctive ; with Kxaniples

shewing their applications to Horticulture and Agricultural Purposes. With a Portrait of

Mr. Loudon, and a Memoir by Mrs. Loudon. 8vo. with Woodcuts, 7s. Cd. cloth.

LOUDOX'S EXCYCLOEJEBLA OF GARLEXIXG

;

Comprisinj the Theory and Practice of Horticulture, Floriculture, Arboriculture, and Land-

scape Gardening : including all the latest improvements ; a General Hi.-tory of Gardening in

all Countries; and a Statistical View of its Present State: with Suggestions for its Future

Progress in the British Isles. Illustrated with many hundred Kngravii.RS on Wood by

Branston. New Edition, corrected and improved by .Mrs. Loudo.v. 8vo. 50s. cloth.

LOUEOX'S EXCYCLOP.ETJLL OF TREES AXD SHRUBS:
being the Arboretum et Frulicetum Britaniiicum abri.lged : containing the Hardy Trees

and Shrubs of Great Britain, Native and Forei.;n, Scientifically and Popularly Described;

with their Propagation, Culture, and Uses in the Arts; and with Kngravings of nearly all

the Species. Adapted for the use of Xursirymen, Gardeners, and Foresters. With about

2,000 Engravin;;s on Wood. 8vo. £1. 10s. cloth.
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LOUDON'S ENCYCLOPEDIA OF AGRICULTURE

:

Coinpiisir.o; the Theory and Practice of the Valuation, Transfer, Laying-out, Iniprovemen

and INIanag-etnent of Landed Property, and of the Cultivation and liconomy of the Animal ar

Vegetable productions ofAgriculture: inclndingallthelatest Improvements, a general Histoid

of Agriculture in all Countries, a Statistical View of its present State, with Suggestions f

its future progress in the British Isles. New Edition ; with upwards of 1,100 Engravings c-j

Wood. 8vo. £2. 10s. cloth.
j

LOUDON'S ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PLANTS;
\

Including all the Plants which are now found in, or have been introduced into. Great Britai!*

giving their Natural History, accompanied by such descriptions, engraved figures, aii

elementary details, as may enable a beginner, who is a mere English reader, to discover t

name of every Plant which he may find in flower, and acquire all the inlorniation respecti-

it which is useful and interesting. The Specific Characters by an Eminent Botanist; tj

Drawings by J. D. C. Sowerby. New Edition, corrected throughout, and brought down
I

the year 1852, by Mrs. Loudo.v. [/« the press.

LOUDON'S ENCYCLOPEDIA OF COTTAGE, FARM, -AND i

VILLA ARCHITECTURE and FURNITURE ; containing numerous Designs, from the Vil

to the Cottage and the Farm, including Farm Houses, Farmeries, and other Agricultuj

Buildings ; Country Inns, Public Houses, and Parochial Schools; with the requisite Fittinj

up. Fixtures, and Furniture, and appropriate Offices, Gardens, and Gaiden Scenery: ea

Design accompanied by Analytical and Critical Remarks. New Edition, edited by M
Loudon, With more than 2,000 Engravings on WoorL 8vo. £Z. 3s. cloth.

LOUDON'S IIORTUS BRITANNICUS

;

Or, Catcilogue of all the Plants indigenous to, cultivated in, or introduced into Britain,

entirely New Edition, corrected throughout : With a Supplement, including all tlie N
Plants, and a New General Index to the whole Work. Edited by Mrs. Loudon ; assisted

W. H. Baxter, and David Wooster. 8vo. 31s. 6d. cloth.

SUPPLEJIENT, including all the Plants Introduced into Britain, all the newly-discove:

British Species, and all the kinds originated in British Gardens, up to March 1S50. W
a New General Index to the whole Work. By W. H. Baxter and D. Wooster, un

the direction of Mrs. Loudon. 8vo. Us. doth.

LOW. -ELEMENTS OF PRACTICAL AGRICULTURE;
Conjprehending the Cultivation of Plants, the Husbandry of the Domestic Animals, and

Economy of the Farm. By D. Low, Esq. FR.S.E. New Edition, with Alterations and Acl-

tions, and an entirely new set of above 200 Woodcuts. 8vo. 21s. cloth. I

ZOJF.—ON LANDED PROPERTY,
And the ECONOMY of ESTATES ; comprehending the Relation of Landlord and Tenii

and the Principles and Forms of Leases; Farm- Buildings, Enclosures, Drains, Embav
ments, and other Rural Works; Minerals; and Woods. By David Low, Esq. F.R.Sf

8vo. with numerous Wood Engravings, 21s. cloth.

MACAULAY.—TIIE HISTORY OF ENGLAND FROM Tl^
ACCESSION OF JAMES II. By Thomas Babington Macaulay. New Edit

Vols. 1. and II. 8vo. 32s. cloth.

MACAULAY. -CRITICAL AND HISTORICAL ESSAYS CO
TRIBUTED to The EDINBURGH REVIEW. By Thomas Babtngton Macaui
New Edition, comjjlete in One Volume ; with Portrait by E. U. Eddis, engraved in line f

W. Greatbach, and Vignette. Square crown 8vo. 2:s. cloth ; 30s. calf extra by Hayday.

in 3 vols. Svo. 3ns cloth.
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MACAULAY.—LAYS OF ANCIENT ROME:
With IvftY and The Armada.. By Thomas IUringtun Macaulay. New Edition.

16mo. 4s. 6d. cloth ; or 10s. Gd. bound in nioiocco by Hayday.

\MR. MACAULAY'S LAYS OF ANCIENT ROM/:.
With numerous Illustrations, Original and from tin; Antique, drawn on Wood by (icorse

I Scharf, Jun. and engraved by Samuel Williams. New Edition. Fcp. Ito. 2l5. boards;

I or 42s. bound in morocco by Hayday.

\MACDONALB.— VILLA VEROCCIIIO

;

J

Or, the YOUTH of LEONARDO DA VINCI: a Tale. 15y the late Diana Louisa Mac-

j
DONALD. Fcp. 8vo. 6s. cloth.

I

'MACKAY.—TIIE SCENERY d- POETRY OF THE ENGLISH
LAKES: A Sun)mer Ramble. By ChauliisMackay, Esq. LL.U., Authorof "The Salaman-

diine," &c. With beautiful Wood Engravings from Original Sketches. A New and cheaper

Edition, with additional Ill'istrat ons. Post 3vo. 7s. 6d. cloth.

\mACKINTOSII.—SIR JAMES MACKINTOSH'S MISCELLA-
NEOUS WORKS; including Ins Contributions to The EDINBURGH REVIEW. A New

I
Edition, complete in One Volume; with Portrait engraved in line by W. Greatbach,

I

and Vignette. Square crown Svo. 21 s. cloth; or 30s. calf extra by Hayday.

M'CULLOCIL—A TREATISE ON THE CIRCUMSTANCES
which DETERMINE the RATE of WAGES and the CONDITION of the LABOURING
CLASSES. By J. R. M'Culloch, Esq. Ecp. 8vo. 3s. 6d. cloth.

\M'CULLOCIL—A DICTIONARY, PRACTICAL, THEORETICAL,
I AND HISTORICAL, OF COMMERCE AND COMMERCIAL NAVIGATION, lllus-

I trated with Maps and Plans. By J. R. M'Culloch, Esq. New Edition (1851), corrected,

enlarged, and improved : Including a New Supplement. 8vo. 50s. cloth ; or 55s. half- bound

in russia with tle.\ible back.

*»* The New Supplement may bo had separately, price 4s. 6d. sewed.

MCULLOCH.—A DICTIONARY, GEOGRAPHICAL, STATIS-

j
TICAL, AN \) H I.STORICAL, of the various Countries, Places, and Principal Natural Objects

1 in the WORLD. By J. R. M'Culloch, Esq. Illustrated with 6 large Maps. New Edition,

t corrected, and in part re-writteu ; with a Supplement. 2 vols. Svo. 63s. cloth.

\MCULLOCH.—.-i^I ACCOUNT, DESCRIPTIVE AND STATIS-

\ TlCAL, of the BRITISH EMPIRE ; e.thibiting its Extent, Physical Capacities, Poi)ulation,

Industry, and Civil and Religious Institutions. By J. R. M'Culloch, Esq. New Edition,

corrected, enlarged, and greatly improved 2 thick vols. Svo. 42s. cloth.

M'CULLOCH-A TREATISE ON THE PRINCIPLES AND
PRACTICAL INFLUENCE of TAXATION and the FUNDING SYSTE.M. By J. K.

M'Culloch, Esq. Second Edition (1852), corrected, enlarged, and improved. Svo. ICs.

cloth.

\MMTLAND.—THE CHURCH IN THE CATACOMBS:
A Description of the Primitive Church of Rome. Illustrated by its Sepulchral Remains. By

! Charles Maitland. New Edition, corrected; with uuinerous Woodcuts. Svo. 14s.

'•loth.

D
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i

MABCET—CONVEBSATIOm ON CHEMISTRY;
In which the Elements of that Science are familiarly Explained and Ilhistratedby Kxperiments,!

By Jane Makcet. New Kdition, enlarged and improved. 2 vols. fcp. 8vo. lis. cloth.

3IARCET.—CONVERSATIONS ON NATURAL PJIILOSOPIIT;
In which the Elements of that Science are famili.irly explained. By Janb Marcet. Newc

Edition, enlarged and corrected. Fcp. 8vo. with 23 IMates, IDs. 6d cloth.

MARCET—CONVERSATIONS ON POLITICAL ECONOMY;
In which the Elements of that Science are familiarly explained. By Jane Makcbt. New
Edition revised and enlarged. Fcp. Svo. 7s. Cd. cloth.

MARCET- CONVERSATIONS ON VEGETABLEPHYSIOLOGY^
comprehending the Elements of Botany, with their application to Agriculture

Jane Marci-t. New Edition. Fcp. Svo. with 4 Plates, 9s. cloth.

MARCET—CONVERSATIONS ON LAND AND WATER.
By Jane Marcet. New Edition, revised and corrected. With a coloured Map, shewing;

the comparative altitude of Mountains. Fcp. Svo. 5s. 6d. cloth.

3IARRYAT—MASTERMAN READY;
Or, the Wreck of the Pacific. Written for Young People. By Captain F. Makryat.C.B:
Author of " Peter Simple," &c. A New Eilition, complete in Two Volumes ; with uuraerout;

Woo I Engravings. 2 vols. fcp. 8vo. 12s. cloth.

MABRYAT—THE MISSION;
Ur, Scenes in Africa. Written for Young People. By Captain F. Makryat, C.B. Authoro
" Masterman Ready," &c. 2 vols. fcp. Svo. 12s. cloth.

MARRYAT— THE PRIVATEER'S-MAN ONE IIUNDRM
YEARS AGO. By Captain F. Marryat, C.B. Author of " Masterman Ready," &c. 2 voli

fcp. Svo. 12s. cloth.

MARRYAT—THE SETTLERS IN CANADA.
Written for Young People. By Captain F. M a rryat, C.B. Author of " Masterman Ready,i

&c. New Edition. Fcp. Svo. with 2 Illustrations, 7s. 6d. cloth.

MAUNDER.—THE BIOGRAPHICAL TREASURY
Consisting of Memoirs, Sketches, and brief Notices of above 12,000 Eininent Persons of all Ag

and Nations, from the Earliest Period of History; forming a new and complete Dictiona
[

of Universal Bio^^raphy. By Samuel Maunder. A New and c:rei"j!!y-revised Editio
^

corrected throughout, and extended by the introduction of nuinernij additional Lives. Fc
j

Svo. 10s. clot'i ; bound in roan, 12s.
I

MAUNDER.—THE TREASURY OF HISTORY;
Comprising a General Introductory Outline of Universal History, Ancient and Modern, and!

Series of separate Histories of every principal Nation that exists; their Rise, Progress, a'

j

Present Condition, the Moral and Social Character of their respective inhabitants, tlni

Religion, Manners and Customs, &c. By Samuel Maunder. >'ew Edition. Fcp.Svo.lt

cloth ; bound in roan, 1 2s.
'

I

I
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]! irXJ)ER.-THE SCIEXTIFfC d- IJTI-n.lllY TliK.iSUn':
\ new and populur Eiicyclopacilia of Science and the Uelles-U'ttres ; inclu.linjt all Urniuhm of
Science, ami cver\ Subject connected with Literal lire and Art. '1 lie whole written in a familiar
style, adapted to the comprehension of all persons desirous of acpiirin^r information on the
subjects coinprise<l in the work, and also adajited for a Manual of convenient Uoference to the
more instructed. By S. Maunder. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 10s. cloth; bound in roan. lis.

]! iJ'XDEU.—THE TBEASURY OF XATLRAL HISTORY;
Or, a Popular Dictionary of Animated Nature: in which the /oolosical Characteri.tics tlint

distinguish the different ("lasses. Genera, and Species are combined with a variety of interest-

iii^: Information illustrative of the Habits, Instincts, and General Economy of the .Vnimal
Kingdom. To which are added, a Syllabus of Practical Taxidermy, and a GlosRarial
Appendix. Embellished with 900 accurate Enf;iavin!;s on Wood, from Drawings made
expressly for this work. By Sa.muel Maundeii. New IMition. Pep. 8vo. lOs. cloth;
hound in roan, 12s.

MAVNBER.—TRE TREASURY OF KXOWLEDdE,
Viul LIBRARY of KEFERENCE. Coniprisins an English Gr.iinmar; Tables of Enifiish

Verbal Distinctions ; Proverbs, Terms, and Phrases, in Lntin, Spanish, French, and Italian,

translated; New and Enlarged Enijlish Dictionary; Directions for Pronunciation; New
liiiversal Gazetteer; Tables of Population ami Statistics; List of Cities, Boroiiph.'i, and
Market Towns in tlie United Kiu-^dom ; Regulations of the General Post Office; Li»tof Foreiffn

.nimal. Vegetable, and Mineral Productions; Compendious Classical Dictionary; Scripture

i'M.per Names accented, and Christian Names of Men and Women: with Latiu Maxini^
translated; List of Abbreviations ; Chronology and History; compendious Law Dictionar>';

Abstract of Tax Acts ; Interest and other Tables; Forms of Epistolary Address ; Tables of

Precedency ; Synopsis of the British Peerage ; .ind iables of Number, Money, Weights, and
Measures By Samuel Maunder. New Edition, revised tliroughout, ami greatly enlarged.

Fcp. 8vo. 10s. cloth ; bound in roan, 12s.

MKiaVALB.—A HISTORY OF THE ROMANS I'NHER THE
E:MPIRi:. By the Rev. Charles Mkrivale, B D., late Fellow and Tutor of St.

John's College, Cambridge. Vols. I. and 11. 8vo. 28s. cloth.

TheTHIRD VOLUME; Completing the History to the Establishment of the .Monarchy

by Augustus. 8vo. 14s. cloth.

I.IMES MONTGOMERY'S POETICAL IfORES.
With some adilitional Poems, and the Author's Autobiographical Prefaces. A New Edition,

nniplete in One Volume; with Portrait and Vi-neltc. Square crown 8vo. 10s. Gd. cloth;

morocco, 21s. -Or, in 4 vols. fcp. 8vo. with Portrait, and Seven other Plates, 20s. cloth;

j
morocco, 36s.

MOORE.- HEALTH, EISEASE, AXJ) REMEDY,
Familiarly and practically considered in a few of their relations to the Blood. By UKuRUb
Moore, M.D. Member of the Royal College of Physicians. Post 8vo. 78. 6d. cloth.

\li)ORE.—MAX AXI) HIS MOTIVES.
liy George Moore, M.D., Member of the Royal College of Physicians. New Edition.

I; Post 8vo. 8s. cloth.

MOORE.—THE FOIYER OF THE SOI L 01ER THE RODY,
' Msideredin relation to Health and Morals. By Geobok Mookk, .M.D. .Member of the

Ivuyal College of Physicians. New Edition. Post 8vo. Ts. 6d. cloth.

liOORE.—THE I'SE OF THE BODY IN RELATIOX TO THE
.MIND. By George Moore, M.D. Member of the Koyal Collejie of Physician*. New

' Edition, Post 8vo. 9s. cloth.
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THOMAS MOORE'S POETICAL WORKS;
Containing the Author's recent Introduction and Notes. Complete in One Volume, unifom

Vt'ith Lord Hymn's and Southey's Poems. With a Portrait by Georg-e Richmond, engravef

in line, and a View of Sloperton Cott-ge. Medium 8vo. 21s. cloth ; morocco by Hayday,42s

—Or, in 10 vols. fcp. 8vo. with Portrait, and 19 Plates, s£2. 10s. cloth ; morocco, ^-1. 10s.

MOORE.—SONGS, BALLADS, AND SACRED SONGS.
By Thomas Moore, Author of " Lalla Rookh," " Irish Melodies," &c. First collecte'

Edition, uniform with the smaller Edition of Mr. Macaulay's Lai/s of Ancient Rome; mil

Vignette by R. Doyle. 18mo. 5s. cloth; 12s. Cd. smooth morocco, by Hayday. '

MOORE'S IRISH MELODIES. i

New Edition, uniform with the smaller Edition of Mr. Macaulay's Lai/s of Aiiciei]

Rome. With the Autobiographical Preface from the Collective Edition of Mr. Moore,

Poetical Works, and a Vignette Title by D. Maclise, R.A. 16mo. 5s. cloth ; 12s. fid. smooth

morocco, by Hayday.—Or, with Vignette Title by E. Corbould, fcp. Svo. 10s. cloth ; bour;

in morocco, 13s. 6d.
I

MOORE'S IRISH MELODIES.
\

Illustrated by D. Maclise, R.A. New and Cheaper Edition ; with 101 Designs, and til

whole of the Letterpress engraved on Steel, by F. P. Becker. Super-royal Svo. 31s. 6dl

bound in morocco by Hayday, £2. 12s. 6d.
j

*,* The Original Edition, in imperial 8vo., price fiSs. boards ; morocco, by Hayda
£i. Us. 6d. ;

proofs, ^^6. 6s. boards,—may still be had.

MOORE'S LALLA ROOKH: AN ORIENTAL ROMANCE.
New Edition, uniform with the smaller Edition of Mr. Macaulay's Laijs of Ancient Ron

With the Autobiographical Preface from the Collective Edition of Mr. Moore's Poetii

"Works, and a Vignette Title by D. Maclise, R.A. 16mo. 5s. cloth ; 12s. 6d. smooth moroo
by Hayday.—Or, in fcp. Svo. with Four Engravings from Paintings by Westall, 10s. 6d. clot|

bound in morocco, 14s. i

I

MOORE'S LALLA ROOKH. AN ORIENTAL ROMANCE.
With 13 highly-finished steel Plates from Designs by Corbould, Meadows, and Stephan

j

engraved under the superintendence of the late Charles Heath. New Edition, uniform

size with Thomson^s fteasnns and GoIdsmitVs Poems illustrated by the Etching Club. Sqn I

crown Svo. 15s. cloth ; morocco, 28s. '

*»* A few copies of the Original Edition, in royal Svo. price One Guinea, still remain.

MOSELEY.—THE MECHANICAL PRINCIPLES OF ENQ
NEERING AND ARCHITECTURE. By the Rev. H. Moseley, M.A., F.R.S., Professo

[

Natural Philosophy and Astronomy in King's College, London. Svo. with Woodcuts li

Diagrams, 24s. cloth.
|

MOSELEY.-ILLVSTRATIONS OF PRACTICAL MECHAnA
By the Rev. H. Moseley, M.A., Professor of Natural Philosophy and Astronomy in KifS

College, London. New Edition. Fcp. Svo. with numerous Woodcuts, 8s. cloth. i

MOSHEIMS ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY,
j

Ancient and Modern. Translated, with copious Notes, by James Murdoch, D.D. 11

Edition, revised, and continued to the Present Time, by the Rev. Henry Soames, Jj

4 vols. Svo. 4Ss. cloth.
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^[l'j,^l\^A CRITICAL HISTORY OF THE LAXGUAGE AND
LllERATURE OF ANCIENT GREECE. By \Vm. Mure, M.I'., of Caldwell. 3 vols. 8vo.

36s. cloth.

UUrxBAY.—EXCYCLOP. EI)IA OF GEOGUAPIfY

;

Coinprisiiiir a omplete Dcscri|ition of the Earth : cxhibitins: its Relation to the Heavenly

Bgdies, its Physical Structure, the Natural History of each Country, and the Industry,

Commerce, Political Institutions, and Civil and Social State of all Nations. Hy lltoH

Murray, K.n.S.E. : assisted by other Writers of eminence. Second Edition ; with 82 Maps,

and upwards of 1,000 other W'^oodcuts, 8vo. j£3, cloth.

NEALE.—THE BICIIES TEAT BIIIXG NO SOllROIY.

By the R''V. Erskine Neale, M. A., Rector of Kirton, Suffolk ; Author of "The Closing

Scene," &c. Fcp. 8vo. 6s. cloth.

Ti.- IT,-. II' nt olii-it of this little ivork is to sliew how worthless riches .ire as a means even of temporal happiness,
,:' :;i ;i;m - .1 i~ 1 trustee only for the good of his poorer and less fortunate brethren. This moinl is

. _' i( ht^s, such as Wood, of Gloucester, as contrasted with lletherington, the blind ni.in'8

-
, ;ind Bryan Blundell, the friend of the merchant seamen at I.iveniool ; Morgan

., r '; ;' - \ , ;ind Bancroft, tile benefactor of the aged. The work is replete with curious and
lutiiic- .iiiecJui.-s, .ijiu ., ..b i.i.it.Ljit to read as profitable to think on." Bkit.vn.ma.

WEIFMAX.—DISCOURSES ADDRESSED
GREG.VflONS. By John Henry Ne an, Priest of tl

Second Edition. 8vo. 12s. cloth.

TO mXED CON.
Oratory of St. Philip Neri.

LIEVTEXAXT OSBORX'S ARCTIC JOURXAL.
I Stray Leaves from an Arctic Journal. By Lieut Sherard Osborn, R.N

I
H.M.S.V. Pioneer in the late Expedition, 1850-51, under Capt.

(
Franklin. With Map and Four coloured Plates. Post 8vo.

I

\OWEX JOXES.—WIXGED THOUGHTS

:

Commanding
\ustin, to rescue Sir John

[Nearli/ ready.

A Series of Poems. By Mary Anne Bacon
E. L. Batenian,and executed in Illuminated Pr

unri their Kindred Thoughts and Fruits from
31s. 6d. elegantly bound in calf.

With Illustrations of Birds, designed by

ntiiigby Owen Junes. Uniform with Flowirs

the Garden and the Field. Imperial 8vo.

OJFEX JOXES. — FLOWERS AXD THEIR KIXDRED
THOUGHTS: A Series of Stanzas. By Mary Anne Bacon, Authoress of "Winged
Thoughts." With beautiful Illustrations of Flowers, designed and printed in Colours by

Owen Jones. Uniform with Fruits from the Garden and the Field. Imperial 8vo. 318. 6d.

elegantly bound in calf.

OJFEX FOXES.—FRUITS FROM THE GARDEX AXD THE
FIELD. A Series of Stanzas. By Mary Anne Bacon, Authoress of " Winged Thoughts."

With beautiful Illustrations of Fruit, designed and printed in Colours by Osven Jones.

Uniform yi\t\\ Ftowem and their Kindred Thoughts. Imperial 8vo. 31s. 6d. elegantly bound
in calf.

NEALE.—THE EARTHLY RESTIXG PLACES OF THE JUST.
By the Rev. Erskine Nealb, M.A., Rector of Kirton, Suffolk; Author of " The Closing

Scene," &c. Witu Wood Engravings. Fcp. Svo. 7s. cloth.
j

NEALE.—THE CLOSIXG SCEXE

;

\

Or, Christianilv and Intidelity contrasted in the Last Hours of Remarlcnble Persons. l!y i

the Rev. Kkskine Neale, M. A., Rector of Kirton, Suffolk. New Editions of the First and I

Second Series. 2 vols. fcp. Svo. 12s. cloth ; or separately, 6s. each. '
I
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OWEN.—LECWBEB ON THE COMPAllATIFE ANATOMfW
and PHYSIOLOGY of the iXVERTEBRATE ANIMALS, delivered at the Royal College;! «

of Surgeons in 1843. By Richard Owbn, F.R.S. Hunterian Professor to the College. Newi'J *

Edition, corrected. 8vo. withWood Engravings. [Xearly ready.

OWEN. — LECTURES ON THE COMPARATIVE ANATOmM^
and PHYSIOLOGY of the VERTEBRATE ANIMALS, delivered at the Royal College oi!«'
Surgeons in 1844 and 1846. By Richard Owen, F.R.S. Hunterian Professor to the College.!

j,

Iu3 vols. The First Volunae; with numerous Woodcuts, 8vo. Us. cloth.
j J^

PASCAL'S ENTIRE WORKS, TRANSLATED BY PEARCE.
The COMPLETE WORKS of BLAISE PASCAL : With M. Villemain's Essay on Pascal con-

sidered as a Writer and Moralist prefixed to the Prnrincial Letturs; and the Mi.scdtaneoui

WrifintjSr Thoughts on Religion, and Evidences of Christianittj re-arranged, with larg(

Additions, fron) the French Edition of Mons. P. Faugfere. Newly Translated from the Frenchi

with 3iemoir, Introductions to the various Works, Editorial Notes, and Appendices, bj

George Pearce, Esq. 3 vols, post 8vo. with Portrait, 25s. 6d. cloth.

*»* The Three Volumes may be had separately, as follows:—

Vol. I.-PASCAL'S PROVINCIAL LETTERS: with M. Villemain's Essay on Pascal pre

fixed, and a new Memoir. Post 8vo. Portrait, 8s. 6d.

Vol. II.-PASCAL'S THOUGHTS on RELIGION and EVIDENCES of CHRISTIANITY
with Additions, from Original MSS. : from M. Faugere's Edition. Post Svo. 8s. 6(

Vol. III.- PASCAL'S MISCELLANEOUS WRITINGS, Correspondence, Detached Thought!

&c. : from M. Faugere's Edition. Post 8vo. 8s. 6d.

PASHLEY.—PAUPERISM AND POOR-LAWS.
By Robert Pashley, M.A., F.C.P.S., One of Her Majesty's Counsel, and late Fellow

Trinity College, Cambridge ; Author of " Travels in Crete." Svo. Half-a-Guinea, cloth.

PEREIRA.—A TREATISE ON EOOB AND DIET:
With Observations on the Dietetical Regimen suited for Disordered States of the Digestiv

Organs ; and an Account of the Dietaries of some of the principal Metropolitan and oflw

Establishments for Paupers, Lunatics, Criminals, Children, the Sick, &c. By Jon. PereirJ(

M.D. F.R.S. & L.S. Author of " Elements of Materia Medica." 8vo. I6s. cloth.

PESCHEL.—ELEMENTS OF PHYSICS.
By C. F. Pe.schel, Principal of the Royal Militai7 College, Dresden. Translated from tl

German, with Notes, by E. West. With Diagrams and Woodcuts. 3 vols. fcp. Svo. 21s.
-•-'™

f
Part 1. The Physics of Ponderable Bodies. Fcp. 8vo. 7s. 6d. cloth. jRT

Separately. J Part 2. Imponderable Bodies (Light, Heat, Magnetism, Electricity, anH^^

\ Electro-Dynamics). 2 vols. fcp. 8vo. 13s. 6d. cloth.

PHILLIPS.—FIGURES AND DESCRIPTIONS OP THE PALu
<^ZOIC FOSSILS of CORNWALL, DEVON, and WEST SOMERSET; observed

the course of the Ordnance Geological Survey of that District. By John Phillips, F.K.:|

F.G.S. &c. Published by Order of the Lords Commissioners of H.M. Treasury. Svo.

60 Plates, comprising very numerous figures, 9s. cloth.

PORTLOCK.—REPORT ON THE GEOLOGY OF THE COUNT\\
of LONDONDERRY, and of Parts of Tyrone and Fermnnagli, examined and described und

the Authority of the Master-General and Board of Ordnance. By J. E. Portlock, F.R.
j

&c. Svo. with 48 Plates, 24s. cloth.
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'OJIUR.—SKETCHES IX NEW ZEALAND,
I

with Pen and Pencil. By \V. TYROiNE Power, U.A.CG. From a .loiirual knpt in tlmt

I Country, from July 1846 to June 1848. With 8 Plates anil 1 Woodcuts, troui Diiiwin^.s tiimle

on the spot. Post 8vo. 12s. cloth.

^fULMAN. — THE FAEE-JIECUJl OF FLY-FISHING FOR
j

TROUT : being: a complete Practical Treatise on that Branch of the Art of Anjjliiig ; with plain

and copious Instructions for the Manufacture of Artiticial Flies. By G. P. II. Pul.man, Author
of "The Book of the Axe." Third Edition, re-written and greatly enlarijed ; with several

I Woodcuts. Fcp. 8vo. Gs. cloth.

PICEOFT—A COURSE OF ENGLISH READING,
Adapted to every Taste and Capacity: with Literary Anecdotes. By the Rev. J.\mi;s

PvcROFT, B.A. AutUo: of "The Collegian's Guide," &c. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 5s. cloth.

DR. REECE'S MEDICAL GUIDE;
For the Use of the Clergy, Heads of Families, Schools, and Junior Medical Practitioners;

comprising a complete Modern Dispensatory, and a Practical Treatise on the distinguishing

Symptoms, Causes, Prevention, Cure, and Palliation of the Diseases incident to tlie Human
Frame. With the latest Discoveries in the diflerent departments of the Healing Art, .Materia

MedJc-i, &c. SeveiUeeiith Edition, uith coiioideraide Additions; revised and corrected

by the Author's Son, Dr. Hunky Kkkcii, M.U.CS. ^c. 8vo. 12s. cloth.

\1ICII.—TIIE ILLUSTRATED COMPANION TO THE LATIN
DICTIOXAUY AND GREEK LEXICON: forming a Giot;sary of all the Words repiesenting

Visible Objects connected with the Arts, Manufactuies, and Every-day Life of the .Vncieiits.

With Representations of nearly. Two Thousand Objects from the Antique. By A.\'rno.\v

Rich, Jun. B.A. late of Cams College, Cambridge. Post Svc. with about 2,000 Woodcuts,
21s. cloth.

iRCTIC SEAECHING EXPEDITION—A JOURNAL OF A
Boat Voyage through Rupert's Land and the Arctic Sea, in Search of the Discovery Ships

wider Coinii;and of Sir John Franklin. With an Appeudi.\ on the Physical Geography of

North America. By Sir Joh.v Richardso.n, M.D., F.R.S., Sec, Inspector of Hospitals and
Fle^-ts Published by Authority of the Admiralty. With a coloured Map, several Plates

printed iu Colours, and Woodcuts. 2 vols. 8vo. 31s. 6d. cloth.

: these wild plains, and the lonely settler whom
t book to study rather than to read ; und vet ^o
uny wlU be led to its study as a work ol" seiente

BaiTANNrA.

Riddle. -A copious and critical latin-English
LEXICON, founded on the German-Latin Dictionaries of Dr. William Freund. By the Rer.

j
J. E. RiDDLii, M.A. of .St. Edmund's Hall, Oxford. Uniform with Yonge'x EnylisJt Crc^k
Lexicon. New Edition. Post 4to. £2. 10s. cloth.

RIDDLE.-A COMPLETE LATIN-ENGLISH AND ENGLTSH-
] L.VriN DICTIONARY, for the use of Colleges and Schools. By the Rev. J. E. Ri dui.k, .\1.A.

Of St. Edmund Hall, Oxford. New Edition, revised and corrected. 8vo. 31s. Od. cloth.

" Valuable alike to the hcient.ac s
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RIDDLE AND FREUND'S NETF LATIN DICTIONARY.
A Copious Latin-English Dictionary ; Founded on Andrews's Translation of Freund's larger

Latin-German Dictionary : With Improvements and Additions. By the Rev. J. E. Riddlb,
M.A., and Dr. W. Fkeund. [^Ih preparation.

*»* The American Latin-English Dictionary by Dr. Andrews is a tran-lation of the Latin Dic-

tionary of Dr. Freund, who is now resident in London, and is occupied, in conjunction with

Mr. Riddle, in making a thorough revision of his valuable work, with important additions, in

order fully to meet the wants of our colleges and Echools, and to give to our more mature

scholars those aids which they are entitled to receive in the present advanced stage of philo-

logical research. Eighteen years have elapsed since Dr. Freund published a large portion of

the Dictionary which Dr. Andrews has translated. During a great part of that interval, Dr.

Freund has been actively engaged in preparing a second edition of his elaborate work, which

will shortly be published in Germany ; and in the course of this undertaking, he has employed

materials of which, to say the least, no use has been made by Dr. Andrews. The present work
will therefore present to the English student extensive results ot modern criticism, which have

not hitherto been collected in any single volume.

RIVERS.—THE ROSE-AMATEJJES GUIDE;
Containing ample Descriptions of all the fine leading varieties of Roses, regularly classed in

their respective Families; their History and mode of Culture. By T. Rivers, Jun. New
Edition, corrected and improved. Fcp. 8vo. 6s. cloth.

ROBINSON'S LEXICON TO THE GREEK TESTAMENT.
A GREEK and ENGLISH LEXICON of the NEW TiiSTAMENT. By Edward Robinson,

D.D., LL.D., Professor of Biblical Literature in the Union Theological Seminary, New Yor-J

Author ot " Biblical Researches in Palestine," &c. A New Edition, revised and in great

part re-wrilten. 8vo. 18s. cloth.

ROGERS.—ESSAYS SELECTED FROM CONTRIBUTIONS TO
the EDINBURGH REVIEW. By Henry Rogers. 2 vols. 8vo. 24s. cloth.

ROGERS'S VEGETABLE CULTIVATOR

;

Containing a plain and accurate Description of every species and variety of Culinary Vege-

tables : With the most approved Modes of Cultivating and Cooking them. New and Cheaper

Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 5s. cloth.

ROGET—THESAURUS OF ENGLISH WORDS AND PIIRA8ES1
Classified and arranged, so as to facilitate the Expression of Ideas, and assist in Literary Com-f

position. By P. M. Roget, M.D. F.R S. F.G.S. F.U.A.S. F.S.A., &c. ; Author oi the" Bridge-^

water Treatise on Animal and Vegetable Physiology," &c. 8vo. ^Nearly ready. *

RONALDS.—THE FLY-FISHER'S ENTOMOLOGY.
Illustrated by coloured Representations of the Natural and Artificial Insect; and accom

panied by a few Observations and Instructions relative to Trout and Grayling Fishing. Bj

Alfred Ronalds. 4th Edition, corrected; with Twenty Copperplates. Svo. 14s. cloth

ROVINGS IN THE PACIFIC, FROM 1S37 TO 1849
;

With a GLANCE at CALIFORNIA. By A Merchant long resident at Tahiti. WitK

Four Illustrations printed in colours. 2 vols, post 8vo. 21s. cloth.

ROWTON.—THE DEBATER

;

Being a Series of complete Debates, Outlines of Debates, and Questions for Discussion; witlij

ample References to the best Sources of Information on each particular Topic. By Frederi

RowTON, Author of "The Female Poets of Great Britain." New Edition. Fcp. Svo. Gs. cloth] '
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ICHOMBEHG.—THE THEOCBATIC PIIILOSOPITY OF E.YG-
[

LISH HISTORY. Being an attempt to impress upon History its True Genius and Real Cha-

I

racter; and to represent it not as a Disjointed Series of Facts, but as one Grniid Whole. Hy
I the Rev. J. D. Scho.mberg, 13. A. of Corpus Christi College, Catnhridge. 2 vols. svo. ais. cloth.

^EAIFABD.—SIR EDWARD SEAiFARffS NAERATU'K OF
HIS SHIPWRECK, and consequent Discovery of certain Islands in the Caribbean Sea : with

a detail of many extraordinary and highly interesting Events in his Life, from 1733 to 1749, as

I
written in his own Diary. Edited by Miss Jane Poutkr. Third Edition; with a New Nau-

j
tical and Geographical Introduction. 2 vols, post Svo. 21s. cloth.

EWELL.—AMY HERBERT.
By a Lady. Edited by the Rev. William Sewell, B.D. Fellow and Tutor of Exeter

College, Oxford. New Edition. 2 vols. fop. Svo. 9s. cloth,

JEWELL.—THE EARES DAUGHTER.
By the Authoress of " Amy Herbert." Edited by the Rev. William Sewell, B.D. Fellow

aud Tutor of Exeter College, Oxford. 2 vols. fcp. 8\ o. Os. cloth.

^FJJ'ELL.— GERTR UDE.
A Tale. By the Authoress of "Amy Herbert." Edited by the Rev. William Sewell, B.D.

1 lUow aud Tutor of Exeter College, Oxford. New Edition. 2 vols. fcp. Svo. 9s. cloth.

hEirELL.—L.LNETON PABSONAGE

:

'' A Tale for Children, on the Practical Use of a portion of the Church Catechism. By the

Authoress ot "Amy Herbert." Edited by the Rev. W. Sewell, B.D. Fellow and Tutor of

Exeter College, Oxford. New Edition. 8 vols. fcp. Svo. ICs. cioth.

\SEWELL.—3IARGARET BERCIVAL.
I By the Authoress of "Amy Herbert." Edited by the Rev.W. Sewell, B.D. Fellow and Tutor

of Exeter College, Oxford. New Edition. 2 vols. fcp. Svo. 12s. cloth.

SUAKSPEABE, BY BOWDLEB.
THE FAMILY SHAKSPEARE; in which nothing is arfrferf to the Original Text ; but those

words and expressionsa re o»i(7<erf which cannot with propriety be read.iloud. By T Bowdler,
Esq.F.K.S. New Edition; with 36 Engravings on Wood, from designs by Smirke, Howard,
and other .\rtists. Svo. 21s. cloth; or, inS vols. 9vo. without Illustrations, jCI. Ms. 6d. boards.

SHARP'S KEir BBTTISH GAZETTEEB.
A NEW GAZETTEER, or TOPOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY of the BRITISH ISLANDS
and NARROW SEAS : Comprising concise Descriptions of about Sixty Thousand Places,

Seats, Natural Features, and Objects of Note, founded on the best Authorities; full Parti-

culars of the Boundaries, Registered Electors, &c. of the Parliamentary Boroughs ; with a

reference under every Name to the Sheet of the Ordnance Survey, as far as completed ; and

an Appendix, containing a General View of the Resources of the United Kingdom, a Short

Chionolo^y, aud an Abstract of certain Results of the Census of 1S51. By James A. Sharp,
Esq. 2 vols. Svo. £2. 10s. cloth.

*»* Sharp's BW/isA Gazdteer is also in course of publication in Twenty-two Monthly Parts,

price Half.a-Crown each.

I
" Wc h.iTe already had occasion to mention this book, and a careful examination of its contcntx has conrinced u< of

its (treat value. The remarkable clearness with which its condensations and abbreviations are made appears to lu its most
admirable feature. We have no book of similar bulk in Uic language conbiininK anything like the ammnt ofiuformntion
of various kindh so «ill ..riiin-..! ^,n.l so easily accessible as in this nciv gaietlccr. Evi-ry ^irtid.^ Ii.iii s tlic mirk „r«tudi.-.l.

carelul.anil cr.;i'f rnrnMil-.-iMn !t '•Mnipr-h.-iiils botll the topography and tin- hy.lr."_TM.h. ..f !),. I'nTt.^.l Kiijloin, nnd
isconstru.-ti-,l .,11 il, .In i i . iL

.
,i i:i _ <, !c II iicc by bringing together as ni:Mr. nil. I - p. -i.i un. . i .hvn, i i„ .„K.

... All the )..!. 11! .

,
, ilic maps ; and iiotonly the ii'^r.i .
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. in short, repeat with a liberal i, •
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SHEPHERD.—THE HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF ROM^i
to the End of the Episcopate of Darasus, a.d. 384. By Edward John Shepherd, M„
Rector of Luddesdown. 8vo. Ms. cloth.

SHORT WHIST:
Its Rise, Progress, and Laws ; with Observations to make any one a Whist Player; containir
also the Laws of Piquet, Cassino, Ecart^, Cribbage, Backgammon. By Major A ^

New Edition. To which are added. Precepts for Tyros. By Mrs. B****, Fcp.Svo.S

SINCEMR.—POPISH EEGENES OR BIBLE TRUTHS.
By Catherine Sinclair, Author of "The Journey of Life," &c. Dedicated to her Nie
2 vols, fcap 8vo. 6s. cloth.

SINCLAIR.—THE JOURNEY OF LIFE.
By Catherine Sinclair, Author of " The Business of Life," " Modern Society," " Js
Bo'iverie," &c. New Edition, corrected and enlarged. Fcp. 8vo. 5s. cloth.

SIR ROGER BE COVERLEY.
From The Spectator. With Notes and Illustrations, by W. Henry Wills; and Twel
fine Wood Engravings, by John Thompson, from Designs by Frederick Tayler. Cfot
8vo. 15s. boards ; or 27s. bound in morocco by Hayday.

SMEE.—ELEMENTS OF ELECTRO-METALLURGY.
By Alfred Smee, F.R.S., Surgeon to the Bank of England. Third Edition, revised, c(

rected, and considerably enlarged ; with Electrotypes and numerous Woodcuts. PostSij

10s. 6d. cloth.

SMITH—THE WORKS OF THE REV. SYBNEY SMITH:
Including his Contributions to The Edinburgh Review. New Edition, complete in

Volume ; with Portrait by E. U. Eddis, engraved in line by W. Greatbach, and View
Combe Florey Rectory, Somerset. Square crown 8vo. 21s. cloth ; 30s. calf extra, by Haydi

—Or in 3 vols. 8vo. with PortraU, 36s. cloth.

SMITH— ELEMENTARY SKETCHES OF MORAB PIIIB
SOPHY, delivered at the Royal Institution in the Years 1804, 1S05, and 1806. By the ij

Rev. Sydney Smith, M.A. With an Introductory Letter to Mrs. Sydney Smith from )'

late Lord Jeffrey. Second Edition. 8vo. 12s. cloth.
|

SMITH—THE VOYAGE ANB SHIPWRECK OF ST. PAUL:\
with Dissertations on the Sources of the WMtings of St. Luke, and the Ships and Navigat

j

of the Antients. By James Smith, Esq. of Jordan Hill, F.R.S. With Views, Cliaij

and Woodcuts. 8\'o. 14s. cloth. '

SMITH—TASSaS JERUSALEM BELIVEREB.
\

Translated, in the Metre of the Original, by the Rev. Charles Lesingham Smith, Mj

late Fellow and Mathematical Lecturer of Christ's College, Cambridge. 2 vols. fcp. 8(

12s. cloth. i

SNOW.—VOYAGE OF THE PRINCE ALBERT IN SEARCH C^

SIR JOHN FRANKLIN : A Narrative of Every-day Life in the Arctic Seas. By W. ParkJ

Snow. With a Chart, and 4 Illustrations printed in Colours. Post 8vo. 12s. cloth.
j

THE LIFE ANB CORRESPONBENCE OF THE LATEROBEif
SOUTHEY. Edited by his Son, the Rev. Charles Cuthbert Southey, M.A., Vical

Ardleigh. With numerous Portraits, and Six Landscape Illustrations from Designs \

William Westall, A.R.A. 6 vols, post 8vo. 63s. cloth.
i

*»* Each of the Six Volumes may be had separately, price Half-a-Guinea.
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.$OUTHEY'S THE DOCTOR dtc. COMPLETE IN ONE VOLUME.
The DOCTOR &c. By the late Robkrt South ey. Complete In One Volume. Edited by

Mr. Southey's Sonin-Law, the Rev. John Wood Wartkr, B.D. With I'ortrait, Vignette,

Bust of the Author, and coloured Plate. New Edition. Square crown 8vo. 21s. cloth.

\SOUTHEY'S C0M3I0NPLACE BOOKS.
The COMMONPLACE BOOKS of the late ROBERT SOUTHEY. Comprising— 1. Choice

Passasfes: with Collections for the History of Manners and Literature in England; 2. Special

Collections on various Historical and Theological Subjects ; 3. Analytical Rciidiiiss in various

branches of Literature; and 4. Original Memoranda, Literary and Miscellaneous. Edited

by Mr. Southey's Son-in-Law, the Rev. J. W. Warter, B.D. 4 vols, square cr. 8vo. £3. 18s. cl.

*»* Each Series of Southey's Commonplace Books forms a distinct Volume, complete in

itself, and may be had separately as follows :—

FIRST SERIES—CHOICE PASSAGES, &c. 2d Edition ; with medallion Portrait. Price 188.

SECOND SERIES-SPECIAL COLLECTIONS. 18s.

THIRD SERIES-ANALYTICAL READINGS. 21s.

FOURTH SERIES—ORIGINAL MEMORANDA, &c. 21s,

\ROBERT SOUTHEY'S COMPLETE POETICAL WORKS;
Containing all the Author's last Introductions and Notes. Complete in One Volume, with

Portrait and View of the Poet's Residence at Keswick ; uniform with Lord Byron's and

Moore's Poems. Medium Svo. 21s. cloth ; 42s. bound in morocco.—Or, in 10 vols. fcp. 8vo.

1 with Portrait and 19 Plates, £2. 10s. cloth ; morocco, £i. 10s.

\S0UTHEY.—SELECT WORKS OF THE BRITISH POETS,
From Chaucer to Lovelace, inclusive. With Biographical Sketches by the late Robert
SouTHEY. Medium Svo. 30s. cloth.

\SOUTHEY.—TIIE LIFE OF WESLEY;
I And Rise and Progress of Methodism. By Robert Southey. New Edition, with Notes by

the late Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Esq., and Remarks on the Life and Character of John
Wesley, by the late Alexander Knox, Esq. Edited by the Author's Son, the Rev. Charles
CuTHBERT Southey, M.A. Vicar of Ardleigh. 2 vols. Svo. with 2 Portraits, 28s. cloth,

\SQ UIER.—NICARAGUA ;

Its People, Scenery, Monuments, and the proposed Interoceanic Canal. By E. G. Squier,
late Charge d'Aftaires of the United States to the Rei/ubiicB of Central America. With Nine
Original :Maps, Twenty-five Plates printed in colours, and numerous Woodcut Illustrations.

> 2 vols, royal Svo. 31s. 6d. cloth.

I

" At a description of the district of Central America to which it refers, the present work is entitled to take rank in the
jhighestclass of geographical, ethnological, and antiquarian literature." John Hull.

[
"Man J causes are combining to give great importance to the States of Central America Their own fertility and

'natural advantages, the commerce of the Pacific, and the gold of California, unite to attract tlie earnent attention of
ieBt«rpri«ing men and politicians towards them.' LiTF.iiiRj O'.azeite.

i

\STEEL'S SHIPMASTER'S ASSISTANT;
Compiled for the use of Merchants, Owners and Masters of Ships, Officers of Customs, and all

j

Persons connected with Shipping or Commerce: containing the Law and Local Regulations

affecting the Ownership, Charge, and Management of Ships and their Cargoes ; together with

)
Notices of other Matters, and all necessary Information for Mariners. New Edition, rewritten

j

throughout. Edited by Graham Willmore, Esq. M.A. Barrister-at-Law; George
! Clements, of the Customs, London; and William Tate, Authorof"The Modern Cambist.'

! Svo. 28s. cloth ; or 29s. bound.

^STEPHEN.—LECTURES ON THE HISTORY OF FRANCE.
By the Right Hon. Sir James Steihen, K.C.B. LL.D., Professor of Modern History in the

University of Cambridge. 2 vols. 8vo. 24s. cloth.
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STEPIIEK—ESSAYS IN ECCLESIASTICAL BIOGBAPIIY.
From The Edinburgh Review. By the Right Honourable Sir James Stephen, K.C.B. Ll!

Professor of Modern History in the University of Cambridge. Second Edition. 2 vols. .'

21 s. cloth.

STOW.—TEE TRAINING SYSTEM, THE MORAL TRAmii
SCHOOL, and the NORMAL SEMINARY. By David Stowt, Esq. Honorary Secretar'

the Glasgow Normal Free Seminary ; Author of " Moral Training," &c. 8th Edition, fc

reeled and enlarged ; with Plates and Woodcuts. Post Svo. 6s. cloth.
^-

SWAIN.—ENGLISH MELODIES.
By Charles Swain, Author of "The Mind, and other Poems." Fcp. Svo. 6s. cloth ; be'

in morocco, 12s.

SYMONS.—THE MERCANTILE MARINE LAW.
\

By Edward William Symons, Chief Clerk of the Thames Police Court, oth Edition.'

eluding the Act passed in 1851 to amend the Mercantile Marine Act of 1850, and the provisj

of the New Act relating to the Merchant Seamen's Fund. 12mo. os. cloth.
i

TATE. -EXERCISES ON MECHANICS AND NATURAL PJ
LOSOPHY; or, an Easy Introduction to Engineering. Containing various Applicatioil

the Principle of Work : the Theory of the Steam-Engine, with Simple Machines Theoij|

and Problems on Accumulated Work, &c. New Edition. 12mo. 2s. cloth.

TATE.—KEY TO TATE'S EXERCISES ON MECHANICS A.
NATURAL PHILOSOPHY. Containing full Solutions of all the unworked Examples
Problems. 12mo. with Diagrams, 3s. 6d. cloth.

" This little volume is, like all that Mr. Tate does, remarkable for its lucid arrangement, and the happy -way in
a pr.actical bearing is given to the subjects. It contains neat and excellent solutitins to all the unsolve.l questions
Exercises on Mechanics^ ixi weW ^5 to ^omQ very instructive additional problems; and it will be found invaluable
unassisted student, as v\ ell as to the te?cher whose time is of importance." Journal of Educat;

** Mr. Tate's book gives in a practical and popular form the substance of every mechanical principle, whether belo
to statics or dynamics, which can ever become applicable in any combination of engineering operations ; and in ordt
they may be fully understood, it supplies urder each a number of illustrative examples, the solutions of which are
in the little book now before us. Practical mechanics will derive from it the greatest assistance, a;

'
'

examples worked will serve to make the calculations perfectly obvious." Mornit. S -

TATE.—ON THE STRENGTH OF MATERIALS;
\

Containing various original and useful Formulae, specially applied to Tubular Bridges,Wrcjht
Iron and Cast Iron Beams, &c. By Thomas Tate, of KnellerTraining College, IVickenlitt;

late Mathematical Professor and Lecturer on Chemistry in the National Society's Tra te

College, Battersea ; Author of " Exercises on Mechanics and Natural Philosophy." JB.

5s. 6d. cloth. 0|

TAYLER.—MARCARET

;

Or, the Pearl. By the Rev. Charles B. Tayler, M.A. Rector of St. Peter's, Chester, A
of " Lady Mary, or Not of the World," &c. New Edition. Fcp. Svo. 6s. cloth.

TAYLER.—LADY MARY;
Or, Not of the World. By the Rev. Charles B. Tayler, Rector of St. Peter's, Ch(

Author of " Margaret, or the Pearl," &c. New Edition ; with a Frontispiece engraved

Absolon. Fcp. Svo. 6s. 6d. cloth.

TAYLOR.—LOYOLA : ANB JESUITISM IN ITS RUHIMEM
By Isaac Taylor, Author of " Natural History of Enthusiasm," &c. Post Svo. 10s. 6d. U*'
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r. lUYLOR.— irESLF.Y AND 3IET1I0DTS2L
llii By Isaac Taylor, Author of "Natural History of Enthusiasm," &c. With n Portrait of

4| Wesley, engraved by W. Greatbach. Post 8vo. Hal -a-Guinea, cloth.

I
" This volume will be acceptable to the public on many grounds. It will please the relijious by its respect for reli«lon
n! the littrary by tlie force of its style. It will not ilispleuse the Churchman by any violence of view, nor the Sectary
-"r I'ltterness of language. On the whole, it will perhaps be most welcomcii by the philosopher, for its attt>mpt to

it apparent anomalies of belief, to account for perplexing events in tlie history of reli!»ion, and to Rive somcthina
of system to the general effects of religious action on the world We presume that this volume will be in

e atlracU'd by

Britannia.

THIRLirALL.—TIIE HISTORY OF GREECE.
By the Rigrht Rev. the Lord Bishop of St. David's (the Rev. Connop Thirlwall). An

I improved Library Edition ; with Maps. 8 vols. 8vo. £i. IGs. cloth.

I

*»* Also, an Edition in 8 vols. fop. 8vo. with Vig^nette Titles, ^1. 8s. cloth.

A HISTORY OF GREECE, FROM THE EARLIEST TIMES
to the TAKING of CORINTH bv the ROMANS, B.C. U6, mainly based upon Bishop

Thirhvall's History of Greece. By Dr. Leonhard S -hmitz, F.R.S.E., Hector of the High
School of Edinburgh. Second Edition. 12mo. 7s. 5d. cloth.

THOMSONS SEASONS.
Edited by BoLTO.N CoRXEY, Esq. Illustrated with Seventy-seven Designs drawn on Wood
by Members of the Etching Club. Engraved by Thompson and other eminent Engravers.

Uniform with GohUmitfi's Poems illustrated by the Etching Club. Scjuare crown 8vo. 21s.

cloth ; or, bound in morocco by Hayday, 36s.

THOMSOX.—TABLES OF INTEREST,
At Three, Four, Four-and-a-Half, and Five per Cent., from One Pound to Ten Tliousand, and
from One to Three Hundred and ^ixty-five Days, in a regular progression of single Days;
with Interest at all the above Rates, from One to Twelve Months, and from One to Ten Years.

Also, numerous other Tables of Exchanges, Time, and Discounts. By John Thomson,
Accountant. New Edition. 12mo. 8s. bound.

THOMSON.—SCHOOL CHEMISTRY;
1 Or, Practical Rudiments of the Science. By Robert Dundas Thomsox, M.D. Master in

Surgery in the UnWersity of Glasarow. Fcp. 8vo. with Woodcuts, 7s. cloth.

TEE THIMB BIBLE;
Or, Verbum Sempiternum. By J. Taylok. Being an Epitome of the Old and New Testa-
ments in English Verse. A New Edition, printed from the Edition of 1693, by C. Whit-
tingham, Chiswick. 64mo. Is. 6d. bound and clasped.

j

TOMLINE.—AN INTROBUCTION TO THE STUDY OF THE
. BIBLE: containing Proofs of the Authenticity and Inspiration of the Holy Scriptures;

I

a Summary of the History of the Jews; an Account of the Jewish Sects; and a brief

Statement of the Contents of the several Books of the Old and New Testaments. By George
;

ToMLiXE.D.D. F.R.S. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 58. 6d. cloth.

t

;

TOOKE.—THE HISTORY OF PRICES:
With reference to the Causes of their principal Variations, from the year 1792 to the year

j

1847, inclusive. With a Sketch of the History of the Corn Trade in the last Two Centuries;
a general Review of the Currency Question ; and Remarks on the Operation of the Acts 7 and

j

8 Victoria, c. 32. By Thomas Tooke, Esq. F.R.S. 4 vols. Svo. £i. 68. cloth.



30 NEW WORKS AND NEW EDITIONS

TOWNSEND.—IIOBERN STATU TRIALS.
Revised and illustrated with Essays and Notes. By William Charles Townsexd,
M.A., Q.C., late Recorder of Macclesfield; Author of " Lives ot Twelve Eminent Judges i

the Last and of the Present Century," &c. 2 vols. 8vo. 30s. cloth.

TOIFXSEXD.—THE LIVES OF TWELVE EMINENT JUDGES
of the LAST and of the PRESENT CENTURY. By W.Charles Townsexd, Esq. M.A. Q.C.

late Recorder of Macclesfield ; Author of " Memoirs of the House of Commons." 2 vols.

Svo. 28s. cloth.

TURNER.—THE SACRED HISTORY OF THE WORLD,
Attempted to be Philosophically considered, in a Series of Letters to a .Son. By Sharon
Turner, F.S.A. and R.A.S.L. New Edition, edited by the Rev. Sydney Turner. 3 vols,

post Svo. 31s. 6d. cloth.

TURNER.—THE HISTORY OF THE ANGLO-SAXONS,
From the Earliest Period to the Norman Conquest. By Sharon Turner, F.S.A. and

R.A.S.L. The Seventh Edition (1852). 3 vols. Svo. 36s. cloth.

*»* The text and notes of this edition have been carefully revised, and as many of the Author's

later corrections and additions as appeared to have been intended and prepared by him for

publication have been introduced.

BR. TURTON'S MANUAL OF THE LAND AND FRESH-
WATER SHELLS of the BRITISH ISLANDS. A New Edition, thoroughly revised and with

considerable Additions. By John Edward Gray, Keeper of the Zoological Collection in

the British Museum, Post Svo. with Woodcuts, and 12 Coloured Plates, 15s. cloth.

URE.—DICTIONARY OF ARTS, MANUFACTURES, & MINES;
Containing a clear Exposition of their Principles and Practice. By Andrew Ure, M.D.

F.R.S. M.G.S. M.A.S. Lond.; M. Acad. N.L. Philad. ; S. Ph. Soc. N. Germ. Hanov. ; Mulii.

&c. &c. New Edition, corrected. Svo. with 1,241 Engravings on Wood, 50s. cloth.—Also,

SUPPLEMENT of RECENT IMPROVEMENTS. New Edition. Svo. withWoodcuts, 14s. cloth.

WATERTON—ESSAYS ON NATURAL HISTORY,
Chiefly Ornithology. By rHAHLEs Waterton, Esq., Author of " W'anderings in South

America." With an Autobiography of the Author, and Views of Walton Hall. New
Edition. 2 vols. fcp. Svo. 14s. 6d. cloth.

*»* Separately—Vol. I. (First Series), 8s.; Vol. II. (Second Series), 6s. 6d.

ALARIC WATTS'S POETRY AND PAINTING.—LYRICS OF
THE HEART, and other Poems. By Alaric A. Watts. With Forty-one highly-finished

Line-Engravings, executed expressly for this work by the most eminent Painters and En-

gravers.

In One Volume, square crown Svo. price 31s. 6d. boards, or 43s. bound in morocco

byHayday; Proof Impressions, 63s. boards.— Plain Proofs, 41 Plates, demy 4to. (only

100 copies printed) £2. 2s. in portfolio ; India Proofs before letters, colombier 4to. (only

50 copies printed), £5. 5s. in portfolio.

WHEATLEY.—THE ROD AND LINE;
Or, Practical Hints and Dainty Devices for the Sure Taking of Trout, Grayling, &c. By

Hewett Wheatley, Esq. Senior Angler. Fcp. Svo. with Nine coloured Plates, 10s. 6d. cloth.
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'HE TRAVELLEI^S LIBRAE

Y

Publishing Monthly, and sold at One Shilling each Part, is intended to comprine Imoki of
valuable information and acknowledged merit, in a form adapted for reading wliiU- Travelling,
and at the same time of a character that will render them worthy of preservation ; but the
price of which has hitherto confined them within a comparatively narrow circle of rcndert.

The First Eighteen Parts cotnprise—

•

1. "WARREN HASTINGS. By Thomas Babington Macaolay. Reprinted
from Mr. Macaulay's " Critical and Historical Essays." Price One Shilling.

2. LORD CLIVE. By Thomas Babingtox Macadlay. Reprinted from Mr.
Macaulay's " Critical and Historical Essays." Price One Shilling.

*»* Mr. Macaulay's Two Essays on Warren Hastings and Lord Clive may be

had in One Volume, 16mo. price Half-a-Crown, cloth.

3. LONDON IN 1850-51. By J. R. M'Culloch, Esq. Reprinted from Mr.
M'Culloch's " Geographical Dictionary." Price One Shilling.

4. SIR ROGER DE COVERLEY. From the " Spectator." With Notes and
Illustrations by W. H. Wills. Price One Shilling.

5. WILLIAM PITT, EARL OF CHATHAM. By Thomas Badi.ngton
Macaulay. Price One Shilling.

6 & 7. Mr. S. LAING'S JOURNAL of a RESIDENCE in NORWAY during

the Years 1834, 1835, and 1836. Two Parts, price One Shilling each ; or iu One Volume,
16mo. price Half-aCrown, cloth.

S. " RANKE'S HISTORY of the POPES. "And, " GLADSTONE on CHURCH
and STATE." By Thomas Babington Macaulay. Price One Shilling.

*»* Mr. Macaulay's Four Essays on William Pitt, Earl of Chatham, " llanke's History

of the Popes," and " Gladstone on Church and State," may be had in One Volume, l6mo.

price Half-a-Crown, cloth.

9 & 10. A LADY'S VOYAGE ROUND the WORLD. A Condensed Translation,

from the German of Ida Pfeiffer, by Mrs. Percy Si.vnett. In Two Parts, price One
Shilling each; or in One Volume, 16mo. price Half-a-Crown, cloth.

11 & 12. EOTHEN; or. Traces of Travel brought Home from the East. A New
Edition, in Two Parts, price One Shilling each ; or in One Volume, 16mo. price Half-a-

Crown, cloth.

13. "The LIFE and WRITINGS of ADDISOJN." Aud, HORACE VVALPOLE.
By Thomas Babi.ngtgn Macaulay. Price One Shilling.

14&15. HUG'S TRAVELS iu TARTARY, THIBET, and CHINA. A Con-

densed Translation, by Mrs. Percy Si n.xett. Two Parts, price One Shilling each; or

in One Volume, 16mo. price Half-a-Crown, cloth.

16 & 17. HOLCROFT'S MEMOIRS, written by Himself and continued to bis

Death from his Diary, Notes, and other Papers. Two Parts, price One Shilling each ;

or, in One Volume, 16mo. price Half-a-Crown, cloth.

18. LECTURES and ADDRESSES. By the Eaul of Carlisle. Price Is.

To be folloived by

AFRICAN WANDERINGS ; or, an Expedition from Sennaar to Taka, Basa, and

Beni-Amer: with a particular glance at the Kaces of Bellad Sudan. By Fkkuina.nii

Werne, Author of " Expedition in Search of Sources of tlie ^Vhite Nile." Translated

from the German, by J. R. Johnston. Forming Two Parts of the Traveller's Lihrary.

SKETCHES in CANADA and RAMBLES an.ong the RED MEN. By Mrs.

Jameson. Forming Two Parts of the TrareWer'* ifV-rarj/. ICmo.
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WEBSTER.—ANENCYCLOP^BIA OF I)03IESTICECONOMY
-,

Comprising such subjects as are most immediately connected with Housekeeping : as, The

Construction of Domestic Edifices, with the modes of Warming, Ventilating, and Lighting:

them—A description of the various articles of Furniture, with the nature of their Materials-

Duties of Servants, &c. &c. &c.' By Thomas Webster, F.G.S. ; assisted by the late Mrs.

Parkes. New Edition. 8vo. with nearly 1,000 Woodcuts, 50s. cloth

LADY WILLOUGHBY'S DIARY.
So much of the Diary of Lady Willoughby as relates to her Domestic History, and to the

Eventful Reign of King Charles the First, the Protectorate, and the Restoration (1635 to 1663).

Printed, ornamented, and bound in the style of the period to which The Diary refers. New
Edition ; iu Two Parts. Square fcp. 8vo. Ss. each, boards ; or ISs. each, bound in morocco.

YOUATT.—THE HORSE.
By William Youatt. With a Treatise of Draught. A New Edition ; with numerous Wood i|

Engravings, from Designs by William Harvey. 8vo. IDs. cloth.

g^ Messrs. Longman and Co.'s Edition should be ordered.

YOUATT.—THE DOG.
By William YouATT. A New Edition; with numerous Wood Engravings, from Designs

by William Harvey. 8vo. 6s. cloth.

*»* The above works, which were prepared under the superintendence of the Society for ,

the Diftusion of Knowledge, are now published by Messrs. Longman and Co., by assignment

from Mr. Charles Knight. It is to be observed that the edition of Mr. Youatt 's book on the

Horse which Messrs Longman and Co. have purchased from Mr. Knight, is tliat which was
:

thoroughly revised by the author, and thereby rendered in many respects a new work. The

. engravings, also, were greatly improved. Both works are the most complete treatises in the

language on the History, Structure, Diseases, and Management of the Animals of which

they treat.

ZINCKE.—SOME THOUGHTS ABOUT THE SCHOOL OF THE
FUTURE ; Or, a Sketch of the Solution which Time appears to be preparing for the different

Educational Questions of the Day. By the Rev. Foster Barham Zincke, Vicar of Wher-

stead, near Ipswich. Post 8vo. 7s. cloth.

" Mr. Zincke has, in the compass of a few pao;es, supplied us with a large amount of most valuable matter, and sup-
J

ported his arguments bv a variety of appropriate and cogent illustrations We hail him as a powerful advocate of a

great and good cause, and corl^iallv recommend thi? srnalfvolume to the attention of all pprsr,n« ivhn t:ike an mterestin

the question to which it relates.. ..'.We entertain so hiah "." r,,.:-;.- or tl.o >ame ot Mr. Zincke's remarks, tliat «e st—
be glad if we could spare sufflcient .,..<. r„. a luli analysis both of his arguments and l.i» pkins ; hut, as we caim

this we must content ourselves with uiving a general summary of the contents of the vohirae,and aquotationoi

illustrative of the extensive and practical views embraced by tile author His views are on the whole just, liberal, and

comprehensive, and he has the great merit of saying much in few words. We have, indeed, seldom met with so i

important matti r condensed into so small a space. Almost every topic that the consideration of such a question ind

is touched upon by the author, aud yet tfie whole volume contains only 23') pages, and of this number 76 are occupied by

an appendix, which is by no means the least interesting or important part of the work." Christian Tihes.

ZUMPT'S GRAMMAR OF THE LATIN LANGUAGE.
Translated and adapted for the use of English Students, with the Author's sanction andl

co-operation, by Dr. L. Schmitz, F.R.S.E., Rector of the High School of Edinburffh:|

with copious Corrections and Additions communicated to Dr. Schmitz by Professor ZUMPT.

New Edition, corrected. 8vo. 14s. cloth.

[March 31, 1852.
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